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‘Honesty is the best policy … also applies to newsreels, at least from a 

National-Socialist point of view. […] Newsreels in Germany as in 

present-day Europe are a necessity, which have the fundamental task 

of informing the Volksgemeinschaft in a clear, distinct way. […] 

Newsreels are and remain the most truthful means for the reproduction 

of the greatness of one Volksgemeinschaft or several 

Volkgemeinschaften that share the same fate and are all possessed by 

the same political view’.  
  

Robrecht Van Bael, ‘Het filmjournaal’, Balming, 12 and 19 December 1943, p. 7. I 

 

 

 

 
 

 
I Robrecht Van Bael or Bob Van Bael (1924-2002) worked for the Flemish radio department of Sender Brüssel 
during the Second World War and was one of the founding fathers of Belgian television in 1953. Van Bael used 
the Flemish term ‘volksgemeenschap’ that would currently be translated as ‘community’ or ‘nation’. In its 
historical context, particularly in this magazine (Balming was patronised by the collaboration movement 
DeVlag), the term clearly translates the German notion ‘Volksgemeinschaft’: the ‘peoples’ community’ that the 
Nazis hoped to establish. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

 

 

Seventy years ago, on 29 January 1933, Adolf Hitler was appointed chancellor of Germany. 

On the occasion of that anniversary, historian Ian Kershaw, the author of an acclaimed two-

volume biography of Hitler, published an article about the widespread public fascination with 

the Third Reich and noted:  

 

‘It seems that scarcely a day goes by without Hitler and the Nazis in one way or 

another – in newspapers, books, on radio and television – entering into our public 

consciousness. This is not just in Germany itself, but […] elsewhere. In fact, it appears 

at times as if we are becoming more prepossessed with Nazi Germany the further in 

time we move away from it. […] Publishers are keen to bring out books on these 

topics since they know they will sell. Journalists are keen to write articles, since they 

know magazines will want to publish them. And television producers are keen to make 

documentaries and feature films, since they know there is an audience for them. ‘1  

 

The history of the Third Reich indeed remains, 70 years after the Nazi rise to power and 

nearly 65 years after the outbreak of the Second World War (September 1939), a ‘hot topic’ 

for various media, including television documentaries. The overwhelming majority of these 

documentaries could never have been produced without the extensive use of Third Reich 

newsreel footage. The newsreel images of Goebbels asking the Berliner Sports Palace 

whether Germany wanted ‘total war’, of German soldiers fighting at the eastern front, of 

Hitler addressing the Reichstag or of German troops marching along the boulevards of Paris 

are only a few examples of moving images that right up until the present day create the 

collective memory of that era. In recent years, some historical productions have benefited 

from the opening up of film archives in the former Soviet bloc, from the discovery of rare 

amateur films (8 mm and 16 mm, sometimes in colour) and from the retrieval of a handful of 

forgotten newsreels and documentaries shot on 35 mm colour film.2 Although they gave some 
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documentaries a new élan, the amount of ‘new’ material is very limited and there is no doubt 

that in the future too, the visual representation of Nazi Germany and the Second World War 

will largely be constructed with the help of regular Third Reich newsreels, in other words 

with fragments of news films that had been produced and distributed under the strict control 

of the Nazi authorities. Apart from the Deutsche Wochenschau (DW), the unique wartime 

newsreel that was screened all over the German Reich, use is often made of the 

Auslandstonwoche (ATW), the ‘foreign newsreel’ Nazi Germany specifically made for export 

to countries it occupied or befriended. Belgium and the Netherlands are only two of the 

former German-occupied countries where images of local wartime newsreels are until today 

regularly used for historical documentaries.3  

 

Strangely enough, the attention paid to Third Reich newsreels by footage researchers and 

documentary producers as well as the undiminished public interest in the documentaries that 

these images end up in contrast sharply with the minor interest in them by communication 

scientists and historians. It would be incorrect to contend that research on National-Socialist 

newsreels is terra incognita. As early as in 1943, the American journal Social Research 

published an article about Nazi wartime newsreels.4 It was written by Siegfried Kracauer, a 

German who had only lived in the USA since 1941 and who would four years later publish 

From Caligari to Hitler,5 a psychological review of German cinema (1895-1933) that has 

become a classic. Kracauer based his assessment of German wartime newsreels (1939-1940) 

on 18 undated prints acquired by the Museum of Modern Art Library. Some of the prints were 

in German while others had an English commentary and were ‘obviously versions for Anglo-

Saxon countries’.6 Given the circumstances, one cannot possibly blame Kracauer for not 

consulting more prints, but it must nevertheless be established that his assessment suffered 

because of his limited sources, for instance because of his failure to recognise that German- 

and foreign-language newsreels not only differed in terms of language but also in content. 

 

After the end of the Second World War, German historian Fritz Terveen was in the second 

half of the Fifties probably the first scholar to warn of uncritical use of Nazi newsreel clips in 

television programmes7 and to carry out research on isolated Nazi newsreel issues.8 In the 

Anglo-American world, it was Professor Raymond Fielding who was the first (1960) to 

publish an article on the ‘Nazi-German newsreel’.9 Just like Kracauer 17 years before, 

Fielding based his assessment on a limited collection (38 prints) of German and other 

language newsreels. Probably because, in his capacity as a former cameraman-editor-director, 
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he was much better acquainted with the characteristics of newsreel as a genre,10 his evaluation 

was much more valid than that of Kracauer and contains many views on the style and 

structure of Nazi newsreels that were corroborated by later scholars. The publication of these 

articles should however not be mistaken for a broad academic interest in newsreel research. 

Various studies of National-Socialist propaganda techniques, which were published in the 

Sixties and Seventies and are until today rightfully considered as crucial studies on the 

subject, hardly focused any attention at all on the newsreels that Goebbels put so much time 

and effort into making. Ernest K. Bramsted (1965)11 dedicated nearly 500 pages to Goebbels’ 

propagandist activities but did not as much as mention newsreels. The same goes for the 

scholarship of Z. A. B. Zeman (1964)12 and for the much-acclaimed work of Jay W. Baird 

(1974).13 

 

It was only by the end of the Seventies that monographs on Nazi propaganda started paying 

considerable attention to newsreels. Michael Balfour (1979)14 repeatedly referred to the 

medium but it was Robert Herzstein (1979) who in his The war that Hitler won was the first 

to dedicate an entire chapter to the subject.15 Herzstein must be credited with bringing much 

of the material together that had remained unpublished until then and with clarifying some 

details about the production of the DW. What he failed to do was to come up with a clear 

understanding of the effectiveness of the newsreels. As the much contested title of his book 

already indicates, Herzstein too easily considered German propaganda as a war that had been 

won and consequently attributed too much power to the newsreels. 1979, the year Herzstein’s 

book was published, nonetheless marked the coming of age of DW research, which developed 

further in the Eighties. Major contributions in this field were made Peter Bucher, Karl Stamm 

and David Welch. It would be going too far to call these men the founding fathers of DW 

research but the importance of their contributions cannot be overestimated. While Stamm 

occupied himself with important issues such as the aesthetics and authenticity of wartime 

newsreels16 and Welch made a much more in-depth assessment of the production and 

reception of newsreels than Herzstein had done before him,17 Bucher was the first to research 

and place the history of Nazi newsreels in a broader context (1895-1945) and to make a 

catalogue of all German newsreel issues.18 Together with other authors such as Stephan 

Dolezel19, Hans Barkhausen,20 and Martin Loiperdinger21 and supported by the fieldwork of 

the Institut für den Wissenschaftlichen Film in Götttingen,22 these authors established an 

approach in which newsreels were ‘not so much examined from the point of view of the 

authenticity of individual shots but rather as information media products designed to mould 
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popular opinion’.23 With the research presented here, I aim to connect with that research 

tradition: to study Nazi newsreels as media/propaganda products without neglecting the 

authenticity question but also without relying too strongly on detailed shot analyses or 

semiotic models.  

 

Although scholars never stopped building further on the foundations laid by the above-

mentioned research,24 the first monographic study dealing with the entire output of the DW 

has still to be written. Moreover, the scholarly interest in Nazi newsreels and Third Reich 

documentaries is, apart from the obvious exception formed by Leni Riefenstahl, rather 

insignificant in comparison with the huge amount of attention paid to fiction films produced 

in Nazi Germany. Nevertheless, research on German Nazi newsreels aimed at domestic 

audiences is at a far more advanced stage than scholarship on newsreels that were produced 

with foreign audiences in mind. The very fact that the German Propaganda Ministry also 

produced, apart from the DW, a foreign newsreel to be shown exclusively outside the Reich, 

is only mentioned in passing (if at all) in the existing literature on Nazi newsreels. Moreover, 

this foreign newsreel, also known as the Auslandstonwoche or ATW, is often mistaken for a 

mere dubbed or slightly adapted DW version. In reality, the ATW was a newsreel in its own 

right through which German propaganda specifically addressed non-German target audiences. 

 

This PhD thesis does not pretend to be the first to offer research on German-influenced 

newsreels in foreign states. The first chapter and its notes will demonstrate that scholars in 

France and Norway have already conducted research in that field with impressive results. 

However, so far, the means or need to frame that research within an international context has 

failed. Combining literature with hitherto unknown archive documents and other sources, the 

research at hand started from an entirely different starting point. Instead of researching 

Belgian wartime newsreels (1940-1944) at a Belgian level and considering them as German-

influenced Belgian productions, they have been approached as an essentially German 

newsreel that was merely given a local tinge. By transcending the national context, the study 

at hand aims to offer an international framework for past, present and future research in this 

field. It is hoped that the annotated catalogue found in the second volume of this study will 

play an important role in that process. 
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The reader should note that newsreel items mentioned in the annotated catalogue will be 

referred to throughout this first volume as follows: (448-6) directing the reader to the sixth 

item of AM-WA NR 448 whereas (76-2) refers to the second item of BA-BN NR 76. 
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1. FILMED NEWS IN THE NEW ORDER: THE PROPAGANDA MINISTER 

AND HIS INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL EMPIRE (1939-1945) 
 

 

 

 

 

1.1. Newsreels and propaganda: preliminary remarks1 
 

 

Before embarking on the outline of the international context in which Belgian wartime 

newsreels (1940-1944) and their function as propaganda should be interpreted, it may be 

useful to dedicate a few lines to the terms ‘newsreel’ and ‘propaganda’. It is commonly 

agreed that the word ‘propaganda’ was derived from a Papal Bull dating from the early 17th 

century and was originally used to describe evangelisation activities or, to be more precise, 

actions to win back Catholics who had been lost to the Protestant Reformation. The meaning 

of the word ‘propaganda’ has, in the meantime, developed in many ways and gained an ‘evil’ 

connotation thanks, among other things, to the activities of German Propaganda Minister 

Joseph Goebbels. Of the wide variety of interpretations of the term ‘propaganda’, I will retain 

throughout this study the definition that Nicholas Reeves, notably in an excellent book on ‘the 

power of film propaganda’, borrowed from Terence Qualter: 

 

‘Any act of promotion can be propaganda only if and when it becomes part of a 

deliberate campaign to induce action through influencing attitudes. Once it is 

established that any statement, any book, poster or rumour, any parade or exhibition, 

any statue or historic monument, any scientific achievement or abstract of statistics, 

whether true or false, rational or irrational in appeal or representation, originates as the 

deliberate policy of someone trying to control or alter attitudes, then that thing or 

activity becomes part of a propaganda process …. [Propaganda is] the deliberate 

attempt by the few to influence the attitudes and behaviour of the many by the 

manipulation of symbolic communication.’2 
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Newsreels developed out of news films and, in that respect, were as old as the films dating 

from 1895 by the Lumière brothers. Newsreels as a genre existed since 1906 and were filmed 

items of topical interest, released on a regular basis and of a standard length. The latter 

initially did not exceed the length of one reel of film, hence the term ‘news-reel’. Although 

newsreels could be considered as the antecedents of television news, it must be clear that the 

newsreel did not just strive to bring ‘news’. True, newsreels were very eager to report on 

important topical events (coronations, funerals of famous people, meetings between important 

politicians, etc.) but the coverage limited itself more to ‘showing’ than to ‘covering/reporting’ 

such events. Newsreel companies employed cameramen, not journalists,3 and newsreels very 

often combined newsworthy events with items that had no topical relevance whatsoever, for 

instance, waiter contests, visits to the zoo, fashion shows, etc. 

 

The propagandistic use of newsreels came of age during the First World War and afterwards 

became a characteristic of totalitarian regimes such as the Soviet Union4 and Nazi Germany. 

The propagandistic use of newsreels was obviously not a prerogative of authoritarian regimes, 

especially not in military conflicts like the Second World War. In November 1939, when 

Great Britain and France were at war with Nazi Germany because of its invasion of Poland 

and the Netherlands was still neutral, the director of a Dutch Cinéac theatre (which only 

screened newsreels and documentaries) recounted having recently seen German, British and 

French newsreel reports on the German bombardment of the Polish city Danzig (Gdańsk). 

Each newsreel had shown the same footage. While the German comments adulated the 

strength of the German attack, the British praised the heroic Polish resistance and the French 

denounced it as the worst Nazi crime ever.5 The German newsreel in question was 

undoubtedly the Dutch version of Ufa’s foreign weekly newsreel, which leads us to the very 

topic of the research presented in this study.   

 

 

 

1.2.  The Reich Ministry of Propaganda in the Second World War6 
  

In early January 1933, Nazi party propaganda leader Joseph Goebbels began to finalise his 

plans for the establishment of a ministry of propaganda. Very shortly after the definitive Nazi 

rise to power, in March 1933, the foundation of the Reich Ministry for Popular Enlightenment 
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and Propaganda (Reichsministerium für Volksaufklärung und Propaganda) was promulgated. 

The ministry was led by its creator and aimed, as Goebbels put it, at ‘achieving mobilisation 

of the mind and spirit in Germany’.7 The fact that the Nazi party thought it necessary to create 

this type of ministry, the first of its kind world-wide, was strongly related to the ‘stab in the 

back’ (Dolchstoß) that had reportedly caused German defeat in the First World War.  

 

According to the Dolchstoß historiography, it was not the enemy military forces but the 

treacherous enemy propagandists that had caused Germany to lose the war in 1918. The 

general idea was that unscrupulous enemy propaganda had created and supported enemies 

within Germany. It was those enemies that had in the end destroyed the nation’s strength and 

literally stabbed the German army in the back by capitulating. Although French and, in 

particular, British propaganda was in effect much better organised during that war than its 

German counterpart, the ‘stab in the back’ story was a myth endorsed by the German armed 

forces for obvious reasons. In the eyes of the Nazis, however, the ‘stab in the back’ was not a 

myth at all. It was the only valid explanation for Germany losing the First World War and 

therefore mainly responsible for the Versailles Treaty that the Germans despised so much. 

Following that logic, the Nazis considered propaganda an essential political force, to be 

deployed within the Reich as well as at an international level. (Note that Hitler dedicated two 

chapters of Mein Kampf to propaganda.)  

 

With the establishment of a Propaganda Ministry, Goebbels tried to centralise the organisation 

of all government propaganda in one institution, in other words in one person (himself). 

Although he was relatively successful in achieving that goal, it must be clear that Goebbels 

never managed to fully control all forms of propaganda and/or media coverage. First of all, 

Hitler rarely granted any of his collaborators total power in a given area. On the contrary, it 

was typical of the ‘organised chaos’ that the Führer created (this characteristic of his 

leadership will be elaborated in Chapter 6) to divide and rule by granting people overlapping 

powers. Consequently, Goebbels had to share some of his responsibilities, or at least to 

continuously fight over them, with people within (notably Reich Press Chief Otto Dietrich) as 

well as outside his ministry (for instance Joachim von Ribbentrop’s Foreign Ministry). Last 

but not least, Goebbels never managed to monopolise military propaganda. After all, bringing 

the responsibility for all propaganda matters together into one nerve centre may have been 

difficult in peacetime, it was impossible within a belligerent state. According to an agreement 

concluded in 1938 with the Reich War Ministry and the Supreme Command of the Armed 
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Forces (Oberkommando der Wehrmacht - OKW), it was the propaganda service of the army 

(OKW-WPR) that was to supply the Propaganda Ministry with all military news.8 In other 

words, all first-hand military news was monopolised by the OKW-WPR while the role of the 

Propaganda Ministry was limited to distributing and capitalising on the information that the 

army provided free of charge in its so-called Wehrmachtbericht. 

 

The Wehrmachtbericht, a short bulletin distributed daily by the OKW, gave a brief overview 

of all military developments over the last 24 hours. Often printed word for word and 

broadcast verbatim by the press and radio in Germany as well as in occupied territories, the 

Wehrmachtbericht was the main source of information on all military-related topics. 

Rightfully described as ‘key reports on the war situation’,9 the importance of these bulletins in 

the field of German military messaging and propaganda cannot be overestimated. It goes 

without saying that the Wehrmachtbericht repeatedly blundered by prematurely claiming 

victory and regularly tried to mislead its audience by lying about or hushing up bad news.10 

The degree of truthfulness of the Wehrmachtbericht was in general proportional to the degree 

of German success that had been achieved in reality: as the war dragged on and Germany’s 

military situation worsened, the Wehrmachtbericht became increasingly unreliable. On the 

other hand, as the story of the Athenia (described in Chapter 3) demonstrates, it was never 

100 percent reliable. Because the Wehrmacht was reluctant to grant Joseph Goebbels any 

authority in the field of military propaganda, the influence of his Propaganda Ministry on the 

content of the Wehrmachtbericht was inconsequential. The original information came from 

operational headquarters and was passed on to the Führer’s headquarters. After Hitler’s 

approval, the Wehrmachtbericht was issued to the Propaganda Ministry, whose main role was 

to distribute it.11 

 

Goebbels’ ministry was more directly involved in the generation of news and propaganda 

through its propaganda units (Propaganda-Kompanien – hereafter referred to as PK). These 

units consisted of war correspondents (Kriegsberichter): writers, photographers, cameramen, 

draughtsmen and radio broadcasters. They were appointed by the Propaganda Ministry but 

operated at the front under the command of the operational headquarters they had been 

assigned to. The results of their activities (film footage, pictures, articles, etc) were used and 

disseminated by the Propaganda Ministry through various channels: newspapers, newsreels, 

radio broadcasts, magazines, etc. There was probably no Third Reich communication media 

that never used material that originated from these propaganda units. However, here too, the 
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Propaganda Ministry played second fiddle: all materials were first censored by (the 

propaganda service of) the supreme command of the Wehrmacht. 

 

  

 

1.3. Filmed news for the Reich: the German Weekly Newsreel (DW) and its 

predecessors12 
 

 

A run through the history of German newsreels under Nazi rule (1933-1945) is undeniably 

marked by a single connecting theme: Goebbels’ protracted unwillingness to release a state-

produced newsreel. Although Hitler and Goebbels acknowledged the importance of film as a 

powerful propaganda tool years before they came to power, neither they nor any other high-

ranking party official attempted to introduce a party-produced newsreel. The NSDAP 

occasionally had some films made from 1927 onwards, but these were merely reports on party 

demonstrations to be shown at NSDAP gatherings. Although Goebbels, appointed party head 

of propaganda by Hitler in 1928, founded the NSDAP Reichsfilmstelle (Reich film unit) in 

1931, he had no intention for it to release a regular newsreel of its own.13 After his 

appointment as Reich Propaganda Minister Goebbels was not tempted to introduce a party- or 

Reich-produced newsreel either. At first sight, this policy looks peculiar, particularly since 

Goebbels must have noticed how the industrialist and politician Alfred Hugenberg had used 

his control over the Ufa company (before 1933) to have the Ufa and Deulig newsreels 

disseminate a view on contemporary Germany that reflected the standpoint of Hugenberg’s 

own nationalist party (Deutschnationale Volkspartei or DNVP) and avoided showing Adolf 

Hitler and the NSDAP.14 The late Peter Bucher, a pioneer in DW research without whose 

sudden death the historiography of Nazi newsreels would certainly be at a more advanced 

stage than it is now, expressed in this context his astonishment that the NSDAP ‘not only 

refrained from the introduction of special National-Socialist newsreel after Hitler’s 

assumption of power […] but also spared the existing newsreels from tough interference as 

long as they removed Jewish collaborators, acknowledged the National-Socialist revolution in 

the appropriate way and only treated those subjects that had been singled out as significant’.15 

In my view, the real question is whether any ‘tough interference’ was necessary if all 

newsreel editorial offices complied with the conditions Bucher indicated. 
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Moreover, Nazi disinterest in a party- or state-produced16 newsreel should not be mistaken 

(and I am not implying that Bucher did so) for failure to control the medium. Soon after its 

foundation, the Propaganda Ministry’s film department created the Referat für Filmtechnik 

und Filmberichterstattung, a subdivision focusing on film technique and filmed news 

coverage. The first task of that subdivision, lead by Eberhard Fangauf, was to make sure that 

all film reporters could work under the same conditions as their colleagues from the written 

press. Fangauf gave anyone involved in the production of newsreels green ID’s, green armlets 

and green stickers with the words ‘Filmberichter’ (film reporter) and an eagle shield. Joseph 

Goebbels and Heinrich Himmler, respectively in their capacities of leader of all party 

propaganda services and leader of the SS and German police, issued orders that all bearers of 

those IDs should receive all the necessary co-operation when needed.17 Apart from lightening 

the work of the newsreel cameramen with these measures, Fangauf’s department on the one 

hand regularly ‘suggested’ topics that could/should be covered and, on the other, censored the 

newsreels or was, to say the least, strongly involved in this.  

 

In the course of 1935 Goebbels and his ministry took steps to become more actively involved 

in newsreel production. The new approach, clearly displayed in the foundation, in May 1935, 

of the Deutsches Film-Nachrichtenbüro or German Film News Office. Within the industry it 

soon became better known as the Büro Weidemann or Weidemann office, named after its 

chairman. The latter, Hans Weidemann, was involved in NSDAP-propaganda since 1930 and 

held in 1935 among other things the position of vice-president of the Reich Film Chamber. 

According to Weidemann, the newsreels should ‘no longer just be a more or less interesting 

and randomly patched together variety of images from the whole world, but should be shaped 

into a comprehensive artistic film entity. The observer should unconsciously, through the 

visual effect, be culturally and propagandistically educated and fortified.’18 The term 

‘unconsciously’ (unbewusst) is very important for it corresponds to Goebbels’ belief that 

propaganda was only true propaganda if the target group absorbed the transmitted message 

without even recognising its propagandistic intentions. 

 

By the time the Weidemann Office was established, the number of different newsreels 

distributed in German cinemas was, taking into account the size of Germany, surprisingly 

low. This can mainly be attributed to the expansionist politics of Ufa owner Alfred 

Hugenberg, under whose guidance several smaller newsreels had been taken over and 
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absorbed by Ufa. When the Weidemann office came into being, there were only four different 

newsreels, two of which were produced and distributed by Ufa: the Ufa-Tonwoche and 

Deulig-Tonwoche. The other two newsreels were the Tobis-Woche (which combined the 

former newsreels Bavaria-Woche and Emelka-Woche) and the Fox-Tönende-Wochenschau, 

respectively produced/distributed by the German Tobis firm and the German branch of the 

American Fox company. The American firm Paramount also filmed newsreel items in 

Germany, but this footage was only meant to be distributed abroad (through the Paramount 

Sound News)19 and will therefore not be discussed in this subchapter. 

 

Weidemann and his colleagues put great effort into lightening the work of newsreel 

cameramen and companies, thus simplifying the coverage of many events. The so-called 

Gesetz zur Erleichterung der Filmberichterstattung or Newsreel Law of January 1936 

demonstrates this very clearly. While filming parades or manifestations, cameramen often 

recorded excerpts of copyright music or other forms of artistic expression whose (filmic) 

reproduction would result in an infringement of copyright. Clearing these rights took time and 

money and delayed or obstructed the newsreel coverage of such events, which were almost 

always linked to the Nazi regime in some way. The Weidemann office therefore had the 

Propaganda Ministry release a Newsreel Law that exonerated all newsreel companies from 

copyright.20 These measures certainly allowed newsreel companies and their employees to 

cover subjects under the best possible conditions. But the extent to which the editorial offices 

were free to actually choose the topics to be covered remains, just like the exact 

responsibilities of the Weidemann office, slightly vague. Felix Moeller is presumably right in 

stating that the office ‘only co-exercised post-censorship over the four different weekly 

newsreels […] without too much interference into the creative process’ but ‘did insist on a 

tight thematic structure’ that focused on ‘parades, party rallies, state visits and the national 

community’s development achievements’.21 

 

In 1938, the Weidemann Office transferred its tasks of controlling newsreel editorial offices 

and censoring the final results to another service within the ministry, the so-called Deutsche 

Wochenschauzentrale or German Newsreel Centre. As responsibilities for newsreels were 

transferred from one ministerial department to another, they increased slightly. The German 

Newsreel Centre, initially also chaired by Weidemann, no longer only supervised newsreels 

but also produced documentary propaganda films such as Der Westwall (the West Wall) and 

Feldzug in Polen (Campaign in Poland). Fritz Hippler, who would play a key role in the 
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development of Nazi feature films, documentaries and newsreels, directed both films, mainly 

based on newsreel footage. Hippler, who died in late 2002 and was before unreachable due to 

hospitalisation22, was barely 30 years old when Goebbels appointed him head of both the 

Propaganda Ministry’s film department and newsreel centre.23 Under the successive 

leadership of Weidemann and Hippler, both directly subordinate to the propaganda minister, 

the newsreels, just like all other media, strove to prepare the German nation for the outbreak 

of war. The compulsory showing of a newsreel at every film screening, promulgated in 

November 1938, underlines the importance attached to newsreel propaganda in that context. 

 

The Weidemann office and its successors were not the only institutions authorised to exercise 

newsreel censorship. As Germany’s military strength and secret territorial aspirations grew, 

the military authorities became increasingly concerned with the filmic depiction of their 

troops and installations. The Propaganda Ministry and the Reich Ministry of War reached an 

agreement that as from 12 August 1936 onwards all newsreel editorial offices were obliged to 

send all footage of military content, still in the form of an undeveloped camera negative, to a 

development firm assigned by the war ministry. The material was only after careful 

examination returned to the newsreel companies. This policy granted the War Ministry pre-

production censorship of all military footage which was, at the end of the production line, 

censored once again by the Weidemann office, alias the Propaganda Ministry. Apparently 

these stringent security measures failed to soothe everyone. In October 1936, the War 

Ministry forbade Fox-Tönende-Wochenschau to film any Wehrmacht manoeuvre because 

Hermann Göring suspected the (American) firm of possible espionage. The Propaganda 

Ministry, annoyed by the fact that many German newsreel spectators were deprived of images 

of their military forces in this way, intervened.24 The results of the latter conflict are unknown 

but clearly display the armed forces’ preoccupation with newsreel reports on military issues. 

 

Until the war broke out, the above-mentioned ministerial services successively controlled the 

four existing newsreels to an increasing extent but nevertheless allowed their separate 

editorial offices to co-exist. Replacing all of them with a single department would certainly 

have facilitated the Propaganda Ministry’s tasks but it would also have highlighted the 

ministry’s role. The full reason for Goebbels’ reluctance to nationalise and monopolise the 

German newsreels is to be found here, in his clear preference to conceal propaganda 

mechanisms. As the Wehrmacht made its final preparations to invade Poland, the Propaganda 

Ministry nevertheless realised that to control newsreel coverage of the campaign it would 
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have to combine the different editorial offices. From September 1939 onwards, coinciding 

exactly with the German invasion, the Ufa-Tonwoche, Deulig-Tonwoche, Tobis-Woche and 

Fox-Tönende-Wochenschau were merged into a single war newsreel. They kept their 

respective opening titles until June 1940. After that the merger was made public by the use of 

a single new opening title: the Deutsche Wochenschau (DW) or German weekly newsreel.  

 

Goebbels’ decision to finally merge the newsreels, a measure to be supported immediately 

after the final victory, was, as mentioned above, prompted by the need to control war 

coverage easily. This is related to the second leitmotiv in the history of Third Reich 

newsreels: the drive to control all kinds of military footage, from filmed manoeuvres to actual 

battle scenes. Although the Propaganda Ministry and the Reich War Ministry managed to 

agree on their respective powers, the issue resulted in many conflicts both before and during 

the Second World War.25 On number of occasions other ministries or power groups like the 

SS also interfered with newsreel content. The theory that Goebbels personally viewed and co-

edited every single wartime newsreel, although confirmed by Fritz Hippler and many 

scholars, has been proved wrong.26 Nevertheless there is no denying that Goebbels dedicated 

a huge amount of his time to the wartime newsreels. 

 

As the Propaganda Ministry’s newsreel 

centre transformed from a powerful 

watchdog into a proper newsreel editorial 

office, Goebbels considered 

subcontracting it to a separate 

organisation. These plans were finalised 

with the foundation of the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH (German newsreel 

company), officially set up on 21 

November 1940. Although legally-speaking a subsidiary of the (in the meantime state-owned) 

Ufa film company, all employees of the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH were directly 

subordinate to the Propaganda Ministry. Consequently, the highest power of decision lay not 

with its managers (Heinrich Roellenbleg and Fritz Tietz) but with Goebbels and his 

representative, Fritz Hippler. Goebbels also often conferred with Hitler, who was very 

interested in the newsreels until the deteriorating military situation prevented them from 

featuring victorious items. 

 

Logo of the German weekly newsreel (DW) 
(Source: H. Traub, Die Ufa (Berlin, 1973), p. 279.) 
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While the local (German) images were filmed by cameramen working for the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH, military footage was shot by PK cameramen. As mentioned above, the 

material PK troops produced was always censored by the OKW. The images filmed by 

approximately 22027 PK cameramen were censored by OKW representatives at the premises 

of the Propaganda Ministry as well as by others. The procedure was as follows. All footage 

shot by PK cameramen in the form of exposed but undeveloped film negatives was 

transported as soon as possible to the Propaganda Ministry. The film was developed and 

printed at the ministry and thereupon submitted to the censors for approval. The college of 

censors consisted of representatives from the Propaganda Ministry, the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH, the Foreign Ministry, other authorities and of course representatives 

from the army detachments in question.28 Afterwards a lavender print29 of the released film 

shots was delivered to the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH. Once the images had been 

censored, it was the Propaganda Ministry that was solely responsible for the production of the 

newsreel. While the production of the DW is relatively well-documented, very little is known 

about the editing of its foreign counterpart, the ATW. 

 

 

 

1.4. Filmed news from the Reich: Ufa’s Foreign Weekly Newsreel (ATW) 

exports the German viewpoint 30 
 

 

 

1.4.1. The ATW: not just a foreign version of the DW 
 

 

The charter of foundation of the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH stated: ‘the purpose of the 

company is to make German newsreels, newsreel-like special films and to carry out all related 

tasks. To this end, the company is entitled to set up domestic or foreign firms, to take shares 

in such companies as well as to conclude all the transactions required by the aims of the 

company.’31 Particular attention should be paid to the new company’s eligibility to set up 

domestic or foreign subsidiaries. Willi A. Boelcke correctly estimated: ‘The establishment of 
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the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH came about partly because of economic but mainly 

because of foreign political ambitions which aimed, notwithstanding protest by the Italian 

Luce newsreel company, to create a German newsreel monopoly in Europe.’32 

 

Before the German newsreels were merged, Ufa controlled two-thirds of the market by 

producing and distributing the ‘Ufa-Tonwoche’ and the ‘Deulig-Tonwoche’33, the former 

being by far the biggest German title. It is striking that the first newsreel released under the 

DW flag carried the serial number 511 instead of number 1. By adopting the numeration that 

Ufa newsreels had used since converting to sound in September 1930, the uniform wartime 

newsreel was more a continuation of the ‘Ufa-Tonwoche’ than a merging of all four previous 

titles. In terms of foreign newsreel propaganda, Ufa’s role was even greater. Boelcke states in 

the above-cited publication that the foreign weekly newsreel was created immediately after 

the outbreak of war.34 That is not entirely true. Ufa’s foreign newsreel or Auslandstonwoche 

(ATW) was exactly the same age as its domestic counterpart. September 1939, the outbreak 

of the Second World War, marked its 24th anniversary.35 As (since 1927) the only German 

export newsreel, the ATW had, since 1933, been subject to the same control mechanisms that 

monitored all German newsreels. Because, in view of the Polish campaign, preparations were 

made to merge the German newsreels, initiatives were also undertaken to restructure the 

ATW. It is no coincidence that the Ufa board decided by the end of July 1939 to reorganise 

the ATW production and distribution system. A ‘specific editor’ was hired for the ‘special 

editorial office of the ATW36, which can be considered as (the first step to) the formation of a 

separate ATW editorial office.  

 

As Germany invaded Poland, Ufa literally ‘multiplied’ the number of ATW prints it 

distributed.37 In July 1940 the ATW was reportedly distributed on over 100 prints in over 15 

countries.38 At first only one ATW version was edited, which means that the newsreels 

exported abroad only differed in terms of language. With the passing of time, this one-size-

fits-all policy was set aside and newsreels sent to a particular destination were edited with the 

specific target audience in mind. The exact date at which this reversal of policy took place has 

not been determined. The minutes of a meeting of Tobis Filmkunst GmbH’s board, held early 

in December 1940, state that the Propaganda Ministry was at that time only considering the 

idea of making different newsreels for different regions.39 However, when the different issues 

are compared, we can see that ATW versions sent from Berlin to Belgium, France, Spain and 

the Netherlands displayed differences no later than August 1940.40 This observation leaves 
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open the possibility that newsreels were sooner, rather than later, maybe even as early as the 

end of 1939, customised for their respective target audiences. 

 

Differences between ATW versions became increasingly apparent in autumn 1940, probably 

related to the setting up of the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH. From then on, the company 

was solely responsible for the production of both ATW and DW newsreels, respectively 

supervised by their head and deputy managers, Heinrich Roellenbleg and Fritz Tietz.41 

However the decision-making power lay with their chairman, Fritz Hippler, and above all 

with Goebbels. Although every ATW issue included items that had also been featured by the 

DW, while the latter regularly used items by the former, the footage was not necessarily 

edited and/or commented in the same way. For instance, both the DW and ATW reported on 

the speech given by Hitler to German workers on 12 December 1940. As often, the newsreels 

‘summarised’ Hitler’s words without broadcasting the original sound of his speech. The DW 

commentator stated that the Führer had sharply attacked the capitalism of so-called 

democratic states and had thanked workers for supplying the weapons that helped the 

Wehrmacht to win the war that British ‘plutocrats’ had prepared and started. The French 

ATW however, addressing inhabitants of a ‘so-called democratic state’, stated that Hitler had 

merely expressed his desire to achieve peace and his hope that making cannons was the 

shortest way to achieve that goal.42 Many similar examples can be found, especially among 

the military footage, which was regularly re-edited (and often shortened) during transfer from 

DW to ATW. 

 

As a result of all this interference, it is only possible to give a very general description of what 

the average ATW issue looked like. As a rule, each ATW combined some German items with 

a selection of international subjects. The latter ranked from innocent items such as a visit to 

the Tivoli Gardens in Copenhagen to a weekly re-run of war-related items. The latter, often 

edited at the end of the reel, formed an important part of each newsreel and varied from actual 

reports on the military situation to slices of life behind the front. Many items, German or 

foreign, war-related or not, presented a National-Socialist view on world events. The same 

can be said for many of the local items, which were supplemented in countries where the 

Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH had managed to set up a subsidiary. Although the overall 

structure of each ATW was uniform, the components were often filled in differently, again 

particularly in regions where a local editorial office had been set up. This rule even applied to 

military items: ATW versions that carried the same serial number did not necessarily feature 
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the same military reports. Altogether, this indicates that this tendency became increasingly 

stronger as German military successes slowed down and the availability of must-show 

victorious items fell. 

 

 

 

1.4.2. The ATW and the New Order: building a newsreel empire43 
 

 

The Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH had, as indicated, been set up to create a legal framework 

for the establishment of a German newsreel empire. To what extent the Propaganda Ministry 

effectively managed to accomplish its plans is difficult to determine. Heinrich Roellenbleg, 

probably stretching things a bit, remarked in late 1941 that ‘close to 2.000 prints’ of ATW 

were distributed to ‘almost all countries of the world, except enemy states’.44 Unfortunately, 

there is no clear limit to the geographical area covered by the ATW because, on the one hand, 

no list of all regions the newsreels were sent to ever emerged and, on the other, because its 

boundaries were constantly changing due to military and political events. Although Table 1.2 

gives an overview of countries where the ATW was either distributed or partially used by 

local newsreels, the value of this data should not be overestimated. They are mere snapshots, 

dating from the end of April 1944, and do not contain any data on overseas regions except 

Japan. During the earlier stages of the war, the ATW covered parts of Africa, Asia, South 

America, and the USA and even exchanged items with Soviet newsreels.45 Strictly-speaking, 

the ATW was even screened in Great Britain: English-language ATW versions were screened 

on the German-occupied Channel Islands of Jersey and Guernsey.  

 

An indication of the regions reached by the ATW is to be found in the list of the 36 languages 

in which it was available by the end of 1943: Arabic, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Brazilian, 

Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch (and Flemish), English, Estonian, Finnish, French, 

Georgian, German, Greek, Hindi, Hungarian, Iranian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish, 

Portuguese, Romanian, Russian (and White Russian), Serbian, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish, 

Turkish, Turkmen and Ukrainian.  
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However the number of languages, countries or 

continents covered by the ATW does not reveal 

anything about its actual impact in terms of 

range. Particularly in the non-occupied areas 

where much depended on the number of prints 

distributed (by the end of April 1944 there were 

only two in the whole Turkey) as well as on the 

attitude of local censors. In several neutral states, 

the ATW regularly met with official resistance, 

often resulting in censorship of certain scenes or 

of complete ATW issues. Below, the extensively 

discussed examples of Belgium and the 

Netherlands, neutral until Germany invaded 

them, show that the tendentious ATW reports 

were a source of turmoil on several occasions. In 

Switzerland, the censors had many scenes edited out of the ATW. The scenes the censors 

objected to included a Belgian soldier’s broken gun, German soldiers fraternising with Greek 

youngsters and Croatian farmers, German corpses reportedly mutilated by ‘Bolshevists’, etc. 

In Sweden where, from the Polish campaign onwards, the ATW was released in a Swedish-

language version, the government soon prohibited synchronisation and obliged the ATW to 

use subtitles46, which resulted in the ATW being a lot less influential. Naturally enough, 

Germany did its utmost to protest against this kind of measure. In Sweden, the German efforts 

apparently paid off. In November 1941, the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH managed to 

establish a foreign department in Stockholm, which distributed Swedish-language ATW 

issues. It is noteworthy that the Swedish ATW, as proven by prints and censorship cards 

preserved at the German Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv, was released until early April 1945 (!), 

which means that it existed even longer than the DW.47 

 

The establishment of foreign subsidiaries or ‘Außenstellen’ started in autumn 1940 and 

resulted in a network of local editorial offices, listed chronologically in Table 1.1. at the end 

of this chapter. The mere fact that the French and Spanish ‘Außenstellen’ were founded 

before the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH even officially existed – the former preceding its 

parent company by well over a month – reflects more than anything German eagerness to 

expand the reach of the ATW. Setting up an Außenstelle was equivalent to establishing some 

 

Poster advertising the ATW, also known as 
Auslandswoche(nschau) 

(Source: Der Deutsche Film Sonderausgabe 
1940/1941 ,  p. 143.) 
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sort of local newsreel editorial office but did not necessarily imply the production of a local 

ATW version. This is, for instance, demonstrated by examples in the Netherlands (below) and 

the Axis satellite in Romania, where the state ONC newsreel included ATW footage but held 

on to its monopoly. ‘Außenstellen’ were involved in the production of newsreels at different 

levels but never in their distribution, which was carried out by Ufa. In regions where Ufa was 

not directly represented, like the occupied eastern territories, other firms, in this instance the 

ZFO, that held the monopoly over all film-related matters in the east, distributed the ATW. 

Before Germany attacked the USSR in June 1941, the ATW sometimes even featured footage 

from Soviet newsreels.48 

 

The heads of the ‘Außenstellen’, Germans sent by the Propaganda Ministry, received a 

standard ATW (Standard-Woche) every week, which was sometimes accompanied by single 

items considered to be of special importance to the target audience. The ‘Außenstellen’ were 

relatively free to customise the ATW by including local items and editing others out, but 

military reports had ‘absolute priority’.49 The items that were not to be re-edited (especially if 

not related to the front), were finalised completely except for the comments, which were 

presumably distributed in the form of German texts and translated by each Außenstelle. 

Although neighbouring editorial offices sometimes exchanged items on their own initiative, 

all items from the ‘Außenstellen’ were received by the Berlin headquarters, which regulated 

the main exchange of traffic through the standard ATW. In April 1942, for example, Berlin 

received footage of the Victory Day Parade (Desfile de la Victoria), which commemorates the 

third anniversary of Madrid’s ‘liberation’ by Francoist troops (1939) and the end of the Civil 

War.50 The Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH, always keen to distribute items related to 

Franco’s victory over the communists, inserted the images in both DW and ATW 557. But 

somewhere between Madrid and Berlin, someone made a mistake that resulted in the footage 

being presented as the fourth (instead of the third) anniversary of Madrid’s ‘liberation’, a 

statement copied by the commentators of many (if not all) ‘Außenstellen’.51 This miscount 

undoubtedly went unnoticed by audiences and did not obstruct the basic idea behind the item, 

but the anecdote illustrates perfectly the extent to which subsidiaries depended on Berlin to 

interpret the footage they received.  

 

As for the establishment of the ‘Außenstellen’, the above-mentioned case of Sweden already 

indicates that the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH did not limit itself to German-occupied 

territories or Axis satellites but also targeted neutral states to ensure they got the ‘right view’ 
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of events that reshaped most of Europe. Among other neutral countries opening their doors to 

the ATW were Portugal and, not surprisingly, Spain (below). Ironically Germany was more 

successful in distributing ATW in neutral states than in gaining access to its main Axis 

partners Italy and Japan. The Italian-state newsreel Luce, reportedly the only part of the film 

programme that Mussolini really liked, had an exchange agreement with Ufa that probably 

dated back to 1927, when the Duce instigated its foundation. Since 1934, the year the Führer 

and the Duce met for the first time, Luce had increasingly made use of ATW items.52 Luce 

and the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH regularly exchanged items and the latter even had a 

permanent cameraman, but no Außenstelle, in Rome. Because Germany did not allow Italian 

newsreels to enter its sphere of influence - a disappointment for Luce - Italy did not authorise 

complete ATW issues to be screened on its territory. Likewise Japan exchanged items without 

importing complete ATW issues. German war items, in particular a state-of-the-art report on 

the audacious airborne taking of Crete (see Chapter 4) was a major influence on the 

photography and editing of the Japanese ‘Nihon Nyūsu’ newsreel.53 

 

Other than special screenings for German soldiers and occasionally for German civilians and 

local collaboration movements, the DW was not screened outside the borders of the German 

Reich. In the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, absorbed by the German Reich in May 1940 after 

which a fierce policy of Germanisation and Nazification was pursued, the DW, absent from 

cinemas throughout the 1930s, became part and parcel of all cinema sessions.54 However, a 

combined system was applied in some regions that were incorporated into the 

‘Grossdeutsches Reich’ (Greater Germany). In the Polish Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia, 

for instance, both ATW and DW were regularly screened. In another part of Poland, the 

General Government, the ATW had total monopoly. A brief analysis of ATW versions 

screened there, the Tygodniki newsreels, shows that they clearly emphasised the leadership of 

local Governor-General Hans Frank and only rarely contained footage of the Nazi 

government in Berlin. An account of their production history, which could have helped 

understand whether Frank was involved in their editing, is not available however. Apparently 

earlier editions of Tygodniki newsreels showed how Germans helped the Poles by putting 

Jews to work, destroying ghetto housing for ‘health reasons’ and forcing Jews to sell the food 

they had hoarded…55 These findings are extremely interesting for they contrast with ATW 

versions shown in Western Europe, which were only anti-Semitic if Semitism could be put on 

an equal footing with ‘Soviet terror’, as demonstrated in Chapter 4. In other words, the 

comparison of Tygodniki newsreels and other ATW versions may yield other examples of 
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how the ATW was used for different propaganda purposes in different areas. But, here too, 

more research is mandatory. In Norway, the ATW influenced local newsreels but only merged 

with them in 1944.56 

 

Special mention should be made of Austria. Annexed to the Reich in 1938, it was entirely 

covered by the DW but nevertheless Vienna housed an Außenstelle. The Viennese subsidiary 

was only established there because of the city’s location close to the border with Axis satellite 

Slovakia. Every week journalists went to Slovakia to film several items that were edited with 

other ATW items into the Slovak newsreel Nastup. The division of roles between the 

Viennese Außenstelle and its counterpart in Bratislava still needs to be clarified. 

 

It is clear that the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH had more problems deploying the ATW as a 

propaganda weapon in neutral states and Axis satellites than in occupied regions. The 

following sections will, after an analysis of the very first (Spanish) Außenstelle, focus on 

occupied regions and will provide an in-depth examination of the history of the ATW in 

occupied central Western Europe, more specifically France and the Netherlands. In the eyes 

of Joseph Goebbels and his financial wizard Max Winkler, these countries formed together 

with Belgium a single economic region, an outlet that Germany had to seize in the aftermath 

of the successful Blitzkrieg. They appointed former Ufa production chief Alfred Greven as 

Reich representative for the whole region (including Vichy-France) and gave him the power 

to reorganise the Belgian, Dutch and French film industry to suit German interests. While 

Belgium, France and the Netherlands formed, from the point of view of the film industry, a 

single economic entity, the political situation was quite different. After their respective 

capitulation and armistices, Belgium and the Netherlands were respectively governed by a 

military and a civil government while France was divided into several sectors, each governed 

by a different regime. This difference between economic unity in terms of film and political 

diversity validates the comparison of their respective national ATW histories. The discussion 

of the French and Dutch situation forms, in that respect, an international comparative 

framework for the history of the Belgian ATW, which is discussed in the next chapter.   

 

The following accounts often refer to the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH and several 

members of that company. Readers should bear in mind that each of these men was first and 

foremost an employee of the Propaganda Ministry. German officials regarded activities by the 

Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH and its Außenstellen as emanations of the will of the 
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Propaganda Ministry, and so must we. Note also that the focus, as elsewhere in this chapter, is 

on the organisational structure and not on other aspects such as the reactions of contemporary 

audiences (which will be discussed briefly in Chapter 3). 

 

 

 

1.4.3. The ATW in Spain57 
 

 

Unlike other fascist states such as Germany and Italy, where Benito Mussolini personally 

instigated the foundation of an Italian newsreel in 1927,58 Franco’s Spain did not have a 

regularly screened state-controlled (let alone state-produced) newsreel by the end of the 

Thirties. The first Francoist cabinet created a cinematographic department that produced 

newsreels (under the auspices of Minister Serrano Suñer and strongly influenced by the 

Falange) but its output did not have the regular, weekly flow of the newsreels in neighbouring 

countries.59 

 

Because the Franco regime maintained cordial relations with Nazi Germany it comes as no 

surprise that the ATW was given access to Spanish cinemas. Ufa had disseminated its ATW 

in Spain since 1938 through its subsidiary Alianza Cinematogrāfica Española (ACE). For 

some time these Spanish ATW versions, entitled Actualidades Mundiales (World News, also 

known as Actualidades Ufa or Noticiario Ufa) were entirely produced in Berlin, as was the 

usual procedure for each ATW. Despite their Spanish title, the Actualidades Mundiales 

presented a German slant on the international news. In April 1940, for instance, they showed 

German women donating metal items for the German war effort as a birthday present to their 

Führer. The same newsreel reported on the occupation of Denmark by German troops, who 

reportedly carried out the operations ‘in order to protect the neutrality of the Scandinavian 

countries’. It concluded with images of happy Danes and stated that on the day of the 

invasion, things had returned to normal by midday.60 

 

When the German Propaganda Ministry started laying the foundations of a network of foreign 

newsrooms, it was very eager to establish an Außenstelle in Spain. This country, which also 

housed editorial offices of other foreign newsreels, did not object. It is significant that the 
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Spanish subsidiary was founded before its German parent company, the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH, had even officially been set up. Germany’s haste to produce a Spanish 

ATW version was presumably linked to Hitler’s idle hope to win support for eventual Spanish 

involvement in the war (or at least the German capture of the British naval base of Gibraltar, 

access to which was blocked by Spain) but there is no hard evidence to support this theory. 

The Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Außenstelle Madrid was officially founded on 15 

November 1940. The Außenstelle owned a car until, at an undetermined time between May 

1942 and May 1943, the Spanish police accidentally discovered that the factory number 

mentioned on the car’s papers did not match the one on the vehicle. The car was confiscated 

and all subsequent attempts to convince the authorities to give it back were fruitless. On the 

one hand, this anecdote suggests that the Außenstelle was apparently unable to pull the right 

strings and was therefore not considered very important by the Spanish authorities. On the 

other, it should be pointed out that the newsreel editorial office became much less important 

around the turn of 1942-1943. This is clearly demonstrated by the number of staff it 

employed. Around May 1942, the head of the Außenstelle had eight employees. Most of them 

were Spanish: apart from German heads (and exceptionally a cameraman or an editor), 

Außenstellen usually employed locals. A year later, the head of the Außenstelle, Joachim 

Reigg, was replaced by a man called Leo Kleiser, who had only one employee (a secretary, 

not a cameraman) instead of eight. 

 

The reason for this drastic reorganisation of the Außenstelle was external: the Franco regime 

had, in the meantime, decided to start producing its own newsreel, the Noticiarios y 

Documentales Cinematográficos (No-Do) or ‘Cinematographic Newsreels and 

Documentaries’. The screening of the No-Do, which was released from 13 January 1943 

onwards, became compulsory. This measure, probably modelled on Nazi Germany’s 

obligatory screening of the DW, gave the No-Do total monopoly. The establishment of this 

monopoly, coerced until Franco’s death in 1975, meant the Spanish ATW as well as other 

foreign newsreels like the American Noticiario Fox were closed down. There is little doubt 

that the German Propaganda Ministry was not very happy about the disappearance of its 

Spanish ATW version, but it clearly did not have a choice. Although from then on the 

Außenstelle in Madrid no longer housed a newsroom, it was not closed down. Through its 

Außenstelle, the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH supplied No-Do with equipment, raw film 

stock and German and international newsreel items derived from the ATW. (Note the 

similarities with the process that unfolded in France.) No-Do, in turn, supplied its German 
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partner with local items, which secured the inclusion of Spanish items in the DW and in ATW 

versions shown abroad.61  

 

It is noteworthy that Spanish items featuring ATW editions before or after 1943, although 

made by other editorial offices, show no distinct stylistic differences and are actually very 

similar. This is no coincidence. The above-mentioned founder and first head of the Spanish 

Außenstelle, Joachim Reigg alias Joaquín Reig (Gozalbes),62 actually left the Außenstelle to 

head the editorial board of No-Do. He took with him several experienced staff members who, 

at No-Do were reunited with fellow-countrymen who formerly worked for Fox. More 

research into the ATW shown in Spain prior to 1943 as well as into its influence (for instance 

through editor-in-chief Joachim Reigg - Joaquín Reig) on the No-Do newsreel is mandatory. 

 

 

 

1.4.4. The ATW in France 
 

 

Academic research into French Second World War newsreels is at an advanced stage, thanks 

to the preservation of nearly the entire newsreel collection, the publication of a catalogue63 

and the scholarship of Jean-Paul Bertin-Maghit64, James Charrel65, Brett C. Bowles66 and 

several predecessors.67 The following account will, based on hitherto unpublished archive 

documents, put their research results within the international context of the ATW.  

 

Before Germany invaded France, three French and two American companies covered the 

newsreel market with respectively ‘Pathé-Journal’, ‘France-Actualités’ (Gaumont), ‘Éclair-

journal’, ‘Actualités-Paramount’ and ‘Fox-Movietone-Actualités’. Following the outbreak of 

the Phoney War (September 1939), attempts were made to establish a uniform newsreel, but 

its first and only issue was released as late as June 1940, shortly before the French 

capitulation. During that war, the Photo and Cinema also produced a wartime newsreel, the 

so-called ‘Journal de guerre’.68 After the end of the hostilities, the Deutsche Wochenschau 

GmbH wished to release a French ATW version that would preferably cover and monopolise 

the whole of France. While similar arrangements were easily carried out in Belgium, 
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achieving this in France turned into a highly complex affair due to the segmentation of the 

country into several sectors, each ruled by a separate administration.69  

 

In the Occupied Zone of France, the Military Administration was more successful in 

providing a French ATW. On 31 July 1940, Ufa’s puppet company ‘Alliance 

Cinématographique Européenne’ (ACE)70 released the first edition of a French-language 

ATW version entitled ‘Actualités Mondiales’ (AM). Since the military government’s 

Propaganda-Abteilung (PAF) ordered, on the one hand, that each cinema programme 

combined a trio including a feature, documentary and newsreel71 and, on the other, only 

authorised ACE to distribute newsreels in the occupied zone, the AM was put in a monopoly 

position. Like any other ATW version, the AM was initially entirely produced, comments 

included, at the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH’s premises in Berlin. Each week a new 

lavender print was sent to ACE and reproduced in a Parisian laboratory. After a number of 

incidents, ACE was urged to verify whether the commentator had the correct pronunciation 

and made no linguistic mistakes.72 

 

The Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH, whose second manager Fritz Tietz came to France 

regularly to solve problems with the Vichy government (below), decided to send a permanent 

representative to Paris also, in the person of Friedrich von Kondratowicz. Having won his 

colours in Poland by taking over local movie theatres following the German invasion73, von 

Kondratowicz was commissioned to establish a foreign ATW editorial office, the first of its 

kind, in France. His office would have to edit ATW items, still coming from Berlin, together 

with items of local interest and provide the entire newsreel with French comments.74 Von 

Kondratowicz carried out these orders and officially founded the ‘Deutsche Wochenschau 

GmbH Außenstelle Paris’ on 19 October 1940.75 As AM had already featured its first locally 

edited item on 2 October,76 I would argue that the foundation date does not mark the first day 

of von Kondratowicz’s activities, but the conclusion of a transitional phase during which, 

among other things, the editorial office was set up. Von Kondratowicz hired experienced 

professionals who used to work for pre-war French newsreels. The artistic quality of the 

items, whose inventive photography and skilful editing clearly distinguished them from items 

produced by any future ATW editorial office, was outstanding. Von Kondratowicz would 

head the office for more than a year. His superiors were very pleased with the way he directed 

the newsreels ‘in the German interest’77 and eventually made him supervisor of all their 

foreign departments, a function created when the number of ‘Außenstellen’ started growing 
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fast. As this meant that he was summoned back to Berlin, von Kondratowicz was replaced by 

Lieutenant Hubertus Weyrauch.78 

 

Albeit enthusiastic about the establishment of its Parisian subsidiary, the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH was rather unsuccessful in expanding its newsreel monopoly across the 

demarcation line that separated occupied France from its free counterpart, Vichy France. The 

authoritarian Vichy regime, symbolised by its head of state Philippe Pétain, desperately tried 

to remain as independent as Nazi Germany allowed it to. During the first two years of the war, 

when Vichy France strove to accommodate rather than openly collaborate with Germany79, 

the officials in charge of Vichy’s Secretariat Général à l’Information (SGI) were not willing 

to give Germany free reign to reorganise their cinema and especially not to have German 

newsreels conquer their screens. The Vichy regime suppressed the ‘Éclair-journal’ but 

allowed and stimulated Pathé and Gaumont to continue to produce and distribute their 

newsreels. Meanwhile, several stratagems successfully kept the AM out of Vichy France. 

Annoyed with this situation, the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH initiated talks with the help 

of Fritz Tietz with ‘Les Diffusions modernes’, the company that produced the Gaumont 

newsreel. Tietz, who initiated the negotiations in September 1940 (prior to the foundation of a 

Parisian editorial office) proposed forming a Franco-German company with a German 

majority interest. He clearly aimed at producing a German-controlled newsreel, distributed by 

ACE, which would replace all competitors including the AM. The assumed disappearance of 

AM was, of course, only a matter of rhetoric: the new newsreel would also be a customised 

ATW version. But then the cinema and radio department of Vichy’s SGI, represented by its 

head Jean-Louis Tixier-Vignancour, threw a spanner in the works. Having found out about 

Tietz’s demarche and after a brief and fruitless attempt to reach an agreement, Tixier-

Vignancour encouraged/forced ‘Pathé-Journal’ and ‘France-Actualités-Gaumont’ to merge 

into a single newsreel: the ‘France Actualités Pathé Gaumont’ (FAPG).80 The first edition of 

this (as far as Vichy was concerned) unified newsreel was released on 30 October 1940. A 

ban on the screening of all foreign newsreels, including the AM, ensured the FAPG an 

immediate monopoly in Vichy France. 

 

Although FAPG’s foundation and monopoly sabotaged German plans, it should not be 

mistaken for a heroic defence of freedom of information. Vichy’s fight against the ingression 

of German-controlled newsreels emanated merely from its own striving for absolute control 

over all the communication media. Once they controlled it, the regime had no objections 
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whatsoever to the dissemination of filmed propaganda. FAPG, from its very first edition, fully 

exploited the possibility to propagate the ideology of a France ‘reborn’ and clearly 

demonstrates this policy.  

 

I have already expressed my view that the official foundation date of the ‘Deutsche 

Wochenschau Außenstelle Paris’ (19 October 1940) does not mark its beginning, but rather 

marks the conclusion of a period of preparation. In my view, the fact that these preparations 

were concluded shortly after the FAPG premiere was no accident. The official foundation of 

the Paris editorial office not only marked the company’s (temporary) acceptance of its failure 

to produce a single newsreel for the whole of France but also implied recognition of its Vichy 

counterpart. This mutual recognition is highlighted by the regular exchange of AM and FAPG 

items shortly afterwards. How to account for this sudden change in German behaviour? 

Recent scholarship offers an interesting answer by demonstrating that the SGI virtually 

ransomed the opportunity to establish and control its own newsreel organisation by giving 

German services access to footage of the British attack on French warships in the military port 

of Mers el Kebir.81 These images, shot live and filmed in early July by the French navy film 

service, were extremely valuable to German propaganda services, which were aware of their 

existence but did not have a print. Jean-Louis Tixier-Vignancour and the SGI estimated the 

situation perfectly, kept the Germans dangling for more than a month and finally exchanged 

the footage in return for several advantages for Vichy film production, including German 

approval (or at least laissez-faire) in terms of their demand for an autonomous newsreel. It 

might seem odd that the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH wanted the Mers el Kebir footage 

(once edited it was less than 9 minutes long) desperately enough to comply with such far-

reaching French demands in exchange. In autumn 1940, however, at a time when Great 

Britain was Germany’s only unbeaten opponent, the film’s potential for propaganda was 

invaluable. Disseminating the carefully edited and commented images would not only 

condemn the alleged brutal injustice of the British attack but also (as German services 

certainly hoped) would help to hold the USA back from entering the war. While Vichy started 

distributing a documentary entitled ‘La Tragédie de Mers-el-Kébir’ both at home and abroad 

(including English-language versions for the USA), the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH 

reedited the footage82 and inserted it, together with new and harsher comments, into the DW 

as well as into many (presumably all) ATW versions, including the AM.83 
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Not surprisingly some German parties, including Fritz Tietz and Alfred Greven, only granted 

the newsreel truce a very short life. No sooner than November 1940, right after the Mers el 

Kebir footage had served its purpose, the subject of a unified newsreel was tabled once again. 

The Vichy administration, under pressure among other things by the suspension of the 

exchange agreement with AM, hesitated and the negotiations dragged on. A final arrangement 

was only reached on 18 August 1941. All parties agreed to merge the resources of AM and 

FAPG into a new company, S.A. France-Actualités, that would release a newsreel of the same 

name. S.A. France-Actualités held a French majority stake of 60% (most of it produced by 

Pathé and Gaumont) while the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH produced the remaining 40 %. 

Although these plans took more than a year to finalise, they mark a final turning point in 

policies on newsreels in France.  

 

The first edition of France-Actualités (FA), premiered on 21 August 1942, coincided with the 

immediate disappearance of its predecessors. French representative Henri Clerc and Hubertus 

Weyrauch, the above-mentioned successor to Von Kondratowicz, headed the editorial 

office.84 It should be emphasised that although the FA newsroom was monitored by the head 

of the (former) Parisian Außenstelle and had taken over its equipment and 27 of its 

employees85, its newsreel was not considered a French ATW version. It is ironic that the long 

German struggle for an ATW monopoly eventually lead to foundation of a compromise 

newsreel that ruled the ATW out. 

 

Less than two months after FA’s premiere, German troops invaded Vichy France to ‘protect it 

against an Allied invasion’ and occupied the whole country. The new situation did not result 

in a change in newsreel policy as there was no need to further exacerbate the French 

government. FA, the screening of which was obligatory, continued until the liberation of 

France. From July 1943 onwards, FA even expanded its reach as French Minister President 

Pierre Laval achieved that these newsreels also replace the Belgian ATW in the northern 

French departments from that time on.86 An internal Propaganda Ministry assessment of this 

change is revealing as it regrets the replacement of ‘our own newsreel’ (i.e. the Belgian ATW) 

by a newsreel that is ‘only under our control’ thanks to ‘our confidant’ (i.e. Hubertus 

Weyrauch). The much-resented change was however considered irreversible since it formed 

part of a promise made by the German Reich, represented by its ambassador87 in France, to 

the French government in order to ‘reaffirm’ Laval in his ‘unsteady position’.88 
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This tone of resignation reflects the conclusion reached after more than 3 ½ years of German 

occupation: releasing a unified newsreel in the whole territory was not just a matter of issuing 

orders but rather of exploring the moving boundaries of political reality. 

 

 

 

1.4.5. The ATW in the Netherlands89 

 

 

While the history of Dutch wartime newsreels is every bit as fascinating as its French 

counterpart, so far it has received no scholarly attention. Although Jitze De Haan and Thomas 

Leeflang offer in the margin of non-specialist publications90 accounts of what I would refer to 

as ‘the Dutch newsreel battle’, they make little attempt to identify the powers that fought it. 

This section, although offering new sources and insights, does not manage to answer all the 

questions. 

 

Unlike Belgium, the Netherlands already had a national newsreel production in the thirties. 

Two major companies were active: Profilti made ‘Nederland in klank en beeld’ (The 

Netherlands in image and sound) while Polygoon produced ‘Nederlandsch Nieuws’ (Dutch 

news) and also distributed ‘Wereldnieuws’ (World News), a compilation of items acquired on 

the international market. The companies competed as rivals because even Polygoon 

employees were unaware that their employer was secretly controlling Profilti. Other than 

Polygoon and Profilti, four foreign newsreels were available before the German invasion: 

Paramount News, Fox Movietone, Éclair… and the ATW. The latter was released under the 

title ‘Ufa Wereldnieuws’ (Ufa World News) by the ‘Ufa Maatschappij voor Film- en 

Bioscoopbedrijf Holland N.V.’(hereafter referred to as Ufa Holland). 

 

Ufa Holland only distributed the ATW, which arrived complete with Dutch comments from 

Berlin and was developed and reproduced at the Haghe-Film laboratory.91 Ufa Holland was 

sometimes asked to get cameramen to film items for the ATW but was required to send the 

footage straight back to the parent company. Although this footage was likely to return as part 

of a finished ‘Ufa Wereldnieuws’, the Dutch subsidiary was not asked nor allowed to do the 

editing itself. Ufa Holland, which paid to hire the ATW, logically invoiced all the costs of 
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filming the events (from travel expenses to phone costs and film reels) to its parent company. 

For instance, this procedure was used when Princess Juliana celebrated her 31st birthday in 

April 1940. The invoice for filming the anniversary festivities was only sent to Berlin shortly 

after the occupation together with the expenses incurred during the filming of the entry of 

German troops into the Netherlands.92 

 

The exact date that Ufa Holland started distributing the ATW, like the number of prints in 

circulation, also remains vague, but everything points to the fact that the newsreel was only 

distributed in a small number of cinemas.93 No matter how small its reach, the Dutch 

authorities - which found themselves in a position very similar to that of the Belgian 

government during the Phoney War - were very annoyed with the screening of German (or 

other) film propaganda in Dutch cinemas. In early April 1940, Dutch censors decided, in 

consultation with their ministries of foreign and interior affairs, to ban the German war 

documentary ‘Feldzug in Polen’ because its authorisation could have been interpreted as 

official Dutch approval of the film’s vision of these military events. Shortly afterwards, the 

censors rejected an issue of ‘Ufa Wereldnieuws’94 depicting the ‘peaceful entry’ of German 

troops into Denmark, on the same grounds. Furious reactions by the German envoy, accusing 

the authorities of partiality, caused the government to outlaw the screening of all newsreels 

reporting on the war. This decision, taken during the first days of May, boiled down to the 

banning of all foreign newsreels. Its effect proved short-lived as the German Wehrmacht 

entered the Netherlands about one week later.95 

 

After the Dutch capitulation, Hitler ordered that a civil government under Reich 

commissioner Arthur Seyss-Inquart should administer the Netherlands. Propaganda matters in 

civil-ruled territories fell under the competence of the Propaganda Ministry, which quickly 

established the Hauptabteilung Volksaufklärung und Propaganda (HAVP) in the Netherlands. 

Goebbels had the HAVP modelled after his Propaganda Ministry and considered the head of 

the HAVP, Otto-Leo von Tiedemann, as his ‘representative with Seyss-Inquart’.96 In the light 

of the events described hereafter, it must be emphasised that the Reich commissioner’s office 

came into conflict with the Propaganda Ministry on several occasions, particularly regarding 

the organisation of propaganda and cultural life. While the Propaganda Ministry meant to 

orientate the Netherlands radically towards the Reich, Seyss-Inquart hoped to reach ‘self-

Nazification’ by offering Dutchmen greater participation.97 The Reich Commissioner, who 
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remained the highest authority in terms of forming of public opinion in the Netherlands, was 

not prepared to follow the policies outlined by the Propaganda Ministry.98 

 

The new authorities obliged all cinemas to screen a newsreel (and a documentary) before each 

feature film and banned the distribution of all non-German foreign newsreels, Polygoon’s 

‘Wereldnieuws’ included. These orders left the newsreel market open to three players: 

Polygoon, Profilti and ATW. The latter expanded its position by taking the place of most of 

the departing newsreels but Polygoon and Profilti remained nevertheless widespread. 

 

Why Polygoon and Profilti were allowed to resume their activities – abolishing them would 

have given the ATW total monopoly - is only one of the unveiled mysteries surrounding this 

period. The answer may lie in De Haan’s statement that the Reich commissioner’s office had 

acquired control over the Dutch newsreels and only transferred that responsibility to HAVP 

head von Tiedemann in autumn 1941. Assuming that De Haan is right99 (supported by the fact 

that the Reich commissioner’s office also controlled the print press100) allows the formulation 

of the feasible hypothesis that the Reich commissioner’s office was more attracted to 

personally controlling the local newsreels than to granting the Propaganda Ministry-controlled 

ATW a monopoly. It has not been proven that it was in effect the Reich commissioner’s office 

that allowed Profilti and Polygoon to continue, but there is no doubt that both parties soon 

scratched each other’s backs.101 The authorities granted the newsreel editorial offices 

permission to keep their cars and provided other facilities. The newsreels, in turn, paid a great 

deal of attention to highlighting the bright side of the German presence and regularly featured 

items dedicated to activities by Reich commissioner Seyss-Inquart.102 This is remarkable 

since, for instance, the occupying forces in Belgium were almost invisible in wartime 

newsreels. While Polygoon and Profilti newsreels changed drastically after the Dutch 

capitulation, the ATW remained practically identical. Ufa Holland kept receiving and 

distributing ready-made ATW issues that only rarely contained Dutch items. As far as Ufa 

Holland was concerned, the only thing that had really changed was the growing number of 

cinemas screening the ATW. It is very odd that this situation remained nearly unchanged, 

except for a further increase in ATW distribution, until April 1944. 

 

In July 1940, Polygoon and Profilti signed an agreement with NV Tobis Filmdistributie 

(hereafter referred to as Tobis Holland), which would be of crucial importance and would 

eventually lead to a newsreel battle. Following the agreement, the Polygoon and Profilti 
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newsreels were replaced from January 1941 onwards by ‘Tobisch Hollandsch Nieuws’ 

(hereafter THN) or Tobis Dutch news. THN was not really a new newsreel, but the flag under 

which Polygoon and Profilti alternately produced a weekly issue from that time on. Tobis 

Holland, a company that had been in German hands since 1935, but whose name still had 

national connotations, distributed the newsreel. THN derived its name from the distributor but 

went to no trouble to conceal its origins: weekly announcements indicated whether Polygoon 

or Profilti had produced the latest issue. It is clear that signing the agreement had put both 

Dutch companies, which shared the rental profits with Tobis Holland, at a disadvantage. But 

did they have a choice? If only the THN agreement had also involved Ufa and its ATW, the 

Netherlands would have had an agreement on the distribution of a single newsreel no later 

than June 1940. However, this did not happen. 

 

The key question concerning the identities and motives of the powers that, on the one hand, 

set up the arrangement and pressed Polygoon and Profilti to comply and, on the other, chose 

not to include the ATW, remains unanswered. De Haan claims that the Dutch directorate of 

Tobis Holland, disloyal to its German management, took the initiative to successfully counter 

German plans to release a German-made newsreel. This story not only sounds too patriotic to 

be true but it is contradicted by Leeflang and by an internal Ufa document, both of which 

identify Alfred Greven as the architect of the THN agreement. The document remains totally 

vague about Greven’s motives and states that he thought it ‘necessary for political and 

economic reasons’ to have Tobis Holland’ release a Dutch newsreel.103 It is highly probable 

that Greven was indeed involved and it could be possible that he underestimated the 

importance of including the ATW. (Greven made similar mistakes and provoked for instance 

Goebbels’ anger by stimulating French film production to artistic heights, thus creating 

competition for the German industry.104) But even if things had happened that way, it is hard 

to believe that the HAVP did not interfere and even nearly inconceivable that Greven did not 

cancel the agreement once he had realised his mistake. Taking into account that the THN 

agreement was observed until it expired, it is clear that there must have been a third party, a 

powerful political group that backed it. The local National-Socialist collaboration movement, 

the NSB, can be eliminated for its power was too limited and many documents testify its 

discontent with THN. Eliminating the above-mentioned people and bodies and not ruling out 

the possibility that, for instance, Greven was involved to a certain extent, I would argue that 

everything points in the direction of Reich commissioner Seyss-Inquart and his entourage. 
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Again there is no hard evidence to substantiate this hypothesis. A survey of THN issues again 

reveals that Seyss-Inquart is omnipresent. 

 

Although the Propaganda Ministry had been kept out of THN, the ministry was after a time 

granted a certain degree of control over the newsreel. As mentioned above, the Reich 

commissioner’s office apparently transferred its competence over Dutch newsreels in autumn 

1941 to the HAVP. In later interviews, the staff at Polygoon and Profilti did not recall the 

HAVP head von Tiedemann but vividly remembered how a man called Ebbecke visited them 

every Monday afternoon to censor the recently-developed negative of the finished newsreel. 

Ebbecke would order some cuts but no major changes: the newsreel was ready to be censored 

by the HAVP on Wednesday morning so that it could be screened from Friday onwards. The 

man in question, Albert Gustav Ebbecke, had been sent to the Netherlands by the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH several months before, which had commissioned him to establish a 

Dutch subsidiary. A Propaganda Ministry assessment of his activities described Ebbecke as 

‘one of the most reliable and most competent Außenstelle leaders’ working ‘under the greatest 

difficulties’.105 Ebbecke indeed had a hard time in the Netherlands. When he officially 

founded the ‘Deutsche Wochenschau Außenstelle Den Haag’ on 1 April 1941, Ebbecke found 

himself in an awkward position. The Dutch ATW version ‘Ufa Wereldnieuws’ was still 

designed in Berlin and lacked sufficient Dutch items. THN, on the other hand, hardly 

contained any foreign news and only focused attention on German activities insofar as they 

concerned the Netherlands. When Germany invaded the USSR, for instance, the Dutch ATW 

version showed propaganda minister Goebbels reading Hitler’s declaration of war. THN 

carried an anti-Bolshevist speech by Reich commissioner Seyss-Inquart. While the ATW 

thereafter carried weekly reports on the eastern front, THN limited itself to reporting regularly 

on the departure, arrival or support of Dutchmen who volunteered for the ‘anti-Bolshevist 

crusade’.  

 

There is no doubt that the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH had sent Ebbecke to bring this 

situation to an end to. But it proved easier said than done as the THN agreement lasted three 

years and Profilti and Polygoon stubbornly resisted a premature conclusion of the contract. 

Granting Ebbecke censorship over THN, which ironically may well have given him more 

factual power over that newsreel than over the ATW, was mere eyewash; the water between 

both newsreels remained very deep. Even when distribution company Tobis Holland was 

absorbed by Ufa Holland106 and the latter had from July 1942 onwards to distribute both 
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ATW and THN (which kept its name), the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH also failed to 

merge the newsreels. As long as this had not been accomplished, the Dutch Außenstelle 

remained a phantom company without a permanent cameraman, let alone a proper editorial 

office. 

 

In subsequent years, the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH exhausted, with support of the 

HAVP, all possibilities to stop Polygoon and Profilti from producing THN. The Belgian firm 

that supplied Profilti and Polygoon with film stock (Gevaert) was ordered to stop delivery 

(but secretly continued). All attempts failed. Polygoon and Profilti continued to produce 

weekly issues of THN. Could this have been possible without support of (some parties within) 

the commissioner’s office? 

 

The expiry of the THN agreement, on 1 January 1944, provides one last surprising twist to the 

tale. Although the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH had fought the agreement intensely, THN’s 

expiry was not followed immediately by the release of a unified newsreel. As a matter of fact, 

THN only disappeared by the end of April 1944. The background to this delay has also not 

yet been clarified. It can only partially be explained by the discovery that Ufa Holland, 

according to a Propaganda Ministry document from an unknown date, distributed from then 

onwards copies of both THN and ‘Ufa Wereldnieuws’ to every cinema.107 In other words 

Dutch cinemas had, for at least a few months, screened both newsreels. It is not clear whether 

and how they alternated, for including both newsreels in the same film programme must have 

lengthened the overall screening time too much. 

 

THN and the ATW were only replaced by a joint newsreel in the spring. The first issue of 

‘Nederlandsch Nieuws’ or ‘Dutch News’ was released on 5 May 1944. The first issue108, in 

fact the Dutch version of ATW 661, was officially produced by the Nederlandsche 

Filmjournaal Maatschappij (hereafter referred to as NFM), which had been established on 6 

April 1944. NFM stood for ‘Dutch Newsreel Company’ but was only a Dutch company on 

paper: the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH was one of its main shareholders and Albert Gustav 

Ebbecke was appointed director. NFM received technical support from another recently 

founded company, the ‘Maatschappij voor Filmbewerking’109 that was fully owned by the 

Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH. 
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Both companies were merely the new entity in which the Deutsche Wochenschau Außenstelle 

Den Haag, after three years finally managed to produce its own newsreel using the same 

name that Polygoon had used until the end of 1940. The Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH 

had finally achieved a total newsreel monopoly. However with military developments, its 

days were numbered and the final issue was released on 1 September 1944. 

 

 

 

 

1.5. Recapitulation 
 

 

 

1.5.1. Conclusions 
 

 

In 1939-1941, the German Wehrmacht accomplished a long list of impressive military 

successes, which enabled the leaders of Nazi Germany to remodel Europe and lay the 

foundations of a ‘New Order’. Reich Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels grabbed the 

opportunity to reorganise the European film sector in a succession of operations that were to 

make Berlin the new Hollywood. Much attention was paid to the establishment of a German 

newsreel empire, the tentacles of which stretched from occupied to neutral countries, 

including the twilight zone filled by Axis satellites or semi-independent states such as Vichy 

France. This empire was built through a series of Außenstellen of the Deutsche Wochenschau 

GmbH, a semi-independent company that actually formed part of the Propaganda Ministry. 

 

The ATW was neither created nor developed by the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH, but taken 

over from the Ufa film company, which had produced and distributed it since the early 

Twenties. Being the only German export newsreel since 1927, the ATW was predestined to 

play an important role in the Propaganda Ministry’s foreign policies. In 1939, the ATW’s task 

was to give foreign countries the ‘right view’ on the military events that were drastically 

changing the international political balance of power. Therefore the number of ATW prints 

distributed abroad was literally multiplied as Germany invaded Poland. The ATW was not 
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just a foreign version of the DW (into which all German newsreels had been merged in 

September 1939) but a newsreel in its own right. 

 

At first only one ATW version was edited, which means that newsreels exported abroad only 

differed in terms of language. In 1940 this one-size-fits-all policy was dropped and newsreels 

sent to a particular destination were edited with the specific target audience in mind. 

Differences between ATW versions became wider and wider as a network of foreign 

subsidiaries or Außenstellen, producing local ATW versions, was established. The network of 

Außenstellen eventually produced customised foreign newsreels on close to 2.000 prints in 

over 30 languages. Research into ‘the’ ATW is therefore bound to limit itself to one version. 

 

Research into the activities of different Außenstellen (cf. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 below) indicates 

that the Belgian Außenstelle (1) was the only one of the three newsrooms established as early 

as 1940 that remained active in 1943 and 1944, (2) was one of the only ATW versions shown 

in (nearly) every cinema of the country.  These factors make in-depth research into the 

Belgian ATW all the more interesting.
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1.5.2. Table 1.1 ATW Außenstellen established by mid-1943110 

 

 

 

Country Location Date of establishment 
France Paris° 19 October 1940 
Spain  Madrid° 15 November 1940 
Belgium Brussels 5 December 1940 
Poland Warsaw 8 January 1941 
Netherlands The Hague° 1 April 1941 
Denmark Copenhagen 1 June 1941 
Sweden Stockholm 1 November 1941 
Austria Vienna°° 1 December 1941 
Yugoslavia Zagreb (Agram) 1 December 1941 
Romania Bucharest 1 January 1942 
Czechoslovakia Bratislava (Pressburg) 1 March 1942 
Greece Athens 15 April 1942 
Norway Oslo 30 April 1942 
USSR Kiev (and Lvov)°°° 1 June 1942 
Latvia Riga 1 June 1942 
Bulgaria Sofia 1 September 1942 
Yugoslavia Belgrade  1 October 1942 
Finland  Under preparation in May 1943 
 

 

° The history of these editorial offices is discussed at length above. The Brussels newsroom 

will of course be referred to below. 

 

°° As mentioned above, this editorial office was actually established to support the production 

of Slovak newsreel Nastup. 

 

°°° Transferred to Lvov [L’viv/Lemberg] in September 1943. 
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1.5.3. Table 1.2 The ATW by the end of April 1944111 
 

 

 

 

 

ATW newsreels 
Country Distributed 

prints 
Language- 
versions 

Cinemas 
screening 
ATW  

Total 
number  
of 
cinemas 

Total 
number  
of 
locations 

Range 

Belgium 123 Flemish (63) 
French (60) 

783 788  360 99.4% a 

Bulgaria 14 Bulgarian 215 260 154 82.7% 
Denmark 18 Danish 84 355 72 23.7% 
Finland 10 Finnish 105 437 72 24% 
Greece 7 Greek 55 138 22 39.9% 
Hungary 38 Hungarian (35) 

German (3) 
617 764 512 80.1% 

Netherlands 49 Dutch 400 403 b 232 99.3% a 
Norway 6 Norwegian 40 270 ? 14.8% 
Poland (General 
Government) 

53 Polish (27) 
German (22) 
Ukrainian (4) 

184 200 ? 92 % 

Poland (Protectorate 
of Bohemia-
Moravia) 

55 
[+ 16 DW 
issues] 

German 574 
[DW 
included] 

1183 c 514 48% 
[DW 
included] 

Portugal 4 Portuguese 18 226 ? 8% 
Sweden 10 Swedish 261 2177 

[including 
travelling 
cinemas] 

229 12% 

Switzerland 19 German (13) 
French (6) 

112 321 90 34.9% 

Turkey 2 Turkish 5 157 ? 3.2% 
USSR (Eastern 
territories) 

20 
[+ 6 DW issues] 

Latvian (5) 
Lithuanian (5) 
Estonian (4) 
Russian (3) 
White-Russian 
(3) 

200 
[DW 
included] 

200 
[including 
travelling 
cinemas] 

? 100% 
[DW 
included] 

Yugoslavia (Croatia) 14 Croatian (13) 
German (1) 

108 171 87 63.2% 

Yugoslavia (Serbia) 11 Serbian (7) 
German (4) 

121 155 81 78.1% 

 

The table above is only a snapshot based on data reportedly dating from the end of April 

1944. This outline of the newsreel situation is of course closely linked to events of the time – 

as for instance illustrated by the cases of Spain and Italy– and may therefore not be 
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generalised. It should be interpreted as follows. In Belgium, each ATW issue was distributed 

on 123 prints, respectively 63 with Flemish and 60 with French commentaries. Belgium 

counted 788 cinemas (in over 360 cities, towns or villages), of which 783 screened the ATW. 

This means that 99.4% of Belgian movie theatres were screening the ATW. (Needless to say, 

not all cinemas were showing the most recent issue.) 

 

Newsreels including ATW items or footage 
Country Summary 

Czechoslovakia 
(Slovakia) 

 State newsreel Nastup, distributed on 11 Slovak and 1 German prints (each with 
respective German or Slovak subtitles), ran in all 228 theatres, spread over 199 locations.  

France 
(state newsreel FA) 

France-Actualités, distributed on 498 prints, ran in all 3638 cinemas, spread over 1856 
locations. d  

Italy State newsreel Luce was distributed on 50 prints, the same went for the DW. e 
The newsreels were reportedly shown in all 1500 Italian cinemas but it remains unclear 
whether they both were shown in each of these cinemas. 

Japan The Japanese newsreel Nihon Nyūsu used German items occasionally 
Rumania State newsreel ONC, distributed on 23 prints, ran in 95% of the 380 cinemas spread over 

140 locations. 
Spain The Spanish NO-DO newsreel, distributed on 123 prints, ran in two slightly different 

versions in all 1250 cinemas. g 

 

 

a. The few cinemas not covered by the ATW (5 in Belgium, 3 in the Netherlands) were 

military theatres (Soldatenkinos), which screened DW issues. It is therefore justifiable 

to state that the ATW had (by the end of April 1944!) an actual range of 100% in 

Belgian and Dutch cinemas. 

b. 49 THN-issues were being screened in parallel. As discussed in this chapter, the ATW 

initially had a smaller reach. 

c. 610 or 609 cinemas (spread over 574 locations) screened the ‘Aktualita’ newsreel 

(instead).  

d. Other than that, 182 small film prints ran in 3131 cinemas, spread over 3071 locations. 

This totals 680 prints in 6769 cinemas in 4927 locations. 

e. Presumably screened for the German troops who fought the Allies until May 1945. 

Before the Allies invaded the Italian mainland in September 1943, the situation was 

undoubtedly entirely different. 

f. At an earlier stage, 700 ATW-prints reportedly ran together with ‘Nihon Nyūsu’.112  

g. As discussed in this chapter, the first issue of NO-DO appeared in January 1943. Prior 

to that date the ATW was widely distributed Spain. 
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2. THE ATW IN OCCUPIED BELGIUM (1940-1944)1 
 

 

 

 

 

2.1. Belgian cinema under the German occupation: an overview 
 

 

  

2.1.1. General activities of the Propaganda-Abteilung Belgien (PAB)2  
 

 

Nazi Germany invaded neutral Belgium on 10 May 1940. The Belgian troops, supported by 

Anglo-French divisions, proved no match for the Wehrmacht. On 27 May, King Leopold III 

considered the situation of the Belgian army hopeless (which it indeed was) and decided to 

accept the German demand for unconditional surrender. Acting on his own behalf, as supreme 

commander of the Belgian army and against the explicit will of his government-in-exile 

(which wanted him to go into exile too), the king had the capitulation signed on 28 May.3 

Although this was not the reason for his decision to capitulate, the king hoped to talk Hitler 

into restoring Belgian independence, preferably under an autocratic government that he 

(Leopold) would lead. Hitler, who never revealed the political future he envisaged for 

Belgium, did not even consider granting the king any powers. Although he briefly toyed with 

the idea of installing a civil administration (like he had done in the Netherlands), Hitler 

eventually imposed a military administration on Belgium. General Alexander von 

Falkenhausen was appointed Military Commander for Belgium and Northern France 

(Militärbefehlshaber in Belgien und Nordfrankreich). As his title indicates, von Falkenhausen 

ruled Belgium as well as the Northern French departments of Nord and Pas-de-Calais which 

were, until the end of the war, attached to Belgium for economic reasons. (There were also 

political considerations: Hitler used these departments in his negotiations with Vichy 

France.)4 Von Falkenhausen’s Military Command consisted of two branches: the military 

staff (Kommandostab) and the Military Administration (Militärverwaltung). It was the 
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Military Administration that was responsible for civil affairs and that actually governed 

occupied Belgium and Northern France. Although General von Falkenhausen remained the 

supreme authority and the administration’s nominal head, it was Eggert Reeder, the President 

of the Military Administration (Militärverwaltungschef), who was left with the responsibility 

of actually governing the occupied Belgian and Northern French territories. The Military 

Administration remained in charge until July 1944 when a Civil Administration 

(Zivilverwaltung) headed by Reich Commissioner Josef Grohé replaced it. The results of this 

drastic change of authority were short-lived as the Allies liberated Belgium shortly afterwards 

(September 1944).5 

 

Since Belgium and Northern France fell under military rule, all propaganda issues in these 

regions came, strictly-speaking, under the sole responsibility of the Wehrmacht. The military 

headquarters, planning their offensive in the west under codename Operation Yellow (Fall 

Gelb), had prepared the establishment of a Military Administration since October 1939.6 

Within that framework, the OKW-WPR set up a Propaganda Formation Belgium 

(Propaganda-Staffel Belgien or Propaganda-Staffel B). When the invasion eventually took 

place, the Propaganda Formation Belgium was to follow the regular PK formations closely 

and to take over all propaganda activities in conquered regions.7 Following the capitulation of 

28 May, the Propaganda Formation Belgium (little is known about their activities during the 

eighteen-day military campaign) was responsible for all propaganda matters in Belgium. 

Following the establishment of the Military Administration for Belgium and Northern France, 

the Propaganda Formation Belgium incorporated the Propaganda Formation Lille and 

stationed its headquarters definitively in Brussels. To be known as the Propaganda Division 

Belgium (Propaganda-Abteilung Belgien, hereafter referred to as PAB) in October 1940, the 

service reported to Reeder’s Military Administration. The PAB located its headquarters in 

Brussels but assigned local departments (Propaganda-Staffeln) in the most important 

Belgian/French cities (Antwerp, Charleroi, Ghent, Liège and Lille) and kept representatives in 

the commandant’s headquarters (Kommandanturen) of several smaller cities. This subchapter 

does not aim to give a complete overview of the PAB’s activities but will outline the aspects 

of its functioning necessary to understand how it reorganised Belgian cinema and especially 

its influence on the Belgian ATW.  

 

The fact that a comprehensive historical study of the PAB’s activities has not yet been written 

is closely linked to the fact that sources are incomplete. The reports that the PAB sent to 
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Berlin twice a month, an incredibly important source of information for any research in this 

field, are missing from March 1942 onwards. The lack of availability of these documents, 

which covered the last two and a half years of the occupation, will also impose a handicap on 

the study at hand. The mere fact that the PAB reported twice a month to Berlin is already an 

indication that the propaganda activities of Reeder and his Military Administration were 

followed closely by the outside world. Several bodies, notably the German Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs and Himmler’s SS, regularly tried to interfere and gain greater influence in 

occupied Belgium but failed. Goebbels’ Propaganda Ministry, on the other hand, although 

equally lacking competence, was much more successful in intervening in the policy of the 

Military Administration. One of the reasons for this propagandist success (from an 

organisational point of view) is to be found in the fact that the ministry had been involved in 

the creation of the Belgian propaganda services months before the invasion even took place. 

In January 1940, Goebbels had already sent a representative to the Propaganda-Formation 

Belgium, which the OKW-WPR was organising in the preparation of Case Yellow.8 This 

collaboration was continued during the rest of 1940 and resulted, once the Military 

Administration had been set up, in the Propaganda Ministry supplying the PAB with 

information, on the one hand, and qualified staff, on the other, as well as considerable 

financial support. The strong control that the ministry derived from these financial and 

logistical contributions (which explains why the OKW-WPR accepted the ministry’s 

interference) is, among other things, clearly reflected in the structure of the PAB, which 

mirrored those of the Propaganda Ministry departments. The PAB also had, apart from an 

administrative unit, departments for active propaganda (Gruppe Aktiv-propaganda), press 

(Gruppe Presse), culture (Gruppe Kultur), literature (Gruppe Schrifttum), film (Gruppe Film), 

radio (Gruppe Rundfunk) and nationality policies (Gruppe Volkstum). The Active Propaganda 

Group propagated National Socialism by organising exhibitions and National-Socialist events 

and by distributing leaflets, posters, etc. The Press Group, one of the most important divisions 

of the PAB, coordinated and censored newspapers as well as all periodicals and other 

magazines printed in Belgium. The Culture Group aimed to introduce National-Socialism into 

Belgian cultural life in general and into stagecraft, the visual arts and music in particular. The 

activities of the Literature Group, which among other things encouraged the production of 

National-Socialist or pro-German writing, were naturally closely linked with those of the 

Culture Group. While the Radio Group coordinated all radio programmes with special 

attention going to news broadcasts, the Film Group controlled all aspects of the Belgian film 
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industry (production, distribution and screening). Last but not least the Nationality Policies 

(Volkstum) Group dealt with cultural-folklore organisations.9  

 

Although part of the Wehrmacht, the PAB included many staff members that were not regular 

military, but so-called Sonderführer. Sonderführer were people whose professional 

occupations made them suitable for a specific function that was linked to a military rank that 

they (as civilians) did not have. In order to carry out the job they were needed for while 

functioning normally within the military structure and hierarchy of the Wehrmacht, these 

civilians were employed and if necessary assigned a provisional rank without meeting the 

usual military requirements in terms of training, etc. To distinguish them from regular 

officers, they were called ‘Sonderführer’ or ‘extraordinary/special leaders’. Since these 

officers were often given important positions based on their professional experience, they 

were expected to eventually undergo the regular training that would turn them into ‘real’ 

officers. Some Sonderführer effectively followed that path. The leader of the PAB Film 

Group, Robert Van Daalen (leader of the HAVP film group in the Netherlands before coming 

to Belgium)10 was initially Sonderführer (in real life a cinema owner) but in due course was 

given the rank of lieutenant. Other leaders of important PAB departments, such as Rolf 

Wilkening (Active Propaganda Group), Dr. Anton Eickhoff and Dr. Alexander Drenker (both 

leading the Press Group) remained Sonderführer for a long time, probably until the end of the 

occupation.11 As these data indicate, many of the PAB employees were not regular military 

personnel but civilians. Most of them were recruited through the intermediary of the 

Propaganda Ministry, which is of course another sign of the influence exerted by the latter. 

Some of them had formerly worked as propagandists, for instance within the structures of the 

NSDAP. Others, although undoubtedly credited with NSDAP-membership, had no (political) 

propaganda experience and had been employed because of their former professional activities 

as journalists, photographers, editors, advertising managers, etc.  

 

In short, the PAB as a military service reported officially and completely to the Military 

Administration and the OKW-WPR but in reality was to a considerable extent composed of 

civilians who had been put in uniform and who felt to a great extent subordinate to the 

Propaganda Ministry, which had often been involved in their appointment and, after all, also 

financed many of their activities. It is therefore no wonder that Major F. Gerhardus, who 

headed the PAB from June 1940, declared after the war that his service had had two masters: 

the Military Administration and the Propaganda Ministry.12 The fact that the Propaganda 
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Ministry increasingly contested Gerhardus’s leadership of the PAB illustrates the conflicts of 

responsibility that this duality inevitably provoked. The ministry’s objections to Gerhardus 

focused, among other things, on his activities (prior to 1933) in a catholic party that had, in 

the meantime, been prohibited. One must of course also take into account the fact that 

Gerhardus – a ‘real’ major and not just another Sonderführer – had not been put 

forward/appointed by Goebbels’ ministry. In June 1942, Gerhardus was replaced by Captain 

(Hauptmann) Karl Gunzer, who occupied the position despite several other attempts at 

interference by Goebbels’ Propaganda Ministry up until the summer of 1944.13 Attempts by 

the ministry to take over the PAB completely, framed in Goebbels’ overall attempt to gain 

control over all Wehrmachtspropaganda, failed repeatedly. The conflict of competence over 

the PAB only came to an end on 4 August 1944 when, following the above-mentioned 

replacement of the military by a Civil Administration, the OKW-WPR dissolved the PAB. 

From then on, propaganda issues came under the new Head Department for Propaganda, 

Press, Nationality Policies and Culture (Hauptabteilung für Propaganda, Presse, Volkstum 

und Kultur – note the similarity with the Dutch HAVP). The new department, led by Pg. 

Ohling, took over staff members of the PAB and came, attached to the Civil Administration, 

under the sole responsibility of the Propaganda Ministry. For the ministry it represented 

nothing more than a Pyrrhic victory as one month later Belgium was liberated. 

 

In gaining control over the Belgian mass media, the PAB - and this applies to most services of 

the Military Administration - preferred to proceed through the intermediary of organisations 

and institutions that Belgians were acquainted with before the war rather than to work directly 

through new institutions that clearly bore a German hallmark. To establish a news monopoly, 

the PAB installed a press agency in the offices of Belga, the leading Belgian news agency the 

management of which had fled to France taking much of the equipment with them.14 Attempts 

to adopt the name ‘Belga’ failed and the new agency was called ‘Belgapress’ instead. Despite 

the Belgian feel of its name, the agency was totally German-owned and controlled. Just like 

its pre-war predecessor, Belgapress supplied all newspapers, which were obliged to subscribe 

to the agency, with domestic and foreign news, including the daily Wehrmachtbericht. Last 

but not least Belgapress also distributed the PAB’s press directives. The agency, a unique 

instrument for the Gleichschaltung of the Belgian press, did not obtain corporate status until 

April 1942 when it was turned into a company that officially was jointly owned by Belgian 

and German shareholders, but in fact belonged to the Deutsches Nachrichtenbüro or German 

News Agency. This agency, from which Belgapress derived its foreign news and the 
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Wehrmachtbericht, was owned and managed by the German Propaganda Ministry. The mere 

fact that the channel through which the PAB exercised its news monopoly and addressed 

Belgian newspapers on a daily basis was indirectly owned by the German Propaganda 

Ministry again underlines the powers Goebbels and his ministry exerted in occupied Belgium.  

 

This brief outline of the history of the PAB (including its short-lived predecessor and 

successor) demonstrates that the Military Administration (defending its own interests as well 

as those of the OKW-WPR) tried to limit the increasing influence of the Propaganda Ministry. 

However, it was unable to put any real restraint on its interference, because of the know-how 

and (material and financial) support that the ministry provided. Although the scarcity of 

sources mentioned above calls for the highest level of prudence in formulating general 

conclusions, it is noteworthy that most conflicts of competence seem to have focused more on 

the authority over the propaganda than on the actual content of that propaganda. In other 

words, there was apparently more disagreement about who should gain overall control over 

the PAB than there were major differences of opinion regarding the nature of the activities 

undertaken by the PAB. I would argue that the ministry’s interference could be put down 

more to objections to the principle of playing second fiddle in Belgium - and should therefore 

be seen in the international context of the ministry’s striving for control over all military and 

other propaganda - than an expression of sharply contrasting ideas about how propaganda 

should be organised in occupied Belgium. This hypothesis does not imply that the Propaganda 

Ministry always agreed with the activities carried out by the PAB with the approval of the 

Military Administration,15 nor that it was always satisfied with the results the PAB recorded  

 

Before concluding this subchapter on the general activities of the PAB, it should be 

mentioned that in most of the activities it undertook, the PAB was forced to take into account 

the ‘language question’, i.e. the complex relationship between Belgium’s two main language 

groups. Belgium was and still is divided by a ‘language frontier’, separating Flanders from 

Wallonia. Flanders, the northern part of Belgium, borders the Netherlands and is Flemish- or 

Dutch-speaking. (Dutch and Flemish are spelled identically but there are some differences in 

their pronunciation. These differences are slight but important for the history of the ATW in 

occupied Belgium and will be referred to further.) Wallonia, the French-speaking part, forms 

the southern part of Belgium and is adjacent to France. Brussels, the Belgian capital, is 

geographically located within Flemish territory but is largely French-speaking. The Belgian 

elite, including the bourgeois Flemish-speaking cities, was entirely francophone. Since the 
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francophone elite controlled much of Belgian wealth and government for a long time, the 

linguistic difference was also turned into a political one.16 Within the German policy on the 

‘language question’ the notion of Flamenpolitik was of crucial importance. Hitler had given 

the Military Administration, whose primordial task was to fully exploit the Belgian economy 

with minimum help by German manpower, few political guidelines except for a personal 

Führer’s order (Führerbefehl) to favour the Flemish population and not to grant their Walloon 

counterparts any privileges. Hitler never specified to what extent and to what end the Flemish 

population should be favoured. His utterly vague guideline triggered a mechanism that Ian 

Kershaw described as ‘working towards the Führer’. At all levels of the Third Reich, people 

were supposed to anticipate Hitler’s will and to take initiatives to help achieve the goals set by 

the Führer, or what they thought those aims were, based on vague instructions.17 Within the 

Military Administration it was Eggert Reeder in particular who heeded Hitler’s guideline. 

Carefully avoiding divulging the fact in public, Reeder considered that Belgium should 

eventually be turned into a German satellite, in which Flemish nationalists could play an 

important role. To pave the way towards that outcome, Reeder pursued a Flemish-friendly 

policy, the so-called Flamenpolitik. (This notion also referred to a similar policy, pursued in 

occupied Belgium during the First World War.) The Flamenpolitik, in which the PAB proved 

very instrumental, manifested itself among other things in German-Flemish cultural 

propaganda. Reeder’s Flamenpolitik caused him to come into regular conflict with SS-leader 

Heinrich Himmler, who had a more drastic vision and believed in working towards the Führer 

by preparing the German annexation of Flanders. The Flamenpolitik and the ongoing conflict 

between Reeder and the PAB, on the one hand, and Himmler and the SS, on the other, 

strongly influenced Germany’s attitude towards Belgian collaboration movements and vice 

versa, as will be expounded in Chapter 6. 

 

Although several propaganda campaigns carried out by the PAB will be discussed in the 

analysis of domestic news coverage of the Belgian ATW,18 a detailed overview of all PAB 

activities cannot be given. This brief assessment of the PAB and its groups or sections should 

nevertheless have made clear that if a propaganda campaign was launched, films and/or 

newsreels were only some of the many means of communication (newspapers, radio, 

pamphlets etc.) that the PAB was able to deploy. 
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2.1.2. The reorganisation of Belgian cinema under the PAB19 
 

 

Following the German invasion of Belgium, the Belgian Ministry of the Interior banned the 

screening of any film print that had not been subject to new censorship.20 The question of 

whether any movie theatre owner felt the need to keep his cinema open and whether any film 

was effectively submitted to censorship is not known but it seems most unlikely. Most 

cinemas closed their doors and waited for the cessation of hostilities in their regions. When 

and how Belgian cinemas reopened after the invasion depended during the first chaotic days 

on the local military situation and the willingness of the local German forces. As mentioned 

earlier, very little is known about the activities of the Propaganda Formation Belgium in those 

early days. While the population of Antwerp had to wait until 24 June, movie theatres in 

Liège reopened on 24 May, in other words before King Leopold had even capitulated. The 

successful German Blitzkrieg on the western front offered the German film industry the 

possibility to solve all the problems it had encountered for many years in Western Europe, 

from the old fierce competition with French and American film companies to the recent 

boycott of German films and newsreels.21 This also applied to Belgium, where the German 

occupation enabled Ufa and other German companies to promote their own interests directly 

from then on. The task of reorganising Belgian cinema and assisting the German industry in 

colonising this commercially important outlet was attributed to the PAB’s Film Group (and its 

predecessor, the Propaganda Formation Belgium).  

 

The PAB Film Group set up its offices in the Cinéma Marivaux, a large cinema which quickly 

became a so-called soldier’s cinema (Soldatenkino). Under the initial leadership of Major 

Kentel/Rensel,22 who was followed by Sonderführer Van Daalen, the PAB Film Group did 

not hesitate to reorganise the Belgian film industry with a view to supporting German 

interests. Little is known about the relationship between the PAB and Alfred Greven, whose 

role in the Netherlands and especially France is much better documented. Whether or not 

Greven’s involvement was substantial, it is clear that the reorganisation of Belgian cinema 

(1940-1944) lived up to German expectations. The PAB Film Group announced in early June 

1940, in other words almost immediately after the capitulation, that all distribution companies 

and cinema owners were allowed to resume their activities once again as soon as ‘certain 

formalities’ had been fulfilled. The interested parties were kindly invited to contact the PAB 
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film group at the Cinéma Marivaux. There, cinema owners and film distributors received, 

upon payment of a special tax, a temporary authorisation to reopen their businesses. The 

‘formalities’ attached to this authorisation were four-fold: 

 

1. All film screenings were to open with the screening of a newsreel, to be projected 

without cuts or modifications. 

2. The newsreel was to be rented from Ufa Brussels, the newly founded branch of Ufa. 

3. Apart from the newsreel and a complementary film, the programme could only include 

one feature film that had to be accompanied by a German censor’s card, in other 

words it had to have been approved by German censorship. 

4. No other manifestations (shows, meetings, etc.) whatsoever were allowed to take place 

inside cinemas. 

5. A fifth rule, that was not even mentioned specifically as it had already been 

proclaimed on 31 May 1940 regarding all Belgian economic sectors: Jewish people 

were not allowed to continue their activities at all. (In October 1940, another 

regulation would seize all theatres and film companies that belonged, to the tune of 

25% or more, to Jews.) 

 

The third rule was of course very important for Belgian film distributors who, from then on 

needed German censor cards for any film they would like to screen in order to stay in 

business. These cards, revocable at any time, were presented upon payment of a special tax. 

Since German officers could not possibly view every film for which an authorisation was 

requested by its distributor, the censorship was to be carried out with Belgian help, based on 

the reading of a summarised scenario. Before supplying the censors with a summary, the 

distributor had first to place the production in one of three categories: (1) films that were 

neither connected with war nor with Germany, (2) films that were related to war or to the 

Russian revolution, and (3) films of German interest in which ‘German interest’ had to be 

interpreted ‘in its broadest sense’.23 Most films falling in the latter two categories were 

prohibited and the available prints confiscated. Distributors also needed to indicate whether 

the director, screenwriter or actors were Jewish or anti-German. In these cases also the film 

was most likely to be banned and confiscated. 
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Not all distribution companies were given the possibility to work under these new rules. 

Jewish film distributors were, as mentioned above, not authorised to stay in business at all. 

All British films were also immediately banned because Great Britain was at war with 

Germany. Further the Brussels outlets of the American companies United Artists, Universal 

and Warner Bros were closed down immediately ‘for having distributed anti-German films’ 

(before the German invasion) 

such as Charlie Chaplin’s The 

Great Dictator (United 

Artists). Their film stock, 

including newsreels, was 

seized. Other American 

agencies (Columbia, Fox, 

Metro, Paramount and R.K.O.) 

were initially allowed to open 

their doors again and in the 

early summer (during July) 

some cinemas were showing 

the Laurel and Hardy vehicle 

A chump at Oxford24 as well as other American films. Although this particular measure is not 

specifically mentioned in any retrieved document from the time, the companies that 

distributed newsreels (a subject that will be dealt with in more detail below) were also forced 

to stop their activities in that field. It is no coincidence that the first regulations issued by the 

PAB referred to film distributors and film theatres without explicitly mentioning the people 

involved in the production of films (let alone newsreels). The output of Belgian film 

production was so low that one could hardly speak of a film ‘industry’, which made it 

unnecessary to issue special orders regarding film production. Besides, film production 

companies were bound hand and foot by the rules imposed on distribution companies and 

cinema theatres. 

 

The rules listed above, which the PAB Film Group issued in early June, prepared for a 

reorganisation of Belgian cinema that took several years to complete. It was officially 

heralded on 6 August 1940, when the Military Administration announced its ‘First Order 

concerning the New Regulation for Cinema in Belgium’. The order, which also applied to 

Northern France, laid down several rules that can be summarised as follows:25 

 
 

Cinéma Marivaux near Brussels North Station had already been 
turned into a Soldatenkino when this picture was taken on 10 July 

1940. 
(Source: Clemens De Landtsheer Collection at Gemeentearchief Temse.) 
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1. All film distributors and cinema 

owners were to be members 

respectively of the Chamber of 

Film Distributors or the Union of 

Cinema Directors.26 

2. Membership of these 

organisations, to be requested 

before 15 August, was granted 

exclusively by the Military 

Administration [PAB Film 

Group] and was, as the order 

explicitly specified, not a right 

that could be extorted. The PAB 

Film Group would, for instance, 

refuse membership to anyone 

unable to prove that he/she was 

Aryan. 

3. Membership of the above-

mentioned organisations was a 

condition sine qua non to exercise 

the profession, but not a 

safeguard: the Military Administration [PAB Film Group] reserved the right to revoke 

work permits at any time. 

4. Companies were strictly forbidden to change owner or director without permission. 

This measure was directly aimed at non-Aryan Belgians, who had to be prevented 

from selling their businesses rapidly. 

5. Further, the order confirmed several rules which had already been laid down:  

a. Every film was to be accompanied by a censor card. 

b. The screening of a newsreel was a compulsory component of each cinema 

programme. 

6. Contravention of any of these rules would be punished with imprisonment and or a 

financial penalty, possibly including the confiscation of all properties belonging to the 

violating company. 

 

6 August 1940: the Military Administration announces 
its ‘First Order concerning the New Regulation 

for Cinema in Belgium’ 
(Source: Cinema Jaarboek 1942 (Brussels, 1942), p. 9) 
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Three days later, on 9 August 1940, the Military Administration decided because of the ‘anti-

German tendencies in American film productions’ to ban the distribution and screening of all 

American films. The Belgian departments of Columbia, Fox, Metro, Paramount and R.K.O. 

were closed down. Their entire film collections were ‘bought’ for 9 francs per kilogram and, 

after selecting films that were to be sent to Germany, presumably destroyed. The direct 

expulsion of all remaining American companies (an operation that was carried out in all 

German-occupied territories as well as within the Reich in the summer of 1940)27 was, 

together with the order of 6 August 1940, one of the only direct interventions ever made 

regarding the cinema by the Military Administration. Thereafter, the reorganisation of the 

Belgian film industry was placed in the hands of the Belgian Chamber of Film Distributors 

(within which a film production group was created in January 1941) and the Union of Cinema 

Directors. Behind the screen, the hands of both these organisations were of course tied by the 

PAB Film Group, which made use of some local front men such as the Flemish film director 

Jan Vanderheyden.28  

 

As in many other economic fields, the occupying forces chose to procure their plans for the 

reorganisation of Belgian cinema from within existing Belgian structures and organisations 

rather than overtly carrying them out themselves. All interference, either direct or indirect, 

worked towards the same goal: the formation of a Belgian cinema corporation. Within that 

particular framework, the term ‘corporation’ should not be understood in its early 21st-century 

sense, as a form of business ownership as opposed to partnership and sole proprietorship. It 

should, on the contrary, be interpreted in its historic, fascist meaning. In that context, 

corporations, which were subordinate to the state, united all employers and employees of a 

particular (branch of) industry and in this way replaced all labour unions and other pressure 

groups. Theoretically, corporations were to defend the interests of the economic group they 

represented. In reality, however, largely controlling all people and activities within their 

jurisdiction, corporations were deployed to impose the will of the state, in this case of the 

PAB Film Group. (The occupying forces also pushed many other Belgian industries, often 

with the enthusiastic support of local patrons or organisations, in the direction of a corporate 

model.)29 Steering an industry through a corporate system requires that everyone within the 

industry branches be tied to the corporation in question. The obligation for all film distributors 

(soon extended to all professionals involved in film production) and cinema directors to 

become member of their respective associations, imposed by the above-mentioned ‘First 
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Order concerning the New Regulation of Cinema in Belgium’, must be understood in that 

sense. 

 

The PAB Film Group would use the Belgian Chamber of Film Distributors and the Union of 

Cinema Directors, which from 6 August 1940 included all Belgian film professionals, to force 

the Belgian film world into the straitjacket of corporatism. An important instrument to control 

the members of both associations was their joint trade journal CINEMA, first published in 

December 1940 and which called itself the ‘official and bimonthly organ of the Cinema 

Corporation’ as from January 1941. Although each issue of that journal spoke about ‘cinema 

corporation’, from a legal point of view there was no statutory industrial organisation of that 

name. The corporate system was nevertheless omnipresent in the organisation of both the 

Chamber of Film Distributors and the Union of Cinema Directors. An important corporate 

step was for instance taken when both organisations approved in May 1941 a long text 

specifying the general conditions of film rental. There is no doubt that the PAB Film Group 

played an important role in producing this treaty, which probably explains why its rules 

became valid (30 May 1941) before the representatives of the corporate organisations had 

even signed it (9 June 1941).30 The agreement mainly codified the rules and arrangements that 

had already been brought into force previously but bringing them together into one agreement 

facilitated control over their application and penalising infringements. The corporate process 

was finalised in June-July 1943, when the Chamber of Film Distributors and the Union of 

Cinema Directors effectively amalgamated into one big organisation. Oddly enough, this 

corporation, a newly created administrative body, was not called the ‘Belgian Cinema 

Corporation’ but the ‘Belgian Film Guild’. The Belgian Film Guild brought together all those 

involved in the Belgian film industry. Through the organisation, officially headed by Jan 

Vanderheyden and some other Belgian film personalities, the PAB Film Group would control 

the Belgian film sector until the end of the war.31 

 

At the beginning of the occupation, several producers and directors, especially Flemish film 

professionals who hoped to benefit from the Flamenpolitik, hoped that the disappearance of 

popular Anglo-American film productions would allow them to build up a film industry of 

their own. German film companies however, as the Belgians soon found out, intended to 

bridge that gap by themselves and were therefore greatly supported by the PAB Film Group. 

During the five years of German occupation, only six Belgian feature films went into 

premiere: four by Jan Vanderheyden (who, as mentioned above, actively collaborated with the 
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PAB Film Group), one by his German mistress and later wife Edith Kiel (who worked for his 

company and according to some actually managed it) and one by Gaston Schoukens. It is no 

coincidence that each of these three people had connections with the PAB Film Group.32 Each 

of these titles was released before 1 January 1943. After that date, when raw film stock 

became increasingly scarce (which made trade journal CINEMA cry out ‘Film is worth 

gold!’),33 Belgian feature film production was entirely brought to a standstill, which the 

authorities tried to compensate for from late 1943 onwards by having some local short 

documentaries (Belgian Kulturfilme) produced.34 

 

114

75

19 15

Before May 1940 December 1940 March 1941 January 1944

Fig. 2.1 The number of distribution companies active on 
the Belgian market 1940-1944 

 
 

Since there was no such thing as a pre-war Belgian film industry, most of the few producers 

were also involved in film distribution. Apart from big foreign companies, there were many 

small enterprises, which often combined film distribution (films purchased on the 

international market35 and/or own productions) with other activities (film production, cinema 

exploitation, etc.). It was these companies that, together with many foreign larger enterprises, 

fell victim to the corporate politics of the PAB Film Group. Of the 114 distribution companies 

(Fig. 2.1)36 that were active on the Belgian market before the German invasion, only 75 were 

still operating by the end of December 1940: over one-third had been eliminated by anti-

Jewish measures, the closing down of Anglo-American companies and the ‘First Order 

concerning the New Regulation for Cinema in Belgium’. The activities of the remaining 

distributors were further clipped through several injunctions and regulations by their 
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corporatist association. The obligatory withdrawal of all films released before 1 June 1937 

and the abolishing of all firms that once that measure had been implemented no longer availed 

of more than ten hireable feature films, resulted in a true massacre. In March 1941, a mere ten 

months after Belgian capitulation, only 19 companies remained. By 1944 there were only 15. 

The drastic ‘reorganisation’ of Belgian film distribution forced many small film distributors 

out of the market. Through these decisive actions, which purged the Belgian market of many 

hundreds of films that had initially survived the obligatory censorship, the PAB Film Group 

further paved the way for a German takeover of the Belgian film market. This takeover was 

carried out through the German Ufa Company, with assistance from Tobis. 

 

Although the virtual non-existence of historical research on 20th-century film distribution in 

Belgium ensures that an exact evaluation of the situation at the time cannot be made, 

everything indicates that the German presence in the Belgian film world prior to May 1940 

was relatively small.37 Ufa, which was probably the only German firm that was more or less 

directly represented in Belgium, operated through a Belgian company named Alliance 

Cinématographique Européenne (ACE). Unlike a company of the same name located in 

Paris,38 ACE Brussels seems to have had some degree of autonomy. The relationship between 

Ufa and its Belgian subsidiary was of course greatly disturbed by the events of May 1940. Ufa 

was predestined to play a far bigger role on the Belgian cinema screens, which called for a 

strictly controlled branch in Belgium. This was not compatible with the existence of ACE 

Brussels, and certainly not with the pre-war contracts authorising that firm to exploit Ufa 

productions in Belgium. The solution to these problems was obvious: ACE Brussels had to be 

wiped out and replaced by a Belgian but German-directed Ufa branch. This new firm, Ufa-

Films S.P.R.L. Brüssel (hereafter referred to as Ufa Brussels) was officially founded on 22 

August 1940 and recorded on the Brussels trade register on 3 September. In reality, Ufa 

Brussels was already active more than two months prior to its ‘foundation’. It occupied the 

buildings of ACE Brussels since early June and officially received all its assets on 19 June 

1940. All the firm’s film copies, agreements, advertising materials, furniture, etc. were also 

taken over. The former owner, who reportedly owed money to the German Ufa headquarters, 

was not compensated. On 28 June 1940, this process was completed when ACE Brussels, 

which had already been liquidated, was officially disbanded.  

 

Ufa Brussels, fully owned by the German parent company was, just like ACE Brussels first 

and foremost a distribution company, in other words an instrument to disseminate German 
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productions on the Belgian and Northern French market. It basically represented all major 

German film companies except for Tobis, which initially kept its own branch. Tobis Brussels 

(full name: Tobis-Films S.A. Bruxelles) was officially independent from Ufa Brussels, but 

actually had a complementary function. In a report to the Propaganda Ministry, Berlin’s Ufa 

headquarters stipulated the following: ‘In Belgium too, rental interests are concentrated within 

Ufa AG. The renting of German films is carried out through Ufa Brussels […] When the 

concentration of trade through one firm proves unsuitable, a cover in the guise of Tobis 

Brussels is available.’39 Tobis Brussels had its own offices and administration until August 

1942, when all its services were merged with those of Ufa Brussels. Although the name Tobis 

remained in use, the company was practically swallowed up by Ufa. As explained earlier (cf. 

the history of the ATW in the Netherlands) this operation was carried out simultaneously 

throughout Europe as Ufa was given widespread control over the foreign distribution of all 

German films. 

 

To sum up, the PAB Film Group made no attempt to promote the development of the Belgian 

film industry but paved the way for the German film industry, spearheaded by Ufa Brussels 

and Tobis Brussels, to flood the market with a huge quantity of German films. The 

disappearance of Anglo-American productions as well as of the back catalogue that many 

small film distributors used to provide left Belgian cinemas little choice but to start screening 

German films. Within that context it should be pointed out that, although German films 

formed the majority of the new film supply, there was a relatively large arrival of French 

films. (Many of these films were produced by Continental Films, a ‘French’ firm lead by 

Alfred Greven and indirectly owned by the German government.) It is also worth mentioning 

that Belgian audiences, and in particular Flemish cinemagoers, quickly reconciled themselves 

to the new situation. German film-stars such as Marika Rökk and Zarah Leander developed a 

large fan base in Belgium too. It may seem bizarre that German film-stars became very 

popular amongst a population that did not accept the German occupation of its fatherland but 

this was absolutely not unique to Belgium. Similar trends developed for instance in the 

Netherlands as well as in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.40 The real circumstances under 

which films were seen by Belgian cinemagoers were naturally also subject to German 

regulations. Although an overview of the reorganisation of Belgian cinema under the 

influence of the PAB Film Group cannot be complete without paying attention to how they 

encroached on the screening of films, this topic will be discussed later when we look at the 

cinematic context in which newsreels were screened.  
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2.2. German newsreels in occupied Belgium: getting started 
  

 

  

2.2.1. The Belgian newsreel market on the eve of the German invasion 
 

  

Unlike neighbouring France, Germany and Netherlands, Belgium did not have its own nation-

wide distributed newsreel until after the Second World War. Naturally, this did not prevent 

Belgian cinemas from including newsreels in their programmes. On the eve of the German 

invasion, Belgium counted 1142 Belgian film theatres.41 203 of them were considered 

‘irregular houses’,42 which means that only 939 were ‘real’ cinemas, in other words theatres 

that organised screenings on a regular, often daily, basis. Apart from the biggest theatres, the 

so-called premiere-cinemas that screened only one new feature film,43 most theatres had a 

‘double programme’ of two feature films.44 Although this was not obligatory, around 900 of 

those cinemas – or over 95% of them - included a newsreel in their programme, which 

brought the total programme length to approximately three hours. In May 1940, the Belgian 

newsreel market was covered by six titles,45 which released a total of 85 prints per each new 

issue: Pathé-Journal (28), Fox-Movietone-Actualités (17), Éclair-Journal (14), Actualités-

Paramount (12), France-Actualités [Gaumont] (4) and the ACE newsreel (10).46 The prints 

were passed on from theatre to theatre, from the largest cinema palaces to the smallest village 

cinemas. It was not unusual for prints to circulate for a duration of 14 weeks, which 

demonstrates that newsreels had lost their topicality long before they reached the end of the 

line.47 Of these six newsreels distributed in Belgium, only the Pathé newsreel, not without 

coincidence the most successful in commercial terms, was produced by a local editorial 

office, stationed in Brussels. Due to the obvious influence of its French mother-company, 

Pathé-Journal was nevertheless not considered a Belgian newsreel. All other newsreels, 

which sometimes included Belgian items provided by Belgian cameramen, were (except for 

ACE newsreels) ready-made and imported from Paris, where all newsreel companies had a 

local newsroom.48 Apparently all newsreels (again except for the ACE newsreels) were 
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distributed in French-language versions only, in both the French- and the Flemish-speaking 

regions of Belgium. The Flemish population therefore had, in particular , to cope with the lack 

of a Belgian newsreel.49 Providing prints with rare Flemish subtitles, a practice some 

companies apparently carried out, was not enough to solve the ‘language problem’, especially 

because the few Belgian items reportedly focused more on Brussels and Wallonia than on 

Flanders. Some people and organisations, like Flemish-nationalist Clemens De Landtsheer 

and his Flandria Film Company, tried to offer an alternative by producing Flemish newsreels 

but failed to reach wide audiences.50 Dutch Newsreel Company Profilti tried to introduce a 

Dutch-Flemish newsreel, which was probably only short-lived, around February 1938.51  

 

Among the six newsreel titles that covered the Belgian market on the eve of the German 

invasion, the ACE newsreels occupied a special position. Presumably released under the title 

ACE Actualités Mondiales – ACE Wereld Aktualiteiten (ACE World News), the newsreels 

derived their title from ACE Brussels (Ufa’s representative in Brussels, mentioned above) and 

there were actually French- as well as (which was exceptional)52 Dutch-language versions53 

of the ATW. The ATW (in general, not just the Belgian versions) occasionally contained 

Belgian items too, which were provided from 1937 onwards by Germain Baert, a Flemish 

cameraman who also worked for the above-mentioned Flandria Film.54 It is uncertain from 

which moment in time ACE actually started distributing the ATW but everything suggests 

that this only happened in autumn 1939. Specifically pressurised in that direction by a 

representative (Mr. Ehrt) of the German mother-company who apparently paid a visit to 

Brussels for that purpose, ACE tried to increase the ATW distribution during the course of 

September 1939.55 By the end of that month, directors of cinemas in several large Belgian 

cities had been persuaded to include the ATW in their programmes. The underlying reason for 

German newsreel expansion is of course to be found in the military events of September 

1939: Nazi Germany’s invasion of Poland and the French-British declaration of war it caused. 

The outbreak of the Second World War, more precisely the battle phase now commonly 

referred to as the Phoney War (September 1939 - May 1940), put Belgium in a difficult 

position. Just like the Netherlands and the Grand-Duchy of Luxemburg, Belgium was very 

aware of the threat of a German invasion. In order not to incite Hitler or give Germany a 

pretext for attacking Belgium, the government refused any French or British support to 

reinforce its frontiers with Germany. The official policy of strict neutrality also extended to 

the communication media: the press, newsreels included, was to remain neutral. A strict 

application of this neutrality policy proved infeasible. Although newsreel sequences that 
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Belgian censors considered too biased were probably removed before the issues were 

released,56 the distribution of war-related newsreel items did not come to a standstill entirely. 

Three of the above-mentioned six newsreels (Pathé, Éclair and Gaumont), representing the 

majority of the available prints, were French in origin and undoubtedly presented a French 

view on the ongoing international conflict. In this context it is perfectly understandable that 

Ufa started pressing ACE to introduce the ATW distribution in September 1939. 

 

In brief, during the Phoney War Belgian moviegoers were, apart from two neutral (American) 

titles, confronted with newsreels produced by two belligerent nations, France and Germany. 

While their government desperately stuck to strict neutrality, the Belgian population, strongly 

concerned with the increasingly likely threat of a German invasion, was less diplomatic and 

proved less tolerant towards German newsreels than towards their French counterparts. ACE 

newsreels reporting on the German campaign, in other words reflecting Germany’s vision of 

the military conflict, triggered press campaigns and demonstrations in late 1939.57 The 

commotion resulted in several cinema owners deciding to suspend their ACE newsreel 

contracts until the hostilities were over. When suspending the contract in the short-term 

proved legally impossible, some even kept on paying the rent without actually screening the 

prints. Cinéac cinemas in Brussels, Antwerp and Liège followed that strategy, removed the 

ATW from their programme in October 1939 and cancelled the contract from the end of 

March 1940 onwards. The Capitole Cinema in Ghent was, due to a press campaign in the 

local press, forced to stop screening the ATW in February 1940 and claimed compensation 

from ACE, which indicates that the cinema owners held the very content of these newsreels 

responsible for the problems. In other cities too, the screening of the ATW gave rise to street 

demonstrations outside cinemas and to disturbances inside the theatres. The media coverage 

of this kind of commotion was bad publicity for ACE and caused other theatres to stop 

screening the ATW too, even if they had not encountered problems themselves. Furthermore, 

ACE, on the one hand, sensed that its feature films found fewer buyers among theatres that 

linked the company with Nazi Germany and, on the other, received several complaints from 

cinema owners who felt that they were being boycotted by big firms (Pathé, Gaumont etc.) for 

showing the ACE newsreel. In March 1940, the dejected Belgian ACE board sent an 

assessment of the situation to Ufa, concluding: ‘upholding your interests in this field is truly 

an unrewarding task. Even before we accepted to hire your newsreels, we informed you of our 

objections; unfortunately our concerns have now turned out to be true.’58 Nevertheless the 

problems surrounding the ATW screening did not lead to its total disappearance. According to 
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the above-cited document, the ATW was still being screened in around 30 cinemas, spread 

over 14 cities including Antwerp, Brussels, Ostend, etc, in March 1940. 

 

Without excluding the possibility that some of the ‘spontaneous’ protest actions against the 

ATW were organised by (political) pressure groups, these protests undeniably expressed 

public uncertainty and concern about a possible German invasion. A similar process unfolded 

when the German embassy in Brussels announced that Ufa had prepared a documentary film 

about painter Peter Paul Rubens, to be released on the 300th anniversary of his death (1940). 

The turmoil provoked by this press announcement directly lead to the postponement (and 

probably to the eventual abolishing) of the whole project.59 Public anxiety over newsreels 

originating from Germany or other belligerent nations also manifested itself in other neutral 

nations. As I already described in the history of the ATW in the Netherlands, the Dutch 

authorities eventually (early May 1940) outlawed the screening of all newsreels reporting on 

the war, which boiled down to the banning of all foreign newsreels. The Grand Duchy of 

Luxembourg where, for instance, ATW items showing the 1938 incorporation of Czech 

Sudetenland into the Greater German Reich (Nazi Germany had repeatedly made it known 

that it considered the Grand Duchy as German territory too) had lead to several protest 

demonstrations, prohibited the screening of all foreign newsreels in 1939.60 Whether the 

Belgian government also considered taking such drastic measures is not known, but the 

Phoney War contributed to awareness that a locally made and controlled newsreel would be 

welcomed within neutral Belgium. Efforts in that direction were made but not finalised before 

the German invasion of 10 May 1940.61 The fact that none of the newsreels shown on Belgian 

territory was of Belgian origin undoubtedly facilitated their immediate removal following that 

invasion. 

 

 

 

2.2.2. The initial period: May-November/December 1940 
 

 

The German invasion lead, as expounded in the overview of the German reorganisation of 

Belgian cinema, to a temporary closure of all cinemas. When Belgian theatre owners were 

allowed to reopen for business, the first instructions issued by the PAB Film Group 
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specifically imposed the screening of newsreels, which were to be rented from Ufa Brussels. 

No later than the first week of week of June 1940, cinemas in Brussels published newspaper 

ads stating that they had reopened and were screening newsreels.62 Few details are known 

about the transition from ACE Brussels to Ufa Brussels, except that the latter took over 

ACE’s building and all the equipment and material it could it lay its hands on. Former ACE 

employees who were willing to remain in service were probably hired, but the former 

managers were not taken on board. By turning ACE into Ufa Brussels, the company was 

turned overnight into the centre of the Belgian film industry. It is only natural that the 

enterprise went through a transitional stage, during which problems had to be overcome 

through trial and error. The regulations issued by the PAB Film Group created a great and 

immediate demand for newsreel prints: the kind of demand a company that formerly 

distributed only ten prints of each new issue could not possibly meet. Although company 

records are lacking, advertisements from some cinemas leave no doubt that Ufa Brussels 

encountered supply problems that were solved at the earliest by the end of June 1940. While 

some cinemas were probably supplied with issues that were several weeks or months old, 

others received prints that were probably more recent than local cinema-goers were used to 

but that had been dubbed in another language (for instance Dutch or German instead of 

French).63 The same advertisements reveal that theatre owners at this stage of the occupation 

did not necessarily regret being forced to show Ufa newsreels: their publicity specifically tried 

to attract audiences with the announcement of recent military footage.  

 

The date when this transitional phase came to an end could not be established either. Cinemas 

in big cities were undoubtedly given preferential treatment and probably received new ATW 

issues within the first weeks of the occupation. As soon as the situation became normal, the 

most important cinemas – their exact number remains unknown – were supplied weekly with 

a new issue that premiered on a Friday evening. On receiving a new issue, the previous 

week’s print was, according to a strictly defined schedule, passed on to smaller cinema. In this 

way the newsreels travelled from cinema to cinema for several weeks. At the end of the chain, 

they were sent back to Ufa Brussels, which destroyed or sold them: nitrate film prints were for 

instance recycled into soles for shoes. 
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Entitled Ufa Actualités Mondiales or Ufa Wereld 

Aktualiteiten (hereafter referred to as AM-WA), both of 

which translate as ‘Ufa World News’, the Ufa newsreels 

were just like the former ACE newsreels - ATW-versions 

adapted for the Belgian market. The disappearance of most 

newsreels distributed in 1940 makes it very difficult to 

research how and to what extent the ATW was customised 

for Belgian audiences during the first months of the 

occupation. This problem is partially amended by 

newspapers of the time. Initially the only mention newspapers made of Ufa newsreels was 

found in cinema advertisements. This changed as early as 5 July 1940, when Flemish 

newspaper Volk en Staat published an article titled ‘What the Ufa-newsreel showed us’ on its 

weekly film page.64 Reviewing the newsreel (459) that had been released the week before (from 

28 June onwards), it was (and still is) the first detailed source on the content of Ufa newsreels 

distributed in occupied Belgium. It was typical of the willingness of Volk en Staat and of the 

political party it represented (VNV) to collaborate that it paid this kind of attention to 

newsreels at a time when even La Nation Belge (a PAB-controlled newspaper that contained 

so much propaganda that it was nicknamed La Nation Boche)65 did not bother to give the 

topic any coverage. Le Soir and several other newspapers soon followed the example of Volk 

en Staat by publishing articles on newsreels too.66 Initially all of these articles were reviews, 

published a few days after the issue had premiered. The lapse of time between the newsreel 

premiere and the publication of the review varied from one newspaper to another: Volk en 

Staat published its review after one week (the Friday on which the subsequent issue was 

released) while Le Soir required only two or three days. Since the issues ran in other cinemas 

for several weeks after their date of release, the delay in publishing this review did not really 

matter. From November onwards some newspapers changed their policy and started 

combining the review of the previous week’s issue with a brief summary of the new edition 

that was published on the very day that a new newsreel premiered. During the subsequent 

weeks and months various newspapers, undoubtedly in close collaboration with the PAB Film 

Group, experimented with other ways of announcing and/or reviewing the newsreels. It would 

bring us far too far to discuss all these changes in detail, but some observations are worth 

mentioning. Firstly, it is clear that newspapers were not forced to report on newsreels: some 

newspapers rarely or never did. Secondly, newspapers such as Volk en Staat were repeatedly 

allowed to criticise the style or content of specific newsreel issues.67 Although reviewers 

 

Newspaper advertisement, July 
1940: ‘Go see the Ufa newsreels in 

all good Belgian cinemas’ 
(Source: clipping from author’s 

collection) 
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never dared to criticise military items, they repeatedly praised instead ‘veracity’ or ‘vivacity’ 

and were given leeway to criticise non-military domestic and foreign items. (Examples of the 

practice will be given in various places in this volume.) Thirdly, the different ways in which 

newspapers announced the content of newsreels (reviews, summaries) was made uniform 

after some time. Experiments during which journalists were apparently shown the newsreel in 

avant-première, which allowed them to publish a review on the very day the issue in question 

was premiered, were abolished relatively soon.68 During the course of 1941, newsreel reviews 

disappeared almost altogether but newsreel summaries, published on the day of their 

premiere, continued appearing until the end of 1943, when the scarcity of paper reduced the 

total length of all newspapers strongly. These newsreel summaries or synopses, probably 

distributed through the Belgapress news agency, were apparently first translated from German 

into Dutch (Flemish) and then from German or Dutch (Flemish) into French. These practices 

sometimes gave rise to linguistic confusion and mistranslated announcements.69 

 

The fact that the PAB Film Group did not organise weekly newsreel previews for journalists 

and did not even force newspapers to announce the content of the latest issue every week 

should not be mistaken for total disinterest. One must take into account that audiences flocked 

to cinemas anyway: Second World War cinema box office figures reached historic heights in 

Belgium as in many other countries.70 Because each programme that these cinema-goers saw 

included an obligatory newsreel, there was little need to promote the medium. Secondly, one 

must realise that the PAB Film Group’s contribution to the content of these newsreels was 

very small initially. During most of 1940, the ATW arrived, just like in the ACE era, ready-

made from Berlin. As mentioned above, ACE had been the only company to make Flemish-

language, or rather non-French newsreel prints available to Flemish cinemas.71 The 

commentary of these ‘Flemish’ prints, like the French commentary recorded in Berlin, was 

actually spoken in Dutch. The differences between both, written the same way but 

pronounced differently, can be compared to the differences between American and British 

English. The fact that ATW prints intended for screenings in Flemish cinemas were 

commented in Dutch is more than a linguistic detail: it strongly suggests that Belgian 

(Flemish) and Dutch ATW versions were at this stage of the war completely identical. 

Whether they were effectively identical cannot be established with certainty. There are 

virtually no preserved 1940 Belgian or Dutch ATW versions, which means that any 

comparative research has to rely on newsreel summaries published in newspapers of the 

time.72 These summaries do show differences as the Belgian summaries often listed more 
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items, but it is not unthinkable that Dutch newspapers just did not list all the items. In short, it 

is not sure whether the ATW versions screened in Belgium and in the Netherlands were 

completely identical during the first months of 1940, but they were certainly very similar.   

 

Although many Flemish cinemas used to screen French-language newsreel prints since sound 

newsreels had first been introduced, the continuation of that practice was incompatible with 

the Flamenpolitik. The PAB Film Group, very aware of the symbolic value of that measure, 

left Flemish cinemas with no choice but to show Flemish newsreel, in other words Dutch-

speaking ATW versions.73 Only cinemas in Brussels,74 the Belgian capital that forms a 

francophone island in the middle of Flanders, were free to screen the version they preferred 

and almost exclusively decided in favour of the French-language one. The virtual absence of 

Flemish newsreel versions lead to loud and regularly repeated protests in the Flemish press, 

but failed to truly influence the situation.75 After all, important as the Flamenpolitik was in the 

eyes of the PAB, it remained of secondary importance to their general aim of influencing the 

Belgian population as well as possible. If French-language newsreels were more suitable to 

address Brussels cinemagoers, there would be no question of replacing them. 

 

Of course the PAB realised that it would take more than the right language to win Belgian 

audiences over to the ATW. As long as the newsreels did not regularly report on Belgian 

current affairs, they would keep coming up against difficulties to hold on to the attention of 

Belgian viewers, let alone to influence their opinion. Before the regular insert of Belgian 

items was achieved, every now and then newsreel issues contained items that had been filmed 

in Belgium also. In July 1940 they included, for instance, images of Belgian refugees 

returning home under the auspices of NSV (462-7) or of life getting back to normal in Brussels 

(462-11). This kind of footage, filmed by German PK cameramen and sent straight to Berlin, 

was initially intended for German audiences. The item filmed in Brussels for instance, 

showing a German officer buying cheese from a Belgian stallholder, was edited into the DW 

and shown in German cinemas76 roughly two weeks before Belgians had the opportunity to 

see it. Although some of these items, like the above-mentioned NSV topic or an item (459-7) 

arguing that King Leopold did not have any choice but to surrender (in other words refuting 

the French-British accusation of having capitulated too soon) surely had their own 

propagandistic value in Belgium too, none of them were exclusively aimed at Belgian 

audiences. And connecting to Belgian cinemagoers, in other words propagating that the Ufa 

newsreel was actually a Belgian newsreel, required a steady flow of Belgian items. 
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A first step in the production of a Belgian 

ATW version was taken in autumn 1940 

when Germain Baert, the same 

cameraman who before the war had 

occasionally provided Belgian items, was 

asked to film some items of local interest. 

From 15 November 1940 onwards these 

images were pasted in front of the regular 

ATW, which continued to arrive ready-

made from Berlin. The first edition of this 

poor attempt to make a Belgian ATW 

version contained only one local item, a 

football match. The item (479-1) remained 

mute. According to the PAB, which may 

of course have been wishful thinking, the 

item immediately contributed to a 

considerable increase in the attractiveness 

of the newsreels’.77 The next ATW issue 

(480) opened with three local items, this 

time all accompanied by a commentary.78 

In this transitional phase, the newsreels 

were commented by two different people. The local items, which probably only contained the 

commentary (no additional background noises such as the sound of a cheering crowd during a 

football match, for instance), were recorded by local people in Brussels. The rest of the reel, 

in other words the actual ATW print, contained the soundtrack originally supplied in Berlin, 

including the commentary. Although the first issue of trade journal CINEMA equated the 

introduction of these local items with the arrival of ‘Belgian newsreels’,79 the issues 

themselves did not fool anyone about their origins. As long as the Belgian items remained 

grouped together and were put right in front of the foreign items instead of being inserted in 

between them, it was obvious that the national and international parts had been made in two 

different places. This was underlined by the amateurish way in which Belgian items addressed 

audiences. According to newspaper articles, this was especially obvious in the Flemish 

versions, the commentary of which was apparently below the standards set by the Dutch-

language ATW. With respect to the poor quality of the commentary, Volk en Staat stated ‘we 

 

Advertisement for the Belgian ATW:  
‘The public wants to be informed! Better than a 

newspaper, better than the radio, the Ufa World News 
brings them straight to the events!’ This advertisement 

was published when the ATW already contained 
Belgian items (filmed by Baert) but before the creation 

of a Brussels newsroom. 
(Source: CINEMA, 1 December 1940, p. 45) 
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would hope to hear someone else commenting soon; in Flanders there are thousands of people 

with a polished language’.80 It was crystal clear that if the ATW screened in Belgium was to 

include items of local interest every week and have these images as well as the international 

items commented by the same people, there was only one solution: the creation of a Belgian 

ATW newsroom.  

 

 

 

2.3.  ‘Made in Belgium’: a German-controlled ATW newsroom in Brussels 
 

 

 

2.3.1. The Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Außenstelle Brüssel81  
 

  

In October 1940, about a month before newsreels screened in Belgian cinemas started 

introducing some initial amateurish local items, Friedrich von Kondratowicz had arrived in 

the occupied zone of France (not to be confused with the departments of Northern France that 

were governed from Brussels) and established the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Außenstelle 

Paris, the very first foreign ATW newsroom. It has been demonstrated in the previous chapter 

that Alfred Greven and representatives of the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH tried in vain 

afterwards to have the French ATW cover the whole of France and were eventually forced to 

have it replaced by a compromise newsreel about which they were not very enthusiastic. The 

eventual failure of the ATW in France should however not divert attention from the fact that 

the original French ATW version, the French Actualités Mondiales, had been screened for 

nearly two years in the Occupied Zone. The very fact that the Propaganda Ministry tried hard 

to have these newsreels cover the whole French territory proves that it was satisfied with their 

propagandist function. In glaring contrast to the problems they encountered, for instance, in 

the Netherlands, the Propaganda Ministry had few problems in exercising a strong newsreel 

monopoly through the Parisian Außenstelle of its Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH. At first 

sight, that observation is remarkable because all propaganda matters in the Occupied Zone 

which was, after all, ruled by a Military Administration (in its turn subordinate to the Military 

Commander for France), fell strictly-speaking outside the ministry’s competence and under 
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the sole responsibility of the OKW-WPR. In this writer’s opinion, however, the presence of a 

military administration was the very reason why the Propaganda Ministry was so successful in 

incorporating the ATW into the propaganda system. The Occupied Zone, containing most of 

France’s industrial wealth, was very important for the German war effort. The Military 

Administration in Paris was much more interested in exploiting this economically important 

region than in proving itself to the local population. Unlike the Vichy government, the 

Military Administration did not have an overt political plan and therefore was not required to 

exercise tight control over the newsreels. In sum, although the Military Administration of the 

French Occupied Zone certainly paid attention to newsreels and to propaganda in general, it 

did not categorically reject all interference by the Propaganda Ministry, especially if this 

interference was accompanied by substantial financial contributions. Because the newsroom 

von Kondratowicz set up was a branch of the 

Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH, in its turn a 

subsidiary of Ufa (represented in France by 

ACE Paris), it was the latter that paid for its 

organisation, and not the Parisian Military 

Administration. 

 

The reader has certainly noticed that there were 

several parallels to be drawn between the 

Military Administrations of Paris and Brussels. 

Both were preoccupied with the successful 

incorporation of the regions they occupied into 

German war industry and considered 

propaganda to be an important tool to achieve 

that goal, but not a vehicle they needed to 

prove themselves or to establish the kind of 

Führerprinzip-based cult Pétain (Vichy France) and Seyss-Inquart (Netherlands) strived for. 

In propaganda matters, both were officially solely subordinate to the OKW-WPR but both to a 

certain extent accepted meddling by the Propaganda Ministry in exchange for substantial 

financial support. Given these parallels, it was only natural that Belgium was the first 

occupied region82 where the successful Parisian Außenstelle experiment was repeated. In 

December 1940, the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH sent a representative to Brussels, 

entrusted with the creation of a Belgian ATW newsroom. 

 
 

Studio Sonart, which still houses a film school 
(RITCS) in 2002. Note the recording car with 

camera in front of the building. 
(Source: BArch, R 109 I /2716) 
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The representative sent to Brussels was Eckard Ziegler, not to be confused with his namesake 

Ernst-Andreas Ziegler, who headed the cultural department of the PAB.83 By choosing 

Ziegler, a man the reader has already encountered as the former Tobis employee whom the 

Propaganda Ministry hired in March 1939, the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH sent a very 

experienced newsreel editor to Belgium. Ziegler officially assumed his duties as 

‘representative of the Deutsche Wochenschau’ (Beauftragte der deutschen Wochenschau) on 

14 December 1940 and started putting together an editorial board that had to supply Belgium 

(and Northern France) with a local ATW version. This newsroom, designated the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH Außenstelle Brüssel, was created within Ufa Brussels, but did not sign 

the Brussels trade register and neither did it have a Belgian corporate status. From a legal 

point of view, the newsroom did not exist. And it did not need to either as the distribution of 

the newsreels it was to produce would be carried out by Ufa Brussels. Therefore the 

Außenstelle could operate perfectly within the corporate structure of that company. Following 

that train of thought, the editorial board was to be housed inside the Ufa buildings. When this 

proved impossible due to the lack of space, the Außenstelle was ‘on the orders of the PAB’84 

housed in Studio Sonart. The latter was a brand new studio, built in 1937-1939 to contribute 

to the development of the Belgian film industry. The PAB Film Group took possession of the 

studio on 20 November 1940,85 when the owners (Paul Wittouck, Fernand Hosdey and Paul 

Delvaux) proved unwilling to grant them access to their premises.86 (Note that the date of 

seizing the premises and the first insert of Belgian items into the ATW, respectively 20 and 15 

November, are very close to each other.) Studio Sonart proved the ideal location for Ziegler’s 

Außenstelle. By housing the editorial board, the editing room, a screening room and the 

synchronisation installations, the entire newsreel could be produced in the same building and 

only the development of the exposed film and the duplication of newsreel prints had to be 

farmed out to other companies.  

 

Ziegler’s arrival in Brussels was made public in an article in the trade journal CINEMA,87 

which triggered off many other newspaper articles, announcing that the newsreels would soon 

be made entirely in Brussels. The news coverage, a press campaign clearly instigated by the 

PAB, focused on the fact that there would finally be ‘Belgian newsreels’ but did not hide the 

fact that Ziegler was German. On the other hand, no details regarding his background such as 

his previous activities at the Propaganda Ministry were publicised. Ziegler put the date of 

founding his Brussels Außenstelle back to 14 December 1940, the date that probably 

coincided with the time of his arrival but, needless to say, it took him several weeks to 
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establish an operational newsroom. Comparisons with ATW versions distributed in France 

and the Netherlands,88 show that Belgium initially ran one week behind its neighbours. ATW 

issue 460 was, for instance, released in the Netherlands on 28 June 1940 while it only 

premiered in Belgian cinemas on 5 July. This delay was made up from 17 January 1941 

onwards when Ufa Brussels released a newsreel 

that combined items from both ATW 488 and 489 

issues. As editing items from two versions into a 

single new issue could never have been achieved 

without the help of technical facilities and qualified 

personnel, this issue (488-489) is considered the first 

ATW version effectively made in Belgium. From 

the next issue onwards, (490) Belgian items were no 

longer exclusively pasted in front of the ATW but 

edited in between foreign items. In brief, although 

Ziegler officially founded the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH Außenstelle Brüssel on 14 

December 1940, the Belgian ATW newsroom gave 

no sign of life until 17 January 1941. In an 

announcement copied by various newspapers, the trade journal CINEMA (in other words the 

PAB Film Group) also designated the newsreel of 17 January (488-489) as the very first issue 

produced in Belgium.89 

 

The lapse of time between Ziegler’s arrival and his first production was undoubtedly used to 

put his staff together. How he proceeded and to what extent the PAB Film Group was 

involved in that process is not mentioned in Ziegler’s first annual report. Although he 

probably worked with cameraman Baert for some weeks, their collaboration was only short-

lived. (The reasons for Baert’s dismissal are unknown.) When seeking new staff members 

and, in particular, experienced cameramen or film editors, it was only natural that Ziegler 

turned to those people who had once worked for American or French newsreels, in other 

words the team that used to make the Belgian Pathé newsreel as well as the cameramen who 

occasionally supplied the Parisian newsreel companies with Belgian items. According to an 

anonymous Belgian intelligence report drawn up during the war (in 1943),90 Ziegler received 

a lot of assistance from Raymond Méjat, a French cameraman who used to work for the Fox 

newsreels (Fox-Movietone-Actualités) in Paris. During the Phoney War and/or Blitzkrieg, 

 
Meeting of the editorial board. The man 

seated behind the desk is probably 
Außenstelle leader Eckard Ziegler. 

(Source: BArch, R 109 I /2716) 
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Méjat filmed the French army’s military operations and was decorated with the French War 

Cross (Croix de guerre française). After the Armistice, Méjat was hired by Ufa and sent to 

Brussels, where he was appointed chief cameraman to the brand-new Außenstelle. Méjat 

helped Ziegler recruit Belgians Maurice De Witte, Antoine Pée and René Aubinet. 

Cameraman De Witte had worked for Fox-Movietone and would be employed after the war 

by American newsreel companies including Fox and Paramount. Before the war, Pée and 

Aubinet worked as cameraman and sound engineer for the Belgian Pathé newsreel. Ziegler’s 

newsroom also comprised a German editor (this function was filled from a date that remains 

unknown – possibly from the very beginning – by Walter Rode), a splicing girl91 and a 

projectionist. Other than these seven people, who were all directly involved in the technical 

process of making newsreels, during the first year in office, Ziegler employed seven other 

people: a secretary (Karin/Maria Wiebe), a bookkeeper, an electrician (not a luxury in a film 

studio), a mechanic for car maintenance, a caretaker who also played errand-boy and a 

doorkeeper who operated the studio’s telephone switchboard. In June 1941 Ziegler added 

another bookkeeper to his staff register. Although Ziegler mentioned that he was experiencing 

‘currency problems’92 during the first months of his appointment, he apparently had sufficient 

resources to hire what he considered as the necessary personnel. How the activities of the 

Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Außenstelle Brüssel were financed remains unclear. Its 

German staff members (Ziegler, his editor and his secretary) were probably paid directly by 

the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH.93 Since the Außenstelle did not have corporate status, the 

other employees were probably on Ufa Brussels’s payroll, which after all benefited from the 

rental profits made through the newsreel distribution activity. The fees of freelance 

collaborators, such as commentators and extra cameramen who were hired every now and 

then, were probably paid by Ufa Brussels too.  

 

 
 

Logo of the Belgian firm ‘Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten – Ufa Actualités Mondiales’ 
(Source: BArch, R 109 I /2716) 

 

The Außenstelle stopped being a phantom on 1 June 1941, when the Belgian firm Ufa Wereld 

Aktualiteiten – Ufa Actualités Mondiales was officially founded. It took the status of 
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industrial firm, which meant that it was only allowed to produce films/newsreels, not to sell or 

rent them directly. Ziegler’s first annual report does not specify why the Außenstelle was 

turned into a Belgian firm, except that it occurred for ‘practical reasons’, but does mention 

that the industry status was chosen ‘to obtain the largest possible tax reduction.’94 It seems 

safe to assume that the whole operation of siphoning the newsreel production to a new firm 

while reserving the distribution for Ufa Brussels was done for financial reasons. (The 

appointment of a second bookkeeper in the very same month of June 1941 was directly 

related to the setting up of the new firm.) Again, there are unfortunately insufficient sources 

on how this firm was financed. Its owners or shareholders are also unknown, but comparisons 

with other Außenstellen leave no doubt that the company was in German hands. From a 

corporate point of view, the Außenstelle had now taken on its final form. The Belgian firm 

Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten – Ufa Actualités Mondiales would remain active until the end of the 

occupation. The latter statement should be interpreted quite literally: its final newsreel was 

released on 1 September 1944, the very same day the first Allied troops entered Belgium.  

 

Since only the first annual report of the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Außenstelle Brüssel 

survived and the bi-monthly reports by the PAB are missing from March 1942 onwards, it is 

impossible to give a detailed overview of how the newsroom evolved in 1942-1944. 

Combining several documents and sources nonetheless allows a general picture to be painted. 

During this period, the Außenstelle had quite an important staff turnover. Ziegler submitted 

his annual report in December 1941 and was fired within less than two months afterwards. 

Apparently there was no causal connection between both events: according to successor 

Armand von Zelewski, Ziegler had been fired because a private letter had been found in a film 

parcel sent to Paris. (By inserting the letter the author had tried to dodge censorship.) Still 

according to von Zelewski, Ziegler was transferred to the Norwegian ATW Außenstelle.95 

Initially Ziegler was replaced by Count [Graf] Hanns-Haubold von Einsiedel, who was 

replaced relatively soon afterwards by von Zelewski, who remained in function until Belgium 

was liberated. When and for how long von Einsiedel, whom the Deutsche Wochenschau 

GmbH had specifically designated for service abroad because of his language skills,96 was in 

Belgium, remains unclear. Von Zelewski, who according to some documents headed the 

Belgian newsroom from 15 March 1942 onwards,97 claimed that von Einsiedel ‘had too little 

experience to retain this difficult position’.98 On the other hand, von Zelewski’s arrival clearly 

did not lead to the immediate or total disappearance of von Einsiedel. A document dated May 

1942 still refers to the latter as the ‘Außenstellenleiter Brüssel’99 while a letter written on 
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behalf of the Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten – Ufa Actualités Mondiales Company, signed by Von 

Einsiedel himself, dates from June 1942.100 These data lead to the conclusion that von 

Einsiedel and von Zelewski were both involved in leading the Außenstelle for a relatively 

long transition period. Von Zelewski, who eventually was given full responsibility, was born 

of German parents in 1907 in the Belgian city of Eugis near Liège. After moving to Germany 

in 1918 (most probably related to the end of the First World War), von Zelewski was 

recognised a Reichsdeutscher. He studied in Bonn and Cologne, where he obtained a PhD, 

before moving to Berlin in the late Twenties or early Thirties. In Berlin from 1933 onwards, 

von Zelewski was involved in film production, first as a screenwriter, later as head of 

production for firms that made Kulturfilme and similar products. He joined the NSDAP no 

later than 1935; many Germans joined the party in those years. With (1) a certain degree of 

knowledge of Belgium, (2) experience in the production of non-fiction film and (3) party 

membership for several years, von Zelewski must have been, in the eyes of the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH, the right man for the job in Brussels.101 This would lead to the 

conclusion that von Einsiedel was, unlike Ziegler, not removed from the Brussels Außenstelle 

because his superiors were not happy with him but because, in the long run, they considered 

von Zelewski to be more suitable for service in Brussels. Following that same logic, von 

Einsiedel may have spent some time with von Zelewski to teach him the tricks of the trade of 

newsreel production, something in which von Zelewski (unlike Ziegler before him) had no 

specific experience. Still alive when I was carrying out this research, von Zelewski was 

initially willing to support my research but chose, once 

he had filled out a questionnaire, not to continue 

answering my questions.  

In 1942 the Brussels Außenstelle not only changed 

leader but also lost chief-cameraman Raymond Méjat. 

The fact that Méjat returned to Paris to work for the 

Parisian Außenstelle and its successor indicates that he 

did not resign but was recalled once the Belgian 

cameramen had learned enough to do the job on their 

own. As a cameraman for the French newsreels, Méjat 

accompanied Admiral Jean Darlan, former Vice-

President of the Vichy Government and demoted to High 

Commissioner of French North Africa, on a trip to the 

French colony of Algeria in autumn 1942. Darlan and his entourage  

 
Raymond Méjat at work,  

probably in Tervuren (Brussels). 
(BArch, R 109 I /2716) 
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were still in the city of Algiers when the Allies landed in Northern Africa. (These were the so-

called Torch landings of November 1942). When, after secret negotiations, Darlan agreed to 

work for the Allies and changed sides (he was to be murdered by a French royalist shortly 

afterwards), Méjat also defected and started working as a cameraman for the Americans.102 

Having contributed in the very same war to French, Belgo-German, Franco-German and 

American productions, Méjat is certainly a remarkable figure in Second World War newsreel 

history. Other than these changes, there was apparently very little staff turnover. The group of 

14 staff members that Eckard Ziegler had at his disposal, had increased to 17 people by the 

spring of 1942.103 One year later, the staff was reduced to 15 people.104 (It is possible that one 

of the ‘missing’ employees was Raymond Méjat.)  

 

Having outlined the general structures within which the Belgian ATW version was made, the 

time has now come to take a closer look at the actual newsreel production process. Before 

dwelling on that topic it should be mentioned that, although the making of local newsreels 

remained its core business, the Belgian ATW newsroom also made some other productions. 

The lack of annual reports again prevents a complete overview of the situation but it is clear 

that the Außenstelle, just like the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH headquarters in Berlin, 

expanded its reach by manufacturing newsreel-like documentaries. By the end of 1941 or 

early 1942, the Außenstelle produced its first Kulturfilm: Les cathédrales vivantes or ‘Living 

cathedrals’. The film, probably called Levende kathedralen in Flemish, was dedicated to the 

cathedrals of seven cities in Belgium and Northern France - cities that had been damaged by 

the campaign of 1940, but whose cathedrals had remained intact. The newsroom produced a 

second Kulturfilm about Brussels entitled Brussel (Flemish) or Bruxelles (French), depending 

on the language version. The film offered a view of the historic sights of Brussels as well as 

the city’s modern architecture. The production, made in Brussels but synchronised in Berlin, 

was also released in an international version under the German title Brüssel. For the 

international market, the film was shortened by removing all the modern buildings with the 

end result offering a picture-postcard view.105 In his annual report, Ziegler announced the 

making of a film on the activities of Militärbefehlshaber Alexander von Falkenhausen and 

Militärverwaltungschef Eggert Reeder. The film was supposed to be released around May 

1942, more or less coinciding with the second anniversary of the Military Administration’s 

term of office.106 No other references were found on this film and it is unclear whether it was 

in fact ever made. By the end of 1941, the newsroom had also started making items to be 

included in a ‘magazine’ (probably entitled Europa-Magazine) that the foreign department of 
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the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH wanted to distribute. The Brussels newsroom also made 

local versions of Kulturfilme produced by the Berlin headquarters. The anti-Bolshevist 

productions Roode Nevel and Pluie de Sang, both strongly divergent Flemish and French 

adaptations (respectively entitled ‘Red fog’ and ‘Rain of blood’) of Roter Nebel (an anti-

Bolshevist recruitment film for Waffen-SS volunteers) were undoubtedly produced by the 

Brussels Außenstelle. Apart from propagandistic productions, the newsroom also released 

some documentary productions for commercial purposes. When Belgian boxer Karel Sys 

became the new European champion all categories by beating Ole Tandberg in Brussels 

(November 1943), footage that could not be used for the corresponding newsreel item (637-2) 

was turned into a documentary and released in French and Flemish versions.107 

 

 

 

2.3.2. How the newsreels were made 
 

 

 

2.3.2.1. Working process 
 

 

Although the above-mentioned secondary projects were not unimportant, the main task of the 

Deutsche Wochenschau Außenstelle Brüssel was and remained the production of a Belgian 

ATW version. During the first year of its existence the newsroom developed a plan of 

operation that was repeated weekly and the basics of which probably remained unchanged 

until the end of the war. The military messenger service supplied the Außenstelle on a weekly 

basis with foreign items that would form the majority of the new newsreel issue. Initially 

these foreign items were exclusively derived from the standard ATW (Standardwoche), which 

the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH sometimes accompanied with individual subjects that it 

considered of special interest. From September 1941 onwards, the Brussels Außenstelle 

directly exchanged two items per week with its Parisian counterpart.108 To maintain the 

contacts with Berlin and Paris, the newsroom had special a courier at its disposal.109 It goes 

without saying that not all foreign items that arrived in Brussels ended up being used for the 

Belgian ATW version. ‘Rejected’ topics were put into an archive, based initially on a stock of 
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reserve items supplied by the Berlin headquarters. Like in any other Außenstelle, the director 

was free to decide which items to include in his newsreel, as long as military items got 

priority.110 It was also the Außenstelle leader who decided, in consultation with the PAB and 

sometimes on instigation of other departments in the Military Administration, which local 

events had to be filmed. (This collaboration with the Military Administration and its PAB, a 

crucial component of the newsreel production process, will be discussed in further detail in 

the next subchapter.) The Außenstelle leader naturally not only relied on these contacts to 

select the topics to be covered but also kept up with current affairs through the Belgapress 

news agency, to which the newsroom subscribed. 

 

Having chosen three to five topics that had to be covered, the Außenstelle leader would send 

his cameramen out to film. The pace and quality of their work was of course influenced by the 

equipment the newsroom had at its disposal. In 

1941 the Außenstelle availed of:111 

1. One so-called ‘recording car’, equipped 

with a Mitchell camera and an RCA 

sound system. The newsroom rented 

this car from the Brussels Pathé 

Consortium, which used it for its own 

newsreel before 10 May 1940. (Pathé 

was forced to bring its newsreel 

production to a halt, but remained 

active as a film distributor.) 

2. Two Debrie cameras with tripods: one 

rented from the Brussels Pathé 

Consortium, the other owned by 

cameraman Maurice De Witte. 

3. Two Bell & Howell Eyemo hand cameras: one rented from the Brussels Pathé 

Consortium, the other owned by cameraman Raymond Méjat.  

4. One Devry hand camera, owned by cameraman Maurice De Witte. 

5. One Le Blay hand camera, seized property of Studio Sonart.  

 

In sum, the newsroom was very well-equipped112 and availed of one recording car, two 

cameras with tripods and four hand cameras. Apart from one hand camera that was apparently 

 
The recording car. The cameraman on top is 
probably Antoine Pée. Sound engineer René 

Aubinet is sitting on the back seat.  
This car was used to film cycle races, for instance. 

 
(BArch, R 109 I /2716) 
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found on entering the seized Sonar Studio, none of it belonged to the Aussenstelle. The Pathé 

equipment was hired for 300 Belgian Francs per month. After the war, quite a lot fuss was 

made about this low price: the normal price should apparently have been 500 Francs per day 

and Pathé was accused of having offered ‘a real present’ to Ufa Brussels (with whom the 

contract was concluded when the Außenstelle was not yet an independent firm in 1940).113 

Whether Pathé had much choice in setting the rental prise is, of course, not known. Apart 

from the recording car, the newsroom further disposed of two ordinary cars, the origin of the 

first one was unknown and the second was the property of Raymond Méjat. It is most likely 

that this car, along with the hand camera he owned, left the newsroom when Méjat left in 

1942. In addition, the newsroom had some equipment (cameras, lamps) for inside shots at the 

studio but these must have been rarely used for the newsreels. The Belgian photo products 

firm, Gevaert, supplied the raw film stock,114 which after exposure was developed by the 

German H.D.-Film company, owned by Walter Hössig.115 

 

The overwhelming majority of the Belgian newsreel items, which will be analysed in Chapter 

6, contained no original sound and were post-synchronised at a later date. One of the 

advantages of this approach was of course that one cameraman could often do all the work. 

Although some items were made with the assistance of more staff members (when the 

recording car was used, for instance) most cameramen are presumed to have worked on their 

own. Although the Außenstelle had three cameramen at its disposal (at least as long as Méjat 

was around), it sometimes hired extra cameramen or called on a German camera crew, which 

was stationed in Paris and availed of an extra recording car, for assistance. The latter solution 

was rather rare - it only happened four times during the Außenstelle’s first year of 

operation.116 

 

Because each newsreel had to be released on Friday but had to be commented, censored and 

duplicated before, the newsroom had to finish its basic work by Monday. Although this is not 

specifically documented, it is likely that staff members had to work on Sunday and/or 

Monday night to finish on time: by Friday the latest issue often contained one or more items 

that had only been filmed five days before, like football matches that had been played on 

Sunday afternoon. All the footage filmed by the cameramen (it is not known if and how often 

the Außenstelle leader accompanied them on their trips) was once processed (at H.D.-Film) 

then transported to Studio Sonart, where the best scenes were cut and edited together into a 

newsreel item. Editing a short item dedicated, for example, to a football match was not as 
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time-consuming as one would think, judging by today’s standards: the cameraman never 

filmed the entire match but only some general views and spectacular action that, if he was 

lucky, resulted in a goal while the film was still running. The role of editor or chief-cutter was 

an important one and it is no coincidence that this task was not carried out by a Belgian but by 

a German professional. Chief-cutter Walter Rode was the Außenstelle leaders’ right hand. It is 

significant that von Zelewski, when summoned to Berlin for two-week military training 

together with Rode, protested and asked that each of them be summoned in turn: ‘If 

summoned together, the release of […] newsreels for Belgium and Northern France would 

have to be halted for the duration of the drill since there are no other representatives 

available’.117 Rode and his assistant, the so-called splicing girl, had two editing tables at their 

disposal. Naturally, they only had to edit the Belgian items, not the foreign ones, which were 

completely finished and even had a soundtrack that was, apart from commentary, complete. 

Belgian items sometimes contained original sound (excerpts from a speech, for instance) but 

were most of the time based on mute camera negatives. The soundtrack for them was usually 

completely created and synchronised at Studio Sonart, where the musical accompaniment and 

background noises were added. The Außenstelle’s sound archive was rather limited, 

especially in the musical department. Some tunes were used for almost every other newsreel 

print and the author of this paper will probably be able to hum them for the rest of his life!  

 

Since Studio Sonart had its own projection room, the editorial board was able to have the 

work-in-progress screened until it was approved. When all items had been edited, 

synchronised and inserted between the foreign items, the reel was almost finished. On 

Tuesday morning the final step in the production process was taken with the recording of the 

commentary. This task was done by radio presenters, who respectively worked for the 

Flemish and Walloon departments of Sender Brüssel, the German-controlled national radio 

station.118 The Flemish commentary was initially recorded by Frans Dirickx, who in July 

1942 left the radio because of ‘health problems’.119 He also stopped recording the newsreel 

commentary and passed the job on to his colleague Mon De Goeyse. The latter had studied in 

Germany for some time and remained in the post until the end of the war.120 The identity of 

the Walloon commentators remains unknown. More important than the names of the men who 

recorded the commentary was the identity of the people who wrote the texts for them. 

Unfortunately the process of writing the commentaries is not documented. When the same 

Belgian (Flemish- and French-language), Dutch and French ATW versions are compared, it is 

evident that all items the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH sent to its Außenstellen were 
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accompanied by identical (probably typewritten) German commentary texts. Each 

Außenstelle translated the commentary into the local language(s), adding small changes 

whenever it felt it was necessary. The commentary of French- and Flemish-language prints 

would therefore contain small differences. In a military item, the French commentator spoke 

for instance about an ongoing ‘hard battle’ (combat dur) while the Flemish commentary 

referred to a ‘war of attrition’ (uitputtingsslag). Since virtually no newsreel issue survived in 

both Flemish- and French-language prints, these differences could not be systematically 

researched. Similar differences are found when comparing 1944 Dutch ATW versions with 

Flemish-language counterparts: although both commentaries translated identical German texts 

into an almost identical language, there are a number of small differences. The commentary 

for local items was probably written by the Außenstelle leader and translated by his secretary 

or other colleagues. The extent to which the PAB was involved in this process is not known, 

but there is no doubt that the newsreel commentary was subject to the same guidelines the 

PAB imposed on the radio and press. (These orders, issued through the Belgapress agency 

prescribed, for instance, that the royal family was not to receive any media coverage.)121 It 

was impossible to investigate whether the commentary sometimes – for instance while 

reporting on demonstrations by Flemish collaborators – deliberately gave a different version 

in Flemish than in Walloon newsreel prints.  

 

After recording the commentary on Tuesday, the newsreel was finalised (synchronising 

commentary and background noises, etc.) before Wednesday afternoon, when it was to be 

submitted for censorship to the PAB.122After the PAB had given its approval (the relationship 

between the PAB and the newsroom is discussed below) the newsreel was sent to printing 

laboratories, where the required number of prints was duplicated. H.D.-Film printed the 

Flemish-language prints while the French-language versions were duplicated in the 

Dassonville laboratories. Some of the French-language prints were subtitled in Flemish: this 

procedure was only carried out for a limited number of prints, to be screened in cinemas in 

Brussels, and probably even not during the whole period between 1940-1944.123 In his first 

annual report, Ziegler complained that printing equipment in Belgium was ‘according to 

German standards extraordinarily primitive’ for it wasn’t even possible to make a simple 

changeover between two separate items.124 

 

This overview of the newsreel production process, describing the routine developed during 

the Außenstelle’s first year of activity, can be summed up as follows: (1) three to five topics 
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were filmed each week, (2) the exposed film was developed at H.D.-Film and then transported 

to Studio Sonart, where the footage was edited into items that had to be ready on Monday, (3) 

the commentary was recorded on Tuesday and the synchronisation was finalised before (4) 

Wednesday afternoon, when the finished reel was censored by the PAB, after which (5) the 

prints were copied at H.D.-Film and Dassonville in time to be (6) released on Friday by Ufa 

Brussels. The following subchapter will demonstrate that after 1941 the Außenstelle started to 

produce more than one ATW version. These practices must have changed the above-described 

operating mode but again because of the scarcity of sources we have no further details. 

 

 

 

2.3.2.2. Producing alternative ATW versions: the Northern French 

Actualités Mondiales and the Belga newsreel 
 

 

It is worth pointing out that audience reactions varied from one region to another. Although in 

the long run audiences became inured to the newsreel content (a habit that should not be 

equated with susceptibility), cinema audiences initially openly expressed their displeasure at 

the messages the ATW disseminated. This was particularly true for the Northern French 

departments of Nord and Pas-de-Calais, which also received prints of the Belgian ATW.125 

The Brussels newsroom went to great lengths to adapt its ATW version for Northern French 

audiences too. It is no coincidence, for instance, that the opening titles of AM-WA, which 

included images of only four cities, concluded with a view of the centre of Lille. (The other 

three were Brussels, Ghent and Namur.) The Brussels Außenstelle also regularly included 

items filmed in the Northern-French departments: the result of this policy was that many 

Belgian ATW versions contained French items that were never included in the ATW 

produced by the Parisian Außenstelle. (This means that Belgian wartime newsreels contain 

rare documents related to the occupation of these French regions, a fact that is hardly ever 

taken into account by French researchers.) The fact that the Brussels Außenstelle started (as 

mentioned above) directly exchanging two items a week with its Parisian counterpart from 

September 1941 onwards is probably also to be interpreted as an attempt to soothe Northern 

French audiences. Items filmed by the Parisian newsroom arrived directly in Brussels instead 

of making the detour to Berlin and could be included in the Belgian ATW faster. Nevertheless 
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the situation remained far from ideal. While the newsreels contained too many Belgian items 

to properly address French viewers, the Flemish press and especially Flemish nationalist 

newspaper Volk en Staat complained about the ‘abundance’ of French items (on the one hand 

made by the Brussels newsroom and, on the other, supplied by the Parisian Außenstelle) in 

Belgian propagated newsreels. In short, the Brussels Außenstelle and the PAB Film Group 

had several reasons to consider cinema audiences in Northern France to be their problem 

child.  

 

At an undetermined point of time after February 1942126 and before the end of June 1943127 

the Brussels Außenstelle therefore proceeded to make an alternative version of its own 

newsreel, specifically aimed at Northern French audiences. It is not unlikely that the decision 

to make this Northern French edition was triggered off the by the disappearance of the French 

ATW in August 1942.128 The Northern French AM-WA versions had the same opening titles 

as their Belgian counterparts, but contained more French and fewer Belgian (or other foreign) 

items.129 While the Belgian version of ATW NR 616 opened for instance with the Summer 

Solstice Festivities in Brussels (616-1), a cycle-race in Namur (616-2) and a sports event in Spain 

(616-3), its Northern French counterpart featured respectively Marshal Philippe Pétain 

celebrating Mother’s Day in Vichy, the inauguration of the Salon de la marine exhibition in 

Paris and an arts exhibition in Lille.130 Note that only the last item, which logically never 

featured the Belgian AM-WA versions, was filmed in Northern France. So far not a single 

document has been found about the production of these Northern French ATW versions, 

which were only distributed in a very limited region and seem to have disappeared almost 

entirely. If it hadn’t been for a handful of prints that were donated to the Belgian Royal Film 

Archive in the autumn of 2002, there would have been no trace of these versions at all. An 

undated list of the staff of the PAB-Staffel Lille (probably dating from 1943) mentions that 

one of its eight employees, Sonderführer Heinrich Kautz, was a cameraman in civilian life.131 

It is unthinkable that the PAB or the Wehrmacht in general would have employed a 

cameraman and granted him a provisional rank (Sonderführer) without having taken 

advantage of his education. Therefore it seems safe to assume that Kautz functioned – 

possibly among other things – as cameraman for the PAB-Staffel Lille and delivered the basic 

material for many Northern French items. Since the Northern French ATW versions had the 

same titles and commentator as their Belgian counterparts, it also seems safe to assume that it 

was also produced on the premises of the Brussels Außenstelle. The only thing that is known 
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for sure about these Northern French ATW versions is that they were replaced from 16 July 

1943 onwards by the unique French wartime newsreel FA.132 

 

Whether or not there was a causal connection between both events is another question that 

remains unanswered, but the abolishing of the Northern French ATW version, which must 

have lightened the tasks of the Brussels Außenstelle, was followed four months later by the 

creation of a second Belgian ATW version. This newsreel was called ‘Belga News’: Belga 

Actualités in French, Belga Nieuws in Flemish. The Belga newsreel (hereafter also referred to 

as BA-BN) was released from 12 November 1943 onwards. The name as well as the opening 

titles of the Belga newsreel, showing a lion and some Belgian monuments,133 had a much 

more Belgian feel than the Ufa newsreels, which could nonetheless not hide that it was 

actually produced by the very same editorial team. This fact was never mentioned in the press 

of the time, which announced the arrival of these newsreels without any attempt to identify its 

production company, but the similarity between both newsreels was striking. Both newsreels 

were commented by the very same people, both in French and Flemish.134 Both newsreels 

combined foreign news with local items. Although they only featured completely identical 

topics if these items were considered of utmost importance (658-1 & 58-1, 669-1 & 69-1, 673-5 & 73-3) the 

Belga and Ufa newsreels often featured different items that were based on very similar 

images. Both newsreels would for instance contain similar wrestling items filmed at the same 

spot (636-2 & 36-3) or different reports on the very same event (652-1 & 52-1). 

 
Opening logo of the Belga newsreel. The letters of the word ‘Actualités’ light 

up one after the other. 
(Source: IWM Film 3419) 
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The reason why the Brussels Außenstelle started producing this second newsreel, which was 

also produced in both national languages and distributed by Ufa Brussels, remains vague. 

Armand Von Zelewski, head of the newsreel editorial office at the time, claims that he only 

made a second ATW version because people went to the cinema so often that there was need 

for an alternative version.135 This sounds like a lame excuse but so far I have failed to come 

up with a better explanation. Any suspicion that the distribution of another ATW version 

resulted from some hidden propaganda agenda was belied by a detailed analysis and 

comparison of both newsreels. Items dedicated to important propaganda issues featured in 

both newsreels in completely identical versions and, if one disregards the opening titles, it is 

impossible to determine whether the reel on screen is a Ufa or a Belga production. 

 

 

 

2.3.3. Working with the PAB Film Group… 
 

 

At the beginning of this chapter, it was established that propaganda matters in Belgium 

strictly speaking fell under the sole competence of the OKW-WPR but were actually subject 

to interference by the Propaganda Ministry, which exercised control through providing 

substantial financial support. The Brussels ATW newsroom (first as part of Ufa Brussels and 

later as a separate company) did not belong to any military structure but, on the one hand, 

officially reported to the German Ufa company (the mother company being controlled by the 

Propaganda Ministry) and, on the other, was created as an Außenstelle of the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH (an organism that was also governed by the Propaganda Ministry). 

Therefore it is not a question of how much influence the Propaganda Ministry had over the 

Belgian ATW but rather to what extent the Military Administration managed to control the 

newsreel. The newsreel production process revealed that the PAB censored the newsreel on 

Wednesday afternoons, shortly before the duplicating process had to get under way. The 

powers of this censorship must have been relatively limited when it came to suggesting 

alterations. Rephrasing the commentary was, for instance, something that could not be 

requested as the commentators were not present and the soundtrack had already been 

completed. If the PAB contested a newsreel item, it could either ask for a small part to be 
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deleted or for an entire item to be cut out. Whether this ever actually happened is another 

question that remains unanswered. A very limited number of the newsreel prints viewed in the 

framework of my research contain items (567-1 635-4, 644-9, 661-1) with soundtracks that jumped 

slightly or missed some words. It is possible that these small defects were caused by 

censorship, but there is no hard evidence to support that theory.136 Further, there is only 

evidence of one topic that was meant to be filmed but that never ended up in the newsreel. 

Again it is not certain whether this was the result of PAB censorship: it is not even absolutely 

sure the event was really filmed.137  

 

In general, it seems safe to assume that PAB newsreel censorship was a formality most of the 

time. It is very unlikely that the PAB would criticise foreign newsreel items which (1) were 

based on footage filmed by military cameramen that had been approved by military censors 

before being sent to the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH , (2) had been subject to military 

censorship before the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH had it inserted in the DW or the 

ATW.138 Local items were theoretically much more susceptible to criticism by the PAB, but 

this was neutralised by their indirect involvement in the production of Belgian items. In his 

first annual report Ziegler noted: ‘concerning the desire to film [certain events] the editorial 

board collaborates closely with the PAB Film Group. The PAB has prompted all military 

departments […] to express their eventual wishes. During the course of this year, the newsreel 

desires of Belgian departments have increased considerably; they are of course taken into 

account as much as possible.’139 In other words, Ziegler stated that his editorial board not only 

chose Belgian topics in close collaboration with the PAB Film Group, but also paid as much 

attention as possible to the demands of other services of the Military Administration.  

 

Whether or not these statements were truecan be partially evaluated thanks to a very 

interesting archive document. In late 1940, on the personal request of Joseph Goebbels, the 

Propaganda Ministry asked its representatives in various occupied territories, including PAB 

leader Major F. Gerhardus in Belgium, to draw up lists of subjects their services considered to 

have propagandistic potential. On 7 December 1940, Gerhardus sent that list to Leopold 

Gutterer, one of Goebbels’ closest collaborators. The list, containing 28 items (and 10 

additional subjects considered of specific importance to Antwerp), is very interesting because 

it was drawn up exactly one week before Ziegler officially established his Außenstelle.140 

Since the official day of establishment of the Außenstelle marks the date of Ziegler’s arrival 

rather than his effective assumption of duties, it is very likely that Ziegler was not involved in 
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drawing up this list. The comparison of Gherardus’ list with the content of Belgian newsreel 

items produced the following year therefore provide an indication of the degree to which the 

Belgian ATW responded to Gerhardus’ wishes, in other words to the wishes of the PAB. 

After all, the fact that Gerhardus signed the document, does not imply that he drew it up 

personally. The mere fact that the list specifically mentions DeVlag could for instance be the 

work of Rolf Wilkening. It further demonstrates, as will be elaborated in Chapter 6, that the 

Military Administration did not have total control over the PAB.  

 

The following overview (Tabel 2.1) sums up the 28 items Gerhardus listed and mentions 

whether or not related topics are to be found in Belgian ATW versions released from 

December 1940 until December 1941. The second column does not claim to be exhaustive 

(whether or not a subject fits into a certain category is often open to discussion) but gives at 

least a general idea of the attention the Belgian ATW paid to the topic. 

 

Table 2.1 Items listed by Gerhardus141 
 

Corresponding 
newsreel item(s) 

The repair of Belgian railways under German leadership  491-8; 503-7; 507-4 
The development of orderly waterway traffic  
The work of the OT in building up the country [to be 
interpreted as general interest for Germans repairing war 
damage] 

494-9 

The reconstruction of Belgian radio  
The Flemish and Walloon Labour Services 496-10; 513-4; 535-6 
Belgian workers who found jobs in Germany 491-10; 497-7; 507-5, 

515-4; 521-4  
The city of Antwerp fights unemployment 501-9 
The Belgian province of Hainaut as an industrial centre 484-2 
Kortrijk, centre of the Flemish linen industry 481-1142  
The resumption of activities by the Brussels Stock Exchange  
Basic conditions for an intensification of Belgian industry based 
on the German model 

506-7 

WH in Belgium 485-1; 486-1; 487-1; 
487-2; 494-6; 505-4; 
532-4; 536-7; 537-1 

The new scientific relations between Germany and Flanders 506-7 
The protection of historic monuments in Flanders 525-11 
The revival of old Flemish traditions 507-2; 522-6 
(German-Flemish) cultural-historical relations through centuries 515-3; 520-5 
The opera of Düsseldorf in Brussels and Antwerp [to be 
interpreted as general interest for German musical 
performances in Brussels] 

497-8; 501-7;  

Historical places in Brussels 498-2 
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Antwerp, the city of Rubens 480-1 
Bruges, the Hanseatic city  
Degenerate art (Entartete Kunst)  
The Flemish book exhibition in Düsseldorf [to be interpreted as 
general interest for Flemish literary exhibitions in German 
cities] 

 

The Flemish book exhibition in Antwerp [to be interpreted as 
general interest for Flemish literary exhibitions in Belgian 
cities] 

 

German propaganda in books and magazines produced by the 
German lead Dechenne Agency 

 

The performance of Schiller’s ‘Kabale und Liebe’ at a Brussels 
theatre [to be interpreted as general interest for performances of 
German plays in Belgian theatres] 

510-1 

Readings by German and Flemish poets organised by DeVlag 515-3 
The setting up of German book shops  
Flemish artists travelling to Germany 508-9 
 

 

Taking into account that (1) the list highlighted items that Gerhardus (the PAB) considered of 

propagandistic potential in general, not just for newsreels but also for press and radio, (2) that 

the PAB had already worked on some subjects before the list was sent to Germany and (3) 

most of the subjects that were not elaborated by the Belgian ATW in 1941 were dealt with in 

subsequent years; it can be concluded that Ziegler was right in stating that the Brussels ATW 

Außenstelle, the PAB Film Group (and the Military Administration) established a close 

working relationship. An analysis of all Belgian newsreel items featured in 1940-1944 (cf. 

Chapter 6) suggests that the Brussels newsroom continued to cause as little friction as 

possible with the PAB or the Military Administration in general. The third and last 

Außenstelle leader, Armand von Zelewski, recalls only some problems with Belgian 

collaboration movements.143 

 

 

 

2.4. Recapitulation 
 

 

Except for the last weeks of the German occupation, Belgium was in 1940-1944 ruled by a 

Military Administration that also governed two departments in Northern France. Propaganda 

issues in the whole region fell, strictly speaking, under the sole competence of the OKW-
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WPR but were in reality substantially influenced by the German Propaganda Ministry, which 

provided substantial financial and logistic support in exchange for a right to interfere. This is 

clearly reflected in the structure and functioning of the PAB, which formed part of the 

military hierarchy but was largely made up of civilians in uniform (Sonderführer) who had 

been appointed on recommendation of the Propaganda Ministry. Although a scarcity of 

sources jeopardises any general conclusion about the activities of the PAB, everything 

indicates that the Military Administration and the Propaganda Ministry more or less agreed 

about the propaganda lines the PAB had to follow. The PAB Film Group drastically 

reorganised Belgian cinema in German interests, paving the way for the expansionism of the 

German film industry. This also applied to the newsreel sector. Before violating Belgian 

neutrality, Nazi Germany had unsuccessfully tried to influence public opinion by increasing 

the distribution of its ATW in Belgian cinemas. Following the invasion, all existing newsreels 

were abolished (a measure undoubtedly facilitated by the lack of a national newsreel) except 

for the ATW, which was given total monopoly through the promulgation of a rule rendering 

obligatory a newsreel screening in every film programme. Although Ufa Brussels initially had 

some problems supplying cinemas with the necessary quantity of prints, the ATW monopoly 

was implemented relatively soon. 

 

Initially the ATW prints screened in Belgium arrived ready-made from Berlin but from 15 

November 1940 onwards attempts were made to produce a local ATW version. The 

amateurish addition of Belgian items filmed by cameraman Germain Baert was soon brought 

to a halt by the establishment of the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Außenstelle Brüssel. This 

Brussels-located ATW newsroom, officially established on 14 December 1940, produced its 

first ATW version (that is the first ATW version clearly distinguishable as being entirely 

produced in Belgium) on 17 January 1941. The Brussels Außenstelle was located in a separate 

studio but operated within the structures of Ufa Brussels until June 1941 when, for fiscal 

reasons, it was turned into a Belgian company. Most of the newsroom staff was Belgian 

(several of them worked for the Pathé newsreel before the war) but the key positions of 

Außenstelle leader and chief editor were held by Germans who were on the payroll of the 

Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH, in other words the German Propaganda Ministry. Although 

the scarcity of sources again calls for prudence, the ATW newsroom seems to have had a 

good relationship with the PAB, which exercised newsreel censorship, and the Military 

Administration. Apart from the regular Ufa newsreel (AM-WA) that was distributed for 

almost the entire period of occupation from 1940-1944 and apart from some secondary 
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projects (Kulturfilme), the Außenstelle produced, around 1942-1943, an alternate ATW 

version for Northern French audiences (also called AM-WA) and from October 1943 until the 

end of the war a second ATW version (BA-BN).  

 

In retrospect and in comparison with ATW history in France and the Netherlands (cf. previous 

chapter), the history of the ATW in Belgium may serve as a blueprint for what the German 

Propaganda Ministry hoped to accomplish through its foreign newsreel. Because it was 

compulsory to show the ATW during each film screening and because it was customised by a 

local editorial office, the ATW monopolised the whole newsreel market until the end of the 

war. As the general overview of the ATW situation by the end of 1944 (see table 1.2 in the 

first chapter) already indicates, apart from in the Netherlands and the Eastern territories, there 

was no other territory where the ATW reached 100% of cinema audiences. Taking into 

account that this was achieved in the Netherlands and in Eastern territories only long after the 

foundation of the Belgian ATW Außenstelle, it may be concluded that in no other German-

occupied country was the ATW was controlled by the Propaganda Ministry for such a long 

period and to such a great extent. 

 

At first sight, the fact that all of this was achieved in military-ruled territory, where all 

propaganda matters, strictly speaking, fell outside its competence, makes the ministry’s 

achievement even greater. However, in my opinion, the presence of this Military 

Administration was the very reason why the Propaganda Ministry was so successful in 

incorporating the ATW into the propaganda system. Governing a territory whose political 

future had not yet been decided by Hitler meant that the military government had no overt 

political plan and did not feel the need to manifest itself towards the local population and 

therefore was not required to exercise its monopoly or control over the newsreels. This theory 

is supported by the history of the ATW in the military-ruled occupied zone of France. 
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newsreel history (and on film history in general) being scarcely out of the egg, this view may be amended in the 

future.  
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50 R. Vande Winkel and D. Biltereyst, ‘Nieuw licht op Vlaamsche Gebeurtenissen: de filmactiviteiten van 

Clemens De Landtsheer’, in Jaarboek 2001 Gemeentemuseum Temse (Temse, 2002), pp. 1-9. 
51 The Royal Film Archive recently received a print of the first issue, which was the first prove of the very 

existence of such newsreel. 
52 ‘Zoo ging een jaar’, Volk en Staat, 29-30 December 1941, p. 6. 
53 There is little doubt that these were identical to the ATW versions distributed in the Netherlands. 
54 P. Geens, Naslagwerk over de Vlaamse film (‘het Leentje’) (Brussel, 1986), pp. 586-587. Baert fell seriously 

ill in 1942 and never recovered. His son Ronny Baert hardly knew his father and was therefore unable to provide 

me with more details. Whether someone else had supplied Ufa with Belgian items before 1937 could not be 

established. 
55 Ehrt probably did not just travel to Belgium to stimulate newsreel distribution, but to check on the effects of 

the Phoney War on the distribution of German films in general. 
56 Film censorship is another aspect of Belgian film history that has hardly been researched. Censorship of 

newsreels might be mapped and evaluated in the framework of the new research project ‘Forbidden images. A 

research into the meaning of film as a source for social controversy using archive material from the official and 

the Catholic film classification boards in Belgium (1920-2000)’, promoted by Prof. D. Biltereyst (FWO-

Vlaanderen, 2003-2006). 
57 BArch, R 109 I / 5465, pp. 183-185. It remains as mentioned above unclear how Belgian censors dealt with 

the ACE newsreels. 
58 BArch, R 109 I / 5465, p. 186. 
59 BArch, R 109 I / 5265. BArch, R 109 I / 5465, p. 560. 
60 P. Lesch, Heim ins Ufa-Reich? NS-Filmpolitik und die Rezeption deutscher Filme in Luxemburg 1933-1944 

(Trier, 2002), p. 25. 
61 J. De Bruyn, ‘De film en Vlaanderen’, De Vlag 3, no. 2 (1940), pp. 57-64. De Bruyn also refers to the pre-war 

situation in ‘De produktie in ons land’, Volk en Staat, 24 January 1941, p. 6. In both articles De Bruyn states that 

the production of a Belgian newsreel was obstructed by ‘French newsreel companies, supported by Paris’. 

Although this is not unthinkable, precaution is required for author Jeanne de Bruyn was an ardent Flemish 

nationalist. L. Nys, ‘Met den rechten geest bezield.’ Ethiek versus esthetiek in de filmkritiek van Jeanne De 

Bruyn [Unpublished M.A. thesis Katholieke Universiteit Leuven] (Leuven, 1998). 
62 For instance: ‘Spéctacles’, La Nation Belge, 5 June 1940, p. 4? ‘Spéctacles’, La Nation Belge, 6 June 1940, p. 

4. 
63 ‘Les cinemas Crosly on reçu leurs actualités’, La Nation Belge, 9 June 1940, p. 4. ‘La guerre de mouvement: 

Crosly a reçu ses actualités en français’, La Nation Belge, 19 June 1940, p. 2. 
64 ‘Wat het Ufa-Journaal ons toonde’, Volk en Staat, 5 July 1940, p. 6.  
65 ‘The Kraut Nation’ instead of ‘The Belgian Nation’. La Nation Belge was eventually abolished, precisely 

because Belgians linked its name too much with German propaganda. E. De Bens, De Belgische dagbladpers 

onder Duitse censuur (1940-1944) (Kapellen, 1973), pp. 144-145.  
66 ‘Dans les salles d’actualités’, Le Soir, 21 July 1940, p. 2. 
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67 Since newspapers were censored before or after going into print, the recurrence of criticism shows that the 

PAB did not object to such comments. For censorship of newspapers, see E. De Bens, De Belgische dagbladpers 

onder Duitse censuur (1940-1944) (Kapellen, 1973), pp. 115-121. 
68 For instance: ‘Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 23 August 1940, p. 6. This article is an extensive review of 

AM-WA NR 467, released on that very same day - 23 August 1940. 
69 Newsreel summaries would for instance announce an item dedicated to making mannequins for shops (498-7) as 

if the mannequins were being repaired because of the resemblance between the German term for manufacture 

(Herstellung) and the Dutch word for repair (herstelling). The Flemish summary announced ‘Herstelling van 

modelpoppen’ in: ‘Filmactualiteiten’, Algemeen Nieuws, 21 March 1941, p. 8. The French summary translated it 

into ‘Réparation de mannequins’, in: ‘Actualités du 21 au 28 mars’, Le Soir, 20 March 1941, p. 10. Later on an 

item on the activity of German pioneers building a railway bridge (499-9) was mistranslated as ‘forerunners of the 

railway’ (voorloopers van den spoorweg) because of the double meaning (which is also true for the word in 

English or German) of the word ‘pioneer’ (pionier). ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 28 March 1941, p. 

10. 
70 In the early summer of 1940, Belgian cinemas reportedly sold 25% more tickets than the previous year. ‘De 

toestand van de cinemabedrijven’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 19 July 1940, p. 8. 
71 ‘Zoo ging een jaar’, Volk en Staat, 29-30 December 1941, p. 6. 
72 Compare the annotated catalogue of ATW versions screened in Belgium with Dutch newsreel summaries 

published in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 249-283. 
73 It remains unclear whether this rule was ever really established. It is also possible that Ufa Brussels simply 

refused to have Flemish cinemas rent French newsreel prints. Although no sources have survived, there is little 

doubt that many cinemas the middle classes used to frequent in large Flemish cities such as Ghent would have 

preferred to screen French-language newsreel issues.  
74 Probably in Leuven too, but that case is not documented. 
75 ‘Kinema’s waar Brusselsche Vlamingen zich thuis zullen voelen’, Volk en Staat, 1 August 1941, p. 7. 

‘Vlaamsche aktualiteiten te Brussel: een oplossing die geen oplossing is’, Volk en Staat, 15/16 August 1941, p. 

7. ‘Nog een laatste woOrd over het filmjournaal te Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 5 September 1941, p. 5. ‘Hoe de 

Vlamingen te Brussel bedacht worden’, Volk en Staat, 26 September 1941, p. 5. ‘Onze taal in de bioskopen’, 

Volk en Staat, 1 May 1942, p. 5. 
76 BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 513/28/1940, (description). 
77 BArch, R 55 / 20857, p. 105. 
78 BArch, R 55 / 20857, p. 110. 
79 ‘Belgische aktualiteiten’, CINEMA, 1 December 1941, p. 29. 
80 ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 6 December 1940, p. 6. 
81 Eckard Ziegler, first leader of the Brussels Außenstelle, made a report on the first year of his activities (14 

December 1940 until 14 December 1941) in Belgium. This document, the only one of its kind, provides many 

details about the way his newsroom was organised. This subchapter is, unless otherwise noted, entirely based on 

that report, which contains ten typewritten pages and 9 pictures. BArch, R 109 I / 2716. 
82 In between an Außenstelle had also been founded in Madrid, but that was not German-occupied territory. 
83 BArch, R 55 / 1367, p. 126. 
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84 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 2. 
85 MdF-OdS, Ennemis nr. 1485: A. Von Zelewski, letter from Paul Delvaux to OdS-Ufa (14 March 1495). 
86 Data on Studio Sonart can be found in: B. Goossens, Kroniek van de Belgische filmstudio’s 1912-1950 

[Unpublished M.A. thesis RICTS] (Brussel, 1985), pp. 68-69? ‘Une visite aux Studios Sonart’, Le cinéma en 

Belgique 4, n° special, p. 45? ‘De studios Sonart’, Weekblad Cinema, 7 April 1945, p. 3. 
87 ‘Les actualités belges’, CINEMA, 1 January 1941, p. 8. 
88 For a catalogue of the French ATW-versions shown from the summer of 1940 until January 1941, see E. Réta 

(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp.17-49. For the Netherlands, see T. Leeflang, De 

bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 249-256. 
89 ‘Het journaal wordt thans te Brussel gemonteerd’, CINEMA, 1 February 1941, p. 12.  
90 For details on Méjat, see CEGESOMA, JB 64 – Divers no. 110, p. 40. Ziegler’s report included a picture of 

Méjat, but did not particularly focus on his role. 
91 The job this person did as well as the way the newsroom produced another newsreel issue on a weekly basis 

will be dealt with further in this chapter.  
92 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 9. 
93 Further, apart from 10 Belgians, there was one Frenchman (Méjat) and someone who apparently carried a 

German-Brazilian passport. BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 3. 
94 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 8. 
95 Letter from Armand von Zelewski to author (22 January 2002). Note that von Zelewski never met Ziegler, so 

this is second-hand information. 
96 BArch, R 55 / 343, p. 77. 
97 BArch, R 109 I / 1286, Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Berlin: Bericht über das Geschäftsjahr 1941/42, 

Anlage 2 - p. 10. 
98 Letter from Armand von Zelewski to author (22 January 2002). Note that von Zelewski never met Ziegler, so 

this is second-hand information. 
99 BArch, R 55 / 343, p. 36. 
100 BArch, R 109 I, / 1618, letter from Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten Actualités Mondiales (Von Einsiedel) to 

Bavaria-Filmkunst. 
101 Details on von Zelewski’s life are derived from his letter to author (22 January 2002) as well as from his file 

at the Berlin Document Centre. 
102 For details on Méjat, see CEGESOMA, JB 64 – Divers no. 110, p. 40 
103 BArch, R 109 I / 1286, Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Berlin: Bericht über das Geschäftsjahr 1941/42, 

Anlage 2 - p. 10. 
104 BArch, R 109 I / 1285, Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Berlin: Bericht über das Geschäftsjahr 1942/1943, 

Anlage 2 - p. 2. 
105 Prints of both films can be consulted at the Belgian Royal Film Archive. 
106 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, pp. 9-10. 
107 ‘Le film de Sys-Tandberg’, Le Soir, 17 November 1943, p. 1. 
108 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 6. 
109 BArch, R 55 / 343, p. 63. 
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110 Letter from Armand von Zelewski to author (22 January 2002). 
111 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, pp. 3-5. 
112 At the beginning of the 21st century it is difficult to evaluate whether or not the above-listed cameras and 

other pieces of equipment met the standards of the times. In that framework, I would like to move forward to an 

anecdote which took place in the summer of 2001. In August of that year, two researchers from Flemish 

television (VRT) interviewed Jerome Verhaege, one of the pioneers of Belgian television news, about working 

conditions in 1953 and the years following. As it happens, I had visited Verhaege shortly before and given him 

photocopies of several documents, including the list of the Außenstelle’s equipment. In the interview the 

television researchers conducted later, Verhaege was asked about the resources he availed of as a television 

cameraman in the Fifties. Verhaege answered: ‘well… Recently someone who is preparing a PhD on German 

wartime newsreels visited me. He showed me documents he found in German archives about the composition [of 

the newsroom] and the technical means that the team in Brussels [= the newsroom of the wartime newsreels] 

disposed of. It was about five or six times more than what we started with… We had three cameramen: one with 

a little Howell camera that could film for one minute and two Ariflex cameras, which could each film for three 

minutes.’. The interview with Jerome Verhaege was conducted by Jean-Pierre Coppens and Herman De Prins on 

6 August 2001 in Linkebeek. I am indebted to both researchers as well as to Lieve De Smet for providing me 

with a transcript of the interview. 
113 ‘L’équipe des opérateurs de Pathé-Journal liberée’, Ciné Belge 4, no. 9 (1944), p. 2. 
114 MdF-OdS, Ennemis nr. 1485: A. Von Zelewski. 
115 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 4. It is not clear whether the firm already existed before the German invasion.  
116 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 3. 
117 BArch, R 55 / 343, p. 12. 
118 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 3. 
119 It has been suggested that this was only an excuse to leave these collaborationist functions. T. Vanden 

Bossche, ‘Hier zender Brussel!’ De stem van het Rijk: 1940-1944 [Unpublished M.A. thesis Universiteit Gent] 

(Gent, 1996), p. 83. 
120 CEGESOMA, Archives Maurice De Wilde – Zender Brussel, undated interview with Mon De Goeyse, 

conducted by Maurice De Wilde. VRT-archives (Amerikaans Theater), personnel administration, employee 

records Edmond De Goeyse.  
121 E. De Bens, De Belgische dagbladpers onder Duitse censuur (1940-1944) (Kapellen, 1973), pp. 525-530. 
122 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 4. 
123 The print of AM NR 651 at RTB-Imadoc for instance. The titles are very scarce and announce an item rather 

than actually translate the commentary. 
124 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, pp. 4-5. 
125 R. Vande Winkel, De Ufa- en Belga-actualiteiten. Het ‘Deutsche Wochenschau’-filmjournaal in België 

(1940-1944). Deel 1: historisch overzicht [Unpublished M.A. thesis Universiteit Gent] (Gent, 1996), pp. 132-

133.  
126 If it were sooner, this would undoubtedly have been mentioned in Ziegler’s annual report or in the activity 

reports of the PAB, which are missing from March 1942 onwards. 
127 AM-WA NR 616, discussed below, was released on 25 June 1943. 
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128 This was triggered of by the premiere of France-Actualités (FA), as described extensively in the previous 

chapter. 
129 In the only letter Armand von Zelewski wrote to the author before putting a stop to his collaboration (22 

January 2002), he alleged that French- and Flemish-language versions of the Belgian ATW carried the same 

serial number but featured different items. The opposite is proven in detail by my annotated newsreel catalogue. 

Von Zelewski probably referred to differences between Belgian and Northern French versions. 
130 The first two items earlier featured French newsreels. ‘4 juin 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-

22)’ and ‘11 juin 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-23)’ , in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 

1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 217-218. 
131 BArch, R 55 / 1367, p. 132. 
132 See the history of the ATW in France in the third chapter. 
133 The opening titles of the very first Belga issue (36) contained only Brussels monuments, but this was soon 

changed. 
134 I am indebted to Karel De Goeyse for supporting my research by comparing fragments of commentaries from 

Ufa and Belga newsreels, both of which his father Edmond turned out to have recorded. 
135 Telephone conversation (7 January 2002) between the author and Armand von Zelewski. 
136 For more details, see the items in question in the newsreel catalogue. 
137 This missing item was dedicated to the Pilgrimage to the Yser in 1941. A letter from Eckard Ziegler to 

Clemens De Landtsheer, Secretary to the Yser Pilgrimage Committee, demonstrates his intentions to film this 

event. Why images of the ceremony never ended up in the newsreel, remains a mystery. Did Ziegler, the PAB or 

their superiors decide not to show the footage because the pilgrimage was too strong a Flemish symbol? It is 

very tempting to jump to this conclusion. But other factors might have played as well. First of all Ziegler’s letter 

does not prove that the pilgrimage was really filmed. The sending of a small film-crew may have been cancelled 

for the above-mentioned political reasons, but for instance also because of technical difficulties. After all, the 

ceremony that formed the centrepiece of the pilgrimage was held in a very dark crypt. In his letter to the 

Landtsheer, Ziegler specifically instructed how much electricity he would need. For more information, see the 

letter from Ufa-Actualités Mondiales to Clemens De Landtsheer, dated 20 August 1941. The letter was originally 

shown to me by Carlos Van Louwe, to whom I am indebted and who later deposited it together with the archives 

of the so-called ‘War Pilgrimages’ (Oorlogsbedevaarten) to the municipal archive of Temse (Gemeentearchief 

Temse). For background information see C. Van Louwe and P. J. Verstraete, De Oorlogsbedevaarten. Kroniek 

van de vergeten IJzerbedevaarten 1940-1944 (Kortrijk, 2002), pp. 84-93. For the newspaper coverage, see ‘De 

22e IJzerbedevaart’, Volk en Staat, 26 August 1941, p. 1 and p. 3. See also ‘Het onverwoestbaar geloof in de 

toekomst van land en volk’, Het Vlaamsche Land, pp. 1-2. 
138 The influence of military censors on newsreels in Nazi Germany has already been discussed briefly in the first 

chapter. 
139 Ziegler presumably refers to German military departments in occupied Belgium. 
140 The correspondence that lead to the list being drawn up can be found in BArch-FArch, R 55 / 1395, pp. 126-

129.  
141 BArch-FArch, R 55 / 1395, pp. 130a-130c. 
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142 This item was made before Ziegler arrived. Note that the PAB was also slightly involved in the production of 

the Kulturfilm ‘Leinen from Kortrijk’. R. Vande Winkel, ‘De cameraman, de dichter en de kapelaan. Alfred 

Ehrhardt draait cultuurfilms met de hulp van Wies Moens en Cyriel Verschaeve’, Wetenschappelijke tijdingen op 

het gebied van de geschiedenis van de Vlaamse beweging 62, no. 1 (2003), pp. 32-47. 
143 Letter from Armand von Zelewski to author (22 January 2002). 
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3. BRAVE NEW ORDER: THE WORLD THROUGH A NATIONAL-

SOCIALIST LENS 
 

 

 

 

 

3.1.  Analysing the Belgian ATW 
 

 

 

3.1.1. Examining newsreel items: a quantitative and qualitative analysis 
 

 

Having outlined the international and national structures within which the Brussels newsroom 

operated and produced its newsreel, the time has come to make an analysis of the content of 

the Belgian ATW. The basis for this analysis is made up of an annotated newsreel catalogue, 

which forms the second part of this study and is the result of extensive empirical research on 

newsreel prints and related sources. Providing numerous details about the way particular 

scenes were edited and containing thousands of citations from newsreel commentators, it is 

hoped that the catalogue forms a sound basis for a qualitative analysis of content. To put that 

qualitative analysis in a methodologically broader framework, various data described in the 

catalogue have been entered into a large computerised database. For every single item, several 

variables were entered into the database. Apart from 11 identification variables (regarding the 

title of the newsreel, its serial number, the date of release, the position the item occupied 

within the entire issue, the duration of the item, the length of the entire issue, etc.) data 

regarding 66 content variables (country, nature, occupation and nationality of people 

involved, etc.) have been introduced into the database. Starting from that database and from 

the descriptive catalogue, which both reflect the same body of empirical research, the next 

three chapters will offer a general qualitative and quantitative analysis of the content of the 

Belgian ATW. 
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In order to offer a surveyable analysis, the items of all newsreels released in occupied 

Belgium have been assigned to one of three large categories: (1) war news, (2) foreign non-

war news and (3) local non-war news. Each of these categories will be dealt with in a separate 

chapter. (There is in fact also a fourth category, which will not be referred to at all and which 

groups items that so little is known about that they could not be assigned with certainty to any 

of the previous categories.) The first category, war news, brings together all items showing 

acts of war (troops advancing or retreating, assaults being launched or repelled, enemy 

objectives being raided, etc.) or the direct consequences that war had on ordinary people, 

filmed very shortly after the attack that affected them took place (prisoners of war being 

marched away, people searching the ruins of their bombed houses or burying relatives who 

died in a bombardment, etc.). This first category naturally also includes items filmed in 

Belgium, notably the consequences of Allied bombings on the Belgian people. The second 

and third categories, (non-war) foreign and (non-war) local news, respectively embrace all 

non-Belgian and Belgian items that do not fall into the first category. However, we must be 

clear, and this will emerge in the respective chapters, that many of these items were 

nevertheless war-related, either directly (showing armaments factories, the recruitment of 

troops, etc.) or indirectly (showing politicians reaffirming their belief in Germany’s final 

victory, etc.).  

 

This separate analysis of the three different categories, spread over an equal number of 

chapters, is unfortunately bound to divorce items from their context: war items will, for 

instance, be isolated from the non-war items that are found in the very same newsreel issues. 

To avoid that this kind of compartmentalisation might create a distorted picture of what an 

average newsreel looked like, this chapter offers some general outlines regarding that topic. 

However, first I must explain why the quantitative backbone of the following newsreels will 

rely much more strongly on the AM-WA than on the BA-BN newsreels.  

 

 

 

3.1.2. Why focus on the AM-WA newsreels? 
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The first Belgian cinemas that were allowed to reopen for business did so on Friday 24 May 

1940. This date coincides with the release date of ATW issue 454. It is therefore assumed that 

the very first newsreel screened in occupied Belgium was AM-WA NR 454. The last issue 

produced in occupied Belgium, released on 1 September 1944, was AM-WA NR 678. Taking 

into account that one of the newsreels released between 24 May 1940 and 1 September 1944 

had a double serial number (488/489), a simple calculation reveals that 224 regular AM-WA 

issues were released in occupied Belgium from 24 May 1940 until 1 September 1944. The 

handful of special editions that were released has also been entered into the database as extra 

items of the issues preceding their release.1 After all, these special editions were shown in 

addition to the most recent issue without replacing the regular newsreel.  

 

Thanks to various sources,2 the content of 214 out of these 224 AM-WA issues has been 

reconstructed.3 Only 151 out of these 224 issues (67.41%) have been entirely or partially 

preserved.4 A newsreel issue is considered preserved if at least one item was found in the 

vaults of any archive and if this particular item was preserved in its Belgian version. For 

instance, AM-WA NR 582 is considered preserved, although only the first item it contained 

has in fact been preserved. On the other hand, AM-WA NR 552 is considered unpreserved, 

although several of its items (including the sixth, which was filmed in Belgium) have survived 

in foreign ATW editions featuring similar items. The 214 identified AM-WA issues represent 

2270 identified newsreel items, 1510 (66.52%) of which have been preserved.  

 

In addition to the last 43 AM-WA issues, released from 12 November 1943 until 1 September 

1944, the Brussels Außenstelle also produced 43 BA-BN issues. The content of 40 BA-BN 

issues has been reconstructed.5 The obvious question is of course: are both titles, apart from 

their opening titles, interchangeable, or did the AM-WA newsreels differ from the BA-BN 

newsreels? This question can be broken down into four sub-questions:  

(1) Did the AM-WA and BA-BN newsreels differ significantly in terms of length?  

(2) Did the AM-WA and BA-BN feature a significantly different total number of items? 

(3) Did the AM-WA and BA-BN items differ significantly in terms of duration?  

(4) Did the AM-WA newsreels show an interest for war, non-war foreign and non-war 

that significantly differed from the interest demonstrated by the BA-BN newsreels and 

vice versa? 

The answers to each of those four questions can be found in the following pages, tables and 

figures. 
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Of the 86 newsreel issues released between 12 November 1943 and 1 September 1944, two 

AM-WA and three BA-BN remain unidentified. Of the remaining 81 issues, two AM-WA and 

five BA-BN issues are presumed lost, which means that 74 issues, respectively 39 AM-WA 

and 35 BA-BN issues, survived. If we take all these surviving newsreel prints into account, 

the average length of the AM-WA issues is 13 minutes 38 seconds and that of its counterpart 

12 minutes 55 seconds. If we do the same test, but only take into account the issues whose 

counterpart has also been preserved,6 we come up with an average length of 13 minutes 40 

seconds for the (38) AM-WA issues and an average length of 12 minutes 56 seconds for the 

(obviously also 38) BA-BN issues. Both research results are very similar and we can 

conclude that the average AM-WA newsreel was around 45 seconds longer than its 

average BA-BN counterpart. It is however clear that the differences are not very substantial. 

 

The 41 identified AM-WA issues released in between 12 November 1943 and 1 September 

1944 consisted of 366 items or an average 8.93 items per issue. The 40 identified BA-BN 

issues released in the same period comprised 361 items or an average 9.02 items per issue.  

Again the differences are small and since these findings are based on 81 of the 86 (94.18%) 

released issues, we can conclude that the AM-WA and BA-BN issues usually featured a 

similar number of (nine) items per issue.   

 

Since the AM-WA and BA-BN issues featured about the same average amount of items per 

issue and since the average AM-WA issue was slightly longer than its BA-BN counterpart, we 

find ourselves automatically confronted with the third subquestion: was there any significant 

difference between the average duration of an AM-WA item and that of a BA-BN item? To 

research this, we will limit ourselves again to the 38 AM-WA and 38 BA-BN issues that were 

released simultaneously. The comparison (Table 3.1.) shows that the AM-WA newsreel items 

had an average duration of 1 minute 34 seconds while the BA-BN item had an average 

duration of 1 minute 28 seconds. These differences are relatively small and a T-test7 reveals 

that the average duration of an AM-WA item did not differ significantly from the 

average duration of a BA-BN item.  
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Table 3.1 Descriptive of the variable length of the 613 
simultaneously released AM-WA and BA-BN issues 

12 November 1943 – 1 September 1944 
 

(Length of items expressed in hours: minutes: seconds) 
 

Category 
 
 
 
 

Average 
length (mean) 
of one item 
 

 

Total number of items 
 
 
 

Total length of all items 
 
 
 

Count % Count % 
AM-WA 0:01:34 315 52.90 8:15:40 51.39 
BA-BN 0:01:28 298 47.10 7:21:25 48.61 
TOTAL 0:01:31 613 100 15:37:06 100 

 

The fourth and final sub-question that must be answered relates to the content of the BA-BN 

newsreels. Did the AM-WA newsreels pay more attention to war, foreign non-war and local 

non-war items than their BA-BN counterparts, and vice versa? Or did they pay significantly 

more or less attention to particular countries than their BA-BN counterparts did? These 

questions aim at finding out whether there was some kind of distribution code between both 

ATW versions, in other words whether their respective contents served other goals. In order 

to answer the questions adequately, the calculations (Table 3.2) will again focus on the 38 

AM-WA and 38 BA-BN issues that were released simultaneously. These 76 newsreel issues 

contain 682 items: 339 AM-WA items versus 343 BA-BN items. As Table 3.2 clearly 

indicates, the AM-WA and BA-BN newsreels dedicated more or less a similar amount of time 

to different countries. In the same table can be found the results of research into whether or 

not the newsreels spent a similar amount of time (a) on the three categories dealt with in the 

following chapters as well as (b) focusing on the war coverage in the different sectors of the 

front. 

 

The descriptive data compiled in Table 3.2 have been repeatedly subjected to the Mann-

Whitney Test. These tests revealed8 that there are no significant differences between the 

average length of an AM-WA war item and the average length of a BA-BN war item. The 

same goes for the average non-war foreign and local items of both newsreels.  
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Table 3.2 Content comparison of simultaneously  released AM-WA and BA-BN newsreel 
issues 12 November 1943 – 1 September 1944 

Location AM-WA  BA-BN  
  Count % Count % 
Albania 2 0.60% 2 0.60% 
Atlantic Ocean 1 0.30% 1 0.30% 
Austria & Germany 57 16.80% 71 20.70% 
Belgium 65 19.20% 61 17.80% 
Bulgaria 4 1.20% 9 2.60% 
Czechoslovakia 15 4.40% 13 3.80% 
Denmark 3 0.90% 1 0.30% 
Estonia 1 0.30% 1 0.30% 
Europe 2 0.60% 2 0.60% 
Finland 5 1.50% 2 0.60% 
France 35 10.30% 27 7.90% 
Great Britain and/or North Sea 0 0.00% 2 0.60% 
Greece 5 1.50% 7 2.00% 
Holland 12 3.50% 17 5.00% 
Hungary 3 0.90% 3 0.90% 
Italy 17 5.00% 21 6.10% 
Japan and Pacific 1 0.30% 1 0.30% 
Latvia 4 1.20% 1 0.30% 
Mediterranean Sea 1 0.30% 2 0.60% 
Morocco 2 0.60% 3 0.90% 
Norway 8 2.40% 3 0.90% 
Poland 4 1.20% 2 0.60% 
Romania 6 1.80% 13 3.80% 
Spain 22 6.50% 16 4.70% 
Sweden 5 1.50% 3 0.90% 
Switzerland 5 1.50% 4 1.20% 
Unknown 17 5.00% 20 5.80% 
USA 0 0.00% 1 0.30% 
USSR 22 6.50% 19 5.50% 
Yugoslavia 15 4.40% 15 4.40% 
Total 339 100.00% 343 100.00% 
Category AM-WA  BA-BN  

 Count % Count % 
Local items 61 17.99 55 16.03 
Foreign (non-war) 194 57.23 198 57.73 
War 79 23.30 81 23.62 
Unknown 5 1.47 9 2.62 
Total 339 100.00% 343 100.00% 
War items – front sector AM-WA  BA-BN  

 Count % Count % 
Western Europe 24 30.38 20 24.69 
Eastern front 30 37.97 31 38.27 
War propaganda 0 0.00 1 1.23 
Battle of the Atlantic 6 7.59 5 6.17 
Far East 0 0.00 0 00.00 
North Africa & Mediterranean 19 24.05 24 29.63 
Total 79 100.00% 81 100.00% 
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In sum, the AM-WA newsreels tended to be a bit longer than their BA-BN counterparts, but 

there were no significant differences regarding the number of items they contained and the 

duration of these items. More importantly, there are no significant differences regarding the 

countries, categories or front sectors they covered either. As hinted in the previous chapter, it 

can therefore be said that the AM-WA and BA-BN items were virtually interchangeable.   

 

Supported by these facts, I will in the following chapters focus exclusively on the 2270 

identified AM-WA items when it comes to establishing trends and making other quantitative 

analyses. However, as the BA-BN newsreels were made by the very same newsroom that 

produced the AM-WA issues, they are equally important as sources for qualitative research 

into the Belgian ATW. The 361 identified BA-BN items will therefore be referred to regularly 

in order to illustrate the trends already observed in the AM-WA newsreels. 

 

 

 

3.2.  General characteristics of the Belgian ATW 
 

 

 

3.2.1. Facts and figures 
 

 

As expounded above, the analysis of the Belgian ATW presented in the next three chapters 

will embrace on a qualitative level all AM-WA and BA-BN issues but will focus on a 

quantitative level on the AM-WA issues. As the analyses above of the BA-BN items 

demonstrated, there are basically two ways of approaching the AM-WA newsreels from a 

quantitative point of view. One can either focus on the number of items making up a 

particular category or on the amount of time occupied by that category. Research into the 

amount of time dedicated to the respective categories can, for obvious reasons, only be based 

on preserved newsreel prints. As mentioned earlier, the content of 214 of the 224 AM-WA 

issues released between 24 May 1940 and 1 September 1944 has been reconstructed on the 
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basis of film prints or secondary sources. These 214 issues comprised 2270 identified items, 

only 1510 (66.52%) of which have been preserved. 

 

An analysis of these 1510 items (fig 3.1) shows that 26.42% (399) of their total number was 

dedicated to the war, against 20.73% (313) to local news and a staggering 51.85% (783) to 

foreign news. These numbers and percentages suggest that over half of each Belgian ATW 

issue was dedicated to foreign non-war news. However, if we take the length of each item into 

account and look at the amount of time (instead of the number of items) dedicated to each 

category, one notices (Fig. 3.1) that war coverage occupied a position that was actually 

greater than that of foreign non-war news: while the war covered nearly 48% of the 

newsreels, the non-war foreign news remained under 38% of the duration of the newsreel. 

The remaining 20% of the time was mostly filled with local news. 

 

26.42%
20.73%

51.85%

0.99%

41.70%

19.78%

37.84%

0.67%

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

Divided per number of items Divided per number of seconds

Fig 3.1 Topics of the 1510 preserved
AM-WA newsreel items 1940-1944

WAR LOCAL NEWS (non-war) FOREIGN NEWS (non-war) UNKNOWN
 

 

A closer analysis (Table 3.3) of these preserved AM-WA items shows that the average length 

of a war item was 2 minutes 16 seconds, whereas local and foreign items lasted a respective 

average 1 minute 22 and 1 minute 3 seconds. In other words the average local item lasted 

nearly 19 seconds longer than the average foreign non-war item, but was nearly one minute 

shorter than an average war item. Statistics prove that these differences regarding the average 

length of war, foreign non-war and local non-war items are mutually significant9 and may 
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therefore be extrapolated towards the items of unknown duration. It can therefore be stated in 

general that the AM-WA newsreels dedicated roughly 40% of their time to war coverage, 

40% more to foreign non-war news and 20% to local non-war news. However, if we try to 

refine these data to find out more about differences in duration of the coverage of, for 

instance, the war at the eastern front and the war in Africa and the Mediterranean, we come up 

with results of unreliable significance. 

 
 

Table 3.3 Descriptive of the variable length of the 1510 
preserved AM-WA items 1940-194410 

 
(Length of items expressed in hours: minutes: seconds) 

 
Category 
 
 
 
 

Average length 
(mean) of one 

item 
 
 

Total number of items 
 
 
 

Total length of all items 
 
 
 

Count % Count % 
WAR 0:02:16 399 26.42 15:06:47 41.7 
LOCAL NEWS 
 
(non-war) 

0:01:22 
 

313 
 

20.73 
 

7:10:07 
 

19.78 
 

FOREIGN 
NEWS 
(non-war) 

0:01:03 
 

783 
 

51.85 
 

13:42:56 
 

37.84 
 

UNKNOWN 0:00:58 15 0.99 0:14:39 0.67 
TOTAL 0:01:26 1510 100 36:14:32 100 
Summarising all the above, it is statistically correct to say that approximately 20% of the 

average AM-WA newsreel was dedicated to local non-war news while the remaining time 

was divided equally between war news and foreign non-war news. In their analysis of these 

categories, the next three chapters will, due to the relatively limited number of preserved 

newsreel prints, be unable to break them down further in terms of time. It is for instance 

statistically impossible (without transgressing an acceptable error rate) to assess, in terms of 

duration, the mutual relationship between the coverage of the five large front sectors on which 

the Second World War was fought. Therefore the next chapters will mainly base their analysis 

on the number of items dedicated to a specific topic or area. Within that context, it must be 

repeated (compare Fig. 3.1. with Fig. 3.2) that this inevitably gives a distorted picture: when, 

for instance, in Chapter 5 it is stated that the foreign non-war news occupied 55.42% of the 

total number of AM-WA items, the reader should keep in mind that it nevertheless only 

occupied 40% of the average AM-WA issue.    
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Fig. 3.2 Segmentation of all identified (2270) 
AM-WA items1940-1944

1.76%

19.52%

26.30%

52.42%

War items (597 items) Foreign non-war (1190 items)
Local non-war (443 items) Unknown (40 items)

 
 

 

 

3.2.2.  The editing strategy of the Brussels Außenstelle 
 

 

In his first annual report, Außenstelle chief Eckard Ziegler wrote down a brief assessment of 

how the Belgian ATW versions were edited. Having described how the Belgian ATW derived 

most of its items from the so-called ‘standard ATW’ (which arrived weekly from Berlin) and 

completed these with topics filmed by cameramen based in Belgium or Northern France, 

Ziegler added: 

 

‘From these materials it was [is] our task to make a newsreel that must affect the three 

so very different Flemish, Walloon and Northern French people in the German 

interest. The order of sequences and the structure of the newsreel was chosen so that 

the effect on the audience of the different local items, sports items and other topics is 

absolutely sure [= guaranteed] from the beginning of the newsreel. Time and time 

again it was observed that after these preparations themes that were even less 
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appealing were received without protest. In exactly the same way, the war images at 

the end never missed their effect on the Belgians and Frenchmen who once considered 

Germany to be an enemy’.11 

 

This strategy was pursued by most international ATW versions,12 which suggests that it was 

based on specific instructions from the Berlin headquarters. Its effects are clearly visible when 

browsing through the catalogue of 

Belgian ATW issues. Most issues open 

with local items, often a football match 

or a cycling race, then bring a mixture 

of local and international news and 

finally conclude with war items. Only 

war items that are of specific 

propagandist interest for Belgian 

audiences, like the effects of Allied 

bombings on Belgian (or foreign) cities 

and citizens, are to be found earlier in 

the newsreel.13 It is noteworthy that 

Ziegler carefully avoided stating that 

‘his’ newsreels managed to influence 

the local population. The mere mention 

that ‘less appealing items’ were 

‘received without protest’, in other 

words the fact that the lack of protest is 

already considered as some kind of achievement, is significant. The subsequent statement that 

‘war images never missed their effect’ is half-hearted, for Ziegler did not specify the nature of 

that effect.14  

 

Although remaining (in my view deliberately) vague, Ziegler nevertheless suggested that the 

ATW was accepted by its audiences and even had some effect. The reactions of Belgian (and 

Northern French) audiences to the newsreel cannot be discussed in detail here, first of all 

because the sources are scarce and secondly because this, in my view, would only be useful in 

the framework of wider research into the effects of German and Allied propaganda on the 

population. The study at hand hopes to contribute to future research in that direction but 

 
Editing the newsreel. The splicing girl cuts, on the specific 

instruction of the chief-cutter (not in this image), non-
desired parts out of processed film. The young man on the 

right is Marcel Verwest, who later worked for Belgian 
television. 

(Source: BArch, R 109 I / 2716) 
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cannot replace it. Nevertheless it is worth mentioning that Nazi newsreels in France,15 the 

Netherlands,16 the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg17 as well as (in particular from autumn 1941 

onwards) in Germany regularly met with public disbelief.18 Within that context special 

attention should be paid to a report by the Military Administration, dated March 1942. Within 

three months of Ziegler’s annual report, the Military Administration stated that British 

propaganda was ‘100% successful’ while German propaganda made ‘too many mistakes in 

order to have a real influence on public opinion’. The report illustrated that statement with 

‘one out of hundreds of examples’: ‘the newsreel commentary that the resumption of work on 

the North-South railway connection in Brussels was proof that the crisis due to the war had 

been overcome brings about storms of laughter in all cinemas’.19 Further, research into the 

ability of newspapers to influence Belgian public opinion during the occupation indicates that 

they failed for several reasons including the clandestine news (BBC radio, illegal press), the 

German military situation (especially after German capitulation in Stalingrad) and the food 

shortages.20 In sum, although this topic cannot be elaborated in detail here and should be 

researched within a broader framework, everything indicates that the Belgian ATW just like 

other media proved unable to decisively influence public opinion ‘in the German interest’. 

 

 

 

3.2.3. General characteristics 

 

 

Chapters 5 and 6 will discuss the non-war items according to the country or region the images 

originated from, in other words will first categorise the items according to their origin and 

then look into their political, cultural, economic and other features. It will become apparent 

that these items can hardly be divided into categories that are ‘universally applicable’, in other 

words into categories that apply to each region in the very same way. While sports items 

originating from Latin America were merely included to entertain audiences, sports items 

filmed in Germany often had a political connotation. While items dedicated to German culture 

often had an ideological component, other cultural items, like Spanish flower processions, 

often had no function but to entertain audiences. 
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The diagram (Fig. 3.3) below, which provides an overview of the topics covered by all non-

war items of the Belgian ATW should therefore be interpreted with caution and be interpreted 

as a generally unavoidable hazy picture. Although I am very aware of the shortcomings of this 

diagram, I nevertheless consider it necessary to include this kind of overview in order to 

visualise that an important number of non-war items was dedicated to topics that had no 

political or military relevance and were merely inserted to entertain newsreel audiences. 

Sports reports, miscellaneous (weather, disasters, etc.) and cultural (including circus 

performances, folk dancing, etc.) items served no propagandist purpose but only offered some 

variety. 

 

Fig. 3.3 Non-war items (foreign and local) 
in AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944

Everday 
life
4%

Culture
16%

Miscellaneous
7%

Sports
23%

Economy
17%

Politics & military 
affairs
33%

 
 

It is of course true that the supply of a varied range of non-political, non-military subjects 

served an important propagandist goal by offering some variety and diversion. The above-

cited report by the first head of the Brussels Außenstelle specifically mentions the importance 

of these images in that very respect. Further, it is equally important to realise that the 

inclusion of entertaining and downright amusing items was a typical characteristic of the 

newsreel as a genre. Items without any relevance or topical value, like goat quadruplets 

drinking from a feeding bottle (554-6) or a contest for accordion players (500-1), could also have 

featured in newsreels before or after the war. It was also characteristic for the newsreels to 

contain hardly any original sound, let alone any interviews. Instead the newsreels limited 

themselves to showing particular events and to having them clarified by the commentator. 
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Taking all of this into account, it must nevertheless be mentioned that the coverage of 

political events or meetings between politicians was often accompanied by utterly 

meaningless commentary. In August 1943, for instance, the AM-WA newsreels (625-8) featured 

a short report on an event organised by the Norwegian Nazi party Nasjonal Samling. There 

was no commentary, apart from the lines: ‘in the far north in Norway an important event 

organised by the Nasjonal Samling has taken place. The presence of President Quisling gives 

this event a particular importance.’ 

 

It was another characteristic of the genre that newsreels were never up to date and, according 

to present-day standards set by television and by Internet, were extremely slow. This did not 

really apply to local items, which usually reached Belgian audiences relatively fast,21 but was 

recurrent for foreign footage. Again one must keep in mind that this was a tradition of the 

genre that was widely accepted by audiences. Newsreels therefore felt under no obligation to 

hide the fact that some of the images they featured were several weeks or months old. In 

October 1942, for instance, one single ATW included three consecutive items showing Erwin 

Rommel (1) giving a press conference in Berlin and afterwards receiving the marshal’s 

truncheon from Hitler’s hands (580-7), (2) attending a rally at the Berliner Sports Palace and 

afterwards being greeted by Hitler (580-8) and (3) personally leading his troops into military 

action in North Africa (580-9). Such long intervals between the actual event and its newsreel 

coverage were, in particular in terms of non-military items, a matter of course. In February 

1944, for instance, the newsreel (649-7) focused on the signing of a German-Bulgarian 

commercial treaty and included the close-up of a calendar day, revealing that the agreement 

had been signed three months earlier. The fact that the newsroom did not find this problematic 

is clearly demonstrated by the fact that they did not think it necessary to have that close-up, 

which concluded the item, cut from the newsreel. 

 

It must also be mentioned that the Nazi regime’s anti-Semitism, both within the Reich and 

abroad, was virtually absent from the Belgian ATW. (As mentioned in Chapter 2, this also 

applied to other Western European ATW versions.) Apart from a couple of war items, which 

will be discussed in the next chapter and which featured some anti-Semitic statements in order 

to attack Bolshevism, there was only one item with a clearly anti-Semitic message: the 

coverage of the trial of French (Jewish) film tycoon Bernard Natan.22 The accused (516-2) is 

filmed in court but tries to cover his face whenever he notices that the camera is running. 

Several short scenes show Natan covering his head with a towel, turning away from the 
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camera, turning his head away from the camera again, covering his head with one hand, 

ducking completely under the stand and covering his head with a dossier. Accompanied by 

playful music that one usually finds in a comic film, the item ridicules the accused and 

presents him as the archetype of the coward Jew, trying to hide his deeds from the public eye. 

Further, the retrieved newsreels never featured a Star of David, a board stating ‘entrance 

forbidden to Jews’ or any other reference to the persecution of Jews. In other words, German 

anti-Semitic measures taking place in the Reich as well as in occupied Belgium were not 

considered useful in terms of propaganda. The newsreels regularly had implicit (sometimes 

explicit racist) undertones: the French were mocked for being helped by ‘colonial troops’ (461-

7, 462-9) and the British were repeatedly attacked for deploying Commonwealth soldiers (506-10, 

537-13, 548-13, 556-11, 567-10) that would for instance be referred to as ‘coloured auxiliaries’. Close-

ups of Soviet prisoners of war with Asian or (according to the stereotypes) ‘Jewish’ features 

were regularly inserted to incite racist feelings. This policy proved on a number of occasions 

to be inconsistent, for the newsreels every now and then featured images of Hindu (50-10) or 

Muslim (52-8, 661-8) soldiers who fought side by side with the Germans. Moreover, without 

glossing over German racist tendencies, it must be mentioned that news films produced by the 

Allies were also not always ‘politically correct’. The film Ici la France une et indivisible, 

which the cinematographic service La France Libre produced for French soldiers in Great 

Britain, in 1943 showed Allied troops rehearsing for the invasion and remarked that ‘even the 

blacks and the Arabs’ had no problems learning how to use American war equipment.23  

 

It has been established in Chapter 2 that war reporting was the responsibility of war 

correspondents. The PK photographer/cameraman was a soldier who operated under the 

command of the OKW, which also had the prerogative of censoring the material. Although 

this aspect could not be elaborated in detail within the framework of this study, it must be 

mentioned that the DW and ATW war items very often differed. Most of the time the ATW 

seems to have featured shortened versions of DW items. In January 1942, for instance, both 

Belgian and German audiences saw the same footage of a German U-boat crew operating in 

the Atlantic Ocean. But while Belgian spectators only saw the U-boat sinking enemy cargo 

ships (540-8), Germans also got footage of the submarine crew taking care of a wounded 

crewman and listening to a ‘Lili Marleen’ record.24 
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During the Second World War, the veracity of 

footage was repeatedly highlighted and 

immediately equated with the veracity of the 

Nazi newsreels in general.25 Scholarship on the 

‘veracity’ or ‘authenticity’ of these war items26 

indicates that the newsreels regularly filmed 

scenes or images that had been acted. Actions 

by U-boats were mostly filmed during 

exercises during quiet moments on board: in a 

real state of alarm, filming was impossible. On 

other occasions small military engagements 

were staged to evoke phases that were hard to 

capture on film when battle was raging. In 

general, however, cameramen were strictly 

instructed to ‘avoid posed battle pictures’ and to give a ‘truthful and vivid presentation’ of the 

war.27 If the newsreels gave a false image of the ongoing war, and in the next chapter it will 

be demonstrated that they did just so, this is not primarily due to the actual images but merely 

related to the editing, the adding of tendentious music and background noises and, last but not 

least, by the misleading commentary. Various examples of this policy will be presented in the 

next chapter, but the extent to which these shams could take place, and the degree to which 

they were sometimes co-ordinated with other campaigns, is illustrated perfectly by the case 

study of the Thor (below). 

Given the importance of the commentary, it is worth mentioning that the phraseology and 

vocabulary of the (Belgian) newsreel commentator was strongly influenced by what 

philologist Victor Klemperer, who as a German professor of Jewish origin was dismissed in 

1935 but remained living in Nazi Germany, described as the Lingua Tertii Imperii or the 

Language of the Third Reich.28 The influence of the LTI, which not coincidentally was also 

manifest in the phraseology used in the Wehrmachtbericht,29 becomes very apparent in the 

commentary accompanying military items. When all went well at the front, the choice of 

words underlined the superiority of the German troops: the enemy was never ‘vanquished’ 

and hardly ever ‘defeated’, but rather ‘destroyed’ or ‘exterminated’. When the military 

situation deteriorated, the commentary came up with a series of neologisms that can be 

compared with Orwellian Newspeak. German troops were almost never described as 

 

The editorial board looks at the newsreel 
(probably a work-in-progress version) in the 

projection room of Studio Sonart. The lenses of 
the projectors are located right behind the holes 

in the wall. 
(Source: BArch, R 109 I / 2716) 
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‘withdrawing’ but they were ‘engaged in removal operations’ or ‘achieving important front 

shortenings’ (555-9). (Many similar examples are to be found in the annotated catalogue.)  

 

  

 

3.3.  A case study into the military authenticity of Nazi newsreels and their 

relation to other German-controlled communication media: the myth of 

the Thor: 30  
 

 

In Germanic belief, the mythological figure of Thor represents the champion of the gods, a 

deity constantly involved in battles against giants.31 During the Second World War, the 

German propaganda machine created its very own myth about ‘Thor’ - in the shape of an 

auxiliary cruiser named after the god of thunder that, ironically, was accidentally destroyed by 

fire. German propagandists never informed the outside world about the destruction of the 

Thor. Moreover, nearly a year after its disappearance, DW and ATW newsreels pretended that 

the so-called auxiliary cruiser was still preying on allied ships.  

 

This case study, which could never have been completed without the enthusiastic assistance 

of former Thor crew members (to whom I am very indebted), describes a hitherto under-

exposed example of German military propaganda. Unlike the rest of the PhD thesis at hand, it 

will not only focus on ATW reports but will also take DW issues as well as other German-

controlled communication media, notably the print press and radio, into account. As the myth 

of the Thor is essentially a case study of military propaganda, parts of its story form an 

introduction to the next chapter, which offers a general evaluation of the ATW war coverage. 

 

 

3.3.1. The Thor in the Battle of the Atlantic 
 

 

In any war, the supply of provisions, materials and weapons is of crucial importance. During 

the Second World War, this was particularly true for Great Britain, which could only continue 
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to wage battle against Germany because it of its imports of non-ferrous metal, machine tools, 

oil and food. To ensure a continuous supply of such vital goods, Great Britain maintained a 

large merchant fleet that continuously sailed maritime routes in the Atlantic Ocean. To protect 

its merchant navy, the British Admiralty and subsequently its allies quickly adopted a form of 

trade defence known as convoying: vessels, made up of destroyers and other military ships, 

escorted the merchant ships in organised formations called convoys. But not every ship 

sailing the Allied shipping routes was part of a convoy: many freighters, sometimes sailing 

under the flag of a neutral nation, travelled alone. To disrupt the flow of transatlantic trade, 

the German Kriegsmarine launched a war on Allied shipping fleets. During this six-year naval 

conflict (1939-1945) that Churchill dubbed the Battle of the Atlantic (cf. Chapter 5), the 

Kriegsmarine deployed U-boats and conventional ships. The conventional ships that were put 

into action included not only traditional warships (battleships, frigates) but also converted 

merchant vessels, which the Kriegsmarine called auxiliary cruisers (Hilfskreuzer).32 These 

auxiliary cruisers, of which the Kriegsmarine deployed nine33 in total, all carried 

reconnaissance aircraft and were armed with hidden torpedoes, guns and smaller armaments. 

Replenishing their fuel, food and ammunition stocks from Japanese island bases or from 

supply ships they met at secret ocean rendezvous points, these auxiliary cruisers sailed the 

Allied shipping routes and preyed on unprotected vessels. The British Admiralty responded 

by putting 56 armed merchant cruisers, mostly converted fast ocean liners into action which, 

because they were unarmoured and underarmed, proved generally unfit for their task.34 While 

auxiliary cruisers were sent out as offensive trade disrupters, armed merchant cruisers were 

defensive trade protectors.35 

 

The German freighter Santa Cruz, built in 1938, was converted into an auxiliary cruiser 

baptised Thor36 in the spring of 1940. Under Commander Otto Kähler, it put to sea on 6 June 

1940, embarking on a cruise that would last a total of 329 days. Like other auxiliary cruisers, 

the Thor was fitted out to resemble an unarmed merchant ship sailing under the flag of neutral 

or allied nations. It camouflaged itself, for instance, as the Russian ship ‘Odessa’ (featuring 

the letters ‘USSR’ as well as a hammer and sickle) or as a Yugoslav freighter named ‘VIR’.37 

A couple of hours before putting to sea, Commander Kähler assembled his crew and renamed 

the ex-Santa Cruz ‘Thor’ with the words: ‘Like the god of thunder threw his hammer from the 

thunderclouds, we want to throw ourselves on the enemy maritime trade’.38 Like other 

auxiliary cruisers, the Thor was commissioned to fight allied merchant ships but specifically 

instructed to make full use of its camouflage(s) and to avoid combat with enemy naval forces. 
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If the Thor came near a protected enemy convoy, it was told not to attack. Even if the enemy 

it encountered was also an auxiliary ship, such as a British armed merchant cruiser, the Thor 

was to leave the scene without trying to attack. Only if a clash was unavoidable, for instance 

if the enemy saw through its disguise or came too close for comfort, was the Thor allowed ‘to 

strive for the destruction of the adversary, through unexpected and ruthless use of all fighting 

means’.39 During its first trip, the Thor would, in effect, repeatedly find itself in a situation 

where it was forced to attack armed adversaries. Indeed, the auxiliary cruiser owes its fame 

among naval historians to these encounters. While the other nine German auxiliary cruisers 

never met a single British armed merchant cruiser, the Thor not only encountered three of 

them but also overpowered each one and actually sank the third. 

 

The Thor had already captured one ship and sunk six when it went into battle on 28 July 1940 

with the British cruiser Alcantara in the south Atlantic. Both ships fired at each other for 35 

minutes, after which each one, sustaining damage, left the scene. On 5 December, the Thor 

encountered another British armed merchant cruiser, the Carnavorn Castle. The latter was 

seriously damaged in the ensuing battle but managed to escape to the port of Montevideo in 

neutral Uruguay. On 4 April 1941, the Thor had its final encounter with a British armed 

merchant cruiser, the Voltaire. A long fight ensued, during which the Thor managed to sink 

the enemy ship without incurring damages itself. Commander Kähler decided to return home 

and docked near Hamburg in early June 1941. During this trip the Thor had clocked up a total 

of 57.532 sea miles, captured one ship and sank 11, mostly freighters sailing under Belgian, 

British, Dutch, Norwegian or Swedish flags.40 

 

On 20 November 1941, the Thor embarked on its second lengthy cruise, this time under 

Commander Günther Gumprich. The Thor searched in vain for allied whalers in the Antarctic 

and then headed for the South Atlantic, where it sank its first ships and, from there, headed on 

to the Indian Ocean. Finding it harder and harder to sink ships and be supplied with 

provisions, the Thor was ordered to join Germany’s Axis partner Japan. The auxiliary cruiser 

put into the port of Yokohoma on 9 October 1942. This brought to an end a cruise that had 

lasted for 324 days during which 10 ships had been sunk or captured. Because Japan was 

short of oil and could not spare fuel for the German auxiliary cruiser, Commander Gumprich 

and his crew were obliged to stay in Japan. The Thor crew had a pleasant stay: the Japanese 

government and population welcomed them as heroes. Admiral Paul Wenneker, the German 

naval attaché in Tokyo, was the first to come aboard and greet the captain and his men. 
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Gumprich was granted a private audience by the Japanese emperor. Together with his officers 

Gumprich also visited the Japanese Navy Ministry, the holy Yasukini shrine and other places 

of interest. Gumprich’s subordinates were also taken care of and, for instance, were allowed 

to go on holiday, in shifts of 60 men, to a hotel near Mount Fuji.41 

 

The Thor crew did not know when they would be returning home but on 30 November 1942 it 

became clear that this would not happen on their own ship. That day the tanker Uckermark, 

which the Thor had been tied up alongside in Yokohoma harbour, exploded. The cause of this 

explosion remains unknown today. The flames spread to the Thor while the Uckermark’s 

burning oil, spreading across the water, set fire to other ships too. Together with the tanker, 

one other German ship and several Japanese ships, the Thor was totally destroyed and went 

down, taking 13 members of crew with it.42 After the accident, the crew of the Thor was 

dispersed. Captain Gumprich took over the command of auxiliary cruiser Michel, which was 

also berthed in Japan, and took with him several of his officers and men. When the Michel 

was later torpedoed (see below) most of these men died, including Gumprich. Some Thor 

crew members remained in Japan until the end of the war, after which they were sent to 

American prison camps. Most of the Thor men who had not embarked on the Michel were, 

however, put on one of the 11 blockade-runners that tried to sail from Japan to Europe. Only 

one of those ships, the Italian blockade-runner Pietro Orseolo, made it and reached France in 

March 1943. These men, who arrived in Germany around April 1943, were the only Thor 

crew members to get home before the end of the Second World War. The others were 

intercepted by Allied ships on the way home: some died, many were taken prisoners of war 

and released several years later.43 

 

 

 

3.3.2. The Kriegsmarine at war: news coverage and propaganda 
 

 

After the end of the First World War, the German navy (the Reichsmarine, renamed 

Kriegsmarine in 1935) was not very keen on drawing public attention to its activities. The 

building of a German war fleet, an operation that started in 1933, had been kept secret from 

the very beginning. Any publicity regarding the navy was avoided altogether in order not to 
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alarm Great Britain, with whom a naval treaty had been concluded.44 When the Second World 

War broke out, the Seekriegsleitung (the Kriegsmarine’s High Command– hereafter referred 

to as SkL) was reluctant to change its policy of secrecy. It is not difficult to see why the SkL 

preferred not to divulge details of its military strength or tactics, especially not the activities 

of ships that were operating in neutral or enemy waters: the less German or international 

public opinion was informed, the less foreign intelligence would know. Nevertheless, the SkL 

was fully aware that news coverage of naval achievements and well-co-ordinated propaganda 

were important for boosting morale on the home front, influencing neutral states, 

discouraging the enemy and, last but not least, capturing the attention of the Nazi elite, in 

particular the Führer.45 The SkL was therefore constantly faced with a dilemma because of the 

need for secrecy and the desire for effective propaganda. Torn between both aims, the 

Kriegsmarine was at a disadvantage compared to the other sections of the Wehrmacht (the 

army and the air force) that were also very concerned that their achievements (or what they 

wished to propagate as such) should receive as much publicity as possible. 

 

On 3 September 1939, the very day on which Great Britain’s ultimatum to Germany 

(following the invasion of Poland) expired, a German U-boat operating to the north west of 

Ireland mistook the Athenia, a British liner that had reportedly zigzagged without lights, for a 

warship and torpedoed it. The Athenia, the first British ship to be sunk during the Second 

World War, took with it 112 victims, among whom were 28 Americans. Since the German U-

boat commander had, for reasons of safety, been forbidden to send messages while at sea, he 

only admitted the mistake to his superiors upon his arrival in Germany. Meanwhile precious 

time had been lost: the German Propaganda Ministry, misinformed by its naval liaison officer 

that no U-boat was in operation in that area at the time, had already denied any German 

involvement in the sinking of the Athenia. The German Propaganda Ministry even declared 

the incident to be a put-up job by Great Britain, fabricated to set the USA against Germany. 

When the SkL learned the full circumstances and informed Hitler, the facts remained 

concealed from the public as well as from officials on the Führer’s orders. All members of the 

U-boat were sworn to secrecy and its logbook expurgated.46 

 

The story of the Athenia indirectly reveals a weakness in naval propaganda that was 

experienced less by other sections of the Wehrmacht. If the army conquered an important city 

or the air force carried out a successful bombing mission, reports of these military successes 

quickly reached German headquarters. Because these military events were, for obvious 
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reasons, no secret to the enemy supreme command, German accounts glorifying these 

developments could be published and broadcast as soon as possible. Kriegsmarine units had 

to be more discreet when supplying their headquarters with facts that contained direct or 

indirect information regarding their location, such as reports on eventual military successes. If 

enemy radio operators managed to intercept and decode these messages, valuable military 

information would fall into their hands. Therefore German ships like the U-boat that 

torpedoed the Athenia often operated under radio silence. Even if ships did not maintain radio 

silence and reported on a recent victory, headquarters knew that making the victory public 

immediately was not the wisest thing to do. Under these circumstances, the SkL often only 

announced military successes after the commissioned ships had safely returned to port. As a 

result of these problems, the Kriegsmarine was mentioned less often than the army and the air 

forces in the Wehrmachtbericht.47 

 

While the Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe had availed of PK correspondents since 1938, similar 

naval units were only created in the summer of 1939.48 This delay may have been related to 

Hitler’s firm belief that Germany would not be at war with Great Britain before 1944, in other 

words that it would not have to rely on its armed navy before that date. The relation between 

the Kriegsmarine and war reporters was initially a difficult one. Nevertheless, as the war 

dragged on, naval commanders became increasingly willing to take reporters on board during 

combat missions. Because journalistic products (film and photo reels, articles, etc.) by war 

reporters were more easily transmitted to Berlin from any part at the front than from an 

operating U-boat or other vessel, there was (like in the Wehrmachtbericht) often a long delay 

between the time an event happened and the time reports were published or screened. In other 

words, here too the SkL was at a disadvantage compared to the army and the air force. 

 

 

 

3.3.3. News coverage of the Thor 
 

 

Having outlined the general conditions under which the SkL could or could not expose its 

activities to the outside world, the time has come to reconstitute media coverage of the 

auxiliary cruiser Thor. Before its conversion into the Thor, the Santa Cruz freighter had sailed 
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international waters. Launched just two years prior to its conversion into an auxiliary cruiser, 

pictures of this modern ship had featured in specialist journals all over the world and had even 

been printed as postcards.49 This kind of publicity should not be mistaken for short-

sightedness on the part of the Kriegsmarine, as the Santa Cruz was, at the time, a merchant 

ship belonging to a commercial company that could only benefit from publicising its new 

freighter. As the success of auxiliary cruisers depended on the enemy’s inability to distinguish 

a disguised raider from an authentic merchant ship, the SkL tried to have the Santa Cruz 

converted into the Thor in absolute secrecy. (It should be mentioned that not everyone 

respected that secrecy. In early January 1941, the Thor encountered a supply ship in the South 

Atlantic and Commander Kähler discovered to his amazement that the captain of this ship not 

only knew that the Thor was the former Santa Cruz, but even sailed with a picture of the 

freighter so that he could easily recognise the auxiliary cruiser.)50  

 

All members of the Thor’s crew, which consisted of regular navy officers as well as civilians 

belonging to the former complement of the ex-Santa Cruz51, were under strict orders not to 

tell their families about their future duties. When the Thor embarked on its first trip, 

Commander Kähler informed his complement only a couple of hours before that they were 

not – as had been declared before – just sailing from Kiel to Berlin but they would try to break 

into the Atlantic Ocean. By only giving a couple of hours’ notice that they were leaving for a 

long trip, crew members were prevented from saying goodbye to their families. The 

Kriegsmarine only notified their relatives much later that they had left for a period of 

undetermined length.52  This kind of message to relatives of seamen was usually transmitted 

through the Kriegsmarine’s foreign service (Heimatstab Ausland), which was careful never to 

reveal too many details. 

 

During both trips the Thor repeatedly radioed the SkL and kept it informed of the number of 

freighters it had encountered and sunk. Such data, which the supreme command received from 

ships operating in different areas, was issued in the Wehrmachtbericht without giving 

specifics about the German ships involved. The SkL regularly announced that enemy 

merchant ships had, thanks to the activities of the German Kriegsmarine, lost thousands of 

tons of goods but only rarely identified the ship that carried out a specific action. Instead, the 

Wehrmachtbericht would limit itself to general descriptions such as ‘Off the African and the 

South American coasts, U-boats sank five enemy merchant ships transporting 26.000 grt’.53 

(Similar remarks appeared every now and then in the commentary of the Belgian ATW (568-8, 
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593-11, 608-8, 637-12 etc.) too.) It would be far too much to analyse all the Wehrmachtberichte that 

identified certain units or ships but, within the scope of this study, it is interesting to examine 

reports on auxiliary cruisers.  

 

A look at the indexes of the Wehrmachtberichte reveals that during the whole Battle of the 

Atlantic, a period covering nearly six years, only two auxiliary cruisers were actually 

mentioned by name. On 26 June 1941, while the Wehrmachtbericht featured enthusiastic 

reports on the battle that had been waged against the USSR a couple of days before, it also 

admitted that the German auxiliary cruiser Pinguin had been sunk by the British cruiser 

Cornwall.54 The report, which did not mention the fact that the Pinguin had already been 

destroyed seven weeks before (8 May), praised the many crew members who had given their 

lives during the ‘heroic battle’ and mentioned that others had been taken prisoners of war. The 

latter is important, as this kind of information could only have originated in the foreign press. 

In other words, it is most likely that the Wehrmachtbericht only announced the destruction of 

the Pinguin because enemy propaganda had already published it. Other than that, it is 

interesting that the German statement focused more on the Pinguin’s successes and 

achievements before its sinking (it was now safe to announce them) than on its loss. 

 

The second auxiliary cruiser named by the Wehrmachtbericht was the Kormoran, the largest 

of all German auxiliary cruisers. The Kormoran, disguised as a Dutch ship, came face to face 

with the Australian cruiser Sydney off the coast of Australia on 19 November 1941. The 

Sydney did not see through the Kormoran’s disguise, approached the ‘Dutch trading vessel’ 

and came so close that the Kormoran opened fire. During the ensuing battle both ships sank 

but for reasons which remain unexplained the only survivors who managed to reach the 

Australian coast were the Kormoran’s crew members. Exactly two weeks later, the 

Wehrmachtbericht reported the loss of the Kormoran. The communiqué mentioned that the 

German crew had survived and highlighted the fact that the entire Australian complement had 

perished, reporting the exact number of enemy victims accurately (‘42 officers and 603 men’). 

55 It is obvious that these details concerning the fate of German and Australian crew members 

could only have originated in the Allied press. In sum, everything points to the fact that the 

Wehrmachtbericht only mentioned its auxiliary cruisers by name if they had been lost and if 

the enemy was aware of that loss and had publicised the fact. 
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That unwritten rule, which did not necessarily only apply to auxiliary cruisers, was also valid 

for the Thor. Nevertheless, the fact that the Thor was never mentioned by name does not mean 

that attention was never specifically drawn to its successes. The three above-mentioned battles 

the Thor fought against British armed merchant cruisers had, in the eyes of the SkL, too much 

propaganda potential to keep them secret before the Thor had returned to its home port. 

Jochen Brennecke’s detailed account of the Thor’s first trip allows media coverage of these 

battles to be reconstituted. After the Thor and the Alcantara had attacked and damaged each 

other (28 July 1940) before they both fled, Thor Commander Otto Kähler radioed the SkL that 

he had ‘inflicted heavy damage on an auxiliary cruiser’. (Note that German sources always 

referred to armed merchant raiders as ‘auxiliary cruisers’ as they were, after all, both 

converted merchant ships.). That message did not reach the SkL for some time, but 

headquarters, just like Kähler was not sure which British ship had actually been attacked and 

for some time they both believed it was the ‘Canton’. Even when British radio (Reuters) 

announced (on 30 July) that the British ship Alcantara had fought an unidentified German 

raider, Kähler suspected that the British propaganda machine was trying to mislead them. 

However, as the news became known that the damaged Alcantara had entered the Brazilian 

port of Rio de Janeiro, at the time still neutral, the SkL congratulated (on 1 August) Kähler on 

Thor’s battle against the Alcantara.56 The next day the Wehrmachtbericht proudly announced: 

‘A battle took place in the South Atlantic between a German auxiliary cruiser and the British 

auxiliary cruiser Alcantara’. The communiqué emphasised that the Alcantara had ‘broken off’ 

combat to ‘seek shelter’ in Rio de Janeiro.57 Note that the Wehrmachtbericht did not identify 

the Thor. The SkL as well as the Thor had intercepted and deciphered British radio messages 

containing a surprisingly accurate description of the auxiliary cruiser58, supplied by the 

complement of the Alcantara, and obviously did not wish to complete it. 

 

On 5 December, Kähler and his complement had their second encounter with one of their 

British counterparts. The Thor identified its adversary as the Carnavorn Castle before the 

battle, which the latter eventually fled, had even commenced. After the fight, Kähler 

repeatedly radioed the SkL ‘British auxiliary cruiser heavily damaged. Am completely battle-

ready’.59 The next day the Wehrmachtbericht opened with the lines: ‘As already announced, a 

naval battle has taken place between a German and a British auxiliary cruiser in the South 

Atlantic during which the British warship sustained heavy damage.’60 The words ‘as already 

announced’ suggest that the news had already been made public, probably through the 

broadcast of a Sondermeldung.61 While, for safety reasons, the Thor once remained again 
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unnamed, its adversary’s anonymity was due to Kähler’s (remarkable and so far unexplained) 

omission of its name.62 Nevertheless, the British radio and the press in Montevideo, where the 

British ship was being repaired, soon reported that the Carnavorn Castle (mentioned by name) 

had been damaged by a German raider. Radio London reportedly pretended that the British 

ship was only slightly damaged and that it was, in fact, its adversary that had fled the scene,63 

but that is another story. 

 

On 4 April 1941, almost five months after its encounter with the Carnavorn Castle, the Thor 

encountered the British merchant raider Voltaire. During the subsequent naval battle, which 

ended with the destruction of the British ship, the Thor radio-operator as usual tried to 

intercept and distort the emergency signals emitted by the adversary. No British signals were 

sent during the Thor’s first salvo, which had opened the hostilities between both cruisers and 

had, by sheer luck, destroyed the Voltaire’s radio station. Having sunk the ship and taken its 

surviving crew members (several British seamen were killed by sharks before they could be 

saved) on board, Kähler radioed news about the sinking of the Voltaire to the SkL. His 

message failed to mention the fact that the Voltaire had been unable to transmit any messages 

about the battle, in other words that the British Admiralty did not even know that it had lost 

the vessel.64 The British were soon to be informed, however, as the Wehrmachtbericht 

announced the next day that ‘a warship operating in foreign waters has sunk the British 

auxiliary cruiser Voltaire transporting 13.245 grt’.65 The rapidity of the announcement 

demonstrates how proud the SkL was to make this victory public. The Wehrmachtbericht 

added that the ‘warship’ (again the Thor was not mentioned by name) had also sunk the 

British merchant freighter, the Britannia. This is remarkable because 10 days earlier (25 

March) the Thor had effectively sunk that freighter as well as the Swedish ship Trolleholm. 

The fact that the latter, despite going down on the same day as the Britannia, was not even 

mentioned, illustrates once again that in terms of propaganda, the Werhmachtbericht on the 

one hand felt no need to emphasise that it also sunk ships from neutral nations like Sweden 

and, on the other, that it had primarily targeted Great Britain. (In addition, the Englishness of 

the name ‘Britannia’ was a stroke of sheer good luck.) 

 

When Commander Kähler listened to the radio the next morning, he was outraged to hear that 

the sinking of both ships was being broadcast. His war diary (Kriegstagebuch – each 

commander had to keep one and submit it to the SkL) bears witness to his anger: 

‘Unfortunately German radio has just announced the sinking of the Britannia and the Voltaire 
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by a German warship. This does me great disservice. The ‘silent’ destruction of the auxiliary 

cruiser is now completely futile. Since British auxiliary’s course and voyage/journey were 

known [and since] it had probably also given its position now and again, it is also now known 

exactly where I am operating. I had hoped to be able to stay here but now I have to move.’66 

The Thor sank one more ship on its way home and arrived in Hamburg on 30 April 1941. 

Before returning home, all members of its crew were specifically ordered not to tell anyone 

about the auxiliary cruiser. If asked, they had to pretend they had sailed on a U-boat operating 

near the equator, which would explain why they had grown beards and were sun-tanned.67 As 

long as the SkL managed to keep it a secret that one of its auxiliary cruisers had returned, it 

was hoped that the enemy would believe that it was still active on Allied shipping routes. 

The same logic explains why the Thor’s second departure, with an almost entirely new crew 

under Captain Gumprich’s command, was not publicly announced either.68 (Nevertheless so 

many authorised and unauthorised personnel were in the know that Gumprich expressed his 

doubts over the future of the Thor in his war diary.)69 The Thor was also fairly successful 

under Captain Gumprich: it sank seven and captured three ships. Some of these victories were 

probably included in the Wehrmachtbericht, which, as we have seen above, often did not give 

details of the Kriegsmarine’s reported achievements. Just as the Thor under Gumprich did not 

engage powerful enemy ships the way it had done under Kähler – in other words it was lucky 

enough not to bump into any of them – the auxiliary cruiser was never specifically mentioned 

during its second trip. How that voyage ended, the Thor’s arrival in the port of Yokohama, its 

weeks of idleness and last but not least its accidental destruction were naturally events that the 

SkL did not wish to make public. In a nutshell, the Thor did not receive any special media 

exposure during its second trip. 

 

The destruction of the Thor was naturally a huge blow to the Kriegsmarine, which during the 

whole Battle of the Atlantic had only deployed nine auxiliary cruisers. Numerically speaking, 

the Thor was the sixth that was lost completely. In military terms, whereas two of the 

remaining auxiliary cruisers were no longer active, the Thor was actually the eighth cruiser to 

be put out of action.70 In other words after the destruction of the Thor, the Kriegsmarine only 

availed of one active auxiliary cruiser, the Michel. The latter was, as mentioned above, like 

the Thor berthed in Japan in late 1942. Due to the illness of the Michel’s captain, Captain 

Gumprich was put in command of the auxiliary-cruiser. On 17 October 1943, the American 

submarine Tarpon torpedoed the Michel east of Yokohama, the port where the Thor had gone 

down. The Wehrmachtbericht never announced its loss. An internal document, drawn up more 
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than seven months later, offers interesting hindsight into SkL policy. It emerges that the latter 

was able to maintain silence on the Michel because the enemy failed to announce the sinking 

of a German auxiliary cruiser.71 The SkL saw only one explanation for the enemy’s silence 

and considered it ‘very probable’ that Japanese forces had destroyed the submarine 

responsible for it before it had been able to inform its headquarters. The SkL was wrong in 

assuming that the Tarpon had been destroyed: the submarine had actually returned safely to 

Pearl Harbor.72 Why the Allies did not publicise the destruction of a German auxiliary cruiser 

(identified as the Michel only after the war) remains a mystery.73 The SkL document also 

reveals that at the time – again, this was more than seven months later - the families of the 

Michel’s ‘missing soldiers’ had not yet been informed.74 The German memo said that 

relatives could now (June 1944) be informed but stressed that the loss of the ship should 

nonetheless remain secret. Therefore the families were not authorised to have death notices 

published. It is likely that a similar procedure was enforced for families of the crew of the 

Thor who had died in the accident. Naturally, it is also quite possible that their families were 

not informed at all. Helmut ‘Bubbi’ Ott was one of the Thor seamen put on a blockade-runner 

(the Irene) that was intercepted by the Allies on its way home. In May 1943, the Kriegsmarine 

informed his parents, without giving further details, that their son was missing. It was the first 

message they had received since the Thor had left Germany in November 1941.75   

 

Several parallels can be drawn between the Michel and the Thor. Both were auxiliary cruisers 

and were, in fact, actually the last two active cruisers out of nine. Both were destroyed far 

from Germany, in circumstances known only to survivors and to members of the Japanese 

navy.76 Taking into account that Japan was fighting alongside Germany, both ships perished 

in circumstances that could be kept in the dark for a long, long time if necessary. In sum, all 

the conditions allowing the SkL to pretend that the Thor and the Michel were still in operation 

in the Atlantic had been met. Yet it was the Thor that played the leading role in a propaganda 

ghost story. The basic elements that made up this smoke screen originated in Heinz Tischer, a 

war correspondent who had travelled with the Thor. In retrospect, German propagandists were 

amazingly lucky that Tischer’s documents had, on the one hand, survived the destruction of 

the Thor and, on the other, that they had reached Europe. 

 

Tischer and his assistant Hans Dickemper photographed and filmed the Thor and its crew 

during their naval campaigns as well as during their stay in Japan. Although some things 

could not be captured on film (Captain Gumprich’s visit to the divine emperor for instance) 
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they produced some interesting documents. When the accident in the port of Yokohama 

started, Tischer happened to be on board the Thor. He grabbed his insubmersible box 

containing negatives and films, threw them on a sampan which was on board and, when the 

burning oil came closer, he swam to the shore. Tischer was among the lucky 60 Thor crew 

members who returned to Germany in April 1943.77 Soon afterwards his material must have 

reached the SkL, which several months afterwards (probably through the intermediary of the 

Propaganda Ministry) gave information on the Thor for publication. From the last week of 

August 1943 onwards, articles about the Thor were published in various newspapers.78 The 

fact that the Thor had sailed under Kähler on its first trip and had destroyed the Alcantara, 

Carnavorn Castle and Voltaire, was mentioned with pride. (Note that the captain and all ships 

involved were mentioned by name.) This kind of detail was not given about the Thor’s second 

trip and these articles specifically mentioned that the SkL was unable to reveal this kind of 

information for security reasons. Nevertheless the articles mentioned that the Thor had indeed 

set sail on a second trip, this time under Gumprich (mentioned by name), and that Germany’s 

‘East Asian allies’ had confirmed the presence of the Thor in their regions. Soon afterwards 

more articles were published (one of them written by Tischer) announcing that the Thor’s 

crew members were in Japan. The articles reported on the visit of naval attaché Wenneker, 

Gumprich’s audience with the emperor, the hotel the seamen were staying in, their trip to 

Mount Fuji, etc. The articles not only failed to mention that all these events had taken place in 

October-November 1942 (over 10 months before the articles were published) and that the 

Thor had been destroyed but one of them even mentioned that the Thor crew’s holiday had 

come to an end and concluded: ‘the men returned relaxed and invigorated from the mountains 

to their ship, ready for new deployment for the Führer and nation’.79 In sum, authentic but 

dated reports on the activities of the Thor crew in Japan were used to create the illusion that 

the auxiliary cruiser was still berthed in a Japanese harbour, ready to take action once again. 

Among the information Tischer also brought home was film footage, which allowed the 

auxiliary cruiser to be brought back to life in a visually convincing medium: Nazi newsreels. 

 

 

 

3.3.4. Auxiliary cruisers in German and foreign Nazi newsreels (DW & 

ATW)  
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The military footage, which formed the basis of these items and was supplied by war 

correspondents, was (as mentioned above) censored by military headquarters even before it 

reached the newsrooms. Although within the scope of this subchapter it would be interesting 

to research in greater detail whether and how these newsreels reported on auxiliary cruisers, 

this could not be fully accomplished for a number of reasons. A catalogue describing all DW 

issues in detail is, unfortunately, not available.80 A catalogue describing the ATW is not 

available either since there was no such thing as a single ATW because each target audience 

received a customised version. Nevertheless a comparative study of three ATW catalogues 

combined with a search into the DW databases of various archives offer some results that, 

although probably not comprehensive, allow us to gain a general idea of how newsreels 

reported on the activities of auxiliary cruisers. From November 1940 until September 1943, 

the DW featured (at least) seven items dedicated to auxiliary cruisers. The ATW, usually 

running a bit behind the DW, also featured (at least) seven items relating to that topic from 

November 1940 until November 1943. Both newsreels mostly made use of the same footage 

but often edited it in different ways.81  

 

The most remarkable feature of all these items is that they rarely show the auxiliary cruiser in 

question. Other than some shots of the German crews, always filmed from angles and 

perspectives that do not reveal identifiable parts of the ship, the images focus on enemy 

merchant ships that were subject to German action. While enemy ships are, thanks to long-

focus lenses or other equipment, fully and clearly visible, the auxiliary cruiser tends to be kept 

out of view. The comments too refrain from providing too much detail so therefore the name 

of the auxiliary cruiser is normally never mentioned and even the names of the freighters that 

have been attacked remain unknown. Also typical is the presence of a sequence in which at 

least one freighter is sunk or captured. Most items follow the same scenario: an auxiliary 

cruiser meets a foreign freighter, goes on board to check the lading, decides to sink the ship 

and does so after taking its complement on board. This should not be interpreted as mere 

propaganda: auxiliary cruisers indeed often took the crew members of a scuttled ship on 

board. The items discussed here were often used to conclude the newsreel in which they were 

featured. As mentioned above, the editors always looked for impressive sequences that could 

be placed at the end of a newsreel. Enemy freighters sinking into the sea were often 

accompanied by dramatic, yet triumphant music, which served the purpose perfectly. This 

honour was also regularly bestowed on newsreel items featuring U-boat activities.  
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As German auxiliary cruisers were, for reasons of safety, neither identified nor fully shown, it 

is extremely difficult to find out where or when the footage of the above-mentioned items was 

originally filmed. Nevertheless, a cataloguer for the Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv identified the 

images featured in a DW issue at the end of February 1941 (the ATW (496-13) took over after 

that) as footage of the auxiliary cruiser Widder filmed in July-August 1940.82 The lapse of 

time between the shooting and release of this footage is relatively long. Even if the war 

correspondent who filmed these images only managed to deliver them upon the Widder’s 

return to Germany, which took place in October 1940, at least three months had gone by 

before the newsreels actually used them. The fact that these images were not brand new was, 

needless to say, withheld from newsreel viewers.  

 

In the first half of January 1943 the DW83 and the ATW (593-12) both featured items on the 

auxiliary cruiser Atlantis. The appearance of the Atlantis in newsreels is remarkable. First, 

because it was mentioned by name and second because commentators acknowledged the fact 

that the Atlantis had been sunk. However, the item on the Atlantis should not be mistaken for 

truthful coverage of a German naval setback. The opening sequence, footage of Atlantis crew 

members being rescued by German and Italian ships, was followed by images of Grand 

Admiral Erich Raeder decorating the commander of the Atlantis as well as some of its crew 

members. Then the item was cut to show footage of the Atlantis sinking enemy ships, heroic 

images that as usual concluded the newsreel. All three sequences (the rescue, the decoration 

and the battle scenes) were accompanied in both the DW and the ATW by commentaries 

boasting about the achievements of the Atlantis. It is not only significant that this item turned 

the defeat that the loss of the Atlantis actually represented into a victory but also that it 

withheld crucial information about its destruction and thereby gave a biased picture of what 

had really happened. First, there was no mention that the Atlantis had been lost in November 

1941, over a year before these images were shown to newsreel audiences. Second, the images 

of the rescue operation had not been filmed after the sinking of the Atlantis. After the British 

ship that scuttled the Atlantis left the scene, a nearby German U-boat that had been in hiding 

and submerged saved the survivors of the Atlantis and handed them over to a German supply 

ship. Unfortunately, that ship was also sunk nine days later by a British cruiser. The survivors 

were thus saved and brought to the mainland by German and Italian submarines and it was 

this rescue operation that featured in the newsreel. By omitting the episode of the first rescue 

and pretending that German and Italian submarines had saved the Atlantis crew immediately, 
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the newsreel exonerated itself from admitting an embarrassing setback that could not be 

presented as a victory quite so easily. To sum up, the authentic footage of a lost auxiliary 

cruiser was used to rewrite history. 

 

 

 

3.3.5. The resurgence in newsreel of the Thor 
 

 

The last two items that the DW ever dedicated to auxiliary cruisers both dealt with the Thor 

and, edited into one item, were also the last time the ATW (636-7) featured images of an 

auxiliary cruiser. In September 1943, the DW released two consecutive issues containing 

items about the Thor. The footage for these items originated from the same source: war 

correspondent Heinz Tischer and his assistant Dickemper.  

 

The first item on the Thor opens with the announcement: ‘The German auxiliary cruiser Thor 

on a trade war mission [Handelskriegsfahrt] in distant waters’.84 The subject can be divided 

into two parts: the first features short scenes depicting life on board the Thor. The crew is 

shown preparing bait to catch a whale while the commentary explains,85 ‘a journey often lasts 

up to a year and a half and every [bit of] variety is welcome’. Then one sees the crew 

repainting the ship (the commentary explains that this is done ‘to confuse the enemy’) and the 

changing of the guards. The next scene shows the Thor’s aircraft, described as ‘the eye of the 

auxiliary cruiser’, returning from a flight and its pilot reporting to the commander. In the last 

scene, Captain Gumprich is brought clearly into view but is not mentioned by name. This 

scene, which also suggests that the pilot reported the presence of enemy freighters, leads into 

to the second part, which entirely dedicated to operations carried out by the Thor.  

The scenes that follow show how the Thor encounters, at various stages during its journey, 

three enemy ships. The complement of the first merchant ship is forced to abandon the 

freighter and is taken on board. The cargo is subsequently captured and sent ‘to an allied 

port’. The second ship, a steamer, is also captured. It then ‘continues its journey under the 

German flag’ (under command of a German delegation, also sailing to an allied port), and has 

the complement of the Thor waving goodbye to it. The third ship, however, proves to be 

‘insubordinate’ and is therefore ‘handled according to martial law’. The item contains no 
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further comments but shows how the Thor opens fire and sinks the enemy ship. This 

sequence, skilfully filmed and edited, gives newsreel spectators the impression that they are 

actually looking through Thor crews’ spyglasses (subjective perspective) and witnesses how 

the ship is hit and sinks into the sea. These final images are accompanied by triumphant music 

that continues until the footage merges into that of the German eagle, an image that concluded 

each DW issue. 

 

Just as in the above-described case of the Atlantis, the newsreel commentary makes no 

attempt to explain where or when the footage was filmed. Following the unwritten rule that no 

details concerning the appearance of any auxiliary cruiser were to be shown, the item contains 

no recognisable parts of the Thor and could theoretically have been filmed on manoeuvre or 

on another ship. (One must also bear in mind that the images were not necessarily edited in 

chronological order.) Supposing that the action scenes were really filmed on the Thor, at least 

some of them must have been filmed in the Indian Ocean, no sooner than May 1942. Prior to 

that date, the Thor had sunk several ships but captured none. Three former Thor crew 

members viewed the images in 2002 at my request86 but could only identify one of the ships: 

the captured steamer must have been the Norwegian Herborg (captured on 19 June 1942) for 

that ship was the only steamer ever captured.87 The captured ship shown previously could 

have been the British ship Nankin.88  

 

The second item on the Thor, featured one week later, is much shorter and is entirely 

dedicated to the Thor’s stay in Japan. Amazingly enough the opening shot, accompanied by 

the words ‘the German auxiliary Thor entering a Japanese port following a successful journey 

against the enemy [Feindfahrt]’, opens with a shot of the Thor entering the port or the roads –

of Yokohama. The very fact that the ship was shown in its entirety and identified by name, 

would never have occurred had the ship still existed, but it is extremely unlikely that 

audiences at the time would have come to that conclusion from this single shot. After a short 

shot (not commented upon) of a German war correspondent and his camera (Dickemper),89 

the item then shows military men coming on board the ship and having a drink with Captain 

Gumprich. This time the commentary names Gumprich and even mentions that he was later 

awarded the Knight’s Cross. The images actually show the visit paid by Naval Attaché 

Wenneker and his Japanese liaison officer Tsukada but the newsreel commentary presents it 

as footage of ‘officers of the Japanese war navy coming on board’.90 War reporters like 

Tischer usually drew up daily reports (Filmaufnahme-Tagebericht) explaining in detail what 
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they had filmed.91 Keeping that in mind, it seems safe to assume that the newsreel 

commentary misinterpreted the footage on purpose to stress Japanese-German brotherhood in 

arms. The fact that the newsreel sought to emphasise German-Japanese unity is illustrated by 

the image that follows this scene of fraternisation: a close-up of a Japanese Nippon and a 

German swastika flag hanging side by side. This symbol of Japanese-German collaboration is, 

in its turn, immediately followed by images of the German complement visiting the Japanese 

mainland. According to the commentary, their very first visit aimed to ‘honour fallen 

Japanese heroes’ and consisted of a visit to a military memorial. The commentary continues: 

‘For the complement of the auxiliary cruiser, after long weeks of battle, loneliness and 

deprivation, holiday time has come’. Accompanied by oriental music, the Thor crew is shown 

making tourist trips to, among other places, Japan’s Mount Fuji. The item also contains shots 

of the Hakone Hotel (where the crew members spent their holiday) and the nearby lake (on 

which they rowed for relaxation) but does not identify the locations. The commentator, 

referring to the Kriegsmarine’s blue uniforms, states ‘our blue boys are warmly and 

hospitably welcomed everywhere’. The item concludes with another shot of a Japanese flag 

streaming next to a swastika banner. In sum, both DW items give the impression that the 

auxiliary cruiser has recently carried out a successful campaign against Allied merchant ships. 

Further, it is suggested that the Thor is still berthed in a Japanese port, a theme that allows 

German-Japanese fraternity in arms to be further emphasised. 

 

The DW issues containing the above-mentioned items were released on 11 and 18 September 

1943, respectively. The fact that the first Thor newspaper articles had been published shortly 

before (last week of August) strongly suggests that the publication of newsreel articles and the 

release of related newsreel items were part of a well-prepared media campaign. This 

assumption is fully confirmed in a short letter received by the family of Thor crew member 

Hein Palmer (who had not yet returned to Germany) from the above-mentioned foreign 

service of the Kriegsmarine. Dated 9 September 1943, the notice stated: ‘The Heimatstab 

Ausland draws to your attention that the newest newsreel, which starts from Saturday 11 

September 1943 onwards, features a report about the visit to Japan of auxiliary cruiser Thor, 

in whose complement your relative also belonged, is being shown’.92 Keeping in mind that 

Palmer’s family had up until then never been informed of what ship their son had sailed on 

and that this message, probably sent to relatives of all Thor men who had not yet returned 

home, clearly intended to give as much publicity to the newsreel footage as possible. It is 
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reasonable to assume that relatives and friends of Thor seamen specifically went to the 

cinema to see these images and to spread the news.  

 

Finally, it should be pointed out that this newsreel campaign was not only carried out within 

Nazi Germany. Both newsreel items, sometimes abridged and edited into a single subject, 

were subsequently included in the ATW and disseminated all over the world. By the end of 

November 1943, a full year after the Thor was blown up, these images were still being 

screened. (Ironically, in the meantime, the Michel, the last of the Mohicans among the active 

auxiliary cruisers, had also been destroyed.) Although the foreign versions of the news items 

on the Thor had toned down their triumphant message somewhat (the Belgian ATW (636-7) 

showed two ships but not the third being sunk, maybe because there was no footage of its 

crew members being rescued.),93 the bottom line remained the same: the Thor was still out 

there, ready to sail the oceans. 

 

 

 

3.3.6. Conclusions 
 

 

During the Second World War, the German navy or Kriegsmarine fought a six-year-long 

campaign against Allied ships. In disseminating news about this so-called Battle of the 

Atlantic, the German naval headquarters and Propaganda Ministry (which largely depended 

on the former to receive information) were at a serious disadvantage due to restraints 

experienced to a much lesser extent by the other branches of the army. News coverage and 

propaganda regarding naval matters were further conditioned by two unwritten rules. The first 

prescribed silence on recent military achievements, so as not to jeopardise ships that had 

carried out a successful action. The overnight announcement of the Thor’s victory over the 

Voltaire nevertheless demonstrates that the propaganda potential of a victory sometimes 

enticed the Kriegsmarine to contravene its own safety regulations. The second guideline 

required the hush-up of naval events that could demoralise the home front and/or embarrass 

the Kriegsmarine in the face of (inter)national public opinion. Although enemy 

announcements sometimes forced a degree of truthfulness – in the cases of the Pinguin and 
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the Kormoran, for instance – silence was respected whenever possible as demonstrated by the 

secrecy maintained over the loss of the Michel. 

 

The DW and the ATW, which the Propaganda Ministry had produced with materials supplied 

and censored by the respective army branches, respected the anonymity of successful 

auxiliary cruisers and silence over the unfortunate adventures of other ships, as illustrated 

respectively by the cases of the Widder and the Atlantis. Newsreel coverage of the Thor 

proves that German military propaganda, provided that the outside world was unlikely to 

know the full facts of a case,94 was prepared to take the whole thing even one step further and 

pretend that a lost ship was still in operation. Press articles and the notice the foreign service 

(Heimatstab Ausland) of the Kriegsmarine sent to relatives of Thor crew members 

furthermore reveal that the Thor newsreel items were part of a wider campaign which 

attempted to give as much publicity as possible to the fact that the Thor was in Japan, ready to 

embark on another mission.   

 

 

 

3.4. Recapitulation 
 

 

The last two chapters explained the Belgian and international context under which the 

Deutsche Wochenschau Außenstelle Brüssel operated and produced Belgian ATW issues. The 

next three chapters will quantitatively and qualitatively analyse the content of those 

newsreels. By providing a methodological framework for the newsreel analysis as well as 

describing general characteristics of the Belgian ATW, this chapter connects both sections 

and links them to the annotated catalogue that forms the second part of this study. 

 

The Belgian ATW dedicated in general little over 40% of its time to war items, little under 

40% to foreign (non-war) news and the remaining 20% to local (non-war) news. In order to 

‘prepare’ its audience for the war items that traditionally concluded the newsreel, the 

newsroom opened with rather light and entertaining items: sports competitions, topics of local 

interest and other entertaining subjects. Although the inclusion of such non-topical and often 
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(by present-day standards) irrelevant topics was characteristic of the newsreel genre, it had a 

distinct propagandist function during the war. 

 

Although just like documentaries the newsreels regularly featured scenes that had been 

staged, it can be stated in general that most of the military footage was ‘authentic’ in that 

respect that it actually featured ‘real’ soldiers filmed in ‘real’ locations and carrying out ‘real’ 

acts of war. By editing these images, adding musical accompaniments, sound effects and last 

but not least by adding commentary, the ‘authentic’ footage could nevertheless easily be 

divorced from its context. The dimension and audaciousness that this falseness could take is 

clearly demonstrated by the case study of the Thor. Exposed here for the very first time, it is 

hoped that the myth of the Thor will be relevant for the historiography of Nazi wartime 

propaganda in general. 
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Notes
 

1 Although there may have been more, proof was found of the release of five special editions, respectively 

dedicated to the German invasion of the USSR (release date: 2 July 1941), the failed Allied disembarkation 

attempt in Dieppe (28 August 1942), a big anti-Bolshevist protest in Brussels (2 July 1943), the Allied 

bombardment of Brussels (10 September 1943) and the Allied bombardment of Kortrijk (1 April 1944).  
2 How I proceeded to compile these data and the sources I consulted is explained in the introduction to the 

catalogue. 
3 The unidentified AM-WA issues carry serial numbers 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 471, 474, 475, 664 and 670. 

Note that the first four represent the first month of the occupation. 
4 A newsreel issue is considered preserved if at least one item was found in the vaults of any archive and if this 

particular item was preserved in its Belgian version. For instance AM-WA 582 is considered preserved, because 

the first item still exists. AM-WA 552 on the other hand is not considered to be preserved, although several of its 

items (including the sixth, which was filmed in Belgium) have survived in foreign ATW editions.  
5 BA-BN 43, 66 and 75 remain unidentified. Here too special editions have been considered as extra newsreel 

items. 
6 In other words, five AM-WA issues (643, 664, 666, 670, 675) and their BA-BN counterparts (43, 64, 66, 70, 75) were not 

taken into account because the length of the AM-WA issue released that week remains unknown or vice versa. 
7 P-value Levene’s Test = 0.388 > 0.05 and P-value T-test equality of means = 0.345 > 0.05. I am very indebted 

to fellow PhD student Lieve Desmet for her valuable assistance in statistically analysing (SPSS) the data I 

compiled. It is the results of these analyses that are presented in table 3.1., table 3.2. and table 3.3. 
8 Here too mention should be made of Lieve Desmet’s enthusiastic assistance. 
9 Anova test p-value = 0.000 < 0.05. This test too was carried out with the assistance of Lieve Desmet. 
10 Again my acknowledgements to Lieve Desmet. 
11 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, p. 6. 
12 For the French ATW, see E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 17-157. For the 

Dutch ATW, see T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 249-283. The same trend was 

noticed in the descriptions of numerous ATW versions consulted at the BArch-Farch and the IWM. 
13 These items will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
14 Since this report was drawn up in December 1941, a time when military news dedicated a great deal of 

attention to the eastern front where (cf. next chapter) the Wehrmacht seemed to be on the verge of conquering 

the USSR, Ziegler might have meant that audiences were impressed by such footage. 
15 J. Charrel, Les actualités cinématographiques en France (1940-1944) [Unpublished M.A. thesis Université de 

Paris VIII] (Paris, 1999), pp. 79-83. 
16 I. Schiweck, “ [...] weil wir lieber im Kino sitzen als in Sack und Asche.” Der deutsche Spielfilm in den 

besetzten Niederlanden 1940-1945 (Münster - New York - München - Berlin, 2002), pp. 241-244. 
17 P. Lesch, Heim ins Ufa-Reich? NS-Filmpolitik und die Rezeption deutscher Filme in Luxemburg 1933-1944 

(Trier, 2002), pp. 80-81. 
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18 P. Bucher, ‘Goebbels und die Deutsche Wochenschau. Nationalsozialistische Filmpropaganda im Zweiten 

Weltkrieg 1939-1945’, Militärgeschichtliche Mitteilungen 15, no. 2 (1986), p. 57.  
19 CEGESOMA, MV 13 – LL 2/3, Allgemein Übersicht (für die Zeit vom 1. Dezember 1941 – 15. März 1942), 

p. 8. Cited in German in R. Vande Winkel, De Ufa- en Belga-actualiteiten. Het ‘Deutsche Wochenschau’-

filmjournaal in België (1940-1944). Deel 1: historisch overzicht [Unpublished M.A. thesis Universiteit Gent] 

(Gent, 1996), p. 133. The item referred to was probably the 22nd item of AM-WA 539. It is not unthinkable that 

this incident was mentioned in order to discredit the PAB, which as mentioned earlier resorted just as much 

under the Propaganda Ministry as under the Military Administration.  
20 E. De Bens, De Belgische dagbladpers onder Duitse censuur (1940-1944) (Kapellen, 1973), p. 521. 
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background remains unexplained. J.-P. Bertin-Maghit, Le cinéma français sous l’occupation (Paris, 2002), p. 72. 
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(1940), pp. 163-164. H. Spielhofer, ‘Von der Kamera ins Kino: die Herstellung der Kriegswochenschau’, Der 

deutsche Film 5, no. 11-12 (1941), pp. 226-227. B. Wundshammer, ‘Die Aufgaben der Bildberichterstattung im 

Luftkrieg’, in K. Weiss (ed.), Das Gesicht des Krieges (Berlin, 1941), pp. 14-31. 
26 This evaluation, apart from the insights I gained while viewing the ATW collection (cf. many footnotes in the 

catalogue), is mainly based on two excellent articles by Karl Stamm, who supported my research very 

enthusiastically: ‘German wartime newsreels (Deutsche Wochenschau): the problem of authenticity’, Historical 

Journal of Film, Radio and Television 7, no. 3 (1987), pp. 239-245 and ‘Das Erlebnis des Krieges in der 

Deutschen Wochenschau’, in B. Hinz, H.-E. Mittig, W. Schäche, et al. (eds.), Die Dekoration der Gewalt. (Kunst 

und Medien im Faschismus) (Giessen, 1979), pp. 115-122. See also D. Welch, ‘Nazi wartime newsreel 

propaganda’, in K. R. M. Short (ed.), Film & radio propaganda in World War II (Knoxville, 1983), pp. 202-219. 
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Television 23, no. 3 (2003), forthcoming. 
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38 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), p. 20. 
39 Instructions of the Thor, reprinted in J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), pp. 

22-24. 
40 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), pp. 74-229. 
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Tischer, Die Abenteuer des letzten Kapers: Hilfskreuzer Thors Reise in die Katastrophe (Ahrensburg, 2000). 
42 W. Lohmann and H. Hildebrand, Die Deutsche Kriegsmarine 1939-1945 (Bad Nauheim, 1956-1964), loose-

leaf form: Flotte/Hilfskreuzer 56. J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), p. 210. 
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45 C. S. Thomas, The German navy in the Nazi era (London, 1990), p. 202. 
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(London, 1979), p. 157. 
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49 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), pp. 12-13. 
50 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), pp. 140-141. 
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German Navy (London, 1990), pp. 202-203. As expounded in the previous chapter, the same kind of 
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52 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), p. 20. 
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55 Wehrmachtbericht of 3 December 1941, printed in: Die Wehrmachtberichte 1939-1945. Band 1: 1. September 

1939 bis 31. Dezember 1941 (München, 1985), p. 738. 
56 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), pp. 71-75.  
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1939 bis 31. Dezember 1941 (München, 1985), p. 270. 
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59 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), pp. 116-130. 
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1939 bis 31. Dezember 1941 (München, 1985), p. 375. 
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world of Nazi War Propaganda, 1939-1945 (Minneapolis, 1974), p. 24. 
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above, no other German auxiliary cruiser ever ran into British armed merchant cruisers. 
63 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), p. 130. 
64 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), pp. 178-194. 
65 Wehrmachtbericht of 5 April 1941, printed in: Die Wehrmachtberichte 1939-1945. Band 1: 1. September 1939 

bis 31. Dezember 1941 (München, 1985), p. 464. 
66 Translated from a photographic reproduction of that page of Kähler’s war diary, printed in: J. Brennecke, 

Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), p. 227. 
67 J. Brennecke, Hilfskreuzer Thor. Hecht im Atlantik (Hamburg, 2001), pp. 208-209. 
68 ‘Before the Thor set sail (we were in Hamburg) I once again received leave to go home. Explicit command: no 

information about the ship or its sailing to parents or acquaintances. Everything was kept secret.’ Letter from 
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70 The mechanically unreliable Widder had only been active until October 1940 while the Orion was turned into 

a floating workshop in 1942 and (as no more use was made of auxiliary cruisers) into a gunnery training ship in 

1944. 
71 SkL-document marked ‘military secret!’ dated 2 June 1944; reproduced in P. Schmalenbach, Die deutschen 

Hilfskreuzer 1895-1945 (Oldenburg-Hamburg, 1977), p. 128. 
72 Navy Department, Dictionary of American Naval Fighting Ships vol. 7 (Washington 1981), pp. 49-50.  
73 Since the Allies were unaware that the Michel had been at sea, they only realised it was gone when German 

prisoners of war blew the gaff in early 1944. A. K. Muggenthaler, German raiders of World War II (Englewood 

Cliffs, 1977), pp. 274-275. 
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know that some crew members had been rescued. However, the terms ‘missing soldiers’ (vermissten Soldaten) 

and ‘missing persons’ (Vermissten), which both appear in the document, could also allude to the members that 
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that Japan had taken too little action to assure the ship’s security). See: A. K. Muggenthaler, German raiders of 

World War II (Englewood Cliffs, 1977), pp. 274-275. 
75 Ott was later transferred to Canada and returned to Germany in February 1947. Letter from Helmut Ott (Berlin 

24 November 2002) to author. 
76 Here, one must of course take the perspective of the SkL and interpret the enemy’s silence as ignorance. 
77 Hein Palmer, who corresponded with Tischer until the latter died in 2000, remembers Tischer’s story in detail. 

Letter from Hein Palmer (Münster 26 November 2002) to author. 
78 The mother of Thor crew member Heinz Kahl (the latter had returned with Tischer) knew that her son had 

been on the Thor and collected clippings of the articles. I am indebted to Kahl for providing me with copies of 

these clippings. His mother did not note all bibliographic references but according to Kahl all materials date 

from the same period. Only one of the articles is credited to Heinz Tischer, who after all was a photographer-

cameraman, not a journalist. Two other articles were written by another Kriegsberichter, Hans H. Reinhardt, who 

had not sailed on the Thor and clearly derived information from Tischer or other witnesses. H.H. Reinhardt, ‘Die 

Zweite Fahrt des Hilfskreuzers Thor’, Leipziger Neueste Nachrichten, 26 August 1943, H.H. Reinhardt, ‘Die 

Wirksamkeit der deutschen Hilfskreuzer’, Neue Leipziger Tageszeitung, 26 August 1943. (Despite their different 

titles and different introductions, most of the two articles, including the paragraphs on the Thor, are identical.) 

The origins of the clippings ‘Mit Hilfskreuzer Thor nach Japan’ (by Tischer), ‘Hilfskreuzer Thor in Japan’ (dated 

24 August [1943]) and ‘Thor-Besatzung am Fusse des Fuji’ has not been established. The articles do not seem to 

have been reprinted in Belgian newspapers but more in-depth research in that area is required.  
79 ‘Thor-Besatzung am Fusse des Fuji’. 
80 It can only be hoped that large institutions such as the Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv or the Imperial War Museum, 

whose databases contain a great deal of information on these newsreels, will one day find sufficient funding to 

ensure they are edited and published. Until then a general overview can be found in: P. Bucher, Wochenschauen 

und Dokumentarfilme 1895-1950 im Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv (Koblenz, 1984). 
81 The items of DW issues 532, 547, 556, 605 and 644 correspond respectively (but are not necessarily identical) 

to the items in Belgian ATW issues 481-16, 496-13, 505-5, 555-13 and 593-11. The items of DW 679 and 680, 

notably dedicated to the Thor, form the basis of a single item in Belgian ATW 636-7, while Belgian ATW 494-
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12 contains an item that was apparently not featured in the DW. Most items appearing in the Belgian ATW also 

featured the French and Dutch ATW versions. 
82 BArch-FArch, description of DW 547. 
83 DW 644. 
84 DW 679, all citations of comments transcribed and translated by the author.  
85 ‘That’s rubbish. You can’t catch a whale with a rod […] In the Indian Ocean we caught a big shark with a 

shark rod’. Letter from Hein Palmer (Münster 26 November 2002) to author. 
86 As mentioned above, their letters (containing much background information of vital interest to anyone 

interested in the history of the Kriegsmarine) will be donated to the Bundesarchiv. 
87 Letter from Heinz Kahl (Schonungen 28 November 2002) to author. 
88 Hein Palmer bases that supposition on the number of lifeboats (six instead of the usual four) that the ship had. 

Letter (Münster 26 November 2002) to author. 
89 Obviously filmed by another cameraman, probably Tischer. 
90 The origin of the pictures can be identified thanks to the photograph Tischer took on the same occasion. See: 

H. Tischer, Die Abenteuer des letzten Kapers: Hilfskreuzer Thors Reise in die Katastrophe (Ahrensburg, 2000), 

p. 80. Many other details were provided in the above-mentioned letters of Heinz Kahl, Helmut Ott and Hein 

Palmer to the author.  
91 An example is shown in the video-taped interview that Karl Stamm conducted with Horst Grund, another navy 

war cameraman: Horst Grund, Marine-Filmberichter 1941-1945, über seine Arbeit, Düsseldorf 1988 (Karl 

Stamm, Institut für den Wissenschaftlichen Film; Göttingen, 1988). 
92 Letter of the Heimatstab Ausland (Kiel 9 September 1943) to the ‘relatives of crew members formerly 

belonging to the military postal code N 13395’. The fact that the notice referred to their relative’s duty on the 

Thor in the imperfect tense should not be mistaken for openness: Palmer’s relatives had no idea that the Thor had 

been destroyed and that their son was still in Japan, waiting to be brought home by a blockade-runner.  
93 Dutch ATW 633 (released on 22 October 1943) concluded with footage of the Thor; unfortunately there is no 

print. The French ATW (released 24 September 1943) only showed the Japanese sequences (without the battle 

footage) but this newsreel, as mentioned earlier, was actually not considered a true ATW by the Propaganda 

Ministry and had more freedom than other editorial boards. 
94 This set the Thor apart from the Atlantis, which had been scuttled by the enemy. 
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4.  WAR(S) ON THE SCREEN1 
 

 

 

 

 

The previous chapter demonstrated that coverage of military developments occupied a very 

important position in the newsreels. This chapter aims to achieve a general evaluation of that 

war coverage by juxtaposing a general overview of the military history of the Second World 

War to a general survey of the newsreel version of the war. Although this comparison is, on 

the one hand, based on extensive reading and painstaking empirical research, the keyword 

here must remain ‘general’. The case study of the Thor that concluded the previous chapter 

demonstrated that meticulous research into the historical background of specific items can 

yield interesting results, but it is clear that this kind of research cannot possibly be carried out 

into every phase of each battle, each bombing or each ‘strategic withdrawal’ covered by the 

newsreels.  

 

Fig. 4.1 Geographical segmentation of war items in 
AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944

Far East
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V-Propaganda
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Battle of the 
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Note (Fig. 4.1) that three (515-1, 517-8, 518-1) items (or the equivalent of 0.50% of the total) do not 

fit into any of the above-mentioned categories. Released in July-August 1941, they formed 

part of the V-campaign Goebbels and his ministry launched in that period. This propaganda 

offensive was a reaction against the Allied V-campaign, originally launched by the BBC 

Belgian Service and quickly adopted by the BBC European Service. People in occupied 

territories all over Europe were urged to display the letter ‘V’, as a symbol of the Allied 

victory they hoped for. It proved a tremendous success: even Churchill was photographed 

making the V-sign. When it proved impossible in German-occupied territories to stop people 

from chalking the V-sign wherever they could, Goebbels tried to reclaim the symbol by 

pretending that it stood for German ‘Victoria’.2 Consequently, German V-signs appeared in 

streets, journals, etc. Even Ludwig van Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony was ‘stolen’ from the 

BBC by the German campaign. In the Belgian ATW, Beethoven’s music accompanied 

military footage, superimposed Vs and the written text ‘V for Victoria, the German victory 

sign’. 

 

In order to gain a surveyable evaluation, this chapter will break the Second World War down 

into several episodes. Since, for instance, the war fought on the European continent was in 

many respects a separate conflict from the one developing in the Far East and the Pacific, I 

decided to make a geographical differentiation instead of a chronological one. The ensuing 

subchapters will therefore discuss Second World War newsreel coverage in Western and 

Central Europe (including the Scandinavian countries), the Mediterranean (including North 

Africa), Eastern Europe (mainly the Soviet Union), the Atlantic and the Far East (including 

the Pacific Ocean). Because the Second World War was a complex series of interlocking 

events, this compartmentalisation is bound to do historical reality wrong. To mention but two 

examples: the preparation for Germany’s invasion of Greece (Mediterranean) led to the 

German invasion of Yugoslavia (Central Europe) while the German battle against Great 

Britain (Western Europe) may have achieved greater success had Germany been more 

successful in the Battle of the Atlantic. The recapitulation of this chapter will therefore try to 

tie the different research results together and offer a cross-border evaluation. 

 

There should be no misunderstanding about the aim of this chapter. An analysis of ATW 

coverage of military developments can, in the long run, contribute to an investigation into the 

way foreign, in this case Belgian, audiences were informed of the military successes and 
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setbacks of Germany and its partners, but it can never in itself provide such a general 

overview. As explained through the example of the Thor in the previous chapter, the newsreel 

was only one of the channels through which military news was conveyed. This chapter will 

describe how German foreign newsreels portrayed the military operations that were unfolding 

all over the world, but cannot continually describe how German-controlled newspaper articles 

and radio broadcasts (let alone the clandestine press or BBC radio) completed that picture. 

 

Last but not least, this chapter cannot offer complete hindsight into the way the ATW reported 

on all military operations that constituted the Second World War. The research at hand is an 

inquiry into the functioning of the ATW in German-occupied territories, more specifically in 

occupied Belgium. The analysis of the ATW therefore starts and ends with the beginning and 

end of the German occupation of Belgium. Neither can attention be focused exclusively on 

ATW coverage of military operations that preceded the invasion of Belgium (the Phoney 

War) nor the way other ATW versions (such as the Swedish issues that existed until April 

1945) covered events that followed the liberation of Belgium, such as the Battle of the Bulge. 

In order not to disorientate readers, the subchapters dealing with the main military 

developments will nonetheless pay sufficient attention to the prologue and epilogue of each 

war episode, even if they are not immediately relevant to the study of Belgian ATW war 

coverage. 

 

 

 

4.1. War in Western and Central Europe (1939-1945) 
 

 

  

4.1.1. The main military developments  
 

 

Although some historians situate its military commencement earlier,3 it is generally agreed 

that the international military conflict known as the ‘Second World War’ started on 1 

September 1939, when Nazi Germany invaded Poland under the pretext of warranting the 

‘active defence of the Reich’ against ‘Polish violence’.4 The German Reich was at that time 
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already considerably larger than it had been when Adolf Hitler became Chancellor of 

Germany in 1933. Hitler, who in 1934 also became President and from then on assumed the 

official state title of Führer (leader),5 was determined to restore Germany to her former glory 

as a European superpower and had started proceeding in that direction as early as possible. In 

March 1935, Hitler challenged the limitations the Versailles Treaty had imposed on Germany 

after the First World War for the first time and re-armed Germany. When France and Great 

Britain verbally condemned this step but did not take military action, Hitler re-occupied the 

demilitarised Rhineland in 1936. But since once again no international sanctions were 

imposed on Germany but merely official disapproval, Hitler embarked on a new offensive 

against the Versailles Treaty and undertook initiatives that would bring ethnic Germans who 

were left outside Germany back into the German Reich. In March 1938, Germany annexed 

Austria. Six months later Hitler bullied the western states into signing the Munich Agreement, 

which granted him Sudetenland as the (mainly) German populated parts of Czechoslovakia 

were then called. A further six months on, in March 1939, Hitler sent his troops into Prague 

and established the German ‘Protectorate’ of Bohemia-Moravia, turning the remaining 

Slovakia into a German client state. Great Britain and France then warned Hitler that no 

further German expansionism would be tolerated and gave Poland and Romania, the states 

most likely to be invaded next, unconditional guarantees. Hitler nevertheless invaded Poland 

in September 1939, knowing that the USSR would not step in (this had been established in 

secret protocols in the Nazi-Soviet Pact) and in the firm belief that France and Great Britain 

would not carry out their threats but would settle for another ‘Munich Agreement’. To Hitler’s 

bewilderment, Great Britain and France stuck to their promise and retaliated to Germany’s 

refusal to withdraw immediately from Poland with a declaration of war. (British 

Commonwealth states and Dominions Australia, Canada and New Zealand declared war on 

Germany too.) The Polish armies collapsed within three weeks under the German Blitzkrieg 

and on 6 October the fighting ended.  

 

While the western part of Poland was occupied by Germany, eastern Poland was, a few weeks 

later, invaded by the USSR. The latter also invaded Finland, which defended itself much more 

forcefully than the Soviet forces had anticipated. In March 1941 the Soviet-Finnish ‘Winter 

War’ came to an end with the signing of a treaty. The Soviet offensives against Poland and 

Finland were both direct consequences of the above-mentioned Nazi-Soviet Pact: the 

background to this treaty will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Although France and Great Britain declared war on Germany because the latter had invaded 

Poland, they did nothing significant to help the Polish military because, among other reasons, 

both countries were ill-prepared to go to war. Polish capitulation left Germany, Great Britain 

and France in an odd situation: they were still at war with each other but there was no front: 

other than some relatively small incidents at the Franco-German frontier, everything remained 

quiet. This period of military inactivity on the European continent is known as the Phoney 

War.6 The war was, however, not at all ‘phoney’ on the high seas. As illustrated by the story 

of the Athenia,7 the Franco-British declaration of war immediately resulted in naval 

hostilities. As war during this period boiled essentially down to a war at sea, Great Britain and 

France considered landings in Norway, which would allow them to occupy the crucially 

important Norwegian port of Narvik. The Franco-British invasion plans were however 

scuppered by Germany, which launched a simultaneous attack against Denmark and Norway 

on 9 April 1940. Denmark was occupied within a couple of hours. Most of southern Norway 

was under German control by 16 April but in the north, which had been captured by Allied 

troops, the fighting continued until 9 June, when all Allied resistance had ceased. The fact that 

Allied troops abandoned northern Norway in early June was closely linked to events that were 

unfolding on the European continent in the meantime. 

 

On 10 May 1940, Nazi Germany brought an abrupt and definite end to the Phoney War by 

carrying out Operation Yellow, which was a simultaneous attack on France as well as on the 

neutral states of Belgium, the Netherlands and (the Grand Duchy of) Luxembourg. Within 

five days the Netherlands capitulated and the Belgian king followed suit (against the will of 

his government) on 28 May. Realising that France would soon fall too, the British army 

evacuated about 350.000 soldiers from 26 May to 3 June that had fought alongside the 

Belgians and French from the Northern French seaport of Dunkirk to Great Britain. As France 

was on the verge of collapse, Mussolini’s Italy quickly joined the war on Germany’s side by 

declaring war on France and Great Britain on 10 June. Twelve days later representatives of 

the new French government formed by Marshal Philippe Pétain signed a Franco-German 

armistice that became effective on 25 June 1940. (Meanwhile the USSR, still acting under the 

terms of the Nazi-Soviet Pact, started occupying the Baltic States as well as the Romanian 

regions of Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina.) 

 

The capitulation of France, which was (apart from the northern zones which were attached to 

Belgium) mainly divided into an occupied zone and dependency of Vichy France, brought an 
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end to the war on the European continent, a war in which German forces had been amazingly 

successful. As Hitler’s primary ambitions lay in Eastern Europe, he offered to make peace 

with Great Britain’. Since the latter refused that proposal, the acceptance of which would have 

meant recognition of Hitler’s hegemony over Europe, Germany started preparing for what 

was to become its last western campaign: the invasion of Great Britain. This campaign, which 

British Prime Minister Winston Churchill coined the Battle of Britain, was launched on 10 

July 1940.The German strategy was simple: while the Kriegsmarine prepared an invasion 

fleet, the Luftwaffe continuously bombed southern England. Hermann Göring, a flying hero 

from the First World War, personally assured Hitler that his Luftwaffe would wipe out the 

RAF’s Fighter Command and pave the way for a seaborne invasion, which was scheduled for 

17 September 1940 under the codename Sealion (Seelöwe). As it became apparent that the 

RAF was stronger than expected and the Luftwaffe lost more planes than it could afford to, 

the Battle of Britain was stopped after only a couple of months, in the autumn of 1941. 

Operation Sealion was first postponed to the spring of 1941, then to an undetermined date in 

the future. German aircraft continued to attack Great Britain from their cross-Channel bases 

but most of their raids were, from May 1941 onwards, cancelled to preserve forces for the 

invasion of the USSR. In the end, Operation Sealion never took place at all and the only part 

of Great Britain Nazi Germany managed to occupy were the Channel Islands.8  

 

Following the French capitulation, everything remained relatively quiet on the European 

continent (apart from the raids the RAF carried out on German and German-occupied 

territories) until Italian dictator Mussolini tried to copy Hitler’s military successes by invading 

Greece from German-occupied Albania. As the subchapter on the war in the Mediterranean 

and North Africa will demonstrate, things did not run as smoothly as hoped and the Italians 

were pushed back into Albania. The Italian-Greek war in the Balkans was a thorn in Hitler’s 

side, partly because the humiliation inflicted on his main military partner was annoying but 

mainly because German diplomatic and, if necessary, military control over the Balkans was 

regarded as a crucial preliminary for the invasion of the USSR. While the plans for an eastern 

offensive were finalised from December 1940 onwards under the codename Operation 

Barbarossa, the OKW also prepared an invasion of Greece. The latter was planned not so 

much to help Mussolini as to secure the German southern flank and the Romanian oilfields, 

the output of which would be essential for the success of Operation Barbarossa. 
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Hitler meant to only partially occupy Greece but changed his mind when British and 

Australian forces landed there on 7 March 1941. It was this arrival of enemy troops that urged 

Germans to increasingly build up their preparations and strengthen their diplomatic relations 

with other Balkan states. The latter was important for Hitler hoped to dominate most of the 

Balkans more by diplomacy (including military threats) than by actual military operations. 

After all, German military power had to be preserved as much as possible for Operation 

Barbarossa. As demonstrated in the next chapter, the German diplomatic offensive proved 

successful initially and seemed to culminate with the Yugoslav entry into the Tripartite Pact 

on 25 March 1941. Everything appeared ready for the invasion of Greece but two days later a 

Serbian-dominated coup d’état took place in Belgrade. The Yugoslav government was 

deposed and its pro-German policy reversed. Hitler furiously added the occupation of 

Yugoslavia to his plans. On 6 April 1941, the German forces launched a simultaneous 

offensive against Yugoslavia and Greece, which capitulated after 11 and 16 days, 

respectively.9 This short Balkan campaign was added to the long list of victories the German 

forces had achieved since September 1939. But the victory Hitler longed more for than 

anything was the defeat of the USSR. On 22 June 1941, Operation Barbarossa was launched. 

The USSR was supposed to be crushed in a short campaign that was expected to be over by 

the end of the year. 

 

The biggest battle fought in Europe from the end of the Balkan campaign until D-Day, a war 

started with Britain and continued until Germany capitulated, was the Air War. From the 

beginning of the war, the RAF and the Luftwaffe had been committed to ‘strategic bombing’: 

air raids on each other’s industries and civilian workforces were, on the one hand to destroy 

the enemy fighting capabilities by cutting off its supplies to armed forces and, on the other, to 

increase popular demands for peace. The concept of strategic bombing naturally required the 

capacity for precision bombing. When, on the basis of vast photographic evidence, the so-

called British Butt report concluded that the RAF lacked that technical ability (only 67% of 

the aircraft dispatched attacked their target and of those 67% only one in three managed to 

drop its bombs within 8 kilometres of the target) it was decided to adopt a strategy of ‘area 

bombing’. By moving from strategic to area bombing, the RAF abandoned its policy of 

aiming at specific targets and chose instead to bomb whole cities. The strategy of area 

bombing, aiming at the destruction of local industry and of a general willingness for war, was 

later also adopted by the American forces against Japan. It found its most extreme form in the 

dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.  
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From the arrival of American air forces in Great Britain to assist the RAF onwards (early 

1942) but especially after the Allied Conference of Casablanca (January 1943) where the 

Western Allies decided on a combined bombing offensive instead of immediately opening a 

second front by invading France, the bomber raids on Germany and occupied Europe 

increased. The Luftwaffe, whose aircraft were in great demand at the eastern front, proved 

unable to retaliate and dropped fewer bombs on Great Britain during the whole of 1943 than 

the RAF did in a single raid. Germany defended itself and its occupied regions from the 

summer of 1940 onwards through a defence system known as the Kammhuber Line, in other 

words a series of overlapping defensive areas stretching from Denmark to beyond Paris. Each 

of these areas was equipped with its own searchlights, anti-aircraft units and radar sets. The 

latter were in radio contact with night fighters that (as soon as coastal positions had 

announced that enemy aircraft was approaching from Great Britain) circled overhead, waiting 

to be directed to the enemy planes. This system of air defence proved useful until the end of 

July 1943 when the Allies employed a new electronic device that confused the German radars. 

This new Allied device (Window) immediately proved its effectiveness during the area 

bombing of Hamburg. Raiding the German city for several days and nights by dropping 

highly explosive incendiary bombs, the Allies caused the first man-made firestorm which 

affected an area of 22 square kilometres and killed about 40.000 people, most of them 

civilians who were burnt to death or asphyxiated. The effectiveness of the Allied device 

forced the Germans to abandon the Kammhuber Line immediately and change to Wild Boar 

(Wilde Sau) tactics: instead of being controlled and coordinated by radar sets, German 

fighters roamed at will over German cities that were under attack. Although the technique was 

successful, it could not alter the fact that Allied bombers far outnumbered German fighters 

and managed to drop vast quantities of bombs night after night. Although the Air War 

certainly helped the Allies to demoralise the German population (especially in combination 

with news of the Allied invasion of Italy and the deteriorating German military situation at the 

eastern front), it only proved capable of inflicting (serious?)10 damage on the German 

economy (including industrial centres in occupied Europe) in 1944. This belated coming of 

age of the Allied bombing offensive was caused by various developments, ranging from the 

development of a new fighter type (the Mustang) to the increasing numerical superiority of 

the RAF and American forces. By the summer of 1944, the Luftwaffe had stopped being an 

effective fighting force entirely. To avenge the bombing of Germany, Hitler had secret 

weapons developed. The first so-called flying bomb or V-1 and its successor, the V-2, were 
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launched from great distances, the first from mid-June 1944, the second from September 

1944. Although they failed to help Germany win the war, as German propaganda had 

announced, they resulted in many civil victims.  

 

As mentioned above, from January 1942 onwards, the British received increasing direct 

military support from the USA, which had joined the war following the Japanese raid on Pearl 

Harbor. The combined Axis declarations of war on Great Britain, the USSR and the USA 

precipitated the three states into a close collaboration, dubbed the Grand Alliance (hence the 

term ‘Allies’). Soviet leader Joseph Stalin soon requested the opening of a ‘Second Front’: a 

European front that would relieve German pressure from the eastern front. Increasingly 

pressurised to show its good faith and remove all doubts over British willingness to open a 

second front, 6.000 British and (mainly) Canadian troops undertook, on 19 August 1942, an 

amphibious assault on the German-occupied French port of Dieppe. The raid was mounted as 

an experiment in landing techniques. Launched without any strong preliminary air 

bombardment, the objective was to occupy the port of Dieppe briefly but not to establish a 

permanent bridgehead, let alone to proceed to an invasion of the mainland. The Dieppe raid 

was inadequately prepared and turned out to be a total disaster: over 1.000 men were killed 

and 2.000 more captured while all vehicles and equipment had to be left on the beach. The 

Germans, on the other hand, had ‘only’ 354 mortal casualties and four men taken prisoner and 

taken to Great Britain. The Dieppe fiasco taught the Allies among other things that capturing 

port facilities could not be an initial objective of future invasion attempts and was very much 

instrumental in preparing D-Day. Although the Dieppe raid failed, it made the German forces 

take greater precautions against a further invasion attempt. Work on the Atlantic Wall 

(Atlantikwall), a line of fortifications along the Atlantic Ocean, had already started in the 

summer of 1942. These fortifications seemed to have proved their worth during the Dieppe 

raid and were subsequently intensified. However, when the Allies launched the long-expected 

invasion of occupied northwest Europe, the Atlantic Wall proved incapable of warding off the 

attack and was pierced in a number of places. 
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On 6 June 1944, a date that went down in history as D-Day, more than 23.000 American and 

British paratroopers were dropped over 

Normandy just after midnight. The troops 

landed on the edges of the beaches that 

were in the early morning attacked by over 

130.000 soldiers transported to the coast in 

nearly 7.000 ships and landing craft. It took 

the Germans some time to assure 

themselves that the attack was not a 

diversionary operation. It is significant that 

when the news reached the Führer’s 

headquarters, his aides didn’t even dare to 

wake Hitler (who had viewed the latest 

newsreel with Goebbels the night before!) with this potentially erroneous information.11 Their 

coastal defences having been penetrated and realising that the Second Front had effectively 

been opened, the Germans tried to prevent the Allies from advancing further into France. 

Allied bombings (the power of the German air force had, as mentioned before, become 

meaningless) and acts of sabotage by the French resistance however hampered the Germans 

and the Allies slowly moved further inland. On 25 July 1940 a crucial breakthrough 

(Operation Cobra) took place and on 25 August, Paris was liberated. On 3 September, the 

Allies entered Brussels and liberated Belgium. States like the Netherlands (at least partly) and 

Denmark remained under German occupation until May 1945 but the Allied troops entered 

Germany from the west as early as September 1944. Germany was also under threat from 

Allied forces advancing from east: the Soviet armies had, in the meantime, driven the German 

troops all the way back. On 23 April 1945, the Soviets entered Berlin. Hitler committed 

suicide one week later and the following week, on 7 May, General Alfred Jodl signed 

Germany’s unconditional surrender. 

 

  

4.1.2. The newsreel coverage  
 

The war in Western and Central Europe accounted for 19.26% (115 out of 597) of the AM-

WA war items, or 5.07% of the total number (2270) of items. As Fig. 4.2 indicates, the 

 
Belgian newspaper of 7 June 1944 headlining:  
‘The invasion of Western Europa has begun’ 

(Source: Author’s collection.) 
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Belgian ATW showed most interest in conflicts in Western and Central Europe in the second 

half of 1940 and the first half of 1941. During these 12 months, the ATW covered the 

(aftermath of) the Western Blitzkrieg, the Battle of Britain and of course the Balkan 

campaign. From July 1941 onwards, newsreel interest in these regions declined. On the one 

hand there was little that the ATW wished to cover: Great Britain had not collapsed and the 

Allied Air War was more successful than German propaganda preferred to acknowledge. On 

the other hand, there were other front sectors, the eastern front in particular, where Germany 

was more successful and that therefore deserved, from a German point of view, more 

attention. Only in 1944, when the Luftwaffe proved incapable of offering any resistance 

against Allied bombardments, when the Allied invasion started and when the coverage of 

Allied bombings could more than ever serve as anti-Allied propaganda, the ATW coverage of 

Western Europe increased again. The following subchapters will analyse these newsreel items 

in detail. 

 

Fig. 4.2 War in Western and Central Europe: Number of 
items in AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944
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4.1.2.1. The conquest of northwest Europe & the Balkan campaign 
 

 

The ATW issues that became, from the summer of 1940 (late May – early June) onwards, 

obligatory screening in Belgian cinemas paid, like their foreign counterparts,12 much attention 

to the German Blitzkrieg in the west, in other words to the offensive that had also conquered 

Belgium ‘at the speed of lightning’. As mentioned earlier, this did not bother Belgian theatre-

owners who, on the contrary, advertised these screenings in order to attract more audiences. 

(The aftermath of the battle in Norway (459-8, 460-5, 462-13) also received some attention, but will 

not be discussed here.) 

 

Reporting on the German advance in the west, a campaign that was nothing short of a 

headlong German rush from victory to victory, it was in the very nature of the ATW to 

highlight the efficacy of German warfare and the bravery of all German forces involved. On 

the other hand it was equally important not to offend the local population by portraying their 

troops, who had been defeated, as incompetent soldiers. As far as Belgium was concerned, 

this was no problem. The British and French prime ministers (the latter in particular) had 

denounced the Belgian king’s decision to capitulate as a betrayal.13 German propagandists, 

who saw their troops portrayed more as victors over brave adversaries than cowardly 

weaklings, went to great lengths to highlight the fact that the Belgian army had fought very 

bravely, but was nevertheless no match for the German troops. Following that same train of 

thought, the Belgian ATW featured (459-5) animated maps and battle footage demonstrating the 

hopelessness of the situation of the Belgian army before capitulation. It must be emphasised 

that this particular item was not specifically included to appease Belgian audiences: the DW 

had featured a similar report. 

 

France capitulated on 22 June 1940, which naturally did not prevent the ATW from showing 

the German advance in France for several weeks afterwards. (As mentioned in Chapter 1, the 

British attack on Mers el Kebir (476-12, 557-2, 556-5) was referred too repeatedly, even in non-war 

items.) Great attention was of course paid to the British evacuation of Dunkirk (459-6). The 

ATW eagerly highlighted the fact that the British had fled France so hastily and that many 
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arms, supplies and soldiers had been left behind. The fact that over 300.000 troops had been 

successfully evacuated was, of course, not mentioned.14 The newsreel coverage of the French 

campaign, just like in the Belgian case, carefully avoided to put the adversaries (in this case 

French soldiers) in bad light. German troops were themselves portrayed as gallant fighters. 

The newsreel (459-9) would, for instance, first show the German air force attacking French 

armoured cars, then German soldiers saving the crew of one of the stricken enemy vehicles. 

While the newsreels made no attempt to mock French soldiers, these rules did not apply to 

French politicians who, according to German propaganda, had incited this war in the first 

place. Images of German troops hoisting their flag on the top of the Eiffel Tower and 

marching under the Parisian Arch of Triumph (460-8) were followed by archive footage of 

French officials attending the French national holiday parade at that very location. The images 

were accompanied by a taunting commentary about ‘the fraternisation of French-British 

troops that used to take place in these streets’. (The latter should, in my view, be interpreted 

more as criticism of French politicians who conferred with their British colleagues on how to 

deal with Nazi Germany, not of French soldiers.) The signing of the French capitulation in 

Compiègne, which took place on Hitler’s orders in the very same railway carriage in which 

Germany had signed its surrender at the end of the First World War (461-8), was naturally also 

included in the ATW, so Germany could show the whole world that it had, as Goebbels 

phrased it, ‘removed the disgrace of 1918’.15  Around the same time that the newsreels 

featured the Compiègne ceremony, they stopped showing images of the preceding battle and 

focused instead on the aftermath of the war: the German National-Socialist Welfare 

Organisation (NSV) taking care of French and Belgian war refugees on their way home (460-6), 

the OT clearing debris (460-7) and naturally German troops collecting the spoils of war that they 

had seized (463-10, 464-8, 469-7). 

 

Since no attention at all was paid to the military campaigns the USSR had launched in Finland 

and Eastern Europe (a silence that was undoubtedly related to German non-intervention 

secretly agreed upon in the Nazi-Soviet Pact), the ATW featured no images of war on the 

European continent until the Balkan campaign broke out in the spring of 1941. This 

campaign, which preceded the invasion of Greece, provided the ATW with another fine 

occasion to demonstrate the efficacy of German troops. When the German armed forces 

entered Bulgaria on their way (497-13) to Greece and Yugoslavia, it was naturally pointed out 

that this had happened with the permission of the Bulgarian government.16 Footage of 

Bulgarian people enthusiastically welcoming the German soldiers (497-13, 500-9) underlined that 
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the whole country supported its government’s decision to grant the Germans free passage. 

When the Yugoslav government, under strong German pressure, followed the Bulgarian 

example and also signed the Tripartite Pact that would grant the Wehrmacht a passage, 

German PK cameramen undoubtedly prepared to film similar images, only this time of their 

troops being acclaimed by the Yugoslav people. Things took a different turn when the signing 

of the Tripartite Pact led to a Serb-dominated coup in Belgrade, the leaders of which were 

opposed to Yugoslav collaboration with Nazi Germany. When Germany subsequently 

invaded Yugoslavia, it could not simply admit that it needed to dominate the Balkans in view 

of the campaign it planned against the USSR. Since it was Serbs that had prevailed in the 

Yugoslav rebellion, the German Propaganda Ministry accompanied the German military 

campaign (launched on 6 April 1941) with a huge anti-Serbian press offensive. Vilifying the 

Serbs and contrasting them with the ‘German-friendly’ Croatians,17 German propaganda 

presented its military offensive as a justified action against Serbian leaders who had ‘sold 

their nation’s independence for English Secret Service blood money’.18 Within that context, 

the Wehrmachtbericht did not talk about a German invasion of Yugoslavia, but portrayed it as 

an attack against the ‘Serbian frontier’, an attack which German troops reportedly carried out 

in collaboration with the ‘Yugoslav army’.19 Pursuing that policy until the end, the Yugoslav 

capitulation of 17 April 1941 was described as a ‘capitulation of the entire Serbian army’.20 

Although the newsreel reports took the general propagandistic line of describing the enemy 

troops as the ‘Serbian army’, (503-10,) the capitulation was strangely enough described in the 

ATW (as well as in the DW)21 as the capitulation of ‘Yugoslavia’ (504-10). 

 

Apart from describing the Yugoslav enemy (with the abovementioned citation as the 

exception which proves the rule) solely in terms of ‘Serbian’ troops, the newsreel 

commentator did not make the slightest attempt to explain why Germany had thought it 

necessary to invade Yugoslavia: there were no stories of British infiltration, no stories about 

Secret Service blood money… The underlying reason is clear. Unlike its domestic German 

counterpart,22 the ATW had not released a special edition on the occasion of the invasion of 

Yugoslavia. Twelve days had passed in between the actual invasion and the moment the first 

footage (502-12) reached Belgian audiences. In this time span, and especially during the first 

days of the Balkan campaign, Belgian newspapers had, just like their German counterparts, 

printed long articles based on news bulletins issued by the German News Agency reflecting 

the German ‘view’ on this conflict. The newsreel editors felt no need at all to cook these 

stories up once again. The important thing was to show cinema-goers the swift advance of 
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German troops that they had heard about on the radio and read about in the newspapers, not to 

repeat again why the attack itself had reportedly taken place. The absolute lack of comment 

on the political background to a military conflict (and the fact that this kind of commentary 

would, just like other media, be strongly influenced by the Propaganda Ministry is, in this 

context, not even relevant), is a perfect illustration of how complementary the newsreel was to 

other media. 

  

 

 

4.1.2.2. ‘Fortress Europe’ against Great Britain: the Air War 
 

 

On 19 July 1940, the Belgian ATW (462-14) concluded with a clear message: ‘from now on 

Germany has only one enemy: England!’ At the time Great Britain was indeed the only 

country Germany still had to defeat.23 The message can therefore be interpreted as an 

articulation of the Battle of Britain, which had started shortly before. As the Battle of Britain 

did not meet with the success Göring had promised Hitler and as Operation Sealion was never 

carried out, the German-British conflict evolved into a large battle. This conflict opposed 

Fortress Europe (Festung Europa) - a phrase coined by German propaganda from 1942 

onwards describing Germany and the countries it occupied or dominated against Great Britain 

and the Allied troops forces stationed there. It was this battle, fought on the North Sea (cf. the 

Battle of the Atlantic) and in the air, that was the main conflict fought in Western Europe 

between the French capitulation and the Allied invasion of Normandy. The German-British or 

German-Allied hostilities in and over Western Europe therefore occupied an important 

position in the newsreels. 

 

Initially the ATW featured some ‘war items’ that did not contain actual battle footage but 

were nevertheless supposed to demonstrate that Great Britain was about to collapse. Images 

of the famous Vargas Diamond being transported from Great Britain to New York (470-2) were 

used to demonstrate that Great Britain realised it would soon be occupied: valuables like this 

diamond were exported ‘for security reasons’. Of much greater symbolic value was ,of 

course, the German occupation of the Channel Islands. In August 1940 the ATW (467-10) 

showed how German troops captured Guernsey and Jersey, in other words set foot on British 
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soil, without resistance. The fact that the islands had initially been bombed was never 

mentioned, undoubtedly because British propaganda had denounced the bombing of the 

islands, which had been demilitarised shortly before, as the ultimate evidence that Germany 

recognised no laws of war.24 The short Channel Islands newsreel item suggested that life soon 

got back to normal after the arrival of the occupying forces. A bobby (British policeman) 

regulated the traffic that suddenly included many German military cars and German soldiers 

were standing outside RAF headquarters and smoking cigarettes beside British ‘no smoking’ 

signs. In early January 1941, (487-13) the ATW showed German troops sailing to the Channel 

Islands, installing their artillery and starting to barrage the enemy. Although the Channel 

Islands remained German-occupied until May 1945 (!), these would remain the only times 

they featured the ATW. This is perfectly understandable for the propagandistic value of 

similar footage expired fairly quickly. If the ATW had, for instance, included another 

newsreel report on the Channel Islands only six months later, it would instantly have 

reminded newsreel audiences of German failure to bring the announced and anticipated 

invasion of the rest of Great Britain into effect.  

 

Fig. 4.3 Number of Air War images 
in AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944
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While the newsreels soon refrained from including footage of mere symbolic value, they 

never stopped showing military operations. The Air War that sort of started with the Battle of 

Britain but that continued throughout the whole of the Second World War was a recurrent 

newsreel topic. The AM-WA newsreels featured 21 Air War items in 1940, 17 in 1941, 10 in 

1942, 9 in 1943 and 18 in 1944. 

 

In the second half of 1940, when Germany launched the Battle of Britain, the newsreels 

naturally paid a lot of attention to these actions. From August until December 1940 (when 

Operation Sealion had already been called off), there was not a single newsreel issue that did 

not have at least one item showing German long-distance batteries firing on Great Britain 

from the French coast (469-8, 473-8, 478-9) or German planes crossing the Channel and dropping 

their bombs on British airfields (466-10). Among the latter were Liverpool (476-13), Coventry (484-

14), Birmingham (485-10) and naturally London (473-12). Furthermore the newsreels showed how 

more airfields were ‘continuously’ built along the Channel coast in order to enable a further 

intensification of air raids’ (479-3) and Italian squadrons arrived to assist in the air battles (481-14). 

The fact that the arrival of the latter was merely symbolic was naturally not mentioned by the 

newsreel commentator. 

 

Newsreel reports about German raids on Great Britain rarely mentioned the fact that the 

British defence tried to hamper their operations. However, if German aircraft happened to be 

attacked by British planes (477-10, 479-3) or anti-aircraft defence (484-14) the battle always turned 

out to be advantageous for the German party. Although it was not overtly admitted that the 

continuous raids on Great Britain had been cancelled in autumn 1941 and that the idea of 

invading Great Britain was dropped soon afterwards as well, 25 newsreel audiences must have 

noticed a significant decline in the number of newsreel items showing direct German attacks 

on British territory. From January until June 1941, the newsreels featured a similar item only 

once a month and from July 1941 onwards (see Fig. 4.3) the topic disappeared altogether, 

apart from one exception (537-9).26 It was of course no coincidence that this development took 

place in the summer of 1941, coinciding exactly with the German invasion of the USSR. Just 

like the OKW considered that its aircraft were needed much more at the eastern front than 

over Great Britain, the newsreels focused more on the successful campaign at the eastern front 

than on an air battle that could last for ages. By the time the eastern campaign stopped being 

successful, the Luftwaffe had become so weakened that there were very few raids on the 

British to be filmed anymore. 
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German newsreels never refrained from portraying the military situation better than it actually 

was but were, apart from a few exceptions like the myth they created around the Thor, obliged 

to stay close to military reality. This was especially true if newsreel audiences were well 

aware of that reality. The military reality was that the area in which the Air War was being 

fought moved from Great Britain to Germany and occupied Europe soon after 1940. This fact 

forced the ATW, which was no longer able to show German bombers attacking Great Britain 

from June 1941 onwards, to show the air battles being waged over Europe.  

 

Items dealing with the Air War over Europe can be divided into two categories. The first 

focuses on defensive operations carried out by the German forces, in other words on the 

combined activities of anti-aircraft defence and aircraft attacking the Allied intruders. The 

first item that can be attributed to this category appeared in the Belgian ATW in December 

1940 (482-14). It admitted that British bombers were ‘continuously trying to fly over German 

territory’ (note the word ‘trying’) but immediately added that this was prevented by the 

German anti-aircraft defence. That statement was corroborated by images of the German anti-

aircraft defence, reportedly shooting six enemy bombers down. This item, as well as the eight 

defensive Air War items included later (cf. Fig. 4.3), were well made. They formed small 

stories, often following the same pattern in describing the defensive operation. First, the alarm 

was sounded in an anti-aircraft defence position as soon as the approach of a British air 

formation had been announced. Note that if these scenes, some of which (561-9) had clearly 

been staged for the sake of the camera, reflected the reality, British assaults never happened 

unexpectedly. Second, while the anti-aircraft defences started firing at the enemy planes, 

German planes took off to engage an air duel. The latter gave often rise to spectacular 

(authentic) scenes, shot by cameras that were fixed on the nose of the German aircraft. Third, 

shot-down enemy planes crashed to the ground. In a fourth and last sequence, the debris of 

shot-down enemy planes were shown lying on the ground while their pilots, if they had 

managed to parachute to safety in time, were taken prisoner. Although visually striking, these 

items remained rare. None of them ever showed planes breaking through the defence system. 

The fact that defensive Air War newsreel items were never a regularly recurring newsreel 

topic is perfectly understandable. Featuring them initially equalled admitting that the RAF had 

not yet been defeated. Later, when the Belgian population knew that the RAF (or American 

bombers) had not been defeated for they heard them flying overhead night after night, 
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newsreels would have lost all credibility by repeatedly claiming that enemy air raids were 

being repelled successfully.  

 

It was exactly this factor, the fact that people knew by personal experience that the Air War 

was not beneficial for Germany, that forced newsreels and German propaganda in general to 

remain relatively close to the truth on this issue. Military setbacks in faraway places could be 

hushed up. The turning of the military tide at the eastern front could, for instance, be 

embellished for a relatively long time. But the increasing weight of enemy air raids affected a 

considerable part of the civilian population of Germany and occupied Europe: denying this 

would have been propagandistic suicide. In a case study on ‘Allied bombing and Nazi 

domestic propaganda’, Gerald Kirwin noted: ‘In its handling of the Allied bombing raids Nazi 

propaganda was being forced to maintain a hazardous balance. Satisfying the thirst for news 

by a policy of frankness might only encourage the enemy to continue its attacks and would 

unnecessarily depress the morale of the population of the ‘safe’ areas whilst a policy of 

restraint could antagonise the population of the raided west, who would see in it undeniable 

proof of governmental indifference’.27 Mutatis mutandis, this also applied to Allied bombing 

and Nazi foreign propaganda: being totally open about the disasters caused by Allied 

bombardments (like the firestorm in Hamburg) would have fed hopes that Germany would 

lose the war while remaining totally silent about the bombings (which resulted in many 

victims in occupied territories like Belgium too) would have caused newsreels and other 

media more loss of face than they could afford. The most obvious solution to this dilemma 

was to focus attention on enemy bombings on areas newsreel audiences felt they were 

associated with and to turn the coverage of those bombings into anti-Allied propaganda. The 

ATW therefore focused on the one hand on non-German bombed areas and, on the other , on 

the human (and cultural damage) these bombings caused, not on the industrial consequences 

they might have had.  

 

During the first days of August 1940, the German Jew Victor Klemperer made the following 

observations regarding news broadcasts in his diary: ‘The English are over Germany every 

night, ‘hitting non-military targets’, murdering civilians and spreading ‘hair-raising lies’ about 

pulverised Hamburg […] Everything was full of England’s desperate fear, which was driving 

it to crimes like the ‘cowardly night attacks’’28 Klemperer’s testimony of radio propaganda 

matches perfectly the ATW coverage of British raids in the same summer of 1940. The 

Belgian ATW announced (without showing dead people) that British bombers had killed over 
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500 German civilians without hitting military targets (462-6), had hit a Dutch hospital (464-7) and 

as Klemperer already mentioned had falsely claimed to have bombed Hamburg to the ground 

(467-8). The latter is an interesting item. When Goebbels found out that the American press had 

adopted a British news bulletin 

stating that Hamburg had been 

‘pulverised’, he had two planes 

filled with German and neutral 

journalists flown to Hamburg, in 

order to prove the opposite and to 

show them that ‘the English attack 

mainly civil targets’.29 It was this 

visit that was covered by the 

ATW (467-8). Images of journalists 

looking at the city from the tower 

of the famous Saint Michael’s 

Church proved that the city was 

not completely in ruins. (Note that 

a similar visit was not organised 

three years later, when Hamburg 

was victim of Allied incendiary bombs.) It was however true, added the newsreel 

commentator, that British bombs had killed 22 German children. This statement was not 

supported by footage of dead children or adults: for a very long time the ATW would avoid 

showing corpses, or even coffins containing them, of German civilians killed by British 

bombs. Showing the funeral of foreign victims was apparently a less delicate matter: in early 

December 1940 the ATW featured a short item (482-13) related to the funeral of Dutchmen 

killed in a British bombardment. 

 

As indicated in Fig. 4.3 above, AM-WA newsreels featured from late June 1940 until early 

September 1944 no fewer than 40 items on the aftermath of British/Allied bombardments on 

Germany and/or Europe: four in 1940 (all of which are discussed above), seven in 1941, 

seven more in 1942, eight in 1943 and 14 in 1944. This subchapter cannot aim to analyse and 

discuss every single one of those items separately. But all of them have been analysed by the 

author and the following pages will reconstruct the unwritten rules that those items complied 

with, in other words it will describe the characteristics they had in common. 

 
 
On 2 April 1943, two nuns and eight children were killed when a 

British bomb fell on a school in Oostkamp near Bruges. The 
tragedy was featured in newsreels (553-9)  and received much 
press attention in general This newspaper article shows the 

school (left) and the graves of the victims (right). The caption 
reads ‘RAF bombs a school’ 

(Source: Vooruit, 4 April 1942, , p. 1.) 
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A first important rule was, as indicated above, to use the bombardments as anti-British or anti-

Allied propaganda. If the enemy had bombed entire cities or civilian neighbourhoods, it was 

never done so because they were located in the vicinity of military or industrial targets (that 

option was not even mentioned) but because the enemy was an evil and murderous force. 

When, on 4 March 1942, the RAF raided the Renault plant at Billancourt near Paris and killed 

367 civilians, Goebbels noted in his diary: ‘we will make full use of the event for our 

propaganda in France, especially in the occupied territories […] I give our propaganda 

departments exact directions on how to exploit this incident. Right now I’d like to be a 

propaganda chief in Paris for fourteen days.’30 Shortly afterwards the ATW dedicated an item 

(550-8, 550-9) to the damage caused by this bombardment. The exact name of the bombed area 

remained unmentioned (‘Paris’ instead of Billancourt) and absolutely no reference was made 

to the actual target of the bombardment (the Renault plant). Instead the commentator stated 

that the bombardment of the ‘unfortified city of Paris’ was inspired by blind British 

aggression, carried out with the approval of the American government to avenge the loss of 

British colonial territory to Japan. It was emphasised that the bombardment, which had also 

struck a hospital, had destroyed ‘whole city quarters inhabited by French workers’.  

 

This brings us to a second rule, notably to always focus on victims with whom the audience 

could identify. In the world of newsreels, bombs never hit wealthy people. It goes without 

saying that the commentator never suggested the possibility that most victims were working-

class because they lived in the vicinity of the factory in which they worked. The need for 

victims with whom the audience could identify, also implied that the filmed bombed cities 

were preferably located outside Germany. After the above-mentioned Hamburg (1940) item, 

it took the ATW nearly a year and a half to show a German city that had been attacked. By 

omitting images of bombed German cities the newsreels on the one hand avoided revealing 

the impression that Germany was suffering under enemy attacks and, on the other, suggested 

that it was mainly Western European countries that fell victim to these raids. It is noteworthy 

that the opposite was also true: by the end of 1943 the DW for instance featured images of the 

bombed German cities of Mannheim31 and Berlin32 that were not included in the ATW. 

Within that context it is also interesting to know that Goebbels made sure that the March 1942 

bombing of Paris, while widely exploited abroad, received little attention within the Reich. 

After all, he had decided not to pay much media attention to recent bombings in the German 

Ruhr area and ‘it would undoubtedly be incomprehensible and insulting to the German 
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people, if the German press shed tears for Parisians and only mentioned their own losses in a 

few lines.’33 

 

Although each newsreel report on the effects of Allied bombings was intended as a 

denunciation of the Allies, the commentator usually limited himself to pointing out, as 

mentioned above, that the victims were innocent civilians, workers, children, etc without 

explicitly condemning those who dropped the bombs. The above-cited example of the 

bombardment of Paris (550-8, 550-9) was an exception in that respect. The commentator usually 

maintained a rather subdued tone and, what I would describe as the third unwritten rule, let 

the (carefully chosen and well-edited) images and the (very melancholic music) do their work. 

Whenever possible the ATW made use of local political or intellectual leaders and had them 

do the talking (condemning the act). In France this was achieved by showing French 

politicians attending funeral ceremonies (551-2) and of course with the help of Marshal Philippe 

Pétain. When the latter addressed the French people in April 1943, he referred to the recent 

bombardment of Paris (not the one on Billancourt) and with a trembling voice openly 

condemned the ‘Anglo-Saxon aggression’ and ‘acts, which nothing justifies’, the newsreel 

editors were only too happy to have a recording of that speech accompanied by impressive 

footage (606-2) of ruined houses, a bomb that had struck the middle of the road and burning 

houses. It was also typical for the newsreel to include in its report (606-3) a report of the funeral 

ceremony of Belgian victims (in Mortsel, see below), several shots of a wreath carrying the 

name of Queen Elisabeth of Belgium, making it very clear that she too resented (condemned) 

the Allied bombardment.  

 

The images of the bombed areas themselves were not what one would now describe as 

horrific. Images of dead bodies were rare and if this kind of footage was included, one could 

see the shape of a body, but there were never any close-ups of their faces, of mutilated bodies 

or anything like that. Probably the most ‘gruesome’ shot ever included was the close-up of a 

blood-covered leg (606-2) hanging from the cart a covered corpse was lying on. Most of the 

time the items limited themselves to more suggestive images: houses that had collapsed, 

devastated people crying or digging in the rubble, other people transporting what was left of 

their belongings on carts, etc. Filming this kind of image was, of course, not very difficult, 

one could even argue that the British shift from ‘strategic bombing’ to ‘area bombing’ made it 

very easy. (On the other hand, many ‘strategic bombings’ hit civilian targets too: in the Gulf 

War the term ‘collateral damage’ was to be coined for that purpose.) One must however be 
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extremely cautious in stating that these ATW items were not very ‘horrific’. They were not 

very horrific to me, looking at them on a small viewing table, nearly sixty years later. But 

what impression did they make on a population that saw them on the big screen, in the 

knowledge (or fear) that the same thing could happen to them or their relatives? 

 

The Belgian ATW naturally paid a great 

deal of attention to the disastrous 

consequences of bombardments on 

Belgian cities or districts, especially if 

there were children among the victims 

(553-9). On 5 April 1943 a disaster took 

place when American bombers launched 

a daylight raid on Mortsel near Antwerp, 

to destroy the local aircraft factory. While 

only a few bombs hit the target, most 

bombs were dropped on the city. Over 

900 civilians, including 209 children 

(who had been at school) were killed. All 

the victims were buried during a mass 

funeral service, celebrated by Cardinal 

Van Roey. The newsreel, which in a 

previous item (606-2) had already dedicated 

a great deal of attention to a 

bombardment on Paris, spent 10 minutes 

(606-3) on the disaster. During this whole item, not a single reference was made to the closeness 

of the aircraft factory, let alone to the fact that it had been partially hit. Nor was the name of 

‘Mortsel’ mentioned: throughout the entire newsreel, the commentator only referred to 

‘Antwerp’. Newspapers also subsequently only spoke about Antwerp, which strongly 

suggests that the PAB ordered that place name to be used instead of Mortsel. Whether the 

name of ‘Mortsel’ was avoided because people would link it with the factory or because the 

name of Antwerp (a big city) just sounded more impressive, is not clear. Anyway, the 

resemblance with the coverage of the Billancourt bombing is remarkable: on both occasions 

the name of the location was replaced by that of a neighbouring bigger city and on both 

occasions the actual target (a nearby factory) remained unmentioned.  

 

 
Newspaper cartoon: 

LIBERATION AMERICAN STYLE… 
Pilot: ‘You hit the church, but you missed the hospital.’ 
Bomb-aimer: ‘That’s alright, at least I made many new 

patients.’ 
 

(Source: Balming, 11 July 1942, p. 1.) 
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The Mortsel newsreel item naturally stressed that the ‘terrifying Anglo-American air raid’ to 

which the ‘civil population of Antwerp’ had fallen victim, had been carried out ‘in conditions 

of good visibility’. The tragic death of the children (the commentator increased their casualty 

rate from 209 to 250) was given special attention. People searching in the debris of the school 

building were filmed from a very low angle, the camera positioned on the ground and in front 

of a child’s bent bicycle to highlight the tragic nature of the bombing. After showing how the 

bodies of a teacher (a nun) and some children were dug up (one of the people involved was 

clearly annoyed by the presence of the cameraman) the item featured a long report on the 

funeral service. The bombing of Belgian cities did not stop and did they stop being featured in 

the newsreels. On at least two occasions AM-WA even released a special edition to bring 

images of those disasters to local audiences as soon as possible.34 It is also significant for the 

propagandistic potential attributed to such items that the editors considered them important 

enough to be featured in both the AM-WA and BA-BN issues (657-8 & 57-8, 663-5 & 63-2, 665-1& 65-9). 

 

Although the ATW never paid much attention to cities attacked by incendiary bombs (again 

the example of the 1943 bombardment of Hamburg must be mentioned), it featured in June 

1944 a report (65-8) on an unidentified Belgian inventor who had reportedly discovered a 

product permitting resistance to ‘one of the most inhuman weapons used by Anglo-American 

aviation against the civilian population, i.e. phosphorus bombs.’ The item, although rather 

sinister, had an unintentional comic touch for the ‘invention’, an anti phosphorus extinguisher, 

clearly did not work, despite the fact that demonstration of how it functioned was clearly 

filmed in several takes. 

 

Last but not least it must be mentioned that the bombing of German cities was not hushed up 

entirely. As already mentioned, the coverage of the 1940 bombardment of Hamburg was 

followed by a moratorium on bombed German cities that lasted nearly a year and a half. In the 

spring of 1942, the RAF gave German propagandists a reason to break the silence by carrying 

out a massive raid with incendiary bombs on the German city of Lübeck, the historical centre 

of which is now listed on Unesco’s World Cultural and Natural Heritage List. The town was 

attacked in two waves of aircraft to test the extent to which the fire caused by the first aircraft 

could guide the second in their attack. As the city centre was formed by wooden houses built 

closely to each other, the fire spread quickly and killed over 300 people ,which, at that point 

in the war, was the highest death rate caused by a single  raid. Typically, the newsreel item 
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dedicated to this attack (554-9) did not even mention the fact that people had been killed but 

focused exclusively on the fact that German historical heritage had been deliberately 

destroyed by firebombs in a raid that ‘served absolutely no military or economic purpose’. 

(Note that the DW neither showed dead people, but featured images of civilians being helped 

by NSV and referred to the enemy as ‘British barbarians’.35) It would take another 15 months 

before the ATW featured another German bombing report, this time to denounce the Allied 

bombardment of Cologne. Again not a word about civilian victims: as far as the newsreel was 

concerned, the attack was only worth mentioning because the city’s cathedral (‘the cultural 

monument that is admired world-wide’) had been hit.  

 

It was only in late August 1944 (!) that the ATW showed for the very first time (!) the 

consequences of this kind of attack. Newsreel item (677-6) featured images from an unidentified 

German city. Showing buildings that were burning at night, the commentator was harsher than 

ever before: ‘In the course of this war, German workers’ districts have been the targets of 

Anglo-American bombardments. The Anglo-Americans blindly destroyed everything that is 

protected by international laws: hospitals, clinics, kindergartens and hospices.’ Images of 

smoking ruins were followed by interior shots of a church, where statues had been 

decapitated, a crucifix had fallen and was in pieces and a saint’s figure burning. For those 

who had not understood the images, the commentator added: ‘Everything that is part of the 

heritage of a civilised world is being attacked: the architecture and secular culture that is 

expressed in churches and the artistic treasures that are irreplaceable for humanity.’ Then the 

item showed how bodies of dead people lying on the ground had been gathered together in a 

hall, in which one body was lying next to another, children and babies among them. There 

was one more commentary but the camera made sure to film a child and a baby (the head 

clearly visible) lying next to a dead woman. It was this kind of footage that had never been 

shown before and it would have been incomprehensible that the ATW suddenly included such 

gruesome images of German(!) victims if it had not been for the epilogue. This epilogue was 

triggered off by the commentator, whose voice was suddenly heard again: ‘Germany has 

started its retaliation.’ In a short conclusive sequence, the German long-distance artillery fired 

a V-1 at the southern coast of Great Britain was shown The commentator added ‘This new 

German weapon is part of a first response to Anglo-American air terrorism!’ One week after 

the release of the issue in which this item was included, Belgium was liberated. Soon 

afterwards the V-1 was fired against Antwerp. 
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4.1.2.3. The ‘second front’: The Atlantic Wall and the invasion of 

France 
 

 

On 7 August 1942, the Belgian ATW (570-2) focused attention for the first time on the building 

of the Atlantic Wall, the construction of which had started some months before. The item 

intended to reassure cinema-goers that Germany was well prepared for the eventual opening 

of a second front. Only twelve days after the release of this newsreel item, Canadian-British 

troops carried out their raid on Dieppe, the disastrous outcome of which provided German 

propagandists with perfect evidence for their allegation. The Allied forces landed on 19 

August 1942 in the early morning and were forced to withdraw in the afternoon of the same 

day, leaving many dead soldiers, prisoners and equipment behind. Not surprisingly, the OKW 

issued a Sondermeldung that very same day reporting in detail on the victory it had 

achieved.36 It recognised that this enemy raid ‘served only political purposes’, in other words 

that it should not be considered as a full-scale invasion attempt.37 On the other hand, the 

bulletin did not miss the opportunity to underline that the raid ‘flew in the face of any military 

common sense’. The most remarkable thing about this special Wehrmachtbericht was that it 

omitted how some of the Allied forces had run into a German escorted convoy on the open 

sea before the invasion had even started. This unexpected meeting had resulted in an 

exchange of fire that had not only sunk two German ships but had also alerted (by the sound 

of firing naval guns) German land forces and therefore the ensuing landing came not as the 

surprise that the Allies had planned it to be. By omitting this information the 

Wehrmachtbericht purportedly avoided the question of whether or not the Allied raid would 

have been repelled as easily had the coastguards not been warned.  

 

Within ten days of the raid, AM-WA released a special newsreel edition entirely dedicated to 

the Dieppe raid.38 The newsreel, nearly nine minutes long, opened with a relatively short 

report on the military operations that took place on 19 August. Whether or not this footage 

was authentic, in other words filmed during the actual battle, is uncertain. It is of course 

possible that there happened to be a PK cameraman around just when the fight broke out but it 

is equally possible (and in my view far more likely) that at least some of the battle scenes 
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were reconstructed specifically for the newsreel. Not surprisingly, the newsreel version of the 

Dieppe raid also omitted the preliminary hostilities on the open sea which, on the one hand, 

supported the argument that the German coastal positions were not at all aware that an 

invasion attempt was about to take place and, on the other, allowed silence to be maintained 

over the loss of German ships. The newsreel then showed how the German artillery, 

‘immediately entering into action and launching a real curtain of fire’, was supported in its 

defence by German fighters. These battle sequences formed only the first part of the newsreel 

and were relatively soon (after one minute and 11 seconds) followed by a much longer second 

sequence (five minutes and 11 seconds) dedicated to the aftermath of the battle. Accompanied 

by sad violin music, the newsreel offered a panoramic view of the beach, littered with 

stranded landing crafts, destroyed tanks, a wrecked plane, etc. Prisoners were shown 

marching across the beach, some of them only dressed in their underwear. Wounded prisoners 

were, according to the newsreel commentator, transported ‘to the first ambulances’. After 

showing more destroyed and abandoned enemy war equipment, accompanied by a triumphant 

commentary (‘There are destroyed tanks as far as the eye can see: their career was short-

lived’), the newsreel included footage of dead soldiers lying on the beach or floating ashore. 

As usual the newsreel avoided gruesome footage: although the footage of corpses laid out in 

rows was certainly mournful, it was certainly not horrific. After pointing out that ‘one could 

only guess at the number of wounded and dead people brought back to Great Britain’, the 

commentator concluded: ‘the attempt at disembarkation has failed completely; the first day of 

the second front did not last any longer than a few hours’. Although these words were 

undeniably triumphant, the commentator spoke them without the malicious joy so often heard 

in the early newsreel coverage of the eastern front. On the contrary, the tone was rather pitiful, 

as if the commentator was asking himself ‘what were they thinking?’ In the third and final 

sequence however, the compassionate tone changed to a downright triumphant one while long 

rows of prisoners were shown being marched away.39 The prisoners, some of them badly 

wounded or wearing bandages instead of boots, were grouped together in a field, after which 

the commentator concluded: ‘Over 2000 soldiers were taken prisoner. This invasion attempt 

was nothing more than a new Dunkirk’. 

 

After coverage of the Dieppe raid, which was nothing short of a gift from heaven to German 

propagandists, the newsreels paid no further attention to the Atlantic Wall until the following 

spring. On 23 April 1943, the ATW concluded with an item (607-11) that served only one 

purpose: to reassure viewers that Europe was a fortress that could not be taken. Images of 
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defence works that were, according to the commentator, ‘continuously reinforced over the last 

months’ (reportedly filmed in Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium and France) were to 

illustrate that the coastline was defended everywhere by concrete forts, artillery positions, 

anti-tank barrages, anti-aircraft artillery, etc. Although this footage was undoubtedly genuine, 

the newsreel withheld the fact that the coastline was not fortified everywhere in this way. 

Moreover, the commentator stated that the Atlantic Wall ‘stretched to the Northern Cape’ and 

an animated map suggested that it ran to the Norwegian port of Narvik. Later that year the 

Atlantic Wall was again portrayed as ‘the strongest fortification in the world, stretching from 

the North Cape to the Pyrenees’ (609-8), a line of fortifications indeed so strong that the 

Japanese ambassador to Germany paid it a personal visit (639-10). When Field Marshal Erwin 

Rommel was sent by Hitler to France at the end of 1943 to prepare to counter the threat of an 

Allied invasion, the Belgian ATW showed him inspecting the fortifications (which needless to 

say provided an opportunity to include images of many bunkers, anti-tank barriers, artillery 

positions, etc.) together with Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt (47-9). The fact that Rommel 

found the fortifications far from completion because von Rundstedt and his men had been 

leading a rather cosy life, which Rommel brought to an abrupt end,40 was not revealed. The 

Atlantic Wall and especially the fortification of France, where the Allied invasion was 

rightfully expected to take place, was featured in the newsreel several times more. By the end 

of March 1944 a newsreel item (56-7) opened with a close-up of German newspaper ‘Das 

Reich’ featuring a picture of the coastal fortifications and the heading ‘Ready for invasion!’. 

The newspaper close-up was followed once more by a long series of bunkers, artillery 

position, tanks, etc. In the meantime, the commentator boasted about ‘numerous divisions’ 

being ‘ready to defend the western European front’ with the help of ‘the most modern 

weapons’. Again Rommel, who still had a heroic status, was shown inspecting the 

fortifications. Again newsreel audiences were told that the Atlantic Wall stretched ‘from the 

Northern Cape to the Pyrenees’ as the ‘greatest and most modern fortification system in the 

world’. By the end of May 1944, the ATW (64-8) even showed John Amery, the son of the 

British Secretary for India,41 addressing workers who had built the Atlantic Wall and telling 

them ‘why he believed in Germany’s final victory’. This was the last item which would refer 

to the Atlantic Wall: little over one week after this newsreel was released (in other words, 

while it was still circulating in Belgian cinemas), D-Day made painfully clear that the 

European Fortress was not as unassailable as the media had made it out to be. 
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When German forces invaded the USSR and warded off the Dieppe raid, it took 

approximately ten days each time before the Belgian ATW released a special edition 

dedicated to the subject. When the Allies invaded Normandy, however, everything remained 

very quiet on the newsreel front. On 23 June 1944, 17 days after the invasion had got under 

way, the newly released AM-WA showed Marshal Pétain ‘leaving Vichy to establish his 

residence near Paris’ (668-7) without mentioning why he was moving north. The next item of 

the same issue (668-8) showed firemen extinguishing a fire near the cathedral of Rouen, which 

had been bombed. The commentator admitted that these images were filmed ‘prior to the 

invasion’ but did not reveal that they dated from late April, in other words were two months 

old. It was only one week afterwards, on 30 June 1940, that the AM-WA and BA-BN 

newsreels both released an identical special edition, entirely dedicated to the invasion that had 

started 24 days earlier. The newsreel, described in great detail in the second part of this study, 

opened with the words ‘6 June: a date in world history’ and concluded with ‘The decisive 

battle for Europe has begun!’   

 

Why it took more than twice as much time than usual to complete this edition is probably to 

do with its introduction, which tried to reassure newsreel 

audiences that this attack had not at all come as a surprise. In 

order to demonstrate that the invasion had been ‘expected by 

Germany’, the newsreel opened with a staged sequence in 

which the beginning of the invasion was reconstructed. 

According to this newsreel version, the German troops had 

been warned in time and immediately took up their 

positions. Nevertheless the enemy troops had (but this was 

shown more than admitted by the commentator) managed to 

break through the defence. The ‘Invasion special’ was in 

many respects identical to the items that were made around 

(and before) this time about the situation at the eastern front 

and Italian front. Since the newsreel refused to be frank 

about actual military developments, the item had no 

narrative thread that went from A to B but instead patched together a number of small 

sequences showing firing German soldiers, a dead enemy pilot, some enemies taken prisoner, 

an undamaged jeep being driven out of a shot-down transport aircraft, a French city being 

bombed, a ‘Canadian armoured corps’ sweater lying next to a destroyed tank, etc. 

 

 

 

Poster announcing AM-WA 669: 
‘The Anglo-American invasion’ 
(Source: Albert Warie Collection.) 
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Accompanied by triumphant music and a bold commentary on ‘the whole defence front being 

in state of alarm’, ‘enemy crews being annihilated or captured during a counter-attack’, 

‘thousands of enemy airborne troops being surrounded’ and ‘enemy planes having been 

located so rapidly by the Germans that they could not even start the fighting’ the items tried to 

give the impression that the German forces were still in control of the situation. The 

commentator even stated that the ‘shock of the invasion was intercepted in the deeper sections 

of the Atlantic Wall’. This was the last reference ever made to that defence system. 

 

There is no use discussing all the items related to the second front that were released in the 

two months that followed because they all adopted the same pattern of remaining vague about 

the general evolution and highlighting small stories as signs that Germany could still win this 

war. The newsreels had lost all touch with reality: on 13 July AM-WA (671-1) showed a French 

rowing race in Paris where, according to the commentator, ‘life went on as usual while a 

battle was being fought in Normandy’. In reality, the footage had been filmed before the 

invasion even took place. Among the more memorable moments: German soldiers reading a 

report about the V-1 bombardments of southern England and laughing (71-8), others reading a 

newspaper with the headline ‘Eisenhower didn’t surprise us’ (73-6), a German soldier playing 

the organ in a damaged church (73-6). Sometimes the newsreels referred to German operations 

that had indeed been very successful, like the destruction of a German tank unit in Villers-

Bocage (72-6), but even if Belgian newsreel audiences knew that this story was authentic, it did 

not help Germany win the war… The fact that the German troops were also hindered by the 

French resistance (‘gang members… terrorists’) was only mentioned once (77-8).   

 

Last but not least, the ATW tried to incite aversion to the Allied forces by focusing more than 

ever on Anglo-American bombardments (cf. Fig. 4.3 in the previous subchapter), which 

‘caused the death of tens of thousands of Frenchmen’ (671-8, 675-6) and ‘brought the horror of 

destruction and death to picturesque French villages’ (676-8). The ‘destruction and death’ 

brought by some Germans, like the murder of 642 civilians in the farming village of Oradour-

sur-Glane, were never of course mentioned.   
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Fig. 4.4 War in the Mediterranean and North Africa: 
Number of items in AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944
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4.2. War in the Mediterranean and North Africa (1940-1945)42 
 

 

 

4.2.1. Introduction: overview of the newsreel coverage 
 

The war in the Mediterranean and North Africa accounted for 17.92% (107 out of 597) of the 

AM-WA war items, or 4.71% of the total number (2270) of items. As Fig. 4.4 indicates, the 

Belgian ATW showed most interest in this region in April-June 1941 (when German-Italian 

troops invaded Greece and captured Crete), January-March 1942 (when newsreels focused on 

the capture of Benghazi instead of on Axis defeats like the German surrender in Cyrenaica), 

January-March 1943 (when the German-Italian forces were slowly driven out of Africa) and 

October-December 1943 (when the Allies landed on Italian soil). When the military situation 

in Italy stabilised and the opening of a second front in Normandy proved more decisive, 

newsreel interest in the Mediterranean declined.  
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4.2.2. From Italy’s entry into the war to the Axis capitulation in North 

Africa 
 

 

 

4.2.2.1. The main military developments 
 

 

On 10 June 1940, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini declared war on Great Britain and France 

and entered into a conflict he thought would soon be over. Although there had been a strong 

rapprochement between Germany and Italy since 1936,43 Mussolini’s decision to enter the 

war on Germany’s side was primarily fired by opportunism. Inspired by Germany’s very 

successful military campaigns, which he obviously envied, Mussolini hoped on the one hand 

to share in German victory and, on the other, to launch victorious campaigns of his own. The 

Duce, sharing Hitler’s optimism, expected Germany to end the war in Western Europe by 

invading Great Britain with merely symbolic Italian help. This allowed Mussolini to direct his 

full attention to the Mediterranean and North Africa. It was precisely his interest in the 

Mediterranean, around which he wished to build a new Roman Empire, which played a 

decisive role in Mussolini’s decision to join the war. In the summer of 1940, the formerly 

overwhelming French and British military power in the Mediterranean was virtually paralysed 

by the war in Europe: Great Britain was primarily concerned with preventing the Germans 

from crossing the Channel while France was on the verge of capitulation. Suddenly the Italian 

ground forces stationed in North Africa as well as the Italian navy in the Mediterranean were 

in a much stronger position than their French and British counterparts. This shift in the 

Mediterranean balance of power contributed to Mussolini’s decision to seize the opportunity, 

or what he interpreted as such, to transform Italy into a great power with a strong sphere of 

influence alongside that of the Third Reich. To achieve that aim and to establish a new Roman 

Empire, Italy had to fight what Mussolini coined the ‘Parallel War’: a war in the 

Mediterranean that was to be fought without German influence or support in order to secure 

all the territory conquered exclusively for Italy. Mussolini had privately known for some 
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years that he meant to fight a war in North Africa but had never informed his generals 

properly of that intention. When the Duce decided to start his parallel war, his three armed 

forces (army, air force and navy) were by no means ready: they had not prepared the 

necessary strategic plans, were not backed by a proper war economy, etc. Mussolini, who 

never equipped himself with a proper general staff, although each army branch was directly 

subordinate to him, neglected these facts and entered the war, truly believing that his finest 

hour had come. While the French colonies had to be left out of the war as Germany was 

negotiating an armistice with Marshal Pétain (French Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia would 

remain unoccupied but governed by the German-controlled Vichy government), belligerence 

against Great Britain provided Mussolini with a pretext to attack North African regions that 

were either British colonies or strongly British-influenced territories that were theoretically 

sovereign. 

 

When Italy started its ‘Parallel War’ in North Africa in June 1940, the Italians attacked the 

British sphere of influence. The East African kingdom of Abyssinia (now called Ethiopia), 

which Italy had conquered (although resistance was never completely crushed) in 1935-1936, 

was the springboard for Italian expansion. Against Sudan and Kenya, Italian troops limited 

themselves to attacking frontier posts but the Protectorate of British Somaliland had really 

been invaded. The protectorate fell in August 1940, adding lustre to Mussolini’s self-created 

aura of great warrior and military genius. In September 1940, the Italian troops invaded 

Egypt, which was nominally independent since 1922 but had in September 1939 virtually 

been occupied by British forces, which, among other things, wished to secure the Suez Canal. 

Attacking Egypt from the neighbouring Italian colony of Libya, Mussolini’s troops were 

initially successful. Instead of invading the country as deeply as possible, the Italians halted in 

the city of Sidi Barrani, where they built an advanced base. The order for the troops to halt 

came from their highest commander-in-chief, Duce Mussolini, who said they were to wait for 

Great Britain to be defeated by Germany; after which Italy would be in a position to claim 

control over the Suez area. However in December 1940, as Great Britain was still not 

occupied by Germany, British troops launched a counter-offensive. The Italian troops, who 

outnumbered the British but were weak in organisation and armaments, were forced to give 

up Sidi Barrani and were driven back into Libya. In January, the British troops launched an 

offensive that resulted in the months that followed in the invasion and/or (re)occupation of 

British Somaliland, Italian Somaliland, Abyssinia and the Italian colony of Eritrea. Instead of 

becoming a great Mediterranean power, Mussolini was quickly losing his colonial empire. 
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To make things worse (from an Italian point-of-view), North Africa was not the only territory 

where Mussolini had started an offensive ‘Parallel War’ that soon turned into a defensive 

battle. On 28 October 1940, Mussolini invaded Greece from Albania, which Italy had 

annexed in April 1939. Just like Germany had never informed Italy of the military adventures 

it was about to embark upon, Mussolini had kept Hitler completely ignorant of his invasion 

plans. The Italian attack on Greece was a matter of prestige: the Duce intended to show the 

Führer that he too was capable of a swift military triumph. Apart from proving himself to 

Hitler, Mussolini was also naturally interested in Greece for its conquest would contribute to 

Italian strength in the Mediterranean. Greece prepared an unpleasant surprise for Mussolini: 

instead of collapsing immediately, it fought back fiercely. With the assistance of British air 

units that landed within a week, the Greeks counter-attacked, drove the Italians back and in 

their turn invaded Albania, which resulted in the occupation of a substantial area of southern 

Albania. The Italian defeats in Greece and in North Africa not only meant the total failure of 

Mussolini’s ‘Parallel War’ but also, on the one hand, threatened Italy’s very existence and, on 

the other, jeopardised Hitler’s plans to invade the USSR. Although furious about Mussolini’s 

reckless obstinacy, Hitler had no alternative but to come to Italy’s rescue. 

 

On 6 April 1941, German troops invaded Greece and managed in 16 days what the Italians 

had failed to accomplish in five months: on 22 April the Greek army capitulated.44 While 

British troops fled the country, Germany occupied the rest of Greece during the remainder of 

April. Around 35.000 Greek and British troops (including Commonwealth forces) retreated to 

the Greek island of Crete, which Great Britain had occupied since October of the previous 

year. On 20 May 1941, after sustained bombing, Crete was attacked by 3.000 paratroopers, 

landing on both sides of the island. The airborne operation, brilliantly conceived by General 

Kurt Student, was perfectly executed but the ensuing battle lasted longer than anticipated. The 

British resisted until the end of May, causing Hitler to ask Student: ‘France fell in eight days, 

why is Crete still resisting?’45 The airborne attack also proved very costly in lives: although 

they took a lot of prisoners, the Germans lost many more lives than their adversaries. The 

casualty rate even led to a German moratorium on large-scale parachute operations and the 

definitive cancellation of Operation Hercules, the planned airborne invasion of Malta. As the 

only British military base in the central Mediterranean area, Malta was of utmost importance 

for the supply of British troops. Although it was almost continuously bombed by the Axis, 
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Malta refused to capitulate and continued to play a crucial role in the battle for the 

Mediterranean until May 1943. 

 

Meanwhile, in North Africa, German aid arrived several months prior to the invasion of 

Greece. Having turned down repeated German offers to support his campaign against Egypt 

since the summer of 1940, Mussolini finally accepted German assistance in early 1941. The 

Duce did not have much of choice: by the time he accepted the arrival of two German 

armoured divisions, the so-called Africa Corps (Deutsches Afrika Korps), British and 

Australian troops had already captured the Italian naval base of Tobruk in Libya. The Africa 

Corps was commanded by Erwin Rommel, a German commander who had won distinction 

with a panzer division during the German offensive in France. Although Italy had become 

very dependent on Germany (which was perfectly illustrated by the reluctant Italian 

acceptance of German military assistance) and increasingly became a German-controlled 

puppet, Hitler carefully avoided overtly offending Mussolini. It was precisely for this reason 

that Rommel was made nominally subordinate to the commander-in-chief of the Italian 

forces, General Italo Gariboldi.46 In reality Rommel pursued his own strategy and did not 

refrain from ignoring the orders of his own High Command and the Führer when he got a 

chance. Instead of remaining on the defensive (as ordered), Rommel launched a major 

offensive operation in February 1941 and had driven the British forces back to Egypt by 

April. It would however take more than a year before Rommel finally managed to recapture 

Tobruk (June 1942), on the occasion of which Hitler made him field marshal. It was during 

the same month that Mussolini, expecting the Axis troops to enter Cairo soon, flew to Africa 

and prepared for his triumphal entry into the Egyptian capital. But Cairo never fell and 

Mussolini, who had permanently remained 800 kilometres behind the front line, had to return 

home. The Axis never captured Egypt because it was increasingly outnumbered by its 

adversaries. Although Rommel’s forces had, since early 1941, been significantly enlarged, 

Germany never committed large forces to North Africa. When Rommel was sent to Africa in 

early 1941, Hitler had already prepared Operation Barbarossa and it he considered that his 

soldiers much more necessary at the eastern front. British forces (including Commonwealth 

soldiers from Australia, India, New Zealand and South Africa) were, on the other hand, 

constantly increasing. Rommel realised that it was only a matter of time before the enemy 

would be too strong and proposed a complete strategic withdrawal from Africa. Hitler refused 

but had to face reality when Rommel, in October 1942 only a couple of months after the 

capture of Tobruk, was soundly beaten in the battle of El-Alamein. The battle of El-Alamein 
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was a turning-point: although Hitler still objected to abandoning North Africa, he allowed 

Rommel to withdraw in the face of a new British offensive. 

 

On 4 November 1942, Rommel started the retreat of his troops. Six days later, Anglo-

American troops carried out the so-called Torch landings, invading French Morocco and in 

the French colony of Algeria and triggering off the Allied invasion of North Africa. The 

invasion forces had hoped to be welcomed as friends, but were opposed by French forces 

under command of French Admiral Jean Darlan. The latter meanwhile secretly negotiated a 

ceasefire, which came into effect on 10 November, after which Darlan started to work for the 

Allies. Darlan’s defection urged Germany to occupy Vichy France immediately while Italy 

occupied the French Mediterranean island of Corsica. Simultaneously, German troops were 

convoyed to the French Protectorate of Tunisia. It was in Tunisia that the final phase of the 

North African campaign took place. Rommel had led his German-Italian troops in a well-

conducted delaying action from Egypt to Tunisia (gradually leaving Libya in the hands of the 

pursuing British troops) and arrived far stronger than the Allies had expected in Tunisia. Only 

given overall command of the Axis forces after some time, Rommel again impressed friend 

and foe with his military genius but in the long run failed to turn the tide. In March 1943, 

Rommel met Hitler and argued again that the Axis troops should evacuate Tunisia (in other 

words North Africa) to defend Europe against an Allied invasion. Not being any the wiser 

after the capitulation of his Sixth Army in Stalingrad, Hitler again mistook reality for 

defeatism and sent his youngest field marshal on extended sick leave. Nevertheless, military 

reality could not be denied much longer: the Allied forces launched a general offensive by 

early April. One month later, the German-controlled Tunisian strongholds of Bizerta and 

Tunis surrendered and on 12-13 May 1943 the last resistance was broken. In what the German 

population soon after ironically referred to as ‘Tunisgrad’ (to draw a parallel with the German 

defeat in Stalingrad some months earlier), the Allies took around 240.000 German and Italian 

prisoners of war, among whom was German commander Jürgen von Arnim. The Axis 

presence in North Africa had come to an end. 

 

 

 

4.2.2.2. The newsreel coverage  
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As long as the war in the Mediterranean was indeed a ‘parallel war’, in other words a conflict 

solely waged by Italy for the sole benefit of Italy, it received relatively little attention in the 

Belgian ATW issues. The topic was nevertheless not neglected: in late August and early 

September 1940, the newsreels featured images of Italian bombers attacking British positions 

in Egypt (468-12) or bombing British troops that evacuated British Somaliland (469-6). These 

items already indicated why the newsreels were interested in the North African war: although 

Mussolini considered this war an exclusively Italian affair, it was fought against the same 

nation that Germany was fighting. By covering the Italian campaign in North Africa, the 

newsreels demonstrated that Germany was not the only country attacking Great Britain and 

that the latter was also being threatened outside the motherland. In brief, the images of the 

North African war supported the thesis that Great Britain was soon to be defeated.47 Within 

that context it was only logical for the newsreel to pay particular attention to the invasion of 

Egypt (476-11) and Italian military actions against other regions in the British sphere of 

influence like Sudan (477-8) and Palestine (477-9). But the newsreel interest for the North African 

war did not last long: from early November 1940 until late February 1941 it completely 

disappeared from the newsreels. It was during this period exactly that a British counter-

offensive first forced the Italians out of Egypt and then led to an invasion of Libya and other 

Italian colonial territories. There is little doubt that Luce, the Italian newsreel company that 

had so far supplied the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH with images of Italian ‘successes’ in 

North Africa, did not provide its German colleagues with images of the Italian withdrawal. 

(As mentioned in Chapter 2, Mussolini personally monitored the output of Luce.) Besides, 

when the situation in North Africa worsened, Luce hoped to have something more prestigious 

to offer, namely reports on the Italian invasion of Greece. 

 

The first images of Italian soldiers attacking Greece (481-15) reached Belgian audiences by the 

end of November 1940, one month after the beginning of the Italian attack. By that time, 

however, the Greeks had already pushed the Italians back to Albania and turned the would-be 

invasion into an occupation of Albanian territory. After this one item the newsreels avoided 

the war in the Balkans for a full five months until they featured from late April 1941 onwards 

(503-11) images of the German invasion of Greece. Cinema audiences that were shown these 

images had from the beginning of the campaign (early April) been told that the German 

assault on Greece was not a token of German aggression but a counter-attack against the 

advance of British landing troops.48 This undoubtedly explains why the newsreel 
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commentator did not take the time to explain the reasons for this campaign but immediately 

started praising the swift German advance. There is no denying that the German army had 

indeed carried out the invasion swiftly: the day before this newsreel issue was released in 

Belgian cinemas, the German Wehrmachtbericht had proudly announced the capitulation of 

the Greek armies.49 Following this capitulation, British troops evacuated as quickly as 

possible, an operation that was completed on 1 May 1941. Theoretically, the newsreels could 

have stopped reporting on the campaign from that time onwards, but the images that reached 

the Berlin newsreel headquarters before and after the Greek capitulation were, from a 

propagandistic viewpoint, just too good to be stored away. Therefore the Belgian ATW 

included until early June reports50 on the Greek front, containing footage of German troops 

storming Mount Olympus (504-11), German Field Marshal Wilhelm List conducting the 

armistice negotiations (505-7), the German Reich war standard streaming over the Acropolis (505-

7), German troops parading through the streets of Athens (506-11) and paratroopers invading 

Corinth (509-10). While the newsreels on the one hand argued that it was not the Greek 

population that opposed the German invasion by showing images of German troops being 

enthusiastically acclaimed by Greek citizens (505-7), they highlighted on the other that the 

successful campaign was a strong blow to the British troops, showing retreating British 

columns (504-11) and captured British army equipment (506-11). One newsreel even ironically 

inserted the close-up of an English sign reading ‘Greek troops only: out of bounds British 

troops’ (505-7). Although the newsreel coverage of the Greek campaign left no doubt that 

Germany had played a very important role, it was never stated (or admitted) that the Italian 

troops would have collapsed without German assistance. On the contrary, images of Italian 

troops fighting at Epirus (504-1) and a (presumably staged) scene of German and Italian 

infantrymen running towards each other and enthusiastically fraternising (505-7) strongly 

suggested that both armies had fought this war. In attributing to the Italians a greater role than 

they had actually played, the newsreels adopted the policy of the OKW which, in the above-

mentioned announcement of Greek capitulation as well as in previous Wehrmachtberichte, 

had also overestimated the Italian participation. The underlying reason is clear: revealing 

Italy’s military weakness would be an indirect propagandistic blow to Germany’s image. 

 

The newsreel coverage of the German campaign was followed by a spectacular epilogue in 

the form of two items dedicated to the airborne capture of Crete, which the newsreel survey of 

1941 would later describe as the ‘crowning glory of the battle of the Balkans’ (539-33). 

Although the parachute operation cost the Germans heavy losses (a fact withheld from public 
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opinion and therefore not mentioned by the newsreels), it had an undeniably strong 

propagandistic value that could not have been better capitalised on by any medium than by the 

newsreel. In June 1941, the Belgian ATW concluded with an item (510-9) of almost eight 

minutes in length, entirely dedicated to the topic. Several decades before Francis Ford 

Coppola did something similar in his Vietnam epic ‘Apocalypse Now’, the ATW combined 

breathtaking footage of attacking planes and paratroopers jumping out of them with the score 

from Wagner’s ‘Die Walküre’. The latter formed the musical leitmotiv for the whole item, 

which contained, apart from magnificent footage of a sky literally filled with jumping 

parachutists and well-edited battle scenes, spectacular and presumably authentic images of the 

emergency landing carried out by a German aircraft that had been hit by the British anti-

aircraft defence. The Crete item, which was followed the following week by a report on the 

final battle phases (511-8), concluded with the words: ‘Crete is freed of the enemy. The battle 

has now ended.’ It is noteworthy that the Wehrmachtbericht had also described the capture of 

Crete as its ‘liberation from the enemy’,51 as if the German forces were primarily concerned 

with the well-being of the British-occupied Greek inhabitants of the island. In reality, the 

‘liberated’ Cretans became subject to a harsh occupation regime.  

 

After these short assessments of the newsreel coverage of the campaign in Greece, the time 

has come to return to North Africa. As mentioned above, the Belgian ATW from December 

1940 until late February 1941 paid no attention to the military situation in North Africa. The 

only Mediterranean military item released in that time span showed British ships being 

intercepted in the Mediterranean Sea (488-10) by the Italian navy. In the spring of 1941 

however, when the first images of German troops in North Africa started to reach the Berlin 

newsreel headquarters and especially when it became clear that General Rommel was driving 

the British back out of Libya towards Egypt, the newsreel interest in Africa increased. The 

AM-WA newsreels initially had to settle for German aircraft taking off in Italy to attack 

British positions in Africa (494-11, 496-12) but finally availed by the end of March 1941 of images 

showing Rommel and his troops in the Libyan port of Tripoli (498-11, 499-10).52 From 21 March 

(the first images of German soldiers in Tripoli (498-11)) until 4 July 1941, AM-WA released 

only two issues that did not feature North African items. In that period the newsreels covered 

week after week either German-Italian attacks on British forces (on the ground or in the air) 

or new reinforcements and equipment arriving in Tripoli and being dispatched to the front 

line. During this period special attention was paid to the recapture of El Agheila and Benghazi 
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(503-9) and the prisoners taken in that time: according to the commentator, the number of 

prisoners ‘increased from hour to hour’. 

 

From early July until early December 1941, in other words for five full months, the Belgian 

ATW did not feature a single item dedicated to North Africa. The reasons for this disinterest 

are probably twofold. One the one hand, there was, apart from some episodes that the 

newsreels did not wish to cover (such as the mass Italian surrender in Ethiopia in November) 

little spectacular action taking place: Malta was still heavily raided; Tobruk was still under 

siege, etc. On the other hand, Germany had launched Operation Barbarossa and the newsreels 

paid more attention to that successful and swift campaign than to the rather dull desert wars 

fought in Africa. When it became apparent that Germany would not defeat the USSR as 

quickly as hoped and that the German troops were to hibernate at the eastern front, North 

Africa came back into the picture. On 5 December 1941 the Belgian ATW resumed the thread 

and presented its audiences with images (535-10) of German aircraft attacking British tanks, 

troop concentrations and Hurricanes. Boasting about the ‘superiority’ of the German aviation, 

it was the kind of item the newsreels could have shown five months earlier. And yet, 

something had changed because one week later the commentator (537-13) remarked that the 

‘allied German and Italian troops were again opposed to an enemy superior in men and 

materials’, thus admitting for the first time that the Axis troops were outnumbered and less 

well-equipped than their adversaries. It was during this month, but this was not mentioned, 

that the Axis had to (temporarily) raise the siege of Tobruk and lost Benghazi, the capture of 

which the newsreels had proudly shown (503-7) seven months before. In a special newsreel 

issue offering a survey of 1941, it was again highlighted that the German-Italian forces fought 

‘a much greater enemy’ (539-32). The trend of presenting the North African war as a ‘difficult 

combat’ (542-12) (which it naturally was, but the important thing is that this was never 

mentioned before) continued during the first weeks of 1942 but broke off as soon as the 

Germans managed to recapture Benghazi in late January. While its loss had, as we have seen 

above, not been mentioned, the newsreel commentator could not help but disclose its 

liberation (544-9, 545-9) weeks before footage of the ‘liberated ‘ city reached Belgium. When the 

newsreels finally received images of the German-Italian re-entry into Benghazi (548-8) the 

commentator suddenly regained his triumphant tone: the British and their allies were ‘falling 

back further and further to the east, with the German troops hot on their heels’ and ‘surprised 

by the rapid advance of the German troops’. The policy, on the one hand, of not referring to 

setbacks (the British capture of Madagascar in May 1942) and of highlighting successes (the 
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German capture of Bir Hakeim (565-9) two months later) was adopted time and time again. 

When Rommel managed in June 1942 to finally capture the vital port of Tobruk and took 

30.000 prisoners, the newsreels naturally capitalised on the victory (566-9). When talking about 

the many prisoners that had been taken, particular attention was paid to the capture of British 

generals (567-10), who were shown being ‘interrogated’ by Rommel.  

 

Rommel was repeatedly portrayed as a hero: in October 1942 (580-7) he was shown receiving 

the marshal’s truncheon from the hands of the Führer and giving a press conference during 

which he reportedly claimed: ‘the Axis troops are now 100 kilometres from Cairo. We have 

the gate to Egypt in our hands.’ This positive view on the African front which, just like the 

Rommel cult was of course part of a bigger propaganda offensive, was however soon belied 

by military reality because the next month, November 1942, marked the beginning of the end. 

While Rommel started retreating from El-Alamein, the Allies landed in North Africa. Tobruk 

and other cities whose capture had been shown in the newsreel (Benghazi, El Agheila) were 

definitely lost. From 13 November onwards, in other words immediately after the Allied 

landings (Torch operation), North Africa disappeared once again from the newsreels. The 

Propaganda Ministry must have realised that totally stifling the North African campaign 

(apart from some items on the ensuing German occupation of southern France (587-9)) was not 

a good idea and from January 1943 (592-11) the newsreels again covered North Africa. All 

North African newsreel items released from that moment onwards were filmed in Tunisia, the 

French colony that had been occupied by Germany in the meantime. The newsreels implicitly 

stressed that the Tunisians did not object to this occupation. According to the ATW, the 

military actions did not stop the locals from doing their work (593-9) and relations between 

German soldiers and the Tunisian population was even portrayed as downright cordial. In 

several (staged) scenes, soldiers bought (!) provisions from local women, were applauded 

when they handed over cigarettes to local men and were even helped by a Tunisian who 

reportedly willingly pointed out the position of the enemy troops (595-7).   

 

Since there were no longer any heroic military developments such as the capture of important 

strongholds to be covered, the ATW limited itself to small battles that were inevitably won by 

the Axis: American tanks were ‘during the first attack blown to pieces’ (593-9), American 

soldiers were taken prisoner ‘after some small resistance’ (597-10). In February-March the 

newsreels optimistically showed the arrival of new German-Italian war equipment (599-9) and 

boasted that the German-Italian troops had taken 4.000 enemy prisoners and captured or 
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destroyed ‘235 tanks and 169 observation tanks’ (601-11). Nevertheless, no newsreel could 

change the military reality of the impending defeat. Although the commentator made no 

reference to what had happened on the Tunisian front, it was no coincidence that the ATW 

featured on 2 April 1943 an item demonstrating that Greece (604-7) had, since the German 

invasion two years earlier, been turned into a strong defence system, equipped with tanks, 

armoured cars, heavy artillery, destroyers, torpedo boats, anti-tank devices, barbed wire 

entanglements, camouflaged fighters, combat aircraft, etc. The reassurance that ‘the 

fortifications and strategic points on the south-eastern coast of Europe were reinforced non-

stop’ had to make clear that Germany was ready to repel an Allied invasion attempt of the 

Mediterranean, even if North Africa would fall into Allied hands. And the loss of Tunisia was 

indeed imminent. On 9 April, the Belgian ATW featured what would turn out to be its very 

last item (605-9) dedicated to ‘the theatre of operations in Tunisia’. About one month later, on 

13 May 1943, the Wehrmachtbericht announced: ‘The heroic fight of the German and Italian 

Africa formations has today come to its honourable end’.53  

 

 

 

4.2.3. From the loss of North Africa to the surrender of German troops in 

Italy 
 

 

 

4.2.3.1. The main military developments 
 

 

Following ‘Tunisgrad’ (12-13 May 1943), the Allies prepared for an invasion of Europe from 

the south, which Churchill considered Europe’s ‘soft underbelly’. On 10 July 1943, Anglo-

American troops landed on Sicily. Although it took more than a month before the Germans 

evacuated it completely, Sicily served from 19 July onwards as an operating base for Allied 

bomber raids on Rome. These Allied raids contributed of course to Italian fear of an Allied 

invasion. The threat of Allied landings and the knowledge that Germany performed badly on 

all fronts led to an Italian coup against Mussolini, who was imprisoned and replaced by 
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Marshal Badoglio. The latter started secret peace negotiations with the Allies soon 

afterwards.54 

 

While the Allies drove the Germans slowly out of Sicily, secret Italian-Allied negotiations 

continued and resulted in an Italian surrender, which was signed on 3 September and made 

public five days later. Allied landings almost immediately followed the announcement on the 

mainland of southern Italy.55 Hitler reacted swiftly and had his troops occupy the north of 

Italy, an operation that had been prepared since Badoglio’s coming to power. As expounded 

in the next chapter, a new Italian government led by Mussolini, who had been liberated in the 

meantime, was installed in northern Italy. Its political role was however insignificant: the 

territory remained German-occupied and served as a German defence line against the Allied 

advance. On 13 October 1943 the ‘real’ Italy declared war on Germany, thus entering the 

Second World War on the side of the Allies. 

 

The official announcement of the Italian surrender had in the meantime not only led to 

hostilities in Italy, but also to a German campaign in the Aegean Sea, notably on the 

Dodecanese islands. The German and Italian armies both had bases on some of these islands 

and following the Italian capitulation, German and British troops started fighting each other 

for control over the islands. By the end of November 1943 the Germans had overwhelmed 

their adversary and the Dodecanese islands remained German-ruled until the end of the war.    

 

The war on the Italian mainland (September 1943 - May 1945) can briefly be described as a 

long series of attacks and counter-attacks that slowly forced the Germans to the north, but 

failed to drive them out of Italy. The German success in warding off the assaults were 

partially due to Allied reluctance to engage too many forces. The latter were saving much of 

their fighting potential for the invasion of north-western Europe that had been scheduled for 

the spring of 1944. When that invasion took place on 6 June (D-Day) and achieved what the 

Allies had failed to do in Italy, in other words managed to open a real second front, Allied war 

potential was concentrated as much as possible on Normandy. A cease-fire in Italy was only 

concluded on 2 May 1945, when Soviet troops were in Berlin and Hitler had already 

committed suicide. 
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4.2.3.2. The newsreel coverage 
 

 

Because the Wehrmachtbericht never mentioned the Allied invasion of Sicily, the ATW never 

referred to it. Even when showing the consequences of ‘a terrorist attack on the city of Rome’ 

(624-8) it was never mentioned where those Allied bombers had come from. Moreover, it was 

typical for the newsreels not to acknowledge the strategic significance of this attack, but to 

present it as a crime and to show that even the graveyard where the pope’s parents were 

buried had been bombed. In early September, the ATW featured another item (627-10) on the 

bombing of Rome, again indicating that the Allies did not refrain from bombing the city in 

which the pope lived. 

 

Remaining silent over the enemy invasion of Sicily was one thing, but hushing up Badoglio’s 

surrender and the ensuing Allied landings on the Italian mainland was of course impossible. 

The Wehrmachtbericht announced that its forces were ‘taking all measures required by the 

treachery of the Badoglio government’ and added that those measures had been carried out ‘as 

we had expected’.56  Hitler meanwhile recorded a speech, repeatedly broadcast over all 

military and local radio stations, in which he emphasised that the military events unfolding in 

Italy were of ‘very small military significance’.57 

 

When the ATW started showing German troops occupying northern Italy, the commentator 

initially appeared (629-7) less optimistic. The statement that German troops were ‘fighting in the 

south of the continent for Europe’s freedom’ made it clear that the Italian campaign was not 

just an insignificant military conflict. One week later, however, as it was able to show a long 

report (630-9) on Mussolini’s liberation by a German commando58 as well as on the German 

occupation of Rome (630-8), the ATW had regained confidence. As so often, images of locals 

talking to German soldiers aimed to make clear that the civil population welcomed the entry 

of the Wehrmacht.  

 

The actual beginning of the German-Allied hostilities in Italy, the battles following the Allied 

landing in Salerno on 9 September, were only ‘shown’ in the ATW a full month later, on 8 

October (631-9). The item, including no actual battle footage, stressed that the Anglo-American 

forces were ‘exceptionally strong’ (which implicitly explained why the landing had 
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succeeded) but immediately added that they had ‘sustained great losses because of the 

German defence’ (631-9). In the weeks and months that followed, ATW issues showed German 

troops receiving reinforcements (632-9), being joined by Italian volunteers (632-9, 634-8), 

evacuating Corsica (634-9), setting up defence structures (638-10), reinforcing the Italian Riviera 

(642-11) and even making pancakes (642-11) but apart from some exceptions (642-12) there was 

hardly any battle footage. In early 1944 too, the ATW paid more attention to German soldiers 

offering prisoners of war a Christmas meal (646-9), ‘securing’ art treasures (47-8) and providing 

Rome with meat (648-5) than to the war that was being fought in the meantime. Remarkably, the 

scarce newsreel items that did contain battle footage (like the activities of German anti-

aircraft against American bombers (50-10)) avoided naming the location where the images had 

been filmed. This policy was only reversed by late February 1944. From then on, pursuing the 

same kind of strategy that had been adopted long before in the coverage of the eastern front, 

such as the delaying of enemy actions and the recapture of cities whose fall had never been 

shown, were presented as signs of German victory (652-9). From 2 March (52-9) until 12 May (62-

10) 1944, the ATW dedicated several items to the battle(s) for Monte Cassino, during which 

German forces bitterly defended the fortified town of Cassino and the monastery on the hill 

overlooking it. Meanwhile, images of German soldiers entertaining themselves by planting 

flowers, playing with a dog or smoking a pipe (61-8) in between two battles, suggested that the 

Wehrmacht was still in control of the military situation. 

 

In brief, the newsreels, as they had already done for the eastern front and would also do in 

their coverage of the Normandy front, lost all touch with reality. In June 1944, for instance, 

the ATW did not mention a single word about the German loss of Anzio and Rome. Instead 

the newsreels featured, for instance, a staged scene (668-9) in which a German soldier threw 

himself to the ground just before a shell exploded. The soldier was unharmed but found a 

shell splinter in his battle-kit, which inspired the commentator with the punchline ‘Lucky 

once again!’ that concluded the issue.  

 

Last but not least it must be mentioned that the ATW while, as seen above, paying very little 

attention to battles being fought in Italy featured several items on the German conquest of the 

Dodecanese islands. From a military point of view, the campaign there was much less 

important but from a propagandistic standpoint it was far more interesting for the simple 

reason that the Germans won it. The occupation of Kos Island (637-9), Léros (42-9) and Sámos 

(643-9) were therefore covered enthusiastically and accompanied by statements such as ‘The 
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conquest of Léros has decisively fortified and safeguarded Germany’s position of power in 

the Aegan Sea’ (42-9). This is another typical example of how the ATW capitalised on these 

small conquests as much as possible, for instance by showing German soldiers drinking a 

bottle of ‘Sámos wine’ (the English label shown in close-up) and accompanying these images 

with the ironic commentary ‘it is particularly agreeable to drink it on the spot’, in other words 

on the island itself. Three months after the German victory, the ATW would still feature items 

highlighting the German presence on these islands. German soldiers were, for instance, shown 

picking oranges, eating bananas and visiting a monastery where, among paintings of military 

men and clergymen, hung a portrait of Adolf Hitler (648-8, 651-6).   

 

 

 

4.3. War at the eastern front (1941-1945)59 
 

 

 

4.3.1. The main military developments 
 

Although Hitler had a strong personal motive to attack his ideological archenemy and had 

already established his views on the need for German ‘living space’ in the East in Mein 

Kampf, the final decision to invade the USSR was based on strategic considerations such as 

the need for German control over resources and raw materials of the Ukraine and other 

Russian regions. As Hitler privately said: ‘what India was for England, the eastern territory 

will be for us’.60  Preparations for the invasion of the USSR, which after some time were 

continued under the codename ‘Operation Barbarossa’, started in the summer of 1940. The 

general attack over the eastern front was originally planned to take place after the collapse of 

Great Britain. After the postponement of Operation Sealion, a decision was taken to change 

plans: first the USSR, then Great Britain. The final text of the attack plan, which had already 

been approved on 3 February, called for a quick campaign that would defeat the USSR before 

the end of the year. The plans emphasised that it was crucial to destroy the armies in Western 

Russia and to secure both Moscow and the economically important Donets Basin before the 

onset of Russian winter. The overall strategy provided that, once the USSR had been dealt 
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with and supplied Germany with all the food and supplies it needed, German forces could turn 

their attention again towards Great Britain and deal it the decisive blow. 

 

Given the importance of a German victory before the end of 1941, it is often asked why the 

German forces commenced their operations only in late June and not in the spring of 1941, for 

instance. The answer is to be found in the Balkans. As explained earlier in this chapter, Italy’s 

unannounced and unsuccessful attack on Greece had led to the landing of British troops on 

Greek territory. The British presence on Greek soil put the Romanian oil fields, which were of 

crucial importance to Operation Barbarossa, within possible range of the RAF. Hitler saw no 

alternative but to invade Greece as well as Yugoslavia, where a coup d’état had reversed 

Yugoslav-German collaboration. After the Greek-Yugoslav capitulation (17-22 April 1944), it 

took time to move German tank divisions, which had been deployed at the Balkan front and 

were needed for the start of Operation Barbarossa, eastwards. Without these events, Operation 

Barbarossa would have started in mid-May instead of on 22 June 1941. German troops would 

have had roughly five weeks more before the Russian winter started. Had this happened, the 

outcome of the eastern campaign might have looked very different. 

 

It is a common misconception and possibly a long-term effect of German war propaganda, 

that the Soviet army in 1941 was inferior to the German Wehrmacht. The Soviets, who 

availed of millions of soldiers, outnumbered the Germans from day one and were equipped 

with artillery and tanks of superior quality and quantity. But the Soviet army lacked the strong 

leadership that could have put these advantages to good use for Stalin had exterminated most 

of his officers during the bloody purges of the late Thirties. Although Stalin had been warned 

by a series of informers, from the German ambassador in Moscow (who despised his Nazi 

government and would be involved in the 1944 conspiracy against Hitler) to Churchill, he 

refused to believe that Hitler would violate the Nazi-Soviet Pact by attacking the USSR. All 

evidence that Germany was effectively preparing an invasion was dismissed as the work of 

British ‘agents provocateurs’ and Stalin even turned down the request from his most 

important generals to order mobilisation in mid-June 1941. When the Wehrmacht launched its 

attack shortly afterwards, the surprise was complete and the Russian troops, although 

numerically stronger and in possession of better materials, were too dispersed to resist 

adequately. 
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Operation Barbarossa launched three great parallel offensives against the USSR and Soviet-

held territories such as the Baltic States. Simultaneous attacks on Soviet airbases destroyed 

nearly 3.000 Soviet aircraft in the first ten days, giving the Luftwaffe complete air superiority 

over the battlefields. In the first months of this German-Soviet war, the Wehrmacht was 

extremely successful and another German victory seemed to be in the making. The city of 

Leningrad was under German fire within four days of the onset of the campaign and one 

important city after the other fell. Large Soviet armies were invested and forced to surrender, 

hundreds of thousands of Soviet soldiers were taken prisoner. But the high numbers of Soviets 

killed or taken prisoner and the immense territorial conquests gave a wrong impression of the 

military reality. German positions were very vulnerable and weakened by the growing extent 

of their supply lines, which could not be stretched ad infinitum. Moreover, they were totally 

unprepared for the turn in weather. This became very clear when the severe cold arrived 

before the German troops managed to capture Moscow, the Soviet centre of government and 

the industrial centre of the Russian heartland. The onset of winter transformed the Russian 

road system, the utterly primitive conditions of which had already impeded German advance 

in favourable weather conditions, into muddy tracks or real bogs. By early November the 

German offensive had ground to a halt. The German troops had no winter uniforms and fell 

victim to frostbite, while the extremely cold temperatures froze their firing mechanisms and 

engine oil. (The long and severe winter would be followed by a spring thaw, which hardly 

improved living conditions at the front.) Morale sank and the German forces fell back from 

Moscow. At other front sectors too, the German advance had come to a halt. A Soviet 

counter-offensive launched in December 1941 resulted in the Germans losing Kerch. It was 

definitively clear that the war at the eastern front would last much longer than Hitler and his 

general staff had bargained for. Hitler blamed the setbacks on defeatism of his generals and 

appointed himself the highest Commander-in-Chief of the Wehrmacht on 19 December 1941. 

 

The failure to settle the dispute before the winter already indicated that the Soviet troops, once 

they had recovered from the initial shock of the German invasion, were not as weak as Hitler 

and his High Command initially thought. While German supply and communication lines 

remained vulnerable, the Soviets started reaping the benefits of the Five-Year Plan that Stalin 

had started in 1939. The Soviet production of aircraft, munitions and tanks increased 

dramatically from 1942 onwards and had exceeded German production by 1943. (In the 

meantime the Americans also shipped war materials to the USSR.) On 5 January 1942, Stalin 

ordered a general offensive that was during the first months of 1942 relatively successful but 
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had ended by the end of March. Although it had weakened the Germans too, the failed 

counter-offensive left the Soviet troops vulnerable to the German summer offensive 

(Operation Blue) launched on 8 May 1942. The objectives of this campaign included 

important Caucasian oilfields that supplied the Soviets with fuel as well as Stalingrad, the city 

on the Volga River that controlled the communications of southern Russia.  

 

Operation Blue was initially successful: by the end of August the oilfields had been taken and 

the German 6th Army, led by General Friedrich Paulus, started the siege of Stalingrad that 

very same month. A fierce battle unfolded, during which the city was reduced to ruins and 

every street had to be fought for. Paulus and his troops captured most of the city but were 

encircled soon afterwards by a Soviet counter-offensive. When Paulus saw an opportunity to 

break out of the encirclement (and abandon Stalingrad) Hitler forbade him to do so. After all, 

Hitler wanted the city for the very same reason that Stalin was determined to keep it: apart 

from its economic importance, the city bore Stalin’s name. The Luftwaffe failed to supply the 

6th Army, trapped inside a devastated city during a further Russian winter, with the food and 

arms it needed. The besieged soldiers were forced to eat whatever they could lay their hands 

upon i.e. horses, rats and in some cases the bodies of dead soldiers. When the Soviets offered 

the Germans terms of surrender, Hitler forbade his troops to accept them. Even when Hitler 

had to face the reality that the 6th Army, or what remained of it, was definitively lost, he 

stubbornly opposed surrender. The German soldiers did not capitulate: they died heroically. In 

the end Hitler even promoted Paulus field marshal because no German field marshal had ever 

surrendered. The promotion was a clear hint to save his (actually Hitler’s) honour by 

committing suicide. When Paulus nonetheless surrendered on 31 January 1943, nearly 

100.000 soldiers surrendered with him but over 200.000 men had already been killed in battle 

or had died of starvation or cold. 

 

Although Stalingrad was a clear turning point, it did not altogether mean German defeat. The 

Germans had to withdraw from the Caucasus and lost many conquered cities to the Soviets 

again but they were nevertheless strong enough to launch a new offensive in the summer of 

1943. This assault, codenamed Operation Citadel (Operation Zitadelle), was launched 

simultaneously against the Soviet northern and southern flanks. It would be the last large-

scale offensive that the German forces deployed. Started on 5 July, it was almost immediately 

brought to a standstill in the north. In the south the Germans were initially more successful 

but then ran into Soviet tanks. The conflict culminated in the tank battle of Kursk, which up 
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until today is the greatest tank battle in military history. Both sides suffered heavy losses but 

since Soviet tank production was now much greater than that of the Germans, the long-term 

effects were worse for the Germans. The failure of Operation Citadel marked the very end of 

the German power of initiative. 

 

What happened from autumn 1943 until April-May 1945 can only be described as a long 

series of German delaying actions all the way to Berlin. While Soviet troops were 

increasingly supplied with new war materials (produced by their own factories or supplied by 

their American allies), relied on almost unlimited manpower and were commanded by officers 

whose abilities increasingly improved with battle experience, the German forces grew weaker 

and weaker. (It must be mentioned that partisan groups had, from early 1942 onwards, 

increasingly fought the Germans behind their own lines.) In January 1944 the Soviet High 

Command launched a major winter offensive. Leningrad was that very same month relieved 

from a siege that had lasted almost 900 days. Commanding troops that were, despite all the 

losses still close to three million men strong, Hitler ordered a defensive strategy that managed 

to defer the enemy offensive but failed to stop it. The Soviets advanced over the whole front, 

moved into Austria in March 1944 and encircled Berlin on 25 April. Five days later, Hitler 

committed suicide. On 8 May 1945, the war in Europe was over. 

 

 

 

4.3.2. The newsreel coverage 
 

 

No war was as decisive for the outcome of the Second World War as the German-Soviet War, 

which started with the launch of Operation Barbarossa and finished with the above-mentioned 

unconditional German surrender. No war received as much newsreel attention as this conflict 

and it would be fully possible to dedicate a PhD thesis in its own right to its newsreel 

coverage. This is however not the purpose of the study at hand and just as the previous 

overview of the main military developments omitted many battle phases and fascinating 

details, this investigation into the newsreel coverage of the eastern front will restrict itself to 

painting a general overview. 
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Fig. 4.5 War at the eastern front: 
Number of items in AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944
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The war at the eastern front accounted for 46.73% (279 out of 597) of the AM-WA war items, 

or 17.92% of the total number (2270) of items. As Fig. 4.5 indicates, the newsreel interest in 

the eastern front fell from 1942 onwards, in other words from the moment it became clear that 

the war would not be over within six months. The newsreel coverage of the eastern front 

remained relatively stable after that and until September 1943. The declining ATW interest in 

the eastern front thereafter was not only due to the general German withdrawal, but also the 

Allied invasion of Italy and (later on) the invasion of Normandy. 

 

 

 

4.3.2.1. Justifying a war on the ‘paradise of farmers and workers’ 
 

 

When Germany invaded the USSR, the Wehrmachtbericht as usual only reported on the 

military developments61 while the ‘justification’ of this campaign was left to the Propaganda 

Ministry. Just as the Wehrmacht had prepared Operation Barbarossa over a long period, so 

Goebbels and his collaborators put much time into preparing the propaganda campaign that 
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was to accompany it. At about 3 o’ clock in the morning of the attack, Soviet representatives 

in Berlin were summoned to come to see Foreign Minister von Ribbentrop immediately. 

Driven to the Foreign Office in a car that was standing by ready for them, they found the 

entrance crowded with German pressmen and lit by camera lights for the newsreel crew. 

Inside the Foreign Office, von Ribbentrop stumbled through a declaration of war (avoiding 

the word ‘war’ on Hitler’s instructions) and handed them the full text of Hitler’s 

memorandum.62 At 5.30am Goebbels read a message by Hitler to the German people. The 

message, broadcast all over the Reich and abroad, declared that the German attacks launched 

that morning were nothing more than a preventive strike against the USSR, which had plotted 

to attack Germany very soon. According to this message, it was not Germany that had broken 

the non-aggression pact both states had agreed upon less than two years before (the Nazi-

Soviet Pact). It was the unreliable Soviets who had been on the verge of invading the German 

homeland and the whole of Europe. In short, Nazi Germany had no alternative but to strike 

first. This propaganda pattern was of course very similar to those adopted when Germany had 

to justify the invasion of Denmark, Norway and the Lowlands, for instance. The proclamation 

Goebbels read aloud concluded with the words: ‘The German eastern front stretches from 

East Prussia to the Carpathians. The task of this front is no longer to protect single countries 

but to ensure the security of Europe and thereby save all of them. I have therefore decided to 

put the fate and the future of the German Reich into the hands of our soldiers once again.’63 

Soon afterwards von Ribbentrop gave a conference for the home and foreign press, building 

further upon this statement.  

 

Goebbels’ radio broadcast and von Ribbentrop’s press conference were the beginning of an 

enormous media campaign, elaborating in great deal and with the help of fabricated evidence 

why Germany had no choice but to wage this war. Since the OKW for strategic reasons 

blocked all significant war news until it released one week after the start of the hostilities (29 

June 1940) 12 Sonderberichte written personally by Hitler on that very same day,64 the media 

had all the time and space they needed during this first week all to ‘enlighten’ the population 

about the background to this war. Naturally, German-controlled Belgian newspapers also 

played a role in this campaign, by printing statements by Goebbels and Hitler and by 

portraying (as instructed by the German News Agency and its Belgian subsidiary Belgapress) 

the attack as a defensive measure against the threat of Bolshevism.65  
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In Belgium, a special ATW edition dedicated to war at the eastern front was released no later 

than 2 July 1941. The special edition itself is lost, but there is little doubt that it corresponded 

with item (513-7) concluding the ATW of 4 July 1941. Images of Goebbels broadcasting 

Hitler’s declaration of war and von Ribbentrop handing a print of Hitler’s statement to the 

press were followed by the very first battle footage. During the months and years that 

followed, the newsreels concluded once a week with at least one, but often more, items 

dedicated to the eastern front.  

 

Taking into account the entire ATW coverage of the eastern front, from early July 1941 until 

early September 1944, I have found exactly 10 items66 that contained what I would describe 

as hard anti-Bolshevist or anti-Semitic propaganda. These items did not just glibly refer to 

enemy troops as ‘Bolshevists’ or did not just show (without any further commentary) 

prisoners of war who appeared to meet anti-Semitic preconceptions but used more brute force. 

Items that fit in my view into the category of ‘hard anti-Bolshevist or anti-Semitic 

propaganda’ would for instance show (514-6) captured ‘franc-tireurs’ (‘fighters of the world-

wide revolution’) amongst whom was found a woman fighter (which implicitly underlined 

their inferiority). They would show German soldiers (515-6) finding the corpses of ‘Ukrainian 

nationalists’ in the prison of Lvov, all of them ‘killed in a beastly manner by Jewish agents of 

the GPU’. (It is significant that Hitler phoned Goebbels after previewing these images, to 

congratulate him on the ‘best newsreel we ever made’.)67 They would show (516-9) a 

Lithuanian city completely devastated ‘except for the synagogue that had been spared by 

order of the Jewish commissar of the GPU’. They would refer to a city where only ‘the head 

office of the Bolshevist party’ had not been burnt to the ground and where ‘thousands of 

civilians had been assassinated and horribly mutilated by GPU agents’ (516-7). They would 

show another city, also ‘reduced into a pile of ruins on the order of Joseph Stalin’, where once 

again ‘victims of atrocities committed by the GPU’ were found (519-19). They would show ‘two 

female commissioners’ being arrested and churches ‘in the paradise of the Soviets’ that had 

been transformed into vodka distilleries or power stations. They would (519-9) show slums 

(‘This is what the paradise of farmers and workers is like in reality!’) and gruesome images of 

naked small children, lying next to each other, covered with flies (‘Underfed and scrawny 

children: every day German soldiers must look at such visions of misery!’). They would show 

more images (520-9) of children lying in dirty beds (‘these scenes have been filmed in the 

paradise of workers and farmers’). They would have close-ups of some prisoners (men with 

Asian features, bad sets of teeth, beards and thick glasses, long beards, big noses, etc.) 
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accompanied by commentaries (529-13) such as: ‘Europe has been saved just in time from an 

incredible degradation of which these images only give the slightest hint. Europe owes its 

safety to the work of German soldiers who have triumphed over immense areas of Russia and 

who have encircled the enemy troops to later destroy them’. The interesting thing about the 10 

items that fit into this category is that seven of them were released (in Belgium) no later than 

22 August 1941, in other words within two months following the invasion of the USSR. The 

remaining three items were released before the end of November of that same year. From 

December 1941 onwards this kind of hate propaganda disappeared from the ATW. 

 

Although at least some of the footage used in these images was authentic68and probably none 

of the gruesome images (underfed children, executed prisoners) was staged, it is not the 

authenticity of the footage that is at stake here. The important thing is to understand why the 

newsreel editors used the footage in this manner, why the executioners were referred to as 

‘Jewish murderers’, why the images were accompanied by dramatic music and post 

synchronised screams of women, why there were repeated ironic remarks about the ‘paradise 

of farmers and workers’. Following that same train of thought it is irrelevant whether the 

people who were shown and blamed for these acts of violence were effectively responsible or 

were indeed of Jewish origin. The important thing is to understand why they were called 

‘Jewish’, an adjective that obviously had a very negative connotation in Nazi propaganda. In 

my view, these people were not called ‘Jewish’ to incriminate the Jew population of Ukraine 

for instance. There was simply no propagandist need to do that: by the time Belgian audiences 

were confronted with images of the population of Lvov ‘handing over Jewish murderers to the 

German troops, so that they would be punished’ (515-6), 7.000 Jews in that same city had 

already been rounded up and shot.69 (Note that this mass murder remained, just like all other 

anti-Semitic measures in  and outside Germany, unmentioned.)   

 

In short, if the people shown in the newsreels were called ‘Jewish’, the anti-Semitic 

propaganda was not the purpose of the item, but merely a weapon it deployed to attack 

‘Bolshevism’. In other words, what these items were really about, was contributing to a 

propagandistic barrage fire, simultaneously launched in other media,70 denouncing the USSR 

as a threat to European civilisation. The quintessential mission of these newsreel items was to 

reveal the ‘horror of life under Bolshevism’ in order to justify Germany’s ‘pre-emptive 

strike’. The problem with this kind of propaganda was that it soon proved inconsistent: if the 

USSR really was a subhuman, Jewish-ruled empire where chaos prevailed, why didn’t it 
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collapse within a couple of months? Here lies the answer as to why similar items disappeared 

by the end of November 1941, more or less coinciding with public recognition of the fact that 

this war would not be over by the end of the year. 

 

 

 

4.3.2.2. From the launch of the invasion until the final Stalingrad 

report 
 

 

During the first months of the German-Soviet war, the OKW issued one triumphant 

Wehrmachtbericht after the other. Minsk fell and so did Riga, Smolensk, Kiev, Odessa, 

Kharkov, Yalta, Kerch, etc. PK cameramen dispatched images of all of these campaigns to the 

Berlin headquarters, which released new DW and ATW issues week after week covering the 

swift German advance. Well-edited footage, accompanied by heroic music and triumphant 

commentary that copied the style used by the Wehrmachtbericht,71 showed, week in, week 

out, brave German troops forcing the enemy back. Although this aspect cannot be developed 

further within the scope of this chapter, it must be mentioned that the newsreels regularly 

focused attention on the foreign (Finnish, Italian, Romanian, etc.) armies or (Spanish, Danish, 

etc.) volunteers that were fighting on their side.  

 

German victory seemed imminent and on 1 August 1941 the ATW (517-7) announced that the 

German advance ‘continued towards the final victory for Germany and the construction of a 

new Europe.’72 One week later, the newsreels showed German aircraft bombing Moscow (518-

10), making clear that the bombs were only being dropped on strategic targets. When Hitler 

visited his soldiers at the front (520-8) and was shown studying a military map together with 

high officials, the commentator pointed out that German troops had within a period of six 

weeks ‘definitively occupied an area whose surface equalled that of the whole of Germany’.  

 

Although the newsreels started as early as late August 1941 to mention the difficulties created 

by the terrain and weather conditions (520-9, 523-14) and although the first report on the German 

assault on Leningrad (525-14) admitted immediately that city was ‘stubbornly defended by the 

Soviets’, the overall tone remained very positive. German troops were still advancing and, 
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according to the newsreels, were still welcomed as liberators. Images filmed in 

occupied/liberated Kiev showed, for instance, local women happily making the sign of the 

cross when they saw the Reich war standard streaming from the top of their church (526-10) and 

local children flocking to receive a portrait of Hitler (527-8). On the very same day that these 

images were released in Belgium, on 10 October 1941, Hitler had the Wehrmachtbericht 

announce that the Soviets had ‘sacrificed the last armies capable of waging battle on the entire 

Soviet front’. Alfred Jodl had agreed to release this statement and Otto Dietrich, who had 

actually instigated it, encouraged newspapers to feature the headline ‘The war is decided!’73 

Goebbels was impressed by the devastating psychological effect these announcements had at 

home and abroad (even the foreign press believed in early October that the USSR would be 

defeated) but immediately had second thoughts: what if the military failed to achieve these 

promises?74 

 

It soon became apparent that the war would not be over by the end of the year, but it was only 

on 8 December that the OKW publicly acknowledged the fact by opening the 

Wehrmachtbericht with: ‘The continuation of operations and the nature of the war in the east 

are from now on dependent on the onset of the Russian winter. Only local operations now 

take place on wide stretches of the eastern front’.75 As Goebbels acknowledged in his diary, 

this announcement, which had to be made sooner or later, was released specifically on this 

date so it would cast a shadow over the news of the American-Japanese war that had broken 

out the day before.76 Remarkably, the newsreels had already hinted that the German troops 

would spend the winter at the eastern front several weeks before by showing soldiers building 

their wooden winter quarters on all sectors of the front (533-10), for instance, and Hitler 

personally inspecting (532-8) some of them. Moreover, the newsreels showed an army 

equipment centre where (plain-clothes) staff were distributing ‘enormous quantities’ of 

backpacks, handkerchiefs, warm clothes, uniforms and linen (533-10). Similar items would be 

shown repeatedly, especially in relation to the collections of fur and woollen clothes for 

German soldiers that were soon to be held. Although the very fact that these collections had to 

be organised was contradictory, similar newsreel items were supposed to contribute to the 

illusion that the German forces were well-prepared for the winter. In the first week of 1942, 

the ATW released a special issue offering an overview of the year (1941). The item, dedicated 

to the campaign at the eastern front (539-35), briefly summarised the previous half year as 

follows: ‘Over a hitherto unknown frontline, Germany and its allies engaged in the battle 

against Soviet Russia and during the first weeks already occupied a large part of enemy 
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territory. […] When the winter started and attacks were temporarily suspended, after which 

the enemy intended to counter-attack, all Soviet operations were stopped by the fire of 

German cannons.’ 

 

In the months that followed, the Soviet counter-attacks (which were only stopped by the end 

of March 1942) were however more successful than the Germans had anticipated. On 13 

January 1942, the Soviets recaptured the city of Kiev, which they had lost in September 1941. 

When the German soldiers had taken Kiev, the Wehrmachtbericht had focused much attention 

on the event. The ATW had also capitalised on the capture of the city in four consecutive 

newsreel issues (526-10, 527-8, 527-9, 528-9, 529-7), not to mention items released earlier that had 

announced its capture. When they lost it four months later (January 1942), neither the 

Wehrmachtbericht nor the ATW even mentioned it. The ATW would pursue this policy of 

capitalising on victories and hushing up setbacks or defeats (which we already encountered in 

the newsreel coverage of the campaign in North Africa) and this was followed whenever 

possible until the end of the war. 

 

In the spring of 1942, coinciding with the Soviet counter-offensive, the ATW paid less 

attention than before to the war at the eastern front. On 13 February 1942 (545) the Brussels 

Außenstelle released for the very first time since the beginning of the campaign an ATW issue 

that did not include a single item related to the eastern front. (It was an experiment that would 

rarely be repeated.) During this period it was admitted every now and then that it was the 

Soviets who took the initiative, but never without making clear that this was to the advantage 

of the Germans. The commentator would, for instance, (549-9) state: ‘All desperate Soviet 

assaults break down in the face of the unyielding defence of the German forces and their 

allies’ or (550-11) ‘The Soviets attack continuously but every attempt to pierce the German 

frontline is obstructed by the unwavering defence of the German forces and their allies’. The 

Soviet offensive was brought to a standstill by the end of March 1942, when the spring thaw 

set in. The muddy roads, bogs and marshes created by the thaw were shown in the newsreels 

for several weeks but by the end of May the ATW was finally able to feature some battle 

footage again, with the German capture of Kerch (560-11 562-11). The successful German summer 

campaign (Operation Blue) gave the newsreels the opportunity, just like one year before, to 

feature one item after the other on the German advance (567-9, 569-8, 570-7, 573-8). The importance 

of the conquered city as well as the high number of enemy soldiers taken prisoner were 

highlighted over and over again. 
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And then came Stalingrad. The battles around the city emerged for the first time in the ATW 

at the end of September (577-10) but images of German soldiers entering the city (an operation 

that had started on 12 September) only reached Belgian audiences on 9 October (57710). From 

then on the ATW coverage of the eastern front largely concentrated on Stalingrad. Hitler was 

convinced that the city would soon be conquered and had the press prepare special editions 

for the fall of Stalingrad.77 But after his above-mentioned premature announcement of the 

final victory, the Führer had learned a tough lesson about raising unwarranted hopes and the 

German press was specifically instructed not to announce the ‘fall of Stalingrad’ prematurely. 

The newsreels (DW included)78 behaved accordingly and it was almost immediately made 

clear that the battle for Stalingrad was fought in the streets of the city and that the German 

troops could only advance ‘step by step during bitter combat’ (579-10). Even when showing a 

streaming swastika banner against a panoramic view over the Volga River (581-11) it was made 

clear that these images had been filmed in a captured city district but that the battle for 

Stalingrad was not over yet. In November the ATW dedicated several items to Stalingrad 

‘where the most bitter street fights of the whole war have been taking place for weeks’ (585-11). 

Images of a destroyed gun foundry (584-10) and tank factory (586-10) (or at least of ruined 

buildings presented to newsreel audiences as factories) were to show that the battle for 

Stalingrad was hard but nevertheless successful. This lie could not be continued ad infinitum 

of course. On 4 December 1942, the ATW featured its last item (587-10) on the battle of 

Stalingrad. The item showed German bombers, artillery pieces and infantrymen fighting 

together, ‘destroying the last hotbeds of resistance’ and taking the remaining enemy soldiers 

prisoner. The battle scenes concluded with footage of the soldiers taking a rest, drinking water 

and eating bread and sausage. It is ironic that this exact scene was the last newsreel image of 

these soldiers, many of whom were to starve to death.  

 

Field Marshal Paulus surrendered on 31 January, the day after wiring his congratulations to 

Hitler on the 10th anniversary of his appointment as Reich Chancellor. The Wehrmachtbericht, 

which only after weeks of total silence had admitted (on 16 January) that the troops in 

Stalingrad were ‘engaged for weeks in defensive battles against an enemy attacking from all 

sides’,79 never recognised the capitulation. On 3 February, after the last German troops had 

ceased fire, the Wehrmachtbericht announced that ‘the heroic battle for Stalingrad had ended’ 

because all the German troops there had died.80 As mentioned earlier, in Hitler’s view the 

German soldiers did not capitulate but they died heroically.      
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4.3.2.3. After Stalingrad: Operation Citadel and the long retreat   
 

 

The ATW edition featuring the last report on Stalingrad also included a short report on the 

siege of Leningrad (587-11). The images of the Leningrad’s harbour and industrial area being 

bombed were impressive but were devoid of any military significance. A full year had gone 

by since the previous time the ATW (536-10) had included battle footage filmed before (not ‘in 

the area around’) Leningrad and nothing had changed since: the city was still under siege. The 

fact that the newsreel editors nevertheless dedicated time to Leningrad, clearly demonstrates 

the problem they were confronted with in early 1943. There was an urgent need for footage of 

some successful battle: images that could be turned into victorious reports, images that could 

fill the gap left by Stalingrad. But the PK cameramen could not meet these demands because 

German troops withdrew from the Caucasus, lifted the siege of Leningrad (temporarily) and 

lost several other important cities. The losses of Kursk, Rostov and other cities were, for 

obvious reasons, not covered by the newsreels: just like Stalingrad, lost cities disappeared 

from the screen without any further mention. Exceptions to that rule were only made if the 

Wehrmacht managed to retake the cities in question. A perfect illustration of this strategy can 

be seen in the newsreel coverage of Kharkov. 

 

When the Germans captured Kharkov in October 1941, the ATW capitalised on the victory in 

a number of newsreel issues (532-9, 533-12, 534-9). When they lost the city to the Soviets again in 

February 1943, the newsreel did not spare a second to mention it, let alone to include footage 

of the battle. When a German counter-offensive managed to recapture Kharkov one month 

later, all of a sudden the ATW (604-8) dedicated nearly five minutes to that conquest. Five 

months later (August 1943), when the Wehrmacht once again lost Kharkov to the Soviets, it 

went unnoticed again. As demonstrated earlier, this pattern of highlighting victories and 

hushing up losses was followed time and time again. 

 

The lack of successful stories and the unwillingness to show how the situation was really 

evolving forced the newsreel editors to look for war items that were not necessarily front-
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related. From the fall of Stalingrad onwards, the ATW would increasingly feature items that 

showed skirmishes and small-scale attacks, but failed to mention where the item in question 

had been filmed. Whereas the newsreels previously showed German troops attacking cities, 

they would from 1943 onwards focus more and more on smaller actions, like the attack 

launched against ‘a suspicious looking house’ (593-10) or the capture of a Soviet trench (595-9). 

Simultaneously, the ATW would focus more attention to life behind the front, like the repair 

of Soviet railways (594-4) or the sight (608-9) of new willow catkins in the spring…  

 

The launch of Operation Citadel in early July 1943 and the ensuing tank battle in Kursk 

provided the ATW with the opportunity to show its troops in a large-scale offensive battle for 

the last time. Once more images of heavily fighting troops and tanks were be accompanied by 

enthusiastic statements such as ‘in a short time, over 2.000 Soviet tanks were captured or 

destroyed’ (620-8) and ‘the number of prisoners increases non-stop’ (621-11). But the items were 

no longer as triumphant as they had been two years earlier. Furthermore, the battle scenes 

were not (!) presented as the part of a large-scale offensive that they really were. The 

commentator failed to even mention that there had been a giant tank battle in Kursk, but 

instead flatly announced: ‘Following a local operation carried out by the German infantry, 

attacks and counter-attacks between Orel and Belgorod evolved into a large-scale battle of 

materials’ (620-8). The fact that the last major German offensive was described as a ‘local 

operation’ was no mistake by the newsreel commentator: it was described similarly in all 

media. Having learned through bitter experience, German propagandists had decided not 

announce the launch of this offensive so as not to lose face when the attack failed.81 As we 

know, Operation Citadel did fail.  

 

In September 1943, the German forces started evacuating the Ukraine and moving westward 

in general. At first this was only admitted reluctantly and suggested more than explicitly 

stated. Newsreels showed German tanks that were ‘ready for defence’ (622-11), German troops 

involved in ‘defensive counter-offensives’ (624-10), the enemy ‘wearing itself out in face of the 

violence of the European defensive fire’, (625-10) etc. The Soviets were accused of ‘launching 

masses of artillery and tanks, regardless of men and materials, against the German defensive 

front’ (624-10) and of launching ‘massive, reckless battles’ (629-9). In other words, the German 

newsreel propaganda had reached a point where the enemy was resented for showing its 

supremacy.  
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On 22 October 1943, the final step was taken and the newsreel started reporting (633-9) on the 

German evacuation of the Kuban bridgehead. The beginning of this evacuation had already 

been announced by the Wehrmachtbericht 13 days previously: as usual the newsreel ran 

behind the other media.82 In the previous chapter, several examples were given of the 

Orwellian Newspeak the newsreel commentary used, based as always on the 

Wehrmachtbericht. During this period, from autumn 1943 onwards, this kind of newspeak 

became much more apparent than before: after all, there were now many more ‘events’ to be 

embellished. In late October 1943, the term ‘front shortening’ (634-10) was introduced to 

announce that the frontline would be shortened (by a German withdrawal). In what soon 

would become a familiar newsreel pattern, the item introducing that term assured and 

demonstrated that all buildings and locations of possible military use were destroyed before 

the Germans left. In what would become a less frequently occurring but nevertheless equally 

interesting pattern, the same item also showed that the local civil population chose to follow 

the Germans instead of awaiting the arrival of the Soviets. According to the ATW, the 

Germans were not only kind enough to take these civilians along with them but also granted 

them the right to take a certain ration of food along. A couple of weeks (636-8) later, these 

propaganda techniques had already improved: Germans soldiers were no longer ‘departing’ 

but ‘marching towards their new positions’. And the civilians following them were even given 

provisions this time - apparently three big loaves of bread per person. In reality, the retreating 

forces naturally hardly gave a thought to the civilian population and certainly did not share its 

food with them. 

 

The ATW featured several items on the German ‘front shortening’ from mid-October (633-9) 

until mid- November 1943 (636-8) but then temporarily stopped paying attention to German 

evacuations, perhaps because they coincided with disturbing news on the Allied landings in 

Italy. The ATW nevertheless kept reporting on the eastern front and the unfolding German 

‘counter-attacks’, ‘defensive battles’, etc. While the enemy was again resented for ‘stopping 

at nothing to throw men and materials into the fight’ (41-11), the newsreels tried to create the 

illusion that the German troops were still receiving reinforcements. Only by the end of March 

1944 did the ATW start covering the German ‘removal operations’ and ‘front shortening’ 

again, in an item (655-9) that included footage of a tank crew taking a rest, having dinner, 

passing a bottle around, shaving... It was typical of the newsreels to feature this kind of image 

to suggest that the German troops were still in control of the situation. Apparently, German 

troops only felt the need to shave or take a rest when pursued by the enemy. Typically, the 
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newsreels featured in May 1944 a long item (662-8) on the liberation of a city that had been 

under Soviet siege for several weeks; before that the liberation of the city (Kovel’) had never 

been mentioned. In short, the ATW continued to interchange embellished reports of German 

evacuations with heroic stories of ‘defensive battles’ and related operations until the 

newsreels disappeared from Belgian screens in September 1944. 

 

Last but not least, and this applies to the entire newsreel coverage of the eastern front (1941-

1944), it must be mentioned that many items included images of Soviet soldiers taken 

prisoner. The newsreels invariably suggested that these prisoners were treated decently. The 

following is just one example: as late as October 1943, the ATW (631-10) showed a prisoner 

with a handful of corn thereby, according to the commentator, ‘providing information on the 

ration in his units’. The item not only suggested that the Soviet forces were underfed (and 

would be weakened) but had this scene followed by images of prisoners eating. This last 

sequence strongly suggested that the Soviets received more food as German prisoners than in 

their own Soviet army. In reality, Hitler had from the beginning of Operation Barbarossa 

onwards declared that Soviet prisoners should not be treated in accordance with the Geneva 

Convention. They were subsequently maltreated and hardly given food at all. Five out of six 

Soviets taken prisoner by the Germans did not survive their captivity. This is an example of 

how the ATW was untruthful in many other aspects of its reporting than in its coverage of 

military events. 

 

 

 

4.4. The Battle of the Atlantic (1939-1945)83 
 

 

 

4.4.1. The main military developments 
 

  

The Battle of the Atlantic started on 3 September 1939 with the sinking of the British liner 

Athenia and ended on 4 May 1945, when Admiral Karl Dönitz, whom Hitler had appointed as 

his successor before committing suicide, ordered the Kriegsmarine to cease all hostilities. 
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Stretching from the first day Germany was at war with Great Britain until the very day 

German forces in Western Europe surrendered unconditionally, the Battle of the Atlantic was 

the longest battle of the Second World War. The case study of the Thor, which concluded the 

previous chapter, already sketched the outlines of the general conflict described as the Battle 

of the Atlantic as well as the limits and possibilities of newsreel coverage in that area. The 

Battle of the Atlantic, although equally important, will therefore not be discussed in as much 

depth as the battle phases discussed in the four other subchapters.  

 

Although the above-mentioned case study focused, for obvious reasons, on the activities of 

German auxiliary cruisers, these ships were only one component and certainly not the most 

important one the arsenal the Kriegsmarine deployed in its endeavour to control maritime 

routes. The principal enemy of British (and later Allied) merchant ships were the German U-

boats. After the fall of France and Norway, the Kriegsmarine availed of new and strong bases 

on the Atlantic coast from which U-boats threatened a much bigger area than before. The 

Kriegsmarine deployed aircraft, surface raiders, mines, coastal batteries and other ‘weapons’ 

but the U-boat remained its most important weapon throughout 1939-1945. 

 

Once the Kriegsmarine had gained access to the French and Norwegian bases, the effects for 

British shipping were disastrous. From June to December 1940 alone, close to three million 

tons of British shipping were destroyed. The situation only started to improve for the British 

in March 1941 when the USA indirectly came to their rescue. Thanks to Roosevelt’s Land-

Lease Act, convoys were from then on often escorted by American ships, which German U-

boats (until the end of 1941 neutral towards the USA) would not attack. Another important 

step was taken with the British capture of the famous German ‘Enigma’ coding machine (May 

1941), which enabled encounters with German ships to be avoided. But most of all, the 

German failure to win the Battle of the Atlantic was due to Allied anti-submarine warfare. 

Advanced, very accurate equipment that Germany did not avail of allowed the Allies to seek 

U-boats with a radar that the Germans could not detect and bomb them. Between June and 

August 1943 alone, one-third of the German U-boats was destroyed. By the end of the war 

over 70% of all German U-boat crews had died.        

 

 

 

4.4.2. The newsreel coverage 
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The Battle of the Atlantic accounted for 11.39% (68 out of 597) of the AM-WA war items, or 

3% of the total number (2270) of items. As Fig. 4.6 indicates, their staggering evolved, but 

stayed below an average of 10 items per quarter.  

 

Fig. 4.6 The Battle of the Atlantic: 
Number of items in AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944
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As demonstrated in the case study of the Thor, the Kriegsmarine was at a disadvantage 

compared to the other sections of the Wehrmacht when it came to publicising military 

achievements or what it wished to propagate as such. On the one hand it had to be much more 

careful about whether or not to announce recent victories in the Wehrmachtbericht. On the 

other, it was confronted, much more than its counterparts, with a long delay between the time 

events took place and the moment the journalistic products of PK reporters (film and photo 

reels, articles, etc.) reached Berlin. Further, the delay in announcing naval victories and the 

impossibility to avail of, for instance, newspaper print maps (as they regularly did for ground 

warfare) explaining the position of own and foreign forces (ships) made the Battle of the 

Atlantic the most invisible of all the large-scale battles Germany was directly involved in.  
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All of these factors, no matter how disturbing for the SkL, put the Deutsche Wochenschau 

GmbH in a very comfortable position. Nowhere else could military setbacks and heavy losses 

be so easily concealed. As long as, every now and then, the newsreels showed U-boats or 

other German ships in action, it could easily be claimed that Germany mastered the seas, even 

when this was no longer the case. 

 

Although the Kriegsmarine had lost one of its pocket battleships as soon as December 1939, it 

deployed several surface raiders with relatively big success until May 1941. During this 

period, the ATW, which repeatedly stressed that Germany availed of bases from Narvik to 

Irun (468-11) since the fall of Norway, showed some German surface raiders in action. Other 

than auxiliary cruisers, these ships were not disguised as ‘innocent’ merchant ships and could 

therefore without additional danger be shown in the newsreels. The latter were of course 

happy to show how German navy units sunk a British aircraft carrier and other enemy ships 

(461-6, 490-12, 507-11). Typically, the newsreel proudly showed Admiral Erich Raeder inspecting 

the new German battleship Bismarck (484-12) but six months later paid no heed to its 

destruction. It was the sinking of the Bismarck that urged Hitler to stop further deployment of 

surface raiders and to order all of them to Norwegian waters. Three important surface raiders 

(Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and Prinz Eugen) were in the French base of Brest at the time. They 

remained there until February 1942, when Hitler, fearing an Allied invasion of Norway, 

ordered them to go to Norway as soon as possible too. In a daring stunt, the Germans sailed 

them in broad daylight through the Channel. The British, who had expected the operation to 

take place at night, reacted too late to carry out a coordinated attack. The whole operation was 

filmed by one or more PK cameramen and the spectacular footage was turned into a 

triumphant item (547-11). As always offering a biased view, the ATW presented this as a 

brilliant victory that had been completely successful but withheld that one of the ships 

(Gneisenau) had been so badly damaged by the RAF that it was not even repaired.  

 

The activities of coastal batteries (482-15), minesweepers (495-15, 508-11, 543-9), aircraft (534-13), 

speedboats (49-10) and cruisers (512-12, 544-7) in the Battle of the Atlantic (including the naval 

battles off the British coast) were by no means neglected in the newsreels. However, together, 

none of them managed by any manner of means to attract as much attention as the U-boats, 

which were invariably featured in the newsreels. U-boat items can roughly be divided into 

two categories: images of U-boats returning from a successful mission and lengthy reports of 
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the campaign from which a U-boat had returned. Obviously, both were often combined in 

items that first showed a U-boat crew and its captain being welcomed back and then offered a 

retrospective view on their activities. Reports on U-boat activities owed their popularity 

among newsreel editors not just to the fact, mentioned above, that the successes of one ship 

could create the illusion that German U-boat warfare in general was very successful, but also 

to their visual and narrative attractiveness. U-boat campaigns were text-book examples of 

well-edited newsreel items. Combining carefully staged sequences filmed inside the U-boat 

with authentic footage of destroyed enemy ships, the U-boat items were small stories in their 

own right, with the suspense of an action film. Far more exciting than the regular reports on 

ground warfare, they were perfectly suited to spicing up a newsreel. After all, it should not be 

forgotten that Goebbels and his collaborators were not only preoccupied with giving the 

‘right’ propagandist view on the war, but also wished to produce items that were entertaining 

and that immediately captured the attention of audiences.  

 

 

 

4.5. War in the Far East (1937/1940-1945)84 
 

 

 

4.5.1. The main military developments 
 

 

Although many Außenstellen gave it a local touch, the ATW essentially remained a German 

newsreel, presenting its audiences with a German view on the complex series of wars and 

battles now commonly referred to as the Second World War. The preceding subchapters have 

clearly demonstrated that the ATW presented a very one-sided version of all military events. 

But the ATW was, in its war coverage, more than biased: it was also very incomplete. While 

the newsreels paid much attention to military conflicts that Germany was directly involved in, 

like the campaigns in North Africa or at the Eastern Front, other equally important wars 

received less attention. This applies more than anything to the Pacific War (1941-1945), the 

conflict initiated by the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.  
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The Second World War in the Far East was more than the Pacific War. The latter was, as H. 

P. Willmott remarked, ‘not one war but two, and the war that is identifiable in terms of the 

1941-5 frame – a war fought primarily in the Pacific and southeast Asia and between Japan 

and western powers – may have been the most important single part of this conflict, but it was 

not the first part of this war.’85 That first part of the Second World War in the Far East is to be 

situated in the so-called Sino-Japanese War of 1937-1941, the start of which (7 July 1937) 

forms in the view of several scholars the true beginning of the Second World War. Although 

there is no denying that the Sino-Japanese War was the very first of the regional conflicts that 

were eventually to culminate in a single global war, I will refer throughout the study at hand 

to the German invasion of Poland as the beginning of the Second World War. 

 

The key to understanding the Second World War in the Far East lies in the expansionist 

ambitions Japan demonstrated since the Twenties. Japan was since December 1926 ruled by 

Emperor Hirohito, who was honoured by his subjects as a deity until after the Second World 

War when he was forced to declare his non-divinity. In contrast to popular Japanese (and 

international) belief, Hirohito’s constitutional powers as ‘supreme leader’ were very limited. 

Although Hirohito was technically responsible for any decision, it was his ministers who 

ruled Japan and steered its foreign policy. That policy, undeniably inspired by 19th-century 

European and American imperialism in the Far East, aimed at the establishment of a pan-

Asian empire. The underlying idea was described as the ‘Greater East Asia Co-prosperity 

Sphere’: Japan would fight for an ‘Asia for the Asians’, an Asia that would on the one hand 

be freed from (western) colonialists and, on the other, modernised under the guidance of 

Japan. Although this, according to the doctrine, would lead to mutual prosperity for the 

‘liberated’ Asian regions as well as for Japan (hence the term ‘co-prosperity’), it was 

primarily aimed at the exploitation of East Asia by modernised Japan. Japanese expansionism 

became apparent in 1931 for the first time after the First World War when the Japanese  

Kwantung army occupied the Chinese state of Manchuria, under the pretext of retaliation for a 

‘Chinese’ act of sabotage that the Japanese had carried out themselves. One year later, Japan 

established the puppet state of Manchukuo, under the leadership of ‘emperor’ Pu-yi. 

Manchuria would only be returned to China after the Second World War.  

 

In 1937 an insignificant incident escalated into the Sino-Japanese War, opposing Japan to 

China. More a continuation of several conflicts than a single war, the Sino-Japanese War was 

actually fought by two Chinas: the Chinese Nationalists under the leadership of Chiang Kai-
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shek (the internationally officially recognised government party) and the Chinese 

Communists under the leadership of Mao Tse-Tung (which ruled its own state) were allied 

against Japan. The Sino-Japanese War dragged on for years and many cities in northern and 

eastern China (including Beijing (Peking) and Nanking) were at one time or another ruled by 

the Japanese. While some occupied regions remained under direct Japanese military rule, 

others were supplied with collaborationist puppet governments such as the one installed 

earlier by Japan in Manchuria. Probably the most important of these Japanese-sponsored 

puppet states was the government of Wang Ching-wei, from March 1940, seated in Nanking. 

The Sino-Japanese War was still being fought when Germany invaded Poland.  

 

Japan responded like many other countries to the German invasion of Poland with a swift 

declaration of strict neutrality.86 The direction the conflict took – and in particular the 

amazing military achievements of the German army – made Japan reconsider its international 

position. The German occupation of France and the Netherlands made some Japanese officials 

dream out loud of a Japanese advance into Dutch and French South-East Asian colonies. 

Great Britain, which had huge colonial territories in Southeast Asia, was also weakened and 

would probably be occupied within weeks or months. The Japanese government considered 

the time ripe to establish its hegemony over the ‘Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere’ and 

from June 1940 onwards started imposing its will on vulnerable western colonies, in 

particular on those adjacent to China. Great Britain was on the one hand ‘asked’ to withdraw 

its troops from Shanghai and north China and, on the other, to close the Burma Road, the vital 

link between the British colony of Burma and China. As the only overland supply route for 

the Chinese armed forces of Chiang Kai-shek, it was of utmost strategic importance. After its 

defeat, France was (from then on the colonies were administered by Vichy France) forced to 

allow Japanese troops and aircraft to be stationed in French Indo-China, which was also very 

instrumental for Japanese expansion in China. Since the USA had never made a secret of its 

disapproval of the Japanese aggression in China (which did not stop the Americans from 

selling oil and scrap metal to the Japanese), Japan decided to take measures that were hoped 

would prevent the USA from intervening in South-East Asia. On 27 September 1940, Japan 

concluded a pact of mutual aid with two other nations that wished to keep the USA out of the 

wars they waged: Nazi Germany and Italy. This German-Italian-Japanese Tripartite Pact, the 

significance of which will be elaborated in the next chapter, specifically recognised Japan’s 

right to organise the ‘Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere’ in exchange for Japanese 

recognition of the German-Italian ‘New Order’ in Europe. Great Britain strongly protested 
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and responded by reopening the Burma Road, which the Japanese air force subsequently 

started bombing. 

 

On 22 September 1940, five days before Japan signed the Tripartite Pact, Japanese troops 

entered the northern part of French Indo-China. In July 1941 it forced Vichy France to accept 

a joint protectorate and also stationed troops in the rest of the colony. The USA, increasingly 

concerned with the Japanese expansionism, reacted by imposing sanctions, including an 

embargo on all shipments to Japan. This embargo, which also cut Japan off from American oil 

deliveries, convinced the Japanese government that if wished to pursue its foreign policy, war 

with the USA was inevitable. By the end of November 1941, the Japanese government 

definitively decided upon war, and decided it should strike first. The consequences are well-

known: on Sunday 7 December 1941 Japan carried out a surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, the 

Hawaii base of the American Pacific Fleet. The attack was very successful: the Japanese had 

hardly any losses but managed to sink or severely damage 14 ships (including six battleships) 

and to destroy nearly 200 American planes. (On the other hand, it left most facilities intact, 

which allowed the USA to reconstitute its fleet relatively fast.) The attack on Pearl Harbor 

was followed by an American declaration of war on Japan: the Pacific War had now officially 

started. It took only one day before the Pacific War became more than a Japanese-American 

conflict. Germany and Italy stuck to the promise they made in the Tripartite Pact and declared 

war on the USA while Great Britain, whose colonies had also been attacked (see below), 

declared war on Japan. Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist China naturally lined up with the USA 

and the Sino-Japanese war was henceforth only one element of the Pacific War. (Note that, 

although the expression ‘Sino-Japanese War’ therefore only applied to events that took place 

before Pearl Harbor, Japanese-Chinese hostilities only ended with Japan’s capitulation in 

1945.) 

 

The Pacific war, fought over an immense area for nearly four years, was even more complex 

than the events preceding it described above. Since this complexity was hardly reflected in the 

newsreels discussed below there is no need to dwell in detail on its evolution. Japan went to 

war with a three-phase plan of action. The attack on Pearl Harbor was only a (crucial) 

preliminary to the first phase, which aimed to establish ‘Greater East Asia Co-prosperity 

Sphere’ in the shortest time possible by launching a major offensive in the Pacific. The attack 

on Pearl Harbor, an attempt to stamp out the American Pacific Fleet for a long time, was 

therefore followed by seven simultaneous raids on American-, British- and Dutch-controlled 
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areas.87 In the weeks and months that followed, the Japanese forces launched a series of other 

offensives, most of which were astonishingly successful. The second phase of the war plan 

provided for the fortification of this perimeter while the third and last stage anticipated that 

counter-attacks would be repelled so fiercely that the enemy would see no other solution but 

to cease hostilities and recognise Japanese hegemony over the ‘Greater East Asia Co-

prosperity Sphere’. 

 

Between 7 December 1941 (the raid on Pearl Harbor) and 6 May 1942 (American surrender 

of the Philippines), the Japanese troops achieved one victory after the other and were well 

under way to establishing the ‘Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere’. It soon became 

apparent however that maintaining this newly conquered empire would be harder than 

expected. The Battle of the Coral Sea (7-8 May 1942), the Battle of Midway (3-6 June 1942) 

and the Second Battle of Guadalcanal (12-13 November 1942) all ended positively for the 

American navy and made it clear that the Pacific was no longer a Japanese prerogative. 

Although Japan would still achieve important military victories, the tide had undeniably 

turned. The Battle of Leyte Gulf (23-26 October 1944), the biggest naval battle ever fought, 

was despite the Japanese deployment of kamikaze pilots won by the American navy and air 

force and was the final decisive battle in the War of the Pacific. In the summer of 1945, the 

American forces had pushed the enemy forces so far back that an invasion of Japan seemed to 

be impending. The Soviet declaration of war on Japan, combined with the dropping of 

American atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, made this final 

step unnecessary: on 15 August 1943 Japan agreed to surrender unconditionally to the Allies.   

 

 

 

4.5.2. The newsreel coverage 
 

 

The war in the Far East accounted for 4.19% (25 out of 597) of the AM-WA war items, or 

1.10% of the total number (2270) of items. As Fig. 4.6 indicates, most of these items were 

released in October-December 1940 (when Japan had just joined the Tripartite Pact and was 

to be seen as a strong military ally) and in January-June 1942 (when Japan was extremely 

successful in the War in the Pacific). After May 1943, the Far East disappeared completely 
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from the newsreel war coverage. As the following pages will demonstrate, this was not only 

related to Japanese military setbacks, but also to the shortage of footage, resulting from 

transport difficulties. 

 

Fig. 4.7 War in the Far East: 
Number of items in AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944
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In April 1940, the Japanese government established a newsreel company that from then on 

produced the Nihon Niyūsu (Japanese News) newsreels. The concept and production of this 

Japanese state newsreel was based on its German counterpart88 and there is no doubt that it 

was this Japanese newsreel company that supplied the Japanese items which appeared from 

then on in the DW and ATW.89 The first Japanese war item retrieved in the Belgian ATW 

was released in early September 1940, shortly before the Tripartite Pact was signed. (The 

negotiations had of course started long before.) The item (470-6) was dedicated to a raid carried 

out by Japanese bombers on the Chinese port of Chinhai, an attack followed by the 

disembarkation of ground troops. Although Germany was not at war with China until 

December 1941 and had actually entertained diplomatic relations with that country until the 

previous July, German foreign newsreels obviously sympathised with the Japanese. 
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Representing the Japanese view on Sino-Japanese war, the Belgian ATW repeatedly featured 

reports on Japanese bombardments of Chiang Kai-shek’s headquarters (476-1, 480-12, 523-9), the 

Burma Road (485-9, 522-8) and other strategic Chinese positions (488-9, 499-8). Note that the 

newsreels never focused attention on Mao Tse-Tung, although it was against his troops that 

75% of the Japanese engagements fought in China were carried out. Germany would surely 

have been interested in footage of Japanese soldiers fighting Mao Tse-Tung’s Communist 

forces for they would have provided an opportunity to stipulate that Japan was also fighting 

‘Bolshevism’. It is most likely that Japan, which concluded a neutrality pact with the Soviets 

in April 1941, refrained from exporting this kind of footage for the very same reason. 

 

When Japan started expanding its sphere of influence to western colonies, the ATW followed 

these events with great interest. The ATW happily showed (473-4) how British troops were 

forced to leave Shanghai. Accompanying the images with sneering excerpts from ‘It’s a long 

way to Tipperary’ and ‘Rule Britannia’, the item hoped to demonstrate that British forces 

were being ‘eliminated’ from the Far East. (Ironically, the images of British soldiers resulted 

in enthusiasm among Belgian audiences, which made the PAB decide to censor this kind of 

footage from then on.)90 The entry of Japanese troops into French Indo-China and the 

crushing of the Indo-Chinese resistance that this had apparently provoked (480-11) also got 

newsreel attention. When this footage reached Belgian audiences, it had already travelled a 

long way. From the place it was originally filmed it was sent to the Japanese newsreel 

company in Tokyo which, after processing and editing the images, somehow sent the 

newsreel to Berlin, where it was edited again and then sent to the Außenstellen. Taking these 

circumstances into account, it can be said that the footage actually reached Belgian audiences 

relatively quickly. Great Britain agreed to withdraw troops from Shanghai on 9 August 1940: 

the Belgian ATW released a related topic less than two months later, on 4 October. French 

Indo-China agreed to allow Japanese forces onto its territory on 22 September: the Belgian 

ATW released a related topic exactly two months later, on 22 November. It is very likely that  

the items reached Berlin by plane and were flown in over the USSR, with which both 

Germany and Japan entertained good (neutral relations) at the time. If this hypothesis is 

correct, the German invasion of the USSR would have immediately cut the Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH off from the supply of Japanese imports. Whether or not this occurred 

immediately is difficult to determine. During the second half of 1941, in other words during 

the first six months after the German invasion of the USSR, the ATW kept on distributing 

items that were either related to the Japanese military forces and their actions against China 
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(519-7, 522-8, 523-9) or to events that took place in Japan. The latter will be discussed in the next 

chapter, but it is important to mention here that all of these, just like the war-related items, 

may have been constructed with the help of archive footage. 

 

But even if the hypothesis formulated above is incorrect and that the war at the eastern front 

did not prevent Japanese items from reaching Berlin, there is no denying that the Pacific War 

did. As the history of the Thor (previous chapter) demonstrated, from that time onwards 

Japanese goods could only reach Germany by sea, inside a U-boat or other war ship. Images 

of the attack on Pearl Harbour, carried out on 7 December 1941, only reached Belgian 

audiences on 29 May 1942 (560-10). Remarkably, the images featured in the DW one week after 

the ATW: the Pearl Harbor footage was only released in Germany from 5 June 1942 

onwards.91 Why the DW was slower than the ATW remains a mystery: did the editors intend 

to have the newsreel release nearly coincide with the six-month anniversary of the attack? 

 

The importance German propagandists attached to Pearl Harbor and the first months of the 

Battle of the Pacific cannot be overestimated. Hitler always reckoned that he would at some 

point have to declare war on the USA if Japan did not do so. He happily told Goebbels: ‘The 

East Asia conflict falls like a present into our laps’.92 The first months of the Pacific War, 

during which Japan achieved one important victory after the other without sustaining any 

heavy losses, seemed to prove him right. Since radio contact with Japan was uninterrupted 

and would remain so for the rest of the war, the German News Agency had no problem in 

providing the press and radio with substantial reports on the military situation in the Pacific. 

(Note that this kind of data was not transmitted through the Wehrmachtbericht as the German 

forces were not directly involved.) The newsreel editors naturally also wished to capitalise on 

the Japanese successes, but had to rely on archive footage. By the end of December 1941 the 

archive concluded with a Japanese item (538-13). The images were old and comprised several 

parades, at least one of which was reviewed by Emperor Hirohito. Featuring footage of  

Japanese infantrymen, motorised units, cavalrymen, tanks, artillery pieces and other types of 

military equipment (all cheered on by a very enthusiastic crowd)93 the images mainly served 

as illustrations of Japan’s military strength and as a visual background for the statement the 

commentator made: ‘Great Britain and the USA discover in the Japanese army, which is 

under the supreme command of the Emperor of Japan, an opponent which has already proved 

its tenacity and heroism in great wars. As early as in the first days of the war, Japan destroyed 

the entire American fleet in the Pacific Ocean. Furthermore, the Japanese shot down 500 
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American planes, torpedoed two British battleships, a cruiser and several troop transport 

ships. Many British warships had been invested in the port of Hong Kong.’  

 

This statement, highlighting the so-called power of Emperor Hirohito94 and falsely claiming 

that the ‘entire American fleet’ had been destroyed, was followed by more archive footage, 

this time of Japanese warships putting to sea with a large crowd waving goodbye 

enthusiastically. After some last words by the commentator stating that ‘Japan conquered 

Hong Kong and the most important American and British bases in the Pacific Ocean’, more 

heroic images concluded the newsreel: Japanese planes flew over land and dropped their 

bombs, warships sailed the seas and the Nippon flag was seen streaming. Instead of a regular 

issue, the Brussels newsroom released an overview of the year 1941 one week later. The 

survey of the year concluded with a slightly adapted version (539-36) of the above-described 

item featuring Japan. In the meantime, Hong Kong had fallen95 so the final statement was 

changed into ‘Japan besieged many British warships in the port of Hong Kong and conquered 

Hong Kong. During the first weeks, also, the most important American and British bases in 

the Pacific Ocean were occupied. In this way the younger nations now stand united in the 

fight for the new world order.’ These last words are interesting for they reflect perfectly how 

the Germans used the Pacific War for propaganda purposes. While Japan was fighting for its 

own ‘Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere’, the ATW never once referred to that term. 

Instead of recognising that Japan was merely challenging states that claimed Asian territories 

that Japan wished to rule itself (and would strive for peace as soon as its adversaries were 

ready to recognise Japanese hegemony over those areas), German propaganda preferred to 

portray the conflict as an international battle waged by ‘young states’ (Germany, Italy and 

Japan) against the old world order. 

 

The downright denial of the political and military reality that the Pacific War was basically a 

fundamentally separate conflict from the war(s) fought in Europe was also related to the 

setbacks encountered in these European conflicts. December-January was marked on the one 

hand by Axis losses in the Mediterranean and,96 on the other, by what was hoped to be the 

first hibernation of German troops at the eastern front. Although these military setbacks did 

not prevent the ATW from featuring reports on the African and eastern front, the need for 

successful stories was undeniably greater than it had been some months earlier when one 

issue after the other was able to boast about the advance at the eastern front. And what new 

developments could serve that purpose better than those unfolding in the Pacific War? 
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Newsreel coverage of Japanese achievements was perfectly suited to support the thesis that 

Germany’s partners were also constructing a ‘new order’ elsewhere. Taking all of this into 

account, one can only imagine the frustration of the newsreel editors deprived of any actual 

battle footage of the Pacific campaign. The newsreel editors apparently accepted this 

situation: apart from the review of 1942 the Belgian ATW did not report on the Pacific War 

during the whole of January. When it became apparent that the Japanese landing in Malaya 

would result in the capture of the British naval base of Singapore, the occasion called so 

strongly for newsreel coverage that ATW (544-6) did not await the fall of Singapore to 

announce it. (The fall of this British colony was of such great symbolic value that Churchill 

would later call it ‘the worst disaster and greatest capitulation in British history’.)97 

Combining old footage of Singapore that was clearly shot in times of peace with stock shots 

of Japanese ships and soldiers, the item again primarily served as wallpaper for the 

commentary which praised the Japanese forces for tactically outsmarting their British 

adversaries and happily concluded ‘Japanese soldiers are now at the gates of Singapore. This 

city, which in the last few years was equipped as an air and naval base, represents not just the 

door to the Indian Ocean but also the centre of British strategic bases in the Far East.’ Nine 

days after the release of this issue, on 15 February 1942, the British surrendered in Singapore, 

leaving 130.000 prisoners in Japanese hands. 

 

As the chain of Japanese victories remained unbroken, two consecutive newsreel issues again 

used, in March 1942, archive footage to report on the situation, this time also making 

extensive use of animated maps to illustrate the developments. The first issue (549-11) reminded 

audiences once again of the swift Japanese advance (‘at the speed of lightning’), the fall of 

Singapore (‘the most powerful British fortress in East Asia capitulates and a whole British 

army surrenders to the Japanese’), the assault on the Dutch Indies (‘Sumatra’s principal 

strategic points are already in Japanese hands’) and the Battle of the Java Sea (‘the remainder 

of the American, British and Dutch fleets are defeated in the Java Sea’). Last but not least an 

animated map (the third inserted in this item) indicated that the area around the Pacific Ocean 

was completely controlled by Japan. The item concluded with the statement ‘the Indies, 

Australia and New Zealand are directly threatened’ and had those words followed by archive 

footage of bombers attacking villages, indicating what Germany would like to see happening 

to these countries. The next issue, released one week later, reported on the Japanese capture of 

Rangoon (8 March 1942) in the British colony of Burma. The images that made up the item 

(550-8) were clearly shot before the war, which inspired the commentator to state: ‘This is a 
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view of the city before the Japanese arrived’. After pointing out that the Japanese occupation 

of Burma endangered Chiang Kai-shek’s China and directly threatened the (Dutch) Indies, the 

commentator lashed out at the American-British Allies in a remarkable finale. Simultaneously 

concluding the item and introducing the next one (550-9), which dealt with the consequences of 

an Allied bombardment on France, the commentator added: ‘While Great Britain loses its key 

positions in East Asia one by one and while the Japanese air force gains total supremacy of 

the East Asian skies, the British government has ordered – in agreement with the USA 

government – the bombardment of Paris, an unfortified town.’ Suggesting that because of its 

colonial losses Great Britain was behaving like a cornered rat that could not refrain from 

retaliating against innocent civilians and that this conduct was supported by the USA, the 

Pacific War was once more portrayed as an international battle of the righteous ‘young 

nations’ against ruthless enemies. 

 

As mentioned above, the Berlin newsreel headquarters could, around May 1942, finally lay 

their hands on images of the Japanese assault on Pearl Harbor. Filmed from Japanese planes 

during their attack on Wheeler Field (part of the American naval base), the images were 

absolutely unique. Although impressive enough to justify including them into the newsreel, 

the footage was also very short and in terms of quality well below German standards. For 

these reasons, the Pearl Harbor item (560-10) was relatively short (under two minutes) and 

included, only at the beginning, moving images of the attack, which were attributed to 

‘amateurs’ by the commentator. The rest of the item, which referred lyrically to Japanese 

aircraft as ‘wild imperial eagles’, used aerial photographs to indicate the impact of the 

Japanese attack. The ship that brought the images of Pearl Harbor to Europe apparently 

contained other, equally old footage too.98 In the two weeks following the release of the Pearl 

Harbor footage, the Belgian ATW was suddenly able to present its audiences with images of 

the Japanese capture of Hong Kong (561-10) and Manila (562-9). The latter showed Filipino 

people waving small Nippon flags at the Japanese troops that were making their entry. The 

images were inserted to suggest that that the local population welcomed the Japanese forces 

but it was very obvious that the so-called enthusiastic locals had been lined up for that 

purpose and were actually not looking very enthusiastic at all. 

 

It is ironic that at the exact time that these three items were released (May-June 1942) and 

were capitalising on the six-month-old Japanese victories (Pearl Harbor, Hong Kong, Manila) 

the Japanese forces started to receive their first reversals of fortune in the Battle of the Coral 
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Sea and (especially) the Battle of Midway. It goes without saying that the newsreel editors did 

not mention these Japanese defeats and certainly felt no need to dig up archive materials that 

might reconstruct these battles.  

 

As the Pacific War dragged on and it became increasingly obvious that Japan was, despite its 

many early victories, unable to uphold its newly conquered empire against American counter-

attacks, the newsreels became less interested in the military operations in the Pacific. 

Comparable to what had happened to newsreel coverage of the eastern front, the truth was 

increasingly distorted as the military situation (from a German-Japanese point of view) 

deteriorated. This is illustrated perfectly by the newsreel coverage of the Aleutian Islands 

campaign. The Japanese had occupied the American-owned Aleutian Islands Kiska and Attu 

in early June 1942. Footage of this landing (including battle footage and the shooting down of 

an American aircraft) surfaced in the ATW (589-10) in December 1942. Supporting its statement 

with a map indicating that the Aleutian Islands were closer to San Francisco than to Tokyo, 

the item argued that Japan had ‘provided itself with excellent points of departure with a view 

to new battles against North America’. Highlighting that Japan had ‘during the first months of 

the war conquered a surface territory totalling around 4.800.000 square kilometres’ while 

withholding that the Americans had in August 1942 started a counter-offensive, the newsreel 

again portrayed Japan as a vigorous threat to the USA.99 The Japanese evacuation of both 

islands, which took place in the summer of 1943, was, like so many other Japanese 

withdrawals or defeats not mentioned in the newsreels. As a matter of fact, the Belgian ATW 

paid no further heed to the Pacific War after the Aleutian Islands campaign, except for two 

items: the declaration of war Wang Ching-wei’s puppet government issued against the USA 

(596-7) and the Japanese air raids on Port Darwin in Australia (610-8). The latter was released in 

May 1943. The subsequent disappearance of Atlantic War items was undoubtedly due to the 

combined lack of successful stories that German propaganda would have liked to feature and, 

to a lesser extent, of images that would have allowed them to illustrate (or cook up) such 

stories. 

 

 

 

4.6. Recapitulation 
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The Second World War was not one single global conflict, but a long series of interlocking 

events. Some of the wars fought in 1939-1945 were closely related and were a strong 

influence on each other. Others hardly affected each other at all. How much attention the 

ATW paid to particular conflicts depended on a range of circumstances. The availability of 

footage was a first prerequisite. If the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH had, for instance, 

availed of satellites or other means of receiving more and better footage of the Pacific War 

within a shorter time frame, it would undoubtedly have dedicated more attention to the 

activities of its Japanese partner. The fact that archive materials were used to compensate the 

lack of footage and to report on Japanese victories one way or the other, indicates how eagerly 

the ATW reported on battles, no matter how faraway they were being fought, as long as their 

outcome could be interpreted as a contribution to Germany’s final victory. The reverse was 

equally true. 
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Fig. 4.7 Number of war items and their geographical 
segmentation (in AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944)
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This brings us to a second prerequisite, or rather an unwritten rule, regarding whether or not 

particular events were to feature in the newsreel. If a phase of the war was covered by the 

newsreel, it was given attention because the powers that be (Hitler, the Propaganda Ministry, 

the OKW) decided that it was worth this attention. The list of military setbacks that were not 

included in the newsreel, from ‘Tunisgrad’ to Stalingrad, is very long. If things turned out 

differently than Hitler and his High Command had hoped for, they were hushed up or 

mentioned in a couple of newspaper lines but not included in the newsreel. And yet, the 

newsreel producers were not entirely free to include or leave out things at will. The extent to 

which German propaganda could allow itself to distort or conceal military reality in general, 

was directly proportional to the distance between that reality and the newsreel audiences. The 

Japanese defeat in the Battle of Midway could easily be hushed up but German failure to 
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prevent Allied bombers from attacking German-occupied territory was a strategic defeat that 

was impossible to deny. The Air War fought over Europe, and in particular over France and 

Belgium, received therefore much more attention than desirable for the image of the German 

anti-aircraft defence. 

 

These last chapters have repeatedly demonstrated that all journalistic coverage (if that term is 

applicable in a state where all journalistic output considered crucial by the regime was 

distributed ready-made) of the war was based on the Wehrmachtbericht, a daily bulletin 

compiled by the OKW under Hitler’s strict control. While the commentary accompanying war 

items had to be in unison with the Wehrmachtbericht in question (and often copied its 

language or directly (547-11) referred to it), the footage that made up those items also originated 

in the Wehrmacht, which coerced censorship before and after the newsreel production. In 

sum, the ATW war items were just like those of the DW - i.e. strongly influenced by the 

OKW and in fact very complementary to the Wehrmachtbericht. While it took the 

Wehrmachtbericht very little time to reach large audiences it was not uncommon for the 

newsreels to run several weeks behind the times. Even if the newsreels wished to report on 

events as quickly a possible and released, for instance, a special edition (the Dieppe raid!) to 

speed things up, it took at least ten days to bring the images to audiences. This was, however 

part of the convention of the newsreel genre and was a characteristic that did not bother 

people. 

 

All of this leads to the conclusion that the propagandistic value of newsreel war coverage was 

not related to its topicality but, not surprisingly, to its visual vivacity. The specific function of 

the ATW war coverage was to supply ‘visual evidence’ for those elements of military news 

that German propaganda wished to magnify. This however created problems when the war 

situation took directions which resulted in a situation where there was hardly anything left to 

highlight. The analysis of the newsreel coverage reveals that the situation in each front sector 

reached at one moment in time a point of no return after which propagandists considered that 

it was longer desirable to focus attention on the sector in question. Whenever possible, the 

battle (phase) was simply erased. The ATW for instance stopped reporting on the African 

front, the War in the Far East or (on a smaller scale) and the siege of Stalingrad. In these 

cases, their complementarity to the Wehrmachtbericht was an advantage: finalising the 

coverage of deteriorating military campaigns was abandoned happily to other media. 

However, when it came to large conflicts directly concerning Europe, like the advance of 
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Soviet troops from the eastern front, the attempt to establish a second front from southern 

Italy or the actual opening of that second front in Normandy, completely disregarding the 

situation, would have equalled propagandistic suicide. The Berlin newsreel headquarters were 

simply forced to report on these battles, even if it could not afford to reveal how bad things 

were actually looking for Germany. As a result, the newsreel war coverage increasingly lost 

all touch with reality. While the commentary changed in agreement with the 

Wehrmachtbericht into some kind of Orwellian Newspeak (cf. the remarks in the previous 

chapter on the Language of the Third Reich), the edited images limited themselves to 

highlighting small stories as signs that Germany could still win this war. It is no coincidence 

that only the coverage of the Battle of the Atlantic, a battle fought on and under the high seas, 

managed to remain downright positive until the end. Since newsreel audiences were not 

directly confronted with German losses and could not follow the general evolution with the 

help of a map, the newsreels could easily feature one victorious report after the other and 

suggest that this war would be won. 
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Notes

 
1 The amount of literature on the military evolution of the Second World War is immense. Apart from specific 

case studies mentioned in the endnotes accompanying titles of respective subchapters, I have based the historical 

framework of this chapter on the books mentioned hereafter. No research on the Second World War can be 

achieved without the works of John Keegan, which were also extremely useful for the compilation of my 

annotated newsreel catalogue. See J. Keegan , The Second World War (New York, 1989) and J. Keegan (ed.) 

The Times Atlas of the Second World War (New York, 1989). Further use was made of M. Gilbert, Second World 

War (London, 2000) and W. Murray and A. R. Millett, A war to be won: fighting the Second World War 

(Cambridge - Massachusetts - London, 2000). Elucidating summaries of military campaigns discussed 

extensively in the above mentioned scholarship were found in general works of reference such as I. C. B. Dear 

and M.R. D. Foot (eds.), The Oxford companion to World War II (Oxford, 2001), D. T. Zabecki (ed.), World 

War II in Europe: an encyclopedia (New York, 1999) and E.-A. Wheal, S. Pope and J. Taylor, A dictionary of 

the second world war (London, 1989). More information about the history of the Second World War can since 

January 2001 be found on the website of the International Committee for the History of the Second World War: 

http://www.ihtp.cnrs.fr/cih2gm/cih2gm.html. The committee also publishes a periodical ‘Bulletin’. 
2 M. Balfour, Propaganda in war, 1939-1945. Organizations, Policies and Publics in Britain and Germany 

(London, 1979), pp. 214-215. 
3 In 1937, for instance, with the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War. This war is discussed below, in the 

subchapter on the Far East. 
4 Wehrmachtbericht of 1 September 1939 in: Die Wehrmachtberichte 1939-1945. Band 1: 1. September 1939 bis 

31. Dezember 1941 (München, 1985), p. 1. 
5 This title, a direct imitation of Mussolini’s title of Duce, had been used within the NSDAP since1923. 
6 There are several alternatives in English (Twilight War, Bore War), French (Drôle de guerre) and German 

(Sitzkrieg). 
7 See the previous chapter (subchapter on the auxiliary cruiser Thor) as well as the subchapter (below) on the 

Battle of the Atlantic. 
8 The islands, which the British government had demilitarised and partially evacuated shortly before, were 

occupied between 30 June and 3 July 1940. For a very interesting account of the period of occupation, which 

gives an idea of what might have happened if the Nazis had occupied Britain, see M. Bunting, The model 

occupation: the Channel Islands under German rule 1940-1945 (London, 1996). 
9 For more information on the campaign in Greece and Crete: see the next subchapter. 
10 Its importance is still being fought over by historians. 
11 I. Kershaw, Hitler 1936-1945: Nemesis (Middlesex, 2000), p. 639. 
12 Dutch ATW issues (to which the ‘Belgian’ issues may have been completely identical) featured reports on the 

Blitzkrieg in Belgium and the Netherlands no later than 25 May 1940. T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 

(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 249. The ATW issue of 18 May, the content of which remains unidentified, probably also 

reported on the Blitzkrieg. 

http://www.ihtp.cnrs.fr/cih2gm/cih2gm.html
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13 Goebbels was very happy to exploit this inter-Allied hostility, as emerges for instance from his diaries. E. 

Fröhlich (ed.), Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels. Teil 1: Aufzeichnungen 1923-1941. Band 8: April - 

November 1940 (München, 1998), p. 141 and 144. See also J.W. Baird, The mythical world of Nazi War 

Propaganda, 1939-1945 (Minneapolis, 1974), pp. 102-103. 
14 It was presented this way in the DW. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 510/25/1940, (description). 
15 E. Fröhlich (ed.), Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels. Teil 1: Aufzeichnungen 1923-1941. Band 8: April - 

November 1940 (München, 1998), p. 186. After viewing the images filmed in Compiègne, Goebbels (p. 190) 

noted: ‘The scene in Compiègne is moving. That’s history!’ 
16 The background of these political events (regarding Bulgaria as well as regarding Yugoslavia) will be 

explained in the next chapter. 
17 R. E. Herzstein, The war that Hitler won. Nazi propaganda (London, 1979), p. 293.  
18 J. W. Baird, The mythical world of Nazi War Propaganda, 1939-1945 (Minneapolis, 1974), p. 144. 
19 Wehrmachtbericht of 6 April 1941, in: Die Wehrmachtberichte 1939-1945. Band 1: 1. September 1939 bis 31. 

Dezember 1941 (München, 1985), p. 467.  
20 Wehrmachtbericht of 18 April 1941, in: Die Wehrmachtberichte 1939-1945. Band 1: 1. September 1939 bis 

31. Dezember 1941 (München, 1985), p. 492. 
21 BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 555/18/1941, (description). 
22 A. Bodenstedt, Der "Sonderbericht der deutschen Wochenschau" vom Überfall auf Jugoslavien und 

Griechenland am 6. April 1941: Ein Beispiel nationalsozialistischer Filmpropaganda im Zweiten Weltkrieg 

(Staatliche Landesbildstelle Hamburg / Kuratorium fürstaatsbürgerliche Bildung Hamburg, 1958). 
23 Apart from distant British Commonwealth states and Dominions Australia, Canada and New Zealand. 
24 M. Bunting, The model occupation: the Channel Islands under German rule 1940-1945 (London, 1996), pp. 

20-21. 
25 It goes without saying that military actions, whether planned or cancelled, were for strategic reasons never 

announced. 
26 These calculations concern only the AM-WA newsreels. 
27 G. Kirwin, ‘Allied bombing and nazi domestic propaganda’, European History Quarterly 15, no. 3 (1985), pp. 

344. 
28 V. Klemperer, I will bear witness: a diary of the Nazi Years 1933-1941 (London, 1988), p. 351. 
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31 BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 691/50/1943, (description). 
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5. FOREIGN NEWS (NON-WAR)1 
 

 

 

 

 

5.1. Introduction 
 

 

As indicated in Chapter 3, 1190 (52.42%) of the 2270 identified AM-WA items featured 

foreign news, in other words images filmed outside Belgium and not showing military 

operations or their direct consequences. As this chapter will demonstrate, many of those items 

were nevertheless somehow related to the war, for they reported on or referred to political 

alliances, the military power of Nazi Germany and its partners, etc. On the other hand, many 

items made no reference at all to the war but featured dog shows, football matches, variety 

shows and many other topics likely to offer the viewer some entertainment.  

 

Fig. 5.1 Segmentation of (non-war) foreign news 
in AM-WA issues 1940-1944

Axis-occupied 
countries and 
'independent' 

satellites'
46.35%

Neutral states
17.92%

The German 
Reich and its 
main partners

35.83%
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To offer a surveyable overview of the foreign news, the 1190 items have been divided into 

three categories. A first category (426 items or 35.83% of the foreign news) is attributed to 

the so-called Axis Alliance formed by Italy, Japan and the German Reich, as Germany and the 

regions it had incorporated since 1938 were called. The lukewarm relations that Nazi 

Germany maintained with the USSR until invading it will also be discussed in this first 

subchapter. For a good understanding of the mutual relations between these states, sufficient 

attention will be paid to the political and military pacts they concluded during and before the 

war. This overview will also help the reader to understand the position of the various states 

discussed in the second and third category of the foreign news coverage.  

 

The second category (551 items or 46.35% of the foreign news) is formed by countries that 

were either occupied by the Axis states or so strongly Axis influenced that they remained only 

independent in name. The third and last category (213 items or 17.92% of the foreign news) is 

occupied by the ‘neutral’ states: the term neutral can be put in brackets for neutrality proved 

to be a notion that was open to interpretation. The elasticity of the concept of neutrality was 

explored by no other state as strongly as by Spain, a country that received an exceptional 

amount of newsreel attention, which will therefore be discussed in detail at the end of this 

chapter. By analysing the newsreel coverage of all the states and political alliances involved, I 

will disclose some general propagandistic guidelines, which will be summarised in the 

recapitulation.    

 

 

 

5.2. Germany and its main partners: Italy, Japan… and the USSR 
 

 

  

5.2.1. Introduction: the Axis Powers and the Tripartite Pact2 
 

  

Nazi Germany allied itself to various nations before and during the Second World War. The 

pacts Germany concluded with great powers like Japan and Italy3 as well as with many minor 

players regularly featured in newsreels because they added international prestige to Germany 

and implicitly supported the thesis that Germany, backed by so many allies, could just not 
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lose this war. To avoid referring to these items in detail over and over again in the following 

case studies into of many states involved, this introduction aims on the one hand to sketch the 

background of these international treaties and, on the other, to paint a general overview of 

newsreel items dealing with them. 

 

In November 1936, Japan, which neighboured the USSR, signed a pact with Nazi Germany 

aiming to counter the activities of the Communist International (hereafter referred to as the 

Comintern). This so-called Anti-Comintern Pact was not a military alliance but arranged for 

both nations to exchange information on Soviet-backed international communist parties. A 

secret protocol pledging the signatories to neutrality if one of them was at war with the USSR 

did not apply to Italy when it joined the Anti-Comintern Pact one year later (November 1937). 

Italy’s entrance into the Anti-Comintern Pact framed its rapprochement with Germany, a 

political operation that had got under way the year before. In the first half of 1936, Italy and 

Germany, both fascist states which harboured plans to expand their territory in the not so 

distant future, had tightened their diplomatic bonds. This bilateral agreement, coined the Axis 

Rome-Berlin (hence the term Axis powers) by Mussolini, was reinforced by the Pact of Steel 

in May 1939. This Pact of Steel, another term invented by Mussolini, formalised German-

Italian mutual military interests and bound each country to automatically join a war (with a 

third party) provoked by its partner. Japan refused to join the Pact of Steel, precisely because 

it was a military alliance. 

 

In August 1939, arch-enemies Germany and USSR shocked the world by signing a non-

aggression pact. The secret protocols of this so-called Nazi-Soviet Pact laid down the 

boundaries of two spheres of influence. Germany and the USSR were free to operate within 

those spheres, in other words free to attack third states, without fear of interference from the 

other signatory. Until Germany broke the alliance by the invading the USSR in June 1941 

(Operation Barbarossa), the pact set the framework within which each power carried out its 

military activities. Although these protocols remained secret, the very fact that Nazi Germany 

and the USSR had signed a political agreement shocked western democracies as well as 

Germany’s partners Japan and Italy, which had not been given advance notice that the pact 

was being concluded. The pact came as a particularly unpleasant surprise to Japan, which was 

at the time fighting a relatively small-scale war with the USSR at the border of its puppet state 

Manchukuo (in Chinese Manchuria) and Soviet-backed Outer Mongolia. The Japanese-Soviet 

hostilities came to an end in September 1939: the signing of the Nazi-Soviet Pact and the 
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outbreak of the Second World War in Europe had convinced both parties of the need to reach 

an agreement. Both states would maintain their truce until August 1945, when the USSR 

declared war on Japan. 

 

Following the signing of the Nazi-Soviet Pact, Hitler invaded Poland on 1 September 1939, 

again without prior warning to its Axis partners. Mussolini, who had concluded the Pact of 

Steel on the verbal understanding that Germany would not provoke war before 1943, was 

furious. Hitler was soon to become infuriated too for France and Great Britain declared war 

on Germany, whereas the Führer had attacked Poland on the firm conviction that both western 

countries, having guaranteed Polish independence shortly before, would never enter war and 

would once again settle for a diplomatic agreement instead. Thanks to this political error of 

judgement, which his incompetent Foreign Minister von Ribbentrop had backed, Hitler 

provoked the European war he had hoped to avoid. The USSR, Italy and Japan reacted swiftly 

to the outbreak of the Second World War. The USSR declared itself neutral and would 

officially retain that position until it was attacked by Nazi Germany. In reality the USSR 

seized the occasion to annex eastern European territory that fell, according to the terms of the 

Nazi-Soviet Pact, within its sphere of influence. On 17 September Stalin’s troops invaded 

Poland from the east, reportedly carrying out defensive operations to restore law and order. 

By July 1940 it had not only occupied eastern Poland and parts of Finland (which it had failed 

to conquer entirely during the Winter War) but also annexed the Baltic States and former 

Bessarabia. Japan reacted to the outbreak of the Second World War, just like many other 

countries, and quickly declared its strict neutrality. Italy, unable to offer Germany the military 

support it was entitled to according to the Pact of Steel and fearing a French or British attack 

on Italy, declared neutrality too, although Mussolini preferred to call it ‘non-belligerence’.  

 

Like Japan, Italy only remained neutral during the entire Phoney War but when Nazi 

Germany overran Western Europe in the summer of 1940, Mussolini started to change his 

mind. On 10 June, exactly one month after the beginning of the offensive and when it was 

crystal clear that Hitler’s armies had staggeringly defeated France, Mussolini hastily declared 

war on Great Britain and France too. Japan, looking with yearning eyes to western colonies in 

Southeast Asia, also became increasingly tempted to take sides with the apparently invincible 

Germany. The rapprochement between Germany, Italy and Japan resulted in September 1940 

in the signing of the so-called Tripartite Pact.4 The three states pledged themselves to aid each 

other with all political, economic and military means if one of them was attacked ‘by a power 
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not involved in the European war’. Primarily intended to forestall American intervention in 

the war, the pact specifically guaranteed the existing relationship between Germany and the 

USSR, at the time still bound by the Nazi-Soviet Pact. In November 1940, the USSR was 

even invited to join but never did, first because Hitler did not agree with Stalin’s conditions 

and later because Germany and most of its allies (not including Japan!) were at war with the 

USSR. Unlike the adversary, the Grand Alliance (hence the term ‘Allies’) that brought 

together all the nations fighting the Axis powers, Germany and its allies had no agreed war 

strategy. The lack of military and diplomatic co-ordination between the major partners and 

especially between Germany (which soon dominated the feeble Italy) and Japan strongly 

undermined the military relevance of the Tripartite Pact.  

 

The relative weakness of the Tripartite Pact was, of course, never revealed in the newsreels. 

On the contrary, the ATW just like the DW repeatedly portrayed it as a very important 

alliance, ensuring Germany of the final victory. The concluding of the Tripartite Pact in the 

last of week of September 1940 was covered in the newsreels in the months that followed. In 

October 1940, the Belgian ATW (475-2?)
5 featured, like its foreign counterparts, images of 

Italian and Japanese representatives signing the treaty together with German Minister of 

Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop in the presence of Führer Adolf Hitler. In the months 

and years that followed the signing of the pact, many nations would join it. Their entry was 

often a result of German pressure and regularly gave rise to newsreel coverage of the signing 

ceremony. This applied in 1940 to Hungary (483-10) and Romania (483-11). It is significant for the 

importance attached to the participation of these new members that both ceremonies, although 

covered in the very same newsreel issue, were dealt with in separate items and not crammed 

into a single topic. It is equally significant that manifestations in the respective countries, 

celebrating or commemorating entry into the Tripartite Pact were also covered in the 

newsreels. In early 1941, for instance, AM-WA covered a German military march past in 

Bucharest (486-4) giving added lustre to the occasion of Romania’s entry. The parade was 

attended by the Romanian King and prime minister. The very same newsreel also showed an 

event in Tokyo (486-5), where Minister of Foreign Affairs Yosuke Matsuoka gave a speech that 

was followed by a parade, attended by German and Italian representatives. It is remarkable 

that the editor preferred in this newsreel also to include two separate items instead of editing 

them together as one. In 1941, the newsreels also covered the entry of Bulgaria (497-12) and of 

the Nazi puppet-state Croatia (511-7). Yugoslavia’s signing of the Tripartite Pact (mentioned in 

the previous chapter) almost immediately led to a coup,6 which was not covered and nor was 
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Slovakia’s adherence. The symbolic significance that Nazi propaganda attached to the 

Tripartite Pact is reflected perfectly in the newsreel coverage (538-7) of Japanese Ambassador 

Hiroshi Oshima being decorated by Adolf Hitler in 1941. The commentator made it clear that 

Oshima owed this decoration to his ‘considerable merit regarding the achievement of the 

Tripartite Pact, which unites Germany, Italy and Japan in a joint fight for the new order of 

Europe and the Far East’. The item in question was released by the end of December 1941, 

less than three weeks after Germany and Italy had, following the Japanese attack on Pearl 

Harbor, declared war on the USA. 

 

Following the German invasion of the USSR, it was desirable from a German point of view to 

revive the Anti-Comintern Pact, which had lost most of its relevance with the signing of the 

Nazi-Soviet Pact. Germany therefore presided an international conference of European 

foreign ministers, which took place in Berlin from 25 to 27 November 1941.7 The very fact 

that a lengthy report on the opening ceremony was released as soon as from 5 December 

onwards, simultaneously through the DW8 and the ATW, is a perfect illustration of the 

propagandistic importance attached to this meeting. As Goebbels remarked: ‘the conference 

in Berlin has the task of giving the world an unambiguous demonstration of the further 

continuation of the battle against the Soviet Union and against international Bolshevism.’9 In 

the Belgian ATW coverage of this meeting, the opening commentary (535-7) stated: ‘On the 

occasion of the fifth anniversary of the Anti-Comintern Pact, a number of statesmen, united in 

the same fight against Bolshevism, met in Berlin. Apart from pact’s the initial signatories10 , 

Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Croatia, Romania, Slovakia and China11 have also joined the 

pact, which has been extended for five years.’ The first line of commentary was, to put it 

mildly, incorrect. The Anti-Comintern Pact was, as mentioned earlier, not a military alliance 

but an agreement to exchange information. Suggesting that the pact formed a military union, 

as the phrase ‘united in the same fight against Bolshevism’ suggested, was an attempt to 

distort reality. Secondly, not all of the nations represented were ‘united’. Several states, and 

most important of all Japan (together with Germany the only great power present) were not at 

war with the USSR. The newsreels tried of course to paint a different picture: it is again 

significant in terms of the importance attached to this item that even the Belgian ATW 

contained a lengthy excerpt from von Ribbentrop’s opening statement. For one minute and 28 

seconds (!) images of all the representatives were accompanied by the words of the minister, 

who was seated between the Italian and Japanese representatives and each minister and 

ambassador was designated by name. In sum, the item strongly suggested that all of these 
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nations formed part of a strong military coalition that aimed to (literally) fight the USSR 

under the implicit leadership of Germany, which hosted the conference. The Anti-Comintern 

Pact, which had theoretically been extended until the end of 1946, was never mentioned again 

after that. 

 

The Tripartite Pact which was, on the other hand, despite its hollowness, much more relevant 

than the Anti-Comintern Pact, continued receiving newsreel coverage. As Germany’s military 

situation on all fronts deteriorated, the commentator increasingly praised the importance of 

the Tripartite Pact. In October 1942, the report on a ceremony commemorating the pact’s 

second anniversary (579-8) concluded with images of von Ribbentrop talking, accompanied by 

the statement ‘Reich Minister von Ribbentrop emphasises in a long speech the unconditional 

alliance of the powers of the Tripartite Pact and the certainty of the final victory’. The next 

item of the same newsreel (579-9) showed how a Japanese submarine put into a German base on 

the Atlantic Ocean. The commentator introduced the item with the words ‘In the framework 

of the joint maritime battle by the Tripartite Pact states, Japanese warships remain in contact 

with the forces of the Axis powers operating in the Atlantic Ocean’.12 The pact was again 

referred to in February 1943, when the newsreel, very shortly after Field Marshal Paulus had 

capitulated in Stalingrad, reported (597-9) on German-Japanese and Japanese-German economic 

treaties being signed. The commentator concluded: ‘From this economic common sense 

emerges the constructive dynamism that keeps the Tripartite Pact up to strength’. In April and 

May 1943, the newsreels again praised ‘the unshakeable fraternity of arms that unites the 

forces of the Tripartite Pact’ (608-6) and showed events (in Bulgaria) honouring the pact (611-7) 

but afterwards it was hardly ever referred to again. There is one obvious reason for the 

declining interest in the Tripartite Pact: after the capitulation of Italy (July 1943),13 one of the 

three original signatories had entirely lost its prestige. 

 

Only one more reference to the Tripartite Pact was found after the summer of 1943. In April 

1944 the Belgian ATW (58-7) featured images of the German occupation of Hungary, which 

had taken place in March. According to the commentator, German troops entered the country 

‘in agreement with Hungary, in order to support a nation that had signed the Tripartite Pact in 

the battle against Bolshevism’. It is very ironic that the Tripartite Pact could only be deployed 

as the pretext for invading one of its signatories against its will after the Italian debacle. 
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The non-war newsreel coverage of the German Reich, the USSR, Italy and Japan will be 

discussed hereunder. As already demonstrated in the previous chapter, one must be careful not 

to focus too much on the number of items dedicated to one state or another. The decline in 

attention for a particular state may be due to a number of different circumstances: the 

difficulty in obtaining footage from distant partners such as Japan, the supply of more 

interesting stories in terms of their value as propaganda (the war at the eastern front, for 

instance), the changing Italian domestic political situation (the overthrow of Mussolini), etc. 

The following diagram (Fig. 5.2) representing the number of items the AM-WA newsreels 

dedicated to each state should therefore be interpreted with caution. 

 

Fig 5.2 : number of AM-WA items dedicated to the 
German Reich and its partners 1940-1944
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5.2.2. ‘Germany’: newsreel coverage of the Reich14 
 

    

As an export of German propaganda, it comes as no surprise that the ATW often reported on 

events taking place within Germany. The frontiers of the ‘Germany’ the ATW referred to 

were obviously not those laid down in the Versailles Treaty: they were the boundaries of a 
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greater Germany, the boundaries of the Third Reich. The ‘Third Reich’, commonly referred to 

as the ‘Reich’, was what Nazi propaganda called Germany and the regions it had incorporated 

since 1938: Austria, Czechoslovak Sudetenland, parts of former Poland and some other small 

regions like the French Alsace-Lorraine.15 Needless to say these regions were, according to 

the newsreel, very happy to be incorporated: in Alsace-Lorraine, the local population and 

young women in particular welcomed the arrival (479-2) of German troops. This section will 

look more closely into media coverage of the German Reich, in other words into the items 

that had, according to the commentator, been filmed in ‘Germany’. 356 (15.68%) out of the 

2270 identified AM-WA items fit that description. At least one of them was filmed in 

Sudetenland, at least two in France (Alsace-Lorraine) and at least 37 were filmed in Austria. 

(Since the newsreel commentator often failed to mention the exact location of the shooting, 

we are left wondering how many of the items now attributed to Germany were actually filmed 

elsewhere.) Dividing those 356 items into different categories is impossible for they presented 

a view of a Germany where sports, culture, the economy and all other social phenomena that 

spring to mind had been streamlined by the so-called Gleichschaltung of the Reich. The 

Gleichschaltung, a process that the NSDAP worked towards since its ascension to power, 

translates literally as the ‘bringing into line’ of German society. In other words, 

Gleichschaltung aimed at the total co-ordination and unification of the Reich into a highly 

centralised party state. Therefore party and state had to merge completely: all German states 

lost their powers to the central government, all parties but the NSDAP were prohibited, all 

labour unions were replaced by the DAF (German Labour Front), all youth unions were 

replaced by the Hitler Youth, etc. 

  

The image that the ATW presented of the German Reich was the image of this kind of co-

ordinated state where party, government and people had merged together into a strong union. 

This unified National-Socialist nation stood, according to the newsreel, like one man behind 

his Führer and behind the German war effort. As a result, many of the items that did not relate 

directly to war or politics were nevertheless at some level imbued with the spirit of this co-

ordinated nation. For instance, sports items briefly but explicitly focused on the presence of 

Nazi officials and (especially) of German soldiers among the audience. The same went for all 

other mass events: even performances at music halls or other venues were likely to include 

shots of enthusiastic soldiers. All participants at international sports meetings held in 

Germany came from countries with which the Reich entertained good relations, so one could 

argue that even the coverage of a German-Italian athletics meeting (468-8) or a Germany vs. 
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Slovakia ice-hockey match (646-2) contributed to Germany’s international public relations 

status. In some cases, such as the coverage of a German-Italian boxing match (591-3) that was 

attended by Vittorio Mussolini, this was undeniably true. (Needless to say, the newsreel 

commentator drew attention to the presence of the Duce’s son.) Furthermore, items dedicated 

to the RAD sports festivities (473-11) that Hitler personally attended or to the KdF gymnastics 

festival (590-3) also contributed to the images of a ‘co-ordinated’ Reich. Last but not least, 

images of sports events organised by the Luftwaffe (540-3) or other army sections hinted at 

Germany’s military strength. 

 

Germany’s military power was of course a recurring item in the ATW. Newsreel items 

drawing attention to German military capacities ranged from airplane exhibitions (477-2) to 

military manoeuvres (485-8, 497-11) and the training of new recruits (489-11, 587-8) to visits to 

factories that built U-boats (488-11, 550-6), aircraft (509-8, 555-7), submarine guns (574-11) and other 

equipment (613-4).16 Although newsreels featured this kind of item from 1940 onwards, the tone 

of the commentator grew stronger as Germany’s military situation deteriorated. It is, for 

instance, no coincidence that the ATW featured one of its most ‘aggressive’ items (and 

certainly the strongest until that time in the war) shortly after Stalingrad. In March 1943 (603-11) 

images of the construction of a giant building were accompanied by the statement that similar 

new arms factories were being installed ‘all over Germany…built on the basis of the most 

modern principles of construction’. Still, according to the newsreel commentator, the new 

arms production, mainly carried out by women, would supply German troops with all the 

guns and materials they needed. One month later, in April 1943, the ATW (608-7) presented 

images of the new Tiger tank, reportedly ‘one of the most dangerous opponents of the 

enemy’. Again there was an obvious correlation between the worsening situation at the front 

and the increasing newsreel interest in the development of new weapons that would turn the 

tide for Germany. The Belgian ATW (40-9, 53-5, 59-9) would until its disappearance report on new 

weapons developed by the German armaments industry, like a new tank that (during a 

demonstration staged for the press) proved superior to an American one (676-7) and the V-1 

weapon (cf. previous chapter.). 

  

Although this topic cannot be elaborated in detail here, it is worth mentioning that the ATW 

also bore testimony to another form of Nazi propaganda related to the military: the cult of 

heroic death, which transfigured an individual from an ordinary subject of the Reich into a 

Nazi martyr. The commemoration of fallen Nazi martyrs (481-12, 481-3), the annual Heroes’ 
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Memorial Day that commemorated soldiers who had died in the First and ongoing Second 

Wars (551-1, 604-6, 57-6) and the Nazi-style funeral ceremonies for high officers (65-7, 77-6, 672-5) all 

contributed to the glorification of death for the Reich.17  

 

Naturally, the armaments industry was not the only sector of German industry that the ATW 

covered: all kinds of German economic activities were shown by the newsreel. Some of these 

items clearly established Germany as a modern industrial state, a trend setter in the building 

of new national motorways (467-7, 468-5, 480-8), in the organisation of major industrial fairs (469-1, 

470-1, 524-5) that reflected its economic power and in the invention of, for instance, Plexiglas (585-

3). On the other hand, more traditional forms of economy and agriculture, like the annual 

hibernation of cattle (590-5) in the Bavarian Alps or traditional harvest processions were also 

featured regularly in the ATW. Note that for harvest processions (638-5) or traditional hunting 

festivals (77-2) is was not unusual for streets to be filmed decorated with swastika flags: what 

else could be expected from a fully co-ordinated society? 

 

One of the basic components of a co-ordinated Reich was the solidarity between all its 

members. It was for instance typical for the Gleichschaltung of German society that all 

questions of popular welfare and charity were mandated to a single organisation: the National-

Socialist Public Welfare Organisation (NSV). The NSV, which even embraced bodies like the 

German Red Cross, developed a series of agencies of which Winter Relief (WH) was the most 

important. Although initially a charity for the poor (naturally only the Aryan poor), the WH 

also raised funds, collected clothing, etc. for the German troops during the war. Nazi 

Germany took also care of its (Aryan) workers, for whom the German Labour Front (DAF) 

and its Strength through Joy (KdF) association created more opportunities than ever before: 

sports facilities, theatre and other kinds of entertainment, cheap holidays, etc… The ATW did 

not miss the opportunity to show off the activities of these organisations. The German Reich 

was portrayed as a social paradise where the NSV installed kindergartens (482-6) while KdF 

constructed a giant spa for workers (480-7), organised concert performances in German factories 

(554-8) and threw a big sporting event where thousands of workers reportedly ‘expressed the 

strength and the joy of living of the German people’ (37-1). The German WH fund-raising 

drives also repeatedly received newsreel attention (496-6, 549-8, 541-7, 554-2). But German workers, 

and the German people in general, were certainly not the only inhabitants of the Reich to 

whom newsreels paid attention. On the contrary, the ATW would pay far more attention to the 

living conditions of foreign workers labouring in the Reich than to those of their German 
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counterparts. The underlying reason is clear: since the ATW was exclusively aimed at foreign 

audiences, in other words at the same people who were ‘encouraged’ to work in Germany, it 

was of crucial importance to portray working conditions there as favourably as possible.  

 

Since the civilian labour force fell in Germany from 39 to 28 million between May 1939 and 

September 1944,18 among other things because more and more men were mobilised by the 

armed forces, workers from allied or occupied countries were engaged to work in Germany. 

In some occupied territories (like Belgium), the authorities initially recruited volunteers but 

later on forced the unemployed to work in Germany. In other countries where the occupation 

regime was less lenient, people were forced to work for Germany from day one. In addition to 

drafted workers, many prisoners of war were also forced to work in German arms factories 

and other industries. The ATW showed prisoners of war attending a play performed by fellow 

prisoners (543-7) or attending a boxing match and cabaret performance (558-7), but they were 

never shown doing forced labour. Foreign workers too were rarely shown working. The 

newsreels focused instead on workers being guided (in their own language!) around Berlin 

(525-9), attending boxing matches (617-1) and variety evenings (560-2, 626-4), competing against each 

other in sports festivities (625-2) and football matches (630-3, 78-2), etc. The few items that did 

show images of the workers actually working (634-6) were followed immediately afterwards by 

other images to reassure newsreel audiences that the workers were allowed to do other leisure 

activities afterwards. A rather amusing item explained that a German wine-bottler (658-4) 

preferred to work with specialised French workers. By the end of December 1943 (42-5), the 

ATW even showed an official French delegation visiting French workers in Germany to 

check on their working conditions. Not surprisingly, the latter found the training workrooms, 

production facilities and accommodation in perfect condition. By the end of December 1943, 

for some reason the ATW developed a sudden interest in men and women workers from the 

eastern territories working in the Reich. The newsreels showed these workers living in 

comfortable camps and visiting an autumn fun fair (640-4). In reality foreign workers were not 

allowed to do leave their camps and certainly not to visit public places like parks and fairs, for 

it would have troubled the German people. Another item, falsely claiming that ‘hundreds of 

thousands of men and women from the eastern territories came voluntarily to work in 

Germany’ (674-6), stated that these workers often ended up marrying each other. According to 

the newsreel, hundreds of marriages were celebrated every week in Berlin. Two couples were 

shown getting married in a German public building and celebrating their wedding party with 

plenty of drink and cake in a room decorated with a portrait of Adolf Hitler. In reality, many 
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workers (and prisoners of war) found themselves attracted to German women and girls and 

vice versa. This, of course, created ‘racial problems’ which incited Heinrich Himmler (head 

of the German police) as early as January 1940 to order these women to be sent to 

concentration camps. Himmler’s decree specified: ‘if the women and girls of a community 

publicly denounce the woman in question and cut off her hair before she is committed to a 

concentration camp, the police should not intervene’.19 In a nutshell, ATW reports on the 

presence of foreign workers in Germany once more demonstrate that the newsreels were more 

at the service of propaganda and did not contain a grain of truth. Last but not least it must be 

mentioned that the Belgian ATW featured no less than six items on the working and living 

conditions of Belgian workers in Germany. These items, specifically aimed at Belgian 

audiences, will be referred to in the next chapter. 

 

A substantial number of German ATW items dealt with cultural life. Although touching on a 

variety of subjects ranging from a flower show (460-1) to German fashion (462-2) to the Wagner 

Festival Hitler personally attended (466-6), many of the cultural newsreel stories also bore 

witness to the Gleichschaltung. It was no coincidence that the Great German Art Exhibition 

that travelled all over Germany (466-2, 478-3, 518-2, 569-5) exhibited impressions of the front and 

portraits of Hitler. It was neither a coincidence that the ‘Art for the People Exhibition’ (Die 

Kunst dem Volke) included the painting of a U-boat and a portrait of Adolf Hitler. Naturally, 

the ATW did not break the unwritten rule that each issue should offer some light 

entertainment too. Therefore the ATW did not only include performances of the German 

opera (484-5) but also featured lighter entertainment (sword dance revues, rope dancers) at the 

Scala music hall (540-1, 559-4) in Berlin. 

 

More than one out of six ATW items reporting on the Reich concerned international politics. 

Reports on Hitler and his ministers receiving foreign heads of state, ministers and 

ambassadors highlighted the good relations between Germany and the states represented by 

these visitors. As many of these items have been discussed above and will occasionally be 

referred to in subchapters below, it is not necessary to discuss them in detail here. Apart from 

that, many other items also promoted Germany as the motor of European development: it was 

the place where mayors (588-9), youth (578-8, 617-4), government services (585-5), workers (617-4), 

journalists, (618-7), etc. from all over Europe met to establish a new order. The Reich was in 

general portrayed as the epicentre of this National-Socialist New Order: the land where 

European student volunteers against Bolshevism (555-5) held their international meetings and 
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where the German Labour Service (RAD) trained foreigners who were to establish a local 

labour service ‘based on the German model’ in their own country afterwards (659-7, 60-4). 

 

One of the most important missions of the ATW Reich coverage consisted in showing that all 

Germans stood behind their Führer. Initially, when Germany was successful on all fronts, it 

was of course easy to show images of enthusiastic Germans celebrating the German victory in 

Western Europe (461-9) and welcoming their Führer and soldiers on their return from the front 

(463-13, 464-10, 465-7). The ATW was more than happy to disseminate images of Hitler addressing 

the German people (493-10) and being acclaimed by enthusiastic crowds (468-9, 486-10, 472-14). From 

the second half of 1941 onwards, it became harder and harder however to include images of 

Hitler among large audiences because the Führer had practically disappeared from the public 

eye. Hitler’s withdrawal from public life, which transformed him into a remote and distant 

figure,20 was closely related to his activities as Commander-in-Chief of the German troops. 

Newsreel images of Hitler conferring with his generals or (as mentioned above) receiving 

politicians or small delegations (556-7) became the only opportunity for German people to see 

their Führer. While German audiences were anxious if the ATW did not feature images of 

Hitler,21 foreign spectators were less likely to feel that way.  

 

It is noteworthy that even on the few occasions that the ATW did feature images of a public 

speech delivered by Hitler, it did not contain a recording of the original speech and had the 

commentator ‘summarise’ Hitler’s address. The commentator therefore made no exception for 

the Führer and limited himself as usual to spouting out clichés. On 26 April 1942, Hitler 

addressed the Reichstag for one hour, after which the parliament (composed entirely of 

NSDAP members) unanimously accepted a resolution in which Hitler formally secured all 

power over the life and death of every German citizen, abolishing all laws that might prevent 

him from doing so. The resolution was the final blow to the German constitution: Hitler was 

now officially no longer bound by any existing legal precept and as a result the Reichstag 

could no longer be summoned.22 The ATW report (557-3) on Hitler’s address did not as much as 

refer to that resolution, which was core of his Reichstag discourse, but limited itself to the 

insignificant phrase: ‘In his speech Hitler gives a detailed overview of the violent combats 

that took place this winter at the eastern front and expresses his gratitude to the German 

soldier, his loyalty and his fighting spirit’. On the other hand, the only address delivered by 

Hitler (Munich November 1943) that the ATW covered (39-8) after that was, in reality, so full 

of clichés,23 that the aphorisms the commentator came out with reflected perfectly the 
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insignificance of Hitler’s words: ‘In his speech Adolf Hitler takes sides against the enemies of 

Germany. To the German people he says, among other things: ‘No matter what happens, we 

will overcome it.’  

 

Since Hitler increasingly refused to function as the Party’s leading spokesman, Goebbels, who 

had tried in vain to convince Hitler to appear more often in public, began to fill the gap.24 

This tendency was reflected in the newsreels too. In December 1942, the Belgian ATW (589-9) 

featured an address Goebbels had delivered in the Berliner Sports Palace on the fifth of that 

month. Although Goebbels had actually addressed the party leadership of his district,25 the 

newsreel commentator claimed that the Reich minister had addressed ‘the population’. The 

speech and its newsreel coverage would turn out to be nothing more than a final rehearsal for 

the address Goebbels gave on 18 February 1943 during an impressive rally at the same Sports 

Palace. Delivered in the aftermath of the Stalingrad disaster, this speech became notorious as 

Goebbels’ ‘total war’ address. Ten times Goebbels asked the entire Sports Palace, which was 

in his own words ‘representative’ of the German people but actually consisted of a carefully 

chosen selection of ardent party members, whether they were prepared for total war. Ten 

times, the audience ‘spontaneously’ jumped up and said it was prepared, made the Hitler 

salute and shouted ‘The Führer commands, we follow!’ The rally, although incapable of really 

influencing the population of Germany and the occupied regions,26 was so carefully staged 

that it remains Goebbels’ most notorious feat to date. The address was broadcast by the radio, 

printed verbatim in the press and covered in a carefully edited DW issue, which continues to 

be abused to this day by television producers seeking to demonstrate that the German 

population was indeed prepared for all-out war.27 Keeping all of the above in mind, it is 

disappointing to study the Belgian ATW report on Goebbels’s speech (600-10) for it lasts only 

one minute and 30 seconds and did not even contain subtitled excerpts of Goebbels’s speech. 

It is clear that the Belgian Außenstelle, which never subtitled excerpts of speeches, did not 

consider it necessary to make an extra effort for this particular item. Their disinterest is 

partially understandable: by the time this issue was released (5 March 1943), two weeks had 

lapsed since Goebbels delivered the address and since its text had been printed in its entirety 

by all Belgian newspapers.28 On the other hand, the decision not to have the speech subtitled 

largely deprived the item of the propagandistic potential that its DW counterpart had. Last but 

not least, it must be mentioned that the ATW had the item immediately followed by images 

(600-11) showing that the German people were indeed mobilised and had ‘put themselves at the 

service of the defence of the Reich’. In sum, the ATW might as well not have featured the 
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address Goebbels gave, but nevertheless tried to convey the message that the entire Reich was 

enthusiastic about having been mobilised.  

 

Played down at different levels, the idea that the whole of Germany remained confident in its 

final victory was implicitly present in many German items. In May 1943, shortly after 

‘Tunisgrad’, the newsreels (612-7) for the first time showed German recruits who had been 

called up for the army. The ATW had paid attention to recruits before but had, on all those 

occasions, concentrated on their training. This time the recruits were shown leaving their city, 

with locals waving goodbye to them in a festive atmosphere. The newsreel tone was clearly 

an optimistic one: the recruits happily left for the army and the people back home did not 

worry at all about their departure. In short, the German population was still confident in a 

positive outcome of the war. However, the images could not hide that the recruits (whom the 

commentator called ‘new’ and ‘young’) were older conscripts. During the year that followed, 

the ATW covered some emergency measures taken to reinforce the German war effort, like 

the draft of Hitler Youth members into the RAD (662-7) or into the army (665-6), but refused to 

recognise that many Germans had long lost their trust in the Führer and his government. One 

week after the release of the special D-Day issue, the Belgian ATW (70-2) showed a cycle race 

held in Berlin. As far as the ATW was concerned, life went on as usual… The same message 

is found in the last newsreel item (677-4) featuring Hitler, released on 25 August 1944. The item 

was related to the aftermath of the so-called July bomb plot: on 20 July 1944, some officers 

had a bomb explode during a staff conference at Hitler’s headquarters. Hitler survived by 

sheer luck: an officer had accidentally moved the briefcase containing bomb away from the 

table. Again, taking advantage of its complementarity with other media, the newsreel made no 

attempt to explain the background to the attempt29 but immediately showed Hitler visiting 

officers who had been wounded in the explosion. The images of the hospital visit were 

followed by footage of Hitler being acclaimed by enthusiastic civilians and starting ‘important 

talks with leading people from the party, the state and the army’ who congratulated him (on 

his survival) before the talks began. The message was clear: the German population, party, 

state and army still firmly believed in the Führer.  

 

 

 

5.2.3. USSR (up to 22 June 1941) 
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The period of the Nazi-Soviet Pact was a strange interlude in National-Socialist newsreel 

history.30 The German Communist Party (KPD), the strongest communist party outside the 

USSR, had been eradicated in 1933, in the first year of Hitler’s rise to power. Given the 

strong anti-communist tendencies of Nazi ideology, it comes as no surprise that German 

newsreels paid no further attention to the Soviet Union from then on. This only changed a few 

months after the Weidemann Office had assumed its duties. From August 1935 onwards the 

DW (and probably the ATW too) started including items every now and then that were related 

to the USSR. The first item in question was made with the help of archive materials and 

released because the Comintern held its seventh congress in Moscow that same month 

(August 1935). The Comintern Congress, mainly convened to define what international policy 

the Communist International should adopt to defeat fascism, was a thorn in Hitler’s flesh. 

Consequently, its newsreel ‘coverage’ is to be interpreted as a public National-Socialist 

reaction to it. The item in question described the Soviet capital as the centre of the ‘Judeo-

Bolshevist World Conspiracy’ and concluded with footage of a Red Army parade, which 

aimed to illustrate the danger represented by the USSR. (Since the newsreel had to reflect the 

‘threat’ that ‘Bolshevism’ represented at the time, the commentary did not mention that the 

parade had been filmed in 1932, on the 15th anniversary of the October Revolution.) 

 

The in-depth historical research carried out by Bianca Pietrow-Ennker on National-Socialist 

newsreel coverage of the USSR,31 examining all related newsreel items from 1935 to 1945, 

proved that there was a continuity between this item and its successors. The Soviet Union and 

Communism, or ‘Bolshevism’ as German propaganda preferred to call it, were always 

portrayed as a threat to civilisation. This message was repeated louder and stronger after the 

German invasion of the USSR. It has been demonstrated in the previous chapter that similar 

anti-communist propaganda emerged in the ATW during the first months of Operation 

Barbarossa. (Echoes of this were also found, as will become apparent later on in this chapter, 

in newsreel items on life in German-occupied territories that were formerly ruled by the 

USSR.)  

 

The propagandistic anti-Soviet thread that ran through German newsreels was only 

interrupted from September 1939 until June 1941, in other words from the signing of the 

Nazi-Soviet Pact of 23 August 1939 until the launch of Operation Barbarossa on 22 June 

1941. During this period, German newsreels and National-Socialist propaganda in general 
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were suddenly commissioned to paint a less negative picture of Germany’s new friend, a 

picture that had to explain to German subjects why its Führer had suddenly decided to 

collaborate with a state that had been vilified for years. But the media did not need to provide 

an overdose of this kind Soviet-friendly news coverage either, since highest authorities were 

very aware that the German-Soviet friendship would not last forever. This two-track policy 

regarding media coverage of German-Soviet relations also influenced the ATW. Between late 

June 1940 and early July 1941, when a special newsreel edition carried the first images of 

Operation Barbarossa, AM-WA contained only three items that had been filmed in the USSR. 

Although greatly outnumbered by many other topics, these three items, which were all 

released in 1941, deserve special attention for their interest as propaganda. 

 

By the end of January 1941, the Belgian ATW (491-9) featured a report on German Ambassador 

von der Schulenburg and Soviet Commissar for Foreign Affairs Molotov signing economic 

and political agreements in Moscow.32 The fact that the images of this international meeting, 

which took place on 10 January, were included in the DW as soon as 22 January onwards and 

in the ATW one week later, suggests that the footage had been sent quickly from Moscow to 

Berlin. While reports on international political meetings usually limited themselves to some 

general remarks and never revealed the content of the talks that had been conducted, this 

particular item did mention some topics the agreements dealt with. It specified that the treaties 

concluded expanded bilateral economic trade, arranged for the emigration of Germans from 

the Soviet Baltic States and established the German-Russian frontier. The latter implied, of 

course, that this frontier would be respected by both states. The item withheld information 

that the treaty, rather than ‘expanding bilateral economic trade’, merely allowed Germany to 

import giant amounts of raw materials. Apparently it was considered inappropriate to 

recognise that Germany was dependent on the USSR in this respect. While this newsreel item 

was the last German audiences would see before their troops invaded the USSR, the Belgian 

ATW featured two more items filmed in Moscow. 

 

In March-April 1941, Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs Yosuke Matsuoka visited Hitler, 

Mussolini and then Hitler again, to report on his talks with Mussolini. These visits received 

widespread media attention for they were a perfect illustration of the German-Japanese-Italian 

relations that had been established by the Tripartite Pact. Within that framework, the DW 

dedicated an exceptional amount of attention to Matsuoka’s (first) visit to Berlin. Four (!) 

consecutive items in the very same newsreel issue showed [1] Matsuoka’s arrival at Berlin 
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railway station, including footage of large crowds gathering to welcome him, the railway 

station and the streets of Berlin being decorated with flowers and swastika banners, Matsuoka 

being welcomed by several Nazi dignitaries including von Ribbentrop and Goebbels, etc., [2] 

Matsuoka being welcomed at the Reich chancery by Hitler and Göring, including footage of 

Hitler and Matsuoka greeting the enthusiastic mob in front of the chancery, [3] Matsuoka 

visiting Göring in Karinhall to discuss economic issues and [4] Matsuoka leaving Berlin for 

Italy, with von Ribbentrop waving goodbye to him.33 The ATW also showed Matsuoka 

visiting Berlin (500-8). In brief, both the DW and the ATW used Matsuoka’s visit to highlight 

Germany’s relationship with Japan. 

 

However, on his way home the Japanese minister gave Hitler and von Ribbentrop an 

unpleasant surprise. Instead of travelling straight home, Matsuoka stopped off in Moscow and 

negotiated a mutual non-aggression pact with the USSR, which was signed on 13 April 

1941.34 The signing of this neutrality pact came at a very bad moment for Hitler who, as von 

Ribbentrop had strongly hinted to Matsuoka, was fully preparing for the invasion of the 

USSR. All German hopes that Japan would respond to Operation Barbarossa with a 

declaration of war on the USSR (which would force Stalin to fight on two fronts) were lost. 

Within that context, it is perfectly understandable that the DW did not pay any attention to 

Matsuoka’s visit to Moscow. The remarkable thing however is that the ATW on the other 

hand not only covered that visit, but even dedicated two items to the topic. (The footage both 

items were constructed with dated from the very same visit.) On 11 April 1941, the ATW (501-

10) showed Matsuoka visiting Moscow and being welcomed by Soviet dignitaries. Three 

weeks later, on 2 May 1941 (504-7), AM-WA once again featured images of Matsuoka in 

Moscow, this time signing the Japanese-Russian pact of non-aggression. Although the 

commentator did not mention the dictator’s name, the footage clearly showed that Joseph 

Stalin personally attended the treaty signing. Why the ATW dedicated two items to a topic 

that the DW did not wish to cover, remains unclear. Was it intended as a smokescreen for the 

outside world, suggesting that Germany had no problem at all with its Axis partner allying 

itself with the USSR? After Matsuoka’s visits, the ATW featured no further items filmed in 

the USSR until Germany invaded it.  

 

 

   

5.2.4. Italy35 
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The start of the Allied Campaign in Italy (the newsreel coverage of which has been discussed 

in the previous chapter) put a virtual stop to the inclusion of ‘normal’ Italian items, in other 

words items that were not directly war-related, in the ATW. But it was not just the war that 

reduced the release of ‘normal’ Italian items: that trend had been set as early as 1941. Nearly 

45% of all ‘normal’ Italian items (22 out of 48) appeared in AM-WA issues released between 

July and December 1940. The reason the presence of Italian items fell from 1941 onwards is 

probably related to the establishment of Außenstellen all over Europe. Italian items, as 

revealed in the general history of the ATW (cf. Chapter 1), were obtained from the Italian 

Luce company. The creation of a network of Außenstellen, the foundations of which were 

only laid in late 1940, offered the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH the possibility to include 

more foreign items related to German-occupied or German-influenced territory. The decline 

in the number of Italian items was also compensated by the ‘Italian presence’ in many items 

that had not been filmed in Italy. Apart from the regular appearance of Italian soldiers in the 

newsreel coverage of the African and eastern front, there were many items showing Italian 

dignitaries meeting foreign (often German and to a less extent Japanese) statesmen (463-6, 483-9, 

505-6). I would therefore state that, although the number of items filmed in Italy was relatively 

small, the Italian presence in AM-WA issues in general was rather strong. 

 

When Italy entered the Second World War at Germany’s side in the summer of 1940, Italian 

dictator Benito Mussolini aspired to play a role that Italy was unprepared for. As we have 

seen above, Italy, which was left ignorant of German plans to invade Poland, declared its 

neutrality when the Second World War broke out. Since the very word ‘neutral’ was un-

fascist, Mussolini declared (and the Italian press was instructed to follow that example) that 

Italy had adopted a status of ‘non-belligerence’. Mussolini’s neologism, which was later 

temporarily copied by other states such as Spain and Sweden, left the door open for an Italian 

entry into the war when the time was considered ripe. 

 

On 10 June 1940, exactly one month after the beginning of the very successful German 

Blitzkrieg in Western Europe, Mussolini declared war on France and Great Britain. Italy’s 

entry into the war on the German side could not be overlooked by German propaganda: the 

very first (identified) Italian AM-WA item showed Mussolini’s declaration of war being 

enthusiastically welcomed in Rome as well as in Berlin (459-4). For obvious reasons, the 
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newsreel did not divulge, as the Nazi top officials realised only too well, that Italy had only 

joined their side in time to share Germany’s glory at the fall of France. In the months and 

years that followed, it was also not revealed that Italy, short of raw materials, unprepared to 

develop a war economy and its very existence threatened by defeats in Greece and North 

Africa, proved unable to contribute substantially to Germany’s war effort. Instead of 

recognising that Italy was dependent on German aid by early 1941 and that its international 

role was insignificant, Italy was portrayed as a solid political and military partner. 

  

In the creation of this illusion, an important role was attributed to Benito Mussolini: if Italy 

was to be depicted as a strong state, it had to be headed by a strong man. Conveying this kind 

of message was relatively easy: the Italian Luce newsreel company had been established on 

Mussolini’s instigation and the images it provided the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH were 

designed to contribute to Mussolini’s image. Based on the Luce footage, the ATW promoted 

Mussolini as the Duce, the Führer-like leader of Italy. Mussolini was, for instance, shown as a 

statesman concerned with the welfare of his workers who were provided with leisure activities 

by the Dopolavoro organisation. (The Dopolavoro invoked memories of the German KdF 

organisation, which was in fact an imitation of the Italian scheme.) The footage of 

Mussolini’s visit to the Dopolavoro organisation (480-6) was filmed in an arms factory, which 

drew attention in passing to Italy’s alleged military power. Demonstrations by fascist youth 

organisations (477-6), sometimes held at the Duce’s very own Mussolini Forum (510-4, 564-1), also 

contributed to the Duce myth. Mussolini, whose role in military policy was theoretically 

unlimited but in practice was rather insignificant, was also naturally portrayed as the supreme 

head of the military forces, attending military manoeuvres (478-6, 585-8) and decorating his 

‘heroic’ soldiers or the family members of fallen military men (560-9, 567-2). Last but not least 

Mussolini was portrayed as an important statesman, granting audiences to foreign heads of 

state such as Romanian Marshal Ion Antonescu (482-3) or General Franco (496-11). It goes 

without saying that any element challenging the Duce’s image was withheld from newsreel 

audiences just like it was withheld from public opinion in general. In December 1942, while 

Italian troops were overwhelmed by Soviet troops at the eastern front and forced back by 

Anglo-American forces in North Africa, Mussolini was shown delivering a speech in public 

(590-14). The commentator stated: ‘The Duce spoke to the Fascist Chamber in Rome. In his 

speech he drew up a balance of the past events and in conclusion affirmed the unshakeable 

will of the whole Italian nation to continue the battle alongside its allies until the final 

victory.’36 This item, concluding with images of representatives rising and enthusiastically 
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applauding Mussolini’s words, was to leave no doubt that Italy and its Duce were solidly 

behind Germany. 

 

Italy’s bond with Germany was itself of course a subject that was often put in the spotlight. 

Apart from the many Tripartite Pact items that often emphasised Italy’s participation in the 

international coalition clearly lead by Germany, the newsreels repeatedly featured images that 

highlighted German-Italian military collaboration as well as their broader understanding. The 

German-Italian bond was for instance articulated in newsreel coverage of Italian manoeuvres 

being attended by German officers (468-6) and Reich Marshal Göring paying a visit to 

Mussolini and King Victor Emmanuel III (457-12). The German-Italian link was also reflected 

by items in the cultural field: the Munich State Opera performing in Italy (464-2), the German 

pianist Herms Niels performing for injured Italian soldiers and nurses (479-4), a German 

minister receiving an honorary degree from an Italian university (476-4), etc. The strongest odes 

to German-Italian fraternity were to be found in newsreel items dedicated to personal 

meetings between the Führer and the Duce. Here too Mussolini was portrayed as a more 

important statesman than he actually was: the newsreels carefully avoided revealing that 

Mussolini played a junior role in the Axis and was little more than Hitler’s vassal. In early 

July 1940, the newsreel (460-9) concluded with images of Hitler meeting Mussolini in Munich. 

The ATW showed Hitler welcoming Mussolini at the railway station and both men appearing 

on the balcony of the Führer Building to greet the Germans who flocked to see the Führer and 

the Duce. In sum, the newsreel portrayed the Duce just as Mussolini liked to see himself: as 

Hitler’s equal. Stating that both statesmen met to discuss the armistice proposed by French 

Marshal Philippe Pétain, the newsreel even gave the impression that Italy played an important 

role in the war against France. In reality Hitler had, during this meeting (18 June 1940), made 

it very clear that Germany had gained its victory without Italian help and did not need Italian 

assistance in the final settlement: Italy was not even welcome at the negotiation table. When 

Hitler and Mussolini met twice in October 1940, respectively at the Brenner Pass (476-3) and in 

Florence (479-9), newsreel reports again presented both men, in other words both countries, as 

equal partners. The report on Hitler’s visit to Florence resembled that of Mussolini’s visit to 

Munich: again the Führer and the Duce were shown standing on a balcony, greeting an 

enthusiastic mob. When Germany invaded the USSR, the newsreels, just like all other media, 

made clear that it was the German Führer and his staff who were leading the operations, not 

the allies that contributed to the eastern campaign. It is significant that a newsreel report on 

Mussolini’s August 1941 visit to Hitler’s headquarters (523-12) showed German General Alfred 
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Jodl pointing out the strategic positions to his visitor. The item, concluding with images of the 

Duce and the Führer being greeted by Göring and enthusiastic soldiers, nevertheless 

reaffirmed Mussolini’s image as an important military partner.  

 

One of the best examples of the lack of truth in newsreel reports about the relationship 

between Mussolini and Hitler is to be found in the coverage of another meeting, which took 

place at the end of April 1942 and lasted for two days. Several sources state that the talks had 

no concrete results. Mussolini, who falsely claimed to possess a perfect knowledge of German 

and in talks with Hitler refused to be accompanied by an interpreter, hardly said a word and 

listened, occasionally glancing at his watch, for over an hour and a half to Hitler’s 

monologue. The military leaders who were present also found it hard to stay focused and 

General Alfred Jodl even fell asleep. The newsreel however (558-10) showed Jodl commenting 

on the military situation and stated: ‘The meetings between both heads of government took 

place in an atmosphere of close friendship and of the unshakeable military brotherhood shared 

by the two nations and their leaders. The meetings demonstrated how they were in full 

agreement in their concept of the war and in the political domain’. The basic components of 

this message, notably that both statesmen were on the same level and shared the same military 

and political view, is also to be found in the next newsreel item covering an April 1943 

meeting between the Führer and the Duce. The newsreel (607-8) report showed Hitler 

welcoming Mussolini on the railway platform but did not reveal that Mussolini, who was 

close to physical collapse, needed assistance to get off the train. The commentary boasted that 

‘both statesmen reasserted their will and the will of their peoples to continue the war until 

victory is total’. In reality, the talks again boiled down to long monologues by Hitler, to whom 

Mussolini looked like a ‘broken man’.37 Hitler thought he had boosted the Duce’s confidence 

during the four days of these meetings but the latter afterwards referred to Hitler’s words as 

‘the usual gramophone record’ and stated he would never again let himself be lectured by that 

‘tragic clown’.38 

 

In a nutshell, the items sent from Berlin to Brussels portrayed Italy and its Duce (against the 

better judgement of Nazi top officials) as a strong ally that Germany could depend on. 

Elements that could have distorted that picture, like the major strikes that broke out in Milan 

and Turin in February 1943 (roughly two months before the above-mentioned meeting 

between Mussolini and Hitler) were kept strictly under the wraps. By the end of July 1943, 

however, Italian opposition to Mussolini, notably caused by the disastrous effects of his 
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foreign policy, had become so great that it could no longer be swept under the carpet. A 

couple of days after a visit by Hitler (a visit that for obvious reasons was not covered in the 

newsreels), the Fascist Grand Council, which had come together for that purpose for the first 

time since 1939, voted against Mussolini. The next day, on 25 July 1943, King Victor 

Emmanuel III dismissed the Duce and immediately replaced him by Marshal Badoglio, who 

was backed by leading figures in the army, the church and the economy. Upon leaving the 

royal palace and before fully realising that he was the target of a plot involving many former 

friends and admirers, Mussolini was arrested and transported secretly away. Nazi Germany 

suddenly had to deal with a new Italian head of state in which it did not have any faith. 

Badoglio secretly negotiated with the Allies to arrange an armistice but at the same time told 

Germany that Italy’s commitment to the war remained unchanged, thereby trying to deprive 

Hitler of a pretext to invade its so-called faithful ally. Hitler and his staff realised what game 

Badoglio was playing (Rommel and other generals talked Hitler out of attempting to occupy 

Rome and depose Badoglio’s government) but played along to gain time and strengthen their 

forces in Italy. This phase only came to an end on 8 September 1943, when Badoglio 

announced that he had capitulated unconditionally to the Allies. This announcement coincided 

with major Allied landings on the Italian west coast and with the flight of the king and his 

government, who abandoned Rome and all Central and Northern Italy to the German troops. 

The Italian capitulation was swiftly answered by a German occupation of those regions. 

Between the arrest of Mussolini and the announcement of Badoglio’s ‘treachery’, the 

newsreels had hardly paid any attention to Italy, except for an insignificant item on the 

inauguration of a memorial for Pope Pius XI (622-5) and items (discussed in the previous 

chapter) on the effects of Allied bombing on Italian cities.  

 

The Italian capitulation and the ensuing military campaign (the coverage of which has already 

been dealt with in the previous chapter) brought an official end to Germany’s partnership with 

Italy. On 9 September, only one day after the Italian capitulation, the German News Agency 

issued the first proclamation by a new fascist government. This puppet government, claiming 

to act on behalf of Mussolini, had been formed on Hitler’s orders by some third-rate Italians 

(including the Duce’s son Vittorio) in order to maintain the illusion that Nazi Germany could 

still count on Italy. Hitler soon found the perfect figurehead to lead this ‘government’ as three 

days later his troops pulled a stunt by liberating Mussolini, whose whereabouts were 

discovered shortly before. In a brilliant commando operation, Austrian SS-Hauptsturmführer 

Otto Skorzeny headed a glider team that rescued Mussolini from the hotel where he was kept 
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prisoner. The audacious rescue operation was filmed by a cameraman and shown in detail in a 

long newsreel item (630-9) that referred to an ‘attack’ being ‘launched on the hotel where the 

Duce was imprisoned’. In reality not a single shot was fired. Mussolini’s rescue, on the one 

hand, allowed the newsreels to highlight the bravery of Skorzeny and his paratroopers 

(therefore highlighting the superiority of the German armed forces) and, on the other, gave 

German propaganda the opportunity to resume the tread of the Duce myth. In the rescue item 

both the images and the commentary (first talking about ‘Mr. Mussolini’ but soon referring as 

usual to him as ‘the Duce’) clearly indicated that Mussolini’s role had not yet been 

accomplished. The newsreel showed how Mussolini was flown to the Führer’s headquarters 

where he met Hitler as well as his son Vittorio.39 Although Mussolini, who was wearing black 

civilian clothes in each scene, clearly looked haggard, the newsreel desperately tried to put 

him on the same level as Hitler once again. It was typical that a scene showing Mussolini and 

Hitler getting into the same car was followed by two close-ups showing that the car was 

decorated with two small flags, respectively Italian and German. The item concluded with the 

commentary: ‘In an appeal launched to the Italian people, he [the Duce] urged his loyal 

partisans to take up their weapons again and to continue to fight with Germany, Japan and 

other allies’. 

 

On 15 September 1943, three days after his liberation, the German News Agency announced 

that Mussolini had resumed leadership of fascism in Italy. Three days later again, on 18 

September, the Duce attacked Victor Emmanuel III, Badoglio and all other ‘traitors and liars’ 

in a broadcast from Munich. Reaffirming Italy’s alliance with Germany, the establishment of 

the new Fascist Republic of Italy was confirmed. These events took place before images of 

Mussolini’s liberation even reached newsreel audiences but laid the foundations of another 

myth the newsreels were obliged to uphold: the existence of a new Italian state. From 

November 1943 onwards, both the AM-WA and the BA-BN newsreels featured items related 

to the so-called Italian Social Republic or Saló Republic. Note that neither of these names was 

used by the newsreel commentator, who just referred to ‘Italy’. In November, a newsreel item 

showed Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, ‘Minister of War of the Republican Fascist Government’, 

visiting German Field Marshal Kesselring (37-11) while another (638-10) showed the ‘Italian 

Republican Fascist Government’ meeting for the first time in the general headquarters. Other 

items showed Graziani ‘totally reorganising the Italian army’ (644-7) or together with other 

Italian officers pledging to fight for the Republican Fascist Italy of Duce Benito Mussolini (38-

9). Mussolini was not present as prominently in these Italian items as he had been before July 
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1943: even the first national assembly of his new Italian Republican Fascist Party (49-7) was 

held in the absence of Mussolini, whose statement was read aloud in front of his bust. But 

Mussolini certainly did not disappear from the newsreels: he was shown talking to Marshal 

Graziani (37-11) or granting audiences to Japanese and German ambassadors (652-6). The 

newsreel coverage of these audiences, which were symbolic for Mussolini did not have any 

power, contributed of course to reinforcing the image that the independent Italian state was 

still an important partner for Japan and Germany. The opening of the German-Italian 

Society’s (52-6), new cultural year, during which the German ambassador reportedly spoke 

about ‘intellectual relations between both countries’ should also be interpreted in that context. 

As some of the above-mentioned items already indicate, newsreel items dedicated to the Saló 

Republic also paid a great deal of attention to Mussolini’s defence minister, Marshal Rodolfo 

Graziani. Graziani, who had never featured the newsreels when he commanded the Italian 

forces in Libya (June 1940 – February 1941), was portrayed as a military hero, ready to lead 

‘the new army of the new Italian Republic’ that under his guidance would ‘take up its fight for 

freedom once again’ (661-9). Graziani was never presented as a substitute for Mussolini but 

rather as an important collaborator with many qualities. Note that, although the Duce myth 

did not fall apart, this was still quite an innovation: before July 1943, Mussolini had never 

been linked with an important military officer.  

 

In May 1944, the newsreel featured (64-6) footage of a meeting between Mussolini and Hitler. 

During the meeting, which took place during the previous month, the Führer had again 

entertained Mussolini to a lengthy monologue, among other things about how his new 

technical weapons would turn London into a heap of ruins. The newsreel commentator stated: 

‘During talks held in the spirit of the old friendship between the Führer and the Duce, 

common political and economic issues were discussed’. Footage of his meeting with Hitler 

was immediately followed by scenes of Mussolini, accompanied by Graziani and Keitel, 

inspecting ‘newly-established’ Italian divisions and giving a soldier specific instructions. The 

item clearly had to convey the message that Mussolini was very much involved in 

commanding his troops. This was also stressed by another military item (76-5), this time 

showing Mussolini reviewing Italian soldiers, attending their manoeuvres and attending a 

ceremony during which their new colours were blessed. The latter two items, respectively 

containing footage of a German field marshal and filmed on German soil, did not hide the fact 

that Germany was strongly involved in the new Italian republic’s military policy. But these 
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scenes were to be interpreted more as proof of the excellent German-Italian relations and 

collaboration than as indications of German supremacy.  

 

Probably the only item recognising that it was Germany that ruled the roost in Italy was 

released in February 1944 (648-5) and stated that the German army had taken over the 

organisation of providing Rome with supplies. Implying that the Italian government was 

unable to organise the distribution of meat properly, the item showed German soldiers raising 

cattle and distributing truckloads of meat to local butcher’s shops. The irony is that precisely 

this item, although hinting at the leading role Germany was playing, was probably more 

mendacious than any other report on Italy after 25 July 1943. In reality, Germany plundered 

Mussolini’s republic as well as the provinces that passed under direct German control while a 

special German office fully exploited Italian industry for the German war effort. Hundreds of 

thousands of Italian workers were deported to German forced labour camps. The reactions 

that this German policy triggered off among partisans, as well as the fact that some partisan 

groups created their own ‘republics’ in areas liberated from Germans, were not mentioned by 

the newsreels either. 

 

In sum, the newsreels never painted a realistic picture of Italy. From the moment Mussolini 

decided to join the war until his dismissal and arrest, Italy was portrayed as a strong and 

reliable ally instead of as the powerless and highly dependent henchman it was. After 

Mussolini’s liberation and appointment as the head of a German-dominated puppet state, it 

was depicted as a truculent partner that despite the treachery of some compatriots continued to 

believe in the final victory of Germany and its allies.  

 

 

 

5.2.5. Japan40 
 

 

As expounded when the newsreel coverage of the war in the Far East (cf. previous chapter) 

was discussed, the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH regularly exchanged newsreel items with 

its Japanese counterpart. The footage was probably flown from Berlin over the USSR to 

Tokyo (and vice versa) until Operation Barbarossa made this kind of traffic more difficult 

and/or downright impossible. After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Japanese items could 
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only reach Germany if transported by a ship or U-boat that managed to make the transatlantic 

trip without running into enemy fire. All of this explains why the ATW featured 16 Japanese 

items in July 1940 – June 1941 but only two (possibly archive material) during the rest of 

1941, one in 1942 and none in 1943-1944. These numbers do not take war items into account, 

but in that department a similar evolution was noticed. As stated in the previous chapter, the 

ATW needed to rely on archive materials to evoke Japanese military successes most of the 

time. 

 

The ATW coverage of Japanese ‘domestic affairs’ does not contain many surprises. The 

ATW searched all foreign footage for items likely to divert their audiences and in Japan also 

found some insignificant but entertaining footage, like the Japanese hunting sharks (472-4) or 

holding a relay race over 1.000 kilometres (492-6). Also, like in many other countries, the ATW 

sought to show the local regent, in this case Emperor Hirohito. Newsreel issues showed 

Hirohito being visited by Pu-yi of Manchukuo (466-1), attending a ceremony honouring fallen 

Japanese soldiers (483-3), attending festivities on the traditional ‘Day of the Horse’ (510-3) and 

reviewing a military march past brought about by the 2.600th anniversary of his empire (482-2). 

This anniversary was repeatedly referred to in the newsreels, for instance when Richard 

Strauss composed a score for the occasion (459-1). Nazi Germany, aiming to remain a 

superpower for 1.000 years to come, naturally like to associate itself with such an empire. 

 

When Japan associated itself with Germany (and Italy) in the Tripartite Pact, the ATW 

eagerly featured the ensuing Japanese festivities. Images of German and Italian 

representatives attending a Japanese parade in which Italian and German flags were carried 

(486-5) and of Japanese girls handing over puppets destined for wounded soldiers to German 

and Italian embassies (495-6) were to show the world how close the bond was between the 

Tripartite states. There is little doubt that the signing of the Tripartite Pact also increased the 

demand for items showing Japanese military strength. One could argue that the ATW, apart 

from images of the Japanese army on winter manoeuvres (496-4) or a visit (504-8) to the Japanese 

war industry, dedicated surprisingly little attention to Japanese war preparations. On the other 

hand, it must be taken into account that Japan may have refused to export images revealing 

the military power it was building up (the last item (504-8) mentioned on the war industry was 

accompanied by the statement ‘Japanese censors have, for the first time, allowed the factories 

of the Japanese war industry to be filmed’) and that the newsreels regularly (cf. previous 

chapter) featured images of Japanese campaigns in China. In brief, Germany’s main interest 
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in Japan was related to its military actions; as a result, the ATW was mainly interested in 

newsreel items covering Japanese actions in the Far East. 

 

 

 

5.3. The shadow of the swastika: from annexed or occupied countries to 

‘independent’ states in the Axis sphere of influence  
 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.1. Western Europe and Scandinavia 
 

 

 

5.3.1.1. France41 
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France declared war on Germany under Prime Minister Edouard Daladier. By the time a 

German invasion brought the Phoney War to an end, Daladier had already been replaced by 

Paul Reynaud. The latter, in his turn, resigned on 16 June 1940 and 84-year-old Marshal 

Philippe Pétain, a First World War hero, was asked to become the new premier. When Pétain 

stepped into office, Paris had already been lost to the Germans. The marshal immediately 

requested an armistice and Hitler, afraid that the French might otherwise continue the war 

from North Africa, immediately agreed. The Führer did not demand total French surrender 

and decided that only the northern part of France should be occupied. On 22 June 1940, 

Germany had a convention, the immutable articles of which had been drawn up entirely by 

Germany, signed in Compiègne, during a staged re-enactment (461-8) of the armistice of 1918. 

As a result of this armistice (and a French-Italian armistice of minor importance), France was 

segmented into nine different sectors. The Northern French departments of Nord and Pas-de-

Calais were attached to Belgium. The north and west of France, which included most of the 

population as well as the French industrial epicentre, came under German military 

administration and formed the so-called Occupied Zone. The latter was separated by a 

demarcation line from the so-called Free France. It was here that Pétain and his government 

took their seat and because the government was housed in the spa town of Vichy, this free 

zone is often also referred to as Vichy France. (The other six French sectors were rather small 

and are not relevant for the story being told here.)42  

 

Marshal Pétain, who combined the functions of head of state and prime minister, governed 

Vichy France. Surrounded by a government that counted a large number of military men, 

Pétain established a dictatorial regime that liked to see itself as a strong independent state. 

Although Vichy France was not entirely a German puppet state – its partial autonomy has 

been demonstrated in the history of the ATW (Chapter 2) in France – it was nevertheless very 

dependent on Nazi Germany. The relationship between both states is illustrated perfectly by 

the wartime career of Pierre Laval. Appointed vice-premier in June 1940, Laval played an 

important role in persuading the Vichy government to ratify the armistice and collaborate with 

Germany in general. Laval convinced Pétain and his government that this leniency would be 

compensated by German concessions and was fired by Pétain (December 1940) when this did 

not happen. However, when neither of his successors proved competent negotiators (at least 

not in German eyes) Germany forced Pétain in April 1942 to recall Laval and appoint him 
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prime minister. (Note that Laval’s comeback required the removal of his second successor, 

Admiral Jean Darlan.) Exercising much greater powers than before, Laval resumed the policy 

of collaboration pursued in 1940 and continued to do so until the end of the war. Pétain tried 

to remove him on two further occasions but failed and saw his own powers diminished 

instead. From March 1944 onwards Pétain even stopped attending government meetings. 

Although Vichy France was, from its very beginning, strongly influenced by Germany, it did 

have some freedom regarding domestic affairs. Under Germany’s favourable view, the Vichy 

government tried to revive France through some kind of ‘National Revolution’ embodied by 

the marshal and the slogan ‘Work, Family and Country’ (Travail, Famille, Patrie). Although 

the cult established around Pétain cannot be equalled to the Führer cult in Germany, the 

authoritarian, anti-parliamentary Vichy regime had certainly more in common with fascist 

Germany than with pre-war France. The Vichy government remained in office and continued 

playing a supportive role until the Allies liberated France in 1944, but saw its territory 

occupied by German troops in November 1942, in response to the Allied Torch landings and 

Darlan’s defection to the Allied camp (cf. previous chapter). 

 

8.63% (196 out of 2270) of the AM-WA items were dedicated to (non-war) France. This 

number is impressively high but understandable if we take into account that the Belgian ATW 

was, until the Belgian newsroom started making an alternative version of its own newsreel, 

aimed at Northern French audiences too. How the Belgian newsroom specifically tried to 

address (and influence) audiences in the Northern French departments can unfortunately not 

be studied within the scope of the research at hand. One of the interesting aspects of the 

Belgian ATW is that its French items (1940-1944) originated from four different 

newsrooms:43  

(1) The Brussels Außenstelle, which filmed in Northern France from its establishment 

in December 1940 until the AM-WA newsreels were replaced by FA in July 1943. 

(2) The Parisian Außenstelle, with which Brussels exchanged items from December 

1940 until August 1942. 

(3) The FAPG newsroom whose items reached Brussels through Paris and/or through 

Berlin until August 1942. 

(4) The FA newsroom that replaced both the Parisian ATW Außenstelle and the FAPG 

newsroom from August 1942 onwards.  
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Fig. 5.4: number of French non-war items in AM-
WA newsreels 1940-1944

 
 

As Fig. 5.4 demonstrates, neither the disappearance of the Parisian Außenstelle (August 1942) 

nor the loss of the Northern French departments to the FAPG newsroom (July 1943) seems to 

have had a significant influence on the number of French non-war items appearing in the 

Belgian ATW. Why the latter featured so much more French items in the second half of 1941 

than ever before or afterwards is unclear. 

 

Although it often became apparent when viewing the item, the newsreel commentator rarely 

mentioned whether the French stories included in the newsreel had been filmed in the 

Northern French departments, the Occupied Zone or Free France. The military administration 

of Paris was, just like its counterpart in Brussels (and actually even more so), invisible in the 

Belgian ATW. Marshal Pétain, on the other hand, who was already shown during a meeting 

with Hitler (479-7)
44 before the newsreel included its first impression of the Vichy government 

(480-10), was a regular newsreel guest. The marshal was portrayed throughout 1940-1944 as a 

very popular person, who was enthusiastically welcomed by Frenchmen (486-6, 517-4, 533-6, 668-7) 

wherever he went. Why it was so important to show how popular Pétain (indeed!) was, is 

summarised in a special newsreel issue offering an overview of 1941. While the item in 

question (539-14) showed familiar scenes of Pétain surrounded by exalted French people, the 

commentator stated: ‘During his trips throughout the whole of France, Marshal Philippe 
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Pétain is met with an enthusiastic welcome everywhere by the whole population, as a 

testimony of its approval of the policy of collaboration that he is conducting.’ Only a couple 

of weeks before, the Belgian ATW had shown (534-5) an exhibition dedicated to the life and 

programme of Pétain. The item concluded with a similar remark: ‘the huge attention that the 

French people attach to the work of the head of state is proof of their deep trust in him’. The 

item showed portraits of Pétain and various books such as ‘The work of Marshal Pétain’, ‘The 

first acts of Marshal Pétain’, ‘Images of Marshal Pétain’, ‘The marshal and his people’, ‘The 

New France’, etc. The books and other propaganda material were clearly articulations of 

Pétain’s programme of French revival, but the commentator did not refer at all to Pétain’s 

political concepts. As a matter of fact, the Belgian ATW never so much as mentioned the 

‘National Revolution’ that Pétain and his government strived for. The slogan ‘Work, Family 

and Country’, omnipresent in Vichy’s own propaganda,45 was not even uttered. In short, the 

Belgian ATW was not interested in the political viewpoints Pétain embodied but only showed 

him as someone with great authority (529-1, 530-6) and as the moral conscience of France (606-1) 

because that made him useful for German propaganda. On the one hand (cf. citation above), 

Pétain was pictured as the symbol of close and cordial German-French collaboration. On the 

other, and this has been corroborated in the previous chapter, Pétain could be used to 

condemn the Allied bombings in a way that could never have been done (without losing total 

credibility) by a German. 

 

Furthermore, the Belgian ATW also focused attention on many propaganda events staged by 

Germany or French collaborators. Other than the trial of Bernard Natan that has already been 

discussed (Chapter 3), the newsreels, for instance, covered the return of Napoleon’s son’s 

ashes from Vienna (488-4) to Paris and the liberation, on Hitler’s personal order according to the 

newsreels, of a French prisoner of war (495-2) who had saved two little German girls from 

drowning. The German liberation of French prisoners was in general a popular newsreel topic. 

When Germany released 500.000 prisoners in the summer of 1941 (515-2) the commentator 

again stressed that this had taken place ‘on the Führer’s orders’ and further emphasised: ‘This 

is the first time in history that a conquering state give prisoners their freedom before peace 

agreements46 have been concluded.’ The so-called ‘Relief system’ (La Relève), whereby 

French skilled workers volunteering to work in Germany were exchanged for French 

prisoners of war, also repeatedly received newsreel attention (570-6, 575-12). (Note that here too 

Marshal Pétain was instrumental.) Particular attention was paid (577-8) to the release of French 
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prisoners of war from the region of Dieppe as this event further highlighted the crushed Allied 

Dieppe raid. 

 

Propaganda exhibitions like the anti-freemasonry exhibition (520-6) in the former headquarters 

of the Masonic Lodge in Lille were of course also rewarding newsreel topics. While the 

commentary remained very moderate, apart from the term ‘disastrous freemasonry’, the 

filmed texts and boards contained stronger messages such as ‘The masters of the Anglo-

American and Bolshevist plutocracy are always anti-European’ and ‘freemasonry should 

congratulate the Judeo-Bolshevist Spanish republic’ (for the death of children in the Spanish 

Civil War). When covering the anti-Bolshevist exhibition (567-8), the same pattern was 

followed. The commentator restricted himself to stating that the exhibition was a ‘bitter 

indictment of Bolshevism’ inciting ‘all European nations to wage war together against the 

world enemy’. The images, on the other hand, showed boards that were more radical and 

suggested for instance that (a) Communists had provoked the Franco-German war of 1940 

and (b) France had lost because ‘Communist cells sabotaged equipment’. The item further 

focused on a number of exhibited objects, including an ‘authentic torture cell from Riga’ and 

boards stating ‘Judeo-Bolshevism in Germany is beaten: the final battle against the world-

wide danger begins’. (Note that here too anti-Semitism was deployed as a weapon to attack 

communism but not as an independent propagandistic aim.) Last but not least, the ATW 

highlighted that France too was sending volunteers (the Légion Tricolore) to the eastern front 

(575-13, 44-8, 600-3). 

 

In sum, France was portrayed as a state that, although divided into different zones, was lead 

spiritually by Marshal Pétain. The latter was, according the Belgian ATW, a man of high 

moral standards, deeply respected by all Frenchmen, who therefore undeniably approved the 

marshal’s collaborationist policy.  

 

 

 

5.3.1.2. Denmark47 
 

 

The democratic monarchy of Denmark, whose neutrality had, just like that of the Netherlands, 

been respected during the First World War, pursued a policy of almost complete disarmament 
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and did not make any attempt to strengthen its border with Germany until 8 April 1940. The 

next morning German troops attacked and occupied the country in a single day. King 

Christian X rapidly ordered a cease-fire, thereby putting Germany and Norway in an 

unprecedented legal position. Since Denmark had not resisted the German attack, it had never 

been at war with Germany. Since it had remained neutral, Denmark remained nominally 

independent. King Christian X stayed in place and the main political parties formed a 

coalition government. This legal shrewdness, which allowed the Norwegian government to 

claim neutrality until 29 August 1943, kept the country’s administration in Danish hands but 

could do nothing to change the reality of the German occupation. The Danish initially hoped 

that the German occupying forces would not interfere in their internal affairs, but soon found 

themselves pressurised to comply with German demands. Denmark was, for instance, 

increasingly forced to contribute to the German war effort. As a result, about 100.000 Danish 

workers were strongly encouraged to go to work in Germany for fear that Germany might 

otherwise introduce conscription. The very first identified Danish item (461-2) appearing in the 

Belgian ATW, released in the first half of July 1940, featured the departure of 1.000 

reportedly unemployed Danish workers for Germany, waved off by friends and family. Some 

other measures the Danish government took under German force, such as its entry into the 

Anti-Comintern Pact (535-7) or the recruitment of Danish volunteers for a free corps (518-5), were 

covered by the newsreels too, but the German pressure naturally remained unmentioned. The 

newsreels also withheld that Foreign Minister Erik Scavenius had only signed the Anti-

Comintern Pact on condition that Denmark would not be drawn into the German-Soviet War. 

In other words, while newsreel images of Scavenius signing the pact and Danish volunteers 

leaving for the eastern front created the illusion that Denmark was also fighting against the 

USSR, it was hardly involved in the conflict at all. When Germany allowed Denmark to 

organise elections in March 1943, which the government of Scavenius won with an 

overwhelming majority, the ATW covered the elections (605-5), thereby indirectly supporting 

the illusion that Denmark was still governed by the Danish. The commentator naturally did 

not point out that the Danish National-Socialists (DNSAP) had achieved poor results. As a 

matter of fact neither the party nor its leader, Frits Clausen, were shown in any of the 

identified AM-WA items.48 In August 1943, Denmark lost its official status of neutrality 

because the Danish government refused to give in to German wishes any longer and resigned. 

Instead of organising new elections, Nazi Germany took over the administration of Denmark. 

This event, which was of major importance because Denmark henceforth became officially 
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German occupied, did not receive any newsreel attention nor did the general strike that broke 

out in June-July 1944.  

 

In sum, the newsreels hardly reported on issues of real concern to the Danes. Instead, 1.32% 

(30 out of 2270) of Danish items in the AM-WA newsreels (surprisingly few given the 

establishment of an Außenstelle in Copenhagen on 1 June 1941) limited themselves to 

meaningless topics such as a whale that beached on the coast (502-4), a visit to a fur farm (586-3), 

a cat and dog show (592-4), two seamen and their fiancées being tattooed (596-3). Roughly one-

third of Danish items featured King Christian X and his family but were equally meaningless 

and were undoubtedly only inserted to bring some footage of royalty into the newsreel mix.49 

 

 

 

5.3.1.3. Norway50 
 

 

Norway had, just like Denmark, been neutral throughout the First World War and therefore 

also hoped to stay out of this new European war. However, the Norwegian port of Narvik and 

its importance for the accessibility it provided to valuable Scandinavian raw materials (in 

particular Swedish iron) urged both Germany and its British-French adversaries to embark on 

invasion plans. It was Germany that struck first, on 9 April 1940. Unlike their Danish 

counterparts, the Swedish forces resisted the German invasion fiercely. With the assistance of 

British, French and Polish soldiers they managed to prevent Germany from occupying the 

whole country for nearly two months. Of course, Germany did not wait until Norway had 

been conquered entirely before it started establishing an occupation apparatus. 

 

Norway belonged, just like Denmark and the Netherlands, to the so-called ‘occupied 

Germanic states’, in other words to the ‘Nordic lands’ whose population was considered 

Germanic and therefore more than other occupied nations expected to be susceptible to full 

Germanisation. (These expectations also applied to the Flemish region of Belgium, the 

occupation of which will be discussed in the next chapter.) The expected rapprochement of 

Germanic states with Nazi Germany was to take place through ‘Nazification’, a process that 

was hoped to take place spontaneously (but never on a large scale). The occupying forces 

naturally tried to create the best possible conditions for Nazification to develop by treating the 
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Nordic countries more leniently than any other conquered territory.51 Nazification was for 

obvious reasons expected to flourish much more easily, or to succeed, if it was carried out 

through local people and organisations.52 Local fascist parties were therefore allowed to be 

involved in governing the occupied territory to a certain degree, but only if this did not 

interfere with greater German interests. Precisely because German interests differed from 

state to state, the role that Danish, Norwegian and Dutch Nazi-style parties were allowed to 

play differed significantly. In Denmark, the above-mentioned DNSAP was never allowed to 

play a relevant role in state administration: during the period of ‘Danish neutrality’ this would 

contradict the official policy of German non-interference in Danish interior affairs, after the 

official occupation (August 1943) because this would only have stiffened Danish resistance. 

In Norway things were entirely different: local Nazi leader Vidkun Quisling was allowed to 

collaborate on such a high level that the word ‘quisling’ (currently spelled with small letter 

but derived from Vidkun Quisling’s family name) has become a universal synonym for traitor 

or collaborator. 

 

Vidkun Quisling, who was Norwegian minister of defence for the Agrarian Party from 1931 

to 1933, founded his own party in the latter year, the same year as Hitler rose to power in 

Germany. Although he initially had more contacts with Italy than with Germany, Quisling’s 

Nasjonal Samling (National Union) moved increasingly closer to the German NSDAP from 

1935 onwards. Like all fascist parties, Nasjonal Samling had a strong leadership cult, 

including the Fører greeting with German-style raised arm. The party performed very poorly 

in the 1932 and 1936 elections: in the latter year it remained below 2% of the Norwegian 

vote. But Quisling thought there were other ways to assume power than through elections and 

made several trips to Germany from 1939 onwards, where he discussed the possibility of a 

Nasjonal Samling coup. Quisling was kept in the dark about the German invasion plans but 

when Germany attacked on 9 April 1940, causing the king and government to flee the 

country, he tried to seize the momentum. In a speech broadcast by the German-controlled 

facilities of Oslo Radio, Quisling declared himself to be prime minister of a so-called 

government of national unity and urged the Norwegian army to stop fighting. Quisling’s 

attempt to seize power also came as a surprise to Hitler, who for strategic reasons nevertheless 

immediately recognised his government. Only a couple of days later, as soon as it became 

clear that German support to Quisling only stiffened Norwegian resistance, Hitler decided to 

go back on his word. On 15 April Quisling was removed from office. Quisling’s government 

was first replaced by a non-political administrative council and later by commissioner 
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ministers heading government departments. The real power was in the hands of Reich 

Commissioner (Reichskommissar) Josef Terboven, whom Hitler had appointed on 24 April 

1940. Terboven, who remained in office until Norway’s liberation (and committed suicide 

before being captured), declared the Nasjonal Samling to be the only legal political party by 

the end of September 1940. This measure boosted party membership, which supplied Quisling 

with the argument that Nasjonal Samling was strong enough to take over the rule of Norway. 

Hitler repeatedly objected to this idea but in January 1942 suddenly approved. On 1 February 

1942, Quisling was restored to power as minister president of Norway: from that day 

onwards, Norway was formally lead by Fører Quisling and his party. Nasjonal Samling’s 

increasing membership had been interpreted as the beginning of the Nazification of Norway 

and it was hoped that Quisling’s taking up power would accelerate that process. It became 

soon apparent however that these hopes were not in touch with reality. The compulsory 

participation of all young people and teachers into the Nasjonal Samling youth and teacher 

fronts, respectively, met with fierce resistance and was openly supported by the Norwegian 

clergy as well as by over one hundred thousand parents, who signed a petition against these 

measures. Attempts to declare all urban workers members of a Nasjonal Samling Labour 

Front caused so much protest that Hitler ordered the order to be withdrawn. In sum, Terboven 

and Hitler learned that Quisling’s activities as minister president, instead of accelerating the 

Nazification process, impeded Norway’s administration if not closely monitored by Germany. 

Quisling was allowed to remain in office, but all demands for Norwegian sovereignty were 

flatly refused and Terboven, in close collaboration with the head of the German forces, kept 

close control over his government from then on. In short, instead of leading his country as a 

true Fører, Quisling saw his role limited to administering Norway for the benefit of Nazi 

Germany. 

  

1.41% (32 out of 2270) of the AM-WA items were related to (non-war) Norway but 

nevertheless contained (compared to items from other occupied regions) significantly more 

footage of German soldiers. The newsreels showed German soldiers rebuilding bridges and 

railways (466-7), skiing and skating in Oslo together with Norwegian citizens (495-13), building 

new airfields ‘to protect the country from enemy air incursions’ (487-11), learning to ski with 

German instructors, (653-9) etc. By drawing attention to the presence of German military forces 

in Norway, the newsreels reflected reality: with one German soldier for every ten 

Norwegians, the army of occupation was very large. It comes as no surprise that the newsreels 

gave a positive picture of those forces. In December 1940 (483-7), the commentator introduced 
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an item with the words ‘this is the life that German soldiers lead in Norway’. The footage 

showed the troops fighting happily for their mail, fraternising with the Lapps, swallowing 

vitamin-rich cod-liver oil and throwing snowballs. Needless to say, these scenes were staged: 

when swallowing the oil, the soldiers who were lined up for the occasion made faces to 

impress cinema audiences. Only at the end of the item did images of German planes patrolling 

the fjords hint at the real reason for the German military presence in Norway. Although the 

German occupation regime was relatively mild in comparison to other non-Germanic regions, 

it was not as pleasant as these newsreel items suggested. Because, among other reasons, 

Norway was, like other occupied regions, forced to pay the costs of the occupation, which 

cost the country about 20% of its pre-war capital stock. 

 

The fact that several Norwegian items were dedicated to the presence of German soldiers did 

not prevent the majority of the items from paying attention to the civil administration. Reich 

Commissioner Terboven who, as explained above, was Hitler’s representative and the true 

administrator of occupied Norway, was only shown twice in the identified items. Terboven 

made his first appearance in February 1942 (545-7) in a report on the appointment of Vidkun 

Quisling as the Minister President of Norway. The newsreel item, released in Belgium only 

12 days after the ceremony had taken place 53(which highlights the importance attached to 

this event) showed Quisling being congratulated by Terboven, making a speech and attending 

a torchlight procession. Prior to his investiture, in other words from June 1940 until February 

1942, Quisling had only been shown once in the Belgian ATW, when he inaugurated a 

meeting of the Nasjonal Samling youth movement (476-7). After Quisling’s appointment as 

Norwegian Minister President it was another six months before he was shown again in August 

(571-7), this time in a report on his 55th birthday. The commentator introduced Quisling as the 

‘Führer of the Nasjonal Samling and President of the Norwegian Council’ and showed him 

being congratulated by Norwegian youth. (Unlike the above-mentioned report on Quisling’s 

appointment, it took this item nearly a month to reach Belgian audiences.54) In the two years 

that followed, Quisling was shown seven more times in the AM-WA newsreel, which brings 

the number of his retrieved AM-WA appearances to a total of ten. Although the commentator 

forgot on one occasion (586-6) to mention his presence, Quisling was usually referred to as the 

leader of Nasjonal Samling and/or Norway’s head of state. The similarity with Hitler, also 

head of party and head of state, was clear. Both ceremonies, which took place on the first and 

the second anniversary of Quisling’s investiture, featured in the newsreels (599-4, 656-5) and 

confirmed the image of Quisling as Norway’s leader. The item dedicated to the first 
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anniversary featured images of Quisling greeting Josef Terboven (who made his second 

newsreel appearance here) but failed to even identify him. This course of action was typical 

for ATW coverage of Norway: while the role of Terboven was hardly mentioned, Quisling 

was portrayed as the Norwegian Führer. It comes as no surprise then hat the problems 

Quisling encountered with Norwegian clergymen, parents, workers and teachers, which 

received great media coverage in the neutral press,55 were not mentioned either. Instead the 

newsreels showed Quisling taking leave of Norwegian volunteers leaving for the eastern front 

(607-7) or attending events that were related to Nasjonal Samling (586-6, 613-8, 625-8). Note that 

one of these items (625-8), claiming that the presence of Quisling gave ‘particular importance’ 

to ‘an important meeting’ about which nothing further was said, has been described in 

Chapter 3 as an example for the emptiness of political items. Although both men repeatedly 

met, the newsreels only once mentioned the meeting between Quisling and Hitler. As usual 

the item restricted itself to standard phrases instead of revealing anything about the content of 

their talks during which Hitler actually rejected Quisling’s plans for the conscription of 

Norwegian men. It should be pointed out that Terboven, who also attended this meeting, was 

neither mentioned nor shown, while the three Norwegian ministers accompanying Quisling 

were each identified. In this way the newsreels contributed once again to Quisling’s image as 

head of state of Norway. 

 

The number of Norwegian newsreel items not related to the presence of German soldiers or to 

the activities of Quisling and Nasjonal Samling is small. Some items suggested that the 

German-Norwegian relationship was good and reported on the departure of Norwegian 

volunteer workers for Germany (492-8) or the return of formerly ‘interned’ (the commentator 

avoided the expression ‘imprisoned’) Norwegian sailors from Germany to Norway (508-8). It 

goes without saying that not every Norwegian item had a military or political connotation and 

that there were the usual sports items, etc. In sum, the newsreel coverage painted a picture of 

Norway that was well out of touch with reality, portraying Quisling as the head of state he 

hardly was and disregarding the fact that Quisling was subject to German control as well as 

the increasing public resistance that he and his party met. 

 

 

 

5.3.1.4. The Netherlands56  
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The Netherlands belonged, just like Denmark and Norway, to the small group of European 

countries that had managed to stay out of the First World War but were brutally drawn into 

the next one by a German invasion. The Wehrmacht invaded the Netherlands on 10 May 

1940. Within a couple of days, Queen Wilhelmina and her cabinet went into exile to Great 

Britain, having transferred all powers to the Commander-in-Chief of the Dutch forces. When 

the latter capitulated on 15 May, a government-in-exile was formed in London. The occupied 

Netherlands was administered by a civil government under the strong leadership of Reich 

Commissioner (Reichskommissar) Arthur Seyss-Inquart. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Seyss-

Inquart aimed at the ‘Self-Nazification’ of the Netherlands, in other words at a spontaneous 

popular acceptance of the Dutch connection with National-Socialism and the German Reich.  

The Dutch Nazi party, the NSB, and its leader Anton Mussert were very eager to take over 

leadership of the Netherlands and preferably of a Greater Netherlands that would include the 

Flemish provinces of Belgium, but neither Hitler nor Seyss-Inquart ever gave that option any 

serious thought. Unlike Quisling in Norway, Mussert would never get the opportunity to 

become as much as the nominal Leider (leader, Dutch equivalent for Führer) of the 

Netherlands. 

 

The Netherlands received, just like the other Germanic states (Denmark and Norway), a 

modest amount of newsreel attention: only 1.54% (35 out of 2270) of the AM-WA items.57 

Some featured trivial subjects like the animal hospital in Amsterdam (554-5), some covered 

sporting events like the traditional eleven-towns ice-skating-race (545-3). One of the only items 

(659-5) with a potential hidden propaganda agenda showed Dutch high school students being 

educated to become aircraft mechanics. Although the commentator made no reference to the 

fact that students were clearly being trained to work in a German aircraft factory. Belgian 

youths too were ‘encouraged’ to follow this kind of training (578-3), so the Dutch item can be 

interpreted as an attempt to show Belgian audiences that this kind of occurrence was taking 

place all over Europe. On the other hand, one must be cautious not to be tempted to find a 

double-entendre in each newsreel item.  

 

The ATW repeatedly showed Reich Commissioner Seyss-Inquart in the exercise of his duties, 

for instance bidding farewell (467-5) to Dutch children who were leaving for a holiday in 

Germany (actually Austria) and welcoming them back afterwards (482-5). The latter was one of 

the rare newsreel items to contain original sound, in this case of a conversation between 
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Seyss-Inquart and a little girl. Images of Seyss-Inquart chatting in a friendly way in German 

(not subtitled) with the child were followed by footage of the Reich Commissioner departing 

in an open car, cheered by children and their parents. This particular item portrayed Seyss-

Inquart as a much-loved ruler and the Netherlands as a region where locals and Germans got 

along very well, in other words as a region in which self-Nazification was taking place. These 

facts may however not be generalised: items focusing on the rule of Seyss-Inquart were rather 

rare. If the newsreels did feature images of Seyss-Inquart, most of the time they did so 

because the latter was present at an event that the ATW wished to cover, not specifically 

because Seyss-Inquart was there. Among the events or solemn ceremonies attended by the 

Reich Commissioner were the funeral of former German Emperor Wilhelm II (511- 6),58 a 

swimming competition (588-1), the funeral ceremony of Lieutenant General Hendrik Seyffardt 

(600-8), the 12th anniversary of the NSB (643-7) and a commemorative ceremony (56-5) for Dutch 

volunteers fallen at the eastern front. On several of these occasions Seyss-Inquart was only 

referred to by his title (‘the Reich Commissioner’) or not named at all. Mussert, also shown in 

some of the above-mentioned items, was not the object of much newsreel attention either. 

Although the ATW once (482-4) mentioned that the NSB had ‘set itself the target of reforming 

the Netherlands’, the newsreels hardly paid any attention to Mussert and his movement. In 

retrospect, the newsreel portrait of Mussert and his movement resembled to a great extent that 

of Flemish collaborationist groups (cf. next chapter): the newsreels called on Mussert only 

when this really suited them but never portrayed him as the Dutch Führer he so desperately 

wanted to be.  

 

The funeral ceremony mentioned above of Hendrik Seyffardt, attended by Seyss-Inquart and 

Mussert, deserves specific attention for Seyffardt did not die a gentle death. A retired Dutch 

Lieutenant General who had joined the NSB and assumed leadership of Dutch volunteers on 

the eastern front, Seyffardt was murdered by the resistance movement. The German 

authorities retaliated by arresting 700 students and sending them to a concentration camp. 

Although the German retaliation was not mentioned in the Belgian press, all the newspapers 

printed an identical statement about Seyffardt’s death, mentioning explicitly that he had been 

murdered. Flemish nationalist newspapers also reported on his funeral and highlighted the 

presence of Mussert, who pledged to eradicate communism completely in the Netherlands.59 

The newsreel report of the funeral showed that Mussert was present as well as Seyss-Inquart, 

but did not show him speaking nor did it refer to his funeral address. The newsreel 

commentator mentioned that Seyffardt had been ‘assassinated’ but did not make any reference 
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to the retaliation either. In short, this item demonstrates once again that the newsreel was 

generally complementary to the other media.  

 

Apart from the Seyffardt item, the newsreels never referred to Dutch protest actions against 

the German occupying forces, not even to the famous strike of April-May 1943, during which 

almost one million Dutch people stopped working. The Dutch strike, which was brutally 

punished, had been triggered by the German decision to send Dutch prisoners of war, 

formerly released in May 1940, back to labour and internment camps.60 The very fact that the 

release in 1940 of these soldiers (shown singing the well-known song ‘Sarie Mareis’ on their 

way home) had been covered by the ATW (459-3) while their re-internment and the reactions it 

provoked were not even mentioned is a perfect illustration of how the ATW in general 

focused on ‘news’ that was flattering to Germany and its policy towards the occupied regions. 

 

 

 

5.3.2. Eastern and Northeast Europe 
 

 

 

5.3.2.1. Czechoslovakia61 
 

 

For Czechoslovakia, a state the Versailles Treaty had carved out of the remains of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire, the Second World War actually started with the signing of the Munich 

Agreement in September 1938. While Hitler incorporated Sudetenland into his Reich, Poland 

and Hungary also acquired border areas. All that remained of Czechoslovakia by the end of 

1938 was the German vassal-state of Slovakia and the region of Bohemia-Moravia, which 

Nazi Germany turned into a German ‘protectorate’ in March 1939. The ATW dedicated 

2.42% (55 out of 2270) of its AM-WA items to Bohemia-Moravia and Slovakia. Not 

surprisingly, the Protectorate received nearly three times as much attention (40 items against 

15) as Slovakia: after all, the former was considered much closer to the Reich than the latter. 

 

The ATW coverage of Slovakia was not very consistent. On the one hand Slovakia was 

portrayed as an independent state, solemnly commemorating its foundation in 1939 (610-7, 61-6) 
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and with Slovak coins, in the words of the commentator ‘as a symbol of this sovereign state’ 

(657-6). On the other hand, the ATW made no secret of the fact that Slovakia had from the very 

first days of its foundation been ‘protected’ (at the time a well-known euphemism for 

‘controlled’) by the German Reich (657-6) and housed a German military mission (673-6). 

Slovakia declared war on the USSR the day after the German invasion, on 23 June 1941. 

When the situation at the eastern front became hopeless and the ATW looked (just like 

German propaganda in general) everywhere for people willing to affirm their belief in the 

German victory, Slovak head of state Jozef Tiso was shown addressing an audience (650-6) and 

reportedly declaring that Slovakia would ‘continue without fail to fight Bolshevism for the 

liberation of Europe’. 

 

The Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia, established in March 1939, retained the Czech 

governmental institutions, but made them subordinate to a German Reich Protector. 

Consequently, Czech President Emil Hácha and his government remained in office but lost all 

actual power to the Reich Protector and his administrators. In reflecting and/or hiding the 

complexity of this state structure, the ATW coverage was once again not very consistent. On 

the one hand, Hácha was honoured as the Czech president (621-8, 677-3) and ‘leader of the Czech 

people (643-6). On the other, it was made very clear that, when original Reich Protector 

Constantin von Neurath was replaced by Wilhelm Frick (638-8), it was Hácha and his 

‘government’ who came to pay their respects to Frick instead of the other way around. Hardly 

any further attention was paid to the internal political affairs of Bohemia-Moravia apart from 

one major exception, in June 1942, when the ATW covered the funeral of Reinhard Heydrich. 

Deputy to Reich Protector von Neurath, Heydrich was shot by members of the Czech 

resistance, who had been trained in London and specifically parachuted into the country to 

murder him, at the end of May 1942. Although the circumstances of the murder attempt 

remain mysterious, Heydrich was probably not only chosen as target for his (brutal) activities 

as Deputy Reich Protector but also because he was, after Heinrich Himmler, the second most 

powerful man in the SS. Heydrich died eight days after the attempt. On 9 June 1942, the day 

after Heydrich’s state funeral, Hitler ordered the murder to be avenged in order to set an 

example. The next day, on 10 June 1942, the village of Lidice near Prague, chosen for its 

alleged connections with the Czech resistance, was burnt to the ground and its name officially 

erased from official records. The entire population was rounded up: all men over 15 were 

shot, all women and children transported to prisons, concentration camps or Lebensborn 

homes. Since the reprisals in Lidice were carried out to set an example, the fate of the village 
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and its inhabitants was made public on 12 June 1942. Allied propaganda naturally denounced 

the destruction of Lidice and the execution of its male inhabitants as a typical example of 

German barbarism and was so successful in doing so that Goebbels, who initially favoured the 

idea of spreading the news, decided only two days later to no longer broadcast these reports. 

When the assassins were found later that month in a church and all died during the ensuing 

siege (some died, others committed suicide) the Propaganda Ministry released a short 

communiqué about it.62 By the time the ATW reported on the death of Heydrich, all these 

events had already taken place. The newsreel did not mention a single word about the 

murderers or about Lidice but focused exclusively on the funeral ceremonies. 

 

The first part of the item (564-8) was filmed in Prague. The first line of the commentary set the 

tone, by stating: ‘The population of Prague organised a huge demonstration as a sign of 

protest against the successful murder attempt of Mr. Heydrich, Deputy Reich Protector in 

Bohemia-Moravia’. The solemn ceremonies taking place in the Protectorate were indeed 

portrayed as a huge cry of protest, both by the Czech government and by the population. 

Needless to say, in reality Heydrich was not popular at all: he was nicknamed ‘the butcher of 

Prague’. The newsreel showed many people (‘most of them workers’) filing past Heydrich’s 

coffin, making the Nazi salute. Images of a young as well as an old woman crying while the 

coffin was heading for Prague’s railway station were to illustrate that the Czechs were 

devastated by the murder. The second part of the item covered the ceremony held at the new 

Reich chancery in Berlin, in the presence of Hitler and Himmler. The final shot showed Hitler 

in conversation with Heydrich’s sons: the youngest made the Nazi salute immediately. In 

short, the ATW coverage of Heydrich’s funeral ceremonies focused entirely on the distress 

afflicted on his family, his party and the population of ‘his’ protectorate without making any 

reference to the distress the German forces had inflicted in retaliation. 

 

As a German protectorate, Bohemia-Moravia contributed to the German war effort and 

supported Germany’s war against the USSR but the ATW only started reporting on that fact 

when the military situation at the eastern front had deteriorated. In February 1943 (shortly 

after Stalingrad), the newsreel (598-7) showed Czech recruits in Prague swearing the oath to 

Adolf Hitler. A couple of weeks later the ATW covered an event(603-10) during which the 

Czech minister of propaganda expressed ‘the will of the Czech people to participate fully in 

the mobilisation of the Reich’. The event was very similar to the ‘total war address’ Goebbels 

had delivered shortly before. Just like the newsreel coverage of Goebbels’s speech (600-9), the 
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Czech item highlighted that the event had brought together ‘thousands of Czechs from all 

classes of the population from Bohemia and Moravia’. More ‘anti-Bolshevist demonstrations’ 

(48-7, 70-5) during which the population of the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia declared its 

opposition to Bolshevism (‘the hereditary enemy of Europe’) followed. They were all in the 

German style with orators for instance always standing against the backdrop of a swastika and 

always being cheered by enthusiastic audiences. In other words, while propaganda events in 

occupied territories copied the style of German rallies, their newsreel coverage copied the 

style of their local counterparts. 

 

 

 

5.3.2.2. Baltic States: Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania63 
 

 

Germany’s attack on Poland took place on 1 September 1939 in secret agreement (Nazi-

Soviet Pact) with the USSR, whose Red Army attacked the country on 17 September from the 

east. At the end of the hostilities, eastern Poland found itself occupied by Soviet troops while 

the western provinces of the so-called Wartheland were incorporated into the German Reich. 

The remaining area, which according to the Nazi-Soviet Pact also fell under German control, 

was turned into the so-called General Government. Hans Frank, who ruled the General 

Government, considered it as nothing more than a slave colony and treated the Polish 

population accordingly. Mass murders on civilians (not just Jewish Poles) and burnings of 

entire villages and towns had already started when the armed forces invaded Poland in 

September 1939, but did not stop afterwards. The aim was simple: Poles were to be turned 

into subhuman slaves and Poland had to stop existing as a nation for the German Reich 

needed its ‘living space’ (Lebensraum). While hundreds of labour and concentration camps 

were built to exploit and exterminate Poles (the Reich needed their territory as a ‘living 

space’), all signs of Polish culture were eradicated.  

 

The ATW, which dedicated only 1.01% (23 out of 2270) of its items to Poland, naturally 

failed to show the brutal regime that the Poles were subject to. An item would, for instance, 

show that a large square in Warsaw had been renamed ‘Adolf Hitler Square’ (472-9), but would 

not refer to other aspects of the Germanisation, like the destruction of all Polish monuments 

or the closure of universities, libraries and many other cultural institutions. Another item 
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would show a new locomotive (603-9) produced in the General Government but would not refer 

to the living conditions of the workers involved. When the German army launched Operation 

Barbarossa and invaded the USSR, the eastern Polish territories the Soviets occupied since 

September 1939 also came under German rule. Some parts were incorporated into Eastern 

Reich Commissariats Ostland and Ukraine while another, notably the Galicia District, was 

annexed by the General Government. Since Germany had, just like the USSR, never admitted 

that there had been an agreement on the partition of Poland, the German invasion of the 

eastern Polish territories could easily be portrayed as a ‘liberation from the Bolshevist yoke’ 

(549-2). It is no coincidence that the only time Governor-General Hans Frank appeared in the 

Belgian ATW(623-8) showed him travelling through the Galicia District. As was always the 

case in similar items, Frank was enthusiastically welcomed by the local population. The very 

last Polish item (666-7) to appear in the Belgian ATW was released in June 1944 and showed 

bishops from the Ukrainian Orthodox Church holding a council in Warsaw and handing a 

representative of the General Government a memorandum which, according to the 

commentator, ‘rebelled against Bolshevist machinations concerning the religious life of the 

Ukrainian people’. In other words, the Polish regions that had first been ‘liberated’ were later 

used for anti-Soviet propaganda. The underlying idea was clear: if the people who had lived 

under Soviet occupation protested against Bolshevism, Soviet troops were indeed an evil 

force that had to be stopped. 

 

The same train of thought can be found in the newsreel coverage of the three Baltic States 

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. Since the Nazi-Soviet Pact’s secret protocols had assigned the 

three Baltic States to the Soviet sphere of influence in August 1939, the USSR absorbed them 

in June-July 1940. During this occupation, the Baltic States lived under Soviet terror and 

therefore genuinely welcomed the arrival of German troops in June-July 1941 (Operation 

Barbarossa). As expounded in the previous chapter, these scenes of welcome(514-5) were 

enthusiastically used by the newsreels. What the newsreels did not show was that the 

population soon discovered that their ‘liberators’ had no intention whatsoever of restoring 

Baltic independence. Instead the three states were ruled by Reich Commissariat Ostland, 

which together with the Reich Commissariat Ukraine, was headed by Alfred Rosenberg, 

Reich Minister for the Eastern Territories. The Reich Commissariat Ostland proved just as 

repressive as the Soviet occupying forces and had virtually all Baltic Jews murdered while 

Russians and Poles were persecuted. The ATW was obviously not very interested in covering 

this kind of topic. As a result, only 0.53% (12 out of 2270) of the AM-WA items was 
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dedicated to the Baltic States. Typically, half of these items (six out of 12) related to the 

German fight against the USSR and showed members of the local population joining 

Germany’s fight at the eastern front (609-6, 619-9, 655-8, 660-8), commemorating the German 

‘liberation’ of their territory (632-5). In January 1944, the Belgian ATW (645-7) even showed 

Latvians (100.000 people, according to the commentator, but clearly much less) organising a 

parade ‘as a sign of protest against Joseph Stalin’s statement pronouncing the Latvians, 

Estonians and Lithuanians as Soviet citizens’. In short, the stratagem was identical to the one 

adopted in Poland: the brutal harshness of the ongoing German occupation was kept in the 

dark while the preceding Soviet occupation was exploited as anti-Bolshevist propaganda, 

underlining that Germany was not alone in its fight against the USSR. 

 

 

 

5.3.2.3. Finland and (from June 1941) the USSR64 
 

 

Finland became involved in the Second World War when the USSR invaded it in accordance 

with the secret protocols of the Nazi-Soviet Pact. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the 

ATW did not focus any attention on the Soviet territorial expansion that Germany had 

secretly consented to. Consequently, the AM-WA newsreels did not cover the German-Soviet 

Winter War. Apart from a single item dedicated to an athletics meeting (473-3), Finland did not 

appear in the newsreels until June 1941, when Germany launched Operation Barbarossa. The 

moment that President Risto Ryti decided to ally Finland with Germany and join its battle 

against the Soviets, newsreel interest in Finland increased on the one hand and, on the other, 

remained limited to Finland’s contribution to the war. Many eastern front stories covered 

operations carried out by Finnish troops under Marshal Mannerheim. However, newsreel 

coverage of Finland as such remained however insignificant (0.31% or 7 out of 2270 AM-WA 

items). Some items explicitly referred to the Finnish ‘fight for freedom’ (644-5, 660-7), others did 

not (647-6). 

 

1.19% (27 out of 2270) of the AM-WA items reported on life in the eastern regions that had 

formed part of the USSR but had been occupied by Germany during the eastern campaign. 

Although the newsreels reported extensively on Operation Barbarossa and although these war 

items focused attention from the beginning of that campaign on the joy of the ‘liberated’ 
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population (515-6) and the wealth (533-11) of newly conquered eastern territories, the ATW waited 

for a surprisingly long time to turn this into the actual subject of (non-war) newsreel items. It 

was only from May 1942 onwards that AM-WA newsreels started including reports of the 

results of German-managed agriculture in Crimea (558-9) or on the variety of products that 

could reportedly be found on Ukrainian markets (559-9) now that region was no longer ruled by 

the Soviets. Simultaneously the ATW introduced images of local men (559-10) volunteering to 

fight against the Soviets. The message that the German invasion meant liberation was further 

endorsed by items focusing on the revival of cultural and religious life in the ‘liberated areas. 

Most of these items, dedicated to the restoration of churches ‘which had been used for profane 

purposes under the Bolshevist regime’ (589-7) or to religious ceremonies and traditions that 

could only be revived after the ‘liberation from the Bolshevist yoke’ (618-6, 632-4) had, needless 

to say, a second function: to portray the Soviets as godless barbarians. But it was not only 

Christians who revived their festivities after the entry of the Germans: the ATW (638-6) even 

covered the Muslim Bayram festivities. It is noteworthy that the Muslim ceremony shown in 

the newsreel was held in a mosque decorated with swastika flags and celebrated by a man 

standing next to a painting of Hitler. (The latter was probably a portrait of Haj Amin al-

Hussaini, the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, whose role in Nazi propaganda will be discussed 

below.) In August 1942, the ATW showed Reich Minister for the Eastern Territories Alfred 

Rosenberg (as seen above also responsible for the Reich Commissariat Ukraine) on a trip of 

inspection (571-9) to ‘liberated Ukraine’. Rosenberg was shown being welcomed by civilians, a 

priest and the local population. Several Ukrainians were shown making the Nazi salute. 

 

In short, the German presence in regions formerly belonging to the USSR was portrayed as a 

great improvement for the local population. The reality was quite different. Although 

Rosenberg personally abjured such practices (but proved incapable of opposing the decisions 

of stronger men), the population of these occupied territories was actually subject to large-

scale genocide and expulsion. In other words, here too the gap between actual events and the 

newsreel portrait was wide. While Germany looted the eastern regions and transported food or 

anything else it needed (like workers) in the largest possible quantities to the Reich, the 

newsreel stated that German soldiers ‘helped’ locals bring in the harvest reportedly only 

‘some kilometres behind the eastern frontline’ (581-6). Similar items suggested that thanks to 

the German presence bakeries were reopened (592-3), meat production increased (598-4) and farm 

work in general improved in quality and quantity (621-7). Admittedly, the newsreels did not 

completely hide the fact that many of these products were destined for export to Germany. 
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While images revealed for instance that ‘Ukrainian’ forcemeat tins carried German labels (598-

4), the commentator revealed elsewhere that the ‘conquered regions of the East’ would supply 

Europe with cotton (587-5) or that conquered Russian land would be exploited ‘with a view to 

ensuring supplies for Europe’ (613-5). (The use of the term ‘Europe’, implying that for instance 

Belgian newsreel audiences would also benefit, is already a form of propaganda: the products 

were essentially destined for the German Reich.) At no point was it revealed however that 

these occupied regions were exploited at the cost of the lives of many thousands of local 

slaves. 

 

Last but not least two newsreel stories deserve special attention. In April 1943 Germany 

shocked the world by announcing that it had found a mass grave in the Katyn forest near 

Smolensk, in other words on former Soviet territory. According to German sources, which 

urged the International Red Cross as well as the Polish government-in-exile to have an 

international commission examine the spot, the grave contained the bodies of thousands of 

Polish prisoners of war, murdered by the Soviets. The USSR strongly denied any 

responsibility: it was only in April 1990 (exactly 50 years later) that Soviet authorities would 

admit that these Poles had indeed been murdered on direct orders of Stalin. The finding of the 

Katyn mass grave, forcing the ‘appalled’ Soviet government to break off diplomatic relations 

with the Poles, was particularly annoying for the Allies. In sum, the Katyn massacre had great 

propagandistic value for Germany. On the diplomatic front, it caused discord between the 

Allies. In the broader battle for public opinion, Katyn could be presented as the ultimate proof 

that the Soviets were indeed the barbaric murderers that German propaganda portrayed them 

to be.  

 

Germany did not fail to exploit Katyn’s potential for propaganda65 nor did it flinch from 

publishing pictures of the exhumations and forensic identification. Moving images of the dead 

were approached with greater caution, at least in Germany, where the Katyn footage was not 

included in the DW.66 The ATW on the other hand did feature images of Katyn, which again 

proves that DW and ATW were fully-fledged newsreels in their own right. In early May 1943, 

the Belgian ATW (609-5) showed workers exhuming uniformed corpses (whose hands were still 

tied behind their backs), representatives of the Polish Red Cross and the international press 

examining the mass grave, the wallets and passports found on the dead bodies proving that the 

executions had taken place long before the Germans arrived, etc. The commentator 

accompanied the gruesome images with comments such as: ‘At this spot, Jewish executioners 
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of the Kremlin had execution troops of the GPU kill 12.000 [sic!] officers and non-

commissioned officers of the former Polish army, in a beastly manner […] Here one can see 

with what fate the murderous Jewish-Bolshevist scum threatened all European people.’ The 

mere fact that the newsreel commentary multiplied by three the number of bodies that had 

effectively been found reveals the propaganda bias of this item. 

 

Less than three months later, the Belgian ATW (621-9) featured images of another mass grave, 

found near the Ukrainian city of Vinnitsa and containing the corpses of Ukrainian civilians. 

Again the newsreel showed the corpses and once again the commentator lashed out at the 

‘Bolshevist terror’ that caused this ‘new crime’. Without denying the cruelty of mass murders 

of soldiers and civilians committed by the Soviets on the explicit orders of Stalin and his 

government, it must be emphasised that Nazi Germany did the very same thing when it 

executed soldiers and civilians. As mentioned earlier, Hitler’s order that Soviet prisoners 

should not be treated according to the terms of the Geneva Convention resulted in the death of 

millions. The notorious ‘Commissar Decree’, which authorised the immediate execution of all 

captured Soviet political officers (‘Commissars’), was another contravention of the Geneva 

Convention.67 The same went for the deployment of mobile killing squads, the so-called 

Einsatzgruppen, which followed the German forces during their eastern campaigns. In 

September 1939 they were used to kill the Polish elite as well as many Jews who were not put 

in ghettos. During Operation Barbarossa they were deployed once again, ordered to kill all 

Jews and to implement the Commissar Decree by murdering Soviet politicians.  

 

None of these actions, neither German nor Soviet, can ever be justified. Within the context of 

the research conducted here it must, however, be emphasised that the ATW, by highlighting 

mass murders committed by the Soviets and withholding information on the genocide carried 

out by the Germans, painted a very biased picture. (It equally demonstrates that the organised 

wholesale destruction of European Jewry was not considered of any propagandist value.) 

 

 

 

5.3.3. The Balkans 
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5.3.3.1. Romania68 
 

 

Romania had, after the First World War and through the Versailles Treaty and related 

agreements (such as the Treaty of Trianon), gained huge territories at the expense of Hungary 

and Bulgaria. But in the summer of 1940, when Hitler redesigned the map of Europe, King 

Carol II of Romania was forced to cede one-third of his territory. The regions of Bessarabia 

and Northern Bukovina were occupied by the USSR (as agreed by Germany in the Nazi-

Soviet Pact), northern Transylvania was given to Hungary (Vienna Awards) and southern 

Dobruja was returned to Bulgaria (Treaty of Craiova). The Romanian king was undoubtedly 

right in assuming that a refusal to cede these territories would have resulted in an invasion of 

his country, but his subjects found it hard to comprehend the behaviour of their king and 

demanded his abdication. In early September 1940, Carol II appointed Ion Antonescu, leader 

of the fascist Iron Guards, as prime minister and thereafter renounced the throne in favour of 

his son Mihai. Antonescu, who promoted himself as marshal and suppressed his own Iron 

Guard with the help of the Romanian army, soon established a fascist dictatorship and sought 

rapprochement with Germany and Italy. By the end of September 1940 Romania entered the 

Tripartite Pact. The following month Antonescu called in the German Wehrmacht to protect 

the Ploesti oilfields, which were very important for the German war effort. When Germany 

invaded the USSR, Antonescu also immediately declared war on the Soviets. Romanian 

troops recaptured the regions of Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina that they had lost to the 

USSR the year before and then marched alongside the German Wehrmacht into Russian 

territory. Antonescu secretly attempted to negotiate peace after the German defeat at 

Stalingrad, but failed for he would not accept the unconditional surrender the Allies 

demanded of him. It was only when the Soviet forces approached the Romanian forces (late 

August 1944) that King Mihai I had Antonescu arrested, signed an armistice and declared war 

on Germany.  

 

The newsreel interest in Romania was, apart from some insignificant items, initially low and 

merely related to its territorial losses (473-5, 477-4, 477-5), all of which were of course presented as 

joyous events for the beneficiaries. It was however with Romania’s entry into the Tripartite 

Pact (483-11, 486-4) and its request for German protection of the Ploesti oilfields (479-5) that 

Romania itself started to have propagandistic potential for the ATW. When covering the entry 

of German soldiers into Romania (479-5) the newsreel naturally stressed that this had happened 
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‘with the approval of the Romanian government’ because ‘Great Britain tried to destroy 

Romanian oil production through acts of sabotage in order to deprive Germany of fuel’. As 

always when showing German troops entering foreign territory, the item concluded with 

images of locals welcoming the military forces. The ATW dedicated in total 2.25% (51 out of 

2270) of its AM-WA items to Romania, which made it the subject of more attention than 

many other states could hope for. Although the newsreels repeatedly showed King Mihai I, in 

the company of Antonescu often, it was the latter that the ATW was more interested in. The 

ATW probably liked to focus on Antonescu for the plain and simple reason that Hitler was 

very fond of him: the Romanian dictator seemed to be a reliable ally,69 a dictatorial leader in 

whom Hitler recognised many of his own qualities. 

 

The good relations between Romania and Germany were highlighted in various items 

showing Antonescu meeting Hitler (512-10) and other Nazi high officials (483-11498-3), inspecting 

troops at the eastern front (519-9), visiting Hitler at the eastern front (596-8), etc. As these items 

indicate, Romanian participation in the Russian campaign was an important additional reason 

to portray the country and its leader positively. Images of the population of Bucharest 

celebrating the fall of German- and Romanian-captured Odessa (531-12, 534-8) further contributed 

to the image of a strong German-Romanian alliance. The German-Romanian friendship was 

further elaborated in a number of Romanian items such as the training (558-6) of the Romanian 

Labour Service camp by German RAD members, the German book fair (476-5) in Bucharest, 

the presence of a German delegation for the celebration of (560-8) Romania’s national holiday, 

German-Romanian fraternisation (575-9) in the Romanian Youth Labour centre, the 

organisation of a Romanian exhibition (612-6) with German assistance, the German Industrial 

and Scientific Fair (47-5) in Bucharest, etc. Note that all of these items not only hinted at 

German-Romanian collaboration but also always showed situations in which a superior 

Germany ‘educated’ its Romanian friend. Naturally, not every Romanian newsreel item had a 

political or military significance: many others contained the usual mixture of sports, trivia, 

etc. 

 

 

 

5.3.3.2. Bulgaria70 
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During the Second World War, the kingdom of Bulgaria remained officially an independent 

state but was in many fields influenced by Nazi Germany. King Boris III and his government 

were for instance forced to issue measures against the Jewish population of Bulgaria or to 

dissolve freemason lodges. The latter was merely a symbolic gesture for many freemason 

politicians, including Minister President Bogdan Filov, remained in function. The ATW 

dedicated only 0.40% (9 out of 2270) of its items to Bulgaria: this lack of interest in Bulgarian 

domestic affairs was undoubtedly related to the absence of a strong local fascist party or a 

Bulgarian ‘Führer’. The main newsreel interest in Bulgaria was therefore not to be found 

inside but outside the country, at the international diplomatic level. 

 

Even before Bulgaria joined the Tripartite Pact on 1 March 1941 (497-12), the ‘spirit of 

friendship which had always existed’ between Bulgaria and Germany (466-5) was emphasised 

in several items, varying from Bulgarian statesmen meeting Hitler (466-5) to Bulgarian 

dignitaries inspecting the RAD and laying a wreath at the monument for fallen soldiers in 

Berlin (468-4). Although, for obvious reasons, the newsreels withheld that Bulgaria had been 

put under strong pressure to join the Tripartite Pact, the underlying reason for its adherence 

was not kept quiet: the report on Bulgaria’s entry (497-12) into the pact was immediately 

followed by images (497-13) of German troops crossing Bulgaria in the direction of Greece.71 

After that, the ATW depicted Bulgaria as a military ally, a country in which Germany 

constructed new airbases (498-10) and where the population welcomed the German troops (497-13, 

500-9) that crossed their country. Footage of the Bulgarian king and his ministers visiting Hitler 

(505-6, 575-11, 595-5), of Bulgaria joining the Anti-Comintern Pact (535-7) or celebrating the 

anniversary of its entry into the Tripartite Pact (611-7) further supported the image of Bulgaria 

as a reliable ally. That image was not really false but the newsreels never hinted at the fact 

that Bulgaria was not as much an ally as Germany would have liked it to be. Although 

Bulgaria joined the Anti-Comintern Pact, King Boris III was very anxious not to entirely 

jeopardise future relations with the USSR and refused to declare war on the USSR or to 

commit men or volunteers to the German forces at the eastern front. The Bulgarian 

contribution to the German war effort remained limited to declaring war on Great Britain and 

the USA (December 1941) or joining Germany in occupying and administering parts of 

Yugoslavia and Greece.  

 

By late summer 1943, the Bulgarian population, which was traditionally pro-German, realised 

just like its king and government, that the time had come to take Bulgaria entirely out of the 
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war. Mussolini had been dismissed by Victor Emmanuel III (Boris III’s father-in-law), the 

Allies had landed in Italy and rumours of an imminent Allied invasion of the Balkans were 

circulating. It was during this period that King Boris III, who had just returned from visiting 

Hitler, died suddenly. The BBC announced that the king had probably been killed by Hitler 

and thereby ‘confirmed’ Bulgarian rumours that had started spreading before the king, who 

had first gone into a coma, was even dead. (The murder theory, although still generally 

believed in Bulgaria, has never been proven: it is more likely that the king had a heart attack.) 

In an obvious attempt to demonstrate that Germany had nothing to hide, the DW combined a 

report on the funeral of Boris III with images of his last visit to Hitler.72 The same tactic was 

adopted in some ATW versions. In the Netherlands, for instance, the ATW also combined 

both items.73 In Belgium, however, the king’s visit to Hitler was not shown. The funeral 

service (attended b a German delegation) (629-6) and the king’s burial (630-6) were, on the other 

hand, spread over two items. Both paid a great deal of attention to the grief of the Bulgarian 

people but the impending anti-nazi riots in Sofia were, for obvious reasons, never mentioned 

by the newsreels. 

 

The late king was officially succeeded by his seven-year-old son Simeon II, who was put 

under the regency of three men: his uncle, Prince Cyril, and two politicians (Prime Minister 

Filov and General Michov). While Prince Cyril had no interest in politics and was the weak 

man in the regency, the newsreels portrayed him as a rather important figure and as his 

nephew’s main regent. Five weeks after showing images of the late king’s funeral, the 

newsreel featured a report (635-5) on the visit that Prince Cyril and Filov paid to Adolf Hitler. 

Both men were shown being welcomed not only by Hitler but also by Keitel, von Ribbentrop 

and Himmler. The commentary, stating that ‘the talks between these statesmen took place in 

the spirit of the traditional friendship that binds Bulgaria to Germany’, reflected perfectly the 

message this item had to convey: things had got back to normal. When Premier Filov was 

replaced by Dobri Bozhilov, the latter was also shown (639-8) paying a visit to Hitler in 

December 1943: both men, who were accompanied by their foreign ministers, gave the 

newsreel another opportunity to indicate once again that German-Bulgarian relations were 

excellent. Admittedly, the bilateral relations were relatively good: Bulgaria kept on refusing 

to participate in the war against the USSR but Bozhilov (despite secretly negotiating with the 

Allies) did not dare to leave the Axis.  
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In sum, throughout the newsreels Bulgaria was depicted as a reliable Axis ally with which 

Germany entertained good relations. The few AM-WA items unrelated to the war that were 

released between 1940 and 1944 (only nine, including two items on the funeral of Boris III) 

never paid any attention to the problems Bulgaria was facing such as the increasing food 

shortages. Instead the newsreels limited themselves to meaningless items like the activities of 

the Bulgarian Labour Service (623-6, 642-5). The only item that focused attention on an issue of 

real concern to the Bulgarians was a war item: a report on one of the Allied bombing raids on 

Sofia (646-8), was only inserted (cf. previous chapter) because it was good anti-Allied 

propaganda.  

 

The very last Bulgarian ATW item (73-4) appeared in Belgian cinemas on 28 July 1944 (73-4) 

and showed Bulgarian representatives celebrating the 68th ‘Anniversary of the Reunion’. The 

commentary explained that this festivity commemorated representatives of Bulgarian cities 

who got together in 1876 to ‘pledge to free their country from foreign domination’. There is 

little doubt that this item was inserted on the one hand as a reference to the threat of a Soviet 

conquest of Bulgaria and, on the other, as a token of Bulgarian will to resist. Although Soviet 

troops did indeed march into Bulgaria less than six weeks later, it was incredibly brutal to 

release this kind of item about a country that had been dominated by Nazi Germany for four 

years. 

 

 

 

5.3.3.3. Hungary74 
 

 

The state of Hungary was created by the Versailles Treaty from the defunct Austro-Hungarian 

Empire. Very shortly after its creation, Hungary lost two-thirds of its territory to Romania 

through the Treaty of Trianon (1920). These heavy territorial losses made Hungary very 

vulnerable to courting by whichever nation promised assistance to expand Hungarian 

boundaries. Under the regency of Miklós Horthy, a former Admiral in the Austro-Hungarian 

Navy, Hungary befriended Germany in the Thirties and saw its friendship compensated with 

various territorial gains. When Hitler forced the international community into accepting the 

German annexation of Sudetenland (Agreement of Munich – March 1938), Hungary was 

allowed to annex the Czech province of Ruthenia. In addition to that, Hitler saw to it in 
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August 1940 that Romania ceded northern Transylvania, a region populated by over two 

million people, to Hungary. Both these territorial transfers, commonly referred to as the 

Vienna Awards, turned Hungary into an ally of Germany, a relationship that was confirmed 

by the Hungarian entry into the Tripartite Pact in November 1940. In June 1941 Hungary 

allied itself with Nazi Germany definitely by declaring war on the USSR after the launch of 

Operation Barbarossa. By the end of that year, Hungary had also declared war on Great 

Britain and the USA. 

 

When the German military situation deteriorated on all fronts Hungary, like many other 

German allies, sought a way out of its alliance with the Axis. Although Horthy was 

Commander-in-Chief of the Hungarian forces and was for instance entitled to dissolve 

parliament or dismiss the prime minister, his government was not totally powerless. It was the 

Hungarian government that started secret peace negotiations with the western Allies. Some 

pro-German government officials warned Hitler who, when Stalin’s forces approached south-

eastern Europe and Horthy personally gave signs of wanting to withdraw from the Axis 

alliance, reacted by invading Hungary in March 1944. Horthy was allowed to remain in office 

but had to accept that from then on he was a nominal ruler, whose country was actually 

governed by a pro-German government and a Reich plenipotentiary.  

 

The ATW dedicated 1.45% (33 out of 2270) of its AM-WA items to Hungary, half of which 

featured sports (sometimes with German or Italian participants) or trivia, like a pet crocodile 

(666-4) living with a family in a Budapest apartment. The latter was the very last Hungarian 

item to feature in the Belgian ATW: it was actually the only time the ATW would refer to 

Hungary following its occupation by Germany.75 The remaining Hungarian newsreel items 

were not of great propagandistic interest and were also only included to offer newsreel 

audiences a bit of diversion. The only Hungarian items that clearly served German 

propaganda showed grateful Hungarians gathering in front of the German and Italian 

embassies (472-7) after the Romanian cession of northern Transylvania and the funeral 

ceremony (576-3) of Horthy’s son, who died at the eastern front. It may seem odd to designate 

the latter as ‘propaganda’ but by pointing out that Horthy Junior (who was also Hungarian 

vice-president) had fallen ‘on the field of honour in the battle against the Soviets’, the ATW 

once again highlighted that Germany was not alone in its fight against the USSR. The German 

interest in emphasising Hungarian military support is further demonstrated by the newsreel 

coverage of Horthy’s visit to Hitler (525-12) at the eastern front. According to the commentator, 
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the talks between both heads of state lasted for days are and were ‘conducted in a spirit of true 

comradeship in arms’. 

 

 

 

5.3.3.4. Yugoslavia76 
 

 

Yugoslavia was founded in 1918 as a kingdom of Croatians, Serbs and Slovenians. Ruled by 

Prince Regent Paul, Yugoslavia declared its neutrality in September 1939. Foreign pressure to 

side with one or other of the belligerents was however strong and caused internal friction. 

After a visit to Hitler, Prince Regent Paul decided that Yugoslavia had no alternative but to 

adhere to the Tripartite Pact. The signing of that pact led, however, as seen in the previous 

chapter, to a Serbian anti-German coup, which in turn triggered a German invasion. German 

troops overran Yugoslavia and, after the unconditional surrender of 17 April 1941, 

Yugoslavia was partitioned into many sectors. While Slovenia was partially incorporated into 

the Reich and partially annexed by Italy, the Croatians were given an ‘independent’ state and 

the Serbs a German-administered regime.77 Out of the 2270 identified AM-WA items, 30 

(1.32%) were dedicated to Yugoslavia. Most of them (28) were released after the political 

changes and focused on Croatia (17) and Serbia (10).78  

 

The so-called Independent State of Croatia was governed by a one-party-movement (Ustasa), 

lead by an authoritarian leader (Ante Pavelic) who adopted a Führer-like style: his honorary 

title of Poglavnik translated as ‘leader’. In short, Croatia had everything the ATW needed 

when looking for another satellite that mirrored Germany’s fascist style and could be 

portrayed as another partner in the wars Germany was fighting. The very first Croatian item 

set the tone by showing how Pavelic visited Hitler and by mentioning that Croatia had in the 

meantime entered the Tripartite Pact (511-7). The relations Croatia entertained with Germany 

(601-3, 654-7, 655-6, 656-5) and with other nations that Germany had influenced or befriended (577-6, 

601-3, 660-6, 661-7) were the subject of a great deal of newsreel attention. Images of the Croatian 

Labour Service (605-7) and of Croatian Waffen-SS members solemnly taking the oath (613-9) 

endorsed the image of a state that fit perfectly into the New Order by copying Germany’s 

style. Within that context, Poglavnik Pavelic was portrayed as a popular leader (608-5), admired 

by women and children (653-7). In reality, Pavelic and his Ustasa government were ruthless 
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leaders, who were not very popular with their Croatian subjects and massacred one out of six 

of Croatia’s Serbs. Last but not least it must be mentioned that Pavelic and the Ustasa never 

managed to rule Croatia entirely: parts of it were held by the Communist resistance leader 

Tito and his partisans. Remarkably, the Belgian ATW repeatedly focused attention on the fact 

that Croatian units, sometimes with the assistance of Germans, had to fight ‘terrorists’ (620-5, 62-

6) and ‘bands of partisans’ (74-4, 678-7). None of these items showed Germans or Croatians 

actually fighting the partisans but focused on festivities highlighting the ‘liberation’ of 

specific territories. 

 

German-administered Serbia and its president, General Milan Nedić (a puppet whose role can 

be compared with that of Quisling in Norway), received less attention. Although the anti-Serb 

propaganda that accompanied the Balkan Campaign disappeared after the hostilities, Serbia 

was only occasionally portrayed as an autonomous state (636-6). 

 

 

 

5.3.3.5. Albania and Greece79 
 

 

Although Italy virtually controlled the small kingdom of Albania since both countries had 

concluded a ‘defensive alliance’ in 1927, Mussolini considered it necessary to attack and 

annex the country in April 1939. After some small resistance, Italian troops occupied the 

small state and installed a puppet government with Victor Emmanuel III as king. The new 

regime was quickly recognised by Nazi Germany but also by Great Britain, which hoped that 

its clemency would prevent Italy from joining Germany if war broke out. As we know, war 

did break out some months later and Italy did join the German side when Mussolini thought 

the time was ripe. In Germany’s eyes, Albania was little more than an Italian province, which 

explains why the ATW hardly paid any attention to it at all. The only occasion when Albania 

(481-15, 505-7) was shown or seen in the newsreels was in relation to the Italian (and later 

German) invasion of Greece, which were launched from Albanian positions.80  

 

German interest in Albania increased in July 1943, when the Allies landed on Sicily. Albania 

was considered to be a likely landing place for an Allied invasion of the European continent 

and Germany wanted to make sure it was adequately fortified. When Mussolini was dismissed 
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and replaced by Marshall Badoglio (also in July 1943) Germany watched Albania with 

increasing concern. Badoglio’s surrender to the Allies in early September caused a chain of 

events, eventually resulting in the temporary liberation of Albania by guerrillas. Germany, 

which needed a passage through Albania in case it had to withdraw its troops from Greece, 

promptly reacted by invading Albania from the south while flying in strong forces to the 

north. The main Albanian cities were occupied and on 14 September 1943 a puppet 

government was installed. Not surprisingly, the ATW suddenly found an interest in ‘free 

Albania’ and showed the Albanian national assembly meeting (640-8) after the ‘German 

recognition of the independence of Albania’. The idea that Albanian independence had been 

restored (thanks to Germany) was further supported by an item (50-8) on the celebration of the 

Albanian national holiday. The fact that this new government had no power beyond the most 

important cities and that the rest of Albania was divided by civil war and rival guerrilla 

factions, was never mentioned specifically. (Whether this was communicated through other 

communication channels such as newspapers is not known.) On the other hand, items 

dedicated to the formation of new Albanian police forces that had to ‘maintain order and 

tranquillity in their country’ (667-7) or the formation of youth groups that were to fight 

‘Bolshevist gangs’ (71-7) did suggest that there were some problems. 

 

Following the Greek capitulation of April 1941, Germany had Greece mainly occupied by 

Italian troops (the Greek collaboration government had limited powers) but kept tight control 

over the key economic and strategic areas. Since it was officially mainly an Italian-occupied 

territory, Greece could just like Albania not account for much newsreel attention.81 Before 

September 1943 the AM-WA newsreels released only two items dedicated to civil life in 

Greece: first images of Athenians sunbathing while a German military orchestra played some 

music (566-5), then children roller-skating in Athens while adults played games of chance (600-6). 

These scenes, suggesting that life in Greece was very easy going, contrasted sharply with the 

reality in which German plundering of raw materials and food combined with the obligation 

imposed on Greece to pay off the very high costs of the occupation led to staggering inflation. 

During the winter of 1941-1942, roughly six months before the Belgian ATW showed the 

sunbathing scene referred to above, famine caused around 100.000 deaths among the Greek 

population. 

 

When the Italians withdrew from the war in early September 1943, Germany swiftly went to 

disarm the Italian forces in Greece and took over the entire occupation. The collaborationist 
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government, led by Prime Minister Ioannis Rallis from April 1943, remained in office. (There 

had been two other prime ministers before.) Shortly after its appointment, the Rallis 

government had initiated the formation of security or Evzone battalions. Initially neither the 

Germans nor the Italians were very enthusiastic about the formation of Greek military-like 

units and were therefore reluctant to arm them. After the Italian withdrawal, however, the 

Germans realised that these Evzone battalions could be deployed in the fight against the 

Greek resistance, which happened to grow as it became increasingly clear that Germany 

would have to withdraw from Greece. It was typical of the newsreels, which not surprisingly 

started to focus their attention on Greece again once it became German-occupied, to show the 

Evzone battalions in various items (647-9, 50-9) but not to refer to the Greek resistance, except for 

a vague reference to the ‘maintenance of order on Greek territory’. It was also typical to bring 

German representatives into view but nonetheless to draw attention to the presence of the 

Greek prime minister (or president), as if Greece was an independent nation that entertained 

good relations with Germany. The latter was, for instance, suggested by footage of Ioannis 

Rallis taking the salute by Evzone battalions on Heroes’ Memorial Day (note the similarity 

with Germany) and laying a wreath on the tomb of the Unknown Soldier in the presence of 

Greek and German officers (59-7). To feature this kind of item or to show how Greek 

workshops repaired railway carriages for German troops (677-2) implied that Germany had 

found another friend in Greece. 

 

 

 

5.3.4. Distant friends: Japanese puppets and the Indian-Arab liberation 

movements 
 

 

Although the Belgian newsreel commentator almost never used the term,82 the concept of 

‘plutocracy’ was from 1939-1940 onwards essential to Nazi propaganda, both at home and 

abroad.83 Goebbels, who introduced the concept when trying justify Germany’s hostility to 

western states against which the familiar concepts of anti-Bolshevism and anti-Semitism 

could less easily be deployed,84 defined it as follows: ‘What do we understand by plutocracy? 

Plutocracy is that form of political and economic leadership in which a couple of hundred 

families rule the world without any moral right to do so.’85 In other words, the theme of 

‘plutocracy’, which the media employed until the end of the war, argued that the French and 
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British regimes were downright imperialistic and oppressed other nations ‘without any moral 

right to do so’. Naturally, the same was said about the USSR and the USA as soon as 

Germany went to war with those states too. The fact that Nazi Germany and its Axis partners 

themselves pursued an imperialist policy against the countries they occupied or politically 

dominated, was never mentioned of course. Although the leaders of Germany and Japan 

undoubtedly felt that they, unlike their enemies, did have the moral authority to act in that 

way, they tried to hide their own imperialism. Instead, as was for instance demonstrated in 

several of the above-mentioned case studies (Albania, Croatia, Slovakia, etc.), the installation 

of a puppet government was usually portrayed as an act of liberation. This propaganda policy 

also applied to overseas regions: on the one hand to those ‘freed’ by Japan and, on the other, 

to those that were not yet ‘liberated’ but found nonetheless support with the Axis in their fight 

for freedom. 

 

Within this propaganda scheme, in relation to events happening in the Far East, the newsreels 

mainly built further on Japanese newsreel footage and this is why the puppet-state of 

Manchukuo was covered repeatedly by the ATW. In August 1940, the ATW (466-1) for 

instance, featured images of a visit paid to Japanese Emperor Hirohito by Emperor Pu-yi, the 

former ‘last emperor’ of China (dethroned by the 1911 revolution) who had in 1932 eagerly 

accepted to become emperor of Manchukuo.86 By showing the Manchurian puppet ruler 

alongside the Japanese emperor, who according to popular belief was very powerful, the 

newsreels suggested that Manchukuo was an independent state that Japan considered its 

equal. Images of Manchukuo participating in the German East Fair (469-1), ordering machinery 

in Germany (495-11), joining (535-7) the Anti-Comintern Pact (!) and having its own representative 

in other ‘independent’ states like Latvia (644-8) not only contributed to the image of 

Manchukuo as an autonomous region but at the same time suggested that it was a reliable 

Axis partner. 

 

On 1 July 1941, Germany and Italy yielded to Japanese pressure and recognised, against the 

explicit advice of German officials in Chiang Kai-shek’s China (with whom both Axis states 

entertained diplomatic relations until then), another Japanese puppet-state in China, notably 

Wang Ching-wei’s Nanking-based ‘Reformed government’. Within three weeks the Belgian 

ATW announced that the ‘Central Chinese Government of Nanking’ (as the commentator 

named it) had been recognised by Germany, Italy, Spain, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, 

Slovakia and Croatia. The archive footage used to illustrate that announcement showed 
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President Wang Ching-wei attending a military march past. It is of course possible that this 

parade was the only archive image the newsreels availed of, but it is equally possible that the 

images were deliberately chosen in order to convey the message that Wang Ching-wei’s 

China was not only an independent state, but also a strong military power. Wang Ching-wei 

and his regime were thereafter neither mentioned nor shown until they gave in to the demands 

of their Japanese masters and declared war on the USA and Great Britain on 9 January 1943. 

Within less than a month the ATW (596-7) featured an item it had probably borrowed from 

Luce87 stating that ‘Nationalist China’ (as the commentator now called it) had declared war 

on Great Britain and the USA. The commentator immediately added that ‘180 million 

Chinese’ had thereby joined the battle ‘on the side of the Tripartite powers’. In reality, Wang 

Ching-wei’s government could only supply the Japanese troops with a couple of thousand 

soldiers, all of them required to assist the Japanese occupying forces in China.88 It is 

noteworthy that the ATW disseminated this ridiculous lie in the first week of February 1943, 

coinciding with the German defeat in Stalingrad. The ATW would for the rest of the war 

make no further reference to Wang Ching-wei and his 180 million men. Other than a single 

item dedicated to the Japanese-occupied American colony of the Philippines (the celebration 

of ‘the Filipino Peoples’ Independence Day’ (55-7)), the ATW paid no further attention to 

Japanese puppet states. 

 

Deploying anti-imperialist arguments against Great Britain, the so-called bulwark of 

plutocracy, Germany and its Axis partners also made advances to nationalists in regions of the 

British sphere of influence, offering them support in their fight for freedom. In exchange for 

this support, which remained in fact limited to providing financial resources and paying lip 

service to the freedom of the ‘British-oppressed nations’, the ‘freedom fighters’ were 

incorporated into the anti-British propaganda apparatus. The two most famous of these anti-

British Axis-collaborators, Subhas Chandra Bose and Grand Mufti Haj Amin al-Hussaini, 

were both included in the ATW. 

 

Haj Amin al-Hussaini, Grand Mufti of Jerusalem,89 was a well-known Arab leader who had 

organised the 1936 Arab revolt against the British in Palestine and assisted in the March 1941 

overthrow of pro-British members of the Iraqi government. When British forces silenced the 

Iraqi revolt, the Grand Mufti fled in the autumn of 1941 to Europe and arrived, after a stay in 

Italy, in Germany. Although Hitler refused to issue an official declaration that Germany (and 

Italy) would support the independence of Arab states after the war, the Grand Mufti received 
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the necessary funds to stay and work in Germany. The reasons for this German support were 

obvious: apart from his strong anti-British feelings, the Grand Mufti also shared a virulent 

anti-Semitism with the Nazis. Before coming to Germany he had already argued in a letter to 

Hitler that Palestine was badly treated by Jews ‘whose secret weapons – finance, corruption 

and intrigue – were aligned with British bayonets’.90 It is noteworthy that the Grand Mufti 

incited an anti-Jewish pogrom in Iraq shortly before leaving it and was during his stay in 

Germany taken on a personal tour of concentration camps by Adolf Eichmann, who 

administered the mass extermination of European Jews. Hitler never became very fond of the 

Grand Mufti and it is probably no coincidence that the newsreels did not cover their meeting, 

during which the Führer violated Arab custom by refusing to serve tea. But the Führer 

acknowledged that the Grand Mufti could be instrumental in his foreign policy: on the one 

hand by broadcasting propaganda to (Arab, European and Far Eastern) Muslims and, on the 

other, by recruiting Muslim volunteers in Axis-occupied Muslim territories (first in North 

Africa, later in Balkan states such as Albania, and Azerbaijan). It was typical for the 

newsreels not to refer to his strong anti-Semitism.91 When featuring images of the 

inauguration of the Central Islamic Institute in Berlin (593-7),the commentator mentioned that 

the Grand Mufti ‘called for the unconditional battle for the liberation of the Islam world’. 

Whom or what the Islam world had to be liberated from (British plutocrats? Jews?) were 

never mentioned, however. Apart from this one item, the ATW focused exclusively on the 

role that the ‘Great Fighter for liberty in Arabia’ played in recruiting soldiers for the 

Wehrmacht. The close relations between the Arab volunteers and the German army they were 

incorporated into was emphasised by images of the Grand Mufti inspecting soldiers together 

with German officers (46-8) or attending a meeting during which a swastika banner was 

hanging alongside the Red Crescent and Muslim volunteers were laying a wreath on the 

cenotaph on Unter den Linden in Berlin (651-6). The fact that the German army found support 

among Muslim volunteers was also highlighted in several other items (not featuring the Grand 

Mufti) (53-8, 661-8). One of them showed a soldier reading an Arab journal that carried a 

swastika and the portrait of Hitler (674-7). It was never mentioned that the Free Arabia (Freies 

Arabian) Brigade was actually formed in reaction to the ‘Jewish Brigade’ that the British had 

established within their forces. 

 

Indian Nationalist leader Subhas Chandra Bose92 was President of the Indian National 

Congress in the Thirties but clashed with Mahatma Gandhi, whose sacred belief in non-

violence he did not share. Gandhi drove Bose out of congress in April 1939 and when Great 
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Britain declared on Germany less than half a year later war, Bose saw in the European conflict 

an opportunity to free his country from British rule. By the end of June 1940, shortly after the 

French capitulation, Bose demanded the destruction of British monuments in India and was 

imprisoned. Shortly afterwards he escaped, fled India and reached Germany after a long 

detour in January 1941. Bose, who had already visited Germany on a number of occasions 

from 1933-1936, hoped to find support for his Indian liberation movement and copied Hitler 

by adopting the Führer-like title of Netaji (leader). Although Germany granted him some 

facilities, like a short-wave transmitter to reach Indian audiences,93 Hitler refused to name 

him leader of a government-in-exile. Having expressed the feeling that the Indians were 

incapable of ruling their own country in Mein Kampf, Hitler only agreed to meet Bose in 

person after Mussolini had committed himself to the Indian cause in the spring of 1942. Hitler 

and Bose met in May of the same year, which prompted the ATW to release an item about the 

meeting between the Führer and ‘the national Führer of Free India’ (562-8) shortly afterwards. 

The item was, unfortunately lost, but it certainly did not reveal that Hitler had expressed 

doubts about Germany’s advantage in supporting India. Hitler nevertheless promised financial 

aid and around this time the Propaganda Ministry and in particular von Ribbentrop’s Foreign 

Ministry launched an Indian propaganda campaign in various media.94 

 

On 12 February 1943, the Belgian ATW covered a small event which was, according to the 

commentator, organised ‘in favour of Hindu independence by the Free India Organisation’. 

The item (597-8) concluded with footage of Bose giving ‘a speech fomenting the desire for 

independence of the Hindu people’. It is not impossible that this item, apparently only 

included in foreign newsreels, was intended as a smokescreen for Bose to hide the fact that he 

had in fact left Germany on 9 January. In a mission kept secret from the Allies (who may have 

tried to intercept him), he was sent to the South Pacific from where a Japanese submarine 

transported him to the Malay Peninsula. It was only upon Bose’s arrival in Tokyo, in June 

1943, that his return to Asia was made public. Made president of the Indian Independence 

League and leader of the Indian National Army (formed by Indian Army prisoners of war 

prepared to fight against the British colonial army in which they had formerly served), Bose 

announced on 23 October 1943 the formation of the provisional government of Free India. 

Based in the formerly British-ruled Singapore (and later transferred to Rangoon), Bose’s 

government declared war on the USA and Great Britain the very next day.95 Two months 

later, the ATW (642-8) covered an event organised in Berlin during which Japanese 

Ambassador Hiroshi Oshima hailed the ‘provisional Hindu government’ and a representative 
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of Bose declared that India was ‘firmly determined to make the greatest sacrifices to 

reconquer its liberty’. Both men were as usual introduced by the commentator (cf. previous 

citations) after which, and this was very rare, the item contained small excerpts (original 

sound) of the addresses that both men had given in German. The Japanese ambassador merely 

expressed his joy over the investiture of the provisional government while the representative 

of Bose boldly stated that ‘the Indian people had now finally understood that its moral and 

material renewal would only be achieved if Indians themselves took over the leadership of 

their country and expelled the British completely from India.’ Although most of the 

contemporary Belgian newsreel audiences (and in particular the French-speaking viewers) are 

unlikely to have understood the heavily-accented Japanese and Indian speeches (which were 

not subtitled), the very fact that both men spoke German must have conveyed a message of 

Japanese-Indian-German unity. 

 

It is very odd that the above-mentioned issue was not the first one featuring a ‘Bose item’ 

after the establishment of his provisional government and declaration of war on Great Britain 

and the USA. On 19 November 1943, the ATW released an item (637-8) showing Bose, referred 

to as the ‘pioneer in the battle for the independence of the Indies’ but without further 

reference to his presence in Asia at the time (let alone his declarations of war), reviewing 

soldiers of the India Legion (Brigade ‘Freies Indien’). The soldiers, wearing German 

uniforms, were shown swearing allegiance. In the meantime, the commentator stated: ‘the 

legionaries commit themselves under oath to the fight against Great Britain. The legion, 

composed of Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs, now fights side by side with German soldiers 

against the common enemy’. The item then concluded with images of the German and Indian 

soldiers going on manoeuvre together. This item is remarkable in two respects. First, by not 

mentioning the current whereabouts of Bose, the fact was withheld from newsreel spectators 

(or at least from those not very well acquainted with the political situation)96 that the footage 

they were looking at was at least 10 months old. Second and more important, the fact was also 

withheld that the Indian Legion (originally formed by Indians taken prisoner during the 

German-Italian campaigns in North Africa who had volunteered to change sides) had been 

completely absorbed into the German army in March 1943, two months after Bose had left for 

Japan. This measure had been precipitated by a mutiny, which had broken out when the 

legionaries found themselves being forced to fight the USSR instead of Great Britain.97 This 

is another example of how the ATW once again divorced images from their context to show 

that Germany was strongly supported by foreign nations in a war it was predestined to win. 
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5.4. ‘Neutral’ states 
  

 

 

5.4.1. Introduction 
 

 

 

When war broke out in September 1939, nations all over the world rapidly declared 

themselves neutral, thereby merely repeating and reaffirming earlier neutrality statements. As 

the extent of the conflict increased and the Phoney War took the shape of a global conflict, the 

major belligerent states increasingly sought support from nations that were not yet involved. 

Consequently, neutral states were increasingly forced to interpret their neutrality 

pragmatically and to answer the key-question as to whom they were ‘neutral against’. To 

paraphrase George Orwell: in the eyes of neutral states all belligerent nations were equal, but 

some were more equal than others. Many of the neutral states that had decided to be more 

neutral towards the Axis than towards the Allies, or vice versa, eventually ended up in one of 

the fighting sides. Other nations managed to maintain their official policy of neutrality until 

the end of the war. 

 

On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, all countries were initially neutral. The USA, 

although for instance supporting Great Britain in a number of ways since 1940, retained its 

neutral position until Japan provoked a declaration of war by attacking Pearl Harbor in 

December 1941. The subsequent German and Italian declarations of war on the USA brought 

the official American status of neutrality a total standstill. After these events many formerly 

neutral Latin-American states, encouraged to do so by the USA in Pan-American meetings 

such as the Rio Conference (January 1942), also declared war on the Axis powers. 

 

In Europe, twenty states declared themselves neutral in September 1939. Since Nazi Germany 

refused to respect this neutrality and saw this example followed by Italy (cf. The invasion of 

Greece),98 only five nations were able to officially retain their neutral position until the end of 

the Second World War: Eire, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. (Turkey, never 
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included in the ATW, also remained neutral.) But none of these five nations managed to 

remain neutral in the strictest sense of the word. Eire, as the Irish Free State that had achieved 

independence in 1922 was called (since 1937), held a special place among them. Eire, which 

would become the Republic of Ireland in 1948, was the only part of the British Empire to 

remain outside the war.99 Although clearly pro-Allied and put under great pressure by Great 

Britain and the USA to officially join them, Eire refused to do so and would, for instance, not 

grant Great Britain access to its treaty ports. It is significant for Eire’s position that Prime 

Minister Eamonn De Valera did not refrain from officially congratulating Subhas Chandra 

Bose on the formation of his ‘government’ (the formation of which was a slap in the face for 

Great Britain) or from sending his condolences to the German ambassador in person on the 

death of Adolf Hitler. Being the only one of the five neutral states that neither housed an 

Außenstelle nor imported ATW versions, Eire was also the only neutral state never to feature 

in the ATW. 

 

This subchapter will analyse the image painted in the ATW of a number of overseas and 

European neutral states, with special attention to the respective interpretations of their neutral 

status. In total, 244 (10.75%) out of the 2270 identified AM-WA items were filmed in neutral 

states: 206 (9.07%) within Europe, 38 (1.67%) outside.  
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5.4.2. Neutral states outside Europe: Latin America and the USA 
 

 

Neutral states outside Europe clearly played a marginal role in ATW news coverage. All of 

the 38 items filmed on non-European neutral soil were imported from North and South 

America, more precisely from the USA (27 items) and from the Latin-American states of 

Argentina (3), Brazil (3), Chile (1), Mexico (3) and Peru (1). The scant attention paid to 

Latin-American countries can be partially explained by the difficult supply of such items but 

also by the lack of events that German propaganda considered worth covering. The items 

featured local sports (510-5, 535-3), the usual rare events and spectacular disasters (470-4, 522-2), 

traditional festivities such as carnival (509-1, 539-2) and religious ceremonies (495-3). None of these 

had any propagandistic value. Even the few political items did not focus attention on issues 

that were relevant for Europe such as the Pan-American Havana Conference (July 1940) 

where the future of European colonies which it was feared would be converted into Axis 

bases was discussed. Instead the ATW covered events such a military march-past held on the 

Brazilian national holiday (529-2) or the new Mexican president taking up his duties (488-8, 539-1). 

The only really intriguing Latin-American item featured in the Belgian ATW, released in 

August 1941, showed vast quantities of corn being burnt and used as industrial fuel. The 

accompanying commentary (519-5) stated: ‘Unable to export the corn harvest on account of the 

lack of ships, the republic of Argentina is obliged to use this important food as fuel. Millions 

of tons of corn are burned: one power station alone, situated in the south of Argentina, burns 

30.000 tons a month.’ Shown in all cinemas in a country where bread was rationed, these 

images are very likely to have caused utter disbelief or indignation among Belgian audiences. 

To what effect the images were included in the newsreel remains however vague. If the 

commentator meant that the corn had to be burnt because it could not be shipped to Great 

Britain (which imported for instance 40% of its meat from Argentina), it is very strange that 

he did not explicitly say so.100 

 

Most of the 27 items American items were not featured because they had been filmed in the 

USA but because they provided entertaining footage such as water-skiers performing 

daredevil feats off the Californian coast (480-4), the ‘wedding’ of a couple of hippopotamuses at 

Washington Zoo (481-7), a blazing oil storage depot in Detroit (524-4) or the hanging bridge of 
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Tacoma which had been destroyed by a tornado (488-7). The American economy and industry, 

which Hitler greatly admired, was the focus of attention in only one item: the opening of the 

Grand Coulee Dam (506-8). Although the commentary explicitly mentioned that the dam had 

been built on the ancient territory of the Indian population (‘the redskins’), the item made no 

attempt (as anti-American propaganda would do after the war broke out) to vilify the 

American government on account of what had happened to the Indians since 1492. Another 

remarkable topic, also featured before the USA went to war with the Axis powers, showed 

American expatriates returning from Japan and arriving in the USA (523-8). According to the 

commentary, these civilians returned because of the ‘political situation and tension’ in the Far 

East. The item concluded with footage of (apparently Japanese) demonstrators ‘welcoming’ 

these Americans with placards reading ‘Defeat fascism’ and ‘Embargo Japan’. The 

commentator made no mention whatsoever of these demonstrators. 

 

The American government, personified by President Franklin Roosevelt, was shown twice in 

the ATW. Both items are lost, which makes it hard to evaluate their content. The first, 

featured in July 1940 (463-5), was dedicated to an electoral meeting which was taking place in 

the framework of the upcoming presidential elections. A critic of Belgian newspaper Le Soir, 

like all newspapers controlled by the PAB, noted in his newsreel review: ‘It’s too much, so 

much that one could call it a joke, an excerpt from a screwball comedy.’ The item may very 

well have mocked the fact that Roosevelt was allowed to run for a third term as president. By 

the end of October 1940, the ATW featured footage of President Roosevelt, who would 

effectively be re-elected two weeks later, signing the compulsory service act (476-2). Although 

this item, probably containing footage of Roosevelt signing the Selective Service Bill (which 

made all Americans aged 21 to 35 liable to be drafted) in September 1940, is also lost, there is 

little doubt that it criticised and/or ridiculed the American government. 

 

After Germany had declared war on the USA in early December 1941, the ATW stopped 

featuring American items (including topics on South America) altogether. The last American 

item (539-3) in the Belgian ATW was to be found in an extra-long newsreel issue, presenting an 

overview of the year 1941. The newsreel, released less than a month after Germany’s 

declaration of war, contained only 12 seconds of an American beauty contest. The footage 

was accompanied by the commentary: ‘Apart from their war smear campaign, the United 

States of America also busied themselves with beauty contests’. The reasons why the 

Propaganda Ministry decided to no longer include American items in the ATW remain vague. 
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There is no doubt that the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH still had access to relatively recent 

American newsreel issues (through neutral countries such as Portugal) as well as to much 

archive material. Some of this archive footage was for instance used in the Kulturfilm Herr 

Roosevelt plaudert (Mr. Roosevelt talks) to accuse Roosevelt of being a Jewish-influenced 

warmonger. While the German media in general increased their anti-American propaganda 

after the declaration of war (December 1941), the ATW put a stop to it. It should be 

mentioned that the same could be said for the DW, which only resumed the thread in late 

1945, when US troops entered German territory.101 

  

 

 

5.4.3. Neutral states inside Europe: Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland102 
 

 

Whenever European states felt more neutral towards one side than towards its adversaries, the 

nature of their sympathy was influenced by their geographic situation. Apart from Eire, all 

European neutral nations were therefore more inclined to cooperate with the Axis rather than 

with the Allies. While some only came closer to the Axis under strong pressure, others did not 

require a lot of external stimulus to give a highly pragmatic interpretation to their neutrality 

and shift, for instance, from neutrality to ‘non-belligerence’. While for instance Italy had used 

the status of non-belligerence as a transition to belligerence and to joining what it believed to 

be the winning side, other states moved back to strict neutrality when the time was ripe. If and 

how the ATW reflected these dynamics is one of the main questions that will be dealt with 

here. Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland made up 174 of the 2270 identified items, 

which totals only 7.67% of the items. The overwhelming majority of these items (109 out of 

174) are dedicated to Spain and will be dealt with in detail in the next subchapter. The 

newsreel coverage of Portugal (10 items), Sweden (24) and Switzerland (31) nonetheless also 

deserves some attention. 

 

The state of Portugal, a historical ally of Great Britain, was lead by Prime Minister and virtual 

dictator António de Oliveira Salazar. As long as Salazar’s Portugal remained strictly neutral it 

featured in the ATW every now and then.103 The origin of the footage is unknown: Ufa had 

no Portuguese subsidiary until mid-1944 (!)104 and the Propaganda Ministry never managed to 

establish a Portuguese Außenstelle. Some of the topics featured in the ATW were related to 
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the Portuguese state but the newsreel was in general not interested in Portuguese politics as 

such. At first sight this seems strange, since Portugal was, just like Germany, governed by a 

right-wing dictator. The fact that Salazar disliked the Nazi movement and contributed 

substantially to Franco’s decision to keep Spain out of the war makes it more understandable, 

however. Within that context, it is strange that the only ATW item to feature Salazar (597-7) 

showed him receiving the Spanish minister of foreign affairs, together with the Portuguese 

President and nominal head of state Antonio Carmona. It was also Carmona who was 

portrayed as the head of state in a series of newsreel items dedicated to the Azores.  

 

The nine islands of the Azores formed a Portuguese colony in the Atlantic Ocean and were, 

during the Battle of the Atlantic, solicited by Great Britain, which wished to occupy them as a 

forward base to defend shipping against German U-boats, as well as by Germany, for the 

exact opposite reasons. After the fall of France in 1940, Hitler planned to occupy the Azores 

from the French coast, but was restrained by his admirals. The not unlikely possibility of a 

German invasion of the Azores (and of Portugal) made the USA decide to seize the Azores as 

soon as Germany made as much as a move towards the islands. In May 1941, President 

Roosevelt had 25.000 men poised to occupy the Azores if necessary. In the same month, he 

told American audiences in one of his broadcast fireside chats that a German occupation of 

the Azores would signify a threat to the USA. Roosevelt added that he was determined to stop 

any German attempt to set up bases in the Atlantic Ocean. Voices in the American press 

responded to this announcement by recommending the immediate seizure of the Azores, if 

necessary without Portuguese permission. Portugal, afraid that these articles might tempt 

Germany into quickly invading the Azores, became extremely nervous and filed an official 

protest with the USA. The diplomatic tensions that these events caused were a real gift for 

German propagandists seeking to underline the ‘hawkish mood’ of the neutral USA. In 

September 1941, the ATW showed Portuguese President Carmona returning from a visit to 

the Azores (523-6) stating: ‘Portugal was forced to reinforce its defences and garrisons on the 

islands since President Franklin Roosevelt spoke about them in a questionable way and since 

Portuguese letters of protest were answered in an unsatisfactory way by the USA. The whole 

of Portugal agrees with its president that the Azores are and must stay Portuguese property’. 

Nearly two months later the ATW featured images of that very same visit. The item itself still 

exists (528-1) but the accompanying commentary is lost. The spirit of the commentary is 

nevertheless reflected in an item released in the overview of 1941, which was released shortly 

after the USA entered the war (539-12). Again showing Carmona visiting the Azores, the 
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commentary stated: ‘Facing the threats by Franklin Roosevelt, Portugal is firmly determined 

to defend its rights over the Azores, if necessary with arms.’ The Azores was referred to for 

the fourth and final time in April 1942 (555-8), when the ATW again made use of Portuguese 

colonial issues to attack the Allies. Images of Portuguese troops who would sail from Lisbon 

to another Portuguese colony (Mozambique) were accompanied by the commentary: ‘In the 

face of Anglo-American aggression, the Portuguese government has been obliged for some 

time now to protect its Portuguese colonial possessions and the Azores by sending 

considerable contingents of troops’. It was typical of the ATW to portray Allied interests in 

the Azores as examples of American imperialism or of Allied aggression, without even 

hinting at the slightest German interest for these strategically important islands. After 

February 1943 the newsreels featured no further Portuguese items. It is not clear whether this 

was related to Portugal’s more compliant attitude towards the Allies, which was made 

possible by the diminished danger of Germany (in 1943 much weaker than in 1940-1941) 

crossing Spain to invade Portugal. The fact that Salazar agreed in July 1943 to have British 

aircraft make use of air bases on the Azores from October 1943 onwards was not mentioned 

in the newsreels.  

 

Sweden,105 the only Scandinavian country to stay out of the war, announced its neutrality 

when the Second World War broke out, but shifted to non-belligerence when the USSR as a 

direct result of the Nazi-Soviet Pact attacked Finland in late November 1939. During the 

ensuing Finnish-Soviet Winter War, which came to an end in March 1940 with the signing of 

an armistice, the Swedish government did not allow its army to intervene but provided its 

neighbour with armaments, supplies and 8.000 volunteer soldiers. When Germany invaded 

Norway and Denmark less than two months later, Sweden reasserted its neutrality. The 

Swedish government managed to retain its neutral position until the end of the war by 

granting more favours to strong belligerent states than to their weaker adversaries. During the 

first years of the war Sweden was therefore more accommodating to Germany and rather 

unhelpful towards Great Britain and its Allies. From the second half of 1943 onwards, in other 

words after Stalingrad and ‘Tunisgrad’, it was increasingly firm towards Germany and more 

and more willing to comply with Allied requests. Since Sweden did not have a right-wing 

government that was sympathetic towards National-Socialism, it was not involved in any 

diplomatic conflicts that Germany could exploit, like the Portuguese Azores question. Since 

the Swedish government refused to supply volunteers for the German battle at the eastern 

front (as Spain did) it did not have much propagandistic potential for the German war effort. 
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The 24 Swedish AM-WA items, probably acquired on an exchange basis from Swedish 

newsreel companies before the establishment of a Swedish Außenstelle, featured ‘news’ of 

little topical value. It is clear that the Swedish items were not included in the newsreel 

because the ATW intended to make a statement about that country but because the images fit 

into certain categories that the ATW wanted to show its audiences anyway: royalty (617-3), 

sports (527-2), traditional parades (575-6) and entertaining miscellanies (666-3). It is significant that 

the Swedish government was never shown, while the newsreels regularly included footage of 

King Gustav V and his family. From the point of view German propaganda, probably the only 

useful characteristic of Swedish politics, which became only interesting after the launch of 

Operation Barbarossa, was to be found in Sweden’s involvement in the Winter War of 1940-

1941. This was detailed by an AM-WA item (564-7) that was released from 26 June 1942 

onwards, in other words to coincide as much as possible with the first anniversary of the 

German invasion of the USSR. The newsreel featured a report on the celebration of the ‘Day 

of Swedish Aircraft’ in Stockholm. Footage of the commemorative ceremony was 

accompanied by the commentary: ‘A commemorative plate with the names of Swedish 

aviators who died in the field of honour in the fight against Bolshevism on the Finnish front, 

is placed on the stone of the monument of aviators’. Keeping in mind that Sweden never took 

part in Germany’s war against the USSR, there is no doubt that this ceremony commemorated 

volunteers who died during the Winter War that had been concluded in March 1940. The term 

‘Finnish front’, which the newsreel commentator used in this item without mentioning a date, 

had since June 1941 regularly been used to designate the northern sector of the eastern front 

(526-8, 538-9). It is therefore not inconceivable that cinema-goers, who were not very well 

informed about the role that each European nation played in the ongoing conflict, interpreted 

these images as if these Swedish soldiers had died in the continuing war at the eastern front, 

in other words as if Sweden too was fighting ‘Bolshevism’. It is far from unthinkable that the 

Berlin newsreel headquarters deliberately tried to create this kind of confusion.  

 

Switzerland, having German- and Italian-speaking inhabitants and being literally sandwiched 

between Axis powers Germany and Italy, found itself obviously in a difficult position during 

the Second World War. The Swiss government nevertheless managed to have its neutrality 

respected by both nations, among other things because it allowed the transportation of non-

military materials between Germany and Italy through tunnels that had been prepared to be 

destroyed as soon as Switzerland was attacked. The 32 identified AM-WA items filmed in 
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Switzerland were provided by Ciné-Journal Suisse, the unique Swiss newsreel. Ciné-Journal 

Suisse issues sometimes included images that would have served German propaganda very 

well: images of Allied aircraft that had been shot down by the Swiss anti-aircraft defence or 

footage of the city of Schaffhausen, where American aircraft killed 37 people in April 

1944.106 The Allied bombings of Swiss cities were accidents, caused by the fact that these 

cities used blackout at Germany’s request. The latter feared that brightly-lit towns would help 

Allied aircraft navigate to Germany.107 When Ciné-Journal Suisse dedicated attention to the 

dramatic consequences of such bombardments, it was always emphasised that the attacks 

were a mistake, not a deliberate Allied assault. It would of course have been very easy for the 

Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH to provide these images with different commentary and to 

turn them into violent anti-Allied propaganda. Remarkably, there is no trace of these items in 

the DW or ATW. In my view, there is only one explanation for this phenomenon: Ciné-

Journal Suisse, which was two-thirds owned by the government, carefully chose which topics 

it exported abroad. Footage likely to incriminate the Allies, although presented to Swiss 

cinema-goers without the slightest condemnation of those nations, was therefore not to be 

distributed to Germany or to any other state. It is not even unlikely that items considered 

appropriate for export were subject to a second censorship before actually being sent abroad. 

While Ciné-Journal Suisse in its coverage of the 1941 German-Swiss football match had 

close-ups of German (swastika) and Swiss flags visually mark the respective German and 

Swiss goals,108 these shots of flags are not to be found in the AM-WA issue (506-4) in which the 

football footage ended up. It is highly unlikely that these shots were edited out by German 

newsreel editors, for they would have suggested German-Swiss fraternity. On the other hand 

it is far from unthinkable that the Swiss censors, concerned to maintain the image of 

Switzerland as the neutral state it was, removed those shots before sending the images to 

Berlin. 

 

The conclusion that that Swiss authorities monitored and censored the footage that eventually 

ended up in the ATW (and the DW) explains why the 32 identified AM-WA items dealing 

with Switzerland contained no hard propaganda. Most of the items focused attention on sports 

events such as relay races (508-1), bob-sleigh races (599-2), ski competitions (602-3), etc. Art 

exhibitions (594-6) or traditional customs such as the annual Swiss onion market (484-8)
109 were 

also popular topics. In Switzerland, just like in many other countries, the ATW looked for 

items that were to be entertaining, like fashion shows (543-4) or circus acts (505-3). Naturally 

some items (488-6) focused a good deal of attention on the activities of the International Red 
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Cross Committee headquarters in Geneva110 but not as much attention as, for instance, the 

German Red Cross (465-3, 488-5, 512-4 etc.) received. Although they never featured hard propaganda 

messages (in contrast with the Portuguese Azores items, for instance) several Swiss AM-WA 

items nevertheless suggested that Switzerland had a special bond with Germany. Apart from 

the opening of the Great German Art Exhibition in Zürich (627-3) (the very same exhibition that 

Goebbels had opened previously in Munich (618-4)), the inauguration of a Swiss museum for 

the German singer Sigrid Onégin (671-2) (exhibiting a swastika among the artist’s memorabilia) 

and an athletics meeting for Germans living in Switzerland (472-2), special mention should be 

made of the German Industrial Exhibition held in Zürich (582-5). This did not contain any 

spectacular images but is interesting mainly for its commentary, which stated that the 

exhibition sparked great interest and opened ‘new perspectives for economic co-operation 

between Germany and Switzerland’.  

 

 

 

5.4.4. Spain, not just another ‘neutral’ state inside Europe 
 

 

 

5.4.4.1. The special position of Franco’s Spain111 
 

 

During the first years of the Second World War, no neutral European country was more 

tempted to join the Axis than Spain. The reasons for Spanish sympathy towards Nazi 

Germany and Italy were of course partially rooted in the Spanish Civil War. This conflict, 

which pitted left against right divided Spain from 1936 to1939. The Republicans, supporters 

of the government that had won the 1936 election by a narrow minority, fought the rebellious 

right-wing Nationalists who were strongly supported by the army. As each of the warring 

sides turned abroad for assistance, the Spanish Civil War became more than a national 

conflict. From the Republican point of view it symbolised a clash between democracy and 

fascism while the Nationalists saw it as a battle between Catholicism and godless 

communism. With the help of Germany and Italy, not coincidentally countries ruled by fascist 

regimes, the Nationalists won the war that, for three and a half years, had ruined Spain. The 

Nationalist victory allowed General Francisco Franco to seize unlimited military and political 
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power and become the ‘Caudillo’ (leader) of an authoritarian Spanish state. Franco’s regime 

included a fascist state party, the Falange, but the Caudillo made sure to keep its powers 

limited in order not to lose any of his own personal authority. 

  

Only six months after Franco’s rise to power, the Second World War broke out. In the 

summer of 1940, after Nazi Germany’s successful invasion of Western Europe had inspired 

Italy to join the war, Germany pressed Spain to follow the Italian example. The fact that Italy 

and Germany had been his chief military and economic supporter during the Civil War was 

still fresh in Franco’s memory. The Caudillo not only strongly sympathised with the Axis, he 

was very impressed by German military successes and seriously considered joining the war. It 

was a striking indication of Franco’s ambitions that he changed the official Spanish status 

from ‘neutrality’ to ‘non-belligerence’ only four days after Italy had entered the war. (As 

expounded earlier, Italy had done exactly the same thing before joining the war.) When, in 

1941, Germany invaded the USSR, which had helped Franco’s adversaries during the Civil 

War, Spain moved even closer to Germany and sent volunteer soldiers from the so-called 

Blue Division to the eastern front.112 The fact that Spain never formally joined the Axis or 

joined the war is closely related to Hitler’s unwillingness to meet Franco’s territorial 

demands, which included Gibraltar, parts of French West Africa and French Morocco. In 

February 1942, Franco made his celebrated statement that ‘If the road to Berlin were open to 

the enemy, Spain would raise a million men to defend the capital of the Reich’. However, as 

the war continued and it became increasingly likely that the road to Berlin would eventually 

be open to Germany’s enemies, Franco distanced Spain more and more from the Axis. In late 

1943, when Mussolini’s regime fell and Germany’s military situation worsened on all fronts, 

Spain summoned the Blue Division back home and officially took up its neutrality status once 

again. In sum, the relationship between Franco’s Spain and Hitler’s Germany was very 

dynamic and strongly influenced by German military achievements and setbacks. It is these 

dynamics, much stronger than those between any other neutral state and Germany, which 

make an analysis of the ATW coverage of Spain particularly interesting. Note that the ATW 

dedicated 4.85% (110 out of 2270) of its AM-WA items to Spain: apart from the German 

Reich, France (and Belgium) no other state received this much attention. 

 

 

 

5.4.4.2. The portrait of Spain in AM-WA 
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The 110 AM-WA items filmed in Spain were supplied from November 1940 onwards by the 

Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH Außenstelle Madrid and from January 1943 onwards by the 

No-Do newsroom. As explained in the history of the ATW in Spain,113 items from the 

German newsroom did not differ from those made by its successor since both editorial boards 

were headed by the same man. The items can be divided into eight categories, as illustrated in 

the table below. The first category is not so much a category as a single item that did not 

really fit anywhere else. The subject, released by the end of July 1940 (463-8), contained 

footage of the Baron Edward Rothschild and Baron Louis Rothschild talking to the Duke of 

Windsor (the former King Edward VIII) outside the Ritz Hotel in Madrid. The item itself has 

gone missing but there is little doubt that it had an anti-Semitic connotation. After all, that 

very month Ufa released Die Rothschilds [the Rothschilds], a so-called ‘historical film’, 

which argued that the rise and fortune of the Jewish Rothschild family was built with German 

blood.114 The newsreel item might also have had an anti-British connotation, on the one hand 

in the framework of propaganda against the so-called ‘Jewish-British plutocracy’ that also 

marked the film and, on the other, against British royalty. No other anti-Semitic subject was 

found but in general this was, as mentioned earlier, not unusual. 

 

Table 5.1 
Spanish items in the (Belgian) ATW, May 1940 – September 1944 

 

Topics 
1940 
(May-
Dec) 

1941 1942 1943 1944 
(Jan-
Sept) 

Total % 

(Probably) anti-Semitic 1     1 0.91 
Oddities  1 2 1 1  5 4.55 
Sports  3 3 3 7 16 14.55 
Spanish culture & traditions 1 6 4 11 4 26 23.64 
Politics 4 5 11 13 6 39 35.45 
Agriculture & economy  3 3 6 2 14 12.73 
Spanish military manoeuvres & 
exercises (inside Spain) 

  1 3  4 3.64 

Spanish volunteers leaving for the 
eastern front (or returning on leave) 

 3 2   5 4.55 

Total 7 22 25 37 19 110 100 
% 6.36 20.00 22.73 33.64 17.27 100  
Next, one finds the usual oddities such as waiter contests (523-2; 578-6) and dog shows (629-3) that 

were fairly typical of the newsreel genre. Such items are also in a minority compared to other 

topics. Sporting items, covering over 14% of the total, held a much more important position. 
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The subjects ranged from classic sports reports, such as the ‘Gran Premio Cifesa’ cycling race 

(634-3) and the traditional swimming competition in the port of Barcelona (531-2, 582-2) to Spanish 

men participating in a fishing contest (645-3). Of the 26 cultural items filmed in Spain, only two 

were unrelated to Spanish culture or traditions. The first (593-5) dealt with an exhibition on 

German architecture held in Barcelona. The item showed three members of the Hitler Youth 

standing next to a bust of Adolf Hitler and concluded with the close-up of a German eagle and 

swastika exhibit.115 The second (650-3) focused on an exhibition of German arts and crafts, held 

in Madrid. A run through the remaining items that, as mentioned, form the majority of 

cultural subjects, offers a folkloric view of Spain. 22 of them, in other words (over) 90%, are 

dedicated to traditional parades and popular festivities. It is not difficult to see why such items 

were popular with ATW editors: the newsreels always sought a number of ‘light’ subjects to 

counterbalance the ‘hard’ propaganda and military reports that concluded almost every 

newsreel issue. That was why traditional Spanish festivities with their carnival-like parades, 

traditional dances, flower processions, giant puppets being carried and set on fire at night, etc. 

were such good subjects. La Feria in Seville [Sevilla], Las Fallas in Valencia and various 

festivities celebrating ‘the Christian victory over the Moors’ were regularly recurrent topics.  

 

Political items, covering over 35% of all Spanish items, are the largest category of Spanish 

subjects featured in the (Belgian) ATW. The events these items focused on range from state-

organised festivities such as the ‘Day of the Spanish Race’ to meetings of the Falange. Pride 

of place was of course given to parades and other manifestations commemorating the Civil 

War. The ATW did not refrain from featuring this type of commemoration, often attended by 

German soldiers or diplomats that were purportedly brought into view (465-1) before Germany 

invaded the USSR, but their importance grew afterwards. Events celebrating important Civil 

War victories turned out to be excellent subjects to air anti-communist propaganda. With the 

exception of one item (603-6) in which the commentator spoke about ‘the battles that tore Spain 

apart during the Civil War’, the AM-WA issues never presented the war years as a clash 

between two Spanish factions, but as a fight by the Spanish people against a Bolshevist 

enemy, the nationality of which was never mentioned. The terms ‘nationalist troops’ or 

‘republican troops’ were, again apart from one exception (623-7), never used. In 1943, for 

instance, the newsreel commentator described the festivities (folk dances, fireworks and 

parades) that took place in Barcelona (601-5) as the ‘celebration of its liberation from the 

Bolshevist yoke’. A few months later, the 1943 Victory Parade (Desfile de la Victoria) in 

Madrid (610-6) was interpreted as the ‘anniversary of the liberation from Bolshevist terror’. It is 
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probably no coincidence that the strongest remark of this kind was made in 1943, when the 

military situation at the eastern front had reached a critical point and young men all over 

Europe were being urged to join Germany in its ‘crusade’ against the USSR. I would argue 

that this kind of comment said less about the actual atmosphere during these Spanish 

manifestations than about the motives of the German Propaganda Ministry, whose Deutsche 

Wochenschau GmbH distributed items of the kind throughout Europe through the ATW.  

 

Apart from important cities (Barcelona, Madrid, Bilbao) celebrating their ‘liberation’, several 

items related to the Civil War celebrated the liberation of the Alcázar fortress in Toledo. The 

fortress, where Nationalist troops had been besieged by Republican troops in 1936, was never 

of any military value but was of great symbolic significance for it was the seat of the Spanish 

catholic church, the former hub of the Spanish empire and the place where Franco and many 

of his fellow rebels had been cadets.116 The resistance of the Alcázar fortress which, after a 

long siege was liberated by the Nationalist troops, was from their point of view ‘symbolic of 

the whole Nationalist cause, with a minority of ‘true’ Spaniards taking up arms to defend the 

fatherland and Christian values against the onslaught of the anti-Christ and anti-Spain’ 

hordes.117 The liberation of the fortress, the siege of which both within and outside Spain had 

soon become a legend, was an important date in the official calendar of Francoist Spain so it 

is no wonder that its cult was also endorsed in the ATW. Franco, who had actually only 

appeared in Toledo after the fortress had been relieved, was for instance shown presenting 

trainee officers their certificates during a memorial ceremony at the Alcázar (520-7) and himself 

being decorated, again in the ruins of the fortress, by veteran campaigners of his draft (619-4). In 

the latter, the newsreel comments stressed that the Alcázar stood for ‘the symbol of the heroic 

fight that Spain delivered against Bolshevism’. 

 

Another regularly recurrent topic118 was the above-mentioned ‘Day of the Spanish Race’, 

which commemorated the discovery of America. Germans often attended these festivities too: 

in 1942, for instance, a German delegation attended the ceremonies held in front of the 

Columbus memorial in Barcelona (590-13). The newsreel comments stressed that these 

festivities were celebrated ‘in the spirit of the cultural community uniting Spanish-speaking 

countries’ (590-13), as a symbol of the ‘unity of Spanish-speaking countries’ (42-5). In other 

words, newsreel viewers were assured that these manifestations were in no way a mark of 

honour to the USA. Some of the political items showed meetings between German and 

Spanish officials, such as the visit by Heinrich Himmler, leader of the SS and the German 
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police, to his Spanish counterpart, the Conde de Mayalde (479-6). Both statesmen were shown 

talking together but the commentary did not reveal anything about the content of these talks. 

This was, as mentioned earlier, normal practice for the ATW: comments never discussed the 

nature of political talks and were mostly limited to stressing that the meeting was held in the 

cordial atmosphere that was characteristic of the good relations between both represented 

nations. Such stock phrases were also used for the newsreel coverage of the first and only 

personal meeting between the Führer and the Caudillo in Hendaye (479-8). The meeting took 

place in October 1940, lasted for seven hours119 and disappointed both statesmen. Afterwards 

Hitler sighed ‘There’s nothing to be done with this chap’ [‘Mit diesem Kerle ist nichtz zu 

machen’] while the ‘chap’ [Franco] called the Germans ‘intolerable’.120 The ATW item, 

which lasted only two minutes and 15 seconds, paid as much attention to Hitler’s trip to 

Hendaye (joyously talking to Hermann Göring and being cheered by soldiers and nurses) as to 

the actual meeting itself. Hitler and Franco were shown shaking hands and getting into 

Hitler’s train, after which the comments were limited to stating that the meeting had taken 

place ‘in a cordial atmosphere’.  

 

Franco appeared personally in 35 items, or over 30% of all Spanish newsreel subjects. In 1944 

he was shown addressing the provincial leaders of the Falange during the closing session of a 

congress held in Madrid (653-6). As usual the speech was ‘summarised’ by the newsreel 

commentator, according to whom Franco stated that ‘self-consciousness, severity on oneself 

and discipline are the qualities of the real leader’. That quote reflects the way in which 

newsreels portrayed Franco: the true leader of the Spanish people. Franco was shown 

attending the finals of the ‘Cup of the Caudillo’ (573-1) football championship, visiting Spanish 

cities and provinces (549-1, 581-9, 613-7), opening the new university centre of Madrid (640-7) or 

being visited by miners from the Asturias, who presented him with an album reportedly 

containing 14.000 signatures expressing gratitude for the social aid that had been granted to 

their region (651-5). In all public appearances and in particular on his visits to other cities, the 

ATW always portrayed Franco being welcomed very enthusiastically by the population. As 

these examples demonstrate, Franco was not only shown in political subjects but also in 

several items related to Spanish agriculture & economy. Agricultural-economic topics varied 

from the orange harvest in Valencia (499-5) to the extraction of sea salt in Cadiz (536-4). Several 

items stressed that Spain, still suffering the scars of the Civil War, was in the process of being 

reconstructed. The revival of Spain was of course portrayed as an important achievement by 

the Franco regime. The Caudillo and/or his ministers were shown on various occasions, such 
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as during the inauguration of a flood-control dam (571-4) or the opening of a new section of 

Madrid’s metro (668-4). 

 

Last but not least there were nine military subjects. Four of them showed the Spanish army on 

manoeuvres. The remaining five were, from a German point of view, more interesting 

because they were all related to the Blue Division (División Azul), a unit formed by Spanish 

men volunteering to fight at the eastern front. In August and September 1941, the newsreels 

repeatedly (517-6, 518-5 and 524-9) featured the departure of Spanish soldiers to the eastern front. 

Departures were always presented as if the volunteers were going straight to the front and no 

mention was ever made that they would first be trained in Germany. However it was made 

very clear that Spanish assistance in the ‘battle against Bolshevism’ was enthusiastically 

welcomed by Germany: German civilians, mainly women, were shown throwing flowers at 

Spanish volunteers passing through German railway stations (517-6). In July 1942, (565-7) 1.300 

Blue Division soldiers on leave were shown returning home and being enthusiastically 

welcomed at the border (in Irun) as well as in Madrid. The fact that Franco, alarmed by 

Mussolini’s fall and by German withdrawals in the east, had called the division back to Spain 

in 1943, after which only the much smaller Spanish Legion (Legion Español de Voluntarios) 

remained, was naturally never mentioned in the newsreels. The commentaries, which 

sometimes failed to even name the Blue Division (and just referred to ‘Spanish soldiers’), 

never emphasised that most of these volunteers belonged to the Falange, whose blue-coloured 

shirts had actually inspired the name of the division. Even an item (546-8) covering the 

consecration of the Luis Alcover Centurion, a Falange centurion named after the first Blue 

Division volunteer who fell at the eastern front, did not explain the link between the party and 

the military division. This silence is remarkable as No-Do newsreels would repeatedly stress 

the Division’s Falangist creed.121 Within that framework, it should be pointed out that the 

Falange was shown repeatedly in political items, but that the nature or background of the 

party was never explained explicitly. An item dedicated to the solemn commemoration of the 

death (murder) of Falange-founder José Antonio Primo de Rivera (594-8) served more as 

another vehicle for the cult of Franco, who attended the ceremony, than as a tribute to the 

movement. It is not inconceivable that most newsreel viewers, unfamiliar with Spanish 

domestic politics, assumed that Franco, who as a matter of fact wasn’t even a member, was 

leader of the Falange.  
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5.4.4.3. Spanish people (abroad) in the AM-WA newsreels 
 

 

Table 5.2 
 

Spanish people (abroad) in the (Belgian) ATW, May 1940 – September 1944 
 

Topics 
1940 
(May-
Dec) 

1941 1942 1943 1944 
(Jan-
Sept) 

Total % 

Culture outside Spain 1  5   6 24 
Sports events with Spanish 
participants 

  2 1  3 12 

Political/economic/military German-
Spanish relations 

2 4 5 5  16 64 

Total 3 4 12 6 0 25 100 
% 12 16 48 24 0 100  
 

To get the right view of the image portrayed of Spain in the ATW, one must also take into 

account items that were not filmed in Spain but that nevertheless featured Spanish people or 

organisations. Although the total number of such items (listed in the table above) is small - 20 

subjects from 1940-1943 and none in 1944122 - they deserve some attention. Six items were 

dedicated to what could be described as Spanish culture. Most of them did not cover very 

highbrow cultural events but showed acts by entertainers such as Spanish dancers performing 

in unidentified locations (585-4, 589-4), and the famous singer Juan Llosas as well as a rope-

dancer performing at the Scala in Berlin (467-3, 559-4). The other items showed a Spanish art 

school in Paris (564-5) and the inauguration of a Spanish art exhibition in Berlin (552-6). Of the 

three items dealing with sports events, only the boxing match opposing José Ferrer and the 

French boxer and eventual winner Marcel Cerdan (580-2) seems to have been included for 

sporting reasons only. The other two subjects also served another purpose. A report on the 

Spanish-German football match (555-3) at the Olympic Stadium in Berlin purportedly brought 

enthusiastic Spanish soldiers into view. An international boxing match (619-3) in Vienna, 

organised to offer some diversion to Spanish and other workers, was featured merely because 

it ‘proved’ that foreign workers staying in Germany were well cared for. The latter could also 

be interpreted as an item dedicated to Spanish-German economic and even political 

collaboration, which leads us to the subsequent categories. 
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The lion’s share (64%) of the items discussed here relate to German-Spanish economic, 

political and military relations and collaboration. They have been studied as a single entity 

because military and economic subjects can both be interpreted as an articulation of the 

political collaboration between Germany and Spain. In 1940 the ATW featured footage of 

Spanish soldiers fraternising with German troops who, (following the invasion of France) had 

reached the French-Spanish frontier (463-9) and of the visit that Spanish Foreign Affairs 

Minister Serrano Suñer and his Italian counterpart paid to Hitler (483-9). However the real flow 

of German-Spanish items only got under way after the German invasion of the USSR and the 

setting up of the Blue Division. From 1941 to 1943, the ATW regularly drew attention to 

Spanish volunteers by showing General Muñoz-Grandes visiting Hitler and inspecting the 

Blue Division (524-9, 569-7), Luis Alcover (the above-mentioned first Spanish soldier to die at the 

eastern front) being buried with military honours (528-10) in Germany (!), Spanish volunteers 

and General Esteban-Infantes going to mass on Corpus Christi (620-6), etc. Only one of the 

items (530-11) showed the soldiers actually fighting alongside German troops, most other items 

were also front-related but did not contain any real battle footage. Newsreels also showed a 

German general decorating Spanish General Muñoz-Grandes on behalf of the Führer ‘to 

reward him for his brave commandership and heroic behaviour’ (552-8) and Spanish General 

Esteban-Infantes (595-8) decorating his soldiers with the Iron Cross, a German military award. 

(According to Propaganda Minister Goebbels, these ceremonies were an attempt to highlight 

Spanish bravery that the Wehrmacht had called into question.)123 The ATW, just like the DW, 

never mentioned German and allied mortal casualties unless victims could be singled out as 

martyrs, like Luis Alcover. Spanish soldiers who had been wounded in battle were shown 

once: not in some field hospital near the front, but well on the road to recovery and 

accompanied by young Red Cross nurses on a boat trip near Berlin (562-2) together with 

Spanish workers. It is noteworthy that even items not filmed in Spain sometimes referred to 

the Civil War and underlined the Alcázar myth. When José Moscardo visited Hitler in his 

headquarters following a visit to the Blue Division (538-6), the Spanish general was specifically 

referred to as ‘the defender of the Alcázar’. Footage of Spanish soldiers digging a trench near 

Leningrad (552-8) was accompanied by the line: ‘because furious battles are being fought for 

several weeks in this sector: the position is now called Alcázar.’ 

 

 

 

5.4.4.4. Conclusions 
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It comes as no surprise that AM-WA, in other words the ATW, painted a positive picture of 

Franco’s Spain, which was portrayed as a country that had successfully defeated Bolshevism 

thanks to the leadership of one man (Franco) who was implicitly linked to one movement (the 

Falange). Information that might diminish that image, for instance the fact that Spain was 

subject to internal crises in 1941-1942 because the Falange tried in vain to gain more power, 

was never presented to newsreel audiences. Spain was never portrayed as the neutral or non-

belligerent state it officially was, but as a befriended nation whose volunteer soldiers 

enthusiastically supported Germany’s fight against the USSR and whose volunteer workers 

were well cared for in Germany. Non-military and non-political items, on the one hand paid 

much attention to local parades and festivities and, on the other, confirmed the image of a 

country that, guided by its Caudillo, had recovered from the civil war, in other words, its war 

against Bolshevism. These conclusions bear close resemblance to the image of Spain that was 

portrayed in other Nazi-controlled media.124 Third Reich newspapers also projected German 

hopes and wishes on the Falange movement and the Caudillo, presenting a bond between 

them that was similar to the one between Hitler and his NSDAP. The Civil War, and 

especially the Alcázar episode and myth, was elaborated in newspaper articles, books and in 

Augustino Genina’s Spanish-Italian movie Siege of the Alcázar (Sin novedad en el Alcázar - 

L’Assedio dell’Alcazar) that was distributed all over Europe. The premiere of this movie was 

attended by Joseph Goebbels in person as well as other nazi officials. But while newspapers 

were sometimes (to a limited) extent critical of the Franco regime in Spain, the ATW 

remained downright positive.  

 

 

 

 

5.5. Recapitulation 
 

 

The view of the world offered by the ATW in its non-war items was, just like its war 

coverage, conditioned by two important factors. First, the ATW sometimes had a limited 

choice regarding the images it could offer his viewers. If it had been easier to transport images 

from Japan to Germany or if Swiss newsreels had supplied their German partners with 
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footage of the aftermath of Allied bombardments on (neutral) Swiss cities, the ATW would 

certainly have made extensive use of them. Second, the foreign news of the ATW was also 

limited by the propagandistic preoccupation with highlighting everything that was favourable 

to Nazi Germany and withholding or embellishing everything else. Consequently, the view of 

the world offered by the ATW was highly fictitious. Although the items studied within the 

scope of this chapter have been described as ‘non-war’ items, many were nevertheless related 

to the ongoing Second World War. As global conflicts affect many aspects of society and 

since the ATW articulated the foreign propaganda of an important belligerent state, the 

opposite would have been remarkable. 

 

Fig. 5.6: Recapitulation 
number of AM-WA non-war items 1940-1944 
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According to the Weltanschauung offered by the ATW, Germany was a co-ordinated society 

where the people, the party and their armed forces had merged into one entity that firmly 

believed in its Führer and in Germany’s final victory. The certainty of German victory was 

corroborated by items focusing on the international alliances that the German Reich was part 

of. The Tripartite Pact and the Anti-Comintern Pact, which were actually more hollow 
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alliances than strong military pacts, were used to promote Germany and its Führer as the 

driving force behind a strong international coalition. To present that coalition as powerful, the 

ATW not only overrated the military capacities (manpower, armaments production, fighting 

spirit) of the Reich but also depicted its partners stronger than they actually were. While Italy 

was already by early 1941 a dependency, the ATW carried on portraying it as a strong and 

reliable ally and pursued that policy even after Mussolini had been overthrown and reinstalled 

at the head of a German puppet state. Japan, although receiving less attention, was also 

portrayed as a close ally and not as a distant power that actually fought a war of its own and 

remained neutral towards the USSR. Consequently, Axis satellites that entered the above-

mentioned pacts and joined the battles that the Axis fought were against better judgement also 

portrayed as strong, independent nations. Within that context, smaller nations accounted for 

special newsreel interest if they not only supplied Germany with soldiers for the eastern front 

(if the number of volunteers made that gesture merely symbolic, this fact was not divulged by 

the newsreels) but also had a government that mirrored the fascist model of a single-party 

state governed by a strong leader. It is no coincidence that Marshal Antonescu’s Romania, 

Ante Pavelic’s Croatia and mutatis mutandis Marshal Horthy’s Hungary featured in the 

newsreels more often than Bulgaria. It is noteworthy that Germany even looked for such 

partners in distant Japanese puppet states (like Wang Ching-wei’s China) or the liberation 

movements of the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem and of Indian Nationalist Subhas Chandra Bose. 

Neutral states too were viewed through a National-Socialist lens. The Portuguese regime of 

Salazar, which hung on to its neutrality and did not favour the Nazis in general, was the focus 

of very little attention except when the diplomatic crisis surrounding the Azores gave the 

ATW an opportunity to ventilate anti-American feelings. The Spanish Franco regime, which 

despite its ‘neutrality’ contributed to the German war against the USSR and was lead by a 

Führer-like dictator, could on the other hand account for more newsreel coverage than many 

other states. 

 

The coverage of German-occupied territories never referred to drawbacks of the occupation 

regime, but invariably portrayed the relationship between the occupying forces (which were, 

apart from Norway, not regularly shown) and the local population as a cordial one. Although 

the ATW also looked in occupied territories for strong ‘leaders’ supporting the 

collaborationist policy of local governments (Vidkun Quisling, Marshal Pétain) it made a 

clear distinction between local Nazis who had been given limited powers (Quisling) and those 

that had not (Mussert). Resistance against the German occupation was, as far as Western 
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European countries were concerned, mentioned only very rarely. Only the murders of 

Reinhard Heydrich and Hendrik Seyffardt were covered by the ATW: on both occasions the 

newsreel focused exclusively on the funeral ceremony and the public outpouring of grief that 

the murder had reportedly caused. In the Balkans and eastern territories the presence of 

partisans was mentioned more often but was always presented as a problem that had been 

taken care of, not as an conflict that lasted until the arrival of Soviet troops. German 

retaliation against acts of resistance or sabotage remained, just like any other German act of 

repression or aggression, unmentioned. It is simply impossible to give a detailed overview of 

all aspects of German policy that the ATW did not refer to. The absolute silence over the 

German exploitation of occupied territories in general, the extermination of Jews, the 

methodical murder of Soviet politicians, the mistreatment and consciously organised 

starvation of Soviet prisoners of war, the displacement and subjugation of people from eastern 

territories who found themselves brutally colonised instead of ‘liberated’ are only the most 

striking lacuna in the ATW coverage. The mere fact that the newsreels never referred to these 

practices but instead seized on the opportunity to condemn similar cruelties committed by the 

Soviets in Katyn is a perfect illustration of just how one-sided the ATW coverage actually 

was.
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Notes 

 
1 Apart from the many specific case studies listed in the notes below, several more general works of reference 

were used to gain more insight into the political situation of many countries during the Second World War, such 

as D. T. Zabecki (ed.), World War II in Europe: an encyclopedia (New York, 1999) and E.-A. Wheal, S. Pope 

and J. Taylor, A dictionary of the second world war (London, 1989). Special mention should be made of the 

outstanding I. C. B. Dear and M.R. D. Foot (eds.), The Oxford companion to World War II (Oxford, 2001).  
2 For more information on these pacts and treaties, see J. Weitz, Hitler’s diplomat: the life and times of Joachim 

von Ribbentrop (New York, 1992) and R. Lamb, Mussolini as diplomat: Il Duce’s Italy on the world stage (New 

York, 1997). More information is also to be found in the literature mentioned in the endnote following the titles 

of the subchapters on Italy and Japan.  
3 Naturally, Italy stopped being a great power relatively soon into the war, as will be explained below. 
4 The text of the treaty is reprinted in R. Stackelberg and S. A. Winkle, (eds.), The Nazi Germany Sourcebook: 

an anthology of texts (London, 2002), pp. 269-270. 
5 As will emerge from the annotated newsreel catalogue, I have no hard sources to prove that this item was 

indeed released in Belgium. Normally I would remain on the safe side and not refer to this item. However, since 

the item was so politically important and since it featured in corresponding Dutch, French and Spanish ATW 

issues, I have no doubt that it was also shown to Belgian audiences. 
6 This incident will be discussed below in the general analysis of the newsreel coverage of Yugoslavia. 
7 M. Bloch, Ribbentrop (London, 1992), pp. 342-344. 
8 BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 587/50/1941, (description). 
9 E. Fröhlich (ed.), Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels. Teil II - Diktate 1941-1945. Band 2: Oktober-

Dezember 1941 (München, 1996), p. 361. 
10 The commentary referred to original signatories Germany and Japan, as well as to states that had joined later: 

Italy, Hungary, Manchukuo and Spain. 
11 Wang Ching-wei’s government in Nanking. 
12 This is one of the only three items in which the commentator used the term ‘Axis’. The other two items are to 

be found in the newsreel issue that was released only one week later: respectively the seventh and ninth item of 

AM-WA 580. Did someone raise objections to the use of the term? 
13 This episode of the Second World War will be expounded below in the subchapter on Italy. 
14 The amount of literature on the Third Reich is enormous. This subchapter relies, except for some specialist 

studies mentioned in separate notes, on some general introductions. See M. Freeman, Atlas of Nazi Germany: a 

political, economic and social anatomy of the Third Reich (London - New York, 1995) and M. Broszat, The 

Hitler state: the foundation and development of the internal structure of the Third Reich (London - New York, 

1981). 
15 The First Reich was the Holy Roman Empire (from 962 until Napoleon abolished it in 1806), the Second was 

the Empire of Bismarck (1871-1918). J. Taylor and W. Shaw, Dictionary of the Third Reich (London, 1997), p. 

231. 
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16 As elsewhere, the newsreel items referred to offer some examples, not a complete overview of all items that fit 

into this ‘category’. 
17 The cult of death in the Nazi movement is studied thoroughly in J. W. Baird, To die for Germany: heroes in 

the Nazi pantheon (Bloomington, Indianapolis, 1990). The DW coverage (which can be extrapolated to the 

ATW) of these ‘martyr days’ is discussed in G. Albrecht, NS-Feiertage in Wochenschauen 1933-1945. 

Materialien zu einem Filmseminar (Baden-Würtemberg, 1992). 
18 Actually from 39.1 million to 28.4 million. M. Freeman, Atlas of Nazi Germany: a political, economic and 

social anatomy of the Third Reich (London - New York, 1995), p. 183. 
19 Cited in J. Noakes and G. Pridham (eds.), Nazism 1919-1945, volume 4: the German home front in World War 

II (Exeter, 1999), p. 385. 
20 I. Kershaw, Hitler 1936-1945: Nemesis (Middlesex, 2000), p. 420. 
21 I. Kershaw, The ‘Hitler myth’: Image and reality in the Third Reich (Oxford, 1987), p. 180. For an interesting 

study of Hitler’s image in the German newsreel, see S. Dolezel and M. Loiperdinger, ‘Hitler in Parteitagsfilm 

und Wochenschau’, in M. Loiperdinger, R. Herz and U. Pohlmann (eds.), Führerbilder. Hitler, Mussolini, 

Roosevelt, Stalin in Fotografie und Film (München - Zurich, 1995), pp. 77-100. 
22 I. Kershaw, Hitler 1936-1945: Nemesis (Middlesex, 2000), pp. 510-511. 
23 I. Kershaw, Hitler 1936-1945: Nemesis (Middlesex, 2000), p. 606. 
24 D. Welch, The Third Reich Politics and Propaganda (London - New York, 2002 rev.), p. 139. 
25 E. Fröhlich (ed.), Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels. Teil II - Diktate 1941-1945. Band 6: Oktober-

Dezember 1942 (München, 1996), p. 396. 
26 G. Moltmann, ‘Goebbels’ Rede zum Totalen Krieg am 18. Februar 1943’, Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte 

12, no. 1 (1964), pp. 13-43. 
27 The DW coverage of the speech is discussed in D. Welch, The Third Reich Politics and Propaganda. (London 

- New York, 2002 rev.), pp. 139-142. A transcription of the entire speech can be found in R. Stackelberg and S. 

A. Winkle (eds.), The Nazi Germany Sourcebook: an anthology of texts (London, 2002), pp. 209-303. 
28 ‘Le discours du Dr. Goebbels’, Le Pays Réel, 19 February 1943, p. 4. ‘Dr. Goebbels stelt tien vragen aan het 

Duitse volk’, Volk en Staat, 20 February 1943, p. 2. 
29 Belgian newspapers had just like their German counterparts published articles about it from 21 July onwards.  
30 The following account of the image of the USSR in German newsreels is based on three publications by the 

same author. B. Pietrow-Ennker, ‘Die Sowjetunion in der Propaganda des Dritten Reiches: Das Beispiel der 

Wochenschau’, Militärgeschichtliche Mitteilungen 61, no. 2 (1989), pp. 79-129. B. Pietrow-Ennker, ‘Das 

Feindbild im Wandel: die Sowietunion in den nationalsozialistischen Wochenschauen 1935-1941’, Geschichte in 

Wissenschaft und Unterricht 61, no. 6 (1990), pp. 337-351. B. Pietrow-Ennker, Die Sowjetunion in NS-

Wochenschauen, 1935-1941 (Göttingen, 1995). A videotape accompanies the latter. 
31 See previous note. 
32 The DW version of this item is described in particular in B. Pietrow-Ennker, Die Sowjetunion in NS-

Wochenschauen, 1935-1941 (Göttingen, 1995), pp. 26-28. 
33 BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 552/15/1941, (description). 
34 For background information on Matsuoka’s visit to Berlin and Moscow, see J. Weitz, Hitler’s diplomat: the 

life and times of Joachim von Ribbentrop (New York, 1992), pp. 263-265. For information on the unwelcome 
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coincidence with the planning of Operation Barbarossa , see I. Kershaw, Hitler 1936-1945: Nemesis (Middlesex, 

2000), pp. 363-364. 
35 For the history of Italy under Mussolini and during the Second World War, see: R. J. B. Bosworth, Mussolini 

(London, 2002), pp. 357-409, M. Gallo, Mussolini’s Italy: twenty years of the fascist era (New York, 1973), pp. 

318-431, D. Mack Smith, Mussolini (London, 1981), pp. 286-372. Italy’s foreign policy during the Second 

World War is also analysed in R. Lamb, Mussolini as diplomat: Il Duce’s Italy on the world stage (New York, 

1997), pp. 266-324. For background information on Mussolini’s meetings with Hitler, see also I. Kershaw, Hitler 

1936-1945: Nemesis (Middlesex, 2000), pp. 297-298, 513-14, 593, 601-602 and 633.  
36 The provenance of this footage could not be traced. This was not a meeting of the Fascist Grand Council, 

which met for the first time since 1939 on 24 July 1943 to get rid of Mussolini. 
37 I. Kershaw, Hitler 1936-1945: Nemesis (Middlesex, 2000), p. 581. 
38 D. Mack Smith, Mussolini (London, 1981), p. 337. 
39 In reality Mussolini was first flown (over Pratica di Mare) to Vienna, where he spent the night, and to Munich, 

where he was reunited with his family. M. Gallo, Mussolini’s Italy: twenty years of the fascist era (New York, 

1973), pp. 378-380. 
40 E. Behr, Hirohito: behind the myth (London, 1989), pp. 224-375. 
41 L. Nestler and F. Schulz (eds.), Die faschistische Okkupationspolitik in Frankreich (1940-1944) (Berlin, 

1990), pp. 20-92. R. O. Paxton, Vichy France: old guard and new order, 1940-1944 (New York, 2001 - revised). 
42 Apart from Alsace and Lorraine (as mentioned above, annexed to the Reich) there was a ‘Reserved Zone’ that 

could be colonised by Germany, a ‘Forbidden Zone’ along the coast, a demilitarised zone, an Italian-occupied 

zone and a zone annexed by Italy. 
43 The background of this complicated history is expounded in Chapters 3 and 4. 
44 The item itself is lost and can therefore not be discussed in detail. 
45 L. Gervereau and D. Peschanski (eds.), La propagande sous Vichy 1940-1944 (Paris, 1990). 
46 Technically, the armistice signed in 1940 was not a peace agreement. 
47 For a general and well-documented overview of Denmark (and Norway) under the German occupation, see F. 

Petrick, R. Abraham, H. Kaden, et al. (eds.), Die Okkupationspolitik des deutschen Faschismus in Dänemark und 

Norwegen (1940-1945) (Berlin, 1992), pp. 18-61. 
48 See also the introduction to the subchapter on Norway. 
49 According to popular myth, Christian X wore a yellow star to protest against the German persecutions of 

Jewish Danes and found his example followed by over 50.000 Danes. The story has been told all over the world, 

but is untrue. http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles/peaceheroes/king_christianX.htm  
50 General histories of are to be found in P.G. Vignes, The German occupation of Norway (New York, 1970) and 

F. Petrick, R. Abraham, H. Kaden, et al. (eds.), Die Okkupationspolitik des deutschen Faschismus in Dänemark 

und Norwegen (1940-1945) (Berlin, 1992), pp. 18-61. The role Quisling played in the Second World War is 

described in H.F. Dahl, Quisling: a study in treachery (Cambridge, 1999), pp. 116-418. The latter discusses the 

January 1944 meeting between Quisling and Hitler on pp. 340-341. 
51 S.G. Payne, A history of fascism 1914-45 (London, 1995), p. 377. 
52 For more information on the way propaganda was used to achieve that goal, see: M. Moll, ‘Die deutsche 

Propaganda in den besetzten “Germanischen Staaten” Norwegen, Dänemark und Niederlände 1940-1945: 
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Institutionen - Themen – Forschungsprobleme’, in R. Bohn (ed.), Die deutsche Herrschaft in den 

"germanischen" Ländern 1940-1945 (Stuttgart, 1997), pp. 209-45. 
53 The ceremony took place on 1 February 1942 and this newsreel issue was released on 13 February. 
54 Quisling’s birthday was celebrated on 18 July 1942 and this newsreel was released on 14 August. 
55 H.F. Dahl, Quisling: a study in treachery (Cambridge, 1999), p. 258. 
56 For background information, see: L. Nestler, H. Böhme, K. Frotscher, et al. (eds.), Die faschistische 

Okkupationspolitik in Belgien, Luxemburg und den Niederlanden (1940-1945) (Berlin, 1990), pp. 20-77 and G. 

Hirschfeld, Nazi rule and Dutch collaboration (Oxford - New York - Hamburg, 1988). 
57 Note that it is very unlikely that the minor attention paid to the Netherlands was related to the PAB embargo 

on Greater Netherlands propaganda: French wartime newsreels too hardly contained Dutch items. According to 

the indices, French wartime newsreels featured only 15 Dutch items. E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-

1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 346. 
58 It is odd that this ceremony even made it into the newsreels. The coverage of the emperor’s passing was in 

general very low key: Wilhelm II had not been the ‘Frederic the Great’ kind of Führer-like emperor German 

propaganda was interested in. J. W. Baird, The mythical world of Nazi War Propaganda, 1939-1945 

(Minneapolis, 1974), p. 146.  
59 ‘Generaal Seyffardt, de leider van het vrijwilligerslegioen Nederland, vermoord’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 9 

February 1943, p. 1. ‘Anschlag auf General-leutnant Seyffardt’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 9 February 1943, p. 1. 

‘Luitenant-Generaal Seyffardt vermoord’, Vooruit, 9 February 1943, p. 1. ‘Luitenant-Generaal Seyffardt ten 

grave gedragen’, Volk en Staat, 11 February 1943, p. 2B. ‘De uitvaart van Lt.-Generaal Seyffardt’, Volk en Staat, 

12 February 1943, p. 2B.  
60 G. Hirschfeld, Nazi rule and Dutch collaboration (Oxford - New York - Hamburg, 1988), p. 54. 
61 H. Kaden, L. Nestler, S. Kleinschmidt, et al. (eds.), Die faschistische Okkupationspolitik in Österreich und der 
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6.  LOCAL NEWS: OCCUPIED BELGIUM ON THE SCREEN 
 

 

 

 

 

6.1. Belgium under the German occupation 1940-19441 
 

 

 

6.1.1. The Secretaries-General 
 

 

As briefly expounded in Chapter 2, Belgium was ruled, together with the Northern French 

departments, by the Military Command of General von Falkenhausen from the summer of 

1940 until July 1944. In reality it was von Falkenhausen’s subordinate Eggert Reeder who, 

together with his Military Administration, governed Belgium. This subchapter, an 

introduction to a general analysis of the newsreel coverage of occupied Belgium, does not aim 

to paint a complete picture of how occupied Belgium was governed or what life was like in 

the country under the occupation. Instead it outlines those aspects that it is necessary to be 

aware of in order to put the rest of this chapter into perspective. 

 

When Germany invaded Belgium on 10 May 1940, parliament quickly passed a law that 

delegated wide powers to its highest administrative subordinates, in other words the Belgian 

Secretaries-General, in the absence of a Belgian government. As a result, the exile of the 

Belgian government in May 1940 left the Belgian Secretaries-General with the task of 

governing the country. Reeder and his Military Administration, officially invested on 1 June 

1940, realised immediately that these Secretaries-General could be highly instrumental in 

governing Belgium with a minimum of German manpower as well as in ensuring that the 

country contributed maximally to the German war effort.  
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In theory, the task of the Military Administration was only, as Reeder put it, to ‘supervise the 

Belgian government services’,2 in other words to ‘supervise’ the Secretaries-General. In 

reality the Military Administration interfered on a daily basis with their activities and 

indirectly ruled Belgium through their intermediary. For example, the Military Administration 

requested or drafted decrees, which the Secretaries-General were to promulgate in order to 

give them the same validity as Belgian laws. Needless to say this policy required a substantial 

amount of tolerance by the Secretaries-General. As early as August 1940, Reeder forced the 

Secretaries-General to remove three of their members in favour of Belgians considered more 

accommodating towards his administration. In March-April 1941, five others were 

manoeuvred out of the way.  

 

Although the constant interference by the Military Administration caused a great deal of 

friction between the Secretaries-General, their relationship was more ambiguous than bad. 

After all, the Secretaries-General realised fully (as Reeder did not fail to point out) that the 

Military Administration showed much more respect for the Belgian state (as a political 

structure) than could be hoped for if Belgium were annexed by the German Reich. Backed by 

representatives of the economic and social elite (the so-called Comité Galopin), the 

Secretaries-General complied with the German economic demands. Theoretically, the 

Secretaries-General objected to any trade or other economic collaboration with Germany if 

this contributed to the German war effort. In reality, this position was naturally untenable.  

 

 

 

 

6.1.2. The German power struggle for rule over Belgium and its results on 

Belgian collaboration 
 

 

A military administration was in principle not supposed to have a political agenda and Reeder 

consequently refrained from any public statement about the future he envisaged for Flanders 

or Belgium. However, Reeder had specific ideas on the issue and, in the wings, went to great 

lengths to see his vision accomplished by preparing for Belgium to be turned into a German 

satellite. Reeder was convinced that this was preferable to a downright German annexation of 
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Flanders, which was the goal SS-leader Heinrich Himmler strived for. The clash of Reeder’s 

and Himmler’s viewpoints and the ensuing power struggle does not correspond to the popular 

image of the Third Reich as a unified and strictly co-ordinated bloc but was in fact, as 

historical research has demonstrated for the past several decades, essential to Hitler’s 

leadership. By granting his subordinates overlapping powers and by remaining vague about 

the goals they were to achieve, the Führer created ‘organised chaos’ that caused fierce 

competition on many hierarchical levels. As a result, several power groups, all convinced they 

were ‘working towards the Führer’, fought and controlled each other. This inherent rivalry, 

which did not prevent the different parties from collaborating on many levels, boiled down to 

a ‘divide and rule’ policy that assured Hitler of their utmost loyalty. 

 

Although Reeder and Himmler were aiming at different structures, they both believed that 

Germany was to play an important role in the political future of Flanders. Neither of them 

supported the setting up of a so-called Greater Netherlands, sometimes referred to as 

Dietsland, which would unite Flanders and the Netherlands. Many Flemish nationalists, who 

had cherished this ideal long before Germany invaded Belgium, nevertheless hoped for this. 

Among the supporters of the Greater Netherlands ideal was the Flemish National League 

(Vlaams Nationaal Verbond – hereafter referred to as VNV). Established by Staf De Clercq in 

1933, the VNV was a radical nationalistic and anti-democratic party that, from 1937 onwards 

(and probably even earlier), received financial support from Nazi Germany.  

 

In the first days of June 1940, Staf De Clercq during a personal meeting with von 

Falkenhausen and Reeder assured them of his party’s readiness to collaborate, a willingness 

that De Clercq had already demonstrated before the capitulation and even before the German 

invasion.3 When, in July 1940, Hitler issued his vague Führer’s order to favour the Flemish 

population of Belgium and not to grant their Walloon counterparts any privileges, Reeder 

interpreted this as the go-ahead to accept De Clercq’s offer and give the VNV preferential 

treatment. Reeder expected the VNV to be highly instrumental in the process that would turn 

(as he hoped) Belgium into a German satellite and was basically prepared to reward the VNV 

with an important role in the functioning of that satellite. In other respects, Reeder was 

enough of a tactician never to make any concrete promises to the VNV and to leave no doubt 

that the final decision about the future of Flanders and Belgium would be taken by Hitler. In 

other words, Reeder asked the VNV to throw in its lot with that of Germany and to 

collaborate with his Military Administration in full confidence that the Führer would award 
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them a favourable role in the New Order, but without any explicit guarantee. In addition, the 

party was summoned to abandon any public statement regarding a union of Flanders with the 

Netherlands. As long as the Führer had not taken any decision, public debate about the 

political future of Belgium was strictly taboo. As a result, all propaganda about a Greater 

Netherlands was prohibited: the PAB even ordered the press not to use the words Dietsland 

and Diets (adjective) in any political context.4 De Clercq accepted these conditions and 

expected that, in return, his party would be turned into a political power block. These 

expectations were only partially met. During the entire occupation, the Military 

Administration appointed many VNV members to various positions and offices (a number of 

Secretaries-General, governors, mayors, etc.) The VNV hoped that these appointments were 

steps towards a more general securing of power, in other words part of a Flemish National-

Socialist Gleichschaltung process. But by mainly only distributing executive powers, the 

Military Administration merely equipped itself, through the appointment of VNV members, a 

docile Belgian collaborationist apparatus of government. Reeder’s administration was careful, 

however, not to relinquish control over any vital functions such as decisive economic 

positions.  

 

In the meantime, Heinrich Himmler had not remained idle. Convinced that Reeder’s 

Flamenpolitik and preferential treatment of the VNV was counter-productive, for Flanders in 

his view should be annexed by the German Reich, Himmler made the most of his 

opportunities by pursuing a policy of infiltration, known as ‘governing into’ (Hineinregieren). 

As Himmler had no direct authority within the Military Administration, he ‘governed into’ 

Belgium by adopting or establishing organisations through which the annexation of Flanders 

could be prepared, promoted or accelerated. (Actually, this policy was first pursued by 

Himmler’s deputy Reinhard Heydrich through the SIPO/SD.5) The spearhead of this policy of 

infiltration was formed by the German-Flemish Work Community (Duits-Vlaamse 

Arbeidsgemeenschap – hereafter referred to as DeVlag). DeVlag, founded in 1935-1936, was 

originally a German-Flemish cultural organisation. Its Flemish activities were largely co-

ordinated by Jef Van de Wiele, chief-editor of DeVlag’s similarly named journal. It is 

significant in terms of the pre-war difference between the VNV and DeVlag that Van de 

Wiele and his Flemish associates ceased their activities in September 1939, when Germany 

invaded Poland. During the Phoney War, several German attempts to revive DeVlag remained 

fruitless. This changed however when German DeVlag members like Rolf Wilkening and 

Franz Petri occupied important positions in the Military Administration.6 It was on the 
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initiative of Wilkening that DeVlag, under the leadership of Jef Van de Wiele, resumed its 

activities in August 1940. Reeder opposed the resurgence of DeVlag but did not find support 

for his opposition with the Propaganda Ministry, the NSDAP or the SS.7 It is highly 

significant that Reeder who, on the one hand immediately recognised that DeVlag could be 

used against him as an instrument of infiltration that, on the other, he nevertheless failed to 

stop it, even while he was theoretically fully authorised (the PAB and Wilkening were 

technically solely subordinate to his administration) to do so. In other words, his failure to 

keep DeVlag inactive clearly demonstrates that Reeder was never all-powerful. 

 

Wilkening, acting with support of the Propaganda Ministry but without the approval (or 

knowledge!) of Reeder,8 not only encouraged Van de Wiele and DeVlag into reviving their 

activities but also incited them to develop political ambitions. It was again on Wilkening’s 

initiative that DeVlag was, in May 1941, incorporated into the SS from which it received 

financial resources from then on. Following its adherence to the SS (actually to its 

Germanische Leitstelle), DeVlag was reorganised and turned into a National-Socialist party. It 

was from then on officially lead by Jef Van de Wiele, who adopted the Führer-like title of 

Leider. The real leadership of DeVlag was assumed however in the person of its new German 

president, SS-Obergruppenführer Gottlob Berger. In the framework of its National-Socialist 

restructuring, which became fully apparent from August 1941 onwards, DeVlag increasingly 

aligned itself under Berger’s presidency with Nazi Germany. Not surprisingly, DeVlag in 

time requested that Flanders be incorporated into the German Reich. In short, Himmler and 

the SS had taken over a basically cultural movement9 and turned it into a National-Socialist 

party that mirrored their political desires perfectly. The SS takeover of DeVlag was an 

important achievement in Himmler’s infiltration policy. It is perfectly understandable that the 

PAB and the Propaganda Ministry, both mainly in the person of Wilkening, had been 

instrumental in that process. The Propaganda Ministry on the one hand had no reason to 

oppose Flemish-German rapprochement or a German annexation of Flanders and, on the 

other, saw nothing wrong in Reeder monopolising German influence over Belgian internal 

affairs. Although the use of DeVlag for political purposes was clearly a German manoeuvre, 

we must be clear that the Belgians involved, such as leader Jef Van de Wiele, were no 

spineless or naïve puppets who were deluded by the SS. The Belgian DeVlag officials made a 

deliberate choice to collaborate and to embrace National-Socialism. Last but not least, it must 

be mentioned that Himmler also used other initiatives to ‘govern into’ Belgium, for instance 

the setting up of a Flemish SS branch (Algemene-SS Vlaanderen, in October 1942 baptised 
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Germaanse-SS Vlaanderen) and of a Flemish Hitler Youth (Hitlerjeugd Vlaanderen). There 

was of course some cross-pollination between these organisations: Jef Van de Wiele joined 

the ranks of the Flemish SS and was also heavily involved in the foundation of the Flemish 

Hitler Youth.10   

 

The ‘new-style’ DeVlag was introduced around August 1941. The VNV, which had originally 

supported the resurgence of DeVlag, was of course deeply disturbed by the political ambitions 

adopted by the latter. Since both parties aspired to play an important role in German-Flemish 

politics, they constantly clashed. These conflicts can rightfully be interpreted as emanations of 

the power struggle between Reeder and Himmler. On the other hand this did not prevent the 

Military Administration and the SS from taking advantage of the situation. Neither Himmler 

nor Reeder refrained from playing the VNV off against DeVlag and vice versa in order to 

pressurise both into collaborating in a much stronger way. In a nutshell, the ‘organised chaos’ 

that was so typical of Third Reich politics was transformed at the Flemish level into 

competition at the level of collaboration between the VNV and DeVlag.  

 

As early as April 1941, the VNV started recruiting for the Waffen-SS, the armed SS 

formations that operated within the Wehrmacht.11 When the German invasion of the USSR 

led to the formation of anti-Bolshevist (volunteer) units in many European countries, the 

VNV grabbed the opportunity and created the Flemish Legion (Vlaams Legioen). The story of 

the Flemish Legion cannot be dwelled upon in detail12 but it is a perfect example of the failure 

of the policy of collaboration pursued by the VNV. The VNV, which saw in this legion the 

starting point for its very own military formation, had been promised a certain degree of 

control and facilities such as the presence of a catholic chaplain and of Flemish-speaking 

officers. In reality, these promises were not kept and the legionaries were incorporated, like 

their foreign counterparts (as the SS-Freiwillige Legion ‘Flandern’), into the Waffen-SS, 

where Greater German and anti-Catholic propaganda was part and parcel of the regular 

training. In early May 1943, the legion was disbanded only to be officially incorporated into 

the Waffen-SS as the SS-Sturmbrigade Langemarck. The VNV continued to recruit men for 

several paramilitary organisations that assisted the German occupation forces in Belgium. 

 

DeVlag too recruited volunteers for the Flemish Legion/SS-Sturmbrigade Langemarck, 

precisely because it was a Greater German(ic) formation embedded in Waffen-SS structures, 

instead of an independent VNV- controlled formation. Apart from this military collaboration, 
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DeVlag was in general more involved than the VNV in German-Flemish propaganda 

activities, the recruitment of Flemish workers, etc. Needless to say, this increased friction with 

the VNV, which repeatedly tried to limit the role of its counterpart to a strictly cultural one. 

When, on the contrary, DeVlag saw its activities officiously recognised by the Military 

Administration in March 1942, the VNV organised several events to demonstrate that it had 

more members and a stronger foundation than its rival. The VNV nonetheless never managed 

to have DeVlag abolished nor its activities restricted. Hendrik Elias, who replaced Staf De 

Clercq after his death (October 1942), brought the discord between DeVlag and the SS to a 

head by prohibiting combined membership of VNV and DeVlag (June-October 1943) and by 

putting a stop to VNV recruitment for the Waffen-SS (August 1943). The importance of this 

last measure, which was adopted some months after the Flemish Legion had been turned into 

the SS-Sturmbrigade Langemarck, was however limited. It did not prevent VNV publications 

like party journal Volk en Staat from printing recruitment propaganda and neither did the 

VNV itself refrain from recruiting people for other organisations, such the NSKK, who were 

sent to the eastern front. 

 

In French-speaking Belgium, too, a collaborationist group evolved in the form of the small 

proto-fascist party, Rex, founded by Léon Degrelle in 1935-1936.13 Degrelle and Rex had 

been very successful in the 1936 elections but had already lost much of their prestige and 

supporters by the time Germany invaded Belgium. In compliance with the Führer’s order, 

mentioned above, not to grant Walloons any favours, Reeder and the Military Administration 

showed little interest when Degrelle tried to have Rex play a role similar to that of the VNV. 

In order to create more German goodwill, Degrelle founded in the summer of 1941 the 

Walloon Legion (Légion Wallonie), which mobilised volunteers for the eastern front. Unlike 

its Flemish counterpart, the Walloon Legion was not patronised by the Waffen-SS, but 

incorporated by the Wehrmacht, for access to the SS was limited to Germanic people. 

Degrelle saw only one way to gain more influence and declared in January 1943 that 

Walloons were in fact ‘Gallicised Germanics’. Simultaneously, he asked for the ‘Germanic’ 

Walloon Legion to be incorporated into the Waffen-SS. At the time, the Führer was charmed 

by Degrelle and the Walloon Legion was effectively turned into the SS-Freiwillige 

Sturmbrigade Wallonien. Although this did not result in Rex gaining more power (Degrelle 

was preoccupied with his military activities and would only be recognised as the Führer of 

Wallonia after the liberation of Belgium), it was another blow to the VNV for it boiled down 

to the recognition of Wallonia and its inhabitants as a Greater German region and no longer as 
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Flemish ‘living-space’. However, the Military Administration, which slowly moved away 

from its Flamenpolitik, recognised the advantages of Degrelle’s theory, which whenever 

needed would provide arguments for Belgium to remain undivided.14  

 

When Hitler decided in July 1944 to have Belgium annexed by Germany and to replace 

Military Commander von Falkenhausen by Reich Commissioner Josef Grohé, Reeder was 

asked to remain in Belgium and to act as Grohé’s substitute. Reeder’s appointment was a 

disappointment to Himmler, for his policy was continued until Belgium was liberated.  

 

In retrospect, Reeder’s and Himmler’s struggle for power resulted in a ‘divide and conquer’ 

policy that was effective. While the VNV, DeVlag and Rex (Degrelle) were played off against 

each other, the German authorities got on with ruling occupied Belgium with the help of the 

Secretaries-General who preferred not to have their country administered by the SS or by one 

of the Belgian collaboration movements. 

 

 

 

6.2.  The newsreel coverage of occupied Belgium: an overview 
 

 

Apart from the war items that are discussed in Chapter 4, 19.52% of all identified AM-WA 

items (443 out of 2270) were filmed in Belgium. As fig. 6.1 indicates, 5.64% were dedicated 

to ‘miscellaneous’, in other words to very trivial topics like dog shows (519-2), unusual weather 

conditions (573-2, 653-2), etc. Much more remarkable is the fact that one out of three Belgian AM-

WA items (33.63%) was related to sports. As fig. 6.2. indicates, the newsreels paid 

respectively most attention to ‘martial arts’ (boxing, catch, wrestling), cycling, football and 

horse races. It is widely known that sports and the cult of the (Aryan) body were very 

important in National-Socialism. Apart from a handful of newsreel reports on sports events 

organised by Belgian collaboration movements (which are discussed elsewhere), the Belgian 

ATW sports items served no such ideological purposes but reported on competitions and 

matches that had no specific political or ideological connotation. It must also be established 

that the German attempt at a Gleichschaltung of the Belgian sports world, a goal that was 

never fully achieved,15 had no influence on the newsreel sport reports. 
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Fig. 6.1 Belgian non-war items in AM-WA newsreels 
1940-1944
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Fig. 6.2 Sports items in AM-WA newsreels 1940-1944 
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As expounded in Chapter 3, newsreels were (by present day television standards) never very 

topical. However, all things considered, AM-WA often reported on sports as rapidly as it 

could. Football matches or cycle races held on Sunday (481-5, 484-1, 505-1) usually appeared in the 

newsreels of the following Friday. 

 

Because they served no particular political or ideological aim, the sports items had at first 

sight no function but to entertain audiences by offering them local news. It must however be 

repeated that, by trying to divert audiences and by supporting the theory that the AM-WA 

were Belgian newsreels, these items had an indirect propagandist function. 

 

 

 

6.3. Politics: the newsreel coverage of Belgian collaboration movements and 

related political actions or developments 
 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the people that ruled occupied Belgium were virtually absent 

from the Belgian ATW. Apart from a couple of insignificant exceptions, von Falkenhausen, 

Reeder and the Secretaries-General, military people were neither shown nor mentioned, 

although they were present at various ceremonies or rallies included in the newsreels. The 

transfer of power from von Falkenhausen to Grohé in July 1944 (673-5, 73-3) was used to 

ventilate anti-Bolshevist propaganda and to reaffirm belief in Germany’s final victory (‘Reich 

Commissioner Grohé declares that Germany is the only European force that can save this part 

of the world from Bolshevist-capitalist chaos and that the Reich will not give up the fight 

before the final victory is obtained’) but portrayed Grohé as a ‘leader’ just as little as it had 

done with Reeder and von Falkenhausen before. The fact that von Falkenhausen and Reeder 

(unlike Seyss-Inquart in the Netherlands- cf. Chapter 1) did not feature in the newsreels very 

often was, needless to say, closely related to the fact that they rightfully saw themselves as 

temporary administrators.  

 

This subchapter will paint a general picture of how DeVlag, VNV, Rex and affiliated 

collaborating organisations were portrayed by the Belgian ATW. The exact number of items 

in which Belgian collaboration movements were featured and specifically mentioned cannot 
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be established for several newsreel issues are (considered) lost. It remains for instance unclear 

whether the newsreel coverage of the ceremonies commemorating the 300th anniversary of the 

death of Peter Paul Rubens (480-1) mentioned that these festivities were jointly organised by 

DeVlag. It also remains unknown whether the coverage (545-8) of the collecting of woollen 

clothing and furs for the eastern front specifically mentioned the contributions made by the 

VNV and DeVlag. Last but not least, no trace was found of any newsreel coverage of the 

departure, in early August 1941, of the first volunteers of the Flemish Legion.16 However, 

since the departure of the first members of the Walloon Legion (519-8) has been filmed and 

included in the newsreels, I am inclined to assume that the Flemish volunteers too were 

filmed, and that the item in question is lost.17 If this were true, the key question would be: did 

the newsreel also cover the ceremony preceding their departure, in other words did it show or 

mention that Staf De Clercq and the VNV played an important role in that ceremony?18 

 

 

 

6.3.1. The VNV19 
 

 

The first retrieved Belgian ATW item focusing exclusively on the VNV (563-5) was released as 

late as June 1942, over two years after the party had started collaborating. The item, which 

seems to be lost, focused on a congress held by the party officials in view of the increasing 

threat posed by DeVlag. Although it is extremely unlikely that the commentator made any 

reference to the background or content of that congress, and in particular to the rivalry 

between the VNV and DeVlag/SS, the very fact that it was featured by the newsreels was 

exceptional. 

 

One month later, in July 1942, the VNV organised a mass event for which it summoned all its 

members to Brussels. The so-called Tollenaere March was officially organised to 

commemorate Reimond Tollenaere, a VNV official at one time expected to succeed De 

Clercq, who had died at the eastern front as a member of the Flemish Legion. In reality, the 

manifestation was just as much related to the power struggle with DeVlag. The underlying 

idea was to show the German authorities that the VNV, unlike DeVlag, was able to mobilise 

many thousands of people and therefore should be considered as the only party worth dealing 
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with. The Tollenaere March managed to mobilise around 6.700 (the party’s hierarchy publicly 

claimed there had been 12.000 as well as 4.0000 sympathisers) and proved to be a huge 

propaganda success within its own ranks. The very fact that the newsreels covered the 

Tollenaere March (567-1) can be interpreted as a consolidation of that success. On the other 

hand, the newsreel devoted less than one minute to the topic and contained only a short, 

panoramic view of the most impressive feature of the event: Brussels’s Great Square filled 

with uniformed party members. The ceremonies taking place on the square, like the address 

given by De Clercq or the distribution of banners to the party’s paramilitary organisations 

(DM/ZB),20 were not shown at all. Note that the very same newsreel issue also included a 

comic item (567-5) that lasted 90 seconds and evolved around a cabaret act of two men 

pretending to be naked women. The item opened with footage of an actual nude act. Filmed at 

the well-known French Tabarin Cabaret, it showed two young women sitting on rotating 

wooden horses, showing their naked legs, bottoms and breasts. This was without any doubt 

the most sexually provocative item ever included in the Belgian ATW and had, like other 

items included in that newsreel issue, no topical relevance whatsoever. In short, the Belgian 

ATW newsroom could easily have suppressed one or more items in order to devote more 

attention to the Tollenaere March. Needless to say it is very significant that the Brussels 

Außenstelle did nothing of the kind.  

 

In September 1942 (577-1) the newsreels covered a VNV event once again. Here too it is 

notable that the Belgian newsroom on the one hand made the effort to cover the event but, on 

the other, in the very same newsreel issue, focused more attention on insignificant topics like 

the 10th anniversary of the union of women’s hairdressers (577-3). Moreover, the newsreels 

made no attempt to fully exploit the event’s propagandist potential, neither for the VNV nor 

for German propaganda in general. The newsreel showed De Clercq entering the Antwerp 

Sports Palace but failed to mention his name or the fact that the entire event was organised on 

the occasion of his birthday. (Again, the underlying reason was to demonstrate that the VNV 

had a sound basis.) Further, the newsreel neither showed nor referred to the speech De Clercq 

made at the Sports Palace, although he made some statements that would have served German 

propaganda well, like the confirmation of his belief that Germany would win the war.21 In 

other words, the newsreels again showed the VNV but did little more than that. In my view, 

the newsreel items dedicated to VNV events can therefore not be interpreted as propaganda 

platforms. The same pattern emerges in the newsreel coverage of the funeral of Staf De 

Clercq. The VNV had in vain tried to give De Clercq a state-like solemn funeral in Brussels 
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cathedral or an open-air funeral ceremony on its Great Square. (The fact that the Military 

Administration would not interfere when Cardinal Ernest Van Roey refused to comply with 

the wishes of the VNV again proved the very limited power that the party was able to 

exercise.) The VNV nevertheless managed to hold a prayer service on the Great Square. True, 

the newsreel devoted some attention to this ceremony and even opened its newsreel with it 

(582-1). On the other hand it did not show Hitler’s nor von Falkenhausen’s funeral wreaths, the 

speech delivered by the new VNV leader Hendrik Elias, the reading of a message from the 

Flemish Legion, the singing of Flemish nationalist songs, etc.22 The ceremonies taking place 

outside Brussels were not covered at all. In short, the newsreels focused attention on the 

funeral but avoided turning it into a VNV propaganda item. It is noteworthy that VNV 

newspaper Volk en Staat, although speaking in covert terms, complained about the brevity of 

the report: ‘It goes without saying that we would not have minded not seeing the following 

items – swing music, a presentation at a hairdressers and at a fashion shop – to get a more 

complete view of this event’.23 When De Clercq was interred in a tomb one year later, the 

newsreels again showed very little interest (632-1). 

 

Remarkably, the newsreels only started focusing attention on the role the VNV played in the 

recruitment of volunteers for the Flemish Legion as late as March and April 1943 (602-1, 607-2). 

In the context of the events held to mark the departure of Flemish legionaries, the newsreels 

suddenly changed their policy in relation to the party leadership. This time the newsroom was 

able to give more time to the events and suddenly thought it appropriate to show VNV leader 

(Elias) making a speech and even to refer (607-2) to his words: ‘Dr. Elias speaks. Flanders has 

woken up and found itself. The volunteers have understood that the only road to victory over 

the Bolshevist threat is to the east, where that threat must be destroyed right to its roots.’ The 

fact that Elias put a stop to recruitment for the Waffen-SS in August 1943 did not prevent the 

newsreels from using the VNV in its anti-Bolshevist campaign. The newsreel coverage of the 

inauguration (635-4) of a VNV home for family members of Flemish volunteers (October-

November 1943), the second commemoration (647-1) of the death of Reimond Tollenaere 

(January 1944) and images of Elias (655-7) taking leave of Flemish NSKK volunteers leaving 

for the eastern front (March 1944) showed instead that the VNV still supported the German 

battle at the eastern front. Meanwhile, the newsroom occasionally focused attention on events 

organised by the VNV or in which it participated (611-1, 630-5, 677-1) but again did not offer the 

party a political platform.  
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6.3.2. DeVlag24 
 

 

In December 1941, the Belgian ATW featured a short item (537-5) showing Belgian workers 

sitting at long tables in a big garage. The commentator specified ‘a concert for workers was 

given for the first time’. Men were eating soup, which was distributed by women, while 

listening to ‘marches and dance music’. The orchestra was seated under a big banner with the 

RAD logo and the Flemish text ‘First demand of socialism: respect work and the worker’. The 

commentator did not name the RAD but newsreel audiences could not have missed the big 

swastika in the centre of the logo. Although the item left no doubt that this concert had been 

organised in a National-Socialist context, the commentator made no attempt to clarify the 

circumstances under which it took place. The item in its entirety lasted only 40 seconds. The 

information that the commentator withheld was that this concert had been organised in 

collaboration with DeVlag. Moreover, the item neither mentioned nor showed that Jef Van de 

Wiele had addressed the workers. In other words, the newsreel focused attention on a 

propaganda activity organised in collaboration with 

DeVlag but did not so much as mention the name of the 

organisation and avoided/refused to show its leader. 

 

The fact that this was not an isolated phenomenon but that 

it formed part of a general strategy (for which Reeder 

might have been responsible, but about which no sources 

have emerged) is proved by various similar incidents. 

Probably the best examples are to be found in the newsreel 

coverage of the Kinderlandverschickung, an initiative by 

the German NSV. Kinderlandverschickung sent Flemish 

(and, to a much lesser extent, Walloon) children on 

holiday to Germany. The idea was not only to bring these 

children into contact with Germany but also to imbue them 

with National-Socialism. Although VNV-related 

organisations like the Flemish National-Socialist Youth (Nationaal Socialistische Jeugd in 

Vlaanderen – hereafter referred to as  

 
What the newsreel did not show in 
December 1941: Jef Van de Wiele 

addresses workers. 
(Source: ‘Middagconcert’, De Vlag 4, 

no. 5 (1941), p. 243) 
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NJSV) were also involved, DeVlag was the most important Flemish motor behind the 

Kinderlandverschickung. 

 

The departure of Belgian children for Germany featured regularly in the newsreels. Of course 

the newsreels never highlighted the propagandist element of these trips but instead the 

commentator would, for instance point out that children leaving for Germany were being sent 

there to ‘regain their strength and get beautiful rosy cheeks’(578-4). In one of the newsreel 

issues (600-7), the children were even followed on their trip to Germany. The item in question 

showed that the children were very well cared for and received plenty of food both on their 

way to their host families as well as during their stay in these households. Sometimes the 

commentator mentioned that these children came primarily from families whose fathers were 

working in Germany (516-3) or fighting at the eastern front (600-7). Whether or not these 

Kinderlandverschickung items indirectly stimulated newsreel audiences to volunteer to work 

in Germany or to join the German troops at the eastern front, they all had one thing in 

common: the involvement of DeVlag (or other Belgian collaboration movements) was hardly 

ever mentioned. In September 1941, for instance, the newsreel showed Flemish children (523-6) 

who had just returned from Germany. The images showed the children leaving Brussels North 

Station, most of them smiling and carrying small swastika or (Flemish) lion flags. The footage 

clearly showed a banner stating ‘NSV and DeVlag welcome Flemish children returning from 

Germany’ but the commentator did not name either organisation. Last but not least, the 

newsreel limited itself to including these scenes (the whole item lasted less than one minute) 

but did not show or refer to the event that took place immediately afterwards. During that 

event, DeVlag leader Jef Van de Wiele addressed the children and their parents.25 It would be 

incorrect to conclude that the newsreel tried to hide DeVlag’s collaboration completely. First, 

because the shot of the above-mentioned banner was not edited out of the item. Second, 

because it was in the very nature of DeVlag’s collaboration (recruiting children, making 

propaganda for the trips) that public opinion was informed about the party’s involvement. 

Third, because the ceremony, including a summary or complete transcript of the address Van 

de Wiele gave, had been covered in great detail by the Flemish- and French-language press.26 

On the other hand, there is no denying that the newsreel gave DeVlag’s contribution very low 

profile in its coverage. In short, the involvement of DeVlag was not completely hushed up but 

the Brussels newsroom clearly chose not to turn these items into explicit propaganda 

platforms for DeVlag or for any other Belgian organisation (such as the DM/ZB) involved. 
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The same pattern can be found in other Kinderlandverschickung items too. In July 1942, for 

instance, the newsreels showed children undergoing a medical examination before leaving for 

Germany (565-5). The item lasted just under 90 seconds and during this short time DeVlag 

placards or posters (including the poster ‘Join DeVlag’ and the banner ‘DeVlag wishes 

Flemish children a pleasant stay in hospitable Germany’) were brought into the line of vision 

on four different occasions. Although this made it perfectly clear that the trip was organised 

under the auspices of DeVlag, the commentator never so much as mentioned the organisation. 

The item concluded with images of the children’s departure but failed to show the preceding 

farewell ceremony organised by the NSV and DeVlag.27 In October 1942 (578-4), the Belgian 

ATW again showed Flemish children (or ‘Belgian children from the Flemish provinces’ as the 

French-speaking commentator phrased it) leaving Brussels North Station without any 

reference to DeVlag’s involvement or of the preceding ceremony during which Van de Wiele 

as well as a representative of the NSV addressed the children’s parents.28 

 

As these examples indicate, the Belgian ATW was on the one hand not inclined to offer 

DeVlag a platform to make itself better known and, on the other, made sure it could not be 

accused of keeping DeVlag’s involvement totally in the dark. References to DeVlag remained 

limited to bringing posters or banners mentioning the name of DeVlag into view. It is worth 

repeating that these references were only made because the party was involved in organising 

the Kinderlandverschickung (or the collection of woollens for the eastern front) but not 

because the newsreels were interested in DeVlag itself. My theory that this was the result of a 

well-thought-out policy of not offering DeVlag a propaganda platform is corroborated by the 

newsreel coverage of the so-called German-Flemish Culture Days. Originally dedicated to 

purely cultural events, German-Flemish Culture Days comprising lectures, concerts, theatre 

performances, etc. had been organised before the war. When the thread was resumed during 

the occupation, the German-Flemish Culture Days were transformed from a cultural into a 

major propaganda event during which DeVlag showed itself off to the outside world. The first 

German-Flemish Culture Days since the beginning of the German occupation, organised in 

Ghent in August 1941, are to be interpreted as the first display of power (and ambition) of the 

‘reborn’ DeVlag. The manifestation lasted for four days and included many activities.29 The 

newsreel (520-5) nevertheless devoted only 44 seconds to the entire event. Instead of, for 

instance, showing the opening ceremony that was attended by Reeder, the item in question 

limited itself to showing conference participants walking around Ghent. Furthermore, the 

significance of this phenomenon may not be underestimated as the newsreel commentator 
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neither mentioned DeVlag nor showed any placard or other symbol referring to it. It is 

noteworthy that the exact same pattern had been followed one month previously when the 

ATW covered the German-Flemish Culture Days held in Germany (515-3). 

 

The items discussed above demonstrate that the Belgian ATW avoided paying any significant 

attention to DeVlag, even when covering events that had been organised exclusively by that 

organisation. This leads to the question of if and how DeVlag ever accounted for more 

newsreel interest. The very first item retrieved 30 in which the Belgian ATW on the one hand 

covered an event organised specifically by DeVlag and, on the other, explicitly named the 

organisation31 was released (602-2) as late as March 1943 and covered the launch of DeVlag’s 

mobilisation campaign for the Flemish Legion. Needless to say that it was the mobilisation 

campaign, and not the activities of DeVlag, which was the reason why this item ended up in 

the newsreel. It is no coincidence that the item preceding it (602-1) featured a similar 

manifestation organised by the VNV. As mentioned above, it was also the first time the VNV 

got newsreel coverage in the framework of its mobilisation campaign. It is probably no 

coincidence that the recruitment propaganda increased in 1943 in Flemish newspapers too,32 

which was very probably related to the post-Stalingrad deterioration of the German military 

situation at the eastern front. 

 

The second item explicitly referring to DeVlag was also released in March 1943 and covered 

(603-8) a recreational concert it held jointly with the Union of Manual and Mental Workers 

organised for the workers. The item showed an orchestra playing with a Flemish Lion flag, a 

portrait of Hitler and a swastika in the background. Although there were no symbols of the 

organising bodies on display, the commentator explicitly named both organisations (DeVlag 

and the Union of Manual and Mental Workers). The item concentrated on images of members 

of the orchestra playing their instruments and workers listening carefully. The very instant a 

tall man came on to the podium to thank the conductor, the item was concluded. The man in 

question was (like Jef Van de Wiele) rather tall but, as the camera was positioned at the back 

of the hall for this shot, he could not be identified. In sum, the item mentioned DeVlag and the 

Union of Manual and Mental Workers, which was already rather exceptional but failed to do 

anything more than that.  

 

From then on, from April 1943 until early September 1944, DeVlag, nearly always 

personified by Van de Wiele, featured nine more times in the Belgian ATW. With the 
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exception of the coverage of a Christmas Party (642-1) organised by DeVlag, all items were 

clearly included because the nature of the filmed events served German propaganda purposes 

and not because the events in question had been organised by DeVlag. The newsreels 

respectively showed DeVlag volunteers departing for the eastern front (607-3), Van de Wiele 

talking at an anti-Bolshevist event (special edition 2 July 1943), Van de Wiele taking leave from 

women who were going to help German farmers during the harvest (622-7), the incorporation of 

DeVlag youths into the Flemish Hitler Youth (637-1), Van de Wiele together with a member of 

the SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Langemarck urging Belgian workers to join the Waffen-SS 

(671-5), Van de Wiele urging Flemings to join the Waffen-SS in commemoration of the Battle 

of the Golden Spurs (Guldensporenslag) (672-4), DeVlag organising a military ceremony at the 

historical cemetery of Langemark (together with the SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade 

Langemarck (677-5)) and Van de Wiele again urging Flemings (this time workers living in 

Germany) to join the Waffen-SS in commemoration of the Battle of the Golden Spurs (78-4). 

 

In short, the Belgian ATW never demonstrated genuine interest in DeVlag and Van de Wiele 

but started from the spring of 1943 onwards making use of them to recruit volunteers for the 

eastern front. It is noteworthy that DeVlag was from July 1944 onwards (more or less 

coinciding with Grohé’s investiture) featured more often than before, but not differently: the 

focus remained on mobilisation for the Waffen-SS and not on any political role played by 

DeVlag. 

 

 

 

6.3.3. Rex33 
 

 

Before he decided to attract German attention by founding the Walloon Legion and joining it 

himself, neither Léon Degrelle nor his Rex party could account for any newsreel attention. 

Consequently, the very first retrieved newsreel item showing Léon Degrelle was dedicated to 

the departure of the first Walloon volunteers. These first volunteers, at the time officially still 

a free corps but already referring to itself as the ‘Walloon Legion’, left Brussels on 8 August 

1941. Before their departure, a solemn ceremony, which was covered by radio as well as by 

Belgian newspapers, took place at the Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels.34 Standing against 
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the backdrop of giant swastikas and a huge portrait of Hitler, Degrelle addressed the 

volunteers, most of whom were Rex members. In a symbolic gesture, he presented the 

Burgundy Cross flag, which was the symbol of the Rex party, to the legion. After the address, 

Degrelle joined the other volunteers as a plain soldier and marched with them, behind the 

brand-new legion banner (the Burgundy Cross) to Brussels Central Station. We know for a 

fact that this ceremony was filmed because the images were included shortly afterwards in the 

French ATW, in other words in the ATW produced by the Parisian Außenstelle. There is no 

doubt that the latter had received these images through the intermediary of its Brussels 

counterpart. The Parisian Außenstelle not only used these images but drew the attention of its 

audience to Degrelle (who was, in the aftermath of the 1936 elections mentioned above, a 

relatively well-known politician) with the words: ‘Among these simple soldiers, (one finds) 

Léon Degrelle, leader of Rex’.35 In other words, the presence of Degrelle was exploited for 

propaganda purposes in the Occupied Zone of France (not to be confused with the Northern-

French departments which were attached to Belgium) in order to show how Belgian 

politicians supported Germany’s battle against the USSR. The use the Parisian Außenstelle 

made of the images it received from Brussels, as well as the commentary with which it had 

them accompanied, is extremely interesting because of the glaring contrast in the way the 

images were treated by the Belgian and Parisian newsrooms. First, the Brussels Außenstelle 

made no use whatsoever of the images it had shot during the ceremony. The newsreel item 

(519-8) covering the departure of the volunteers, who were praised for ‘accepting to risk their 

lives to defend their ideals’ focused entirely on their march from the Brussels Palais des 

Beaux-Arts (which was not even shown from the outside or referred to) to the railway station. 

Further, the items showed the Burgundy Cross flag and the commentator made explicit 

reference to it but did not link it to Rex and avoided naming that party altogether. Last but not 

least, while the editing made a point of bringing Degrelle repeatedly into view (at one stage 

talking to several young women, who clearly admired him) the commentator never even 

mentioned his name. In other words, the comparison between the Belgian and French ATW 

reports, both based on footage filmed by the Brussels Außenstelle, undeniably demonstrates 

that the Belgian newsroom (possibly under the influence of the PAB) not only avoided 

naming Rex and its leader, but also chose not to show a ceremony that could have given 

Degrelle or his party a propaganda platform. 

 

It would only be nearly a year and half later, in January 1943 to be precise, when Degrelle 

was shown again in the Belgian ATW. The contrast with the previous item could not have 
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been greater: Degrelle and Rex were not only shown and identified but the topic was 

dedicated to a Rexist rally during which Degrelle spoke (594-2). The rally carefully imitated the 

design of Nazi party rallies and the ATW coverage as a result also copied the style of German 

rally newsreel reports. Shots of Degrelle addressing the Sports Palace were alternated with 

images of listeners enthusiastically responding to his words. Of course, it was no ordinary 

rally but an event Degrelle had staged to announce publicly for the very first time (in front of 

Rex members, legionaries and German and foreign representatives) that Walloons were a 

Germanic people. Degrelle’s speech, which like all public addresses had undoubtedly been 

approved/censored by the PAB, was decisive for it marked his entry as well as that of his 

party36 into the ‘the highest stage of collaboration’.37 The newsreel report on this speech was 

slightly ambiguous. The very fact that the Belgian ATW covered it and even released the 

images within five days of the event is significant for the importance given to it. On the other 

hand the item contained no sound of Degrelle’s speech, which was briefly summarised by the 

newsreel commentator. The latter quoted Degrelle as saying ‘We [German and Walloon 

soldiers] found ourselves [at the eastern front] sons of a same race, bound by the same lavish 

past overflowing with power and greatness’. The commentator did not explain that Degrelle 

had declared the Walloons to be a Germanic people, just like the Belgian (especially the 

Flemish)38 press had only described (or rather was only allowed to describe)39 Degrelle’s 

speech in very covert terms. In other words, one gets the impression that on the one hand the 

Brussels newsroom (PAB) found the rally too important to neglect completely and, on the 

other, did not wish to give it too much coverage (the item only lasted one minute) or to 

elaborate on the political or ideological consequences of Degrelle’s words. 

 

From this time on, Degrelle was shown more often in the newsreels but the amount of 

attention he received remained proportional to the propagandistic potential it would have for 

the German cause. When Degrelle, in his capacity as a German soldier, addressed Walloon 

workers and soldiers in Berlin to talk about what he reportedly saw at the eastern front, the 

newsreel (598-1) contained a long excerpt (original sound!) of his speech. Degrelle said among 

other things: ‘we soldiers, we can tell you what Red Russia is like. We have seen it, the Soviet 

paradise! […] The country has an unimaginable richness but its people, exposed to constant 

raids by Soviet agents, are frightfully poor and deprived of nearly everything. […] Millions of 

soldiers will repeat what I have just told you. Ask anyone here, three-quarters of whom are, 

just like you, comrades, manual workers.’ But when Degrelle attended the funeral of Rex 

member Paul Colin40 in civilian dress, in other words in his capacity as Rex leader, the 
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corresponding newsreel report (607-1) showed Degrelle repeatedly but the commentator failed 

to mention him. The fact that Degrelle or other Rex members only received substantial 

newsreel coverage in their capacity as soldiers (or Waffen-SS members) is further 

demonstrated by a number of items (550-7, 610-1, special edition 2 July 1943) that cannot be discussed in 

detail here. 

 

By the end of January 1944, the Walloon Legion (which, since June 1943, had become the 

SS-Sturmbrigade Wallonien) was encircled by Soviet forces near Cherkasy in Ukraine. Their 

situation seemed hopeless and, at a Belgian level, a propagandistic disaster seemed to be in 

the making. In mid-February, however, the troops managed to break through the encirclement 

and join the German lines. More than half of the legionaries, including Commander Lucien 

Lippert, had died but the escape nevertheless offered a great deal of propagandistic potential, 

especially because Léon Degrelle was among the survivors. Degrelle was flown to Berlin and 

overnight became a military hero, given a personal audience with Hitler, who decorated him 

with the Knight’s Cross, as well as with Goebbels. In the fortnight that followed his audience 

with Hitler, Degrelle was hailed as a hero during rallies in Brussels and Paris. The crowning 

glory of his victory procession came on 1 April. On that day, the survivors of Cherkasy, who 

had returned to Belgium some days before, gathered in Charleroi and paraded through 

Brussels. To enhance the effect, the troops were motorised and Degrelle and his troops drove 

triumphantly past a large crowd that (to avoid Allied bombardments) had only been warned a 

couple of hours before. Although not in chronological order, Degrelle’s audience with the 

Führer (654-8), his address in Brussels (652-1, 52-1) and last but not least the legion’s parade 

through Charleroi and Brussels (658-1, 58-1) were widely covered by the newsreels. Degrelle was 

now a ‘leading figure in the Nazi propaganda pantheon’41 and in keeping with that position 

was depicted more favourably than ever before in the Belgian ATW. The slightly different 

AM-WA and BA-BN reports on his address at the Brussels Sports Palace were exceptionally 

long (four to five minutes) and contained excerpts of his speech, which strongly suggested 

that Wallonia would be rewarded politically for the role the Walloon soldiers had played. In 

the AM-WA (652-1) newsreel, Degrelle said for instance: ‘is there any legion in the world that 

has brought its people so much influence and so much glory? […] We left as a small and 

modest battalion […] Before the Führer, before the press of the whole world, our ‘Walloon 

Storm Brigade’ was put on an equal footing with the two great German army corps that had 

ensured victory over there [….] Thanks to our dead, thanks to our wounded, thanks to the 

heroism of our soldiers, we are on an equal footing with the epic heroes of our century. 
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Thanks to them, we are respected by Germany and by the Führer. Thanks to them, our country 

will take its place in the political life that will be as great as the place it holds today, with its 

blood, in the military life of the Europe that is seeking victory.’ For its BA-BN (52-1) 

counterpart, the Brussels newsroom chose a fragment in which Degrelle was allowed, in much 

stronger terms than before, to point out the Germanic origin of the Walloons: ‘It was proven 

by all our soldiers that Germanity is a reality and that Germans of the Baltic, Germans of the 

Scandinavian countries, Germans of the North Sea, Germans of Prussia, Germans of Bavaria, 

Germans of Austria, are men of the same race, with the same blood running through their 

veins, roused by the same forces and promoted as first in Europe!’ The report on Degrelle’s 

triumphant entry into Charleroi and Brussels did not contain any of these political remarks but 

portrayed Degrelle as an extremely popular man. It is noteworthy that the VNV and DeVlag 

were disturbed by Degrelle’s role, in other words by the role he was allowed to play in public, 

that both adversaries moved all difference of opinion aside and jointly objected with Reeder.42 

 

Although the newsreels depicted Degrelle in February-March 1944 as a popular military hero 

with high hopes about the ‘place in political life’ that ‘our country’ (which, remaining 

deliberately vague, could apply to Belgium as well as to Wallonia) would take, none of this 

brought him closer to any real power. (Note that the heroic image created by the propaganda 

focused exclusively on Degrelle and his activities as brave soldier but did not refer to Rex.) 

The question of what the Military Administration or the PAB were trying to accomplish by 

having the newsreels portray Degrelle in this way remains, unfortunately, unanswered. It is 

not unthinkable that the illusion that Degrelle had gained more power thanks to his military 

collaboration was created to influence DeVlag and especially the VNV, which had stopped 

recruiting for the Waffen-SS several months before. More research, which should also look 

into the way (non-Rexist) newspapers portrayed Degrelle around this time, is mandatory. 

 

Finally, it must be mentioned that the few Belgian ATW items directly or indirectly related to 

Rex but that did not feature Degrelle were very similar to the ones that did contain images of 

Degrelle. In other words, they (550-7, 42-2, 676-5) were also related to the Rexist bond with the 

Walloon Legion but also hardly ever mentioned the name of the party. 

 

 

 

6.3.4. Other organisations, other aspects of political/military collaboration 
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The general analyses of the newsreel coverage of the VNV, DeVlag and Rex have already 

indicated that political and military collaboration was closely linked. The Belgian ATW, apart 

from the few exceptions it made for the VNV, often only showed or mentioned political 

collaboration movements and their leaders if this was related to the recruitment of volunteers 

for the eastern front (or to topics that were of related propagandist interest.) Further, the 

newsreels sometimes (515-5, 516-5, 517-5) also showed Belgians enlisting to fight at the eastern 

front without the topic being connected to a collaboration movement. Although these items 

certainly had a propagandistic function, they were not the only channel through which 

volunteers for the Flemish or Walloon Legion were recruited. Newsreels limited themselves 

to showing volunteers signing an enlistment form or marching towards the railway station 

they were about to depart from. Newspaper articles, leaflets, posters, postcards, etc. aimed on 

the other hand much more at specific target groups and could therefore make use of much 

stronger symbolism or arguments. Recruitment propaganda aimed at Flemish nationalists 

would for instance portray Bolshevism as a threat to Flemish culture. Propaganda aimed at 

workers would on the other hand focus on Bolshevism as a monster that, hand in hand with 

international Jewry, shamelessly exploited Russian workers and that was ready to devour 

European workers too. The Waffen-SS not only deployed posters and radio broadcasts but 

also put press gangs to work, trying to recruit volunteers among foreign labour working in 

Germany.43 Although it cannot be excluded that the newsreel coverage of volunteers enlisting 

or departing for the eastern front might have been instrumental in recruiting others, I would 

argue that they were certainly not the most important recruitment channel. The exception that 

confirms the rule probably comes in the form of a short report, released in May 1942 (556-6), 

and showing Flemish legionaries being trained for the eastern front. Carefully showing a 

portrait of (Flemish-nationalist martyr)44 Joris Van Severen hanging on the wall, a Flemish 

volunteer reading the VNV newspaper Volk en Staat and a Flemish lion shield on the sleeve 

of a uniform, this item highlighted (without the commentator explicitly saying so) that 

members of the Flemish Legion could easily preserve their Flemish identity within the ranks 

of the Waffen-SS. As mentioned above, the reality was quite different. (Note that the 

newsreels almost never featured images of Belgian volunteers (586-11) at the eastern front: 

apparently the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH did not consider it important to provide the 

Außenstellen with images of ‘their’ soldiers.)  
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Apart from the three collaboration movements discussed above, there were several smaller 

organisations that were also to some extent collaborating with the occupation forces. Some of 

these organisations were closely linked to one of the political movements; others tried to 

remain more or less independent. Most of these smaller collaborationist groups (except for the 

Flemish SS45) were at some stage or other seen in the newsreels: the Walloon Labour Service 

(Service de Travail) (513-4), the Flemish Guard (Vlaamse Wacht) (516-4), Flemish members of the 

OT (564-6, 584-9), the Germanic Land Service (Germaanse Landdienst) (593-1, 645-1), the Flemish 

Labour Service (Vrijwillige Arbeidsdienst voor Vlaanderen) (496-10, 624-1), the Flemish members 

of the NSKK (655-7), the Flemish volunteers of the German Red Cross (671-6) etc. The Flemish 

Hitler Youth was even shown on three different occasions (637-1, 661-1, 674-1). One could argue 

that newsreel issues featuring this kind of item tried to create the illusion that occupied 

Belgium complied with the New Order, just like the DW portrayed the German Reich as a 

fully co-ordinated state. Consequently, these newsreels issues can be interpreted as attempts 

to make the organisations involved accepted by broad(er) layers of the Belgian population. It 

could even be argued that some of these items attempted to demonstrate the benefits of 

joining the organisation in question. There was a shortage of food in occupied Belgium (these 

problems will be discussed below) and images of new Flemish OT volunteers receiving food 

out of a big pot (564-6) are very likely to have been inserted into the newsreel as an extra 

argument in favour of recruitment. But can all the above-mentioned items therefore be 

lumped together and considered as attempts to recruit volunteers for the labour services, the 

OT, the NSKK, etc.? I prefer not to jump to that conclusion. In my view, most of these items 

merely aimed to make the organisations featured in them more widely accepted and were, like 

in the recruitment campaigns for the eastern front, at the very most complementary to 

activities carried out through other channels. 

 

Like in many German-occupied countries, the German authorities and local collaborators 

were sometimes attacked by resistance groups. The Military Administration initially retaliated 

by having hostages (merely previously arrested members of the resistance) hostages and 

having some of them executed. When these measures failed to put a stop to Belgian resistance 

activities, groups like the Flemish SS, DeVlag and Rex started to attack people believed to be 

members of the resistance or considered morally responsible for the acts committed by certain 

resistance groups. Léon Degrelle had for instance several political adversaries arrested (three 

of them were shot) after the resistance killed his brother. These actions were of course illegal, 

but tacitly consented to by Himmler’s SS. Himmler’s representative in Belgium actually 
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financed these retaliation efforts, which were another form of Hineinregieren. The resistance 

responded to this violence with more violence and both parties entered into a spiral of 

violence.46 On 7 April 1943, young assassins killed Paul Colin, member of Rex and one of the 

most notorious collaborating journalists. Another collaborator, Gaston Bekeman, happened to 

accompany Colin and, according to the press, in an attempt to protect Colin, was also killed. 

Both men were buried during the very same funeral ceremony and this was the only time that 

the Belgian ATW newsreel coverage (607-1) focused attention on an act of resistance. Although 

the item clearly showed that there were two coffins, the newsreel commentator only 

mentioned Colin, not Bekeman. The commentary was in general limited to a strict minimum 

and the word murder was never even pronounced. Compared to the way the newspapers 

covered the murder and the funeral ceremony,47 turning Colin (and to a much smaller extent 

Bekeman) into a hero and fiercely condemning the murder attempt, the newsreel was from a 

propagandist viewpoint very weak. Unlike the way that foreign newsrooms had treated the 

murders of Heydrich and Seyffardt, the Belgian newsroom never attempted to suggest that the 

Belgian population condemned this murder.  

 

Finally, one important question remains: was Reeder’s Flamenpolitik translated into a 

stronger focus of Belgian political ATW items on Flanders rather than on Wallonia? This is of 

course difficult to evaluate. On the one hand, the VNV, which despite all friction remained 

Reeder’s preferred partner, was initially the only political party whose meetings received any 

newsreel attention. On the other, it never received the kind of propagandistic platform 

Degrelle was offered at the zenith of his power. Then again, how great was Degrelle’s power? 

The mere fact that the newsreels showed Degrelle declaring that Walloons were also a 

Germanic people must have been very frustrating for the VNV and other Flemish-Nationalists 

but it did not give him any political power. Moreover, Degrelle would never have received 

such newsreel attention if he had not been a military hero. 

 

 

 

6.4. Life in occupied Belgium 
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Newsreel items dealing with the Belgian economy and agriculture as well as with various 

other aspects of daily life have been put together under the category ‘life in occupied 

Belgium’, which represents 29.57% (131 out of 443) of the Belgian (non war) AM-WA items. 

Logically, ‘life in occupied Belgium’ was for many Belgians initially conditioned by the 

aftermath of the military conflict that had been fought in the summer of 1940. The newsreels 

also focused attention on the aftermath of the war by showing Hitler’s visit to Belgium and 

the German military cemetery of Langemark (459-7), the homecoming of Belgian refugees (462-

7), life getting back to normal in Brussels (462-11), etc. As mentioned in Chapter 2, several of 

these items were filmed by PK cameramen. After its establishment, the Brussels Außenstelle 

also drew attention to the aftermath of the hostilities, or at least to the German-friendly 

aspects of it, like the reconstruction of damaged Belgian cities (498-1, 539-29) or the release of 

Belgian prisoners of war (490-9, 511-5). While the newsreels sometimes showed French prisoners 

of war (493-7), they never paid attention to the Belgians who remained in German captivity, 

probably not to draw attention to the fact that Flemish prisoners had been allowed (in the 

framework of the Flamenpolitik) to return home while many of their francophone fellow-

countrymen had not. If Belgian prisoners of war were referred to, this only happened 

indirectly, for instance by showing events organised to entertain their children (536-6, 41-8) or by 

focusing on the packages the Belgian Red Cross supplied them with (547-7, 552-4). (Items related 

to Allied bombings on Belgian cities, which have already been discussed in Chapter 4, were 

of course also part of daily life.) 

 

The Military Administration sought from the beginning to the end of the occupation to ‘make 

available and preserve for the war economy of the Reich… the potential of the so highly 

developed [Belgian] economy’.48 In (sometimes enforced) collaboration between the 

Secretaries-General and Belgian businessmen, the Military Administration was relatively 

successful at achieving that goal. In the Belgian ATW items that can be categorised as 

‘economic’ (83 out of 343 items or 18.74%) it was, as in other media, naturally not publicised 

that part of Belgian economic life was put to the service of the German war industry. Instead, 

propaganda preferred to focus on a broader, not directly war-related Belgian-German 

industrial collaboration. Within that framework, the German-Belgian Technology and 

Industry Fair was opened in Brussels in May 1941. The importance attached to this fair is 

significant in that the Belgian ATW not only covered the opening of the exhibition (506-7), but 

later also showed Secretary-General Victor Leemans (509-7) visiting the it.49 The first item (506-

7) was actually released the day after the exhibition’s opened and featured images of it being 
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set up. The haste in which these images were brought to the screen highlights its propagandist 

importance, which is also demonstrated by the commentary: ‘Belgian firms will from now on 

ensure the manufacture of industrial products that, up until now, were produced in Germany. 

The increase in huge orders will allow Belgian firms to intensify their production and thus 

reduce the number of unemployed people’. On the other hand, the item in its entirety lasted 

less than a minute and, unlike the large coverage it received in newspapers at the time,50 

failed to dwell in detail on the significance (or what propaganda liked to portray as such) of 

the exhibition in general. 

 

The Military Administration was not only interested in gaining access to Belgium’s industrial 

plants but also in exploiting Belgian labour. Many Belgians were unemployed and the 

German Reich was in need of manpower. The German campaign to exploit Belgian labour 

unfolded in three phases.51 Initially, recruitment for work in Belgium and Germany was 

voluntary. During this time, the German authorities were careful not to force people into 

working for them: the promise not to enforce work was one of the reasons why the 

Secretaries-General promised the collaboration of the Belgian administration. The recruitment 

campaigns were at this time also relatively successful, for the financial conditions were very 

attractive. When Germany invaded the USSR, the Belgian will to work in Germany foundered 

and the Germans increasingly applied pressure to multiply the number of ‘volunteers’. In 

March 1942, a second phase came about with the introduction of compulsory labour in 

Belgium. (Significantly, the Secretaries-General refused to sign this promulgation: for the first 

time, the Military Administration had to enact a decree without their written consent.) From 

October 1942 onwards, during the third and final stage, Belgian workers could, as a result of 

the ‘slave labour’ programme introduced by Fritz Sauckel,52 be ordered to accept jobs in 

Germany. German teams rounded up men and women on the streets, in shops, cinemas, etc. 

 

If the Belgian ATW showed Belgians at work in Belgium, the newsreel focused almost 

exclusively on the Flemish and Walloon Labour Services (496-10, 535-6, 539-25, 558-7, 575-8, 620-2, 676-

2).53 Images of volunteers building dykes and turning wasteland into new agricultural land 

were probably used to demonstrate that useful work could be done in Belgium too. The 

introduction of labour conscription was not covered and nor did the newsreels show Belgians 

who had been forced to work. Instead, from January 1941 until early October 1942 (the last 

item was released some days before Sauckel’s ‘slave labour’ was introduced in Belgium), the 

Belgian ATW dedicated nine items to the departure of Belgian volunteer workers leaving for 
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Germany (491-10, 507-5, 512-5, 521-4, 539-24, 542-6, 557-9, 561-5, 578-3). These newsreel items were, of course, 

part of a much greater campaign. While the Belgian administration helped the Germans in 

contacting and recruiting volunteers and while leaflets, posters, paper advertisements, etc. 

further promoted the benefits of working in Germany, the departure of the 100.000th, 

150.000th, etc. volunteer workers gave rise to special propaganda events during which the 

volunteer in question was presented with a gift (like a gold watch) and congratulated by a 

German representative. The media paid a great deal of attention to these ceremonies and 

naturally did not reveal that statistics had been boosted by portraying each worker who 

prolonged his contract as a new recruit. It is probably no coincidence that several of the fêted 

volunteers happened to be married to women who had also decided to go to work in Germany 

(521-4, 542-6). Although the repeated coverage of these departure ceremonies clearly 

demonstrates their importance, it must be pointed out that their propagandist potential was 

capitalised on more by newspapers (and probably by radio too) than by the newsreels. While 

the newsreel limited itself to showing the ceremony and making some general remarks about 

‘finding bread and work in Germany’, newspapers provided many more details about how 

good German wages were, the jobs one could be assigned to, etc.54 On the other hand, once 

the workers had actually left, newsreels were better equipped than newspapers to actually 

show that the volunteers were treated well in Germany. The same newsreels that never 

showed prisoners of war in German camps, repeatedly drew attention to the working and 

living conditions of Belgians living in Germany (497-5, 544-5, 552-3). Some of these items were 

actually follow-ups to earlier issues: workers whose departure had been filmed, were shown a 

couple of weeks later being welcomed and trained. One of the items even showed a Flemish 

labourer being welcomed in German-accented Flemish (515-4). It is noteworthy that these items 

were also released after October 1942 (615-6, 635-3), in other words after the introduction of 

Belgian ‘slave labour’. 

 

During the occupation, the scarcity of food (and many other supplies like clothes) was a 

reality most Belgians were confronted with on a daily basis: many goods (especially food) 

could only be purchased with ration coupons.55 Since the newsreels were never inclined to 

show the ‘dark side’ of the occupation, it comes as no surprise that the Belgian ATW, during 

the entire period of occupation, failed to show as much as one Belgian ration coupon.56 The 

shortage of food was only indirectly referred to in a handful of newsreel items. These focused 

for instance on the planting of potatoes and vegetables in public parks (508-6), the ‘very strict 

organisation of butter production’ that would ensure ‘the regular supply of the population in 
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wintertime’ (526-7), the sterilisation and canning of fresh meat (530-7) that would ‘ensure a 

regular distribution in … periods of scarcity’. As these examples demonstrate, the newsreels 

referred to food shortages exclusively when they could simultaneously promise some 

improvements. Following the same logic, the Belgian ATW only referred to the shortage of 

leather and charcoal while drawing attention to ‘alternatives’ such as wooden soles (572-5) and 

fossil wood (646-4). The poverty and miserable conditions in which some Belgians were living 

were also only referred to (but never actually shown) during the coverage of Winter Relief 

(WH) campaign (485-1, 487-1, 532-4, 537-1, 590-12). Not surprisingly, black market trade was not often 

referred to either. The two only retrieved items (498-9, 505) related to the topic date from early 

1941 and focus on successful German actions to counter the black market. The fact that there 

was, apart from small-scale contraband, also an enormous, organised parallel circuit in which 

German representatives purchased many goods, was of course withheld from the public eye.  

 

 

 

6.5. Cultural items 
 

 

19.19 % of the Belgian AM-WA items (85 out of 443) were dedicated to cultural topics in 

which culture should be interpreted in its broadest sense, ranging from the manufacture of 

brass plates (574-8) to circus performances (533-2) to art exhibitions (560-6). Of these cultural items, 

63.53% was related to Belgian culture. Of the remaining 26.47 % dedicated to foreign culture, 

over two-thirds was, not surprisingly, related to German cultural events taking place in 

Belgium.  
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The Belgian ATW reports on German culture were related to various 

cultural events, varying from German musicians performing in 

Belgian operas and music halls (497-8, 510-1) to German film stars 

visiting Belgium (503-3, 550-4) to exhibitions focusing on German culture 

in general (602-8). One of these newsreel stories, dedicated to the 

German Book Exhibition held in Brussels (548-1), is one of the very 

rare items that showed Military Commander von Falkenhausen. What 

makes the item really interesting is that von Falkenhausen apparently 

helped to stage a scene, including subjective camerawork, showing 

him leafing through Hitler’s Mein Kampf and glancing at a bust of the 

Führer.  

 

This book exhibition as well as other events glorifying German(ic) culture, like the ‘German 

Greatness’ (551-3, 555-6) or ‘German Graphic Arts’ (560-6) exhibitions57 were often organised in 

collaboration with DeVlag. This was however not mentioned by the newsreel commentator. 

The same pattern was followed when the newsreel covered exhibitions of Flemish art (508-9, 539-

26) organised by DeVlag in Germany. As expounded above, cultural topics were not the only 

items in which the newsreel commentator remained silent over the role played by DeVlag. 

Although the newsreel reports sometimes tried to summarise the concept of the exhibition in 

question (672-3, 72-3), they aimed in general more to attract more visitors to these ‘educational’ 

exhibitions than to ‘educate’ the newsreel audiences directly. Besides, these tasks were 

expected to be achieved more by the Kulturfilme.58 In mobilising audiences for these 

exhibitions, the newsreel coverage formed only part of bigger propaganda campaigns, which 

were simultaneously launched by the radio and printed press. (How effective these campaigns 

were in general, could not be determined.)  

 

Although the items dedicated to Belgian culture tended to focus slightly more on Flemish than 

on Walloon artists and although the newsreels covered the (often politically inspired) 

awarding of German prizes to Flemish writers like Felix Timmermans (565-6) and Cyriel 

Verschaeve (663-4),59 the difference was not big enough to speak about a Flamenpolitik effect. 

Unfortunately, the lack of preserved newsreel prints does not allow an evaluation of the 

coverage of the few occasions that the newsreels (522-6, 539-28, 570-4) focused on Flemish cultural 

activities with a strong political connotation, like the Flemish National Song Festival (Vlaams 

Nationaal Zangfeest). Every now and then the newsreels focused attention on Flemish 

 
Advertisement for 

‘German Greatness’ 
(Source: Volk en Staat, 
31 March 1942, p. 3) 
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folklore (or neo-folklore) festivities (507-2, 559-6) that were organised in the framework of 

Greater Germanic Volkstum propaganda, but the commentator made no attempt to clarify 

their context.60 

 

It is noteworthy the Brussels Außenstelle on a few occasions staged some ‘cultural’ subjects. 

Most of these are to be found in the BA-BN newsreels, in which the newsroom launched the 

series ‘Artists sporting & playing’. The series (47-2, 48-2, 50-1, 56-1, 62-1) had no topical relevance 

whatsoever and featured Belgian actors and musicians doing sports or acting out a sketch. 

Another subject that was merely staged, probably the strongest propagandist newsreel topic 

ever fabricated by the Brussels newsroom itself, attacked ‘swing music’ as jazz was called. 

This American-style ‘Negro music’ was, in accordance with the policy of Nazi Germany, 

strongly objected to officially. Within that framework, the Belgian ATW in October 1941, 

featured an item (529-6) making fun of a swing contest. Accompanied by a highly ironic 

commentary, swing dancers were presented as beer-drinking, idle youths. Although some of 

the images might have been authentic, scenes of a young man dabbing his face dry with a 

handkerchief and a young lady combing her hair and looking into a hand mirror were 

undoubtedly acted out for the benefit of the camera. In the end, the item compared the swing 

dancers to young people doing sports. The comparison between the swing dancers and the 

youths doing ‘noble’ physical exercises clearly aimed to highlight the inferiority of swing 

dancing. Eckard Ziegler, who at the time was still head of the Brussels newsroom, was very 

proud of the item and specifically mentioned it in his first annual report.61 What Ziegler did 

not mention was that because jazz music was in general so popular even the German-

controlled Belgian radio played it very often62 and every now and then his newsreels also 

showed performances of Belgian jazz musicians. Only one month (!) after the release of the 

anti-swing topic, the AM-WA newsreel (533-3) featured Belgian Jean Omer and his ‘Great 

Swing Orchestra’ going on tour. Omer and his swing orchestra (a board with that name on it 

was even shown in the newsreel) had been allowed to play at the Palais des Beaux-Arts in 

Brussels shortly before where they had performed American songs like ‘It don’t mean a 

thing’, ‘Honey Suckle Rose’ and ‘Saint-Louis Blues’.63 The Jean Omer Orchestra (596-4) as 

well as another Belgian swing group (the Ramblers (583-6)) would later feature the newsreels 

again. The latter topic was, as mentioned earlier, included in the very same newsreel that 

featured the funeral of VNV leader Staf De Clercq, about which VNV newspaper Volk en 

Staat protested. As these swing items demonstrate, the Belgian newsroom was not always 

very consistent in the propagandist aims it served. One even wonders whether the anti-swing 
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item was merely produced and inserted to please the Berlin headquarters: after all its release 

almost coincided with the first anniversary of the newsroom, in other words with the drawing 

up of its first annual report. Unfortunately there are no other sources on this topic. 

 

 

 

6.6. Recapitulation 
 

 

The overall aim of the PhD research at hand is to analyse if and how the ATW was used in a 

propagandist way in order to influence the population of German-occupied, and in this case 

Belgian, territories. Within that framework, this chapter attempts to evaluate the 

propagandistic connotations of local, in other words Belgian, ATW items. Although many 

aspects of the Belgian newsreel coverage could not be examined in detail here, the overall 

results all point in the same direction and lead to conclusions that are, at least in the mind of 

the author, somewhat unexpected. 

 

It is clear that the newsreel coverage of occupied Belgium painted, just like it did regarding 

foreign news, a picture that was hardly realistic. Many factors affecting daily life in occupied 

Belgium were hardly touched on. The food shortages, the existence of a flourishing black 

market, the attacks resistance members carried out against collaborators and the fact that some 

70.000 (largely francophone) prisoners of war remained interned in German camps are only 

some of the topics that were only referred to in covert terms. The list of subjects that were 

never referred to at all is much bigger. The persecution of Jews, the violence with which 

groups of collaborators reacted to acts of resistance, the labour draft of Belgian workers that 

started in October 1942, the imprisonment of King Leopold III (including public debate about 

his suddenly announced remarriage) are only a couple of examples. From the fact that Belgian 

items in general painted a very distorted picture of what life in occupied Belgium was like, it 

can be argued that they formed in their entirety a strong propagandist bloc. 

 

However, if one looks for items that tried to influence public opinion more directly or to 

convince members of audiences to volunteer to work in Germany (or to join the German 

Wehrmacht and Waffen-SS in the battle at the eastern front), one cannot help but notice how 
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handicapped newsreels were compared to other means of propaganda. While leaflets, posters 

and newspaper articles could address specific particular groups of society in a goal-oriented 

way, newsreels were obliged to remain much more general. In my view, only items 

addressing the entire population and covering propaganda themes that could be capitalised on 

visually, such as the consequences of Allied bombings (cf. Chapter 4) or the circumstances 

under which Belgian children/workers/soldiers were housed in Germany, proved competitive 

with other forms of propaganda. 

  

The words ‘addressing the entire population’ have not been italicised without reason. In 

October 1942, the newsreel (578-4) showed children walking right under the big sign ‘Entrance 

for Wehrmacht only’ at Brussels North Station from where they would leave for Germany. 

The children carried small swastika flags and, more importantly, Flemish lion flags. Although 

these images left no doubt that the children in question were Flemish, the commentator 

referred to them as ‘Belgian children from the Flemish provinces’. These words have already 

been quoted earlier in this chapter but are worth repeating for, in my view, they reveal 

perfectly the soft underbelly of the Belgian ATW. The Brussels newsroom and the PAB were 

addressing two linguistic groups, which the Military Administration wished to treat 

differently in the very same newsreel64. In this respect, one is confronted with the 

disadvantages newsreels faced compared to the other media. If the Military Administration 

and the PAB considered specific topical events more suitable for specific target groups than 

for others, it carefully selected which newspapers were to report on them. When a parcel 

bomb killed Jean Oederkerke, one of the first Rexists to be assassinated, the PAB only 

allowed the Rexist press to write about it.65 When anti-Semitic demonstrations took place in 

Antwerp, only local newspapers were permitted to report on the events.66 Newsreels on the 

other hand reached the entire population. I would argue that it was precisely this characteristic 

that prevented the Flamenpolitik from putting its stamp on the newsreels. 

 

Political parties were not allowed to put their stamp on the newsreels either. Neither the VNV 

nor DeVlag accounted for much newsreel attention: the latter was for a long time hardly even 

referred to in the coverage of events it co-organised. If the newsreels showed and mentioned 

collaborators, this was usually in relation to their contribution to the German war effort 

(eastern front) or to the German economy (departure of harvest helpers, etc.). Rex received 

less newsreel attention than the Flemish collaboration movements (who after all played a 
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more important role) but this did not prevent Léon Degrelle from becoming a propaganda star 

overnight following the battle at Cherkasy. 

 

Last but not least a mention must be made of one of the most remarkable characteristics of the 

Belgian ATW: the fact that one out of three Belgian items was related to sports. Since the 

overwhelming majority of these items were neither related to the German rule of occupied 

Belgium nor to any effects the war and the occupation had on the Belgian economy, politics 

or daily life, these sports items have been given little attention in this chapter. Nevertheless it 

is worth repeating that the indirect importance of these items should not be underestimated. 

By offering a weekly and relatively up-to-date view on Belgian sports, these items, often 

stuck at the beginning of the reel, contributed to the idea that the Belgian ATW was indeed a 

Belgian newsreel. In my view, this was one of the primordial tasks the Belgian items had to 

achieve: to create the illusion (1) that the AM-WA and BA-BN newsreels were Belgian 

instead of German productions and therefore offered more a Belgian than a German viewpoint 

on topical events, the ongoing war included (2) that life had long gone back to normal. 
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Notes

 
1 General assessments of the German occupation of Belgium can be found in L. Nestler, H. Böhme, K. Frotscher, 

et al. (eds.), Die faschistische Okkupationspolitik in Belgien, Luxemburg und den Niederlanden (1940-1945) 

(Berlin, 1990), pp. 20-77 and E. Verhoeyen, België bezet 1940-1944 (Brussel, 1993). An English-language 

introduction is provided by W. Warmbrunn, The German Occupation of Belgium 1940-1944 (New York - Berlin 

- Bern - Frankfurt - Paris - Wien, 1993). A brief introduction to the history of Belgium under the German 

occupation is also to be found in M. Conway, ‘Belgium’, in I.C. Dear and M. R. D. Foot (eds.), The Oxford 

companion to World War II (Oxford, 2001), pp. 93-96. For Hitler’s attitude towards the political fate of 

Belgium, see A. De Jonghe, Hitler en het politieke lot van België (Antwerpen-Utrecht, 1972). For the history of 

the VNV, but also for assessments of German policy towards other movements like Rex and DeVlag, see B. De 

Wever, Greep naar de macht. Vlaams-nationalisme en Nieuwe Orde 1933-1945 (Tielt - Gent, 1995). For the 

history of DeVlag, see F. Seberechts, De Geschiedenis van de DeVlag: van cultuurbeweging tot politieke partij 

1935-1945 (Gent, 1991). For the history of Rex (but not for a general overview of collaboration in Belgium), see 

M. Conway, Collaboration in Belgium: Léon Degrelle and the Rexist Movement 1940-1944 (New Haven - 

London, 1993). This chapter also benefited from various entries (on ‘Berger, Gottlob’, ‘De Clercq, Staf’, 

‘Degrelle, Léon’, ‘Duitsch-Vlaamsche Arbeidsgemeenschap’, ‘Germanische (Freiwillige) Leitstelle’, ‘Petri, 

Franz’, ‘Reeder, Eggert’, ‘Rex’, ‘SS-Vlaanderen’, ‘Sturmbrigade Langemarck’, ‘Vlaamsch Legioen’ and 

‘Vlaamsch Nationaal Verbond’ ) in R. De Schryver, B. De Wever, G. Durnez, et al. (eds.), Nieuwe Encyclopedie 

van de Vlaamse Beweging (Tielt, 1998). 
2 Paraphrased from W. Warmbrunn, The German Occupation of Belgium 1940-1944 (New York - Berlin - Bern - 

Frankfurt - Paris - Wien, 1993), p. 72. 
3 De Clercq repeatedly met with a representative of the OKW (Abwehr) from September 1939 onwards, and 

probably before that too. B. De Wever, Greep naar de macht. Vlaams-nationalisme en Nieuwe Orde 1933-1945 

(Tielt - Gent, 1995), pp. 335-342. 
4 E. De Bens, De Belgische dagbladpers onder Duitse censuur (1940-1944) (Kapellen, 1973), pp. 69-70. 
5 SIPO/SD stands for Security Police (Sicherheitspolizei) – Security Service (Sicherheitsdienst). The SIPO/SD, 

embedded in the SS, strongly influenced the Belgian police. A. De Jonghe, ‘De strijd Himmler-Reeder om de 

benoeming van een HSSPF te Brussel (1942-1944). Eerste deel: de Sicherheitspolizei in België’, Bijdragen tot 

de Geschiedenis van de Tweede Wereldoorlog no. 3 (1974), pp. 9-81.  
6 The fact that someone like Wilkening had been made Sonderführer and leader of the Active Propaganda Group 

in Belgium (PAB) was probably closely related to his pre-war acquaintance with Flanders. 
7 According to Petri, it was on his instigation that Reeder offered resistance. A. De Jonghe, ‘De strijd Himmler-

Reeder om de benoeming van een HSSPF te Brussel (1942-1944). Tweede deel: het voorspel’, Bijdragen tot de 

Geschiedenis van de Tweede Wereldoorlog, no. 4 (1976), pp. 60-62. 
8 A. De Jonghe, ‘De strijd Himmler-Reeder om de benoeming van een HSSPF te Brussel (1942-1944). Tweede 

deel: het voorspel’, Bijdragen tot de Geschiedenis van de Tweede Wereldoorlog, no. 4 (1976), pp. 63-64. 
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9 It is of course not unlikely that some German DeVlag members had a hidden political agenda from its 

foundation (1935-1936) onwards. 
10 A. De Jonghe, ‘De strijd Himmler-Reeder om de benoeming van een HSSPF te Brussel (1942-1944). Vierde 

deel: Salzburg voor en na. Politieke ontwikkeling van augustus 1943 tot juli 1944’, Bijdragen tot de 

Geschiedenis van de Tweede Wereldoorlog, no. 7 (1982), pp. 100-101. 
11 The relationship between the regular armed forces and the Waffen-SS divisions was a complicated one. For an 

introduction, see S. Hart, R. Hart and M. Hughes, The German soldier in World War II (Osceola, 2000), pp. 73-

85. 
12 B. De Wever, Oostfronters: Vlamingen in het Vlaams Legioen en de Waffen SS (Tielt - Weesp, 1984). 
13 Rex also had a small Flemish branch but when Degrelle started to describe himself as a collaborator, Reeder 

forced him to focus on Wallonia. The Flemish Rex branch merged into the VNV. 
14 M. Beyen, Oorlog en verleden: nationale geschiedenis in België en Nederland, 1938-1947 (Amsterdam, 2002), 

p. 118. 
15 H. Van De Vijver, Het cultureel leven tijdens de bezetting (Kapellen, 1990), pp. 97-98. 
16 Belgian Television (VRT) holds some images, but the footage is very amateurish (which strongly suggests that 

it was not filmed by professional cameramen) and its origin is unknown. 
17 Admittedly, this doesn’t explain why it was not announced in the newspapers. 
18 ‘Abschied der flämischen Legionäre von Brüssel’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 7 August 1941, p. 5. 
19 Information on the VNV gatherings and events discussed here is, unless otherwise noted, derived from B. De 

Wever, Greep naar de macht. Vlaams-nationalisme en Nieuwe Orde 1933-1945 (Tielt - Gent, 1995). 
20 ‘12.000 politieke soldaten door tienduizenden omjubeld’, Volk en Staat, 14 July 1942, p. 3.  
21 ‘De rede van den leider te Antwerpen’, Volk en Staat, 22 September 1942, p. 3 
22 ‘Het Vlaamsche volk groet den leider bij zijn laatste tocht naar de hoofdstad’ (and other articles), Volk en 

Staat, 26 October 1942, p. 1 and 3. ‘Les funérailles de Staf De Clercq’, Le Soir, 27 October 1942, p. 1. 
23 ‘In de nieuwsfilm’, Volk en Staat, 6 November 1942, p. 3. The reviewer, probably film critic Jeanne de Bruyn, 

referred to the two other Belgian items (582-5, 582-6). The Belgian newsreel interest for swing or jazz music is 

discussed elsewhere in this chapter. 
24 Information on DeVlag presented here is, unless otherwise noted, derived from F. Seberechts, De 

Geschiedenis van de DeVlag: van cultuurbeweging tot politieke partij 1935-1945 (Gent, 1991) as well as, by the 

same author, ‘Duitsch-Vlaamsche Arbeidsgemeenschap’ in R. De Schryver, B. De Wever, G. Durnez, et al. 

(eds.), Nieuwe Encyclopedie van de Vlaamse Beweging (Tielt, 1998), pp. 994-997. 
25 ‘Vlaamsche kinderen keeren uit Duitschland terug’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 3 September 1941, p. 1 and p. 3. 
26 ‘750 enfants sont rentrés lundi d’Allemagne’, Le Soir, 3 September 1941, p. 2. See also the note above. 
27 ‘De schoone trek is weer begonnen’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 26 June 1942, p. 1. ‘1014 enfants flamands sont 

parties en vacances pour l’Allemagne’, Le Soir, 26 June 1942, p. 2. 
28 ‘700 Vlaamsche kinderen naar Duitschland vertrokken’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 25 September 1942, p. 1. 
29 ‘De Vlaamsch-Duitsche Kultuurdagen te Gent’, Vooruit, 19 August 1941, p. 1 and 3. ‘Les journées culturelles 

germano-flamandes à Gand’, Le Soir, 14 August 1941, p. 2. 
30 As mentioned earlier, many newsreel prints seem lost.  
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31 The item is lost but the mere fact that newsreel summaries printed in the (Flemish) press specifically named 

DeVlag, leaves no doubt that it was identified by the newsreel commentator. ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste 

Nieuws, 19 March 1943, p. 2. 
32 B. De Wever, Oostfronters: Vlamingen in het Vlaams Legioen en de Waffen SS (Tielt - Weesp, 1984), p. 76. 
33 Information on Degrelle, Rex and the Walloon volunteers for the eastern front presented here is, unless 

otherwise noted, derived from M. Conway, Collaboration in Belgium: Léon Degrelle and the Rexist Movement 

1940-1944 (New Haven - London, 1993), in particular from pp. 99-101, 173-175, 182-183 and 243-246. 
34 ‘La légion est partie’, Le Pays Réel, 9 August 1941, p. 1 and 6. ‘Le départ de la légion belge “Wallonie” pour 

le front de l’Est’, Le Soir, 9/10 August 1941, p. 2. 
35 INAdF, Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-57, (RA T VIS 19410829 viewing: S-VHS tape, video 

player, 24 October 2002, t. 1 of 1). For more information about this annotation, see the introduction to the 

newsreel catalogue. 
36 The fact that Degrelle disengaged from Rex after August 1941 (which was administered by a leader ad 

interim) and only showed interest in the party when it was instrumental in achieving his personal ambitions, was 

naturally neither divulged by the newsreels, nor publicised by any other media.  
37 M. Conway, Collaboration in Belgium: Léon Degrelle and the Rexist Movement 1940-1944 (New Haven - 

London, 1993), p. 174. 
38 For instance ‘L. Degrelle sprak te Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 19 January 1943, p. 3. 
39 The PAB strictly forbade all newspapers to comment on Degrelle’s statement. E. De Bens, De Belgische 

dagbladpers onder Duitse censuur (1940-1944) (Kapellen, 1973), p. 435. 
40 Colin was murdered by the resistance: the newsreel coverage of acts of the resistance is discussed below. 
41 M. Conway, Collaboration in Belgium: Léon Degrelle and the Rexist Movement 1940-1944 (New Haven - 

London, 1993), p. 247. 
42 B. De Wever, Greep naar de macht. Vlaams-nationalisme en Nieuwe Orde 1933-1945 (Tielt - Gent, 1995), p. 

565. 
43 This discussion of propaganda methods used to recruit volunteers for the eastern front is based on B. De 

Wever, Oostfronters: Vlamingen in het Vlaams Legioen en de Waffen SS (Tielt - Weesp, 1984), pp. 76-82. 
44 Van Severen, actually a Belgian nationalist by the time he died, was a former Flemish nationalist. In May 

1940 (when the Germans invaded) together with many potentially subversive persons arrested on orders of the 

Belgium government, Van Severen had been moved to France. Together with 20 others, he was without any 

process (or for that matter, without any reason) executed by French soldiers on 20 May 1940. This murder turned 

him into a martyr in the eyes of many Flemish nationalists. R. Vanlandschoot, ‘Severen, Joris van’ in R. De 

Schryver, B. De Wever, G. Durnez, et al. (eds.), Nieuwe Encyclopedie van de Vlaamse Beweging (Tielt, 1998), 

pp. 2739-2745.  
45 Mabye shown in the 8th item of AM-WA NR 542. 
46 E. Verhoeyen, België bezet 1940-1944 (Brussel, 1993), p. 423. For Colin, see p. 427. 
47 ‘Paul Colin victime d’un lâche attentat’, Le Pays Réel, 15 April 1943, p. 1. ‘Paul Colin est mort’, Le Pays 

Réel, 16 April 1943, p. 1. ‘La presse belge en deuil’, Le Soir, 16 April 1943, p. 1. ‘Paul Colin slachtoffer van een 

aanslag. De hulde van een vriend’, Volk en Staat, 16 April 1943, p. 1. ‘Grandeur et misère du journalisme’, Le 
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Soir, 17/18 April 1943, p. 1. ‘Adieu à Paul Colin’, Le Pays Réel, 18 April 1943, p. 1. ‘Een dichte menigte brengt 

aan Paul Colin een laatste groet’, Volk en Staat, 18/19 April 1943, p. 2. 
48 Report of the Military Administration, cited in W. Warmbrunn, The German Occupation of Belgium 1940-

1944 (New York - Berlin - Bern - Frankfurt - Paris - Wien, 1993), p. 191. 
49 Leemans, sympathiser of the VNV, was one of the new Secretary-Generals appointed on Reeder’s request. 
50 ‘De Duitsch-Belgische Technische en Industrieele tentoonstelling te Brussel: van groote betekenis voor onze 

nationale ekonomie’, Volk en Staat, 15 May 1941, p. 1. ‘De technische en industrieele Duitsche salon te 

Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 14 May 1941, p. 3. ‘La collaboration germano-belge’, Le Pays Réel, 15 May 1941, p. 1. 

Note that the enthusiasm was particularly high in newspapers controlled by the VNV and Rex.  
51 The following assessment of German labour recruitment and draft in occupied Belgium is based on W. 

Warmbrunn, The German Occupation of Belgium 1940-1944 (New York - Berlin - Bern - Frankfurt - Paris - 

Wien, 1993), pp. 225-238. See also E. Verhoeyen, België bezet 1940-1944 (Brussels, 1993), pp. 197-205. 
52 Saukel was made Reich Director of Labour in 1942, when Hitler ordered the total mobilisation of the Reich. 

Under Saukel’s orders, five million people from occupied Europe were moved to Germany to work as slaves. J. 

Taylor and W. Shaw, Dictionary of the Third Reich (London, 1997), pp. 251-252. 
53 Two items in 1941, three in 1942, one in 1943 and one more in 1944. It is possible that the newsreel started 

paying less attention to labour services in 1943-1944 because recruitment for the eastern front became more 

important. But the topic certainly didn’t disappear altogether.  
54 Compare for instance the newsreel report on the departure of the 250.000th volunteer (462-6) with ‘Le départ du 

250.000e ouvrier’, Le Soir, 15 January 1942, p. 3. Compare also the departure of the 300.000th volunteer (561-5) 

with ‘De 300.000e arbeider uit ons land naar Duitschland vertrokken’, Volk en Staat, 29 May 1942, p. 1. 
55 H. Jacquemyns, Een bezet land (Kapellen, 1991), pp. 55-62. 
56 At least not in the preserved prints. One image of French ration coupons (599-8) was found. 
57 The ideological context of these exhibitions, see B. Rzoska and B. Henkes, ‘Volkskunde en Groot-Germaanse 

cultuurpolitiek in Vlaanderen, 1934-1944’, Bijdragen tot de Eigentijdse Geschiedenis - Cahiers d’Histoire du 

Temps Présent, no. 11 (2003), pp. 71-100. 
58 R. Vande Winkel, ‘Flanderns germanisches Gesicht & Flamenpolitik: een Duitse propagandafilm houdt 

Vlaanderen een ‘spiegel’ voor’, in A. Van den Brande (ed.), Identiteiten: functies en disfuncties (Gent, 2002), pp. 

300-328. 
59 The homage to Verschaeve was dominated by DeVlag but this was again not mentioned by the commentator. 
60 It would bring us too far to elaborate the context and coverage of these events. For more information, see B. 

Rzoska and B. Henkes, ‘Volkskunde en Groot-Germaanse cultuurpolitiek in Vlaanderen, 1934-1944’, Bijdragen 

tot de Eigentijdse Geschiedenis - Cahiers d’Histoire du Temps Présent, no. 11 (2003), pp. 71-100. 
61 BArch, R 109 I / 2716, pp. 7-8. 
62 H. Van De Vijver, Het cultureel leven tijdens de bezetting (Kapellen, 1990), pp. 97-98. 
63 ‘L’orchestre de Jean Omer au Palais des Beaux-Arts’, Le Soir, 1 December 1941, p. 2. It is significant that the 

orchestra received permission to play in that hall and that PAB-controlled newspaper Le Soir covered it in detail. 
64 There might of course have been some differences in the commentary. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

 

 

The first volume of this thesis opens with a quote by Robrecht Van Bael, who was later to 

become an important personality in Belgian television history. To give him credit, he was 

only 19 years old at the time. Having praised the truthfulness of National-Socialist newsreels, 

in other words the Belgian ATW, he continued: 

 

‘Newsreels in Germany as in present-day Europe are a necessity, which have the 

fundamental task of informing the Volksgemeinschaft in a clear, distinct way. […] 

Newsreels are and remain the most truthful means for the reproduction of the greatness 

of one Volksgemeinschaft or several Volkgemeinschaften that share the same fate and 

are all possessed by the same political view’.1  

 

Reading between the lines, it can be said that Van Bael summarised perfectly the goal of 

newsreels shown in occupied Belgium and mutatis mutandis in occupied Europe: to ‘inform’ 

the population (about their own country, the ongoing war, etc.), to highlight the greatness of 

the German people and to make clear that the fate of the Belgian population was linked to that 

of Germany and other nations that Germany befriended. 

 

  

A run through the history of newsreels in the Third Reich demonstrates that Propaganda 

Minister Joseph Goebbels, although he controlled the filmed news from early 1933 onwards, 

initially refrained from releasing a state-produced newsreel. The outbreak of the Second 

World War required, however, quick and easy control over all war coverage and subsequently 

led to the merger of all German newsreels into the Deutsche Wochenschau (DW). It was also 

the war that inspired the Propaganda Ministry to simultaneously reinforce its grip on the 

Auslandstonwoche (ATW), the only German foreign weekly newsreel since 1927. During the 

Phoney War, the ATW encountered many difficulties trying to offer neutral states the German 

view on the ongoing conflict. These problems were automatically ‘solved’ in the summer of 
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1940, when many of these states were invaded and occupied by German forces. In the 

slipstream of the Wehrmacht, which strongly influenced all (newsreels included) military 

messaging, Goebbels and his ministry laid the foundations of a German newsreel empire, the 

tentacles of which stretched from occupied countries through Axis satellites to neutral states. 

This empire was mainly built up through the Außenstellen of the Deutsche Wochenschau 

GmbH, a semi-independent company that was actually part of the Propaganda Ministry. 

 

It has been expounded in the introduction to this thesis that research on these newsreels 

remained, despite some early and interesting efforts, a wasteland that was only further 

developed from the late Seventies, early Eighties onwards. Many important contributions such 

as the outline of the history of the Deutsche Wochenschau GmbH that the late Peter Bucher 

provided in various articles were still under preparation when Professor Richard C. Raack 

published an article (1984) on ‘Nazi newsreels for the General Government, 1940-1944’, in 

other words on ATW versions specifically aimed at that area of occupied Poland.2 In 

preparing this particular piece of research, Raack was impeded, and his notes bear testimony 

to his frustration, because of a lack of information about the structure within which these 

‘UFA export newsreels’ (as he referred to them) had been produced. In the introduction he 

criticised the almost exclusive scholarly focus on Nazi feature/fiction film3 and continued: 

 

‘Of Nazi [actuality] productions, so far only the documentaries of Leni Riefenstahl 

have been studied in depth by students of history and communications. Neglect of 

actuality films as an historical source about Nazi-dominated Europe is particularly 

unfortunate, for the place of documentary and newsreel films in the propaganda of the 

Third Reich is of key importance. These films played prime roles in the Nazi 

propaganda barrage not only on the German people but also on neutral states and the 

populations of allied-German and German-occupied countries.’4 

 

In 2000, the German Federal Archives dedicated an entire issue of its newsletter to the work 

that its film archive, the internationally renowned Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv, had carried out 

on its newsreel collection. In that issue, Dr. Wolfgang Gogolin not only established that 

whereas the DW had been researched extensively by various scholars, research into the 

history of the ATW was still virtually non-existent.5 Among other things, it is thanks to the 

generous support of the Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv that this PhD, almost 20 years after the 
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publication of Raack’s article, mentioned above, is able to reverse that trend and offer the 

very first monographic study of ‘the’ ATW.6 

 

Although I have refrained from doing so throughout this entire volume, the article ‘the’ in the 

expression ‘the ATW’ should actually always (cf. above) be put between inverted commas. 

Unlike ‘the DW’, of which only one, completely identical version was shown throughout the 

German Reich, there was no such thing as ‘the’ ATW, at least not during the Second World 

War, for the Berlin headquarters as well as its many Außenstellen customised the ATW in 

view of their respective target audiences. Research into the propagandist use of ATW issues 

can therefore not put all ATW issues in the same bag, but should make a clear distinction 

between the respective versions and the context in which they were produced. This is why the 

main title of this thesis refers to ‘Nazi newsreels and foreign propaganda in German-occupied 

territories’. Future research into, for instance, the ATW issues shown in neutral states (like 

Sweden) may come to different conclusions than those expounded below. In other words, the 

ATW was not a monolithic block but had many faces and many of these are still waiting to be 

uncovered.7 

 

The study at hand focuses on the Belgian versions (1940-1944) of the ATW. Although this 

only became apparent while studying previously unexplored archive materials, it came as 

rather a pleasant surprise halfway along the road that the starting point for this research, 

namely the Belgian ATW, was probably the ATW version par excellence to study just what 

the German Propaganda Ministry had hoped to achieve in German-occupied territories 

through its foreign weekly newsreel. First, research into the activities of many Außenstellen 

demonstrates that the Brussels newsroom was the only one of the three Außenstellen 

established before 1941 that remained active in 1943 and 1944.8 Second, unlike many other 

Außenstellen, the activities of the newsroom do not seem to have been strongly inhibited by 

the local occupying forces. The fact that the Military Administration governing Belgium had 

no overt political plan and did not feel the need to manifest itself towards the local population 

was undoubtedly instrumental in that process. Third, and this must be established even when 

the reception of the newsreels could not be researched in detail, the compulsory showing of 

the ATW during each film screening and its absolute monopoly was a rare phenomenon, only 

mirrored by the situation in the occupied Eastern territories (and briefly in the Netherlands).9 

In other words, in no other German-occupied country did the Propaganda Ministry control the 

ATW for such a long period and to such a great extent.  
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The Belgian ATW dedicated in general a little over 40% of its time to war items, a little under 

40% to foreign (non-war) news and the remaining 20% to local (non-war) news. As the first 

annual report of the Brussels Außenstelle specifically mentioned, these local items (sports 

competitions and other topics of local interest) were expected to prepare audiences for the war 

items that traditionally concluded the newsreel. Although the inclusion of such non-topical 

and often irrelevant topics was characteristic of the newsreel genre, it had a distinct 

propagandist function during the war. Most local items did not have a strong propagandist 

message, which was undoubtedly due to the diversity of the (Flemish, Walloon, Northern 

French) audiences that each issue was expected to target. It remains a mystery why the 

Außenstelle, which during two periods of its existence produced two different newsreels 

anyway, never embarked on the production of Flemish and French versions that included 

different regional subjects. It is of course not unlikely that this was related to indecisiveness 

about the problem of which version to show in Brussels cinemas. In general I would argue 

that it was one of the primordial tasks of the Belgian items to create the illusion that the AM-

WA and BA-BN newsreels were Belgian instead of German productions and therefore offered 

more a Belgian than a German viewpoint on topical events, the ongoing war included. In that 

context, a second hypothesis about the lack of separate Flemish and Walloon versions 

(differing in terms of content) can be forged. Maybe local items were, except for the above-

mentioned function, not considered important enough to justify or even prompt the very 

consideration of producing two issues. Furthermore, the production of a Flemish and a 

Walloon ATW would surely have inspired local collaborationist groups to request more 

newsreel coverage. 

 

It can be stated in general that most of the military items featured images that were ‘authentic’ 

but nevertheless offered a biased view on the ongoing conflict. The editing, the musical 

accompaniment and last but not least the commentary, which was strongly embedded in the 

‘Newspeak’ of the Wehrmachtbericht, were the most important instruments used to divorce 

images from their context in order to create an idealised view of military reality. How much 

attention the ATW paid to particular conflicts depended on a range of circumstances. The 

desire to cover a particular topic was an essential factor: the list of hushed-up military 

conflicts is very long. The availability of footage was a second prerequisite. The fact that all 

means, including the use of archive materials, were used to report on victorious events while 

military setbacks were not even mentioned was typical of the newsreel. The extent to which 
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German propaganda could allow itself distort or conceal military reality in general was 

directly proportional to the distance between that reality and the newsreel audiences. 

Whereas, for instance, the sinking of the Thor could easily be hushed up, it was simply 

impossible to deny a strategic defeat such as the German failure to prevent Allied bombers 

from attacking German-occupied territory. The Air War fought over Europe received 

therefore a great deal more attention than was desirable for the image of the German anti-

aircraft defence. From a German point of view, it could only be hoped that this would 

contribute to anti-Allied feelings among public opinion. 

 

The view of the world offered by the ATW in its non-war items was, just like its war 

coverage, conditioned by the propagandistic preoccupation of highlighting everything that 

was favourable to Nazi Germany and withholding or embellishing everything else. 

Consequently, the view of the world offered by the ATW was highly fictitious. According to 

the Weltanschauung offered by the ATW, Germany was a co-ordinated society where the 

people, the party and their armed forces had merged into one entity that firmly believed in its 

Führer and in Germany's final victory. The certainty of German victory was corroborated by 

items focusing on the international alliances of which the German Reich was part. The 

Tripartite Pact and the Anti-Comintern Pact, which were actually more hollow alliances than 

strong military pacts, were used to promote Germany and its Führer as the driving force 

behind a strong international coalition. To present that coalition as powerful, the ATW not 

only overrated the military capacities (manpower, armaments production, fighting spirit) of 

the Reich but also depicted its partners as being stronger than they actually were. 

Consequently, Axis satellites that entered the above-mentioned pacts and joined the battles 

that the Axis fought were, against better judgement, also portrayed as strong, independent 

nations. Within that context, smaller nations accounted for special newsreel interest if they not 

only supplied Germany with soldiers for the eastern front (if the number of volunteers made 

this merely a symbolic gesture, then that fact was not revealed by the newsreels) but also had 

a government that mirrored the fascist model of a single-party state governed by a strong 

leader. The Spanish Franco regime, which despite its ‘neutrality’ contributed to the German 

war against the USSR and was lead by a Führer-like dictator, on the other hand accounted for 

more newsreel coverage than many other states. The coverage of German-occupied territories 

never referred to drawbacks suffered by the regime of occupation, but invariably portrayed 

the relationship between the occupying forces and the local population as a cordial one. 

Although the ATW also looked in occupied territories for strong ‘leaders’ supporting the 
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collaborationist policy of local governments, it made a clear distinction between local Nazis 

who had been given limited powers and those who had not. 

 

The introduction to this PhD thesis expounded that most of the classic works on Nazi 

propaganda, which provided much of the background information for the previous chapters, 

hardly focused any attention on newsreels. Admittedly, the analysis of the propaganda 

methods deployed in the ATW mainly reaffirm the existence of techniques that have already 

been documented in those works. The research presented here, apart from the discovery and 

exposure of the myth of the Thor, does not offer brand-new insights into the conceptualisation 

of Nazi propaganda. And yet I strongly believe that the newsreels occupied an important and 

to this day underestimated function in the Nazi propaganda apparatus. Whereas newsreels 

were in comparison with other channels too handicapped to spearhead propaganda campaigns 

and aimed too much at large audiences to address smaller target audiences, they played a 

primordial role in the wide dissemination and elaboration of propaganda themes that had been 

articulated earlier through radio, newspapers, etc. Although newsreels were often 

complimentary to other media, they were, and this applies especially to the war coverage, 

expected to contribute fundamentally to the dissemination of messages for which they 

provided ‘visual evidence’. People could choose not to read the newspaper, or only to read 

those articles that were not war-related. People could equally choose not to listen to the radio, 

or to turn it off when the introductory music announced a Sondermeldung by the Wehrmacht. 

However, once they had gone into the cinema (whose doors closed before the newsreel 

started), people had no choice but to view the newsreel. One could argue that people could 

choose not to go the cinema either. Admittedly, there must have been people, especially in 

small villages, who hardly ever went to the cinema. Nevertheless, cinema attendances all over 

Europe were extremely high during the Second World War for going to the movies was one 

of the rare forms of affordable entertainment. In my view, it is within this context that the 

propagandist function of the ATW should be evaluated. Although newsreels hardly 

spearheaded propaganda campaigns, they played a supporting role that should not be 

underestimated. 

  

 

In sum, it is hoped that the research presented in both volumes of this PhD thesis is relevant 

on a number of levels. First, unlike other scholarship on German wartime newsreels (DW 

included), it is not based on a selection of newsreel issues, but takes into account, as far as 
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preserved prints allow, the entire newsreel output from 1940-1944. It is therefore able to 

combine a comprehensive qualitative with a quantitative approach. While other studies on 

Nazi newsreels limit themselves to the coverage of particular events, this study is the first to 

offer a total view. Second, the body of empirical research carried out in that framework 

provides, as the second volume of this thesis, the most complete and very first English-

language catalogue of Nazi newsreels hitherto available. Third, it is clearly demonstrated that 

the Belgian ATW should not be interpreted as a strongly German-influenced Belgian medium 

(like for instance several newspapers had been) but as a German medium that was given a 

Belgian face-lift. The research therefore contributes to a better understanding of Nazi foreign 

propaganda policy in general.  

 

Obviously, many questions remain unanswered. More research into the Belgian items is 

mandatory. The difficult relationship between the Belgian newsroom and its Northern French 

audience as well as the collaboration between the Brussels Außenstelle and its French 

counterpart(s) certainly should be looked into in greater detail too. This research further hopes 

to inspire, and through its catalogue to pave the way towards, research into other ATW 

versions, which in turn may help to place the results presented here in an international 

comparative framework. One wonders for instance whether other Außenstellen, which did not 

have to deal with different language groups, were more successful in deploying local items for 

propagandist ends. It would be equally interesting to learn more about the activities of 

Außenstellen in neutral states (like Sweden and Spain), Axis-satellites and occupied territories 

with less lenient occupation regimes, like the eastern territories.10 Last but not least, and this 

applies at a Belgian as well as at an international level, newsreel research should contribute to 

a broader inquiry into their interaction with other media (radio, newspapers, the Signal 

magazine11 that was distributed all over Europe, etc.) and their reception by the people these 

media were targeted at. After all, newsreels were no isolated products, but components of a 

‘Nazi propaganda barrage’.12 
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Notes

 
1 ‘Het filmjournaal’, Balming, 12 and 19 December 1943, p. 7. As mentioned earlier, Van Bael used the Flemish 

term ‘volksgemeenschap’ that would currently be translated as ‘community’ or ‘nation’. At the time, the term 

clearly translates the German notion ‘Volksgemeinschaft’: the ‘peoples’ community’ that the Nazis hoped to 

establish. 
2 R. C. Raack, ‘Nazi Newsreels for the General Government (1940-1944)’, Studio Historica Slavo-Germanica 

13, no. (1984), pp. 163-180. 
3 This remark would be echoed in R. C. Raack, ‘Nazi Film propaganda and the horrors of war’, Historical 

Journal of Film, Radio and Television 6, no. 2 (1986), pp. 189-190. 
4 R. C. Raack, ‘Nazi Newsreels for the General Government (1940-1944)’, Studio Historica Slavo-Germanica 

13, no. (1984), pp. 163-164. 
5 W. Gogolin, ‘Die Erschliessung der Ufa-Auslandstonwoche. Ein Arbeitsbericht’, Mitteilungen aus dem 

Bundesarchiv 8, no. 1 (2000), pp. 59-63. Gogolin also did not refer Raack’s article but it must be said that Raack 

had ‘buried’ it somewhat in a hard to find publication. 
6 It is worthwhile repeating explicitly that I do not mean to detract any merit from the scholarship carried out by 

James Charrel, Brett C. Bowles, Tore Helseth and others who busied themselves with the study of Nazi-

influenced newsreels. As explained in Chapter 1, the newsreels they worked on cannot, or only during a limited 

period of time, be considered ATW versions, whereas the Belgian wartime newsreels were ATW versions from 

the very beginning until the end of the occupation. 
7 This view, elaborated in Chapter 1, was expounded earlier in R Vande Winkel, ‘Nazi newsreels in the new 

order (1939-1945): the many faces of Ufa’s foreign weekly newsreel’, in D. Streible (ed.), Re-examining the 

newsreel (Philadelphia, 2003), forthcoming. 
8 As explained in Chapter 1, the older Außenstelle in France was absorbed by a new company in August 1942 

that from then on produced a compromise newsreel, which the German authorities no longer considered an 

ATW. 
9 See table 1.2 at the end of Chapter 1. 
10 Some differences have already been pointed out by W. Gogolin, ‘Die Erschliessung der Ufa-

Auslandstonwoche. Ein Arbeitsbericht’, Mitteilungen aus dem Bundesarchiv 8, no. 1 (2000), pp. 59-63 
11 M. Moll, ‘‘Signal’: die NS-Auslandsillustrierte und ihre Propaganda für Hitlers ‘Neue Europa’’, Publizistik 

31, no. 3-4 (1986), pp. 357-400. L. Verduyn, Signaal, tijdschrift van het Oberkommando der Wehrmacht 1940-

1945 (Antwerpen, 1984). 
12 R. C. Raack, ‘Nazi Newsreels for the General Government (1940-1944)’, Studio Historica Slavo-Germanica 

13, no. (1984), p. 14. 
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Glossary 

 

 

 

 

ACE Alliance Cinématographique 
Européenne 

 

AM-WA Actualités Mondiales - Wereld 
Aktualiteiten 

Belgian ATW-version (1940-1944) 

ATW Auslandstonwoche – 
Auslandswoche(nschau) 

Foreign weekly newsreel 

Außenstelle  Foreign branch (of the Deutsche 
Wochenschau GmbH) 

Axis Powers  See ‘Pact of Steel’ and ‘Tripartite 
Pact’ (indexed) 

BA-BN Belga Actualités  - Belga Nieuws Second Belgian ATW-version 
(1943-1944) 

Barbarossa  Operational code name for the 
German invasion of the USSR 

BArch Bundesarchiv German Federal Archives 
BArch Farch Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv Film Archive of the German 

Federal Archives 
Blitzkrieg Lightning war Term in widespread use describing 

the German tactics for attack used 
by Germany in the invasion of 
Poland and other campaigns 

Caudillo  Leader: honorary title for 
Francisco Franco 

DAF Deutsche Arbeitsfront German Labour Front (sole labour 
union in Nazi Germany) 

Deulig Deutsche Lichtbild Gesellschaft  
DeVlag Deutsch-Vlämische 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
Duits-Vlaamse 
Arbeidsgemeenschap  

German-Flemish Working 
Community 

Diets  Greater Netherlands 
DM Dietse Militie Paramilitary Militant Wing of VNV 
DM/ZB Dietse Militie – Zwarte Brigade DM – Black Brigade 
DNSAP Danmarks Nationalsocialistiske 

Arbejderparti 
National-Socialist Danish Workers’ 
Party 

Duce  Leader: honorary title for 
Benito Mussolini 

DW Deutsche Wochenschau German Weekly Newsreel 
Flamenpolitik  Geman pro-Flemish policy pursued 
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(by Reeder and his Military 
Administration) in occupied 
Belgium 

Fører  Leader: honorary title for 
Vidkun Quisling 

Führer  Leader: honorary title for Adolf 
Hitler 

Führerprinzip  National-Socialist cult of the leader 
(Führer) 

Gleichschaltung  The co-ordination and unification 
of the Third Reich 

GmbH Gesellschaft mit beschränkter 
Haftung 

Public Limited Company (PLC) 

Heer  German ground forces  
KdF Kraft durch Freude Strength through Joy (Nazi scheme 

for the pleasure and leisure of 
workers) 

Kriegsmarine  German war navy 
Kulturfilm [Cultural short] Short documentary with an 

educative component, in 1940-1944 
usually screened in between the 
newsreel and the feature film 

Luftwaffe  German air force 
MdF-OdS Ministère des Finances – Office des 

Séquestres 
 

Nasjonal Samling  ‘National Union’, the Norwegian 
fascist party of  Vidkun Quisling  

No-Do Noticiarios y Documentales 
Cinematográficos 

‘Cinematographic Newsreels and 
Documentaries’, the Francoist 
newsreel 

NSB Nationaal-Socialistische Beweging Dutch National-Socialist 
Movement 

NSDAP Nationalsozialistische Deutsche 
Arbeiterpartei 

National-Socialist German 
Workers’ Party 

NSJV Nationaal Socialistische Jeugd in 
Vlaanderen 

National-Socialist Youth in 
Flanders 

NSV Nationalsozialistische 
Volkswohlfart 

National-Socialist Public Welfare 
Organisation 

OKW Oberkommando der Wehrmacht 
 

High Command of all German 
forces (Heer, Luftwaffe and 
Kriegsmarine) 

OKW-WPR OKW-Wehrmachtpropaganda Propaganda headquarters attached 
to OKW 

OT Organisation Todt Todt Organisation (named after 
Fritz Todt) 

PAB  Propaganda-Abteilung Belgien Belgian propaganda department 
PK Propagandakompanie Propaganda company 
Poglavnik  Leader: honorary title for 

Ante Pavelic 
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Propaganda 
Ministry 

Reichsministerium für 
Volksaufklärung und Propaganda 

 

Propaganda 
Ministry 

Reichsministerium für 
Volksaufklärung und Propaganda 

Reich Ministry for Public 
Enlightenment and Propaganda 

RAD Reichsarbeitsdienst Reich Labour Service 
RAF Royal Air Force British air force 
Reichstag  German Parliament, after the fire of 

1933 housed in the Kroll Opera 
House in Berlin 

RKM Reichskriegministerium Reich Ministry of War 
SD Sicherheitsdienst Security Service formed by the SS 
SkL Seekriegsleitung High Command of the 

Kriegsmarine 
Soldatenkino  Cinema for German soldiers 
Sondermeldung  Special announcement of the 

Wehrmachtbericht, broadcast by 
the German radio. 

SS Schützstaffel Elite troops of the NSDAP 
Tobis Tonbild Syndikat A.G. German film company 
Ufa Universum Film Aktiengesellschaft German film company 
VAVV Vrijwillige Arbeidsdienst voor 

Vlaanderen 
Flemish Labour Service 

VNV Vlaams Nationaal Verbond Flemish Nationalist League 
Waffen-SS Armed SS Elite force, operating as Nazi wing 

with the German army 
Wehrmachtbericht  Short bulletin daily distributed 

daily by the OKW, giving a brief 
overview of all military 
developments over the last 24 hours 

WH Winterhilfe - Winterhulp Winter Relief, a heavily Nazi-
supported charity for the poor 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 

1.1. Aims and objectives 
  
 
Although presented as the second volume, this annotated newsreel catalogue was the real 
starting point for the PhD research at hand. To acquire an in-depth knowledge of the Belgian 
ATW and to put images into their historical context, I found myself forced to dedicate much 
more time than I had originally anticipated to the production of an annotated catalogue of all 
newsreel distributed in occupied Belgium (1940-1944). As the most detailed and first English-
language catalogue of Nazi newsreels hitherto available, it is hoped that this volume will 
become a reference work for future research on the ATW in many other European countries 
as well as on the DW.  
 
This catalogue pursues several objectives: 
 

1. Within the limitations set by the availability of preserved newsreel prints, it strives to 
offer a complete survey of all ATW issues released in occupied Belgium (1940-1944). 

 
2. Drawn up in the framework of historical research in communications, it strives to 

reflect the way those newsreels addressed audiences of the time. 
 

3. In order to provide a valuable work of reference, the catalogue tries to identify people, 
locations (and organisations) as precisely as possible and supply indexes that enable 
them to be retrieved. Belgian items have, whenever possible, been dated exactly. 

 
4. To provide additional insight into the production and context of the newsreels, 

background information and observations concerning the ‘film text’ (images, 
commentary, editing, soundtrack, etc.) has been incorporated in footnotes. 

 
5. Trying to combine and accommodate the above-mentioned objectives, the catalogue 

nevertheless tries to remain a readable volume. 
 
This introduction will explain how I tried to achieve the five aims stated above and briefly 
discuss the limitations to be taken into account.  
 
 
 

1.2. Sources 
 
 
Of the 262 AM-WA and BA-BN newsreel issues released between 28 June 1940 and 1 
September 1944,1 the content of 254 issues or 2631 newsreel items was identified thanks to 
available newsreel prints or secondary sources. 1828 of those newsreel items were located in 
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one or more archives and have been viewed on one or more prints. The remaining 803 items 
were reconstructed thanks to a variety of secondary sources. 
 
The primary source for this catalogue is of course made up of prints of the original newsreels. 
After the war, two large collections of Belgian ATW prints emerged. The first, confiscated 
from the premises of Ufa Brussels after the liberation, was without doubt the Belgian 
newsroom's archive collection. Together with many other confiscated films placed in the care 
of the Belgian Ministry of Public Education by the Belgian Ministry of Public Prosecution, 
these films were destroyed during a big fire in that ministry on 24 June 1947. The second 
collection, the value of which increased due to the disappearance of its counterpart, had been 
collected illegally by cinema owner and former film distributor Louis Andries during the war 
with the help of a Belgian Ufa employee. After the war, a long legal battle took place between 
Andries, Jan Vanderheyden (who had shared storage space with Andries and who claimed the 
collection was his) and the Ministry of Public Prosecution, which considered the films to be 
Ufa property (because Andries had not bought them legally) and therefore wanted to 
confiscate them. The details of this conflict are very interesting on a Belgian level and will be 
further developed in a future academic article2 but it is not necessary to dwell upon them 
within the framework of this introduction. 
 
In 1952 all three parties reached an agreement and Andries, who in return had to pay a small 
sum, was allowed to keep the collection. He tried to sell the collection to the French-speaking 
department of Belgian national television, which refused to buy the inflammable 35 mm 
nitrate prints but ordered 16 mm copies instead. This 16 mm collection, which at present is 
still preserved at RTBF-Imadoc, was a very important source for the research presented here.3 
Andries kept his nitrate collection but later sold it to the German firm Schonger-Film. The 
latter sold the nitrate prints to the Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv (BArch-FArch), which preserved 
all prints by transferring them onto safety film. Once this operation was completed, the 
original nitrate prints were destroyed. It is important to keep this aspect of the newsreels' 
history in mind, for it means that the collections preserved at RTBF-Imadoc (16 mm) and at 
BArch-FArch (35 mm) both originated in the very same positive nitrate print. This means that 
if an item that was originally announced in the Belgian newspapers is missing from the print 
found in Brussels as well as from the one found in Berlin, one may not conclude that the 
newsreel never featured the item in question. 
  
Some Belgian ATW issues that were not found in the Andries collection were retrieved in the 
Belgian Royal Film Archive, the Audiovisual Archives of the Belgian Army (DG IPR-P/AV), 
the Imperial War Museum (these prints were seized by British or Canadian forces shortly 
after the liberation), the film archive of Luxemburg and the Netherlands Audiovisual 
Archives. In many of these archives, I also consulted DW-issues and non-Belgian ATW 
versions. The latter were also found at the Inathèque de France and at the Library of 
Congress.4 Some prints were viewed, others were studied with the help of available archive 
descriptions.   
 
Belgian ATW issues not found in any archive were, whenever possible, reconstructed with the 
help of secondary sources. As expounded in the first volume of this dissertation, many 
Belgian newspapers, spearheaded by Volk en Staat and Le Soir, wrote about the latest ATW 
issues from July-August 1940 onwards. Initially these articles reviewed the newsreel and 
combined descriptions of newsreel items with personal observations, witticisms and words of 
praise or (moderate) criticism. These extensive reviews are inestimable for they repeatedly 
provide a great number of details on many aspects of lost newsreel issues, including 
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tendencies in the commentary. The same goes to a lesser extent for newsreel summaries that 
gave brief enumerative descriptions of all newsreel items. These summaries, which initially 
co-existed with the reviews and later replaced them altogether, also allow lost newsreels to be 
identified. To fully exploit the potential of these newsreel reviews, their content was 
compared extensively with prints or descriptions of DW issues or foreign ATW versions, 
which often featured similar items. As mentioned above, prints in various foreign archives 
have been studied for that purpose. It is worth repeating that I am indebted to all these 
archives for their support. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
I have tried to find a published summary for each single newsreel issue, regardless of whether 
it was preserved or not, in order to date each issue as precisely as possible. Newsreel issues 
have either survived in their French or in Flemish versions, but almost never in both, for 
Andries kept whatever he could lay his hands on but did not attempt to collect a complete 
bilingual collection.5 To make sure that both versions were identical, I hunted for Flemish 
newspaper summaries of French-language prints and vice versa. If the newsreel seems to have 
gone lost, summaries in both languages were sought.  
 
As the years of German occupation went by, newspapers became smaller as paper became 
increasingly scarce. This phenomenon had repercussions on my newsreel descriptions. By the 
end of April 1944, no newsreel summaries were being published by any newspaper anymore. 
This phenomenon, which might be explained by the scarcity of paper, deprived me of an 
important source. Fortunately, the prints of most newsreels distributed during that period were 
preserved. Since they all carried a serial number and their content could be compared with 
foreign newsreels, I was able to reconstruct their precise date of release. Further, 
approximately 2.500 contemporary newspaper articles and many works of reference were 
used to gain background information, find out details regarding the spelling of peoples' names 
and locations, etc. I have also tried to date each Belgian item as precisely as possible. 

 
 

Newsreel summary of  
AM-WA NR 555 

(Source: Het Laatste Nieuws, 
 24 April 1942, p. 6 ) 

 

Extract from an extensive review of AM-WA NR 467. 
(Source: Volk en Staat, 23 August 1940, p. 6.) 
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1.3. How to read the catalogue 

 
 
 

1.3.1. How to read the newsreel descriptions 
 
 
It must be clear that a catalogue of National-Socialist wartime newsreels can never be 
‘correct’, neither historically nor politically. It can never be historically correct for it can 
never offer complete insight into where and when the many scenes included in the newsreels 
were originally filmed. It is easy to point out, as I did in the first volume of this study, that the 
first scenes of a newsreel edition dedicated to the invasion of Normandy (669-1) were staged to 
create the illusion that the German forces were well-prepared for the enemy attack. But what 
about the less evident or less documented events? What about the thousands of scenes and 
shots that might have been staged? Do images of one soldier wading (73-1) through mud really 
prove that the rain ‘transformed the battlefield into a bog’, as stated by the commentator? Or 
are we looking at someone stepping, for the camera’s sake, through a small quagmire? Are the 
remains of burnt houses (554-10) really all that is left of a ‘village that covered the enemy’s right 
wing’, which was ‘bitterly’ defended by an enemy that ‘sustained bloody losses’? Or is it a 
view of a single farm set on fire at the special request of a cameraman? As these examples 
demonstrate, the commentary is of overriding importance in the interpretation of every single 
newsreel item. Although I have tried to approach each item as critically as possible, one must 
keep in mind that the catalogue relies heavily on the commentary and is therefore bound to 
contain information that may be incorrect. 
  
Since it is impossible to offer an ‘objective’ view of the newsreel items and since this 
dissertation aims to evaluate how the ATW tried to influence cinemagoers, I decided to strive 
for another level of historical accuracy and to describe each item in the spirit in which it had 
been commented. Describing the newsreels in the same way as they were addressing cinema-
goers at the time, i.e. often quoting or paraphrasing the commentator, is in that respect, one 
way of presenting them as historically correct as possible. To avoid misconceptions, all literal 
quotes from the newsreel commentary have been italicised. For instance: 
 

Behind the front, in the areas surrounding Smolensk, is the Katyn Forest where the 
horrible Bolshevist slaughter took place. On this spot, Jewish executioners of the 
Kremlin had execution troops of the GPU kill 12.000 officers, all officers and non-
commissioned officers of the former Polish army, in a beastly manner. In the woods is 
a clearing filled with pits. A group of men is digging. The outline of dead bodies, 
some of them already partially exhumed, are visible. A German officer, followed by a 
group of civilians, approaches the pits. He halts under a Red Cross flag and talks to his 
retinue. A delegation from the Polish Red Cross visits the immense grave. Reports by 
the population allowed the atrocities of Katyn to be reconstructed in the slightest 
detail. One of the Red Cross representatives takes notes. A corpse is carried away. 

 
It goes without saying that these quotes and for instance the way the commentators lash out at 
‘Bolshevists’ and ‘Jewish murderers’ (a regular combination in the commentaries), which 
prevent this catalogue from being politically correct, do not reflect my personal convictions. 
The reader will find some critical remarks in the footnotes to some items, but a critical 
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evaluation of the Belgian ATW in general should be sought in the first volume of this 
dissertation, not in this catalogue.  
 
The length of a newsreel item, mentioned at the end of each description, is in no way 
proportional to the length of its description. Items of identical length may for various reasons 
be described in a totally different depth of detail. In March 1942, the triumphant newsreel 
reports on the eastern front had already made way for slightly more modest items, claiming 
that the German defence was holding its own. When the newsreels then (549-11) dedicated two 
minutes to an overview of Japan's extremely successful military campaign in the Pacific, this 
item – on the level of propagandistic messages – was extremely important. This explains why 
it was described at much greater length than many other, often-longer, newsreel items. 
 
 
 

1.3.2. How to read the notes 
 
 
All the means employed to describe the content of each newsreel, including the sources for 
information found in footnotes to a particular item, can be found in the corresponding endnote 
to that particular newsreel. This includes information about newsreel prints, contemporary 
written sources (archive documents, newspaper articles, etc.), reference books. Bibliographic 
references to written sources need no further explanation but the references to newsreel prints 
may need further clarification. The following examples offer some insight into this matter.  
  

RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 531, (viewing Ufa 531: 16 b/w sepmag, 
viewing table, 3 August 2000, r. 1 of 1).  

 
I viewed a print of ‘Actualités Mondiales NR 531’ (in other words of the French version of 
the AM-WA newsreel) at RTBF-Imadoc, where it is filed under archive number ‘Ufa 531’. 
This particular print is a 16 mm print in black and white (b/w) with separated magnetic sound 
(sepmag). The film was seen on a viewing table on 3 August 2000; it comprised one reel, 
which I viewed in its entirety. 
 

BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 562, (viewing 2428: VHS-transfer from 
b/w 35 mm print, video player, 11 February 2002, t. 1 of 1). 

 
I viewed a print of ‘Actualités Mondiales NR 562’ at the Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv, where it is 
filed under archive number ‘2428’. I did not view the archive's black and white 35 mm print, 
but a video-transfer on VHS-tape. The tape (1 cassette) was viewed in its entirety on 11 
February 2002.  
 

BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 531, (description 2336).  
 
The notation above applies a similar system for references to prints whose descriptions have 
been used as a comparative source, without actually viewing that particular print. The line 
above states that the Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv supplied me with a detailed description of its 
print of ‘Actualités Mondiales NR 531’, filed under archive number 2336.  
 
If a print was viewed, the preliminary use of the archive’s description of that particular 
newsreel (if available) has not been mentioned. If the description refers to archive numbers of 
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several prints – as is often the case in descriptions of the DW made by the Bundesarchiv-
Filmarchiv – none is mentioned. 
 
 
 

1.3.3. Naming locations and people6 
 
 
 

1.3.3.1. States and their boundaries 
 
 
To allow readers to retrieve all items filmed in a particular state (with the help of the indexes), 
the description of each newsreel item opens with a mention of the state(s). Each name, and 
this rule only applies to names of states and countries, is spelled according to English-
language usage. For instance: 
 

Germany. German, Italian and Swiss teams compete in an international rowing 
championship in Grünau near Berlin. 

 
When the newsreel commentator identifies or mentions the country or state in which an item 
has been filmed, it always expounds the 1940-1944 geopolitical situation and interprets it 
from a German, National-Socialist point-of-view. Images produced in Austria are, for 
instance, always attributed to Germany, for the latter annexed the former in 1938. Following 
the same logic, the Yugoslav town of Leskovac, situated in a region occupied by Bulgaria in 
1941, is thereafter (601-10) presented to newsreel audiences as a Bulgarian city. It would be 
wrong for the catalogue to ignore this kind of territorial commentary, which is so typical of 
the spirit of the ‘New Order’ that characterised the ATW. The catalogue therefore quotes or 
otherwise includes all similar expressions and often has them accompanied by footnotes that 
briefly explain the geopolitical context. 
  
Nonetheless, since a work of reference must avoid all confusion about borders and requires 
some degree of uniformity to be maintained in consequence, this catalogue is unable to pursue 
the fanciful geographical line that the ATW charted from 1940-1944. The geographical 
introduction to each item therefore assigns each location to the country to which it belonged 
under the terms of the Treaty of Versailles (1919-1920). For instance: 
 

Czechoslovakia. The swimming championships of the Protectorate of Bohemia-
Moravia are held in Praha [Prague]. 
 
Poland. Polish traffic regulations are improved under the auspices of the General 
Government, which has new railways constructed. 

 
This policy, maintained as logically as possible, also applies to present-day sovereign states 
that used to be colonies or mandated territories. Nevertheless, to make a distinction between 
the motherland and its colony, a mixed system is used. This mixed system enables the reader 
to search the indexes both for items filmed in France, including all its former colonies, as well 
as for subjects solely dedicated to colonies such as Tunisia and Algeria. For instance:  
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Tunisia (France). Ahmed Pacha, the Bay of Tunis, is buried. 
 

China (Great Britain). The Japanese army attacks Xianggang [Hong Kong]. 
 
In these notations, the description first mentions the state to which the city in question now 
belongs (Hong Kong is now part of China), then mentions between round brackets the former 
motherland (Hong Kong used to be a Chinese colony). Since these annotations could give the 
false impression that China was entirely colonised by Great Britain, this will be clarified in 
the footnotes. 
 
Following the boundaries laid down in the Treaty of 
Versailles has some consequences that may seem bizarre 
to present-day readers, but they are inevitable. The west 
Russian city known today as Kaliningrad, for instance, 
was only ceded to the USSR under the Potsdam 
Agreement of 1945. Prior to that date, it was German and 
known as Königsberg. In this catalogue it will therefore be 
attributed to Germany. Similar phenomena occur in 
several other regions, especially Poland, whose boundaries 
were very different before and after the Second World 
War. Regions that belonged to eastern Poland are now 
known as western Russian while former eastern German 
cities are now western Polish. Here too the catalogue takes 
into account the Polish boundaries laid down in the Treaty of Versailles. These changes in 
state boundaries lead to another problem: changes in geographical names. 
 
 
 

1.3.3.2. Geographical names of cities, villages… 
 
 
Having established the country, the rest of the description will, whenever possible, mention 
the place name of the village, city, or (if closer identification has proved impossible) region 
where the images were filmed. The latter implies that the index references to, for instance, the 
French Provence region will not guide the reader to all French items filmed in the Provence, 
but only to those in which the Provence was mentioned precisely and/or in which closer 
identification was impossible. 
 
Toponyms are always mentioned the way they are spelled in present-day atlases.7 If that 
spelling differs from the conventional English names, the latter is given in square brackets and 
in the index a cross-reference is provided to the spelling used in the catalogue. For instance: 
 

Germany. The Hiller-Girls, a German variety company, perform at the Olympic 
Stadium in München [Munich] to entertain wounded soldiers. 

 
Italy. In Venetia [Venice] , the San Marco Cathedral and the Doge Palace are 
protected against damage by eventual British bombardments. 

 
If the exact location is not mentioned by the commentary but was identified thanks to an 
external source, the toponym is mentioned in round brackets. 

 

 
Example of the map that usually 

precedes military items. 
(Source: INAdF, final item of  

Journal national 41-49) 
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Belgium. After the long winter break, racehorse training finally resumes on a stud 
farm (in Groenendaal). 

 
USSR. At a big Ukrainian market (in Kharkov) people buy chickens, women work on 
sewing machines and knife grinders whet utensils. 

 
Most of the time the commentary does mention the name of the place where the images 
featured took place. Noting these place names while viewing the newsreels and afterwards 
establishing the present-day spelling of these locations was a slow and very time-consuming 
process, mainly because of the (1) incoherent use of names by the newsreel commentary, (2) 
changes of name for political or other reasons and (3) changes to the system of romanisation. 
 
A first problem is posed by the newsreel commentator, who regularly prefers to use 
germanised rather than original place names, especially when it comes to East European 
toponyms. The Czech city Brno for instance becomes ‘Brünn’ while the Slovak city Žilina 
becomes ‘Sillein’. Place names chosen by the commentary are therefore sometimes in 
contradiction with the images they accompany. While Estonians walking down the street 
clearly hold a board with the place name ‘Tallinn’ on it, the commentator (36-7) tells spectators 
they are looking at footage filmed in ‘Reval’. While a map preceding a military item (514-5) 
shows an arrow moving towards the city of ‘Kovno’, the commentary (514-5) states that 
German troops are advancing to ‘Kaunas’. In the former example the commentary prefers the 
German term ‘Reval’ to the Estonian ‘Tallinn’. In the latter example the German military map 
oddly uses the Russian place, name ‘Kovno’ instead of the German alternative ‘Kauen’, but 
the commentary prefers the Lithuanian toponym ‘Kaunas’. 
 
More confusion is added by the fact that this catalogue is, as mentioned above, not built on a 
monolingual newsreel catalogue: newsreel issues are either preserved in a French or in a 
Flemish version, but not in both. French-language newsreel prints tend to gallicise toponyms: 
the German city Aachen is called ‘Aix-la-Chapelle’ and the Dutch city Den Haag (in English 
traditionally known as ‘The Hague’) is called ‘La Haye’. Flemish newsreel commentators also 
prefer traditional Flemish (Dutch) names, such as ‘Venetië’ for Venice. To top it all, the 
Flemish commentary often translates names of Walloon cities (Mons becomes ‘Bergen’) and 
vice versa (Tienen becomes ‘Tirlemont’). 
 
To shed some light and introduce some uniformity into this cacophony of languages and place 
names, the catalogue (1) sticks to the above-mentioned principle that the spelling used in 
present-day atlases prevails, (2) mentions the most frequently occurring alternatives between 
square brackets. For instance: 
 

Latvia. Infantrymen and armoured cars advance to Daugavpils [Dünaburg]. 
 
Lithuania. Near Kaunas [Kovno] the German artillery shells the enemy. 

 
To prevent the catalogue from turning into a series of square brackets filled with two or more 
alternative place names, less frequently occurring but equally important alternatives are not 
given in brackets, but mentioned in the index and cross-referencing the name used throughout 
the catalogue. This applies, for instance, to the above-mentioned example of Kaunas, to the 
German alternative ‘Kauen’. In terms of Belgium, the names of Flemish cities are spelled in 
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Flemish with the French alternative in square brackets. And vice versa for Walloon cities. For 
instance: 
 

Belgium. 160 cars with kitchens distribute 200.000 meals daily in the industrial area of 
Liège [Luik]. 
 
Belgium. The hops harvest is well under way in Aalst [Alost]. 

 
The above rule only applies to Belgian cities. The Northern French city of Lille will, for 
instance, not be referred to as ‘Lille [Rijssel]’, although the former Flemish city is still known 
by that name in Flanders and the Netherlands. 
If there is a conventional English name that differs both from the Dutch and the French 
spelling, the English name is mentioned first. For instance: 
 

Belgium. The 25th edition of the ‘Ronde van Vlaanderen’ cycle race starts and finishes 
in Gent [Ghent/Gand]. 
 
Belgium. WH for artists: a visit to the drawing and sculpting classes of the Arts 
Academy in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. 
 

The exception that proves these rules is Brussels: since the Flemish name ‘Brussel’ and the 
French name ‘Bruxelles’ are equally important, only the English spelling is used. Naturally in 
this incidence too the indexes contain cross-references. For instance:  
 

Belgium. Belgian lion trainer Jim Roose baptises his lion cubs in Brussels. 
 
The second problem in identifying and spelling names of certain cities lies in name 
changes for political and other reasons. As explained above, changing state boundaries 
have lead to the former ‘Königsberg’ being renamed Kaliningrad. The same applies to many 
other towns or regions. The former German city of Breslau is now known as the Polish city of 
Wrocław. In 2003, Pula is a naval town in Croatia (ex-Yugoslavia). In 1943 it was called Pola 
and belonged to Italy, housing a fairly important Italian naval base. In these cases too the 
catalogue follows the rules regarding (1) state boundaries laid down in the Treaty of 
Versailles and (2) spelling of place names according to present-day atlases. For instance:  
 

Italy. German troops advance towards Pula [Pola] and occupy its naval base. 
 

Germany. The HJ organised European sports festivities in Wrocław [Breslau]. 
 
Again the indexes contain all the necessary cross-references. The same goes for names of 
cities that were in the years after 1945 changed for other reasons. Again the present-day name 
prevails while the former name is mentioned in square brackets. For instance: 
 

USSR. Aerial footage shows how the harbour and industrial area of St. Petersburg 
[Leningrad] are bombed. 

 
USSR. North of Vyaz’ma, German troops cross the River Volga over a bridge and 
advance in the direction of Tver’ [Kalinin]. 
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The third problem in identifying and spelling names lies in changes to the systems of 
romanisation. Chinese, Libyan, Russian and other foreign place names are in their current 
use transliterated by systems of romanisation that were only devised and implemented after 
1945. The place formerly known as Bir Hakeim (Libya) became Abyar al Hakim. Archangel 
(USSR) became Arkhangel’sk and Chungking (China) was turned into [Chungking]. Again 
the catalogue follows the spellings found in present-day atlases.8 Former spellings are 
mentioned in square brackets unless the differences are extremely minor. 
 

China. President Wang Ching-wei attends a military march past in Nanjing 
[Nanking]. 

 
Libya (Italy). German troops advance towards Al’ Uqaylah [El Agheila]. 

 
 
 

1.3.3.3. People 
 
 
In order to identify each person as correctly as possible and to index each individual 
separately, all people have whenever possible been identified by their first and last name, 
even if the commentator only used their last name. People that were shown but not named 
have sometimes also been identified. 
 

On the Day of the Italian Navy, King Victor Emmanuel II (accompanied by Benito 
Mussolini) decorates soldiers. 

 
This description indicates that Mussolini attended the ceremony, but this is not mentioned by 
the commentator. 
 

 Director Boleslaw Barlog talks to his production leader (Viktor von Struve). 
 
Film director Boleslaw Barlog, whose name is mentioned by the commentator, is talking to a 
man who the commentary refers to as ‘his production leader’. The name of this man, Viktor 
von Struve, was found elsewhere. 
 
One could argue that it is unnecessary to mention the names of people who were not named 
by the newsreel commentary. This however would minimize this catalogue’s potential as a 
tool for researchers. Some of the people who are not identified only became famous after the 
war. The best example is the ‘cameo’ of Jacques-Yves Cousteau, who was shown in one of 
the ATW issues (56-3) but remained unmentioned for he was not yet famous at the time. 
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2. 1940 
 
 
 
 
 
24 May 1940 – 21 June 1940: AM-WA NR 454 - 4589 
 
So far, no direct sources have emerged on the content of newsreels screened during the first 
weeks of the occupation. Apart from the usual non-political items, they are very likely to have 
contained footage of the German offensive against France and the Netherlands. AM-WA NR 
458, released on 21 June 1940, featured an item dedicated to the German campaign in 
Belgium. This item, probably the first of its kind shown in the Belgian ATW, is very likely to 
have featured battle footage filmed around Tournai [Doornik].  
 
 
 
 
 
28 June 1940: AM-WA NR 45910 
1. Germany. Richard Strauss hands over a score, composed on the occasion of the 2.600th 

anniversary of the Japanese Empire, to a Japanese representative. 
2. Czechoslovakia. New oil wells in Slovakia provide ample output. 
3. The Netherlands. Discharged Dutch prisoners of war return happily home, singing ‘Sarie 

Mareis’.I 
4. Italy and Germany. Benito Mussolini’s declaration of war on France and Great Britain is 

greeted with enthusiasm in Roma [Rome] and Berlin. 
5. Belgium. Animated maps and battle footage demonstrate the hopeless situation of the 

Belgian army before capitulation. 
6. France. After capturing Dunkerque [Dunkirk], German troops attack fleeing British boats 

and planes. Abandoned arms and supplies lying on the edges of roads testify to the hasty 
British retreat. Many British prisoners of war are marched off. 

7. Belgium. During his visit to the besieged territories, Adolf Hitler visits General Walther 
von Reichenau in Ieper [Ypres] and visits graves of German soldiers who fell during the 
First World War, in Langemark (Langemarck). 

8. Norway. During the British and Norwegian siege of Narvik, parachutists supplied the city. 
9. France. During the third stage of the offensive in Northern France, which started on 5 June 

1940, Paris was bombed. The German air force also attacked French armoured cars. 
German soldiers save the crew of a stricken French armoured car. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 

 
I A well-known Afrikaans song. 
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5 July 1940: AM-WA NR 46011 
1. Germany. The annual flower show opens Berlin. Traditional folk dance groups add lustre 

to the event. 
2. Germany. Berliners enjoy the beautiful summer weather, cycling, swimming and 

sunbathing in and around the city. 
3. Italy. The battleship Roma, christened with a bottle, is launched.  
4. Italy. The Italian coastal artillery in exercise. 
5. North Sea. Units of the German war navy, including the battleships Scharnhorst and 

Gneisenau, pursue and sink enemy tankers that are withdrawing from Narvik. The crew of 
a torpedoed tanker is taken aboard. 

6. France and Belgium. Belgian and French war refugees, returning to their homes, are given 
bread and other goods by the German NSV organisation. 

7. France. Adolf Hitler visits members of the OT who are clearing debris in the occupied 
country.  

8. France. Rouen has been captured: parts of the city are burning, but the famous cathedral 
has been saved. German bombers attack Le Havre day and night while their artillery 
barrages the Weygand Line. German soldiers cross the River Aisne and conquer Reims 
[Rheims] and Compiègne. German troops enter Paris and hoist their flag on top of the 
Eiffel Tower. Their march through the French boulevards and the Arch of Triumph (Arc 
de Triomphe) comes in sharp contrast to the fraternisation between French-British troops 
that used to take place in these streets.I 

9. Germany. In München [Munich], Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini meet to discuss the 
armistice proposed by French Marshal Philippe Pétain. Hitler meets Mussolini at the 
railway station. Germans crowd the streets of the city and the square in front of the Führer 
Building (Führerbau) to cheer their Führer and the Duce. Both statesmen appear on the 
Führerbau balcony. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
12 July 1940: AM-WA NR 46112 
1. Sweden. On the 25th ‘Day of the Flag’, the Swedish national holiday, King Gustav V and 

other members of the royal family attend a big show at Stockholm’s Olympic Stadium.  
2. Denmark. 1.000 unemployed Danish workers leave for Germany, where they are sure to 

find work. The workers board the Cimbria ship while family and friends wave goodbye. 
3. Germany. The biggest trotting race of the year is held in Ruhleben, near Berlin. The 

jockey who rode the winning horse is presented with a swastika wreath. 
4. Bulgaria. Religious festivities in Sofiya [Sofia] to honour saints Cyril and Methodius, who 

brought Christianity to Bulgaria. Representatives of the Bulgarian government attend a 
ceremony performed by the Metropolitan Patriarch and a march past by Bulgarian youths. 

5. Yugoslavia. German and Yugoslav representatives sign the annex to an existing 
agreement, promoting trade, in Beograd [Belgrade]. In the same capital, representatives of 

 
I This sequence, the outburst against ‘French-British fraternisation’, was illustrated by footage 
of the parade held on the French national holiday (14 July 1939), attended by Prime Minister 
Edouard Daladier and President Albert Lebrun. 
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the USSR and of Yugoslavia, including Yugoslav Minister of Foreign Affairs Cincar 
Marcovíc, sign a trade agreement.  

6. North Sea. German navy units, including destroyers and the battleships Scharnhorst and 
Gneisenau, attack and sink British aircraft carrier HMS Glorious and other enemy ships. 
Crews of the sunken boats are rescued. 

7. France. The German army launched its final offensive with an attack right down the 
Maginot Line. Long columns of French prisoners of war, including many colonial troops, 
are marched off. German troops capture Verdun, Metz and Strasbourg [Strassburg]. 

8. France. In Compiègne, the monument commemorating the German defeat of 1918 is 
covered with a swastika flag. Adolf Hitler, who personally directed the military operations 
from his headquarters, marches past the monument and enters (accompanied by Erich 
Raeder, Hermann Göring, Walther von Brauchitsch, Wilhelm Keitel and Joachim von 
Ribbentrop) the railway carriage where the former armistice was signed. It is now the 
French delegation, lead by General Charles Huntziger, which has to capitulate by signing 
an armistice convention.  

9. Germany. Waving swastika flags and ringing church bells in Berlin, München [Munich], 
Köln [Cologne] and other German cities salute German victory and the end of the war on 
the European continent. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
19 July 1940: AM-WA NR 46213 
1. Japan. In Tokyo, parachutists practise by jumping from a tower built for this purpose. 
2. Germany. The College of Textile and Fashion organised a fashion show in Berlin. 
3. Romania. Folk dancing in a Romanian village. 
4. Germany. Kayaks slalom down the Isarkanal (canal) in München [Munich] during a 

spectacular competition. 
5. Italy. In northern and western Italy, monuments are protected against enemy air raids. 
6. Germany. British bombardments hit no military targets, but cause over 500 German 

civilian victims. 
7. Belgium and Northern France. Belgian and French war refugees, returning to their homes, 

are fed and supported by the NSV. 
8. Location not mentioned (Germany?). The well-organised supply of petrol, sometimes 

delivered by plane, helped the German army win the war. 
9. Germany. French prisoners of war, including many excited colonial soldiersI, are 

transported to camps. 
10. France (and Belgium). The shunting yard in Rennes, successfully destroyed by German 

troops during military operations, is being quickly repaired. (A train from Rennes had 
already arrived in Brussels North Station.II) 

 
I The critic from the newspaper ‘Volk en Staat’ described them as ‘Negroes’ performing a 
‘wild dance’. His colleague from ‘Le Soir’, in addition to calling them ‘Negroes’ also wrote 
about ‘Moroccans’. They may have been the latter. Anyhow, it is clear that the newsreel 
depicted these colonial soldiers in a racist way. 
II It is unclear whether this was only mentioned or also illustrated by footage of that train 
arriving in Brussels. 
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11. Belgium and the Netherlands. In the occupied territories, life goes back to normal. 
Amsterdam (people cycling, a farmer’s wife in traditional dress) and Brussels (busy 
markets and pubs) are a peaceful sight. 

12. Belgium. Grand Admiral Erich Raeder inspects shore batteries on the Belgian coast. The 
German army now controls the entire coast from Irun (Spain) to Narvik (Norway). Along 
this coastline, existing airports are extended while new ones are built.  

13. Norway. British bombers and warships attack the Norwegian coast. German destroyers 
launch a counter-attack. A wrecked British ship lies in a fjord.  

14. From now on Germany has only one enemy: Great Britain (England)!I 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
26 July 1940: AM-WA NR 46314 
1. Germany. Summer time: a crowd is bathing at the Wannsee beach near Berlin. 
2. Germany. Preparing for the tourist season, workmen check a cable car in the Alps. 
3. Austria. Reaping the first hay (near Tirol) in Bayern [Bavaria]. 
4. Romania. King Carol II attends a sports meeting. 
5. USA. An electoral meeting takes place with a view to the upcoming presidential 

elections.II 
6. Germany. Count Galeazzo Ciano, the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs visits Berlin and 

has an audience with Adolf Hitler (after being welcomed by minister of Foreign Affairs 
Joachim von RibbentropIII). 

7. Germany. The German-French armistice committee, chaired by General Karl Heinrich 
von Stülpnagel, meets in Wiesbaden. (General Charles Huntziger leads the French 
delegation.) 

8. Spain. Baron Edward Rothschild, Baron Louis Rothschild and the Edward, the Duke of 
WindsorIV meet in front of the Ritz Hotel in Madrid. (The Rothschild’s are supposedly 
fleeing to South America.)V 

9. France and Spain. Upon reaching the French-Spanish frontier, German soldiers fraternise 
with their Spanish colleagues. 

10. France. The amount of spoils of war that the German army seized in France is very big: 
unfinished airplanes, tanks, guns, ammunition, etc. 

 
I This message concluded the newsreel, but it remains unclear exactly how it was 
communicated to the cinema audience. The commentator may have made this statement at the 
end of the 13th item. It could also have appeared on the screen. It is not impossible that a 14th 
item – a compilation of battle footage, for instance - was made specially to convey the 
message.  
II The item ridiculed the elections. The ‘Le Soir’ critic noted: ‘It’s too much, so much one 
could call it a joke, an excerpt from a screwball comedy.’ 
III The footage of Count Galeazzo Ciano and von Ribbentrop was included in the DW but may 
have been left out of the ATW and its descendants. 
IV The Duke of Windsor, formerly King Edward VIII, after an 11-month reign, abdicated from 
the throne to marry the twice-divorced American Wallis Simpson. 
V This item had anti-Semitic and/or anti-British overtones.  
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11. France. The burning contents of an oil tanker, set on fire by British soldiers in the port of 
Brest, spreads across the sea’s surface. 

12. France. Adolf Hitler visits Alsace-Lorraine, flies over the Maginot Line and visits the 
dome of Strasbourg [Strassburg]. 

13. Germany. On his way from the front to the capital by train, Adolf Hitler is welcomed very 
enthusiastically everywhere. In Berlin a crowd of people flocks around the Führer, who 
drives over a carpet of flowers from the station to the Reich Chancery and greets the 
crowd from the balcony. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
2 August 1940: AM-WA NR 46415 
1. Romania. The members of the new Romanian government gather in Bucuresti [Bucharest] 

to pledge allegiance to King Carol II. 
2. Italy. The Munich State Opera (Münchner Staatsopern) gives a concert, to benefit the Red 

Cross, in Roma [Rome]. 
3. Germany. German girls, members of the BDM, spend their holidays in the Alps. 
4. Germany. The national German swimming championships are held at the Olympic 

Stadium in Berlin. 
5. Germany. Yugoslavia and the USSR strengthen their diplomatic relations during a 

meeting in Berlin. 
6. Germany. Adolf Hitler and Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop receive 

the Hungarian statesmen Counts Pál Teleki and István Csáky in München [Munich]. 
7. The Netherlands. Dutch people walking and sunbathing on the beach of Scheveningen. (A 

nearby hospital, bombed by British planes, is burning.) 
8. France. The German army seized many valuable spoils of war in France. 
9. France. German soldiers parade through occupied cities. 
10. Germany. German soldiers return from France and are enthusiastically welcomed at home. 
11. Germany. Captain-Lieutenant Günther Prien returns with his U-boat from a successful 

operation.I Upon arrival in the port, all crew members have their beards shaved off. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
9 August 1940II: AM-WA NR 46516 
1. Spain. The fourth anniversary of the ‘nationalist renaissance’ is celebrated in Barcelona. 

Many Falange members as well as German officers attend the commemoration ceremony. 
2. Japan. Cycle teams from Japan and ManchukuoI ride a 10-kilometre race in Tokyo. The 

Japanese team wins.  

 
I The item contained footage of a U-boat raid on an enemy steamer. 
II This newsreel issue might have contained some other or extra items. 
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3. Germany. German variety artists, including trapeze artists, give a free open-air 
performance to benefit the ‘war aid’ (Kriegshilfswerke) of the German Red Cross. 

4. Germany. The Carl Hagenbeck Circus performs in Berlin: the show includes horses, 
elephants, tigers and acrobats. 

5. Germany. The German men’s and women’s swimming championships are held at the 
Olympic Stadium in Berlin.II  

6. Germany. The new representatives of Chile, Finland and Romania – respectively Tobias 
Barros, Toivo Kivimäki and Alexander Romolo - drive into the courtyard of Reich 
Chancery to present their credentials to the Führer.III 

7. Germany. German troops return triumphantly to the fatherland. Long columns of German 
soldiers parade under the Brandenburger Gate [Brandenburger Tor] in Berlin. 

8. North Sea and Great Britain. German planes fly over the North Sea towards Great Britain 
and drop their bombs. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown.  
 
 
 
 
 
16 August 1940IV: AM-WA NR 46617 
1. Japan. Pu-yi, the Emperor of Manchukuo visits Emperor Hirohito in Tokyo and 

congratulates him on the 2.600th anniversary of the Japanese Empire. Both emperors meet 
at the railway station and drive to the Akasaka palace. 

2. Germany. The Great German Art Exhibition (Grosse deutsche Kunstausstellung 1940) is 
opened at the House of German Art (Haus der deutschen Kunst) in München [Munich]. 
The widow of architect Paul Ludwig Troost shows Reich Minister Dr. Joseph Goebbels 
around. Adolf Hitler visited the exhibition on the eve of its inauguration. 

3. Germany. The Brown Ribbon Horse Race (‘Braune Band von Deutschland’) is held in 
Riem, a neighbourhood of München [Munich]. The Italian horse Bellini wins the Brown 
Ribbon. 

4. Italy. Adolf Hitler gave Benito Mussolini an armoured train, equipped with anti-aircraft 
guns. Members of a German artillery unit show their Italian colleagues how to operate the 
weapon.V 

5. Germany. Foreign statesmen visit Adolf Hitler and Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim 
von Ribbentrop on Obersalzberg in Berchtesgaden. Delegations from Romania (President 
Ion Gigurtu and his Minister of Foreign Affairs Mihail Manoilescu), Bulgaria (Minister-
President Bogdan Filov and his Minister of Foreign Affairs Ivan Popov) and Slovakia 
(President Jozef Tiso and Minister President Vojtĕch Tuka) visit Hitler for talks, 
conducted in the spirit of friendship, which has always existed between these countries. 

 
I Manchukuo (‘State of Manchus’) was the name Japan gave to the puppet state it established 
in Manchuria.  
II The item showed some scenes of diving sportsmen in slow motion, to show the audience the 
grace of their movements. 
III Adolf Hitler himself is not shown. 
IV This newsreel issue may have contained some other or extra items. 
V The train is not just intended as a gift, but also an example of the technical capacities of the 
modern German war industry. 
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6. Germany. Adolf Hitler attends the Wagner Festival in Bayreuth. DAF leader Robert Ley 
and the composer’s daughter-in-law Winnifred Wagner welcome the Führer, acclaimed 
by an enthusiastic audience of soldiers and workers. 

7. Norway. German soldiers, assisted by German workers, start rebuilding bridges and 
railways in occupied Norway. 

8. France. French workers go back to work in the Citroën factory in Paris, where they 
manufacture cars and trucks. 

9. France. German soldiers distribute soup to French civilians in Montmartre (Paris). 
10. North Sea and Great Britain. A German bomber flies through rain and clouds over the 

British coast. The plane flies over a destroyed airfield, with wrecked planes, and a well-
known castle on the English coast.I Returning home, the bomber flies low over ships, 
none of which will reach the British coast. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
23 August 1940: AM-WA NR 46718 
1. Italy, USA and Czechoslovakia. In Italy, an engineer fails to fly a pedal-driven plane 

without an engine. In the USA, another engineer attempts to take off vertically with some 
kind of helicopter. A (German) glider performs impressive aerobatics at an air show in 
Slovakia.II  

2. Czechoslovakia. In Bohemia-Moravia, the national rowing championships are held on the 
River Elbe near the city of Mélnik. The team from Praha [Prague] beats the home team. 

3. Germany. The Spanish Juan Llossas band plays at the Scala in Berlin. 
4. Germany. Factory workers perform physical exercises during their midday break, to avoid 

physical injuries due to repeating the same movements over and over again during 
working hours. 

5. Holland and Austria. Invited by Reich Commissioner Arthur Seyss-Inquart, who attends 
their departure from a Dutch railway station, Dutch children spend their holidays in 
Salzkammergut and Gmunden. 

6. Germany. German workers swiftly repair a high-tension power pylon that was damaged 
by a storm. 

7. Germany. The new bridge over the Rhein [Rhine], crossed by one of the new national 
motorways (Autobahn), is under construction to create the largest European suspension 
bridge. 

8. Germany. The British claim to have razed Hamburg to the ground is disproved by images 
of the city’s centre. Members of the German and foreign press are invited to visit the city 
and to look down on it from the Saint Michael’s Church tower (Michaeliskirche) to see for 
themselves that the city was not completely ruined. Nevertheless, the death of 22 children 
in the Barmbek neighbourhood of Hamburg, victims of British bombs, is confirmed.III 

 
I According to the IWM, the destroyed planes ‘are not British’ and the castle looks more like a 
‘French-style château’. 
II There is no real connection between these 3 sequences, except that they are all somehow 
related to aviation. 
III The commentator talks about the death of these children, but the item does not contain any 
footage of dead people.  
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Their death shows that Great Britain is almost exclusively bombing civilian non-military 
targets.  

9. Italy and France. A retrospective account of the Franco-Italian fighting in the Alps shows 
the unopposed advance of Italian soldiers. The Italian troops captured the city of Menton.  

10. Great Britain. German troops set foot on British soil by capturing the Channel Islands, 
Guernsey and Jersey. On Jersey life goes on as normal. German soldiers stand outside the 
RAF headquarters, others smoke beside a British ‘no smoking’ sign. A bobby regulates 
traffic, which includes many German military vehicles. 

11. Great Britain. German bombers take off and fly over Great Britain to attack ports, 
industrial centres and airfields. A bombed oil storage tanker is blazing. The whole 
operation is filmed with cameras that were installed before take off. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
30 August 1940: AM-WA NR 46819 
1. Japan. Fumimaro Konoe, the new Prime Minister of Japan, receives guests. 
2. China. A (Japanese)I housekeeping school for young girls is opened in Beijing [Peking]. 
3. Germany. Spanish journalists visit the film museum near the Ufa studios in Babelsberg in 

(Potsdam near) Berlin. 
4. Germany. Colonel Ganev, head of the Bulgarian Royal Labour Service, inspects an 

honorary unit of the RAD in Berlin. Together with Bulgarian Minister Purvan Draganov, 
he lays a wreath at the monument for fallen soldiers (the Cenotaph on Unter den Linden) 
in Berlin. 

5. Austria. The construction of national motorways (Autobahn) continues. The Salzburg-
Klagenfurt section, cutting right through the mountains, is almost ready.  

6. Italy. Italian engineers train with special tanks. German officers attend the manoeuvres. 
7. Germany. German soldiers, spending their leave in Berlin, visit a big fair in the Treptow 

neighbourhood. 
8. Germany. A German-Italian athletics meeting takes place in Stuttgart. German runner 

Rudolf Harbig beats his Italian opponent Mario Lanzi. 
9. Germany. Adolf Hitler travels to Essen to congratulate Gustav Krupp von Bohlen und 

Halbach on his 70th birthday. The Führer decorates him with the NSDAP Gold Labour 
Medal and the First Cross of War Merit. Afterwards Hitler visits the factory and is 
acclaimed by an ecstatic crowd. 

10. Germany. On the Obersalzberg, near Berchtesgaden, Adolf Hitler receives General 
Eduard Dietl, the hero of Narvik. Hitler and Dietl, decorated with the Knight’s Cross 
adorned with oak leaves for his successes in Norway, study a military map. 

11. North Sea. The German navy, which has bases from Narvik to Irun, continues its battle 
against Great Britain. Battleships Scharnhorst and Admiral Hipper leave a German naval 
base on the Norwegian coast.II In the Channel, torpedo boats cruise the waters and 
successfully attack British ships. 

12. Egypt. Italian bombers fly over Egypt and attack British positions in Mersa Matruh 
[Marsa Matruk]. 

 
I Newspaper ‘Volk en Staat’ notes that this will ‘improve Chinese-Japanese relations’. 
II Note how this is linked to the end of the previous item. 
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13. Great Britain. A flight of German Stukas takes off to bomb British ships off the British 
coast. A stricken ship sinks burning into the sea. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
6 September 1940I: AM-WA NR 46920 
1. Germany. Walther Funk, The German Minister of Economics, opens the German East Fair 

(Deutsche Ostmesse) in Königsberg [Kaliningrad]. Among the 15 participating nations: 
Sweden, Norway, Manchukuo, USSR and Germany. 

2. Czechoslovakia. seven new records were established during the Bohemia-Moravia 
swimming championships in Praha [Prague]. 

3. Japan. A villager catches up to 200 fish an hour with his bare hands. 
4. Romania. A German HJ delegation visits the Romanian youth organisation. 
5. Czechoslovakia. Manfred von Killinger, the new German representative in Bratislava 

[Pressburg], visits Minister President Vojtĕch Tuka and President Jozef Tiso in Slovakia. 
6. Somalia (Great Britain: British Somaliland).II Italian bombers and fighter planes attack 

British camps and columns of evacuating British troops. 
7. Western Europe. German troops continue to collect and repair arms and other spoils of 

war that can be re-used. 
8. France. Long-distance artillery batteries are positioned to attack Great Britain and open 

fire. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
13 September 1940III: AM-WA NR 47021 
1. Germany. The autumn trade fair in Leipzig (Leipziger Herbstmesse) attracted 21 national 

exhibitions despite the war. The figure of 5.000 foreign buyers is proof of Germany’s 
economic development. 

2. USA. The famous Vargas Diamond, named after Brazilian President Gétulio Vargas, is 
transported from Great Britain to New York ‘for security reasons’. 

3. Germany. Hungarian Minister of Agriculture Mihály Teleki visits a stud farm that breeds 
Trakehner horses. His German counterpart Walther Darré plays host to Teleki. 

4. Peru. An earthquake devastated the city of Lima. 

 
I There may have been some more items, like an international cycling race, Danish workers 
voluntarily leaving for Germany, the visit to a German pencil factory…  
II Somalia had been divided between Great Britain, France (French Somaliland) and Italy 
(Italian Somaliland) at the end of the 19th century.  
III There may have been some more items, like a German-Danish athletics competition, 
Mussolini reviewing 2000 war volunteers and German soldiers (former French prisoners of 
war) returning home from North Africa. 
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5. Hungary. On St Stephen’s Day, the relics of Hungary’s patron saint are carried in 
procession through the streets of Budapest. 

6. China. Japanese bombers attack the port of Chinhai [Zhenhai], an important military 
objective. Supported by these air raids, Japanese transport ships manage to reach the coast 
and disembark landing troops. 

7. Germany. German armaments factories (the Krupp foundry in Essen) produce railway 
guns. Each gun is subject to test firing. 

8. Germany. Visit to a U-boat training centre. Members of the future submarine crew get 
theoretical and practical training. 

9. North Sea and Great Britain. The German air force continues its systematic raids on the 
British coast. Stuka’s take off, cross the Channel and drop their bombs over Great Britain, 
which experiences war on its own territory for the first time in 700 years. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
20 September 1940: AM-WA NR 47122  
Unknown. The issue is likely to have featured, among other items: 

1. Germany. The Conde de Mayalde, head of the Spanish police, visits Berlin. 
2. Germany. Funeral of Dr. Paul Nipkow, inventor and pioneer of television, in 

Berlin. 
3. USA. Fire in a chemical factory in Camden, New York. 
4. Japan. Youths make camouflage nets. 
5. Germany. Tennis match Germany-Hungary in München [Munich]. 
6. Somalia (Great Britain: British Somaliland).I Former British Somaliland is now 

completely Italian. 
7. Norway. Supplying German forces of occupation in Norway. 
8. Germany. Districts of Berlin are damaged after British bombardments. 
9. Great Britain. The German air force attacks day and night. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
27 September 1940: AM-WA NR 47223 
1. Portugal. Portugal’s 800th anniversary is solemnly celebrated. President António Carmona 

hoists the Portuguese flag over the castle of Lisboa [Lisbon], marking the opening of the 
festivities. 

2. Switzerland. 4.500 spectators attend an athletics meeting for Germans (Reichsdeutscher) 
living in Switzerland. 

3. Czechoslovakia. Men dive and collect pearls from oyster-shells in the Protectorate of 
Bohemia-Moravia. 

 
I See sixth item of AM-WA NR 469. 
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4. Japan. Japanese fishermen hunt sharks. The flesh is destined for consumption; their skins 
will be used by the Japanese leather industry. 

5. Italy. An international yacht race is organised in Trieste. The German team beats its 
Italian and Hungarian opponents. 

6. Austria. German Minister of Economics Walther Funk and Baldur von Schirach, District 
Leader (Gauleiter) of Wien [Vienna], visit the successful Viennese fair (Wiener 
Herbstmesse). 

7. Hungary. Budapest enthusiastically welcomes the Hungarian delegation (Pál Teleki and 
Minister of Foreign Affairs István Csáky) on its return from Wien [Vienna], where an 
agreement on displacing the Romanian-Hungarian border was signed.I That evening, 
grateful Hungarians gather in front of the German and Italian embassies. 

8. Germany. Evacuated for safety reasons, the inhabitants near the West German borders are 
finally allowed to return home. They take leave of the families that hosted them for 
several weeks and return home by train. The return is organised by the NSV organisation. 

9. Poland. The RAD organises a major event in Warszawa [Warsaw], where RAD leader 
Konstantin Hierl renames a square ‘Adolf Hitler Square’.  

10. Germany. Injured soldiers are recovering near Chiemsee Lake in Bayern [Bavaria]. 
11. Belgium. Army vehicles, abandoned by the British army, are towed away for repair or 

recycling by the NSKK. 
12. Location not mentioned (France or Belgium?). British mines, washed ashore at the 

Channel Coast, are defused by special detachments from the German navy.  
13. Location not mentioned (France?). A flotilla of fast torpedo boats is loaded and sails 

swiftly towards Great Britain. 
14. Germany. Adolf Hitler, accompanied by Heinrich Himmler and Joseph Goebbels, 

officially opens the second WH action during a mass meeting at the Sports Palace in 
Berlin.II  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
4 October 1940: AM-WA NR 47324 
1. Czechoslovakia. The autumn trade fair in Praha [Prague], which demonstrates the 

economic success of the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia, is opened. 
2. Germany. The HJ organises boat and canoe races on Lake Grünau near Berlin. Among the 

spectators are many members of HJ and BDM.  
3. Finland. Sweden wins the Swedish-German-Finnish athletics meeting in Helsinki. 
4. China. British troops are forced to leave Shanghai, which represents the elimination of 

British forces from the Far East.III 
5. Romania. After the cession of the Romanian-Hungarian border, Hungarian troops arrive in 

the former Romanian city of Oradea [Navygárad], where a large crowd welcomes them. 

 
I On August 30, Romania was forced (by Germany and Italy) to cede the northern half of 
Transylvania to Hungary in the so-called ‘Zweiter Wiener Schiedsspruch’ or Second Vienna 
Award. 
II The item presumably contained several examples of WH actions. 
III Ironic soundtrack features ‘It’s a long way to Tipperary’ and a snatch from ‘Rule 
Britannia’.  
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Admiral Miklós Horthy, regent of Hungary, is also acclaimed in the former Romanian city 
of Cluj [Koloszvár]. 

6. Italy. In Venetia [Venice] , the San Marco Cathedral and the Doge Palace are protected 
against damage by eventual British bombardments. 

7. Norway. German minesweepers and fishing boats converted into minesweepers operate 
off the Norwegian coast. 

8. France. Heavy coastal batteries, aimed against Great Britain, are installed on the Channel 
Coast. 

9. Czechoslovakia. General Eberhard von Mackensen visits Praha [Prague] and meets Reich 
Protector Constantin von Neurath. 

10. Germany. In the industrial areas of Germany, some women are prompted to go out to 
work because of the war. In special homes, nurses are seen to take god care of their 
children. 

11. Germany. Girls from the RAD sport at the Olympic Stadium in Berlin. Adolf Hitler visits 
the event. 

12. France. At the Channel, Reich Marshal Hermann Göring attends the take-off of German 
bombers. The planes fly over London and drop their bombs at night. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
11 October 1940: AM-WA NR 47425 
Unknown. The issue is likely to have featured, among other itemsI: 

1. Portugal. ‘The Portuguese World’, an exhibition commemorating Portugal’s 800th 
anniversary, is inaugurated in Lisboa [Lisbon]. 

2. Germany. Adolf Hitler receives the Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ramon 
Serrano Suñer. After reviewing a parade of the SS (and talking with Heinrich 
Himmler), the Spanish minister, accompanied by DAF leader Robert Ley, visits a 
display of new Volkswagens. 

3. Romania. Hungarian troops march into Transylvanian territory recently ceded to 
Hungary by Romania. Girls in traditional costumes welcome them. 

4. Italy. Joachim von Ribbentrop, Minister of Foreign Affairs, visits Italy. He meets 
German ambassador Hans Georg von Mackensen and the Italian Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, Count Galeazzo Ciano. 

5. Germany. In a German port, U-boats are prepared and leave. Other submarines 
return from a successful cruise. Admiral Karl Dönitz decorates Captain Fritz-Julius 
Lemp with the Knight’s Cross. His U-boat sank 11 boats with a total weight of 
11.000 tons. 

6. Germany. British bombs struck the hospital of Bethel near Bielefeld, which had 
been clearly marked with big Red Cross signs. The local cemetery and dormitory 
were also hit. 21 civilians, including nine children, were killed. The German 
authorities guide members of the press around the scene. 

7. Great Britain. The German air force continues its assaults on London. The Tilbury 
Dock, near the Thames, is heavily bombed. 

 
I The visit of the Italian Minister of Colonies (Attilio Teruzzi) to Germany, the Italian air 
force offensive in Egypt… 
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Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
18 October 1940: AM-WA NR 47526 
Unknown. The issue is likely to have featured, among other itemsI: 

1. Denmark. King Christian X celebrates his 70th birthday. The king, first riding a 
horse and then driven in a car, parades through the streets of København 
[Copenhagen] and is acclaimed by the population. 

2. Germany. Germany, Italy and Japan conclude the Tripartite Pact. Adolf Hitler, 
Joachim von Ribbentrop (German Minister of Foreign Affairs), Count Galeazzo 
Ciano (Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs) and Saburo Kurusu (Japanese 
representative in Germany) sign the treaty at the Reich Chancery in Berlin. 

3. Germany and Austria. The first WH collection is held in many ‘German’II cities 
such as München [Munich] and Wien [Vienna]. Reich Sport Leader 
(Reichssportführer) Hans von Tschammer und Osten promotes the collection in 
Wien [Vienna]. 

4. Germany. Aerial views from a captive balloon in Germany. 
5. France. German troops continue to collect enemy materials. A train, loaded with 

weapons, searchlights, air force ammunition and other material they seized is ready 
to leave for Germany. 

6. Great Britain. At night, enemy bombers fly over London. Despite assaults by the 
British anti-aircraft defence, they drop their bombs. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
25 October 1940: AM-WA NR 47627 
1. China. Japanese bombers attack Chongqing [Chungking], where Chiang Kai-shek has his 

headquarters. After the attack, the Chinese try to put out the fire. 
2. USA. President Roosevelt signs the compulsory service act. 
3. Italy. Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini, respectively accompanied by Joachim von 

Ribbentrop and Count Galeazzo Ciano, meet at the Brenner Pass for talks concerning 
questions affecting both countries. 

4. Italy. The German Minister of Education, Bernhard Rust, visits Italy and receives an 
honorary degree from the University of Roma [Rome]. 

5. Romania. A German book fair is held in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. 

 
I The abdication of Romanian King Carol II (in favour of his son, King Mihai I), canning fruit 
and vegetables (in provision for the winter) in Germany, the arrival of District Leader 
(Gauleiter) Josef Bürckel in Lorraine … 
II Newsreel comments would always refer to Austrian cities as ‘German cities’, since Austria 
had been annexed to the Reich in 1938. 
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6. Denmark. King Christian X, Queen AlexandrineI and other members of the royal family 
attend the consecration of the Grundtvig Church in København [Copenhagen].  

7. Norway. Vidkun Quisling, leader of the Nasjonal Samling, opens the first meeting of the 
new Norwegian youth movement. 

8. Germany. Spanish officers attend artillery training in Jüterbog, near Berlin. 
9. Germany. Danish and Italian cyclists beat their German opponents during an international 

indoor cycle race at the Deutschlandhalle in Berlin. 
10. France and Luxemburg. Iron mines and iron foundries in the confines of Alsace-Lorraine 

and Luxemburg resume their activities (this time for German industry). 
11. Egypt. Italian troops advance on Sidi Barrani, which was attacked by their air force. 
12. Algeria (France). The film footage of the British attack in Mers el Kebir is finally 

available.II Since the French fleet refused to accept one of their proposalsIII the British 
navy opened fire. Several ships, including battleships Bretagne and Provence, are sunk. 
The Strasbourg and some other ships manage to escape. During a mass funeral, many 
victims are buried. 

13. Great Britain. German bomber squadrons attack the port of Liverpool and other military 
targets night and day. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
1 November 1940: AM-WA NR 47728 
1. Germany. The state funeral ceremony of Admiral Adolf von Trotha takes place (opposite 

the Cenotaph at Unter den Linden) in Berlin. Adolf Hitler, accompanied by Grand 
Admiral Erich Raeder and Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel, lays a wreath and expresses his 
condolences to the family. 

2. Germany. The ‘Eagle Exhibition’ (Adler-Ausstellung) in Berlin displays all types of 
modern airplanes. (German planes are compared to captured British models.) 

3. Germany. SS-Obersturmführer Ernst Jachtmann gives a gliding demonstration on the 
Havelberg (mountain) in Berlin. 

4. Romania and Austria. An agreement between Germany and the USSR results in the return 
of 90.000 Germans from Bessarabiya [Bessarabia] into the Greater Germany 
(Grossdeutsches Reich). Farewell festivities (Orthodox religious ceremony, followed by 
folkdancing) take place in Galaţi. A train filled with Germans returning from Bessarabiya 
[Bessarabia] is welcomed in Graz.  

5. Romania-Bulgaria. The Bulgarian cavalry and infantry enter Constanţa, capital of 
Dobruja, partially given back to Bulgaria by Romania by the Treaty of Craiova. King 
Boris III of Bulgaria attends a festive march past in Sofiya [Sofia]. 

6. Italy. Benito Mussolini visits Padua [Padova] and reviews a parade of 24.000 members of 
the fascist Littorio youth. 

7. Romania. Legionaries hold a manifestation in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. 

 
I Referred to as ‘Queen Alexandra’ in all newsreels. 
II The French navy was destroyed on 3 July 1940. 
III Illustrated with a staged introduction: the purported message of Vice-Admiral James 
Sommerville, threatening to sink the French ships, arrives and alarms French sailors. 
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8. Sudan  (Great Britain: Anglo-Egyptian Sudan).I The Italian army crosses the border, 
heading for Kassala. 

9. Israel (Great Britain: Palestine).II Italian bombers take off from an airfield in the desert. 
They fly to the port of Haifa [Hefa] and bomb oil storage tanks. 

10. Great Britain. German air squadrons attack Great Britain. A Messerschmitt shoots down a 
Spitfire, which hits the ground and explodes. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
8 November 1940: AM-WA NR 47829 
1. Italy. Religious vintage festivities are held at the Massenzio Basilica in Roma [Rome]. 
2. Germany. Adolf Hitler, accompanied by Minister of Economics and Reich Farmer Leader 

(Reichsbauernführer) Walther Darré, receives a delegation of German farmers in Berlin. 
(Minister Joseph Goebbels had previously received the farmers.)  

3. Germany. The Great German Art Exhibition (Grosse deutsche Kunstausstellung 1940) in 
München [Munich], which attracted 425.000 visitors in 10 weeks, is prolonged because of 
its success.III 

4. France. Horse races are held at Auteuil racecourse near Paris. 
5. Spain. Bullfight at the arena in Madrid. 
6. Spain. The Day of the Spanish Race is celebrated in Zaragoza [Saragossa]. A solemn 

ceremony, attended by government representatives, corporations and the church, is held in 
the 16th-century Lonja Building. 

7. Italy. Benito Mussolini inspects the motorised units of the Po Army in Venetia [Venice]. 
8. France and North Sea. The German navy covers the North Sea. A flotilla leaves its base 

on the French coast and puts to sea. 
9. France. German coastal batteries cover the Channel. 
10. France. German motorised units in France. 
11. Germany. Wounded German soldiers recuperate in a military hospital in München 

[Munich]. In Bayern [Bavaria], the KdF organises bus trips and takes the soldiers to the 
castle of Linderhof and Oberammergau.  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
15 November 1940: AM-WA NR 47930 

 
I Sudan was theoretically under joint Anglo-Egyptian sovereignty but in reality was governed 
by British governor-generals. 
II Palestine, part of the State of Israel since May 1948 and according to the rules established in 
the introduction to this catalogue therefore attributed to Israel, was during the Second World 
War still a British mandate.  
III See the second item of AM-WA NR 466. 
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1. Belgium. Football team S.C. Anderlecht inflicts a crushing defeat on visitors Racing C.B. 
(5-0) in Anderlecht.I 

2. France. Detachments from the Grossdeutschland Division enter their new army town in 
Alsace. The population welcomes the soldiers enthusiastically: young women give the 
soldiers flowers.II Amicable relations are quickly established between German soldiers 
and the population. The soldiers help local farmers by working in the fields and in the 
vineyards.III [1’. 28”] 

3. France. Airfields are continuously built on the Channel Coast, in order to enable further 
intensification of air raids on Great Britain. German soldiers and RAD members 
construct new airfields. Trucks supply all types of bombs that are then stockpiled.IV The 
constant punitive attacks against Great Britain require huge quantities of bombs. German 
bombers, protected by fighters and destroyers, fly to Great Britain. A British plane attacks 
and an airborne battle takes place during which the British aircraft is shot down.V [2’. 54”] 

4. Italy. German composer Herms Niel and his orchestra, whose members all wear swastika 
armlets, give concerts in various Italian cities. Among the audience one can see injured 
Italian soldiers and nurses. [0’. 54”] 

5. (Germany and) Romania. Since the beginning of the hostilities, Great Britain has tried to 
destroy Romanian oil production through acts of sabotage, in order to deprive Germany 
of fuel. Formations of the German armed forces now protect, with the approval of the 
Romanian government, Romanian oil-producing regions.VI German soldiers leave for 
Romania by train. Upon arrival, locals greet them. Amicable relations are immediately 
established between the population and the German soldiers. [0’. 54”] 

6. Spain. Heinrich Himmler, head of the German police, visits Spain. He is welcomed (in 
Irun) by the Conde de Mayalde, who is the head of the Spanish police, and by General 
Binto. Himmler receives a present on behalf of the Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Ramon Serrano Súñer. [1’. 33”] 

7. France. Adolf Hitler (accompanied by Joachim von Ribbentrop and Wilhelm Keitel) 
receives Marshal Philippe Pétain (accompanied by Pierre Laval) with military honours in 
Montoire-sur-le-Loir.VII  

8. Spain. In the framework of several meetings that took place with different foreign heads of 
state, the Führer travelled to the Spanish border. Hitler (in a joyous conversation with 
Wilhelm Keitel and Hermann Göring) travels by train and is welcomed by enthusiastic 
officers and Red Cross nurses in Bayonne.VIII In Hendaye railway station, which is 
decorated with a swastika, the first meeting between the Führer and the Caudillo takes 
place. Hitler and Franco march past a line-up of troops and enter a railway carriage. The 
meetings took place in a cordial atmosphere. [2’. 15”] 

 
I 11 November 1940. This item, mentioned in a press review, is missing from the preserved 
(related) newsreel prints.  
II Some girls giggle, the item suggests that they have an instant crush on the soldiers.  
III The images suggest once again that local girls welcome them in particular. 
IV The camera glides over the piles of bombs. The images are accompanied by ominous-
sounding music. 
V The item contains impressive footage: the camera spins around in a circle of 360 degrees, 
which gives the spectator the impression of being turned upside down. 
VI These comments are illustrated by aerial footage of the Romanian oil fields. 
VII Both preserved (related) prints contain only the first frames of this item. 
VIII The officers all carry photo cameras. The nurses wave and run behind the carriage when 
the train leaves again. 
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9. Italy. Hitler travels by train to Firenze [Florence] and meets Benito Mussolini 
(accompanied by Count Galeazzo Ciano). The population acclaims the Führer and the 
Duce, standing on the balcony of the Palazzo Vecchio.I 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
22 November 1940: AM-WA NR 48031 
1. Belgium. The city of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] commemorates painter Peter Paul 

Rubens on the 300th anniversary of his death. Representatives of civil and military 
authorities attend a ceremony in Rubens’ burial chapel in St. Jacob’s Church (Sint-
Jakobskerk).II A solemn ceremony (organised in collaboration with DeVlag and attended 
by Cyriel Verschaeve, Leo Delwaide, Eggert Reeder and Robert Van Roosbroeck) takes 
place the next day at the Museum of Fine Arts (Museum voor Schone Kunsten).III  

2. Belgium. Belgian heavyweight boxing champion, Al Baker, beats former champion 
Adrien Anneet after 10 rounds at the Alhambra Theatre in Brussels.IV 

3. Czechoslovakia. Slovak glider pilots fly over the Vysoké Tatry [Tatras Mountains]. 
4. USA. American water-skiers perform some daredevil feats during a contest in California. 
5. Japan. Visit to the horse fair at Aomori, where several military men start bidding. 
6. Italy. Benito Mussolini visits an arms factory in Terni, where the Dopolavoro organisation 

offers workmen fencing facilities and other leisure activities. 
7. Germany. KdF constructs the world’s biggest spa on Rügen Island, which will be able to 

offer relaxation to 20.000 workers. (Robert Ley visits the shell of the buildings.) 
8. Germany. The tracing of motorways through the woods in Bayern [Bavaria] is well under 

way. 
9. Yugoslavia. Prince Regent Paul and Princess Olga visit an exhibition on German 

architecture and the annual fair in Beograd [Belgrade]. 
10. France. The first images from Vichy, the seat of the new French government, show 

Marshal Philippe Pétain walking in the grounds of Villa Sévigné. Pétain is returning from 
a government meeting. 

11. Cambodia-Laos-Vietnam (France: French Indo-China).V French colonial officers sign a 
document, granting Japanese troops free passage through French Indo-China.VI Japanese 
forces enter the territory but later come up against Indo-Chinese opposition. Japanese 

 
I This item is missing from both preserved (related) newsreel prints. 
II 16 November 1940. The lack of any preserved material makes it impossible to reconstruct 
coverage of this item in detail. It is very likely that the item, in the spirit of the manifestations, 
stressed Rubens’ ‘Germanic roots’, who was born in the German city of Siegen. 
III 17 November 1940. Here too it is impossible to retrace whether the item mentioned DeVlag 
or the names of these and other persons. Newspaper ‘Volk en Staat’ only names Verschaeve. 
IV 13 November 1940. 
V French Indo-China comprised the colony of Cochin-China and the protectorates of Annam, 
Cambodia, Laos and Tongkin. Cochin-China, Annam and Tongkin are now (like they were 
before they belonged to French Indo-China) known as Vietnam. 
VI Possibly footage of French Governor-General Jean Decoux, who signed an enforced 
agreement with the Japanese on 22 September 1940.  
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tanks and artillery open fire on the enemy. Many prisoners of war are taken while the 
Japanese forces advance further. 

12. China. Japanese bombers carry out another raid on the headquarters of Chiang Kai-shek in 
Chongqing [Chungking]. 

13. Western Europe. German engineers on manoeuvre practise crossing a river in war 
conditions and (re)establishing cable connections under enemy fire. 

14. Germany. German U-boats return from their mission. (Presumably dedicated to successful 
missions by U-boat Commanders Günther Prien, Joachim Schepke and Otto Kretschmer.) 

15. France and Great Britain. Reich Marshal Hermann Göring inspects an air squadron near 
the Channel coast. The aircraft are loaded with bombs, take off and carry out further raids 
on British cities. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
  
 
 
 
29 November 1940: AM-WA NR 48132 
1. Belgium. Walloon and Flemish journalists visit the flax industry in Kortrijk [Courtrai].I  
2. Belgium. Football club C.S. Brugge beats S.C. Charleroi (6-4) in Charleroi.II 
3. Belgium. A car, transporting film reels to West-Flanders, caught fire and was totally 

destroyed.  
4. Germany. Vyacheslav Molotov, Soviet Commissar for Foreign Affairs, arrives in Berlin 

and is welcomed by Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop and Field 
Marshal Wilhelm Keitel. Adolf Hitler (accompanied by Reich Marshal Hermann Göring) 
receives Molotov at the Reich Chancery. 

5. Germany. 10.000 spectators attend a German-Finnish athletics meeting in Berlin. 
6. France. French road cycle race. (Presumably dedicated to Robert Oubron winning a cycle 

race in Roissy.) 
7. USA. Two hippopotamus are wed at Washington Zoo. 
8. Germany. The variety show ‘Das ewig Weibliche’ runs at the Scala in Berlin. 
9. China. Confucius’s birthday is commemorated in Shandong [Shantung]. 
10. Hungary. All Saints’ Day and All Souls’ Day are solemnly celebrated. 
11. France. On All Saints’ Day, Frenchmen (mainly women) visit Père-Lachaise Cemetery. 

German soldiers visit the grave of the Unknown Soldier in Paris. 
12. Germany. Romanian legionaries lay a funeral wreath on the grave of HJ martyr Herbert 

Norkus. 
13. Germany. Fallen national-socialist martyrs are commemorated in München [Munich].III 

Veteran fighters (Alte Kämpfer) carrying the blood flag march past. Rudolf Hess 
(accompanied by Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel and District Leader Adolf Wagner) lays a 
funeral wreath on behalf of the Führer. 

 
I Filmed around 25 November 1940. (Co-)organised by the military government, journalists 
visited the city hall of Kortrijk [Courtrai] and a local flax factory. The trip also included visits 
to the studios of painters Jan Saverys and Albert Servaes. (For the latter, see also the third 
item of AM-WA NR 487.) 
II 24 November 1940. 
III This commemorates both the anniversary of the ‘Putsch’ (9 November 1923) and the 
victims of the murder attempt on Hitler (9 November 1939).  
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14. Belgium. Members of Italian air squadrons arrive by train in Flanders, from where they 
will provide support for German raids on Great Britain. 

15. Greece. Italian troops invade Greece from Albania. 
16. North Sea. German auxiliary cruisers stop and control every suspect vessel in the North 

Sea. Cargo ships that violate the blockade or turn out to be enemy ships are torpedoed. 
The crews of sunken ships are taken aboard. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
6 December 1940: AM-WA NR 48233 
1. Belgium. At the Brussels Sports Palace, an athletics meeting precedes a cycle race.I 

Joseph Mostert wins the 800-metre run. The team of Mostert, De Meulenaere, Hendrickx 
and Roland wins the 800-metre relay race. The couple Robert Naeye – Adelin Van 
Simaeys wins the 50-kilometre track relay race. Among the other competing cyclists are 
Karel Kaers, Sylveer Maes and Omer De Bruyn. [1’. 33”]  

2. Japan. The 2.600th anniversary of the Japanese Empire is solemnly celebrated. Emperor 
Hirohito reviews a military march past in Tokyo. [0’. 49”] 

3. Italy. Ion Antonescu, the President of the Romanian Council, travels to Italy for a meeting 
with the Duce in Roma [Rome]. Benito Mussolini (accompanied by Count Galeazzo 
Ciano) welcomes Antonescu at the railway station. Later Antonescu lays a funeral wreath 
at the monument of the Unknown Soldier. [0’. 23”] 

4. The Netherlands. Formations of the Dutch national-socialist movement NSB hold a 
national meeting in Amsterdam. NSB-leader Anton Mussert presides the assembly. NSB, 
which was founded as early as 1931, set itself the target of reforming the Netherlands. 

5. The Netherlands. In Rotterdam, Reich Commissioner Arthur Seyss-Inquart welcomes 
back Dutch childrenII who spent their holidays in Germany.III The children and their 
parents cheer Seyss-Inquart as he leaves, standing inside an open car. [0’. 52”] 

6. Germany. The national-socialist welfare organisation (NSV) installed over 20.000 
kindergartens throughout Germany. The children play in the open air, go to school and do 
gymnastics.IV [1’. 19”] 

7. Czechoslovakia. Brno [Brünn] celebrates the 40th anniversary of its tramway line. An old 
tram, decorated with a swastika and the number ‘40’, conveys people in festive old 
costumes. A WH collection is made. [0’. 35”] 

8. France. In Paris, models show haute couture clothing designed by Robert Piguet. [0’. 53”] 
9. Morocco (Spain).V Artisan craftsmen make beautiful mosaics in the city of Tétouan 

[Tetuan].I [1’. 04”] 

 
I 1 December 1941. 
II Seyss-Inquart talks (in German – not subtitled) with a little girl. Girl: ‘I was in 
Weissenkirchen.’ Seyss-Inquart: ‘You were in Weissenkirchen? Did it go well? Yes? It went 
very well? That’s good. I send my regards to your parents’.  
III Weissenkirchen (cf. the previous note) is presumably ‘Weissenkirchen im Attergau’ in the 
Salzkammergut region of Austria. See also the fifth item of AM-WA NR 467. 
IV The footage is accompanied by the sounds of a music box, which gives the item a very 
peaceful atmosphere. 
V Spanish enclave, not to be confused with the larger French protectorate of French Morocco. 
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10. Sweden. Workers construct a canal,II which should go through the isthmus that separates 
the Baltic Sea from Sund. [0’. 40”] 

11. Germany. The Reich government invited male and female workers from the German 
armaments industry to a visit to Berlin. Adolf Hitler receives a group of workers 
(accompanied by Robert Ley and Dr. Fritz Todt) at the Reich Chancery in Berlin. [0’. 
54”] 

12. France. The bridge of St.-Mammès, on the railway line between Paris and Dijon, has been 
reconstructed in the record time of five weeks, which shortens the route between Paris and 
Marseille by more than six hours. [0’. 33”] 

13. The Netherlands. A number of civilians died during the bombardments that the British 
carried out on the Dutch city of Haarlem. People are clearing the debris. Funeral carriages 
drive through a ruined quarter of the city. [0’. 30”] 

14. Germany. German anti-aircraft defence fires at British bombers.III British planes try 
continuously to fly over German territory at night. But an attack launched against the 
capital has been abandoned, thanks to intense fire by the German anti-aircraft defence.IV 
Six British bombers were fired down, not far from the coast. Three others crashed in the 
suburbs of Berlin. German soldiers and officers inspect and search the debris of a shot-
down plane. A fragment of the plane carries the text ‘Bombs to lie in this direction’.V 
Civilians also gather around the debris. [1’. 28”] 

15. France. The German artillery continuously shells British convoys as well as the 
installations of ports on the southern British coast. Alarm is raised in German shore 
artillery near the Channel.VI The artillery opens a barrage fire. [1’. 01”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’ 30” 
 
 
 
 
 
13 December 1940: AM-WA NR 48334 
1. Belgium. Serge Lifar and Solange Schwartz, dance partners at the Paris Opera Ballet, 

meet in front of the Alhambra Theatre in Brussels, where they are to perform. Lifar gets 
dressed for his part in Swan Lake, talks to Alhambra director Roger Beaulieu and gives 
instructions to conductor Charles StronyVII and to stage director Maurice Maeyer. [1’. 
42”]  

 
I The process development is illustrated with use of the stop-motion technique. 
II Probably the Götakanaal or Göta Canal that crosses southern Sweden to connect the Baltic 
Sea with Lake Vänern. 
III Note the link with the previous item. 
IV Accompanied with images of the anti-aircraft defence firing at night. There is no footage of 
flying enemy bombers. 
V Insert of a close-up. 
VI The alarm scene is staged. 
VII The opening scene, with Lifar and Schwartz shaking hands in front of the theatre, is staged. 
The dancers and their entourage arrived in Brussels 5 on December 1940 and performed on 6, 
7, 8 and 9 December at the ‘Théâtre de l’Alhambra’. The item shows them talking to 
colleagues and rehearsing, but there is no footage of the actual performances. 
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2. Sweden and Romania. The seismometer of the Institute for Seismography in Uppsala 
registered the earthquake that shook Romania.I In Bucuresti [Bucharest] Romanians 
shelter victims at night and clear the debris of collapsed houses and of a devastated 
church. King Mihai III visits the area. [1’. 53”] 

3. Japan. In Tokyo Emperor Hirohito, accompanied by Prince Takamatsu and Prince Asaka, 
attends a ceremony honouring fallen Japanese soldiers. [0’. 51”] 

4. Czechoslovakia. Wilhelm Furtwängler conducts the Berliner Philharmoniker at the Opera 
of Praha [Prague]. German officers and officials (including Reich Protector Constantin 
von Neurath), sitting on a balcony decorated with a swastika, listen to a performance of 
music by Richard Strauss. [1’. 18”] 

5. Germany. European champions and married couple Ernst Baier and Maxi Herber give an 
ice skating performance (for an audience of 8000 soldiers) at the Sports Palace in Berlin. 
[1’. 02”] 

6. Switzerland. The Swiss fencing championship is held in Basel. [0’. 49”] 
7. Norway. This is the life that German soldiers lead in Norway. A visit to German troops 

shows them happily fighting for their mail, fraternising with Lapps, swallowing vitamin-
rich cod-liver oilIII and throwing snowballs. Elsewhere, German planes patrol the fjords. 
[1’. 33”] 

8. Poland. The reconstruction work in Poland continues without respite: the tramline in 
Warszawa [Warsaw] is repaired. [1’. 03”] 

9. Germany. Count Galeazzo Ciano and Ramon Serrano Súñer, the respective Ministers of 
Foreign Affairs of Italy and Spain, visit Adolf Hitler at the Obersalzberg near 
Berchtesgaden.IV Ciano talks to Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel and August von 
Mackensen (the German ambassador in Italy). German Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Joachim von Ribbentrop welcomes his counterparts. [0’. 45”] 

10. Austria. Hungary enters into the Tripartite Pact. Adolf Hitler enters the Belvedere Castle 
in Wien [Vienna] and is welcomed by Joachim von Ribbentrop. Pál Teleki, President of 
the Hungarian Council, arrives with his Minister of Foreign Affairs István Csáky. Teleki, 
Csáky and von Ribbentrop sign the treaty in the presence of Hitler and other 
representatives (including Buti and Saburo Kurusu). [1’. 33”]  

11. Germany. Romania also enters into the Tripartite Pact. Ion Antonescu arrives at Berlin 
railway station and is welcomed by Joachim von Ribbentrop (and Wilhelm Keitel). 
Antonescu and his companions, including the Romanian Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Mihai Sturdza, review a parade and drive to the Reich Chancery (where they are 
welcomed by Otto Meissner). The Romanian delegation signs the treaty in the presence of 
von Ribbentrop and other representatives (including Saburo Kurusu). [1’. 43”]  

12. Germany. German U-boats return to their base after a victorious cruise. The U-boat crew 
(under Commander Otto Kretschmer) is solemnly welcomed back. This is the cameraman 

 
I The seismometer was reportedly filmed while registering that earthquake. Footage of a 
magnifying glass gliding over the upward curve is accompanied by a thundering sound and 
the voices of screaming women. Then the item cuts to images filmed in Romania. 
II Referred to as ‘Michael I’ throughout the newsreels.  
III The soldiers are lined up and making faces while they swallow the oil, distributed by an 
officer. 
IV Hitler does not appear on film: the item only shows each minister talking to the above-
mentioned German officials. The commentator does not reveal anything about the content of 
these talks. 
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who filmed the (following) report during the cruise.I The U-boat cruises the water and 
comes close to the enemy seaways. A British cargo is in view. The U-boat submerges. The 
alarm sounds: crew members jump out of their beds, take their positions and prepare for 
battle.II The enemy ship is viewed through the periscope.III The torpedo is launched! The 
crew members wait in silence and cheer when they hear an explosion. Another view 
through the periscope shows the sinking cargo. The enemy ship is hit and sinks. The U-
boat continues its cruise. [2’. 17”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 29” 
 
 
 
 
 
20 December 1940: AM-WA NR 48435 
1. Belgium. Football match in Brussels: Daring C.B. beats Union St.-Gilleoise (3-0).IV 
2. Belgium. Visit to the Borinage coal-mining district. 
3. Poland. Circus BuschV performs in the General Government. 
4. Czechoslovakia. The stage set of the National Theatre in Praha [Prague] is repainted. 
5. Germany. The German Opera Ballet (Deutsches Opernhaus) performs Peter 

Tchaikovsky’s ‘Der Heiratsspiegel’ in Berlin. 
6. Italy. Haute couture fashion show in Roma [Rome].  
7. Spain. A philately fair is held on Barcelona’s Royal Square. 
8. Switzerland. The annual Swiss Onion Market is held in Bern. 
9. Hungary. A diver searches for a car that plunged into the Donau [Danube]VI near 

Budapest. 
10. Location not mentioned (France?). New motorways on the Palette. 
11. Austria. The reconstruction of the Nibelungen Bridge in Linz (built with the help of 

prisoners of war) is nearing completion. 
12. Germany. Admiral Raeder inspects the Bismarck, a new German battleship. A flotilla of 

destroyers accompanies the Bismarck when it puts to sea. 
13. France. Air force troops are continually supplied with new fuel, which is transported by 

trains and trucks. 

 
I The PK cameraman is shown with his camera, as an introduction to the footage he reportedly 
filmed. 
II Many scenes, if not all, are re-enacted for the camera. This is especially obvious when they 
all jump out of their beds: the camera position, right in the middle of the aisle, is just (too) 
perfect. 
III A crew member is seen peering through the periscope. This is followed by a subjective shot 
of the cargo, giving the newsreel spectator the impression that he himself is looking through 
the periscope. The same process is repeated after the U-boat is hit. 
IV 15 December 1940. 
V This circus would reopen at the Royal Circus in Brussels (that had been closed since the 
German invasion) and perform there until the spring of 1942. This item might have served as 
an announcement.  
VI This river runs through a number of countries and is named differently in each one of them. 
Instead of using six other synonyms, this catalogue will stick to the English and German 
spelling. 
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14. France and Great Britain. German aircraft are loaded with bombs and fly to Coventry at 
night. Despite counter-attacks by the British anti-aircraft defence, they successfully bomb 
the city. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
27 December 1940: AM-WA NR 48536 
1. Belgium. The city of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] participates in the WH. Brass bands 

play in the open air while other people perform folk dances. Actors and actresses working 
under director Jan Vanderheyden, including the well-known actor Jef Bruyninckx, take 
part personally in the collections in the city centre.I 

2. Belgium. Gustave Roth defends his title of Belgian middleweight boxing champion 
against Vittorio (Victor) Zanetti at the Alhambra Theatre in Brussels. Roth proves himself 
stronger and challenger Zanetti is forced to give up in the 14th round.II 

3. Romania. The mortal remains of Corneliu Codreanu and the 13 Garda de Fier (Iron 
Guard) members that died with him in November 1938 are transferred to a mausoleum in 
Bucuresti [Bucharest]. Ion Antonescu and Baldur von Schirach attend the solemn 
ceremony.III  

4. Hungary. Hungarian children and their parents skate on artificial ice in Budapest. 
5. Italy. Italian youths ski in Cortina d’Ampezzo. 
6. France. The rebuilding of France continues: the Paris-Strasbourg [Strassburg] railway line 

has been repaired. 
7. Germany. The 50th Army Request Concert (Wehrmachtwünschkonzert), broadcast from 

Berlin by German radio, is a big success. Actress Marika Rökk brightens up the concert 
(which is attended by Reich Minister Joseph Goebbels).IV 

8. Austria. The German mountain artillery exercises in Steiermark [Styria]. 
9. Myanmar [Burma] (Great Britain). Japanese bombers attack the ‘Burma Road’, which 

forms Chiang Kai-shek’s main line of communication with the outside world (via Lashio, 
Mandalay and Yangôn [Rangoon]), and its adjoining arms arsenals. 

10. (France and) Great Britain. German bombers are loaded with projectiles of the heaviest 
calibre and firebombs. They attack Birmingham at night: the effect of the incendiaries is 
clearly visible. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 

 
I Many WH-activities took place between 21 December 1940 and 6 January 1941. Ufa 
cameramen filmed director Jan Vanderheyden and some of ‘his’ actors and actresses 
collecting money in the centre of Antwerp (Meir and Groenplaats) on 21 or 22 December 
1941. They also filmed folklore groups in Antwerp on 25 December 1941. 
II 18 December 1940. 
III In January 1941, when this issue was still shown in Belgian cinemas, the Iron Guard 
revolted against Antonescu. The marshal crushed the resistance with German assistance. 
IV The item included footage of soldiers in and outside Germany listening to the programme. 
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3. 1941 
 
 
 
 
 
3 January 1941: AM-WA NR 48637  
1. Belgium. Male and female members of the Ice Bear Club of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] 

organise swimming festivities in aid of the WH.I 
2. France. At the French coast, German anti-aircraft defence troops exercise to defend the 

Channel. 
3. Spain. A monument commemorating those who gave their life for Spain (during the Civil 

War) is unveiled in Santa Elena. Mass is celebrated. 
4. Romania. German soldiers, artillery and tanks march past King Mihai I and Marshal Ion 

Antonescu in Bucuresti [Bucharest] to give added lustre to the occasion of Romania’s 
entry into the Tripartite Pact. 

5. Japan. Japan’s entry into the Tripartite Pact is celebrated in Tokyo. Minister of Foreign 
Affairs Yosuke Matsuoka gives a speech, followed by a parade in which some groups 
carry Italian and German flags. (German and Italian representatives in Tokyo attend the 
festivities.) 

6. France. Marshal Philippe Pétain (accompanied by Charles Huntziger) visits Lyon and is 
enthusiastically welcomed by the local population. (Pétain meets with First World War 
campaigners.) 

7. Sweden. The giant funicular railway connecting Forsby to Köping is inaugurated. 
8. Norway. Repairs to the motorway linking Oslo and BergenFout! Bladwijzer niet 

gedefinieerd. assure the provision of supplies to Norway, where fresh fruit and vegetables 
are in high demand. 

9. Location not mentioned (Romania?). Field Marshal Walther von Brauchitsch visits his 
troops in the east. He inspects their quarters and talks to an officer. 

10. Germany. Adolf Hitler, accompanied by Robert Ley and Joseph Goebbels, visits workers 
in an arms factory. Standing against a background formed by heavy artillery pieces, the 
Führer addresses the audience and reaffirms his determination to make peace soon. 

11. Germany. The German Opera Ballet of Berlin (Deutsches Opernhaus) performs ‘The 
Glassblower’ as a Christmas Show in Berlin. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
10 January 1941: AM-WA NR 48738 
1. Belgium. Jean Chapelle wins the cross-country run in (Deurne near) Antwerpen 

[Antwerp/Anvers] beating Edouard Schroeven. The contest was organised in aid of the 
WH.I [1’. 06”] 

 
I The exact date of this event is untraceable: many WH activities took place from 21 
December 1940 until 6 January 1941. (See also the first item of AM-WA NR 485). 
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2. Belgium. The WH offers families in need a banquet in a warehouse in Brussels. [1’. 37”] 
3. Belgium. Some Belgian journalists, accompanied by German officersII, pay a visit to 

painter Albert Servaes in Sint-Martens-Latem. The works of Servaes, who paints a portrait 
of Christ, show great talent and vivacity.III [1’. 09”] 

4. Czechoslovakia. Bishop Dr. Elsner consecrates the restored St. Jacob’s Church in Praha 
[Prague]. [0’. 47”] 

5. Location not mentioned. A visit to the zoo, where lions, elephants, racoons, and monkeys 
etc are seen. [1’. 12”] 

6. Czechoslovakia. The draining of a pond in Bohemia-Moravia results in a miraculous catch 
of fish. [1’. 03”] 

7. USA. Stormy weather causes a shipping disaster on Lake Michigan and a snowstorm in 
Oregon. [0’. 54”] 

8. Poland. The concerts given by German police to the General Government were a 
tremendous success. District Governor Ernst Zörner attends a concert in Lublin. [0’. 30”] 

9. Germany. Vladimir Dekanozov, the new Russian representative, arrives at the new Reich 
Chancery to hand his credentials to Adolf Hitler.IV [0.’ 40”] 

10. France. British bombers have attacked the city of Marseille and destroyed several civil 
households in the centre of town as well as in the suburbs. People recover belongings 
from their destroyed houses. [0’. 33”] 

11. Norway. To protect the country from enemy air incursions new (German) airfields are 
constantly built in Norway. German planes fly over the Norwegian coast. [1’. 19”] 

12. France. A captured British submarine, damaged in a minefield, has been repaired. The 
boat is from now on being used by the German war navy. [0’. 50”] 

13. France and Great Britain. Despite very stormy weather, German reinforcements and new 
troops put to sea and sail to Guernsey and Jersey. On arrival, the troops install their 
artillery and anti-aircraft equipment and start to barrage the enemy. Enemy 
reconnaissance aircraft that approach the islands undergo intense fire by the German 
artillery.V [2’. 59”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 39” 
 
 
 
 
 
17 January 1941: AM-WA NR 48839-48940 

 
I 1 January 1940. Admittance was ‘free’ upon donation of one franc to the WH. The 
soundtrack of the first 12 seconds of both (related) newsreel prints is missing, which makes it 
impossible to find out whether the commentary referred to the WH. 
II The commentary doesn’t refer to them, but in one shot four officers surround Servaes. 
III Possibly already filmed around 25 November 1940. See also the first item of AM-WA NR 
481. 
IV No images of the Führer himself. 
V The image of a German officer looking at the sky suggests the presence of British planes, 
but none come into view. The item closes with a long sequence of firing artillery. 
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1. Belgium. Water polo in Brussels. (Presumably dedicated to the ‘Teddy Matthieu 
Challenge Cup’.)I 

2. Belgium. A severe winter in Belgium. 
3. France. Swimming contest. (Possibly French swimmer Hubert crossing the Seine and 

reaching the Pont d’Alexandre (bridge) in one minute 36 seconds, thus winning the 
traditional winter swimming race.)II 

4. France. The mortal remains of the ‘Duke of Reichstadt’III, the son of Napoleon I are 
transferred from Wien [Vienna] to Paris, at the special request of Adolf Hitler. Admiral 
Jean Darlan and torchlight bearers escort the sarcophagus to the Dôme des Invalides, 
where it is interred again the next day. Admiral Darlan, German Ambassador Otto Abetz 
and other officials attend the ceremony. 

5. France. French workers go to a recruitment office to find out more about working 
conditions in Germany. They voluntarily enlist and leave the next day for Germany. At 
the railway station they receive food parcels from Red Cross nurses.  

6. Switzerland. Volunteers work hard in the Red Cross headquarters in Genève [Geneva]. 
Mail and post parcels for prisoners of war from all nations are sorted. 

7. USA. A tornado destroys the hanging bridge of Tacoma. 
8. Mexico. Miguel Avila Camacho assumes his duties as the new president of Mexico. His 

assumption of duties gives rise to festivities in Mexico City. Former President Lázaro 
Cárdenas attends Camacho’s swearing in.IV  

9. China. Japanese seaplanes take off from Lake Poyang Hu and bomb Chinese positions 
down the Yangzi River. 

10. Mediterranean Sea. Italian battleships (‘Vittorio Veneto’, ‘Andrea Dorio’ and ‘Giulio 
Cesare’) intercept British ships south of Sardegna [Sardinia].V 

11. Germany. German shipbuilding yards produce new U-boats constantly. 
12. Great Britain. German reconnaissance planes fly over southern England and take pictures. 

Back at the base, the developed pictures show the damage caused by German 
bombardments (in the port of Southampton). 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
24 January 1941: AM-WA NR 49041 
1. Belgium. A visit to the Flemish sculptor Karel Aubroeck.  
2. Italy. Winter in Roma [Rome]: the eternal city and the remains of its classical buildings 

are covered in snow. 
3. Hungary. Fifty motorcyclists race through snow. 

 
I This match was the final of the sports festivities organised by the Brussels Swimming Club. 
The game was played on 12 January 1941 at the Bain royal swimming-pool: C.N.B (Cercle 
de natation de Bruxelles) lost to A.Z.C. (Antwerpsche Zwemclub).  
II See also the fourth item of AM-WA NR 490. 
III Napoleon François Charles Joseph Bonaparte. The ashes of Napoleon’s son returned on 15 
December 1940, the 100th anniversary of his burial in Vienna. 
IV See also the first item of AM-WA NR 539. 
V ‘Presumably represents Operation Callar of Cape Teulada’ (Copyright Trustees of the 
Imperial War Museum 2002). 
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4. France. Swimming contest in Paris. (Possibly French swimmer Hubert crossing the Seine 
and reaching the Pont d’Alexandre (bridge) in one minute 36 seconds, thus winning the 
traditional winter swimming race.)I 

5. Hungary. Ice hockey teams from Budapest, Berlin and Wien [Vienna] compete in a 
contest in Budapest. 

6. France. The music halls of Paris began their winter season. At the Tabarin Club, the 
audience (which includes German officers) watches a ballet version of the Creation story 
and the cancan. 

7. Belgium. Belgian lion trainer Jim Roose baptises his lion cubs in Brussels.II 
8. USA. Challengers of Death.III (Presumably spectacular footage of the New York World 

Fair where test drivers put cars – and themselves - through death-defying tests.) 
9. Belgium. The homecoming of Belgian prisoners of war from Germany.IV 
10. Norway. German policemen in Norwegian Lapland ski to a Lapp shop and buy some 

things.V 
11. Germany. German air force recruits are trained at an aviation school. With the help of 

simulators they receive theoretical and practical flying and bombing instructions. 
12. Germany and the Atlantic Ocean. German battleship Gneisenau puts to sea and attacks a 

convoy brought to the captain’s attention by a reconnaissance plane. Two enemy merchant 
ships are sunk; the crew of the latter is taken aboard. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
  
 
 
 
31 January 1941: AM-WA NR 49142 
1. Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Romania. The winter covers Europe with deep 

snow, as illustrated by winter scenes filmed in Berlin, Thüringen [Thuringia], Praha 
[Prague] and Romania.  

2. Denmark. A Danish couple celebrates their wedding on iced-over water. Together with 
their guests, the bride and groom eventually fall into the water.  

 
I See also the third item of AM-WA NR 488-489. It is very peculiar that two newsreel issues 
in a row featured an item dedicated to a French swimming contest. It is of course possible that 
the item was meant to be included in AM-WA NR 488-489, but was cancelled at the eleventh 
hour and was eventually included in AM-WA NR 490. 
II 20 January 1941. Jim ‘The man who plays with death’ Roose used to own seven lions, but 
four of them were reportedly poisoned by the Belgian police when the war broke out. The 
baptism of the new lions was followed by a performance during which both Roose and his 
wife were unfortunately attacked by one of their older pets. It is not clear whether these 
incidents, which occurred on the night of the baptism, were also filmed and included in the 
newsreel. 
III The newsreel summary published in newspapers described the content of this item very 
vaguely as ‘candidates for death’ (candidats à la mort) or ‘challengers of death’ 
(dooduitdagers). 
IV Many Belgian prisoners of war returned home during this period, it is not clear when and 
where this item was filmed. Most of them arrived in railway stations in Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers] or Brussels. 
V This item could not be identified more thoroughly. 
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3. USA. Models pose in the open air for artists at the California coast.  
4. Switzerland. Visit to an international dog show. 
5. Belgium. Cycle race in Dilbeek.  
6. Germany. The Berliner Metropol Theatre stages ‘Frauen im Metropol’. An excerpt of the 

play shows ‘Spanish’ dancers performing a tambourine ballet. 
7. Poland. The German Municipal Theatre of Poznań [Posen], formerly neglected by the 

Poles, is being restored. Meanwhile a new production is already being prepared.  
8. Belgium. Work on the Brussels railway connection (between Brussels South and North 

Station) is resumed.I  
9. USSR. Germany and the USSR, respectively represented by Ambassador Count Friedrich 

Werner von der Schulenburg and Commissar for Foreign Affairs Vyacheslav Molotov, 
sign economic and political agreements in Moskva [Moscow]. The treaties expand 
bilateral economic trade, arrange for the emigration of Germans from the Soviet Baltic 
States and fix the German-Russian frontier ‘in the northern sector’.II 

10. Belgium. In Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] Flemish workers leave voluntarily for 
Germany. The Red Cross supplies them with food parcels.III  

11. Germany and France. A German factory produces searchlights that are used by the anti-
aircraft defence at the Channel coast. 

12. Germany. A visit to German paratroops in training, among whom we find the famous 
boxer Max Schmeling. 

13. France and the North Sea. Alarm is given in a German airbase on the Channel coast: 
British Spitfires are approaching! German fighters take off and attack the enemy planes 
immediately. Lieutenant Colonel Adolf Galland brings a Spitfire down: the action is 
filmed by a camera attached to his machine gun. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
7 February 1941: AM-WA NR 49243 
1. Poland. The funicular at Zakopane is put back into operation. 
2. Norway. The Norwegian wood industry at work: trees are felled and transported. 
3. France and the Netherlands. Winter pleasures in Europe: in Paris a wooden footbridge is 

built over the frozen Seine while in the Netherlands people are ice-skating. 
4. USA. A skating championship is held at Pittsburgh’s sports palace. 
5. Belgium. A French table-tennis player wins the French-Belgian championship in 

Brussels.IV 
6. Japan. The Japanese hold a relay race over a distance of 1.000 kilometres. 
7. Belgium. Visit to painter Martin Bollé, winner of the ‘Prix de Rome – Prijs van Rome’, 

which the Belgian Ministry of Public Education annually awards to an artist aged under 
25. 

 
I See also the seventh item of AM-WA NR 503. 
II It was rather unusual for newsreel commentaries to refer to the content of treaties instead of 
restricting themselves to naming the officials present. However several sources leave no room 
for doubt that this particular item was an exception to that rule. 
III Presumably filmed on 27 January 1941. 
IV Strangely enough this event was not covered in the newspapers. 
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8. Norway and Germany. Norwegian men and women leave Oslo to work in Germany. The 
NSV welcomes the workers in their own language (Norwegian) in the port of Sassnitz. 

9. Belgium. A visit to the German Army House in Brussels where German soldiers eat, read, 
play billiards… 

10. Germany. A military delegation from Japan, lead by Lieutenant General Tomoyuki 
Yamashita, visits Berlin. Field Marshal Walther von Brauchitsch receives a samurai sword 
as a gift. 

11. Italy and Malta (Great Britain). German fighter planes take off from Italy and attack the 
British naval base in Valletta, the capital of Malta. 

12. Atlantic Ocean. A German U-boat heads for South Atlantic waters and crosses the 
equator, an event that is traditionally celebrated with a party. Arrived in its sector of action 
the U-boat controls the merchandise of all traders. A Portuguese ship transporting 
authorised goods can continue its journey, while a British cargo ship – whose crew is 
taken aboard afterwards - is sunk. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
14 February 1941: AM-WA NR 49344 
1. Belgium. The Anti-Freemasonry Exhibition is organised in Brussels, at the headquarters 

of the (former) Supreme Council of the Belgian Freemason’s Lodge.I 
2. Norway. Visit to a silver-fox farm. 
3. Germany. A fashion show in Berlin displays new creations from the Schulze-Bibernell 

House. 
4. Czechoslovakia. Josef Bradl wins the second German wartime ski championships 

(Kreigsmeisterschaften) that were held in Sudetenland. 
5. USA. Fanatic skiers practise at night, carrying torches. 
6. Belgium. A boxing match in Brussels.  
7. France. Cycle race. (Presumably dedicated to Robert Oubron winning the ‘Challenge 

national du cyclocross’ in Paris.) 
8. Belgium. Belgian arts and crafts: brass plates and dishes.II 
9. Germany. Lieutenant General Tomoyuki Yamashita and other Japanese officers meet 

Adolf Hitler at the new Reich Chancery in Berlin. 
10. Germany. Adolf Hitler addresses the Sports Palace in Berlin on the ‘eighth anniversary of 

the national-socialist revolution’, and his appointment as Reich Chancellor. 
11. France. Long-distance artillery is positioned all along the Channel coast and is 

immediately put into action in the fight against Great Britain. 
12. Germany (France and Great Britain). Presentation of the latest model of the German air 

force Focke Wulf Fw 200 c or ‘Condor’, a long-distance bomber. (Possibly including 
battle footage of Condors carrying out an attack on British merchant ships off the coast of 
Scotland.) 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 

 
I The exhibition was inaugurated on 1 February 1941.  
II The exact location where the craftsmen and their products were filmed is unknown. 
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21 February 1941: AM-WA NR 49445 
1. Belgium. Beerschot A.C. inflicts a crushing defeat (9-2) on F.C. Mechelen in Mechelen 

[Malines].I 
2. Czechoslovakia. A handball match on skates is played in the Protectorate of Bohemia-

Moravia. 
3. Hungary. Winter games are held on Lake Balaton. 
4. Location not mentioned. A man, wearing a bathing suit, skates on ice and suddenly throws 

himself into icy water ‘to freshen himself up’.II 
5. USA. Carnival in New York: floats drive through the city at night. 
6. Belgium. Within the framework of the WH, a variety theatre gives a free show for needy 

children. Afterwards the children are fed hot chocolate and cookies. 
7. Italy. 13 nations compete in the world championship skiing in Cortina d’Ampezzo. 

(Germany, represented by Josef Jennewein and other skiers, wins six medals.) 
8. Germany. Saburo Kurusu, the Japanese Ambassador in Germany, bids Adolf Hitler 

farewell at the new Reich Chancery in Berlin. 
9. Belgium. In Brussels, many bridges – and especially those connecting the city with the 

suburbs – have been blown up by British troops.III Thanks to the efforts of German 
pioneers, the bridges could be put into use again. 

10. Germany. The manufacture of new steel helmets for the German troops. 
11. Italy, Mediterranean Sea and Africa. German fighter planes take off from an airbase in 

South Italy and cross the Mediterranean Sea to attack British positions in Africa. On their 
way back they sink a British ship, which tries in vain to defend itself with naval guns. 

12. Atlantic Ocean. A German auxiliary cruiser attacks two British cargo ships. The crew is 
rescued and taken aboard. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
28 February 1941: AM-WA NR 49546 
1. France. The covered market halls of Nogent-sur-Marne collapsed during market hours, an 

accident that caused many victims. Members of the German army attend the funerals. 
2. France. Robert Naud, a French prisoner of war, saved two little girls from drowning and 

is released on the order of Adolf Hitler. A German officer interviews Naud, who happily 
returns to his wife and son.IV 

3. Mexico. A procession is held (in Guadalupe?) for Our Lady of Guadalupe, the patroness 
of Mexico.  

 
I 16 July 1941. 
II This item, probably intended to be funny, was according to a newspaper review ‘scary’. 
III A newspaper review reveals that, according to the item, the bridges were blown up ‘without 
precaution’, thereby destroying many houses. 
IV The item may have contained an original sound recording of the interview. 
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4. Spain. Traditional festivities, including a candle mass procession and traditional dances, 
honour Our Lady on Candlemas in Vallès.I 

5. Belgium. Dance performance by a small girl acrobat in Brussels. 
6. Japan. In TokyoII little Japanese girls deliver beautiful puppets to the German and Italian 

embassies, destined for wounded soldiers from both befriended nations. 
7. Germany. German dignitaries welcome the new Japanese Representative, Hiroshi 

Oshima, and his wife at Berlin railway station. (State Secretary Ernst Freiherr von 
Weizsäcker represents Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop.)  

8. Germany. Adolf Hitler receives the Yugoslav Prime Minister Cvetkovíc and his Minister 
of Foreign Affairs Marcovíc on the Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden. (German Minister 
of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop accompanies them.) 

9. Belgium. Some restaurants in Brussels treat children in need to a copious dinner on a 
daily basis (within the framework of the WH?). 

10. Belgium. The bells of the carillons of Mechelen [Malines], Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers], Gent [Ghent/Gand] and Brugge [Bruges]III were all produced in 
Tournai [Doornik]. Carilloneurs from the Jef Denijn school are playing them. 

11. Germany. The Siemens factory produced an enormous water turbine and four generators 
for a factory in Manchukuo. It takes 50 railway wagons to transport the machinery. 

12. Poland. In Zakopane a ski school is opened exclusively for members of the German 
police. 

13. Norway. Winter sports near Oslo: Norwegian citizens as well as German soldiers are 
skiing and skating. 

14. Germany. In high mountain areas, paramedical soldiers (Red Cross) practise abseiling 
wounded soldiers. 

15. France. German minesweepers leave their port and start sweeping the Channel under the 
protection of destroyers and torpedo boats. A German submarine chaser uses acoustical 
devices to track down enemy submarines and subsequently attacks them.  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
7 March 1941: AM-WA NR 49647 
1. Europe. Floods in Europe. (Presumably containing footage of flooding in Paris.) 
2. Belgium. The Great Trotting Race in Brussels. 
3. USA. The pleasure of sledging. 
4. Japan. The Japanese army is on winter manoeuvres on Hokkaido. 
5. Hungary. The Hungarian police parades through the streets of Budapest to commemorate 

its 60th anniversary. 
6. Germany. The Day of the German Police, a fund-raising drive for the WH, is organised in 

Berlin and in many other German cities. 
7. Poland. Within the framework of rebuilding the General Government, the nitrogen factory 

of Mosćice starts up production again. 

 
I All newpapers announced the item as ‘St. Anthony’s Festivities in Madrid’, but a lengthy 
review published in Volk en staat leaves no doubt that that item was cancelled at the eleventh 
hour and replaced by this item, also dealing with religious festivities in Spain. 
II The French ‘Actualités Mondiales’ stated that this took place in Yokohama. 
III With inserts of the mentioned towers. 
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8. Germany. The head of the Danish police visits Berlin (accompanied by his German 
colleague Wolf Heinrich Graf von Helldorf) and lays a wreath at the monument to the 
German policeman. 

9. Germany. The Reich Film Chamber (Reichsfilmkammer) assembles in the Schiller 
Theatre (Schiller-Theater) in Berlin. Dr. Joseph Goebbels speaks to an audience, which 
includes many famous directors, actors and actresses (Emil Jannings, Carl Froelich, Leni 
Riefenstahl, Paul Hartmann, Willy Birgel, Heinrich George, Olga Tschechowa, etc.)I 

10. Belgium. Visit to Flemish Labour Service volunteers (VAVV).II 
11. Italy. Benito Mussolini meets Franco in Bordighera. Ramon Serrano Súñer, Spanish 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, and General José Moscardó Isuarte, defender of the Alcázar 
in Toledo, accompany Franco. 

12. Italy. German and Italian fighter planes take off from Italian airbases and fly to Africa. 
13. Atlantic Ocean. A German auxiliary cruiser sinks a British steamship and fires at enemy 

sailing vessels, which sink into the ocean.III  
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
14 March 1941: AM-WA NR 49748 
1. France. In Paris, a newly-wed couple leaves the church and gets onto a ‘pedal-taxi’. 
2. Belgium. Richard Blendeman wins the national cross-country championship in Antwerpen 

[Antwerp/Anvers] in front of Jul. Douws and Eugène Jacobs.IV 
3. Germany. 13 nations compete in the 15th international winter sports week in Garmisch-

Partenkirchen. (Germany, represented by Rudi Kranz and other skiers, wins 11 out of 13 
medals.) 

4. USA. A skating championship is held in Wisconsin. 
5. Spain. In Santander firemen try to extinguish a fire that already reduced over 700 houses 

to cinders. 
6. Hungary. The Hungarian Red Cross works hard to help flood victims.V 
7. Germany. A visit to Belgian workersVI in Berlin, who were once unemployed but found a 

job by volunteering to work in Germany. 
8. Belgium. The ‘Regensburger Domspatzen’, the boys’ choir from Regensburg, give their 

first concert at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels.VII 
9. China. Japanese navy troops fight in China. 

 
I It is likely that the commentary or the editing drew the audience’s attention to these people. 
II See also the 25th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
III The auxiliary cruiser, the Widder, sank these ships (the British King John and the Finnish 
Kiloran) in July-August 1940. None of this was revealed in the commentary. 
IV 9 March 1941. The race started and ended in front of the Sports Palace. 
V This item, only mentioned in the French-speaking press, might have been cancelled at the 
eleventh hour. 
VI The Dutch ATW, which had already featured this item one week before (in issue 496), 
labelled them as ‘Flemish and Walloon’ instead of ‘Belgian’ workers. 
VII 4 March 1941. This concert, attended by many German military men, was partially 
organised by DeVlag. However, it is unlikely that this fact was brought to the attention of the 
newsreel audience.  
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10. Germany. The new Japanese Representative, Hiroshi Oshima, visits Adolf Hitler (and 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop) at the Berghof in Berchtesgaden. 

11. Germany. The German infantry regiment List is on manoeuvre and practises attacking. 
12. Austria. Bulgaria enters the Tripartite Pact. Bogdan Filov (Bulgaria), Hiroshi Oshima 

(Japan), Count Galeazzo Ciano (Italy) and Joachim von Ribbentrop (Germany) sign the 
entry treaty at the Belvedere castle in Wien [Vienna]. Afterwards they meet Adolf Hitler, 
who arrived by train. 

13. Bulgaria. Following Bulgaria’s entry into the Tripartite Pact and anticipating British 
actions in Southern Europe, the German army crosses the German-Bulgarian frontier with 
permission of the Bulgarian government. The troops span bridges over the Donau 
[Danube] and then march into Bulgaria, where the population welcomes them 
enthusiastically. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
21 March 1941: AM-WA NR 49849 
1. Belgium. The city of Tournai [Doornik] organises an exhibition dedicated to plans 

designed for its reconstruction.I 
2. Belgium. Close-up of the monumental Palace of Justice, a characteristic feature of the 

Brussels landscape. 
3. Austria. In Wien [Vienna] Reich Marshal Hermann Göring meets Marshal Ion Antonescu 

at the Belvedere Castle to discuss mainly economic questions. 
4. Germany. The German football team beats its Swiss opponent (4-2) in Stuttgart. 
5. USA. Walter Mehl wins the 1500-metre run at the national athletics meeting in New 

York. 
6. Switzerland. A special chess tournament takes place in Arosa. People dressed in medieval 

costumes act as chess pieces on an ice rink transformed into a chessboard. 
7. Germany. The making of mannequins for shops in Berlin. 
8. Germany. Reich Minister Joseph Goebbels opens the spring trade fair in Leipzig 

(Leipziger Messe). 
9. Belgium. The fight against contraband trade in Belgium.II 
10. Bulgaria. The German air force has moved several of its airbases to Bulgaria. (Meanwhile 

more and more German troops march into Bulgaria.) 
11. Libya (Italy). German troops arrive in the port of Tripoli and march through the streets of 

the city. Long columns of armoured vehicles drive through the desert, ready to fight the 
British. 

12. Great Britain. German bombers (Condors) take off at night. They reach the coast of 
Scotland in the morning and carry out raids on a British convoy. The British anti-aircraft 
defence fails to prevent the sinking of several ships. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 

 
I See also the 29th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
II Around this period, newspapers regularly reported on the arrest and punishment of 
bootleggers. 
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28 March 1941: AM-WA NR 49950 
1. USA. In Seattle a speedboat race is held over a 38-kilometre distance. 
2. Germany. Italy wins the German-Italian fencing contest (Fechtländerkampf) organised in 

Berlin (8-3). 
3. Belgium. A football match takes place in Brussels. (Presumably dedicated to the 

Beerschot A.C. – S.C. Anderlecht football match.I)  
4. Czechoslovakia. In the zoo in Praha [Prague] an alligator with a toothache is treated. 
5. Spain. The orange harvest in Valencia is abundant. 
6. Belgium. Potatoes for Belgium.II  
7. Belgium. British bombers attacked the castle of Oostmalle, which is severely damaged.III 
8. China. Japanese troops land in the delta of Guangzhou [Canton]. 
9. Location not mentioned (Germany?). German pioneers build a railway bridge with the 

help of a crane. 
10. Libya (Italy). General Erwin Rommel inspects his troops (infantrymen, armoured 

vehicles, motorised units etc.) in Tripoli.  
11. Germany. A German cruiser returns from a long journey across the Atlantic Ocean, 

bringing back the crew members of sunk merchant ships. (Possibly containing footage of 
the famous U-boat commanders Otto Kretschmer and Karl Heinz Möhle.) 

12. Location not mentioned (Germany?). The efficiency of the German anti-aircraft defence 
in case of an enemy air raid is demonstrated. The report post is informed immediately 
about an approaching enemy formation. Alarm is given to the anti-aircraft artillery, which 
searches the sky with floodlights while night fighters take off to counter-attack enemy 
bombers.  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
4 April 1941: AM-WA NR 50051 
1. Belgium. A contest for accordion players is organised in Brussels. 
2. France. The ‘Prix Juigné’ horse race is held at the Auteuil Racecourse near Paris. 
3. Belgium. Edouard Schroeven wins the 42nd national cross-country running championship 

beating title-holder Jean Chapelle and Gaston Reiff in Brussels.IV  
4. Germany. Athletes from Germany (including Rudolf Harbig), Denmark, Finland, Norway, 

Sweden and Hungary compete in an international indoor sports meeting at the 
Deutschlandhalle in Berlin. 

5. Norway. Mannequins display coats (that are subsequently put up for auction) made of 
silver-fox fur.I 

 
I 23 March 1941. Beerschot A.C. gave Anderlecht a dressing down (5-0). 
II Presumably assuring the Belgian population that there will be enough potatoes. 
III See also the 30th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
IV 30 March 1941. The championship, known as ‘the National’ was organised around Duden 
Park. 
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6. The Netherlands. A visit to the tunnel under the River Meuse [Maas] in Rotterdam. 
(Presumably related to the rebuilding of Rotterdam.)II 

7. Belgium. Shipyards on the River Schelde [Scheldt/L’Escaut] in Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers].III 

8. Germany. The Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs, Yosuke Matsuoka, visits Berlin. He 
is welcomed at the railway station by his German counterpart Joachim von Ribbentrop, 
Japanese Ambassador Hiroshi Oshima, Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel and Reich Minister 
Joseph Goebbels.IV  

9. Bulgaria. The German army, protected against British attacks by its anti-aircraft defence, 
continues its systematically planned advance through Bulgaria. Some troops are on 
horseback to cross the mountain passes. The Bulgarian population welcomes the troops 
cordially.  

10. Libya (Italy). German pilots have to wait for a sandstorm to abate at an airfield in Tripoli. 
After the storm, the flight takes off and attacks British armoured vehicles and leaves them 
burning in the desert. 

11. Great Britain. German fighter planes fly in formation over the Channel to bomb Great 
Britain. British Spitfires, trying to attack them, are shot down. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
11 April 1941: AM-WA NR 50152 
1. Belgium. Boxing match at the Brussels Sports Palace: Karel Sys, Belgian champion all 

categories, knocks his French opponent Francis Rutz out in the third round.V 
2. Norway. A visit to the training school of the Bond of Norwegian Girls in Blakstad. 
3. Switzerland. A miniature glider plane contest is held in Arosa. 
4. France. A bear and his trainer share an apartment in Paris. 
5. USA. An annual beauty contest is organised in Florida.VI 
6. Belgium. A hairdressers’ contest is held in Brussels. 
7. Belgium. Berliner performing artists visit Brussels. The ‘Berliner Künstlerfahrt’ brings a 

group of German performing artists to Belgium, where they entertain German soldiers. 
The artists (including actor-director Peter Voss, actress Irene Freiin von Meyendorff, 

 
I The item opens with images of a silver-fox farm. See also the eighth item of AM-WA NR 
539. 
II See also the 10th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
III Since next week’s newsreel issue features a similar item (see the ninth item of AM-WA NR 
501), it was probably postponed for one week.  
IV He also met Hitler and Göring. The DW featured images of that meeting but the French and 
Dutch ATW apparently did not, which indicates that the Belgian ATW also did not contain 
footage of that meeting. 
V 6 April 1941. There were three other matches on the programme, but this fight was top of 
the bill. 
VI See also the third item of AM-WA NR 539. 
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actress Grethe Weiser, opera singer Peter Anden, actor Willy Fritsch and his wife, dancer 
Dinah Grace) performed in Brussels and Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers].I 

8. Spain. A fashion show. 
9. Belgium. The revived activities in the shipyards on the River Schelde [Scheldt/L’Escaut] 

near Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] prove that the national economy is growing stronger. 
(A ship is launched, probably in the Boel shipyards in Temse [Tamise].)II  

10. USSR. The Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs, Yosuke Matsuoka, visits Moskva 
[Moscow]. Matsuoka is welcomed at the railway station by Soviet dignitaries. 

11. Libya (Italy). While more reinforcements and equipment arrive in Tripoli, the German 
army moves further east into Tripolitania. Long columns drive over the sand tracks. When 
English planes attack German positions, the anti-aircraft defence fights back. A Spitfire 
and a Wellington Bomber are shot down (and the surviving crew members are 
interrogated). 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
18 April 1941: AM-WA NR 50253 
1. USA. Sports in the USA.III 
2. Switzerland. Ladies’ fencing contest. 
3. Belgium. In Brussels, the Daring C.B. - Beerschot A.C. football match ends in a two-all 

draw (0-0).IV 
4. Denmark. A whale beached on the northern coast of Jylland [Jutland]. 
5. Belgium. Visit to the flower market in Tournai [Doornik]. 
6. The Netherlands. Visit to the textile fair in Utrecht. 
7. Hungary. Visit to the product exchange in Budapest.V 
8. Belgium. A visit to the poor quarter in Gent [Ghent/Gand].VI  
9. Romania. Marshal Ion Antonescu decorates Romanian soldiers as well as widows of 

fallen soldiers, in Bucuresti [Bucharest].  
10. Libya (Italy). German soldiers, positioned in the desert (near Cyrenaica, which is occupied 

by the British army), are reinforced. 
11. Atlantic Ocean. German battleships cross the Atlantic Ocean and sink enemy ships. 
12. Yugoslavia. The German army enters Yugoslavia and advances swiftly. 

 
I They performed on 4 April 1941 at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) 
in Brussels and on 5 April 1941 at a soldiers theatre in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. The 
delegation was lead by Hans Heinrich Hinkel, President of the Reich Culture Chamber 
(Reichskulturkammer). 
II See also the 23rd item of AM-WA NR 539. 
III There is no more information available on the content of this item. The corresponding issue 
of the French ‘Actualités Mondiales’ featured images of a spectacular accident that occurred 
during an American outboard motor contest. 
IV 14 April 1941. The result surprised most football fans: Beerschot A.C. was the odds-on 
favourite since its victory over S.C. Anderlecht. (Cf. the third item of AM-WA NR 499). 
V The corresponding issue of the French ‘Actualités Mondiales’ featured an item on an 
agricultural fair in Budapest. Both items may have been identical.  
VI Probably related to the activities of municipal social services. 
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Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
25 April 1941: AM-WA NR 50354 
1. Belgium. Racehorse Radio City (ridden by J. Brackeleer) finishes before favourites Gallic, 

Béguin and Mazarine and wins ‘La Grande Poule des Produits’ is held at the hippodrome 
of Bosvoorde [Boitsfort]. [1’. 12”]I 

2. rance. French gymnastic institutes, which started work again two months ago, make a 
public presentation during a gymnastics meeting at the Pierre-de-Coubertin Stadium in 
Paris. [0’. 34”] 

3. Belgium. German actor-director Heinz Rühmann visited Brussels with his wife, actress 
Herta Feiler, on the occasion of a film premiere. In his spare time, Rühmann works as 
dispatch rider for the German air force.II [1’. 02”]  

4. The Netherlands. German actor-director and Councillor of State, Gustaf Gründgens, 
organises a theatre performance (of the Berlin State Theatre (Berliner Staatstheater)) for 
German soldiers in the Netherlands. [0’. 27”] 

5. France. The priest of the church of Saint-Amand-les-Eaux shows a recently discovered 
charcoal drawing - a deposition of the cross - attributed to Peter Paul Rubens. The final 
decision lies with the experts. [0’. 40”]  

6. Belgium. Visit to a craftsman who makes clogs.III The city-dweller looks with some 
disdain at these shoes, which look ungraceful and heavy. Yet that is absolutely false. They 
have a beautiful line and are very light and very resistant. A clog dance disproves the so-
called lack of charm of wooden shoes.IV [1’. 29”] 

7. Belgium. Some weeks ago we showed that work on the Brussels railway connection had 
resumed.V Great progress has been made since. Work continues at Brussels North Station 
and elsewhere in the city. Panoramic footage of the city, combined with maps, show how 
the route will run to Brussels South Station.VI [1’. 36”] 

8. France. A Japanese naval delegation that visited Germany rounds off its study tour with a 
visit to naval and air bases on the Channel coast. [0’. 51”] 

9. Italy and Libya (Italy). Supplies for German troops in Africa embark at a southern Italian 
port. The convoy puts to sea and crosses the Mediterranean Sea, protected by destroyers 
and fighters.VII In Africa, German troops advance towards Al’ Uqaylah [El Agheila]. The 

 
I 20 April 1941. The prize was worth 80.000 Belgian francs, a fact that went unmentioned. 
II The commentary does not mention the title of the film, but is presumably referring to 
‘Lauter Liebe’, a film directed by Rühmann and starring Feiler that premiered on 18 April 
1941. Rühmann and Feiler were in Brussels prior to that date, around 7 April 1941. Images of 
Rühmann and Feiler at the Grand'Place in Brussels are followed by a staged scene – 
presumably filmed elsewhere - of Rühmann in a pilot’s uniform accepting a package and 
taking off.  
III The whole manufacturing process is shown. 
IV This clog dance is performed at a farmstead by a couple of young women in traditional 
dress. One of them, wearing short pants, impersonates a male dancer.  
V The commentary refers to the eighth item of AM-WA NR 491. 
VI See also the 22nd item of AM-WA NR 539. 
VII There are no images of the convoy arriving in Africa. 
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artillery responds to an attack by British tanks. German tanks counter-attack and pass by 
destroyed British tanks. Al’ Uqaylah [El Agheila] is reconquered: the German colours 
blow from the desert fortress. The newly taken positions are immediately fortified against 
British counter-attacks. General Erwin Rommel, Commander-in-Chief of the German 
troops in Africa, visits the fortifications. Prisoners of war are rounded up: their numbers 
increase from hour to hour. The troops keep advancing and reach Benghāzī [Benghazi]. 
The important port of Cyrenaica is retaken from the British by the German and Italian 
troops.I German and Italian troops make their entry: the Italian population gives the 
victorious soldiers an enthusiastic welcome. [2’. 27”]  

10. Yugoslavia. The German army crosses the Yugoslav frontier. The infantry has to cross the 
Drava [Drau] River by boat since retreating Serbs destroyed all bridges. The ethnic 
German population of Maribor [Marburg] gives the German soldiers a moving welcome. 
Elsewhere German bombers take off to break the resistance of enemy field positions and 
fortifications. Storm troops advance and break through the Serbian lines. The artillery 
shells the enemy, motorised units move on. The Serbs bitterly defend their fortifications. 
And this is the remainder of the Serbian army in debacle after capitulation: Serbian 
prisoners of war are marched off, military equipment (spoils of war) are gathered. [3’. 
16”] 

11. Greece. We go over to the Greek front.II The German artillery shells the Metaxas Line. 
The illustrator of a propaganda company (PK) is at work in the line of fire.III Bombers 
attack. The fortifications that dominate the passage are systematically silenced. The 
Metaxas Line is pierced!IV The German troops advance towards the Aegean Sea. The city 
of Thessaloníki [Salonica] is in the hands of German troops. The Germans took this 
important fortress of Greece in four and a half days. German tanks roll into the centre of 
the city. [1’. 23”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 57”. 
 
 
 
 
 
2 May 1941: AM-WA NR 50455 
1. Belgium. La Maison Bleue organises the second edition of its ‘Gala Maison Bleue’, a 

national dance competition, at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in 
Brussels.V [1’. 25”] 

2. France. A cockfight is organised in Templeuve, near Lille. The takings are destined for 
prisoners of war. [0’. 56”] 

3. Belgium. The new traffic regulation applies in Brussels too.VI From now on, policemen in 
Brussels impose fines on all offenders, such as people who cross the street at unauthorised 
places.I [1’. 10”]  

 
I No battle footage. 
II Note the link with the previous item. 
III Insert of a short shot, showing a PK soldier sketching the firing artillery guns. 
IV The camera, mounted on a vehicle that is moving straight throught the Metaxas Line, shows 
the fortifications in a slow travelling. Triumphant music accompanies the images. 
V 24 April 1941. 
VI The commentary doesn’t mention that this ‘new’ traffic regulation was in fact imported 
from Germany. 
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4. Denmark. King Christian X inspects his guards in front of the Rosenberg Palace in 
København [Copenhagen].II [0’. 33”] 

5. Italy. An international industry fair is held in Milano [Milan]. Among the pavilions 
representing participating nations one finds Germany, Switzerland, Bohemia-Moravia, 
Romania and Spain. [0’. 54”] 

6. France. The German occupation troops in the Ardennes give French farmers a hand at 
ploughing the fields. [1’. 08”] 

7. USSR. In Moskva [Moscow], the USSR signs a pact of non-aggression with Japan. 
Vyacheslav Molotov and Yosuke Matsuoka sign the neutrality pact (in the presence of 
Joseph Stalin).III [0’. 35”] 

8. Japan. Japanese censors have, for the first time, allowed the factories of the Japanese war 
industry to be filmed. Japanese factories produce all kinds of weaponry.IV [0’. 49”] 

9. Libya (Italy). German planes fly over Africa; the aerial footage shows formations of the 
motorised corps. Italian infantrymen (riding on camels) and German motorised units take 
a rest and filter drinking water in an oasis. New troops march on. The British artillery 
attacks Italian units. The Italian artillery counter-attacks while their tanks move up. 
Afterwards a British soldier lies dead in his tank.V Long columns of British prisoners are 
marched off. [2’. 19”] 

10. Yugoslavia. Here are documents showing military operations in Yugoslavia: entry into 
Zagreb [Agram], the capital of Croatia. The local population welcomes the soldiers very 
enthusiastically.VI General Slavko Kvaternik (accompanied by a German officer) has been 
charged with commanding the Croatian army. Meanwhile German troops coming from 
Bulgaria move on to Beograd [Belgrade]. The troops of the enemy fortified positions 
surrender after intense artillery fire. Prisoners are rounded up. The artillery barrages the 
enemy positions. The tanks and the artillery support storm troops in capturing a locality, 
where there is still some resistance. The resisting enemy troops are forced to surrender. 
The Germans press onward and reach Beograd [Belgrade]. They find the bridge over the 
Donau [Danube] as well as the city’s central station destroyed.VII German troops enter the 
city. 12 days after the beginning of hostilities, Yugoslavia capitulates. Here are the 
armistice negotiations.VIII Several officials (including Freiherr von Weichs, who leads the 
talks) meet and talk. [3’. 16”] 

11. Greece. Here are documents of the Greek front. After a short breakIX German troops 
advance, reach the British troops near the Aliákmon River and deliver a violent battle.X 

 
I Illustrated with staged scenes, where a policeman reprimands and fines actors. See also the 
19th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
II See also the ninth item of AM-WA NR 539. 
III Stalin’s attendance is not mentioned in the commentary, but Joseph Stalin is standing in 
between both Ministers of Foreign Affairs shaking hands. 
IV The item concludes with images of long rows of bombs. The whole item underlines 
Japanese military power. 
V Suggested by the close-up of a motionless arm sticking out of the tank.  
VI The camera is mounted on a car, that drives slowly through smiling and/or cheering groups 
of people. 
VII Aerial footage. 
VIII No further commentary. 
IX Members of a tank crew wash their tank, which triggers off a water game. The water game 
is filmed in several takes, combining an establishing shot with medium shots of participants. 
This clearly reveals that it was staged. 
X This British-German battle is mentioned by the commentary but not shown. 
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Aerial photography shows retreating British columns. The German artillery shells the 
Anglo-Greek positions on Mount Olympus while storm troopers and engineers attack the 
defences. Meanwhile Italian troops fight the Greeks at Epirus. [2’. 18”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 23” 
 
 
 
 
 
9 May 1941: AM-WA NR 50556 
1. Belgium. The famous ‘Ronde van Vlaanderen’ (Tour des Flandres) cycle race starts and 

finishes in Gent [Ghent/Gand].I Achille Buysse, who also won last year, finishes ahead of 
Gustaaf Van Overloop and Odiel Van Den Meerschaut.II 

2. Belgium. 160 model aircraft makers and their 243 miniature planes and gliders take part in 
the ‘Grand Concours de Petite Aviation’ contest in (Etterbeek (Etterbeeck) near) 
Brussels.III  

3. Switzerland. Nine-year-old rope-dancing elephant Bobby is the latest attraction in the 
Swiss Knie Circus. [0’. 59”] 

4. Belgium. The District Command (Kreiskommandantur) of Mechelen [Malines], having 
seized merchandise on the black market, distributes it for a modest sumIV to the local 
population. The proceeds of this distribution will go to the WH. Women, children and 
older menV line up to buy bread, chicory, corn and other food that is handed out (sold) by 
soldiers. [1’. 00”] 

5. Atlantic Ocean. Auxiliary cruisers cross distant seas. Here is the operator who filmed the 
images you are about to see.VI A German auxiliary cruiser encounters and stops a Greek 
cargo ship. A German inspection team is sent on board, after which the crew of the Greek 
freighter, among whom some laughing black seamen, are taken aboard the auxiliary 
cruiser. Subsequently the Greek cargo is sunk.VII When the cruiser meets an armed British 
ship, the Germans fire a warning shot and give the crew time to get into their lifeboats. 
They then sink the cargo ship and take that crew aboard as well.VIII [2’. 26”] 

6. Location not mentioned (Austria). In his headquarters at the south-eastern front Adolf 
Hitler receives King Boris III of Bulgaria in a saloon train (the special train ‘Amerika’, 

 
I 4 May 1941. See also the 17th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
II This item is missing from both preserved (related) newsreel prints and can therefore not be 
described in detail. 
III 4 May 1941. The contest (won by Robert Fieremans, Edmond Duchène and Fernand 
Deveen) was organised by ‘Le Soir’ newspaper within the framework of a model aircraft 
fortnight (Quinzaine de petite aviation). It also included an exhibition of models at the Palais 
des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten). This item too is missing from both preserved 
(related) newsreel prints.  
IV Note how the commentary avoids the terms ‘selling’ and ‘buying’. 
V These people are very aware that they are being filmed, an old man salutes the camera in a 
rather ironic way. 
VI The introduction includes a medium-shot of a cameraman. Note that neither the vessel nor 
its location are identified. 
VII The commentary doesn’t specify what the cargo was actually transporting. 
VIII The actual content of the British ship’s load is neither showed nor mentioned. Nor does 
the commentary specify why the Greek cargo was sunk. 
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stationed near Mönichkirchen). Hitler also receives Count Galeazzo Ciano, the Italian 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, who is accompanied by his German counterpart Joachim von 
Ribbentrop. The Führer, this time accompanied by Wilhelm Keitel, also receives Admiral 
Miklós Horthy.I [2’. 08”]  

7. Greece. (German) map of Albania and Greece. And now documents of the theatre of 
military operations in Greece. Greek troops resist stubbornly at the foot of the Mount 
Olympus. The German artillery shells Greek positions. During their offensive on Ioánnina, 
German tanks and infantry have to advance over muddy tracks and flooded roads. 
Identical map, now animated: an arrow moves from the north to Ioánnina. The last 
resistance of the enemy troops is crushed outside Ioánnina all the same. While the 
German artillery and infantry advance and launch another assault, German bombers attack 
an airfield and destroy several Greek planes on the ground.II Elsewhere German and 
Italian planes bomb the retreating enemy. The German mountain light infantry, advancing 
through mud and snow, fraternises enthusiastically with Italian mountain troops.III 
Elsewhere German and Italian soldiers fraternise too. Field Marshal Wilhelm List 
(accompanied by General Sepp Dietrich) conducts the armistice negotiations: the Greek 
armies of Macedonia and Epirus have capitulated. Identical map, also animated: two 
arrows move from the area surrounding Thessaloníki [Salonica] to Lamía. Fast troops 
pursue the retreating enemy in the Thermopílai [Thermopylae], sometimes wading 
through rivers whose bridges have been destroyed and marching past abandoned 
equipment. These are the roads taken by the British in their withdrawal: a sign reads (in 
English) ‘Greek troops only: out of bounds British troops’.IV The troops enter Lamía, 
round up British soldiers taken prisoner and collect seized military equipment. Having 
broken the enemy’s bitter resistance, the road to Athínai [Athens] lies open.V On their 
way to the capital, when entering the city, the Greek population enthusiastically welcomes 
the soldiers. The German Reich war standard now streams over the Acropolis.VI [6’. 04”]  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
16 May 1941: AM-WA NR 50657 
1. Spain. Sevilla [Seville] celebrates the popular Andalusian feast ‘La Feria’. [1’. 00”] 
2. Belgium. The Brussels Kayak Club organises its fifth ‘Traversée de Bruxelles’, a kayak 

regatta through Brussels.VII The Massy brothers win the race ahead of Broeckmeyer and 
Van Heygen.I [0’. 54”] 

 
I As usual, the commentary makes no reference to the content of any of these talks. The close-
up of Hitler’s and Horthy’s headgear, placed beside each other on the same chair, seems to 
symbolise good relations between both statesmen. 
II The images are quite impressive. 
III They run towards each other right in front of the camera: this scene was very probably 
staged. 
IV A close-up is inserted. 
V Illustrated with the close-up of a signpost to the Greek capital. 
VI Suggested by consecutive shots of the Acropolis and the standard. 
VII The participants pass by the debris of a bridge that was probably destroyed in May 1940. 
The commentary pays no attention to it. 
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3. Belgium. The selection matches for new heavyweights are organised at the Palais 
Baudouin (Boudewijnpaleis) in Brussels. All boxers who had fought less than five 
matches were allowed to compete. (The audience is highly amused by the boxers’ 
achievements.)II [0’. 47”]  

4. Switzerland. The national German and Swiss teams play a football match (1-2) before 
32.000 spectators) in Zürich. [0’. 44”] 

5. France. For the welfare of the new generation, many new kindergartens have been opened 
in Paris. The children are washed, medically examined, fed, taken out for walks…III [0’. 
57”] 

6. The Netherlands. Mothers of large families are leaving for a relaxing holiday in the land 
of Weser and Ems. The women, departing for Germany in trains of the ‘Nederlands 
Verbond van Vakvereenigingen, vreugde en arbeid’IV, are lodged in homes of the NSV 
where they find the tranquillity and rest they need. Several weeks later, they return with 
renewed strength to their households. [0’. 57”] 

7. Belgium. The German-Belgian Technology and Industry Fair opens in the Cinquantenaire 
Hall (Half-Eeuwfeestpaleis) in Brussels.V German and Belgian industrial centres 
collaborate in the organisation of this exhibition, which highlights the importance of the 
iron, textile, leather and wood industries. Belgian firms will in future ensure the making of 
industrial products that up until now were manufactured in Germany. The increase in 
huge orders will allow Belgian firms to intensify their production and thus reduce the 
number of unemployed. To this effect, German industrial firms display products they want 
to be manufactured in Belgium. Belgian firms, for their part, exhibit products they will be 
capable of producing: car parts, flat irons, ovens, and stoves… [0’. 56”] 

8. USA. The ancient territory of the redskinsVI now experiences the construction of a 
gigantic dam, called Grand Coulee Dam. The dam will supply many factories in the state 
of Washington with energy, as illustrated by images of the metal industry. [0’. 37”] 

9. Japan. In Toyooka, Japanese navy cadets receive their diplomas. Emperor Hirohito attends 
the ceremony. [0’. 37”] 

10. Libya (Italy). German tanks of the Africa corps advance. The circle around the last British 
positions in Cyrenaica is getting smaller. Armoured cars, artillery and motorised units 
advance in long columns. At the side of the road lie British tanks that are supposed to 
block the roads but that are already eradicated by German tanks. Abandoned British 
military defences are occupied and put to use; the same goes for equipment that has been 
seized. The German troops move on to Tubruq [Tobruk]. German artillery and infantry 

 
I 11 May 1941. The commentary referred to the organisers as the ‘Club Bruxelleois de 
Kayak’, but the name was actually spelled in English as ‘Brussels Kayak Club’ or K.B.C. Did 
the newsreel editorial team intend to avoid drawing attention to this prewar sign of 
Anglophilia?  
II Newspaper reviews (but this is not mentioned by the commentary) reveal that this so-called 
competition was not taken very seriously. The sports journalist of ‘Le Soir’ called it 
‘burlesque’ and ‘half-sports, half-music-hall’. The finals were held on 6 May 1941. 
III One gets the impression that every child has its own personal nurse. 
IV This organisation is not mentioned, but the item opens with a close-up of its name plate. 
V The item contains images of the exhibition (Duits-Belgisch Technisch en Industrieel Salon – 
Salon Technique et Industriel Franco-Belge) being set up and shots of several objects on 
display, but not of the actual opening, which took place on 15 May 1941. During the set up, 
an eagle surrounded by two swastikas is hung next to the Belgian coat of arms (a lion and a 
crown).  
VI The inauguration is attended by a few traditionally-clothed Indians. 
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attack a desert fortress.I Moving on, the troops pass by destroyed enemy vehicles and the 
dead body of a British soldier.II A great number of prisoners falls into the hands of the 
German troops: these are some representatives of the peoples that have to fight for 
England: New Zealanders, Canadians, Hindus and Negroes.III [3’. 01”] 

11. Greece. Animated (German) map of the Balkans. Nearly 30 swiftly moving arrows 
indicate how German troops simultaneously attacked from Germany, Romania and 
Bulgaria, captured Yugoslavia, entered Greece and marched on Athínai [Athens].IV This is 
a general view of the theatre of military operations in the Balkans. The arrows indicate 
the rapid development of the campaign. The battle rages around the Thermopílai 
[Thermopylae]. Heavy artillery units shell the mountain tops where Greek troops are 
positioned. The stubborn resistance of the enemy is broken. Tanks subsequently enter the 
mountain regions and advance further. A German plane flies over Athínai [Athens] and 
offers an aerial view of the Acropolis. German troops have entered the capital and parade 
through its streets. Identical map: an arrow moves from Ioánnina to Patras. German troops 
pursue the enemy further southwards and reach the Gulf of Patras. They embark, cross the 
waters and advance through the Pelopónnisos [Peloponnese]. Special troops join forces 
with fighter-paratroopers: they greet each other enthusiastically and immediately put 
captured British vehicles into action to pursue the enemy. Identical map: two arrows move 
from Patras and Athínai [Athens] to the south. German bombers attack the enemy troops 
(in the Pelopónnisos [Peloponnese]). [3’. 27”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 49” 
  
 
 
 
 
23 May 1941: AM-WA NR 50758 
1. USA. Students of a girls’ school perform a water ballet in Florida. [0’. 50”] 
2. Belgium. The May festivities in the city schools of Gent [Ghent/Gand] take place.V 

Singing pupils carry the maypole past a tribune, on which a man (conductor Fauconnier) 
stands, and hoist it on a square (Speelplein D. Cnudde). The ceremony is followed by flag 
waving with the city banner (by gymnastics teacher De Backer) and the formation of a 
human pyramid, carrying the (Flemish) text ‘Labour, source of happiness’. At the end, all 
the pupils sing the (Flemish) song ‘It’s May’ (‘‘t is Meie’).VI [1’. 21”]  

3. Spain. The traditional Easter procession (La Esperanze de Madonna) is held in Sevilla 
[Seville]. [0’. 41”] 

4. Belgium. The work on the North-South railway connection in Brussels requires the 
temporary removal of four statues from the famous botanical garden (Botanique), where 

 
I The commentary does not mention whether it was effectively taken; there are no images of a 
German entry into the fort. 
II His face is covered by his helmet, the image is in no way horrifying. 
III This commentary is illustrated with close-ups of prisoners. We see some Asian but no 
African faces. The gibe about ‘Negroes’ was presumably purely and simply included to incite 
racist feelings among the audience.  
IV When the arrows have almost reached the Greek capital, the map dissolves into battle 
footage. 
V 19 May 1941. These festivities were meant as an ‘homage to Spring and to Labour’.  
VI The commentary makes no attempt to clarify the events.  
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they stand in the open air. The statues, sculpted by Constantin Meunier, Hippolyte Leroy 
and Pieter Jan Braecke, are very valuable and are removed with the greatest caution. [0’. 
52”]  

5. Belgium. Trains bringing workers to Germany depart regularly from Brussels North 
Station. A few days ago the 150.000th Belgian worker was among them. A German 
representative presents the 150.000th volunteer (Auguste Vaeyens)I with a present. Some 
163.000 workers have already left the industrial areas of Belgium and Northern France 
for Germany. [1’. 38”] 

6. Belgium. At the Channel coast, fishing had to be stopped for a while because of the war. 
For the sake of national supplies and to provide work for fishermen, fishing is authorised 
once again at the Channel coast. A German coast guard vessel ensures the fishermen’s 
safety (near Oostende [Ostend/Ostende]).II [1’. 30”]  

7. Norway. In Norway a special commission examines all breeding stallions. Visit to a horse 
stud farm in Bjerke (near Oslo) where the stallions are carefully examined. [0’. 42”] 

8. Czechoslovakia. The Skoda Works factory produces railway material, and locomotives in 
Plzeň [Pilsen]. [1’. 07”] 

9. Greece. The last battles in Greece. The German air force attacks retreating British troops 
in the south of Greece. German Stukas attack British transport vessels near the Greek 
coast: several enemy ships are hit.III Scuttled boats lie in the port of Piraiévs [Piraeus]: this 
is the effect of German assaults. This is what remains of an 18.000-ton munitions 
transport vessel. [1’. 18”] 

10. Italy and Libya (Italy). Reinforcements for the German troops in Africa. Reinforcements 
and supplies are embarked in a South Italian port, protected by the anti-aircraft defence. In 
Africa, the troops advance day and night towards the front. The troops take a rest in an 
oasis and then continue their trip to the frontline. Elsewhere at the African front, German 
fighter planes attack British tank columns and leave them blazing in the desert. [2’. 24”] 

11. Atlantic Ocean. Heavy units of the German war navy cruise the Atlantic Ocean. The crew 
of an armed British vessel is taken aboard before their ship is sunk. At night another 
British cargo is fired on and scuttled: its crew is taken on board too. More ships sink into 
the sea.IV [2’. 30”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 54” 
 
 
 
 
 
30 May 1941: AM-WA NR 50859 
1. Switzerland. A relay race is run in the streets of Bern. [0’. 53”] 
2. Belgium. The ‘Grand Steeple-Chase de Bruxelles’ is held at the hippodrome in Stokkel 

(Stockel) near Brussels.V Ischief, ridden by G. Verbist, finishes before Colin Tampon and 

 
I Vaeyens, a native of Liedekerke whose name is not mentioned in the commentary, departed 
on 15 May 1941. 
II See also the 20th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
III Filmed with a camera attached to a plane. 
IV The item concludes with a long sequence of freighters that are fired at and sunk. Note that 
the identity or type of the German ship is not mentioned. 
V Stokkel (Stockel) is part of the district of Sint-Pieters-Woluwe [Woluwe-Saint-Pierre], but 
the commentator usually attributes it to Brussels. 
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North West and wins first prize. During the race, White Hare fell and threw its jockey.I 
[1’. 28”] 

3. USA. A sheep race is held somewhere in the USA. [0’. 32”] 
4. Belgium. Former wrestling champion Fritz Janssens heads a wrestling school in 

Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. [1’. 03”]  
5. Germany. A baby kangaroo was born at Berlin Zoo. [1’. 01”] 
6. Belgium. To overcome the difficulties in maintaining supplies in Belgium and Northern 

France, potatoes and vegetables have been planted in public parks and on non-cultivated 
ground. The Department of Agriculture and Supplies in Brussels hopes to obtain an 
additional 30.000 hectares in compared to last year. People are cultivating the soil in 
public parks in Brussels (Josaphat Park, Woluwe Park and Cinquantenaire Park.) [0’. 52”]  

7. Belgium. Every year, 3.000 Belgian children die. This mortality is also due the absence of 
mother’s milk. The administration of public health organised a propaganda weekII, which 
earnestly asks all mothers of the country to feed their babies. Nurses bring babies to their 
mothers, who breastfeed them. [0’. 43”] 

8. Norway. 800 Norwegian sailors, who had been interned in Germany, now return to 
Oslo.III Many people, including black-uniformed men, welcome them. [0’. 39”]  

9. Germany. An exhibition of modern Flemish art (‘Flämische Kunst der Gegenwart’) is held 
at the Berliner Kunsthalle in Berlin.IV In his opening speech, Cyriel Verschaeve praised 
the splendid results of the expansion of Flemish art.V Over the centuries Flanders has 
produced masterpieces: the modern masters are following that line with dignity and 
cheerfully bear a heavy heritage of artistic power. Officials (including Alexander von 
Falkenhausen) attend the opening ceremony. The exhibition features works by Jacques 
Maes, Alfons Verheyen, Edgard Wiethaese, Albert Saverijs, Gerard Van Rompay, Geo 
Verbanck, Léon Sarteel and Hendrik Van Boeckel. [1’. 18”] 

10. Yugoslavia. To replace the bridges over the Donau [Danube] that were destroyed during 
military operations, German engineers have constructed a temporary bridge near 
Beograd [Belgrade]. Freiherr Maximilian von Weichs inaugurates a new bridge, which 
the pioneers constructed in the record time of one week.VI [1’. 07”] 

11. Atlantic Ocean. German minesweepers operate in the Bay of Biscay [Golfe de Gascogne]. 
Swept mines are detonated at a safe distance. [1’. 15”] 

 
I 22 April 1941. The item concludes with a shot of the horse, owner Baron Brugmann de 
Walzin and jockey Verbist. Neither the amount of prize money (70.000 Belgian francs) nor 
the name of the owner is mentioned. (It is exceptional for the commentary to name the 
jockey.) The incident with White Hare is clearly visible. 
II The campaign ran from 1 until 7 June 1941. The item opens with a (French) campaign 
poster stating ‘Propaganda week for breastfeeding. Mother’s milk saves young babies’.  
III Note how the commentary uses the term ‘interned’ instead of ‘taken prisoner’. The seamen 
were whalers, taken prisoner long before. The black-uniformed men are probably members of 
Nasjonal Samling. 
IV See also the 26th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
V The item mentions and paraphrases Verschaeve but doesn’t contain footage of the priest. 
The commentary doesn’t mention that the exhibition, inaugurated on 17 May 1941, was co-
organised by DeVlag. 
VI The close-up of a commemorative plaque reveals that the bridge, built from 27 April until 3 
May 1941, is named after him: ‘Generaloberst Frhr v. Weichs Brücke’. The item contains 
footage of both the construction and the inauguration.  
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12. Location not mentioned. Alarm is raised on an outpost German ship:I British aircraft 
launch an attack! Machine-gun fire shoots the plane down: the British aggression was 
revealed in time and is warded off. Debris of the British plane float on the water. [0’. 42”] 

13. France. The heavy German long-distance artillery, positioned on the Channel coast, 
barrages Great Britain. [0’. 58”] 

14. France and Great Britain. German fighters take off from Northern France and cross the 
Channel. Above the British coast, they meet British fighters. An air battle takes place. Hit! 
The blazing British aircraft crashes. [1’. 05”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 36” 
 
 
 
 
 
6 June 1941: AM-WA NR 50960 
1. Brazil. Rio de Janeiro celebrates carnival.II 
2. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). New haircuts. 
3. Location not mentioned. What happens to old films? 
4. Belgium. Lace manufactured in Brugge [Bruges]. 
5. Belgium. Descending the Ourthe by canoe. 
6. Spain. A motor race in Casa del Campo, a park near Madrid. 
7. Belgium. Victor Leemans, Secretary-General of Economic Affairs, visits the German-

Belgian Technology and Industry Fair in Brussels.III  
8. Germany. Visit to a factory where Junkers are constructed. 
9. Great Britain. German bombers raid Great Britain. 
10. Greece. German troops continue to occupy the whole country: paratroopers invade the 

Isthmus of Kórinthos [Corinth]. 
11. Libya (Italy). The German troops recapture Fort Capuzzo. General Italo Gariboldi 

decorates General Erwin Rommel. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
13 June 1941: AM-WA NR 51061 
1. Belgium. The German Opera Ballet of Berlin (Deutsches Opernhaus), filmed while 

performing Peter Tchaikovsky’s ‘Der Heiratsspiegel’, met with great success while 
performing in several cities in Belgium.IV [2’. 13”] 

 
I The opening scene of this item, in which the alarm is raised, is clearly staged. 
II See also the second item of AM-WA NR 539. 
III See also the seventh item of AM-WA NR 506. 
IV The ballet performed twice in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] and once in Brussels, Gent 
[Ghent/Gand] and Leuven [Louvain], respectively on 2/3, 5, 7 and 9 June 1941. These images 
were presumably shot at the ‘De Munt – La Monnaie’ in Brussels. See also the 27th item of 
AM-WA NR 539. 
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2. Germany. The ‘Summer Flowers at the Radio Tower’ (Sommerblummen am Funkturm) 
exhibition, held at the foot of the radio tower in Berlin, inaugurates the German capital’s 
annual exhibition. Every day groups perform folk dances or hold costumed parades.I [1’. 
33”] 

3. Japan. The traditional ‘Day of the Horse’ is celebrated in Tokyo. Emperor Hirohito 
attends the festivities. [1’. 19”] 

4. Italy. A sports meeting of Italian youth takes place in the marble stadium of the Mussolini 
Forum in Roma [Rome]. More than 100.000 people (including Duce Benito Mussolini)II 
attend the meeting.III [1’. 15”] 

5. Chile. 35.000 spectators attend the Argentine-Peru football match. Argentine wins (2-1) 
and becomes champion of South America. [0’. 41”] 

6. USA. Forest fires sweep the East Coast.IV 
7. France. Visit to a testing station for locomotives in Vitry-sur-Seine. [0’. 54”] 
8. Belgium. A social service for women has been established in Gent [Ghent/Gand]. This 

service is already in operation all over Flanders. Young girls are theoretically and 
practically trained to teach mothers how to handle their babies. They visit families in the 
poor neighbourhoods of Gent [Ghent/Gand] and take over the work of housewives. The 
social workers visit households, wash children’s faces, sweep floors, clean windows and 
play and dance with children…V [1’. 15”]  

9. Greece. (German) map of Kríti [Crete], followed immediately by an animated map with 
arrows indicating that Kríti [Crete] is located 100 kilometres from Greece, 300 kilometres 
from Athínai [Athens], 350 kilometres from Tubruq [Tobruk], 350 kilometres from Al 
Iskandarīyah [Alexandria] and 900 kilometres from Bayrut [Beirut].VI These are the first 
images of the capture of Kríti [Crete] by the German army. Great Britain occupied this 
island for more than half a year and rebuilt it into a strong bulwark in the Mediterranean 
Sea. German planes take off, fly over Athínai [Athens] and cross the Aegean Sea in the 
morning.VII An attack by a British fighter is fended off. Stukas fly over Kríti [Crete] and 
prepare to drop paratroopers by bombing the British anti-aircraft defence positions and 
fortifications. The area of operations is reached: parachutists jump.VIII Meanwhile 
German bombers attack British positions. Captured positions are immediately put into a 
state of defence. British aircraft, completely destroyed, stand on the ground: German 
Stukas and bombers are responsible for their destruction. The British artillery shells a 
German occupied airfield but cannot stop the landing operation. A Junker, hit by the 
British anti-aircraft defence, makes an emergency landing on one wheel.IX Mountain light 

 
I See also the seventh item of AM-WA NR 539. 
II The commentary doesn’t refer to Mussolini, but he is clearly brought into view. 
III See also the 11th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
IV This item is missing from both preserved (related) prints but a few remaining frames prove 
that the item, announced in contemporary newspapers, was originally there. (According to the 
newspapers, the item featured impressive aerial footage.)  
V The item concludes with the shot of children waving goodbye to two girls. 
VI The second map was probably included to indicate the strategic importance of the capture 
of Kríti [Crete]. This was, however, not articulated by the commentary. 
VII The images are accompanied by Wagner’s ‘Die Walküre’ which is the leitmotiv for the 
whole item. 
VIII The sky seems to be filled with jumping parachutists. 
IX This sequence shows the pilot jumping out of the plane, heaving a sigh of relief, mopping 
his brow. The images of the pilot are immediately followed by a close-up of the hit wing of 
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infantry and paratroopers advance and attack the enemy, which is superior in number. The 
German troops deploy light artillery and machine guns. A captured British cannon is 
immediately put into action against the British troops. After a stubborn battle, the enemy 
starts moving. The enemy is pursued and several hotbeds of resistance are wiped out.I 
German infantrymen, motorised units and army cars advance further. Captured British 
soldiers are rounded up. General Kurt Student, pilot squadron leader and bearer of the 
Knight’s Cross, greets the paratroopers.II And here we see the Gulf of Soúdha. Kríti 
[Crete] is freed of the enemy. The battle has now ended. [7’. 45”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
20 June 1941: AM-WA NR 51162 
1. Belgium. Belgian cycle championships are held at the Brussels Sports Palace.III In the 

finals of the speed cycling contest Jef ‘Poeske’ Scherens becomes Belgian champion for 
the 10th time by beating Karel Kaers. Jean Arts wins the middle distance race (behind 
motorcycles) beating Gustave Meuleman, Jean-Baptiste Leysen and Willy Michaux. [1’. 
43”] 

2. Belgium. Boxers Karel Sys en Gustave Roth are both training hard to prepare for the 
Belgian boxing championship all categories.IV [0’. 40”]  

3. Germany. Berlin beats Zagreb [Agram] in a (German-Croatian) tennis tournament (7-4) in 
Berlin. [1’. 08”] 

4. Belgium. Belgian actor Remy Magermans is a farmer and actor. During the day he works 
the land, milks his cows and chops wood. In the evening he is on the stage of a theatre in 
Brussels and plays one of the leading roles in Fernand Crommelynck’s ‘The Magnificent 
Cuckold’ (Le Cocu magnifique). [1’. 05”]  

5. Belgium. 570 Belgian internees, who were in the Swiss camp of Aadorf since the war, 
have now returned. In Brussels, after an absence of 13 months, their families welcomed 
268 of these young men with joy.V A train arrives in Brussels North Station. The former 
internees, still dressed in their Belgian military uniform, get off the train and greet their 
families. Together they march to a Red Cross building (where they are given a free 
meal).VI [0’. 53”]  

6. The Netherlands. Former German Emperor Wilhelm II died in the Netherlands. He is 
buried with military honours in the grounds of the castle of Doorn. (Seyss-Inquart and 

 
his plane. While the scene in which the pilot is seen to be relieved is likely to have been acted 
out for the camera, the actual landing scene looks authentic. 
I Illustrated by the shot of a British soldier raising his hands in the air. 
II The commentary doesn’t specify that Student actually lead the whole operation, but this fact 
had already been mentioned in newspapers and on the radio. 
III The championships opened on 14 June 1941, but the important races (such as those 
included in this item) were held the next day. 
IV See the second item of AM-WA NR 514. Sys is filmed on the beach, presumably in 
Oostende [Ostend/Ostende]. 
V 10 June 1941. The soldiers had been prisoners of war since May 1940. 
VI No interior shots. The commentary doesn’t mention the Red Cross but a sign, stating that 
the canteen is open to all (former) prisoners of war, is brought into view. 
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General Eberhard von Mackensen attend the ceremony.) Soldiers lay funeral wreaths.I [1’ 
24”]  

7. Germany. Croatian Head of State Ante Pavelić visits Adolf Hitler on the Obersalzberg 
(near Berchtesgaden). Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop and Reich 
Marshal Hermann Göring are also present. Pavelić presents Hitler with a chess set that 
belonged to Friedrich der Grosse (Frederick the Great) and with a flag of the same king, 
dating from the Seven Years’ War. A few days after this visit, Croatia became a member 
of the Tripartite Pact in Venetia [Venice] ].II [1’. 01”] 

8. Greece. Some images of the last military operations in Kríti [Crete]. German planes fly 
from Greece over the Aegean Sea to parachute medicine and provisions over Kríti [Crete]. 
The enemy has already been pushed back; only a couple of centres are still stubbornly 
resisting. The enemy positions are shelled by the German artillery and then stormed by the 
infantry. A captured British cannon is deployed during the operations.III The British throw 
the strength of their forces into the battle and try to hold on to the port of Khaniá 
[Canea], but the German troops increasingly tighten their circle around the city. German 
bombers attack the port while ground forces deploy artillery and machine guns. A British 
transport vessel is blazing; many prisoners of war are marched off. The results of the 
attack of German Stukas on the port of Khaniá [Canea]: wrecks of destroyed British ships 
lie in the port. [2’. 19”] 

9. Libya (Italy). Images of the battle for Tubruq [Tobruk]. German-Italian troops are 
approaching the coast metre by metreIV. The troops pass by a British minefield and later 
stop to have lunch and rest. Each soldier seeks shade during the midday break: behind 
walls, under cars... A soldier gives some bread and water to General Erwin Rommel, who 
is in the middle of his soldiers.V Elsewhere some soldiers play with a chameleon. The 
Italian General Italo Gariboldi arrives to discuss the situation. Rommel, Gariboldi and 
several officers study the map and discuss tactics. Rommel looks at the positions outside 
Tubruq [Tobruk] and gives the order to renew the attack.VI The artillery immediately 
opens fire.VII Infantrymen advance while the artillery sustains its fire. Stukas take off to 
attack. A storm troop returns. General Erwin Rommel stands next to a British tank, 
bearing the name ‘Churchill’. British prisoners of war are rounded up. Engineers build a 
connection between an airfield and the supreme command. German fighters take off to 
protect the formations that are going to bomb the port of Tubruq [Tobruk]. German 
planes fly over the portVIII and bomb a British transport vessel. A direct hit! [5’. 15”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 28” 

 
I Inserts of several close-ups show a wreath with a swastika, a wreath from ‘Adolf Hitler’ and 
a wreath from the ‘Reichsmarschall des Grossdeutschen Reiches’(Reich Marshal Hermann 
Göring).  
II There is no ‘Italian’ footage. 
III Note that the use of a captured cannon was also mentioned in the last issue of the previous 
newsreel. 
IV Note how the commentary admits that the troops are hardly advancing, without saying so 
explicitly. 
V The commentary as well as the footage (of Rommel having this very modest lunch) stress 
that the General grants himself no privileges whatsoever. 
VI Consecutive shots of Rommel talking into a telephone, a soldier listening to the phone and 
nodding and the artillery opening fire. 
VII The artillery fire is shown in a long sequence. 
VIII Aerial footage. 
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27 June 1941: AM-WA NR 51263 
1. Germany. Pupils from German drama schools (on holiday in Berlin) are playing sports 

together at the Reich Sports Field (Reichssportfeld). 
2. The Netherlands. Visit to Amsterdam Zoo. 
3. Belgium. The cauliflower crop is well under way in and around Mechelen [Malines]. 
4. Belgium. Belgian children, accompanied Belgian and German nurses, leave for 

Switzerland where they are going for a rest cure. The German Red Cross organises the 
trip.I 

5. Belgium. The 50.000th worker from East Flanders volunteered to work in Germany. A 
farewell ceremony takes place in the railway station (Sint-Pieters) in Gent [Ghent/Gand] 
during which the German authorities present a gold watch to the volunteer (Théophile 
Sierens from Eeklo).II  

6. Poland. New oil wells are found in the General Government 
7. Belgium. Archaeological excavations are carried out in Tournai [Doornik].  
8. France. One year after French capitulation, prisoners of war work the fields where the 

Maginot Line used to be (in Sedan). 
9. Belgium. The ‘Hilfszug Bayern’ arrives in the industrial area of Liège [Luik]. A column 

of 160 vehicles with kitchens distributes 200.000 meals daily. Food is being prepared in 
large soup kitchens and then transported by truck to refectories.III  

10. Germany. Marshal Ion Antonescu visits Adolf Hitler in München [Munich]. (He is also 
welcomed by Wilhelm Keitel and Joachim von Ribbentrop.) 

11. North Sea and France. On the Channel coast, the alarm is sounded in a German coastal 
battery as a British convoy tries to reach Dover. All artillery pieces are deployed to attack 
the enemy.IV  

12. Atlantic Ocean. German cruisers torpedo enemy cargo ships in the South Atlantic Ocean. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
2 July 1941V: SPECIAL EDITION [INVASION OF THE USSR]64 
Germany (and Lithuania?). Germany declared war on the USSR. The German army attacks.VI  
 

 
I The Red Cross organised these trips from June until September 1941. This may have been 
filmed on 17 or 18 June 1941, when 300 children left from Brussels North Station. 
II 21 June 1941. 
III See also the 21st item of AM-WA NR 539. 
IV The item didn’t include footage of the convoy that reportedly tried to reach Great Britain.  
V The exact date could not be established, but cinemas in Brussels, Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers], Liège [Luik] and Gent [Ghent/Gand] screened the first footage of the 
eastern front the day it arrived in Brussels. 
VI Presumably identical to the last of item of AM-WA NR 513. 
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4 July 1941: AM-WA NR 51365 
1. Germany. Rapid Wien beats Schalke 04 (4-3) at the Olympic Stadium in Berlin and wins 

this year’s German football championship. 
2. Belgium. A German fashion show, bringing the latest creations from Berlin and Wien 

[Vienna], is held at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels.I 
3. Belgium. Diversion for injured soldiers in a hospital in Brussels. 
4. Belgium. The Walloon Labour Service.II 
5. France. British bombs killed French civilians in a (unidentified) city. 
6. Libya (Italy). Tubruq [Tobruk] is heavily fired upon by the German artillery. 
7. Germany (and Lithuania?). On June 22, Dr. Joseph Goebbels reads Hitler’s declaration of 

war on the USSR on German radio, while von Ribbentrop hands a print of the statement to 
the press in Berlin.III The German army attacks, as illustrated by battle scenes in a city 
(presumably Kaunas [Kovno]). Soviet prisoners of war are rounded up. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
11 July 1941: AM-WA NR 51466 
1. Belgium. 25.000 spectators attend the finals of the Belgian football championship, played 

at the (Joseph Marien Stadium in) Duden Park in Brussels.IV S.K. Lierse beats White Star 
(3-1). [1’. 08”] 

2. Belgium. The Belgian boxing championship all categories, organised at the Royal Circus 
in Brussels, opposes title-holder and challenger Karel Sys against Gustave Roth. Gustave 
Roth is injured in the third round. The judges make Roth stop in the fourth round and 
declare Sys winner. Several men in the audience throw their hats into the ring, manifesting 
their joy at Sys’ victory.V [1’. 47”] 

3. France. Visit to the German theatre (Deutsches Theater) in Lille, where soldiers attend a 
ballet performance. [0’. 54”] 

4. Finland and USSR. (German) map of Finland, the German Reich, the USSR and 
Romania. Along a front of over 3.000 kilometres, the German forces launch an attack 
against the Soviet Union.VI (German) animated map of Finland, Norway, Sweden and the 
USSR. Three arrows move from the north of Norway towards the USSR. German 

 
I 28 June 1941. The day before the costume parade also came to Antwerp [Anvers]. 
II See also the 25th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
III These images are recycled in the seventh item of AM-WA NR 671. 
IV 6 July 1941. The cameraman managed to record two goals being scored, which is rather 
exceptional. Given the importance of this match, he was presumably allowed to use more film 
stock than usual. 
V 2 July 1941. It was indeed title-holder Sys who challenged Roth to take the title from him. 
According to the newspapers, Sys would have won anyhow. The audience reportedly cheered 
for Sys and booed Roth. See also the 18th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
VI This introductory statement is accompanied by dramatic music. 
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motorised units cross the border with Finland.I German troop carriers drive non-stop to 
the east. Germany and Finland fight side by side. Welcomed by the Finnish population, 
the troops drive through the tundra, towards the Finnish-Russian border. German troops 
open fire on the enemy positions: the fortifications on the border are broken through in 
the first days of the battle. [1’. 16”] 

5. Lithuania. (German) animated map of the Russian frontier: arrows move from Ost-
Preussen [East Prussia] to Kaunas [Kovno]. Near Kaunas [Kovno] the German artillery 
shells the enemy. After the violent battles that took place at the frontier, the Bolshevists 
start to withdraw little by little. German tanks advance, followed by the infantry. After the 
start of military operations, the fortress of Kaunas [Kovno] falls into the hands of German 
soldiers. The troops enter the city of Kaunas [Kovno] and are welcomed by the local 
population.II The swastika banner streams over the city, next to the Lithuanian flag. The 
Lithuanian population welcomes its liberators: smiling young girls pin flowers on the 
uniforms of German soldiers. [1’. 23”] 

6. Latvia. (German) animated map of the Russian frontier: an arrow moves from Kaunas 
[Kovno] to Daugavpils [Dünaburg]. The new target to reach is the city of Daugavpils 
[Dünaburg]. The troops advance on bicycles, in cars and tanks. The Bolshevists 
concentrated a great part of their total forces in the Baltic countries. Soldiers march past 
blazing houses and take some civilians out of another house. Franc-tireurs, including a 
woman: these liberated convicts are fighters of the world-wide revolution.III The German 
troops advance further and local women throw flowers at them. In Latvia, too, German 
troops enter as liberators and friends. Infantrymen and armoured cars advance to 
Daugavpils [Dünaburg], the fortress that is soon taken by German forces.IV The infantry 
presses on, the artillery fires. The debris of destroyed tanks is cleared away. Red soldiers 
(prisoners of war) are marched off. The German army advances towards Białystok and 
crosses the River Bug. A battle for the possession of a factory, which the Reds defended 
stubbornly, is engaged. The German artillery shells the building. A chimney is hit and 
falls down: direct hit! [3.’ 26”] 

7. Poland. (German) animated map of the Russian frontier: an arrow moves from Ost-
Preussen [East Prussia] to Hrodno [Grodno]. The fast German troops advance in the 
direction of Hrodno [Grodno], marching past blazing houses. On the roads, fires mark the 
path of the retreating Bolshevists. The Soviets didn’t spare a single house. Having broken 
through a Soviet defence line, the German forces advance further while enemy soldiers 
taken prisoner are marched off. The city of Hrodno [Grodno] is reached. [1’. 19”]  

8. Poland. (German) animated map of the Russian frontier: two arrows move from Hrodno 
[Grodno] to Baranovichi [Baranowicze] while another arrow moves towards Minsk. The 
approach of strong formations of Soviet tanks has just been announced. German tanks 
prepare for a counter-attack, advance and open fire. Soviet tanks are blazing. The 
Bolshevists are forced back. The German infantry advances to Minsk, leaving thousands 
of prisoners of war behind at each position. Long columns of prisoners of war are 
marched off. Destroyed and abandoned Soviet tanks, artillery pieces and other war 
equipment lie everywhere. [1’. 43”]  

9. Poland. (German) animated map of the Russian frontier: an arrow moves from Ost-
Preussen [East Prussia] to Brest [Brest-Litovsk]. The battle around the stronghold of Brest 

 
I The first moving image of this item shows a barrier, carrying the sign ‘Suomi – Finland’, 
being raised at a border crossing point. 
II They don’t seem very enthusiastic; the commentary doesn’t refer to them. 
III Close-ups of a woman and of several men accompany the ironical commentary. 
IV The item doesn’t contain footage of the capture of that city. 
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[Brest-Litovsk], a powerful Soviet fortress close to the border with the General 
Government. The German artillery shells the enemy positions; Soviet soldiers surrender. 
New hotbeds of resistance in the interior court of the fortress must be annihilated: a battle 
takes place inside the walls. The city hall of Brest [Brest-Litovsk] is in German hands. The 
inhabitants have already started to go back to their homes and walk around the streets of 
the city.I [1’. 00”]  

10. Poland. (German) animated map of the Russian frontier: two arrows move from Ost-
Preussen [East Prussia] to L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg] and Lutsk [Łuck]. The German troops 
press onwards to L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg], which has been taken in the meantime.II German 
army trucks drive over dirt roads north of the city and reach Lutsk [Łuck]. Soviet fighter 
planes trying to fly over the area are fired at by the German anti-aircraft defence. Hit! A 
fireball crashes down. A Soviet plane that has been brought down lies burning on the 
ground.III German fighter planes take off, fly in formation over enemy territory and bomb 
troop concentrations, marching enemy columns, fortifications and communication lines. 
The enemy anti-aircraft opens a barrage fire but German planes continue their flight 
without suffering losses.IV While the air force continues the bombardments, the German 
infantry advances. Breaking all resistance, the German troops advance inland. [2’. 53”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 49” 
 
 
 
 
 
18 July 1941: AM-WA NR 51567 
1. V for Victoria, the German victory sign.V [1. 07”]  
2. Germany and France. On the Führer’s orders, 500.000 French prisoners of war are 

released. French soldiers march out of the gate of Stalag XIIA and head for the railway 
station. This is the first time in history that a conquering state give prisoners their freedom 
before peace agreements have been concluded. The soldiers return by train, passing 
through Is-sur-Tille to Chalon-sur-Saône. [1’. 07”] 

3. Germany. The German-Flemish Culture Days (Die Deutsch-Flämischen Kulturtage) have 
taken place in Köln [Cologne]. They aimed to underline the historical, economic and 
cultural relations existing between the city of Köln [Cologne] and Flanders. These festive 
days were especially distinguished by the economic/cultural/historical exhibition ‘Köln 
[Cologne] and the Northwest’ as well as by a group exhibition of contemporary Flemish 
art. Personalities (including August Borms) visit the exhibitions and look at paintings and 
other works of art.VI [0’. 30”] 

 
I All inhabitants seen in this item are female. The commentary doesn’t refer to that fact. 
II There is no footage of that city but it will appear in the next newsreel issue. 
III The editing suggests that this is the very same plane the newsreel spectator saw being shot 
down some seconds before. 
IV The commentary is accompanied by a long sequence, showing many images of bombs 
being dropped. 
V Accompanied by Ludwig van Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony and without further 
commentary, the item consists of military footage (respectively footage of the war navy, the 
air force and the land forces), superimposed Vs and the above-mentioned, written text. 
VI The commentary doesn’t mention that this event, which took place from 26 until 29 June 
1941, was jointly organised by the local DeVlag branch. 
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4. Germany. The 50.000th worker from East Flanders (Théophile Sierens from Eeklo)I is 
welcomed at the Junker aeroplane-factory (in Dessau). A German man (Mr Kratz, director 
of the training department) states in FlemishII that the volunteer will receive a 
commemorative certificate announcing that his wife is hereby presented the sum of 100 
German Marks. [0’. 32”]  

5. Belgium. In Belgium too, the number of volunteers, wanting to take part in the war 
against Bolshevism, is increasing from day to day. Young men queue in front of the 
recruitment office of the Flemish Volunteer Regiment (Vrijwilligers Regiment 
Vlaanderen) in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] and enrol, enlisting to participate in the 
crusade against communism. [0’. 42”]III [0’. 42”] 

6. Poland. Animated (German) map from Ost-Preussen [East Prussia] to USSR and from 
Vilnius [Vilna] to Przemyśl: the name of L’viv  [Lvov/Lemberg] is slowly underlined. 
The battle at the eastern front. German troops move on L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg] and enter 
the city. The Ukrainian population welcomes the German soldiers enthusiastically and 
makes the Nazi salute. A great number of locals waves at the camera and makes the Nazi 
salute again. Smiling soldiers, wearing flowers on their uniform, talk to Ukrainian women. 
Then a soldier talks to a crying older woman.IV Shortly before the capture of the city by 
the German forces, the Jewish agents of the GPU killed a great number of Ukrainian 
nationalists in a beastly manner. Thousands of men and women fell victim to Bolshevist 
terror. These abominable crimes took place in the prison of L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg]. 
Citizens carry a corpse out of the smoking (Brigidki) prison. As the German troops 
approached, the Bolshevists set fire to the prison to wipe out the traces of their crimes. 
But the fire was extinguished. A German officer allows small groups of civilians to enter 
the prison. They come out again carrying more corpses and line them up on a square.V 
Some female bystanders cover their noses and mouths with a handkerchief. Women cry.VI 
Two women try to untie the hands of a dead prisoner, one of them cries in despair. Others 
push some locals forward.VII The population hands the Jewish murderers over to the 
German troops, so that they would be punished.VIII [2’. 10”] 

7. Poland. Animated (German) map from Liepaja [Libau] to L’viv  [Lvov/Lemberg] and 
from Ost-Preussen [East Prussia] to USSR: the names of Minsk and Białystok are 
underlined. The advance towards Białystok and Minsk: German tanks attack over an 
extensive front. German flights take off and bomb a Soviet airfield, thereby destroying 
several enemy aircraft standing on the ground.IX An attacking Soviet bomber is shot 
down. In Ukraine, the feeder-lines and factories are continuously subject to violent 
attacks. The ‘Bolshevik’ aircraft factory is bombed heavily. [2’. 16”] 

 
I His departure was included in AM-WA NR 512. 
II Original sound recording. The excerpt, not subtitled in French-language newsreel issues, is 
spoken in Flemish with a German accent. 
III Presumably filmed at the recruitment centre (Werbestelle für das Freiwilligen-Regiment 
Flandern) on the Koningin Elisabethlei in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. See also the 34th 
item of AM-WA NR 539. 
IV The soundtrack changes at this point from cheerful to sad music. 
V The camera glides slowly over the corpses. 
VI The soundtrack contains several strident cries that are clearly post-synchronised.  
VII At this point the music changes again, becoming faster, louder and more violent. 
VIII The item concludes with medium-shots of four men: three of them have a rather big noses, 
the last one has a beard and carries a cap. All of them were clearly chosen for their ‘Jewish’ 
appearance. 
IX Spectacular aerial footage. 
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8. Poland, Latvia and Lithuania. (German) map from Liepaja [Libau] to Minsk and from 
Riga to Brest [Brest-Litovsk]: the names of Riga, Daugavpils [Dünaburg], Kaunas 
[Kovno], Vilnius [Vilna] and Kalvarija are underlined. German troops advance to the 
Lithuanian front. The battle rages in the south of Lithuania. Infantry, cavalry and 
motorised units advance during the battle for Kalvarija. Destroyed Soviet tanks are blown 
up: the road to Vilnius [Vilna] is cleared. Passing by burning Soviet war equipment, 
troops advance further. Women and children give flowers to the troops: like anywhere 
else, the Lithuanian population welcomes its liberators with great joy. The city of Vilnius 
[Vilna], evacuated by the Soviets, regained its peaceful appearance shortly after the 
arrival of the German troops. German vanguards reach Riga and cross the River Daugava 
[Düna - Western Dvina River]. The Bolshevists have concentrated a great number of 
troops to prevent the crossing, but the Germans force it by surprise 10 kilometres south of 
Riga. This is the third time since 1917 that German troops occupy the old merchant town 
of Riga, which during the 700 years of its history has always shown its sympathy for 
Germany. German troops drive and march through the streets, covered with flowers and 
are enthusiastically waved at by the city’s population. Locals carry a Latvian flag. [2’. 
13”] 

9. Lithuania. Identical map but now the names of Liepaja [Libau], Šiauliai [Schaulen] and 
Jonava are underlined. German tanks advance on the road that leads to Jonava. In the 
south of Lithuania, the battle rages on. The artillery fires at enemy positions, the infantry 
creeps forward. The city of Jonava is devastated. Only the synagogue has been spared by 
order of the Jewish commissar of the GPU.I The type one finds in the ghettos of Jonava: a 
man with a mean look on his face, another man has a hat, glasses and a beard.II Infantry 
and motorised units press onwards in the direction of Šiauliai [Schaulen], which forms the 
great Soviet fortress in that sector. The troops attack, deploying artillery and flame-
throwers. The cavalry enters the city of Šiauliai [Schaulen] and is welcomed by the local 
population, which gives flowers to the soldiers. Under the burning sun, the advance 
continues to Liepaja [Libau]. Everywhere the Bolshevists offer a stubborn resistance: the 
streets must be conquered one after the next through bitter fights. Street fights take place 
in Liepaja [Libau]. Using loudspeakers, the German troops urge the Soviets to surrender.III 
A long column of Soviet soldiers is marched off. Meanwhile the German troops advance 
further east of Białystok. Infantrymen, cavalrymen, cars and tanks pass by destroyed 
enemy tanks and other war equipment. The German troops have fought a decisive battle 
here: in several places, the encircled Soviet armies fought bitterly. A tank battle takes 
place: the battle rages around a location that the Soviets defend with particular 
stubbornness. The German artillery barrages the enemy positions. Infantrymen deploy 
flame-throwers. Inside the village they attack the enemy with machine guns and flame-
throwers. Prisoners of war are rounded up.IV German Stukas fly over and attack enemy 

 
I Shots of the inside of the synagogue focus on a Cross of David and a Hebrew inscription. 
However, there is no footage showing the city of Jonava. 
II Just as in the sixth item, the cameraman selected people with an appearance meeting anti-
Semitic preconceptions. 
III The item contains the sound of the Russian message that is reportedly being disseminated. 
The message itself is neither subtitled nor translated. (The message, spoken in German-
accented Russian, states ‘Закрой сопротивление! Бессмысленно! Давайте!’ or ‘Give up all 
resistance! It is hopeless! Surrender!’) 
IV Note how the long battle scene is immediately and without further commentary followed by 
images of prisoners of war. Again the item inserts close-ups of prisoners with Asian faces. 
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columns and fortifications. Bombs are dropped on Soviet tanks.I On the ground, the 
artillery opens fire on some houses: franc-tireurs and Soviet soldiers have hidden in these 
farms.II A munitions depot is hit and explodes. The German troops are already outside 
Minsk. On the road to Minsk, German soldiers find blazing Soviet tanks once again. Long 
columns of prisoners are marched off. Hundreds of thousands of prisoners were taken. 
Over 70.000 men who were part of the Soviet troops that were surrounded west of Minsk 
have laid down their arms. [3’. 43”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 20” 
 
 
 
 
 
25 July 1941: AM-WA NR 51668 
1. China. The Central Chinese Government of Nanjing [Nanking] is recognised by Germany, 

Italy, Spain, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, Slovakia and Croatia. President Wang Ching-
wei attends a military march past in Nanjing [Nanking]. [0’. 35”] 

2. France. The sensational court case of the Jew Natan, whose actual name is Bernard 
Tannenzapf, takes place at the Paris Court. Natan takes his seat and covers his head with 
a towel. Before the war, Natan was one of the main culprits accused of the bankruptcy of 
French cinema. Natan, still covering his head, turns away from the camera. Through his 
dishonest financial transactions, this adventurer has deprived the French economy of 
some 700 millions. Natan no longer covers his head but, on noticing that he is (again) 
being filmed, turns his head away, covers it with one hand and then completely ducks 
under the stand. When he talks to the court and notices the camera again, he covers his 
head with a file and leaves.III [0’. 44”]  

3. Belgium. The national-socialist welfare organisation invited 10.000 Belgian children to 
spend their holidays in Germany. During six long weeks they will tan their skin in the 
most beautiful regions of Germany. Mothers register their children in an NSV office. The 
children are examined medically, measured and weighed, in order to establish how their 
weight has improved at the end of the holidays. 80% of these children come from worker’s 
families whose fathers currently work in Germany. The others have been chosen from 
needy families.IV [0’. 48”]  

4. Belgium. In a Belgian camp, Flemish soldiers are instructed by German officers and 
called together to form a police corps. This Flemish Guard (Vlaamse Wacht) is intended 
for police service and will also reinforce the national police force (Gendarmerie-
Rijskwacht). A German officer inspects the recruits. Recruits cross the inner court of a 

 
The shot of a prisoner looking skywards (as if he were seeing a plane) is followed by footage 
of German aircraft in the sky. 
I Filmed from inside a plane. 
II Note how the commentary not only states that the Soviet army is supported by franc-tireurs 
but also mentions them first. 
III The item, ridiculing the accused, is accompanied by merry, playful music, as if the viewer 
was watching a short comic film.  
IV Flemish- and French-language newspapers both stressed that there would be more Flemish 
than Walloon children among the participants. The commentary doesn’t however make any 
mention of this fact. 
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barracks (in Maria-ter-Heide) and march out singing ‘Sarie Mareis’.I The recruits are 
trained to sneak up on people and to arrest them. On a football field, they receive orders 
from a Flemish officer (in turn accompanied by the Germans). The recruits return singing 
(in Flemish): ‘Once the fatherland Dietsland is freed’.II [2’. 01”]  

5. Belgium. Visit to the recruitment office of the ‘Wallonie’ (Corps Franc ‘Wallonie’) 
Commando Unit on the Great Square (Grand-Place) in Brussels. Every day, many 
volunteers present themselves for the battle against the Soviet Union. As in all other 
countries, the appeal to crusade against Bolshevism yields excellent results. Volunteers, 
aged between 20 and 40, register.III [0’. 45”]  

6. Finland and USSR. Animated (German map) of Finland and the USSR, underlining the 
name of Salla. In the battle against the Soviet Union, operations continue successfully. In 
the north, German and Finnish troops, whose officers confer regularlyIV, press on and 
attack. (These are images of) the attack against Salla, a strong Soviet defence point that 
was taken after hard combat.V Tanks and infantrymen advance. The German air force 
supports the attacks by the army. German fighters attack Soviet ships in the White Sea. 
[1’. 24”] 

7. Romania and USSR. (German) map of Europe (indicating Finland, the German Empire 
and Romania) and of the USSR. Over the very broad front of the south, Romania fights 
side by side with German soldiers. The infantry advances under a pressing heat. A bridge 
is built over the River Prut. The allied troopsVI enter Bessarabiya [Bessarabia]. In a 
village, a banner hanging over the street reads ‘Heil Hitler. Slawa Hitlerowi. Slawa 
Ukraini’.VII In Ukraine the liberation troops are welcomed enthusiastically: happily 
smiling men, women and children greet the soldiers. Taking a rest, the soldiers play some 
music. (Seven soldiers sit on a fence and rock to the sound of the music. Suddenly the 
fence falls and so do the soldiers.)VIII The troops reach the River Berezina. Engineers 
build bridges that replace destroyed ones and allow the troops to advance further. An 
encircling movement cuts off the adversary’s retreat. Artillery and machine guns are 
deployed to attack the enemy troops. The conquest is carried out methodically. Fleeing 
enemy trucks are machine-gunned: the driver of a blazing truck surrenders. A Soviet tank 
burns and explodes. Prisoners of war, among them female sharpshooters in uniform, are 
rounded up. Columns of shabbily dressed prisoners are marched off.IX The troops advance 
further and enter a village over a muddy road. A Soviet village. Here carelessness and 
filthiness reign supreme. The troops move on and reach the city of Minsk, which the 
Soviets set fire to before retreating. The city is burning. Only the head office of the 

 
I Post-synchronised. There is no further commentary. 
II ‘Eens wordt het vaderland Dietsland bevrijd’. These words are naturally not subtitled. 
III The Brussels office was opened in 9 July 1941. In other cities (Liège, Charleroi…) 
recruitment offices opened earlier. 
IV Suggested by images of conversing German and Finnish officers. 
V This sequence includes battle footage, but no images of the city: the footage could have 
been shot anywhere. 
VI ‘Allied’ meaning ‘German and Romanian’. 
VII ‘Slawa Hitlerowi, Slawa Ukraini’ means ‘Heil Hitler, Heil Ukraine’. 
VIII Probably staged or acted. 
IX The item contains close-ups of female soldiers, a prisoner with a big nose and protruding 
ears and shabby clothes and shoes of some prisoners. Note that the commentary refers to 
‘female sharpshooters in uniform’ instead of ‘female soldiers’. 
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Bolshevist party has been spared.I Elsewhere entire city neighbourhoods have been burnt 
down to the ground. Civilians are standing around the bodies of dead people. The German 
troops find victims of the GPU agents everywhere. Women are crying. Thousands of 
civilians have been assassinated and horribly mutilated. One of the bodies is laid in a 
coffin. The troops advance further. After an uninterrupted march forward, they reach the 
Stalin Line. The artillery fires on enemy positions. [5’. 13”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 11’. 30” 
 
 
 
 
 
1 August 1941: AM-WA NR 51769 
1. Germany. The first congress of the International Film Chamber (Internationale 

Filmkammer) is held in Berlin. Participants visit the Ufa studios in Babelsberg in 
(Potsdam near) Berlin. [1’. 04”]  

2. Belgium. Everywhere in Belgium the corn harvest looks rich. The first corn is reaped. In 
Overijse and Hoeilaart, the grape picking is also well under way. [1’. 30”] 

3. Japan. Japan takes particular care of the training of the youngest members of its army. At 
a Japanese cadet school, young naval soldiers are instructed in sailing, Morse code 
signalling, firing artillery, bayoneting, flying, bombing etc. [1’. 15”] 

4. France. Marshal Philippe Pétain visits Limoges, where the local population welcomes him 
very enthusiastically. The marshal visits local industry and attends a traditional dance 
performance. [1’. 24”] 

5. Germany. Young Flemish volunteers for the SS-Standarte Westland are trained in 
barracks in a German mountain area. They have assimilated very fast and carry out their 
duties like any German soldier. The Waffen-SS volunteers go on manoeuvres and learn 
how to fire guns, throw grenades and fire grenade launchers. In the evening they sit 
together: playing music, writing a letter, darning a sock or cleaning their uniform.II [1’. 
30”] 

6. France, Spain and Germany. Again new fighters against Bolshevism. French volunteers 
register in one of the 80 recruitment offices in Paris. Members of the Spanish legion (Blue 
Division) leave from Irun. On their way to the Russian front, they pass through the 
German city of Heilbronn. Like in all German railway stations, Spanish volunteers are 
greeted joyfully: civilians throw flowers at the Spanish soldiers. The same thing happens 
to Italian volunteers in another German railway station. [1’. 20”] 

7. USSR. Flights of German fighter planes attack enemy troop concentrations and 
communication centres in consecutive waves in the sector of Lake Peipus. The planes drop 
their bombs: smoke rises from the ground. Soviet fighters counter-attack. A German pilot 
is wounded but stays in control.III German fighters attack Soviet planes: they are hit and 
destroyed one after another. One of the hit Soviet aircraft crashes. A flight of Soviet 
bombers is also attacked. It is partially destroyed and the survivors are scattered. A 

 
I An establishing-shot of that huge building and a close-up of the monument of Lenin in front 
of it is immediately followed by images of the ruins of burnt-down houses. Dramatic music 
accompanies images of a ruined city neighbourhood. 
II The recruits are laughing and seem very happy-go-lucky. 
III The pilot is cared for while he continues to steer the plane. The sequence is poorly lit, 
which suggests that it is authentic. The rest of the aerial footage is impressive.  
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Soviet aircraft crashes; the wreckage of a crashed plane lies blazing on the ground.I Then 
the German planes carry out an attack on an enemy transport train. Afterwards its burnt 
out wagons stand immobile on the rails: the result of the German assault. The German air 
force has full control over the sky. Destroyed Soviet tanks, train carriages and planes lie 
on the ground. 6.000 Soviet planes have already been destroyed; the total loss of Soviet 
tanks is already over and beyond 7.000 units. The Stalin Line is pierced at all essential 
points and the advance continues towards the final victory for Germany and the 
construction of a new Europe.II [2’. 50”]  

8. V for Victoria, the German victory sign.III [1. 08”] 
 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 01” 
 
 
 
 
 
8 August 1941: AM-WA NR 51870 
1. Europe. Like in Belgium, the letter V, the German victory sign, appears in all countries of 

Europe.IV V signs show up in Kraków [Krakau], in Praha [Prague] and in Paris, where the 
Eiffel Tower is decorated with V signs. [1’. 15”] 

2. Germany. While Germany is at full war with the Soviet Union, Joseph Goebbels opens the 
Great German Art Exhibition (Grosse deutsche Kunstausstellung 1941) in München 
[Munich]. Goebbels visits the exhibition.V [1’. 35”] 

3. Belgium. 25.000 spectators attend the German sports festivities, bringing together the best 
athletes of the Reich, at the Union St Gilles Stadium in Brussels.VI Scheuring wins the 100 
metres run. Wenzel wins the javelin from Berg and Dahmann. Karl Storch beats Erwin 
Blask in the shot put. Long-jumper Carl Ludwig beats Mersch. Rudolf Harbig wins the 
800 metres run. [1’. 53”]  

4. Belgium. 10.000 Belgian children have been invited to pass a month’s holiday in 
Germany. 600 Walloon children, accompanied by supervisors and assistantsVII, leave for 
Tirol from Liège-Guillemins, the main railway station of Liège [Luik]. [1’. 14”]  

5. Denmark and Spain. The flood of volunteers of European youth, desiring to fight 
Bolshevism, rises day by day. The first volunteers from the Denmark volunteer corps 
(Frikorps Danmark) leave København [Copenhagen], while a new contingent of Spanish 
volunteers (Blue Division) leaves Madrid, where a large crowd waves goodbye. [0’. 30”] 

 
I The editing suggests that this is the same plane. 
II That final statement is accompanied by footage of destroyed enemy war equipment. 
III Accompanied by Ludwig van Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony and without further comment, 
the item consists of military footage (respectively footage of the war navy, the air force and 
the land forces), superimposed V’s and the above-mentioned, written text. 
IV The item opens with a shot of civilians standing in the street, looking at a big sign with a 
giant V, a map of the military situation and the German text ‘The German sword protects the 
world from Bolshevism’. Many members of the contemporary newsreel audience, especially 
the francophones, are unlikely to have understood the text. The whole item, which has no 
commentary, is accompanied by Ludwig van Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. 
V The commentary doesn’t mention it, but the portrait is brought into view. 
VI 3 August 1941. The commentary doesn’t mention that (at least) 20.000 of them were 
German military men. Shots of the audience also show civilians. 
VII The commentary stresses that the children are not travelling by themselves. 
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6. USSR. (German) map from Norway to Estonia and to the USSR. The battle rages on at 
the eastern front. The artillery of the German navy fires at Soviet outpost boats along the 
coast of Murmansk. The guns of a German ship hit an enemy vessel. [1’. 00”] 

7. USSR. To the north of the theatre of operations in the USSR. German soldiers cross a 
river in rubber dinghies, under the protection of the German artillery, which shells the 
enemy positions. [0’. 50”] 

8. USSR (and Romania). (German) map of Europe (indicating Finland, the German Empire 
and Romania) and of the USSR. At the Bessarabiya [Bessarabia] front. In the southern 
sector of the eastern front, German troops search the woods to purge them of Bolshevist 
elements. A group of seven men surrenders.I Forceful enemy troops go into hiding to 
attack at night. The Reds leave the forests little by little. Prisoners are rounded up.  Here 
are stereotypes of Soviet prisoners: men with pockmarked faces, large noses or Asian 
features.II A German camouflaged artillery post fires at enemy positions while the infantry 
crosses the Dnestr [Dniester]. This natural obstacle before the Stalin Line, which the 
Soviets considered impregnable, has already been crossed at many locations. Infantrymen 
cross a bridge constructed by their engineers. For Ukraine, the hour of liberation from 
Red tyranny has come. Young Ukrainian men enrol in the recruitment offices of the 
National Ukrainian Movement. Uniformed recruits parade. [1’. 49”]  

9. USSR. Animated (German) map from Lake Ladoga to Ukraine and from Ost-Preussen 
[East Prussia] to Moskva [Moscow]. The battle rages on around the Soviet positions in 
Vitebsk, situated in the area of Smolensk. Despite all obstacles and despite the bad 
weather, the German army advances on foot, on horseback or in vehicles, over bridges as 
well as through water. Storm troopers, trying to protect the railway line, enter into battle 
with the Soviets.III The German artillery shells Soviet fortifications that are camouflaged 
as farms. Prisoners of war are marched off: columns of prisoners stretch as far as the eye 
can see. The German troops enter Vitebsk and find most of it destroyed by the Soviets. 
Aerial viewsIV show how most of the city has been burnt: as a result of carrying out the 
orders contained in the Soviet military communiqué of 23 July, announcing that on order 
of Comrade Joseph Stalin the Bolshevists shouldn’t leave anything in their retreat, except 
devastation and cities and villages ravaged by flames. [2’. 57”] 

10. USSR (and Estonia?). German fighter planes attack Soviet bombers while Junker 88 
aircraft attack Soviet positions behind the enemy lines. A railway station, totally destroyed 
by the Germans in order to prevent the Soviets from using it, must be reconstructed after 
the retreat of enemy troops. German engineers construct rails to ensure German supplies. 
Taking off from Baltic countries, German aircraft attack the concentrated Soviet positions 
on the banks of Lake Peipus. As a counter-blow for the bombardments by the Soviet air 
force on the open cities of Bucuresti [Bucharest] and Helsinki, the German air force 
attacked the military installations in the armaments and communication centre of Moskva 
[Moscow].V Fires lighting up the night sky prove the effectiveness of the German 
bombardments. A carpet of bombs rains down on the targets aimed at. A huge fire has 
broken out in the area surrounding the Kremlin. [2’. 52”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 55” 

 
I They march towards the camera, their hands in the air. 
II Several close-ups are inserted to incite racist feelings among the newsreel spectators. 
III The camera positions reveal that some scenes, showing how German storm troops rush 
forward under enemy fire, were staged. 
IV Very impressive footage. 
V Illustrated with footage of a nocturnal assault carried out by German bombers. 
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15 August 1941: AM-WA NR 51971 
1. Germany. Presentation of an amphibian vehicle (invented by Hanns Trippel) that drives 

through the streets of Berlin and sails over Lake Wannsee. [0’. 56”]  
2. Belgium. The Société Royale Saint-Hubert organised its 50th international dog show at the 

Brussels Sports Palace.I [1’. 03”] 
3. France. French sportsmen from non-occupied France are allowed to go to Paris to take 

part in the 48th French athletics championships. European champion Prudent Joye runs the 
400 metres at the Stade de Colombes. [0’. 29”] 

4. Czechoslovakia. A bridge is being built in the south of the Protectorate of Bohemia-
Moravia. [0’. 31”] 

5. Argentina. Unable to export the corn harvest on account of the lack of ships, the republic 
of Argentina is obliged to use this important food as fuel. Millions of tons of corn are 
burned: one power station alone, situated in the south of Argentina, burns 30.000 tons a 
month.II [0’. 57”] 

6. North Sea (France). Despite the danger of attack by the air force of Great Britain fishing 
has begun again outside the port of Boulogne-sur-Mer. German coastguards protect the 
French fishing boats. The abundant catches will allow an improvement in provisions for 
the population. [0’. 57”] 

7. Great Ocean. The Japanese navy on manoeuvre. [0’. 36”]  
8. Belgium. Walloon Legion volunteers leave Brussels, and receive military honours by the 

German Wehrmacht. Headed by a German military brass band, the recruits (Corps Franc 
‘Wallonie’) march through the streets of Brussels. Lead by the Burgundy Cross flag they 
head towards Brussels North Station. A large crowd has gathered all along the route that 
the parade is following.III Applause greets these men who, accepting to risk their lives to 
defend their ideals, leave to fight Bolshevism. The volunteers (including Léon Degrelle)IV 
get on the train (bearing the words ‘Légion Wallonie) and leave Brussels.V [1’. 42”]  

9. USSR (and Romania). The battle at the eastern front. Marshal Ion Antonescu and King 
Mihai I of Romania inspect Romanian troops. German troops cross the river Dnestr 
[Dniester], which after violent combats was crossed in many places. The Romanian troops 
have reached the estuary of the Dnestr [Dniester] in Bessarabiya [Bessarabia] and 
liberated it from the Soviet yoke. Aerial image of Bălţi [Beltsy] show that the city has been 
destroyed. On the approach of German troops, Bolshevists have, on order of Joseph 
Stalin, also reduced this Romanian city into a pile of ruins. In Bălţi [Beltsy] too victims of 

 
I The dog show opened on 10 August 1941. 
II Accompanied by images of corn being used as industrial fuel. 
III Hundreds of people have gathered but referring to them as ‘a large crowd’ (as the 
commentary does) is a bit of an overstatement. Note that the commentary refers to the 
Burgundy Cross without linking it to the Rex movement. 
IV Degrelle is not mentioned but repeatedly shown. The item shows him talking to several 
young women. 
V 8 August 1941. The item also contains images filmed from inside the departing train. People 
holding Flemish lion flags in their hands are to be seen. 
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atrocities committed by the GPU are found: dead bodies lie next to each other in an open 
space.I [1’. 04”]  

10. USSR. The combat rages on outside Vinnitsa, the great city situated beyond the River 
Bug. Although all bridges have been destroyed, the German troops advance. The roads 
taken by the Bolshevists in their retreat are covered with abandoned vehicles, destroyed 
war equipment and dead bodies. German soldiers enter the city of Vinnitsa. [0’. 37”] 

11. USSR. Animated (German) map from Lake Ladoga to Kiev [Kyyiv] and from Ost-
Preussen [East Prussia] to Moskva [Moscow]: the names of Smolensk and Mogilev are 
being underlined. The fights in the region of Smolensk. The assault is launched against the 
strong fortifications of the Stalin Line. Each village, each city is desperately defended by 
the Bolshevists. The artillery fires at enemy positions. Officers study the strategic situation 
outside the city of Mogilev. The artillery fires until the road to the city is clear. The 
infantry advances and finds the city of Mogilev blazing. This city too was largely 
destroyed by the Soviets. Several destroyed Soviet planes stand on an airfield that was 
attacked earlier by the German air force. The number of captured cannons and tanks 
increases every day. Some of the captured war equipment has been destroyed. The 
German troops have taken 35.000 prisoners: a large group of prisoners is marched off.II 
After violent combat, which took place in the streets of Smolensk, German troops have 
taken the city. For two more weeks, the Bolshevist and English press pretended that the 
city was still in the hands of the Soviets. German soldiers run through the streets past 
burning vehicles. Prisoners are rounded up, including two female commissioners.III A 
church in the paradise of the Soviets appears unharmed from the outside but has been 
transformed into a vodka distillery on the inside.IV And here is another church, with a 
chimney.V It’s easy to understand [why the chimney was installed]: the Soviets 
transformed it into a power station. Elsewhere people are living in slums. A view of the 
surroundings of the city of Smolensk. This is where the population had to live in pitiful 
conditions. This is what the paradise of farmers and workers is in reality! A child lies on a 
bed, flies crawl over its face and body.VI Right next to it, a woman holds a crying child in 
her arms. Underfed and scrawny children: every day German soldiers must look at such 
visions of misery. Four motionless, naked small children lie next to each other, covered 
with flies. [4’. 01”] 

12. USSR. In the region of Smolensk, farmers bless the German troops that are passing by: 
women cross themselves or wave with a cross. [0’. 19”] 

13. USSR. German troops keep on systematically destroying the encircled Soviet forces. 
Tanks advance and fire. Near Smolensk, German soldiers pass by burning houses: in their 
retreat, the Bolshevists set fire to everything that falls into their hands. [0’. 39”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 51” 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I Accompanied by sad music. 
II Close-up of a young man with a (red) star on his cap.  
III Both women are (clearly against their will) posing for the camera. 
IV Illustrated with interior-shots. 
V An exterior shot does indeed offer the rather unusual sight of a church with a chimney. 
VI It is not clear whether the child is alive. 
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22 August 1941: AM-WA NR 52072 
1. Belgium. The second stage of the Tour of Belgium cycle race starts in Charleroi and goes 

through Thuin, Mons [BergenFout! Bladwijzer niet gedefinieerd.] and Enghien 
[Edingen] to La Louvière. Among the participants: Albert Dubuisson, François Neuville, 
Armand Gilles and François Adam. Edward Van Dijck finishes first (before Albert 
Ritserveldt). The third and final stage runs from La Louvière to Brussels. Georges Claes 
finishes in front of Gustaaf Van Overloop and wins the stage as well as the entire race.I 
[1’. 52”] 

2. Belgium. Boxer Karel Sys beats Dorus Elten, who throws in the towel in the third round at 
the Royal Circus in Brussels.II [1’. 18”] 

3. Czechoslovakia. The swimming championships of the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia 
are held in Praha [Prague]. [0’. 51”] 

4. Germany. During different campaigns in this war, many horses have fallen into the hands 
of the German troops. Visit to a stud farm in the north of Germany (in Verden). [0’. 58”] 

5. Belgium. German-Flemish Culture Day (Vlaams-Duitse Kultuurdag) takes place in Gent 
[Ghent/Gand]. Accompanied by personalities, conference participants visit the beautiful 
city of Artevelde. German officers and civilians walk through the historical centre of the 
city and pay a visit to the De Pinte flower-beds.III [0’. 44”]  

6. France. The former headquarters of the lodge in Lille houses an anti-freemasonry 
exhibition. Visitors, including German military, walk through the exhibition and stand in 
front of a board, stating (in French): ‘The masters of the Anglo-American and Bolshevist 
plutocracy are always anti-European’. The exhibition gives an idea of the decorum as well 
as of the ceremonial and aims of the disastrous freemasonry. Among the objects on 
display: a picture of Franklin Roosevelt and pictures of dead children, with the (French) 
caption ‘Spanish children, starved by hunger. The freemasonry […] should congratulate 
the Judeo-Bolshevist Spanish republic’. [0’. 55”] 

7. Spain. Franco grants brevets to 1885 aspiring officers during a memorial ceremony in the 
ruins of the Alcázar Castle in Toledo, which was the theatre of glorious combats during 
the Spanish Civil War. After the ceremony a religious service is held. [0’. 59”] 

8. USSR. Adolf Hitler visits his troops in the city of Minsk, around which one of the greatest 
battles of encirclement that history has ever known took place. The Führer arrives by 
plane and is welcomed by jubilant soldiers. Hitler studies a military map together with 
several high officials (including Field Marshal Fedor von Bock). German map from 
Germany [Deutsches Reich] to Moskva [Moscow].IV (These are) the positions that the 
German army occupied in the spring of 1915. (In) 1941, after six weeks, these gigantic 
spaces, whose surface area is equal to that of the whole of Germany, are occupied 
definitively. Meanwhile the first Italian contingents arrive at the front, where they are to 
fight in the southern sector. [1’. 15”]  

9. Romania and USSR. Romanian Head of State Ion Antonescu inspects his troops. 
Romanian troops cross the Donau [Danube] (in the direction of Izmail), camouflaged as 
small islands to protect themselves from enemy air raids. In Ukraine, the German anti-

 
I 17 August 1941. The commentary doesn’t mention that ‘Le Soir’ newspaper organised this 
‘Circuit de Belgique – Omloop van België’. 
II 13 August 1941. 
III This visit was organised on Saturday 16 August 1941. It is awkward that the commentary 
only refers to this particular day and doesn’t mention the programme that took place the day 
before.  
IV The editing suggests that the audience is looking at the map that Hitler and his officers are 
studying. A close examination of the footage shows however that this is not the case. 
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aircraft defence troops advance. The head of the German forces runs into desperate 
resistance by the Soviets, who are entrenched in a village. The German artillery opens fire 
on the enemy positions, thereby supporting the attack launched by the infantry. Elsewhere 
the troops approach a Soviet transport train cautiously and find that it has already been 
attacked by the German air force. Slovak and Hungarian troops fight side by side with the 
Germans: they have largely contributed to the successes achieved in the southern sector 
of the front. Germans soldiers fire at a farm and storm it: Soviet soldiers come out with 
their hands in the air. The troops advance further, overcoming difficulties caused by the 
terrain and by bad weather. Cars drive over muddy roads; soldiers push their vehicles out 
of the mud.I The prisoners taken during the encirclement combats and the breakthroughs 
in Ukraine are rounded up in huge camps: their numbers already far exceed 1.000.000.II 
An old woman steps out of a slum dwelling. During their advance, the German troops 
continuously witness the poverty of the population. Children, dressed in rags, lie in dirty 
beds. These scenes have been filmed in the paradise of workers and farmers. The starved-
looking children are barely moving. In a children’s hospital, where absolute cleanliness 
should reign, filth replaces hygiene everywhere. These poor little children are underfed 
and half-dead. The abandoned children, lying on straw, are almost naked. Some of them 
are covered with flies…III [4’. 00”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Ostrov to Bessarabiya [Bessarabia] and from Ost-Preussen 
[East Prussia] to Moskva [Moscow]. The German advance continues in the direction of 
Roslavl’, south of Smolensk. German advanced guards attack the enemy. In the middle of 
a violent combat, infantrymen launch a rocket to request assistance from the artillery, 
which starts shelling the enemy lines. The German troops break the resistance of the 
Soviets, who have barricaded themselves in farms. The artillery sustains its fire; farms are 
blazing. German troops advance further. A desperate fight engages around petrol tanks. 
The German soldiers find the tanks leaking: at the last minute, the Soviets tried to set fire 
to the tanks. [1’. 25”]  

11. USSR. (German) map from Lake Ladoga to Brest [Brest-Litovsk] and from Ost-Preussen 
[East Prussia] to Moskva [Moscow]. North-east of Lake Peipus, German troops force the 
Soviets into new combats. German tanks occupy new positions. The infantry, carrying 
rocket launchers and machine-guns, advances and crosses Lake Peipus in boats. While 
crossing the lake, troops open fire on a Soviet boat and set fire to it. Meanwhile the 
German anti-aircraft defence prevents Soviet fighter planes from attacking the boats. A 
Soviet plane is hit. [1’. 43”]  

12. USSR. A flight of German fighters attacks Soviet columns and troop concentrations in the 
area surrounding Lake Ilmen. A carpet of bombs is poured on the roads followed by the 
Soviets and on the enemy airfields. A counter-attack of Soviet planes is warded off. 
German bombers carry out attacks on a Soviet train and on Soviet troops in the woods. 
The Soviets resist stubbornly. The right wing of a plane has been hit.IV Nevertheless the 
German plane continues its raid, flies towards the woods and fires. [1’. 58”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 17’. 58” 
 

 
I Close-ups of slipping wheels highlight the difficulties of the terrain. 
II Close-ups of prisoners show men with dark eyes, big noses and Asian features. Many of 
them correspond to the anti-Semitic caricature of a Jewish man. The last prisoner shown in 
this item is a uniformed woman who puts some of her hair into her mouth. 
III No further commentary, the images are accompanied by sad music. 
IV The camera records how the engine attached to the wing comes to a halt. 
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29 August 1941: AM-WA NR 52173 
1. Spain. Traditional festivities are held in Pamplona. After a parade, during which giant 

puppets are carried around, men herd a bull through the streets of the city. 
2. Belgium. The second German boxing festival takes place at Brussels Sports Palace. 

Former boxing champion Max Schmeling referees some of the demonstration matches 
between Walter Neusel, Adolf Heuser, Ernst Weiss, Heinz Sendel and other German 
boxers.I  

3. France. A triathlon competition (running, cycling, swimming) is held in Poissy near Paris. 
4. Belgium. The 200.000th Belgian worker enlisting to work in Germany is celebrated in 

Brussels. His wife is also going to work in Germany. A representative of the military 
government presents him with a gold watch. (The ceremony takes place at the office at rue 
des Bogards in Brussels, where all volunteers are registered.)II 

5. France. The former USSR embassy in Paris is searched. Inside the building a secret 
transmitter, installed by the GPU, is found. 

6. France. The victims of British bombardments on Boulogne-sur-Mer are buried. Marshal 
Philippe Pétain attends the funeral ceremony. 

7. Europe. The European front against Bolshevism swells. (Probably including an extensive 
report on the progress made at the eastern front.)III  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
5 September 1941: AM-WA NR 52274 
1. Location not mentioned. Young women learn how to dive from a tower. First they 

exercise on dry land and then they jump into the water. 
2. Argentina. The acrobat Meloni dives into the Rio Grande from a height of 60 metres. 
3. Belgium. A major athletics meeting (Grand Prix de Belgique d’Athlétisme) takes place at 

the Joseph Marien Stadium in Brussels. Pol Braekman sets a new Belgian record for the 
200 metre hurdles.IV  

4. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). A 36-year-old mother has 13 children. 
5. Belgium. Visit to a school for social adaptation in Liège [Luik].  
6. Belgium. The Flemish National Song Festival (Vlaams Nationaal Zangfeest) takes place 

for the first time since 1937 at the Great Square (Grand-Place) in Brussels.I (Cyriel 
Verschaeve attends the festivities.)II 

 
I 24 August 1941. This meeting was organised by KdF. 
II 19 August 1941. 
III The corresponding edition of the French ‘Actualités Mondiales’ contained an item on the 
‘anti-Bolshevist crusade’. This item, also the final, lasts 12 minutes and contains footage of 
the departures of Spanish and Walloon volunteers (see also AM-WA NR 519), followed by an 
extensive report on the situation in Smolensk, around Moskva [Moscow], Kiev [Kyyiv] and 
Odessa. 
IV 30 August 1941. Newspaper ‘Le Soir’ organised the meeting. 
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7. Germany. French officers honour German soldiers fallen in battle. They lay a funeral 
wreath in front of a monument for soldiers fallen in ‘the Great War’. 

8. Myanmar [Burma] (Great Britain). Japanese bombers attacked the ‘Burma Road’ again.III 
Aerial footage shows the impact of the Japanese bombs.  

9. USSR. The battle at the eastern front. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
  
 
 
 
12 September 1941: AM-WA NR 52375 
1. France and USA. ‘Skiing without snow’: people are skiing on grass in France; in the USA 

people are water-skiing on Lake Michigan. [1’. 05”] 
2. Spain. A waiter contest takes place in Barcelona. [0’. 39”] 
3. Belgium. Men, women and children take part in a fishing contest in Anderlecht Park. [0’. 

47”] 
4. Belgium. Autumn fashion: visit to a hat workshop (Mieke de Boeck’s) in Brussels. [1’. 

07”] 
5. The Netherlands. A mosquito plague invades the drained areas of the IJsselmeer. [0’. 26”] 
6. Belgium. After a four-week holiday in the most beautiful regions of Germany, 750 

Flemish school children return home. They are warmly welcomed at Brussels North 
Station.IV Children, headed by uniformed young men (DM/ZB and VAVV) march out of 
Brussels North Station, the front of which is decorated with two Flemish lion flags, a 
swastika and the (Flemish) banner ‘NSV and DeVlag welcome Flemish children returning 
from Germany’. The children smile; most of them carry a small lion and/or swastika 
flags.V [0’. 58”] 

7. Portugal. President Carmona, filmed during an enthusiastic welcome by the population in 
Belém, has returned from a visit to the Açores [Azores].VI Portugal was forced to 
reinforce its defences and garrisons on the islands since President Franklin Roosevelt 
spoke about them in a questionable way and since Portuguese letters of protest were 
unsatisfactorily answered by the USA. The whole of Portugal agrees with its president 
that the Açores [Azores] is and must stay Portuguese property. VII [0’. 51”]  

8. USA. American civilians leave the Tatuta Maru, a N.Y.K. Line ship. The tension in the 
Far East continues. American citizens who were living in Japan now leave the country 
because of the political situation. In front of the N.Y.K. Line ship demonstrators, most of 

 
I 31 August 1941. It is highly unlikely that the newsreel commentary stressed the political 
significance of these meetings. Footage of this item can be found in the French ‘Actualités 
Mondiales’. 
II Footage of this item (not completely identical to the images shown in France) can also be 
found back in the 28th item of AM-WA NR 539. The latter contains a close-up of Cyriel 
Verschaeve. 
III See also AM-WA NR 485. 
IV Note that the commentary does not name any of the parties involved. 
V 2 September 1941. 
VI Images of that visit are to be found in the first item of AM-WA NR 528. It remains unclear 
where the footage presented in this particular item was filmed. 
VII See also the first item of AM-WA NR 528 and the 12th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
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them people with oriental [Japanese] features, carry placards which read ‘Defeat fascism’ 
and ‘Embargo Japan’.I [1’. 15”] 

9. China. Japanese bombers take off and drop their bombs, which explode on hitting the 
ground. The Japanese air force has again successfully bombarded Chinese fortifications 
and the city of Chongqing [Chungking], the headquarters of the government of Chiang 
Kai-shek. [0’. 59”]  

10. France. British bombers carried out an attack on the northern French city of Roubaix and 
dropped bombs on areas of housing. Over 20 houses were destroyed: 35 dead and 57 
wounded people are deplored. Houses in city neighbourhoods are severely damaged or 
entirely ruined. A small projectile lies on the street; people try to clear the debris. There 
would have been fewer victims if the population had taken refuge in the shelters following 
the alarm. Cardinal Guenard conducts the funeral ceremony. [1’. 22”]  

11. Germany. German shipbuilding yards continuously launch German U-boats. While a new 
U-boat is being launched, others return to their port and are enthusiastically welcomed. 
Admiral Karl Dönitz, commander of the U-boats, could award many successful U-boat 
commanders the Knight’s Cross or the Iron Cross. Dönitz decorates several captains, 
including (Wohlfart and) Captain-Lieutenant Engelbert Endrass, one of the most famous 
U-boat commanders who returned from a glorious campaign.II [1’. 27”]  

12. USSR. The Führer and the Duce meet in Hitler’s headquarters. Hitler (accompanied by 
von Ribbentrop and Keitel) receives Benito Mussolini and Count Galeazzo Ciano. 
General Alfred Jodl points out the German positions on a map. Afterwards Reich Marshal 
Hermann Göring and enthusiastic soldiers welcome Mussolini and Hitler. [1’. 14”]  

13. USSR. At the eastern front, the military operations proceed successfully. In Ukraine, the 
encirclement is completed. Advancing German and Hungarian troops meet each other. 
They fraternise, study a map and discuss the military situation. [0’. 36”]  

14. USSR. Following the capture of Mykolayiv [Nikolayev] Waffen-SS troops advance to 
Kherson. The artillery fires on enemy positions. After an audacious attack the port at the 
city of the Dnepr [Dniepr] is taken.III While the artillery sustains its fire, infantrymen 
advance and attack small buildings, deploying flame-throwers. Since every village and 
every farm is toughly defended by the Soviets, storm pioneers are deployed. Blockhouse 
after blockhouse is smoked out. The artillery again shells enemy positions: a tough battle 
is fought for the possession of Dneprodzerzhinsk, a centre of the Soviet Russian steel 
industry. The troops slowly advance through the severely damaged suburbs of the city. 
Street fights take place. The Soviets resist stubbornly. The German troops reach the 
industrial area: one of the biggest steel factories is now in German hands. Elsewhere 
destroyed Soviet war equipment lies. A German column moves forward: over the 
completely neglected roads, the retreating enemy is pursued without respite. Transport 
convoys follow the army, reach the front line and supply the troops with ammunition. The 
infantry advances and opens fire on the enemy positions. Following the battle of Homel 
[Gomel], the area of the city is systematically cleared of dispersed enemy troops. German 
soldiers storm small houses and force Soviet soldiers, putting their hands in the air or 
carrying a white flag, to go out and surrender. Any individual Soviet haunts that still offer 
resistance must be overcome in many small fights. Many other Soviet soldiers are forced 
to surrender and hand in their weapons. [4’. 52”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 17’. 38” 

 
I The commentary does not mention these images. 
II Endrass is the only person identified by the commentary. 
III Note that the capture of either Mykolayiv [Nikolayev] or Kherson is really shown. 
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19 September 1941: AM-WA NR 52476 
1. Germany. The HJ organised European sports festivities in Wrocław [Breslau]. 
2. France. A rowing match is held in Courbevoie. 
3. France. Swimming lessons in Tourcoing. 
4. USA. In Detroit, an oil storage depot is on fire. 
5. Germany. Visit to the autumn fair in Leipzig (Leipziger Herbstmesse), which brings 

together 6.500 exhibitors from almost all European countries. 
6. Belgium. A new drinking water channel is built in the city of Gent [Ghent/Gand].I  
7. Belgium. Hiroshi Oshima, the Japanese representative in Berlin, visits Belgium and lays a 

funeral wreath in the German military cemetery in Langemark (Langemarck).II  
8. France. British fighter planes, brought down by the anti-aircraft defence at night, lie 

blazing on the Channel coast. 
9. Spain. Spanish units (Blue Division volunteers), including many women (nurses), leave a 

Spanish railway station for the eastern front. 
10. USSR. General Agustin Muñoz-Grandes visits Adolf Hitler in his headquarters and 

inspects the Blue Division. 
11. USSR. The battle at the eastern front goes on. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
26 September 1941: AM-WA NR 52577 
1. Germany. ‘Maske in Blau’ approaches its 500th performance at the Admiral Theatre in 

Berlin. An excerpt shows actors dancing the rumba. [0’. 37”] 
2. Spain. In Valencia, a traditional flower procession is followed by a flower fight. [1’. 03”] 
3. Japan. A view of the Japanese woodworking industry: wood is transported down mountain 

rivers on rafts. [0’. 59”] 
4. Denmark. King Christian X and his wife (Queen Alexandrine) attend a workers’ sports 

meeting in København [Copenhagen]. [1’. 28”] 
5. Belgium. The sale and breaking in of young racehorses in Brussels. This year, high prices 

of up to 220.000 francs, are being paid for young horses. [1’. 15”] 
6. USA. Fire in the docks of Brooklyn. Victims, lying on the ground, are taken care of and 

given oxygen.III 
7. Italy. The ‘Hospicio Marino’, a home for children of Italian soldiers, is inaugurated in 

Liguria, on the coast of the Italian Riviera. The ‘Tore Animata’ Building, 55 metres high 
and with a capacity to accommodate 2.000 children and staff, is already in use. [0’. 49”] 

 
I The item gives an overview of work that started several weeks ago. 
II Around 11 September 1941. 
III The preserved (related) prints contain only nine seconds of this item, which was 
undoubtedly longer. 
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8. Belgium. Young men (teenagers) leave Brussels North Station. The front of the station is 
decorated with the (Flemish) banner ‘Hearty welcome to the 3.000 Flemish sons who 
helped harvest in Greater Germany’, hanging under a giant Flemish Lion flag and in 
between two smaller swastikas.I 3.000 Flemish and Walloon boys, who helped in 
Germany during the harvest, have returned to Brussels.II These youngsters sacrificed their 
holiday to help Germany in its battle and have also got to know the Reich. Upon their 
arrival in Brussels they were welcomed festively. The boys march past black- uniformed 
men (VAVV members) and uniformed boys wearing swastika armlets (HJ members).III 
[0’. 42”]  

9. Germany. Numerous French craftsmen have found work and bread in Germany. Male and 
female French workersIV, staying in Berlin, are guided around the German capital (in 
French spoken with a German accent) before paying a visit to the zoo. [1’. 11”] 

10. France. Cardinal Lienart regularly visits the building site of the new cathedral of Notre-
Dame-de-la-Treille in Lille. The works, which started 70 years ago, were brought to a 
standstill during the war but are now under way once more. [1’. 08”] 

11. Belgium. On the afternoon of May 30 1940, a British plane dropped a bomb on the Yser 
Tower (IJzertoren) in Diksmuide [Dixmude]. The tower, the symbol of Flemish war 
veterans, was hit on the wing, where a hole of three metres was made. The repair works 
have now begun. Workers brick up the hole. [0’. 53”] 

12. USSR. Hungarian Head of State Admiral Miklós Horthy visits Adolf Hitler in his 
headquarters at the eastern front. The talks lasting for days are conducted in a spirit of 
true comradeship in arms. Horthy (accompanied by Wilhelm Keitel) also visits the 
headquarters of Commander-in-chief General Walther von Brauchitsch and the 
headquarters of Reich Marshal Hermann Göring. [1’. 14”] 

13. Czechoslovakia. In the central front (sector). German troops have established a new 
order in the conquered eastern territories. Zakarpatska [White Ruthenia] has already 
received a civil government. The local radio station has been put back into operation: a 
German soldier reads the news. In Smolensk, the population follows military events 
closely: civilians listen to loudspeakers and study a map of the military situation displayed 
outside a building (the local commander’s headquarters (Ortskommandantur)). The 
provisioning of the inhabitants is assured through the distribution of local supplies: 
people line up and each receive carefully weighed same amounts of food. New troops 
arrive at Smolensk train station. In the Dnepropetrovsk area, the German artillery shells 
enemy positions to protect German storm troops that have to cross the Dnepr [Dniepr] 
under enemy fire. Engineers build the 700-metre-long bridge over the river. [2’. 24”] 

14. Estonia and USSR. In the northern front (sector). German troops enter Tallinn [Reval]. 
Wrecks of Soviet torpedo boat destroyers lie in the port: this is the effect of Geman air 
raids on fleeing Bolshevists in the harbour area. A train filled with war equipment has 
also been destroyed. In the battle for St. Petersburg [Leningrad], German fighter planes 
take off to bomb enemy positions and communication lines.V Direct hit after direct hit! 
The bombers fly over the Stalin Canal near Lake Ladoga, attack a road and hit the target 

 
I Some seconds later, an establishing shot shows that the station is also decorated with lion 
flags and swastikas elsewhere. 
II Note that the (Flemish) commentary refers to ‘Walloon boys’, although the banner only 
mentions Flemish volunteers. Although a delegation of the Rex youth was present, the boys 
returning to Belgium were all Flemish.  
III Filmed 21 September 1941. 
IV The commentary doesn’t hint at the fact that many of them are female. 
V Aerial footage. 
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in exact detail. Another position in St. Petersburg [Leningrad], stubbornly defended by the 
Soviets, is attacked. The German front gets nearer and nearer the city. The anti-aircraft 
defence takes part in the battle on the ground and clears the way for the infantry. The 
German artillery shells the enemy positions while the infantry advances. Heavy 
entanglements block the roads but are taken and cleared. The artillery sustains its fire; the 
troops deploy flame-throwers. [3’. 17”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
3 October 1941: AM-WA NR 52678 
1. France. Fichaux wins the ‘Madeleine-Bastille-Madeleine’ roller-skating contest through 

Paris. [0’. 43”] 
2. Belgium. The Belgian cycle clubs championship is disputed on the Brussels-Antwerpen 

[Antwerp/Anvers]  motorway, with a turning point in Boom. Wieler Sporting Club 
Merelbeke (WSCM) wins the race. Among the participating cyclists we find: Jean Aerts, 
Georges Claes, Maurice Clautier, Gustaaf Van Overloop, Frans Bonduel and François 
Neuville.I [1’. 26”]  

3. Belgium. The Autumn Grand Prix (Grand-Prix d’Automne) horserace is held in 
Bosvoorde [Boitsfort]. Frontenac (ridden by V. Flora) wins the race because Sottise 
(ridden by Wollanders), who finished first, was disqualified.II [1’. 23”]  

4. Spain. Traditional festivities are held in the region of Huelva and Sevilla [Seville]. [1’. 
12”] 

5. France. Visit to an arts school providing drawing, sculpting and etching classes in 
Strasbourg [Strassburg]. Pupils enter through a gate (above which a large swastika banner 
hangs) and draw a nude model.III [1’. 10”] 

6. Location not mentioned. Ships fish for shrimp off the North Sea coast and prepare the 
catch on board. [1’. 16”] 

7. Belgium. The very difficult provisioning of Belgium requires the very strict organisation 
of butter production. Milk is turned into butter at the ‘Stoomzuivelfabriek Antwerpen’, a 
dairy factory in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. The surplus of summer production is 
placed in refrigerators at - 8° Celsius and must ensure the regular supply of the 
population in wintertime. [1’. 25”] 

8. USSR and Finland. The war in the east: in the extreme north of the eastern front. German 
bombers attack Soviet feeder-lines in the area of Murmansk. A German bomb hits a 
military bridge. To the south of the Finnish front lies the old Finnish city of Vyborg 
[Viipuri],IV which is also an important port on the western bank of the Karelian Isthmus. 

 
I The ‘Championnat de Belgique Interclubs’ was organised on 23 September 1941. The 
winning team consisted of De Backer, De Kuysscher, Van de Vivere and Van Eenaeme. 
II 28 September 1941. The item finishes with a shot of Flora (as usual not mentioned) and 
Frontenac posing in front of the camera. The commentary does not mention the reason for the 
disqualification (Sottise collided with Frontenac) nor the amount of prize money (75.000 
Francs). See also the 16th item of AM-WA NR 539.  
III A student sketching a nude woman is filmed from a well-thought camera angle that blocks 
the sight of her anal cleft with the student’s head. 
IV A panoramic view of the city is filmed from across the river. 
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The Finnish artillery opens fire and sustains it while engineer troops cross the river in 
small boats. The advance is executed under violent fire by the Bolshevists: projectiles fall 
into the water close to the boats. Nevertheless the troops reach the other side.I The 
infantry and artillery attack enemy blockhouses. Soviet hotbeds of resistance situated all 
around the city are silenced one after the other. Troops enter the streets of Vyborg 
[Viipuri]. Street fights take place, after which most of the city appears to be destroyed. 
The streets appear to be littered with destroyed war equipment. It’s only after two days of 
combat that the city fell definitively into the hands of the Finnish forces.II Complying with 
the order given by Joseph Stalin, the Bolshevists have destroyed the city almost entirely. 
[2’. 00”] 

9. USSR. The battle around St. Petersburg [Leningrad]: German fighter planes attack 
bunkers situated outside the city. Hedgehopping, the German aircraft attack batteries, 
troop concentrations and communications behind the Soviet lines. In the distance, smoke 
rises: a fuel depot was set on fire by the bombs. Houses and bunkers are completely 
destroyed: these obstacles and strong fortifications formed a nearly unassailable belt 
around the city. German troops took them during heroic attacks. Driving past destroyed 
enemy tanks, German tanks and armoured cars advance.III The German artillery barrages a 
fortified enemy position.IV The fortification is destroyed: this is another breach in the 
defence belt around St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. The artillery sustains its fire. St. 
Petersburg [Leningrad] is subject to violent and concentrated fire by the German 
batteries.V [2’. 12”] 

10. USSR. German tanks move over the road. In the area east of Kiev [Kyyiv], the greatest 
encirclement battle of all time took place. The artillery fires. Animated (German) map 
from St. Petersburg [Leningrad] to Kiev [Kyyiv] and from Ost-Preussen [East Prussia] to 
Moskva [Moscow]. The triangle formed by the cities of Roslavl’, Korosten’ and 
Kremenchug is  shaded: within that triangle the area around Kiev [Kyyiv] and Homel 
[Gomel] is surrounded.VI These are the gigantic proportions of the prodigious attack: 
starting from Smolensk and crossing the inferior course of the River Dnepr [Dniepr], the 
German forces have continuously developed their offensives and encircled the Soviet 
forces in the region of Kiev [Kyyiv]. The triangle formed by the cities of München 
[Munich], Szczecin [Stettin]  and Köln [Cologne] corresponds to the surface of the valley 
in which the battle took place.VII The artillery fires on enemy positions, allowing German 
troops to cross the River Dnepr [Dniepr], which was crossed over a length of 120 
kilometres on two sides of the city of Kremenchug. Near the bank of the river, several 
Soviet oil tankers are blazing.VIII Burning oil moves along the surface of the water. 
Meanwhile troops advance over muddy roads. Torrential rains have transformed Soviet 
roads, which were already in a disastrous condition, into real bogs. Despite the enormous 
difficulties, the advance continues at great speed. The swiftness of the advance of troops is 
of decisive importance in this sector. The artillery barrages the Soviet positions near the 

 
I Images of German boats being attacked were filmed from one side, their arrival on the other 
bank is filmed from that side. 
II Accompanied by the shot of a soldier standing in front of a Finnish banner. 
III Behind one of the tanks a mini-tank dangles on a rope, like some kind of mascot. 
IV One of the grenades has ‘Leningrad’ written on it. 
V The item concludes with a panoramic view of the city and more images of firing artillery. 
VI Note that the item doesn’t open with the map, which is rather unusual. 
VII This commentary accompanies the map. 
VIII The commentary doesn’t clarify whether they were set fire to by the Soviets before their 
departure or hit by the German artillery army during the attack. 
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River Desna, which the soldiers cross in small boats. The troops make a bridgehead and 
reach the railway that connects Kiev [Kyyiv] to Moskva [Moscow]. The artillery fires 
again. The attack continues in the direction of Kiev [Kyyiv]: the artillery destroys the 
resistance of the advanced lines. While the artillery sustains its fire, the infantry advances. 
Machineguns are deployed; the battlefield is filled with smoke. German tanks advance 
too. The troops are at the gates of the city. German troops find the bridges over the Dnepr 
[Dniepr] destroyed by the Soviets. Several parts of the city are blazing.I Kiev [Kyyiv], an 
important commercial and industrial centre of the Soviet Union and capital of Ukraine, 
has fallen into the hands of German troops. The Reich war standard streams from the top 
of a local church. Soldiers cheer and local women cross themselves while looking at the 
church.II Columns of prisoners of war are marched off. East of Kiev [Kyyiv], the encircled 
Soviet armies are gradually destroyed by German forces. These encirclement battles, 
which take place in huge open spaces, have lead to the complete destruction of five Soviet 
armies. 665.000 Soviet soldiers have been taken prisoner. [5’. 10”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 17’. 57” 
 
 
 
 
 
10 October 1941: AM-WA NR 52779 
1. France. Jules Rossi wins the international cycle race held in Lille. Yvon Marie is among 

the other participants. [1’. 07”]  
2. Sweden. The Sweden-Denmark football match, played in Stockholm in front of 36.000 

spectators and attended by King Gustav V of Sweden, ends in a two-all draw (2-2). [1’. 
05”] 

3. France. A woman giving a water-skiing demonstration opens the outboard boat race (on 
the Seine) in Sartrouville. A miniature boat contest is held in the Tuileries in Paris.III [1’. 
38”] 

4. France. The German Opera Ballet of Berlin (Deutsches Opernhaus) performs Johann 
Strauss’ Die Fledermaus in Paris. [1’. 42”] 

5. Belgium. The Brussels flea market remains just as picturesque in wartime as before. 
People buy kitchenware, shoes, hats, books, clothes etc. [1’. 20”] 

6. Belgium. The hops harvest is well under way in the Poperinge region and in the area 
between Asse and Aalst [Alost]. The hops will be converted into over eight million 
hectolitres of beer in over 1.000 breweries. The hops are harvested and sold on the 
markets of Asse and Aalst [Alost].IV [1’. 05”] 

7. Estonia. (German) map from Tallinn [Reval] to Liepaja [Libau]. The war in the east. The 
islands in the Gulf of Riga that, like Saarema [Ösel], were still in the hands of the Soviets 

 
I Aerial views of the city, showing that several parts are burning, are followed by images 
filmed inside Kiev [Kyyiv]. 
II Naturally this suggests that they thank God for the arrival of the German troops. 
III Note that both parts (footage of Sartrouville and of Paris) have been filmed on different 
occassions but are presented together since they both originate from France and are related to 
boats. 
IV It remains unclear where the images were shot. 
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are conquered by closely collaborating German troops.I Flights by the German air force 
carry out a raid: enemy troop concentrations, fortifications, patrol boats and submarines 
are harassed with bombs and machine guns. Afterwards German boats sail towards the 
islands. An attack by the Soviet air force is warded off and German ferries manage to 
bring troops, vehicles and heavy weapons to the shore. The troops march over the 
causeway that connects the islands of Saarema [Ösel] and Muhu [Moon]. Here and there 
small fights are being fought: Soviet points of resistance are stormed. A fuel depot is 
blazing. The troops advance further and reach Kuresssaare [Ahrensburg], the capital of 
Saarema [Ösel].II Three soldiers shake hands and talk with two smiling, young local 
women.III [3’. 45”] 

8. USSR. In southern Ukraine, with the Romanian infantry in the battle for Odessa. 
Infantrymen run through a cornfield and open fire on enemy positions.IV Soviet soldiers 
surrender and walk towards the Romanian troops, their hands in the air. Conquered 
artillery positions near the Black Sea contained destroyed enemy equipment. The city of 
Odessa is clearly visible through a telecamera.V Outside the city lies a sunken Soviet 
transport ship. Elsewhere a Soviet gunboat is fired on. Odessa lies within the range of the 
German artillery: smoke rises from various parts of the city.VI In Kiev [Kyyiv] many 
houses and buildings are on fire. The Soviets placed mines, which were detonated from a 
distance, in many houses. German soldiers march into the city, passing by smoking and 
burning houses: nevertheless this method was unable to bring the German advance to a 
standstill. In other parts of the city more houses are burning.VII Elsewhere a family stands 
in front of a wooden house. The area contains many more wooden houses: wooden beams 
often support the house fronts to prevent them from collapsing. This is how the poor 
population of Kiev [Kyyiv] lives. On various street corners local people hang portraits of 
Adolf Hitler on the wall. Next to one portrait a small swastika banner is pinned. Elsewhere 
people, including youngsters, flock to receive a picture of Hitler.VIII [2’. 26”] 

9. USSR. (Here are) images of the greatest battle in world history: the battle of 
extermination, fought east of Kiev [Kyyiv]. The tanks and armoured cars of General Heinz 
Guderian advance.IX After the surprise attack at the River Desna, motorised units boldly 
advance from the rear of the Soviets. The German forces move swiftly. Fire opens: 
wherever resistance is offered, it is broken. The German troops deploy machine guns to 
fight the enemy. The troops advance further, passing by destroyed and/or blazing war 
equipment: enormous quantities of destroyed and conquered weapons and materials are 
found along the road. Tanks and infantrymen fight side by side. A forest, bitterly defended 
by the Soviets, is taken. Soviet planes attack but are warded off by the German artillery. A 
Soviet aircraft is shot down, crashes and explodes. Elsewhere, long columns of prisoners 

 
I The commentary means that the different army branches (air force, war navy and ground 
forces) are collaborating closely. 
II The item contains images of the Ahrensburg Castle but the commentary doesn’t mention it. 
III The commentary doesn’t refer to these images but they clearly imply that the local 
population is happy at the arrival of German troops. 
IV This assault scene must have been acted out for the camera because the cameraman is on a 
height, right in the line of fire. 
V Panoramic view of the city. 
VI Again filmed with a telecamera. 
VII Suggested by images of various blazing houses. 
VIII There is no commentary. These scenes do not show German soldiers and suggest that 
locals are voluntarily and spontaneously distributing these pictures. 
IX Guderian is referred to twice in this item but never shown. 
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march over the roads. The number of prisoners is interminable. The tanks advance further. 
200 kilometres east of Kiev [Kyyiv] the tanks unite with the tank units of (General) Paul 
Ewald von Kleist.I Five Soviet armies are invested. [4’. 06”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 18’. 14” 
 
 
 
 
 
17 October 1941: AM-WA NR 52880 
1. Portugal. President António Carmona visits the Açores [Azores] and is enthusiastically 

welcomed. (This welcome highlights the ties between the Açores [Azores] and its mother 
country.)II [0’. 23”]  

2. Spain. In San Sebastián, a shooting contest opposes participants from the army, navy, 
Falange youth and Moroccan troops. [0’. 46”] 

3. Belgium. Heavyweight boxer Pierre Van Deuren beats Albert ‘Tarzan’ Robbe  at Brussels 
Royal Circus.III [1’. 09”] 

4. Belgium. Given the fact that raw materials now no longer meet the normal needs of the 
paper industry in Belgium, old papers are collected to be reused by our national paper 
industry.IV Visit to a paper-recycling factory.V Anyone who gives old paper for reuse, 
helps the 62.000 workers employed in the Belgian paper industry to keep their jobs. This 
is a magnificent opportunity to give our workers a job and it doesn’t cost you anything. At 
the same time you will help our country to overcome the paper shortage. [1’. 04”]  

5. Switzerland. Visit to the German Industrial Exhibition in Zürich. The exhibition arouses 
very vivid interest and opens new perspectives for economic co-operation between 
Germany and Switzerland. Among the objects on display are substitute products and a 
plane engine. [0’. 59”] 

6. France. In Beauvoir-sur-Mer, 300 volunteers from the rural civic service are repairing a 
dyke (facing the island of Noirmoutier) that was damaged during a heavy storm. In this 
way, farmers are protected from flooding that destroyed their harvest last year. [0’. 57”] 

7. France. The city of Abbeville is being rebuilt. Minister Jean Berthelot visits buildings that 
were demolished during the war and the temporary accommodation that has been 
constructed for homeless people. [0’. 49”] 

8. Belgium. The huge event that is war often inspires artists to create moving works: soldiers 
are sketching and drawing at the front.VI The exhibition ‘Art at the Front’, held at the 
Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels, shows works by 

 
I Von Kleist, whose rank is not mentioned, is just as Guderian not shown. 
II The commentary is missing from both preserved (related) prints but newspaper reviews of 
this particular newsreel make clear that the item was presented in an anti-American context. 
See also the seventh item of AM-WA NR 523 and the 12th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
III 8 October 1941. 
IV The item opens with the close-up of a poster stating (in French) ‘Give us your old paper’. 
Note that the commentary stresses twice that this will help Belgium. The audience is 
implicitly reassured that the paper will not go to Germany. 
V Probably filmed in Brussels, where the press was invited to visit a paper-recycling factory 
on 7 October 1941. 
VI These images form an introduction to footage of the exhibition. 
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illustrators, painters and sculptors working as war reporters (PK-Kriegsberichter) for the 
air force. A high-ranking officer (general?) is given a guided tour.I [1’. 30”]  

9. Germany. Aviator Luis Alcover, the first volunteer from the Spanish Blue Division to fall 
during Europe’s battle against Soviet Russia, is buried in Werneuchen. (General Agustin 
Muñoz-Grandes attends the funeral ceremony.) [0’. 45”] 

10. USSR. In the headquarters of Field Marshal Walther von Brauchitsch, Adolf Hitler and 
members of the general staff attend von Brauchitsch’s 60th birthday party. The Führer 
addresses his most cordial congratulations to his collaborator, whose military genius is 
linked to many victorious battles. [0’. 26”] 

11. USSR. (German) map of Finland and the USSR. The war at the eastern front: with 
German troops outside St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. German soldiers enlarge and fortify 
their positions. The city finds itself under fire from German batteries. The artillery shells 
enemy positions.II A Soviet tank that was hit is smoking. With the help of armoured 
elements the Soviets have tried to break the German encirclement in vain. In the deserted 
suburbs of the city, the troops find abandoned Soviet cars and tanks that were hit by the 
German artillery. People walk along the road, passing by the debris: the population starts 
returning to their homes already. Posters of children hang on a wall. These posters depict 
the Soviet Union as a paradise for children. But just look at what this paradise really is: 
extreme poverty. Children, dressed in rags, look at the camera: these starving children are 
morally and physically neglected. [2’. 25”] 

12. USSR. Soldiers take a rest after a bitter fight. The soldiers shave, bake pancakes, pluck 
chicken, eat soup and feed pigs. [1’. 24”] 

13. USSR. Several blocks of houses in Kiev [Kyyiv] are blazing; some of them explode and 
collapse. Before their flight, the Soviets installed explosives in the houses so that they 
could be exploded from a distance. German firemen try to extinguish the fire. At the last 
moment, 350 kg of dynamite was discovered in the Lenin Museum. German soldiers carry 
the explosives and the detonator outside. Elsewhere lie blazing tanks and war equipment, 
left behind and set on fire by the Soviets. Long columns of prisoners of war are marched 
off. Among them are men with Asian features, bad sets of teeth, beards and thick glasses, 
long beards, big noses etc.III The transport of countless numbers of prisoners lasts for 
several days. Europe has been saved just in time from an incredible degradation of which 
these images only give the slightest hint. Europe owes its safety to the work of German 
soldiers who have triumphed over immense areas of Russia and who have encircled the 
enemy troops to later destroy them.IV [3’. 14”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 51” 
 
 
 
 
 
24 October 1941: AM-WA NR 52981 

 
I The exhibition ‘Kunst aan het front – L’Art au front’ ran from 11 until 25 October 1941. 
II Shown in a long sequence. 
III Close-ups of these soldiers have clearly been chosen to incite racist feelings. 
IV These comments are accompanied by close-ups of German soldiers, all of whom have 
‘Germanic’ features. The images of those soldiers are, for propaganda purposes, juxtaposed 
with the above-mentioned close-ups of prisoners. 
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1. France. Marshal Philippe Pétain travels through France and looks in particular at ways of 
increasing agricultural production. In an appeal, the marshal expounded the importance of 
farmers and agriculture for the liberation of France. This year’s harvest must be 
preserved just like those of previous years: this is everyone’s duty.I [1’. 04”] 

2. Brazil. On the Brazilian national holiday, a military march past is held in Rio de Janeiro. 
(President Gétulio Vargas attends the parade.II) [0’. 49”] 

3. Spain. Spain celebrates the fifth anniversary of General Franco’s coup d’état. During a 
ceremony in the former Royal Palace, Franco, accompanied by Minister Ramon Serrano 
Súñer, is congratulated by German Ambassador Eberhard von Stohrer and by many other 
dignitaries, including a cardinal and a Japanese representative. [0’. 59”] 

4. Switzerland. The whole of Europe commemorates the 400th anniversary of the death of 
Philippus von Hohenheim, nicknamed Paracelsus, who is known as the father of modern 
medicine. A monument is unveiled in his native town Einsiedeln. [0’. 46”]  

5. France. To solve the problem of petrol shortages, many different means of transport are 
used in Paris: pedal-taxis, scooters, carts etc. Famous Frenchmen set the good example: 
Georges Milton rides on a bike, Maurice Chevalier and Georges Carpentier drive 
motorbikes, Cécile Sorel rides in a carriage.III [1’. 10”] 

6. Belgium. Young men and women are dancing to swing music played by a live band. 
Dance, the first and most noble of arts, exalts harmony through grace of movement. A 
young man drinks a large pint of beer. Another young man dabs his face dry with a 
handkerchief while a young lady combs her hair, looking into a hand mirror. Some 
couples, with numbers on their arms, are dancing. A swing contest is held in a dance hall 
in Brussels. The couples dance rapidly and wildly: many long hours of deep reflection, 
superhuman efforts of imagination and some physical ability are necessary to become a 
swing ‘ace’.IV But the swing has one undisputed advantage: it favours the functioning of 
the sweat glands to a huge extent. One of the male dancers, surrounded by two friends, 
stares into the camera with a numbed, perspiring face.V In the meantime, another group of 
young people is methodically doing physical exercises to increase their strength, ability 
and beauty of their bodies with a view to developing equally their qualities of energy, 
perseverance and determination and with a view to improving the race and making it 
more virile. White-uniformed girls practise sports. Young people swim, cycle, kayak and 
do athletics…VI to swing or to play sport, that is the question. [1’. 45”]  

7. France. Fernand de Brinon  visits the ‘Marshal Philippe Pétain Centre’ in Paris, where 
young electricians are trained. Students also do physical training: climbing, running... [0’. 
54”] 

8. France. Near Abbeville, a vast peat bog, abandoned for many years, has been put to use 
again. Peat-cutters produce 33.000 briquettes a day. This fuel is reserved for the 
population of Abbeville for this winter. Needy disaster victims will benefit from free 
distribution.VII [1’. 18”] 

 
I Illustrated with images of young farmers at work. 
II The item shows Vargas being acclaimed by the population but the commentary doesn’t 
make any reference to him. 
III See also the 15th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
IV The ironic commentary is accompanied by close-ups of swiftly moving feet. 
V Close-up of the boy, who looks drunk. 
VI The comparison between the swing contest with such ‘noble’ physical exercises aims to 
highlight the inferiority of swing-dancing. 
VII See also the seventh item of AM-WA NR 528. 
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9. USSR. (German) map of Finland and the north of the USSR, from Barents Sea to 
Murmansk and to St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. The war in the east, in the extreme north of 
the front. Finnish troops, on horseback or on foot, advance in the direction of the Gulf of 
Kandalaksha. West of Onega Lake, the artillery fires on enemy positions.I Infantrymen 
advance, detonate barbed wire fences in the woods, advance further, throw grenades and 
deploy flame-throwers. The enemy positions are destroyed. [1’. 45”]  

10. USSR. Romanian pioneers storm ahead to attack strong Soviet positions west of the Dnepr 
[Dniepr]. II Barbed wire is cut through and the Romanian units storm a farm. An intense 
battle clears the way to the Donets Basin. Soldiers storm forward and fire.III [0’. 42”]  

11. USSR. Through the marshes and the mud, supplies must be brought to German positions. 
Supply columns with horses and carts advance slowly through the mud.IV The German 
formations have descended south from Kherson: the Crimean Peninsula is reached. In 
Perekop, the soldiers have reached the ditches that the Tartars built many centuries ago. 
These huge ditches, 30 metres wide, 15 metres deep, eight kilometres long, form a passage 
to the Crimea. The Soviets had turned them into fortified positions. The German infantry 
and artillery, installed in former Soviet positions, attack. The anti-aircraft defence shells 
an enemy blockhouse. A munitions depot is hit: smoke and flames are seen in the distance. 
[1’. 38”] 

12. USSR. A German plane flies over a destroyed railway and the wreckage of a train.V 
Ahead of the German army formations, east of Kiev [Kyyiv] the air force destroys all 
communications, making an orderly retreat impossible. On the ground, German railway 
pioneers remove the debris of carriages and armoured trains. These pioneers have, up until 
now, placed 15.000 kilometres of German gauge railway tracks that would cover the same 
distance as between Berlin and Sydney. Other than that, about 25.000 kilometres of 
Russian tracks have been re-established and put into use: they would be as long as the 
distance from Sydney to San Francisco, passing through Berlin.VI Trains loaded with 
weapons move over the tracks. A long tank column drives over a bridge. This is one of the 
most recent constructions built on the Dnepr [Dniepr]. [1’. 51  

13. USSR. The great decisive battle against the Soviets starts. Over a front of 500 kilometres, 
batteries of all calibre open fire on the enemy positions. The artillery attacks, the infantry 
advances. German troops cross the Desna River in dinghies and continue their push 
forward. The troops have taken a height and enter a fortified position. Elsewhere 
infantrymen advance over a large plain. Small black figures move in the distance: fleeing 
Soviets! The infantry advances while the artillery sustains its fire. Infantrymen enter a 
small village and inspect the houses. The upper floor of a house is fired on. The troops 
seek cover from Soviet fire and launch a rocket to signal their position to their own 
artillery. [2’. 18”] 

14. USSR. Animated (German) map from Lake Ilmen to Mykolayiv [Nikolayev] and from 
L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg] to Moskva [Moscow]. The front line moves from Lake Ilmen and 

 
I The shooting artillery and the impact of the explosives is shown in a long sequence. A shot 
of a PK-cameraman is inserted without further comment. 
II The camera travels past the running soldiers, this sequence is probably staged. 
III This scene too is very likely to have been staged. Otherwise the unprotected cameraman 
would have been directly in the line of fire. 
IV A short sequence, showing how the boot of a soldier gets stuck in the sludge, shows 
(without further comment) the difficulties of the terrain. 
V Aerial images, containing a brief shot of a PK cameraman in the plane. 
VI The item, an ode to German railwaymen and pioneers, is accompanied by images of 
working pioneers.  
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the Azov Sea towards Moskva [Moscow] and Kharkov. From the Azov Sea to the south of 
Lake Ilmen, over an expanse of 1.200 kilometres, German troops and their allies are in 
the middle of an attack to the east. The battlefields of Bryansk [Brjansk] and in Vyaz’ma 
[Wjasma] are now far behind the front.I Long columns of prisoners of war are marched 
off: the enormous quantities of prisoners of these great encirclement battles are 
transported away. Many prisoners are rounded up on a vast plain. They receive food and 
soup.II Aerial images, filmed from a reconnaissance plane, show destroyed Soviet 
bombers, artillery pieces and trucks. Troops advance along the roads. Beyond the 
battlefields of Vyaz’ma [Wjasma] and Bryansk [Brjansk], German troops and their allies, 
in accordance with a meticulously studied strategic plan, prepare another gigantic 
offensive. Infantrymen storm forward, firing and deploying flame-throwers. The artillery 
fires, trucks and cavalrymen advance. [2’. 04”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 19’. 03” 
 
 
 
 
 
31 October 1941: AM-WA NR 53082 
1. Belgium. 20.000 soldiers attend a football match opposing Schalke 04 against a military 

team at (the Joseph Marien Stadium in) Duden Park in Brussels. Schalke wins the match 
(6-0).III [0’. 57”]  

2. Belgium. The best German cyclists compete in a meeting at the Brussels Sports Palace.IV 
In the speed racing contest, Toni Merkens is beaten by ‘Schang’ Schorn. Merkens also 
ranks second in the middle-distance race behind motorcycles, which is won by Walter 
Lohmann. [1’. 04”]  

3. Switzerland. A gliding contest is held in the Swiss Alps, near Davos. [1’. 02”] 
4. San Marino. The two new presidents of San Marino, elected as a result of the half-yearly 

government change, greet the public and attend a military parade. [0’. 56”] 
5. France. The grape-picking is well under way in the Champagne region, where Dom 

Perignon lived in the Abbey of Hautvillers.V In Reims [Rheims] region, people are 
picking grapes. [1’. 03”] 

6. France. In Cauchy-à-la-Tour, Marshal Philippe Pétain’s native village, pupils are told 
about the message that the marshal has addressed to all French schoolboys and 
schoolgirls, asking them to show loyalty and tenacity in their effort. [0’. 57”] 

7. Belgium. In Belgium, the sterilisation of a certain amount of fresh meat is carried out to 
ensure a regular distribution in the future. Visit to a specialised factory where the process 

 
I On the map, the names of both places are circled. 
II The insert of a close-up of two prisoners who are eating highlights, without any comment in 
that sense, that prisoners are well looked after. 
III 22 October 1941. 
IV The German authorities and KdF organised this meeting on 25 October 1941. Around 4.000 
soldiers attended. The newsreel commentary doesn’t mention the number, probably because 
the organisers had hoped for a much larger crowd. 
V The item contains some images of the abbey. 
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of sterilising and canning meat is followed in great detail.I These cans of meat will replace 
a part of fresh meat in periods of scarcity.II [1’. 06”] 

8. Germany. The German East Fair (Deutsche Ostmesse) is opened in Königsberg 
[Kaliningrad]. The fair provides convincing proof of German economic strength and in 
particular the special economic development of the east. [1’. 06”] 

9. Atlantic Ocean. At the Channel coast, units of the German war navy and German fighter 
planes protect transport vessels on their way to the Atlantic coast.III Meanwhile German 
coastal batteries open fire on British convoys heading for Dover. 

10. USSR (and Finland?). Marshal Carl MannerheimIV leads the Finnish troops fighting at the 
eastern front. Finnish infantrymen attack Soviet positions between Lake Ladoga and 
Onega Lake. 

11. USSR. German General Paul Laux talks with General Agustin Muñoz-Grandes, the 
commander of the Spanish Blue Division. Spanish troops fight side by side with the 
German army. 

12. USSR. The battle for Vyaz’ma [Wjasma] and Bryansk [Brjansk] rages on. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
7 November 1941: AM-WA NR 53183  
1. France and Germany. Visit to Paris and Berlin Zoos. A monkey ostensibly films some of 

the images. [0’. 39”] 
2. Spain. A traditional swimming contest is held in the port of Barcelona. [0’. 33”]  
3. Belgium. Winter arrived early in Belgium: the first snow fell on 28 October. In Brussels 

road sweepers try to keep the streets clear of snow. The statue of King Leopold II is 
covered with snow. [0’. 46”] 

4. South Pole. Footage of Admiral Richard Byrd’sV South Pole expedition shows a 
snowstorm, penguins and members of the expedition chopping meat with an axe. [0’. 42”] 

5. France. Doctor Félix Lobligeois, whose death is also deplored by Marshal Philippe Pétain, 
is buried in Paris.VI (As a radiologist Lobligeois, died from the consequences of working 
without protection against long-term exposure to x-rays.)VII Despite the loss of his four 
limbs, radiologist doctor J. Belle continues working at the hospital in Tours. Fortunately, 
the discovery of the protection offered by wearing lead gloves now allows doctors to help 
their patients without sacrificing their own lives. [1’. 02”]  

6. Belgium. The National-Socialist Flemish youth held its winter meeting in Brussels. An 
NSJV ceremony takes place at the ‘Lichtspiel Theater’. Youth leader Dr. Edgar Lehembre 

 
I The item clearly attempts to reassure the audience that canning meat is hygienic and healthy. 
II The item makes clear that there will be many cans available. 
III Both (related) preserved prints break off at this point. The rest of the item is missing just 
like the rest of the newsreel. 
IV Often referred to as ‘von Mannerheim’ by the newsreel commentator. 
V This item includes close-ups of two people, but is not clear whether one of them is the 
admiral himself since their clothing makes them hardly recognisable.  
VI The commentary doesn’t name Pétain but the camera focuses on a wreath with the 
inscription ‘from Marshal Pétain’. 
VII The cause of death is actually not identified in the commentary, but can be deduced. 
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hands over fidelity badges to a great number of young people, some of whom are 
members.I Afterwards flag-bearers, headed by the band, parade before Lehembre and 
other members of the leadership (including Pol Dekempeneer).II [0’. 43”] 

7. Belgium. The dead are commemorated on All Souls’ Day. In a Brussels cemetery, people 
lay flowers on graves. These include graves of French, Belgian and German soldiers who 
died last year.III [0’. 58”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from Finland to Onega Lake to St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. The war 
in the east: the battle rages around Petrozavodsk [Petroskoi]. Armoured cars with 
swastikas painted on them drive over the road: formations of the Finnish army, who 
defeated the enemy forces during bitter fights, advance in the direction of Petrozavodsk 
[Petroskoi] in the framework of military operations that take place between Lake Ladoga 
and Onega Lake. Soviet fighter planes attack and are fired at by the German anti-aircraft 
defence. A hit Soviet plane crashes. Petrozavodsk [Petroskoi], the capital of East Karelia, 
is in the hands of the Finnish forces and is now called ‘Äännislinna’.IV Members of the 
female auxiliary corps Lotta Svärd provide the troops with new supplies. Their heroic 
help and their untiring work have granted them the name of mother of the Finnish army. 
After the battle of Petrozavodsk [Petroskoi], German soldiers who distinguished 
themselves receive a Finnish decoration from the hands of general Erik Heinrichs, 
Commander-in-chief of the Karelian Army.V [1’. 52”]  

9. USSR. (German) map from of St. Petersburg [Leningrad] and surroundings. In the battle 
for St. Petersburg [Leningrad], German pioneers build European railway tracks to assure 
provisioning.VI Alarm is sounded in a German battery positioned outside St. Petersburg 
[Leningrad]. Fire is opened on military positions in the city: the Soviets continuously try 
to get through the German iron belt around St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. The artillery and 
anti-aircraft defence destroy in direct fire the Soviet tanks that try to approach German 
lines. Many Soviet tanks have been destroyed.VII [2’. 08”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Smolensk to Moskva [Moscow] and from Tver’ [Kalinin] to 
Bryansk [Brjansk]. Vyaz’ma train station, one of the centres of the gigantic battles of 
extermination at the gates of Moskva [Moscow], now lies far behind the front. Departing 
from Vyaz’ma,VIII columns of German cars drive over muddy roads further eastwards. The 

 
I It is not specified that ‘fidelity decorations’ were only discerned to those who were already 
members before 10 May 1940, in other words before the German invasion of Belgium. 
II 2 November 1941. (Other ceremonies followed, the assembly was only disbanded the next 
day.) 
III Illustrated with images of graves of civilians and soldiers. Among the latter are the graves 
of Belgian soldiers as well of a German soldier (Alfred Kerch) who died on 25 May 1940. 
IV The images indicate that the city is destroyed but no reference is made to this by the 
commentary. 
V Note that the item repeatedly refers to the battle for Petrozavodsk [Petroskoi] but (except for 
some images of attacking Soviet planes) doesn’t contain any footage of that battle. 
VI The item highlights the importance of the work done by German pioneers and railwaymen. 
VII The item edits images of firing German artillery and destroyed Soviet tanks together and 
accompanies the images with heroic-style commentary and triumphant music. Nevertheless 
there is no actual battle footage, no images of Soviet tanks approaching or being hit.  
VIII It is not clear whether they arrived there by train. The latter would explain why the item 
opens with footage of the railway station, which however gives the impression that the station 
was destroyed in battle. 
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VolkswagenI proves itself on the abominable roads of the Soviet Union. Soviet aircraft, 
continuously trying to harass German army supply columns, attack and are fired at by the 
German anti-aircraft defence. A plane is hit and crashes. The blazing wreckage of a plane 
carrying a red star lies on the ground.II The artillery opens fire on enemy positions. 
Following the capture of Tver’ [Kalinin] and KalugaIII German troops have broken the 
Moskva [Moscow] line of defence. While the artillery sustains its fire, the infantry attacks 
with the help of assault ladders. Grenades are thrown at the enemy positions. Prisoners 
march along the roads. The armies of Szemjon TyimosenkoIV have been beaten; the 
remaining prisoners are marched off to prison camps. [2’. 20”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from River Prut to River Dnepr and to Odessa. The capture of 
Odessa. The German and Romanian navy mine the Black Sea to obstruct the Soviet 
escape route. Romanian soldiers enter Odessa and hoist the Romanian flag. The damaged 
port seems littered with destroyed enemy equipment. The docks of the port and its military 
objectives have largely been destroyed. In their uncoordinated flight, the Soviets left a 
huge quantity of war equipment behind. [1’. 08”] 

12. Romania. In Bucuresti [Bucharest] the Romanian population hear the news of the fall of 
Odessa with great joy. Romanians flock to the streets and squares of their capital and pay 
homage to the German Ambassador and to Marshal Ion Antonescu, who each greet the 
masses from their respective balconies. [1’. 14”] 

13. USSR. Animated (German) map from Melitopol’ to Rostov-na-Donu and from Donetsk 
[Stalino] to the Azov Sea, with the names of Mariupol [Zhdanov] and Taganrog popping 
up. German troops, coming from Mariupol [Zhdanov], advance in long columns of tanks 
and cars towards Taganrog. The artillery fires on enemy positions, projectiles explode in 
the distance. The city is now taken. Inside the city, oil tanks set alight by the retreating 
Soviets are blazing. The final desperate Soviet attempt to keep this door to the Donets 
Basin has once again failed. German motorised units and infantrymenV leave Taganrog 
and chase the enemy without respite. [1’. 03”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 08” 
 
 
 
 
 
14 November 1941: AM-WA NR 53284 
1. Belgium. The sixth ‘Bal de l’Elégance’ was organised in the marble room of the Palais 

des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels.VI 

 
I The French commentary of the only preserved (related) prints of this newsreel literally 
translate the term ‘Volkswagen’ as ‘popular car’ (voiture populaire).  
II The editing suggests that this is the very same plane. 
III No footage of these cities.  
IV The commentary doesn’t specify that Tyimosenko was a Soviet marshal, probably because 
his name was regularly mentioned in the newspapers. 
V Some of them smile at the camera. 
VI 8 November 1941. The annual ball was a charity event, this year to benefit St. Nicolas 
presents for the children of war veterans. Footage of this item has survived in the French 
‘Actualités Mondiales’: it only contains images of the fashion show that opened the evening, 
not of the actual ball. It remains uncertain whether the Belgian newsreel was the same. 
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2. Spain. Young Spanish children (members of the Falange youth) in a holiday camp in 
Cadiz play on the beach. Girls perform a dance. 

3. Belgium. Football team Beerschot A.C. inflicts a crushing defeat upon F.C. Tilleur (6-1) 
in Liège [Luik].I 

4. Belgium. Everyday, the WH supplies 20.000 needy people with meals. Visit to a WH 
restaurant and its kitchen in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. The food is distributed on the 
streets as well as in large refectories.II 

5. Germany. The German Book War Exhibition (Deutsche Kriegsbuchwoche), where 14 
countries are represented, is held in Weimar. Joseph Goebbels visits the exhibition. 
(Flemish poets, including Filip De Pillecyn, are present.III) 

6. France. The victims of Dakar (which fell during a British attack one year ago) are 
commemorated in Vichy. Marshal Philippe Pétain attends the religious ceremony. 

7. Belgium. Representatives of the German army, the Reich Student Leadership 
(Reichsstudentenführung) and the Reich Youth Leadership (Reichsjugendführung) lay 
funeral wreaths at the military cemetery of Langemark (Langemarck), to commemorate 
the anniversary of the sacrifice made there.IV 

8. USSR. At the eastern front, German soldiers build their winter quarters. Adolf Hitler 
inspects the wooden quarters and the supplies.  

9. USSR. The German infantry, supported by the artillery, attacks Kharkov. German Stukas 
attack Soviet columns and troop concentrations. The city, which provides access to the 
Donets Basin, is taken. 

10. USSR. German troops storm the Borodino Line, a 14-kilometre defence line outside 
Moskva [Moscow] and break through it within three days. The amount of captured war 
equipment is very important. Long columns of prisoners of war are marched off. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
21 November 1941: AM-WA NR 53385 
1. Spain. Spain celebrates the 449th anniversary of the discovery of America in Barcelona. 

Representatives of the corporations, municipal authorities, dignitaries of the church and 
representatives of the government lay flowers in front of the statue of Columbus. [0’. 47”] 

2. Belgium. Circus Busch, which formerly performed in Nürnberg [Nuremberg], has arrived 
in Brussels and gives its first performances. The show includes trapeze artiste Tamara, 
numbers with elephants and clowns as well as a horse breaking-in performance.V [1’. 16”] 

3. Belgium. The Jean Omer OrchestraVI gives a farewell concert on the Place de Brouckère 
in Brussels before going on tour.I All members get into a bus and leave the city. [0’. 
53”]  

 
I 9 November 1941. 
II Footage of this item has survived in the French ‘Actualités Mondiales’. 
III It is unclear whether footage of these poets was included. 
IV The ceremony took place on 10 November 1940. 
V Première on the weekend of 15 November 1941. 
VI A board reads (in French) ‘Jean Omer and his great Swing Orchestra’ but the commentary 
doesn’t pronounce the word ‘swing’.  
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4. France. To overcome the difficulties in milk supplies, young cyclists on delivery bicycles - 
the ‘Cyclo Laitiers’ - transport milk in and around Périgord. In this way they provide a 
service to the farmers, supply the market and above all transport the precious milk 
destined for children.II[0’. 43”] 

5. France. Another good lesson in mutual aidIII is given by the city of Ronchin in Northern 
France. On initiative of the mayor, 500 needy children receive daily meals for the 
incredible price of 3.50 francs. Children of prisoners of war get their meals free. The city 
of Ronchin has given a good example of social solidarity. [0’. 40”] 

6. France. During his tour of inspection through France, Marshal Philippe Pétain is 
welcomed enthusiastically everywhere.IV Together with Admiral Jean Darlan, Pétain visits 
Savoie and several other regions. in the South of France...V [1’. 10”] 

7. Germany. Count Giuseppe Volpi (di Misurata), President of the International Film 
Chamber (Internationale Filmkammer), distributes the prizes of the last Biennale of 
Venetia [Venice] ] in Berlin. The count presents the Mussolini Cup to Emil Jannings (for 
his role in ‘Ohm Krüger’) and the Volpi cup to Luise Ullrich (for her part in ‘Annelie’). 
Heinrich Roellenbleg, director of the German newsreels (‘Deutsche Wochenschau’) 
receives a prizeVI for excellent newsreel reports. [0’. 42”] 

8. USA. A rubber factory in Fall River, Massachusetts, is on fire: the estimated damage is 
13.000.000 dollars. [0’. 53”] 

9. Germany. Visit to an arms factory in Germany, where new armoured cars are produced. 
[1’. 35”] 

10. USSR. At the eastern front. On Lake Ilmen, south of St. Petersburg [Leningrad], fishing 
is well under way. German soldiers carry baskets full of fish, which they bought from a 
local fisherman.VII Work is resumed in the occupied districts. German military men discuss 
the work in the fields with locals. In a German army equipment centre, the (plain-clothes) 
staff distributes backpacks, handkerchiefs, warm clothes and enormous quantitiesVIII of 
uniforms and linen. On all sectors of the front, soldiers construct wooden winter quarters 
that will protect the troops against the most rigorous cold of Russia. During periods of 
relaxation, the soldiers gather around a fire and smoke a cigarette. [1’. 47”] 

11. USSR. These are some images of the harbour of Mariupol [Zhdanov], which the Germans 
occupy for several weeks now. A bridge is being constructed next to a very big grain silo 
in Mariupol [Zhdanov]. The giant silo proves the importance of this port for the transport 
of wheat. The steel works of Petrozavodsk [Petroskoi], which used to employ 300.000 
workers producing parts for Soviet weapons, are now in German hands. German mountain 

 
I The orchestra went on tour through Belgium and performed on 29 November 1941 at the 
Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels.  
II The item concludes with the image of a child, getting a glass of milk from the hands of a 
nurse. 
III The commentary refers to the previous item. The item mainly shows children, seated at long 
tables, having dinner. 
IV The item opens with images of a triumphal arch (decorated with a large picture of Pétain 
and the text ‘Honour to the marshal’) and a giant picture of Pétain (and the text ‘Savoie to its 
leader’). Images of enthusiastic people, filmed on different locations, are edited together. 
V See also the 14th item of AM-WA NR 539. 
VI Close-up of the caption ‘La Biennale: Deutsche Wochenschau’. 
VII In an uncommented scene, a soldier hands out several bank notes to a fisherman, which 
implies that the food is being paid for. 
VIII The commentary tends, just like the images, to stress that the German army is well-
prepared for the winter. 
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light infantrymen (Gebirgsjäger), accompanied by horses (pulling carts), and camels, 
advance in the direction of Donetsk [Stalino]. This city of 500.00 inhabitants was also a 
great Soviet industrial centre. Troops approaching the city observe the great slagheap that 
dominates the Donetsk [Stalino] and an arms factory. With its 30.000 workers, the Stalin 
arms factory also occupied one of the top places in industry. The mountain light 
infantrymen enter the city under the (not very enthusiastic) eye of the local population. 
Crossing the city, German troops continue their march eastwards. On the roads, German 
soldiers meet endless columns of prisoners, whose number is now over 3.600.000.I [1’. 
49”] 

12. USSR. The battle rages on around Kharkov: these images show the bitter fights that took 
place in the streets of the city. German soldiers enter the city and run through the streets to 
destroy the last enemy resistance. The infantrymen find a nest of enemy machine guns on 
their way, open fire and get assistance from tanks. The road is free.II German tanks move 
through the city. A German soldier marches past a very large mural depicting a Red Army 
soldier standing on ‘CCP’ territory, carrying a sword and slashing monsters covered with 
swastikas coming from the west.III The German troops approach the centre of the city. 
Many large buildings, including the palaces of the heavy industry, are blazing. [1’. 03”] 

13. USSR. (German) animated map from Smolensk to Moskva [Moscow] and to the Volga 
River, with the names of Tver’ [Kalinin], Vyaz’ma [Wjasma] and Kaluga popping up. In 
the central front sector of the front. North of Vyaz’ma, German troops cross the Volga 
River over a bridge and advance in the direction of Tver’ [Kalinin]. There too the Soviet 
roads are in a lamentable state. Infantrymen and vehicles get stuck in the mud.IV Soldiers 
try to push vehicles forward but even tractors put into action by engineers have difficulty 
towing the vehicle. Meanwhile German fighter planes attack enemy troop concentrations, 
supply lines, transport trains and railway installations: they are all bombed and destroyed. 
[1’. 41”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 59” 
 
 
 
 
 
28 November 1941: AM-WA NR 53486 
1. Belgium. The S.K. Lierse - F.C. Antwerpen football match, played in Antwerpen 

[Antwerp/Anvers] in front of 20.000 spectators ends in a two-all draw (1-1).V A striker 
jumps forward, hits the goal post and falls. [0’. 58”] 

2. Germany. To celebrate Paul Lincke’s 75th birthday, the operetta ‘Frau Luna’, conducted 
by Lincke himself, is performed in Berlin. [0’. 38”] 

3. Sweden. King Gustav V inaugurates the Swedish Artisan Institute in Stockholm. [0’. 54”] 

 
I The item concludes with close-ups of prisoners with beards and fur hats. 
II The item suggests that German tanks overturned the enemy position, but this is not really 
shown. 
III The commentary doesn’t refer to the painting and lets the scene speak for itself. 
IV Close-ups of feet and wheels stuck in the sludge are accompanied by cheerful marching 
music, which suggests that the troops are nonetheless advancing. 
V 22 November 1941. 
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4. Belgium. In Brussels, as a result of the scarcity of other means of transport, trams have 
become one of the most important means of communication. Theoretical and practical 
training of tram drivers in Brussels. [1’. 06”] 

5. France. An exhibition dedicated to the life and programme of Marshal Philippe Pétain is 
held in Lille. People study the displays outside the ‘Centre d’Etudes et de 
Documentation’. Inside, among the exhibited objects one finds: portraits of Philippe 
Pétain, portraits of Jean Darlan, French flags and various books such as ‘The work of 
Marshal Pétain’, ‘The first acts of Marshal Pétain’, ‘Images of Marshal Pétain’, ‘The 
marshal and his people’, ‘The New France’ etc.I Since the opening of the exhibition, the 
number of visitors and particularly of young people increases steadily. The great attention 
that the French people attach to the work of the head of state is proof of their profound 
trust in him. [0’. 37”] 

6. Germany. A delegation of French painters and sculptors, including de Georges De 
Vlamynck, Kees van Dongen, Charles Despiau and Paul Belmondo, visits the workshop 
of sculptor Dr. Arno Breker. [1’. 05”] 

7. Germany. Visit to a German factory that mass-produces tractors destined for the occupied 
regions in the east. [1’. 05”] 

8. Romania. A great parade honouring the heroes of Odessa takes place in Bucuresti 
[Bucharest]. King Mihai I decorates the standards of victorious regiments and makes 
officers who distinguished themselves (including German officers) Knights of the Order 
of Mihai. Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel and Marshal Ion Antonescu attend the ceremony. 
German soldiers carry a large portrait of Adolf Hitler.II [1’. 28”] 

9. USSR. (German) map from Krivoy Rog to Mariupol [Zhdanov] and from Kharkov to the 
Azov Sea. At the eastern front. In conquered Kharkov, a great part of the Soviet war 
industry is to be found. A flight over the city demonstrates the size of the huge factories.III 
A plane lands in the centre of the cityIV, facing some big buildings: the palaces of 
industry. In striking contrast to the palaces occupied by Soviet officials and commissars, 
the miserable slums occupied by factory workers once again demonstrate just how false 
politicians’ phrases were about the workers’ paradise.V [0’. 53”] 

10. USSR. German pioneers worked day and night to repair the bridge over the Dnepr 
[Dniepr] that had been detonated by retreating Soviet troops. The Eastland Bridge 
(Ostland-Brücke) is now ready.VI The temporary wooden footbridge is henceforth only 
used by endless columns of prisoners, going to camps.VII [1’. 08”] 

11. USSR. Military men push vehicles, trying to drive over muddy roads, forward. These 
images, taken only 100 kilometres from Moskva [Moscow], show the pitiful state of the 

 
I The camera shows the objects. The original book titles are respectively ‘L’oeuvre du 
maréchal Pétain’, ‘Les premiers actes du maréchal Pétain’, ‘Images du maréchal Pétain’, ‘Le 
maréchal et son peuple’ and ‘La nouvelle France’. 
II The item opens with a shot of soldiers carrying that portrait but only the final images reveal 
that the portrait was carried by members of (an honorary formation of) the German army. 
III Impressive aerial footage. 
IV The editing suggests that this plane, filmed from the ground, is the same as the one that 
made the previously shown aerial footage. 
V Illustrated with images of slums. 
VI The item shows the destroyed bridge, the reconstruction work as well as the inauguration of 
the final result. 
VII Images of a long column of prisoners of war are – without further comment – followed by 
shots of individual prisoners looking miserable, dressed in rags, with beards and big or 
pointed noses 
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roads, even in the surroundings of the Soviet capital. The infantry plods along the road. A 
soldier loses his boots. Vehicles and trucks also plod through the mud.I [1’. 05”] 

12. USSR. (German) map from Smolensk to Tver’ [Kalinin], to Moskva and to Kaluga. 
German troops launch an attack against an enemy position. This position forms part of the 
exterior defence belt of the Soviet capital. The German infantry, supported by its heavy 
weapons, also breaks Soviet resistance. Protected and supported by the German artillery, 
soldiers advance and creep towards a village. Houses and farms are fired on: small forts 
camouflaged as peaceful farms dominate the surroundings. In front of a farm, the soldiers 
find an anti-tank ditch and anti-tank positions constructed in wood and steel. All these 
means of defence cannot stop the German advance. The fortifications, the heavy weapons 
and Soviet soldiers who are fighting tooth and nail: all of this is destroyed during the 
German attacks. Unmanned Soviet artillery and corpses of Soviet soldiers are covered 
with snow. [1’. 25”] 

13. Location not mentioned (France?). German planes take off to attack, in collaboration with 
the German navy, a British convoy. The German planes fly over the enemy coast and 
approach the convoy. British fighters attack but are dispersed. German aircraft fire their 
guns and drop their bombs on the convoy. The planes continuously attack the convoy and 
destroy many ships with their onboard guns and bombs.II [2’. 03”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 31” 
 
 
 
 
 
5 December 1941: AM-WA NR 53587 
1. Germany. The new ice-hockey season opens at the Berliner Sports Palace with a match 

pitching R.C. Riessersee against Berlin (1-5). [0’. 49”] 
2. Belgium. Belgian, French and Dutch cyclists compete in an international gala at the 

Brussels Sports Palace. Dutchman Arie van Vliet wins the third speed-criterion beating 
Louis Gérardin en Jef ‘Poeske’ Scherens. The Belgian pair Achille Buysse and Albert 
Billiet wins the track relay race in the record time of 50 minutes 52 3/5 seconds.III [1’. 18”] 

3. Argentina. Lieutenant Pelegrini wins the first prize of the most important Argentinean 
jumping contest, held in Buenos Aires. [0’. 55”]  

4. Belgium. During the last few years and in particular since the war, German fashion 
creations have been received successfully. Models show evening dresses, fur coats and 
other items of clothing, including a uniform-like costume. A great presentation by 
mannequins of the Berlin fashion society and the fashion house of Wien [Vienna] has 
taken place at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels. The 
audience has the opportunity to admire a rich and elegant collection.IV Mannequins walk 
on a catwalk. [1’. 39”]  

 
I Many close-ups of feet and wheels highlight the difficulties. 
II This is indeed strongly suggested by the images but there is no actual footage of exploding 
or destroyed ships. 
III 30 November 1941. 
IV The ‘Berliner Modellgesellschaft’ and the ‘Haus der Mode’ fashion show was presented in 
Brussels (twice a day) on 30 November and 1 December 1941. The commentary doesn’t 
mention that the fashion show later moved to Gent [Ghent/Gand], Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers] and Liège [Luik].  
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5. Belgium. In Brussels, a generous sponsor invited 400 needy children. In the latter’s 
factory, the children find a delicious snack and do it great honour. The children eat cake 
and look at a performance by three clowns.I St. Nicholas hands out presents to the 
children. [0’. 58”] 

6. Belgium. In the school of instructors for camps of volunteer workers from Flanders 
(VAVV) in Brecht, 60 workers are prepared for their future task. Uniformed VAVV 
members leave the buildings of the (Joris Van Severen) training centreII and, carrying a 
shovel, stand to attention. The men start the morning with gymnastics and are then 
instructed how to drain and exploit peat bogs.III In the afternoon they do practical 
exercises and dig trenches. In this way 300 workers, destined to become instructors in one 
of the 11 work camps, are instructed in Brecht. The men return to their training centre 
while singing (in Flemish). [1’. 28”]  

7. Germany. On the occasion of the fifth anniversary of the Anti-Comintern Pact, a number 
of statesmen, united in the same fight against Bolshevism, met in Berlin. Apart from the 
initial signatories of the pact, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Croatia, Romania, Slovakia 
and China have joined the pact, which has been extended for five years. On behalf of the 
Führer of the Government of the Reich, Minister of Foreign Affairs von Ribbentrop 
welcomes the statesmen. In the new Reich Chancery Joachim von Ribbentrop addresses 
the delegations and welcomesIV the representatives of Italy (Count Galeazzo Ciano), 
Japan (Hiroshi Oshima), Manchukuo (Lu I Wen), Spain (Ramon Serrano Súñer), Slovakia 
(Vojtĕch Tuka), Romania (Mihai Antonescu), Bulgaria (Ivan Popov), Denmark (Erik 
Scavenius), Finland (Rolf Witting) and Croatia (Mladen Lorkovic). VAll the 
representatives sign documents. Von Ribbentrop makes the Nazi salute and everyone 
leaves the room. [2’. 49”] 

8. USSR. (German) map of Crimea and the Azov Sea. The German infantry advances in the 
direction of Simferopol’, the capital of Crimea. The artillery fires and German troops 
attack villages that have been fortified by the Soviets. Small groups of enemy soldiers 
walk towards the camera: whole bands of Bolshevists leave their positions. Columns of 
prisoners march off. The German troops enter Simferopol’ and walk past posters depicting 
uniformed Soviet soldiers in brave poses and/or attacking: it is with the help of these 
posters that the Soviet people were urged to war. In the city, German troops find 

 
I The clowns stand in front of a large board stating (in Flemish) ‘Le Marmiton wishes needy 
children’ a cheerful St. Nicholas. ‘Le marmiton’ (French for ‘the kitchen boy’) is presumably 
the name of the factory that hosted the children. 
II Unlike Flemish- and French-speaking newspaper journalists (in their reviews of this 
particular newsreel issue), the newsreel commentary doesn’t mention the full name of the 
institution: the Joris van Severen Training Centre.  
III In a staged scene (filmed from different angles in at least two takes) a recruit answers the 
question of his teacher. The whole dialogue, spoken in Flemish (and not subtitled in French-
speaking issues) has clearly been postsynchronised.  
IV During the introductory commentary the item shows, without naming them, several 
delegations arriving at the Reich Chancery. As von Ribbentrop welcomes each individual by 
name, the item cuts to close-ups of the respective representatives. Von Ribbentrop’s speech, 
lengthy because of the considerable ceremony (78 seconds), is not subtitled. Ciano, whom he 
calls ‘my friend’, and Oshima sit respectively to his right and left. 
V As mentioned in the previous note, all names of people mentioned between brackets were 
pronounced by von Ribbentrop. 
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destroyed train carriages (hit by German bombs) as well as an undamaged armoured 
train.I [1’. 35”]  

9. USSR. Animated (German) map of Crimea and the Azov Sea with the name of 
Simferopol’ popping up. Departing from Simferopol’ the German forces pass the Ay-
Petrinskaya YaylaII Mountains in the direction of the Black Sea: their new goal is Yalta 
[Jalta]. German troops advance with several kinds of vehicles. The German artillery, 
deploying cannons and grenade launchers, shells and destroys the small Soviet forts 
outside Yalta [Jalta]. Advanced infantry formations surround the city and reach the coast 
of the Black Sea. The German troops enter the city of Yalta [Jalta] and drive, past a 
blazing building, to the port. German soldiers drive through the unharmed city. Yalta 
[Jalta] is the NiceIII of Crimea: a climate resembling that of the Côte d’Azur reigns during 
the whole year. The city of Yalta [Jalta] was known the world over as the bathing resort 
of the Russia of the Czars.IV [1’. 44”] 

10. Libya (Italy). (German) map of the Mediterranean Sea and North Africa from Tripoli to 
As Sallum [Sollum]. The battle rages on in North Africa. Like in many other 
circumstances, German aviation again shows its superiority. Stukas are bombed up and 
take off to attack enemy tanks and troop concentrations at the frontier of Libya and Egypt. 
German fighter planes attack British tanks and drop their bombs. German fighters take off 
to chase off approaching British Hurricanes. An air-fight takes place: a Hurricane is shot 
down; the others undergo the same fate.V [2’. 04”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 19” 
 
 
 
 
 
12 December 1941: AM-WA NR 53688 
1. Denmark. The ‘Sofia-Girls’, Swedish gym students, perform at the Sports Palace of 

København [Copenhagen]. Danish gymnastics students exercise. 
2. France. On St. Catherine’s Day, the ‘Catherinettes’ celebrate the fact that they are 25 

years-old and still unmarried. The girls attend a religious service in Paris and lay flowers 
at the statue of their patron saint. 

3. Hungary. Hungarian traffic regulations have been changed: from now on Hungarians have 
to drive on the right side of the road. All over Budapest traffic signs are changed. 

4. Spain. Extraction of salt in Cadiz. The salt is collected in baskets and transported by 
mules. 

5. Belgium. A visit to the Zimmer Tower in Lier. 

 
I The latter is filmed from different camera angles to highlight the importance of such spoils 
of war. 
II Referred to as the Yayla Mountains. 
III The commentary refers to the French Mediterranean port. 
IV The item boasts that the German army managed to capture this city.  
V The spectactular footage (in which one sees only one British aircraft being taken down) is 
accompanied musically by Wagner’s ‘Die Walküre’. 
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6. Belgium. Radio Brussels [Radio-Bruxelles] invited hundreds of war orphans and children 
of prisoners of war to its St. Nicholas Party, which was broadcast, live. (Before the arrival 
of the saint, clowns and other performers entertained the children.)I  

7. Belgium. WH for artists: a visit to the drawing and sculpting classes of the Arts Academy 
in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. 

8. France. Mutual aid (Entraide) in Paris.  
9. France. French general Charles Huntziger is buried with military honours in Vichy. 

Marshal Philippe Pétain, French officers and officials as well as German and Italian 
military delegations walk in the funeral procession. 

10. USSR. German artillery batteries shell Soviet positions outside and in St. Petersburg 
[Leningrad]. Supported by the artillery, German infantrymen advance. Storm troopers of 
the Waffen-SS enter Soviet positions. (Probably also dedicated to the advance in Crimea 
and the German-Romanian assault on Kerch.) 

11. Libya (Italy). German and Italian infantrymen and tanks storm and capture British 
positions near Tubruq [Tobruk]. The battle goes on until late at night. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
19 December 1941: AM-WA NR 53789 
1. Belgium. Dear compatriots, who still enjoy the privilege of being able to pamper your 

children. WH appeals to you on behalf of hundreds of thousands of poor little things 
deprived of all joy and of all comfort. Belgians, open your hearts to our call for patriotic 
solidarity and contribute to WH. Help our work generously with regular payments to the 
local committee in your town.II [0’. 27”]  

2. France. A major propaganda event for French fencing takes place in Lille, organised for 
the benefit of prisoners of war, under the presidency of Prefect Karleist. Fencing master 
Lesieux, a representative of the French Arms Academy (Académie d’armes de France) 
presents pupils of the Academy of Flanders (Académie de Flandres). [1’. 04”] 

3. France. Visit to an indoor climbing training centre in Paris. [0’. 50”] 
4. Germany. Ernst Baier and Maxi Herber give a figure-skating demonstration at the Sports 

Palace in Berlin. [0’. 50”] 
5. Belgium. In a big garage in Brussels, a concert for workers is given for the first time. The 

orchestra is playing, sitting under a big banner with the RAD logo and the Flemish text 
‘first demand of socialism: respect work and the worker’.III The workers sit at long tables; 
women distribute soup. The workers have lunch to the sound of marching and dance 
music.IV [0’. 40”]  

 
I 4 December 1941. Radio-Bruxelles was the French-language version of the German-
controlled Sender Brüssel. 
II Before the opening titles of the newsreel, these lines are spoken by the commentary while 
the identical same text rolls down the screen. 
III The commentary doesn’t refer to these words or to the organisation but the item opens with 
a shot of the banner and subsequently pans down to the orchestra. The commentary neither 
mentions that DeVlag was involved nor that Jef Van de Wiele addressed the workers. 
IV The soundtrack contains applause but there is no footage of applauding workers. 
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6. Belgium. Some fine hours of joy for children of prisoners of war. The ‘Ancienne 
Belgique’ Music Hall organises a matinee during which children are treated to cakes and 
drinks.I Each of the children receives a present from the hands of St. Nicholas. [0’. 52”] 

7. France. The number of French workers who have found work in Germany increases 
constantly. Every week four trains depart from Paris, transporting workers to Germany. 
The 100.000th volunteer, who yesterday was still unemployed and has now found a job in 
Germany, is about to step on to one of these trains. In the railway station, the worker 
(Edouard Lefèvre) is personally saluted by a General (Elmar Michel). [0’. 46”] 

8. France. Reich Marshal Hermann Göring and Marshal Philippe Pétain met in Saint-
Florentin-Vergigny. The conversation was about important questions affecting France 
and Germany. Pétain, accompanied by Admiral Jean Darlan (and by Fernand de Brinon 
and General Hanesse), shakes hands with Göring and steps inside a railway carriage. [0’. 
44”] 

9. France. In a German anti-aircraft post on the Channel coast, German fighters take off 
shortly after approaching British planes were observed. An air-fight takes place over the 
Channel. The engine of a British plane is hit. Another British plane is shot down: the 
action is shown in slow motion.II In the distance, another British plane crashes. More 
British bombers trying to cross the Channel are attacked. The wreckage of a British plane 
lies on the beach. [1’. 54”] 

10. Greece. On the Greek coast, a German observation post has been told that a British 
aircraft was just shot down. Four men rush to their boatIII and set sail. The pilot, holding 
on tight to the wing of his plane and floating on the water, is found. The British pilot is 
discovered by the rescue team and is, in this way, saved from a certain death. The 
Germans take the pilot on board and take good care of him.IV [1’. 02”]  

11. USSR. In the east, Representative Fernand de Brinon visits the French Legion (LVF) that 
fights against Bolshevism. The representative reviews his men who, like Marshal Philippe 
Pétain, stated, through their participation in the combat against Bolshevism, support for 
their country and are working for the establishment of a new Europe.V [0’. 38”] 

12. USSR. German tanks, lead by Colonel General Heinz Guderian, attack to the south-west 
of Moskva [Moscow]. The tanks, followed by the German infantry, advance despite the 
fire by Soviet artillery. A bitter fight takes place. [1’. 49”]  

13. Libya (Italy). (German) animated map of the Mediterranean Sea and North Africa (from 
Benghāzī [Benghazi] to Al-Qāhirah [Cairo]). The names of Mersa Matruh [Marsa 
Matruk], Al Iskandarīyah [Alexandria] and Al-Qāhirah [Cairo] pop up. For the past few 
days, new violent combats take place in the theatre of the military operations in the North 
of Africa. The allied German and Italian troops are again opposed to an enemy that is 
superior in men and materials. German and Italian anti-aircraft and tank-fighter units 
drive through the desert and occupy advanced positions. British tanks launch an attack. 
The German artillery opens fire on the enemy tanks and brings them to a standstill. A 

 
I Several close-ups of happy-looking, smiling children. 
II The commentary draws the audience’s attention to the fact that slow-motion images allow to 
‘show the different phases of the battle better’. 
III Their feet are filmed from several low camera angles: this scene was clearly staged or acted 
out. 
IV Leaning with his head on the arm of one soldier, he is given a cigarette by a second soldier. 
The cigarette is lit by the soldier who is supporting him. 
V This short item contains no footage of Pétain and only shows de Brinon reviewing LVF 
members. The LVF banner and LVF shields on the shoulders of their uniforms are repeatedly 
brought into view. 
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flight of Italian planes attacks British columns. German Stukas attack too. Two enemy 
tanks are blazing: their crews come towards the German positions, their hands in the air. 
The New Zealanders surrender. More prisoners of war are taken away in trucks. Among 
them several indigenous New Zealanders (Maori?): these are the soldiers that Great 
Britain has fighting for it.I German tanks advance. The British artillery fires at a German 
tank but misses.II The Italian artillery opens fire and tries to eliminate the British 
batteries. A bitter fight takes place. Storm troops slip forward and penetrate during a bold 
action into the British defence line. The storm troopers run forward, crawl under barbed 
wireIII and rush forward. A German soldier carrying a flame-thrower steps over the dead 
body of an enemy soldier and deploys his weapon. [3’. 57”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 56” 
 
 
 
 
 
26 December 1941: AM-WA NR 53890 
1. Belgium. 20.000 spectators attend the S.C. Anderlecht – Union St.-Gilleoise football 

match in Anderlecht. The visitors lose by 2-1.IV [1’. 10”] 
2. Belgium. Robert Allard, the Belgian record holder weight lifting champion, is a dentist in 

real life. [0’. 55”] 
3. Belgium. Raymond Scuvée,Va sculptor from Liège [Luik] who also studied in Italy, wins 

the ‘Prix de Rome – Prijs van Rome’.VI The submitted works of art are exhibited in 
Brussels. [0’. 41”]  

4. France. 200 young girls receive vocational training in a domestic science school in 
Tourcoing. Educated with regard to their future and female occupations they learn to sew, 
to cook and to bake. Everyday they practise sports for at least one hour. [1’. 18”] 

5. France. Georges Scapini, representative of prisoners of war, opens ‘Le Salon du 
Prisonnier’. The exhibition displays over 2.000 works of art made by French prisoners of 
war in camps in Germany. The prisoners of war also wish too participate in the mutual 
aid (Entraide) and wish to help the families of less fortunate prisoners by selling their 
works. Among the objects of art on display is a portrait of Marshal Philippe Pétain.VII 
(Consul Rudolf Schleier and Cardinal Suhard, who carefully examines a crib, attend the 
opening.) [1’. 10”] 

6. Germany. After a visit to the Blue Division at the frontVIII, General José Moscardó Isuarte, 
the defender of the Alcázar, visits Adolf Hitler in his headquarters. [0’. 33”] 

7. Germany. In Berlin Adolf Hitler decorates Japanese Ambassador General Hiroshi Oshima 
with the Great Cross of the Order of the German Eagle. General Oshima has considerable 

 
I The camera travels past a long row of prisoners, sitting in the desert.  
II This is shown in a short sequence, apparently inserted to make fun of the British artillerists, 
without further commentary. 
III This sequence is probably staged, or at least acted out again for the camera. 
IV 21 December 1941.  
V The item contains footage of the artist at work. 
VI See also the seventh item of AM-WA NR 492. 
VII The portrait, probably inserted to show that the prisoners support Pétain, is the first work of 
art shown in this item. 
VIII There are no images of that visit. 
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merit regarding the achievement of the Tripartite Pact, which unites Germany, Italy and 
Japan in a joint fight for the new order of Europe and the Far East. (Otto Meissner and 
Joachim von Ribbentrop attend the ceremony.) [0’. 51”] 

8. Poland. Making Christmas cookies, baubles and candles in Warszawa [Warsaw]. [0’. 53”] 
9. Germany. The window display of a Berliner warehouse shows all kinds of Christmas 

decorations and Christmas toys. Smiling children look at the toys. [1’. 21”] 
10. USSR and Germany. German soldiers in the East want to celebrate Christmas too. 

Somewhere at the eastern front, soldiers look for pine trees and take them to act as 
Christmas trees to a bunker called ‘Bunker-Lili-Marlene’. In a German harbour, a U-boat 
that will be on the high seas by Christmas takes special provisions and a Christmas tree 
aboard. Special ‘Christmas ships’, which have reached their destination in the meantime, 
are loaded with Christmas parcelsI and sail to NorwayII to bring Christmas cheer to 
German soldiers in the far north. [1’. 31”] 

11. USSR. (German) map of Finland and the north of the USSR, from the Barents Sea to 
Murmansk and to St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. At the Finnish front. German and Finnish 
soldiers, travelling with reindeers, march through the Karelian woods. Without respite 
they keep on chasing the enemy, who has been forced back after bitter fights. Supply 
columns of German and Finnish regiments drive over the roads. During a short stop, the 
soldiers warm themselves near a campfire and drink soup. [1’. 13”] 

12. USSR. Most of the bridges near Moskva [Moscow] are being destroyed by the Soviets. 
German pioneers construct new bridges over the frozen rivers. The pioneers blow up parts 
of the ice, drive piles into the river, construct bridges and surface them. A long column of 
trucks drives over the bridge: once again supplies roll to the front.III [1’. 06”] 

13. Japan. The Japanese army holds a review in Tokyo: infantrymen, motorised units, 
cavalrymen, tanks, artillery pieces and other types of military equipment pass. Emperor 
Hirohito takes the salute; the crowd is very enthusiastic. (The army parades elsewhere 
too.)IV Great Britain and the USA discover in the Japanese army, which is under the 
supreme command of the Emperor of Japan, an opponent which has already proved its 
tenacity and heroism in great wars. As early as in the first days of the war, Japan 
destroyed the entire American fleet in the Pacific Ocean. Furthermore, the Japanese shot 
down 500 American planes, torpedoed two British battleships, a cruiser and several troop 
transport ships. Many British warships have been invested in the port of Xianggang 
[Hong Kong].V Japanese warships leave their port and put to sea, waved enthusiastically 
goodbye by a large crowd. Japan conquered Xianggang [Hong Kong] and the most 
important American and British bases in the Pacific Ocean.VI Japanese planes fly over 
land and drop their bombs; warships sail over the sea, the Nippon flag streams, ships fire 
their guns… [2’. 42”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 24” 

 
I A close-up of the inscription on a parcel reveals that this Christmas action was organised on 
behalf of Reich Commissioner Josef Terboven. However the commentary makes no reference 
to him. 
II There is no footage of Norway. 
III The item finishes with a long sequence showing driving trucks. 
IV The item features footage of several parades and manifestations. The commentary doesn’t 
refer to the images for they mainly serve as illustrations of Japan’s military strength.  
V Until this moment the item shows nothing but images of parades.  
VI There is no further commentary: the final sequence underlines Japanese military strength. 
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4. 1942 
 
 
 
 
 
2 January 1942: AM-WA NR 539 – SURVEY OF 194191  
In this overview you will find what the newsreel cameraman filmed for you during the past 
year almost everywhere on the globe.I  
1. Mexico. The election of the new Mexican president (Miguel Avila Camacho) is 

celebrated. In parliament, the president takes the oath.II [0’. 29”] 
2. Brazil. Popular feast (carnival) in Rio de Janeiro.III [0’. 13”] 
3. USA. Apart from their war smear campaign, the United States of America also busied 

themselves with beauty contests. A beauty contest is held: young girls parade in bathing 
suits.IV [0’. 12”] 

4. Location not mentioned. Men race in motorboats, one of them sails under a clothes line 
and ‘accidentally’ picks up some long underpants. [0’. 12”] 

5. Germany. Germany primarily worked on its military equipment. Visit to a giant factory 
that produces armoured cars.V [0’. 20”] 

6. Location not mentioned. Germany vs Switzerland football match.VI [0’. 18”] 
7. Germany. The ‘Summer Flowers at the Radio-Tower’ (Sommerblummen am Funkturm) 

exhibition, held at the foot of the radio tower in Berlin.VII [0’. 08”]  
8. Norway. The breeding of fur bearing animals and the export of fur expanded enormously 

in 1941.VIII [0’. 11”] 
9. Denmark. The royal bodyguard parades before the king (Christian X) in København 

[Copenhagen].IX [0’. 15”] 
10. The Netherlands. The resumption of economic activity is, among other things, proven by 

the tunnel construction under the port of Rotterdam. Visit to the port and the tunnel under 
the River Meuse [Maas].X [0’. 23”] 

11. Italy. Sports festivities for youth take place in Roma [Rome]. Youths wave banners.XI [0’. 
10”] 

 
I Accompanied by images of civilian cameramen as well as military reporters (PK 
cameramen) at work. 
II The item contains a fragment of his Spanish-language speech, which is neither translated 
nor subtitled. Derived from the eighth item of AM-WA NR 488/489. 
III Derived from the first item of AM-WA NR 509. 
IV Derived from the fifth item of AM-WA NR 501. 
V Derived from the ninth item of AM-WA NR 533. 
VI Derived from the fourth item of AM-WA NR 498 or the fourth item of AM-WA NR 506. 
VII Probably derived from the second item of AM-WA 510. 
VIII Illustrated with interior shots of a big storage depot filled with fur. Probably derived from 
the fifh item of AM-WA NR 500. It is not clear whether the commentary suggests that the 
reported export increase is due to the German presence. 
IX Derived from the fourth item of AM-WA NR 504. 
X Probably derived from the sixth item of AM-WA NR 500. 
XI Derived from the fourth item of AM-WA NR 510. 
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12. Portugal. Facing the threats by Franklin Roosevelt, Portugal is firmly determined to 
defend its rights over the Açores [Azores], if necessary with arms. President Carmona 
visits the Açores [Azores]. [0’. 16”] 

13. Spain. Spain recovers more and more every day from the consequences of the unfortunate 
Civil War. Everywhere old folk dances and festivities are revived. A popular Spanish feast 
takes place.I [0’. 19”] 

14. France. During his trips through the whole of France, Marshal Philippe Pétain is met with 
an enthusiastic welcome everywhere by the whole population, as a testimony of their 
approval of the policy of collaboration that he is conducting.II [0’. 21”] 

15. France. The popularity of the bicycle and the horse-drawn tram proves that the 
inhabitants of Paris were not put out by traffic problems. Parisian drive in a horse-tram 
past the opera.III [0’. 14”] 

16. Belgium. Horserace(s) were held in Bosvoorde [Boitsfort].IV [0’. 21”] 
17. Belgium. 116 cyclists participate in the ‘Ronde van Vlaanderen’ (Tour des Flandres). 

Achille Buysse wins in five hours and 38 minutes.V [0’. 24”] 
18. Belgium. The Belgian boxing championship all categories opposes Karel Sys against 

Gustave Roth. Roth abandons in the third round.VI [0’. 19”] 
19. Belgium. Everywhere in our country, traffic regulations were introduced. Unfortunately 

infringements have to be paid for immediately with fines of five, 10 or 20 francs. [0’. 19”] 
20. Belgium. With a view to supplying the country, Channel coast fishermen have put out to 

sea again, under the protection of German coastguards. [Filmed near Oostende 
[Ostend/Ostende].]VII [0’. 36”] 

21. Belgium. The ‘Hilfszug Bayern’, a column of 160 cars with kitchens, distributed 200.000 
meals daily in the industrial area of Liège [Luik]. Food is being prepared in large soup 
kitchens and then taken by truck to refectories. [0’. 25”] 

22. Belgium. The resumption of the work on the North-South railway connection in Brussels 
proves that the crisis caused by the war has been overcome. Panoramic view on ongoing 
work.VIII [0’. 37”] 

23. Belgium. The revival of activities in the shipyards on the River Schelde 
[Scheldt/L’Escaut] in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] is also a sign of the strengthening 
national economy. A ship is launched. (Probably filmed on the Boel shipyards in Temse 
[Tamise].)IX [0’. 21”] 

24. Belgium. Around 250.000 fellow countrymen found work and bread in Germany. A 
volunteer worker receives a gold watch. Workers walk towards a train. [0’. 14”] 

25. Belgium. The Flemish and Walloon volunteer labour services displayed ever-increasing 
activity in 1941.X Volunteers of the VAVV and of the Walloon labour service at work.I 
[0’. 30”] 

 
I The location is not identified. 
II Mostly derived from the sixth item of AM-WA NR 533. 
III Derived from the fifth item of AM-WA NR 529. 
IV Derived from the third item of AM-WA NR 526: the ‘Grand-Prix d’Automne’ (Autumn 
Grand Prix). 
V Derived from the first item of AM-WA NR 505. 
VI Derived from the second item of AM-WA NR 514. 
VII Derived from the sixth item of AM-WA NR 507. 
VIII Derived from the seventh item of AM-WA NR 503. 
IX Probably derived from the ninth item of AM-WA NR 501. 
X The train will probably take them to Germany, but this is not specified in the commentary. 
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26. Germany. The great exhibition of Flemish Art has been a huge success in many German 
cities. Visits to the ‘Flämische Kunst der Gegenwart’ exhibition (at the Berliner 
Kunsthalle in Berlin).II [0’. 14”] 

27. Belgium. In various cities in our country the Berliner Ballet of the German Opera 
(Deutsches Opernhaus) performed its edifying art. (The ballet performs ‘Der 
Heiratsspiegel’ in Brussels.)III [0’. 23”] 

28. Belgium. For the first time since 1937, the Flemish National Song Festival (Vlaams 
Nationaal Zangfeest) was held again on the Great Square (Grand-Place) in Brussels. 
(Cyriel Verschaeve was present.)IV [0’. 17”] 

29. Belgium. Everywhere in our country work is under way to clear war damage. The city of 
Tournai [Doornik] organised an exhibition dedicated to the plans designed for 
reconstruction. New, definitive bridges replaced temporary bridges that German troops 
had constructed in May 1940. Uniformed men (OT members) carry out the work.V [0’. 
32”]  

30. Belgium and France. Unfortunately, incomprehensible new British bomb attacks have 
caused new damage and demanded human lives.VI The historic castle of Oostmalle was 
heavily damaged.VII Peaceful villages in Northern France were even seeded with bombs. 
People are looking at the ruins of houses. An old man is carried away on a stretcher. The 
city of Boulogne in one day mourned 78 dead and 96 wounded, because of an absurd 
bomb attack carried out from an enormous height. A funeral ceremony takes place; a 
widow starts crying when a uniformed man tries to console her. [0’. 35”] 

31. Location not mentioned (France?). The German army equipped the Channel coast with 
long distance artillery. The Germany artillery sank British convoys in the Channel and 
opened effective fire on military positions on the British coast.VIII In numerous air battles 
above the Channel, German fighters proved their superiority and quickly put an end to the 
so-called British non-stop offensive. [1’. 16”] 

32. Africa. German troops march through an African city. Together with the Italians, German 
troops in North Africa fought a much larger enemy. Tanks and columns of vehicles move 
over the road and through the desert. A soldier on a motorcycle skids in the sand and 
falls.IX The artillery barrages enemy positions. Fighter planes prepare to take off. However 
the German air force surpassed the enemy in many fights and managed constantly to 
successfully bomb enemy columns and assembly points. Enemy positions are heavily 
bombed. [1’. 56”] 

33. Greece and Yugoslavia. In a campaign that lasted only a few weeks on difficult terrain, 
the South of SlaviaX was conquered. The cities of Beograd [Belgrade] and Athínai 

 
I Probably editing together footage of the 10th item of AM-WA NR 496 and the fourth item of 
AM-WA NR 513 respectively. 
II Derived from the ninth item of AM-WA NR 508. 
III Derived from the first item of AM-WA NR 510. 
IV Derived from the sixth item of AM-WA NR 522. The item contains a close-up of 
Verschaeve but the commentary doesn’t mention him. 
V Derived from the first item of AM-WA NR 498. 
VI The commentary naturally refers to the previous item. The item is accompanied by very 
dramatic music. 
VII Derived from the seventh item of AM-WA NR 499. 
VIII Note how the commentary stresses that only military targets are fired at. 
IX Note how this short sequence, which is meant to be funny, is immediately followed by war 
images. 
X The commentator, who uses the term ‘Slavia’, probably means the Balkans. 
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[Athens] were soon captured.I After breaking through the Metaxas Line and a swift 
advance through Greece, British plans were countered in this land too. Athínai [Athens] 
was captured. The crowning glory of the battle in the Balkans was achieved by German 
paratroopers, who captured Kríti [Crete].II [1’. 34”] 

34. Europe (Italy, France, Belgium). When Germany started the campaign against Bolshevism 
on 22 June, volunteers from all countries of Europe enlisted to fight at Germany’s side. 
Volunteers depart from Italy, France and other countries. A Flemish and a Walloon legion 
was put together too.III [0’. 47”] 

35. USSR. Over a hitherto unknown frontline, Germany and its allies started the battle 
against Soviet Russia and already during the first weeks occupied a large part of enemy 
territory. In its marching achievements, the German infantry made a record in this time.IV 
The German air force shot down countless enemy aircraft and achieved supremacy in the 
air. German planes bomb enemy positions and destroy Soviet aircraft that stand on the 
ground. The tank armies of the German Wehrmacht made gigantic encirclements possible, 
during which many Soviet armies were destroyed. From these encircled places, millions of 
prisoners of war were transported to assembly points. Thousands of prisoners of war are 
rounded up on a vast expanse of plain. German railway pioneers and supply troops made 
amazing achievements regarding provisioning of fighting troops. When the winter started 
and attacks were temporarily suspended, after which the enemy intended to counter-
attack, all Soviet operations were [stopped]V by the fire of German cannons. [2’. 12”] 

36. Japan. Shortly before the end of this year, Great Britain and the USA are faced with a new 
adversary, (an adversary) whose toughness the governments in London and New York 
have already encountered. In its first battles, Japan already destroyed the American fleet 
in the Pacific Ocean. Well over 500 American aircraft, two British battle-ships, a cruiser 
and a number of transport vessels were torpedoed. Japan besieged many British warships 
in the port of Xianggang [Hong Kong] and conquered Xianggang [Hong Kong]. During 
the first weeks, too, the most important American and British bases in the Pacific Ocean 
were occupied. This way the younger nations now stand united in the fight for the new 
world order.VI [1’. 53”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 19’. 46” 
 
 
 
 

 
I Illustrated with short sequences showing both cities. 
II Illustrated with battle scenes of troops crossing a river, tanks and vehicles advancing, street-
fights being fought etc. The item concludes with footage of paratroopers invading Kríti 
[Crete]. 
III The item contains among other things footage filmed in Antwerpen [Anvers], derived from 
the fifth item of AM-WA NR 515. 
IV Illustrated with footage of troops crossing the border, marching forward, deploying flame-
throwers etc. 
V On the soundtrack of the only preserved print of this newsreel, this particular word is 
missing. The commentary is accompanied by images of artillery pieces, positioned in the 
snow, firing on enemy positions. 
VI The commentary is almost identical to the words spoken in the thirteenth item of AM-WA 
NR 538. The images too are only slightly different. The item contains no footage of a 
cheering Japanese population and exclusively focuses on military parades and battle scenes. 
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9 January 1942: AM-WA NR 54092 
1. Germany. Female dancers perform a sword dance revue at the Scala music hall in Berlin.I 

[1’. 17”] 
2. Belgium. Erik Pausin and his sister Ilse Pausin give a demonstration of their ice-skating 

talents for 15.000 spectators (including many German soldiers) at the Sports Palace in 
Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers].II [0’. 47”]  

3. Germany. The German air force’s sports festivities at the Deutschlandhalle in Berlin. [1’. 
08”]  

4. Belgium. Coal miners need to build up their strength more than others do because of their 
laborious work. Therefore the Hornu-Wasmes collieries installed a modern kitchen, 
capable of supplying 40.000 meals a day. Every worker receives 50 grams of meat daily.III 
Some meals are distributed in the kitchen; others are brought to the miners. [1’. 14”]  

5. France. Visit to a French Red Cross school in Tourcoing. [0’. 59”]  
6. France (and Belgium). Exhibition by German railway engineers (Eisenbahnpionier-

Ausstellung) in Paris. Models show how bridges that were demolished or damaged during 
military operationsIV can be repaired or rebuilt. This is now happening everywhere in 
France. Accompanied by French specialists, a German general inspects a recently 
reconstructed railway bridge on the Paris-Charleroi line. [1’. 15”]  

7. USSR. (German) map from Klin to Orel. At the Russian front. The German communiqués 
told how, during the last days, attacks by Bolshevist troops slowed down during bitter 
battles and that German troops counter-attacked immediately. German tanks and 
motorised units are lined up and launch an assault on the enemy’s flank. Tanks, artillery 
and infantry advance, marching and driving past the dead bodies of Soviet soldiers lying 
in the snow. They reach the Bolshevist positions (farms, houses) and set fire to them. 
Tanks drive through the burning village. Infiltration attempts by Bolshevist troops were 
annihilated. [1’. 19”]  

8. Atlantic Ocean. A German U-boat, commanded by Captain-Lieutenant Engelbert Endrass, 
crosses the Atlantic Ocean. Officers staring through spyglasses notice smoke on the 
horizon and raise the alarm. The crew immediately prepares for battle. The boat 
submergesV and ascends its periscope. The objective is recognised: it’s a loaded British 
cargo ship.VI The U-boat surfaces: crew members run toward the guns on the head. The 
enemy cargo is gunned.VII The cruise continues to the north-west. Everyone is working; 
officers map out the cruise. An enemy convoy is announced! Crew members jump out of 

 
I The camera focuses on their legs. 
II Presumably 2 January 1942. The commentary does not mention that the PA organised this 
event. Most of the audience – quite small as far as the newsreel spectator can see - is made up 
of military men. 
III Soup, meat, potatoes and vegetables are being cooked. 
IV The commentary is indirectly referring to a German attack on France in 1940. 
V The whole process is shown in great detail. As the boat submerges, close-ups of the 
fathometer (indicating the boat is going deeper and deeper) are combined with shots of the 
complement and underwater footage of the sea. 
VI Subjective shot of the target: a mask gives newsreel spectators the impression that they are 
actually looking through the periscope. 
VII Undoubtedly staged: the crew members are seen aiming at something, but not actually 
opening fire on that target. There are no further images of the enemy cargo (its sinking or 
destruction is not shown) and the item shows the U-boat continuing its voyage. 
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their beds, others leave their dinners on the table.I Everything is prepared for combat; the 
U-boat submerges. Endrass looks through the periscope and orders the launch of a 
torpedo. The torpedo’s trajectory is timed on a chronometer: the complement cheers when 
they hear the torpedo’s impact. The enemy is hit! Endrass observes the burning ship 
through his periscope.II Despite the bad weather conditions, the U-boat continues its hunt 
for enemy convoys. [4’. 05”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 04” 
 
 
 
 
 
16 January 1942: AM-WA NR 54193 
1. Belgium. Children’s winter amusements in Brussels. 
2. Belgium. A visit to painter Jean Dominique Van Caulaert. 
3. France. Circus and variety show in Paris (with clown Dudule and his duck). 
4. Location not mentioned (Germany?). Piano virtuoso Walter Rummel. 
5. Belgium. Count Henri de Baillet-Latour, Chairman of the International Olympic 

Committee, is buried in Brussels. The funeral ceremony is attended by many Belgian and 
German personalities as well as by representatives of the Olympic movement.III 

6. Location not mentioned (Germany?). Farmers are helping city children.IV  
7. Germany. Everywhere in Germany people donate woollens and fur coats, which are 

collected, sorted and sent to the eastern front.  
8. Libya (Italy). At the African front, German bombers and fighters attack a British convoy 

crossing the Cyrenaica desert.  
9. Finland. In East Karelia, photos taken by a reconnaissance aircraft are immediately 

developed: they reveal that Soviet troops are preparing to attack near Lake Onega. The 
Finnish artillery and infantry immediately and successfully counter-attack. 

10. USSR. German troops positioned just outside St. Petersburg [Leningrad] receive material 
reinforcements. When the Soviets try to cross the Neva, the newly arrived German 
panzers are sent in immediately to counter-attack. German troops advance, Soviet 
prisoners are marched away. 

11. USSR. In the Crimean Peninsula, German and Romanian troops advance and reach 
positions just outside Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]. The German artillery, supported by fighter 
planes, attacks the enemy defences. Storm troopers advance, using machine guns, hand 
grenades and flame-throwers.  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 

 
I These scenes were naturally also acted out in front of the camera. 
II As seen earlier in this item, a mask gives the audience the impression that they are looking 
through Endrass’ eyes. 
III 10 January 1941.  
IV Presumably dedicated to farmers temporarily accommodating and looking after city 
children. 
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23 January 1942: AM-WA NR 54294 
1. Belgium. Belgian boxer Karel Sys beats his Dutch opponent Rinus De Boer (at the 

Variétés) in Charleroi.I [1’. 11”] 
2. France. The Lille-Roubaix football match, played in Tourcoing at – 6° Celsius, ends in a 

two-all draw. (1-1). [1’. 07”] 
3. Germany. At the Sports Palace in Berlin, the home team wins an ice-hockey match (11-1) 

against a team from Bratislava [Pressburg]. [0’. 53”] 
4. France. Europe’s longest, newly-inaugurated funicular railway is in Chantemerle-Serre-

Chevalier near Briançon. [0’. 52”] 
5. Spain. Spain commemorates the eighth anniversary of the Falange. To commemorate the 

eighth anniversary of the Falange, youths carrying torches march towards the San Lorenzo 
del Escorial Basilica near Madrid. Minister Ramon Serrano Suñer puts a floral tribute on 
the grave of José Antonio Primo de Rivera, founder of the Falange. The next day Franco 
enters the Basilica, where a mass is celebrated and followed by a parade in front of the 
building. [1’. 18”] 

6. Belgium (and Germany). Thousands of workers from Belgium and Northern France went 
to work in Germany, thereby assuring subsistence for their families. Men and women 
workersII gather at Brussels North Station, where a large board announces in German, 
French and Flemish: ‘250.000th worker for Germany’. The 250.000th worker left some 
days ago.III On that occasion a small ceremony is organised at Brussels North Station, 
where Dr. Eggert Reeder presents him with a gold watch. Reeder hands the watch to the 
volunteer (Jan Arijs). Afterwards the male and female volunteers say goodbye to their 
families and leave. [1’. 02”] 

7. Germany (and the eastern front). The collection of fur and woollen clothes for soldiers at 
the eastern front, which had to be extended for an extra week, turned into a huge 
manifestation of social solidarity. Over 67.000.000 items (clothes, skis, boots, blankets 
etc.) were collected and transported by train and truck to the front. Soldiers happily try the 
new clothes on. [1’. 27”] 

8. Belgium. Flemish people collect wool in Brussels.IV  
9. Finland and USSR. (German) map from Gulf of Finland to St. Petersburg [Leningrad] and 

Kandalaksha. At the Finnish front, Finnish troops advance towards the Stalin Canal. 
Enemy fighters attack but are chased away by the artillery. The Soviets attack the Finnish 
positions and try once again to win back lost ground. Finnish troops counter-attack, enter 
a village, conquer one house after the next and round up Bolshevist prisoners. [1’. 28”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Smolensk to Moskva [Moscow] and Orel. In the central 
sector of the front. Peaceful images of a large country house.V (This is) the undamaged 
property of Russian Count Leo Tolstoy, which Vyacheslav Molotov pretended had been 
looted and destroyed by German troops.VI At the front, scouts stay in permanent contact 

 
I 13 January 1942. 
II The commentary doesn’t refer to the women workers but it is clear that they are there to 
depart for Germany, not just to say goodbye to the men. 
III 15 January 1942. Footage of workers (of both sexes) in a factory, presumably filmed in 
Germany, is inserted. 
IV This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. Obeying the call of Führer Adolf Hitler, DeVlag, VNV and ASSV collected wool and 
fur for the eastern front. See also the eighth item of AM-WA NR 545.  
V Accompanied by calm, peaceful music. 
VI This sequence lasts 1’.50”. 
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with the enemy. Tanks advance. In bitter defensive battles that demand great efforts, the 
massive assaults by the Soviets are pushed back while Bolshevist reinforcements are 
annihilated by counter-attacks. The German artillery takes up position and opens fire: on 
the horizon, flames indicate that their projectiles have made an impact. Machine guns are 
also deployed. In the distance, a destroyed Soviet tank is blazing. Infantrymen march 
through the snow towards a village: this big village has to be taken. In the village, houses 
are blazing. After bitter street fights, the village falls into German hands.I German tanks 
drive past burning houses.II Abandoned Soviet tanks and bodies of dead enemy soldiers 
are lying in the snow. [2’. 11”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Kiev [Kyyiv] to Kharkov and the Azov Sea. To the south of 
the front, with the Italian troops in the Donets Basin. The Italian artillery fires; many 
factories are nearby. Big factories are at stake in this battle. The Bolshevists throw 
enormous quantities of men and material into the fight. The Italian troops heroically 
defend themselves and crush the attack, inflicting bloody losses on the Soviets.III [0’. 56”] 

12. Africa (Libya (Italy)?). (German) map of Africa, no locations indicated. At the African 
front, British planes attack an airfield. German fighters take off to counter-attack: a 
Hurricane, a bomber and another British plane are gunned down. General Rommel and his 
officers are at the front. German and Italian artillery cannons are positioned and shell 
enemy tanks that try to attack. The difficult combat continues in North Africa! [2’. 25”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
30 January 1942: AM-WA NR 54395 
1. France. Robert Oubron wins the national cross-country race, which departs from Mont 

Valérien near Paris. [1’. 03”] 
2. Belgium. ‘Le Soir’ newspaper organises a charity gala and greyhound race (won by 

Betchette) at the Greyhound Palace (Palais du Lévrier) in Brussels.IV The benefits are 
donated to underprivileged children. [1’. 01”]  

3. Germany. The Swedish couple Britta Pahlon and Eo Motander gives a figure-skating 
demonstration at the Berlin Sports Palace. [1’. 09”] 

4. Switzerland. Fashion show at the Embassy Palace in Sankt Moritz. [0’. 56”] 
5. Belgium. Belgium is, apart from Sweden, the biggest producer of wooden matches. Visit 

to a Belgian factory (Union Allumetière S.A. in Geraardsbergen) that turns 25.000 trees a 
year into matches (Welt-Hölzer, Union-Match, Tip-Top, Union-Parlor). [1’. 11”] 

6. France. In France, for the moment only very few young people have the opportunity to 
learn their trade thoroughly. In Northern France, where the problem is particularly 
alarming, the Ministry of Labour founded 14 vocational training schools where 

 
I Note that the actual battle for that village is not shown. 
II The sequence seems to contain seven consecutive shots of an equal number of different 
burning houses. Slowing down the projection speed (a luxury newsreel audiences naturally 
didn’t have) and carefully comparing individual shots, one observes that several shots show 
the same house with different tanks passing it by. 
III The entire item contains nothing but footage filmed in the industrial area of Donetsk 
[Stalino] of Italian artillerymen firing and infantrymen with machine guns running forward. 
IV 18 January 1942. 
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unemployed youngsters are offered the possibility of learning the basics of a profession 
while drawing a salary that equal at least the same amount as unemployment benefits. 
They learn to work wood, steel or textile in a workshop (presumably filmed in Roubaix). 
This buzzing hive of activity gives the impression that useful work is being done and that 
these initiatives contribute seriously to French economic recovery. [1’. 07”] 

7. Germany. French prisoners of war attend the play ‘La crûche cassée’I in which all parts 
are performed by fellow prisoners. Spectators laugh and applaud.II [1’. 22”] 

8. Germany. Germany, Italy and Japan signed a military convention in which instructions 
for military operations against the mutual enemy are laid down. (The meeting is held in 
Berlin: Wilhelm Keitel, Marras and Kishisaburo Nomura represent Germany, Italy and 
Japan, respectively.)III [0’. 37”] 

9. North Sea. (German) map of the Channel coast in France and Great Britain: from 
Birmingham to Brest and from Plymouth to Dunkerque [Dunkirk]. A severe storm raging 
over the Channel coast does not stop a flotilla of minesweepers from putting to sea and 
destroying enemy mines. The mines are swept one after the other, floating mines are 
destroyed as well. Buoys are thrown into the sea to mark the surface waters of swept 
areas. Suddenly the alarm sounds: enemy forces attack the minesweepers. The deck is 
immediately cleared for action. The complement fires guns and forces the enemy to 
retreat. [2’. 24”] 

10. USSR. Animated (German) map of Crimea with the names of Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] 
and Yevpatoriya popping up. At the eastern front: the battle in Crimea. Street fights take 
place in Yevpatoriya: a German soldier fires his machine gun. It is here that large enemy 
forces embarked under the protection of the war navy. German troops have pushed the 
Soviets back to the city centre and to its harbour area. Deploying flame-throwers and 
machine guns, the German soldiers slowly advance past damaged buildings. A young 
Soviet soldier, his hands in the air, leaves a building. A bitter combat is engaged around 
every house. The Soviets leave their hideouts one after the other. Infantrymen slowly 
advance further. The German artillery shells the enemy. A destroyed ship lies in the port. 
This is what remains of a Soviet destroyer that tried to disembark: German shells 
destroyed it. Hundreds of Soviets taken prisoner are taken away. Outside the city of 
Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol], shells are transported by truck and piled up in small forts. The 
artillery in German outposts opens fire. The Soviets launch an attack: they continuously 
try to pierce the German lines that surround Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]. But all escape 
attempts are in vain: they are pushed back and annihilated by the German and Romanian 
troops who inflict terrible losses on the Soviets. The troops fire with machine guns and 
other weapons. After fighting off another Soviet breakthrough attempt, German troops 
enter the line of small forts outside Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] and find the corpses of 
enemy soldiers. The German heavy artillery opens fire again, deploying a giant gun. The 
target aimed at by the guns is the fort and citadel of Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]. The gun is 
repeatedly loaded and fired: smoke rises in the distance. [3’. 47”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 37” 
 
 

 
I ‘The Broken Pitcher’ (Der zerbrochene Krug) is a comedy by the German dramatist Heinrich 
von Kleist. The item opens with a close-up of a French poster announcing the performance. 
II Without explicitly saying so, the item emphasises that the soldiers are having a good time. 
III Neither the exact contents of this convention nor the names of the representatives were 
mentioned. Wilhelm Keitel was of course easily recognised.  
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6 February 1942: AM-WA NR 54496 
1. Germany. Due to the increasing demand for German recordings in European countries 

the production of gramophone records has grown considerably. The famous Bernard Ette 
Orchestra performs a song that is recorded live and engraved onto an Elektrola disc. [1’. 
38”] 

2. Belgium. Ms. Sonja Mertens, star dancer at the Théâtre de la Monnaie in Brussels, 
presents the pupils of her dance academy during a festival at the Palais des Beaux-Arts 
(Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels. [1’. 28”] 

3. France. 80 young pupils recently started learning the art of lace-making in Bailleul, where 
it has been taught since the 17th century. [1’. 11”] 

4. Sweden. The opening ceremony of parliament in Stockholm, which was attended by King 
Gustav V, was filmed for the very first time. [1’. 23”] 

5. Germany. The 250.000th Belgian worker, who left Brussels some days agoI to go to the 
factory that is to employ him, has just arrived in Dessau where he will work in the well-
known Junkers factories (Junkers Flugzeug-und-Motorwerke A.G. Dessau).II The worker 
(Jan Arijs) takes the bus to the factory, where he reports for work, receives clothing and is 
shown the place he is to sleep.III During a welcome ceremony, an orchestra (placed in 
front of a swastika banner and a portrait of Hitler) plays music and the volunteer receives 
a bonus of 100 RM from the hands of a man wearing a swastika armlet.IV Afterwards 
another worker welcomes him (with the Hitler salute) in the factory hall and explains how 
to do the job. [1’. 00”]  

6. Singapore (Great Britain).V In a manoeuvre not expected by the British forces, the 
Japanese army succeeded in conquering the jungle in the Malaysian Peninsula and 
attacks Singapore from the rear. Japanese troops disembarked in several parts of the 
peninsula and crushed British resistance within a couple of weeks. Japanese soldiers are 
now at the gates of Singapore. This city, which in the last few years was fitted out as an 
air and naval base, represents not just the door to the Indian Ocean but also the centre of 
British strategic bases in the Far East.VI [1’. 14”] 

 
I His departure was filmed and included in AM-WA NR 542. 
II While the comments state that the factories are ‘well-known’, the insertion of a shot 
showing its full name (in German) indicates why it was so famous: the Junkers factories 
produced planes and engines. 
III These scenes (filmed in several takes) are edited quickly without further commentary. 
IV Close-ups of Arijs’s hands (filmed from a subjective point-of-view!) clearly show him 
receiving two 50 RM bills. Just before that, there is a close-up of the certificate that he is 
given at the same time. The German text, only readable if the frame is frozen, states: ‘We 
welcome Mr. Jan Arijs from Brussels as the 250.000th Flemish worker in the Reich and 
present him and his family with the sum of 100 RM to mark his first day of work with us. 
Dessau, 17.1.42, Junkers Flugzeuge- und Motorwerke Aktiengesellschaft.’ It is noteworthy 
that this text specifies that Arijs, whose name is not mentioned in the commentary, is 
‘Flemish’ while the surviving (French) newsreel comments call him ‘Belgian’. (The summary 
of this newsreel, published in Flemish newspapers, also refers to him as Belgian.) 
V Singapore was a British colony at the tip of the Malayan Peninsula. 
VI The footage of Singapore is clearly shot in times of peace. The other images, showing 
Japanese ships and soldiers in combat (or on manoeuvre?), are also archive footage, which is 
not specified by the commentary.  
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7. Atlantic Ocean. A German destroyer, crossing the South Atlantic Ocean, sinks a British 
freighter. Its crew is taken aboard and dropped off (with provisions) on an island. At night 
other cargo ships are attacked and sunk.I 

8. USSR. On the Crimean Peninsula German troops crush the last hotbeds of resistance in 
the streets of Yevpatoriya.II 

9. Libya (Italy). On the African front, General Erwin Rommel and his officers confer on the 
strategic situation outside Benghāzī [Benghazi]. The German and Italian armies deploy 
tanks, artillery and planes to fight their British enemy.III 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
13 February 1942: AM-WA NR 54597 
1. Austria. In Wien [Vienna] an ice-skating show is organised for the benefit of needy 

children (Kinderhilfswerk des Deutschen Volkes). Karl Schäfer and his group perform. 
2. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). Nice new hairstyles. 
3. The Netherlands. Sietze De Groot wins the Frisian eleven-towns skating-race 

(Elfstedentocht).  
4. Belgium. Emile Gosselin wins the speed racing competition beating Jef ‘Poeske’ Scherens 

and Louis Gérardin during the Belgian-French-Dutch cycle race at the Brussels Sports 
Palace.IV The evening before winning the cycle race, Gosselin fell.V 

5. Belgium. Beautiful Flanders.VI  
6. Algeria (France). French Minister Jean Berthelot visits the construction site for the first 

section of the Trans-Saharan Railway (Transsaharéen). 
7. Norway. Vidkun Quisling is appointed Minister President of Norway. Quisling, 

congratulated by Reich Commissioner Josef Terboven, makes a speech and attends a 
torchlight procession at the Akershus Fortress in Oslo. 

8. Belgium. Flemish people collected woollens and furs for the eastern front. (Presumably 
dedicated to a ceremony, held at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) 
in Brussels, during which Edgard Delvo (VNV) and Jef Van de Wiele (DeVlag) presented 
General Fritsch and other representatives of the German army with clothes collected in 
Flanders.)VII  

 
I This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints and therefore could not be identified more thoroughly. 
II This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints and therefore could not be identified more thoroughly. 
III This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints and therefore could not be identified more thoroughly. 
IV 8 February1942. Although the print of this Belgian newsreel is lost, this particular item has 
survived in the French ‘Actualités Mondiales’ newsreel. 
V The above-mentioned French newsreel only contained images of Gosselin falling, not of his 
victory the next day. It is unclear whether it was featured in the same way in the Belgian 
newsreel.  
VI The content of this item could not be identified more thoroughly.  
VII 3 February 1942. Over 700.000 items had been collected. 
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9. Italy and Libya (Italy). Reinforcements embark in Italy, arrive in North Africa and reach 
Rommel near Benghāzī [Benghazi], the city that was recaptured by German and Italian 
troops on 29 January.  

10. Atlantic Ocean. At night a German U-boat catches sight of an American cargo ship. The 
submarine opens fire at the ship that sinks burning into the sea shortly afterwards. German 
U-boats are now operating in American waters, some of them have even reached New 
York. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
20 February 1942: AM-WA NR 54698 
1. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). Velodrome in miniature.I  
2. Germany. Adolf Heuser wins the heavyweight boxing championship in Berlin beating 

Heinz Lazek. 
3. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). Joy for the wounded. (Maybe dedicated to the gala 

concert to benefit prisoners of war that was organised at the Ancienne Belgique music 
hall, starring the popular Jean Omer Orchestra.II)  

4. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). Winter amusements. 
5. France. Opening of a Spanish art school, founded by the Falange, in Paris. 
6. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). The making of a poster. 
7. France. The passenger steamer Kairouan is baptised and launched in La-Seyne-sur-Mer. 
8. Spain. The colours of the ‘Luis Alcover Centurion’ are consecrated in Madrid. This 

Falange centurion is named after the first soldier of the Blue Division who fell at the 
eastern front. 

9. Thailand [Siam]. The Thai army parades through the streets of Bangkok [Krung Thee]. 
10. Baltic Sea. The Baltic Sea is frozen; icebreakers are clearing the way for German U-

boats, minesweepers and cargo ships so that they can put to sea. 
11. Finland. At the Finnish part of the eastern front, aerial photographs taken by a German 

reconnaissance aircraft indicate the position of Soviet tank columns in the woods of 
Karelia. German planes take off to attack the tanks. Finnish reconnaissance patrols shell 
the enemy. 

12. Italy. Reich Marshal Hermann Göring visits Benito Mussolini (and King Victor 
Emmanuel III) in Roma [Rome] and inspects the German airbases in Sicilia [Sicily]. 

13. Libya (Italy). German reinforcements, which arrived in Africa from Italy, parade before 
General Erwin Rommel. German columns advance through the desert. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
27 February 1942: AM-WA NR 54799 

 
I The content of this item could not be identified more thoroughly. 
II 10 February 1942. 
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1. Romania. King Mihai I and Ion Antonescu attend a traditional blessing of the water 
ceremony in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. The priest sprinkles holy water on the king. [0’. 50”] 

2. Czechoslovakia, Sweden and Hungary. Europe is experiencing a very severe winter this 
year, as illustrated by winter scenes filmed in Praha [Prague], Stockholm and Hungary. 
[1’. 23”] 

3. Hungary. The national skiing championship is organised in the Mátra mountain range. 
[0’. 45”] 

4. Belgium. French cyclist Ernest Terreau wins the Victor Linart Grand Prix (Grand-Prix 
Victor Linart) at the Brussels Sports Palace beating his Belgian opponents Gustave 
Meuleman, Jean Aerts and Willy Michaux.I [1’. 18”] 

5. Belgium. A training school for miners in Hornu-Wasmes, equipped with a fake mining 
gallery, provides theoretical and practical lessons. [1’. 17”] 

6. France. Mistinguett celebrates her 50th anniversary as a revue artiste. [1’. 13”]II 
7. Belgium. The Belgian Red Cross has a special service for sending packages to prisoners 

of war. An average of 8.000 parcels is prepared and sent off every day, of which 2500 are 
offered free of charge by the Red Cross to needy prisoners. In the course of 1941 over 
two million packages were prepared in this wayIII, rapidly reaching their destinations. 
[1’. 05”] 

8. Spain. Within the framework of the major reconstruction carried out in Spain, the long-
standing project to build a dry dock in the port of Cadiz has finally been achieved. [0’. 
41”] 

9. Germany. Adolf Hitler receives Marshal Ion Antonescu, leader of the Romanian state in 
his headquarters. Hitler introduces Antonescu to some officers (including General Alfred 
Jodl). Both heads of state had important conversations about the military and political 
situation. Before leaving Germany, Antonescu also met Reich Marshal Hermann Göring 
[1’. 10”] 

10. USSR. (German) map of Crimea and the Azov Sea. On the southern coast of Crimea, 
German navy units (with Croatian sailors on board) protect the entrance to the port of 
Yalta [Jalta] while German patrols march along the coast. When Soviet bombers attack, 
the German, Romanian and Croatian formations fight the mutual enemy side by side. 
Coastal batteries open fire on the Soviet bombersIV dropping missiles on the port city. On 
the eastern part of the peninsula, the German artillery shells enemy positions. (A PK-
cameraman films the battle.) Stukas attack the Soviet coast fortifications; bombs strike 
the enemy positions. [2’. 26”]  

11. Channel and the North Sea. On 13 February, the OKW announced that heavy units of the 
German battle fleet (commanded by Vice-Admiral Ciliax) managed to pass through the 
Channel and reach the North Sea. Departing from Brest, battleships Scharnhorst and 
Gneisenau as well as the heavy cruiser Prinz Eugen forced their way through from Pas-
de-Calais so that they are ready for new operations.V Powerful air force formations, 

 
I 22 February 1942. The commentary does not mention that the third and final round had to be 
shortened from 50 to 30 kilometres because of the black-out law: it was getting late… 
II Illustrated with fragments of a revue, filmed at the Casino de Paris. 
III While the commentary sums up all these figures, the audience sees parcels being prepared 
(filled with Côte d’Or vanilla cream and Charleston cans) and transported by trucks.  
IV A spectacular shot displays a soldier firing in the air while projectiles strike the water in 
front of him. 
V Following this statement, the comments switch to the present tense while the course of 
events is shown. The battle footage is spectacular; the overall tone of this item is very 
triumphant. 
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destroyers and torpedo boats escort the ships. British planes, torpedo boats and destroyers 
launch several assaults, but the German defence crushes all enemy assault attempts. The 
German anti-aircraft artillery shoots down enemy planes. The violent combats continued 
until the North Sea was reached, but the German fleet’s heavy units, protected and 
escorted by light units and by the air force, arrived in their port of destination. [3’. 07”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 14” 
 
 
 
 
 
6 March 1942: AM-WA NR 548100 
1. Belgium. The German Book Exhibition at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone 

Kunsten) in Brussels is opened. Military commander (Militärbefehlshaber) von 
Falkenhausen attends the opening ceremony and visits the exhibition. Von Falkenhausen 
leafs through Adolf Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’ and glances at a bust of the Führer.I The 
exhibition displays political alongside literary, scientific and technical works. Titles 
include: ‘Building a nation’ (Aufbau einer Nation) by Hermann Göring, ‘9. November 
1923’, ‘The Third Reich in construction’ (Das Dritte Reich im Aufbau), ‘Building in the 
new Reich’ (Das Bauen im neuen Reich), ‘Adolf Hitler’s streets and buildings’ (Strassen 
und Bauten Adolf Hitlers).II [1’. 09”] 

2. Belgium. The track for the Belgian cross-country cycling championships is particularly 
difficult this year because of the mud, ice and snow. Only 35 out of 65 participants reach 
the finishing line. Eugène Jacobs is the first to enter the Sports Palace in Antwerpen and 
becomes the new champion.III [0’. 54”] 

3. Belgium. Belgian light heavyweight boxing champion Gustave Roth beats his opponent, 
French champion Georges Levasseur (at the Royal Circus) in Brussels.IV [1’. 20”] 

4. Germany. Danish swimming champion Jenny Kammersgaard visits Berlin to take the 
exam to become a swimming teacher at the German athletics college. Kammersgaard is 
standing on ice, right next to a sign posted by the Water Police (Wasserpolizei) 
prohibiting anyone to set foot on the ice because of danger of death. Assisted by two men, 
Kammersgaard then hacks a hole in the ice and starts swimming.V [0’. 46”] 

5. Germany. The Hiller-Girls, a German variety company, perform at the Olympic Stadium 
in München [Munich] to entertain wounded soldiers. [0’. 40”] 

 
I This sequence is carefully staged and edited. A close-up of his hands, allowing spectators to 
read the title of the book follows an establishing showing that it is von Falkenhausen taking 
the book. This is followed by subjective camerawork showing von Falkenhausen (through 
whose eyes the spectator is now looking) putting the book down and lifting his head up to 
look at Hitler’s bust.  
II The audience had no time to read the names of all titles, but anyone understanding a little 
German surely understood the overall concept of the exhibition. The opening ceremony, held 
on 25 February 1942, was attended by prominent figures like Eggert Reeder, Pierre 
Hubermont, Gerard Romsée and Filip De Pillecyn. 
III 1 March 1942. 
IV 25 February 1942. 
V This comic scene was, of course, completely staged. 
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6. Hungary. István HorthyI, eldest son of Regent Miklós Horthy, is chosen as Vice-Regent 
by both chambers of the Hungarian parliament and takes the oath. Miklós Horthy attends 
the ceremony and shakes his son’s hand afterwards. [1’. 08”] 

7. USSR. (German) map from St. Petersburg [Leningrad] to Staraya Russa with the name of 
Cholm popping up. At the eastern front, in the Lake Ilmen region, trucks haul log cabins 
over the ice. These blockhouses will be used as cover and as defence against the enemy. 
Transport aircraft fly in human and material reinforcements. In the morning, soldiers keep 
themselves warm at the plane engines while the ice that partially covered the plane during 
the night is removed. Tanks and other vehicles freed of ice and snow as well. Everything 
is now ready for new operations. German tank formations drive forward and attack a 
Soviet unit that tries to advance. The German infantry is dressed in white uniforms and 
uses cross-country skis and sledges. Protected by their artillery, the infantrymen progress 
and cut off the enemy retreat. The enemy is annihilated during violent and relentless 
combat. The infantry advances further, the artillery opens sustained fire on the Soviet 
assault positions. Soviet detachments operating behind the German lines are tracked down 
and captured by police regiments. [3’. 23”] 

8. Libya (Italy). (German) map of Africa, no locations indicated. At the African front, the 
population of Benghāzī [Benghazi] enthusiastically welcomes the German and Italian 
formations on their entry into the city.II With the German troops hot on their heels, the 
British and their allies are falling back further and further to the east. (General Rommel 
and some officers study a map.) The German and Italian batteries get into position and 
start bombarding the enemy rear. The battlefield of eastern Cyrenaica is now in the hands 
of the German and Italian formations. British soldiers, surprised by the rapid advance of 
German troops, surrender. British troops as well as soldiers wearing the colours of Africa 
and the IndiesIII are marched off to prison camps. [2’. 41”] 

9. Atlantic Ocean. A German U-boat surfaces near the coast of the USA. An American cargo 
boat is approaching. The whole cargo of torpedoes has already been used successfully: the 
U-boat has to deploy its guns to attack the cargo. The ship is hit. The commander raises 
the alarm: enemy escort ships are approaching!IV The U-boat submerges but cannot avoid 
being hit by a submarine bomb. Its lighting and a valve are damaged. The water that is 
flooding in is impounded in a reservoir while the damage is being immediately repaired. 
Once the enemy disappears, the U-boat re-surfaces. The captain (Commander Erich Topp) 
and his crew, having achieved brilliant victories, cross the Northern Atlantic and return 
home. Between 24 January and 21 February 1942, off the coast of the USA alone, 
German U-boats sank 80 enemy ships worth a total of 532.000 tonnes of cargo. In other 
words they managed to sink in less than one month more ships than all American 
shipyards were able to produce in nine months. V [3’. 00”] 

 
I In Belgium and the Netherlands, the newsreel commentary (even the French-speaking 
commentary) germanised his name into ‘Stefan von Horthy’. On the other hand, in France the 
commentary named him ‘Etienne Horthy’. 
II Locals are looking and/or waving but the newsreel spectators must have noticed that the 
cheering on the soundtrack was not the original. 
III This (literally translated) line of comment coincides with close-ups of black prisoners and 
Asian prisoners with turbans. It is noteworthy how this technique highlights the (in the eyes of 
the newsreel commentary) distinct difference between ‘English’ (= white) and other soldiers 
that were taken prisoner. 
IV This sequence was probably acted.  
V The skilfully edited item, which highlights the final statement with the shot of a swastika 
flag fluttering on the U-boat’s canopy. 
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Total newsreel length: 15’. 40” 
 
 
 
 
 
13 March 1942: AM-WA NR 549101 
1. Spain. Franco, on his way home from a trip to Barcelona, visits Catalunya [Catalonia] . 

The Caudillo is enthusiastically welcomed by the Catalans,I visits a weaving factory and 
is presented with gifts by the population. [1’. 22”] 

2. Poland. Having been liberated from the Bolshevist yoke, the population of L’viv 
[Lvov/Lemberg] can celebrate the traditional blessing of the water festival again. [0’. 37”]  

3. France. In a district of Lille, 14-year-old Gérard Deveerde took over his father’s, who is 
being held prisoner of war, bakery business. Gérard started baking at the age of 12 ½, in 
during a period of evacuationII when refugees were fighting to get bread. The little baker 
is now feeding the whole neighbourhood. Well done, little baker, that’s a great example 
for today’s youths! [1’. 01”] 

4. France. In Valenciennes, two factory chimneys damaged by bombardments are destroyed 
for safety reasons. [0’. 43”] 

5. France. Bob-sleigh races in the French Alps near Chamonix. [0’. 25”] 
6. Belgium. A freestyle wrestling competition is organised at the Royal Circus in Brussels. 

This spectacular combat takes place in the pure tradition of American wrestling. Sports? 
A game? Madness? We leave that to your appreciation…III [1’. 35”]  

7. Austria. Director Willi Forst directs a ball scene for his movie ‘Wiener Blut’ with actors 
Willy Fritsch and Maria Holst, in Wien [Vienna].IV [1’. 20”] 

8. Austria. Germany organises its annual ‘Day of the German Police’ for the benefit of WH. 
In Wien [Vienna] children get on a merry-go-round or watch a policeman, dressed as a 
clown, performing tricks while horse-riding. This year the collections yielded over 57 
million RM, which represents an increase of 75% compared to last year. [0’. 48”] 

9. USSR. (German) map of from St. Petersburg [Leningrad] to Mykolayiv [Nikolayev] and 
from Vilnius [Vilna] to Moskva [Moscow] and to Taganrog. The German frontline is 
outlined through the huge snow-covered plains of Russian territory. All the desperate 
Soviet assaults break down in the face of the unyielding defence of the German forces and 
their allies. White-uniformed soldiers observe the enemy from within their trenches. 
Soviet tanks are approaching the lines: the German artillery opens fire. A Soviet tank is 
blazing. German troops counter-attack. Tanks and infantrymen launch an assault to 
dislodge the Soviets from a village. Tanks, armoured cars and infantrymen (mounted on 
cross-country ski’s) advance. The German troops open fire: a Soviet attack, launched to 

 
I The post-synchronised soundtrack has the crowd screaming ‘Franco, Franco, Franco’. 
II This expression refers to May 1940, when many Belgians fled to France out of fear of the 
invading German army. 
III The commentary doesn’t just make this statement because it is clearly a mock fight, but 
refers (as explained elsewhere) to press reviews of this fight. This catch demonstration, given 
by the Belgians Verbeirens and Wolbach around 4 March 1942, was announced as the first 
Belgian catch championship. 
IV The newsreel summary published in the French-speaking press described this item as 
‘German cultural work in times of war’. However the newsreel commentary didn’t make any 
reference to the war at all. 
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relieve the threatened Soviet stronghold, collapses due to fire by German anti-tank 
artillery and machine guns. German soldiers reach the village and cautiously enter a 
house. A dead Soviet soldier lies next to a burning house. Fire is opened on the enemy, 
seen running away in the distanceI. Soviets who escaped death are brought to a prison 
camp: prisoners are marched off. [2’. 59”]  

10. Mediterranean Sea, Italy and Malta (Great Britain). A German fighter failed to return from 
a raid against the enemy, the pilot parachuted to safety. A seaplane leaves as soon as the 
rescue squadron is informed. They find their wounded comrade floating in the sea (thanks 
to his life vest) and take him back to their base.II At a German airbase in Sicilia [Sicily], 
German aviators play with a dog before taking off. They fly to Malta, which is bombed 
day and night by German and Italian formations. Fighters escort the bombers during their 
raid on Malta, which is now seen below: the film that you are seeing has been made with a 
fixed camera attached to the plane of the German Major Maltzahn. A spectacular air 
battle takes place; several planes are shot down. In this raid alone, Squadron Leader 
Maltzahn brings down three British planes.III [2’. 39”]  

11. Pacific Ocean. Animated (German) map blacks out eastern New Guinea and the upper 
Solomon Islands and displays arrows directed towards Sulawesi [Celebes] and Singapore. 
Japan occupied the most important points on the coasts of New Guinea and the Solomon 
Islands at the speed of lightning. On 11 February 1942, they penetrated into the city of 
Singapore. The most powerful British fortress in East Asia capitulates and a whole British 
army surrenders to the Japanese.IV Same animated map, indicating that the Malayan 
Peninsula is 5.500 kilometres from Japan. Despite the considerable distance between 
Tokyo and Singapore, the Japanese keep on fighting and launch another assault, this time 
against Sumatera [Sumatra]. Its capital, Palembang, as well as Sumatera [Sumatra]’s 
principal strategic points are already in Japanese hands. The remainder of the American, 
British and Dutch fleets are defeated in the Java Sea. A great number of Japanese troops 
has landed on Java and is crushing all enemy resistance.V Animated (German) map 
indicating the area around the Pacific Ocean controlled by Japan. The Japanese air force 
dominates most of East Asian sky. Japanese bomber squadrons continuously support the 
Japanese army and navy in their fight for victory. The Japanese now also cut off Chiang 
Kai-shek’s last maritime route. The Indies, Australia and New Zealand are threatened 
directlyVI [2’. 08”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15.’ 37” 
 
 

 
I Distinguishable as black points on the white plain. 
II The exact location of the base and the rescue operation remain a mystery. 
III The item ends with the shot of an enemy plane bursting into flames within a short distance 
of the camera. 
IV Illustrated with archive footage of Singapore, no battle footage. 
V Illustrated with images of the Japanese navy, of battleships firing their guns and Japanese 
soldiers disembarking while holding a Japanese banner. But there is no footage of Japanese 
soldiers actually fighting Allied forces. 
VI The last map is followed by archive footage of bombers attacking villages. Some of the 
images have already been used before in items related to Chiang Kai-shek, but contemporary 
audiences presumably didn’t notice this. The final sentence is also followed by aerial images 
of bombs falling on houses, which indicates what Germany would like to see happening to 
these countries. 
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20 March 1942: AM-WA NR 550102 
1. Romania and France. The winter of 1941-1942 was characterised by heavy snowfall, as 

illustrated by a car snowed under in Bucuresti [Bucharest] and a young lady skating 
opposite the Eiffel Tower (near the Palais Chaillot) in Paris. [0’. 59”] 

2. Germany. At Berlin Zoo, penguins and seals are more used to the cold than the elephants, 
camels and baboons that have to become acquainted with snow. [1’. 04”] 

3. Belgium. Al Baker renews his title of Belgian middleweight boxing champion at the 
Royal Circus in Brussels by forcing opponent Gaspard De Ridder to throw in the towel in 
the fifth round.I [1’. 03”] 

4. Belgium. Actress Ilse Werner, the delightful Ufa star of ‘Bal Paré’ and ‘Wünschkonzert’, 
visits the Great Square (Grand-Place) and Manneke Pis in Brussels. In the evening, she 
whistles and sings during the 5.000th performance for German soldiers.II [1’. 25”]  

5. Poland. The German authorities greatly encourage people living in the eastern territories 
to participate in cultural life. Ukrainian ballet dancers perform at the opera in L’viv 
[Lvov/Lemberg]. [1’. 07”] 

6. Germany. German U-boat builder’s yards work non-stop. The construction, launching and 
commissioning of U-boats are part of this mass production. [1’. 31”] 

7. Belgium. It is in the prestigious setting of the Great Square (Grand-Place) of Brussels 
that the departure ceremony of the new contingent of Walloon volunteers, who are going 
to join their comrades at the eastern front to fight Bolshevism, takes place. The leader 
(Victor Matthys – assisted by Jean Vermeire) of the Walloon Legion (Légion Wallonie) 
hands a pennant to the contingent, which then parades across the square, cheered on by the 
crowd. When their train leaves Brussels North Station, the volunteers are acclaimed by the 
crowded platform.III [1’. 09”]  

8. Myanmar [Burma] (Great Britain). The city of Yangôn [Rangoon], capital of Myanmar 
[Burma], has just been taken by Japan. This is a view of the city before the Japanese 
arrived. Japanese troops have cut off the retreat of the remainder of the British-Burmese 
troops towards the Indies, so that they can now only flee northwards. The occupation of 
Myanmar [Burma] means that Chiang Kai-shek’s last route and supply line is cut off and 
that the Indies is now directly under threat.IV While Great Britain loses its key positions in 
East Asia one by one and while the Japanese air force gains total supremacy of the East 

 
I 11 March 1943. The newsreel commentary states that De Ridder surrendered in the fifth 
round (which was indeed a decisive one) but he actually gave up in the seventh.  
II Ilse Werner arrived in Brussels on 10 March 1942. She is seen walking by herself in 
Brussels and singing ‘Und er pfeift aber wie…’. The images and music are very 
asynchronous: apparently the mute images were edited together with the sound of a record. 
III 10 March 1942. Neither the name of Victor Matthys (referred to as ‘le chef’) nor those of 
the German authorities to his right and of the man to his left (Jean Vermeire) are mentioned. 
The sound of exultation in the square and the station is obviously not original. There is neither 
footage of the soldiers marching from the square to the station nor any mention of the bomb 
explosion that disturbed the parade in between both venues. 
IV There is a striking resemblance between this statement and the final conclusion of last 
week’s newsreel (AM-WA NR 549). 
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Asian skies, the British government has ordered – in agreement with the USA government 
– the bombardment of Paris, an unfortified city.I [0’. 55”] 

9. France. Here are the first views taken immediately after the British attack.II Firemen walk 
through streets that are covered in smoke. Houses have collapsed completely. These 
documents speak for themselves. III Houses, whole city quarters inhabited by French 
workers have been shelled with bombs. Entire streets have been destroyed by heavy-
calibre bombs. Firemen carry a covered corpse away, devastated people are crying. A 
woman walks around with one shoe in her hand; a man digs in the rubble. While the fire-
fighting operations and clearing continue, the desperate population searches the ruins for 
buried relatives. The bombs also destroyed a hospital (Hôpital Ambrois Paré): a nurse 
tries to clear away the debris. Elsewhere the entire front of a house has vanished. In his 
message to the French people, Marshal Philippe Pétain has specified that history will 
judge these criminal acts by the former Allies. IV [1’. 25”] 

10. Italy and Libya (Italy). (German) map of Africa, no locations indicated. While Malta is 
subject day and night to showers of bombs by German fighter planes,V a convoy is loaded 
in a (unidentified Italian) port, crosses the Mediterranean Sea and arrives safely in its 
(unidentified) African port of destination (presumably Tripoli). German tanks are 
unloaded. They are directed immediately to the front. [1’. 14”] 

11. USSR. The battle on the eastern front. (Here are) some battle phases in a small sector of 
the gigantic eastern front.VI A German reconnaissance party is lined up to locate Soviet 
formations that skirt advanced posts to cut them off from the German lines. Dressed in 
white uniforms, the Germans advance through the snow on cross-country skis. The enemy 
is surveyed! It attacks. While one soldier opens fire on the enemy, another runs towards a 
small clock and sounds the alarm.VII Preparation for battle in the advanced lines: German 
soldiers run through the trenches, take up their positions and open fire with machine guns, 
grenade launchers and other pieces of artillery.VIII The Bolshevist attack has collapsed 
under the concentrated fire of the German infantry. A Soviet tank that was hit is smoking. 
Ravaged war equipment is lying around.IX Many dead soldiers are lying in the snowy 
plains: hundreds of dead Bolshevists remain on the ground. The infantry advances: the 
German formations follow the fleeing enemy. Elsewhere, a house is blazing. A village has 

 
I As the opening commentary already indicates, the entire item consists of archive footage 
(Asian temples, boys with rickshaws, Asian women smoking cigars…). Note how the final 
conclusion directly links this item with the next subject: the bombardment of Paris.  
II Note the link with the previous item. The bombardment was actually carried out on 
Billancourt near Paris and targetted the Renault works. It took place on 4 March 1942, four 
days prior (!) to the fall of Yangôn [Rangoon].   
III Having said that, the commentary immediately continues: ‘Houses and…’. 
IV The commentary is building further upon the previous item. The epilogue contains no 
footage of Pétain: images of the heavily damaged hospital are followed by more shots of 
destroyed houses. 
V This is highlighted by the commentary, but unlike last week there is no actual footage of 
Malta being bombed. 
VI This footage was edited into a bigger item and also included in DW 601. There it was 
presented as having been filmed in battlefield outside St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. 
VII Filmed from two camera points, in other words clearly staged. 
VIII Again the camera position reveals that this sequence was re-acted out in front of the 
camera. 
IX The equipment seems to be filmed in another location, but this cannot be said with 
certainty. 
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just been captured and is immediately transformed into a new base. The infantry opens 
fire again. The Soviets attack continuously but every attempt to pierce the German 
frontline is obstructed by the unwavering defence of the German forces and their allies. 
[3’. 06”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 58” 
 
 
 
 
 
27 March 1942: AM-WA NR 551103 
1. Germany. On Heroes’ Memorial Day (Heldengedenktag) Adolf Hitler lays a wreath on the 

monument for fallen soldiers (the cenotaph on Unter den Linden) in Berlin. 
Representatives of the army, navy, air force and Waffen-SS accompany the Führer. After 
the ceremony Hitler talks to wounded soldiers and (accompanied by Keitel, Heinrich 
Himmler, Erhard Milch and Raeder) takes the salute.  

2. France. French Ministers attended in several churches in and around Paris the burials of 
348 persons killed by the British bombardments of Paris. Many people file past the 
cenotaph on the Place de la Concorde (where German Consul Rudolf Schleier lays a 
wreath). 

3. Belgium. The ‘German Greatness’ (Deutsche Grösse) exhibition is opened at the 
Cinquantenaire Hall (Half-Eeuwfeestpaleis) in Brussels.I  

4. Germany. The German gymnastics team beats its Italian and Hungarian opponents at an 
international gymnastics meeting in Berlin. 

5. Belgium. During the opening weekend of the new football season, S.C. Anderlecht beats 
Standard. C. L. (3-1) in Anderlecht.II 

6. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). New spring models. 
7. USSR. In the occupied territory German pioneers build a railway bridge over a frozen 

river to facilitate the arrival of German reinforcements to the front. 
8. Germany. Field Marshal Rommel arrives by plane in Germany and is received by Adolf 

Hitler in his headquarters (in Berlin). Hitler invests Rommel with the highest military 
decoration. 

9. USSR. A German general decorates French LVF soldiers with the Iron Cross. 
10. USSR. The war at the eastern front continues: soldiers attack and conquer a village; Soviet 

soldiers are taken prisoner and marched off. (Eventually containing images of the Walloon 
Legion (Légion Wallonie) in the Donets Basin region.)III 

11. USSR. German and Finnish assault divisions counter-attack on the shores of the Lake 
Ladoga. The German artillery shells Soviet positions.  

 

 
I The exhibition, inaugurated on 16 March 1942, ran until the end of that month. Alexander 
von Falkenhausen, Eggert Reeder, Victor Leemans and other high officials attended the 
opening ceremony. It is quite possible that the item contained no images of the inauguration 
itself but only of the exhibition, which was to illustrate how, throughout history, Germany had 
always been a unifying force within Europe.  
II 22 March 1942. 
III Issues of both the DW and the French Actualités Mondiales, running in parallel, this week 
featured footage of Belgian Legionaries at the eastern front. But if this kind of image was also 
included in Belgian newsreels, why wasn’t that mentioned in the newspapers? 
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Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
3 April 1942: AM-WA NR 552104 
1. France. In Paris too, winter has finally given way to spring. While only a few weeks ago 

the newsreel showed a girl ice-skating in front of the Eiffel TowerI, spring weather is 
making its mark on the Place de la Concorde. [0’. 34”] 

2. Belgium. After the long winter break, racehorse (Tancrede, Frimaire, Muscadin) training 
finally resumes on a stud farm (in Groenendaal near Hoeilaart). [1’. 02”] 

3. Germany. In the domed hall of the Reich Sports Field (Reichssportfeld) in Berlin a big 
cabaret show is organised for Flemish workers who voluntarily came to work in 
Germany.II A woman dances, a couple sings in Flemish ‘the song of the black man’ (Het 
liedje van den zwarten man) and five mouth organists perform together. [1’. 25”] 

4. Belgium. The Innovation department store in Brussels organised an interesting art 
exhibition of works by Belgian prisoners of war. There are paintings, drawings and 
sculptures made by amateurs as well as by virtuosos. The proceeds are destined for 
‘prisoner of war parcels’ (the king’s parcels).III [1’. 01”] 

5. France. The Wiener Sängerknaben perform at Notre Dame in Paris. [1’. 52”] 
6. Germany. An exhibition of contemporary Spanish art (Spanische Kunst der Gegenwart) is 

showing at the Crown-Prince Palace (Kronprinzenpalais) in Berlin. The show is organised 
by the Prussian Academy of Arts (Preussischen Akademie der Künste) and the German-
Spanish Union (Ibern-Amerikanisches Institut der Deutsch-Spanischen Gesellschaft). The 
articles exhibited consist merely of paintings and sculptures, including a bust of Franco. 
[1’. 38”] 

7. Algeria (France). France wants to tighten the bonds between the mother country and its 
North African colonies. State-Secretary Pierre Pucheu went to Africa to make personal 
contact with the different territories. The state-secretary is solemnly welcomed in Al-
jaza’ir [Algiers] and visits the graves of victims of the British raid on Mers el Kebir in 
July 1940. [0’. 41”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from St. Petersburg [Leningrad] to Mykolayiv [Nikolayev] and 
from Vilnius [Vilna] to Moskva [Moscow] and to Taganrog. At the eastern front, the 
German positions near St. Petersburg [Leningrad] are still improving. Soldiers entrench 
themselves in the frozen ground. Where pickaxes are not enough, dynamite is used. Other 
soldiers build wooden shelters. Pioneers of the Blue Division are building a trench leading 
to their battery. For several weeks, furious battles are being fought in this sector: this 

 
I Images of a lady skating, taken from the first item of AM-WA NR 550, fold and then unfold 
into images of the Place de la Concorde. This kind of skilful editing is a characteristic of the 
French Actualités Mondiales.  
II The corresponding French ‘Actualités Mondiales’ featured a similar item, with French 
artistes performing for French volunteers while the corresponding Dutch Ufa newsreel 
featured the ‘Flemish’ version. 
III The commentary calls it ‘the prisoner of war parcel’, but for the newsreel audience it is not 
difficult to see that the exhibition room is decorated with a life-size picture of King Leopold 
III and the banner ‘the king’s parcels’ (Les colis du roi – de paketten van den koning). 
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position is now referred to as the ‘Alcázar’.I When the Soviets attack, the artillery and 
light infantry guns immediately respond. Valorous Spanish volunteersII are decorated with 
the Iron Cross. In the headquarters of the Blue Division, the German General Georg 
Lindemann decorates General Agustin Muñoz-Grandes on behalf of the Führer, to reward 
the Spanish lieutenant general for his brave commandership and heroic behaviour. 
Outside it’s 30 degrees below freezing.III Special units keep the road clear as supplies 
cannot be interrupted. In the central sector of the front, snow walls several metres high 
surround a village. [2’. 53”]  

9. USSR. (German) map of Crimea, from Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] to Kerch and the Azov 
Sea. In the southern front sector, the Romanian mountain artillery opens fire on the most 
advanced Soviet defence lines. The artillery fires and startles a horse that bolts. A German 
infantry company receives orders to purge the Ay-Petrinskaya Yayla MountainsIV of 
armed gangs. The small pockets of resistance where Soviets are hiding must be destroyed. 
A small farm is smoked out. Houses where explosives and weapons are concealed are 
blown up. [1’. 13”] 

  
Total newsreel length: 12’. 19” 
 
 
 
 
 
10 April 1942: AM-WA NR 553105 
1. Belgium. Cyclist Albéric ‘Briek’ Schotte wins the 25th edition of the ‘Ronde van 

Vlaanderen’ (Tour de Flandres) beating Georges Claes and R. Van Eenaeme. The cycle 
race starts and finishes in Gent [Ghent/Gand].V  

2. Belgium. Flemish football players are defeated by a team of German military men (2-3) at 
Beerschot Stadium near Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers].VI 

3. Hungary. Skittle championship in Budapest. 
4. Germany. In Berlin, German water ballet swimmers are training for the summer 

competition. 
5. Austria. French film stars Albert Préjean, Junie Astor, Viviane Romance, Danielle 

Darrieux and Suzy Delair visit Wien [Vienna] film studios where the German actor 
Heinrich George welcomes them. 

6. Belgium. Visit to the flower market in Tournai [Doornik]. 

 
I Contemporary newsreel audiences must have understood the link with the ‘Alcázar’ in 
Toledo. Shortly before (from December 1941onwards) a big promotional campaign was 
launched to promote Augusto Genina’s propaganda film ‘L’Asseddio dell’Alcázar’ (The 
Siege of the Alcazar) that rendered glamorous this episode of the Civil War.  
II Many soldiers are decorated, which implies that many Spanish volunteers behaved in a 
meritorious way in battle. 
III A close-up of a smiling soldier with a long icicle hanging from his nose is inserted. 
IV Referred to as the Yayla Mountains. 
V 6 April 1942. Schotte covered the 226 kilometre-long distance in 6 hours and 36 minutes. 
This Belgian newsreel issue is presumed lost, but this particular item can (eventually edited 
otherwise) be found in the French ‘Actualités Mondiales’ of 24 April 1942.  
VI 5 April 1942. Both teams include well-known national players. This was the first 
international match played by the Belgians since the pre-war match the Netherlands-Belgium 
(4-2) in Amsterdam (21 April 1940).  
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7. Germany. The Osram factories (in Berlin) increased their production. 
8. USSR. The battle at the eastern front continues. German pioneers build a long bridge over 

a frozen river to facilitate the supply of reinforcements. Near St. Petersburg [Leningrad] 
the German artillery shells the Soviet positions (and important industrial targets).  

9. Belgium and France. British bombers attacked the cities of Brugge [Bruges] and 
Boulogne-sur-Mer. In Oostkamp near Brugge [Bruges] the British shelled a school, killing 
two nuns and eight children. The British raid on Boulogne-sur-Mer, carried out in broad 
daylight, killed 47 civilians including 13 children. Many other pupils and adults were 
wounded. I  

10. France. German anti-aircraft defence responds to a British air raid on the U-boat base of 
Saint-Nazaire. The artillery opens fire on enemy troops that managed to reach the port. 
Many British soldiers die, others are taken prisoner. The British flotilla lost 15 units 
outside Saint-Nazaire: sunken British speedboats and a wrecked American destroyer lie 
outside the harbour. British prisoners are lead away. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
17 April 1942: AM-WA NR 554106 
1. Belgium. Edouard Schroeven wins the national cross-country championship run in 

Bosvoorde [Boitsfort] beating Gaston Reiff, whom he passes at the last moment. The 
Prince Albert de Ligne, new president of the Olympic Committee, hands Schroeven his 
prize.II [1’. 07”] 

2. Germany and Austria. In Germany, the ‘Day of the Army’ concluded the collections made 
by WH in (the winter of) 1941-1942. In all German cities, the army parades and organises 
attractions for young and old. Ex-African servicemen make collections (with an elephant) 
in Wien [Vienna], other collections are made in Salzburg and other cities. [1’. 36”] 

3. Germany. The ‘Flemish parodists’, three men who impersonate musical instruments, 
‘play’ a burlesque song.III  

4. France. In accordance with Marshal Philippe Pétain’s wish to revive popular old French 
customs, a picturesque wedding ceremony takes place in the Limousin.IV [0’. 49”] 

5. The Netherlands. People with little money can have their pets examined in an animal 
hospital in Amsterdam. Last year, 3.000 animals were treated. [0’. 46”] 

6. The Netherlands. In a farm in Scheveningen, goat quadruplets need no further medical 
care and are happily drinking from a feeding bottle. [0’. 44”] 

 
I 2 April 1942. 
II 12 April 1942. Schroeven and Reiff were both members of Union Saint-Gilles club that also 
won the interclub race.  
III Whether or not the musicians were Flemish is not clear. It also remains a mystery whether 
the item, only announced in the Flemish press and missing from the only preserved (French-
speaking) version of this newsreel, was actually included in the Belgian newsreel version. 
Since it featured the corresponding issue of the French ‘Actualités Mondiales’ the item has 
been preserved. 
IV This item, only announced in the French-speaking press, certainly featured the French-
speaking version of this newsreel but may have been left out in the Flemish version. 
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7. Belgium. About 40 years ago, the German stringed instrument maker Eduard Schuster left 
Sudetenland to settle in Brussels. Schuster is now one of Belgium’s most famous 
instrument makers. [1’. 07”] 

8. Germany. The national-socialist welfare organisation KdF organises concert performances 
in German factories. The workers and employees of a factory in Berlin (AEG) listen to 
Wilhelm Furtwängler conducting Wagner’s ‘Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg’ in the 
factory hall. There are some wounded soldiers in the audience too. [1’. 36”] 

9. Germany. Due to its medieval architecture, Lübeck is one the most beautiful cities in 
Germany. During an air raid, which served absolutely no military or economic purpose, 
British aviators launched firebombs and explosives on the old part of the town (Alt 
Lübeck) and destroyedI a great number of famous masterpieces. The cathedral, dating 
from the 12th century, was bombed and flames completely destroyed its interior. The 
Church of Holy Mary (Marienkirche) and the famous polyptyque of the Dance of the Dead 
(Lübecker Totentanz) were also destroyed by the British. [1’. 10”] 

10. USSR. In the Donets Basin, the Soviets attack without respite. German soldiers leave the 
house they shelter in, remove the camouflage from their artillery and start shelling the 
Soviet formations that are hiding behind a railway track. The projectiles land in the 
distance. In the most advanced trenches on the Donets front, a Soviet attack has just been 
pushed back: a view taken from the German positions shows the destroyed Soviet tanks 
and some corpses. As announced in the OKW, on several occasions formations of the 
German army and the SS pushed the Soviets back during violent defensive battles. During 
audacious counter-attacks, the German troops managed to penetrate the enemy lines and 
destroyed huge forces.II Infantrymen advance on cross-country skis. Horses or soldiers 
pull guns. The artillery attacks Soviet troops hiding in a forest. German tanks advance 
towards the forest. The infantry also launches an assault: some infantrymen pass by 
corpses of Soviet soldiers. The first Soviet trenches are taken. During violent isolated 
combats the troops are able, little by little, to purge the forest. Further they have to take a 
village that covers the enemy’s right wing. The Soviets defend it bitterly; the battle rages 
for hours and the troops can only enter the village step by step. Houses are burning. The 
enemy sustained bloody losses. The village is burnt to the ground. [3.’ 07”]  

11. Africa (Libya (Italy)?). The war continues on the African front.III 
12. In the Mediterranean Sea. (Presumably dedicated to Japanese officers visiting German 

aviators stationed on Sicilia [Sicily], from where they attack Malta.)IV 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 

 
I The item opens with beautiful aerial and other images of fairytale-like Old Lübeck. The 
commentary is timed very well: at the exact point when the commentary pronounces the word 
‘destroyed’ for the first time, images of the severely damaged city centre are inserted. The 
spectator is thus suddenly and brutally confronted with the fact that he had been enjoying 
archive footage. 
II The rest of the item illustrates this statement by showing assaults on a forest and a village.  
III This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints and therefore could not be identified more thoroughly. 
IV This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints and therefore could not be identified more thoroughly. 
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24 April 1942: AM-WA NR 555107 
1. Belgium. ‘La Grande Poule des Produits’ is held at the hippodrome of Bosvoorde 

[Boitsfort]. Piaffeur finishes in front of Karamont, Frémonto and El Gréco and wins first 
the prize, worth 100.000 Belgian francs.I [1’. 18”] 

2. Belgium. A boxing gala at the Royal Circus in Brussels opposes former Belgian 
welterweight world champion Félix Wouters and former French middleweight world 
champion Edouard Tenet. Wouters is declared winner but the audience protests this 
decision loudly.II [1’. 26”] 

3. Germany. 8.000 spectators, including gesticulating Spanish soldiers (members of the Blue 
Division) attend the Germany-Spain (1-1) football match at the Olympic Stadium in 
Berlin. [1’. 54”] 

4. Italy. Italy works without let-up on the physical development of its youth. Therefore horse-
riding courses are given to members of female youth organisations. [0’. 48”] 

5. Germany. Students of European countries who fight on the eastern front held an 
international meeting in Berlin recently. Among the participants were members of the 
Spanish, Croatian, French and Walloon legions as well as of the Danish, Finnish, Dutch, 
Flemish and Norwegian SS formations. Dr. Joseph Goebbels, Reich Minister of 
Propaganda, received the students in his ministry.III [0’. 59”] 

6. Belgium. Interest in the ‘German Greatness’ (Deutsche Grösse) exhibition at the 
Cinquantenaire Hall (Half-Eeuwfeestpaleis) steadily increases. Among the objects 
displayed: a painting commemorating the Battle of Leipzig and a bust of Ludwig van 
Beethoven. The 35.000th visitor is presented with a souvenir. [0’. 39”]  

7. Germany. German aircraft factories work at full capacity, their production continuously 
increases. Men and women workers are at work in a factory (Heinkel Flugzeugwerke). 
The women are employed in light labour.IV A plane is produced and tested.V [1’. 43”] 

8. Portugal. In the face of Anglo-American aggression, the Portuguese government has been 
obliged for some time now to protect its Portuguese colonial possessions and the Açores 
[Azores] by sending considerable contingents of troops. Troops march through the streets 
of Lisboa [Lisbon] and board the ship ‘Portugal’ that will take them to the Portuguese 
colony of Mozambique. [0’. 58”]  

9. USSR. Some documents filmed at the eastern front. A pilot, stamping his feet to fight off 
the cold, gets into his fighter and takes off. The turbulence produced by the plane’s engine 
blows a man and his cart loaded with wood away.VI The pilot, now in the air, fires at a 
Soviet fighter. The enemy plane explodes.VII [1’. 11”] 

10. USSR. In the central sector of the eastern front the temperature has hardly eased. 
Soldiers pulling sleighs plod through the snow. Specialised units and snowploughs work 

 
I 19 April 1942. H. Denaigre rode Piaffeur, owned by Bauwens. 
II 15 April 1942. The sports journalist of ‘Le Soir’ newspaper also felt that the Belgian judges 
were biased. 
III We see Goebbels greeting these student soldiers, but we are not informed about the content 
of their conversation. 
IV The item shows more women than men. 
V A shot of many airplanes lined up outside is likely to give the impression that a huge 
number of new planes is produced on a regular (daily?) basis. 
VI Filmed in (at least) two takes. 
VII The pilot, who remains nameless here, is Hans Philipp who, shortly before, was decorated 
by Adolf Hitler and received by Heinrich Himmler. 
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without let-up to remove the snow from supply routes to the front. A car is dug out and 
pulled forward. [1.’ 28”]  

11. USSR. In Crimea spring has already arrived. Two soldiers are working in a garden; two 
others are cleaning windows. The gong (an old saw) is struck to announce dinner for 
German and Romanian soldiers, who are bound by cordial camaraderie. After dinner, 
some of them read the newspaper while others play music. Every soldier does an 
extensive gymnastics work-out every day: even behind the frontline his body needs to 
keep its elasticity. [1’. 00”]  

12. USSR. The battle rages on in the Kerch Peninsula. The OKW announced on several 
occasions that the attacks launched in this area by huge Soviet forces stranded under the 
murderous fire of German weapons. German tanks launch a counter-attack. German shock 
troops penetrate the enemy lines: infantrymen advance amid explosions and clouds of 
smoke. [0’. 57”]  

13. Indian Ocean. German auxiliary cruisers cross the Indian Ocean. An enemy cargo ship is 
ordered to stop: it turns out be a British armed merchant ship. The German auxiliary 
cruiser takes the complement, which was in lifeboats, aboard and opens fire. The German 
crew happily watches while the cargo ship sinks.I [1’. 22”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 43” 
 
 
 
 
 
1 May 1942: AM-WA NR 556108 
1. Italy. Adolfo Leoni wins the cycle race Milano [Milan] - San Remo. [1’. 05”] 
2. Belgium. In the Luna Park, a big amusement park in Brussels, people get on the roller 

coaster and watch trained chickens perform tricks. [1’. 40”] 
3. Spain. Valencia celebrates Saint Joseph’s Day. The religious procession is followed by a 

carnival-like parade of giants representing the human vices. At midnight, the giants are 
burned and there is a fireworks display. [1’. 29”] 

4. Belgium. The Belgian paper industry is very important: it employs about 50.000 workers. 
Specialised artists design patterns that are subsequently printed in a wallpaper factory in 
Genval. [1’. 26”] 

5. France. Marshal Philippe Pétain visits the Dunkerque cruiser in the port of Toulon. The 
courage of its complement during the British attack on Mers el Kebir of 3 July 1940 is 
still fresh in everyone’s mind. The Marshal (accompanied by Admiral Jean Darlan) is 
solemnly welcomed, looks at a memorial plaque and at a plate listing the names of the 
slain crew members.II Marshal Pétain has signs the golden book dedicated to the memory 
of this raid. Pétain’s message in the Dunkerque’s Golden Book (Livre d’or du Dunkerque) 
reads: ‘visiting the Dunkerque is impressive because of the memories it evokes. 12 May 
1942, Ph. Pétain’.III [1’. 09”] 

 
I Parallel montage of smiling crew members and the ship sinking lower and lower into the 
ocean. 
II The footage of Pétain visiting the cruiser is interspersed with close-ups of the French flag 
and of impacts (of big projectiles) in the ship’s side. The sign of a cross, indicating the 
martyrdom of the cruiser’s crew, is superimposed on each of those close-ups. 
III The item concludes with the golden book being opened on the page with the above-
mentioned text (in French). 
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6. Location not mentioned (Germany?). Flemish legionaries in training for the eastern front. 
Volunteers of the SS-Freiwillige Legion ‘Flandern’ learn to march, to assail the enemy, to 
load and fire weapons and artillery. They also have time for leisure activities: sitting 
together, playing games, reading or writing letters to their families. (The wall is decorated 
with a portrait of Joris Van Severen.)I [1’. 44”]  

7. Germany. Adolf Hitler commemorates his 53rd birthday in his headquarters. Field Marshal 
Wilhelm Keitel, Reich Marshal Hermann Göring and Grand Admiral Erich Raeder 
congratulate the Führer on behalf of the army, the air force and the navy, respectively. 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop congratulates Hitler too. (Heinrich 
Himmler and Robert Ley are also present.)II Delegations of German boys and girls (HJ 
and BDM) also congratulate Hitler, who greets them warmly. [1’. 12”] 

8. Finland. (German) map from Tallinn [Reval] to St. Petersburg [Leningrad] and from 
Vyborg [Viipuri] to Lake Peipus. German troops are commissioned to purge the 
Suursaari Island, which lies about 30 kilometres from the coast, of the enemy and to 
occupy it. Trucks driving through melting snow and ice bring German artillery-men and 
guns to the right position. The artillery starts shelling the enemy: the last hotbeds of 
resistance are silenced. Meanwhile Finnish troops launch an assault from the other part of 
the island. The former Finnish territory is recaptured: the white-uniformed soldiers 
advance running and on cross-country skis, transporting their guns on sleighs. Projectiles 
land in the distance. [1’. 34”]  

9. USSR. (German) map from St. Petersburg [Leningrad] to Dnepropetrovsk and from Riga 
to Moskva [Moscow]. Several weeks ago the thaw set in near St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. 
The melting ice and snow turned the roads, badly constructed and totally neglected by the 
Soviets, into marshes again. German army units drive over muddy roads. A soldier steers 
a horse and cart through the sludge, a truck’s wheels spin in the mire, a group of soldiers 
try to pull a small truck out of the marsh.III [1’. 32”] 

10. USSR. In the southern sector of the eastern front is the big Dnepr power station. The 
Soviets tried to completely destroy the generating station on their retreat, but only 
managed to blow up a small part of its dams. Special units of the German army started to 
repair the station immediately: divers had to dive through holes in the ice to clear the 
underwater debris. The parts that were destroyed will soon be totally rebuilt. [1’. 05”] 

11. Libya (Italy). In Africa, a workers unit of the German army pitches camp near an oasis 
and repairs material. At the Cyrenaica front, the German and Italian artillery opens fire on 
strong enemy reconnaissance troops south of Darnah [Derna]. Rommel observes and leads 
the military operations.IV German and Italian armoured cars counter-attack and fire on 

 
I Apart from the sentence ‘Flemish legionaries in training for the eastern front’ there are no 
comments. One recruit reads ‘Signal’, another ‘Volk en staat’. The latter is intentionally 
brought into view, presumably to show that the soldiers can read newspapers in their own 
language. The soldier is writing a letter to a certain Alfons Van Den Looveren in Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers]. The item concludes with consecutive close-ups of a lion shield on the 
sleeve of a uniform, a lion ensign hanging at the wall and the portrait of Joris Van Severen, to 
which the commentary makes no reference.  
II Note how the comments state that Hitler ‘commemorates’ his birthday instead of 
‘celebrating’ it. Is it a coincidence that Heinrich Himmler (congratulating Hitler on behalf of 
the SS) is not mentioned while all military forces and their representatives are explicitly 
named? 
III The item contains close-ups of wheels turning in the mire, feet wading through the sludge 
etc. The final images show the road, filmed through the muddy windscreen of a truck. 
IV Parallel editing of Rommel looking through binoculars and of firing artillery. 
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enemy tanks. Afterwards destroyed and burnt out British tanks lie in the desert. British 
soldiers and their coloured helpersI taken prisoner are frisked and marched off. German 
tanks roll through the desert. [1’. 39”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 35” 
 
 
 
 
 
8 May 1942: AM-WA NR 557109 
1. Belgium. A terrible catastrophe occurred in Tessenderlo: an explosion in the local 

chemical works left a crater 75 metres long and 23 metres deep. The factory and general 
building is destroyed. 60 children died in the local school: the explosion broke the 
windows and lifted doors off their hinges. Not a single house in the village, that counts 
8.000 inhabitants, is habitable. Corpses, covered with blankets, are carried away. 
Everyone grieves over dead or wounded family members. The exact number of victims is 
not yet established. Boy scouts carry corpses into a large room. Nurses support a crying 
man and lead him away. WH issues meals to the disaster victims.II [1’. 58”] 

2. Spain. On the occasion of the fourth anniversary of the liberation of Madrid, a big 
military parade, attended by General Franco and leading Spanish personalities, takes 
place in that town.III Franco, accompanied by many officials, attends the military march-
past. An officer decorated with the German Iron Cross stands in the crowd. [1’. 09”]  

3. Germany. The Reichstag assembles in Berlin. Adolf Hitler arrives (with Heinrich 
Himmler) and (after greeting von Ribbentrop, Karl Dönitz and Field Marshal Wilhelm 
Keitel) addresses the assembly. In his speech Hitler gives a detailed overview of the 
violent combats that took place this winter at the eastern front and expresses his gratitude 
to the German soldier, his loyalty and his fighting spirit. The Reichstag applauds.IV [1’. 
09”] 

4. France. The French National Assistance (Oeuvre française de Sécours National) 
concluded its activities for the year. On this occasion Marshal Philippe Pétain went to 
Clermont-Ferrand where the head of state was warmly welcomed. Delegations of peasants 
from the surrounding areas contribute to the National Assistance, by donating milk, sheep, 
wine, etc. [1’. 09”] 

5. Germany. Gulbrand Lunde, the Norwegian Minister of Culture, visits the Ufa studios in 
Babelsberg in (Potsdam near) Berlin. The Minister meets Leni Riefenstahl, the well-

 
I The commentary’s gibe at ‘English soldiers and their coloured helpers’ suggests that the 
black prisoners of war, which the close-ups draw attention to, are neither soldiers nor (truly) 
British. 
II A placard indicates that WH fed the victims soup twice day (Winterhulp soepbedeeling om 
111/2 en 6u aan alle geteisterden). 
III The commentary errs; this Victory Day Parade (Desfile de la Victoria) celebrated the third 
anniversary of Madrid being ‘liberated’ by Franco and his troops (in 1939).  
IV Just as in the DW, there is no sound of Hitler’s voice, the commentary summarises the 
speech. 
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known German star Willy Birgel and Hans Albers, lead actor in Ufa’s jubilee colour film 
“Münchhausen”.I Lunde also meets Heinrich George. [1’. 12”] 

6. France. In Paris new collections of lady’s hats are designed, manufactured and shown. [1’. 
07”] 

7. Belgium. At the Brussels Sports Palace, former world champion Jef ‘Poeske’ Scherens 
wins the Belgian speed criterium for the 11th time in front of Emile Gosselin and renews 
his Belgian champion title.II [0’. 47”] 

8. Belgium. A team from Mechelen [Malines] wins the sixth Traversée de Bruxelles, a kayak 
regatta through Brussels.III [1’. 01”]  

9. Belgium. In Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] Lieutenant-General Hederich attends the 
enlistment of the 70.000th worker volunteering to work in Germany .IV Hederich and two 
officers visit the registration office (Deutsche Werbestelle), where a large portrait of Hitler 
hangs next to slogans such as ‘Labour is bread’ (Arbeid is brood) and ‘Labour is well-
being’ (Arbeid is welstand). The 70.000th volunteer (Van den Bosch) signs his contract 
and shakes hands with Hederich. [0’. 36”]  

10. USSR. Thaw at the eastern front. Spring has transformed the roads into real mud rivers.V 
Tanks and tractors are needed everywhere to pull cars out of the sludge: men and 
machines are put to a tough test. In the southern sector of the front, the thaw transformed 
the supply lines into brooks and lakes. Cars are driving through water in between white 
plains. At different points, communication can only be maintained by the use of canoes. 
Images shot from inside a canoe as well as aerial images show a region that is completely 
flooded: this is the present sight of the Poltava region, south of Kiev [Kyyiv], which is 
completely inundated. [2’. 35”] 

11. Italy. German aviators stationed in Sicilia [Sicily] take off to attack Malta. In the air the 
bombers join up with battle squadrons. Underneath lies the sheer coast of Malta and the 
port of Valletta. The planes fly at high speed towards their objectives. The cameraman 
filmed this air raid in slow motion, which allows all the details to be seen. Plumes of 
smoke indicate the explosions caused by German bombs, a large number of white spots 
reveal areas destroyed during previous attacks. German fighter planes fight enemy fighters 
attacking the bombers. [2’. 37”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 20” 
 
 
 
 
 
15 May 1942: AM-WA NR 558110 

 
I The film, celebrating Ufa’s 25th anniversary, was premiered on 3 March 1942 but was only 
released a year and a half later (from 10 September 1943 onwards) in Belgium. In this item, 
Albers his wearing his Münchhausen costume. 
II 3 May 1942. 
III 3 May 1942. The race, organised by the Brussels Kayak Club, took place over 4 kilometres 
in distance from Pont de Laken to the Marly factory in Vilvoorde. 
IV The ceremony was intentionally held on 1 May, Labour Day. This, however, is not 
mentioned in the commentary, which also omits that his wife, who also wanted to work in 
Germany, accompanied the volunteer. 
V The item is accompanied by very sombre music. 
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1. Spain. The city of Murcia celebrates the beginning of springtime with a traditional 
procession. [0’. 56”] 

2. France. The French water sports season has opened. The first yacht races are held near 
Cannes. [0’. 33”] 

3. Switzerland. The beginning of springtime is celebrated with a traditional ceremony (the 
Angelus). A big snowman, symbolising winter, is set on fire in Zürich. [0’. 47”] 

4. Italy. In Liguria a large part of the population lives from the cultivation of flowers for 
export. Locals pick the flowers and load them onto trucks. [0’. 36”] 

5. Germany. Visit to a French prisoner-of-war camp near Berlin. On Sunday afternoon the 
Frenchmen attend a boxing match and a cabaret performance.I [1’. 33”] 

6. Romania. Marshal Ion Antonescu recently visited a Romanian Labour Service camp 
where representatives of the RAD prepare the future leaders of the Romanian youth for 
their task.II [1’. 00”] 

7. Belgium. Belgium too has a voluntary Labour Service: the VAVV.III The volunteers 
march singing towards a stretch of land and dig up the roots of trees with the help of 
explosives. Formerly uncultivated, the field will, in a couple of months time, yield the 
potatoes that VAVV members are planting. After work, they return singing to their camp 
and play lively sports. [1’. 58”] 

8. Belgium. To commemorate the 150th anniversary of Mozart’s death, big concerts are 
organised in Gent [Ghent/Gand], Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] and Brussels. Hans 
Knappertsbusch conducts the Radio Brussels [Zender Brussel]IV Symphony Orchestra at 
the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels.V [1’. 32”]  

9. USSR. In Crimea, work in the fields is well under way. Large tracts of land are cultivated 
under the direction of teams of German economists. The vineyards at the Black Sea coast 
produce an excellent wine. Tractors, leaving a rebuilt factory, will assist the farmers who 
are working (happily) in the fields. [1’. 14”] 

10. Germany. Following their meeting in SalzburgVI, Benito Mussolini visits Adolf Hitler. 
The Führer, accompanied by Field Marshal Albert Kesselring, receives the Duce in 

 
I Original sound of the Frenchmen encouraging the boxers and of two Frenchmen in women’s 
clothing making themselves up and fooling around. There are many close-ups of happily 
smiling soldiers. 
II The item concludes with consecutive close-ups of the Romanian flag and a banner of the 
Romanian Labour Service. The latter is the stepping stone to the next item, which opens with 
the banner of the Flemish Labour Service. This changeover between both items is reflected in 
the opening comments of the second item: ‘Belgium too has…’ 
III In the only (related) preserved prints of this newsreel, the French-speaking commentary 
says that ‘Belgium’ has a labour service and doesn’t mention its name. But this should not be 
interpreted as an attempt to complete hide the VAVV’s Flemish character from French-
speaking newsreel spectators. The item opens with a close-up of the VAVV banner (cf. 
previous footnote) and members are heard singing, shouting and encouraging each other 
(while playing sports) in Flemish. 
IV Zender Brussel was the Flemish-language version of the German-controlled Sender 
Brüssel. 
V 9 May 1940. The concert was the apotheosis of a ‘Mozart week’, organised by the Flemish 
Cultural Council (Nederlandsche Kultuurraad in Vlaanderen) and/or the (Flemish) Music 
Fund (Muziekfonds). 
VI This meeting is mentioned but (unlike the DW) there are no images of Hitler and Mussolini 
in Salzburg. Nevertheless the commentary repeatedly uses the word ‘meetings’ (plural) 
presumably to stress the regularity of their contacts. 
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Berghof. The meetings between both heads of government take place in an atmosphere of 
close friendship and of the unshakeable military brotherhood shared by two nations and 
their leaders. The meetings demonstrated how they were in full agreement in their concept 
of the war and in the political domain. General Alfred Jodl (assisted by Field Marshal 
Wilhelm Keitel) comments on the military situation. Afterwards, Hitler accompanies 
Benito Mussolini to the railway station and waves goodbye to the Duce from the platform. 
[1’. 48”] 

11. USSR. In all the sectors of the eastern front the thaw and melting snow are flooding great 
expanses of the countryside. In regions short of bridges and dry passages, the soldiers 
have to put their assault motorboats to use. Even in the cities some roads are transformed 
into torrents. On the way to the front trucks and other vehicles have to drive through 
muddy water so high they can hardly stay on the road. A munitions column of SS 
formations steers horses and carts through the mire. The artillery prepares a contact action. 
A village from which the Soviets are threatening German troops on the flank, has to be 
taken. The artillery shells the enemy, infantrymen advance through a real quagmire while 
firing on the Soviets. The village is burning; the German mountain light infantry finds 
Soviet tanks destroyed during combat everywhere.I [3’. 01”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 58” 
 
 
 
 
 
22 May 1942: AM-WA NR 559111 
1. Belgium. Eight racehorses run the ‘Grand Steeple-Chase de Bruxelles’, held in the 

Stokkel (Stockel) hippodrome near Brussels. Sweet Water wins (in front of North West 
and Vauban).II [1. 15”] 

2. France. Rugby. (Presumably dedicated to the finals of the French national rugby 
championship at the Jean-Bouin Stadium in Paris).III 

3. Italy. Italian and Hungarian yachts compete in a regatta in Trieste. An Italian team wins 
the Regent of Hungary Cup. [1. 04”] 

4. Germany. This month’s programme at the Scala in Berlin comprises a performance by the 
Spanish rope-dancer Alamar. [0.’ 54”] 

5. France. ‘Comic Corrida’ at the arena in Marseille: clowns hector (young) bulls. [0’. 41”]  
6. Belgium. In the Belgian village of Oetingen folklore festival takes place during which the 

maypole is planted. Young boys and girls close the festivities while dancing and 
singing.IV [0.’ 49”] 

 
I The images show only one house. The comments suggest that the tanks shown in the final 
images were destroyed during the last combat, but it is clear that the tanks have been lying 
there for quite some time. 
II 14 May 1942. Sweet Water, owned by M. Van Brée and ridden by A. Bunker, won a prize 
worth 100.000 Belgian francs. 
III This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. 
IV 17 May 1942. The sparse comments don’t mention that the Flemish Institute organised this 
festival for VIVO, the Flemish Institute of Folk Art (Vlaamsch Instituut voor Volkskunde). 
The opening shot, showing a VNV banner and two Flemish lion flags, suggests that the whole 
manifestation was organised by VNV. 
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7. Location not mentioned (France?). Attention, smokers! Smoking forbidden in the woods! 
Throwing a cigarette into the woods can cause forest fires, which can reduce complete 
villages to ashes. If this kind of fire breaks out, try to extinguish them by digging 
channels.I [1’. 16”]  

8. Belgium. Lodewijk Van Boeckel, an 85-year-old gold- and silversmith, lives in Lier. The 
artist’s marvellous wrought iron work, who we see working with his assistant in his 
workshop, is internationally appreciated.II [1. 18”]  

9. USSR. Sunday is market day in Ukraine. At a big Ukrainian market (in Kharkov) people 
buy chickens, women work on sewing machines and knife grinders whet utensils. Luxury 
objects like clocks, gramophone players and birdcages are also sold in the paradise of 
peasants and workers.III [0. 42”] 

10. USSR. The Ukrainian militia in training. These men, most of who were forced to enlist for 
military service in the Red Army, now join the fight against Bolshevism voluntarily. [0’. 
15”]  

11. USSR. In the Lake Ilmen region, Stukas prepare for take-off to attack the field positions 
and small forts held by the Soviets. The airfield is caked with mud; a caterpillar removes 
the mire before the planes can take off. Once in the air, the Stukas dive at breathtaking 
speed to hit their targets: plumes of smoke rise from the places of impact. [1’. 15”]  

12. Atlantic Ocean. German U-boats leave their base and cross the Atlantic Ocean. After 
departure, submarine engineers take a refreshing shower, using the engines’ warm cooling 
water.IV As the submarine reaches the American coast, the clock is changed to American 
time. The submarine surfaces but as soon as alarm is given, everything is cleared for 
action. The U-boat disappears within a couple of seconds; an underwater camera attached 
to the side of the gun turret films the submerging. Under water, the acoustical equipment 
detects the approaching propellerV of an enemy patrol boat. The complement, watching 
and waiting with bated breath, hears the sound of exploding underwater bombs. Suddenly 
the light goes out and the boat (= the camera) shakes: some fuses have blown due to the 
explosions. The fuses are quickly changed. In the meantime all danger has disappeared 
and the U-boat surfaces again: the crew members open the mounds to get used to the new 
atmospheric pressure. When night falls, the U-boat discovers an enemy oil tanker and 
opens fire. The tanker is hit; its oil spills out of the tank and catches fire. The U-boat 
navigates closer; the complement stands on the deck and watches enthusiastically as the 
tanker burns. [5’. 41”]  

  
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 

 
I Shown with staged shots. The Mediterranean wood and the uniform of an officer putting out 
the fire indicate that this item was filmed in France. 
II The commentary idolises ‘the great artist’. 
III Newsreel summaries published in Belgian and Dutch newspapers reveal that these images 
were filmed in Kharkov, but the commentary doesn’t mention it. The last sentence, here 
literally translating the comments, is course intended ironically, implying that appliances 
considered luxurious by the Soviets are now available. 
IV Like most ‘U-boat footage’ this is clearly staged and filmed in several takes. The sight of a 
showering engineer’s back, framing half of his (naked) behind, is accompanied by a 
suggestive shout, and mixed with comments and music. 
V Drowning out the soundtrack. 
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29 May 1942: AM-WA NR 560112 
1. Belgium. 14.000 spectators attend the boxing match opposing heavyweight champion 

Karel Sys against middleweight champion Gustave Roth at the Sports Palace in 
Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. Roth beats Sys; the cheering audience approves the jury’s 
decision.I [1’. 41”]  

2. Germany. The German authorities pay particular attention to the organisation of leisure 
activities for foreign workers working in Germany. A variety evening for Italian and 
Spanish workers is organised in the domed hall of the Olympic Stadium in Berlin. [1’. 
24”] 

3. Belgium. In Brussels, the German Labour Front (DAF) hosts 900 injured soldiers. While 
the soldiers enjoy a meal, a musical programme featuring Belgian artists is presented. The 
soldiers happily watch a horse (two people in costume) dance to music by a live 
orchestra.II [1’. 29”]  

4. Belgium. The organisation Country Help for City Children (L’aide paysanne aux enfants 
de ville) inaugurated a new house in Bouillon. 40 boys from the Charleroi region, lodging 
in that house, walk, play sports and swim. Most of these children become acquainted with 
the joys of country life for the very first time. [1’. 19”]  

5. Sweden. Princess Sibylle visits an exhibition of German craft schools in Stockholm. [0’. 
58”] 

6. Belgium. The German graphic arts exhibition (Deutsche Grafik des 19. und 20. 
Jahrhunderts) was opened at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in 
Brussels. Dr. Eggert Reeder, head of the military government, looks at some of the objects 
displayed.III [0’. 41”]  

7. Denmark. On the occasion of the 30th anniversary of his accession, Christian X is hailed 
by an enthusiastic mob in København [Copenhagen]. The king, mounted on a horse, rides 
through the crowd and later greets his subjects from a balcony, surrounded by his family. 
[1’. 02”] 

8. Romania. On the Romanian national holiday, Bucuresti [Bucharest] celebrates the 61st 
anniversary of its existence. A delegation of German armed forces attends the ceremonies 
during which King Mihai I and Ion Antonescu attend a military march-past. [0. 55”]  

9. Italy. Italy commemorates the foundation of the Roman Empire and simultaneously 
celebrates the Day of the Italian Army. Widows and families of soldiers fallen on the field 
are honoured and decorated in Roma [Rome]. King Victor Emmanuel III and Benito 
Mussolini attend the ceremonies (on the Piazza Venetia). [0’. 49”]Fout! Bladwijzer niet 
gedefinieerd. 

10. Hawaii (USA). Filmed by Japanese amateurs, here are the first documents from the 
theatre of military operations in the Far East. Japanese bombers are transported near the 
Hawaiian Islands by aircraft carriers. They take off to raid Pearl Harbor where the 
American Pacific flotilla was anchored. The wild imperial eagles launch their assault. 
Bombers attack Wheeler field: hangars, buildings and American planes on the ground are 

 
I 25 May 1942. This result was slightly surprising: less than a year before, Sys had 
impressively beaten Roth (see the first item of AM-WA NR 514). The comments don’t refer 
to the controversy that followed, on the question of whether Sys had deliberately lost. 
II The stage is decorated with a swastika. 
III 22 May 1942. There is no footage of the inauguration ceremony, which was attended by 
Reeder, other German representatives (Franz Petri, Dr. Hetsch for the RMVP) and prominent 
Belgian figures such as Edgard Delvo and Antoon Jacob. Most of the latter had connections 
with DeVlag, whose collaboration in this exhibition was also unmentioned in the 
commentary. 
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burning. The effect of the Japanese attack on the Ford Island Airport near Pearl Harbor 
is equally destructive. American battleships of the California-, Maryland-, Arizona- and 
Utah-class were sent to the bottom during this attack.I [1’. 48”]  

11. USSR. (German) map of the Azov Sea, Crimea and the Kerch Peninsula with the names 
of Parpatsch, Arabat and Ak Monai popping up. The last documents filmed in Crimea: the 
great breakpoint battle of Kerch started on Parpatsch. The isthmus, only 20 kilometres 
long, was powerfully defended by countless Soviet field positions and littered with small 
forts. Over 15 Soviet divisions and hundreds of Soviet planes were massed behind the 
extraordinary fortification. Kerch had to serve as a springboard for the Soviets in an 
attempt to retake Crimea. The German artillery shells the enemy, the infantry advances. 
The German army reaches the anti-tank ditches of Parpatsch, taken with the help of 
assault ladders. Stukas surge at the Soviet positions, opening deadly fire. The enemy lines 
are pierced. German tanks and trucks drive over the roads and find signs of the Soviet 
retreat everywhere: wrecked tanks, abandoned munitions and destroyed artillery pieces. In 
the meantime, new German squadrons are continuously taking off, flying over KerchII and 
dropping their bombs on the enemy field fortifications. On the ground, German troops 
penetrate the city in the course of bitter fights. The battle takes to the streets of Kerch: a 
German soldier throws a grenade into a building. Tanks roll into the city, Soviet soldiers 
are marched off as prisoners of war by smiling Germans. Kerch is now in German hands! 
[3’. 52”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 58” 
 
 
 
 
 
5 June 1942: AM-WA NR 561113 
1. France. Pedal-taxi race in Paris. [1’. 00”] 
2. Belgium. In the ‘Tennis ball hospital’, soft tennis balls are treated so that they render their 

elasticity. At the Leopold Club in Brussels, Charles Nayaert and Jack Van den Eynde play 
a tennis match against Pierre Geelhand de Merxem and Philippe Wascher. [1’. 11”] 

3. Belgium. The Belgian hairdressers’ championshipIII is organised in Gent [Ghent/Gand]. 
Each participant studies a model for 15 minutes and has to recreate it within the next 60 
minutes. [0’. 45”] 

4. Spain. In Alcoy the annual procession commemorating Saint Georges takes place. A 
parade commemorating the bloody battles of the Middle Ages depicts the Christian 
victory over the Moors. [0’. 51”] 

 
I This item, dedicated to the Japanese raid on Pearl Harbor (December1941!) is of course 
derived from a Japanese newsreel. The first part, including the bombardment of Wheeler 
Field, comprises moving images. The quality of this footage, filmed from Japanese planes, 
was below German standards and probably therefore attributed to amateurs. The rest of the 
item (starting with the photo of a blazing building on Ford Island) is a compilation of (aerial) 
pictures in which the important parts are marked with arrows and Japanese captions.  
II Aerial footage shows Kerch below. 
III 25 May 1942. Organised by the local hairdressers organisation V.M.H.S. (Vrijen Meester-
Haarkapperskring Oostvlaanderen) to celebrate its 10th anniversary, it was indeed a national 
contest (won by Ms. Menhere from Antwerp) but not an official championship. 
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5. Belgium. A new contingent of Belgian workers leaves Brussels North StationI with 
Germany as destination. The same train takes 50 Flemish OT volunteers to Germany. Dr. 
Schlumprecht, leader of the military administration, stands on a platform in front of a 
swastika flag. He offers a gold watch to draughtsman Odilon Nys, the 300.000th volunteer 
leaving for Germany. Nys’s wife accompanies him and will also work in Germany. The 
workers say goodbye to their families. The train leaves the station, waved off by Dr. 
Schlumprecht. [0’. 58”]  

6. Belgium. While the Limburger Cultural Days (Limburgsche Kultuurdagen take place), an 
exhibition of Limburger painters (Limburgsche Schilderkamer) is also taking place in 
Tongeren. These festive culture days conclude with a ceremony (in the Casino Hall) in 
Hasselt. Dr. Jozef Lysens, Provincial Governor of Limburg [Limbourg], speaks. Reverend 
Lambrechts speaks as a substitute for Cyriel Verschaeve. The Radio Brussels [Zender 
Brussel] Radio Orchestra also takes part in the festivities.II [1’. 17”] 

7. Germany. Germany renders homage to its farmers and workers. Adolf Hitler decorates 
some German farmers and workers with the Reich Cross of Merit at the Reich Chancery 
in Berlin. Reich Marshal Hermann Göring, Armaments Minister Albert Speer and Field 
Marshal Wilhelm Keitel attend the ceremony. Afterwards the decorated men march past 
the Reich Chancery. [1’. 45”] 

8. Romania. King Mihai I visits the Romanian anti-aircraft defence the training centre. The 
king inspects the soldiers and attends an exercise.[1’. 04”] 

9. Channel coast. Alarm is sounded in a position of the German anti-aircraft-defence at the 
Channel coast:III the approach of a British air formation was just announced. Everything 
is immediately cleared for combat. The artillery pieces open fire violently on the enemy. 
German planes of the Focke-Wulf 190 class, the fastest planes in the world, counter-
attack. Several enemy planes are gunned down during spectacular air combats. The anti-
aircraft defence crew cheers when a shot-down enemy plane crashes. The wreck lies on 
the ground. The British pilot (with an eye patch) who parachuted to safety is taken 
prisoner. Three enemy bombers try to make an incursion at low altitude but are 
immediately attacked by German fighters. One of the British bombers is pursued and shot 
down, another one is also brought downIV and bursts into flames. The attack has been 
warded off. The enemy sustained extremely heavy losses. [2’. 50”] 

10. China (Great Britain).V Documents of the military operations in the Far East show how 
Japan attacked Xianggang [Hong Kong] in December 1941. Japanese air squadrons take 
off and bomb Xianggang [Hong Kong] harbour. Japanese troops advance to Kowloon and 
Xianggang [Hong Kong]; the Nippon navy attacks as well. Xianggang [Hong Kong] is 
captured on 25 December 1941. Many British soldiers are taken prisoner.VI 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 

 
I The item opens with an establishing shot of Brussels North Station (place Rogier) decorated 
with a big banner, announcing in French and Flemish that the 300.000th Belgian worker is 
departing for Germany that day. 
II 31 May 1941. Limburger Paul Douliez (who would later become a PK war reporter) 
conducted the orchestra and had it perform some of his own compositions. Typically, we see 
Lyssens and Lambrechts talk but are not told about the content of their speeches. 
III This scene is clearly staged for the sake of the camera. 
IV Spectacular footage, shot by cameras fixed (on the nose) of the German fighters. 
V Hong Kong was a British colony but China was of course not entirely colonised by Great 
Britain. 
VI This item, announced in the press, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel prints. 
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12 June 1942: AM-WA NR 562114 
1. Belgium. The national kayak championships take place (on the Willebroek Canal) in 

Brussels. Ms. Wenderickx wins a medal as do four oarsmen (Bogaert, Vandenheede, 
Deprez and Gaillaert) from Kortrijk [Courtrai].I [0’. 55”] 

2. Germany. Spanish workers working in Germany and wounded soldiers from the Blue 
Division staying in German sanatoria, are making a cheerful trip on the Lake Müggel 
(Grosses Müggelmeer) near Berlin. They are in a large boat, which accommodates a small 
orchestra, driving over the lake. [0’. 37”] 

3. Belgium. The works at the North-South railway connection in Brussels progress 
systematically. Here is a group of workers who knows how to cheer the labour up now 
and again. One of the workers starts playing an accordion. Four of his colleagues 
rhythmically hammer bricks to accompany him. Colleagues and passers-by happily listen 
to the music. Then they all start working again.II [1’. 33”]  

4. Germany. In the domed hall of the Reich Sports Field (Reichssportfeld) in Berlin a gala 
performance, featuring dancers and a step-dancer, is organised for members of the 
German army. [1’. 16”] 

5. Germany. Berlin will be dominated for three weeks by art activities on large scale. On the 
pretext of ‘art for the people’, numerous festivities and solemnities will bring beauty and 
leisure to the inhabitants of the capital of the Reich and to the wounded soldiers and 
workers of arms factories in particular. The opening of the exhibition (‘Die Kunst dem 
Volke’ at the National Gallery) in Berlin is attended by several personalities. (Mayor 
Ludwig Steeg makes a speech, actor Heinrich George is in the audience).III Among the 
exhibited works of art: the painting of a U-boat, landscape paintings and other still lives, a 
large portrait of Adolf Hitler, sculptures and a frieze evoking the labour of workers. [1’. 
24”] 

6. France. The exhibition of works of the German sculptor Professor Arno Breker made a 
remarkable impression in Paris.IV The entire elite of French artists visited the exhibition. 
Georges Scapini, the representative of prisoners of warV, is among the personalities 
visiting the exhibition in the Orangerie. [1’. 16”] 

7. Portugal. The exhibition of German technology, held at the technical college (Instituto 
Superior Técnico) of Lisboa [Lisbon], attracted over 114.000 visitors in its first two 
weeks. The manufacture and serviceability of German products such as Plexiglas is 
demonstrated. [1’. 00”] 

8. Germany. Adolf Hitler receives Subhas Chandra Bose, the national Führer of Free India.VI 

 
I 7 June 1942. The championship counted 15 races. Debutante Wenderickx, member of the 
Brussels Kayak Club that organised the event, won three of them. 
II The music of this very funny item has of course been post synchronised in the studio. 
III The commentary doesn’t mention any name but Heinrich George was famous in Belgium 
too. 
IV The item opens with the close-up of a poster: ‘Exposition Arno Breker à l’Orangerie 15 
Mai – 31 Juillet 1942’. 
V Referred to as ‘the French ambassador’ in the commentary. Scapini, who was blind, touches 
the statues to ‘see’ them. 
VI This item, announced in the press, is missing from the only preserved newsreel print. 
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9. Philippines (USA). Animated (Japanese) map of the Philippines: arrows move to Manila. 
Japanese troops advance from five sides towards Manila, capital of the Philippines. The 
ring around the city is increasingly tightened until, on New Year’s Day, an important 
point on 50 kilometres was occupied. Japanese troops march, army trucks drive. Smoke on 
the horizon indicates fire. The first important units enter the city. Soldiers march into the 
city, tanks drive through the streets. There is smoke everywhere; the port is burning. On 
the roadside, locals are waving small Nippon flags.I Japanese tanks advance. Destroyed 
aeroplanes at the Nichols Airfield. Japanese war planes take off. Animated (Italian) map 
indicating the attack of Corregidor Island by Japanese planes. Then a small Nippon flag 
appears on the island; the flag blows up until it fills the whole screen.II [1’. 51”] 

10. USSR. With the German mountain light infantry (Gebirgsjäger) in the region of 
Murmansk. The infantry, dressed in white uniforms and heavily armed, advances on cross-
country skis. The soldiers take up position and open fire. Height 214 has been captured 
and is immediately put in state of defence. The infantrymen fire, slink or run through the 
snow and fire again. Several bodies are lying in the snow. Dog sleighs are used to provide 
first aid to wounded soldiers and to transport them to the infirmary (Hauptverbandplatz).III 
[1’. 42”] 

11. USSR. More documents of the final battle on the Kerch Peninsula. Remaining Bolshevists 
try to hold on to the last positions on the Kerch Strait. The German artillery shells the 
enemy. Infantrymen run through the plains and open fire. Centres of resistance are 
annihilated in countless single fights. German troops and tanks enter Kerch harbour and 
continue firing. The German anti-aircraft defence attacks enemy transport ships that try to 
escape. A sunken boat in the port. Long columns of prisoners march over the roads.IV 
Innumerable prisoners fell in German hands. Many car wrecks and other destroyed 
vehicles are lying on the road: the artillery hit this supply column heavily. German 
soldiers raise the swastika flag. [ 2’. 07”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
19 June 1942: AM-WA NR 563115 
1. Belgium. The French former middleweight world champion Edouard Tenet beats his 

opponent, Belgian champion Al Baker, at the Brussels Sports Palace. The public doesn’t 
agree with the jury’s decision and boos.V [1’. 27”] 

2. Hungary. Miklós Horthy, Regent of Hungary, and his wife (Magda Purgly) attend a 
German-Hungarian tennis match in Budapest. [0’. 42”] 

3. Germany. Like every year, cattle breeders from the Bavarian Alps (Bayern) transport their 
herds to the mountain heights in the summer. [1’. 34”] 

4. Spain. Minister Ramon Serrano Súñer welcomes Muhammad V, Sultan of Morocco, in 
Madrid. [0’. 43”] 

5. Belgium. Congress of the VNV in Brussels.I  

 
I They are not looking very enthusiastic, it is clear they were lined up this way.  
II Animated fighter planes, coming from unnamed Japanese bases attack the island first. 
III This item, announced in the press, is missing from the only preserved newsreel print. 
IV A long travelling shows a long line of marching prisoners. 
V 14 June 1942.  
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6. France. During the Imperial Fortnight (Quinzaine impériale) different manifestations 
honour the French Empire, formed by France and its colonies. In Vichy, Marshal Philippe 
Pétain (accompanied by Pierre Laval and Jules Brévié) attends a ceremony 
commemorating fallen soldiers. Pétain also attends a meeting at the Municipal Sports 
Stadium of Lyon, where athletes (some of them coloured) solemnly swear the oath of the 
athlete. [1’. 08”] 

7. Germany and Finland. Adolf Hitler wants to visit Marshal Carl Mannerheim and 
personally congratulate him on his 75th birthday. Hitler, mobbed by enthusiast soldiers, 
drives in an open car to an airfield. The Führer gets in the plane and is waved goodbye by 
the soldiers.II Hitler arrives on an airfield behind the Finnish front line. Hitler meets 
Finnish President Risto Ryti and Marshal Mannerheim: the Führer brings the wishes of 
the German people and the German armed forces. Mannerheim greets Field Marshal 
Wilhelm Keitel. Hitler, Keitel and Mannerheim buckle down to the military situation 
before Hitler flies back.III [1’. 54”] 

8. USSR. Animated (German) map from Dnepropetrovsk to Kharkov and from Poltava to 
Izyum and Slov’yansk. Arrows indicate the movements of Soviet troops. Lining up a 
great number of infantry divisions and hundreds of tanks, the Soviets tried to break 
through the German lines south and east of Kharkov by making a double encircling 
movement. But the Soviet attacks collapsed in the face of resistance by the German, 
Romanian and Hungarian troops. As soon as Soviet troops launch their attackIV the 
camouflaged German artillery opens fire. Bitter combats take place around every village. 
The artillery shells the enemy, smoke and explosions appear in the distance. 
Reinforcements arrive from all sides by train, by car, on foot (the German infantry had to 
travel considerable distances) or by horse and cart. The reinforcements are immediately 
engaged in battle. The artillery continues firing. German fighter planes take off and attack 
Soviet formations. Same animated (German) map, now indicating how the Soviet troops 
are being encircled with the date “22.5” popping up. The circle formed west of the Donets 
was closed again on 22 May 1942. In the south, west and north the Soviet forces try in 
vain to liberate themselves. Bolshevist soldiers leave their positions and surrender. 
German troops drive through the plains, passing enemy tanks and villages destroyed in 
combat. At the Donets front, the German artillery opens fire again on the enemy 
positions.V [4’. 50”]  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 

 
I VNV party officials gathered on 14 June 1942 in Parc Duden. The item dedicated to this 
event, announced in the press, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel prints. These 
prints have French comments, but since this item was also announced in the French-speaking 
press, we should not jump to the conclusion that the item was left out of the French-speaking 
newsreels on purpose.  
II Filmed from inside the plane, as if one is looking through Hitler’s eyes (subjective camera). 
III The final sequence, where the men study the military situation, is not commented upon. The 
item concludes with the close-up of a Finnish flag. 
IV Footage of the approaching Soviet tanks (in the distance) is the first thing the audience sees 
after the animated map.  
V This item might have broken off too soon in both preserved (related) newsreel prints. 
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26 June 1942: AM-WA NR 564116 
1. Italy. Benito Mussolini attends the sports event organised by the Italian fascist youth in 

Forum Mussolini in Roma [Rome]. Several German officers also attend the event. [1’. 
28”] 

2. Belgium. The athletics teams Racing C.B. and Beerschot A.C. are competing during an 
athletics meeting at the stadium of Diesdelle (Vivier d’Oie) near Brussels. Coppez wins 
the 100 metre run, Schwartz the 200 metre hurdles and Van Peteghem the pole vaulting.I 
[1’. 08”] 

3. Belgium. Visit to Théâtre Toone VI, a famous puppet-theatre and folkloric curiosum in 
Brussels. Toone (Pierre Welleman), the sixth puppeteer in direct line to carry the name, 
paints a marionette. The whole puppet show is performed in Bruxelleois.II [1’. 22”] 

4. Yugoslavia. Visit to a carpet weaving factory in Sarajevo. [1’. 12”] 
5. Germany. In the catholic regions of Germany the usual processions take place on the 

occasion of Corpus Christi. [1’. 01”] 
6. Belgium. The new Flemish training centre for workers of the OT is inaugurated. A visit to 

their premises raise awareness of the well-being that volunteer workers find there.III In 
Brussels several officers are shown around in the new building (Organisation Todt – 
Flamen Ausbildungslager). One of the walls is decorated with a large portrait of Adolf 
Hitler. Volunteers receive a uniform, get a place in the dormitory, are served food out of a 
big pot and are sitting and reading around a table. [1’. 08”]  

7. Sweden. The Day of Swedish Aircraft is celebrated in Stockholm with a military parade. 
A commemorative plate with the names of Swedish aviators who died on the field of 
honour in the fight against Bolshevism on the Finnish front, is placed on the rock of the 
monument of aviators.IV [1’. 00”] 

8. Czechoslovakia and Germany. The population of Praha [Prague] organised a huge 
manifestation on the Altststädter Ring in a sign of protest against the successful murder 
attempt of Mr. Heydrich, Deputy Reich Protector in Bohemia-Moravia. Over 65.000 
people gathered on the main square and the nearby streets. Mr. Emanuel Moravec, 
Minister of Public Education, speaks (while making the Nazi salute) to the population of 
the Protectorate’s capital city.V The coffin is displayed in the main courtyard of the castle 
of Praha [Prague]. Thousands and thousands of people, most of them workers, file past the 
coffin. Most people filing past the coffin make the Nazi salute. Delegations from all parts 
of the country lay wreaths and flowers. The funeral cortège leaves the castle and heads to 
the station, from where the mortal remains of the Deputy Reich Protector are transferred 
to Berlin. An old woman cries, a younger woman is crying too.VI During an official 
ceremony at the new Reich Chancery of Berlin, the Führer makes a final salute to Mr. 

 
I 21 June 1942. In the final outcome, Racing C.B. beat Beerschot A.C. by 149 to 133 points. 
II The fragment contains a direct sound recording of the puppet show. Bruxellois is a peculiar 
mixture of Flemish and French, only spoken and understood in Brussels. (In November 1944, 
the theatre was destroyed by the only flying bomb that hit Brussels.) 
III There are no further comments. There is no mention that this was filmed in Brussels, 
probably on 17 June 1942, when the new OT centre was inaugurated. 
IV The commentator draws a parallel between the Finnish-Soviet Winter War (November 
1939 - March 1940), in which these officers died, and the ongoing campaign at the Eastern 
Front. 
V Aerial images show that the crowd was indeed very big. The minister’s speech is edited 
together with close-ups of serious-looking civilians and military men. 
VI There are no images of the journey from Czechoslovakia to Germany. 
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Heydrich. Heinrich Himmler, Head of the German police, makes a speech highlighting the 
life and achievements of the dead man. The Führer talks to Mr. Heydrich’s two sons.I 
(The youngest makes the Nazi salute.) [2’. 52”] 

9. USSR. (German) map from Odessa to Kerch and Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol], covering the 
Crimean Peninsula. At the eastern front, General Erich von Manstein shows Marshal Ion 
Antonescu around the German and Romanian positions outside Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]. 
New armoured divisions and heavy batteries drive to the front, to reinforce the Romanian 
and German formations. [1’. 20”] 

10. USSR The battle before Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]. Artillerymen load a gun with a 
projectile carrying the text ‘Salute to Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]’ (Gruss an Sebastopol) and 
open fire. Guns of all calibres start systematically annihilating the enemy positions. 
Plumes of smoke, indicating the impact of those projectiles, are registered by the 
telecamera of a war reporter (PK Kriegsberichter).II In the first front lines, artillery 
observers range the gunfire. When the line of communication is interrupted, a soldier 
personally transmits the message to his commanding officer. The German infantry 
launches an attack against the outer lines of the defence circle that surrounds Sevastopol’ 
[Sebastopol]. The enemy artillery opens fire violently. The infantry advances, a column of 
tanks moves on. German fighter planes of the Junker 88 class take off and attack by dive-
bombing. The most powerful fortress in the world is subject to a rain of bombs and shells. 
[4’. 03”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 34” 
 
 
 
 
3 July 1942: AM-WA NR 565117 
1. France. Aquatic displays and an outboard boat race take place on a river (the Seine) in 

Sartrouville. [0’. 43”] 
2. Germany. German, Italian and Swiss teams compete in an international rowing 

championship in Grünau near Berlin. [1’. 23”] 
3. Germany. In Berlin, in the domed hall of the Olympic Stadium, Max SchmelingIII attends 

a boxing gala organised for French workers. Gaston Maton beats Georges Bataille; former 
boxer Georges Carpentier referees the match. [1’. 42”] 

4. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). Factory chimneys are regularly inspected. [1’. 11”] 
5. Belgium. Once again this year, thousands of Belgian children leave for Germany to spend 

their holidays there. Their departure is preceded by an extensive medical examination. A 
first contingent of 600 children leaves Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]; in Brussels 200 
children will join them.IV Children, most of them holding small swastika or Flemish lion 
flags in their hands, get on the train in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. Inside the Central 
Station a banner hangs saying ‘DeVlag wishes Flemish children a pleasant stay in 

 
I It is significant that Reinhard Heydrich is referred to as ‘Mr. Heydrich’ four times in a row. 
II The cameraman is filmed by another camera to show the audience how these long distance 
images were shot. 
III Schmeling greets the audience, but does not box. 
IV 25 June 1942. The children left for Westfalen [Westphalia]. 
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hospitable Germany’.I The children wave goodbye to their parents, the train leaves. [1’. 
29”]  

6. Belgium. Novelist Felix Timmermans lives in Lier. Most of his books, translated into 15 
languages, were written there. Timmermans is also a painter and a father. In most of his 
books he mentions the River Nete, an area where he likes to walk.II Germany wanted to 
honour this poet, who became a European celebrity, by awarding him the Rembrandt 
Prize. Dr. Jan Grauls, Provincial Governor of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers], gives a 
speech during the ceremony.III Dr. , Rector of the University of Hamburg, accompanied 
by an academic delegation, is also present. Felix Timmermans says a few words of thanks 
(and is congratulated by Dr. Eggert ReederIV). [1’. 51”] 

7. Spain. 1300 soldiers of the Blue Division return from the eastern front for a holiday. They 
are enthusiastically welcomed at the border (in Irun) and in Madrid. [1’. 36”] 

8. USSR. The battle for Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] continues. The German artillery shells the 
city while the infantry attacks. Stukas attack the centre of Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol].V 

9. Africa. The Abyar al Hakim [Bir Hakeim] stronghold, the far southern pillar of the British 
defence system in Northern Africa, has just been captured. Abyar al Hakim [Bir Hakeim] 
is situated on a rocky plateau, is 10 kilometres wide and strongly fortified. Its possession 
is of decisive importance because of its vital wells.VI Tanks drive through the desert. 
Marshal Rommel is in the front line. German Stukas attack and bomb enemy 
fortifications, assembling troops and equipment prepare the German infantry’s attack on 
the fortress of Tubruq [Tobruk]. The German artillery hits a British reconnaissance tank’s 
gun turret.VII German and Italian troops press northwards. British troops in the region of 
‘Ikrimah [Acroma] and ‘Ayn al Ghazalah [El Gazala] are now cut off from the link with 
Tubruq [Tobruk]. [1’. 35”]  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
10 July 1942: AM-WA NR 566118 
1. France. The racehorse, Symbole, wins the steeplechase at the Auteuil Hippodrome (Paris). 

[1’. 15”] 

 
I During this item, four different DeVlag placards or posters are brought into the line of vision 
to indicate that the trip was organised under the auspices of that organisation. Nevertheless 
DeVlag is not mentioned in the commentary. The collaboration of the NSV is neither 
mentioned nor revealed in the footage. 
II The item opens with images of Timmermans and his family in Lier but then switches to 
images of the ceremony. 
III 28 June 1942. The solemn meeting was organised on the premises of the Koninklijk 
Kunstverbond in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers].  
IV This final sequence has no commentary: Reeder’s name is not mentioned, but 
contemporary audiences would not have failed to recognise him.  
V This item, announced in the press, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel prints. 
VI This commentary is not accompanied by footage of the stronghold, but of Rommel and 
another army man standing on a plateau, staring into the distance. 
VII Suggested by successive shots of a British tank (travelling, filmed from inside a moving 
vehicle), firing artillerymen and a burning British tank. 
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2. France. 2500 young women gather for a sports meeting (organised by the Union 
d’Associations des Patronages de France) in Lille. [1’. 05”] 

3. France. Famous Belgian actors Marcel Roels and Germaine Broka are in Paris, where they 
perform the very successful play ‘The Wedding of Ms. Beulemans’ (La mariage de 
Mademoiselle Beulemans).I Driving through the streets of Paris, Roels and Broka 
comment its monuments (Tour Eiffel, Sacré Coeur etc.) in Bruxellois.II[1’. 09”] 

4. Austria. Confirmation of catholic youths (at the St. Stephansdom) in Wien [Vienna]. 
Afterwards the young people visit Prater Park with their families. [0’. 59”] 

5. Greece. Some scenes of life in Greece. People are sunbathing in a public park in Athínai 
[Athens] while a German military orchestra plays some music. Visit to a local street 
market. [1’. 32”] 

6. The Netherlands. The St. Jans Hoofdkerk (St. John’s Cathedral) is restored in ‘s 
Hertogenbosch. [1’. 16”] 

7. Belgium. In Belgium some 500 blind children attend official institutions. At the Royal 
Institute for the Deaf and the Blind in Ganspoel, the youngest pupils attend primary 
school. Older children (youngsters) are orientated to professions that suit their aptitude. 
Boys learn to weave baskets and girls learn to sew. To help them forget their somewhat, 
their leisure activities are taken care of as well.III The pupils are seen roller-skating or 
playing cards. [1’. 47”] 

8. Italy. King Victor Emmanuel III opens the International Biennial of Venetia [Venice] ]. 
[0’. 33”] 

9. Libya (Italy). Marshal Erwin Rommel studies a map.IV On 18 June, Tubruq [Tobruk] was 
surrounded on all sides. It was the most powerful stronghold in Northern Africa. The last 
decisive attack against Tubruq [Tobruk] was launched on the morning of 20 June. 
(German) map of Tubruq [Tobruk]. The artillery fires, shells explode on the horizon. The 
infantry advances. German and Italian troops attack, run or drive through barbed wire 
fences and break through the fortified enclosures. Marshal Rommel is in the front line. 
German pioneers narrow the anti-tank ditches; pieces of heavy artillery are transported 
over this passage. On the shores of Tubruq [Tobruk]V 33.000 prisoners are in the hands of 
German and Italian troops. [2’. 07”] 

10. USSR. The battle for Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol].VI 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 

 
I A famous Belgian theatrical work (1910) by Fonson and Wicheler. 
II The costumed actors are talking Bruxelleois, a peculiar mixture of Flemish and French. This 
dialogue was doubtlessly post synchronised. 
III In the beginning of the 21st century this commentary would, of course, seem very 
paternalistic. Nevertheless one should keep in mind that a similar item, favourable to an 
institution that dedicates time and money to blind (or deaf) people, would never have featured 
the DW. 
IV The item opens with the close-up of a hand pointing at a map of the region. The camera 
ascends and reveals that the newsreel spectator is looking at the hand of Rommel, studying 
the military situation. 
V Triumphant music reaches full force as aerial footage of the city appears. Images of 
prisoners of war and of devastated streets follow.  
VI This item, announced in the press, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel prints.  
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17 July 1942: AM-WA NR 567119 
1. Belgium. VNV and/or volunteers of the SS-Freiwillige Legion ‘Flandern’I organised a 

march through Brussels to commemorate its first commander, Reimond Tollenaere, who 
fell in the battle against communism. Leader Staf De Clercq takes the salute in front of the 
Bourse. The Black Brigade (DM/ZB) parades in front of De Clercq (and Hendrik Elias), 
small children standing in the crowd make the Nazi salute. The final ceremony takes place 
at the Great Square (Grand-Place).II [0’. 55”]  

2. Italy. On the Day of the Italian Navy, King Victor Emmanuel II (accompanied by Benito 
Mussolini) decorates heroic soldiers and family members of fallen soldiers (on the Piazza 
Venetia in Roma [Rome]). [0’. 53”] 

3. Spain. Franco’s Moorish Guard celebrates its annual feast in Madrid. [0’. 34”] 
4. Germany. The Sarrasani Circus visits Berlin. Its afternoon performances are reserved for 

members of the German army, who enjoy the show very much. [1’. 37”] 
5. France. Beautiful women horse riding at the Tabarin in Paris. Two young women, 

wearing short skirts, are seated on wooden horses. As the horses rotate, the women 
wriggle, revealing their naked legs, bottoms and breasts. A successful parody. Two men 
perform a funny act, pretending to be naked women unsuccessfully trying to cover 
themselves up. [1’. 30”] 

6. Austria. An exhibition in Wien [Vienna] features portraits of actress Paula Wessely and 
other (Viennese) women. [0’. 51”] 

7. Belgium. 79 cyclists compete in the national road championship. Likely winners Omer 
Thys and De Backer are out of luck: André Maelbrancke wins the race (beating Albert 
Sercu and Lucien Vlaemynck). [1’. 28”] 

8. France. Mr. Maurice Touzé, representative of the French Ministry of Propaganda, opened 
the anti-Bolshevist exhibition (international exhibition entitled ‘Bolshevism against 
Europe’) in Lille.III German officers, including Oberfeldkommandant-General Heinrich 
Niehoff, visit the exhibition. The exhibited materials become a bitter indictment of 
Bolshevism and incite all European nations to wage war together against the world 
enemy. Among the objects exhibited is a painting of Adolf Hitler shaking hands with 
Marshal Philippe Pétain and text boards with messages such as ‘One leader and one party 
engage in the fight against Bolshevism and will create the unity of one Reich’ and ‘The 
broken wings. In 1940, in the line of fire, our soldiers waited in vain for French planes. 
Communist cells sabotaged equipment after asking for war’. The international sectionIV 
displays boards documenting the situation in Spain (the godless in Spain)V, Finland (it 
was a happy country) and Hungary (the shield of Europe). The exhibition also houses a 

 
I The soundtrack of the beginning of both preserved (related) newsreel prints is damaged (or 
censored?). It is therefore impossible to find out whether the commentary named the VNV. 
The words ‘its commander, Reimond Tollenaere’ refer to the Flemish legion but the ensuing 
reference to ‘leader Staf De Clercq’ refers to VNV. 
II 12 June 1942. 
III The commentary calls it the ‘anti-Bolshevist exhibition’, but a banner that was inserted 
shows its full name: ‘Exposition internationale: le bolchévisme contre l’Europe’ 
IV As the text board ‘Séction internationale’ comes on the screen, the commentary mentions 
that ‘all European nations’ are incited to wage war (see above). 
V These italicised words, as well as all the other excerpts in italics following this are 
translations of text boards on display. The first fragment, talking about godless [people] in 
Spain, refers of course to the Civil War and not the Franco regime. 
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small slum (working class cottage belonging to the Yvanov family in Kharkov), a torture 
chamber (torture by light and heat; authentic torture cell from Riga; behind this door 
people go blind and mad) and boards referring to the USSR (crimes of the GPU and the 
‘Jewification’ of ministries). Judeo-Bolshevism in Germany is beaten. The final battle 
against the world-wide danger begins. [1’. 21”] 

9. USSR. Images of the final battle for Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]. Stukas, protected by 
German fighters, attack the last enemy fortifications. Aerial footage of Sevastopol’ 
[Sebastopol] shows how the ground is littered with craters and bomb craters. Supreme 
Commander Erich von Manstein is standing on a height outside the city, looking down at 
Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]. The fortifications of the Maxim Gorki fortress are destroyed. 
Romanian pioneers work their way through the Soviet minefields. When the soldiers reach 
the harbour, they find destroyed Soviet ships everywhere. On the first of July, the OKW 
announced that Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] had fallen. German and Romanian flags are 
blowing over the fortress, city and harbour.I Over 97.000 prisoners of war are marched 
off. [3’. 28”] 

10. Libya (Italy) and Egypt. (German) map of Northern Africa, from Tubruq [Tobruk] to Al-
Qāhirah [Cairo]. At Northern African front, columns of smoke are hanging above Tubruq 
[Tobruk]. Marshal Erwin Rommel visits positions in the harbour and interrogates British 
generals who were taken prisoner.II Tanks drive towards the border that separates Libya 
and Egypt, make holes in the barbed wire entanglements and chase eastwards after the 
enemy. Aerial images show As Sallum [Sollum]. A long column of tanks advances 
through the Nag’ el-Halfâya [Halfaya] Pass. The German anti-aircraft artillery shells 
British tanks. While enemy projectiles strike, German and Italian tank armies continue 
their offensive and break through the enemy’s chief positions. On the 29th of June, the 
Mersa Matruh [Marsa Matruk] stronghold was assailed. 6.000 British soldiers were 
taken prisoner, many of them (members of the) coloured auxiliary peoples of the British.III 
The German and Italian troops continue to follow hard on the tracks of the enemy. [3’. 
30”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 07” 
 
 
 
 
 
24 July 1942: AM-WA NR 568120 
1. France. Belgian cyclist Achille Buysse finishes in front of Frans Bonduel and Jules Lowie 

and wins the Tour de Paris. [1’. 57”] 
2. Sweden. Runner Gunnar Hägg sets a new record (over a distance of two miles) in 

Stockholm. [0’. 49”] 
3. Germany. Schalke 04 beats Vienna (2-0) in the German football championship at the 

Olympic Stadium in Berlin. [1’. 38”] 

 
I The footage of banners blowing and burning ruins is accompanied by triumphant music. 
II Rommel talks to British military men whose names are not mentioned.  
III Footage of prisoners of war, marching through the desert, is inserted. Many prisoners cover 
their faces as they come close to the camera. This is followed, as the commentary 
contemptuously refers to ‘coloured auxiliary peoples’, by close-ups of prisoners with African 
(black skin, curly hair) and Asian faces.  
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4. France. In Paris the ‘Lasso-Club’ or ‘Club des Cordes’ allows grown ups to pretend to be 
cowboys, imitating Buffalo Bill and Tom Mix. [1’. 09”] 

5. Belgium. In Brussels, the well-known Charley Club invited 75 needy children to a 
luxurious meal.I Many other poor children in Brussels would rejoice if more children’s 
parties of this kind were organised. The children are happily eating; a man kisses one of 
them. [1’. 03”] 

6. Spain. Spain celebrates the Day of Youth. Young women from the Falange youth (Sección 
Feminina) in a gymnastics display in Valencia. [0’. 40”] 

7. Austria. Representatives from 24 countries took part in the Student Days of German Art 
(Studentische Tage Deutscher Kunst) in Salzburg. The studentsII visit the birthplace of 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and an exhibition of art made in German art colleges. [1’. 
18”] 

8. Norway. (German) map Greenland to USSR and from Spitsbergen to Norway. In the 
northern Ice Sea (Arctic Ocean) German combat planes and U-boats destroyed an Anglo-
American convoy of 39 cargo ships. Reconnaissance planes take off, catch sight of the 
convoy, identify the ships’ classes and radio the information to their base. Admiral Karl 
Dönitz commands the attacking German U-boats. His orders are radioed to the 
submarines, which take up their positions. The reconnaissance aircraft follow the convoy 
and signal every change of course. German combat aircraft attack off the coast of 
Spitzbergen. About 260.000 tons, loaded with tanks, planes and food for the Soviets, 
disappeared in these gulfs.III [3’. 00”]  

9. USSR. (German) map from Kiev [Kyyiv] to Volga River and from Moskva [Moscow] to 
Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]. In the southern sector of the eastern front. German military 
operations west of the Don River continue with undiminished strength. Over a length of 
500 kilometres, the enemy defence positions were taken by surprise. The German infantry, 
tanks and artillery advance and attack. Bunker after bunker, shelter after shelter are 
smoked out. Two Soviet soldiers surrender. New divisions are hastily supplied all the time. 
A long column of vehicles drives along the road. Further south, German tanks and troops 
reach the Stary Oskol River and cross it, using boats and rafts. The German troops 
advance and reach the River Don. The retreating Soviet columns, pressed together before 
the bridges, became a target for German Stukas and combat planes. The advancing 
German troops find huge quantities of this kind of destroyed enemy equipment.IV Aerial 
footage shows the burning ruins of Voronezh. Voronezh was taken on the seventh of July. 
This well-known industrial centre lies on the railway line that connects Moskva [Moscow] 
and the important raw material areas in the south. The capture of the city disrupted the 
Soviet transport of troops and materials from south to centre. On the first of July, the Don 
River was reached over a length of 350 kilometres. German troops continue pursuing the 
defeated enemy without respite.V [4’. 29”]  

 

 
I The commentary only refers to ‘a well-known club in Brussels’, but the letters ‘Charley’ are 
clearly distinguishable on the windows. (Newsreel summaries published in Flemish- and 
French-speaking newspapers also mentioned the club’s full name.) The footage suggests the 
meal was indeed copious and consisted of meat and potatoes.  
II Some men wear swastika armlets. Among them the unmentioned Reich Student Leader 
(Reichsstudentführer) Gustav Adolf Scheel. 
III The item concludes with spectacular footage of burning ships sinking into the sea. 
IV Many images of destroyed Soviet war equipment, but none of dead bodies. 
V This final sequence, merely consisting of images of smoking ruins, concludes with rapid cut 
shots of moving tanks and flying planes. 
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Total newsreel length: 16’. 00” 
 
 
 
 
 
31 July 1942: AM-WA NR 569121 
1. Romania. Three horses from the royal stables win the Bucuresti [Bucharest] classic 

horserace, which is attended by King Mihai I and Queen Mother Elena . [1’. 06”] 
2. Belgium. Archery is a sport that is well-liked in Belgium. Archers, young and old, 

compete. [0’. 48”] 
3. Belgium. Visit to one of the most important Belgian jam factories. At this time of the year, 

the factory (Materne in Namur [Namen]I) is making cherry jam. [1’. 34”] 
4. France. 15-year-old painter Jacques Borobusse, who won the Prix Eduard Lemaitre for his 

painting  ‘The Panic’ (La Panique), is now exhibiting at the Salon des Artistes Français in 
Paris. The young painter and sculptress Sophie Couret, whose  ‘Baptism’ (Le baptême) 
was also awarded, is also exhibiting in Paris. Both artists are pupils of the Tourcoing Art 
School (Ecole des Beaux-Arts). [1’. 31”] 

5. Germany. Dr. Joseph Goebbels, Reich Minister of Propaganda, opens the Great German 
Art Exhibition (Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung 1942) in München [Munich]. From the 
earliest days the exhibition has attracted a crowd, beating all records. The exhibition is 
very successful. Among the objects exhibited are many works by soldiers fighting at the 
front and a portrait of Adolf Hitler.II [1’. 20”] 

6. Tunisia (France). Ahmed Pacha, the Bey of Tunis, is buried. A French resident in Tunis 
(Jean-Pierre Esteva) expresses the condolences of the French government to the family. 
[0’. 42”] 

7. Germany. Adolf Hitler (accompanied by Keitel and Jodl) receives General Agustin 
Muñoz-Grandes, commander of the Blue Division, in his headquarters. In Berlin, Hitler 
(this time accompanied by Keitel and von Ribbentrop) also receives H. Hüsrev Gerede, 
the Turkish representative in Germany. [1’. 01”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from Rzhev [Rschew] and Moskva [Moscow] to Volgograd 
[Stalingrad] and to the Azov Sea. Since the seventh of July, the city of Voronezh is in the 
hands of German troops. City map of Voronezh, indicating the front line. Enemy 
propaganda makes desperate efforts to deny the German capture of this important 
communciation centre. Here are some views of Voronezh. The Reich war standard blows 
over the devastated city. Great parts of the city were destroyed during the violent combats 
that took place here. Many city areas are severely damaged or totally ravaged. Destroyed 
Soviet tanks and corpses are lying on the street. The retreating enemy columns were 
violently bombed by the German air force. German troops find thousands of vehicles and 
large quantities of war equipment, abandoned by the retreating enemy. A bridge is built 
over the Donets River by men who are standing in the water, naked or only wearing 
underclothes.III The whole southern front is on the move. Soldiers, tanks, horses and carts 
are advancing. Tanks, artillery and infantrymen open fire. The German formations are 
nearing the industrial regions of the Donets River. The city of Lysychansk [Lisichansk] 
was taken by German troops during bitter combats. German soldiers march through the 

 
I The commentary mentions neither the name nor the location, but a close-up of a jam jar top 
reveals the name.  
II The objects of art are not commented.  
III Not referred to in the commentary. They might have been locals and/or prisoners. 
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city. Houses are burning; the city is devastated. Advanced infantrymen fire signal flares: 
German fighter planes and Stukas dive at the Soviet field positions, troop concentrations 
and tanks. The city of Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad], in the centre of the industrial region of 
the Donets Basin, is taken by German forces. Marching and motorised troops enter the 
city. Tanks and troops advance.I German and allied troops, deployed over a large front, 
come nearer the inner course of the Don River. The southern wings of the Soviet front will 
collapse under the weight of the attacks launched by fighters for a new Europe. [6’. 50”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 52” 
 
 
 
 
 
7 August 1942: AM-WA NR 570122 
1. Denmark. The Denmark-Sweden football match is played in København [Copenhagen]. 
2. Germany. A new ballet is performed at the Berlin Opera.  
3. Belgium. Representatives of 14 nations gather in Brussels during the International Film 

Chamber (Internationale Filmkammer) Congress. (Jan Vanderheyden, Emile Van Tuykom 
and Camille Damman represent Belgium.)II 

4. Belgium. The ninth edition of the Flemish national song festival (Vlaams Nationaal 
Zangfeest) is held at the Great Square (Grand-Place) in Brussels.III  

5. Spain. The Caliph of Morocco visits Spain. 
6. France. Marshal Philippe Pétain visits southern France. On behalf of the French 

government, he appeals to French peasants to relieve French prisoners of war by 
volunteering to work in Germany (The Relief – La Relève). 

7. USSR. At the eastern front, the battle in the region of the Don River continues. German 
troops captured Rostov-na-Donu on the 23rd of July. Prisoners of war are marched off. IV 

8. Europe and Atlantic Ocean. To defend Europe against the opening of a second front, 
Germany is strengthening the Channel and Atlantic coasts with heavy artillery, giant 
bunkers, anti-aircraft defences, tanks, etc. Human and material reinforcements are 
continuously arriving. 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
14 August 1942: AM-WA NR 571123 

 
I The marching soldiers smile into the lens. The soundtrack contains, interwoven with the 
commentary, fragments of the German song ‘The armed forces now race to the East’ (Nun 
brausen nach Osten die Heere) with the lines ‘Forward! Forward! […] Führer, command, we 
follow…’ (Vorwärts, Vorwärts […] Führer befiehl, wir folgen…). 
II 27 to 31 July 1942. On this occasion, director Hans Steinhoff personally attended the 
Belgian premiere of his film ‘Rembrandt’. However the latter is neither shown nor mentioned. 
III 2 August 1942. It is (very) unlikely that the newsreel commentary stressed or even 
mentioned the all-too-obvious Flemish nationalist tendency of the mass meeting. 
IV This item could not be identified more thoroughly. 
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1. Belgium. Construction and demonstration of motorised miniature planes by a miniature 
flying club in Brussels. [1’. 34”] 

2. France. Erik Nossler puts the gliding hour record up to 38 hours, 21 minutes and 54 
seconds.I [1’. 05”] 

3. France. Out of the necessity to limit the use of petrol, a new and very important industry is 
born in France: the fabrication of charcoal-gas. The use of gas generators will also solve 
vital transport problems. Trees are chopped down and the wood is turned into charcoal 
that is subsequently put into a generator. Cars, trucks, tractors, motorbikes and motorboats 
can all be driven by charcoal-gas generators. [1’. 58”] 

4. Spain. Franco inaugurates a flood-control dam (in the Pyrenees). The Caudillo, acclaimed 
by the population, also attends a military march-past and parade by locals. [0’. 53”] 

5. Germany. Count Hidemaro Konoe conducts a concert for foreign workers in a factory-hall 
in Berlin. The orchestra plays against the background of three flags: a swastika banner, a 
Japanese flag and the German air force flag. [1’. 02”] 

6. Germany. Professor Paul Wieland gives sculpture lessons at the German Art Academy 
(Kunsthochschule) in Berlin, which is reserved exclusively for members of the German 
army on leave. A naked female model poses.II [1’. 01”] 

7. Norway. The FührerIII of the Nasjonal Samling and President of the Norwegian Council, 
Vidkun Quisling, celebrates his 55th birthday. Norwegian youth organisations congratulate 
Quisling on his birthday and present him with a Norwegian full-blooded horse. [0’. 40”] 

8. Germany and USSR. German industry works at full capacity and produces in series farm 
machinery destined for territories that were freed from the Bolshevist yoke by the German 
forces. Tractors and other machinery are tested on trial ground where farmers learn to 
handle them. Every day entire trains take ploughs and farm machinery to the east. Trains 
leave for the eastern territories. In the eastern territories, farmers are ploughing, 
cultivating and harvesting. [1’. 07”]  

9. USSR. Dr. Alfred Rosenberg, Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, 
recently made an inspection trip through liberated Ukraine. Rosenberg arrives in a 
village, where the banner ‘The Chortitza region greets the Reich Minister’IV is hanging 
high in the street. Rosenberg is welcomed by civilians (one makes the Nazi salute), a 
priest and the local population. Rosenberg shakes hands with traditionally clothed locals 
and receives a gift from the hands of a young boy (who makes the Nazi salute). [1’. 23”]  

10. USSR. The following images of the last battle in Crimea have reached us belatedly. After 
the capture of Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] the remainder of the defeated Soviet army pulled 
out into the Chersonese Peninsula, which forms the far western end of Crimea. The 
German artillery opens fire; Soviet soldiers surrender. The bitter fights force the Soviets to 
withdraw into an increasingly limited area. German troops continue shelling the enemy 
while German tanks and infantrymen advance. Everywhere, small groups of Soviet 
soldiers surrender and march to the German lines with their hands in the air. There are 
also female soldiers among these new prisoners of war. When the German soldiers reach 
the very end of the peninsula they find a group of Soviet soldiers waving white cloths in 
guise of surrender. A large group of prisoners is marched away. [1’. 49”] 

 
I See also the second item of AM-WA NR 592. 
II Only her back and the beginning of her anal cleft can be seen. 
III The commentary uses the German expression, deliberately drawing a parallel with the other 
Führer, Adolf Hitler. The Norwegian expression ‘Føhrer’ was indeed similar.  
IV The item opens with a close-up of this text, which is written in German (‘Das Gebiet 
Chortitza grüsst den Reichsminister!’). 
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11. Location not mentioned (France?). In a home port of submarines on the Atlantic coast. An 
Italian submarine returns from a cruise along the American coasts and is enthusiastically 
welcomed. After several weeks of navigation, the crew (of a German U-boat?) receives its 
mail. Other U-boats arrive in the port: every submarine is carefully checked before 
leaving on another expedition. The U-boats will soon be ready to depart again. [2’. 02”] 

12. Location not mentioned (France?). On the Channel coast, the defence is on the outlook 
day and night. An alarm sounds when British bombers attack at night. The anti-aircraft 
defence launches a barrage of fire and forces the enemy to turn and retreat. The flames of 
a burning plane, shot down by the Germans, light up the night sky. In the base of the anti-
aircraft defence, the type of the plane (Vickers-Wellington) is added to the list of 
conquests (on 17 September 1941I). The wreckage of British planes that were brought 
down are collected and transported to Germany by train, where they will be recycled. [1’. 
29”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 03” 
 
 
 
 
 
21 August 1942: AM-WA NR 572124 
1. Belgium. In Liège [Luik], 70 cyclists compete in the Circuit Provincial Liégois, the local 

cycling race that passes through Verviers, Theux, Forges, Huy [Hoei] and Amay.II Désiré 
Keteleer wins. [1’. 44”]  

2. Belgium. 12 racehorses compete in the Grand-Prix d’ Ostende, a galloping-race over 2400 
metres at the hippodrome of Bosvoorde [Boitsfort]. Aforto  finishes in front of Marjolet 
and wins.III [1’. 22”] 

3. Spain. The Caliph of Morocco attends a corrida (bull-fight) in the Plaza de Toros in 
Madrid. [1’. 05”] 

4. Germany. Two Hungarian acrobats, one of them a contortionist, perform at the Scala in 
Berlin. [1’. 01”] 

5. Belgium. The scarcity of leather encourages our shoe manufacturers to make wooden 
soles. The soles are carefully made and assembled. Fashionably dressed women and men 
show new shoe models, designed by the Michel and Boy houses. [1’. 49”] 

6. Austria. In Innsbrück the Schützenfest, the annual archery and shooting championship, 
takes place in the presence of Reich Sport Leader (Reichssportführer) Hans von 
Tschammer und Osten. The championship is preceded by a traditional parade. [1’. 07”] 

7. France. Road sign indicating the way to Paris and Melun. The garrisons and bases of the 
German armed forces in the western territories were reinforced. German soldiers march 
along the roads, followed by tanks. Locals are wavingIV, a soldier in a tank waves back at 
them. Armoured cars and motorised units follow the infantry. For several hours the SS, 

 
I Two consecutive close-ups of the lists reveal that this list was filled out on 17 September 
1941, almost a year before this particular newsreel was released in Belgian cinemas. Attentive 
contemporary audiences must have noticed this. 
II 16 August 1942. The race was organised by newspaper ‘La Légia’. 
III 16 August 1942. The commentary doesn’t mention that Lampoëlle, owner of the winning 
horse (which was ridden by Wollanders), receives a prize worth 200.000 Belgian francs. 
IV These people are standing in a straight line, obviously encouraged (forced?) to line up 
there. One of them looks very sincere (or angry). 
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bodyguards of the Führer, paraded in Paris. The Waffen-SS divisions parade along the 
Champs Elysées and march through the Arch of Triumph (Arc de Triomphe). Field 
Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt, Commander-in-chief of Army Group West, at whose left 
stands Sepp Dietrich, General of the SS-formations, takes the salute.I [3’. 06”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from Rzhev [Rschew] and Moskva [Moscow] to Kursk and to 
Voronezh. In the central sector of the eastern front, we find ourselves in the advanced 
lines. When Soviet tanks launch an assault, the German artillery immediately responds. A 
Soviet tank is burning. German pioneers, protected by an artificial smoke screen and 
wearing flame-throwers, advance towards the burningII houses of an enemy village. 
German troops and tanks reach the village and find several Soviet tanks destroyed by 
German shells. A crew of artillery gunners destroyed 11 Soviet tanks in a 2-day period. 
One of them is decorated with the Iron Cross. [1’. 52”]  

9. USSR. (German) map from Voronezh to the Black Sea and from Kharkov to Astrakhan. 
In the southern sector of the eastern front, Italian troops operate in the north of the great 
mouth of the Don River. The German and Italian forces energetically attack the enemy 
forces that traversed the river. The artillery fires, shells explode on the horizon. The hilly 
terrain offers the enemy great defence possibilities.III The German and Italian troops 
engage flame-throwers to destroy enemy machine-gunners. The artillery fires. A burning 
Soviet tank was destroyed by straight fire. Tanks advance. And the march to the south 
continues while a torrid heat of 50° Celsius weighs on the dusty roads. [1’. 27”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 33” 
 
 
 
 
 
28 August 1942: SPECIAL EDITION [DIEPPE]125 
France. A road sign indicates Dieppe.IV At daybreak on 19 August, the British disembarked on 
Dieppe beach. The German artillery opens fire. German weapons of all calibre immediately 
enter into action, launching a real curtain of fire. German fighters take off. The artillery fires 
at the sea, projectiles hit the surface. The artillery opens a barrage of fire so as to prevent 
each attempt at disembarkation. Artillery pieces positioned in the streets of Dieppe also shell 
the enemy. Anti-aircraft defence opens fire on attacking British fighters. German soldiers 
deploying artillery and machine guns keep firing.V A panoramic view of the beach shows 
stranded landing crafts. Prisoners march across the beach. Prisoners flock from everywhere. 
Wounded soldiers are transported to the first ambulances. Prisoners carry their wounded 
comrades; some of them are only dressed in underwear. A destroyed tank and a wrecked 
plane lie on the beach. 12 enemy planes were brought down. An officer arrives. The beach is 

 
I The parade takes up most of the item (2’. 12”); these long sequences obviously intend to 
stress German military strength. The item concludes with a shot of von Rundstedt and 
Dietrich shaking hands. 
II It is not clear whether the Germans or the Soviets set fire to the houses. 
III The area is filmed from a low camera angle that accentuates the hilliness of the area. 
IV This establishing shot is the beginning of a long sequence, possibly staged and/or 
reconstructed, which evokes the successful defence of Dieppe. 
V The soundtrack, until this point packed with firing artillery and explosions, is suddenly 
filled with violin music. This marks the beginning of the longer second sequence dedicated to 
the aftermath of the battle. 
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littered with tanks and armoured cars with names like ‘Calgary’ or ‘Beefy’.I There are 
destroyed tanks as far as the eye can see. Their career was short. Some only managed to get 
near the outskirts of the city. Corpses lie around the tanks and the landing crafts the tanks 
were transported in. The battle was decided at the beginning of the afternoon. More corpses 
lie on the beach. A prisoner sits next to a wounded soldier, corpses of dead soldiers float 
ashore. The beach is strewn with corpses over a huge expanse. One can only guess the 
number of wounded and dead people brought back to Great Britain as well as the number of 
undamaged boats that managed to get back to the British coast. The attempt at 
disembarkation has failed completely. The first day of the second front didn’t last longer than 
a few hours. The beach is not just covered with corpses: some bodies are still moving. The 
corpses are laid out in rows. The beach offers a horrible sight. A panoramic view shows how 
the beach lies behind barbed wire fences and a sign stating ‘Entry forbidden’.II Prisoners are 
marched off; some of them are heavily wounded or wear bandages instead of boots. French 
civilians watch a long row of prisoners passing by. Many of them are Canadian.III All 
prisoners are grouped together in a field. Over 2000 soldiers were taken prisoner. This 
invasion attempt was nothing more but a new Dunkerque [Dunkirk]. [8’. 38”]  
 
Total newsreel length: 8’. 38” 
 
 
 
 
 
28 August 1942: AM-WA NR 573126 
1. Spain. Franco attends the finals of the ‘Cup of the Caudillo’, a football match opposing 

Bilbao to Barcelona, in Madrid. Bilbao wins. [1’. 08”] 
2. Belgium and Hungary. Brussels and Budapest were both struck by a heatwave. Swimming 

baths in Brussels and Budapest. [1’. 16”] 
3. Belgium. Haven’t you forgotten the information the police gave you during ‘Traffic 

Week?’ Newsreel spectators are warned not to get off a tram that’s still moving, not to 
read books while riding a bicycle and not to cross the road when cars are approaching.IV 
[0’. 49”]  

4. Germany. German youth is increasingly attracted to gliding. Youngsters are gliding in 
planes (with swastikas on the tail); others are looking at the planes from the ground. [1’. 
31”] 

5. Belgium. ‘The Flax field’ (De Vlaschaard), the well-known novel by Flemish writer Stijn 
Streuvels, is adapted for the screen by the Terra (Film) company.V The film is shot in and 

 
I Close-ups focus on the names. 
II This sign, written in French and German (‘défense de passer - Betreten verboten’), is 
actually meant for people who intend entering the beach from the land side. But the editor 
suggests of course that the message is also intended for the Allied troops. The close-up of this 
sign is the stepping-stone to the third and final sequence. The music now becomes triumphant 
while ‘German supremacy’ is emphasised.  
III Consecutive close-ups shown insignia reading ‘Canada’ and ‘Royal Navy’. 
IV Actors show how dangerous these road offences can be. Each scene is filmed in Brussels, 
one of them in front of the Bourse. 
V The item opens with footage of Streuvels and his daughters at home. A close-up of the 
scenario is the stepping-stone to images of the director and crew. The scenario carries the 
German translation of the book title (Der Flachsacker), but the film would eventually be 
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around Kortrijk [Courtrai]. Director Boleslaw Barlog, actor Paul Klinger, actress Hilde 
Jansen, the production chief (Viktor von Struve) and the cameraman (Ewald Daub) are 
filming a scene near the River Schelde [Scheldt/L’Escaut]. Paul Wegener, who plays the 
role of the old farmer Vermeulen, walks in Kortrijk [Courtrai]. [1’. 09”]  

6. Denmark. Queen Alexandrine, Crown Prince Frederick and his wife (Crown Princess 
Ingrid) visit an agricultural fair, mainly dedicated to cattle breeding, in København 
[Copenhagen]. [1’. 03”] 

7. France. In Lille, a heavy Soviet tank is one of the main attractions in the anti-Bolshevist 
exhibitionI, which up until now counts over 100.000 visitors. Children are climbing on the 
tank. It is one of the thousands of tanks destroyed during the battle for the Kerch 
Peninsula. Soldiers march past the exhibition building; a military orchestra gives a concert 
in front of it.II [0’. 53”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from Voronezh to the Black Sea and from Kharkov to Astrakhan. 
The great offensive battle rages in the south of the eastern front. The objective of the day 
is Armavir. German tanks advance despite being heavily shelled by the enemy artillery. 
German and Romanian formations attack side by side: they advance on foot, on bicycles 
and by car. The heat, at 65° Celsius, has completely dried up the soil. Columns of 
marching soldiers raise enormous clouds of dust, through which the city of Armavir is 
barely visible. The artillery opens fire. Armavir, an important centre of stockbreeding and 
cereal growing, lies behind the Kuban River. German troops cross the Kuban River and 
reach the city.III A communiqué dated 8 August announced the capture of Armavir. [1’. 
52”]  

9. USSR. In another sector of the eastern front, fast formations cross one of the rare 
railways in the Kavkaz [Caucasus]. Tanks cross the rail tracks and rush to Stavropol’ 
[Voroshilovsk]. With 100.000 inhabitants, Stavropol’ [Voroshilovsk] is a great centre of 
the Soviet war industry in the Kavkaz [Caucasus]. The railway station is completely 
destroyed; a Soviet battery has been captured. Further south, the troops reach the first 
foothills of the Kavkaz [Caucasus] Mountains. German soldiers advance, now mounted on 
camels. During their advance, the German forces continuously take new prisoners: 
hundreds, thousands, ten thousands of menIV are captured: their numbers cannot yet be 
estimated. [3’. 48”] 

10. USSR. On the road to Krasnodar, capital of Kuban. In 13 days and under torrid heat the 
German troops covered 280 kilometres during their offensive against Krasnodar. German 
troops march, drive and cycle towards Krasnodar. Centres of resistance were annihilated 
in bitter fights. A German tank is firing. The city houses factories belonging to the 
chemical industry as well as large arms and food factories. The city is covered in smoke; 
everywhere buildings are ablaze. The railway station, very bitterly defended by the 
Soviets, is burning. With the capture of Krasnodar, the German troops reached a new and 
very important strategic and economic point. And the pursuit of the enemy continues! 
German troops advance. [2’. 38”] 

 
released (1943) as ‘When the sun shines again’ (Wenn die Sonne wieder scheint). Only the 
exterior shots were filmed in Belgium, most of them in Otegem near Kortrijk [Courtrai]. 
I The commentary actually refers to it as the ‘Bolshevist exhibition’. (This is the ‘International 
exhibition Bolshevism against Europe’, which already featured AM-WA NR 567). 
II The whole item is clearly a non-event, only included to draw attention to the exhibition. 
III Apart from some images of German soldiers walking in the streets, there is no footage of 
Armavir. 
IV While the commentary goes crescendo, establishing shot after establishing shot show large 
groups of prisoners. 
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Total newsreel length: 16’. 07” 
 
 
 
 
 
4 September 1942: AM-WA NR 574127 
1. France. Belgian cyclist Emile Idée wins ‘Le Grand-Prix des Nations’, the race that passes 

through Paris, Versailles, Chevreuse and Picardie [Picardy]. Among the other participants 
are Louis Aimar, Odiel Van Den Meerschaut and Yvon Marie. [1’. 08”] 

2. Germany. Fabrication of and race with miniature sailing boats on a lake near Berlin. [0’. 
37”] 

3. Poland. German acrobats and rope-dancers perform in Warszawa [Warsaw]. [1’. 08”] 
4. The Netherlands. In Arnhem, pupils of an art school draw traditionally dressed models. 

[0’. 47”] 
5. Finland. In a school of the Lottas in Finland. Visit to a training centre in Lotta Svärd. 

After in- and outdoor Morse apparatus training, the girls go swimming.I [1’. 19”] 
6. Romania. King Mihai I and Ion Antonescu attend a religious ceremony in memory of the 

first kings of Romania (Carol I and Ferdinand I). [0’. 49”] 
7. Belgium. At the gates of Brussels, farmers are working and reaping the first corn. Great 

cornfields are harvested; the grain is transported in carts. Symbol of united forces, town 
dwellers are also helping with work in the fields.II [1’. 16”] 

8. Belgium. In Dinant and surrounding areas, craftsmen are manufacturing ‘Dinanderie’ 
(brass plates, dishes, ornaments etc.). The Abbey of Maredsous houses a Dinanderie 
school. Artisan Modoux manufactures a vase in his workshop, named ‘Comoedia Dinant’, 
in Bouvignies. [1’. 34”] 

9. Belgium. Master carillon player Staf Nees chimesIII the carillon of St. Rombout’s 
Cathedral in Mechelen [Malines]. The carillon has 45 bells and is reputed as one on the 
most beautiful in the world. [2’. 15”] 

10.  Belgium. On the Great Square (Grand-Place) of Brussels, President Eggert Reeder takes 
leave of a new contingent of Flemish volunteers.IV Reeder (assisted by some 
representatives of the Military Government) inspects the new volunteers (of the SS-
Freiwillige Legion ‘Flandern’).V A man standing on the podium shouts ‘…Adolf Hitler! 
Sieg Heil! Sieg Heil!’VI [0’. 44”]  

11.  Germany. Visit to a German arms factory that produces submachine-guns. Given the 
demands of modern warfare, the materials employed have to be of the best quality. Each 
gun is verified immediately after assembly. The construction is a masterpiece of German 
technology. [1’. 22”] 

12. Japan. Japanese infantry troops use German shepherds as messengers. [0’. 41”] 

 
I The item pays a lot of attention to the bathing girls.  
II It is not clear whether there are really citizens among the people working on the fields. A 
little boy is helping, thereby (according to the commentary) living the ‘the most joyful 
moment of his holidays’. 
III Original sound recording. 
IV 29 August 1942. 
V Inserts of close-ups of people standing in the public. 
VI The speaker, filmed from the back, is presumably Jef François. 
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13. Germany. The communiqués by the German general staff (OKW) often mention the 
participation of courageous mountain troops. Mountain light infantrymen (Gebirgsjäger) 
exercise at the Wilder Kaiser (in the Kaiser-Mountains) near Kufstein. [1’. 26”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 06” 
 
 
 
 
 
11 September 1942: AM-WA NR 575128 
1. Belgium. The S.K. Lierse -White Star football match is played in Lierse. The home team 

has a strong win (8-0) against the visitors.I [1’. 16”]  
2. Germany. Hot weather in Berlin: people are bathing in the Wannsee or in the pool of the 

Olympic Stadium.II [1’. 10”] 
3. Belgium. Racehorse Île de Beauté wins the Prix de Baillet-Latour in Bosvoorde 

[Boitsfort] (beating Bouton de rose and Karamont).III [1’. 17”] 
4. Austria. Swiss, Hungarian, Slovak, Croatian and German teams compete in the 

international cycle race through the streets of Wien [Vienna]. The German team wins.IV 
[0’. 53”] 

5. Switzerland. Regattas in Sankt Moritz. [1’. 13”] 
6. Sweden. On the annual Bellman Day, Sweden commemorates the poet Carl Michael 

Bellman. Beautifully decorated boats evoke Bellman’s characters during a nautical 
procession, which is followed by a traditional parade on the mainland. [0’. 55”] 

7. Spain. Inauguration of an immense dam and a hydraulic installation over the River Douro 
[Río Duero]. [0’. 57”] 

8. Belgium. Volunteers of the Flemish Labour Service (VAVV) built a dyke in the area 
around Zandvliet, a region often inundated by the River Schelde [Scheldt/L’Escaut]. The 
dyke, 4.5 kilometres long, drains over 300 hectares of land. Emiel De Winter, Secretary-
General for Agriculture and Food, starts the first sowing of colza, the seed of which is of 
prime importance in the provision of fat in Belgium. [0’. 59”]  

9. Romania. German-Romanian fraternisation in Bucuresti [Bucharest] , attended by King 
Mihai I, in the Romanian Youth Labour centre. This is followed by a parade of members 
of both national labour services. [1’. 01”] 

10. Austria. The music (wartime) festival is opened in Salzburg (Salzburger Kriegsfestspiele 
1942). Military attachés from several nations are invited to the opening ceremony. [0’. 
56”] 

11. Germany. Diplomats visit Adolf Hitler in his headquarters. The Führer has audiences 
with, respectively, the Turkish representative Saffet Arrikan and Bulgarian Minister 
Purvan Draganov. Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop is also present.V 
[0’. 46”] 

 
I 6 September 1942. 
II Most images focus on young women in bathing suits. 
III 6 September 1942. The commentary doesn’t mention that the prize is worth 150.000 
Belgian francs. The horse, ridden by Deboodt, is owned by Bauwens.  
IV Swastikas are prominent in these street scenes; a man carrying a swastika armlet presents 
the prize. 
V The item contains images of each and every one of the four men mentioned here, but 
doesn’t show them together. 
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12. France. A great number of French prisoners return home from captivity. Soldiers of old 
classes, fathers of large families and farmers return to their families in exchange for 
French workers going to work in Germany. Prisoners of war leave their prison camps and 
travel back to France. Messages are chalked on the outside of the train carriages: ‘Long 
live France’, ‘Thanks to the voluntary workers’ ‘Long live Laval’, ‘Thanks to the 
volunteers’ and ‘Long live Pétain’.I Returning prisoners and departing workers meet in 
Compiègne. On behalf of France, President Pierre Laval praises the relief of prisoners by 
workers and welcomes the arrivals.II The workers, including a young man as well as an 
older worker, get on the train. [1’. 23”] 

13. France. In Guéret, Minister Benoist-Méchin reviews a contingent of legionaries from the 
French non-occupied zone before their departure to the eastern front. Two days later the 
same legionaries take part in a huge ceremony, held at the Notre Dame in Paris, 
commemorating the Légion Tricolore (LVF) volunteers fallen on the field of honour. Next 
the volunteers attend a ceremony in the main courtyard of the Dôme des Invalides. 
Women dressed in black, mostly the mothers of fallen soldiers, are crying. One of them 
makes the Nazi salute.III [1’. 30”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 16” 
 
 
 
 
 
18 September 1942: AM-WA NR 576129 
1. Belgium. Léo Marjane arrives in Brussels North Station. She performs at ‘Le Gala’. IV [2’. 

25”]  
2. Belgium. Defender Al Baker fights his challenger Adrien Anneet at the Brussels Sports 

Palace for the title of Belgian boxing middleweight champion. Anneet abandons in the 
10th round and Baker renews his title.V [1’. 49”] 

3. Hungary. For the last time, Hungary salutes its vice-president, István Horthy, who fell on 
the field of honour in the battle against the Soviets. In Budapest ,the funeral procession 
proceeds to the domed hall of the Hungarian parliament. The funeral ceremony takes 
place in presence of Admiral Miklós Horthy, Regent of Hungary, Count Galeazzo Ciano, 
Joachim von Ribbentrop (and Wilhelm Keitel). [1’. 47”] 

4. Egypt. (German) map of Northern Africa, from Tubruq [Tobruk] to Al Iskandarīyah 
[Alexandria] and to the Wa hat Siwah Oasis [Siwa Oasis]. Advance in the direction of the 
Wa hat Siwah Oasis [Siwa Oasis] to the south of the front in Egypt. German and Italian 
troops march through the desert and enter the millennium city. Siwa, an important British 
air base, is also a pillar of the defence system of Mersa Matruh [Marsa Matruk]. Locals 

 
I The camera zooms into these messages (written in French). On one of the trains is ‘the first 
Relief train from camps Stalag 1A and 1B’ (Le 1er train de la Relève Stalag 1A 1B). 
II The images of Laval are accompanied by the sound of a cheering crowd, but there is no 
recording of his voice. 
III The close-up of a French flag, which concludes the item (and newsreel), follows the shot of 
a mother making the Nazi salute. 
IV Marjane performed in the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) on 14 
September 1942. 
V 9 September 1942. 
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greet the arriving troops.I The artillery immediately puts the access to this great oasis, 
which is over 80 kilometres long, in a state of defence. The 18 sheikhs of Siwa receive the 
officers. A local gives a German soldier some grapes. Soldiers are diving into the ‘source 
of sun’ or the ‘bath of Cleopatra’, which is famous since olden times. [1’. 57”]  

5. USSR. (German) map from Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad] to Kavkaz [Caucasus] and from 
Kerch to Volgograd [Stalingrad]. The battle of the Kavkaz [Caucasus]: a new passage 
across the Kuban was taken. Troops cross the Kuban River in rowboats and are fired at by 
the enemy artillery. German and Romanian troops who crossed the river advance, firing 
and shelling the enemy. Romanian soldiers gun down enemy sharpshooters who were 
hiding in trees.II More soldiers cross the river, making use of a newly formed bridgehead 
over the Kuban. The Germans continue their advance, drive over dusty roads and reach 
their next target, Pyatigorsk. Now they have to force their way through to the Kavkaz 
[Caucasus]. The artillery fires. The battle rages on the northern foothills of the Kavkaz 
[Caucasus]. The anti-aircraft defence shells (and destroys) the enemy’s fortified positions. 
The artillery fires, the troops advance. While the heat becomes increasingly 
overwhelming, the troops continue on their way and reach Maykop, the petroleum city. 
Some locals put their hands in the air: Soviet commissars are taken prisoner. An enemy 
standard (with portraits of Lenin and Marx) is captured. The battle engages around the 
oilfields south of Maykop. The German artillery opens fire again. Despite Soviet 
resistance, the advance to the south continues under tropical heat. Identical map. Cars 
drive over the roads on their way south passing by the wrecks of destroyed Soviet tanks. 
The Caucasian militia keeps order in Pyatigorsk. [4’. 36”]  

6. USSR. German mountain light infantrymen (Gebirgsjäger) advance to the El’brus region. 
The soldiers approach Mount El’brus [Gora El’brus]. During an audacious surprise 
attack, a division of the Bavarian mountain light infantry company stormed the 
meteorological post of El’brus.III The infantrymen establish telegraphic communications 
with the valley. They climb the mountain with mules. These documents were filmed in 
extremely difficult conditions. The mules have to be left behind and the soldiers, 
commanded by Captain (Hauptmann) Groth, climb the mountain. They reach the 
meteorological centre. El’brus is captured: on the top of the mountain, 5630 metres high, 
German soldiers plant their flag. [2’. 29”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 03” 
 
 
 
 
25 September 1942: AM-WA NR 577130 
1. Belgium. In Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] an important VNV parade takes place. Many of 

the group’s militiamen take part.IV Uniformed men (DM/ZB and DM/HB) march across 
the Meir (a street) in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers], passing by a band (Vlaamse Wacht) 
and greeting a tribune. Uniformed boys (NSJV) are lined on the street to keep spectators 
at a distance. This is followed by a manifestation at the Sports Palace. Staf De Clercq, 

 
I Without much enthusiasm. 
II The sequence illustrating how a sniper is shot from a tree is clearly staged. 
III There is no footage of this military operation.  
IV 21 September 1942. A smaller VNV manifestation took place in Gent [Ghent/Gand] on the 
same day. 
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whose portrait hangs above the podium at the front of the hall, enters. Among the 
audience are many uniformed men and women (DMS).I [1’. 02”] 

2. Belgium. A trotting-race takes place in Bosvoorde [Boitsfort] in bad weather. Promise 
wins in front of the favourite Quick Star.II [1’. 23”] 

3. Belgium. The union of women’s hairdressers (Union professionelle des coiffeurs pour 
dames) of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] celebrates its 10th anniversary by organising a 
contest. [1’. 07”]  

4. Germany. Traditional procession in the Bavarian mountains: traditionally dressed 
Bavarians with odd headgear rideIII on decorated horses to church. Two flag bearers on 
horseback take the lead; one of them is carrying a swastika. [0’. 52”] 

5. USSR. These are some views taken by a Hungarian military reporter at the eastern front. 
On all sides the population goes to religious services celebrated in provisional churches 
or temples that have already been reconstructed. Men, women and children walk to a 
church and attend an orthodox ceremony (in the Donets Basin). Some children are 
baptised. The first baptisms. [0’. 50”]  

6. Yugoslavia. Ante Pavelić, Croatian head of state is decorated with the highest Hungarian 
decoration in Zagreb [Agram]. The Hungarian envoy Ferenc MarosyIV presents him with 
the decoration. [0’. 28”] 

7. France. Already cruelly stricken, Rouen and its suburbs have just lived through tragic 
hours: ruins, dead people… In the church of Sotteville-lès-Rouen the funerals of 
railwaymen, victims of the British bombardment, are celebrated in a spirit of sanctity and 
contemplation. V Many coffins are lined up in the church; one is decorated with a funeral 
wreath which reads ‘to my dear son’. After the funeral service, the coffins of the SNCF 
employees are transported to the cemetery. [0’. 58”] 

8. France. French prisoners of war from the region of Dieppe at rest.VI The train that is 
taking prisoners to Dieppe stops first of all in Serqueux, where they are officially 
welcomed by Fernand de Brinon and other officials (including Georges Scapini). Many 
friends and family members are also there, looking for ‘their’ prisoner. The prisoners 
gather on the square right across from the railway station, which is decorated with a large 
portrait of Marshal Philippe Pétain. Addressing the 1.100 liberated men, de Brinon 
declares: ‘On behalf of the marshal, I greet you. Your joy is the joy of the whole nation. 
You owe it to the discipline and the loyalty of your compatriots. You owe it to your victors, 

 
I His name is not mentioned, but we see how the Sports Palace is decorated with his name. 
(The full slogan which reads ‘With Staf De Clercq forward’ (Met Staf De Clercq vooruit) is 
barely legible.) 
II 15 September 1942. The commentary also mentions the horses Uitvlieger, Nini Pompon and 
Quidane. 
III The sound of laughter is added to the soundtrack on several occasions, each time 
accompanying a close-up of a strange piece of headwear. 
IV The commentary germanises his name into ‘Mr. von Maros’. 
V The item opens with a panoramic view of Rouen and its damaged cathedral. Two shots of 
devastated houses follow, followed immediately by images of the funeral ceremony. There is 
no footage of dead bodies.  
VI Unlike the French ATW (France Actualités) AM-WA do not stress the fact that these 
French prisoners were set free on the personal order of Adolf Hitler (as a result of the failed 
Allied invasion of Dieppe). Nevertheless Hitler’s ‘noble gesture’ was highlighted in Belgian 
newspapers.  
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who have a sense of important things and of symbolic gestures.I The prisoners greet and 
embrace family members (women, children, older men) and friends. They receive food 
and get back on the train, which now leaves for Dieppe. In Dieppe, the railway station and 
its surroundings are crowded. French policemen and German soldiers try to keep the 
enthusiastic mob at a distance, but fail. Everyone surges at the prisoners who leave the 
train. The barriers are broken: in this human sea, everyone looks for his own. 
Unforgettable moments: mothers, wives and children live the most beautiful hour of their 
lives.II A prisoner takes his old mother home, others leave with their wives and families. 
[3’. 41”] 

9. Atlantic Ocean and Canada. German U-boats operating in the Atlantic Ocean reach the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence.III 

10. USSR. The battle around Volgograd [Stalingrad].IV 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
2 October 1942: AM-WA NR 578131 
1. France. Children of soldiers of the ‘Légion Tricolore’ (LVF) are cared for.V 
2. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). Lottery for the benefit of workers volunteering to 

work in Germany.VI  
3. Belgium. Readaptation workshops were created in different Belgian towns to train people 

volunteering to work in Germany. In a metallurgy workshop (Atelier d’adaptation 
professionnelle – formation d’ouvriers specialisées pour la métallurgie) in Liège [Luik] 
(Herstal)VII volunteers are trained. They receive theoretical and practical lessons (to 
become aircraft fitters).VIII During a small ceremony, a bonus is presented to the 1.000th 
trainee before his departure for Germany. [1’. 18”] 

4. Belgium. Children, accompanied by their mothers, enter Brussels North Station through 
the entrance reserved for the German army.IX A new contingent of 700 Belgian children 

 
I De Brinon is filmed from the back, we neither see his face nor hear is voice. When de Brinon 
(alias the commentary) refers to ‘the discipline and the loyalty’ of the Frenchmen, the images 
cut to a close-up of Scapini, who appears very moved.  
II The chaotic atmosphere is stressed by the noisy soundtrack of a crowd buzzing with nervous 
excitement. 
III This item, announced in the press, is missing from the only preserved newsreel print.  
IV This item, announced in the press, is missing from the only preserved newsreel print. 
V This item, announced in the press, is missing from the only preserved newsreel print. 
VI This item, announced in the press, is missing from the only preserved newsreel print. 
VII The commentator mentions Liège, probably to conceal (for strategic reasons) that this was 
filmed in Herstal.  
VIII The commentary doesn’t specify in which metallurgy sector the workers will be 
employed. But hanging on the ceiling of the workshop a big sign reads ‘Flugzeugbauer – 
Monteur d’avions’, which reveals that they are being trained to become aircraft fitters.  
IX 24 September 1942. The trip, organised by DeVlag and NSV, took the children to 
Magdeburg. The item opens with images of the children entering Brussels North Station, 
walking right under the big sign ‘Entrance for Wehrmacht only’ (Eingang nur für 
Wehrmacht). 
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from the Flemish provinces leaves Brussels. These children will spend several weeks 
holiday in Germany where they will regain their strength and get beautiful rosy cheeks. 
The children, guided by soldiers and carrying small swastika flags and lion flags, get on 
the train. Their families wave goodbye to them. [0’. 33”] 

5. Germany. The German-Swedish football match, played at the Olympic Stadium in Berlin 
in front of 90.000 people (among whom Reich Sport Leader Hans von Tschammer und 
Osten), is won by Sweden (2-3). [2’. 02”] 

6. Spain. Waiter contest in Madrid. [0’. 37”] 
7. Italy. The 10th international film festival takes place in Venetia [Venice] ]. This festival 

aims to contribute to cinematographic collaboration in the New Order. Reich Minister 
Joseph Goebbels visits the festival. Alessandro Pavolini, Minister of Popular Culture, on 
his way to the prize giving ceremony.I [1’. 07”] 

8. Austria. Flags are carried around during a parade in Wien [Vienna]. The colours of the 14 
nations whose youths are associated in the European Youth Union. The leaders of these 
youth associations gather (at the Hofburg). Baldur von Schirach (Germany), Aldo 
Vidussoni (Italy), José Antonio Elola (Spain) and the Japanese Minister Sakuma deliver 
speeches. Pilar Primo de Rivera is also present. Baldur von Schirach and Aldo Vidussoni 
sign the founding act and shake hands. [1’. 21”] 

9. USSR. (German) map from Lake Peipus to Smolensk and from Moskva [Moscow] to 
Voronezh. At the eastern front, battles rage in the sector of the Volkhov bridgehead. 
Bombs and grenades completely ploughed the soil. Soldiers advance cautiously through 
the fields, hiding behind the ruins of destroyed houses. They open fire on the enemy lines 
and slowly traverse the ruins. Bitter battles were fought around this village: on this spot 
the enemy lines are barely 100 metres away from the German lines. Views filmed by a 
telecamera show how the enemy’s movements are being followed. The artillery opens 
fire: a Soviet tank is hit.II The artillery sustains its fire, a German tank advances and 
barrages enemy positions.III [2’. 14”] 

10. USSR. (German) map of Crimea Peninsula and Kavkaz [Caucasus] (from Kerch to 
Rostov-na-Donu and Maykop). On the Kavkaz [Caucasus] front. An attack is launched 
against a locality outside Novorossiysk. The artillery opens fire on a small village. 
Infantrymen advance, artillery pieces and machine guns fire. German air force squadrons 
take off to attack the port and defence positions of Novorossiysk.IV The planes circle in the 
air, fly over the nearby bay (Tsemmeskaya Bay) and drop bombs on the city of 
Novorossiysk. A Soviet combat aircraft, a Rata J 17, is attacked and during an intense air 
battle is shot down. German planes attack the headquarters of the Soviet army with their 
guns. [3’. 18”] 

 

 
I The images, showing a big poster of Veit Harlan’s ‘The Great King’ (Der grosse König), 
reveal that this film participated in the festival. But the commentator doesn’t mention who 
won what prize. 
II Consecutive shots of the firing German artillery, an approaching Soviet tank and of an 
explosion give the impression that the viewer sees the artillery actually blowing up a Soviet 
tank. By slowing down the projection speed and freezing frames, you can detect that the 
explosion was actually filmed in another location. As contemporary newsreel audiences were 
unable to freeze frames, it is highly unlikely that they noticed this. 
III Subjective point-of-view: the camera is placed inside the tank, so the newsreel audience is 
looking through the tank’s eyehole. 
IV The rest of the item consists of spectacular aerial footage and (staged) shots of the pilot in 
his cockpit.  
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Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
9 October 1942: AM-WA NR 579132 
1. Belgium. The winter cycling season begins with the Opening Grand Prix (Grand-Prix 

d’Ouverture) at Brussels Sports Palace. Arie van Vliet wins the speed challenge beating 
Jef ‘Poeske’ Scherens and Louis Gérardin. Frans Cools and Maurice Clautier win the 
track relay (race). [1’. 01”] 

2. Italy. Gondoliers in historical costumes navigate on the Canale Grande during the Royal 
Regattas in Venetia [Venice] ]. [0’. 58”] 

3. Belgium. Tobacco crop in the Semois valley: the plants are picked, tied into bundles and 
dried. [1’. 29”] 

4. Estonia. The Estonian fishing season is up and running. This year the catch is plentiful. In 
Pärnu laht [Pärnu Bay] men fish herring that are smoke-dried afterwards by women. [0’. 
55”] 

5. Denmark. The 35th Fair in Frederica exhibits industrial innovations. [0’. 39”] 
6. Germany. At the institute for snake research (Hygienisches Institut Anhalt - Abteilung für 

Schlangenforschung) in Berlin, snake poison is collected for medical use. [2’. 03”] 
7. Belgium. Here are some creations for the autumn and winter season, chosen from the 

beautiful collection of a well-known Brussels couturier.I Women model fur coats and 
other (expensive) clothes. [1’. 04”]  

8. Germany. On the occasion of the second anniversary of the Tripartite Pact, representatives 
of all participating states meet (at the Hotel Kaiserhof) in Berlin. Minister of Foreign 
Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop (accompanied by Wilhelm Keitel) represents Germany. 
(Dino Alfieri and Hiroshi Oshima represent Italy and Japan, respectively). Reich Minister 
von Ribbentrop emphasises in a long speech the unconditional alliance of the powers of 
the Tripartite Pact and the certainty of the final victory. [0’. 48”] 

9. Atlantic Coast. In the framework of the joint maritime battle by the Tripartite Pact states, 
Japanese warships remain in contact with the forces of the Axis powers operating in the 
Atlantic Ocean. A Japanese submarine puts into a German base on the Atlantic Ocean.II 
Admiral Karl Dönitz, commander of the German U-boats, and the Japanese navy attaché 
go on board and welcome the complement. Women offer the Japanese crew flowers. The 
Japanese submarine commander reports to Grand Admiral Erich Raeder, commander-in-
chief of the German navy. While the Japanese submarine is prepared for further 
operations in a German U-boat bunker, their German comrades put up the Japanese men. 
The Japanese and German soldiers fraternise, exchange gifts, play sports together… In the 
end the Japanese submarine leaves, the Germans wave goodbye to it. [3’. 06”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Kursk and Voronezh to Novorossiysk and Astrakhan. The 
battle for Volgograd [Stalingrad]. Tanks drive towards the burning city. The vanguard of 
German storm troopers entered the suburbs of the city and flashes. The storm troopers 
advance step by step during bitter combat. They run across a railway line that comes 
under enemy fire. The soldiers approach the harbour areaIII, passing by a freight station 
and a grain silo. The battle continues in the devastated streets of the city: soldiers run from 

 
I The name of the fashion house is neither mentioned, nor hinted at. 
II Presumably filmed in France as Admiral Schultze accompanies Dönitz. 
III Insert of a panorama of the city, which is clearly devastated. 
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house to house between destroyed buildings. They spread the Reich war standard on the 
ground, as a signa l for German aviators.I Through the sustained attacks, the battle 
formations of the German air force support the advance of the infantry and pioneers. 
Bombs are dropped on Volgograd [Stalingrad]. Smoke rises from the burning city. [4’. 
19”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 22” 
 
 
 
 
 
16 October 1942: AM-WA NR 580133 
1. France. ‘L’Auto’ organised a cycle-race opposing a Belgian and a French team, each 

comprising 25 cyclists. The race starts in Versailles, from where both teams cycle 230 
kilometres in a circle around Paris. French cyclist Louis Thiétard makes his escape in 
Étampes, cycles up Chevreuse Hill and keeps the lead until the finish, at the velodrome of 
the Parc des Princes. [0’. 48”]  

2. France. Marcel Cerdan beats Spanish opponent José Ferrer at the European boxing 
championship in Paris.II  

3. France. Jean Bichelonne, State Secretary for Industrial Production, opens the annual 
international fair in Lyon. The presence of numerous foreign participants highlights the 
importance of this fair, which also throws light on the great efforts of the French industry. 
[0’. 33”] 

4. Belgium. Visit to an exhibition of small livestock (chickens, pigeons, rabbits) in the 
Orangerie of the Kruidtuin (Botanique) in Brussels. [0’. 39”] 

5. France. Jeannine Fournier from Roubaix is a nine-year-old child prodigy at the piano. [0’. 
44”] 

6. Italy. After the congress of European youth organisations in Wien [Vienna]III, 
representatives from 12 European nations gather in Milano [Milan]. Before the meeting 
is opened, the representatives lay wreaths on the monument for fallen soldiers. Then the 
participants gather in a stadium, where each delegation holds a parade. [0’. 55”] 

7. Germany. During a stay in Berlin, Erwin Rommel addresses, at the invitation of Dr. 
Joseph Goebbels, members of the German and international press. The marshal declares 
among other things: ‘the Axis troops are now 100 kilometres from Al Iskandarīyah 
[Alexandria] and from Al-Qāhirah [Cairo]. We have the gate to Egypt in our hands.’IV 
Marshal Rommel visits Adolf Hitler and receives the marshal’s truncheon from the hands 
of the Führer. [0’. 41”] 

8. Germany. Adolf Hitler opens the German WH 1942/1943 campaign during a ceremony at 
the Sports Palace in Berlin. The voluntary gifts of the German nation to the last WH 
campaign raised the record sum of 1.208.000.000 RM. Hitler, surrounded by many party 
officials, enters the Sports Palace. The audience (mostly womenV) react very 

 
I The infantrymen spread the flag and look up at the combat aircraft flying overhead. This 
allows a smooth changeover to long sequence of aerial footage. 
II This item, announced in the press, is missing from the only preserved print. It remains 
unclear whether or not it was cancelled at the eleventh hour. 
III See the eighth item of AM-WA NR 580. 
IV Rommel’s voice is not heard. 
V The commentary doesn’t hint at that fact, which is however underlined by the editors. 
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enthusiastically. The Führer shakes hands with Marshal Erwin Rommel and other men. 
(Among those present: Robert Ley, Joseph Goebbels, Heinrich Himmler and Wilhelm 
Keitel.) During his speech, Adolf Hitler outlines the huge achievements of the German 
army in the east. The audience applauds enthusiastically.I [1’. 02”] 

9. Italy and Libya (Italy). In an Italian harbour, freighters are loaded with supplies, including 
goods wagons for the Axis forces II in Northern Africa. Protected by the German and the 
Italian war navies, the ships cross the Mediterranean Sea and arrive in an African port. 
The locomotives and goods wagons are transferred to the British railway line that 
connects Tubruq [Tobruk] with Egypt. A train is assembled and departs for the El-
Alamein front: the first German freight train crosses the Egyptian coastal railway to the 
east. A few kilometres before the front line, all the goods are loaded into trucks and 
transported further. Marshal Erwin Rommel arrives and discusses the situation with Field 
Marshal Albert Kesselring. Rommel meets Hans-Joachim Marseille, the most successful 
fighter at the African front who in a single day shot down 16 enemy planes and won 128 
victories in the air. These images were filmed shortly before his mortal accident.III [2’. 
05”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Kursk to Novorossiysk and (over Volgograd [Stalingrad]) to 
Astrakhan. After German troops had penetrated deep into the southern parts of Volgograd 
[Stalingrad] motorised units and armoured cars now also reach the city area from other 
sides. German tanks fire and advance through the suburbs. Buildings are fired on. The 
great battle for the Volga River has changed into many individual fights. A wooden house 
is ablaze; tanks advance past and through ruins. Soldiers walk along a street. The anti-
aircraft defence artillery opens fire on enemy machine gun positions in the centre of the 
city. [1’. 31”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad] to Volgograd [Stalingrad] and 
from Don River to Tikhoretsk. The attack on Volgograd [Stalingrad] from the north. 
German artillery positions load their cannons. The northern part of the city, which 
stretches over a length of 35 kilometres along the Volga River, is fired on. The artillery 
shells the city, from where smoke arises. Tanks advance past ruined houses.IV Destroyed 
Soviet aircraft lie on a local airfield. While the artillery keeps shelling enemy positions, 
cars and tanks advance. Hotbeds of resistance are fired on one after the next until they are 
ready to be stormed. The artillery keeps firing. Infantrymen, their weapons ready, walk 
through the streets: a soldier ducks to avoid enemy fire. Volgograd [Stalingrad] has 
turned into one big heap of rubble.V After the capture of a city district, a swastika flag is 
hoisted. In the background: the Volga River.VI Along a wide front, the German troops 
have reached this lifeline of Soviet Russia. [2’. 16”] 

 
I As the commentary summarises Hitler’s speech (as usual there is no original sound) there is 
hardly any footage of Hitler talking into the microphone: the item focuses mainly on the 
enthusiastic reactions by his audience. The item concludes with an establishing-shot of the 
German eagle that hangs over the stage.  
II The commentary uses this term twice (see also the seventh item) in this newsreel issue. This 
is very rare: normally the commentary refers to ‘German and Italian troops’ or to ‘the German 
army and its allies’. 
III Marseille died on 30 September 1942. (The well-documented publication ‘Aces of the 
Reich’ talks about 17 ‘kills’ in one day and a total of 158 victories.) 
IV Filmed from inside a moving armoured car. 
V Illustrated with images of many ruins. 
VI Panoramic view on the river, accompanied by triumphant music that gets louder as the item 
draws to an end. 
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12. USSR. (German) map from Kerch and the Black Sea to Don River, River Wolga and 
Kavkaz [Caucasus]. At the Kavkaz [Caucasus] front. In their encampment at the feet of 
the El’brus glaciers, German mountain light infantrymen (Gebirgsjäger) chop wood, cook 
food, polish their boots etc. Pack mules are deployed to bring supplies to mountain 
positions. A unit of the mountain artillery takes up position at a height of over 4.000 
metres. Infantrymen sneak up and past rock formations, take position and open fire.I The 
Soviets try repeatedly to recapture the mountain passes that the Germans have occupied. 
The Germans sustain their fire, deploying machine guns and artillery. [1’. 33”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
23 October 1942: AM-WA NR 581134 
1. Sweden. Runner Gunnar Hägg sets a new world record (over a distance of 5.000 metres) 

in Stockholm. [0’. 56”] 
2. France. At the Winter Velodrome in Paris the charity gala takes place organised to benefit 

a social fund for policemen and firemen. [1’. 24”] 
3. Romania. The Romanian Protection Council for Social Works looks after the health needs 

of children living in big cities. The council shelters urban children in a home by a lake 
near Bucuresti [Bucharest]. [0’. 40”] 

4. Belgium. After ‘Dinanderie’II the making of ‘Couque de Dinant’, a gingerbread speciality, 
is the second local industry in and around Dinant. The baking tins are often reproductions 
of the Dinanderie style. [1’. 02”] 

5. USSR. Sunflower fields cover vast areas of the immense territories in the east. Sunflower 
oil makes an important contribution to the supply of oils; the waste will be used as fodder 
in the winter. German officers walk among the fields, inspecting the sunflowers. 
Ukrainian women harvest the flowers.III [0’. 56”] 

6. USSR. Some kilometres behind the eastern frontline, Germans help the population to 
bring in the harvest. German soldiers are reaping corn and cauliflowers. They are also 
helping stockbreeders. These views were filmed in the great farms in Ukraine.IV[1’. 04”] 

7. Yugoslavia. In Croatia, farmers are flocking in from all parts of the country to worship 
Our Lady of Bystrica. The pilgrims pray in the open air before going into the church. [0’. 
57”]  

8. Belgium. The Radio Brussels [Zender Brussel] Symphony Orchestra (Philharmonie 
Brussel), conducted by Robert Heger, gave a concert at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis 
voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels. The orchestra performed a score by Richard Strauss 
composed on the occasion of the 2.600th anniversary of the Japanese Empire.V [2’. 02”] 

9. Spain. During his tour of inspection in the northern provinces of Spain, General Franco 
visits the port of Gijón. The Caudillo is enthusiastically welcomed. [0’. 50”] 

 
I This scene is probably staged; otherwise the cameraman would have been in the line of fire. 
II See the eighth item of AM-WA NR 574. 
III Without explicitly saying so, the item suggests that the sunflower oil is destined for 
Germany. 
IV Unlike the previous item, these commentaries and images suggest that the German soldiers 
are only helping.  
V 18 October 1942. 
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10. USSR. (German) map from Lake Peipus to Volga River and from Desna River to 
Voronezh. In the central sector of the eastern front. Relief troops arrive. The Germans 
repress an attack launched by the Soviets in the region of Rzhev. Soldiers run around in 
the trenches, grab their weapons and observe the enemy through binoculars. Soviet tanks 
are approaching the German lines.I Sustained fire destroys the tanks one after the other. 
Two tanks enemy tanks are hit and explode. The artillery keeps firing and hitting enemy 
tanks. A war reporter films with his telecamera: in the first combat line the telecamera 
captures the smallest detail of the battle. The German artillery opens violent fire on the 
enemy’s small forts. [1’. 38”]  

11. USSR. (German) map from Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad] to Volgograd [Stalingrad] and to 
Tikhoretsk. The battle for Volgograd [Stalingrad]. The artillery fires. The Soviets try 
continuously to break through the barrage front between the Don and the Volga River, 
north of Volgograd [Stalingrad]. All assaults are repelled. The artillery keeps shelling. 
Destroyed Soviet tanks stand in the field. In a single day, 124 out of 150 attacking enemy 
tanks were annihilated. Many destroyed Soviet tanks lie in the plains. The northern 
suburbs of Volgograd [Stalingrad] are attacked: motorised units enter the northern part of 
the city. The houses are devastated, the buildings lie in ruins. Prisoners of war are 
marched off in long columns: the centres of combat continuously pour out new plagues of 
prisoners. [2’. 04”] 

12. USSR. The German air force at the eastern front.II 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
30 October 1942: AM-WA NR 582135 
1. Belgium. On 22 October 1942, VNV leader Staf De Clercq died. A hearse drives slowly 

through Brussels, followed by several men (including August Borms and Hendrik Elias).III 
People standing at the side of the road raise their right arm as the hearse passes by. The 
coffin is taken from the hearse, carried by black-uniformed men (DM/ZB members)IV to 
the Great Square (Grand-Place) and is put on a catafalque. During the impressive 
ceremony on the Great Square of Brussels, members of the VNV and of numerous Flemish 
formations make one last salute to their dead leader. Many people (including VAVV 
delegations) march past. The coffin, preceded by several men (including Frans Daels and 
August Borms), is carried away. [1’. 13”]V  

2. Spain. A swimming contest is held in the port of Barcelona. 
3. Africa. The cultivation and harvest of cotton. 
4. Estonia. Production of fish leather. 

 
I Consecutive shots of a German soldier looking through field glasses and of a Soviet tank 
driving straight towards the camera. 
II This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. 
III This ceremony was held on 27 October 1942. Borms and Elias are intentionally brought 
into view but not mentioned.  
IV The name of the organisation is not mentioned, but the close-up of its banner is included. 
V This is apparently the only preserved item. The following items cannot therefore be 
described in detail. 
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5. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). New hats and haircuts for the winter. 
6. Belgium. The Ramblers in Brussels.I 
7. Germany. Dr. Joseph Goebbels attends a meeting of writers and poets in Weimar. 

Participants from Germany (Adolf Bartels, Hans Johst, Wilhelm Schäfer), Italy (Farinelli), 
Spain (Alvaro), Norway (Holter) und Romania (George Enescu) attend the assembly. 

8. Germany. Visit to the workshop of Dr. Josef Thorak, who finished his monumental 
sculpture ‘Mother and Child’ (Mutter und Kind) in Berlin. 

9. France. Marshal Philippe Pétain is enthusiastically welcomed in Avignon. 
10. Location not mentioned (Norway?). Units of the German war navy operate in the northern 

waters. 
11. USSR. The battle is resumed in the swampy front sector to the south east of Lake Ilmen. 

A Waffen-SS division, supported by the artillery, attacks. Prisoners of war are taken and 
marched away. 

12. USSR. The battle at the Kavkaz [Caucasus] front. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
6 November 1942: AM-WA NR 583136 
1. Hungary. Test-flight of the smallest European light aircraft. 
2. Austria. Visit to the Clock Museum in Wien [Vienna]. 
3. Czechoslovakia. Visit to the annual fair in Bratislava [Pressburg]. 
4. Poland. Polish traffic regulations are improved under auspices of the General 

Government, which has new railways constructed. 
5. France. In the Camargue, French farmers harvesting rice are helped by Indo-Chinese 

workers. 
6. Belgium. Corn threshing in Belgium. 
7. Belgium. The old mill in Pamel. 
8. France. In Northern France, children depart for Germany to spend their holidays there. 

(Presumably the departure – in Lille – of children whose fathers are fighting with the 
Légion Tricolore (LVF) at the eastern front.)II  

9. Spain. The ‘sixth anniversary of the new Spain’, the sixth birthday of Franco’s 
appointment as Caudillo, is celebrated in the Royal Palace in Madrid. 

10. Location not mentioned (Japan?). Japanese paratroopers.  
11. USSR. The battle for Volgograd [Stalingrad] continues. 
12. Africa. The war at the African front. (Presumably dedicated to the German air raid on a 

fortress near the frontier of Egypt and Libya (Italy).)III 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 

 
I Presumably dedicated to the concert given by the Ramblers (and Tohama) at the Palais des 
Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) on 22 or 23 October 1942. The Ramblers played 
jazzy music. 
II See also the sixth item of AM-WA NR 584. 
III This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. 
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13 November 1942: AM-WA NR 584137 
1. Germany. The German team wins the Germany-Croatia (5-1) football match in Stuttgart. 

[1’. 25”] 
2. Belgium. The international eliminatory competition for heavyweight boxers takes place at 

the Brussels Sports Palace. Belgian boxer Karel Sys knocks his fellow countryman Van 
den Broeck out in the first round and helps him stand up afterwards. Frenchman Stéphan 
Olek beats his Belgian opponent Burton.I [1’. 59”]  

3. Sweden. The Swedish cyclist Svend Johanssen wins the Danish-Swedish cycle race in 
Sweden. [0’. 45”] 

4. Italy. Racehorse Tabula Rasa wins first prize at the Merano Hippodrome. [1’. 06”] 
5. Italy. During the vintage festivities, a traditional parade is held in Lugano. [0’. 52”] 
6. Germany. 700 French children of Légion Tricolore (LVF) members left Lille recently to 

spend their holidays in Germany. The children arrive in Bayern [Bavaria] and are warmly 
welcomed by foster parents. They play and make a boat trip. [1’. 10”] 

7. Romania. Marshal Ion Antonescu visits the Belvedere tobacco factory. The Hungarian 
head of state is accompanied by acting Minister President Professor Mihai Antonescu. [0’. 
51”]  

8. Hungary. Regent Admiral Miklós Horthy inaugurates a barrage and an hydraulic 
installation, which carries the name of his dead son, István Horthy, in Békés. Thanks to 
this installation the Hortobágy River is now navigable to Túrkeve. [0’. 46”] 

9. Belgium. Flemish OT-volunteers, who spent 17 months at the eastern front, return to 
Belgium to spend their leave with their families. They arrive in Brussels North Station, 
where each one receives the winter medal.II Preceded by a military orchestra, the OT 
members march through the streets of Brussels. [0’. 39”]  

10. USSR. (German) map from Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad] to Volgograd [Stalingrad] and to 
Tikhoretsk. The battle for Volgograd [Stalingrad]. The artillery sustains a constant 
barrage on the factories in the northern suburbs. German storm columns gather in one of 
the conquered assault trenches that criss-cross Volgograd [Stalingrad]. Storm troopers 
attackIII and reach a block of houses behind which lies the ‘Red Barricade’ gun foundry. 
The houses are burned out; German tanks pass by. The tanks have to eliminate the 
fortified machine gun nests. The ‘Red Barricade’ gun foundry is fired on. Stukas attack 
the enemy batteries. The infantry fights its way over the heaps of rubble and penetrates 
deeper and deeper into the gun foundry. The infantry advances and fires. The enormous 
field of ruins where the Soviets constructed many defence positions in succession 
conquered is metre by metre by German troops. Bolshevists, pulled out of cellars and 
bunkers and taken prisoner, are marched away. [4’. 15”]  

 
I 8 November 1942. This was the first round, the next one is reported on in the first item of 
AM-WA NR 587. 
II 4 November 1942. The OT members marched towards their formation-centre, located in the 
centre of Brussels, but this is not mentioned in the commentary. 
III From this point onwards, the commentator raises his voice and talks very fast, to heighten 
the tension. The overall tone of this item is very heroic but the images may as well have been 
filmed in a deserted district. 
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11. Africa. The war at the African front. (Presumably dedicated to Erwin Rommel, leading the 
defence and counter-attacks against British troops in Egypt.)I 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
20 November 1942: AM-WA NR 585138 
1. Switzerland. The German team wins the Germany-Switzerland (5-3) football match in 

Bern. [1’. 09”] 
2. Belgium. Sculptor Albert Baisieux, who won the Golchart Prize, exhibits in Tournai 

[Doornik]. [0’. 46”]  
3. Germany. Visit to a factory producing Plexiglas wind instruments. Plexiglas is a German 

invention. [1’. 01”] 
4. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). The Spanish duo Tamara and Valéry performs a 

Spanish dance in a cabaret. [0’. 45”] 
5. Austria. 17 countries compete in the European postal service congress in Wien [Vienna]. 

The meeting concludes with the foundation of a European postal service union: an 
important factor in the edification of the new Europe. [1’. 25”] 

6. Belgium. The Belgian sugar beet crop is well under way. Farmers harvest the beet and 
transport them by the cartload. From now, one can foresee that the needs in sugar of our 
continent will be assured by the contributions of European countries. The cartload is 
emptied and the beet is added to a very long and high pile of beet. [1’. 00”]  

7. Austria. Norwegian horses form excellent pack- and draught-horses. German officers visit 
a stud farm in Tirol, which breeds Norwegian horses that are remarkably adapted to the 
requirements of war. [1’. 04”]  

8. Italy. Benito Mussolini attends exercises by the naval fire brigade, followed by a parade of 
motorboats, on the Tyrrhenian Sea. [0’. 46”] 

9. Atlantic Ocean. A German U-boat, crossing the Atlantic Ocean, spots an isolated cargo 
ship and fires across the front of its stem as a signal to stop. The captain of the freighter 
comes over to show his papers. It turns out to be a Portuguese cargo ship, which does not 
contain any contraband and is therefore allowed to continue on its way freely. [1’. 54”] 

10. Pacific Ocean. A squadron of the imperial Japanese navy goes to the south of the Pacific 
Ocean and prepares for battle. Combat planes take off from an aircraft carrier (the 
Japanese avail of a large number of aircraft carriers) and attack an enemy ship.II 
Animated diagram. During the first 11 months of war, Japan sank 59 American warships: 
seven battleships, 12 aircraft carriers, 17 cruisers, 13 destroyers and 10 submarines. [1’. 
50”]  

11. USSR. (German) map from Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad] to Volgograd [Stalingrad] and to 
Tikhoretsk. In Volgograd [Stalingrad], in the ruins of the already conquered districts, the 
German storm troopers finish wiping out the last underground shelters of the Bolshevist 
resistance. The infantry, moving between ruins of the devastated districts, opens fire. 
Stukas attack. The battlefield of Volgograd [Stalingrad] where the most bitter street fights 

 
I This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. 
II The nationality of the attacked ship (presumably American) is not mentioned. This whole 
sequence is merely an introduction to the following diagram and message. 
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of the whole war have been taking place for weeks, disappears under enormous palls of 
smoke.I [1’. 12”]  

12. USSR. (German) map from River Donets and Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad] to the Black Sea 
and from Volgograd [Stalingrad] over Astrakhan to Kharkov. At the Kavkaz [Caucasus] 
front. German tanks advance to the west of River Terek. They reach the region of Nalchik 
where the Soviets established a new front line. The German anti-aircraft defence in action 
before Nalchik. Smoke rises up on the horizon: an enemy munitions depot was hit. 
German and Romanian mountain troops enter the city of Nalchik. Almost every house and 
every cellar was turned into a blockhouse. Troops smoke a cigarette. [1’. 53”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 45” 
 
 
 
 
 
27 November 1942: AM-WA NR 586139 
1. Belgium. The Société Royale Saint-Hubert organises a greyhound race at the Brussels 

Sport Palace. [1’. 29”]  
2. Belgium. Visit to the carpet weaving section of the Institute for Decorative Arts (Ecole 

des arts décoratifs)II in Brussels. [1’. 44”] 
3. Denmark. Visit to a fur farm that breeds silver foxes. Female models wear fur coats. [1’. 

05”] 
4. Poland. Due to the intensification of railway traffic in Galicja [Galicia], many bridges are 

built. An enormous wooden railway bridge is built over a river. [1’. 03”] 
5. Romania. Konstantin Hierl, chief of the RAD, visits Professor Mihai AntonescuIII, Vice-

President of the Romanian Cabinet. Hierl lays a funeral wreath at the monument of the 
eternal flame (legend MTR) and visits a Romanian Labour Service camp near Bucuresti 
[Bucharest]. [2’. 13”] 

6. Norway. Nasjonal Samling, the national movement of new Norway, gathers in Oslo to 
commemorate its eighth anniversary. (Vidkun Quisling presides the congress.) [1’. 02”] 

7. Hungary. Hungarian pioneer-officers, receiving a practical training, are building roads in 
Fonyód. [0’. 29”] 

8. Spain. Franco attends manoeuvres by Spanish troops, commanded by General Ricardo 
Rada, in Colmenar ViejoIV near Madrid. [0’. 57”] 

9. Italy. Units of the Italian M-Battalion depart for the eastern front. The soldiers are 
enthusiastically waved goodbye to. [0’. 39”] 

10. France. (German) map from Lyon to Perpignan and Toulon. In France, in the first hours 
of the morning of 11 November, on the Demarcation Line. A sign reads (in German and 
French) ‘Demarcation Line. No trespassing’. A wristwatch points 7 o’clock. At seven 
a.m., motorised units began to cross non-occupied France in the direction of the 
Mediterranean coasts. Foiling enemy plans, Germany prevents disembarkation on the 
French southern coasts in this way. German soldiers cross the Demarcation Line. They 
drive and march along the Toulouse-Carcassonne road. Locals stand on the roadside and 

 
I The screen blackens, the item fades out. 
II Actually called the ‘Ecole nationale supérieure d’Architecture et des Arts décoratifs’, 
commonly known as ‘La Cambre’.  
III Referred throughout the newsreels as ‘Michael’ or ‘Michel’ Antonescu. 
IV Referred to as ‘Colmenar’ by the commentator. 
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watchI the troops passing by. Children stare at the vehicles of passing soldiers. The 
German troops advance further and reach Marseille; a tank drives past the local triumphal 
arch. [2’. 31”] 

11. USSR. Goods are unloaded from a wagon carrying the Flemish lettering ‘SS Legion 
Flandern’. A visit to the ‘Flanders’ volunteer legion at the eastern front.II Distribution of 
soup and mail. Blankets and onions are unloaded from a truck. Distribution of uniforms. A 
soldier puts another soldier’s cap on. Another one pulls a sock over his hands and plays 
with it as if it were a doll. [1’. 10”]  

12. USSR. (German) map from Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad] to Volgograd [Stalingrad] and to 
Tikhoretsk. Between the Don and the Volga River. The Italian infantry beats back a Soviet 
attack. The artillery hits a Soviet tank. The Italian infantrymen advance. Volgograd 
[Stalingrad], the ancient metropolis on the Volga River, has become a dead city.III The 
city is littered with blockhouses, barricades, destroyed artillery guns and tanks. A railway 
convoy contains unfinished Soviet tanks. The old Dzerzhinskiy tractor factory, which the 
Soviets transformed into a tank factory, is destroyed. This was one of the most important 
Soviet armaments factories. Smoking ruins and rubbish are everywhere. The German 
artillery now covers the banks of the Volga River. [2’. 27”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 49” 
 
 
 
 
 
4 December 1942: AM-WA NR 587140 
1. Belgium. The quarter-finals of the international boxing championship for heavyweights 

take place at the Brussels Sports Palace. Francis Rutz gives up against Karel Sys.IV French 
boxer Stéphan Olek beats his Belgian opponent Baeken.V [2’. 14”] 

2. Germany. Opening of the winter sports season in Berlin. Gerda Strauch, Günther Noack, 
Ernst Baier and Maxi Herber give a figure-skating demonstration on the Friedrichsheim 
Ice Rink. (There are many military men in the audience.) [0’. 57”] 

3. France. A Kees van Dongen retrospective (‘Van Dongen: 50 ans de peinture) opens at the 
Galerie Charpentier in Paris. Van Dongen, Sacha Guitry, Arletty and several personalities 
(including Louis Hautecoeur and Amédée Bussière) visit the exhibition. [1’. 05”]  

4. Belgium. Visit to a bakery school in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers], where theoretical and 
practical lessons are taught. [1’. 45”] 

5. USSR. The conquered regions of the East are used increasingly to supply Europe. Cotton, 
picked near the Azov Sea, is brought to boats and transported by sea. [0’. 54”] 

 
I Not very enthusiastic. 
II This sole line of commentary refers to the soldiers as the ‘Légion des volontaires ‘Flandre’’ 
and doesn’t mention the word ‘SS’ nor the name SS-Freiwillige Legion ‘Flandern’. 
III The commentary and (especially) the music create a very sombre atmosphere. 
IV The item doesn’t show or mention that Sys was booed and hissed at by the audience. 
V 29 November 1942. Belgian boxers Maurice Robensyn and Pierre Van Deuren also won 
their matches. Robensyn, Van Deuren, Olek and Sys met again for the demi-finals (not 
featured in the newsreels) and the latter two would eventually fight the finals (see the second 
item of AMWA NR 593).  
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6. Sweden. The 300th anniversary of the German St. Gertrud Church (Sankt Gertrud Kirche) 
is celebrated in Stockholm. King Gustav V, the royal family and Finnish and German 
ambassadors, attend the ceremony. [0’. 57”] 

7. Hungary. The annual draft of recruits takes place in Hungary. Recruits go to the 
inspection centre and take the oath. The event is celebrated at night when the recruits 
dance with village girls. [1’. 15”] 

8. Germany. German soldiers (airborne troops) are trained in a camp near Berlin. [1’. 00”] 
9. France. (German) map of the Mediterranean, from Perpignan to Oran and from Roma 

[Rome] through Sicilia [Sicily] to Tunis. The occupation of the Italian (French)I coast 
was achieved according to plan. A motorised unit is on its way to the French Riviera. In 
Marseille, the German anti-aircraft defence is installed and from now on assures the safety 
of the harbour against enemy air raids. Motorised units drive through Perpignan and 
reach the Spanish frontier near Cerbère.II German soldiers shake hands with the Spanish 
border patrol. Germany now has a base at the frontier of the Pyrenees. The southern 
French coasts are also placed in a state of defence. Germany responds to the Anglo-
American attack against French Northern Africa, preventing an enemy disembarkation on 
the southern French coasts. German artillery and observation posts control the coast and 
sea. [2’. 19”]  

10. USSR. (German) map from Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad] to Volgograd [Stalingrad] and to 
Tikhoretsk. The battle for Volgograd [Stalingrad]. Stukas drop heavy bombs on blocks 
situated on the banks of the Volga River. Planes fly over the blocks and drop their bombs: 
smoke rises from the bombed buildings. The artillery fires and destroys hotbeds of enemy 
resistance. Infantrymen attack, deploying machine-guns and grenade launchers. Enemy 
soldiers approach, their hands in the air: these Bolshevists leave their shattered cellar. The 
German soldiers, not far from the enemy lines, take a rest, drink and eat bread and 
sausage. [1’. 24”]  

11. USSR. (German) map of St. Petersburg [Leningrad] and surroundings, from Kronshtadt to 
Shlissel’burg [Schlüsselburg]. At the St. Petersburg [Leningrad] front. A Soviet battleship 
(the Marat) is fired on. The ship tries to escape, protected by an artificial smoke screen.III 
The German artillery fires. Aerial footage shows how the harbour and industrial area of 
St. Petersburg [Leningrad] are bombed. [1’. 02”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 52” 
 
 
 
 
11 December 1942: AM-WA NR 588141 
1. The Netherlands. An international swimming competition brings together Belgian, 

German and Dutch girl swimmers in Den Haag [The Hague]. (Reich Commissioner 
Arthur Seyss-Inquart attends the contest.) Dutch swimmer Bep van Schaik wins the 100 
metres crawl. [0’. 36”]  

2. Germany. The French trapeze trio ‘Les 3 Alizés’ performs at the Wintergarten in Berlin. 
[0’. 53”] 

 
I The commentary talks about the Italian coast (‘litoral italienne’). This is most likely a slip of 
the tongue: German troops did not enter Italy.  
II Filmed from across the border: the cameraman is on Spanish territory. 
III The item, which (unlike the DW) doesn’t mention the name of the ship, also fails to 
mention whether the ship managed to escape, thereby implying that it did.  
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3. Belgium. Radio Brussels [Zender Brussel] invited 800 orphans of war and the children of 
Belgian prisoners of war to a St. Nicholas party. The children attend a clown performance 
and visit St. Nicholas. [1’. 20”]  

4. Denmark. Visit to a Danish tobacco grower and cigar factory. [0’. 25”] 
5. Romania. An agriculture fair is held in Sibiu. A traditional parade takes place in the streets 

of the city. [0’. 54”] 
6. France. The architecture exhibition ‘L’Habitation dans le Nord’, organised by the French 

commissioner for reconstruction, takes place at the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor 
Schone Kunsten) in Lille.I [0’. 50”]  

7. Germany. Visit to a factory that produces silk stockings.II [1’. 12”] 
8. Spain. The institute for the political education of young Falange women is inaugurated in 

Madrid. Franco attends its inauguration and a march-past. [0’. 31”] 
9. Germany. A congress in München [Munich] brings together the mayors of most European 

capitals. [0’. 54”] 
10. USSR. (German) map from the Black Sea to Volgograd [Stalingrad] and from Luhans’k 

[Voroshilovgrad] to Nalchik. A mixed unit of the German and the Romanian war navyIII 
leaves its base at the coast of the Black Sea. The seamen are commissioned to lay mines 
that will limit the freedom of action of the Bolshevist naval forces still present in the Black 
Sea. [1’. 01”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Luhans’k [Voroshilovgrad] to Volgograd [Stalingrad] and 
from the Don River to Tikhoretsk. On the upper course of the Don River. German army 
units and those of its allies ward off Soviet breakthrough attempt. The artillery fires, 
plumes of smoke in the distance indicate the impact of projectiles. Hungarian units, 
having received the order to counter-attack, storm forward and run through trenches.IV 
Soviet prisoners of war are standing together. [1’. 11”] 

12. USSR. At the eastern front, German combat planes take off to back the battle of defence 
by the German army. The planes attack the enemy anti-aircraft artillery and shell a 
military training area behind the enemy front, where German reconnaissance aircraft 
observe the concentration of strong Soviet forces. An important road is being showered 
with bombs.V [1’. 26”] 

13. USSR. At the Kavkaz [Caucasus] front, in the El’brus area. A German reconnaissance 
troop on skis advances through Dombay-Ulgen pass. Their leader climbs a mountain and 
looks through his spyglass: an enemy storm troop is marching on.VI Minutes are now 
decisive! The Germans immediately return to their baseVII and warn the other mountain 
light infantrymen (Gebirgsjäger), who open fire with machine guns and light artillery 
pieces. The Dombay-Ulgen pass remains in the hands of German mountain troops. [2’. 
27”] 

 

 
I The item opens with the close-up of a poster, which reveals that the exhibition ran from 21 
November until 6 December. 
II The item finishes with the images of a woman putting on her stockings, offering a close up 
of her bare leg. 
III The item stresses the close collaboration between both naval forces. 
IV The position of the camera suggests strongly that this scene was staged. 
V This commentary is accompanied by long sequences of bombs falling, sometimes 
alternating with close-ups of the pilot. 
VI This item, well-staged and edited, contains no footage of enemy soldiers. 
VII The commentary and editing suggest that these men are carrying out daredevil feats to gain 
seconds. 
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Total newsreel length: 13’. 40” 
 
 
 
 
 
18 December 1942: AM-WA NR 589142 
1. Romania. Motor race held in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. [0’. 43”] 
2. Belgium. The Belgian wrestler Bert Auwera beats the Croatian Bukovac at the European 

wrestling championship in the Sport Palace of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. [1’. 43”] 
3. Denmark. The traditional ‘St. Hubertus Hunt’ is held in Denmark every year. Prince 

Harald congratulates the winner. [0’. 59”] 
4. Belgium. Spanish dancer Lina Gomber performs in a cabaret (?) in Brussels. [1’. 09”]  
5. Belgium. The Choir of Regensburg’s Cathedral (Regensburger Domchor), which is 

touring France and Belgium, will perform in Paris, Lille, Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] 
and Gent [Ghent/Gand] before going to the Netherlands. The choir sings, its audience 
(which includes German soldiers) is moved.I [1’. 01”]  

6. Austria. The 80th birthday of poet Gerhart Hauptmann is celebrated in Wien [Vienna]. 
Baldur von Schirach presents Hauptmann with an honorary ring of the city of Wien 
[Vienna].II District Leader (Gauleiter) Karl Hanke hands over the Fine Arts of Lower 
Silesia Prize (Niederschlesien) and gifts from Führer Adolf Hitler and the city of Wrocław 
[Breslau]. [0’. 55”] 

7. USSR. Churches in the Soviet Union, which have been used for profane purposes under 
the Bolshevist regime, required substantial repairs to recover their former characteristics. 
To restore a church, exact copies are made of the original stained-glass windows. An 
orthodox priest celebrates the first religious service in a restored church.III [1’. 29”]  

8. Czechoslovakia. In the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia , safety measures for 
mineworkers are improved, as illustrated by the simulation of an accident and the ensuing 
rescue operation. [1’. 01”] 

9. Germany. Reich Minister Dr. Joseph Goebbels spoke at the Sports Palace in Berlin and 
addressed the population.IV Goebbels talks to a Sports Palace filled with people including 
young and older men, citizens and soldiers. He underlines the firm resolution of the 
German nation to continue this war until it achieves a victorious end and declares that the 
confidence of the people in their Führer is unshakeable. The audience rises and makes the 
Nazi salute, responding enthusiastically to Goebbels’s words. The Sports Palace is 
decorated with a giant eagle and a flag.V Enthusiastic response by the crowd. [0’. 29”]  

10. USA. Animated (German) map indicating that Tokyo is 4500 kilometres from the 
Aleutian Islands and that the Aleutian Islands are 4.000 kilometres from San Francisco. 

 
I It is not clear where these images were shot; they may have been filmed during their first 
performance in the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels (13 
December 1942). This item cannot have served as a means of publicity for the Belgian part of 
their tour: they gave their last performance on 18 December, the very day this newsreel issue 
was released. 
II The ceremony is similar to presenting someone with keys of a city, but Hauptmann is 
presented with a ring. 
III The item concludes with images of paintings of Christ, a missal, etc. 
IV No sound of Goebbels’ voice (who actually addressed the party leadership of his district). 
V The banner, only partially visible reads ‘Never forget that England forced us into this war’ 
(Vergesst nie, dass uns England diesen Krieg aufge[zwungen hat]). 
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Japanese disembarkation on the Aleutian Islands. In this way Japan seized an offensive 
base owned until now by the USA and provided itself with excellent starting points with a 
view to new combats against North America.I A Japanese convoy sails north. These 
images only reached Europe after a long and roundabout route. The first troops 
disembark on small boats and reach the islands. Warships, transport ships and seaplanes 
follow. American bombers attack: the Japanese artillery responds and shoots down an 
American plane. The disembarking troops gather to solemnly thank Tenno.II (German) 
map indicating that the area now covered by Japan stretches from Yangôn [Rangoon] to 
the Aleutian Islands and (almost) to Australia. During the first months of the war, Japan 
conquered a surface territory totalling around 4.800.000 square kilometres. [2’. 07”]  

11. USSR. The German air force tirelessly supports the army, engaged in a hard combat of 
defence on the eastern front. Way behind the front, groups of Soviet troops, supply bases 
and communication centres are bombed. German fighter planes fly through the air, the 
ground bellow is littered with bomb craters. Night and day, these attacks severely struck 
the enemy during the manoeuvres. Pilots look down and drop bombs; smoke rises when 
they hit the ground. [1’. 37”]  

12. USSR. (German) map from Peipus Lake through Moskva [Moscow] to Voronezh. In the 
central sector of the eastern front. A watch tower sounds the alarm: Soviet troops are 
attacking! German soldiers run outdoors, take up their positions in the trenches and open 
fire.III The artillery opens barrage fire and pushes back the attack. The artillery keeps 
firing, projectiles strike in the distance, Stukas attack. [2’. 16”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 29” 
 
 
 
 
 
25 December 1942: AM-WA NR 590143 
1. Hungary. The Italian team wins a general rating at the Hungarian-Italian-German fencing 

tournament in Budapest. [0’. 50”] 
2. Czechoslovakia. Germany wins the Germany v. Slovakia football match (5-2) in 

Bratislava [Pressburg]. [0’. 47”] 
3. Germany. To celebrate the ninth anniversary of the German organisation KdF, a 

gymnastics festival is organised in the Deutschlandhalle in Berlin. Dr. Robert Ley attends 
the meeting. [0’. 57”] 

4. France. What became of once famous French sportsmen? Tennis player Martin Plaa and 
runner Joseph Guillemot became businessmen. Boxer André Routis is a barber; cyclist 
Antonin Magne a farmer, boxer Eugène Criqui lives (following an accident) from private 
income and rugby player Adolphe Jaureguy is an auctioneer. [1’. 17”]  

5. Germany. Cattle are transported across a mountain lake from the Bavarian Alps (Bayern) 
to a valley, where the animals hibernate in a cowshed. [1’. 05”] 

6. Hungary. A traditional wedding ceremony takes place in a village in the Puszta region. 
[0’. 44”] 

 
I This commentary is spoken against the background of the map, which suggests that the 
Aleutians are an excellent vantage point to attack (for instance) San Francisco. The map is 
followed by images of Japanese battleships. 
II The commentator does not explain that ‘Tenno’ is the Japanese word for emperor. 
III Camera positions betray that the whole sequence was staged. 
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7. Belgium. The Alhambra Theatre in Brussels, that became a Flemish theatre, has just 
reopened its doors after a complete overhaul. The programme includes comedies, operas 
and operettas.I Some excerpts from Johann Strauss’s ballet ‘Die Fledermaus’.II [1’. 30”]  

8. Denmark. Visit to Denmark’s Akvarium Charlottenlund, an aquarium with exotic marine 
species in (the Charlottenlund neighbourhood of) København [Copenhagen]. [0’. 46”] 

9. Germany. The German Institute for Agricultural Research is experimenting continuously 
to increase its production. Experiments in apiculture are carried out. [0’. 59”] 

10. Czechoslovakia. In the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia a fish pond is emptied 
completely. The catch, weighing 8.000 kilos, is transported away. [0’. 55”] 

11. Romania. The territories of Bessarabiya [Bessarabia] that were returned to Romania 
rank among the most productive fruit regions of Europe. This year the crop is particularly 
abundant. Men and women are picking apples that are transported by the cartload to a 
train station. Most of this fruit will be exported. [0’. 59”]  

12. Belgium. At the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels, the 
national WH committee organises an exhibition of photos and diagrams, showing the 
work accomplished since this national charityIII was set up. People visit the exhibition. 
The people who will visit this exhibition will see the benefits that WH disperses to 
thousands of people living in misery. Among the objects exhibited, a poster of the late 
Queen Astrid,IV pictures of children drinking from a bowl, diagrams indicating that the 
WH collected 1.481 million and spent 771 million Belgian francs [sic!] and some poor 
people, panels indicating how much milk the WH distributed etc. [1’. 04”]  

13. Spain. It’s in the spirit of the cultural community uniting Spanish-speaking countries that 
Spain celebrates the anniversary of the discovery of America by Christopher Columbus. 
The festivities take place in all the Spanish provinces. In Barcelona a manifestation in 
front of the Columbus memorial is attended by a German delegation. [0’. 36”] 

14. Italy. The Duce spoke to the Fascist Chamber in Rome. In his speech he drew up a 
balance of the past events and in conclusion affirmed the unshakeable will of the whole 
Italian nation to carry on the battle side by side with its allies until the final victory. The 
representatives rise and enthusiastically applaud Benito Mussolini’s words.V [0’. 43”] 

15. USSR. The Romanian cavalry in action on the Kavkaz [Caucasus] front.VI Romanian 
horsemen ride through the fields. Projectiles explode. Infantrymen run, take their positions 
and open fire. The cavalry rides towards sunrise. [0’. 55”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 07” 
 
 
 

 
I The Alhambra Theatre reopened on 28 November 1942. 
II Each ballet scene is filmed from a bird’s-eye-view angle but the parts where women dancers 
are lifted up or swing their skirts are filmed from a low angle.  
III The ‘Nationale Tentoonstelling voor Winterhulp – Exposition nationale du Sécours 
d’Hiver’ exhibition ran from 5 until 20 December 1942.  
IV Composite picture of the late queen and of some poor people. The poster (=Astrid) urges 
Belgians: ‘Save them, in memory of me!’ 
V No sound of Mussolini’s voice. 
VI There is no other commentary. All scenes may have been filmed on manoeuvre. 
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5. 1943 
 
 
 
 
 
1 January 1943: AM-WA NR 591144 
1. Germany. Christmas is coming in Germany. Well-known German film and theatre 

actresses prepare parcels for the forces’ military postal service.I Every day around 20 
million parcels arrive at the postal service: they are sorted and distributed. Youngsters 
make wooden toys for small children. Soldiers chop down a pine tree. The choir of Radio 
Berlin prepares its Christmas broadcast. On Christmas Eve, burning candles light up a 
Christmas tree, while a delighted child smiles. [2’. 30”]  

2. Germany. Former world champion Karel Schäfer performs in an ice-ballet at the Sports 
Palace in Berlin. [1’. 35”] 

3. Germany. The German-Italian-Hungarian boxing competition takes place at the 
Deutschlandhalle in Berlin. Italian boxer Bataglio beats his Hungarian opponent Kas 
while the German boxer Hein ten Hoff triumphs over Italian Chiera. (In the audience: 
Reich Sport Leader Hans von Tschammer und Osten and Vittorio Mussolini, son of the 
Duce.) [1’. 40”] 

4. Czechoslovakia. Rivers are dredged in the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia: the sand is 
used to construct dykes or buildings. [0’. 57”] 

5. Belgium. Despite the intense industrialisation of the last century, handloom weaving 
remained an inspiring Belgian, particularly Flemish, industry. The trade is passed on 
from generation to generation. An old couple is making lace with the use of a spinning 
wheel and loom. [1’. 30”] 

6. France. Created in October 1940 on the initiative of Mr. Paul De Hoef, Mayor of Lille, 
and attached to the municipal ‘mutual aid’ (social welfare) system,II the municipal pig-
farms helped improve supplies considerably. To feed the livestock, the city of Lille 
organised a service that collects household waste as well as refuse from restaurants and 
canteens. Since its creation, the service has recuperated around 1.400.000 kilos of waste. 
The waste is collected in containers, cooked and fed to the pigs. The pigs are transported 
to a slaughterhouse. A dead pig is chopped in half. Up until today about 1.000 pigs have 
left these pig-farms and made into pâté, sausages, bacon, etc. The effort by the municipal 
authority aims to improve rationing for women who are pregnant or who have just given 
birth. Almost 400.000 out of the 700.000 food rations distributed went to school children, 
pregnant women and large families. This National Pig Farms’ Trust (L’Oeuvre des 
Porcheries Nationales) highlights the spirit of solidarity put in place by the municipality 
and population of Lille. [1’. 50”] 

7. Denmark. Salmon fishing in Denmark. The fish are put in ‘Lauritz Larsen’ boxes. [0’. 
45”] 

8. Hungary. The International Film Chamber (Internationale Filmkammer) congress is held 
in Budapest. The Hungarian Minister of Public Instruction (Jeno Sziney-Merse) makes the 
opening speech. [0’. 21”] 

 
I The actresses are sitting in the ‘Military postal service’s German artists’ office of 
comradeship’ (Feldpoststelle der Kameradschaft der deutsche Künstler). 
II The commentator talks about ‘Entraide’, which can be translated as ‘mutual aid’ but also 
refers to the Entraide action undertaken by the occupying forces. 
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9. Atlantic Coast. New submarine pens are constantly constructed in several German war 
navy bases of operations. Immense quantities of iron and concrete are required. A new 
submarine pen is constructed in a base. The builder’s yard, which lays the pens 15 to 20 
metres under sea level, is protected against the movement of tides by a dyke. When the 
submarine pen is completed, 1500 kilos of dynamite are used to blow up the dyke. [1’. 
16”] 

10. Atlantic Coast. German U-boats return from a fruitful cruise against enemy convoys 
Lieutenant Commander Herbert Schneider’s U-boat, which sunk 11 ships and torpedoed 
an enemy cruiser, puts in at the port. The U-boat is decorated with a lot of small flags, 
which indicate the number of ships it has sunk. The complement of a U-boat that has just 
returned from its first trip is presented with a raccoon by the city of Berlin. Admiral Karl 
Dönitz meets the complements of several U-boats. He expresses his thanks and 
recognition to the courageous U-boat crews. [1’. 05”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Gulf of Finlandthrough St. Petersburg [Leningrad] to Lake 
Ladoga. Defensive combat on the St. Petersburg [Leningrad] front. The dispatch rider 
orderly of a regiment exchanged his motorbike for skates. German armoured vehicles are 
painted white; soldiers put on white uniforms. Shells are transported from the munitions 
depot to the artillery posts on sleighs. The artillery fires, shells explode in the distance. 
The gunners point their artillery at the remote positions and direct sustained and efficient 
fire on Soviet concentrations, raising in this way their offensive force against the enemy 
attacks. [2’. 29”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 58” 
 
 
 
 
 
8 January 1943: AM-WA NR 592145 
1. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). Horse race in the snow.  
2. Austria. German Erik Bergens (NSKK-Sturmbannführer) puts the gliding record up to 48 

hours, 22 minutes and eight seconds, starting from the Spitzerberg near Wien [Vienna]. 
3. USSR. In Ukraine, a reopened bread factory now supplies the region of Kiev [Kyyiv]. 
4. Belgium. Tobacco plantation in Belgium. 
5. Denmark. Visit to a cat and dog show in København [Copenhagen]. 
6. Belgium. The Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] film corporation organised an evening of 

comradeship.I 
7. Austria. German Farmers Day in  Kärnten [Carinthia]. (Presumably dedicated to the 

traditional festivities that conclude the harvest.) 
8. Portugal. President António Carmona celebrates his 73rd birthday. Military and civil 

dignitaries congratulate the president in Lisboa [Lisbon]. 
9. Spain. The new Argentine representative, Palacios Costa, presents his credentials to 

Franco in Madrid.  
10. Romania. King Mihai I visits Constanţa. 
11. Tunisia (France). The battle at the Tunisian front. 

 
I 29 December 1942. The programme included a revue, starring many actors (Jef Bruyninckx, 
Co Flower, Charel Janssens) of Jan Vanderheyden’s, who made an opening speech, troupe.  
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12. USSR. The battle in the central sector of the eastern front. (Presumably dedicated to 
German soldiers in the Kavkaz [Caucasus] front, repairing a telegraph cable while the 
Soviet artillery opens fire on them.)  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
15 January 1943: AM-WA NR 593146 
1. Belgium. During a festive gathering in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]I, the NSJV takes 

leave of the boys and girls of the Germanic Land Service (Germaanse Landdienst) who, 
after a short holiday in the fatherland, are leaving once again for the Warthe District 
(Warthegau).II Everyone in the hall rises and makes the Nazi salute. Renaat Smets stands 
on the podium. The leader of the Flemish Land Service Camps in the Warthe district, 
Renaat Smets, stresses in his words of welcome the great significance of the farmer for the 
community.III The audience applauds. Youth Führer Edgar Lehembre calls for a spirit of 
sacrifice and readiness from the Flemish youth. The audience applauds as Lehembre 
leaves the stage. Hauptbannführer Bennewitz explains the task of the Land Service, from a 
political viewpoint too. The audience applauds. The audience sings. Some shouts ‘The 
Führer of all Germans, Adolf Hitler, Sieg…’IV and the audience responds: ‘Heil!’. ‘Sieg… 
Heil!’. ‘Sieg… Heil!’ [1’. 36”] 

2. Belgium. The finals of the international heavyweight boxing championship take place in 
the Sports Palace of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. Belgian boxer Karel Sys outdoes his 
French opponent Stéphan Olek.V [2’. 00”]  

3. France. A bullfight is organised in Bordeaux. German soldiers and Spanish workers 
employed in the South of France make up a large part of the audience. [1’. 14”] 

4. Hungary. (German) map indicating a line that connects Szeretfalva to Déda. To connect 
the region of East Transylvania, which was returned to Hungary, with the motherland, 
27.000 workers worked two years on a 50 kilometre-long railway. Despite the 
unfavourable composition of the soil and weather conditions and despite material 
difficulties due to the war, the railway was finished on schedule. Regent Admiral Miklós 
Horthy officially opens the railway. [1’. 00”] 

5. Spain. The German Architecture Exhibition, displaying buildings designed by the new 
Germany, is held in Barcelona. At the exhibition, three HJ members stand around a bust 
of Adolf Hitler.I [0’. 42”] 

 
I 10 January 1943. This meeting took place in the assembly hall of the Zoo. Above the stage a 
rune and the so-called Germanic sword, the symbol of the NSJV, with the words ‘Sacrifice 
and battle’ (Offer en strijd), were hung. The item opens with a close-up of that slogan. 
II The commentator refers to the ‘Wartheland’, as Germans called the western provinces of 
Poland that had been incorporated into the German Reich by the decree of 8 October 1939. 
III The speeches of Smets, Lehembre and Bennnewitz are summarised in the commentary but 
there is no recording of their voices (except maybe for the threefold ‘Sieg Heil’ at the end, 
which may have been spoken – or yelled – by Bennewitz).  
IV In Flemish. The words ‘Germans’ are to be understood in the sense of ‘Germanic’ or 
‘Teutonic’ people. 
V 10 January 1943. (Not included in the newsreel: the fight for third place, which Pierre Van 
Deuren won by knocking Maurice Robensyn out in the first round.)  
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6. Belgium. A well-known firm of beauty products (Imédia) organises a hairdressers’ contest 
in Brussels.II [1’. 34”] 

7. Germany. The Grand Mufti of Jerusalem (Haj Amin al-Hussaini) inaugurates the Central 
Islamic Institute in Berlin. The Grand Mufti addresses the (German and Islamic) audience. 
In his speech the Grand Mufti calls for the unconditional battle for the liberation of the 
Islam world.III [0’. 48”]  

8. Spain. To commemorate those fallen in the Civil War, the old party guard organises an 
event (at the Teatro de la Comedia) in Madrid. German representatives (and the Spanish 
Minister José Luis de Arrese) attend the parade. [1’. 00”] 

9. Tunisia (France). (German) map from Skikda [Philippeville] through Tunisia to Sicilia 
[Sicily]. In Tunisia, a farmer works in his field. Despite the military operations, the 
population continues its work in the regions that are occupied by German troops. General 
Wolfgang Fischer, bearer of the Knight’s Cross, drives to the first lines in the region of 
Tebourba. In the foothills of the Atlas Mountains, the Germans come across several 
destroyed American tanks. These USA tanks were blown to bits during their first attack.IV 
[1’. 27”] 

10. USSR. (German) map of the Kavkaz [Caucasus] from Nalchik to Volgograd [Stalingrad] 
and from Kerch to Astrakhan. At the Kavkaz [Caucasus] front. A sudden drop in 
temperature caused great flooding: a small brook one could easily wade through became 
a stream. Slovak troops cross the stream in rubber dinghies. Romanian mountain light 
infantrymen (Gebirgsjäger) wade through the River Terek. The Romanian soldiers take up 
their positions. An enemy reconnaissance patrol is fired at.V One can see way into no 
man’s landVI where a house stands. In the foreground a suspicious looking house. The 
artillery opens fire and strikes the house. Several salvos follow until the house explodes. 
Direct hit! The house was a trap, equipped with a lot of mines. [1’. 49”] 

11. Atlantic Ocean. In the south of the Atlantic Ocean, German U-boats have to take aboard 
the crew of German auxiliary cruiser Atlantis, which was sunk by a heavy British cruiser 
after two years of successful battle. The Atlantis sunk about 150.000 gross registered tons 
of enemy tonnage in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans. Part of the Atlantis 
complement, which had drifted for days on small boats, is taken on board. The other boats 
are taken in tow. Italian submarines participate in the rescue operation. After a crossing of 
over 100.000 nautical miles, which is the equivalent of five voyages around the world, the 
U-boats finally get back to their base of operations. The complement of the Atlantis says 
goodbye to Italian comrades and meets Grand Admiral Erich Raeder. Raeder greets and 
decorates the commander of the Atlantis (Bernhard Rogge) and other members of the 
complement. The crew was at sea for 655 days without putting in at a port, thereby 
achieving a hitherto unknown accomplishment in naval history. These are 16 mm images 

 
I The item concludes with the close-up of the Reich eagle and swastika. 
II The commentary only refers to ‘a well-known firm of beauty products’, but the place where 
the contest takes place is decorated with a large poster of Imédia. 
III The item contains original sound of the speech, but this is not subtitled.  
IV The item concludes with several takes of the tanks, accompanied by triumphant music. The 
camera focuses on their names (Tiger and Ben-Hur) and ends with the close-up of an 
American flag, painted on the Tiger. 
V There is plenty of footage of firing soldiers but none of the enemy.  
VI Filmed from a subjective point-of-view, as if the newsreel audience were staring through 
binoculars. 
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of the bold journey of the Atlantis, filmed by the crew.I An alarm is sounded: a British 
tanker is in sight. The Reich war standard is hoisted. The radio operator of the Atlantis 
picks up a signal: the tanker tries to radio British warships for help. German guns open 
fire on the tanker and hit the target, which sinks burning into the sea. German auxiliary 
cruisers alone have until now sunk over 800.000 gross registered tons of enemy tonnage. 
The enemy ships that were fired at go up in smoke and/or explode. [2’. 52”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 02” 
 
  
 
 
 
22 January 1943: AM-WA NR 594147 
1. Hungary. The German-Hungarian gymnastics tournament takes place in Budapest.II  
2. Belgium. During an impressive manifestation, Rex leader Léon Degrelle spoke at the 

Brussels Sports Palace to his sympathizers and to the members of the Walloon Legion.III 
Soldiers of the Walloon Legion (Légion Wallonie) march into the Brussels Sports Palace; 
its walls are decorated with the Burgundy Cross. Léon Degrelle stands on the stage in 
front of a giant Reich war standard. His speech principally focuses on the notions (he) 
acquired following (his) impressions experienced at the eastern front in direct contact 
with German soldiers. He said notably: ‘We found ourselves sons of a same race, bound 
by a same lavish past overflowing with power and greatness.’IV Degrelle makes the Nazi 
salute. The crowd also makes the salute and sings ‘Into the future’ (Vers l’avenir). [1’. 
03”] 

3. Portugal. On the ‘Day of the Portuguese Youth’ a sports event takes place in Lisboa 
[Lisbon]. [0’. 29”] 

4. USSR. In the east, the Soviets have largely destroyed the railways, repair shops and 
tracks. Getting down to work immediately, the German railway services installed many 
repair shops. Visit to a German repair shop in the region of Kiev [Kyyiv]. Workers build 
a wooden bridge over a river; a train moves across the finished bridge. [1’. 02”] 

5. Belgium. Ferstraet constructed an astronomic clock, which comprises 20.000 handmade 
pieces. Ferstraet’s clock can be visited in the Beguine convent of Sint-Truiden [St.-
Trond]. [1’. 55”]  

6. Switzerland. An exhibition of French artisan art is held in Genève [Geneva]. [1’. 06”] 
7. Germany. An exhibition of contemporary Hungarian paintings (Ungarische Malerei der 

Gegenwart) is held at the National Gallery in Berlin. [1’. 24”] 
8. Spain. José Antonio Primo de Rivera, founder of the Falange, was assassinated six years 

ago. Commemorative ceremonies take place all over the country. (Eberhard von Stohrer, 
the German Ambassador in Spain, visits a memorial.) Groups of students march 50 
kilometres to San Lorenzo del Escorial Basilica, where they salute the dead man on behalf 

 
I The insert of a filming crew member suggests that the Atlantis had at least two cameras on 
board. From this point onwards a classic naval item follows, staged and well edited. 
II This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. 
III 17 January 1943. After the ceremony, legionaries departed for the eastern front once more. 
IV Shots of Degrelle addressing the Sports Palace (without the original sound of his speech) 
are alternated with images of enthusiastic listeners who respond to his words.  
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of Spanish youth.I In the evening, a torchlight procession carries the funeral wreath from 
the Spanish people to his tomb. The next day a commemorative funeral ceremony is held 
in the Basilica, attended by Caudillo Franco and other leading personalities from Spain 
and allied nations. [1’. 52”] 

9. USSR. (German) map of St. Petersburg [Leningrad] and the Stalin Canal. On the eastern 
front, in the area surrounding St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. Visit to the German positions 
in the suburbs of the city, where many posts have name boards that are decorated with 
caricatures.II German soldiers wash themselves with snow. They build wooden shelters, 
dig trenches with pickaxes, shovel snow out of trenches and use it to level up the walls. 
Then soldiers shovel mud out of the trenches: a thaw sets in and provokes flooding. The 
leader of an SS company inspects his positions daily. St. Petersburg [Leningrad] can be 
seen on the horizon. On some positions the encirclement front reaches the tram terminus. 
A tram stands next to destroyed Soviet tanks. These tanks were given the mission to break 
the steel circle around St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. German troops, standing in the 
trenches, open fire from within their trenches, deploying machine guns and a grenade 
launcher. The Soviets try to supply their advanced positions with munitions and rations. 
The German artillery opens fire on the objectives situated on the outskirts of the city. The 
artillery continues its fire.III [2’. 55”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Lake Peipus to Voronezh and from Lake Ilmen to Kursk.IV 
On the Toropets front several Bolshevist divisions are surrounded. The circle tightens 
more and more. The German artillery shells the enemy troops. A German soldier points at 
black points in the distance: enemy tanks attack, the Soviets try to break through. The 
artillery continues its fire. Despite lining up important forces, the enemy attack collapses 
before the German lines. Corpses lie in front of the enemy tanks, including some 
American armoured cars. A German soldier points in the distance: the enemy retreated on 
the defensive. The artillerymen move their guns, observe the enemy positions and open a 
barrage fire. The fire continues until the next morning. After the combat, prisoners march 
by. The 4.200 prisoners and 14.000 fallen Bolshevists give an idea of the violence of the 
encirclement battle. Corpses of enemy soldiers or destroyed Soviet equipment lie 
everywhere. South of Toropets, the Soviets lost 542 tanks, 447 guns, over 100 transport 
trucks and a great number of heavy and light infantry weapons.V [3’. 24”]  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I The clumsy editing renders this item unintentionally comic: it looks as if the youths march 
through Spain, enter the Basilica, salute the grave for one second, turn around immediately 
and go back to where they came from.  
II The name boards look funny but were meaningful to newsreel spectators who easily 
understood German. For they carried names such as ‘At the happy artillerist’ (Zum fröhlichen 
Stückknecht), ‘Doctor Erich Leognick, specialist in intestinal regulation, sticking plaster and 
vermin extermination’ (Dr. med. Erich Leognick, Facharzt für Darmregulierung, Leukoplast 
und Ungezierfervertilgung) and ‘In the Mouse House’ (Zum Mäuseheim)  
III Once again the item contains no footage of enemy soldiers. 
IV Toropets is not mentioned on this map. 
V Supported by triumphant music, footage of this kind of equipment is included. 
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29 January 1943: AM-WA NR 595148 
1. Belgium. Racehorse Vigo finishes before Urbinus and wins the ‘Belvedere’ trotting race 

in Dilbeek. [1’. 16”]  
2. France. The ‘Nord de la France’-’Normandie’ football match is played (4-1) in front of 

15.000 spectators in Lille. [1’. 27”] 
3. Belgium. Visit to a potter’s workshop in the valley of the River Meuse [Maas]. [2’. 09”] 
4. Germany. José Luis de Arrese, the Spanish Party Minister, lays a wreath at the monument 

for fallen soldiers (the cenotaph on Unter den Linden) in Berlin. [0’. 42”] 
5. Germany. Lieutenant General Nikolai Michov, the Bulgarian Minister of War, visits 

Germany. Adolf Hitler, accompanied by Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel, receives the 
minister in his headquarters. [0’. 54”] 

6. Italy. On the anniversary of Japan’s entry into the war, German and Japanese 
representatives lay wreaths on the monument of the Unknown Soldier in Rome [Rome].I 
[0’. 41”]  

7. Tunis (France). (German) map from Skikda [Philippeville] through Tunisia to Sicilia 
[Sicily]. A view on Tunis, whose 250.000 inhabitants make it one of the biggest cities on 
African soil. German armoured cars go scouting and move southwards. The 
reconnaissance patrol pauses in a settlement. Small boys run enthusiastically around the 
vehicles. The German soldiers look in a friendly way at the local women (with tattooed 
faces and large earrings) and buy provisions. The soldiers hand out something 
(cigarettes?) and the Tunisians react enthusiastically.II They advance to the foothills of the 
Atlas Mountains; the tanks zigzag to enter them. A German soldier talks to a local, who 
points in the distance. The native willingly provides information: ‘over there are your 
enemies’. Fire is opened on the enemy outposts. [2’. 48”]  

8. Finland and USSR. (German) map from Helsinki to Arkhangel’sk [Archangel] and from 
Murmansk to St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. In the far north of the eastern front. The OT 
builds new halting places on the Pechenga [Petsamo]-Salla route that leads to the Ice Sea 
(Arctic Ocean). This road is the main supply line to the front. Wooden tunnels partially 
protect the road against the heavy snowfall; elsewhere snow clearers or snowploughs 
shovel the snow. In the St. Petersburg [Leningrad] region, a section of the Blue Division 
marches to the front. General Emilio Esteban-Infantes, the newly appointed Commander 
of the Blue Division, inspects the troops and decorates Spanish soldiers who distinguished 
themselves particularly with the Iron Cross. Outside St. Petersburg [Leningrad], an alarm 
is sounded: the Soviets are sliding wooden bunkers over the frozen River Neva! German 
soldiers run outside, take their positions and start firing at the bunkersIII with artillery and 
machine guns. [3’. 35”] 

9. USSR. (German) map from Lake Peipus to Voronezh and from Lake Ilmen to Kursk. In 
the central sector of the eastern front. During a counter-attack German grenadiers 
penetrate the enemy assault positions of the main front line. A storm troop is 
commissioned to capture a Soviet trench. A white-uniformed German looks at his watch 
and fires in the air to give the signal for attack. The artillery shells the enemy. Enemy 
grenades explode. The storm troop has entered the enemy position. Storm troopers run 
through the trench and over the plain, while projectiles hit the ground. A Soviet bunker is 
blown up; the surviving Soviets are marched off. Afterwards, the Germans smoke a 
cigarette. [2’. 03”] 

 
I There is no mention of Italian representatives. 
II It is not clear whether the stuff is really handed out or used as payment. The reaction by the 
locals is clearly staged: they applaud while smiling straight into the camera. 
III Black spots on the ice. 
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10. USSR. The attacks by the German air force provide support for ground battles. Fighter 
planes take off to attack the Soviet troops in the offensive area. Bombs are dropped and 
explode when they hit the ground. [0’. 56”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 31” 
 
 
 
 
 
5 February 1943: AM-WA NR 596149 
1. Romania. Bucuresti [Bucharest] houses a temporary exhibition of sailplanes, organised on 

initiative of the Romanian State Secretary for Aviation. On this occasion the German 
constructor Gerhard Fieseler showed his famous Fieseler Storch prototype. [0’. 55”] 

2. Belgium. Catch at the Royal Circus in Brussels: world-champion Henri Deglane (France) 
beats European champion Bert Auwera (Belgium). [2’. 05”]  

3. Denmark. Visit to a tattoo institute in København [Copenhagen]. Two seamen are tattooed 
on their arms and upper parts of their bodies. Their fiancées are also getting tattooed, 
respectively on a leg and back. [0’. 53”] 

4. Belgium. The Jean Omer Orchestra.I  
5. Czechoslovakia. World champion František Tešak plays simultaneous chess against 33 

opponents in Praha [Prague]. [0’. 46”] 
6. Poland. German scientists founded the Behring Institut, the world’s biggest institute for 

research against typhoid, in L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg]. [1’. 02”] 
7. China. Animated (Italian) map of China, Japan and India. The text ‘180 Milioni’ pops out 

of ‘Cina’ until it fills the whole screen. Nationalist ChinaII declared war on Great Britain 
and the USA. 180 million Chinese enter the battle on the side of the Tripartite powers. 
President Wang Ching-wei opens the decisive assembly of the Legislative Council (in 
Nanjing [Nanking]). An enthusiastic parade of Chinese people takes place.III [1’. 08”] 

8. Germany. Adolf Hitler (accompanied by Wilhelm Keitel) receives the Head of the 
Romanian Government, Marshal Ion Antonescu, and his Vice-President, Mihai 
Antonescu, in his headquarters. The talks took place in the spirit of friendship and 
brotherhood of the arms of both nations. Afterwards the Romanian Excellencies visit 
Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop. [0’. 52”] 

9. Germany. The Führer (accompanied by Martin Bormann and Wilhelm Keitel) also 
receives the Spanish party minister (José Luis de Arrese) in his headquarters. [0’. 30”] 

10. Africa. (German) map of Africa, no locations indicated. At the front in North Africa. The 
reconnaissance party of an advanced post, commissioned to detect whether the enemy 
occupies an oasis situated in the southern flank, penetrates further into the desert. The 
soldiers find tyre tracks and recognise them (by measuring their width) as being British. 
The enemy might be in the surrounding area. The reconnaissance patrol slinks to the 

 
I This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. 
II This item is related to the Nanking-based puppet government of Japanese-occupied central 
China, not to the Chinese Nationalists of Chiang Kai-shek.  
III The map is followed by three sequences: Wang Ching-wei arriving by car and inspecting a 
guard, Wang Ching-wei at an assembly and (uncommented) Chinese people parading and 
carrying slogans. It is unclear (but highly unlikely) whether these images were in effect filmed 
on 9 January 1943. 
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oasis, which they find unoccupied. The inhabitants of the oasis warmly greet the soldiers. 
The doctor of the German division is always ready to help the population: he treats a child 
and a grown-up. The military positions are discussed in the German-Italian headquarters 
of the tank army. Marshal Erwin Rommel talks with Marshal Ugo Cavallero. The anti-
aircraft defence opens fire on attacking British bombers. One of the bombers is shot 
down.I Marshal Rommel is there too.II The artillery fires. In the background, the German 
artillery opened fire on British tanks. [3’. 39”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from St. Petersburg [Leningrad] to Velikiye Luki [Welikije Luki] 
and to the River Lovat’. In the area surrounding Velikiye Luki [Welikije Luki]. An 
advanced base of operations, west of the city, is fortified. During the short interruptions in 
the fight, isolated combat positions are fortified tirelessly. Soldiers build a wall and deep 
trenches. A dip in the terrain is littered with shelters that must be cut across the rocky soil. 
One of these shelters, decorated with a Red Cross flag, houses the medical post. Here too, 
destroyed Soviet tanks are proof of the bitterness of the defensive combats: corpses of 
Soviet soldiers lie next destroyed Soviet tanks. A German soldier points in the distance, 
the artillery immediately starts firing. The Bolshevists attack simultaneously from different 
sides. The fire continues. Bearded soldiers, each wearing scarf and winter clothes, stand 
together and smile into the camera: the German defenders of Velikiye Luki [Welikije Luki] 
after their successful breakthrough to the German lines. For 10 weeks they defended the 
citadel of the city against Bolshevists who, with complete regiments, ran into the German 
lines without respite. III [2’. 36”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
12 February 1943: AM-WA NR 597150 
1. Norway. Inhabitants of Oslo take the train to the mountains, where they can ski.IV 
2. Germany. The Baier ice-skating couple (Ernst Baier and Maxi Herber) gives a 

demonstration at the Sports Palace in Berlin. [1’. 56”] 
3. France. The Lens-Fismes football match (4-2) is played in Lille. [1’. 18”] 
4. Belgium. An international middle-distance cycle race (behind motorcycles), organised at 

the Brussels Sports Palace,V opposes Frenchman Henri Lemoine, Dutchman John 
Braspenninck and Belgians Raoul Breuskin, Achiel Bruneel and Jean Aerts. The latter 
comes first before Lemoine. [1’. 42”]  

5. Czechoslovakia. In Moravia, farmers manufacture wooden domestic tools in the 
wintertime. [1’. 06”] 

6. Romania. An orthodox priest consecrates a new church in Bistriţa. (The ceremony is also 
attended by a military delegation.) [0’. 41”] 

 
I Consecutive shots of a bomber (a black point on the horizon) falling down and the burning 
wreck of a crashed plane.  
II The short insert of Rommel (talking to Field Marshal Albert Kesselring), edited in between 
the battle scenes, suggests that the marshal(s) stand(s) in the frontline.  
III The item concludes with images of these soldiers and triumphant music. 
IV Both preserved (related) newsreel prints contain only the last 10 seconds of this item, which 
was clearly longer. 
V 6 February 1943. 
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7. Portugal. General Gómez Jordana, the Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs, visits 
Portugal. Jordana is solemnly welcomed at the Spanish-Portuguese border. In Lisboa 
[Lisbon] Jordana is received by the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Prime Minister 
António de Oliveira SalazarI as well as by President António Carmona. [0’. 51”] 

8. Germany. On initiative of the Free India Organisation (Freies Indien), a manifestation in 
favour of Hindu independence takes place in Berlin. Members of the Hindu colony of 
Berlin and Hindus living in other European countries gather for this Day of Indian 
Freedom. The ‘leader’ of independence and former President of Congress, Mr. Subhas 
Chandra Bose, give a speech fomenting the desire for independence of the Hindu people.II 
[0’. 37”] 

9. Germany. Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop and Japanese 
Representative Hiroshi Oshima sign a German-Japanese economic treaty in Berlin. On the 
same day, an identical treaty was concluded between Italy and Japan.III From this 
economic common sense emerges the constructive dynamism that keeps the Tripartite 
Pact up to strength. [0’. 27”] 

10. Tunisia (France). (German) map from Skikda [Philippeville] to Sicilia [Sicily]. From the 
theatre of operations in North Africa. German troops, moving towards a base of 
operations in southern Tunisia, pass by an ancient aqueduct as well as by a minefield. The 
troops reach their point of destination. There, locals carry the munitions, soldiers eat 
mutton cooked Tunisian-style, a recruit has his hair cut by a local barber, etc.IV The 
German observatory post raises the alarm: the Americans are trying to make a smoke 
screen! Soldiers leave their camouflaged positions (holes in the ground covered with 
corrugated iron).V The weapons are prepared: an American attack is expected. The 
German artillery opens fire on the enemy movements. A group of about 10 soldiers is 
rounded up: these prisoners belonged to an American shock troop that was surrounded 
and had to surrender after some small resistance. American tanks have been destroyed: a 
great number of them are scattered on the plain.VI [2’. 52”] 

11. USSR. German map from the Gulf of Finland through St. Petersburg [Leningrad] to Lake 
Ladoga. The defensive combats in the east, in the central sector of the front.VII The 
German artillery barrages enemy positions. [0’. 40”] 

12. USSR. (German) map from Lake Peipus to Moskva [Moscow] and to Kursk. Soviet 
aircraft fly through the sky. Fighter planes prepare another Bolshevist attack which, day 
and night, launch their tank columns and infantry against the German positions. Alarm is 
raised in the German positions, which open fire on the enemy planes. Soviet bombs are 
dropped, the German artillery responds with fire. A German soldier with spyglasses 
notices black points on the horizon: tanks appear. Alarm! The defence established a 
barrage fire. The German artillery sustains its fire. Afterwards the German troops prepare 
a counter-attack. White-uniformed soldiers advance through the snow and fire. The 

 
I As the virtual dictator of Portugal, Salazar occupied both positions. 
II It is noteworthy that the commentary of the only preserved (French-language) print uses the 
English term ‘leader’ (‘le leader de l’indépendence’) instead of the German alternative 
‘Führer’.  
III The signing of the Japanese-Italian agreement is mentioned but not shown. 
IV The item contains one slice-of-life behind the front after the other. 
V Scenes of soldiers leaving their hideout to attack the enemy have naturally been acted out: 
the cameraman is placed outside their place of hiding. 
VI The item contains images of only two destroyed tanks. 
VII This is the only commentary. It is not specified where the images were filmed or what 
target the artillery is firing at. 
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German grenadiers launch an attack and push the enemy back to its initial positions. In 
the white plain, abandoned war equipment is covered with snow. This is the sight of actual 
operations in many points of the eastern front, where the Soviets continuously expose new 
divisions to the fire of the German defence.I [2’. 25”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
19 February 1943: AM-WA NR 598151 
1. Germany. Léon Degrelle addresses (Walloon workers staying in Germany) and soldiers of 

the Walloon Legion (Légion Wallonie) in Berlin.II Degrelle comes on the stage and stands 
against the backdrop of a giant Reich eagle, flanked on both sides by a swastika. The 
backdrop also contains the shield of the Walloon Legion and the Burgundy Cross. 
Degrelle says:III ‘we soldiers, we can tell you what Red Russia is like. We have seen it, the 
Soviet paradise! Dilapidated wooden houses with cracked walls, where seven, eight, 10 
people are crammed together on clay floors, in sordid dumps, with dripping walls in the 
winter and thousands of buzzing flies in the summer. The country has an unimaginable 
richness but its people, exposed to constant raids by Soviet agents, are frightfully poor 
and deprived of nearly everything. The big cities are also appalling: the huge communal 
buildings, built by the Soviets, are nothing but enormous blocks of mediocre plaster, 
which flake off and fall to bits after a couple of years. Millions of soldiers will repeat what 
I have just told you. Ask anyone who is here, three-quarters of whom are, just like you, 
comrades, manual workers.’IV [1’. 45”]  

2. France. In Lille the regional cross-country run brings together 350 runners from Nord, 
Pas-de-Calais and Somme. [1’. 18”] 

3. Denmark. The Vikings, a Danish ice-bear club, organises festivities that conclude with a 
fancy-dress parade. [0’. 49”] 

4. USSR. The active reconstruction of the occupied territories in the east brings economic 
life back to peacetime levels and results at the same time to a constant increase in 
production. Visit to a meat factory in Ukraine that turns 300 animals a day into Ukrainian 
forcemeatV and sausages. [1’. 29”] 

5. Spain. The 450th anniversary of the recapture of Granada is celebrated with a religious 
ceremony and historical parade. It was this victory that completely liberated Spain from 
the yoke of the Moors. [1’. 05”] 

6. Finland. Thanks to Swedish gifts, the Finnish Red Cross purchased a mobile hospital: a 
bus driven by a charcoal-gas generator. [0’. 50”] 

 
I Accompanied by footage of firing artillery pieces and triumphant music. 
II Degrelle made this speech on 8 February 1943. Both preserved (related) newsreel prints 
miss opening commentary. It therefore remains unclear how this item was introduced. 
III In French, not subtitled. 
IV The soundtrack of both preserved (related) prints is not very good, the first and last words 
of the fragment of this speech are missing. 
V The tins have German labels. 
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7. Czechoslovakia. In Praha [Prague] new recruits take an oath in the presence of 
representatives of the German army and their families. All recruits swear the oath to Adolf 
Hitler.I [0’. 50”] 

8. USSR. On an airfield of the Hungarian air force at the eastern front. Before the fighter 
planes can take off, hot air installations need to melt the thick layers of ice that cover the 
planes. [1’. 14”] 

9. Atlantic Ocean. German U-boats operate in the south of the Atlantic Ocean. A German U-
boat supplies another U-boat, which has already been cruising for two months, with new 
torpedoes. The submarine continues its voyage. Alarm!II The U-boat dives; the cargo ship 
whose appearance alarmed the crew is observed through the periscope. It turns out to be a 
neutral Swedish freighter, which is allowed to continue its journey. The U-boat surfaces 
again. An American yacht is discovered. These small ships are used in large numbers to 
search for movements of German U-boats with hidden radios. Its crew abandons the 
yacht, which is subsequently fired at until it explodes. [3’. 23”] 

10. Germany. German night fighters in action. At the coast, a watch post searches the sky. 
The combat base of a group of night fighters is warned as soon as enemy bombers are 
signalled. The pilots take off and attack the enemy. A night fighter shoots a bomber, 
turning it in a ball of fire. Up until now, German night fighters have brought down over 
1.000 enemy planes. The burning wreck of a shot-down plane lies on the ground. [2’. 32”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 15” 
 
 
 
 
 
26 February 1943: AM-WA NR 599152 
1. Germany. Belgian boxer Karel Sys outdoes his Italian opponent Luigi Musina in the 12th 

round of the semi-finals of the heavyweight boxing world championship in Wrocław 
[Breslau]. [1’. 27”] 

2. Switzerland. Bob-sleigh races in Arosa. [0’. 40”] 
3. Sweden. Snow-fun on and near the Göta Älv [Göta River] : women play ice hockey on the 

frozen stream. Afterwards they leave the sauna in their bathing suits and play in the snow. 
[1’. 05”] 

4. Norway. The Norwegian national government, presided by Mr Quisling, celebrates the 
first anniversary of its ascent to power. President Vidkun Quisling meets a dignitary 
(Reich Commissioner Josef Terboven) and inspects a uniformed delegation (from the 
Norwegian Labour Service).III [0’. 48”] 

5. Spain. Traditional parade through the streets of Barcelona on Epiphany. [0’. 31”] 
6. Belgium. During his tour in Belgium, Tino Rossi performed in ‘Maintreprise’ (in 

Brussels?). The tenor sings one of his most famous songs: ‘Maria’.IV [1’. 25”]  
7. Denmark. Visit to a fur auction in København [Copenhagen]. [0’. 47”] 

 
I Hitler’s name is not mentioned, but a close-up of the register they are signing shows how 
they swear obedience to ‘Adolf Hitler, patron of the Protectorate Bohemia-Moravia’. (The left 
half of the document is written in German.) 
II The sound of someone yelling ‘alarm!’ interrupts the mood created by the close-up of a 
crew member reading a book. 
III These events are not commented, so Terboven is not identified.  
IV In February 1942, Rossi toured Belgium (mainly Wallonia) for three weeks. 
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8. France. Under the patronage of the Federation of Butchers of Nord and Pas-de-Calais, 
professional butcher training courses for youngsters are organised in Lille. Boys take 
theoretical courses in a classroom decorated with a picture of Marshal Philippe Pétain. 
During the practical courses, they learn how to slaughter and to butcher a cow as well as 
to sell meat to people paying with ration coupons. This school trains young butchers 
whose qualifications greatly surpass those of the previous generations. [1’. 53”] 

9. Tunisia (France). (German) map from Skikda [Philippeville] through Tunisia to Sicilia 
[Sicily]. At the Tunisian front, German-Italian convoys arrive daily in Tunisian ports. 
Munitions and hundreds barrels of tank fuel are unloaded from ships. The anti-aircraft 
defence protects the harbour against the enemy air raids. An alarm is raised at the German 
fighter base: a plane takes off. American bombers attack, protected by British fighters. 
The anti-aircraft defence opens a barrage fire and protects the harbour’s important 
strategic points. A stick of bombs, launched by the American planes, is coming down. 
Condensation traces in the sky indicate the route taken by attacking fighters. An enemy 
plane crashed: the burning wreck lies on the ground. The British pilot, who parachuted to 
safety, is taken prisoner. [1’. 50”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Lake Peipus to Voronezh and from Lake Ilmen to Kursk. In 
the central sector of the eastern front. Lookout posts, constructed in the middle of white 
plains, allow German troops to control the whole region. Explosions on the horizon. In the 
background: the Bolshevists. The main combat line is ready for defence in a few seconds. 
German soldiers, deploying artillery and machine-guns, direct their fire at the enemy 
tanks. A white-uniformed infantry battalion attacks the enemy in the flank, forces it to 
retreat and advances towards the woods. In a wood the battle is reduced to isolated 
combats. The infantry fires, a German soldier cuts a Soviet telephone cable in two. 
Infantrymen continue to fire; corpses of Soviet soldiers lie in the snow. In the course of 
these attacks the Soviets suffered heavy losses. The German infantrymen walk away from 
the bodies. White-painted tanks and white-uniformed grenadiers advance. They are 
ordered to regulate the expansion of Soviet forces that penetrated at a certain point in the 
German lines. On their way, enemy bombers attack the German troops. Some soldiers 
seek shelter under a destroyed Soviet tank. The battle engages in an increasingly 
diminished space. [3’. 49”]  

11. USSR. Same map (Lake Peipus - Voronezh - Lake Ilmen - Kursk). In another sector of 
the eastern front. The snow-covered plains, which stretch out into infinity, are for months 
now the theatre of the most bitter fights. The work of supply columns is of decisive 
importance. New reinforcements, advancing on carts and sleighs, go to the front line. 
Near an advanced German post the Soviet artillery hammers the terrain. The German 
anti-aircraft defence opens fire on an enemy shock troop. The Soviets reinforce their 
stronghold, the battle continues until late at night. A Soviet tank, now burning, was 
destroyed by direct fire near the German barbed wire fences. [1’. 59”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 14” 
 
 
 
 
 
5 March 1943: AM-WA NR 600153 
1. France. Raymond Louviot wins the cross-country cycle race in Montmartre, finishing 

before Aubert. The cycle race looks more like a cross-country run: the cyclists have to 
climb all the steps leading to Montmartre. [0’. 48”] 
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2. France. In Vichy, Marshal Philippe Pétain receives young people who have grown up in 
big cities and who are now taking a vocational training course in agriculture. [0’. 26”] 

3. France. A new contingent of French volunteers against Bolshevism leaves for the east. In 
a couple of days these young men will be at the front, alongside those who are fighting 
there in the terrible Russian winter to protect Europe and France from the Bolshevist 
nightmare. The legionaries of the LVF march, singing ‘We are leaving for combat’I, to the 
railway station (of Versailles).II [0’. 42”]  

4. Belgium. The White Star-Mechelen football match in Mechelen [Malines].III  
5. Romania. Romanian winter: snowploughs have to keep the roads to Bucuresti [Bucharest] 

snow-free. [0’. 34”] 
6. Greece. Visit to the streets of Athínai [Athens]. Children are roller-skating and men are 

playing games of chance. [0’. 49”] 
7. Belgium and Germany. Around 650 Belgian children from the Flemish and Walloon 

provinces, whose fathers are fighting as volunteers at the eastern front or working in the 
German war industry, left on invitation of the Reich to spend six weeks’ holiday in the 
Saxony mountains.IV Children, departing from Mechelen [Malines] get on the train. In 
Leipzig railway station women from the NSVV give the children food parcels, which they 
enjoy very much. As the train departs again, the children wave goodbye to the NSV 
employees. (One of the children makes the Nazi salute.) The train arrives in Kurort Oybin, 
the winter sports resort that will host the children for six weeks. They are warmly 
welcomed by a host-family and lovingly tucked up in bed after a hearty meal.VI [1’. 31”]  

8. The Netherlands. The funeral ceremony of Lieutenant General Hendrik Seyffardt, the 
assassinated leader of the legion of Dutch volunteers (SS-Freiwillige Legion Niederlande), 
takes place in Den Haag [The Hague]. Mourners make the Nazi salute in front of the 
coffin, surrounded by funeral wreaths from (among others) Adolf Hitler and Seyss-
Inquart. Reich Commissioner Arthur Seyss-Inquart, NSB leader Anton Mussert, General 
Friedrich Christiaensen and an immense crowd including many members of the movement 
created by the deceased generalVII lead him to his last resting place. [1’. 17”]  

9. Germany. Reich Minister Joseph Goebbels speaks during an impressive manifestation at 
the Sports Palace in Berlin. The sports palace, crowded with people, is decorated with 
swastika banners. Above the stage hangs a Reich eagle with a swastika. Among the 
audience: Germans, Japanese representatives (and actor Heinrich George).VIII The German 
population, represented by men and women from all classes of society, rallies 
unanimously to calls for a total war. The audience, including wounded soldiers, nods, 
applauds and jumps enthusiastically up. Goebbels stands on the pulpit, clenches his fist 

 
I The music (‘Nous partons pour le combat’) is post-synchronised. 
II This item, not announced in the newspapers, appears on both preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. 
III 28 February 1943. This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved 
(related) newsreel prints. 
IV From 3 February 1942 onwards several trains left from Brussels North Station. 
V NSV is not mentioned by the commentary but the close-up of a German sign reading ‘NSV 
Railway Service Leipzig’ (‘NSV-Bahnhofsdienst Leipzig’ - decorated with the NSV logo) is 
telling. 
VI The item concludes with the close-up of a sleeping child. 
VII It is clear that there are not that many people standing at the side of the road or attending 
the ceremony. 
VIII The commentary doesn’t mention George, who was very famous in Belgium too, but the 
item intentionally brings him into view. 
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and asks: ‘Are you ready to stand with the Führer as the phalanx of the homeland 
[Heimat] behind the fighting army [Wehrmacht] and to continue the struggle unshaken 
and with savage determination, through all the vicissitudes of fate until victory is in our 
hands?’I The audience jumps up, makes the Nazi salute and applauds. Among the 
audience, there are young and old people.II Goebbels addresses the audience again: ‘I ask 
you: are you determined to follow the Führer through thick and thin in the struggle for 
victory and to accept even the hardest personal sacrifices?’III The crowd jumps up again 
and makes the Nazi salute. Then the crowdIV screams ‘Führer, command! We follow. 
Führer, command! We follow. Führer, command! We follow.’V [1’. 32”]  

10. Germany. Through the decree ordering that all men and women have the duty to 
collaborate in the defence of the Reich, the total mobilisation of the forces of the German 
people is achieved. People fill in questionnaires. Mailbags full of questionnaires are 
delivered to the administration offices. At each postal delivery, thousands of declarations 
flow to the sorting or the filing offices.VI Men and women workers walk towards a 
German arms factory. Inside the factory, everyone works without a break. Among the 
workers are many women. These women workers were hitherto employed by private 
sector companies: today they have put themselves at the service of the defence of the 
Reich. [1’. 22”]  

11. USSR. (German) map from Moskva [Moscow] and Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] and from 
Kiev [Kyyiv] to Volga River. In the south of the eastern front. A grenadier battalion of a 
tank unit has occupied positions near the River Donets. Elsewhere the German artillery 
launches a captive balloon: the observerVII directs the artillery fire on advanced enemy 
positions, which try to come into contact with the German lines.VIII The artillery opens 
fire. Elsewhere, a snowstorm rages: a soldier in an observatory post tries to keep the snow 
out of his eyes. The unfavourable atmospheric conditions complicate the observation of 
enemy movements. The German artillery and infantry fire on the enemy: each street, each 
house is stubbornly defended.IX Dead bodies (of Soviets) lie inside a house, a Soviet tank 
has been abandoned in a small city. It’s at the cost of huge losses of men and materials 
that the Soviets manage to approach the German lines.X German infantrymen run through 
the snow. The German artillery barrages Soviet tanks. Elsewhere planes take off. The 
German air force, deploying fighters and combat flights, alleviate the hard combats by the 
ground forces. German aircraft bomb Soviet railway installations: in this location, the 

 
I Not subtitled, only members of the audience who understood German very well could have 
understood this. 
II Close-ups of listeners have been carefully chosen in order to represent a cross section of the 
German population: young and old, male and female, civilian and military. 
III Not subtitled. 
IV An establishing-shot of the sports palace is again followed by close-ups of enthusiastic 
listeners, including a nurse. 
V Not subtitled. 
VI The footage and commentary suggest that many, many Germans present themselves 
enthusiastically for factory work. 
VII The commentary refers to the soldier inside the balloon. 
VIII Note how the commentary uses the words ‘to come into contact’ (prendre contact avec) 
instead of ‘to attack’. 
IX This line of the commentary could still be understood as that it is the Soviets that 
stubbornly defend themselves. 
X Now it becomes clear that it is the Germans that have to defend themselves against the 
Soviets. 
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transport of Soviet provisions and reinforcements was strongly hampered. German 
fighters hurl themselves at Soviet tanks and trucks. An air battle between German and 
Soviet aircraft takes place. A Soviet fighter explodes. [4’. 06”] 

12. USSR. German aircraft take off. The German air force in action at another sector of the 
eastern front.I The bombers fly high above the ground.II On the ground, a tank combat 
takes place: the charges and explosions have blackened the snow. Bombs are dropped and 
explode: the bombs explode in the middle of troop gatherings and columns of Bolshevist 
reinforcements.III A bombed fuel depot is blazing. A Soviet tank explodes: hit!IV [1’. 50”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
12 March 1943: AM-WA NR 601154 
1. Norway. Ski-championship in Norway with the Danish skier Kok. [0’. 45”] 
2. Switzerland. The Hungary–Switzerland ice-hockey match in Zürich is won by the home 

team (2-4). [0’. 39”] 
3. Germany and Yugoslavia. Notwithstanding the difficulties created by the war the 

installation of a direct phone line between Germany and Croatia is approaching 
completion. The last section of the underground cable is complete in the presence of the 
Croatian minister of communications. [0’. 54”] 

4. Czechoslovakia. Visit to a coalmine in the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia. After work, 
mineworkers take a shower and relax under a sun-lamp that compensates for the sunlight 
they are missing in the mines. [1’. 03”] 

5. Spain. Barcelona celebrates the fourth anniversary of its liberation from the Bolshevist 
yoke. Folk dances and fireworks follow a military parade. [0’. 45”] 

6. Belgium. The ‘These Are the Soviets’V Exhibition is held in Brussels.VI 
7. Belgium. Dutch NSKK volunteers take the oath in a barracks near Brussels. Joris 

Vansteenland (DM-ZB) and Cornelis van Geelkerken (NSB) attend the ceremony.VII  
8. France. In Val-d’Isère (Salèze) skiers now have access to the fastest aerial cable in the 

world, which reaches a speed of 6.50 m/second. [0’. 51”] 
9. France. Marshal Philippe Pétain attends on a balcony the changing of guards in Vichy. 

These elite men, who watch day and night over the Head of State, were hand-picked from 
the Republican Guard. [0’. 54”] 

 
I Note that the commentary remains very vague regarding the location of where this was 
filmed. 
II Aerial images. 
III Whether or not that statement (accompanied by the thundering sound of explosions and 
loud triumphant music) is correct, cannot be evaluated. 
IV The tank is clearly visible. 
V The exhibition ‘Dat zijn Sovjets – Voici les Soviets’, which ran at the Cinquantenaire Hall 
(Half-Eeuwfeestpaleis) in Brussels, was officially opened on 5 March 1943.  
VI This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints but has survived in prints of Dutch newsreels.  
VII This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. 
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10. Yugoslavia. In whole of BulgariaI, Bulgarian and German and troops celebrated the 
birthday of King Boris III. A funeral wreath is laid in the heroes’ cemetery in Leskovac, in 
front of a monument with the German inscription ‘In commemoration of German warriors 
1914-1918’ (Gedächtnis Deutscher Krieger). German and Bulgarian commanders inspect 
a military parade. [1’. 09”] 

11. Tunis (France). (German) map from Tunis through Al Qayrawan [Kairouan] to Qabis 
[Gabes]. In the central sector of the Tunisian front. German tanks advance through the 
desert. They have to destroy the American and British forces that are trying to block the 
connection between the German troops and the German-Italian tank army. A German 
tank opens fire on the enemy; an American tank is on fire. Everywhere German tanks are 
firing and destroying enemy tanks. The German tanks attack the enemy in triangular 
formations and annihilate it in single combats. Germans carry a wounded soldier to the 
ambulance (a medical tank with a Red Cross flag) that carries casualties to the rear. More 
destroyed enemy tanks lie in the desert. Some of them are burning. During these 
operations, which stretch to the south of Tunisia, 235 tanks, 169 observation tanks and 
160 artillery guns have been captured or destroyed. In addition to that, 4.000 Americans 
and British have been taken prisoner. Prisoners are marched off. [2’. 33”] 

12. Atlantic Ocean. German U-boats chase the enemy in the North Atlantic. A German U-boat 
discerns an enemy convoy. Here is a plan of the battle.II The U-boat radios the details of 
the convoy to its headquarters. Grand Admiral Karl Dönitz sends other submarines to the 
U-boat’s rescue which, by now has been discovered by the enemy convoy and attacked by 
one of its destroyers. While the enemy destroyer attacks the German U-boat with 
underwater bombs, two newly arrived German U-boats reach the convoy.III Surrounded 
and protected by other destroyers, the convoy changes course, followed by the German U-
boats. After several days, the two U-boats manage to get ahead of the convoy, which is 
now also approached by other German U-boats. At night the two U-boats surface in front 
of the convoy. They are well positioned and submerge to attack. They torpedo several 
enemy ships and are then counter-attacked with underwater bombs by the enemy 
destroyers. The other German U-boats are now also in a good position and torpedo the 
convoy as well. The enemy destroyers search for the U-boats with spotlights but fail. The 
rest of the convoy is dispersed. A tanker that tries to escape is fired at and set on fire: the 
burning petrol, spreading on top of the waves, brightens the night. [5’. 15”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 48”.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
I The commentary doesn’t mention that Leskovac was Yugoslavian until Bulgaria (and 
Germany) invaded that region in 1941. 
II This item gives a five-minute overview of a naval campaign that lasted several days. To 
give the newsreel spectator a clear view of the situation, the report is interspersed with 
(animated) maps. In order to keep the description of this item readable, not every map is 
mentioned. 
III The parallel editing of the German U-boat being chased by the enemy destroyer and the 
other two German submarines approaching the convoy creates tension. But as the latter two 
U-boats follow the changing course of the convoy, the newsreel loses interest in the other one 
and doesn’t say anything about the outcome.  
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19 March 1943: AML-WA NR 602155 
1. Belgium. The VNV gathers in at the Brussels Sports Palace to launch its mobilisation 

campaign for the eastern front (Flemish Legion - SS-Freiwillige Legion ‘Flandern’). VNV 
leader Hendrik Elias enters the Sports Palace at the head of a column of German officers 
and VNV members and addresses the audience.I  

2. Belgium. DeVlag gathers in the hall of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] Zoo to launch its 
mobilisation campaign for the eastern front (Flemish Legion - SS-Freiwillige Legion 
‘Flandern’). DeVlag leader Jef Van de Wiele addresses the audience.II 

3. Switzerland. A Swedish-Swiss ski competition is organised.III 
4. Belgium. The ‘Grand-Prix d’Hiver’ trotting race takes place in Dilbeek.IV  
5. Belgium. In the Belgian football premier league, F.C. Mechelen wins in Lierse against 

S.K. Lierse (3-1).V 
6. Denmark. The world’s most powerful diesel engine, with a capacity of 220.000 

horsepower, is presented in Denmark. 
7. Location not mentioned. Production of winter flowers. 
8. Belgium. The German Academy organises an exhibition of masterpieces by old and 

modern German painters in Brussels.VI 
9. Yugoslavia. Civil and military authorities attend an orthodox procession in Zagreb 

[Agram]. 
10. Romania. King Mihai I and Marshal Ion Antonescu attend a blessing of the water 

ceremony in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. An orthodox priest blesses both men with holy water. 
11. Spain. Marine cadets leave for Argentina on a training ship. 
12. Tunisia (France). A German tank division fights enemy tanks near the foothills of the 

Atlas Mountains. (Presumably also dedicated to a military conference, presided by 
Marshal Erwin Rommel and attended by Field Marshal Albert Kesselring.) 

13. USSR. Soviet troops try to land at the coast of the Black Sea, in the area surrounding 
Novorossiysk, but are attacked by the German army and navy artilleries. 

14. USSR. The German air force at the eastern front. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
26 March 1943VII: AM-WA NR 603156 

 
I 14 March 1943. This item is only announced in newsreel summaries published in Flemish-
language newspapers.  
II 14 March 1943. This item is also only announced in newsreel summaries published in 
Flemish-language newspapers. 
III This item on the other hand is only announced in newsreel summaries published in French-
language newspapers. 
IV 9 March 1943. 
V 14 March 1943. 12.000 spectators attended the match. 
VI The exhibition was inaugurated around 11 March 1943. It featured no originals, but colour 
reproductions of paintings by German artists such as Albrecht Dürer, Hans Holbein and 
Caspar David Friedrich. 
VII The three first items announced in the press are missing. Instead, this unique print contains 
two French items. It is possible that this print is actually the Northern French (and not the 
Belgian) version of the ATW. 
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1. Location not mentioned. Cycling on rollers.I  
2. Belgium. Gaston Reiff wins the national cross-country run in Bosvoorde [Boitsfort].II 
3. France.III On the initiative of the association of mayors of the departments of Nord and 

Pas-de-Calais, and with the help of National Aid (Secours National), communal 
restaurants are established in the North of France, and particularly in industrial cities. 
Visit to this kind of restaurant, on its inaugural day, in Wattrelos near Roubaix. Many 
people have gathered in a refectory. In the kitchen, each plate is filled with food. A 
copious meal costs eight francs. In Wattrelos, 500 meals are distributed daily. The greater 
part of the vegetables that are eaten comes from the land being cultivated by the 
association. [0’. 50”] 

4. FranceIV (and Vietnam).V The Indochinese living in France celebrate the first day of the 
year of the Chinese calendar. At home, they honour the spirit of their ancestors. On this 
festive day, needy children are not forgotten and receive presents. Members of the 
Indochinese community in Paris have been offered a festive dinner by Marshal Philippe 
Pétain.VI Today, the thoughts of all guests are with their faraway fatherland which, on the 
orders of Admiral Jean Decoux, remains faithful and loyal to the government of the 
marshal.VII [1’. 03”] 

5. France. Canoeing on snow and ice: youngsters kayak down a snowy hill in the Savoie, 
over Oeillette Lake and descend the River Isère. [0’. 49”] 

6. Spain. The reconstruction of Spain. Following the battles that tore Spain apart during the 
Civil War, the university site of Madrid was so badly damaged that there was little left to 
do but blow up all the remaining buildings and build new ones. The new building of the 
faculties of philosophy and architecture is ready.VIII [0’. 48”]  

7. France. In Paris, the clock in the tower of the Gare de Lyon railway station is being 
cleaned for the first time in 35 years. [1’. 13”] 

8. Belgium. The German-Flemish Work Community (DeVlag), in collaboration with the 
Union of Manual and Mental Workers (UHGA-UTMI), organised its second recreational 
concert in Mechelen [Malines]. A small orchestra is seated in a large room and plays 
music. Behind them, under a large German slogan,IX hang a Flemish Lion flag, a small 
portrait of Adolf Hitler and a large swastika. Afterwards everyone applauds 
enthusiastically.X [1’. 39”]  

9. Poland. The first modern R 50 Ük locomotive constructed in the Sosnowiec factories of 
the General Government is presented solemnly. The new locomotive, decorated with the 

 
I This item, announced in the press, cannot be found on the unique preserved print. Its content 
could not be identified more thoroughly. 
II 21 March 1943. This item, announced in the press, cannot be found on the unique preserved 
print. 
III This item was not announced in the press. 
IV This item was not announced in the press. 
V See also the 11th item of AM-WA NR 480. 
VI Pétain, apparently not personally present, is mentioned in the commentary but is not shown. 
VII Illustrated with archive footage of Decoux, attending a parade in Ho Chi Minh City 
[Saigon]. The commentary doesn’t name that location nor does it explain that Decoux was the 
Governor-General of French Indo-China. 
VIII The item combines archive footage of the old buildings with images of the new ones, but 
doesn’t show the inauguration of the new faculty. 
IX The slogan, only partially shown, reads: ‘We don’t talk, we act’. 
X There is no further commentary. When a tall man (Jef Van de Wiele?) enters the small 
podium to thank the conductor, the item concludes. 
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Reich eagle and a swastika, leaves the production hall and is inspected by a large 
delegation of civilians and military. [0’. 42”] 

10. Czechoslovakia. In Praha [Prague], Dr. Jaroslav Krejčí, President of the Government of 
the Protectorate, on his way to the opening of a big manifestation in which thousands of 
Czechs from all classes of the population from Bohemia and Moravia participated. Krejčí, 
standing against a backdrop of the Reich eagle, swastika and escutcheons of Bohemia and 
Moravia, makes the Nazi salute. (In the audience: Emil Hácha and Karl Hermann Frank.)I 
Emanuel Moravec addresses the audience. Propaganda Minister Moravec reads out a 
declaration by the president of state and of government. He expresses the will of the 
Czech people to fully participate in the mobilisation of the Reich. The audience applauds 
enthusiastically. State Secretary Dr. Karl Hermann Frank comes on stage and makes the 
Nazi salute.II [0’. 55”] 

11. Germany. A giant building is being constructed: all over Germany new arms factories are 
being installed. Huge assembly halls are built on the basis of the most modern principles 
of construction. In this way, new production centres are established without respite.III A 
large group of women walks towards a new factory. The number German women rushing 
to arms factories is becoming more substantial everyday. In a large office, women study 
and make technical drawings. In the assembly workshop also, women are mainly doing 
the work. Millions of German women participate in production that allows fighting troops 
to be supplied with guns and all kinds of materials. [1’. 55”]  

12. Tunisia (France). (German) map from Annaba [Bône] through Tunis to Qabis [Gabes]. At 
the Tunisian front. Flights of German transport planes cross the Strait of Sicilia [Sicily] to 
bring light war equipment to Africa. On the Mediterranean Sea, Italian destroyers protect 
a convoy. The convoy reaches its port of destination on the African coast.IV Soldiers, 
vehicles, artillery pieces and tanks are unloaded. Tanks move through the desert: the 
formations are immediately sent to the south.V [1’. 38”] 

13. USSR. A German officer (Lieutenant-General Sinnhuber) decorates the 19 year-old 
Gerardus Mooyman, member of the Dutch volunteer legion (SS-Freiwillige Legion 
Niederlande) with the Iron Cross. In the defensive battle on Lake Ladoga, Mooyman 
destroyed seven Soviet tanks in the morning and six more in the afternoon. He is the first 
volunteer from Germanic countries to whom the Führer has awarded this high 
decoration. [0’. 40”] 

14. USSR. (German) map from Kiev [Kyyiv] to Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] and from Don River 
over Volga River to Novorossiysk. The winter campaign between the River Dnepr 
[Dniepr] and the Don River. German troops advance to the east. Tanks, grenadiers and 
Waffen-SS formations fire on enemy positions. The enemy divisions are dispersed in 
several groups.VI Infantrymen attack a village. Afterwards, destroyed Soviet tanksVII stand 
among the blazing houses. On an airfield, Stukas are bombed up and take off. The 
formations of the German air force, in collaboration with Slovak and Hungarian 
formations, continuously take part in the ground battles. Dive bombing German aircraft 

 
I They are intentionally shown but not identified by the commentary. 
II Frank is now shown and identified by the commentary, but the content of his speech is not 
discussed. 
III Accompanied by images of workers building a factory. 
IV The item includes a panoramic view on the city but doesn’t identify it. 
V Accompanied by triumphant music. 
VI No footage of enemy troops. 
VII Close-ups show, without further comment, the impact of German projectiles. 
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attack the Soviets.I Explosive bombs of all calibres are dropped on troop assemblies and 
Soviet supply depots. [2’. 39”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 51” 
 
 
 
 
 
2 April 1943: AM-WA NR 604157 
1. Romania. In the Carpathian Mountains a ski course for ski-teachers concludes with a 

contest. [0’. 45”] 
2. Germany. Visit to the acrobatics class at the German Dance School in Berlin. [0’. 57”] 
3. Sweden. Sculptor Ivar Johnsson made a sculpture of the SwedishII astronomer Tycho 

Brahe. [0’. 44”] 
4. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). Spring fashion: new hats are made in a workshop and 

subsequently modelled by models. [1’. 20”] 
5. Belgium. The period of sowing tobacco plants begins in the valley of the Semois. One 

plate filled with tobacco seed can yield 10.000 kilos of tobacco. [1’. 29”] 
6. Germany. On Heroes’ Memorial Day (Heldengedenktag), Adolf Hitler (accompanied by 

Hermann Göring, Heinrich Himmler, Wilhelm Keitel, Karl Dönitz and other high 
officials) visits the army museum (Zeughaus) and makes a speech. Hitler stands in front of 
a giant Iron Cross (with a swastika in its centre) that is surrounded by Reich war 
standards. The Führer glorifies the merits of soldiers who have protected Europe from 
Bolshevism. The dead of this Second World War will not have died in vain. They will be 
the unforgettable heroes and the pioneers of a better century. Their memory will always 
be with us.III Four Knights of the Iron Cross, followed by Hitler and others, lay the 
Führer’s wreath on the monument for fallen soldiers (the cenotaph on Unter den Linden). 
Afterwards Hitler talks with wounded soldiers and attends the march-past of an honour 
battalion. [3’. 04”] 

7. Greece. (German) map of Greece, from Thessaloníki [Salonica] to Kríti [Crete]. With the 
German soldiers in Greece. Newly arrived tanks, armoured cars and heavy artillery guns 
parade through the streets of Athínai [Athens]. The fortifications and strategic points on 
the south-eastern coast of Europe are reinforced non-stop. In two years, a whole defence 
system has been built. In the harbour (of Piraiévs [Piraeus]) tanks and other equipment are 
loaded on ships departing for the Greek islands. Destroyers and torpedo boats escort the 
cargo ships to Kríti [Crete]. On the southern coast of the islands, anti-tank devices are 
built, barbed wire entanglements constructed and artillery positions installed and 
camouflaged. On the airfields German fighters and combat planes are on stand-by. Several 
planes take off.IV [2’. 29”]  

8. USSR. (German) map from Kursk to Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] and (with Kharkov in the 
centre) from Kiev [Kyyiv] to Volga River. The battle for Kharkov. Tank formations and 
motorised units of the SS-grenadiers advance towards Kharkov over roads that were 
transformed into bogs by the sudden thaw. German artillery guns fire, smoke rises in the 

 
I Impressive aerial footage. 
II The commentary calls him Swedish but astronomer Tycho Brahe was in fact Danish. 
III No sound of Hitler’s voice. 
IV This final sequence reflects the readiness of the German army, which is the main theme of 
this whole item. 
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distance. Batteries of the German anti-aircraft defence destroy the defence works on the 
routes to the city. An encirclement tactic allows German troops to penetrate the city from 
the north and the east. German tanks, followed by infantrymen, enter Kharkov. There are 
troop movements the distance. In the background Bolshevists, whose retreat is already cut 
off, have to find shelter in the city again. German troops deploy machine-guns. The 
artillery fires, tanks advance and are followed by infantrymen. The German troops 
advance deeper and deeper into the city that was reconquered after hard battles. Tanks 
advance, the artillery fires. An officer has a large bandage around his head. Soldiers enter 
a house. View of the city. [4’. 39”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 27” 
 
 
 
 
 
9 April 1943: AM-WA NR 605158 
1. Belgium. 20.000 spectators attend the S.C. Anderlecht – Union St. Gilleoise football 

match (1-0) at Duden Park in Anderlecht.I [1’. 25”] 
2. Belgium. A big fashion house in Brussels presents its new spring collection: models show 

new clothing and accessories.II[1’. 18”] 
3. USSR. Within the framework of the general reconstruction of Ukraine, the Smiga 

sawmills, destroyed by the Soviets during their retreat, are put back into operation after 
the installation of German machinery. The sawmill (in the area surrounding Kiev [Kyyiv]) 
produces furniture. In comparison with former output, a remarkable production has been 
achieved. [0’. 53”] 

4. Czechoslovakia.III In connection with the development of the road network in the 
territories that were returned to Hungary, in Medve a great bridge has been constructed 
over the Donau [Danube]. Regent Miklós Horthy inaugurates the bridge. [0’. 36”] 

5. Denmark. Almost 90% of the Danish population voted in the elections for the Folketing, 
the Danish House. The government of Erik Scavenius won 190.000 out of more than 
200.000 votes.IV [1’. 03”] 

6. Spain. Franco, members of the government and representatives of the diplomatic corps 
attend a commemorative service for the Spanish kings at the San Lorenzo del Escorial 
Basilica near Madrid. [0’. 42”]  

7. Yugoslavia. The Croatian youth collaborates energetically in the work of European 
reconstruction. Their common will unites the youth in the Croatian Labour Service. 
Youths of the Labour Service work in the fields and construct huts. [0’. 52”] 

8. France. Anglo-American bombardments struck the civil population of France. 
(Presumably dedicated to bombardments on Rennes, Rouen, Amiens and Lorient.)I 

 
I 4 April 1943. 
II The fashion show has no audience and is staged in front of the camera. The name of the 
fashion house is not mentioned, but we see the initials A.P. above the large mirrors that 
decorate the walls. 
III Czechoslovakia had lost parts of southern Slovakia in the months following the Munich 
Agreement (March 1939). 
IV There are no images of Scavenius, just of the elections (posters, people bringing their vote, 
other people counting the votes etc.) 
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9. Tunisia (France). (German) map from Annaba [Bône] to Qabis [Gabes]. The theatre of 
operations in Tunisia. A German soldier looks through a spyglass. The Americans and 
British attack. Stukas fly over the desert and attack the concentrations of British and 
American tank formations.II The artillery fires and blocks the outlets of a valley through 
which an enemy supply route runs. The artillery continues its fire; smoke rises from the 
valley.III [0’. 59”] 

10. USSR. At the eastern front.IV 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
16 April 1943: AM-WA NR 606159 
1. France. Marshal Philippe PétainV says: ‘I want to talk to you about France, about its 

present distress, about its future.VI One has to choose. The rebel leaders have opted for 
emigration and for a return to the past. I have opted for France and its future.VII History 
will later tell what you were saved from. It is vain to transform institutions if one doesn’t 
transform souls. It is vain to hope for the end of our decadence as long as our children 
haven’t received a new conscience from their masters. Isn’t that the great mission of our 
educators? I need more than the obedience of youth. I need its ardent conviction, its will 
to act and its trust. Frenchmen, my friends, liberate your conscience of prejudices and 
malice and you will better understand those who have the painful task of guiding you.’VIII 
[1’. 14”] 

2. France. Completely destroyed houses. ‘My friends, I just learned that the suburbs of Paris 
were this afternoon the object of a new Anglo-Saxon aggression. Once again dead people, 
wounded people, destroyed households. This adds to the long and painful list of victims of 
our cities in Nord, Bretagne [Brittany], Normandie [Normandy] and Tunisia. In protest 
against these acts, which nothing justifies, I address to the families of these innocent 

 
I This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. It may have been cancelled at the eleventh hour by the editorial team, when they 
became aware that next week’s edition would include similar items on France and Belgium. 
II Aerial footage shows rising plumes of smoke, but there are no images of enemy tanks.  
III The item ends at this point on both preserved (related) newsreel prints but may have been 
longer. 
IV This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints. 
V Pétain, sitting in his office in Vichy, is not introduced by any commentary. After the 
opening titles of the newsreel, Pétain is immediately shown. He looks straight into the camera 
and starts addressing the (newsreel) audience (in French). It is unlikely that Flemish-language 
prints subtitled his speech. 
VI A close-up of Pétain’s head, which fills the whole screen, now follows the medium shot of 
Pétain.  
VII The item now cuts back to a medium shot of Pétain. The camera stays in that position, but 
several other cuts show that the speech was filmed in different takes. 
VIII The insert of footage of destroyed houses forms the beginning of the second item while we 
still hear the voice of Pétain.  
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victims the expression of my great sadness and my affectionate condolences’.I People are 
standing at the side of the road, looking at a big hole in the ground.II A bomb, which burst 
the metro tunnel, has brought death to the platform of the station. Firemen are helping 
wherever they can. People are trying to communicate with inhabitants who are shut in 
their cellars. Houses are devastated. For two days, rescuers including liberated prisoners, 
seminarians and different youth groups provide non-stop help to the teams of the Défense 
Passive. People transport their belongings on handcarts. Trucks are loaded with rubble. A 
wounded man passes by. The dead bodies of two people are carried out of the metro 
station. The bodies are covered, but a blood-covered leg hangs from one of the barrows. 
The corpses are loaded onto a truck. The estimation is already at 300 dead and over 700 
wounded people in hospital. According to the marshal, these are acts that cannot be 
justified. [3’. 15”] 

3. Belgium. On the afternoon of 5 April, it was the civil population of Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers] that in turn was the victim of a terrifying Anglo-American air raid.III In 
one street, almost every house has collapsed.IV Although dropped in conditions of good 
visibility, the bombs caused considerable damage in one neighbourhood of Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers] as well as in three of the city’s suburbs. In these areas not a single 
street has been spared, in many of these streets not a single house can be repaired. About 
600 houses are completely or partially destroyed.V Uniformed men bring paltry pieces of 
furniture out of a severely damaged house. In one street, every house has some household 
goods lying in front of it. Over 2.000 Belgians fell victim to these attacks. In one of the 
streets there are only 11 survivors. People stare sadly into the distance, search through the 
ruins of their houses or carry away some belongings. Firemen extinguish fires or pump 
water away. Many people dig in the same spot. The bombs hit three schools during the 
instruction period. Here, 250 innocent children met death. Several people search the 
debris.VI The body of a nun (teacher) is dug up. The body of a child is partially excavated 
and covered with a blanket.VII The corpse of another child is dug up. Red Cross workers 
carry away the body of an adult. More nuns walk among the ruins. A remarkably old 
church has been severely hit: interior and exterior shots show that the wall of the church 
(of Mortsel) has partially disappeared. The population of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] 
bids farewell to its dead.VIII The remains of ten unidentified victims are driven to the 

 
I Pétain’s voice is very emotional when he says that nothing justifies the bombardments. His 
speech accompanies impressive footage of ruined houses, a bomb that hit the middle of the 
road, houses that are still burning, firemen and civilians who walk among the rubble, etc. The 
speech is followed by sad music for a short while. 
II From this point onwards, the newsreel commentary takes over. 
III 5 April 1943. The bombardment, directed against the Erla factories, was actually carried out 
by an American flight. Note that the commentary doesn’t name the city district (Mortsel) that 
was actually hit. 
IV The camera, probably mounted on a car, moves slowly through the street. 
V Accompanied by sad music and images filmed in several streets, where each house is 
damaged. Many houses have collapsed totally. People walk among the rubble and debris. 
VI Filmed from a very low angle: the camera is on the ground and is positioned in front of a 
child’s bent bicycle. The camera position clearly intends to highlight the tragic nature of the 
bombing of a school. 
VII One of the men that just dug up the child looks straight into the camera, as if the presence 
of the cameraman bothers him. 
VIII At this point the item switches from the effects of the bombardment to the funeral 
ceremony, which took place on 9 April 1943. 
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cathedral for the funeral ceremony. Accompanied by many wreaths, hearses transport ten 
coffins towards Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] cathedral. Inside the cathedral, Cardinal 
Van Roey celebrates the funeral ceremony. Afterwards, funeral procession, passing by 
destroyed houses, heads for a square (in Mortsel) where hundreds of coffins have been 
placed on small trucks. Over 60 vehicles containing coffins are gathered in front of the 
town hall of one of the destroyed municipalities.I Cardinal Van Roey climbs onto a small 
stage on the square. Cardinal Van Roey, Bishop of Mechelen [Malines], deplores the dead 
and blesses the coffins.II A great mass of people has gathered on and around the square. 
Nuns file past the coffins.III A woman is crying. The distressing and endless procession 
heads for the cemetery of a neighbouring municipality. The procession advances slowly. 
People cry, coffins are marked 145E-148E or 155E-160E.IV At the cemetery, one coffin 
after another is buried. Among the many wreaths, there is one from Queen Elisabeth of 
Belgium.V 5 April 1943, day of mourning for whole Belgium, a tragic date that will 
forever be marked in our memory. Many dignitaries (including Alexander von 
Falkenhausen) stand around the wreath of Queen Elisabeth. A big cross bears the date 5 
April 1943. [10’. 04”] 

4. USSR. (German) map from Lake Ladoga to Lake Ilmen and from Narva to Shlissel’burg 
[Schlüsselburg]. Defensive combat between Lake Ladoga and Lake Ilmen. The German 
artillery fires. In the south, the Soviets launch an assault. They try in vain to pierce the 
front between both lakes and to loosen the lock of the German divisions around St. 
Petersburg [Leningrad]. The artillery shells enemy tanks and troops, which are at a great 
distance. The Soviet tanks are destroyed in direct fire. The Bolshevists leave their 
destroyed tanks. The enemy attack was pushed back. The artillery continues its fire. The 
anti-aircraft defence was ordered to bombard the enemy trenches, thus preparing the 
terrain for a German attack. Soviet fighter planes thereupon attack the artillery: Soviet 
bombs strike very close. The German defence comes into efficient action immediately. The 
anti-aircraft defence opens fire; an enemy plane is shot down. The burning wreck of a 
Soviet plane lies on the ground. [2’. 20”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 53”  
 
 
 
 
 
23 April 1943: AM-WA NR 607160 
1. Belgium. Paul Colin mourned.VI Hearses are lined up in front of the church (Notre-Dame-

de-la-Chapelle in Brussels). The friends and the many admirers of this very famous writer 
and remarkable journalist accompanied him to his last resting place. Director of ‘Le 

 
I Note again that the commentary doesn’t mention Mortsel. 
II It is clear that some of the coffins are not really coffins, but wooden boxes that had to be 
made hastily. 
III Filmed from a bird’s eye view. 
IV By showing the numbers, the item once again highlights how many people died. 
V The commentary doesn’t mention this fact, but the camera repeatedly brings her wreath into 
view. 
VI Colin, murdered two days before, was buried on 17 April 1943.  
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Nouveau Journal’ and of ‘Cassandre’,I the dead man was also President of the 
Association of Belgian Journalists (Association des Journalistes Belges). Two coffins are 
taken out of the hearses and carried inside the church. Léon Degrelle attends the funeral 
ceremony.II [0’. 42”]  

2. Belgium. An important VNV manifestation takes place in the Brussels Sports Palace, on 
the occasion of the departure of Flemish volunteers of the Waffen-SS and the Flemish 
Legion (SS-Freiwillige Legion ‘Flandern’).III Hendrik Elias, accompanied by two high 
officers (Richard Jungclaus and Joris Vansteenland), shakes hands with some recruits. 
Then Elias stands on the podium (a Reich war standard is hanging over the tribune) and 
makes the Nazi salute. Dr. Elias speaks. Flanders has woken up and found itself. The 
volunteers have understood that the only road to victory over Bolshevist danger is to the 
east, where that danger must be destroyed to the root.IV The volunteers march out of the 
Sports Palace in a double row (towards Brussels North Station).V [1’. 37”]  

3. Belgium. An identical manifestation, organised by DeVlag and in which several 
thousands of people take part, takes place on the same day in Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers]. Jef Van de Wiele, leader of DeVlag, declares that this departure 
ceremony for Flemish volunteers is at the same time a response by the soldiers to the 
terrifying Anglo-American attack against the civil population of Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers].VI DeVlag members march past the Farmers’ Tower (Boerentoren) in 
the direction of Central Station. [1’. 10”]  

4. Belgium. The Belgian heavyweight boxing-championship takes place at the Brussels 
Sports Palace. Karel Sys beats title-holder Paul Goffaux.VII [1’. 56”] 

5. Spain. Traditional festivities (Las Fallas) take place in Valencia. The religious procession 
is followed by a carnival-like parade of giants representing the human vices. At midnight, 
the giants are burned and there is a fireworks display. [0’. 57”] 

6. Belgium. The Italian consul, Marquis Durazzo, inaugurates an arts exhibition (at the Casa 
d’Italia) in Brussels. The works of art on display were all created by Italian artists living in 
Belgium.VIII [1’. 51”] 

7. Norway, France, Latvia and Lithuania. Volunteers from all countries of Europe present 
themselves non-stop to fight against Bolshevism. Vidkun Quisling takes leave (in Oslo) of 
a company of the Norwegian police. In Versailles a new contingent of volunteers of the 
French Legion (LVF) marches to the railway station. Latvian auxiliary troops are also 
marching to the station, ready to leave for the eastern front. A group of Lithuanian 
auxiliary troops also leave their homeland. [1’. 25”]  

 
I Insert of the close-up of a funeral wreath carrying the text ‘The editorial of Cassandre to its 
director’. 
II The commentary doesn’t refer to the second coffin that contains the remains of Gaston 
Bekeman, who was also killed during the murder attempt on Colin. Nor does the commentary 
mention Degrelle, but the editing focuses particularly on him. 
III 18 April 1943. 
IV No sound of Elias’ voice. 
V The image immediately fades to the next item, which could also be regarded as the second 
part of the same, ongoing item.  
VI There are no images of Jef Van de Wiele; all the newsreel audience sees are parading 
volunteers. Paraphrasing Van de Wiele, the commentary refers to the bombardment that 
featured in the third item of the previous newsreel issue. 
VII 12 April 1943. Goffaux abandoned in the seventh round. 
VIII 19 April 1943. 
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8. Germany. The meeting of the Führer and the Duce. Adolf Hitler stands on the railway 
platform (in Salzburg) and greets Benito Mussolini. The Duce shakes hands with Reich 
Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop and Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel. During this meeting 
both statesmen asserted again their will and the will of their people to continue the war 
until victory is total. [0’. 40”] 

9. USSR. (German) map from Mykolayiv [Nikolayev] to St. Petersburg [Leningrad] and 
from Riga to Taganrog. With the German soldiers at the eastern front. Thaw reigns over 
all sectors: the pathways and roads are transformed into brooks and marshes. Vehicles 
move through muddy water. Soldiers try to push a car through the mud; another vehicle 
can’t start because of the mire. In the positions situated between Lake Ladoga and Lake 
Ilmen the trenches are filled knee-deep with water; pumps are working day and night. The 
shelters also need to be pumped dry. All artillery guns and tanks are cleaned: the white 
camouflage colour needs to be removed. Soldiers clean their guns, wash their hair and 
shave. The first catkins have appeared!I [2’. 10”] 

10. Finland and/or USSR. (German) map from the Barents Sea to the Gulf of Finland and 
from Hanko to St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. Winter rages hard at the front of Lapland. An 
expedition of German (and Finnish) soldiers travels with Haflinger mountain ponies to an 
advanced post. The beasts of burden carry munitions, food and mail. In the Karelian 
woods, a group of German mountain light infantrymen (Gebirgsjäger) advances. They 
have to seize a Soviet base of operations. The soldiers penetrate into an enemy position: 
its most important part falls intact into German hands. Sledge dogs transport a wounded 
soldier to a medical post. [1’. 34”] 

11. Europe. Animated (German) map, marking the coastline from Narvik to Irun with a 
crooked line that symbolises fortifications. The Atlantic Wall [Atlantikwall] that stretches 
from the Northern Cape to the Pyrenees was continuously reinforced over the last months. 
Guns protect the Norwegian fjords. Torpedo tube batteries defend access to the fjords. 
Heavy and light arms protect the Channel coast (from where we see the coast of Great 
Britain) and the coasts of France, Belgium and the Netherlands. Newly constructed 
concrete forts, new artillery positions and anti-tank barrages form a powerful system of 
fortifications that stretches in ever-greater depth. The access to ports is defended by anti-
aircraft artillery on rails.II [2’. 07”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 09” 
 
 
 
 
 
30 April 1943: AM-WA NR 608161 
1. Belgium. ‘La Grande Poule des Produits’ is held at the hippodrome of Bosvoorde 

[Boitsfort]. Kouban, ridden by Wollanders, wins (before Cent Seize).III [1’. 40”] 
2. France. After four years of interruption the 41st edition Paris-Roubaix cycle race is finally 

organised.I The route runs through Amiens and Arras. Marcel Kint wins before Jules 
Lowie and Louis Thiétard. [1’. 41”]  

 
I The item concludes with the shot of a soldier whittling willow catkins. 
II The whole item consists of a long series of these defence works, presumably filmed in the 
countries mentioned. 
III 25 April 1942. 
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3. Belgium. The sympathetic German star Marte Harell visits Brussels. The actress is 
welcomed at Brussels North Station (by Helmuth Schaeffer, director of the Belgian Ufa 
branch). We present here some scenes from her latest films: excerpts from the movies 
‘Opernball’ and ‘Dreimal Hochzeit’.II [2’. 26”]  

4. Spain. Visit to guitar-makers living in and around Granada. A woman, accompanied by a 
guitar player, performs an Andalusian dance. [1’. 19”] 

5. Yugoslavia. The independent state of Croatia celebrates the second anniversary of its 
foundation. Religious services are celebrated in all churches. Head of State Ante Pavelić 
greets diplomats and members of the authorities. Moving in an open car through the 
streets of Zagreb [Agram], the Poglavnik is cheered by the population. A military parade 
takes place; people standing along the roadIII make the Nazi salute. [1’. 16”] 

6. Germany. Adolf Hitler receives the Romanian Head of State, Marshal Ion Antonescu. The 
visit lasted two days. The talks, in which Reich Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von 
Ribbentrop and Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel participated, focused on general political 
issues and the problems posed by the mutual fight against Bolshevism and Anglo-
American plutocracy. This meeting took place under the sign of the unshakeable fraternity 
of arms that unites the forces of the Tripartite Pact. [0’. 52”] 

7. Germany. The latest achievement of German tank production, the Tiger tankIV, is 
demonstrated. The Tiger tank has an 88-mm cannon, which makes it one of the most 
dangerous opponents of the enemy. The Tiger tank tears down oaks and is easily 
manoeuvred and fired. It moves right through a house. [2’. 23”]  

8. Caribbean Sea and Netherlands Antilles (Holland). (German) map of the Caribbean Sea. 
German U-boats in the Caribbean Sea. The war correspondent, who participated in this 
three-month-long cruise, said the following about these images.V The U-boat crossed the 
Atlantic Ocean for several weeks. Only in the middle of the ocean is the submarine 
informed about its point of operations: it has to observe and attack the enemy maritime 
communications in the Caribbean Sea. The U-boat cruises to its place of destination. The 
crew celebrates Christmas 50 metres under the sea, at 38 degrees Celsius. The 
complement puts up a small Christmas tree and exchanges gifts. Two days later, the zone 
of operations off the coast of South America is reached. In front of us lies the archipelago 
of the Lesser Antilles. Animated (German) map of the Caribbean Sea: an arrow moves 
towards Curaçao and Willemstad. At night, the U-boat cautiously sneaks through the 
passage to Curaçao. Alarm: a plane was signalled! The U-boat immediately submerges; 
its underwater camera shows something black moving. This is not a sea serpent, but the 
cable of an underwater camera. Through the periscope, the base of Curaçao can be seen 

 
I 25 April 1942. (The commentary miscalculates: Paris-Roubaix was organised the last time in 
1939, which means that the race was interrupted for three - instead of four - consecutive 
years.) 
II Harell arrived in Brussels around 16 April 1943. The excerpt from ‘Opernball’ (in French 
and Flemish respectively titled ‘Nuits de Vienne’ and ‘Weensche nachten’) has bilingual 
subtitles. The excerpt from the musical ‘Dreimal Hochzeit’ (in French and Flemish 
respectively entitled ‘Le mariage de Vera’ and ‘Driemaal bruiloft’) is not subtitled. Harell 
came to Brussels to release the latter in particular.  
III One person looks into the lens and seems to be afraid. 
IV The name of this tank had to be pronounced in French (‘tigre’) or in German (‘Tiger’) but 
not in English!  
V From this point onwards the item switches to older images brought home by the war 
reporter (Kriegsberichter). 
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(which is filmed by a cameraman)I, Fort Nassau, Willemstad and its important harbour. 
The U-boat moves away from the coast and gets back to sea. The radio operator hears a 
steamer. Everyone gets ready for combat; torpedoes are fired. The complement cheers: the 
torpedo hit its target! The U-boat surfaces, the captain sticks his head out of the cupola 
and smiles. The enemy has lost some thousands of tons once again. The steamer sinks into 
the sea.II [4’. 21”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 58” 
 
 
 
 
 
7 May 1943: AM-WA NR 609162 
1. Belgium. Emile Gosselin beats title-holder Jef ‘Poeske’ Scherens in their duel for the 

Belgian speed-criterion cycle-championship at the Winter Velodrome of the Brussels 
Sports Palace.III [1’. 20”] 

2. Sweden. Mae Nielsen wins the slalom championship in Åre. [1’. 13”] 
3. Belgium. Spring in Brussels: a visit to Ter Kamerenbos. People play with miniature boats 

or lie on the grass. Children play in a playground. [0’. 52”] 
4. Czechoslovakia. Visit to a salmon- and trout-breeding centre in the Protectorate of 

Bohemia-Moravia. [0’. 43”] 
5. USSR. Behind the front, in the areas surrounding Smolensk, is the Katyn Forest where the 

horrible Bolshevist slaughter took place. On this spot, Jewish executioners of the Kremlin 
had execution troops of the GPU kill 12.000 officers, all officers and non-commissioned 
officers of the former Polish army, in a beastly manner. In the woods is a clearing filled 
with pits. A group of men is digging. The outline of dead bodies, some of them already 
partially exhumed, are visible. A German officer, followed by a group of civilians, 
approaches the pits. He halts under a Red Cross flag and talks to his retinue. A delegation 
from the Polish Red Cross visits the immense grave. Reports by the population allowed 
the atrocities of Katyn to be reconstructed in the slightest detail. One of the Red Cross 
representatives takes notes. A corpse is carried away. The officer and the civilians walk 
between the bodies. Some Red Cross representatives bend over a corpse and study the 
stars on a decaying uniform.IV Representatives of the foreign press are present at the 
opening of the graves. The bodies are stacked in layers of nine to 12 corpses. Among the 
victims are many Polish generals. Many of the dead were tied up. Journalists take notes. 
The hands of the corpses are tied behind their back.V A Polish clergyman celebrates a 
requiem before the open trench. The priest, surrounded by citizens, stands above a trench 
filled with dead bodies.VI German soldiers, accompanied by civilians, search for papers in 

 
I This sequence contains images (filmed by a second cameraman) of a cameraman putting the 
lens of his camera in front of the periscope. 
II These impressive images are accompanied by triumphant music. 
III 2 May 1943. 
IV Well-edited: the shot of one man pointing at something is cut at the close-up of the stars on 
the uniform. 
V Illustrated three times. 
VI The camera glides from the priest over the grave and the bodies. Like the rest of the item, 
the images are accompanied by sad music. 
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the clothes of the corpses. They find wallets, passports, money bills, badgesI and other 
things, which they study carefully. Medical research and the examination of papers found 
provided undeniable proof that these Polish officers were assassinated en masse in the 
spring of 1940, which was also more than one year before the beginning of the German-
Soviet war. Some of the victims are already identified. More images of dead bodies. Here 
one can see with what fate the murderous Jewish-Bolshevist scum threatened all 
European people. [2’. 11”] 

6. Estonia. Estonian youth also takes part in the fight against Bolshevism. At Liberation 
Square in Tallinn [Reval], a ceremony takes place to honour 1.000 volunteers from the 
Estonian SS Legion (SS-Division Estland) who are leaving for a training camp. One of the 
volunteers is kissed goodbye by his girlfriend. [1’. 01”] 

7. USSR. A German plane takes off. The German air force strikes the Soviets far beyond 
their lines. The flights attack in closed formations the regions from where Bolshevist 
reinforcements are departing. German planes fly and drop their bombs; plumes of smoke 
rise from the soil. Houses and railway tracks are bombed. A carpet of bombs is launched 
on the military installations of a big industrial city. A volley of light and heavy bombs falls 
on railway installations and on important communication centres. Supply stores and 
trains transporting troops and munitions are destroyed. [1’. 36”] 

8. Europe (France). In the west of Europe is the Atlantic Wall [Atlantikwall]. This is how its 
construction started. Workers widen and reinforce all roads leading to the coast: their 
building site lies within reach of the British long-distance artillery. Columns of vehicles 
transport building materials to the coast. Workers and soldiers build concrete walls and 
bunkers and install artillery pieces. Some cannons are that large it takes several vehicles to 
transport them.II From the North Cape to the Pyrenees stretches a structure of 
blockhouses and all types of artillery positions. Together with extensive minefields, 
barrages, anti-tank positions and barbed wire fences, they represent, the strongest 
fortification in the world. [5’. 23”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 19” 
 
 
 
 
 
14 May 1943: AM-WA NR 610163 
1. Belgium. Several hundred volunteers from the Walloon Legion (Légion Wallonie), who 

spent their leave at home, leave Brussels to return to the eastern front. Other volunteers 
who just enlisted in the legion accompany them. The recruits, headed by a band, arrive at 
Brussels North Station. They say farewell to their families and kiss their girlfriends good-
bye.III The train leaves.IV [0’. 59”] 

 
I All these objects are filmed in close-up. 
II The item consists of many similar sequences showing how the artillery is transported and 
installed. 
III Several short scenes show soldiers kissing girls or talking from inside the train to girls. It is 
clear the girls admire ‘their’ soldier very much. 
IV 6 May 1943. 
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2. Belgium. The mixed couple Massy (male) and Van Marcke (female) wins the ‘Traversée 
de Bruxelles’, the kayak regatta through Brussels.I [0’. 44”] 

3. Belgium. Racehorse Torcello (ridden by Wollanders) finishes in front of Kouban and wins 
‘Le Grand-Prix de Bruxelles’, worth 200.000 Belgian francs, at the hippodrome of 
Bosvoorde [Boitsfort].II [1’. 19”] 

4. France. The Farm Machinery Fair ‘Exposition régionale agricrole’ is held in Lille. 
Regional Prefect Karle opens the fair, which is organised under his protection, in the 
presence of many government officials. At the fair one sees the many ways in which petrol 
used for driving farm machinery can be replaced by electric stream or gas generators. A 
poster reads: ‘before 1939, agriculture in Nord and Pas-de-Calais consumed seven 
million litres of liquid fuel. Our region possessed 800 tractors, 6.700 internal combustion 
engines, 35.000 electric engines and 170 steam engines the use of which diminished 
incessantly. The war came. Our resources have diminished; supplies are threatened. 
Farmers, you still need to maintain your production. Therefore you must improve your 
resources, adapt them to the present circumstances. Make more use of your steam 
engines, equip your tractors with charcoal-gas generators, with electric engines.’III A 
charcoal driven tractor proves its power by turning over a strip of land, uncultivated for 
years and covered with very hard grass, at the Velodrome in Lille. [1’. 30”] 

5. Austria. Dutch, Norwegian, Danish, Flemish and Walloon representatives of Great-
Germanic youth organisations meet in Millstatt, in the German East Mark. They camp 
near the Millstätter See. [1’. 26”] 

6. Spain. The Victory Parade in Madrid, attended by Franco, is the highlight of the 
ceremonies held on the fourth anniversary of the liberation from Bolshevist terror. The 
Caudillo attends the parade of troops who distinguished themselves during the Civil War 
(and of members of the Falange youths). [1’. 26”] 

7. Czechoslovakia. Slovakia celebrates the fourth anniversary of the foundation of its state. 
In Bratislava [Pressburg] more than 15.000 people take part in the event in front of the 
National Theatre (Stadtheater)IV. President Dr. Jozef Tiso attends a military parade in the 
stadium of Bratislava [Pressburg]; another parade goes through the streets of the city. [1’. 
18”] 

8. Indonesia (Holland: Dutch New Guinea). VJapanese fighter squadrons take off from a 
newly conquered air base in New Guinea to carry out a massive attack on Port Darwin, 
the most important British base in northern Australia. Japanese pilots drop bombs on 
Darwin. [1’. 07”] 

9. USSR. (German) map of St. Petersburg [Leningrad] and surroundings, from Kronshtadt to 
Shlissel’burg [Schlüsselburg]. At the front southeast of St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. The 
melting snow transformed whole regions in lakes and streams. Transport boats bringing 
supplies to the German positions sail past destroyed war equipment: witnesses of the hard 
winter battle. Rubber dinghies transport hay to a base of operations that since the 
beginning of thaw has been cut off from any connection. Rowing boats cross the stream 
that used to be a road to an advanced post. This blockhouse is part of the main frontline, 

 
I 9 May 1943. Brussels Kayak Club organised the race under the auspices of ‘Le Soir’ 
newspaper. 
II 9 May 1943. Colsoulle owned Torcello. 
III The camera glides very slowly over the (French) text, allowing newsreel spectators to read 
everything. 
IV The front of the theatre carries the word ‘Stadtheater’, which means municipal theatre in 
German. 
V Dutch New Guineawas part of the Netherlands East Indies. 
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which here is only made up of isolated points. A soldier pours water out of his boot, pulls 
off his sock and almost falls into the water. A patrol rows to an observation post to relieve 
the guard. The shot goes far into enemy territory: there is nothing but water ahead. [1’. 
23”] 

10. Atlantic Ocean. A convoy battle is over; one of the participating U-boats needs to be 
taken care of. The U-boat is helped by another German U-boat and receives fuel, distilled 
water and eggs. The ship’s cook makes pancakes. As soon as the submarine discovers a 
freighter, it submerges and prepares for battle. The U-boat commander looks through his 
periscope.I It’s a British ship, it must be the remainder of the convoy that was followed.II 
The U-boat fires torpedoes and hits the ship, that sinks burning into the sea. The cargo 
ship burns; its cargo of oil goes up in flames. [3’. 26”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 38” 
 
 
 
 
 
21 May 1943: AM-WA NR 611164 
1. Belgium. In Duden Park Stadium of Brussels 3.000 young girls from the NSJV meet for 

the spring festivities (organised by DMS).III Headed by boys (DBV), a large group of girls 
(DMS) enters the (Joseph Marien) Stadium and parades across the sports field. The girls 
play sports and perform folkdancing. The audience, including uniformed boys (DBV 
members) applaud. VNV-leader Dr. Elias attends the meeting. (Edgar Lehembre, Odile 
Van den Berghe and Jetje Claessens accompany Hendrik Elias.) IV [0’. 55”] 

2. Belgium. An international wrestling meeting at the Brussels Sports Palace opposes 
Hungarian Stan Karolyi and Italian Mattasa. Stan Karolyi is declared winner but is booed 
by parts of the audience who contest the decision. [2’. 43”]  

3. Czechoslovakia. A traditional spring swimming competition is organised in Praha 
[Prague]: men swim (naked) across the Vltava [Moldau] River. [0’. 55”] 

4. Belgium. 10.000 pilgrims attend the inauguration of the cult of Our Lady in Beauraing 
(Notre-Dame de Beauraing). The archbishop of Namur [Namen], Mgr. Charrue, celebrates 
a mass.V [1’. 19”] 

5. Denmark. Queen Alexandrine, Crown Prince Frederick and his wife (Crown Princess 
Ingrid) visit the Spring Exhibition in København [Copenhagen], which displays new 
Danish paintings, sculptures and architecture. [0’. 43”] 

6. Sweden. Fashion show in Stockholm. [1’. 16”] 
7. Bulgaria. Great manifestations take place in Sofiya [Sofia] to celebrate the second 

anniversary of Bulgaria’s entry into the Tripartite Pact. Youths manifest their enthusiasm 

 
I The next shot shows the freighter, filmed through the periscope. 
II Note how the commentary refers for the second time to a previous raid on a convoy of 
which no footage is included. 
III Due to the damaged soundtrack it remains unclear how the commentator finished his 
opening sentence. Apparently he didn’t mention the name of organisers DMS, but only 
referred to umbrella organisation NSJV (without explaining what the abbreviation stood for). 
The item opens with a shot of a Flemish Lion flag and an NSJV banner. 
IV 16 May 1943. This meeting concluded the DMS festivities that had already started three 
days before.  
V 16 May 1943. Holy Mary was reported to have made her first apparition in 1933. 
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in front of the embassies of Germany and Italy. The German and Italian Ambassadors 
greet the masses from their balconies. [0’. 44”] 

8. Spain. Apprentice seamen arrive on the ‘Juan Sebastián de Elcano’ training ship in 
Tenerife. The complement visits the city and its botanical gardens. [0’. 37”] 

9. Austria. German hinnies and horses, intended for the army, are trained in a camp in the 
Bavarian Alps (Bayern). [1’. 14”] 

10. The Netherlands. New formations of Dutch SS-battalion volunteers take the oath in 
Amsterdam. [0’. 34”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Lake Peipus to Voronezh and from Lake Ilmen to Kursk. In 
the central sector of the eastern front. These last weeks only combats of local interest took 
place in this sector. The German artillery shells an enemy trench until late in the evening. 
At night, Soviet bombers attack. Incendiary bombs hit a village: German soldiers help the 
inhabitants to save their meagre goods. While the German anti-aircraft defence fires at the 
Soviet planesI that keep bombing, German soldiers help Russian civilians to extinguish 
the fire and save their belongings. [1’. 46”] 

12. USSR. On an airfield near Novorossiysk. Stukas bring help to the infantry, which fights 
hard defensive combats against Soviet tanks. Stukas take off and drop their bombs. Other 
planes dive-bomb near the German lines to attack the city.II [1’. 37”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 23” 
 
 
 
 
 
28 May 1943: AM-WA NR 612165 
1. Belgium. The provincial Culture Service (Provinciale Kultuurdienst) of West Flanders 

organises the Flanders County Exhibition in Brugge [Bruges].III Many display panels 
highlight the historical and economic development of Flanders since its foundation by 
Boudewijn I (Baudouin I) until the 14th century, in other words until Lodewijk II van Male 
(Louis de Maele). A teacher/guide talks to children, standing in front of a panel. The 
panel, entitled ‘We want to go to Eastland [Oostland]’, shows how people travelled in 
covered wagons from the Low Countries to the east. Another panel indicates that Brugge 
[Bruges] was the greatest centre of trade with Eastern Europe.IV The exhibition highlights 
in particular the prosperity of Flanders. The economic zone of Brugge [Bruges] stretched 
to southern France. In the Hanse period, Brugge [Bruges] was still a seaport with 
flourishing commercial relations with other cities in Northern Europe. A panel shows that 
these contacts stretched to Novgorod.V [1’. 27”] 

2. Germany. Maypole festivities in the old German town of Salzburg. [1’. 11”] 
3. Denmark. Visit to the horse-fair, that also sells Belgian stallions, in Næstved [0’. 56”] 

 
I There are no images of those Soviet bombers; their ongoing attack is suggested by the sound 
of falling bombs and firing anti-aircraft defence. 
II The item includes aerial footage of the suburbs of Novorossiysk. 
III The exhibition ‘Het graafschap Vlaanderen (863-1384)’ was inaugurated on 16 May 1943 
and later toured West Flanders. 
IV The boards are respectively titled ‘Naar oostland willen wij rijden’ and ‘Brugge 
wereldmarkt – bloeiperiode 1200-1350 – grootste verhandelingscenrum van Oost-Europa’. 
V The camera moves across the panel to draw attention to this fact. 
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4. France. The ‘Ecole Pratique Valentine Labbé’ in Lille organises vocational training 
courses. The domestic science school prepares young girls for their future role of mother 
of a family by teaching them how to cook, iron, sew, etc. They also learn to design and 
make dresses. [1’. 32”] 

5. Location not mentioned. Bee venom is collected, distilled, chemically treated and in this 
way prepared for medical use. [1’. 45”] 

6. Romania. In collaboration with German Reich Minister Albert Speer, General Inspector of 
the German road network, the Romanian Minister of Communications organised the 
Highways and Waterways Exhibition in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. King Mihai I and Marshal 
Ion Antonescu attend the inauguration of the German-Romanian exhibition. [1’. 00”] 

7. Austria. In all parts of the Reich new recruits are continuously called up for the army. 
Two men, each carrying a suitcase, meet in the middle of the street and shake hands 
enthusiastically. Young men from Steiermark [Styria] say goodbye before leaving for the 
barracks. The city has a festive air: people are drinking beer, recruits parade through the 
city and people wave them goodbye as their train leaves.I [1’. 14”]  

8. Germany. Future officers of the light and heavy artillery follow theoretical and practical 
training at a German artillery school. They learn to analyse aerial photographs, cooperate 
with other army branches, measure the distance to enemy positions and observe the 
impact of their actions. In the end, they practise by firing on approaching wooden models 
of enemy tanks. A young artillery man fires: the wooden tank explodes. [2’. 56”]  

9. USSR. A day-off for German soldiers behind the main front line in the east. The soldiers 
organise a horse race, won by the company commander, for the benefit of the German Red 
Cross. [0’. 47”]  

10. USSR. A regiment of Cossacks voluntarily joined the ranks of the German army to fight 
Bolshevism. Members of the Don Cossack cavalry, wearing German uniforms and Russian 
headgear, give a demonstration of their equestrian ability. [0’. 40”] 

11. USSR. German Stukas take off to attack the enemy positions at the Kuban bridgehead, 
where heavy battles are still being fought. Stuka formations drop their bombs. Meanwhile 
the artillery fires on the enemy. Smoke rises in the distance. [1’. 43”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 11” 
 
 
 
 
 
4 June 1943: AM-WA NR 613166 
1. Austria. In the presence of their fellow countrymen working in Germany, teams of French 

and Belgian workers come up against each other in a football match (3-2) in Wien 
[Vienna]. [1’. 06”] 

2. France. Cockfight in Northern France. [1’. 18”] 
3. Belgium. After a successful stay in Paris, the Belgian variety artist Jean-Jacques returned 

to Brussels. He rehearses ‘J’ai 17 ans’ (with actress Angely at the ‘Théâtre des 
Galeries’).II [0’. 59”]  

 
I The commentary calls the recruits ‘new’ and ‘young’ but it is obvious that most of them are 
recruits of older drafts. 
II The play, written by Belgian playwright Paul Vandenberghe, had been very successful in 
autumn 1941. Newsreel summaries published in the newspaper suggested that Jean-Jacques 
would perform this reprise for wounded soldiers, but the commentary does not mention this. 
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4. Germany. German production workshops manufacture non-stop all articles that are 
indispensable for the army. German workers produce and test goggles. [1’. 36”] 

5. USSR. Behind the eastern front, with a view to working the countryside, farm machinery 
is overhauled in big repair workshops. It is in fact a question of exploiting conquered 
terrain in a rational way with a view to ensuring supplies for Europe. Civilians, guided by 
German soldiers, restore and repair farm machinery. Farmers plough and work the fields. 
Wherever ploughs and tractors fail, the German army loans its material. Other civilians 
work in vegetable gardens and greenhouses. [1’. 09”] 

6. Germany. German astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus died in 1543 in Königsberg 
[Kaliningrad]. During a commemorative ceremony, which takes place at the Albertus 
University (Albertusuniversität) 400 years after his death, Reich Minister Bernhard Rust 
pays homage to the merits of the great German scientist. The ceremony closes with the 
awarding of three Copernicus prizes to German and Italian scientists. [2’. 08”] 

7. Spain. Franco, who tours several cities in Spain, is enthusiastically welcomed in the port 
of Huelva. The Caudillo attends a parade of labour brigades and youth organisation 
companies. [0’. 55”] 

8. Norway. Formations of the Nasjonal Samling gather on the Palace Square in Oslo to 
celebrate the party’s 10th anniversary. Vidkun Quisling, Leader of Nasjonal Samling and 
President of the Norwegian Council, gives a speech.I [0’. 47”] 

9. Yugoslavia. In Zagreb [Agram] the first division of Croatian SS volunteers (Waffen-SS) 
solemnly takes the oath. The confirmation ceremony, attended by German officers, is 
followed by a military march-past. [0’. 55”] 

10. Germany. The youngest volunteer tank drivers take their last theoretical and practical 
lessons (in an NSKK training centre).II [1’. 24”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Kiev [Kyyiv] to Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] and from the Volga 
River to Novorossiysk. The battle for the Kuban bridgehead. At the Black Sea, German 
and Italian fast small motorboats (vedettes) leave their port. They received orders to attack 
Soviet supply routes at the Caucasian coast by surprise and to launch an assault against 
their bases of operations. When evening falls, the motorboats have made their approach. 
The Soviets deploy searchlights to seek out the motorboats and open fire. At the same 
time German coastal batteries attack the Soviet positions. The anti-aircraft defence also 
participates.III The artillery battle continues in daylight. At an airfield, German Stukas take 
off to attack the enemy. Day and night Stukas tirelessly charge enemy bunker lines, 
advanced positions and supply routes. Plumes of smoke rise as the bombs hit the ground. 
[3’. 45”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 02” 
 
 
 
 
 
11 June 1943: AM-WA NR 614167 

 
I The item concludes with the image of a talking Quisling, the commentary doesn’t mention 
what he actually said. 
II The commentary doesn’t mention that all these boys were members of the motor HJ, who 
‘voluntarily’ took this training three months prior to their military call-up. 
III This whole sequence was filmed at night: all the newsreel audience can see, are the lights of 
firing artillery pieces. 
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1. Belgium. ‘The Tour of Belgium’ cycle race takes place in five stages.I French cyclist 
Maurice Archambaud wins the first stage: 30 kilometres against the clock.II The third 
stage, the Brussels-Namur [Namen] race, starts in Oudergem [Auderghem]. The cyclists 
(including Maurice De Muer and Victor Cosson) are replenished in Liège [Luik] and ride 
through Beauraing and Dinant to Namur [Namen] where Jules Lowie finishes in front of 
Joseph Somers. The East Flemish team of Marcel Kint wins the fifth and final stage, the 
Mons [Bergen] - Brussels against the clock team race. Marcel Kint is the eventual winner 
of the Tour of Belgium. [2’. 45”]  

2. Belgium. Kimris (ridden by Gillebertus) wins the ‘Grand Steeple-Chase de Bruxelles’, 
held in the hippodrome of Stokkel (Stockel) near Brussels. Kimris finishes before North 
West; White Hare fell during the race.III [1’. 27”] 

3. Germany. Visit to a German zoological garden that houses a baby hippopotamus and to 
the München [Munich] Zoo where a baby elephant was born. [0’. 57”] 

4. Denmark. Festivities in the Tivoli Gardens in København [Copenhagen] celebrate Tivoli’s 
100th anniversary. [0’. 50”] 

5. Czechoslovakia. In the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia a large amount of dynamite is 
detonated to exploit the larger part of a basalt mine-pit. Cameramen and a female reporter 
from the Czech Radio (Český Rozhlas - Tsechischer Rundfunk) record the operation, for 
which preparations took two months. [1’. 26”] 

6. Romania. On the Romanian national holiday a long military march-past parades through 
the streets of Bucuresti [Bucharest]. (King Mihai I and Ion Antonescu attend the parade.) 
[2’. 13”] 

7. Finland and/or USSR. A medical service in the far North. In impassable regions that are 
still covered in snow, wounded soldiers need to be transported by sledge dogs. Elsewhere 
they are transported using stretchers (pulled by horses) or funiculars (to cross ravines). 
Finally ambulances drive them to the coast, where they are taken aboard (Red Cross) 
hospital ships. The wounded men are very well cared for: the ships house among other 
things a cinema. Goodbye to the mountainous regions, on the way to the fatherland! [2’. 
09”] 

8. Finland and/or USSR. Map from the Barents Sea to St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. On the 
Lapland front, Stukas drop bombs on frozen rivers to break the ice and prevent it from 
damaging bridges. [0’. 56”] 

9. Atlantic Ocean (France and the Netherlands). (German) map from Birmingham to Le 
Havre and from Brest to Dunkerque [Dunkirk]. With the German war navy on the Atlantic 
coasts. The minefields in front of the bases of operations on the Atlantic coast are 
continuously reinforced. A German minelayer reaches the defence field and starts laying 
mines. A British bomber attacks and the minelayer opens fire on it with its guns. Another 
mine craft is on fire and needs help. The fire is extinguished and the damaged ship is 
taken in tow towards its homeport. Off the coast of the Netherlands, light units of the war 
navy are chasing submarines. They locate some submarines using acoustical equipment 
and attack them with submarine bombs. The exploding bombs throw water in the air. [3’. 
09”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 52” 

 
I The ‘Omloop van België – Circuit de Belgique’ was organised for the third time by ‘Le Soir’ 
newspaper from 3 to 6 June 1943. The second and fourth stage is not featured in this 
newsreel. 
II 3 June 1943. 
III 3 June 1943. The owner of Kimris, the Count of Ansembourg, won 150.000 Belgian francs.  
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18 June 1943: AM-WA NR 615168 
1. Switzerland. The Hungary-Switzerland football match is played in Genève [Geneva]. 
2. Yugoslavia. The Small Film CongressI takes place in Zagreb [Agram].  
3. Belgium. Visit to a poultry farm. 
4. Spain. Franco visits Sevilla [Seville] during the ‘Feria’ festivities and is welcomed 

enthusiastically.  
5. USSR. Spring procession in Kiev [Kyyiv]. 
6. Germany. Visit to Belgian workers labouring in Germany. 
7. Europe. European volunteers leave for the eastern front to fight Bolshevism.  
8. Germany. German arms production.  
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
25 June 1943: AM-WA NR 616169 
1. Belgium. Major group sports competitions take place in Brussels, where members of 

German, Flemish and Walloon youth movements meet for the first time. II Among the 
participants: members of the ‘Reich Sports Education Camps’ (Reichsdeutsche 
Wehrertüchtigingslager) III in Belgium, the Hitler Youth (HJ), the National-Socialist 
Flemish Youth (NSJV) and the Legionary Youth (LJ). Many honorary guests and a huge 
crowd of spectators admire the magnificent sporting performances.IV A race is held, the 
boys do gymnastics, pole vaulting etc. HJ members parade. Three uniformed men 
(including Hauptbannführer Bennewitz) make the Nazi salute on a tribune as do all those 
around them. The other participating organisations parade too. [2’. 07”]  

2. Belgium. The second ‘Omnium de la Route’, a cycle race that begins and ends in Namur 
[Namen], consists of three stages. Achille Debacker wins the first stage, a race over 123 
kilometres long. Among the other participants: Marcel Kint, Jules Lowie and Prosper 
Deprédomme. Richard Depoorter, who wins the second and third stage, is the final 
winner.V [1’. 39”]  

3. Spain. Sports manifestation by the Spanish youth organisations of Murcia. [0’. 49”] 

 
I Small film is basically a term for any film with a width smaller than 32 mm, but which was 
used for 16 mm film most of the time.  
II These sports festivities, officially the Summer Solstice Festivities (note that the commentary 
doesn’t give them that name), were organised at the Joseph Marien Stadium on 20 June 1943. 
III The commentary doesn’t use the German term and translates it as above. 
IV Consecutive shots show the emblems of the HJ, NSJV and JL. The commentary doesn’t 
mention a fifth participant: the Auslanddeutsche Jugend.  
V 20 June 1943. The third stage, a race against the clock, is mentioned but not shown. 
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4. Norway. The traditional Hird relay race is run in the streets of Oslo.I German teams take 
the first three places. [0’. 43”]  

5. German. Training of female acrobats in a performing artists’ school in Berlin.II [1’. 17”] 
6. Denmark. Queen Alexandrine, Crown Prince Frederick and his wife (Crown Princess 

Ingrid) attend the inauguration of a new bridge that connects Møn Island through 
Kalvehave with Sjælland Island. The bridge is named after Queen Alexandrine. [0’. 59”] 

7. Romania. Marshal Ion Antonescu and Prime Minister Mihai Antonescu attend festivities 
in Chişinău [Kishinev] to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the annexation of 
Bessarabiya [Bessarabia] to Romania. Mass is celebrated and the religious ceremony is 
followed by parades by the local population (which makes the Nazi salute) and by the 
army. Marshal Antonescu takes the salute. [1’. 35”] 

8. USSR. By order of the German authorities, meritorious Ukrainian farmers are given land 
and property. The Commissioner General presents the new owners with the deeds for 
their property. A party follows the ceremony. [0’. 54”] 

9. USSR. Map from Barents Sea through Murmansk to St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. At the 
coast of Murmansk. Along the rocky coast, the naval artillery protects German convoys. A 
man looks through binoculars and sounds the alarm as soon as he sees a German convoy. 
One minute later, the artillerymen are ready for combat. They have to fight the Soviet 
batteries, which try to block the way of German ships from the other side of the bay. The 
German and Soviet artilleries shell each other. German Stukas also attack. The Soviets 
sweep the whole canal. German planes surround the convoy with an artificial 
smokescreen, rendering the ships invisible for the Soviet artillery. The convoy is 
completely hidden and will soon reach safety. [1’. 50”] 

10. USSR. Map from Kerch to Rostov-na-Donu. The combats at the Kuban bridgehead. 
Reserves, munitions and new arms are forwarded non-stop from Crimea to the Kuban 
bridgehead. A pontoon crosses the Kerch Strait, transporting troops and materials that are 
subsequently further transported by train. Around Kuban, military men are gathered 
around a map [2’. 59”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 52” 
 
 
 
 
 
2 July 1943III: SPECIAL EDITION [EUROPE AGAINST BOLSHEVISM]170 
Belgium. To commemorate the second anniversary of the German attack against the USSR, a 
great manifestation is organised in Brussels Sports Palace, dedicated to the theme ‘Reunion of 
all the European peoples in the battle against Bolshevism’.IV The meeting brings together 
Flemish and Walloon people with Russians living in Belgium. DeVlag-leader Jef Van de 
Wiele, Professor Grotow of the Rostov (Rostov-na-Donu) University, Captain Below, 
Lieutenant Davidenkoff and Rex-leader Léon Degrelle address the audience.  

 
I The commentary makes no attempt to explain that ‘Hird’ is not the name of the race, but of 
Nasjonal Samlings’ party militia. 
II Some of the jumps the women perform are shown in slow motion. 
III It could not be established from which date this special edition was released. It must have 
been after 27 June 1943 (the date the manifestation took place) and no later than 2 July 1943, 
the date on which a new regular newsreel issue was released. 
IV 27 June 1943. 
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Total newsreel length: unknown.  
 
 
 
 
 
2 July 1943: AM-WA NR 617171 
1. Germany. Leisure activities for foreign workers labouring in Germany offer the greatest 

diversity. In Berlin amateur boxers from different European countries fight for an 
audience of fellow-countrymen. The Danish boxer Mansson knocks his Belgian opponent 
Van Mengeroot out. [1’. 28”]  

2. Spain. Traditional flower festivities, including a parade and torchlight procession, take 
place in Murcia. [0’. 45”] 

3. Sweden. Stockholm celebrates the ‘Day of the Flag’, the Swedish national holiday. King 
Gustav V and members of the royal family attend a mass event in a stadium. [0’. 48”] 

4. Germany. The first congress of European workers is held in Hamburg. State Secretary 
Gutterer welcomes participants in the city hall.I 

5. USSR. The German artillery shells St. Petersburg [Leningrad].II 
6. USSR. The battle at the Kuban bridgehead continues.III 
7. USSR. The German air force at the eastern front.IV 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
9 July 1943: AM-WA NR 618172 
1. Belgium. A kayak contest is held in Dinant.  
2. Location not mentioned. The Denmark-Sweden football match is played. 
3. Belgium. French actor Albert Préjean (accompanied by his partner Lysiane Rey) visits 

Brussels. 
4. Germany. The seventh Great German Art Exhibition (Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung 

1943) is opened in München [Munich]. Dr. Joseph Goebbels visits the exhibition. 
5. USSR. Religious life starts again in eastern regions: a religious procession takes place in 

Odessa. 
6. Spain. A new bridge is inaugurated in Spain. 
7. Austria. Journalists from 11 countries attend the international congress of journalism in 

Wien [Vienna]. Reich Press Chef Otto Dietrich welcomes participants. 
8. USSR. The Romanian minister of war (Constantin Pantazi) visits the eastern front. 
9. Germany. Visit to an air force training centre. The pilots first learn to fly gliders. 
10. USSR. Volkswagens are deployed at the eastern front. 

 
I Both preserved (related) newsreel prints, which also both have the above-mentioned ‘special 
edition’ stuck on the regular newsreel, only contain seven seconds of this item, after which the 
Ufa logo that usually concludes the newsreel appears. 
II This item, announced in the press, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel prints. 
III This item, announced in the press, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel prints. 
IV This item, announced in the press, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel prints. 
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11. USSR. At the eastern front. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
16 July 1943: AM-WA NR 619173 
1. Belgium and France. The ‘Bruxelles-Paris’ cycle race, organised for the seventh time, 

starts in Brussels, runs through Lille and finishes in Paris. Belgian cyclist Marcel Kint 
finishes in the sprint ahead of (Frans Bonduel and) Lucien Vlamynck. Kint is 
congratulated on his victory by Colonel Joseph Pascot, the French Commissioner General 
of Sports, and by his Belgian counterpart Pierre Daye. [2’. 12”]  

2. France. In Arras a big gymnastics and sports event of the youth of Northern France takes 
place. The participants enter and greet the grandstand, making the Nazi salute. Boys do 
gymnastics; girls perform rhythmic figure dances. [1’. 28”] 

3. Austria. Spanish, Danish, French and Belgian boxers compete in a boxing tournament 
organised for foreign workers in Wien [Vienna]. Among the participants: French 
middleweight champion Gérard Corsin who also works in Wien [Vienna]. [0’. 59”] 

4. Spain. In the ruins of the Alcázar Castle in Toledo, symbol of the heroic fight that Spain 
delivered against Bolshevism, General Franco attends a ceremony organised by veteran 
campaigners of his draft. The Caudillo is decorated with the medal of the Virgin of Africa. 
Enthusiastic military men surround Franco. [0’. 47”] 

5. Sweden. King Gustav V makes a tour of Stockholm on his 85th birthday and is 
enthusiastically congratulated by his subjects. [0’. 50”] 

6. Belgium. On the occasion of the ‘National Culture Days’ (Nationale Kultuurdagen), an 
exhibition of contemporary Flemish painters and sculptors took place in Mechelen 
[Malines].I [1’. 07”]  

7. Belgium. Tobacco growing in Belgium. In the Semois Valley young tobacco plants grown 
in greenhouses are planted. [1’. 18”]  

8. Finland. Lieutenant General Felix Martin Steiner, bearer of the Iron Cross with Oakleaves, 
inspects a battalion of Finnish Waffen-SS volunteers who, after two years of battle, 
returned on leave to Finland for the first time. Steiner talks to some of the SS-men. An old 
woman (presumably his mother) accompanies one of the volunteers. [0’. 46”] 

9. Latvia. Latvian Waffen-SS volunteers leave for the eastern front. They depart from Riga 
and are waved goodbye enthusiastically. [1’. 03”] 

10. USSR. On the occasion of the second anniversary of the war against the Soviet Union, 
festivities celebrating the liberation took place in many Russian cities. A big manifestation 
takes place in a Russian city (Pskov [Pleskau]). Russian volunteers (in Red Army 
uniforms), German soldiers and Russian civilians parade through the streets carrying 
portraits of Hitler and slogans.II Among the demonstrators: a company of honour of troops 
recruited in this region that are lined up to fight bands of partisans. [0’. 51”]  

11. USSR. Map from the Barents Sea through Murmansk to St. Petersburg [Leningrad]. At the 
Murmansk front, in the extreme North. The light artillery prepares a storm troop action. 

 
I The ‘National Culture Days’ opened on 13 June 1943 and closed early July, in other words 
before this item reached Belgian newsreel audiences. 
II The Russian slogans (‘Hitler liberator’ and ‘Youth fighting for the future of Russia’) could 
not be understood by contemporary newsreel audiences. 
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The storm troops leave their positions at midnight. At this time of the year, the sun never 
sets in this region. The infantrymen run forward, lie down on the ground and open fire. An 
advanced Soviet post is taken in line with foreseen plans. [1’. 20”]  

12. Atlantic Ocean and France. A flotilla of submarine hunters operates in the Atlantic Ocean. 
The maritime route off the French coast must be protected against incursion by enemy 
submarines. The submarine hunters can spot every enemy ship using acoustical 
equipment. An enemy submarine is located at an established direction and depth. 
Underwater bombs, exploding at great depth, are dropped in the ocean. Water spurts up as 
the bombs explodes. Oil slicks appearing on the water’s surface indicate that the enemy 
has been hit. Seamen sail closer in rubber dinghies and take samples. It is effectively oil: 
there is no doubt anymore, the enemy has really been destroyed. The submarine hunter 
continues its journey. The hunt goes on! More underwater bombs are dropped into the sea 
and detonate. [1’. 56”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 37” 
 
 
 
 
 
23 July 1943: AM-WA NR 620174 
1. Belgium. Raphael wins the first prize, worth 200.000 Belgian francs, in a trotting race in 

Bosvoorde [Boitsfort]. [1’. 18”]  
2. Belgium. The Flemish Labour Service (VAVV) holds a summer fest in ‘Kamp Baudeloo’, 

their camp near Sint-Niklaas [Saint-Nicolas]. Neighbouring residents are invited. VAVV 
members guide civilians around.I The numerous visitors testify to the close relations 
unifying the labour volunteers and the population. VAVV members stand to attention. 
After an inspection they parade and do sports. In the end the public joins them in Flemish 
folkdance.II [2’. 00”]  

3. Belgium. In Belgium the rapeseed harvest is well under way. Farmers harvest and bundle 
the rape. After drying the rape, the seed is extracted and delivered to factories that use the 
precious grain to make edible oils. [2’. 29”]  

4. Germany. The cathedral of Köln [Cologne] was very badly damaged by a British 
bombardment. Bombs destroyed the arched roof of the cultural monument that is admired 
world-wide and devastated the interior. [0’. 52”] 

5. Yugoslavia. Units of the SS-Division ‘Prinz Eugen’ (Waffen-SS) enter Mostar, the capital 
of Herzegovina, where the population cheers them.III Together with army units and 
Croatian formations, they exterminated the groups that terrorised the country. Peace and 
quiet [order] reign once more. IV [1’. 16”] 

6. USSR. On Corpus Christi a religious procession takes place in the quarters of the Spanish 
volunteers of the Blue Division. General Emilio-Esteban Infantes also takes part. [0’. 57”]  

7. USSR. German grenadiers build new shelters on the border of the Black Sea. When Soviet 
landing crafts approach, the German artillery opens fire and disperses the enemy 

 
I Throughout the item, the group of civilians appears not quite so big. They were presumably 
all friends of or related to the VAVV members. 
II The item concludes with the close-up of a Flemish Lion flag. 
III Uniformed youths applaud, but there are, in spite of the commentary’s allegations, no 
cheering civilians. 
IV Illustrated with idyllic images of pastoral countryside: mountains, farms, and animals...  
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formations. The Soviets imagine that their boats are safe in the reeds of the Kuban 
lagoons. German Stukas fly over the reeds, locate the Soviet craft and attack them with 
their guns. A boat is hit. [1’. 38”] 

8. USSR. Animated (German) map from Bryansk [Brjansk] to Voronezh and to Kharkov: the 
names of Orel and Belgorod [Bielgorod] light up. Following a local operation carried out 
by the German infantry, attacks and counter-attacks between Orel and Belgorod 
[Bielgorod] evolved into a large-scale battle of materials. Tanks and trucks drive through 
the plain. For a long time strong concentrations of enemy tanks and infantry were 
observed. The German Command has in due course taken the actions that asserted 
themselves. The most heavy and most modern weapons are ready. German fighter planes 
take off. At dawn German fighters engage battle against attacking Soviet planes. An air 
battle takes place during which the Soviet planes are dispersed or destroyed.I A Soviet 
plane crashes and explodes. German tanks and trucks drive through the plain.II In the 
positions of a Waffen-SS division, officers study a map and give the final instructions for 
the counter-attack. The army and Waffen-SS positions are ready to penetrate the enemy’s 
attack forces. The Tiger tanks, followed by German grenadiers, advance and open fire on 
the enemy. The German artillery and Stukas support the infantry’s attack. The advanced 
troops fire flares. An advanced Soviet tank that attempts to retreat is blown up by the 
German artillery. Several Soviet tanks are burning. In a short time, over 2.000 Soviet 
tanks were captured or destroyed.III A Soviet tank explodes. German infantrymen search a 
captured tank. A column of prisoners is marched off.IV An officer gives orders, the 
artillery fires. This great battle of materials continues! A soldier throws a grenade and 
runs forward. A tank advances. The artillery fires. [5’. 25”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 55” 
 
 
 
 
 
30 July 1943: AM-WA NR 621175 
1. Germany. Heinz Gold and Ursula Oberstein win medals at the German swimming 

championships 1943 (in Erfurt). [1’. 10”] 
2. Belgium. The 23rd athletics championships for women are held in (Etterbeek (Etterbeeck) 

near) Brussels. Among the new Belgian champions: Lina Claeys (80-metre run), Marie 
Stevens (discus-throwing) and Van Gedrigem (long jump).V [1’. 26”] 

3. Belgium. Summertime in Brussels. On Sunday afternoon people are sunbathing, roller-
skating and swimming in the Ter Kamerenbos Park. [0’. 41”] 

4. France. In Paris Constant Martin demonstrates the electric organ (Clavioline) he invented. 
[1’. 07”] 

5. Spain. The 11th International Fair of Barcelona hosts a film exhibition this year. The 
Spanish state secretary of public instruction inaugurates the exhibition. Among the firms 
represented is Ufa. [0’. 51”] 

 
I No aerial footage. 
II The camera slowly travels from left to right. 
III This item contains footage of a handful of Soviet tanks. 
IV The camera glides slowly over the face of an Asian prisoner. 
V 25 July 1943. In the end the images are reversed and make Van Gedrigem jump back and 
run backwards. 
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6. Germany. Reich Minister Albert Speer thanks workers in a German locomotive factory for 
their efforts. The great demands of transport in wartime have been satisfied in record 
time.I The audience (including Reich Minister of Transport Julius Dorpmüller) listens 
carefully. Daily, new war locomotives, likely to resist the climatic conditions of the 
eastern territories, leave the assembly lines. Many locomotives leave the factory. [1’. 04”] 

7. USSR. Under German impetus, farm work in the Ukraine is intensified strongly. New 
agricultural methods are studied in a state domain near Cherkasy. Thanks to this research 
the livestock improved in quality and quantity and the fruit trees have been freed from 
vermin. [0’. 58”]  

8. Czechoslovakia. President Emil Hácha celebrates his 71st birthday in Praha [Prague]. Karl 
Hermann Frank, several members of the Czech government and representatives of all 
classes of society congratulate Hácha. [1’. 00”] 

9. USSR. After getting to the bottom of the massacres in Katyn, a heinous new crime by the 
GPUII was just discovered near the Ukrainian city of Vinnitsa. Here thousands of workers 
and Ukrainian farmers fell victim to Bolshevist terror. Here too the population gives the 
authorities charged with the investigation valuable indications, allowing light to be 
thrown on this new crime. People are standing around some corpses; women are crying. A 
man takes notes of other statements by other people. Numerous corpses have already been 
identified thanks to letters, papers, wallets, pictures and several other objects. During a 
solemn ceremony, the remains of the victims are buried in a decent grave. An orthodox 
open air mass is attended by sad looking men and weeping women. A German officer lays 
a funeral wreath. The grave is filled in, women cry. [2’. 00”]  

10. North Sea and the Netherlands. A German convoy off the Dutch coasts. Several ships send 
up barrage balloons to protect the convoy from surprise attacks carried out by enemy 
planes. A seaman looks through binoculars and sounds the alarm. A formation of British 
bombers attacks. The anti-aircraft guns open fire and force the enemy to retreat. Carpets 
of British bombs fall far from their target. The enemy planes attack again but are counter-
attacked by other German ships. The artillery shells the British planes. The camera 
managed to record a falling plane. The burning plane crashes into the water.III The attack 
was repelled, the convoy continues its way to its port of destination without having 
suffered any damage. [1’. 27”] 

11. USSR. Animated (German) map from Bryansk [Brjansk] to Voronezh and to Kharkov, 
with the name of Belgorod [Bielgorod] popping up. Combats in the region of Belgorod 
[Bielgorod]. Soviet planes attack and are counter-attacked by German fighters. A Soviet 
plane crashes down - the pilot’s parachute is snagged to his aircraft – and explodes when 
it hits the ground.IV Grenadier battalions approach the enemy positions in separated shock 
troops and attack. The battle of Orel and Belgorod [Bielgorod] has become a new and 
hard test for all the armies. A German tank formation is deployed over a large front; 
grenadiers follow. The battle rages, many Soviet tanks are ablaze. German tanks advance 
and pass by destroyed Soviet war equipment. Prisoners of war are marched off. The 
number of prisoners increases non-stop. German cars and tanks advance further. Aerial 
images show the progress made by the German tanks. These Soviet positions were 

 
I Speer, enclosed by Reich war standards, stands in front of a bust of Adolf Hitler and wears a 
swastika as well as an OT armlet. 
II The item opens with the shot of a group of people, standing together and talking to each 
other. At this point the camera turns left, to a pit filled with bodies.  
III Filmed from a great distance. 
IV The explosion is immediately followed by shots of two other explosions to make it more 
impressive. 
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conquered some hours ago. A new attack has already been prepared. General Walther 
Model, who commands the tanks, talks to some of his men. When Soviet planes attack, 
the Germans disperse while their artillery fires on the aircraft. A Soviet plane is shot 
down. The battle continues! Tanks and infantrymen advance past burning enemy war 
equipment. The artillery fires. [4’. 24”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 08” 
 
 
 
 
 
6 August 1943: AM-WA NR 622176  
1. Belgium. Visit to a training camp for sports monitors of Unie (UHGA-UTMI) in 

Terlanen.I The monitors hoist the flag, do gymnastics and receive intellectual training 
through theoretical courses. [1’. 30”] 

2. Germany. The German athletics championships (Deutsche Leichtathletik-
Kriegsmeisterschaften) are organised at the Olympic Stadium in Berlin. Most of the 
participants are soldiers. Manfred Gersch from Frankfurt runs the last part of the 4x100-
metre relay. [1’. 22”] 

3. Spain. Spain celebrates St John’s Day. In Alicante fireworks follow the traditional parade; 
a bullfight is organised in a city on the east coast. [0’. 50”] 

4. France. The ‘Three Centuries of French gardens’ Exhibition (Trois siècles de jardins de 
France) is held at the Galerie Charpentier in Paris. [0’. 55”] 

5. Italy. Inauguration of a memorial for Pius XI (1857-1939) in Roma [Rome]. [0’. 19”] 
6. Belgium. WH organises the departure of urban children from the city to the countryside, 

where they will spend their holidays. A first convoy of 2.000 children leaves Brussels 
North Station. Their parents wave goodbye to them.II [1’. 00”] 

7. Belgium. In Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] Flemish women gather (in the marble room of 
the zoo) before leaving for Germany, where they will help during the harvest.III Ms. 
Gravez (Magda Haegens), who directs the DeVlag’s women’s works, addresses them.IV 
Standing against a backdrop of swastika banners, a Flemish lion flag and a giant Reich 
eagle with swastika, Haegens makes the Nazi salute and leaves the podium amidst 
applause. Jef Van de Wiele gets on the stage. Dr. Van de Wiele, leader of DeVlag, 
declares among other things: ‘this gesture, this act is truly real-life socialism, this act is 
the most beautiful thing our people can do right now. Every sheaf broken by you signifies 
bread for our children. Every hour of your work means an hour during which a fit man is 
liberated to participate in the fight against the Bolshevism that threatens our culture’.V 
Van de Wiele makes the Nazi salute. [1’. 05”]  

8. Hungary. Admiral Horthy cuts the first sod of a new canal. [0’. 28”] 

 
I This item was filmed in a camp of the Flemish UHGA, which is highlighted in the French 
newsreel commentary by the use of the Flemish term ‘Unie’ and by a long camera focus on 
the ‘Unie’-flag. 
II In the last week of July, WH sent (according to the press) 20.000 city children to the 
country, where they would stay in 400 homes until 24 August. 
III 26 July 1943. After the ceremony, the women left for the railway station. 
IV The commentary uses the name of her husband, Hilaire Gravez. There neither is sound of 
that speech nor any reference to the content of her speech. 
V There is no original sound; the speech is ‘summarised’ by the newsreel commentary.  
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9. Czechoslovakia. The statue of Josef Ressel, inventor of the first ship’s propeller, is erected 
to commemorate his 150th anniversary. The monument, surrounded by swastika flags, is 
inaugurated in Kuřim (by HJ and BDM members). [0’. 39”] 

10. Germany. Grand Admiral Karl Dönitz inspects and addressesI new crews of U-boats. 
Afterwards, the U-boat complements go aboard and put to sea. [2’. 26”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Bryansk [Brjansk] to Voronezh and to Kharkov. In the sector 
of Orel. Everywhere German tank reserves are ready for defence. Soviet tanks attack. The 
German artillery responds and brings down a Soviet plane; its pilot can parachute to 
safety. Another plane is shot down. The artillery continues its fire; German tanks advance. 
Despite heavy losses, the Soviets line up new infantry and tank forces non-stop against the 
German positions. Everywhere on the horizon enemy tanks are on fire. The German 
artillery continuously fires on the Soviet tanks; several tanks are ablaze. A Soviet tank that 
tries to escape is fired at and explodes. The pressure by the Soviets is stopped. Enemy 
soldiers, cut off from the bulk of the army, surrender. A small group of German soldiers 
sits next to a wounded comrade.II Prisoners are marched off. As informed by the German 
communiqué, around 45.000 prisoners were taken during this war of attrition.III 
Destroyed tanks, some of them ablaze, lie on the plain, next to artillery pieces and all 
kinds of Soviet war equipment. Losses of enemy cannons and weapons of all types are 
also very high. Even American tanks do not resist German weapons. One of the tanks 
carries the legend ‘USA – Not to be stowed on deck’. German soldiers look at planes 
flying overhead. Tirelessly the German air force supports the hard defensive combats by 
the infantry. German planes drop their bombs; Stukas attack Soviet tanks and troop 
formations. [4’. 47”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 21” 
 
 
 
 
 
13 August 1943: AM-WA NR 623177 
1. Belgium. A French-Belgian athletics meeting is organised (by Racing Bruxelles) in 

Brussels (Diesdelle (Vivier d’Oie)).IV Several Belgian athletes win medals: Saelens (100-
metre run), Pol Braekman (110-metre hurdles) and Richard Brancart (800-metre - before 
the Frenchman Le Gallais). French athlete Wittevrongel wins the discus-throwing and 
high jump feats. [1’. 20”] 

2. Belgium. Visit to the Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] Zoo, which is celebrating its 100th 
anniversary. Despite the difficulties caused by the war, it was possible to preserve the 
most precious animals of the collection. Among the animals: the only okapi living in 
Europe, eagles, lamas, buffaloes etc. [2’. 04”] 

 
I Images show Dönitz addressing hundreds of seamen, but there is neither sound of that 
speech nor any reference to what he actually said. 
II One of the soldiers is smoking; another (a Waffen-SS member) has blood on his jaw. This 
kind of image, showing that the soldiers are wounded and/or tired, are very rare at this point 
in the war. 
III Close-ups of prisoners with Asian faces are inserted. 
IV 8 August 1943. Racing Bruxelles organised the meeting. The commentary doesn’t mention 
that most of the French athletes announced didn’t show up.  
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3. Germany. Thanks to the Reich Youth Organisation, thousands of young German boys and 
girls spend joyful weeks’ holidays at the edge of the Baltic Sea.I Small boys in HJ 
uniforms follow courses in open air. They also do sports, play and receive a lot of food. 
[0’. 54”] 

4. Belgium. Everywhere in Belgium, farmers are working to reap the first corn, sometimes 
using harvesters. [1’. 27”]  

5. Czechoslovakia. Visit to a silk factory in the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia. [1’. 03”] 
6. Bulgaria. The Bulgarian Labour Service works on a railway connection between Sofiya 

[Sofia] and Thessaloníki [Salonica]. The workers deploy explosives to construct a railway 
line through a mountain pass. [1’. 26”] 

7. Spain. Bilbao commemorates the sixth anniversary of its liberation by the Spanish 
nationalist troops. The festivities, attended by Party Minister José Luis de Arrese, include 
the laying of a funeral wreath on the monument of General Emilio Mola and a parade by 
Falange organisations. [0’. 39”] 

8. Poland. Governor-General Hans Frank travels through Galicja [Galicia]. The Ukrainian 
population acclaims the governor-general enthusiastically, who stands on the balcony of a 
building decorated with swastikas and Hitler’s portrait. Frank inspects volunteers of the 
SS-Division ‘Galizien’. [0’. 53”] 

9. Yugoslavia. In Beograd [Belgrade] tooII many Serbs voluntarily enlisted to fight 
communism. New flags are given to volunteer formations on the occasion of St George’s 
Day. [0’. 30”] 

10. France. André Starck constructed his first new aeroplane since the armistice. The new 
plane will be used for sports and to instruct new pilots. [1’. 04”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Bryansk [Brjansk] to Voronezh and to Kharkov. The war of 
materials in the east. Relentlessly, trains with reinforcements, weapons and munitions as 
well as innumerable columns of trucks are sent to the German troops at the front. The 
reinforcement columns move over the roads, passing by destroyed Soviet tanks. 
Formations of German planes also fly to the front. Soviet planes attack! The Soviet planes 
drop bombs and fire their guns; German soldiers run back and forth. A bomb that didn’t 
explode lies on the ground. A German officer looks through binoculars: the Soviet tanks 
are advancing! They bump into a well-directed defensive fire. A tank battle takes place: 
German tanks fire, Soviet tanks are ablaze. The German artillery also shells the enemy; in 
the distance Soviet tanks are on fire. Everywhere, enemy tanks are ablaze. The heaviest 
Soviet tanks and the most modern American tanks are also destroyed.III Stukas bombed an 
armoured train also. During three weeks of a most heavy combat of materials, the German 
troops destroyed important quantities of enemy tanks. The flames of blazing houses light 
up the night sky.IV [3’. 57”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 17” 
 
 
 
 

 
I While the commentary also refers to girls (BDM), there is only footage of uniformed boys in 
an HJ camp. 
II The commentary here refers to the final sequence of the previous item. 
III This is illustrated by several shots of destroyed tanks and close-ups of the spots where the 
projectiles impacted. 
IV The camera travels past the tanks. 
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20 August 1943: AM-WA NR 624178 
1. Belgium. The Flemish voluntary Labour Service (VAVV) organises a huge manifestation 

in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. The uniformed VAVV members, headed by a band, 
march over the Meir (street) and parade in the presence of a large crowdI past a tribune. 
(They make the Nazi salute to VAVV leader Renaat Van Thillo, who stands between 
Secretary General Gerard Romsée and Governor Frans Wildiers.)II The next day the 
VAVV members march to Berchem Football Stadium, where another manifestation is 
held, and hoist the flag.III Leader Van Thillo gives a speech in which he gives a summary 
of the task and the objectives of the VAVV. He says notably: ‘we are at the service of the 
people and the nation for spiritual, moral and material reconstruction. For the young 
generation of Flanders, assembled in the Labour Service, the concepts of people, 
fatherland and community service have acquired again a distinct meaning.’IV Sporting 
festivities take place, during which VAVV volunteers lift weights, to gymnastics, etc. Van 
Thillo watches; the public applauds. [3’. 06”] 

2. The Netherlands. The most important horse race of the year is held in Arnhem. [0’. 32”] 
3. Belgium. Summertime in Brussels: visit to a swimming pool. [1’. 30”] 
4. Spain. A new dry-dock is constructed in Valencia. [0’. 49”] 
5. Yugoslavia. In Serbia, shoes are manufactured using hemp. [1’. 21”] 
6. France. Marshal Philippe Pétain and President Laval receive the Turkish representative 

(Rehic Herkin). Pétain decorates him with the Grand-Cross of the Honorary Legion 
(Grand-Croix Légion d’honneur). [0’. 25”] 

7. Germany. Spanish student-leaders, invited by the Reich Student Organisation, visit Berlin. 
The student delegations deposit flowers at the Ludwig Maximilian Hall of the University 
of München [Munich]. [0’. 34”] 

8. Italy. Anglo-American bombers carried out a terrorist attack on the city of Roma [Rome]. 
The Princess of Piedmont (Marie-José)V visits the ruins of destroyed city neighbourhoods. 
Laboratories and hospitals in the students’ halls of residence were bombed. Cemeteries 
were also bombed: the pope’s parents are buried in one of these graveyards.VI The San 
Lorenzo Basilica (Chiesa di San Lorenzo), where pope Pius IX is buried, was also 
bombed.VII One of the most precious works of art since the beginning of Christian art is 
destroyed. Pope Pius XII visited the ruins.VIII [1’. 16”]  

9. Greece. (German) map of Italy and Greece. With the German army in Greece. Marshal 
Rommel arrives by plane on an airfield near Thessaloníki [Salonica]. German tanks cross 
the city. This part of the European front is also fortified continually. Tanks move to the 
edge of the sea. Tank crew members undress and go naked or in their underwear into the 
water. After training, a refreshing swim in the Aegean Sea. Artillery pieces cover the 
coasts. [1’. 19”] 

 
I The footage contradicts the commentary: the audience is obviously rather small. 
II 14 August 1943. The parade was followed by a manifestation in the Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers] Zoo: this event is neither shown nor mentioned. 
III 15 August 1943. 
IV There is no sound of Van Thillo speaking; everything is ‘summarised’ by the commentator. 
V Contemporary Belgian newsreel audiences must have known her name, which the 
commentary doesn’t mention, for Marie-José was the sister of King Leopold III. 
VI The close-up of their tombstone is inserted. 
VII Archive pictures of the basilica are juxtaposed with moving images of the ruins. 
VIII Illustrated with a picture of the pope visiting the ruins; there is no moving image of that 
event.  
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10. USSR. (German) map from Bryansk [Brjansk] to Voronezh and to Kharkov. The fights in 
the surroundings of Orel. German soldiers look at planes flying overhead. Plumes of 
smoke, indicating the results of German air raids, rise on the horizon. Formations of all 
types of German planes support the most important parts of the German defensive 
counter-offensive. They attack non-stop the preparations and assembling of Soviet tanks. 
A tank commander looks through binoculars. A tank fires. The battle takes place around a 
powerfully fortified position. Regardless of men and materials, the Soviet command 
continues to launch masses of artillery and tanks against the German defensive front. 
German infantrymen and tanks advance towards a village that is held by Soviet tanks. A 
battle breaks out. Houses are burning; there is smoke everywhere. A dead Soviet soldier 
lies under a tank.I Between the destroyed war equipment is a tank marked ‘USA’. Another 
tank is completely destroyed: this is the work of a single Stuka bomb. The enemy’s losses 
are enormous: the number of dead soldiers is considerably higher than the number of 
prisoners. Long columns of prisoners are marched off.II In the areas surrounding 
Belgorod [Bielgorod], German fighter plane formations attack enemy reserves and tank 
formations. The pilot of a Messerschmitt attacks the enemy, smiles into the camera and 
balances his aircraft as a signal of victory. [2’. 10”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 02” 
 
 
 
 
 
27 August 1943: AM-WA NR 625179 
1. Belgium. The French racehorse Bambou (ridden by G. Laumain) wins the ‘Grand-Prix 

d’Ostende’ at the hippodrome in Bosvoorde [Boitsfort].III [1’. 16”]  
2. Germany. In Oberschlesien (High Silesia) sporting festivities oppose European teams, 

consisting of workers who are working in Germany. There are teams from the Protectorate 
of Bohemia-Moravia, Croatia, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, Bulgaria and the 
eastern territories.IV [1’. 25”] 

3. Belgium. The Daring Club in Brussels organises the Belgian swimming championships.V 
Among the new champions: Lucien Van Halme (200-metre freestyle), Fernande Caroen 
(400-metre freestyle) and Harry De Vlaeminck (100-metre backstroke). [1’. 28”] 

4. France. In Auvergne the famous ‘Viaduc de Garabit’, a viaduct constructed by Gustave 
Eiffel, is repainted. [1’. 20”] 

5. Czechoslovakia. Following old traditions, the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia celebrates 
the beginning of the harvest. Minister of Agriculture Adolf Hrubý gives the start signal by 
mowing some corn stalks. [0’. 40”] 

6. Belgium. All Belgian farms and agricultural companies have completed the harvest and 
are now threshing corn. [1’. 19”] 

 
I Only his feet, sticking out from under the tank, are visible. 
II The camera purposely focuses on prisoners with Asian faces. 
III 22 August 1943. The commentator doesn’t mention the fact that the owner of the horse, 
Baron Empain, received a prize worth 450.000 Belgian francs. 
IV The countries are not named, but the teams carry (German) name-boards.  
V 22 August 1943. Sys and Baker are not mentioned but shown in close-ups. 
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7. USSR. Inland navigation major rivers of the occupied eastern territories contributes 
greatly to relieving rail transport. German Water Police boats control and direct shipping 
on the Dnepr [Dniepr]. [0’. 52”] 

8. Norway. In the far north in Norway an important manifestation by the Nasjonal Samling 
takes place. Men and women are sitting together in a campsite. The presence of President 
Quisling gives this manifestation a particular importance. Vidkun Quisling marches past 
men and women who stand to attention. Afterwards young women, children and other 
people go towards Quisling, raise their left arm and enthusiastically shake Quisling’s 
hand. [0’. 56”] 

9. North Sea and Channel Coast. British bombers attack German guard boats on patrol and 
are fired at by their artillery. The boats zigzag to escape the falling bombs. The anti-
aircraft defence shells the bombers: smoke rising from the coast indicates the location 
where an enemy bomber has crashed. The identification of enemy planes is signalled to 
bases and observation posts on the coast. The command of a section of air security follows 
the direction the bombers have taken precisely. German night fighters take off. A British 
plane is caught in the light of the anti-aircraft defence projectors and is fired at. A night-
fighter pilot receives his orders over the radio. He approaches the British plane and shoots 
it down. Another plane is also brought down. [2’. 14”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Kiev [Kyyiv] to Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] and to the Volga 
River. In the south of the eastern front, the enemy tries to pierce German lines again. The 
German defence destroys many Soviet tanks. Stukas take off to bomb the Soviets. German 
tank formations launch a counter-offensive; tanks and artillery pieces shell the enemy. 
There is fire, smoke and explosions everywhere.I The recapture of Ukraine, a corn loft, 
has become a vital issue for the Soviets. The enemy wears itself out in face of the violence 
of the European defensive fire. The artillery, deploying rocket launchers, continues 
shelling the enemy. [2’. 36”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 06” 
 
 
 
 
 
3 September 1943: AM-WA NR 626180 
1. Belgium. Middleweight champion Paul Goffaux boxes heavyweight champion Pierre Van 

Deuren at the Sports Palace in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. (Boxers Karel Sys and Al 
Baker are in the audience.) Goffaux knocks Van Deuren out in the third round.II[1’. 18”] 

2. Romania. Visit to a sports camp for Romanian youths. Boys do gymnastics; girls perform 
rhythmic dances to exalt the joy of life. [1’. 13”] 

3. Belgium. Sculptor Georges Wasterlain grew up in Charleroi. At the age of 10 Wasterlain 
started working in the coalmine; his fellow miners were his first models. An exhibition in 
Charleroi shows a retrospective of his oeuvre.III [1’. 40”]  

 
I This is reflected in a long sequence. 
II 29 August 1943. 
III The item is composed of three sequences. First one sees Wasterlain, dressed in a costume, 
talking to some mineworkers. Next Wasterlain is in his workshop, sculpting the statue of a 
miner. The item concludes with footage of other statues, filmed at the exhibition (at Charleroi 
city hall). 
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4. Germany. Great attention is paid to leisure activities for foreign workers labouring in 
Germany. In Berlin, French male and female workers attend a variety evening, with 
dancers and the Fred Adison band. [0’. 42”] 

5. USSR. Ukraine is one of the most fertile territories in the whole of Europe. Farmers are 
picking apricots in the orchards. There are cows, pigs, sheep and geese on the farms. [1’. 
48”] 

6. France. The French railway company SNCF introduces a new means of transport: an 
electric pneumatic tyre train (‘Micheline’) and a bus that can drive on the road as well as 
on rails. [1’. 33”] 

7. USSR. At the eastern front, resting members of the Blue Division organise a mock 
bullfight. [1’. 04”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from St. Petersburg [Leningrad] to Kholm and from Narva to 
Demyansk. During violent combats, renewed and repeated attacks by the Soviets to the 
south of Ladoga Lake are all driven back by German troops. German grenadiers, tanks 
and artillery positions fight the enemy. Four soldiers evacuate a wounded comrade under 
violent enemy fire.I He receives first aid in a medical post and is then transported to a field 
hospital. [2’. 19”]  

9. USSR. (German) map from Bryansk [Brjansk] to Kharkov and to Voronezh. In the central 
sector of the eastern front, where bitter combats take place. In between battles, soldiers 
play cards, the guitar or toy with a small fox. Then the tanks set off for more action.II A 
soldier looks through binoculars and sounds the alarm. Soviet planes are attacking! The 
German light and heavy artillery opens fire while a carpet of bombs falls near them. In the 
distance, a crashing Soviet plane explodes when it hits the ground. Several plane wrecks 
lie on the ground: these are some of the many aircraft that the Soviets lost in the course of 
their massive, reckless battles. German tanks open fire; cars and infantrymen advance. 
The German troops march past burning houses; some soldiers wash their faces in a 
puddle. The German heavy artillery shells the enemy. [3’. 48”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 25”  
 
 
 
 
 
10 September 1943: AM-WA NR 627181 
1. Germany. The German Brown Ribbon Horse Race (‘Braune Band von Deutschland’) is 

held in Riem, a neighbourhood of München [Munich]. 
2. France. Female sports monitors are trained in Haute-Savoie.  
3. Switzerland. The Great German Art Exhibition (Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung 1943) 

is opened in Zürich.  
4. Spain. Sevilla [Seville] celebrates the Andalusian popular feast ‘La Feria’. 
5. USSR. The Ukrainian industry is reconstructed (with the help of the O.T.). 
6. Belgium. Tobacco fields in the valley of the Semois. 
7. Spain. Visit to a training camp for Spanish girls. 

 
I It is fairly unlikely that this sequence was really filmed in combat: the camera-angle changes 
several times. 
II No footage of that tank fight. 
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8. Not localised. Dutch volunteers fight Bolshevism.I (Presumably dedicated to the departure 
of Dutch SS volunteers from Den Haag [The Hague] in the Netherlands.) 

9. Germany. Time off for the Walloon Legion (SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien).II 
10. Italy. Roma [Rome] has been bombed again. From the balcony of Saint Peter’s Basilica 

Pope Pius XII blesses the people standing on the square, while the smoke of fires caused 
by bombardments appears in the distance.  

11. Not localised (Finland?). In the north of the eastern front, German soldiers use military-
trained dogs. 

12. USSR. At the eastern front. (Presumably dedicated to defence works constructed by 
German troops.) 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
10 September 1943III: SPECIAL EDITION [BOMBARDMENT OF 
BRUSSELS]182 
Belgium. Anglo-American bombers attacked Brussels in broad daylight. IV Buildings and 
houses are destroyed; some have collapsed. Policemen, Red Cross workers and German 
soldiers try to help the inhabitants of devastated neighbourhoods. An old woman is carried 
away on a sedan chair. Wounded children are carried away. A priest walks through the debris. 
Some people carry what’s left of their belongings on a cart. One of the bombs hit a tram: 
several passengers lie dead in and around the tramcar. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
17 September 1943: AM-WA NR 628183 
1. France. Belgian cyclist Joseph Somers wins the ‘Grand-Prix des Nations’ in Paris beating 

Frenchman Emile Idée. 
2. Switzerland. Olympic champion Peiper wins a yacht race on Sankt Moritz lake. 
3. Spain. Fishermen fish for tuna off the western coast of Spain.  
4. Yugoslavia. The Serbian National Reconstruction Service is founded. 
5. Belgium. Belgian children return from Germany.V 

 
I This item was only announced in Flemish-language newspapers. 
II This item was only announced in French-language newspapers.  
III It is hard to determine the exact date on which this special edition was released, but it was 
announced (and described in detail) in a newspaper dated 10 September 1943. This special 
edition was presumably reduced to a shorter item for AM-WA NR 628. 
IV 7 September 1943. The footage is partially found in the French ‘France Actualités’ 
newsreel. Newspaper ‘Volk en Staat’, which published an article about this special edition, 
noted that it contained a barely indignant commentary, and concluded: ‘it’s better that way. 
The facts speak for themselves’.  
V On 11 September 1943 (Flemish) children return from Germany. 
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6. Belgium. Anglo-American bombers attacked Brussels in broad daylight.I 
7. Belgium. Brussels buried the victims of the Anglo-American bombardment. The funeral 

service was held in the Church of the Holy Cross. The only coffin inside the church is that 
of a non-identified body.II  

8. USSR. The battle in the central sector of the eastern front. 
9. USSR. Gliders are deployed to transport material.  
10. Mediterranean Sea. German torpedo-planes attack an enemy convoy in the Mediterranean 

Sea. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
24 September 1943: AM-WA NR 629184 
1. Belgium. On the first day of the new football season F.C. Mechelen beats S.C. Anderlecht 

(3-1) in Mechelen [Malines].III [1’. 32”] 
2. Romania. King Mihai I attends the horse race in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. [1’. 01”] 
3. Spain. A dog show is held in Barcelona. [0’. 48”] 
4. Belgium. Every 10 years, the dams on the River Meuse [Maas] are dried out over a length 

of 55 kilometres so that they can be checked and repaired. [0’. 41”] 
5. The Netherlands. Youth of the Dutch navyIV sail on the ‘Lichtstraal’ training ship across a 

lake. [0’. 37”] 
6. Bulgaria. King Boris III of Bulgaria died. For seven days and seven nights the population 

files past his mortal remains.V Queen Mother Ioanna and the young King Simeon II attend 
the funeral service in the Alexander Nevsky Cathedral. A German delegation (Wilhelm 
Keitel, Erich Raeder and other representatives) is present; a funeral wreath from Adolf 
Hitler lies near the coffin. The funeral procession crosses Sofiya [Sofia]; the coffin will be 
transported by train to the cloister of RilaVI. [3’. 09”]  

7. Italy. (German) map of Italy and Greece. General Albert Kesselring, Commander-in-chief 
of sector south, arrives at an airfield in Italy and talks to some officers and soldiers. 
(Kesselring smiles into the camera.) German observation posts cover the coast. A woman 
and a girl give German soldiers some water. Civilians stand along the road as German 
troops pass by.VII Army vehicles, armoured cars and tanks advance. The German army 
now fights in the south of the continent for Europe’s freedom.VIII [1’. 45”]  

 
I 7 September 1943. See also the special edition released around 10 September. 
II 10 September 1943. Both items (the bombardment and the funeral) were announced 
separately, which is an indication of how much time this (unpreserved) newsreel must have 
dedicated to the events. 
III 19 September 1943. 
IV Actually the boys are members of the Dutch youth storm (NJS). 
V In some countries, like Germany and the Netherlands, the Ufa newsreel had this report of 
the king’s funeral ceremony headed by footage of his visit to Hitler. (Boris III died shortly 
afterwards.) The item contains several close-ups of sad-looking Bulgarian citizens and 
weeping women. 
VI See also the sixth item of AM-WA NR 630. 
VII These images presumably intend to show that the Italian population is not hostile. 
VIII The item contains no actual battle footage. 
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8. USSR. The battle at the eastern front.I A German division is relieved; new troops occupy 
the sector.II Soldiers dig trenches to fortify their positions. A soldier sits in his trench and 
looks through a periscope at the impact of enemy artillery fire. The bottom of the trenches 
is filled with water.III A tank advances, followed by four infantrymen: an assault unit goes 
to the front line. Enemy planes attack and are fired at by the German anti-aircraft defence. 
German batteries fire in salvos, shelling the enemy. Soviet prisoners transport their 
wounded comrades to medical posts. Destroyed tanks and war equipment show the effect 
of German weapons. [2’. 13”] 

9. Europe. Modern warfare demands an ever-greater development of all means of combat. 
The heavy artillery is positioned at all the important strategic points, ready for the 
defence of Europe.IV [1’. 32”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 28” 
 
  
 
 
 
1 October 1943: AM-WA NR 630185  
1. France. The French swimming championships are held in Toulouse. Tony Hatot wins the 

400-metre freestyle beating Pallard and is awarded the Marshal Pétain Cup.V (The 
Marshal Pétain Cup (Coupe du Maréchal Pétain) is presented by Colonel Joseph Pascot.) 
[0’. 51”]  

2. Belgium. 58 French and Belgian cyclists, including champions Paul Maye and Rik Van 
Steenbergen, compete in a Franco-Belgian cycle race (the ‘Franco-Belge).VI The route, 
243 kilometres long, runs from Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] through Hasselt, Mechelen 
[Malines] and Tienen [Tirlemont] and back to Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. Belgian 
cyclist Lucien Vlamynck wins beating his fellow countrymen Maurice Van Herzele, 
André Defoort and André Declerck. The best French cyclist ranks 10th and only arrives 21 
minutes after Vlamynck.VII [1’. 34”] 

3. Germany. Millions of European workers labour in Germany. Sporting events and leisure 
activities bring together workers from different nations. Dutch and Serbian football teams 
play a match in Berlin (3-1). One of the stands is decorated with a swastika flag. [1’. 25”] 

4. Estonia. In the liberated Baltic countries, youth education is one of the principal tasks of 
‘social forethought’ (NSV?).VIII The Absal Youth Camp in Estonia cares for children 

 
I Note how there is no attempt to identify the location(s) where these images were filmed. 
II The footage shows only a handful of new soldiers. 
III The commentary doesn’t mention this but the camera focuses on the water. 
IV The item is one long sequence of types of heavy artillery being loaded and protecting the 
coasts of Europe. 
V This storyline slightly deviates from the original item (as featured in ‘France Actualités’) in 
which the cup was awarded to Racing Club for winning the 800-metres relay. 
VI 25 September 1943. 
VII The arrival of that cyclist (Boda) is not filmed, but the newsreel commentator is happy to 
share the news with the audience. Newspapers called this Belgian victory ‘Waterloo’. 
VIII The commentator talks about ‘prévoyance sociale’. He might mean that youth education is 
high on the social agenda, but he might also be refererring to the German NSV organisation. 
The term ‘prévoyance sociale’ was sometimes used in that context. 
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whose parents were abducted by the Bolshevists or whose father is fighting at the eastern 
front. Boys and girls (dressed in HJ and BDM uniforms) parade and do sports. [0’. 51”]  

5. Belgium. In Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] in the prestigious setting of the Great Square 
(Grand-Place), a solemn ceremony takes place during which VNV leader Dr. Elias 
presents 40 new colours to DM formations.I [1’. 16”] 

6. Bulgaria. The mortal remains of King Boris III are transported to Rila by train. People 
standing along the railway tracks throw flowers on the coffin. The remains of the dead 
king are buried in the cloisters of Rila, where a final ceremony takes place. [2’. 16”] 

7. Greece. In their spare time, German soldiers stationed in the area visit the convents on 
Mount Athos (on the Khalkidhikí [Chalcidice] Peninsula). They are warmly welcomed by 
the monks who show them around and cordially wave goodbye to them after the tour. [1’. 
07”] 

8. Italy. Map of Greece and Italy. German reinforcements march through North Italy. 
German troops, tanks, artillery pieces and horses advance over the roads.II Marshal Erwin 
Rommel talks to some officers. The German army prevents the clauses of capitulation 
signed by Pietro Badoglio to be carried out: Italian cities are occupied by German troops. 
German troops, tanks and cars cross the city of Rezzo, advance further and reach Milano 
[Milan]. German troops occupy Roma [Rome] after a brief combat. Street-fights take 
place in the suburbs of the city. Badoglio’s troops have put their weapons down; German 
soldiers enter the city. The troops reach the German embassy. A woman gives the soldiers 
some water, another woman plays with a kitten that a German soldier kept in the watch 
pocket of his uniform. A German jeep drives past the Coliseum (Colosseum). [3’. 10”]  

9. Italy and Germany. We present the first documents of the liberation of the Duce. A special 
detachment unit, which the Führer ordered to liberate Mr. Mussolini, drives across the 
hills in the Abruzzo region. Their commander orders the cable car station that is the only 
communication line with the plateau (on which Benito Mussolini is kept prisoner) to be 
captured. In the meantime, paratroopers, SS and SD men have landed on the inaccessible 
Abruzzi mountain range (Appennino Abruzzese). They launch an attack on the hotel where 
the Duce is imprisoned. Benito Mussolini, dressed in black, leaves the hotel.III The Duce 
is free! Benito Mussolini stands among laughing German paratroopers. The cable car 
station is informed by radio about Mussolini’s liberation and thereupon sends 
reinforcements. Mussolini steps into an airplane together with SS Captain Otto Skorzeny, 
who in a daring action liberated the Duce. On this small platform the take-off is really a 
great performance.IV The plane arrives at the headquarters of the Führer. The Duce shakes 
hands with Adolf Hitler and kisses his son, Vittorio Mussolini. (Wilhelm Keitel is also 

 
I 26 September 1943. The item includes a close-up of a DM banner but doesn’t mention the 
background of this meeting: the 10th anniversary of VNV. The only preserved (related) prints 
of this newsreel are French versions; it is remarkable that the commentary doesn’t only 
mention the name of VNV but also of DM (translated as ‘Milice Dieteoise’). 
II These images are accompanied by cheerful marching music: the pleasant atmosphere gives 
the impression that the German troops are not in a hurry. 
III The story of Mussolini’s liberation is illustrated with images of soldiers driving to the cable 
car station, paratroopers getting on a plane and paratroopers running to the Campo Imperiale 
Hotel. There is no actual battle footage for not a single bullet was shot. 
IV Note how the difficult terrain is highlighted once again, to underline once more Skorzeny’s 
bravery. 
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present.) Hitler and Benito MussoliniI step into a carII and drive off. They meet Minister 
of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop. Some days later, the Duce leaves the 
headquarters. In an appeal launched to the Italian people, he urged his loyal partisans to 
take up their weapons again and to continue to fight with Germany, Japan and other 
allies. The plane takes off, Hitler waves goodbye. [4’. 15”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 16’. 45” 
 
 
 
 
 
8 October 1943: AM-WA NR 631186 
1. Belgium. The Belgian boxing championship for bantam weights is held (at the Palais du 

Lévrier) in Brussels. Title-holder Roger Peeters beats challenger Aloïs Schoonbroodt, who 
dislocates his knee in the eighth round, and is therefore declared technically a knockout.III 
[0’. 55”]  

2. Belgium. Brussels grapes, appreciated in the whole world, are grown south of the Belgian 
capital in Hoeilaart and Overijse. This year’s harvestIV, partially distributed throughout 
country, will yield 10 million to 15 million kilos of grapes. [1’. 44”] 

3. France. In Chamonix mountain guide festivities take place in front of the statue of Jacques 
Balmat, who was the first man to climb to the top of Mont Blanc. A blessing of pickaxes 
precedes a climbing demonstration. [0’. 46”] 

4. Czechoslovakia. The Day of the Czech Youth is celebrated in Praha [Prague]. Youths 
parade through the city (which is decorated with swastikas) and 400 of them sing on 
‘Reich Square’. The festivities conclude with a sports event, in front of 60.000 spectators. 
[1’. 39”] 

5. Hungary. On national holiday, Hungary remembers its first king. A shrine with the right 
hand of King Stephan is carried through the streets of Budapest in a solemn procession. 
[0’. 41”]  

6. Romania. King Mihai I and Marshal Ion Antonescu attend a requiem for King Ferdinand I 
and Queen Maria, the founders of modern Romania. Afterwards King Mihai I decorates 
several officers with the order of Michael the Brave. [1’. 16”] 

7. Spain. General Franco, the Spanish Head of State, inaugurates the new naval academy. 
The Caudillo inspects the warships on a rapid vedette and (back on the mainland) takes 
the salute of a military parade.V [0’. 57”] 

8. Norway. German naval forces and infantry departments sail to Spitsbergen to attack 
enemy bases of operations. The ships approach the coast of Spitsbergen and open fire on 
enemy military positions. Seamen and infantrymen get into small boats and sail to the 
coast, protected by a smoke screen put up by German destroyers. The troops land and 

 
I Every image of Mussolini included in this item shows him wearing a black coat and a black 
hat. Although he smiles when talking to Hitler, the images cannot avoid revealing that the 
Duce is not back to his normal self again. 
II The car is decorated with two small flags, respectively Italian and German, both shown in 
close-up. 
III 3 October 1943. Roger Peeters used only his first name as a stage name.  
IV The grapes are put in boxes, with the name ‘Mannes’ or the abbreviation ‘FDC’. 
V The commentary doesn’t mention where this item was filmed. 
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(having installed explosives) return.I After fulfilling its mission, the German assault group 
returns to its base. [1’. 47”]  

9. Italy. In South Italy. A German reconnaissance aircraft returns from a flight over the sea. 
The photographs it took are developed immediately and show that British ships are on 
their way to the coast. Officers study the photographs. Exceptionally strong Anglo-
American forces, which landed in the sector of Salerno, sustained great losses because of 
the German defence. German troops deploy artillery, tanks and machine guns to shell 
enemy landing crafts that lie on the beach.II [2’. 00”] 

10. USSR. German troops fight strong defensive battles at the eastern front. German troops 
shell the enemy with mortars and machine guns. The artillery fires, infantrymen and tanks 
march past blazing houses. The battle goes on day and night.III The charging Soviet troops 
suffer heavy human and material losses. Prisoners are marched off. A prisoner provides 
information on the ration in his units and shows a handful of corn. The prisoners are 
eating.IV A Stuka formation attacks Bolshevist tanks and troop concentrations. A new 
attack! Direct hit at a crossroad!V The Stukas attack again. A blazing flame and dense 
plumes of smoke hang over Soviet marching positions.VI [3’. 32”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 17” 
 
 
 
 
 
15 October 1943: AM-WA NR 632187 
1. Belgium. The Sunday following the anniversary of the foundation of VNV, the solemn 

removal of the mortal remains of Staf De Clercq from the cemetery of Kester to his final 
resting place takes place.VII Uniformed men (DM/ZB) carry the coffin out of a small 
house (the morgue of the local cemetery)VIII and place it on a charabanc. Accompanied by 
delegations of VNV and other organisations (DM/ZB, NSJV),IX the coffin is transported 
towards a hill (Kesterheideheuvel): the monument will be erected on a hill in the 
heathland around Kester. Many VNV members have gathered on the hill.X Hendrik Elias 
makes a speech. In his speech, VNV leader Dr. Elias underlined the great merits of the 
founder of the movement. The coffin is placed inside the crypt. Dr. August Borms lays the 

 
I Oddly, the newsreel commentary doesn’t explain on the one hand that they are installing 
explosives, on the other that this is the purpose of their mission. 
II The second sequence (Salerno) contains no images of enemy troops, only of the landing 
craft. It is not clear whether these ships are supposed to be the very same craft that the 
reconnaissance plane discovered in the first sequence. 
III This is implied by the rapid cutting of day and night scenes of the firing artillery. 
IV This sequence strongly suggests that the Soviets receive more food as German prisoners 
than in their own army. 
V Accompanied by images of bombs being dropped and exploding on the ground. 
VI The final sequence contains the usual footage of diving and attacking Stukas and plumes of 
smoke indicating the impact of their projectiles. 
VII 10 October 1943. 
VIII The coffin had been exhumed the day before, on 8 October 1941. 
IX They remain unmentioned but their banners are shown. 
X The camera, which later slowly travels across all the spectators, shows repeatedly that a 
large group of people has gathered. 
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first stone of the monument. Borms can hardly walk and is supported by two young men.I 
Borms and Elias make the Nazi salute. [1’. 46”] 

2. The Netherlands. Cyclist Theo Middelkamp wins the Dutch road championship in 
Valkenburg [Valkenburg aan de Geul]. The race crosses Cauberg Hill 20 times. [0’. 37”] 

3. Location not mentioned. ‘River acrobats’ travel by swimming and carry their luggage in a 
small, waterproof backpack. [1’. 08”]  

4. USSR. After their liberation from the Bolshevist yoke, farmers from Zakarpatska [White 
Ruthenia] revive the harvest customs that their ancestors passed on to them. During a 
religious ceremony, Ukrainian farmers thank the Lord for the rich harvest. The crop 
festivities conclude with a copious meal and folkdancing. [1’. 01”] 

5. Estonia. On the occasion of the second anniversary of the liberation of Estonia, many 
events take place in all parts of the country. Young women perform rhythmic exercises 
during a festive sports meeting. [0’. 39”] 

6. Spain. Spanish Party Minister José Luis de Arrese attends the great trade union congress 
in Valencia. An open-air mass is celebrated, heading a parade by the Falange. [0’. 42”] 

7. Germany. Adolf Hitler receives SS officer Otto Skorzeny, Benito Mussolini’s liberator, in 
his headquarters. [0’. 26”] 

8. USSR. Adolf Hitler arrives by plane at the headquarters of Field Marshal Erich von 
Manstein, Commander of the southern sector of the eastern front. Hitler discusses the 
military situation with von Manstein and General Kurt Zeitzler before flying back. [0’. 
54”] 

9. Italy. (German) map of Italy. In the south of Europe. A German armoured train passes 
through the Italian Riviera. German reinforcements arrive without interruption. Motorised 
units, artillery pieces and tanks advance. The troops reach a harbour near the 
Mediterranean Sea and hoist the Reich war standard on a warship. Italian warships and 
commercial ships have been retaken by the German war navy. The officers and the crew 
of an Italian battalion place themselves under German command.II This Italian unit 
belongs to one of the numerous formations that responded to the appeal by the new fascist 
government. They expressed the desire to continue the war at Germany’s side. Italian 
soldiers load the artillery; a young Italian soldier smiles. [1’. 37”] 

10. USSR. (German) map of St. Petersburg [Leningrad] and surrounding areas. In the North 
of the eastern front. German troops and Russian civilians fell one tree after another; the 
wood is used to construct roads. A convoy moves over the newly constructed route. The 
Country Police Force (Strassenwetterdienst) keeps an eye on the traffic and checks a car’s 
papers. In the sector of St. Petersburg [Leningrad], German troops transport blocks of 
reinforced concrete to the advanced posts. The blocks are used for the construction of 
small blockhouses, deployed in the first front line. The concrete blocks are also used as a 
foundation for armoured artillery cupolas.III [1’. 47”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Vitebsk to Moskva [Moscow] and to Zaporozhe. In the 
central sector of the eastern front. General Ritter von Greim, sitting around a military map 
together with his flight officers, transmits orders. Captain Walter Nowotny, one of the 
most brilliant German fighter aviators, is playing cards with comrades but has to interrupt 

 
I This is naturally not referred to by the commentary, but it is clear that Borms is too old to 
walk by himself. 
II Images of the Italian and German soldiers shaking hands are accompanied by the sound of 
applause. 
III The second part of this item implicitly stresses that the German troops will hold their 
positions. 
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the game to engage in combat.I Nowotny gets in his plane and takes off. Soviet planes 
appear in the sky. The anti-aircraft defence takes part rigorously in the defence. A 
burning plane falls and explodes when it hits the ground. Captain Nowotny shot this 
Soviet plane down. [1’. 36”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 13” 
 
 
 
 
 
22 October 1943: AM-WA NR 633188 
1. Germany. Sports festivities of foreign workers working in Berlin.  
2. Belgium. Flemish wrought ironwork. 
3. Belgium. An exhibition on urbanism (L’exposition de l’urbanisme) is held at the Hôtel de 

Grady in Liège [Luik].II  
4. USSR. White Russian youth camp in Minsk. 
5. Spain. The first camp of the Spanish Falange youth. 
6. Romania. The Day of the Romanian Navy. 
7. Belgium. New Walloon volunteers. (Presumably dedicated to the departure of new 

volunteers (SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien) to the eastern front.)  
8. Greece. German troops occupy the Kefallinía [Cephalonia] Island. 
9. USSR. German troops evacuate the Kuban bridgehead. The troops and materials embark 

in Taman’ and cross the Kerch Strait towards the Crimean Peninsula. (The anti-aircraft 
defence shoots an attacking Soviet plane down.)  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
29 October 1943: AM-WA NR 634189 
1. Belgium. A boxing match at the Brussels Sports Palace opposes welterweight champion 

Félix Wouters and middleweight champion Al Baker. The match, in which Wouters and 
Baker meet for the fourth time in their careers, ends in a draw like last time.III [0’. 57”] 

2. Denmark. Queen Alexandrine attends the Danish-Swedish athletics championships in 
København [Copenhagen]. Swedish shot-putter Romar ranks first. Sweden heads the 
general ranking as well. [1’. 02”] 

3. Spain. Cyclist Delio Rodrigez wins the ‘Gran Premio Cifesa 1943’, which runs from 
Madrid to Valencia, for the third time. [0’. 57”] 

4. Poland. Insects threaten large forests of the General Government: the forestry 
administration therefore deploys planes that spray insecticide over the woods. [1’. 02”] 

5. Belgium. To provide the population with necessary vitamins for the winter, part of the 
vegetable crop is dehydrated. Specialised female workers wash and prepare onions and 

 
I This sequence is, of course, completely staged. 
II The exhibition, focusing on town-planning in Liège [Luik], was inaugurated on 9 October 
and ran until 9 November 1943. 
III 24 October 1943. 
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cabbages that are subsequently dried in an oven. This factory alone, located in the 
province of Antwerpen [Anvers], processes 1.500 to 2.000 kilos of vegetables daily. [2’. 
33”] 

6. Germany. Workers from almost all European nations labour in Germany. Young 
Romanian workers are busy constructing engines. After work they read, play cards, mend 
a piece of clothing or do sports. [1’. 05”] 

7. Bulgaria. The city garrison of Sofiya [Sofia], together with Prince Regent Cyril and 
Minister of National Defence Nikolai Michov, swears allegiance to King Simeon II. The 
young king doesn’t take part in the ceremony (which is attended by German officers) but 
the soldiers pledge allegiance in front of his portrait. [1’. 00”] 

8. Italy. (German) map of Italy and Corse [Corsica]. In Trieste an Italian battalion places 
itself under the orders of the German command. The soldiers make a written commitment 
to fight at Germany’s side. German troops advance towards Pula [Pola] and occupy the 
naval base there. Italian ships anchored in the harbour are now under German command. 
An Italian ship whose crew took sides with Badoglio is pursued, attacked and entered by 
German naval forces. [1’. 33”] 

9. France and Italy. (German) map of Italy and Corse [Corsica]. The military operations in 
the Mediterranean: Corse [Corsica] is evacuated on the orders of the high command. 
Different formations re-embark all weapons and heavy materials to the continent safely. 
Ships that were not sea proof have been scuttled to block entry to the port. After leaving 
the island, the warships open fire at the port, which is eventually covered in smoke. [1’. 
18”] 

10. USSR. In the central sector of the eastern front. German cars and tanks are moving. 
German troops are making massive moves with a view to the front shortening.I The 
Country Police Force (Strassenwetterdienst) controls the movements of trucks, some 
loaded with soldiers, others with goods or cows. Before the troops’ departure, all 
installations of military importance are destroyed. No objective of real value falls into 
enemy hands. Many buildings and blocks are blown up.II German troops evacuate a city 
by train, accompanied by the civil population. Everyone is allowed to take a fixed weight 
of provisions, which is controlled by a German soldier. People are waving happily from 
inside a departing train. When the last train has left, the railway tracks are detonated. 
Rearguard troops assure security. Meanwhile German tanks are put into action to prevent 
the enemy advance. Groups of Bolshevist tanks are destroyed during hard combats. The 
German tanks open fire on the enemy; Soviet tank crews surrender and are marched off. 
Afterwards members of a German tank crew laugh and pass around a bottle of vodka. [3’. 
49”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 16” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I Note how the commentator, instead of admitting that the troops are withdrawing, claims that 
they are reducing the size of the front. A forced retreat is thus presented as a strategic 
manoeuvre. 
II Many images of detonating buildings are shown in a long sequence. Some explosions are 
filmed from inside a moving vehicle (slow travelling). 
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5 November 1943: AM-WA NR 635190 
1. France. Fichaux wins the ‘Madeleine-Bastille-Madeleine’, a roller-skating contest that 

runs right through Paris. [0’. 57”] 
2. Belgium. The requirements of war have brought about a remarkable expansion of the 

Belgian cheese industry. After several attempts, the making of Dutch cheese with a 20% 
fat content has succeeded. In line with regulations, farmers deliver the obligatory quantity 
of milk to the cheese factory. The milk that has been delivered is heated, fermented and 
turned into cheese during a slow process. [2’. 15”]  

3. Germany. An evening of entertainment is organised in Berlin for the benefit of Walloon 
workers labouring in Germany. The Belgian Roberty Band, a female singer and a clown 
performI for their compatriots, including many young women. [2’. 10”]  

4. Belgium. In Limburg [Limbourg], in a castle situated near Lummen, the VNV recently 
established a home for mothers, wives and children of Flemish volunteers of (SS-
Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Langemarck, OT) and NSKK.II VNV leader Hendrik Elias gives 
a speech at the inauguration of the castle (De Hamel)III and places it at the disposal of the 
Flemish organisation ‘For mother and child’ (Werk voor Moeder en Kind). Frans Daels, 
professor at Gent University [Ghent/Gand] and leader of that organisation, explains its 
foundation and its goal. Women relax inside the castle: listening to the radio, reading, 
doing crochet… (The mantelpiece is decorated with a picture of Reimond Tollenaere.)IV 
Mothers dance with their children in the grounds of the castle.V [1’. 10”]  

5. Germany. Adolf Hitler receives Prince Regent Cyril and (Minister President) Professor 
Bogdan Filov in his general headquarters. Both members of the Bulgarian Regency 
Council arrive by train and are welcomed by Hitler, Wilhelm Keitel and Joachim von 
Ribbentrop. They drive by car to a building where Hitler greets several other people 
(including Heinrich Himmler). The talks that took place between these statesmen took 
place in the spirit of the traditional friendship that binds Bulgaria to Germany. [1’. 21”] 

6. Atlantic Ocean. A German destroyer patrol operates in the Atlantic Ocean. The 
commander of the flotilla orders a suspect ship to be controlled. It turns out to be a French 
fishing craft, which is allowed to continue its trip. The German and French crews 
exchange some cigarettes for fresh fish. The destroyers continue their cruise: the enemy is 
in sight! Their guns open fire: smoke rising on the horizon indicates that the enemy is hit. 
The combat formations get closer and fire torpedoes.VI In the distance an explosion 
reveals that the enemy was hit. The enemy turns around and goes back, the German ships 
continue their trip. [2’. 30”] 

7. USSR. (German) map from Vitebsk to Moskva [Moscow] and to Zaporozhe. At the 
eastern front, the shift by the German front to a shortened line takes place.VII Trucks and 

 
I Original sound recording. 
II The soundtrack of the only preserved related newsreel prints is damaged: the French-
language commentary states that the centre is destined for ‘mères, femmes et enfants of 
Flemish volunteers * et du NSKK’. The * symbol marks the spot where one second of sound 
is missing. It is unclear whether this is a form of censorship. 
III The ceremony took place on 30 October 1943; the home had actually been put into use six 
days previously. 
IV Shown but not mentioned by the commentary. 
V This footage is without doubt staged. 
VI Very well photographed footage shows how the torpedoes are launched and how they 
cleave the waves. 
VII Note the euphemism: the retreat of the German army is presented as a tactically planned 
operation, deliberately (and temporarily) reducing the size of the front. 
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trains drive away, transporting troops and goods: all serviceable materials are moved to 
the rear. I Captured Bolshevists are transported. The civilian population follows the 
German troops on carts: a little boy salutes the soldiers enthusiastically. Horses and bulls 
are brought along too. Telephone lines and buildings of military importance are 
destroyed.II Churches and ecclesiastic buildings are saved. These troop movements take 
place under the protection of German arms. The Germain air force inflicts heavy losses 
on the Bolshevists who are following them. German bombers drop their projectiles, 
plumes of smoke rise from the ground. [3’. 33”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 56” 
 
 
 
 
 
12 November 1943 (1/2): AM-WA NR 636191 
1. Belgium. The second squadron of the mobile police, a new formation of the Brussels’ 

police force, is presented to Mayor Jan Grauls on the Great Square (Grand-Place) in 
Brussels. [0’. 32”] 

2. Belgium. The Hungarian wrestler Stan Karolyi beats his French opponent Arnaud in a 
match at the Brussels Royal Circus. [1’. 40”]  

3. Sweden. The ‘St. Eriks Mässan’ trade fair, previously only organised in Göteborg and 
Malmö, is held for the first time in Stockholm. 225 exhibitors display the latest Swedish 
artisan and industrial products, including a wooden wheel for trucks. [0’. 52”] 

4. Spain. Castilla [Castile] celebrates its 1.000th anniversary. Franco attends the festivities, 
which include a religious ceremony, an historical parade and mock-tournaments, in 
Burgos. [1’. 26”] 

5. Romania. Visit to the autumn camp of Romanian women students. In the morning the 
students do gymnastics, work in the fields, cook and tidy up their centre. In the afternoon 
they help farmers of the region by doing household tasks and taking care of children, so 
that their parents can work in the fields. [1’. 29”] 

6. Yugoslavia. The new state of Serbia celebrates its second anniversary. The President of 
the Serbian Council, General Milan Nedić, takes part in a manifestation in Kragujevac. 
The president addresses the crowd on a large square and explains the goals and tasks of 
the new state. [1’. 00”] 

7. Pacific Ocean and Japan. The German auxiliary cruiser Thor, regularly repainted to 
mislead the enemy, cruises through faraway seas. The pilot of a reconnaissance plane 
returns to the Thor and reports to Commander Günther Gumprich. An enemy ship is 
intercepted: following a German warning shot, the crew leaves the boat. The crew of the 
enemy ship is taken aboard while the Germans bring the boat to a befriended harbour.III 
Another enemy cargo, an oil tanker, is stopped and boarded. After a fruitful cruise the 
auxiliary cruiser Thor anchors in a Japanese port (Yokohama). Officers of the Japanese 

 
I These images are accompanied by triumphant music. 
II Long sequence showing buildings and blocks being detonated or already blazing. 
III The destination is not specified and there is no footage of the enemy ship being led into a 
port. 
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navyI visit the Thor and salute Captain Gumprich. German and Japanese seamen 
fraternise, as illustrated by a Nippon and swastika flag hanging side by side. The German 
seamen visit the monument for fallen Japanese heroes and the sacred Fuji-san [Mount 
Fuji]. From the top of the mountain a Japanese flag streams together with a swastika flag.II 
[3’. 00”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from Kiev [Kyyiv] to Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol] and from Don River 
over the Volga River to Novorossiysk. After the evacuation of the Kuban bridgehead the 
last German units arrive on the Kerch Peninsula. During the landing operations, Soviet 
air raids try to hinder the passage of German troops continuously. Attacking Soviet 
planes, whose bombs are falling in and around the port, are fired on by the German anti-
aircraft defence. German engineers cross the water (Kerchenskiy Strait) in boats: they 
have just carried out the last indispensable bouts of destruction on the opposite bank.III 
German troops arriving from the Kuban bridgehead march towards their new positions. 
The civilian population, who followed the German soldiers, receives provisions: Russian 
civilians smile as each of them receives three big loaves of bread. A locomotive removes 
the telpher cable that crossed the strait; meanwhile its rammers are destroyed. A German 
reconnaissance balloon observes the movements of enemy troops in the Kuban estuary 
region and ranges the German fire. The German artillery shells the enemy positions with 
large projectiles. [3’. 30”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 29” 
 
 
 
 
 
12 November 1943 (2/2): BA-BN NR 36192 
1. Belgium. Boxing champion Karel Sys is training for his match against the Swedish boxer 

Ole Tandberg. [0’. 45”] 
2. Romania. On Romanian Day of Sports, a major event takes place at the Sports Stadium of 

Bucuresti [Bucharest]. Marshal Ion Antonescu decorates Romanian sportsmen who 
distinguished themselves. [1’. 15”] 

3. Belgium. Hungarian wrestler Bocovac beats his French opponent Clody at the Royal 
Circus in Brussels. [1’. 31”]  

4. Czechoslovakia. In the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia, flax growing has greatly 
expanded over the last few years. Flax not only provides valuable fibres but oil is also 
extracted from the linseed and its waste is used as cattle feed. In view of the efforts 
required to grow and harvest flax, farmers receive a special distribution of linen. [1’. 02”] 

5. Germany. Groups of European workers, dressed in their national costumes, give a folklore 
demonstration for their compatriots on a sports field in Berlin. Some of them are dressed 
in Dutch costumes. [1’. 28”] 

 
I The images actually show the visit paid by German Naval Attaché Paul Wenneker and his 
Japanese liaison officer Tsukada, but the newsreel commentary presents it as footage of 
‘officers of the Japanese war navy coming on board’. 
II This item clearly intends to stress the power of the German cruiser as well as the fraternity 
of the German and Japanese navy. Contemporary Belgian newsreel audiences couldn’t have 
known that the Thor was accidentally sunk in the port of Yokohama on 30 November 1942, 
almost one year before these images were shown in Belgian cinemas! 
III There are no images of the destruction. 
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6. Spain. Franco attends festivities, which commemorate the liberation of 1638, in Fontanar 
de Arriba. The Caudillo takes the salute of a parade and deposits a funeral wreath. [0’. 
56”] 

7. Estonia. The second anniversary of the liberation of Estonia is celebrated in Tallinn 
[Reval]. Uniformed young people march through the streets of the city, which is decorated 
with Estonian and swastika flags as well as with a Reich war standard. A funeral wreath is 
laid at the monument for those who fell in the battle for freedom. [0’. 47”] 

8. Germany. Visit to a training centre of the assault artillery. New German army recruits are 
like beforeI subjected to special training. In the artillery school (Sturmgeschütz School in 
BurgII) selected recruits are trained by experienced officers. Lieutenant Hugo Primozic, 
decorated with Coveted Oakleaves, teaches drill. Lieutenant-Colonel Schönbaum, 
Commander of the school and decorated with Oakleaves, teaches tactics. The recruits also 
go on manoeuvres. By putting all the experience acquired at the eastern front to good use, 
the young assault artillerist is ready to be lined up. The final goal of this training is the 
complete cohesion between assault gunners and grenadiers because the assault artillery 
and the grenadiers represent an inseparable union in combat. [1’. 45”] 

9. Atlantic Ocean. German U-boats scour the Atlantic Ocean. A seaman is congratulated and 
decorated on his 500th day on duty on board a U-boat. When the masts of an enemy 
destroyer appear, the U-boat submerges. The U-boat commander observes the enemy 
through his periscope. The enemy destroyer has located the U-boat and approaches at 
great speed. Submarine bombsIII fall: they don’t hit the U-boat but cause strong vibrations 
which result in minor damage. Crew members repair a small leak as well as the diesel. 
Meanwhile the commander located a straggler of the convoy and launched a torpedo. The 
crew cheers as they hear the sound of an explosion. The German U-boat surfaces while 
the sinking enemy ship is abandoned by its crew. [2’. 34”] 

10. USSR. A formation of German fighter planes launches a raid against rear Soviet 
objectives. IV Soviet fighters counter-attack the German planes. The German aviators keep 
the Soviets at a distance with their guns and disperse them. German bombers attack: 
plumes of smoke rise when their bombs hit the ground. The bombs have hit Soviet tanks.V 
[1’. 25”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 18” 
 
 
 
 
 
19 November 1943 (1/2): AM-WA NR 637193 
1. Belgium. The solemn incorporation of young girls and boys of DeVlag into the Hitler 

Youth (HJ) takes place in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers].VI Uniformed HJ boys, carrying 
HJ banners, enter a room filled with people. Everyone rises and makes the Nazi salute. Jef 
Van de Wiele comes on the stage, the backdrop of which is decorated with a giant HJ 

 
I This is presumably highlighted to underline that the (worsening) military situation didn’t 
change the quality of the military training. 
II The location is not mentioned, maybe for strategic reasons. 
III Filmed with an underwater camera. 
IV Filmed from inside a plane. Note how the commentary doesn’t even mention a front sector. 
V This statement cannot be verified. 
VI 14 November 1943. 
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symbol.I Many uniformed boys (HJ) and girls (BDM) are seated on the stage, facing the 
crowd. In his speech, Dr. Jef Van de Wiele calls on the loyalty and sense of duty of the 
youth.II Everyone applauds. Hauptbannführer Bennewitz (leader of the German HJ 
division in Belgium) also makes a speech: he highlights the task of the youth, which lies in 
the construction of the present and the future. Everyone applauds. Then Bennewitz 
solemnly hands over the banner to the Flemish Hitler Youth (Hitlerjeugd Vlaanderen). [1’. 
19”]  

2. Belgium. Belgian boxer Karel Sys outdoes his Swedish adversary Ole Tandberg (at the 
Brussels Sports Palace) and becomes the new European champion all categories.III [2’. 
53”] 

3. Location not mentioned. Young men and women in bathing suits go fishing with 
harpoons. [0’. 50”] 

4. Czechoslovakia. A stock-breeding cattle fair (Landwirtschaftliche Tierschau) is organised 
in the city of České Budějovice [Budweis], in the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia. Pure-
bred animals imported from Germany have already very favourably influenced stock 
breeding in the Protectorate. Prizes are awarded to deserving cattle-breeders. [0’. 32”] 

5. Hungary. In the streets of Budapest, the ground is bored to test and evaluate the soil with a 
view to the construction of a subway.IV The construction works will start immediately 
after the end of the war. The soil samples are studied in a laboratory. [0’. 46”] 

6. Czechoslovakia. Jozef Tiso, President of Slovakia, visits local industries. Tiso pays a visit 
to the Žilina [Sillein] weaving factory and to cement works in Liptovská. [0’. 54”] 

7. Norway. With a view to exchanging personal ideas with young Norwegians, German 
journalists visit a camp of the female Norwegian Labour Service in the south of Norway. 
The young girls parade and perform folkdances. Afterwards they sit with their visitors. 
[0’. 47”] 

8. Location not mentioned. Subhas Chandra Bose, pioneer in the battle for the independence 
of the Indies, reviews together with German officers the soldiers of the Hindu Legion 
(Brigade ‘Freies Indien’).V The volunteers swear allegiance. VI The legionaries commit 
themselves under oath to fight against Great Britain. The legion, composed of Muslims, 
Hindus and Sikhs, now fights side by side with German soldiers against the common 
enemy. Afterwards, the German and Indian soldiers go on manoeuvre together, to practise 
firing machine guns and artillery. [0’. 58”] 

9. Greece. (German) map of Greece, Aegan Sea and the Dhodhekánisos [Dodecanese]VII: 
Sámos [Samos], Kos [Cos] (underlined) and Rhódos [Rhodes]. The occupation of Kos 
[Cos] Island. German Stukas fly towards Kos [Cos]. This island has been taken thanks to 
the cooperation of the air force, the war navy and the ground forces. The Stukas reach the 
island and machinegun enemy coastal positions.VIII Elsewhere, more important positions 
are covered with bombs. At the same time, German vessels approach the coast. British 
aircraft bomb the ships in order to prevent them landing. Nevertheless several German 
units manage to land at night. A prisoner is questioned. The garrison of Kos [Cos] 

 
I Above the symbol was the (Flemish) text: ‘We are the youth of the Führer’. Oddly, that line 
is not brought into view. 
II There is no original sound of Van de Wiele’s speech. 
III 14 November 1943. The length of the item is due to the importance attached to this match. 
IV Animated drawings explain how this works. 
V Close-up of a small ‘Freies Indien’ (Free India) shield, attached to a uniform. 
VI All of them wear German uniforms, but some have Indian headgear.  
VII Other than in later newsreel editions, the name ‘Dodecanese’ is not mentioned on the map. 
VIII Impressive footage. 
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comprising 3.000 men from Pietro Badoglio’s troops and 1.000 British soldiers. The 
landing has completely surprised the garrison, which was quickly rendered harmless. The 
German artillery fires, infantrymen deploy machine guns. Motorised units enter a local 
village: the inhabitants wave to welcome them. The rest of the garrison had to surrender: 
prisoners of war, waving at the camera, are marched off. Several intact aircraft stand on a 
captured British airfield. The prisoners are rounded up in the port of Kos [Cos] to be 
transported to the continent. [2’. 43”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Vitebsk to Moskva [Moscow] and to Zaporozhe. On the 
eastern front, German troops still deliver hard defensive battles. Starting from their 
defensive positions, the German troops launch violent counter-attacks. A tank advances. 
Artillery pieces and machine guns are deployed to barrage the enemy.I [0’. 28”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 10” 
 
 
 
 
 
19 November 1943 (2/2): BA-BN NR 37194 
1. Austria. 50.000 spectators attend a big sporting fest organised by the National-Socialist 

organisation KdF in Wien [Vienna]. Thousands of workers express the strength and the 
joy of living of the German people. [1’. 18”] 

2. France. André Lenoir, a French propellers engineer, who lives in Normandie [Normandy], 
constructed a new type of ship-propeller and shows a model (in Paris). Equipped with this 
new invention, a transatlantic ship could exceed the speed of 120 kilometres/h. [0’. 25”] 

3. France. Despite the present difficultiesII the construction work on the third section of the 
funicular railway on the Aiguille du Midi [Midi Peak] near Chamonix continues. The 
highest hotel in Europe as well as a laboratory for the study of cosmic rays will be erected 
at its terminus. [1’. 09”] 

4. Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. Tobacco crop in Europe: tobacco leaves are sorted and 
dried in the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia and Serbia. [0’. 54”] 

5. Belgium. A Brussels hairdresser created a new hairstyle for 1944 and named it 
‘cockscomb’: several women model the new hairdo. [1’. 00”] 

6. Belgium. Heinrich George, Director of the Schiller Theater in Berlin, is touring Northern 
France and Flanders. The famous actor (accompanied by Will Quadflieg and Bertha 
Drews) gets off a train, waves to the camera and gets into a car.III George plays the 
principal role in Pedro Calderón’s famous play ‘El Alcalde del Zalamea’ which was used 
for the dramatic plot of the film ‘Der grosse Schatten’, an excerpt of which is shown.IV 
[2’. 30”]  

 
I Note how the commentary makes no attempt to clarify where or when this very short item 
was filmed. 
II The commentary refers implicitly to the war. 
III It is not clear whether this was filmed in Belgium. George and his company arrived in 
Belgium around 12 November and visited Brussels (note how the commentary states that 
George visited Flanders), Gent [Ghent/Gand] and Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. 
IV The excerpt of ‘Der grosse Schatten’ (Paul Verhoeven, 1942) has bilingual subtitles and 
lasts over two minutes. George attended the film’s Belgian premiere on the evening of 12 
November 1943. In the only preserved French-language print, the commentary refers to the 
French titles of the play and the film, respectively ‘Le juge de Zalamea’ (The Judge of 
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7. Yugoslavia. The end of Ramadan is celebrated in the Bosnian city of Sarajevo. [0’. 55”] 
8. Bulgaria. Visit to a camp for Bulgarian female youths, where the girls are taught national 

crafts. [0’. 49”] 
9. Germany. Visit to a training camp of the Marine HJ, situated on the edge of a lake in 

southern Germany. The boys undergo an aptitude exam for the career of marine officer 
and receive their first theoretical and practical training. Lieutenant Werner Töniges, 
decorated with the Knight’s Cross with Oakleaves, teaches a course. [1’. 53”] 

10. Poland. The German tank division reserves, stationed in the old city of Gdańsk [Danzig], 
are given the name ‘Feldherrnhalle’. An SA staff leader (Wilhelm Schepmann) addresses 
the Panzergrenadierdivision Feldherrnhalle, which parades through the streets of the city. 
(Wilhelm Keitel is also present.) [0’. 51”] 

11. Italy. Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, Minister of War of the Republican Fascist Government, 
visits Field Marshal Albert Kesselring, Commander of troops in southern Italy, in his 
headquarters. Marshal Graziani is, together with Benito Mussolini, in the Duce’s 
headquarters.I [0’. 32”] 

12. Germany. Corvette-Captain Wolfgang Lüth returns to Germany after the longest cruise 
ever undertaken by a U-boat (U 138). Captain Lüth and his crew sank 47 ships, totalling 
264.000 tons, and an enemy destroyer as well as a submarine. The bearded crew members 
are decorated and invited to a banquet. First they are finally allowed to read their mail and 
to go to the barber. Captain Wolfgang Lüth is received by Adolf Hitler and decorated with 
the Oakleaves with Swords and Diamonds. The Führer also decorates Robert Gysae (with 
the Oakleaves) and two other commanders (Erich Topp and Reinhard Suhren). [3’. 00”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 15’. 16” 
 
 
 
 
 
26 November 1943 (1/2): AM-WA NR 638195 
1. Norway. Sailing regatta in Oslo. [0’. 53”] 
2. Belgium. In Brussels UHGA-UTMI organises a matinee for the children of Walloon 

workers currently working in Germany. The children enjoy a performance of the Samy & 
Body Circus and are given an excellent snack, made up of cakes and coffee.II [1’. 29”] 

3. France. Testing a new type of fire escape at the Thiery Company (in Paris?). [0’. 49”] 
4. France. Apple harvest and the production of apple cider in Avesnes. [2’. 14”] 
5. Austria. In Salzburg an important traditional harvest procession takes place. The streets of 

the city are decorated with swastika flags. [1’. 27”] 
6. USSR. Harvest festivities are held in Crimea, where the rural Muslim population gathers 

for the Bayram festivities. A religious ceremony is held in the local mosque, decorated on 
the outside with swastika flags. Standing on a pulpit that is decorated with a swastika and 

 
Zalamea) and ‘L’implacable destin’ (The Implacable Destiny – a free adaptation of the 
German title ‘The Great Shadow’).  
I The item seems to have no purpose but to show Graziani with Kesselring and Mussolini. 
II 21 November 1943. The matinee was organised by ‘Joie et Travail’, the regional UTMI 
section whose name ‘joy and work’ refers to KdF, in collaboration with the workers’ 
employers. The images highlight the fact that the children are very happy and are given plenty 
of cake. 
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a painting of Adolf Hitler talking to a Muslim,I a man talks to the people.II Afterwards 
everyone applauds. Tartar folkdances conclude the festivities. [1’. 18”] 

7. Spain. Visit to an agricultural school where female members of the Falange Youth are 
taught to tend to cattle, work in the fields, etc. [0’. 33”] 

8. Czechoslovakia. Wilhelm Frick, appointed Reich Protector of the Protectorate of 
Bohemia-Moravia, takes up his duties in his official residence, the castle of Praha 
[Prague]. (Wilhelm Frick and Karl Hermann FrankIII attend the raising of the German flag 
on top of the castle.) Wilhelm Frick receives President Emil Hácha and the members of 
the Czech government. Reich Minister Hans Lammers officially invests Frick in his 
functions during a ceremony in the castle’s Spanish room. Dr. Frick thanks the population 
of the Protectorate for its collaboration so far: everyone in the room makes the Nazi 
salute. [0’. 58”] 

9. USSR. Visit to a tank repair shop in the south of the eastern front. Tanks damaged in 
combat are repaired by skilled mechanics that are in immediate contact with the front: a 
tank is being prepared while its crew is waiting. The repairs are finished, the tank moves 
to the front. [1’. 10”] 

10. Italy. (German) map of Italy.) With the German troops in Italy. Field Marshal Albert 
Kesselring inspects German formations. The Italian Republican Fascist Government, 
among whose members is Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, meets for the first time in the 
general headquarters. Graziani visits Marshal Erwin Rommel in his general headquarters. 
Rommel inspects fortifications on the coast of northern Italy, where Italian workers 
construct an anti-tank wall. Artillery pieces cover the sea; soldiers entrench themselves 
and set up barbed wire fencing. The German defensive system closes up more and more. 
In southern Italy, German troops contain the Anglo-Americans continuously on the new 
lines of defence. A German soldier who steps carefully over barbed wire fencing still tears 
his trousers.IV Everywhere trees are felled with the help of explosives: the field of fire 
must be cleared as much as possible. The German artillery opens fire at the enemy’s first 
approach. Smoke rises on the horizon: enemy tanks are on fire.V [3’. 39”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 30” 
 
 
 
 
 
26 November 1943 (2/2): BA-BN NR 38196 
1. France. The Allier River has flooded its banks: the local population is evacuated. 
2. Spain. A rowing competition takes place in San Sebastián. 
3. Germany. Glider-pilot SS-Obersturmführer Ernst Jachtmann sets a new world-record by 

flying non-stop for three days and three nights. 
4. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). New method of papermaking. 

 
I Possibly Haj Amin al-Hussaini, the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem. 
II There is no information about the content of the speech. 
III State Secretary for the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia Frank, whose name is not even 
mentioned, was officially deputy to Frick but in reality was the Protectorate’s effective ruler. 
IV By slowing down the speed, which contemporary newsreel audiences could not do, one can 
see that his trousers are already torn when he tries to step over the fencing. He probably really 
tore his pants before and then acted it out again for the camera. 
V The item contains no footage of enemy vehicles or soldiers. 
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5. Sweden. Visit to the most modern Swedish hospital.  
6. Switzerland. Visit to the Red Cross exhibition in Genève [Geneva]. 
7. Belgium. In Brussels UHGA-UTMI organises a matinee for the children of Walloon 

workers currently working in Germany.I  
8. Norway. The Hird organisation in Norway. 
9. Italy. At the grave of the Unknown Soldier in Roma [Rome], Marshal Rodolfo Graziani 

and several Italian officers swear to fight for the Republican Fascist Italy of Duce Benito 
Mussolini. 

10. Germany. Record of German Stuka pilots. (Presumably dedicated to the decoration of 
German pilots Hartmann Grasser, Walter Nowotny, Prinz Heinrich zu Sayn-Wittgenstein 
and Günther Rall. Adolf Hitler personally awarded the decorations.) 

11. USSR. The defensive battle in the region of the Dnepr [Dniepr].  
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
3 December 1943 (1/2): AM-WA NR 639197 
1. Czechoslovakia. The Slovak tennis union organises an international ping-pong 

tournament, the ‘Danube Cup’, in Bratislava [Pressburg]. [0’. 54”] 
2. Belgium. St. Nicholas time in Brussels: in a toy store girls look at dolls and boys at 

electric toys. Children attend a show at the Perruchet Theatre (Théâtre du Perruchet) in 
Brussels and are visited by the saint himself.II [1’. 25”]  

3. Czechoslovakia. In Praha [Prague] a festive concert is organised.III 
4. France. We are not in Indo-China but in Camargue.IV Annamites are working on the 

Camargue islands, helping during the rice crop. The harvest exceeded the forecasts: 
hundreds of hectares, planted last year by the Annamites, produced 1.600.000 kilos of 
rice. [0’. 43”] 

5. France. The sugar-beet crop of Northern France (Seine-et-Marne) is now carried out using 
a harvester invented by a local peasant. [1’. 16”] 

6. Central Europe. Pesticides are developed to protect fruit trees from parasites. [0’. 37”] 
7. Czechoslovakia. Jozef Tiso, President of the Council, inaugurates the new Palace of 

Justice in Prešov [Preschau], the capital of eastern Slovakia. [0’. 37”] 
8. Germany. Dobri Bozhilov and Dimiter Shishmanov, respectively the Minister President of 

the Bulgarian Council and his Minister of Foreign Affairs, arrive in Adolf Hitler’s general 
headquarters. German Minister of Foreign Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop welcomes 
both statesmen and brings them to the Führer.V [0’. 47”] 

 
I This item was presumably dedicated to the festivities of 21 November 1943 that also 
featured the second item of AM-WA NR 638. However it may have been edited otherwise, 
eventually using other shots. 
II St. Nicholas is not accompanied by ‘Zwarte Piet’ (his traditional helper ‘Black Pete’, a black 
faced man) but by a 10-year-old white child. 
III This item, announced in the newspapers, is missing from the preserved (related) newsreel 
prints and therefore could not be identified more thoroughly. The concert may have been 
related to the appointment of Reich Protector Wilhelm Frick. 
IV The commentary refers to the Annamites’ Asian faces. 
V As usual the content of the meeting is not mentioned. 
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9. Italy. Visit to one of the most important stud farms in Italy. Almost every horse is destined 
for the Italian army. [0’. 51”] 

10. Location not mentioned (France?). General Hiroshi Oshima, the Japanese Ambassador to 
Germany, visits the Atlantic Wall [Atlantikwall] and is guided around by German officers. 
[1’. 28”] 

11. USSR. In the region of the Dnepr [Dniepr] a tank division counter-attacks. In this fiercely 
disputed region, tough tank combats continuously take place. The enemy appears on the 
horizonI and a tank fight gets under way. The crew of a hit Soviet tank surrenders. 
German tanks penetrate into the enemy lines, passing by destroyed Soviet war materials 
and dead Soviet soldiers. A signal flare is fired: German tanks and infantrymen advance. 
The German artillery opens fire on Soviet planes, which attack the German tanks non-
stop. Several Soviet planes are shot down. One of them lies blazing on the ground. The 
artillery sustains its fire. [2’. 28”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
3 December 1943 (2/2): BA-BN NR 39198 
1. Location not mentioned (Czechoslovakia?). Six cyclists take part in a cycle race on 

rollers. [0’. 36”] 
2. Belgium. The Johnny Renard Orchestra from Charleroi wins the first prize in a contest for 

amateur jazz bands in Brussels. [0’. 59”] 
3. France. The French National Railway Company (SNCF) puts recently developed 

equipment into circulation to ensure the maintenance and verification of railway tracks. 
[1’. 14”] 

4. The Netherlands. The drainage works in the northeastern polders (Noordoostpolder 
[Northeast Polder]) of the Netherlands, which cover an area of 48.000 hectares, made 
extraordinary progress this year. The first neighbourhood of Emmeloord, which will later 
be the main city on this polder, is now being built. [0’. 47”] 

5. Belgium. Henri Brasseur, a painter from Liège [Luik], wins the ‘Prix de Rome – Prijs van 
Rome’.II The second and third prizes were awarded respectively to Rik Slabbinck and 
Karel Van den Heuvel.III [0’. 58”]  

6. Germany, Hungary and Yugoslavia. The catholic population in Europe celebrates All 
Saints’ Day. An All Hallows’ ceremony is held in München [Munich]. Flowers are laid on 
the tombs of soldiers fallen in the battle against Bolshevism in the military cemetery of 
Budapest. In Zagreb [Agram], young pupils from the Institute of the Poglavnik (Ante 
Pavelić) visit the tombs of fallen members of the Ustasa movement. [1’. 29”] 

7. Germany. The Turkish Ambassador (Arrikan Saffet) in Berlin receives German 
personalities as well as representatives of the diplomatic corps on the occasion of Turkish 
national holiday. [1’. 32”] 

 
I There are effectively tanks in the distance. 
II See also the seventh item of AM-WA NR 492. 
III The item contains no footage of the painters but only of their works, filmed at an exhibition. 
The commentary fails to mention where this exhibition was held (Cinquantenaire Hall (Half-
Eeuwfeestpaleis) in Brussels).  
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8. Germany. On the eve of 9 NovemberI Adolf Hitler enters the Löwenbraukeller in 
München [Munich], which is filled with NSDAP members making the Nazi salute. Hitler 
steps to the fore and shakes hands with Göring, Himmler and several other men. Hitler 
salutes the first fighters of the national-socialist movement.II Hitler stands on the podium 
and addresses the audience. In his speech Adolf Hitler takes sides against the enemies of 
Germany. To the German people he says, among other things: ‘No matter what happens, 
we will overcome it’. The Führer (surrounded by Heinrich Himmler, Hermann Göring, 
Robert Ley, Martin Bormann and Josef Goebbels) is cheered and continues his speech.III 
At the end everyone gets up, makes the Nazi salute and cheers. Hitler leaves the building 
through a row of enthusiastic people. [1’. 15”] 

9. Spain. General Franco, the Spanish Head of State, attends important manoeuvres by the 
Spanish engineer troops in northern Spain. The engineers construct a bridge and parade in 
front of the Caudillo. [0’. 54”] 

10. Greece. German troops parade in front the University of Athínai [Athens].IV Long 
columns march past their commanders. [1’. 04”] 

11. USSR. At the eastern front. German fighter planes, ordered to attack objectives situated 
behind the Soviet front, fly through the sky. They locate Soviet reinforcements and bomb 
them. The enemy anti-aircraft defence attacks!V German bombers fly over Soviet 
encampments situated at the border of a cityVI whose railway installations and bridges are 
also attacked. Many bombs hit the ground; smoke indicates the places of impact. [1’. 07”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 11’. 55” 
 
 
 
 
 
10 December 1943 (1/2): AM-WA NR 640199 
1. Latvia. The sailing regatta on the River Daugava [Düna - Western Dvina River] has the 

castle of Riga as its starting point. [1’. 07”] 
2. Sweden. King Gustav V inaugurates a badminton hall in Stockholm.VII [0’. 56”] 
3. Denmark. Two newborn black panthers are cared for by nurses in the København 

[Copenhagen] Zoo. [1’. 13”] 
4. Germany. Many men and women workers from the eastern territories are working in 

Germany. They are lodged in camps where families live together.I After work they 

 
I 9 November 1943 was the 20th anniversary of Hitler’s 1923 ‘putsch’. 
II The Belgian newsreel commentary tries to translate the expression ‘alte Kämpfer’ or ‘old 
fighters’, an honorary title for NSDAP pioneers. 
III Hitler’s voice cannot be heard. Several close-ups of nodding faces demonstrate the 
audience’s approval. 
IV There is no further commentary; the rest of the item is only accompanied by triumphant 
music. 
V The camera recorded images of anti-aircraft munitions speeding towards the German planes. 
Not surprisingly, none of the images show Soviet projectiles actually hitting a German 
bomber. 
VI Note that the city is not identified. 
VII The commentary briefly explains the basic rules of badminton, which indicates that the 
sport was not yet well known in Belgium. 
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organise a festive evening with songs and dances from their fatherland. Workers from the 
east have quickly made friends with their new circle: men and women visit an autumn fun 
fair and get on the merry-go-round. [1’. 06”] 

5. France. In the industrial territories of Northern France, the scarcity of petrol has lead to 
experiments, which allow charcoal to be used for the gas generators of vehicles and 
engines. In the Aniche mines, employees of ‘Aniche Extragaz’ select, wash and sift the 
coal. [2’. 03”] 

6. France. In the meantime,II technicians have completed generators for all kinds of vehicles 
equipped with internal combustion engines. In a workshop near Lille, a ‘Gazauto’ gas 
generator is welded onto a car. Tractors and trucks are also equipped with gas generators. 
While relieving the railway in this way, a solution has been found for the problem of 
transporting and forwarding supplies. [1’. 36”] 

7. Spain. Franco opens the new Madrid University Centre. After a religious ceremony, a 
wreath is laid on the monument of students who died for the fatherland. Troops and 
Falange youths parade in front of General Franco. [1’. 14”] 

8. Albania. After German recognition of the independence of Albania, the national assembly 
meets in the former Royal Palace in Tirana. All those present applaud the election of 
members of the first government of free Albania. [0’. 36”] 

9. Germany. Visit to a cavalry training centre of the German army in Krampnitz. Officers 
and non-commissioned officers of all German armies are trained here. They learn to drive 
carriages as well as to go on reconnaissance. The cavaliers owe a great part of their skills 
to Colonel Momm. [1’. 34”] 

10. Location not mentioned (Finland and/or USSR and/or Norway?). In a port in the high 
North (Arctic Sea). A supply ship arrived with modern German snowploughs, which are 
needed to keep the supply lines free of snow in the winter. The ship also brings skis and 
sledges. Everything is being prepared for the winter. Planes flying over drop wood that is 
used to build blockhouses. A smiling officer distributes rations of cod-liver oil to lined-up 
soldiers who pull funny faces after swallowing it. It doesn’t have a particular tasty flavour 
but is of great nutritive value.III General Eduard Dietl inspects the positions of his soldiers 
at the front in Lapland. Dietl is guided around, decorates a young pilot (Oberkircher) with 
the Knight’s Cross and sits next to him at dinner. [2’. 21”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 46” 
 
 
 
 
 
10 December 1943 (2/2): BA-BN NR 40200 
1. Norway. The Stavanger – Trondheim football match (3-2) is played in Oslo Stadium. 

Several German military men, including members of the war navy,IV attend the match. 
[0’. 57”] 

2. Denmark. Near København [Copenhagen] skiers train on straw-mats that are smeared 
with petroleum. [0’. 39”] 

 
I This is not said explicitly, but footage of a man, woman and child suggests that each family 
lives on its own. 
II The commentary refers to the previous item. 
III Over 20 seconds are dedicated to the cod-liver oil ritual: the item tries to stay light. 
IV The item draws attention intentionally to their presence. 
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3. Belgium. Kortrijk [Courtrai] is the most important centre of Belgian doll manufacturing. 
The factories are very busy now.I Visit to a factory where the process of producing a 
Unica doll is followed from beginning to end.II [2’. 47”] 

4. Germany. During a traditional ceremony, Bavarian cows are, for the occasion, adorned 
with flowers and driven from the mountains to the villages for the winter. [1’. 37”] 

5. Germany. In whole of Europe, a busy exchange of workers is taking place. Uniformed 
Serbian farmers are helping during the German grape harvest. [0’. 43”] 

6. Poland. In the General Government, the state Gumniska stud farm breeds race horses as 
well as farm horses. The racehorses are trained on a daily basis. [1’. 24”] 

7. Hungary. The Levant youth organisation teaches its members the techniques of parachute 
jumping. They put their parachutists’ tower officially into use, which at a height of 80 
metres is the highest in Europe, in the presence of Minister of War Lajos Csatay. [1’. 10”] 

8. Japan. Visit to marine cadets of Japanese aircraft carriers. The day starts with gymnastics. 
[0’. 35”] 

9. Germany. Reich Minister Albert Speer has gathered the leaders of the German arms 
industry. Wearing an OT armlet, the armaments minister addresses the small audience. In 
his speech he gives a review of the state of the German war production. During sessions, 
with experienced officers of the army and prominent representatives of the different army 
sections, the needs of the front and the experiences of the arms industry are discussed. 
The audience applauds. Speer talks to Field Marshal Erhard Milch, Lieutenant General 
Adolf Galland (and Ferdinand Porsche). A new kind of ammunition is demonstrated on a 
nearby field. [1’. 03”] 

10. Location not mentioned (Germany?). In a camp of German fighter pilots. The fighters are 
always ready for take-off. The munitions stocks are replenished. The information centre is 
warned: strong units of enemy bombers are on the way. The centre immediately gives the 
alarm and all pilots run to their planes, get in and take off.III The German fighters meet a 
superior number of enemy (American) bombers.IV The German fighters attack: an 
automatic built-in camera filmed these images. An air battle breaks out; a hit enemy 
bomber crashes down. A crew member of another hit enemy bomber jumps out of the 
burning plane. [2’. 42”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 37” 
 
 
 
 
 
17 December 1943 (1/2): AM-WA NR 641201 
1. Belgium. The Beerschot A.C. - S.C. Anderlecht football match in Antwerpen 

[Antwerp/Anvers] ends in a two-all draw (2-2).  

 
I The commentary presumably refers to St. Nicholas, Christmas and New Year. 
II The brand name is not mentioned by the commentary but the label is clearly visible, hanging 
from the hand of the finished doll. 
III This sequence, from the incoming phone call at the centre until take-off, is well staged and 
edited. 
IV The newsreel commentary doesn’t use the word ‘superior’, but it is clear that their 
adversaries outnumber the German planes. A freeze-frame allows us to count five German 
fighters against 27 B-17 bombers. 
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2. Germany. Swedish and Hungarian ice-skaters give figure-skating demonstrations at the 
Sports Palace in Berlin. 

3. USSR. The rice crop is in full swing in the eastern territories. 
4. Austria. The grape harvest.  
5. Belgium. St. Nicholas festivities in Walloon houses. (Presumably dedicated to the visit 

paid by St. Nicholas to the children of Walloon volunteers (SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade 
Wallonien) currently fighting at the eastern front.I) 

6. Yugoslavia. Church festival in Serbia. 
7. Germany. Corvette Commander Wolfgang Lüth returns to his native village, Neustadt in 

Holstein, and is enthusiastically welcomed by its population. 
8. Yugoslavia. Affirmation of Croatian trainee officers. 
9. Romania. Autumn manoeuvres by the Romanian army.  
10. Mediterranean Sea. The war in the Mediterranean.  
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
17 December 1943 (2/2): BA-BN NR 41202 
1. Yugoslavia. The Hungary vs Croatia rowing race, held on the River Sava in Zagreb 

[Agram], is won by Croatia. [0’. 56”] 
2. Germany. The ‘Vienna Wien’ football team plays against the sports team of the German 

air force from Hamburg (Hamburger Luftwaffensportverein) for the Tschammer Cup in 
Stuttgart. The team from Wien [Vienna] wins 3-2. [1’. 32”] 

3. Germany. Dr. August Horch, who developed the German Horch automobile in 1905, 
celebrates his 75th birthday. Horch, who poses next a 1914 Audi and other models, still 
plays a leading role in the German Auto-Union. [0’. 50”] 

4. Czechoslovakia. The rapeseed harvest in the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia is 
particularly rich this year. The making of rapeseed oil gets under way immediately in a 
margarine factory. 2.000 kilos of rapeseed provide 800 kilos of oil, which can be used for 
the production of margarine. [1’. 02”] 

5. Bulgaria. Bulgarian farmers pluck and dry tobacco plants. The Bulgarian tobacco crop 
yields the best tobacco in Europe.II [1’. 00”] 

6. Sweden. Winter fashion show in Stockholm. [1’. 01”] 
7. Belgium. Visit to a child’s matinee (for French-speaking children) in a theatre in Brussels. 

Storyteller Aladdin tells the children about Snowwhite and the Seven Dwarfs. Then he 
invites them to join him on the stage and act out the fairy tale. [1’. 17”] 

8. Belgium. Radio Brussels [Radio-Bruxelles]III organises a St. Nicholas Party for war 
orphans and children of prisoners of war. The festivities (that take place in the radio 
building in Brussels) are graced with Walloon folk dances before St. Nicholas arrives in 
person. [1’. 24”]  

 
I This was organised by the Walloon SS (SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien) in 
Charleroi and several other cities on Sunday 13 December 1943. 
II One would not expect this kind of phrase, given the attention the newsreels formerly 
dedicated to the Belgian tobacco crop. 
III Radio-Bruxelles actually organised two St. Nicholas parties, respectively on 4 and 5 
December 1942. 
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9. USSR. General Georg Lindemann decorates Spanish General Emilio Esteban-Infantes, 
leader of the Blue Division, on behalf of the Führer with the Knight’s Cross.I [1’. 00”] 

10. Germany. Grand Admiral Karl Dönitz and Armaments Minister Albert Speer attend 
manoeuvres by the German naval forces, after which Speer visits a U-boat. The U-boats 
parade in front of Dönitz, Speer and Corvette-Captain Reinhard Suhren, one of the bravest 
German U-boat commanders. [2’. 31”]  

11. USSR. The Bolshevists, who stop at nothing to throw men and materials into the fight, try 
time and time again to break through the German front. The German air force attacks, 
inflicting heavy losses on the enemy during hard defensive battles. German planes drop 
bombs and fire their guns. German Stukas attack Soviet tanks and leave them blazing. [1’. 
15”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 48” 
 
 
 
 
 
24 December 1943 (1/2): AM-WA NR 642203 
1. Belgium. DeVlagII organises a Christmas party for about 1.000 children at the Palais des 

Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels. People perform folk dances on the 
stage, which is decorated with SS symbols, swastikas, Flemish lions and a giant German 
Reich eagle. Children applaud as Santa Claus enters the hall and look very happy when 
they receive a present. [1’. 07”] 

2. Switzerland. Famous swimmers from Zürich, Lugano and Lausanne take part into a 
swimming contest at the Hallenbad in Zürich. This championship opens the Swiss winter-
season. [1’. 11”] 

3. Belgium. The Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] - Liège [Luik] hockey match is played at the 
Sports Palace in Antwerpen [Antwerp /Anvers]. The game is interrupted too early with a 
score of 2-2, due to the rapidly falling darkness.III [1’. 48”] 

4. Yugoslavia. Sunflower fields cover great expanses of the Banat in Serbia. Men and 
women pick the flowers and put the seeds through a press. Sunflower oil makes an 
important contribution in providing food for Europe. [1’. 08”] 

5. Bulgaria. In the surroundings of Svishtov, the Bulgarian Labour Service constructed a 
dykewhich will save 3.000 Bulgarian peasants from future flooding by the Donau 
[Danube]. [1’. 12”] 

6. Germany. The national-socialist welfare organisation recently created maternity units for 
future mothers living in regions risking bombardments. A visit to one of these NSV-
Kriegsentbindungsheim, located in private grounds, where nurses and a doctor surround 
mothers and their babies.IV [1’. 03”] 

 
I This ceremony took place in Pokrovskoye on 5 October 1943. 
II The abbreviation (DeVlag) is not mentioned by the French-language commentator of the 
preserved (related) newsreel prints, who instead refers to the ‘German-Flemish Work 
Community’. The resemblance of Santa Claus to DeVlag-leader Jef Van de Wiele may or 
may not be wishful thinking by the author. 
III The commentary refers to the black-out regulation. 
IV The footage of relaxing mothers and smiling babies is accompanied by the sound of a 
musical box. 
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7. Poland. German and foreign students wounded during the battle of Europe against 
Bolshevism are convalescing and rediscover the joy of living in this magnificent homeI at 
the foot of the Beskid Mountains in the General Government. Life at the front has created 
a close solidarity between these youngsters. The soldiers have dinner, play chess, ping-
pong or sunbathe. Some of them do sports: two men do long-jump exercises, a man 
without a left hand is shot-putting, a man with only one leg is doing the high jump, 
another man, who also has only one leg, dives into a swimming-pool where other people 
are swimming. [0’. 41”] 

8. Germany. During a manifestation organised by Free India (‘Freies Indien’), General 
Hiroshi Oshima, the Japanese Ambassador in Germany, salutes the provisional Hindu 
government on behalf of Japan. Oshima addresses the room and says: ‘I am very happy 
that the provisional government of Free India, under Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose,II was 
invested on 21 October’. Everyone applauds. The representative of Subhas Chandra Bose, 
leader of the Hindu Liberation Movement, declares that India is firmly determined to 
make the greatest sacrifices to reconquer its liberty. The representative addresses the 
room and says: ‘The Indian people has now finally understood that its moral and material 
renewal will only be achieved if Indians themselves take over the leadership of their 
country and expel the British completely from India. We have the unshakeable conviction 
that there will be no more standing still or backing off and that our glorious battle for the 
independence of our fatherland will come to a victorious ending’. The audience 
applauds.III [1’. 19”] 

9. The Netherlands. In the general headquarters (in Den Haag [The Hague]) of the Dutch 
Legion (Vrijwilligers Legioen Nederland), 15.000 Christmas parcels are prepared to bring 
the fatherland’s Christmas greetings to the volunteers.IV [0’. 45”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Vitebsk to Moskva [Moscow] and to the Azov Sea. At the 
eastern front the hard combats continue. A convoy train arrives with petrol for the 
German troops. The petrol is put into barrels and driven to the front by a supply column, 
lead by a German tank. Soviet planes attack the convoy and are fired at by the German 
artillery. In the middle of the greatest difficulties, German soldiers fight against 
breakthrough attempts of the Soviets. [1’. 15”] 

11. Italy. (German) map of Italy.V Fortifications are continuously reinforced; the Riviera is 
increasingly transformed into a defensive rampart. German soldiers construct barbed wire 
fencing on the coast of the Italian Riviera. The road along the coastline is covered with 
anti-tank barriers and anti-aircraft positions. Tanks and artillery pieces drive over the 
roads, heading for the southern front. When the artillery pieces arrive at their positions 
they are immediately camouflaged. A soldier fillets a lamb that hangs from a gun barrel 

 
I The home was constructed on behalf of Reich Student Leader (Reichsstudentenführer) Adolf 
Gustav Scheel. 
II As Oshima mentions Bose’s name, the editing jumps to his portrait, which hangs on the wall 
of the room. 
III Both speeches, spoken in German with respectively Japanese and Indian accents, are not 
subtitled. Most of the contemporary Belgian newsreel audiences are unlikely to have 
understood. 
IV The parcels carry the inscription ‘the home front greets the Dutch volunteer legion’(‘het 
thuisfront groet u vrijw. Leg. Nederland). 
V The 11th and 12th items open with an identical map. Although both preserved (related) 
newsreel prints feature the 11th and 12th item in this order, one wonders whether they were not 
intended to be edited otherwise. Note how the 11th item starts abruptly while the 12th opens 
with the introduction ‘In Italy…’. 
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and cooks a meal for his comrades. Another soldier throws a pancake into the air while 
others fill a barrel with water for the field kitchen.I [2’. 51”] 

12. Italy. (German) map of Italy. In Italy. German storm troopers advance through an 
overgrown hilly landscape to get in contact with an advanced enemy post. The enemy 
base of operations is located, surrounded and fired at. The enemies are surprised and 
taken prisoner. The (British) prisoners of war are marched off. A German artillery battery, 
positioned on a hill, fires. [1’. 33”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 53” 
 
 
 
 
24 December 1943 (2/2): BA-BN NR 42204 
1. Austria. The great autumn trotting race is organised at the hippodrome of Wien [Vienna]. 

[1’. 16”] 
2. Belgium. The National-Socialist welfare (NSV) for the Waffen-SS has organised 

‘joelfeesten’ for families of volunteers in all Flemish and Walloon cities.II The hosts are 
offered a varied programme. Men and women perform folkdances on a podium that is 
decorated with SS shields as well as with the Burgundy Cross.III The hall is filled with 
long tables, around which people are eating. They are also treated to a meal. Among the 
audience: children, older women and a Waffen-SS soldier with wife and child. [1’. 05”]  

3. Germany. X-ray specialist professor Karl Frik, who heads his own x-ray institute at the 
university (of Berlin), celebrates his 65th birthday. [1’. 04”] 

4. Belgium. A famous fashion houseIV in Brussels presents its new collection of winter hats, 
mainly made of velvet and felt. Female models show the hats, walking through a large 
room. [1’. 31”] 

5. Germany. A French delegation visits French workers put to work in Germany.V They visit 
the training workrooms and production halls (of the Messerschmitt factories in Augsburg) 
and inspect the accommodations. Young Frenchmen who work in an arms factory also 
receive, apart from thorough vocational training, lessons in the German language. The 
Frenchmen, taught by a female teacher, are also invited to practise their German: a 

 
I This last sequence intends to create a pleasant atmosphere. 
II The term ‘joelfeesten’ cannot be translated adequately. ‘Joelfeesten’ used to be (Flemish-
nationalist) ‘joy festivities’ that restored traditional customs. In this context however, they 
were used to ‘revert to’ Germanic traditions and should be understood as another attempt to 
capitalise on the Germanic ideals, which explains why they were also organised in some 
Walloon cities. (Note how the commentary doesn’t refer to ‘Belgian cities’). 
III The commentary doesn’t refer to the Burgundy cross (symbol of Rex), which strongly 
suggests that these images were filmed at one of the parties organised by the Walloon SS (SS-
Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien). 
IV Its name is neither mentioned nor hinted at. 
V The commentary of the (related) preserved newsreel prints states that the workers were ‘aan 
het werk gesteld’. This expression, which can either be translated as ‘they were employed’ or 
as ‘they have been put to work’, is a smart phrase for the fact that they were forced to work in 
Germany. 
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French-language poster invites the ‘Jeunes Pétain’ to visit the city. The trip to the city (of 
Augsburg) is organised and lead by the KdF.I [2’. 29”] 

6. Romania. Julius Dorpmüller, German Reich Minister of Transport, visits Romania. The 
minister arrives in Bucuresti [Bucharest] and makes a trip on the Donau [Danube] in 
Orşova. [0’. 53”] 

7. Spain. On the anniversary of the discovery of America, Spain celebrates the ‘Day of the 
Spanish Race’ which symbolises the oneness of all Spanish-speaking countries. In 
Barcelona, a garland is laid in front of the Columbus memorial. General José Moscardó 
Isuarte, the heroic defender of the Alcázar, attends a parade of marine cadets of the 
Falange youth. [0’. 42”] 

8. Finland. The Finnish people fight brave and fearless for their existence against 
Bolshevism. The Finnish youth also does its duty in the defence of the fatherland. Young 
men are trained and learn to fire artillery. [0’. 56”] 

9. Greece. (German) map of Greece, Aegan Sea and the Dhodhekánisos [Dodecanese]. 
German troops conquered the British base of operations of Léros, an island of the 
Dhodhekánisos [Dodecanese].II Water plane squadrons take off from a Greek port and fly 
towards Léros, protecting a German convoy of transport ships. British planes fail to attack 
the convoy, which is protected by an artificial smoke screen.III The German ships 
approach Léros and open fire on the enemy positions, supported by attacks by German 
planes. Smoke indicates the explosion of a British petrol store. German transport planes 
fly over the island and drop many parachutists:IV the paratroopers jump into the enemy 
lines. The conquest of Léros has decisively fortified and safeguarded Germany’s position 
of power in the Aegan Sea. [2’. 28”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Vitebsk to Moskva [Moscow] and to Zaporozhe. The 
defensive battle at the eastern front. The battlefields of Krivoy Rog are littered with 
destroyed tanks and more of the enemy’s heavy weapons. The area is covered with 
destroyed tanks, caterpillars, artillery guns, etc. A dead Soviet soldier has a spoon in his 
hand. His face (with Asian features) is covered in blood.V German soldiers sit together 
and eat. In the central sector of the front Lieutenant General Hans Traut, wearing the 
Oakleaves, finds himself in the most advanced front line. When the enemy attacks, 
German light and heavy grenade launchers respond immediately. German soldiers fire 
grenades on the horizon, from where smoke rises. [1’. 35”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 59” 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I Note how the commentary mentions that these Frenchmen are working in an arms factory, 
but doesn’t mention either its name (plane factory Messerschmitt) or its location (Ausburg), 
not even when the workers are sightseeing in that city. 
II The rest of the item shows how this operation took place. 
III The attacking British planes are hardly visible. 
IV The sky, which seems full of parachutists, is beautifully photographed. There is no actual 
battle footage but the results of the hostilities are featured in the ninth item of AM-WA NR 
643. 
V Without being horrific, this image is probably the strongest and bloodiest image of a dead 
soldier shown in Belgian wartime newsreels until then. 
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31 December 1943 (1/2): AM-WA NR 643205 
1. Belgium. Cyclists Karel Kaers and Rik Van Steenbergen win the 100 kilometre-track 

relay race at the Brussels Sports Palace (and set a new Belgian record by finishing in two 
hours and 58 seconds).I [1’. 42”] 

2. Belgium. Pierre Baugniet and Micheline Lannoy win the Belgian figure-skating 
championship at the Sports Palace in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. Blanche Delcourt 
wins second prize after Micheline Lannoy.II [1’. 39”]  

3. Spain. Grape picking by Spanish women. [0’. 53”] 
4. USSR. Visit to a German research centre for cotton growing (in Ukraine). Different kinds 

of hardy cotton plants with superior yields, all particularly appropriate for cultivating in 
the eastern territories, are crossbred. Ukrainian women and children pick the cotton. [1’. 
39”] 

5. Romania. Marshal Ion Antonescu inaugurates an exhibition of popular Romanian art that 
gives an interesting overview of Romanian artisan production. [0’. 51”] 

6. Czechoslovakia. For five years Dr. Emil Hácha’s, President of State, is the leader of the 
Czech population. The fifth anniversary of Hácha’s election is solemnly celebrated in 
Praha [Prague]. Reich Protector Wilhelm Frick and State Minister Karl Hermann Frank 
congratulate the president. Hácha takes the salute of the battalion of honour of the 
government troops and attends a concert, given by the Youth of Prague, at the Institute for 
the Education of the Young. [1’. 33”]  

7. The Netherlands. The 12th anniversary of the Dutch National-Socialist Movement (NSB) 
is celebrated with a big manifestation (in Utrecht). NSB leader Anton Mussert (and Reich 
Commissioner Arthur Seyss-Inquart) addresses the audience. [0’. 39”] 

8. Austria. GermanIII fighter pilot Captain Walter Nowotny, decorated with the Oakleaves 
with Swords and Diamonds, is enthusiastically welcomed in his native town Wien 
[Vienna]. The streets of the city, decorated with swastika flags, are filled with people who 
want to see Nowotny. Some ask for an autograph. At the end of his leave, Nowotny says 
goodbye to his parents and returns to the front. [0’. 58”] 

9. Greece. (German) map of Greece, Aegan Sea and the Dhodhekánisos [Dodecanese]. 
German troops have conquered the Greek islands Léros and Sámos [Samos]. The white 
flag of surrender still floats above the British stronghold of Léros, where sunken boats, 
destroyed trucks and killed British soldiersIV are evidence of the harshness of the battle. 
The ‘German newspaper for Greece’ (Deutsche Nachrichten für Griechenland) reports on 
the events. General Müller, bearer of the Oakleaves and leader of the military operations 
in the Dhodhekánisos [Dodecanese], talks to his officers. On the island of Sámos [Samos], 
German soldiers drink a bottle of the famous ‘Sámos wine’:V it is particularly agreeable 
to drink it on the spot. Germans soldiers share some wine, bananas and oranges. A long 
row of prisoners is marched off: 800 British and followers of Badoglio, taken prisoner on 
Léros, are rounded up. The soldiers, including Indians are embarking, to be transported to 
Greece. [1’. 34”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Vitebsk to Moskva [Moscow] and to the Azov Sea. German 
counter-attacks on the eastern front. War correspondent (PK-Kriegsberichter) Lieutenant 

 
I Filmed during the ‘Grand-Prix de Noël’ on 25 December 1943. Oddly, the commentary 
doesn’t mention the establishment of this new record. See also the first item of BA-BN NR 
44. 
II 18 December 1943. 
III Nowotny (1920-1944) was of Austrian origin. 
IV The images show several ships and one dead body. 
V The bottle has an English ‘Sámos wine’ label. 
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Emker fell in the course of these battles. These combat scenes from the first line are his 
last shots. Tanks and infantrymen advance. A Soviet breakthrough attempt flounders on 
the fire of German weapons. German tanks and infantrymen sustain their fire: Soviet 
soldiers surrender and march towards the camera, their hands in the air. The bodies of 
dead Soviet soldiers lie on the ground, among destroyed and abandoned war equipment. 
Prisoners of war are marched off in rows. The defensive battles continue with the same 
relentlessness. German soldiers fire a battery of rocket launchers. [2’. 25”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 53” 
 
 
 
 
 
31 December 1943 (2/2): BA-BN NR 43206 
Unknown. 
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6. 1944 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
7 January 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 644207 
1. Hungary. Admiral Miklós Horthy attends the Sweden-Hungary football match (7-2) at the 

stadium in Budapest. [1’. 09”] 
2. Belgium. The French-Belgian middle-distance motor-paced cycle race is held at the 

Brussels Sports Palace. Belgian cyclist Maurice Clautier wins ahead of his fellow-
countryman Jean Aerts and his French opponents Raoul Lesueur and Georges Sérès.I [1’. 
16”] 

3. Belgium. The Belgian flyweight boxing-championship is held at the Royal Circus in 
Brussels. Fernand Van Houche beats title-holder Raoul Degryse and becomes the new 
Belgian champion.II [1’. 28”] 

4. France. Visit to an angora wool factory. Angora rabbits are shorn every three months, 
after which the wool is carded and turned into fibre. [1’. 00”] 

5. Finland. Finnish youth is also collaborating in the fight for freedom. In Helsinki, Finnish 
youngsters collect old metal for recycling and hand it in. [1’. 08”] 

6. Germany. Reich Marshal Hermann Göring visits the coal basins of western Germany 
(Westfalen [Westphalia]). Göring goes down a mine, talks to mineworkers and is greeted 
enthusiastically afterwards by the local population. [1’. 40”] 

7. Italy. Under the direction of Marshal Rodolfo Graziani, the Italian army is being totally 
reorganised. The Alessandria military academy is reopened.III [0. 32”] 

8. Latvia. The press officer of Manchukuo, accredited in Latvia, attends exercises by the 
Latvian anti-aircraft defence. The Chinese representative is shown around the 
installations. [0’. 34”] 

9. Yugoslavia. New units of Croatian volunteers take an oath for the battle against…IV A 
senior officer (presumably a general) marches past the lined up volunteers; the setting is 
decorated with swastika flags and Reich war standards. The officer makes a speech, after 
which the volunteers take the oath. [1’. 13”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Vitebsk to Moskva [Moscow] and to Zaporozhe. At the 
eastern front hard combats are still being fought. In the mud and under fire by enemy 
guns and grenade launchers, German infantrymen cautiously step forward while snow is 
falling. The soldiers hide in trenches and holes very close to the enemy. They smoke a 
cigarette and suddenly hear the sound of planes flying overhead: the German air force 
attacks! Grenadiers deploying assault guns, tanks and infantrymen attack too. The enemy 
position is reached. The surviving Bolshevists are taken prisoner: a handful of Soviet 

 
I 1 January 1944. 
II 29 December 1943. The commentary doesn’t mention the fact that Van Houche’s victory 
was very disputed.  
III The item concludes with the shot of a highly moved senior military man. 
IV The only preserved print of this newsreel has at some point in the past been damaged or 
censored: the last word(s) of this sentence are missing while the rest of the soundtrack (music) 
seems perfect. 
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soldiers are marched off. German troops pass by burning houses and sustain their fire. [2’. 
16”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 16” 
 
 
 
 
 
7 January 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 44208 
1. Belgium. Belgian cyclists Frans Haerbos and Frans Van Looveren compete in a speed 

contest at Brussels Sports Palace. Haerbos wins and ranks third in the category of Belgian 
sprinters.I [1’. 26”]  

2. Germany. Two local ice-hockey teams open the ice sports season by playing a match at 
the Berliner Sports Palace. The match is held on the on the Day of the Army, the audience 
is made up entirely of soldiers. [1’. 22”] 

3. Belgium. Cinema owners in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] and collaborators in the film 
industry organised their annual evening of friendship, which many guests and members of 
the Film Guild (Filmgilde – Gilde du Cinéma) attended. Mr. Jan Vanderheyden, 
President, gives a welcome speech in which he insists in particular on the spirit of 
friendship that must reign at the heart of the association.II After Vanderheyden’s speech, 
girls (the Burdy’s) perform acrobatic dances. [0’. 54”]  

4. Yugoslavia. Slovenian territory has been liberated from terrorist communist gangs. Life 
goes back to normal. It’s market day in a village in Slovenia: people sell vegetables, 
animals, etc. A Waffen-SS soldier buys something from an old woman. [1’. 16”] 

5. Bulgaria. In the framework of the rationalisation of Bulgarian agriculture, hemp growing 
in particular has increased. Bulgarian farmers grow, harvest and process the hemp. [1’. 
27”] 

6. Czechoslovakia. State President Jozef Tiso (accompanied by German military) visits a 
camp of Slovak glider pilots. [1’. 15”] 

7. Germany. Aircraft constructor Prof. Kurt Tank works on a new model and carries out a 
test flight. [0’. 37”] 

8. Germany. Recruits from the French legion (LVF) arrive at a German training camp. They 
take the oath for the battle against Bolshevism under the folds of the flag of the legion.III 
After the ceremony, the recruits march past. [0’. 25”] 

9. Germany and Madagascar (France). The U-boat commanded by Captain Robert Gysae 
returns to its base after a six-month enemy cruise in the Indian Ocean. The Führer 
awarded him the Oakleaves to the Knight’s Cross. He has sunk 27 ships, representing 
188.000 tons. This is the war correspondent (PK-Kriegsberichter) who brought back the 
film that was made during the cruise.IV The submarine sails towards its destination; the 
crew maintains the boat on the open sea. West of Africa, off the coast of Madagascar, an 

 
I Filmed during the ‘Grand-Prix de Noël’ on 25 December 1941. See also the first item of 
AM-WA NR 643. 
II Organised at the ‘Châtelet’ on 21 December 1944. One sees Vanderheyden addressing the 
room but there is no sound of his voice. 
III On entering the training camp, their banner is also shown: the item clearly wishes to 
highlight that they are fighting under a French (instead of a German) banner. 
IV This lead-in contains no footage of Hitler. For Gysae’s decoration, see the final item of BA-
BN NR 37. 
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armed enemy merchant ship is observed. The U-boat submerges, slips in between the 
enemy ship and the coast, detects the approaching ship’s position using acoustical devices 
and observes it through its periscope.I The U-boat surfaces again and sinks the enemy ship 
with its guns. The cargo sinks burning into the sea, its crew drifts around in lifeboats. [4’. 
44”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 56” 
 
 
 
 
 
14 January 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 645209 
1. Belgium. The farewell ceremony for the young boys and girls of the Germanic Land 

Service (Germaanse Landdienst) takes place at the NTG (Theatre) in Gent [Ghent/Gand]. 
The theatre’s stage is decorated with the banner ‘Everything for victory’II, several 
symbols and HJ flags. Having spent Christmas at home, the youngsters will return to 
Germany. A uniformed young Flemish boy climbs on the stage and makes a speech, 
giving a general idea of what life in a youth camp is like. A group of boys and girls, 
standing on the stage next to a man (Hauptbannführer Bennewitz), makes the Nazi 
salute.III [0’. 56”] 

2. Belgium. The Belgian weight-lifting championships are held (at Salle Henri) in Brussels. 
Smulders lifts 117.5 kilos (and becomes middleweight champion) while Robert Allard 
becomes champion in all categories by lifting 130 kilos.IV [1’. 25”] 

3. Spain. Spanish men hold a fishing competition. [0’. 48”] 
4. Poland. Fishermen catch carp in the General Government’s fish ponds. [1’. 06”] 
5. France. An exhibition of Breton art, displaying paintings and sculptures, is inaugurated in 

Paris. [0’. 40”] 
6. Morocco (Spain).V The Pacha of Tangier [Tanger], Sidi Mohammed Benabdesak, does 

justice in his residence. [1’. 05”] 
7. Latvia. 100.000 Latvians organised a parade in Riga as a sign of protest against Joseph 

Stalin’s statement pronouncing the Latvians, Estonians and Lithuanians as Soviet citizens. 
Citizens march through streets decorated with Latvian and swastika flags. They gather on 
a big square and are addressed by a man. During numerous demonstrationsVI they express 
their firm will to belong to the European cultural community and to fight using all means 
for the future and the liberty of their people. The crowd cheers. [1’. 11”] 

8. Germany (and USSR?). The war demands maximum efficiency by the German railways, 
which carried out to the full the tasks that were imposed on it. In wartime, the protection 
of transport against enemy attack is very important.VII The railway stations in the east are 

 
I Impressive footage of the coast of Madagascar and of the enemy ship, filmed through the 
periscope. The item is (as usual) very well edited. 
II In Flemish: ‘Alles voor den zege’. 
III 9 January 1944. It is remarkable that Bennewitz (leader of the German HJ division in 
Belgium), who addressed the youths and their families, is not even named. 
IV 9 January 1944. 
V See also the ninth item of AM-WA NR 482. 
VI The commentary presumably refers to ‘numerous demonstration because the number of 
people participating in this parade and protest demonstration(s) is clearly below 100.000. 
VII Illustrated with images of trains, railways and railway workers. 
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surrounded with palisades: hereI a rifle is part of every railwayman’s equipment. A big 
manifestation takes place in a hall (in Berlin). The Führer named the anniversary of the 
first day on which German railways came into service the ‘Day of German Railwayman’. 
A man (Joseph Goebbels) addresses the audience in German:II ‘In these hours […] bring 
weapons and munitions at all fronts into the hands of the best soldiers that the world has 
ever known’.III Everyone cheers. During a ceremony, attended by many personalities 
(including Minister Julius Dorpmüller and Captain Walter Nowotny), several railwaymen 
are decorated. [2’. 24”]  

9. Denmark. Field Marshal Erwin Rommel visits the fortifications on the Danish coast. By 
order of the Führer, Rommel also inspects the construction and preparation of defence 
mechanisms. The coast of Jylland [Jutland] is littered with blockhouses, anti-tank walls 
and heavy artillery. General Herrmann von Hanneken, Commander-in-chief of the 
German troops in Denmark, reports to Marshal Rommel. [1’. 14”] 

10. Norway. In a base of German seaplanes in the north of Norway. A reconnaissance plane 
returns to its base. Everyone congratulates its crew on its 1.500th enemy flight. Other 
planes are freed from snow and ice, loaded with bombs and take off. The pilots are 
assigned with a new order: to ensure the safety of a convoy. The seaplanes accompany the 
convoy for several days. The enemy attacksIV but the convoy reaches its destination 
without any losses. [2’. 44”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 33” 
 
 
 
 
 
14 January 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 45210 
1. Germany. A German-Flemish cycle race is held at the Westfalenhalle in Dortmund.V 

Flemish cyclists Albert Billiet and Gustave Danneels win the 100-kilometre relay race. 
German cyclist Walter Lohmann wins the big motor-paced cycle race ahead of Flemish 
cyclist Willy Michaux. [1’. 14”]  

2. France. Resin is extracted from trees in southern France. [0’. 33”] 
3. Belgium. Visit to a big tapestry-weaving factory (probably De Wit) in Mechelen 

[Malines]. [2’. 14”] 
4. Spain. Members of the Spanish ‘Old Guard’ are decorated. A parade by the Falange 

concludes the ceremony. [0’. 48”] 
5. The Netherlands. The leader of the Dutch National-Socialist Movement (NSB), engineer 

Anton Mussert, hands out new pennants to representatives of the Dutch Youth Storm 
(NJS) Brass Band. [0’. 57”] 

 
I A short sequence shows this kind of railway station. 
II It is very strange that Goebbels, who is hardly recognisable, is not identified in the newsreel 
commentary. His speech, neither subtitled nor translated, is interrupted by the newsreel 
commentator at the spot marked ‘[…]’. 
III Goebbels actually said: ‘in these hours, under the guidance of your comrades, thousands of 
trains thunder through and criss-cross Europe. They bring weapons and munitions to all 
fronts, into the hands of the best soldiers that the world has ever known’. 
IV The enemy assault is not shown but is suggested by the sound of firing artillery. 
V 2 January 1944. 
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6. Bulgaria. Julius Dorpmüller, the German Reich Minister of Transport, arrives in Sofiya 
[Sofia] where he will discuss transport issues of concern to both Bulgaria and Germany. 
[0’. 43”] 

7. Location not mentioned. Views of the work of German war reporters! A German plane 
attacks: a war photographer takes part in the action and takes pictures. Their pictures are 
published as soon as possible. The photographer develops and prints his pictures. Soon 
afterwards the pictures are printed on the front page of German newspaper ‘Die illustrierte 
Zeitung’.I [2’. 05”]  

8. Germany. Parts of the Italian army have voluntarily placed themselves under authority of 
the German army. Soldiers of the 89° Legione Etrusca march across a barracks square. 
Newly founded Italian formations are transported to the front. The Italians march through 
snow, get on the train and leave for the front. [1’. 16”] 

9. USSR. (German) map from Vitebsk to Moskva [Moscow] and to Krivoy Rog. At the 
eastern front, heavy defensive battles continue. A camouflaged JU 52 supply aircraft flies 
over German positions and drops provisions and munitions. The field-kitchen is 
provisioned again: the cook prepares a piece of meat. In the central sector of the eastern 
front German reinforcements march through mud towards the frontline. Cars, 
motorcycles, other vehicles as well as marching (and smiling) infantrymen slowly pass 
through the mire. Mountain troops occupy their new positions: they advance on horseback 
and in cars. The Bolshevists attack! The mountain artillery responds and shells the enemy 
with rocket launchers. Following preliminary fire by the mountain artillery, the 
grenadiers and assault artillery advance and launch a counter-attack. They find a 
destroyed Soviet tank as well as equally destroyed Soviet war equipment. [2’. 59”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 49” 
 
 
 
 
 
21 January 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 646211 
1. Belgium. The Eendracht Aalst [Alost] – Vorst [Forest] football match is played in Vorst 

[Forest]. The home team wins (4-3).II [1’. 24”] 
2. Germany. The Germany - Slovakia ice-hockey match, opposing teams from Berlin and 

Bratislava [Pressburg], is played at the Sports Palace in Berlin. Many military men attend 
the game, which is won by the home team (4-3). [1’. 28”] 

3. The Netherlands. Visit to a ship-building testing station (Scheepsbouwkundig 
Proefstation) in Wageningen. [1’. 23”]  

4. Belgium. Current difficulties in the field of charcoal supply have incited the authorities of 
the country to exploit all possibilities for the production of combustibles. For a long time, 
the inhabitants of Mol, a city in the Kempen [Campine] region, used to extract fossil 
wood, many layers of which are to be found in the surrounding fields, and use it as a 
combustible. The extraction of a big layer, carried out with the use of machinery, got 
under way recently. Mechanical shovels dig layers of fossil woodIII that is then 
transported on goods trains and cargo ships. Production increases everyday, the fossil 

 
I The process of printing the newspaper is shown in great detail. 
II 16 January 1944. 
III The fossil (also known as brown coal, turf or peat) is held in front of the camera, offering 
newsreel spectators the opportunity to take a good look at it. 
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wood is used advantageously on numerous occasions, as a replacement for charcoal. A 
housewife lights her oven with the new combustible. [1’. 35”]  

5. Romania. A new model-village, baptised ‘Antonescu’, has been constructed in a 
Romanian district. Mihai Antonescu, Vice-President of the Romanian Council, attends a 
religious ceremony on the inauguration of the village. Antonescu, accompanied by his 
wife, also opens a regional railway in the same district. [1’. 12”] 

6. Hungary. Admiral Miklós Horthy inspects new formations of his lifeguards. [0’. 36”] 
7. Finland. Visit to the Finnish Lottas (Lotta Svärd). Young women and girls prepare 

packages for soldiers at the front. General Fanni Luukkonen visits her Lottas (who are 
working under Marshal Carl Mannerheim’s bust). [1’. 12”] 

8. Bulgaria. During terrorist Anglo-American air raids on the city of Sofiya [Sofia], 
residential districts as well as hospitals were hit. Devastated people ramble about the 
ruins, a group of people stands around a severely wounded victim. Some houses have 
been completely wiped out. Open coffins display dead bodies of young people and 
children. The civilian population mourns many victims, mainly women and children. 
Weeping women surround the dead bodies of childrenI and of a young girl. Uniformed 
men with candles in their hands stand around open coffins, decorated with funeral wreaths 
and with swastika symbols as well as crosses. More people are crying.II [1’. 04”] 

9. Italy. Anglo-American soldiers make their entry into Roma [Rome] as prisoners of the 
German army.III The prisoners of warIV are marched into a building. They are offered a 
Christmas meal by the German army: the prisoners sit around the table, eat, drink, smoke 
a cigarette and laugh. One of them raises his glass of wine. [1’. 00”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Kiev [Kyyiv] to the Volga River and to Novorossiysk. A 
bridgehead established by the Soviets on the Crimean Peninsula has been captured by 
Romanian troops. During this operation, the German army supported the Romanians.V 
Romanian soldiers observe German Stukas that bomb Soviet landing troops. The raids 
carried out by the Stukas prepare the assault by the Romanian infantry. Signal flares 
inform the storm troops of enemy positions. Tanks and grenadiers advance, protected by 
the assault artillery. The Romanian troops encircle the bridgehead. The largest part of the 
Soviet troops is destroyed in fist-to-fist fights. Many Soviet weapons were captured.VI 
Romanian and German officers stand together, near a group of Soviet prisoners.VII [3’. 
31”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 25” 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I Two children are covered in blankets; only their faces are visible. 
II There is no further commentary; these images are accompanied only by music. 
III The commentary suggests that the American and British soldiers were hoping to enter the 
city under other circumstances.  
IV Several prisoners are posing for the camera. The ‘selected’ prisoners are Afro-Americans or 
Indians with beards and turbans. 
V The rest of the item shows the different stages of that operation. 
VI The item contains images of captured weapons, but there is no footage of dead Soviet 
soldiers. 
VII These images are accompanied by very triumphant music. 
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21 January 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 46212 
1. The Netherlands. A gymnastics meeting in Amsterdam opposes two teams. [0’. 55”]  
2. Germany. Visit to a shoe factory in Germany, which mainly makes shoes for foreign 

labourers working in Germany. Views of the production process.I [3’. 23”] 
3. France. The French State Railway Company SNCF shows a new machine that allows 

ballasts to be removed, sifted and replaced easily. [1’. 05”] 
4. Czechoslovakia. Spanish guitar virtuoso Angel Iglesia, who will soon be touring Europe, 

gives a performance for the employees of a big enterprise in the Protectorate of Bohemia-
Moravia. [1’. 04”] 

5. Morocco (Spain).II Moulay Hassan, the Caliph of Spanish Morocco, receives the Spanish 
High Commissioner General, Oriarte in Tangier [Tanger]. [0’. 42”] 

6. Latvia. On the 25th anniversary of the day on which the Latvian people liberated itself 
from the Russian empire and began its struggle against Bolshevism, a wreath is laid (by 
Rudolf Bangerskis) at the Memorial to Liberty in Riga. During a festive meeting in Riga 
Opera House, a civilian addresses the audience. [1’. 11”] 

7. Yugoslavia. The orphanage of Beograd [Belgrade] celebrates the Serbian Slava feast. The 
mayor attends the festivities. [0’. 58”] 

8. Germany. The Grand Mufti of Jerusalem (Haj Amin al-Hussaini) inspects Muslims who 
voluntarily joined the German Army. The great fighter for liberty in Arabia, standing in 
front of German officers, takes the salute of parading volunteers. [0’. 53”] 

9. USSR. (German) map from Vitebsk to Moskva [Moscow] and to Krivoy Rog. At the 
eastern front. On a German fighter airfield, the ground crew congratulates Flight 
Commander Lieutenant Emil Lang, who during his last action shot down eight enemy 
planes, thus bringing his total score to 100 air victories. Lang, who holds a ‘100’-sign, 
himself congratulates a sergeant-major who brought down his 50th enemy plane. [0’. 32”] 

10. USSR. In the southern sector of the eastern front. German troops, moving through mud, 
cross a river to reinforce the bridgehead on the other side of the river.III Grenadiers have 
entrenched themselves. An observer, sitting on the roof of a house, notices that the enemy 
is preparing an attack. The German heavy artillery opens fire. Soviet fighter planes try to 
attack the German artillery but numerous German anti-aircraft defence batteries make 
efficient Soviet action impossible. A Soviet plane is hit; the pilot jumps just before his 
plane crashes. In the central sector German troops advance to counter-attack. 
Infantrymen advance, tanks fire… They find many burned out Soviet tanks and several 
corpses of Soviet soldiers. The troops enter and cross a small town.IV On all centres of the 
eastern front, rocket launchers are shelling the enemy. [3’. 19”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 02” 
 
 
 
 
 
28 January 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 647213 

 
I The images make it quite clear that the factory makes real shoes, which were rare (for 
workers) during the war (Cf. sixth item of AM-WA NR 503). 
II See also the ninth item of AM-WA NR 482. 
III This is presumably the bridgehead of Nikopol’. 
IV The location is not identified. 
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1. Belgium. On the second anniversary of the death of Reimond Tollenaere, Flanders 
commemorates its heroes fallen at the eastern and at the domestic front.I The 
commemoration of heroes of VNV takes place in Brussels. Brussels district leader (August 
Ghijssels) stands on a tribune (in the marble room of the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis 
voor Schone Kunsten)) before a podium that is decorated with the bust of Tollenaere and 
shields of the Flemish Lion and the Waffen-SS. The district leader pays homage to the 
example set by those who sacrificed their lives for the defence of Europe against 
Bolshevism. Among the audience: men and women, young and old, civilians as well as 
uniformed party members and soldiers. Afterwards the district leader hands out 
decorations on behalf of Dr. Hendrik Elias for acts of courage. [0’. 56”]  

2. Belgium. The Belgian Cycling League (BWB-LVB) organises its Grand Prix at the 
Brussels Sports Palace. Belgian cyclists Maurice Clautier and Willy Michaux win the 
middle distance race ahead of the French tandem Ernest Terreau and Henri Lemoine.II [1’. 
29”] 

3. Belgium. Freestyle wrestling match at the Royal Circus in Brussels: Croatian wrestler 
Bukovac beats his Belgian opponent Jean Sulon. [0’. 58”]  

4. Switzerland. In Lausanne, hockey teams from Lausanne and Alten compete for the Cup of 
Switzerland 1943. The home team wins (3-1). [0’. 45”] 

5. France and Belgium. In Paris a jury of journalists awards Belgian writer Jean Milo with 
the ‘Prix des deux Magots’ literary prize for his book ‘L’esprit de famille’. Milo, who 
really merits this recognition, is also a painter and a famous art critic.III [0’. 33”]  

6. Finland. Visit to sculptor Wäinö Aaltonen in his workshop in Helsinki. Aaltonen made a 
monument for writer Aleksis Kivi that now stands in the front of the National Theatre in 
Helsinki. [0’. 52”] 

7. Germany. Visit to homes in the German mountains, Haus Quikborn and Haus Bergfried, 
where the NSV lodges mothers and children from regions exposed to air raids. The 
mothers play in the snow with their children and build a snowman.IV [0’. 30”] 

8. Romania. In Bucuresti [Bucharest] King Mihai I, Queen Mother Elena  and numerous 
leading personalities attend the solemn inauguration of a commemorative monument for 
the fourth Romanian Roşiori regiment. A bust of Queen Marie is inaugurated on the same 
occasion. A priest consecrates the monuments and blesses the royals afterwards. [0’. 46”] 

9. Greece. In Greece numerous Evzone battalions have been formed. They are assigned to 
special services for the maintenance of order on Greek territory. The new battalions 
march through the streets of Athínai [Athens] and parade in front of the Greek president 
(Ioannis Rallis) and members of his government. [0’. 44”] 

10. Romania. Volunteers for Waffen-SS formations come from all German towns and villages 
of Transylvania. Young men leave a building and are adorned with flowers by young 
girls. As they leave the village, local women wave goodbye to the volunteers. Young 
uniformed Waffen-SS members parade through the streets of another village. Honorary 
formations of Romanian and German armies escort the volunteers to the railway station. 
[1’. 00”] 

11. USSR. At the eastern front.I 

 
I 23 January 1944. VNV organised manifestations in several towns, which is not mentioned 
by the commentator. 
II 23 January 1944. See also the first item of BA-BN NR 48. 
III The item contains footage of the French jury (in France) and of Milo (presumably in 
Belgium). 
IV The final shot of this item shows the silhouette of a reindeer, standing on the top of a hill. 
The whole item is very idyllic. 
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12. Atlantic Ocean. German navy forces operating in the Bay of Biscay [Golfe de Gascogne] 
fight the enemy.II 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
28 January 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 47214 
1. Germany. German boxer Adolf Heuser outscores his Belgian opponent Al Gérard in the 

heavyweight boxing championship at the Jahrhunderthalle in Wrocław [Breslau]. [1’. 35”]  
2. Belgium. BA-BN starts a new series of reports: ‘Artists sporting & playing’.III Actors 

Marcel Roels, Germaine Broka and André Mile play skittles. Mile tries to distract Roels 
and Broka, so he can run closer and lessen the distance between himself and the skittles. 
Roels and Broka stop Mile and make him throw the skittle ball from the normal distance. 
Mile manages to bounce all skittles but Roels discovers that they have been tied together 
with a small rope.IV [1’. 16”] 

3. Belgium. At the Royal Circus in Brussels, a freestyle wrestling match between Hungarian 
Stan Karolyi and Frenchman Clément Arthus ends in a draw. [1’. 15”]  

4. Yugoslavia. The Ustasa women’s organisation, which is mainly concerned with social 
assistance, celebrates its second anniversary. A uniformed woman and a manV address a 
room full of Ustasa women members. Ante Pavelić enters: the Poglavnik greets the 
representatives and receives a present. [1’. 02”] 

5. Romania. Marshal Ion Antonescu, the Romanian Head of State, visits the German 
Industrial and Scientific Fair in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. [0’. 41”] 

6. Bulgaria. Despite the present difficulties, Bulgaria continues with the construction of a 
network of motorways. Workers build the final part of the European west-east connection 
between the Channel Coast and Istanbul. [0’. 56”] 

7. Hungary. The smallest plane in the world, motored by an 18 horse-power engine, is made 
in Budapest. [0’. 42”] 

8. Italy. Trucks drive past the Coliseum (Colosseum). The German army has secured the art 
treasures housed in the Monte Cassino Abbey in southern Italy. Now they are, in the 
presence of the commander of Rome, being presented to the Vatican. German soldiers 
carry the art collection into a castle (Castel Sant’Anglo) in Roma [Rome]). [1’. 07”] 

9. Location not mentioned (France). By special order of the Führer Field Marshal Erwin 
Rommel inspects the fortifications on the coast of the Atlantic Ocean. Rommel carries out 
the inspection of the Atlantic Wall [Atlantikwall] with the assistance of experienced and 
proven officers as well as non-commissioned officers. Rommel, shown around by Field 
Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt, visits the fortifications, bunkers, anti-tank barriers, artillery 
positions… All important coastal sectors are turned into fortresses and armed with heavy 

 
I This item, announced in the press, is missing from both preserved (related) newsreel prints. 
II This item, announced in the press, is missing from both preserved (related) newsreel prints. 
III See also the second item of BA-BN NR 48 and the first items of BA-BN NR 50, BA-BN 
NR 56 and BA-BN NR 62. 
IV It goes without saying that the whole item is staged. 
V Both speakers remain unidentified. 
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artillery. Rommel and von Rundstedt inspect more artillery positions and several types of 
projectiles.I [4’. 16”]  

10. Italy. (German) map of Italy. In southern Italy, the Anglo-Americans have, despite huge 
efforts, not managed to increase the slow tempo of their advance. Positions on the 
mountains and rivers….II 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
4 February 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 648215 
1. Belgium. A boxing gala at the Royal Circus in Brussels opposes heavyweight champion 

Karel Sys and Pierre Van Deuren. The short and dramatic fight shows the extraordinary 
superiority of Karel Sys. The AM-WA newsreel presents for the first time this kind of fight 
from beginning to end, with all the details and without a single cut! We have intentionally 
avoided close-ups in order not to interrupt the development of this particularly interesting 
match. After one minute and 50 seconds, still in the first round, Sys knocks Van Deuren 
out.III [2’. 09”] 

2. Belgium. The Spessardy Circus is the first circus to visit Brussels in a long time. Its 
performance (at the Royal Circus) features Roger Spessardy with his Bengal tigers and 
trainer Tassy with his elephants.IV [1’. 53”] 

3. France. The German explorer Wattenfeld conducts research in the glaciers around 
Chamonix. Wattenfeld hopes to collect water from the ice in a power station that could 
provide 200 million kilowatts per hour of electricity in times of drought. [0’. 52”] 

4. Germany. Visit to a training centre of the RAD in Bayern [Bavaria]. The armed RAD 
members do sports, march, run and train with hand grenades. [1’. 21”] 

5. Italy. The German army has taken the organisation of providing Roma [Rome] with 
supplies in hand. German soldiers raise cattle and distribute truckloads of meat to local 
butcher’s shops. [0’. 52”] 

6. Germany. In the first hours of JanuaryV important formations of enemy bombers, 
protected by fighters, penetrated into German territory. At the coast, a German soldier 
spots the planes and immediately makes a phone call to the switchboard. The alarm is 
raised: soldiers spring into action, pilots prepare for take off… Some minutes after the 
planes were signalled, the great machine of German defence is ready to counter-attack. 
The first enemy wave is fired on by the heavy anti-aircraft defence. On German airfields, 
fighter and fighter plane crews have already taken place in their aircraft. Focke-Wulf 

 
I The item, capitalising on the fact that the Atlantic Wall [Atlantikwall] is prepared for 
anything, concludes with consecutive shots of gun barrels being turned towards the sky. 
II Both preserved (related) newsreel prints break off at this point. 
III 26 January 1944. The commentary doesn’t mention the fact that the audience booed Sys 
before and after the match. Van Deuren was also booed, but only after being knocked out. See 
also the first item of BA-BN NR 49. 
IV On Monday 7 February, a few days after the release of this newsreel edition, a lioness 
belonging to the circus attacked her trainer. (See also the second item of BA-BN NR 50.) 
V The commentary suggests that this air raid was carried out some hours after New Year. 
Contemporary German newsreel audiences were told that this footage was filmed on 11 
January 1944.  
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190s and Messerschmitts take off. The first group of American bombers is sighted and 
immediately forced into combat. A new enemy wave is also attacked. German crews attack 
as long as a shortage of fuel or ammunition doesn’t force them to stop. New enemy waves 
penetrate over a territory in which an important defence group is already mounting 
guard. These new enemy formations are also forced into combat. New flights of German 
fighters throw themselves into attack. The air battle is in full swing. From the coast of the 
Netherlands into central Germany, the wreckage of a very large number of planes that 
have been shot down indicate their route and the locations of the air battle.I Several 
wrecked planes still contain the remains of their pilots. The debris is picked up by trucks 
and assembled in a large space, filled with wreckage. American pilots who have been 
taken prisoner are rounded up: their wounded faces still carry the traces of the bitter 
combats in which they just escaped death. The first interrogation takes place in a room 
where a German officer addresses the pilots. A German combat flight that particularly 
distinguished itself returns and reports to the commander. They learn joyfully the number 
of planes that were shot down. During this combat, some of these young pilots came into 
contact with the enemy for the first time and returned home having won their first air 
victory. This great air battle has cost the Americans a proportion of the bombers that 
were lined up. German pilots put their hands in the air, stretching their fingers to show 
each other how many planes they personally had brought down. Other flights take off. [7’. 
00”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 07” 
 
 
 
 
 
4 February 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 48216 
1. Belgium. The Belgian cycling league (BWB-LVB) organises its Grand Prix at the 

Brussels Sports Palace. We have filmed the three heats in which the best cyclists appear. 
Emile Gosselin beats the French cyclist Georges Senfftleben. Jef ‘Poeske’ Scherens also 
beats Senfftleben. Scherens eventually beats Gosselin and is proclaimed winner.II [1’. 
13”]  

2. Belgium. ‘Artists sporting & playing’. Today BA-BN shows you a less well-known aspect 
of Jean Omer: the popular leader of the Jean Omer Orchestra is also a sailor, who loves to 
sail on a lake near Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers].III [0’. 47”] 

3. Romania. Head of State Marshal Ion Antonescu and many leading personalities attend 
music festivities organised by the Romanian ‘Munca si Lumina’ (‘Work and Light’)IV 
Organisation in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. [1’. 03”] 

4. Hungary. St. Christina’s Church in Budapest is being restored. [1’. 03”] 
5. Bulgaria. Dr. Galvanek, the new Slovak Ambassador in Sofiya [Sofia], arrives at the 

Royal Palace to hand over his letter of credence. [0’. 42”] 

 
I Everything is edited smoothly into an engrossing story with spectacular footage of the air 
battles. 
II 23 January 1944. See also the second item of AM-WA NR 647. 
III The item not only shows the bandleader sailing on water but also contains concert footage 
of Omer and his orchestra. 
IV The commentary mentions and translates the Romanian name. 
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6. Germany. The National-Socialist organisation KdF celebrates its 10th anniversary in 
Berlin. Founder Dr. Robert Ley talks about its work. The organisation, founded in 
peacetime, has also been tested during the war, principally concerned with the cultural 
education of the German army. Ley shakes hands with German soldiers, some of whom 
are wounded. Ley also greets civilians, including actress Lil Dagover.I These are the 
artists who brought ‘strength through joy’ to the soldiers. The Führer rewarded them for 
their work by awarding them the Cross of War merit. [0’. 37”] 

7. Czechoslovakia. The population of the Protectorate Bohemia-Moravia clearly expressed 
its opposition to Bolshevism. A great anti-Bolshevist demonstration of Czech youth is held 
in Praha [Prague]. A man, standing against the bust of Hitler and a backdrop of the Reich 
eagle and swastika, addresses a hall filled with youths and honorary guests. In the end 
everyone makes the Nazi salute. [0’. 54”] 

8. Greece. In their spare time, German soldiers stationed in Greece visit Greek sights with 
great interest. German soldiers visit the monasteries on Mount Athos (on Khalkidhikí 
[Chalcidice] Peninsula), talk to orthodox clergymen and take notes. [1’. 43”] 

9. Gulf of Finland. In a port, a special German navy warship takes a submarine net on board. 
The ship sails to the Gulf of Finland where the net is thrown to act as a barrage against 
Soviet submarines. The net, made of steel cables and kept in place with heavy weights, is 
kept on the water’s surface with buoys.II A view, filmed from inside one of the planes that 
ensures the safety of the operation shows that the barrage is now set up. [1’. 44”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 9’. 46” 
 
 
 
 
 
11 February 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 649217 
1. Spain. The Barcelona-Español football match (3-1) is played at the Montjuich Stadium. 

[1’. 06”] 
2. Czechoslovakia. The war has made demands on industry that lead to the creation of many 

new raw materials. After several years of experimentation, a factory in the Protectorate of 
Bohemia-Moravia produces new kinds of hard fibre, which are pressed into boards 
(synthetic triplex) that can be used in a number of fields. [1’. 24”] 

3. Belgium. Visit to a fish processing company in Brugge [Bruges], the city that has a 
traditional fish market centre (Zeebrugge). In this enterprise alone, 4.000 kilos of herring 
are processed everyday. As a result of this year’s record herring catch, the company is 
buzzing with feverish activity. The herring is pickled, washed, skewered, smoked, put into 
crates (in boxes labelled CRD) and expedited. [2’. 29”]  

4. Belgium. The shortage of diesel fuel is leading to the use of gas generators for river 
vessels too. In the Netherlands so far, 700 river craft have been converted. The handful of 
ships with anthracite generators that sail our riversIII have passed the test with excellence 
and even reduced business expenses! The ‘St. Gerard F.J. Joos Agimont’ river vessel sails 
across the water. [1’. 03”]  

 
I Her name is not mentioned in the commentary but many newsreel spectators, especially in 
Flanders, should have recognised her. 
II The item explains in great detail how a submarine net functions. 
III ‘Our rivers’ refers to the Belgian rivers, where the whole item has presumably been filmed. 
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5. The Netherlands. ‘God created the earth, but the Netherlands was made by the Dutchmen 
themselves’ goes an old saying. Dutchmen have been reclaiming land from the sea, 
draining certain areas by building dykes for many centuries. (Illustrated with footage of 
Noordoostpolder [Northeast Polder], Afsluitdijk and IJsselmeer.) [1’. 24”] 

6. Greece. The traditional blessing of the sea festivities are held in the port of Khaniá 
[Canea] on Kríti [Crete]. [0’. 42”] 

7. Germany. The existing German-Bulgarian trade treaty is extended for one year. Minister 
President Dobri Bozhilov, German Representative Obergruppenführer Adolf Heinz 
Beckerle and Dr. Landwehr, President of the German delegation, sign the agreement on 
18 December 1943.I [0’. 36”] 

8. France. A view of the island of Martinique, which has belonged to France since 1635.II 
Admiral Georges Robert arrives by plane (at Lyon airport). After his return to France, 
Admiral Robert, who was for many years the governor of Martinique, declared: ‘I remain 
loyal to the oath that I have sworn to the government of Marshal Pétain. I have only 
yielded to the violence.’III Marshal Philippe Pétain receives the admiral (in Vichy). Robert 
gives Pétain a picture taken during Pétain’s stay in Martinique. Both men look at a painted 
portrait of Pétain. [0’. 50”]  

9. Yugoslavia. A company of Serbian recruits goes on manoeuvre. To save their country 
these Serbian volunteers have placed themselves at the disposal of the German army. 
They receive in-depth training with a view to the battle against Bolshevist gangs. [0’. 38”] 

10. Italy. German supply trains bring ammunition and materials to the front in southern Italy. 
Other supply columns drive over roads that are flooded by the heavy rainfall in some 
places. A mountain light infantry troop (Gebirgsjäger) marches over snowy hills and takes 
up position. At the Tyrrhenian Sea, two enemy landing craft are approaching the coast. 
They are allowed to get really close and are then destroyed. German troops fire their guns 
and machine guns: the landing crafts start to smoke. [2’. 12”] 

11. USSR. (German) map from Zhytomyr [Zhitomir] to Moskva [Moscow] and from Nevel’ 
to Nikopol’. At the eastern front. A ferry loaded with war materials is tracked across the 
River Dnepr [Dniepr], which is covered with floating ice. New German troops are 
deployed to reinforce an important bridgehead, which is repeatedly attacked by strong 
Soviet forces.IV The enemy artillery attacks. In their trenches, German grenadiers are 
prepared for defence. The German artillery is also warned and starts shelling the enemy: 
the attacking Soviet tanks are caught in fire by the German artillery. Then the German 
tanks and assault artillery move against the advancing Bolshevists. Hotbeds of Bolshevist 
resistance are stormed.V Prisoners of war are marched off. [2’. 25”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 49” 
 
 
 

 
I The item includes the close-up of that calendar day. 
II The item opens with archive footage of Martinique. 
III These words are said by the newsreel commentator. There is no sound of Robert speaking 
nor any footage of him making the speech. 
IV Comparison with the German newsreel shows that the commentary refers to the bridgehead 
of Nikopol’. It is unclear why the commentary doesn’t mention that location (see also the 10th 
item of BA-BN NR 46). 
V There is no footage of German troops storming the enemy: the statement is illustrated with 
images of destroyed Soviet war materials instead. 
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11 February 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 49218 
1. Belgium. A boxing gala at the Royal Circus in Brussels opposes middleweight boxing-

champion Al Baker (Belgium) and Jean Despeaux (France). The match ends in a draw.I 
[1’. 26”] 

2. Germany. An ice-hockey match is played in the Olympic Stadium of Garmisch-
Partenkirchen. The team from Rietzer See beats (3-0) the team from Wien [Vienna]. [1’. 
10”] 

3. Belgium. ‘Artist sporting & playing’: Jean-Jacques Rubens and Jeanne Rubens, actors 
from the Théâtre des Galeries in Brussels, try to ride a tandem but have to mend two flat 
tyres.II [1’. 04”] 

4. France. Mending a ladder in a woman’s stocking used to require lengthy manual labour. 
In Roye, an industrialist designed a machine that repairs stockings in a couple of minutes, 
as demonstrated by women workers at work on the machine.III [1’. 09”]  

5. The Netherlands. Demonstration of a recently developed letter-sorting machine. [1’. 08”]  
6. Spain. José Antonio Primo de Rivera, founder of the Spanish Falange movement, was 

murdered in 1936. The old guard of Madrid organises a torchlight procession on the 
seventh anniversary of his assassination and lays a wreath in front of his tomb in the San 
Lorenzo del Escorial Basilica. Franco and several representatives of his government 
attend a commemorative memorial ceremony in the Basilica. [0’. 56”] 

7. Italy. The Italian Republican Fascist Party (Partito Fascista Republicano) holds its first 
national assembly in Verona. The directives of the party policy in the new fascist state are 
laid down. Minister and Party Secretary Alessandro Pavolini, standing in front of a bust of 
Benito Mussolini, reads a statement by the Duce Benito out loud. Everyone in the room 
applauds his words.IV [1’. 02”] 

8. Germany. Hiroshi Oshima, the Japanese Ambassador in Germany, visits an assault 
artillery school (Sturmgeschütz School at Burg). [0’. 40”] 

9. Location not mentioned (Poland?). 600 soldiers from the Polish Tadeusz Koshciuszko 
Division, who were in the service of the Soviets, managed to go over to the German 
troops. A commission of German and Polish journalists visits the Polish soldiers’ camp 
and makes sure that they are well taken care of. The journalists interview the soldiers. 
Afterward, the Poles get soup and go to mass for the first time in many long years. [1’. 
49”] 

10. North Sea and UK. German speedboats have, apart from other navy warships, played a 
decisive role in the military sea-operations of the last months. They sail inexhaustibly 
from their bases of operations to combat the assigned objectives. As recently announced 
in a military report, for the first time in this war German speedboats made a sally to the 
British coast right down to Land’s End and scuttled several merchant ships as well as a 
coaster. German speedboats leave their base, cross the Channel and attack British ships.V 
[2’. 05”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 29” 

 
I 26 January 1944. See also the first item of AM-WA NR 648. 
II Staged gag. 
III The carefully edited item opens with a staged scene of a woman whose pet dog ladders her 
stocking. It also contains a short animated sequence that explains how the machine works. 
IV The content of Mussolini’s letter and/or Pavolini’s speech is not revealed. 
V Footage filmed during the daytime and at night is edited together in an unwieldy fashion. 
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18 February 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 650219 
1. Belgium. Henri Deglane and his partner Pouvrouv demonstrate strikes that are forbidden 

in freestyle wrestling: hair pulling, sticking fingers into a mouth, nose or eyes, etc. After 
that, the wrestlers show some of the more classic holds. [1’. 20”] 

2. Belgium. Visit to a modern pottery workshop in Liège [Luik]. [1’. 36”] 
3. Spain and Bulgaria. An exhibition on German artisan art and handicraft is opened in 

Madrid.I A similar exhibition runs simultaneously in Sofia. [1’. 02”] 
4. Bulgaria. Romania and Bulgaria concluded a trade treaty. Romanian Ambassador Kriston, 

Bulgarian Minister-President Dobri Bozhilov and his Minister of Foreign Affairs Dimiter 
Shishmanov sign the agreement in Sofia. [0’. 40”] 

5. Germany. The Führer receives the Norwegian Prime Minister Vidkun Quisling, with 
whom he as a long conversation. Vidkun Quisling arrives and greets Adolf Hitler (and 
Martin Bormann). Hitler also receives the Norwegian Ministers Rolf Fuglesang, Jonas Lie 
and Alf Whist. [0’. 34”]  

6. Czechoslovakia. Jozef Tiso, the Slovak Head of State, arrives in Žilina [Sillein] to 
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Hlinka party (Slovak people’s party). Tiso enters the 
Hlinkov Dom and addresses an audience of party members and other officials. In his 
speech Dr. Tiso declares that Slovakia will continue without fail to fight Bolshevism for 
the liberation of Europe. [0’. 44”]  

7. Spain. 2.300 sergeants from several armies receive officer’s certificates at the University 
of Madrid. A wreath is laid at the monument of fallen soldiers, after which the troops 
parade in front of General José Asensio, the Spanish Minister of War. [1’. 11”] 

8. Czechoslovakia. A unit of the Slovak anti-aircraft defence holds an alarm exercise. [2’. 
46”] 

9. Yugoslavia. In Bosnia, Bolshevist gangs terrorise the population and set villages on fire.II 
Officers study a map: German troops wage a systematic battle of annihilation against the 
well-armed bandits. Formations of German cavalrymen are deployed in the mountains 
while the River Police (Wasserschutzpolizei) guards the waterways. Heavily armed 
motorised units, accompanied by tanks and infantrymen, carry out an important operation. 
The hideout of an important gang is surrounded on all sides: German artillery and tanks 
open fire. A Don Cossack regiment is also participating in the German action. Tanks draw 
nearer; the artillery sustains its fire. A wounded soldier (wearing a bandage around his 
shinbone) is carried away. As the fire continues some men leave a house: the surviving 
bandits surrender. The gangs are carrying pamphlets in German, addressing German 
troops.III The prisoners are marched off.IV [2’. 46”] 

 
I The item opens with the shot of a poster, which makes clear that the exhibition runs (ran) 
from 10 until 25 November 1943. 
II This statement is illustrated with panoramic views of the Bosnian landscape, in which some 
distant sources of fire are visible. 
III Two pair of hands show the pamphlets. Their content is not revealed; only the (German) 
heading ‘Deutsche Soldaten!’ is clearly visible. 
IV The item concludes with three consecutive close-ups of prisoners. The first ‘bandit’ has a 
beard, protruding ears and is missing a tooth. The second has a bandaged head and a wounded 
left eye. The third has protruding ears and, like the others, a rather fat nose. These images 
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10. Location not identified (France?). Field Marshal Erwin Rommel discusses the military 
situation in the west with several officers, all of whom are standing around a map. The 
German army is prepared for all eventualities. Rommel inspects a base of operations on 
the coast and meets General Alfred Jodl. Rommel sails on an outpost boat and arrives at 
an airfield where he inspects the Ace of Spades Flight (Pik-As-Geschwader). Rommel 
then inspects a tank formation, has dinner with some officers and takes the salute of the 
parading tank formation. [2’. 09”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 48” 
 
 
 
 
 
18 February 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 50220 
1. Belgium. ‘Artists sporting & playing’: cabaret artist Renée Danny makes her debut on 

roller-skates while her partner, Tillie Ally, tries to skate on ice.I Neither of them is very 
successful at it. [1’. 41”]  

2. France. Some circus performers (including clown Achille Zavatta, clown Alex and a 
rhinoceros), visit an exhibition of circus paintings in Paris. [0’. 36”] 

3. Belgium. The Spessardy Circus is Brussels. The Léonard Clowns (Eugène and Marcel 
Léonard), driving a taxi together with Pierre Landri, perform a sketch (at the Royal 
Circus).II [1’. 24”]  

4. Switzerland. The annual Swiss onion market is held in Bern. [0’. 58”] 
5. The Netherlands. In the Dutch village of Oirschot, wooden chairs are still entirely 

handmade. [1’. 05”]  
6. Czechoslovakia. The German Institute for Scientific Research of Bratislava [Pressburg] is 

inaugurated in the presence of Prime Minister Vojtĕch Tuka and leading German 
personalities. The library of the institute houses books like ‘The new Europe’, 
‘Paracelsus’ and ‘Documents of German politics’.III [0’. 53”] 

7. Yugoslavia. In Beograd [Belgrade] General Milan Nedić, Prime Minister of Serbia, 
receives a delegation of Serbian farmers. The farmers have established a farming plan 
with a view to supplying Serbia the following year. [0’. 41”] 

8. Albania. Several events are organised in Tirana to celebrate the Albanian national holiday. 
[1’. 26”] 

9. Greece. Many Evzone battalions have been formed to assure order on Greek territory. 
President Ioannis Rallis and the military commander (Alexander Löhr) attend a parade of 
the new battalions in Athínai [Athens]. [0’. 35”] 

10. Italy. On the Italian front. The German anti-aircraft defence wages a battle on American 
bombers. German pilots chat after a victorious fight. The debris of American planes lies 
on the ground. The artillery opens fire again. Since the beginning of the combats, the 
artillery of both sets of adversaries has proved very active on the Italian front. More 

 
clearly intend to shock the contemporary newsreel audience and create an aversion towards 
these Bosnians. 
I The skates give the cameraman a perfect excuse to focus on the legs of both women. 
II The commentary doesn’t mention the fact that earlier that month a lioness attacked and 
seriously maimed its trainer. (See also the second item of AM-WA NR 648.) 
III The German titles are ‘Das neue Europa’, ‘Paracelsus’ and ‘Dokumente der deutschen 
Politik’. 
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German guns join the battle. A column of American and British prisoners, including 
Hindu soldiers,I is marched off to Roma [Rome]. [2’. 24”] 

11. Location not mentioned (Germany and USSR?). The Giant (Gigant)II aircraft does great 
service in supplying and transporting German troops. At an airfield, an entire company 
and all of its equipment (munitions, guns, tanks, cars etc.) boards a single Giant (Gigant). 
The plane takes offIII and lands on an airfield. Everything is unloaded in a record time: the 
company advances towards the first front line. [2’. 34”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 17” 
 
 
 
 
 
25 February 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 651221 
1. Location not mentioned (Austria?). The Apell-Bemda football match (opposing teams 

from Wien [Vienna] and Brussels) is won by Bemda (4-2). Pierre Day, the Belgian 
Commissioner General for Sports, attends the match. [0’. 41”]  

2. France. A laboratory near Lille carries out several experiments to improve the saccharine 
content and robustness of sugar beet. [2’. 00”] 

3. Sweden. A giant neon-lit thermometer is made in Stockholm. [0’. 44”] 
4. The Netherlands. Manufacturing window-frames and stained glass windows in the 

Netherlands. [1’. 21”] 
5. Spain. Railwaymen and mineworkers from Asturias visit Franco (in Madrid). The miners 

give the Caudillo an album containing 14.000 signatures expressing their gratitude for the 
granted social assistance. [0’. 33”] 

6. Germany. Volunteers from Azerbaijan, who enlisted to fight Bolshevism, gather in Berlin. 
An officer, who already distinguished himself in combat, addresses the volunteers, 
standing on a stage against the backdrop of a swastika and the Red Crescent. The Grand 
Mufti of Jerusalem (Haj Amin al-Hussaini) attends the meeting. The volunteers lay a 
wreathIV on the monument for fallen soldiers (the cenotaph on Unter den Linden). [1’. 
19”] 

7. Greece. Above the islands in the Aegean Sea, occupied by the German troops, lies the city 
and island of Sámos [Samos]. The population is very welcoming of the German soldiers. 
German soldiers wander around the island. They pick oranges, eat bananas, talk to the 
islanders and the local priest. Some soldiers bottle and drink the local wine, others visit 
ruins dating from antiquity. Others sail to the Khalkidhikí [Chalcidice] Peninsula and visit 
a monastery of Greek monks on Mount Athos. A monk shows the soldiers around: among 
paintings of military men and clergymen hangs a portrait of Adolf Hitler. [1’. 59”] 

8. Italy. Experienced German fighter pilots train Italian aviators and teach their comrades the 
tactics of German assault. [1’. 06”] 

9. USSR. (German) map from Nevel’ to Nikopol’ and to Moskva [Moscow]. German men 
on leave return to the eastern front. The soldiers travel by train as far as possible. At the 
railway terminus, they present themselves at the orientation office, where they learn how 

 
I Several close-ups of Hindus with dark skin and/or cloaks are inserted. 
II Epithet for the Messerschmitt 323 B, the largest land based aircraft in the world, used for 
German long-haul freight transport. 
III Accompanied by the music of Wagner’s ‘Die Walküre’. 
IV The wreath bears the text ‘In remembrance of our fallen […] and Azerbaijani comrades’. 
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to rejoin their unit. The last part of the trip is made by truck. When they finally reach their 
company, they show their comrades pictures and souvenirs from home. Some soldiers 
play in the snow and throw snowballs at sleeping comrades. In a village behind the main 
front line military men study a map and go into action. Tanks and infantrymen advance. 
Invasion of the enemy positions!I Two Soviet soldiers are taken prisoner. A minefield is 
cleared. The artillery opens fire: a village, occupied by Soviets, is shelled! Soviet tanks are 
destroyed. [3’. 18”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 01” 
 
 
 
 
 
25 February 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 51222  
1. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). A freestyle wrestling match takes place between 

Henri Deglane and Stan Karolyi. 
2. Location not mentioned. Skating championship 1944.II 
3. France. Visit to a batiste weaver in Cambrai. 
4. France. The funeral of author Jean Giraudoux takes place in Paris. 
5. The Netherlands. Chief inspectors of the Dutch air-raid defence service organise a 

travelling exhibition entitled ‘Self-defence’ (Zelfverdediging). The exhibition, which 
informs Dutchmen about air-raid precautions, opens in Den Haag [The Hague] and counts 
many visitors.  

6. Germany. The NSV sends children from cities threatened by bombing to homes where 
they are well looked after. 

7. Spain. Diplomats visit Franco. 
8. Germany. German soldiers on leave visit a coalmine. 
9. Italy. At the Italian front. 
10. USSR. At the eastern front. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
3 March 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 652223 
1. Belgium. Léon Degrelle addresses thousands of listeners at the Brussels Sports Palace.III 

When the Degrelle enters the Sports Palace, everyone rises and makes the Nazi salute. 
The backdrop of the stage is made up of a map (of the Russian region Degrelle is about to 
talk about), a portrait (of the fallen Lucien Lippert) and a list with names of Russian 
locations (where Degrelle fought). He describes the fight by the SS Brigade Wallonie (SS-
Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien) and by formations of European volunteers, who 

 
I The battle that is announced is not shown: the item immediately cuts to the image of two 
approaching (and surrendering) enemy soldiers, filmed through the viewer of a tank. 
II Possibly the French ice-skating championship in Chamonix, with Guy Pigier and Denise 
Fayolle. 
III 27 February 1944. See also the first item of BA-BN NR 52. 
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alongside German troops managed to break through the encirclement near Cherkasy, 
thereby refuting dishonest Soviet propaganda. Many important personalities (Eggert 
Reeder, Richard Jungclaus, Victor Matthys and others) are seated in the front row.I 
Degrelle comes on stage and raises his right arm to greet the audience, which shouts 
‘Degrelle’, ‘Degrelle’… Degrelle calms the audience down, holds his silence for a couple 
of seconds and then addresses the Sports Palace:II ‘my dear German comrades, men and 
women from my fatherland. Here I am, back once more in this place,III which has seen us 
getting together for so many combats.IV Why did we go to Russia? To reaffirm the 
existence of our people, to have the world witness our people’s virtue and greatness 
again. And really, is there any legion in the world that has brought its people so much 
influence and so much glory?’ The audience applauds. Degrelle continues: ‘we left as a 
small and modest battalion. At that moment in time,V before the Führer, before the press 
of the whole world, our ‘Walloon Storm Brigade’ (Sturmbrigade Wallonien) was put on 
an equal footing with the two great German army corps that had ensured victory over 
thereVI.’ The audience applauds. Degrelle continues: ‘to know that our dead have fallen 
for the highest cause and have won, isn’t that our sweetest and most moving reward? 
When we think of our comrades, it is not with bitterness, but we say to ourselves: the 
blood that has been shed has never achieved such impressive results before. Thanks to our 
dead, thanks to our wounded, thanks to the heroism of our soldiers, we are on an equal 
footing with the epic heroes of our century. Thanks to them, we are respected by Germany 
and by the Führer. Thanks to them, our country will take its place in the political life that 
will be as great as the place it has taken today, with its blood, in the military life of the 
Europe that is seeking victory. Degrelle, acclaimed by the audience, leaves the Sports 
Palace. [5’. 43”]  

2. Germany. The Klagenfurt-Berlin ice-hockey match, attended by many soldiers, is played 
in Berlin. [1’. 13”] 

3. Belgium. The Belgian championship cross-country race, which starts and finishes at the 
Sports Palace in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers], counts 80 participants.VII A group of 15 
cyclists escapes and cycles through Wijnegem and the Schilde woods. Eugène Jacobs, 
who already had a one minute lead in Sint-Job-in-’t-Goor, finishes ahead of Frans Van 
Hellemont and wins. [1’. 39”] 

4. The Netherlands. The tower of Saint Jan’s Church (St. Janstoren) in Gorinchem (Gorkum) 
is restored with the support of the Reich commissioner.VIII [0’. 41”]  

 
I None of them is mentioned or referred to by the commentary, but close-ups of several of 
these people are repeatedly inserted during Degrelle’s speech. There is no close-up of Jef Van 
de Wiele, who was also seated in the front row. 
II The whole speech is spoken in French and not subtitled. Images of Degrelle are regularly 
alternated with views of the Sports Palace and shots of important personalities seated in the 
front row. 
III Degrelle refers to the Brussels Sports Palace, where he spoke before. 
IV At this point the editor jumps from the beginning to the very end of the speech that 
Degrelle actually gave. 
V Degrelle refers to the audience that Adolf Hitler granted him. Images of that visit, which 
took place on 20 February 1944, would only be included in the eighth item of AM-WA NR 
654 but newspapers had already reported on it much earlier (right after the visit). 
VI In the region the Walloon volunteers had fought. 
VII 28 February 1944. The championship was organised by newspaper ‘De Dag’. Eugène 
Jacobs had already won the championship twice. 
VIII Note that the name of Reich Commissoner Arhur Seyss-Inquart remains unmentioned. 
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5. Morocco (Spain). Visit to Chechaouene [Xauen], the city that was founded by Arabs 
expelled from Granada and which remained a city forbidden to Europeans for a long 
time.I The caliph and all the important personalities of Morocco attend the Aid-Al-Kebir 
FestivitiesII in the city. [1’. 18”]  

6. Italy. In the general headquarters of the Duce. Benito Mussolini receives the Japanese 
Ambassador Shorikuro Hidaka and the new Reich Ambassador Rudolf Rahn, who hands 
over his credentials. [0’. 59”] 

7. Germany. In the general headquarters of the Führer. Adolf Hitler receives the leaders of 
the army, the navy and the air force to examine the military situation. Among those 
present: Erich von Manstein, Georg von Küchler, Wilhelm Keitel, Karl Dönitz (and 
Martin Bormann). [0’. 42”] 

8. USSR. Visit to a tank repair shop at the eastern front. While mechanics repair a tank, the 
crew members amuse themselves by sliding down a hill, sitting on water bottles. When 
the repairs are finished, the bottles are filled with water and the tank loaded with 
ammunitions and provisions. The tank is ready for combat. The commander of a crew that 
particularly distinguished itself in combat has been decorated with the Knight’s Cross. 
With their Tiger tank they destroyed 89 Soviet tanks and as many anti-tank guns.III [1’. 
46”] 

9. Italy. (German) map of Italy with the names of Nettuno and Aprilia marked. At the Italian 
front, in the sector of Nettuno. A great number of German heavy artillery guns are pointed 
towards the bridgehead, removing from the enemy any possibility of deploying their 
manoeuvres to the extent they had planned. Aprilia, the city that had fallen into Anglo-
American hands, has been reconquered by German troops. German tanks move through 
the streets of Aprilia. During the course of this battle, the Anglo-Americans lost an entire 
battalion of elite troops. Tanks, paratroopers and infantrymen advance. The artillery fires, 
explosives detonate. The anti-aircraft defence plays an important role in the artillery 
battle. From inside a camouflaged observation post, details of the enemy are conveyed to 
the artillery positions.IV Shells of the enemy artillery explode nearby. In Roma [Rome] 
another unit of Anglo-American prisoners of war arrives: the long column of prisoners 
marches past the Coliseum (Colosseum). [3’. 46”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 17’. 47” 
 
 
 
 
3 March 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 52224 
1. Belgium. Léon Degrelle addresses thousands of listeners at the Brussels Sports Palace.V 

When Degrelle enters the Sports Palace, everyone stands up and makes the Nazi salute. 
The backdrop of the stage is made up of a map (of the Russian region Degrelle is due to 
talk about), a portrait (of the fallen Lucien Lippert) and a list with names of Russian 
locations (where Degrelle fought). He describes the fight by the SS Brigade Wallonie (SS-

 
I The item contains footage of several districts of the city. 
II These are ceremonial sacrificial festivities, but this is not explained in the commentary. 
III Note that the item contains no battle footage. 
IV This sequence is well edited, as usual: all parts of the process have been filmed. 
V 27 February 1944. See also the first item of AM-WA NR 652. Note that both items are 
identical initially (in terms of images and commentary) but contain different fragments of the 
long speech Degrelle made. 
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Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien) and of formations of European volunteers, who 
alongside the German troops managed to break through the encirclement near Cherkasy, 
thereby refuting the dishonest Soviet propaganda. Many important personalities (Eggert 
Reeder, Richard Jungclaus, Victor Matthys and others) are seated in the front row.I 
Degrelle comes on stage and raises his right arm to greet the audience, which shouts 
‘Degrelle’, ‘Degrelle’… Degrelle calms the audience down, holds his silence for a couple 
of seconds and then addresses the Sports Palace: II ‘My dear German comrades, men and 
women from my fatherland. Here I am, back once again to this place,III which witnessed 
us getting together for so many combats.IV Each time that I have joined you here, it was 
with unadulterated joy, with the joy of combat. Today, my dear comrades, I am returning 
to you with the great joy of the fighter but also, deep in my heart, with the sadness of 
having lost the best of my comrades. Lippert and 1, we were one man, one faith, one will.V 
Today, I give you an account of my strength, but also of a martyr.VI The number of dead 
was very small because of the violence and abruptness of the attack. The Soviet cavalry 
was forced back, the Soviet infantry had to take flight, the Soviet tanks were destroyed by 
the anti-tank weapons. In the first hours of the night, almost the entire army was only a 
few kilometres away from Lysyanka.VII All the Germans were there, gathered together.VIII 
Forever united because our brigade, although we were a complete unit, we needed Viking 
pioneers and fought with specialised Viking units.IX And within a month we have shown 
that unity in adversity, in suffering and in blood, that, which we have tried to evoke here,X 
recalling the great memories of history. It was proven by all our soldiers that Germanity 
is a reality and that Germans of the Baltic, Germans of the Scandinavian countries, 
Germans of the North Sea, Germans of Preussen [Prussia], Germans of Bayern 
[Bavaria], Germans of Austria, are men of the same race, with the same blood running 
through their veins, roused by the same forces and promoted first in Europe!’ Degrelle, 
acclaimed by the audience, leaves the Sports Palace. [4’. 20”] 

2. Location not mentioned (Romania?). In the Carpathian Mountains, Hungarian skiers train 
for their national championships. [0’. 45”] 

3. The Netherlands. Under the guidance of a famous trainer (Jan Stenders), Dutch female 
swimmers are training in Hilversum for the forthcoming Dutch championships. [0’. 39”] 

4. Romania. Many government officials attend the inauguration of the new Constantin 
Brâncoveanu Boulevard in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. [0’. 40”] 

 
I None of them are mentioned or referred to by the commentary, but close-ups of several of 
these people are repeatedly inserted during Degrelle’s speech. There is no close-up of Jef Van 
de Wiele, who was also seated in the front row. 
II The whole speech is said in French and not subtitled. Images of Degrelle are regularly 
alternated with views of the Sports Palace and shots of important personalities. 
III Degrelle refers to the Brussels Sports Palace, where he spoke before. 
IV From this moment onwards, the item is completely different from the first item of AM-WA 
NR 625. 
V Close-up of the giant portrait of Lucien Lippert. 
VI Hereafter are some excerpts from the long account Degrelle gave about their break through 
the Soviet lines.  
VII Close-up of the giant map hanging left of Lippert’s picture. 
VIII Degrelle is of course referring to ‘Germans’ as in ‘Germanic nations’. 
IX Degrelle refers to the 5th SS-Panzer Division-Wiking.  
X Degrelle refers to the speech he delivered in this same Brussels Sports Palace on 17 January 
1943, when he declared that Walloons are also a Germanic people. See also the second item 
of AM-WA NR 594. 
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5. Yugoslavia. The 15th anniversary of the Ustasa movement is celebrated in Zagreb 
[Agram] in the presence of Poglavnik Ante Pavelic. The festive meeting takes place in a 
large hall and is also attended by German officials. Party Leader Minister Lovro Sušíc 
makes a speech.I Everyone applauds and makes the Nazi salute. [1’. 02”] 

6. Italy. The new cultural year of the German-Italian Society is officially opened in Venetia 
[Venice]. Dr. Rudolf Rahn, the German Representative in Italy, gives a speech and talks 
about the intellectual relations between both countries. [0’. 25”] 

7. Germany. Adolf Hitler visits an exhibition of art by German soldiers.II [1’. 22”] 
8. Greece. Visit to a Muslim battalion in Greece. The soldiers (of the ‘Freies Arabien’ 

brigade) guard railway tracks and the coast. [1’. 01”] 
9. Italy. (German) map of Italy. At the South Italian front. The American bombardment of 

Monte Cassino is filmed from inside a camouflaged position. Advancing German storm 
troops come to grips with an American reconnaissance troop and throw grenades. The 
German troops step forward slightly and discover the dead body of an American: this is 
the effect of the German grenade! American soldiers that were taken prisoner are 
interrogated for the first time. The results of these interrogations are used immediately.III 
The observation post of the artillery directs fire: the enemy is shelled. The battle on the 
difficult terrain of southern Italy becomes more difficult every day. [2’. 19”] 

10. Great Britain. German fighter planes, ordered to attack London, are flying to Great 
Britain.IV Searchlights of the defence belt around London try to detect the planes. The 
British anti-aircraft defence fires. The planes are now above the targets. The fires caused 
by the bombs of the first formations light up the objectives that are to be attacked.V British 
grenades explode near the German planes. [1’. 38”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 11” 
 
 
 
 
 
10 March 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 653225 
1. Belgium. The F.C. Antwerpen - S.C. Anderlecht football match is played before 20.000 

spectators (at the Bosuil Stadium in Deurne). René Geuns scores the first goal for F.C. 
Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers], which eventually wins with 3-0.VI [1’. 43”]  

2. Belgium. Brussels is covered in snow: views of Porte de Namur and the Avenue Louise. 
People and children are playing in the snow at Terkamerenbos. [1’. 32”] 

3. France. Philippe Renaudin presides the private viewing of the exhibition ‘La vie 
familiale’, which brings together paintings of family life from the 17th until the 20th 
centuries. Among the exhibited works of art are paintings by Jean-Baptiste Greuze, 
Eugène Carrière, Pierre-August Renoir and Mary Cassatt. [0’. 45”] 

 
I The commentary doesn’t refer to the content of his statement. 
II The item contains inserts of German soldiers sketching and drawing in front of a Greek 
temple and in a mountain landscape. 
III The commentary suggests that the prisoners immediately give away vital information. Note 
how this sequence is followed by battle footage. 
IV Accompanied by music from Wagner’s ‘Die Walküre’. 
V Note how the commentary stresses that the German bombers attack designated targets. 
VI 5 March 1944.  
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4. Romania. Maria Antonescu, the wife of Romanian Head of State Ion Antonescu, attends 
as godmother the orthodox baptism of 67 children (in Bucuresti [Bucharest]). [0’. 56”] 

5. Austria. The choir of the first Cossack division of Kuban performsI in Wien [Vienna] for 
workers from the east who are working in Germany. The workers are very moved by the 
music. [1’. 51”] 

6. Spain. Spanish Party Minister José Luis de Arrese presides the congress of the provincial 
leaders of the Falange in Madrid. During the closing session, Franco talks about the tasks 
and obligations of the Falange. The Caudillo says that self-awareness, severity with 
oneself and discipline are the qualities of a real leader. [0’. 52”] 

7. Yugoslavia. Ante Pavelic, Head of State of Croatia, inspects Ustasa formations. After the 
inspection the soldiers perform a traditional Croatian dance for the Poglavnik. Pavelic is 
cordially greeted by the population: women and children gather around him. [1’. 46”] 

8. Location not mentioned (Germany?). Grand Admiral Karl Dönitz visits a German war 
navy base. After inspecting and addressing the crews of U-boats and guard-boatsII, Dönitz 
decorates seamen who distinguished themselves in hard combats. [0’. 44”] 

9. Norway. German troops stationed in Norway learn to ski. They are taught by experienced 
instructors from the German mountain regions. [1’. 15”] 

10. Location not mentioned (Germany?). German fighters return from a flight against the 
enemy. The pilots return to their base and reportIII on the action. While mechanics prepare 
the planes for another attack, the night fighters rest. At 11 a.m. the pilots wake up. The 
aviators, whose medical care is particularly important, lie under a sunlamp and do 
gymnastics. Then they read their mail, walk the dog, eat, play billiards or dawdle. In the 
early afternoon they go back into service. The pilots study tactics. Squadron leader Prinz 
Heinrich zu Sayn-Wittgenstein, bearer of the Oakleaves and the German night fighter 
with the greatest number of victories to his name, talks to his men. These are the last 
views of the gallant night fighter who came to a heroic death after having descended 63 
enemy bombers.IV The pilots are served dinner and then go to the airfield where they 
discuss the atmospheric situation. Everything is ready for action. The pilots wait and kill 
time by playing cards or chess until they get word that the enemy is on its way. The pilots 
run towards their planes: the night fighters take off for the defence. [3’. 11”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 35” 
 
 
 
 
 
10 March 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 53226 
1. Romania. Cross-country run in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. 
2. Austria. The Adolf Heuser-Robinson boxing match takes place in Wien [Vienna]. 
3. Belgium. Fashion show in Brussels.  
4. Location not mentioned. New textile goods.V 

 
I Original sound recording of their songs. 
II Dönitz is shown talking from an improvised stage, but the commentary doesn’t tell us about 
the content of his speech. 
III The pilot who is shown reporting to his superior is wearing an Iron Cross. 
IV Prinz Heinrich zu Sayn-Wittgenstein died in the night of 21 to 22 January 1944. 
V Perhaps an item about the population of the French city of Lyon exchanging worn out 
clothes for textile coupons. 
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5. Germany. Dr. Robert Ley awards the Dr. Fritz Todt Prize to eight German inventors for 
their efforts for the German armaments industry. 

6. Italy. German soldiers in Venetia [Venice]. 
7. The Netherlands. Departure of Dutch volunteers.I 
8. Morocco (Spain). Manoeuvres of the Spanish army.  
9. USSR. At the eastern front. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
17 March 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 654227 
1. Spain. The Spanish national sailing regatta is held in Málaga. The Simba of Cartagena’s 

boat wins the Naval Minister’s Cup. [0’. 57”] 
2. France. The French ice-skating championship is held in Chamonix. Pépin and Léon 

Quaglia win the 500- and 5.000-metre races, respectively. [0’. 51”] 
3. Czechoslovakia. The Slovak army organises its ski championships in the central 

Carpathians. [0’. 36”] 
4. Norway. A herd of 6.000 reindeer is brought into a valley and sorted. [1’. 11”] 
5. Belgium. The Dutch Mikkenie-Strassburger Circus performs in Brussels. Regina 

Strassburger rides a dancing horse, Elli Strassburger presents her trained ponies. Hindu 
tiger tamer Adada performs with his Bengalese tigers.II [2’. 48”] 

6. Location not mentioned. New hats for spring.III 
7. Yugoslavia. The German Ambassador in Croatia (Siegfried Kasche) inaugurates the 

exhibition by the German vocational school at the Fine Arts Palace in Zagreb [Agram]. 
The exhibited works give an overview of the excellent quality of the German crafts 
industry. [1’. 06”] 

8. Germany. Führer Adolf Hitler receives Lieutenant-General Lieb, Lieutenant-General 
Herbert Gille and Captain Léon Degrelle in his headquarters.IV Adolf Hitler decorates the 
officers for their courageous behaviour during the battle of Cherkasy. Captain Degrelle, 
the leader of the ‘Wallonie’ squad is decorated with the Knight’s Cross.V [0’. 48”]  

9. The Netherlands. British and American bombers that took different cities in the east of the 
Netherlands as targets have brought unspeakable misery on the civil population. The city 
of Enschede, a worker’s town, was heavily bombed and has been turned into a ghost-town 
of ruins. Working-class districts, schools and churches are destroyed. Only the outer wall 

 
I Presumably dedicated to the departure of Dutch volunteers for the eastern front (from 
Utrecht) and/or of Dutch NJS members for Germanic Land Service in Germany (also 
departing from Utrecht). 
II The camera positions are identical to the third item of BA-BN NR 55. Both items are clearly 
based on footage filmed during the same performance. 
III This item, announced in the press, is missing from both preserved (related) prints. 
IV 20 February 1944. 
V It is not unusual for the newsreel commentary doesn’t refer to Degrelle as the leader of Rex 
but it is strange that the commentator talks about the ‘Wallonie squad’ (groupe de combat 
Wallonie) instead of the ‘Walloon Legion’ or ‘Storm Brigade Wallonie’, as the SS-Freiwillige 
Sturmbrigade Langemarck was regularly referred to. 
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of a local schoolI is still standing. The city of Nijmegen, the pride of the Netherlands with 
its magnificent buildings and its cultural monuments that testify to past centuries, is 
reduced to ashes.II Flaming houses and buildings light up the night skies. The next day the 
ruins are still smoking. The church of St. Steven, dating from the 13th century, is severely 
damaged.III Numerous bombs, launched on the centre of the city at peak traffic time, have 
resulted in very heavy losses among the civil population. Civilians and firemen sift 
through the debris. [2’. 05”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Odessa to Kharkov and to Yalta [Jalta]. On the Crimean 
Peninsula. Romanian soldiers go to the front line. The German artillery shells the enemy 
lines. The target, a city, is visible from the artillery’s observation post.IV The infantry 
prepares for the attack. The soldiers run through streets and hide behind a wall: the Soviets 
who penetrated into the city are pushed back during combat. Major Bärenfänger, bearer 
of the Oakleaves, is at his post, waiting for the Stukas that have been requested. The 
Stukas arriveV and start bombing the enemy positions. All Soviet attempts to take the 
Crimean Peninsula, with their superiority in men and materials, have been abandoned. 
[2’. 48”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
17 March 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 54228 
1. The Netherlands. Trotting horses are trained for the new season.  
2. Belgium. Winter in the Ardennes. 
3. Austria. Race in Gastern.  
4. France. The new snow-clearer of the French railway company SNCF is put into operation 

in the Alps. 
5. Location not mentioned. Medical healthcare in a factory. 
6. Germany. In München [Munich] Dr. Joseph Goebbels appoints Reich Commissioner 

Arthur Seyss-Inquart as President of the German Academy. 
7. Spain. The Congress of the Female Falange (Sección Feminina) takes place in Guadalupe. 
8. Germany. Visit to the training centre for German army telegraphers in Halle an der Saale. 
9. Italy. The confirmation of new Italian formations takes place in Trieste. 
10. Italy. At the Italian front. 
 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 

 
I The school is named ‘2e School voor Christelijk Volksonderwijs voor Enschede en 
Lonneker’. 
II Filmed photographs of Nijmegen’s centre are followed by moving images of burning 
houses, filmed at night and accompanied by sinister music. 
III Again a photograph (of the church tower) is opposed to moving images (of the damaged 
steeple). 
IV Note how the city remains unidentified. Images of the firing German artillery alternate with 
long-distance footage of the city, where smoke is rising. 
V Bärenfänger looks at the sky as the Stukas fly overhead. 
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24 March 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 655229 
1. Germany. The German national ice-hockey championship is played in Berlin. The Berlin 

team ‘Brandenburg’ beats ‘Rot-Weiss’ (also from Berlin) 4-3. Many military men attend 
the match.I [1’. 23”] 

2. Belgium. The national cross-country run championship is held at the hippodrome of 
Bosvoorde [Boitsfort]. Gaston Reiff finishes ahead of Edouard Schroeven, (Jean Chapelle 
and) Emile Renson.II [1’. 04”] 

3. Belgium. Theo De Mulder, a survivor of the Titanic, tends the ‘Titanic’ bar in Aspelare, a 
village near Ninove. Even today De Mulder often tells about the horrors of that disaster, 
which is the theme of a recent film.III De Mulder points to a picture of three Titanic 
survivors: De Mulder is in the centre of the picture. [0’. 47”] 

4. Bulgaria. Visit to the Kabiyuk stud farm. [1’. 18”] 
5. France. In Marseille, a complete city district surrounding the old port, is demolished. 

Cervelles, Cul-de-sac and Court, for years the haunt of international criminals, are 
replaced by modern neighbourhoods. Filmed pictures and recent footage compare the 
former and present situations. [0’. 58”] 

6. Yugoslavia. German locomotives for Croatia! The first 10 German locomotives are 
officially presented to Croatia during an official ceremony, attended by leading 
personalities, in Zagreb [Agram].IV [0’. 47”] 

7. Belgium. 1.000 Flemish volunteers of the NSKK, leaving for the eastern front, attend a 
farewell ceremony.V The volunteers are lined up in a citadel. High officers inspect the 
volunteers. One of them (NSKK-Obergruppenführer von Bayer-Ehrenberg) addresses the 
NSKK men. After a short and impressive speech, VNV leader Dr. Hendrik Elias hands 
out gold and silver medals of fidelity to old party members.VI The volunteers march off. 
[1’. 34”]  

8. Estonia. Dr. Hjalmar Mäe recently promulgated general mobilisation in Estonia (in 
Tallinn [Reval]). Estonian men sign up on the recruitment lists and undergo a medical 
examination. Farmers bring their horses to the rallying point. The young recruits receive 
their first training and march in long columns. Thousands of fighters enter the battle 
against Bolshevism. [1’. 46”]  

9. USSR. (German) map from Narva to Lake Ladoga and to Novgorod. In the northern 
sector of the eastern front, German troops, engaging in removal operations, occupy new 
positions. In this way an important front shorteningVII has been achieved. German cars, 

 
I The editor made sure to include several shots of uniformed (navy and Waffen-SS) men. 
II 19 March 1944.  
III The commentary refers to the German film ‘Titanic’ by Harald Bratt, which premiered in 
Belgium on 10 December 1943. 
IV The commentary doesn’t specify why Croatia is supplied with railway equipment. 
V 14 March 1944. Note that the location is not identified. Newspapers didn’t identify the place 
either but all referred to ‘an old citadel somewhere in our country’. This suggests that naming 
the exact location was forbidden. 
VI While the item shows von Bayer-Ehrenberg (whose name remains unmentioned) talking, 
there is no footage of Elias’s speech. The viewer can see that the number of lined-up 
volunteers is less than 1.000. 
VII Note the term ‘front shortening’: eupthemistically stating that the front line is being 
‘shortened’, the commentator admits that the German troops are withdrawing.  
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carts and other vehicles drive over the roads. As soon as the last German soldiers have 
passed, bridges are blown up with the help of airplane bombs.I Nothing that may be of use 
to the enemy can remain. Explosions, fire and smoke appear in the background. One thing 
is blown up after another, a village is blazing. A tank crew takes a rest: the soldiers have 
dinner and pass a bottle around. A crew member shaves.II Men from a rear-guard unit 
entrench themselves. German heavy Panther tanks are there too. The German artillery 
shells the enemy. Artillery duel with an advanced Soviet group. The enemy attack is 
stopped at the stopping places.III [2’. 42”].  

10. USSR. (German) map from Zhytomyr [Zhitomir] to Moskva [Moscow] and from Nevel’ 
to Nikopol’. In the sector of Kirovohrad [Kirovograd]. A German blinded tank division 
prepares to counter-attack. Officers study a map. Tanks advance, followed by 
infantrymen, troopers and tracked vehicles. An enemy group is opened fire on by German 
heavy weapons: the German tanks and artillery shell the enemy. German grenadiers attack 
a village. By radio they ask for salvos to be fired. The battery starts firing salvos and 
shelling the enemy. Afterwards the bodies of dead Soviet soldiers lie around one of their 
tanks. Prisoners are marched off. In this sector, the Soviets haves been stopped. Hundreds 
of prisoners were taken. [1’. 57”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 16” 
 
 
 
 
 
24 March 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 55230 
1. Germany. A friendly German-Hungarian boxing match is held in Berlin. European 

champion Hein Ten Hoff knocks his Hungarian opponent Tamasi out in the third round. 
[1’. 27”] 

2. Czechoslovakia. The Slovakian ski-championships are held high up in Vysoké Tatry 
[Tatras Mountains].IV [1’. 00”] 

3. Belgium. The Dutch Mikkenie-Strassburger Circus is in Brussels. Horse-trainer Adolf 
Strassburger presents his 12 horses. The Mandos Sisters (Marguerite and Jenny) perform 
on the trapeze.V [2’. 50”] 

4. Morocco (Spain). Exploitation of a hydroelectric flood-control dam, with an 11-million- 
m3 content, in the west of Spanish Morocco. [0’. 56”] 

5. Belgium. 500 Flemish children leave for Germany, where they will spend six months’ 
holiday in the most beautiful regions of Germany.VI Carrying small swastika and Flemish 
Lion flags, the children lean out of the train (in Brussels North Station) and say goodbye 
to their parents.VII [0’. 37”]  

 
I Planes do not bomb the bridges: the bombs are laid on the bridge instead. 
II This sequence must clearly indicate that the Germans are in no hurry to ‘shorten the front 
line’. 
III This final line of commentary suggests that the Soviets can advance exactly as far as the 
German army allow them to. 
IV In spite of its resemblance to the third item of AM-WA NR 654, it is not identical. 
V The camera positions are identical to the fifth item of AM-WA NR 654. Both items are 
clearly based on footage filmed during the same performance. 
VI 14 March 1944. The children were going to stay in Oberstdorf. 
VII A girl looks straight into the camera while she kisses her mother goodbye. 
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6. The Netherlands. Visit to labour volunteers (NAD)I in the Netherlands. Newly enrolled 
recruits receive spades during a ceremony in the camp. The spade is the symbol of their 
new task for their people and their fatherland. [0’. 39”]  

7. Philippines (USA). On the occasion of the Filipino peoples’ Independence Day, a huge 
parade is held in Manila. Members of the government, accompanied by high 
representatives of the Japanese authorities and army, attend the parade of students and 
national groups. [0’. 23”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from Zhytomyr [Zhitomir] to Moskva [Moscow] and from Nevel’ 
to Nikopol’. Tank battle at the eastern front! At sunrise, German tanks prepare to 
counter-attack. Stukas fly overhead to attack the enemy while German tanks and 
infantrymen advance. No shot has been fired yet because German observers noticed in 
time that the enemy tanks ahead were in fact fakes; camouflaged cloths had been set up in 
the shape of tanks. When the commander locates the real enemy tanks, his troops open 
fire. The German assault artillery shells the Soviets. Soviet soldiersII, with their hands in 
the air, run towards the German lines: the first prisoners! The German infantry also joins 
in combat. [2’. 09”] 

9. Italy. (German) map of Italy. With the German troops in Italy. NSKK formations supply 
the artillery with new shells and ammunitions. German artillerymen look up at the sky, 
where condensation lines indicate an assault by enemy fighter-bombers. The artillery 
opens fire at the enemy planes, which are also hunted by German fighters. The enemy tries 
to get rid of its bombs as quickly as possible and drops them. The German artillery 
sustains its fire. A carpet of bombs is dropped and creates a smoke screen in the distance. 
The artillery shoots an enemy plane down. The debris of the enemy aircraft lies on the 
ground. High in the Abruzzi mountain range (Appennino Abruzzese), soldiers and mules 
bring supplies to the highest German positions. A snowstorm is raging in the south. [3’. 
48”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 49” 
 
 
 
 
 
31 March 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 656231 
1. The Netherlands. German and Dutch swimming champions (men and women) gather for a 

swimming demonstration in Den Haag [The Hague]. In the audience (which includes 
Gertrude Seyss-Inquart) most people are uniformed. [0’. 52”] 

2. Belgium. Small children do gymnastics at the Roubaix Institute (Institut de Roubaix) in 
Brussels. [1’. 47”] 

3. France. Future textile engineers take theoretical and practical training at an institute in the 
city of Roubaix in Northern France. [2’. 29”] 

4. Germany. Marshal Ion Antonescu arrives at an airfield, where Joachim von Ribbentrop, 
the German Minister of Foreign Affairs, welcomes him. Von Ribbentrop and the 
Romanian head of state drive to the headquarters of the Führer, where Antonescu meets 
Adolf Hitler (and Wilhelm Keitel). [1’. 15”] 

5. Germany. Adolf Hitler also receives Mandic, President of the Independent State Council 
of Croatia, and his Minister of Foreign Affairs, Peric. During a cordial meeting they 

 
I Nederlandse Arbeidsdienst or Dutch Labour Service. 
II Only the silhouettes of these men are visible. 
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discuss questions of mutual interest. (Among the other people present: Wilhelm Keitel and 
Joachim von Ribbentrop.) [0’. 40”] 

6. Norway. In Oslo, Vidkun Quisling inspects his troops and attends a parade to 
commemorate the second anniversary of his government. [1’. 08”] 

7. USSR. (German) map from Zhytomyr [Zhitomir] to Moskva [Moscow] and from Nevel’ 
to Nikopol’. The effective powers of the German air force are fighting unceasingly at the 
eastern front for many years. Aircraft are prepared for take-off on a muddy airfield: some 
planes must first be pulled or pushed out of the sludge. A reconnaissance plane takes off 
to observe the movements of a Soviet formation. While waiting for that information, 
fighter planes are prepared and loaded with bombs. Major Hofer, bearer of the Knight’s 
Cross, his formation as it departs. The planes fly over the marching enemy troops and start 
bombing. Because of this concentrated bombing, the Bolshevists are already noticeably 
weakened before coming into contact with the German infantry. Soviet fighters in turn 
attack the German planes but their assault fails. German planes fire their guns at the 
enemy fighters while bombs keep dropping on the Soviet ground forces. [2’. 12”] 

8. Italy. (German) map of Italy. At the Italian front. With the line-up of fighter planes, 
artillery and tanks, the battle for the Nettuno bridgehead has reached a scale that brings 
back the memory of the most difficult material combats since the First World War. The 
German anti-aircraft defence fights enemy air raids. The blazing debris of a shot-down 
enemy plane lies on the ground. In a sector of the battlefield on the road that leads to 
Aprilia. Units of a division of paratroopers occupy positions that were evacuated by the 
enemy. German troops fire and are fired at, bombs are falling. German troops and tanks 
advance to the valley of River Moletta. The German artillery fires on the city of Nettuno, 
which lies in the distance. English and American prisoners are marched off. A minefield 
has been cleared. The road that connects Aprilia to Nettuno, an important communication 
line for both adversaries, has been fought for strongly and has changed hands several 
times before being occupied once again by the Germans. Dead enemy soldiers lie at the 
side of the road next to destroyed tanks, cars, tracked vehiclesI and other war equipment. 
Prisoners of war are marched off: survivors of an ensnared Anglo-American combat 
group. [4’. 03”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 26” 
 
 
 
 
 
31 March 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 56232 
1. Belgium. ‘Artists sporting & playing’: John Ouwerx and Guy Lou.II 
2. Location not mentioned (Belgium?). Visit to the factory that produces PaxIII macaroni. 

[2’. 41”] 
3. France. Officers of the French navy (including Jacques-Yves Cousteau)IV experiment with 

new diving apparatus (aqua-lung prototype) in the Mediterranean Sea. A seaman equipped 

 
I The camera repeatedly focuses on lettering such as ‘Elzapoppin’ II’ and ‘Ready and willing’, 
which leave no doubt which side these vehicles belonged to. 
II This item, announced in the press, is missing from both preserved (related) prints.  
III The name is not mentioned by the commentary but printed on the boxes in which the fresh 
macaroni is packed. 
IV The commentary mentions no names. 
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with the apparatus dives into the water and looks into a wreck. An underwater camera, 
stuck in a watertight box, films his activities.I [1’. 28”] 

4. Germany. In times of war the German merchant navy fulfils most important tasks in the 
most difficult conditions. Ships that transport merchandise of the highest importance for 
the war are quickly loaded and unloaded in a port. Grand Admiral Karl Dönitz talks 
during a meeting (in Szczecin [Stettin] ). Dönitz thanks the German navy for their exploits 
and talks about the friendly ties between the war navy and the merchant navy. He 
considers the protection of the merchant navy as the main task of the war navy. The 
audience applauds. (Among the officials in the front row: Karl Kaufmann and Arthur 
Axmann.) Dönitz raises his truncheon and everyone makes the Nazi salute. [1’. 34”] 

5. The Netherlands. During a ceremony that takes place in the military cemetery of 
Grebbeberg in the Netherlands, a commemoration of Germanic volunteers fallen on the 
field of honour takes place.II SS-General Karl Maria Demelhuber makes a 
commemorative speech. The German Reich Commissioner (Arthur Seyss-Inquart) and 
NSB leader Anton Mussert attend the ceremony. The Reich commissioner lays a funeral 
wreath. Several other wreaths are laid. [1’. 15”] 

6. Germany. In Berlin Dr. Joseph Goebbels receives a delegation of storm troops that fought 
at Cherkasy. Captain Manfred Zimmermann of the Liszt grenadier regiment introduces his 
men. Among them there are also members of the SS-brigade Wallonie (SS-Freiwillige 
Sturmbrigade Wallonien). For three weeks this combat group was surrounded until they 
all managed to fight their way to the main front line. [0’. 45”]  

7. Europe.III Tanks move over the road. Numerous divisions of the German army, formed by 
experienced soldiers, are ready to defend the west European front. They are provided with 
the most modern weapons. Soldiers march past a coast that is defended with barbed wire 
fences, bunkers and artillery positions. An infantry company is training at the coast of the 
Netherlands. Giant searchlights are ready to locate nocturnal landing attempts. Marshal 
Erwin Rommel, continuing his tour of inspection of the Atlantic Wall [Atlantikwall], visits 
some fortifications. Then Rommel stands on the Hendaye-Irun bridge, at the border of 
France and Spain. From the North Cape to the Pyrenees stretches the greatest and most 
modern fortification system in the world. The heavy cannons of the long-distance artillery 
bear the names of illustrious German soldiers such as ‘Friedrich der Grosse’ or ‘Rommel 
III’.IV All kinds of artillery and munitions-dumps are on stand-by. Marshal Rommel talks 
to German soldiers. These soldiers, experienced in numerous combats on all fronts and 
ready to defend Europe, await the great battle with tranquillity. [2’. 37”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from Narva to Lake Ladoga and to Lake Ilmen. At the eastern 
front. The German artillery fires. German troops, helped by a plough, entrench themselves 
in their new defence positions. They receive their food rations: the German soldiers 

 
I The well-edited item contains underwater footage of a diver with that underwater camera, 
which suggests that there were at least two such items. 
II This cemetery was and is the still the final resting place of Dutch soldiers who died in May 
1940 at the Grebbe Line. This explains why the item opens with the frame of a cross and the 
Dutch legend ‘In memory of those who fell for the fatherland 10-15 May 1940’. The next shot 
is a close-up of that legend. 
III The item opens with a close-up of the (German) newspaper ‘Das Reich’, which features a 
picture of the coastal fortifications and the (German) heading ‘ready for invasion’ (Der 
Invasion gewachsen). 
IV These names are chalked on the artillery positions. 
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receive the same supplies as in the first year of the war. Then tanks advance to attack, 
followed by infantrymen. Destroyed Soviet war equipment lies on the ground.I [1’. 13”] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
1 April 1944:II SPECIAL EDITION [BOMBARDMENT OF KORTRIJK 
[COURTRAI] 233 
Belgium. Anglo-American bombers attacked the city of Kortrijk [Courtrai].III People walk 
along a street where all the houses have collapsed. People dig in the debris with their hands; 
while others carry a stretcher stepping over the rubble.IV An electricity pole fell on a house. 
There is a bomb crater in the middle of a street. The carrions of several dead horses lie among 
the debris. Firemen and Red Cross workers carry a person off. People transport the rest of 
their belongings on carts.V [3’. 37”] 
 
Total newsreel length: 3’. 37” 
 
 
 
 
 
7 April 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 657234 
1. Belgium. Among the 103 cyclists appearing at the start of the 28th ‘Ronde van 

Vlaanderen’ (Tour des Flandres) we find Rik Van Steenbergen, Lucien Vlamynck, Marcel 
Kint, Joseph Somers, Edward Van Dijck, Georges Claes, Céléstin Riga and Sylveer 
Maes.VI The race departs from the Sports Palace in Gent [Ghent/Gand] and goes through 
Brugge [Bruges], Roeselare [Roulers], Ronse [Renaix] and Kwaremont [Quaremont] and 
returns to its starting point. Georges Claes and Frans Sterckx enter the Sports Palace at the 
head of a pack of 10 cyclists but fallVII, which allows Rik Van Steenbergen to win. [1’. 
53”] 

2. Germany. Swimming festivities in Dresden. [1’. 16”] 
3. The Netherlands. In Rotterdam two manufacturers show a motorcycle propelled by a gas-

generator that runs on peat. A single refuel is sufficient for a further 200 kilometres. [0’. 
47”]  

 
I Note how the shot of advancing troops immediately cuts to images of destroyed enemy 
materials: the actual combat is left out. 
II It is hard to determine the exact date on which this special edition was released. 
III The city was bombed on the evening of 26 March 1944. 
IV The item doesn’t reveal who or what is lying on the stretcher. 
V The only preserved print of this edition is mute, which makes it impossible to reconstruct its 
content. Most images featured in this special edition will reappear in the eighth item of AM-
WA NR 657 or in the eighth item of BA-BN NR 57. 
VI 2 April 1944. Many other cyclists, like Briek Schotte, Jef Moerenhout and Frans Bonduel, 
are not named by the newsreel commentator. 
VII The incident is not captured on film. 
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4. France. The ‘Salon des Provinces Françaises’ is inaugurated at the Galliera Museum in 
Paris. The exhibition features paintings by William Clochard, Madame de la Villéon, Jean 
Mercier, de Boisecq, Nissant, Kapvil, Zingg, Despiau, Rouvière and Manichon. [0’. 46”]  

5. Germany. Popular customs in the German mountains. Costumed people, representing 
trees, suns or other characters, walk or ski through the snowy woods at night. They gather 
around campfires and dance inside a wooden chalet. The sun will soon chase away the evil 
powers of winter, cold and darkness. The good ghosts of the fields and woods welcome the 
sun of the approaching springtime.I [1’. 19”] 

6. Czechoslovakia. Five years ago, the Slovaks renewed their political independence. In 
1939 Jozef Tiso, President of the young republic protected by the Reich, entered his 
capital Bratislava [Pressburg].II Slovak coins are a symbol of this sovereign state. 
Industry, agriculture and culture have quickly grown.III [1’. 06”] 

7. Yugoslavia. New Serbian police units are put under oath in Beograd [Belgrade]. General 
Dimitrije Ljotić, Commander of the Serbian units, inspects the new policemen. Kostic, the 
Representative of the Minister President, is also present. [1’. 05”] 

8. Belgium. Anglo-American aviators bombed Kortrijk [Courtrai] city centre.IV View of a 
street where all houses seem completely ruined. People dig in the debris with their hands. 
The districts around the great market square, the magnificent medieval buildings of which 
were severely damaged, have been heavily devastated. The population mourns around 300 
dead. Many houses and buildings are ruined. People carrying a stretcher step over the 
rubble.V An electricity pole fell on a house. There is a bomb crater in the middle of a 
street. The carrions of two dead horses lie among the debris. People transport the rest of 
their belongings on carts. [1’. 37”] 

9. USSR and Estonia. (German) map from Narva to Lake Ladoga and to Lake Ilmen. 
Supplies for the eastern front. Fuel, trucks and heavy tanks are transported by train and 
arrive behind the front line. Estonian Waffen-SS volunteers are unloading supplies and 
having dinner. Advanced posts made of walls of snow, camouflage their artillery 
positions, at Lake Pskov [Pleskau]. At the Narva front a captive balloon observing the 
enemy movements directs the fire of the German artillery, aimed against a Soviet attack 
that is supported by tanks. The German artillery and anti-aircraft defence sustain their 
barrage fire. A tank advances, followed by grenadiers: Estonian volunteers and German 
grenadiers fend off the attack. After the battle a burning Soviet tank lies on the ground, 
surrounded by the bodies of dead enemy soldiers and destroyed war equipment. [3’. 49”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 38” 
 
 
 
 

 
I The costumed people act out that story. 
II Illustrated by archive footage of Tiso driving in a carriage to parliament, through streets 
decorated with swastikas. 
III Illustrated by (archive) footage of Slovak coins being struck, Tiso visiting a factory, a 
military parade. 
IV The city was bombed on the evening of 26 March 1944. While the commentary is identical 
to the one in the eighth item of BA-BN NR 57, the accompanying footage, though reflecting 
the same atmosphere, is different. Both items derive most of their images from the special 
edition described above. 
V The item doesn’t reveal who or what is lying on the stretcher. 
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7 April 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 57235 
1. Germany. During an international wrestling tournament German wrestlers prove 

themselves superior to their Norwegian and Slovak guests. [0’. 48”] 
2. Romania. The team representing the aeronautics industry wins the Romanian national 

bobsleigh championship. [0’. 57”] 
3. Czechoslovakia. Manufacturing sleighs in Slovakia. [1’. 30”] 
4. The Netherlands. A factory in Den Haag [The Hague] produces storage batteries for 

pocket torches. [1’. 20”] 
5. France. Henri Haye, the last French Representative in Washington (D.C.), returned from 

the USA via Lisboa [Lisbon]. In Paris Haye is received by Jacques Guérard, Secretary-
General to Philippe Pétain, and by the representative of President Pierre Laval (Villiers 
Terrage). Afterwards Philippe Pétain himself receives Haye in Vichy. [0’. 31”] 

6. Germany. For the fifth time since the beginning of the war, the German people 
commemorate their dead (on Heroes’ Memorial Day (Heldengedenktag)). Grand Admiral 
Karl Dönitz lays the wreath from the Führer at the heroes’ memorial (cenotaph at Unter 
den Linden) in Berlin. The company of honour of the Grossdeutschland regiment parades 
in front of the monument. [1’. 22”] 

7. Belgium. About 400 volunteers of the SS Storm Brigade Langemarck (SS-Freiwillige 
Sturmbrigade Langemarck)I, on leave from the eastern front, parade through the streets of 
Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. Accompanied by a delegation of the Vlaamse 
Wachtbrigade, they march towards the Central Station of Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. 
(The number of spectators is rather low.)II [1’. 18”]  

8. Belgium. Anglo-American aviators bombed Kortrijk [Courtrai] city centre.III The districts 
around the great market square, whose magnificent medieval buildings were severely 
damaged, have been hugely devastated. The population mourns around 300 dead. Many 
houses are completely ruined. The carrion of a horse lies among the debris. People 
transport their belongings on carts. [1’. 30”]  

9. Location not mentioned (Finland and/or USSR?). Dogs are important to German units 
fighting at the Lapland front. The trained military dogs pull sleighs and play a vital role in 
supplying some units. [0’. 45”] 

10. USSR. The winter battle at the eastern front. In the sector of Vitebsk, soldiers clear snow 
off the roads. Trucks and sleighs transport supplies. A German unit changes position and 
goes into a wood. A soldier, sitting on a platform in a tree, raises the alarm. The observer 
spotted an approaching Soviet combat group. The German artillery opens fire. [2’. 45”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 46” 
 
 
 

 
I The commentary refers to their former title (SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Langemarck), 
which was changed on 12 September 1943. 
II This, of course, is not mentioned by the newsreel commentary. Nevertheless it is clear that 
there are only spectators at certain points in the city. In these places, people are only three 
rows deep and behind them one sees passers walking by without even looking. 
III The city was bombed on the evening of 26 March 1944. While the commentary is identical 
to the one of the eighth item of AM-WA NR 657, the accompanying footage, though 
reflecting the same atmosphere, is different. Both items derive most of their images from the 
special edition described above. 
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14 April 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 658236 
1. Belgium. The SS Storm Brigade ‘Wallonie’ (SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien) 

makes its entry into Belgium.I Mounted on tanks, artillery guns, transport trucks and 
amphibians the brigade enters the city of Charleroi. The population welcomes them with 
enthusiasm: people are standing at the side of the roads; some of them make the Nazi 
salute.II The brigade gathers on the Great Square (Grand-Place) of Charleroi, where a 
parade is held. Under the leadership of SS-Sturmbannführer Léon Degrelle, the brigade 
parades in front of General Sepp Dietrich, Commander of a Tank Corps, General of the 
Waffen-SS, SS-Obergruppenführer and Bearer of the Knight’s Cross with Oakleaves and 
Swords. After the parade Léon Degrelle and his honorary guests, notably General Sepp 
Dietrich and SS-Gruppenführer and Police General Richard Jungclaus, Leader of the 
Administration, President Eggert Reeder en the Representative of the Military 
Commander in Belgium and Northern France Lieutenant Zellner are received by the 
mayor of Charleroi (Oswald Englebin). They enter the city hall, which is decorated on the 
outside with the Cross of Burgundy.III The SS Storm Brigade ‘Wallonie’ then forms a line 
on the square. SS-Obergruppenführer Jungclaus and Léon Degrelle inspect the soldiers; 
thereafter Degrelle decorates the heroes of Cherkasy with 30 First Class Iron Crosses, 150 
Second Class Iron Crosses and other distinctions. Degrelle shakes hands with decorated 
soldiers: the friendly ties that unite Degrelle and his men are seen again during this 
ceremony. Degrelle gives a short speech during which he salutes his comrades in arms, 
thanks them for their actions in the battle for the freedom of Europe and urges them to 
continue the fight for the freedom of their country.IV Then the SS Storm Brigade Wallonie 
makes its entry into Brussels. The population acclaims the parade by the brigade with 
enthusiasm. The crowd presses onto the square (Place de la Bourse) in front of the Stock 
Exchange, which is decorated with a Waffen-SS flag, the Cross of Burgundy, the French 
banner ‘The legion parades’ and the Reich war standard. Some people have climbed up 
lampposts; officials try to keep others at a distance. Léon Degrelle, standing on the steps 
of the Exchange, takes the salute of his parading men. Finally Degrelle himself drives in 
an open car along the boulevard, mobbed by enthusiastic admirers.V [4’. 26”]  

2. Switzerland. Ernst Baier and Maxi Herber give an ice-skating demonstration in Davos. 
[1’. 29”] 

3. Germany. Visit to a fox farm in northern Germany. [1’. 38”] 
4. Germany. A German wine-bottler (Henkell) who works in particular for the needs of the 

German army, employs mostly specialised French workers. The contents of a giant wine 
barrel, good for 257.000 bottles, is bottled after passing quality control. [1’. 27”] 

5. Location not mentioned (Bulgaria?). General Danail Nikolaev inspects Bulgarian 
formations. [1’. 17”] 

6. USSR. (German) map from Zhytomyr [Zhitomir] to Moskva [Moscow] and from Nevel’ 
to Nikopol’. At the eastern front. Marshal Ernst Busch, Commander of a German army 

 
I 1 April 1944. An almost identical version of this item also opens BA_BN NR 58. 
II The pavements are not crowded but, as explained in the first part of this study, this parade 
came as a surprise to the population. 
III There are no shots of the interior. The commentary at no point refers to the Cross of 
Burgundy and certainly not to Rex, the organisation symbolised by that emblem. 
IV The speech is summarised in the commentary, there is no sound recording of his voice. 
V Filmed from the preceding car, everyone in front, behind and at both sides of Degrelle’s 
vehicle can be seen. This shot underlines the triumph of this moment.  
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group at the eastern front, celebrates his 40th military anniversary. A delegation of his 
troops congratulates the field marshal. The battle in the Pripet Marshes. The 
reconnaissance group of a brigade of fighters on skis marches through the woods over 
muddy paths.I They try to locate a Soviet base of operations in this huge boggy area that 
is covered with woods. The soldiers load their grenade-launcher and fire at an open spot in 
the woods, where the projectiles explode.II In another sector, a Soviet attack is jammed 
with the help of the German air force. Soviet bombers attack German troops but are 
counter-attacked by German fighters. [1’. 46”]  

7. Italy. (German) map of Italy. At the front in southern Italy. The atmospheric situation and 
the state of the terrain are particularly bad. German soldiers march over muddy roads: 
these men are reinforcements for the line of encirclement that German troops established 
around the Nettuno bridgehead. The reinforcements advance on horseback or on foot, 
their uniforms and faces stained with mud. At the front, tanks and artillery shell the 
enemy. Heavy weapons and numerous heavy batteries are deployed in increasingly 
important quantities around the bridgehead, keeping the Anglo-American under fire 
troops day and night. The port through which the Anglo-Americans bring in 
reinforcements, is an important aim for the long-distance batteries. The German artillery, 
which also lines up and fires in salvos, sustains its fire. The projectiles explode in the 
distance. [2’. 42”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 45” 
 
 
 
 
14 April 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 58237 
1. Belgium. The SS Storm Brigade ‘Wallonie’ (SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien) 

makes its entry into Belgium. Léon Degrelle and his brigade enter the cities of Charleroi 
and Brussels.III [4’. 26”] 

2. France. Jean-Pierre Mussat becomes the new French skiing champion in Serre-Chevalier. 
[0’. 36”]  

3. Belgium. Belgium’s oldest woman, Adèle Vandenbosch, was born in Leuven [Louvain] in 
1837. At the age of 107 she is still very alert and dreams of travelling Europe by car once 
the war is over. [0’. 40”] 

4. The Netherlands. Two Dutch girls visit the Eise Eisinga Planetarium in Franeker. [1’. 22”] 
5. Yugoslavia. Poglavnik Ante Pavelić, accompanied by his wife, visits an exhibition that 

gives an overview of the quality of German handicraft in Zagreb [Agram]. [1’. 02”] 
6. Germany. Admiral Miklós Horthy visits Adolf Hitler.IV  
7. Hungary. In agreement with Hungary, German troops enter the country, in order to stand 

side by side with a nation that signed the Tripartite Pact in the battle against Bolshevism. 
Hungarians standing on the roadside wave at the German columns driving to Budapest. 

 
I Accompanied by sad music. 
II These images suggest that the soldiers have found the Soviet base of operations and start 
attacking it. But there is no further commentary and the item jumps to another subject in 
another sector of the front. 
III 1 April 1944. See the first item of AM-WA NR 658, which contains exactly the same 
footage. The commentary is, apart from two minor details, identical too. 
IV This item, announced in the press, is missing from the preserved (related) prints, as 
discussed in the first part of this study. 
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Children talk to soldiers and climb on tanks. German soldiers hand out autographs and 
walk through the streets of Budapest. German military men look over the Donau [Danube] 
from the fortress of Budapest. [1’. 02”]  

8. Mediterranean Sea. Lieutenant Otto Pollmann , Commander of a German submarine 
chaser and bearer of the Knight’s Cross, has sunk 10 enemy submarines in the 
Mediterranean Sea. Polmann and his crew are congratulated and decorated in a port. [0’. 
24”] 

9. Mediterranean Sea. A German submarine chaser cruises the Mediterranean Sea. In this 
limited area the danger of an enemy air raid is particularly great. Alarm is raised when 
enemy planes attack. The enemy aircraft are dispersed by artillery fire. The ship continues 
its trip. When the listening post locates an enemy submarine, the chaser launches 
submarine bombs. The other chasers are warned.I [2’. 03”] 

10. Italy. In the south of the Italian front. German pioneers lay mines in front of the mountain 
positions. Paratroopers go on reconnaissance and make initial contact with the enemy. 
They fire grenades, which explode in the distance. The enemy artillery responds: their 
projectiles fall near the German troops, who take shelter. [1’. 24”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 59” 
 
 
 
 
 
21 April 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 659238 
1. France. Belgian cyclist Maurice De Simpelaere wins the Paris-Roubaix race ahead of 

Jules Rossi and Louis Thiétard. The route runs from Paris through Amiens, Doullens and 
Arras to Roubaix.II Among the other participants: Marcel Kint, Munier, Huguet, Lucien 
Vlamynck and Jules Lowie. [1’. 30”]  

2. Belgium. Great ice sporting festivities take place in the Sports Palace of Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers]. The proceeds from this event are destined for the purchase of sports 
equipment for Flemish workers working in Germany. The Berliner ice-hockey teams ‘Rot-
Weiss’ and BSC (Berliner Schlittschuhclub) play a match (6-9).III [1’. 16”] 

3. Poland. A traditional peasant’s wedding is held in Zakopane. [0’. 48”] 
4. Belgium. Visit to the workshop of the famous Belgian art restorer Jozef Van der Veken, 

who knows how to reproduce the colours of old Flemish masters. Using many 
photographs and an old replica, the restorer is now reproducing the panel of the famous 
‘Adoration of the Lamb’ (Lam Gods) by Van Eyck that was stolen in Gent [Ghent/Gand] 
in 1937. [2’. 16”] 

5. The Netherlands. High school students are educated to become aircraft mechanics. They 
take theoretical and practical lessons. [1’. 22”] 

6. Germany. On the occasion of the fifth anniversary of the reunification of Bohemia-
Moravia with the German Reich, Führer Adolf Hitler receives the president of the 
government of Bohemia-Moravia (Jaroslav Krejčí).IV [0’. 38”] 

 
I The item stops rather suddenly (just as in the German newsreel it was derived from). 
II At a certain point, the cyclists have to wait at a protected gate crossing for a train to pass. 
III The ice gala was held on 8 and 9 April 1944. See also the first item of BA-BN NR 59. 
IV There is no further commentary. While addressing Hitler the president is looking at a page, 
apparently the German translation of a speech he prepared. 
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7. Germany. Latvian volunteers stay with the RAD. After the end of the courses these men 
will return to their country to establish a Latvian Labour Service based on the German 
model. The volunteers, all wearing a swastika armlet, work together. They are also 
marching past the coast and training how to throw grenades and handle guns. [1’. 32”]  

8. Finland. (German) map of Finland and USSR (St. Petersburg [Leningrad] and 
Murmansk). At the Finnish front. While a snowstorm rages, the German troops set up 
their new positions, digging in the snow.I A snowplough clears the road. Finnish Lottas 
(Lotta Svärd) visit German soldiers in their blockhouse and bring them titbits of food. One 
of the soldiers plays a guitar. The troops from a base of operations are relieved. [1’. 21”] 

9. Germany. Day and night, German fighters and fighter planes are prepared for action. The 
alarm is sounded on an airfield to announce the approach of enemy formations. Pilots run 
to their aircraft, take off, locate the first enemy groups and attack. Air battles take place.II 
Above the clouds, at a height of 5.000 to 7.000 metres, German formations dive from all 
sides at another flight. More air battles follow. Back on the ground, a young pilot is 
welcomed by his comrades and congratulated on his first air victory. He tells his friends 
about the experience demonstratively. After a forced landingIII the debris of an American 
four-engined bomber are dispersed over hundreds of metres. New formations of German 
planes take off to attack the enemy. A flaming enemy bomber crashes. [3’. 13”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 56” 
 
 
 
 
 
21 April 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 59239 
1. Belgium. Great ice sport festivities take place in the Sports Palace of Antwerpen 

[Antwerp/Anvers]. The proceeds from this event are destined to purchase sports 
equipment for Flemish workers working in Germany. Ulrich Kuhn and the young Ria 
Baran – Paul Falk couple give skating demonstrations.IV [1’. 28”]  

2. Switzerland. The Swiss national curling championship 1944 is held in Arosa. [0’. 51”] 
3. Belgium. Former world champion billiard player Edouard Horemans gives a 

demonstration.V [1’. 18”] 
4. The Netherlands. Visit to a diamond-cutting establishment in Amsterdam. [0’. 49”] 
5. Yugoslavia. Waterpower is used to saw wood and to drive watermills in Croatia. [1’. 07”] 
6. Spain. Barcelona celebrates the fifth anniversary of its liberation by the nationalist 

troops. An open-air mass is celebrated on the Plaza de la Victoria. General José Moscardó 
Isuarte, defender of the Alcázar, hands out decorations on behalf of the Caudillo and 
attends a military parade. [1’. 12”] 

7. Greece. Ioannis Rallis, President of the Greek Council, takes the salute by Greek 
formations on Heroes’ Memorial Day in Athínai [Athens]. Accompanied by Greek and 
German officers, he lays a funeral wreath on the tomb of the Unknown Soldier. The 
ceremony is followed by a military parade (of Evzone battalions). [1’. 09”] 

 
I The falling snow makes it hard to see or understand what the soldiers are doing. 
II Spectacular images. 
III This line of comment is of course intended ironically. 
IV The ice gala was held on 8 and 9 April 1944. See also the second item of AM-WA NR 659. 
V This is not a public but a private demonstration, staged in front of the camera. 
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8. Yugoslavia and USSR. New Cossack regiments parade in front of General von Panitz and 
General Edmund Glaise von Horstenau (in Zagreb [Agram]). At the eastern front Marshal 
Paul Ewald von Kleist decorates Don Cossacks who distinguished themselves in battle. 
[1’. 06”] 

9. Location not mentioned (Germany?). The Goliath, a new German weapon against tanks 
and blockhouses, is demonstrated. The remote controlled mini tank is directed towards a 
heavy Soviet tank and detonated, thus destroying the enemy tank. [1’. 03”] 

10. Italy. (German) map of Italy. At the Italian front. In the battle for Cassino, the Anglo-
Americans, far more superior in terms of air force and materials, have tried incessantly to 
definitively conquer the city. But a strong German defence awaits them in the ruins of the 
convent.I Marshal Albert Kesselring and Lieutenant-General Heydrich are at the front. 
Bombs from Anglo-American fighters explode in the distance. After the destruction of the 
convent by air bombardments and long hours of artillery fireII the Germans took up 
positions on the hill surrounding the convent. They have a clear view of the valley, which 
is heavily disputed. An observer directs the fire of the artillery. Batteries, firing in salvos, 
are also deployed. [3’. 07”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 10” 
 
 
 
 
 
28 April 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 660240 
1. Belgium. Dutch middleweight boxing champion Luc Van Dam knocks his Belgian 

opponent Félix Wouters out in the third round at the Brussels Sports Palace.III [1’. 33”] 
2. Belgium. People canoe on the Lesse River. [1’. 39”] 
3. The Netherlands. Visit to Rotterdam Zoo. [1’. 00”] 
4. France. Le Perreux houses the National Aviculture Fair, which is organised under the 

protection of the National Welfare Organisation (Secours National). [0’. 23”] 
5. Denmark. Visit to the workshop of G. Johansen where mannequin dolls are made. [1’. 

29”] 
6. Yugoslavia. Minister Budak opens the first meeting of the Croatian-Japanese League in 

(the parliament of) Zagreb [Agram]. The Japanese Representative, Miura, is welcomed 
and receives a gift. [0’. 41”] 

7. Finland. Pehr Svinhufvud, the former president of Finland died. The last images of the late 
former president, one of the most determined fighters for the liberty of his fatherland, 
show him on his estate in Kivinimie.IV Marshal Carl Gustaf Mannerheim and many 
government officials attend Svinhufvud’s funeral. Finnish generals carry the coffin to his 
last resting place. [1’. 01”] 

8. Latvia. All able-bodied Latvian men join the battle against Bolshevism. Latvian civilians 
enter a building and enlist. They are subjected to a medical examination before they 
receive their uniforms and fighting-kits. A new recruit poses in a Waffen-SS uniform with 
‘Latvija’ emblem. [0’. 40”] 

 
I This commentary is accompanied by images of the ruins of Monte Cassino. 
II Close-ups of friezes and of a decorated wall illustrate the former beauty of the convent. 
III 23 April 1944. Wouters had never been knocked out before. 
IV The item opens with that archive footage. 
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9. USSR. (German) map from Narva to Lake Ladoga and to Lake Ilmen. In the northern 
sector of the eastern front. In the sector of Narva, German reinforcements arrive with 
tanks, trucks and carts. The weather conditions are bad: there is wind and snow 
everywhere. A soldier tries to light his cigarette but the wind blows his lighter out. 
Seeking shelter behind a horse doesn’t help, so he sticks his head inside a truck, where the 
driver is kind enough to give him a light.I On the ice of Lake Peipus a German storm 
troop, dressed in white uniforms, runs over the frozen water towards a small island. This 
island, occupied by Soviet forces, is purged. The Soviet shelters, hit before by the German 
artillery, are blazing. The storm troopers now enter the village and capture its occupants 
(a handful of men). The artillery responds to Soviet artillery fire: a Soviet counter-attack 
is pushed back. [1’. 50”] 

10. Italy. Outside as well as inside Cassino, the Americans and British have come upon 
thoroughly stubborn resistance. These images of the city of Cassino were filmed in the 
days of the most violent combats. A battlefield was created among the city’s ruins and 
streets, ripped open by bomb and grenade craters, where in decisive moments only a man-
to-man fighting is possible.II German paratroopers are engaged in street fighting, firing 
their guns and grenade launchers. The head of a wounded soldier is bandaged. On the 
outskirts of the town, an attempt at encirclement is repudiated.III Lieutenant General 
Heydrich commands his troops. Everything is being prepared for a counter-attack. The 
infantrymen launch an assault and move from one ruin to another, supported by the assault 
artillery. A large group of New Zealanders, who have been taken prisoner, are rounded up 
in a ruin. Meanwhile the battle continues, deploying all kinds of weapons. The artillery 
sustains its fire, infantrymen advance. [3’. 23”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 39” 
 
 
 
 
 
28 April 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 60241 
1. Romania. Marshal Ion Antonescu attends the annual Romanian youths ski championships. 

[1’. 00”] 
2. Belgium. Chicory is one of Belgium’s most important crops. Its shoots are edible as 

vegetables while the roots are transported to a factory (SterckxIV in Brussels) and washed, 
shred, dried, roasted, milled and packaged. [3’. 17”]  

3. Germany. Visit to a home for children (in Garmisch-Partenkirchen) where the 
unperturbed development of youth from areas threatened by air raids is guaranteed. In 
the morning the young boys (aged 12 to 14, dressed in HJ uniforms) read the day’s 
schedule. The school curriculum continues as normal. At school the boys and girls take 
handicraft lessons: the boys tinker with paper tanks and airplanes. After school the 
children play outside in the snow. [1’. 30”] 

4. Germany. Members of the Serbian Labour Service march through the streets of a German 
town. As future leaders of the Serbian Labour Service they are trained in a nearby camp. 

 
I This was filmed in (at least) two takes. 
II This commentary is illustrated with battle scenes filmed in the ruins of Cassino. 
III This statement is not illustrated with images. 
IV The name is printed on the chicory packaging. 
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In another camp we find Norwegian Labour Service leaders who are prepared for their 
future task following the basic principles of the RAD. [1’. 23”] 

5. Spain. Visit to an aviation school in Málaga where aircraft engineers receive theoretical 
and practical training. [0’. 54”] 

6. Italy. At the front in southern Italy. The British-American bridgehead of Nettuno is 
surrounded closely by German troops. Prisoners of war are rounded up: wounded 
prisoners receive first-aid. An air battle developed at the border of the bridgehead. 
Entangled lines of condensation in the sky prove that the German artillery has already 
dispersed the enemy bomber formation. German paratroops prepare for an attack. 
Protected by the fire of the German artillery, they advance towards the bridgehead. Field 
Marshal Albert Kesselring looks through his binoculars. German heavy artillery, mounted 
on railway tracks, is deployed to attack Anzio. A German soldier looks through his 
binoculars at the impact of the firing artillery.I [3’. 09”] 

7. USSR. (German) map from Kovel’ [Kowel] to Ternopil’ [Tarnopol] and to Odessa. The 
defence battle in the south of the eastern front is among the fiercest battles fought in the 
east so far. During the course of this battle, the German supreme command (OKW) 
repeatedly carried out extensive movements over rather large distances. Cars and other 
vehicles are driven or pulled through the sludge. The ground is muddy and marshy, but the 
assigned locations must be reached within the allocated time. The orderly development of 
these movements depends on the network of telephone and telegraph connections: 
engineers establish a connection. An explosion… […]II  

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
5 May 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 661242 
1. Belgium. HJ members make a clarion call from the tower of the Castle of the Counts 

(Gravensteen) Gent [Ghent/Gand]. Day of honour for the Flemish HJ (Hitlerjeugd 
Vlaanderen). The new HJ colours, kept within the venerable walls of the old castle of the 
Flemish Counts, are solemnly carried out.III HJ members, carrying the flags, gather in the 
inner court. The Flemish Lion flag is hoisted; a HJ banner is also raised. After a small 
ceremony, HJ boys and girls make the Nazi salute and march out of the castle, which is 
decorated on the outside with a giant Reich eagle and swastika. In the afternoon an 
impressive ceremony takes place (at the HJ-Führerschule in Schoten).IV SS-
Obergruppenführer Gottlob Berger inspects delegations of the Flemish HJ. Berger gives 
an address in front of the boys, girls and the many adults that are also present. In his 
speech SS-Obergruppenführer Berger declares among other things that in the new Europe 
Flanders will, alongside other Germanic people, take the place it is entitled to. 
Afterwards district leader Bennewitz receives the new colours from the hands of SS 
volunteers who distinguished themselves at the eastern front. On behalf of the Leader of 

 
I Filmed with a long distance lens through a mask in the form of a pair of binoculars, 
suggesting that the newsreel audience is looking through the eyes of that soldier. 
II In both preserved (related) prints this item breaks off too soon, at 1’. 10”. 
III 30 April 1944. 
IV The soundtrack makes a slight jump: it is possible that the commentator’s mention of the 
exact location was cut (censored). 
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the HJ of the Reich (Arthur Axmann), Bennewitz hands the colours over to the Flemish 
HJ. Finally SS-Obergruppenführer Berger reviews the first volunteers of the Flemish HJ 
who enlisted in the Waffen-SS. [2’. 38”]  

2. Belgium. ‘La Grande Poule des Produits’ is held at the hippodrome of Bosvoorde 
[Boitsfort]. Horse Pardon (ridden by Jalet) reaches the winning post ahead of Penhros, 
Tobrouk, Rodrigo, Pinacle and Chatham, thus winning the prize worth 200.000 Belgian 
francs.I [1’. 15”] 

3. France. The finals of the French rugby cup are played in Paris. ‘USA Perpignan’ beats 
Bayonne (20-5). [0’. 50”]  

4. The Netherlands. Rotterdam Zoo drives children to school using the pony-taxi, a cart 
pulled by ponies. Children attend a performance in the German Theatre (Deutsches 
Theater), where old legends are revived. The theatre show, acted in German, includes the 
stories of Hänsel and Gretl (and of Little Red Riding Hood).II [1’. 31”] 

5. Austria. The National Croatian Ballet performs in Wien [Vienna]. [0’. 47”] 
6. Spain. The traditional ‘Las Fallas’ festivities take place in Valencia. A carnival like parade 

of giants representing the human vices concludes with the burial of the giants. [1’. 07”] 
7. Yugoslavia. Mr. Miura, the Japanese Ambassador in Zagreb [Agram], receives the leaders 

of the Croatian authorities as well as foreign representatives, on the occasion of the 2604th 
anniversary of the Japanese empire. [0’. 53”] 

8. Location not mentioned (USSR?). Attestation of new regiments of Turkoman volunteers in 
the fight against Bolshevism. Dark-skinned volunteers kiss a book (the Koran?) and the 
Reich war standard. [0’. 45”] 

9. Italy. Attestation of the new army of the new Italian Republic. Marshal Rodolfo Graziani 
and generals and soldiers from all units take the oath on the flag of the new Italy and sign 
a document. On leaving the room where he took the oath, Graziani is embraced by two 
women. Following the ceremony an open-air mass is celebrated. Under the guidance of 
Marshal Graziani, Republican Italy takes up its fight for freedom once more. The troops 
parade. [1’. 45”] 

10. Italy. The general staff needs daily intelligence to continue the battle. A German 
reconnaissance plane takes off from an Italian airfield, flies above the enemy and takes 
pictures. The pilot flies over the port of Anzio.III Immediately after the end of the mission 
the photos are developed by a special service (Bildstelle). To preserve the value of the 
pictures, it is important to work fast. Officers study the photographs to locate new targets 
for the long-distance artillery such as ships in the port of Anzio. The heavy artillery starts 
shelling those targets; the impact of their fire is studied with the help of binoculars.IV [3’. 
06”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 37” 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I 30 April 1944. The prize went to the owner of the horse, Baron Brugmann de Walzin. 
II Both sequences of this item are apparently not related, apart from the fact that they both 
dedicate attention to children’s activities. 
III The shot of the pilot looking down is followed by aerial photography of that port. 
IV Filmed through a mask shaped like a pair of binoculars, just as in the sixth item of BA-BN 
NR 60. 
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5 May 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 61243 
1. Belgium. Before their departure, a new contingent of Flemish SS volunteers as well as SS 

volunteers of German descent, SS volunteers from Northern France and Flemish nurses 
who volunteered for the German Red Cross, are reviewed at the Steen in Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers]. SS-Obersturmführer A. Schindlmayer, Commander of the Waffen-SS 
Ersatzkommando Flandern, (accompanied by Dr. Klein, Oberfeldführer of the German 
Red Cross), inspects the volunteers, who then march outside the Steen.I [0’. 43”]  

2. Belgium. At Brussels Sports Palace the best Belgian cyclist teams cycle a 50-kilometre 
track relay race against the French team of Adolphe Prat and Maurice Archambaud. The 
French cyclists win.II [1’. 30”] 

3. Belgium. Hungarian Stan Karolyi beats his Belgian opponent Jean Sulon during a 
freestyle wrestling match at Brussels Sports Palace. [1’. 41”] 

4. Switzerland. A Swiss inventor developed the railway of the future and made plans for an 
ultra-fast railway network, which will be used in Europe after the war. The inventor now 
experiments in Zürich with a scale model of his new locomotive. [1’. 15”] 

5. Spain. Reconstruction work in Spanish areas that were devastated during the Civil War 
continue. Commissioner General José Moreno Torres visits a reconstructed Carmelite 
convent as well as a repaired bridge. [0’. 53”] 

6. Czechoslovakia. The fifth anniversary of the Slovak state is celebrated in Bratislava 
[Pressburg], where streets are decorated with swastika flags. Head of State Jozef Tiso 
attends a military parade. [1’. 14”] 

7. Germany. Visit to a Waffen-SS mountaineering training centre in the German Alps. The 
Waffen-SS soldiers learn to ski as well as to climb mountains and glaciers. [1’. 57”] 

8. Italy. (German) map of Italy. With the German troops in Italy. The Führer decided to 
reward the courage of the fighters at Nettuno by awarding them honorary decorations. 
Colonel Krettner, bearer of the Knight’s Cross, hands out the decorations. An artillery unit 
congratulates its chief, who received the First Class Iron Cross, and presents him with a 
bunch of flowers. During a moment of respite the soldiers read, plant flowers in front of 
their bunker, shave, play cards, make pancakes, play with a dog or smoke a pipe. The sky 
is observed continuously: when the soldier in the observatory post sounds the alarm, each 
man rushes to his post. The artillery opens its defensive fire at the American planes that 
are already dropping their bombs. One of the pancakes is still on the fire. The artillery 
keeps firing at the enemy planes. The attack is pushed back. The sky is quiet again. [2’. 
30”] 

9. USSR. At the eastern front. German naval forces launch a barrage fire at Soviet artillery 
positions established on the coasts of Narva. The crew happily smokes a cigarette.III 
Elsewhere at the eastern front German combat planes take off to attack moving Soviet 
tanks. A Soviet tank explodesIV: these views, filmed by onboard cameras, show the 
destructive effect of German fighter planes on heavily armed Soviet tanks. More tanks are 
blown up. [2’. 11”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 54” 
 
 

 
I 29 April 1944. ‘Het Steen’ (The Stone) is an old Roman castle. 
II 30 April 1944. 
III This shot suggests that their artillery attack on the enemy positions was successful. 
IV This very spectacular sequence is repeated in slow motion while the commentary explains 
how it was filmed and is followed by other, similar images. 
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12 May 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 662244 
1. Germany. Female gymnastics clubs from Berlin and Dresden meet for a touring 

tournament in Berlin, on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of gymnastics club ATV.I 
The Dresden team wins the contest. [0’. 45”] 

2. Spain. 22 military teams run a relay race through the streets of Barcelona. [0’. 45”] 
3. Poland. A Georgian musical evening with singing and folk dancing is held Warszawa 

[Warsaw]. [1’. 00”] 
4. Austria. The German population of Romania organises an exhibition of German paintings 

and sculptures in Wien [Vienna]. Dressed in national costumes, a group performs popular 
old songs in an exhibition room. [1’. 32”] 

5. Belgium. The city of Sint-Niklaas [Saint-Nicolas] in East Flanders specialises in making 
gingerbread and has maintained that tradition during the war.II The production process of 
gingerbread, in this case the ‘Couque Royale’III brand, is followed. [3’. 12”] 

6. Sweden. Members of the royal family attend a ceremony commemorating the 100th 
anniversary of the death of King Karl XIV, founder of the Swedish royal house of 
Bernadotte, in Uppsala. King Gustav V salutes the population from the balcony of the 
university of Uppsala, where many members of his family studied. [0’. 52”] 

7. Germany. Members of the HJ are drafted to the RAD. RAD and BDM girls give the boys 
presents and flowers. [0’. 29”] 

8. USSR. (German) map from Zhytomyr [Zhitomir] to Moskva [Moscow] and from Nevel’ 
to Nikopol’. The battle at the eastern front. A German garrison, surrounded in a city, was 
thanks to combined action of all arms, liberated after 21 days of combat.IV German plane 
formations fly over the besieged city (Kovel’ [Kowel])V and drop ‘supply bombs’: the 
supplies are attached to parachutes and land smoothly. The encircled soldiers immediately 
open the ‘bombs’: some of them contain carefully wrapped shells.VI Many railwaymen 
fight alongside the surrounded troops: an armoured train fires at the enemy. Supported by 
Waffen-SS formations, German tanks and grenadiers advance through the snow and fight 
their way to the city. Enemy planes nose-dive towards the German troops. German fighter 
planes relieve the encircled soldiers continuously by attacking the enemy positions. 
Lieutenant-Colonel Hoffmann, leader of the escape operationsVII, examines the situation. 
German tanks advance further, passing by destroyed Soviet artillery. The tanks, making 
way for the grenadiers and Waffen-SS soldiers, finally reach the edge of the city. Combat 

 
I Allgemeiner Turn Verein. 
II The commentary implicitly refers to the shortage of certain ingredients. 
III The name is not mentioned, but is visible on the packaging. 
IV This heroic story will be told during the course of this item. 
V It is peculiar that the newsreel commentary never mentions the name of the city. Foreign 
newsreels, like the French ‘France-Actualités’, did name Kovel’ [Kowel]. Note also that Gille 
will later (see the fourth item of BA-BN NR 72) be given the epithet ‘defender of Kovel’ 
[Kowel]’. 
VI This sequence features images filmed from a plane that drops such supplies as well as 
images filmed on the ground, where the besieged soldiers quickly open the parcels. It is 
possible that both sides of the story were actually filmed during the course of the events by 
different PK cameramen. But it is also possible that some of this scenes were acted out for the 
camera’s sake. 
VII This means that Hoffmann is leading the besieged troops. 
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in the suburbs: the tanks and grenadiers start clearing the streets. The troops and tanks 
fire at the enemy, the streets seem filled with smoke and fire.I A Soviet tank is destroyed; 
Soviet prisoners of war are marched off. The forces connected up! In the centre of the city, 
Lieutenant-General Gille salutes Lieutenant-Colonel Hoffmann, the defender of the city 
who led the escape operation. [5’. 35”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 10” 
 
 
 
 
 
12 May 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 62245 
1. Belgium. ‘Artists sporting & playing’. Variety artists Gita Ranelli, Josée Rody and Martha 

Love respectively ride a horse, perform acrobatic stunts and do rowing exercises. [1’. 02”] 
2. Germany. The new horse race season opens at the hippodrome of Karlshorst, a 

neighbourhood of Berlin.II [1’. 01”] 
3. France. Henri Guérin beats opponent (Duchesne) in a fencing tournament in Paris. [0’. 

29”] 
4. Germany. Visit to lumbermen in the German mountains. Wood, very important for the 

war, is obtained through hard work. Trees felled in the mountain range are transported to 
a factory. Wood is put to many different uses. It can be used for the construction of houses, 
the production of railway sleepers, the shoring of mine galleries, to power gas generators, 
to manufacture paper and produce artificial wool and silk.III [1’. 44”] 

5. Romania. King Mihai I, Marshal Ion Antonescu and Vice-President Mihai Antonescu 
attend the traditional water blessing ceremony in Sinaia. [0’. 46”] 

6. Yugoslavia. Ante Pavelić makes a tour of inspection through the Croatian territories that 
are now liberated from terrorists. The local population welcomes the Poglavnik 
enthusiastically. [1’. 09”] 

7. Spain. The fifth anniversary of the liberation of Spain from the Bolshevist yoke is 
celebrated in Madrid. Franco reviews a parade of all army branches and of the Falange 
militia. [1’. 06”] 

8. Belgium. A day with the Vlaamse Wachtbrigade.IV The brigade members wake up, wash 
themselves and have breakfast. Then they learn how to handle and maintain a gun and to 
crawl across the ground. In the evening they are given a copious mealV and relax 
afterwards, playing round games or reading the newspaper ‘Volk en Staat’. [1’. 48”]  

9. France. French boats go fishing, protected against enemy raids by German destroyers. An 
enemy plane attacks but is immediately fired at. The enemy is pushed back. The French 
fishermen can continue fishing and bring home herring, which is cleaned and salted. [1’. 
56”] 

10. Italy. (German) map of Italy. New documents on the battle in the sector of Cassino show 
the destruction caused by the Anglo-Americans. The convent of Monte Cassino is 

 
I This sequence, containing images shot by a camera mounted on a moving tank, is very 
impressive. 
II Women stand on their tiptoes to see the race, which gives the cameraman an excuse to film 
their legs. 
III All these uses for wood are illustrated. 
IV This is the only commentary. 
V It is quite clear that they receive a well-filled plate of warm food. 
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completely ruinedI and so are the fields outside Cassino. The enemy artillery opens 
violent fire, followed by an attack on nine of their tanks. The German anti-aircraft defence 
and paratroopers counter-attack. The paratroopers get closer in order to destroy the tanks 
in direct combat. Together with his comrades a war correspondent (PK-Kriegsberichter) 
gets within a few metres of a heavy enemy tank. The German anti-aircraft defence sustains 
its fire. Here are two tanks that were destroyed in direct combat by the paratroopers. 
Here is the third tank and the fourth…and the fifth, which were also destroyed in direct 
combat.II Then the German paratroopers have to take shelter: the enemy artillery launches 
smoke grenades to allow their remaining tanks to return. The German artillery responds 
by shelling the enemy once more. The fire of German machineguns throws back the attack 
by the enemy infantry which are supposed to follow the breakthrough by their tanks.III [3’. 
18”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 19” 
 
 
 
 
 
19 May 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 663246 
1. Spain. The Barcelona tennis tournament opposes ‘Racing Club France’ against ‘Real 

Tennis Club España’. The doubles match between Frenchmen Henri Cochet and A. 
Gentien and Spaniards L. Carles and J.M. Blanc is won by the Spanish twosome. [0’. 53”] 

2. Norway. Norwegian fishermen sail and fish along the coast of the Lofoten. [0’. 47”] 
3. Germany. Pupils from a mining school, all dressed in HJ uniforms, do theoretical and 

practical tests of competence for the ‘wartime vocational contest for German youth’ 
(Gauwettkampfstätte im Kriegsberufswettbewerb 1944). During the test, organised in a 
mine in the Ruhr region, the pupils demonstrate among other things their ability to build 
mine galleries. At the end of the examination diplomas are awarded. [1’. 11”] 

4. Belgium. The Dutch Culture Council (Nederlandsche Cultuurraad) and the Dutch 
Broadcasting Corporation (NIR)IV pay homage to the 70-year-old poet Cyriel Verschaeve 
in Brussels.V The festive meeting opens with music played by the NIR Orchestra. Cyriel 
Verschaeve sits in the front row (with Jef Van de Wiele and other prominent figuresVI). 
Prof. Dr. Antoon Jacob, acting chairman of the Dutch Culture Council, addresses the 
audience and sheds light on the poet’s life’s work, his contribution to European culture as 
well as his important role in the rejuvenation of Dutch intellectual life.VII Prof. Dr. Robert 

 
I Close-ups of damaged or entirely destroyed friezes and sculptures are inserted. 
II While the commentary addresses the audience in this way, the camera travels past five 
destroyed Sherman tanks. There is no footage of the tanks actually being destroyed, but the 
commentary before and after these images are shown suggests that they were filmed while the 
battle was still raging. 
III There are no images of the enemy infantry. 
IV The term ‘Dutch’ refers twice to the language: both organisations were Flemish. 
V 14 May 1944. The event, organised in the radio studios of Radio Brussels (Zender Brussel), 
took place from 11 a.m. onwards and was broadcast live. 
VI None of them, not even Jef Van de Wiele, is named. Among those present: Secretary-
General Victor Leemans, German Representative Mayr-Falkenberg and Representative of the 
Military Government Friedrich. 
VII To be understood as ‘Dutch-language intellectual life’. 
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Van Roosbroeck also makes a speech and reads aloud the tributes from the Netherlands, 
Germany, Flemish war veteransI and volunteers from the eastern front. Finally Cyriel 
Verschaeve himself gives a speech and expresses the wish that love may unite everyone in 
Flanders. [1’. 16”]  

5. Belgium. Anglo-American aircraft formations have, apart from many other cities in our 
country, also attacked the centre of the old university town of Leuven [Louvain].II People 
gathered on a square look at the debris. A stuffed blackbird stands on a leaning lamp-
post.III Housing districts as well as the world famous façade of the late Gothic city hall 
and of St.-Peter’s Church (Sint-Pieterskerk) were severely ravaged. The historical 
buildings are heavily damaged; statues have been decapitated. Three men, including a 
priest, clear the rubble. The City Theatre is also heavily damaged. Priests carrying a table 
march through the streets. Boys push a cart loaded with household goods past destroyed 
houses. The outer wall of a house has disappeared: one can see straight into all its rooms. 
Many more houses are completely destroyed. [1’. 34”]  

6. Germany. In the last weeks, strong formations of Anglo-American bombers have almost 
flown into the Reich every day, hoping in vain to benumb Germany’s endurance and 
defensive powers. These attempts have cost the Anglo-American air force 1.000 four-
engined bombers in one month.IV Coastguards observe enemy bombers flying into 
Germany and immediately radio that information. Ashore German fighters take off to 
counter-attack. Just before taking off, one of the pilots built an automatic camera, the size 
of his hand, into his aircraft. Meanwhile people in German cities have been warned and go 
into bunkers and shelters, the doors of which are closed by German soldiers. Streets are 
empty now; streetcars stand still. In hospitals too patients are brought to air raid shelters. 
Condensation lines in the air show that enemy formations have approached but German 
fighter posts have examined each of their movements. In these fighter posts, the 
movements of the planes are closely followed and indicated on maps by a special crew.V 
Overhead, in the sky, German fighters attack the enemy formations. Half of the tail plane 
of an enemy aircraft is missing.VI Here we see clearly how one of them is shot down: the 
enemy plane is hit and crashes. Back in one of the command posts on the ground, the 
arrival of 10 parachutists is reported. Outside, standing next to the blazing wreckages of 
four-engined bombers, one sees the parachutists come down. Taken prisoner, the 
American parachutists are questioned in English.VII Wooden crosses mark the spots where 

 
I Veterans of the First World War. 
II On 11 May 1944 the city was attacked twice within 24 hours. The commentary refers to 
bombardments on Brussels, Tournai [Doornik], Lokeren, Hasselt, Kortrijk [Courtrai], 
Mechelen [Malines] and other cities.  
III The images of the bird, which has been filmed from two angles, is rather sinister in this 
context. However the fact that he is stuffed, also gives the image an unintentional comic 
touch. These images are not commented but accompanied by sad music. 
IV This statement is followed by a (very) long item, focusing on various aspects of Germany’s 
defence. 
V An officer orders women to move signs symbolising planes on a giant map. He says (in 
German, presumably post-synchronised…): ‘plane number three goes from…’ 
VI The commentary points this out. 
VII Two prisoners are interrogated in English; the post-synchronised interviews are not 
subtitled. Interview 1: American (bandaged head): ‘Burns’. German: ‘You are burned?’ 
American (nods): ‘Burns’. German: ‘Very dangerous? Is it painful?’ American: ‘No, it’s not 
painful.’ Interview 2: German (making notes): ‘Your name is Philip G. Gibbons’. American: 
‘Yes sir, Gibbons, G-I-B-B-O-N-S.’ German: ‘Are you wounded?’ American: ‘Uh… Twisted 
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other American pilots are buried.I The next day enemy formations attack from Italy, near 
south-eastern Germany. German heavy anti-aircraft artillery in northern Italy, warned by a 
German central post, opens fire on the enemy planes. A ‘liberator’ whose fuel tank has 
been destroyed, is forced to make an emergency landing on a German airfield.II The 
enemy crew leaves the plane. Meanwhile other enemy bombers are flying above the 
German Alps, where the German anti-aircraft defence fires at them again. Above this dog-
eat-dog battlefield, they run into German fighters and fighter planes. The attacks by the 
German pilots are followed closely and guided by ground bases.III German fighters fire at 
the enemy’s four-engined bombers. Pieces of a hit enemy aircraft fall to the ground. Each 
time a German pilot presses the button of his control stick he strikes an enemy plane.IV 
Engines burn, parts fly around. Sergeant Kappstein downs an enemy four-engined bomber 
almost three times before he can destroy it definitively.V [7’. 15”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 56” 
 
 
 
 
 
19 May 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 63247 
1. Belgium.VI Professor Dr. Hans Heimsöth, Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy at the 

University of Köln [Cologne], presents Cyriel Verschaeve, the Flemish poet and thinker, 
the title of Doctor Honoris Causa, granted as a tribute to his poetic oeuvre.VII During the 
ceremony, which takes place at the German Institute (Deutsches Institut) in Brussels, 
Professor Heimsöth stands against the backdrop of a big swastika and reads the certificate 
aloud. Everyone in the room (including several military men and August BormsVIII) 
applauds. Then Cyriel Verschaeve gets up to speak and moved, makes some words of 
thanks.IX [2’. 48”]  

 
ankle.’ German: ‘Twisted ankle, but that’s all. You can walk after all?’ American (nods): 
‘Yes.’ 
I A cross bears the name of George J. Parker. 
II The commentary ironically makes deliberate use of the English word ‘liberator’. The 
cameraman filmed close-ups of graffiti on the plane, like the sketch of the half-naked woman 
‘Sunshine’ and the words ‘Look out, I’m poison’. 
III Illustrated with parallel edited close-ups of the pilot and someone on the ground base giving 
him instructions. 
IV This is not stated by the commentary, but suggested by consecutive editing. 
V The item, which didn’t show a single enemy plane managing to reach a German city, 
concludes with this spectacular footage. 
VI The only preserved print is missing the beginning of the soundtrack of this first item. 
VII 15 May 1944, the day after the ceremony featured in the fifth item of AM-WA NR 663. 
VIII None of them, not even Borms, is named. Among those present: Secretary-General Gerard 
Romsée and German Representative Mayr-Falkenberg. According to newspaper ‘Volk en 
Staat’, more people would have shown up if the bombardments hadn’t paralysed the traffic. 
IX The item contains insignificant excerpts of Heimsöth’s and Verschaeve’s speeches, both in 
German without subtitles. 
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2. Belgium. Anglo-American aircraft formations have, apart from many other cities in our 
country, also attacked the centre of the old university town of Leuven [Louvain].I [1’. 34”] 

3. USSR. (German) map from Odessa to Kharkov and to Yalta [Jalta]. Supplies for the 
eastern front! With the use of the German Giant (Gigant) aircraftII large quantities of 
troops and supplies are dispatched in the shortest time, over the greatest distances, to the 
places where the most intense combat are fought. Soldiers free a Giant (Gigant) aircraft 
from snow: one of them slides down a wing, another one shovels snow from the wing, 
right onto the head of a comrade walking under the wing.III An entire company and its 
equipment (motorcycles, cars, munitions, guns etc.) board the Giant (Gigant), which takes 
off and flies over the coast. German war navy convoys also transport supplies. Shortly 
before the arrival of one of these convoys Soviet bombers attack its port of destination. 
German anti-aircraft defence fires. A fuel reservoir, hit by a Soviet bomb, is blazing. 
Nevertheless most Soviet bombs fall on the mountains or into the sea without causing 
further great damage. The convoy, which eventually arrived at its destination without 
sustaining losses, is unloaded in the port.IV[3’14”] 

4. Location not mentioned. The German military communiqué (OKW) continuously signals 
the success of German fast coastal craft (vedettes). A flotilla of motorboats sails at night 
to its sector of operations. Once they have reached their indicated position, the boats waits 
and remains on the lookout. The crew, tense but calm, waits.V A steamer is in sight…VI 
[…] 

 
Total newsreel length: unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
26 May 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 664248 
Unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
26 May 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 64249 

 
I On 11 May 1944 the city was attacked twice within 24 hours. This item is fully identical to 
the fifth item of AM-WA NR 663. 
II Messerschmitt 323 B, see also the 11th item of BA-BN NR 50. 
III This sequence has of course been staged. 
IV Note how none of both parts of this item, only linked because each of them is related to 
transport of supplies, is exactly located. 
V The story line is told very effectively by combining baleful music with shots of people 
pacing up and down, a close-up of strumming fingers...  
VI The item breaks off too soon (at 1’. 24”) in the only preserved newsreel print. 
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1. Belgium. The ‘Grand Steeple-Chase de Bruxelles’ is held at the hippodrome of Stokkel 
(Stockel) near Brussels. Six racehorses appear at the start. Favourite Aladin II (ridden by 
Vanderlinden) passes the winning post ahead of Niveld and Sélect.I [1’. 50”]  

2. Czechoslovakia. The 1944 cross-country running championship takes place in the 
Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia. [1’. 05”] 

3. Spain. Madrid fire brigade holds fire drills, which shows that they are very well organised. 
[1’. 05”] 

4. Yugoslavia. The Slava festivities take place in Serbia. A priest performs carries out a 
religious ceremony, followed by a festive meal and folk dancing. [1’. 10”] 

5. Switzerland. An exhibition of old maps and documents is held in Zürich. [1’. 00”] 
6. Austria. During talks held in the spirit of the old friendship between the Führer and the 

Duce, common political and economic issues have been discussed. Adolf Hitler and 
Benito Mussolini meet and talk (in Klessheim Castle near Salzburg). After his meeting 
with the Führer, the Duce, accompanied by Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel and Marshal 
Rodolfo Graziani, inspects newly-established Italian divisions. Benito Mussolini inspects 
the troops and their equipment; the Duce gives a soldier instructions.II [1’. 34”] 

7. Yugoslavia. On the third anniversary of the independent state of Croatia, Ante Pavelić 
decorates meritorious government officials. Afterwards the Poglavnik, cheered by 
spectators, inspects units of the Croatian bodyguard. [1’. 13”] 

8. France. John Amery, the son of the British Minister of Colonies, IIIarrives at the Atlantic 
Ocean (Cap Gris-Nez) coast. Accompanied by German officers, Amery addresses a small 
audience. He addresses the French workers who are building fortifications there and tells 
them why he believes in Germany’s final victory.IV [0’. 46”] 

9. USSR (and Romania). (German) map from Zhytomyr [Zhitomir] to Moskva [Moscow] 
and from Nevel’ to Nikopol’. In the south of the eastern front. During bitter fights, the 
German troops have moved back to new positions. These movements are carried out in an 
orderly way and according to plan. Soldiers, smiling into the camera, march across the 
roads. Cars drive back too. A great mass of locals, transporting belongings on carts and 
taking animals with them, follow the German troops. The civil population of Bessarabiya 
[Bessarabia] moreover remains under the protection of the German arms. Military 
equipment is transported; a company leave a vacated village. Elsewhere, tanks advance. 
Again and again German troops counter-attack the flanks of pursuing Soviets. Once again 
sludge and swamps create additional obstacles. The German troops open fire; smoke rises 
in the distance. Infantrymen advance and open fire; blazing vehicles can be seen in the 
distance. [2’. 30”] 

10. Location not mentioned (USSR). German planes fly over and drop boxes attached to 
parachutes. An advanced German base is supplied with new munitions and provisions by 
the German air force. The artillery shells the Soviet positions that are later stormed by 
grenadiers. Enemy trenches are taken. Field line telephones are installed in an occupied 
village. [1’. 22”]  

 

 
I 18 May 1944. The commentary doesn’t mention that the prize is worth 100.000 Belgian 
francs. As usual, the item concludes with a shot of the horse and its jockey (Vanderlinden), 
whose name is not mentioned. 
II The item suggests strongly that Mussolini is still an important head of state, leading his own 
troops. 
III Leopold Charles Amery was actually the Secretary for India. 
IV The item contains footage of Amery addressing workers, but there is no sound recording of 
his voice. Note that the commentary doesn’t specify which arguments Amery used. 
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Total newsreel length: 13’. 35” 
 
 
 
 
 
2 June 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 665250 
1. Belgium. After a short interruption, Anglo-American aviators attacked the Belgian civil 

population again. Widespread destruction has been caused in districts of several Belgian 
cities. An important number of dead is mourned. Here are some views of the damage 
caused in certain districts of Brussels. A bomb crater swept houses away. Civilians and 
firemen clear the debris. Outer walls are damaged, houses are completely ruined, people 
pull carts with what’s left of their belongings, a car is almost completely buried under the 
debris, people load their belongings onto a cart, houses on the corner of a street have 
disappeared...I [1’. 14”]  

2. Yugoslavia. The Serbian football championship 1944 is won by the home team in 
Beograd [Belgrade]. [1’. 19”] 

3. Belgium. Belgian champion billiard-player Van Leemput gives a demonstration in 
Brussels.II [1’. 00”] 

4. Spain. Visit to Spanish artists, painter Fila Puig and sculptor Mariano Benliure, in their 
studios. Among the greatest works by Benliure is a bust of Franco. [1’. 28”] 

5. France. The feast of heroine Jeanne d’Arc (Joan of Arc) is commemorated in all parts of 
France. Funeral wreaths are laid (at the Place des Pyramides) in Paris. Mgr. Blanchet, 
bishop of Saint-Dié, visits the Basilica of Domrémy-la-Pucelle (Basilique du Bois Cheny) 
in Jeanne d’Arc’s native village. On this day the whole nation remembers France’s 
liberator.III [0’. 56”] 

6. Germany. A garrison town welcomes HJ volunteers who joined the Grossdeutschland 
Division.IV The young volunteers march through the town, accompanied by a band of 
younger HJ members. The commander reviews the volunteers and their instructors on the 
market square. [1’. 27”] 

7. Location not mentioned (Germany?). German units, on manoeuvre in the mountains, 
deploy light and heavy artillery weapons. The exercises are attended by foreign military 
attachés. The air force also takes part in the exercises and drops bombs. [1’. 50”] 

8. Location not mentioned (Germany?). Paul Hellmann, Commander of a blockade breaker, 
is the first captain of the merchant navy decorated with the Knight’s Cross. Hellmann and 
several of his crew members are decorated in a port. A convoy leaves the port, protected 
by escort ships of the war navy including a cruiser especially equipped for defence 
against air raids. The merchant ships launch barrage balloons that will protect them 
against nosedive attacks by enemy planes. The convoy is further protected by seaplanes. 
An observation plane signals approaching enemy aircraft! An alarm is sounded on all 

 
I Brussels was, from early May 1944 onwards, bombed on several occasions, it is not clear on 
which date these images were filmed. See also the ninth item of BA-BN NR 65. 
II Just as in the third item of BA-BN NR 59 this is a private demonstration, staged in front of 
the camera. 
III Note the innuendo on the British occupation of France 
IV A board reads (in German) ‘Welcome to the war volunteers of the Grossdeutschland 
Division’. 
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boats; their guns start firing. An officer looks through binoculars: an aircraft was shot 
down.I The convoy reaches its port of destination without losses. [2’. 55”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 09” 
 
 
 
 
 
2 June 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 65251 
1. Germany. An international boxing match is held at the German People’s Theatre 

(Deutsches Volkstheater) in Berlin. German heavyweight Zendel outscores his Dutch 
opponent Neule and makes the Nazi salute. [1’. 23”] 

2. Czechoslovakia. Rafael Kubelík conducts the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra in Praha 
[Prague]. The concert inaugurates festivities commemorating the 120th anniversary of 
composer Bedřich Smetana. [0’. 50”] 

3. France. A Gregorian choir sings at the Abbaye Sainte-Marie, a Benedictine abbey in Paris. 
At Our Lady of Lebanon (Notre-Dame-du-Liban),II Maronnite Frenchmen wash the feet 
of the Jesus figure that hangs from a large crucifix. According to Syrian rites, they carry 
the crucifix through the church and lay it in a tomb.III [1’. 22”] 

4. Spain. Numerous European stages featured revised and recently retranslated German 
plays in the last months. A theatre in Madrid features a new adaptation of Goethe’s 
‘Faust’. [0’. 46”] 

5. The Netherlands. Rotterdam opened its first exchange mart.IV People exchange clothes, 
cooking utensils, shoes, umbrellas, etc. [0’. 54”] 

6. Italy. Lieutenant Enzo Grossi, decorated with the Knight’s Cross and standing in front of 
an Italian flag and the Reich war standard, presides the attestation of units of the newly 
constituted Italian navy. After the ceremony, a mass is celebrated. [0’. 52”] 

7. Germany. During an official ceremony, the German people pay their last homage to 
General Hans Hube, Commander-in-chief of a tank army and bearer of the Iron Cross 
with Brilliants and Oakleaves, who died accidentally.V Hermann Göring salutes his mortal 
remains: the coffin is covered with the Reich war standard.VI Adolf Hitler lays a funeral 
wreath. Other than Reich Marshal Göring and the Führer, many other important 
personalities (Heinrich Himmler, Karl Dönitz, Wilhelm Keitel) attend the funeral 
ceremony. [0’. 56”] 

8. Belgium. A Belgian inventor discovered a product permitting resistance to one of the most 
inhuman weapons used by the Anglo-American aviation against the civilian population: 
phosphorus bombs!VII A bottle, containing the mixture taken from a non-exploded bomb, 

 
I Something did fall into the water but it may well have been a bomb. 
II Vichy France ruled over Syria-Lebanon. 
III Both parts of this item, the Gregorian choir and the Syrian rites, have nothing in common 
except that both ‘ceremonies’ take place in a French church. 
IV A board reads (in Dutch): ‘Municipal exchange mart. He who is not only driven solely by 
self-interest but who gives good things in exchange for rare goods, is not only helping himself 
but is also helping the community.’ 
V Hube died after a visit to Hitler: his plane hit a tree on take-off and crashed. 
VI The whole room is decorated with flags, Iron Crosses, Reich eagles, swastikas etc. 
VII The invention was presented to the press by the end of April 1944; the name of the 
‘inventor’ was (as in this newsreel item) not mentioned. 
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is thrown against a door. The bottle breaks, the mixture is set on fire and the door starts 
burning. And this is the equipment to fight phosphorus bombs. A man takes an anti 
phosphorus extinguisher, pulls a lever and directs a small spout of liquid on the door. (He 
fails to completely extinguish the fire.I) [0’. 49”] 

9. Belgium. After a short interruption, Anglo-American aviators attacked the Belgian civil 
population again. […] Here are some views of damage caused in certain districts of 
Brussels.II [1’. 14”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 09’. 06” 
 
 
 
 
 
9 June 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 666252 
1. Belgium. Racehorse Rodrigo almost wins the ‘Grand-Prix de Boitsfort’ in Bosvoorde 

[Boitsfort] but eventually loses to Chatham, who wins the prize worth 300.000 Belgian 
francs.III [1’. 25”] 

2. Belgium. 75 cyclists appear near the Basilica of Koekelberg (Brussels) at the start of the 
second stage of the ‘Tour de Belgique’. Among the participants: Sylvain Gryssolle, R. 
Van Eenaeme, (Rik Van Steenbergen), Camille Beekman and Jef Moerenhout. The latter 
wishes to keep his first place in the general ranking. The cyclists ride through Asse, 
Ninove, Nederbrakel and other towns back to Koekelberg. Gryssolle wins the race but 
Moerenhout keeps his title. [1’. 50”] 

3. Sweden. In Stockholm Zoo, newborn bears are presented to the public for the first time. 
[0’. 42”] 

4. Hungary. In Budapest, a family and its pet crocodile live together in an apartment. [0’. 
29”] 

5. Switzerland. A glass furnace is repaired and cleaned with great caution. [1’. 01”] 
6. Germany. In the fifth year of the war, the professional education of the German youth 

must be continued by all means. Arthur Axmann, Leader of the German Youth 
(Reichsjugendführer), hands out prizes to prizewinners of elite youths of different 
professional groups. IV (Axmann is accompanied by Backe and Martin Mutschmann.) [0’. 
25”] 

7. Poland. The first council of the bishops of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church takes place in 
Warszawa [Warsaw]. The bishops hand the representative of the General Government, 
District Governor Ludwig Fischer, a memorandum rebelling against Bolshevist 
machinations concerning the religious life of the Ukrainian people. [0’. 48”] 

8. Germany. Lieutenant-General Karl Wilhelm Specht, bearer of the Oakleaves, inspects the 
training of trainee-officers (Führernachwuchs) at the RAD, which forms an essential part 

 
I That remarkable fact is of course not mentioned by the commentary. Triumphant music is 
louder, suggesting that the experiment works out fine. But it is crystal clear that the 
extinguishing operation, filmed in several takes (!), fails. 
II See the first item of AM-WA NR 665. 
III 4 June 1944. In the final shot, Chatham poses with jockey Wollanders and another man, 
presumably its owner. 
IV The commentary doesn’t specify that these are the winners of a Reich War Professional 
Competition (Reichskriegsberuffswettkampf) but this is clarified (for those spectators who 
read German) by the close-up of the certificate of apprentice-silversmith Karl Schanz. 
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of the military formation of German youth. The trainees do sports and shooting exercises. 
[1’. 19”] 

9. Germany. Visit to a navy training centre near Cuxhaven. Marines are taught to mine as 
well as to sweep mines. Commander von Kampf, bearer of Oakleaves with Brilliants,I 
heads the institution. Theoretical courses are followed by practical exercises. [1’. 40”] 

10. USSR. At the eastern front. Grenadiers and formations of Latvian Waffen-SS volunteers 
have pushed back all breakthrough attempts of the Soviets in the sector of Narva and have 
lead counter-attacks, crowned with success. Soviet planes attack and are fired at by the 
German artillery. At 16:00 the artillery starts a counter-attack.II The artillery opens fire 
and shells the enemy, firing in salvos. German tanks advance, followed by grenadiers. 
Hotbeds of resistance are under fire from German tanks. German infantrymen enter the 
Soviet positions, round up prisoners of war, advance further and enter a village. Soldiers 
smoke a cigarette. One of them shows how a bullet clipped his helmet: it came within a 
hair’s breadth! In the first lines, the grenadiers and the Latvian Waffen-SS volunteers are 
decorated with the Iron Cross. [2’. 50”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 29” 
 
 
 
 
 
9 June 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 66253 
Unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
16 June 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 667254 
1. Germany. Canoeing in Germany: with the beautiful season comes new life in the 

boathouses of amateurs of water sports. Men and women launch their boats and sail 
across a lake. [0’. 45”] 

2. Belgium. In Oudergem [Auderghem], 25 cyclists appear at the start of the ‘Tour de 
Wallonie’, which takes place over 273 kilometres.III Although the number of starters is 
limited, the best ones are there. Among the participants: Jef Moerenhout, Marcel Kint, 
Sylvain Gryssolle, Joseph Somers, Stadtsbader and Gustaaf Van Overloop. The cyclists 
ride through Huy [Hoei], Nivelles [Nijvel] and Asse to Koekelberg, where Moerenhout 
finishes ahead of Van Overloop and wins the ‘Tour de Wallonie’. [1’. 45”]  

3. Czechoslovakia. In the National Bank in Praha [Prague] out-of-date banknotes are 
perforated and subsequently turned into paper dust, to be recycled by the paper industry. 
[1’. 17”] 

 
I The camera focuses on the badge. 
II The close-up of an officer looking at his watch suggests that the operation is carried out 
according with plan. 
III 11 June 1944. The newsreel commentary doesn’t mention that all participating cyclists, as 
explained in the first part of this study, were Flemish.  
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4. France. An exhibition of French graphic art (‘Le Salon de l’Imagerie Française’) is held in 
Paris. Sketches for animation films by André Rigal alongside drafts for movie posters 
such as ‘L’inévitable M. Dubois’, ‘Les anges du péché’ and ‘L’Éternel Retour’. [0’. 59”]  

5. Spain. During the traditional ‘La Feria’ festivities in Sevilla [Seville] locals improvise a 
corrida with a bull calf and perform traditional Andalusian dances. [1’. 09”] 

6. Germany. As before, German institutes of higher education are visited by numerous 
foreign students. A group of foreign students visits a German Institute for Technology and 
attend some high-voltage scientific experiments. [1’. 30”] 

7. Albania. Formations of the newly constituted Albanian police force take the oath in 
Tirana. The president of the Albanian council (Midhat Frasheri) and German 
representatives attend the ceremony and review the policemen. These volunteers will 
maintain order and tranquillity in their country. [1’. 06”] 

8. USSR (and Romania). (German) map from Zhytomyr [Zhitomir] to Moskva [Moscow] 
and from Nevel’ to Nikopol’. In the south of the eastern front, with the grenadiers of the 
motorised Grossdeutschland Division. As the German military communiqué (OKW) 
signalled, this division particularly distinguished itself during the defensive combats 
between the River Prut and the River Moldova. From both sides the fight was conducted 
with strong participation by the air force. German bombers support their tanks and 
infantry by bombing the enemy. General Hasso von Manteuffel, bearer of the Oakleaves, 
commands his troops. Tanks of the Grossdeutschland Division advance, followed by 
infantrymen. Russian soldiers hide in a trench. Distant fires and explosions mark the front 
line. German tanks attack. The defensive battle reaches its peak. Tanks advance, the 
artillery fires, a Soviet tank has been destroyed and is blazing. General von Manteuffel 
leads the combat in the first lines. Tanks advance further, sustaining their fire. Among the 
Soviet soldiers taken prisoner are also women.I Advancing German grenadiers pass by 
destroyed Soviet equipment and bodies of killed Soviet soldiers. Prisoners are rounded up. 
The Germans happily smoke a cigarette.II [3’. 48”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 19” 
 
 
 
 
 
16 June 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 67255 
1. Germany. 1.000 soldiers compete in the 7.500 metre cross-country run of the German 

army (in Kolberg). Konrad, a member of an air force sports league (Luftwaffensportverein 
Stralsund), wins. [0’. 56”] 

2. Belgium. In Oudergem [Auderghem], 25 cyclists appear at the start of the ‘Tour de 
Wallonie’, which is eventually won by Jef Moerenhout.III [1’. 45”]  

3. Sweden. A fashion show is held in Stockholm. [1’. 05”] 
4. Germany. Visit to the German film ballet (Deutsches Filmballett) in Berlin. The dancers 

get ready for their daily rehearsals and perform a step dance and a waltz. [2’. 01”] 

 
I This is not mentioned in the commentary but the camera focuses for a long time on a female 
Soviet soldier. 
II The item concludes with close-ups of worried-looking Soviet prisoners (with Asian 
features) and smiling German soldiers 
III 11 June 1944. This item is identical to the second item of AM-WA NR 667. 
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5. Bulgaria. The construction of a modern sanatorium was, in spite of the current difficult 
circumstances, finished on schedule. Queen Mother Ioanna solemnly inaugurates the 
sanatorium, named after Czar (King) Boris III.I [1’. 03”] 

6. Germany. Visit to a workshop of trainees of the German aircraft industry. The young 
boys are trained by experienced factory workers. [1’. 17”] 

7. Greece. German soldiers have put all books from an ancient Greek library into safety. The 
precious works are officially handed over to members of the Greek government.II [1’. 08”] 

8. Romania. German troops in East Romania cross the path of a long movement of Ukrainian 
and Romanian civilians, fleeing from the Bolshevism that they know by experience. The 
German Red Cross takes care of the refugees: man and women receive food, babies are 
washed, etc. [0’. 40”] 

9. Germany. Albert Speer, the German Minister of Armaments and War Production, visits a 
large arms factory. Speer talks with workers. The minister makes joyful announcements 
about the situation of the armaments industry and thanks workers for their efforts, which 
made an increase in arms production possible. [0’. 30”] 

10. USSR. (German) map from Odessa to Kharkov and to Yalta [Jalta]. In Crimea, German 
and Romanian troops have extricated themselves from the enemy during violent battles. 
The Soviets do not succeed in obstructing the lead back of troops and war equipment, 
which goes according to plan.III Tanks, trucks and cars drive along the roads. The strength 
of the German-Romanian comradeship in arms is manifested once again during this 
operation. German and Romanian officers confer. Here tooIV the civil population puts 
itself under the protection of German-Romanian troops. Columns of civilians follow the 
soldiers. The artillery fires at Soviet planes that try in vain to obstruct the regular 
development of the ‘shake-off movements’.V The German anti-aircraft fires at nose diving 
Soviet planes. A hit Soviet aircraft crashes, its pilot parachutes to safety. The artillery 
sustains its fire, supporting the pull back movements. German ships at the Crimean coastVI 
are also attacked by Soviet planes. The ship’s guns open fire, pushing the aircraft back, so 
that their bombs fall into the sea without results. Wounded soldiers are transported onto a 
hospital ship. The ships sail on. [2’. 44”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 09” 
 
 
 
 
 
23 June 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 668256 
1. Czechoslovakia. 100 Slovak cross-country runners compete in a 6.700 metre run. 

Marathon runner Alkus finishes first. [0’. 37”] 

 
I Note that the commentator suddenly refers to Boris III, in former items always called ‘king’, 
as ‘Czar’. On the other hand, Bulgarian kings did adopt the title ‘Czar’. 
II The item suggests that the books had to be put in safety because of the Anglo-American 
attacks, but this is not explicitly said at any point. 
III Note how the German retreat is portrayed as a carefully planned military operation. 
IV The commentary refers to the previous item. 
V Note again how the retreat is portrayed as a smoothly running operation, during which the 
pursuing (a term the commentator would not use) Soviet troops are shaken off.  
VI Filmed near Sevastopol’ [Sebastopol]. 
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2. The Netherlands. National gymnastics championships for men and women are held at the 
Appolohal in Amsterdam. [0’. 31”] 

3. Belgium. In the course of our series of technical reports, today we visit an important mill 
that produces oat flakes among other things. Sacks of oats are emptied into a machine that 
removes all dirt and impurities. After a long process the oat flakes (‘3 Molens – 3 
Moulins’ brand)I are packed. [3’. 09”]  

4. Spain. The Spanish Minister of Public Works inaugurates a new section of the new metro 
line in Madrid. [1’. 12”] 

5. Germany. German mineworkers benefit from recognition by the social institutions of their 
country. Visit to a home, located in a mountainous region of Germany, where 
mineworkers spend their holidays. [0’. 55”] 

6. Germany. The German-Slovak brotherhood in arms is once again reinforced by a visit by 
Slovak statesmen to the Führer. Mgr. Jozef Tiso, State President of Slovakia, and Vojtĕch 
Tuka, President of the Slovak Council, are received by Adolf Hitler.II [0’. 35”] 

7. France. Marshal Philippe Pétain leaves Vichy to establish his residence near Paris. The 
population of Vichy waves the marshal goodbye. An old man cries, people lean as far as 
possible over crush barriers to shake Pétain’s hands; a woman rubs her eyes dry. [0’. 57”] 

8. France. Prior to the invasion, residential areas and the cathedral of Rouen have been 
bombed by the Anglo-American air forces. In collaboration with French firemen, German 
soldiers fight the flames and save one of the most beautiful European buildings from total 
destruction.III Smoke rises from the damaged cathedral. One fire engine and five French 
firemen extinguish the fire.IV [0’. 46”] 

9. Italy. A view over the Italian battlefield. In spite of the massive Anglo-American line up of 
artillery and tanks, the German divisions continuously and repeatedly make local counter-
attacks. German tanks fire, soldiers storm forward. The artillery fires munitions, which 
carry chalked messages like ‘Afternoon music’ and ‘Kind regards’.V Grenades and other 
projectiles explode in the distance. On the Adriatic coastal front, a German tank leaves the 
ruin in which it took cover. The tank leaves traces in the sand, which are immediately 
swept away. The tank starts firing in the distance. On the other wing of the Italian front, 
the great battle launched by the Anglo-Americans is in full swing. While their comrades 
fight, other soldiers rest and sleep for a couple of hours. German tanks, heavy artillery and 
infantry fight the enemy. German tanks launch a local assault to destroy an enemy group 
that infiltrated German lines. German soldiers keep firing. Dead enemy soldiers lie beside 
a destroyed tank. Hindu soldiers are taken prisoner. The battle continues: the German light 
and heavy infantry sustains its fire. The enemy tries to make progress with the help of 
reinforced air raids. A German soldier throws himself on the ground. A shell (?) 

 
I As often the brand is not named, but its name is clearly visible when the camera focuses on 
the packaging. 
II The item shows both statesmen arriving by train and being received by Hitler, but doesn’t 
reveal anything about the content of this meeting. 
III Note how the commentary capitalises on the fact that it was first and foremost German 
soldiers (helped by French firemen) who saved the cathedral. These are the only lines of 
commentary. 
IV There is not a single shot of a German soldier extinguishing the fire. The item, 
accompanied by sad music, apparently only contains footage of the dampdown the day after. 
(Rouen was bombed on 22 April 1944 at 2 a.m.)  
V Written in German: ‘Musik am Nachmittag’ and ‘Herzlichen Gruss’. 
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explodes. The soldier stands up again and reaches for a shell splinter that hit his battle-kit. 
Lucky once more! I[4’. 58”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 40” 
 
 
 
 
 
23 June 1944 (1/2): BA-BN NR 68257  
1. Germany. Football teams from Berlin and München [Munich] meet for the 68th time in 

München [Munich]. The home team wins (4-1).II [1’. 17”] 
2. The Netherlands. Farmers plant potatoes in the now poldered, former Haarlemmermeer 

(Haarlemmermeerpolder). [0’. 40”] 
3. Belgium. Visit to a factory that produces oat flakes (‘3 Molens – 3 Moulins’ brand).III [2’. 

43”] 
4. France. 20.000 Frenchmen came together during a manifestation of the legion of French 

volunteers against Bolshevism (LVF).IV Many people gathered at the ‘Vélodrome 
d’Hiver’ in the Paris Sports Palace. Everyone raises their right arm (making the Nazi 
salute). Jacques Doriot, standing in front of the audience, makes the same gesture and 
addresses the audience. Jacques Doriot addresses a call to French youth, urging them to 
take part in the battle for the freedom of Europe. Doriot says:V ‘…Thanks to the legion, 
France has the possibility to reconstitute the only military force that can be accepted in 
Europe, since it works towards the joint defence. […] To be twenty years-old, to live in 
the most impressive era of human history and to be a physical and moral coward: what 
decrepitude, what a downfall!’[2’. 43”] 

5. Bulgaria. Bulgarian trainee officers swear allegiance to King Simeon II in the presence of 
Prince Regent Cyril, in front of a painting of the king.VI A parade takes place after the 
ceremony. [0’. 27”] 

6. Germany. Visit to the ‘Scharfschütze’ a German company for the instruction of 
sharpshooters. The marksmen exercise and learn to camouflage themselves very well. [1’. 
30”] 

7. The war in Italy. The great Anglo-American offensive in Southern Italy started with the 
combat between the Gulf of Gaeta and Cassino.VII Projectiles fired at night light up the 
sky. Shells and bombs have to destroy the German positions and to put the artillery out of 
combat. The German artillery shells the enemy day and night. The infantry also sustains 

 
I The item concludes with this remark! The shot of the detonating explosive was of course 
edited in between these staged scenes. 
II The item contains notably many images of the audience: enthusiastic spectators, smiling 
soldiers, a girl who reacts to a remark by a soldier, bare knees and lower legs of a girl… The 
item clearly suggests that life goes on as usual in Germany.  
III Almost identical to the third item of AM-WA NR 668. 
IV The commentary doesn’t mention the fact that this footage was two months old. 
V Original sound.  
VI Simeon II, still a child, is not present. 
VII The commentary admits, but without explicitly saying so, that this item, dealing with that 
combat, is old for it reports on the beginning of an Anglo-American offensive that has already 
progressed since then.  
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its fire.I British and American prisoners of war are marched off. The ongoing battle covers 
the valley with smoke. The German artillery keeps on firing during its defence against 
new attacks. Each high ground constitutes a new position of German defence.II An enemy 
plane attacks a German position: the German anti-aircraft defence opens fire. Other 
attacking planes are also kept under fire. A leaning flagpole, from which a torn swastika 
flag streams in the wind, stands in the ruins.III [3’. 33”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 10’. 30” 
 
 
 
 
 
30 June 1944 (1/2IV): AM-WA NR 669258 
1. France. 6 June 1944: a date in world history. The British and Americans proceeded with 

the invasion, which had been announced for a long time and was expected by Germany. 
The military action starts in the first hours of 6 June. Important Anglo-American naval 
forces launch an assault on the western European coast. The enemy has decided to force 
the gates of the European fortress with an extreme and huge concentration of troops on a 
narrow strip of the Normandie [Normandy] coast.V (German) map of Normandie 
[Normandy]. Aircraft fly by day. During a heavy air raid, strong units of airborne troops 
are placed behind the bay of the Seine. At night, German watch boats spot the approach 
of enemy units in time and sound the alarm. Alarm is raised at the coast. German soldiers 
run through the corridors and occupy their positions.VI Searchlights glide over the sea. 
The anti-aircraft artillery starts shooting. While light and heavy anti-aircraft artillery 
shells formations of enemy bombers and transport aircraft, German storm troopers attack 
the enemies who landed from the sky before dawn. Meanwhile German ships fire their 
guns at enemy ships that approached the mined areas. The whole defence front is now in a 
state of alarm. Units of the German navy attack and torpedo an enemy ship that explodes. 
At dusk, a German officer looks through binoculars at the enemy ships. The mass of the 
invasion fleet is approaching the bay of the Seine. These images were filmed with a 
telecamera lens, shortly before the artillery duel. At this moment, troops and materials are 
transferred from transport ships to small landing craft. The coastal artillery opens fire. 
All kinds of guns and cannons barrage the enemy fleet, which fires back. Sustaining the 
heaviest losses, the enemy landing craft arrive in the Orne estuary. German troops fire at 

 
I Shown in a long sequence. 
II The entire item highlights the heroism and bitterness of the German defence. 
III The final image suggests that the monastery, which the Allied troops captured on 18 May 
1944, is still in German hands. 
IV The newsreel contains only one item, which also appears in BA-BN NR 69. 
V The item opens with the close-up of a block-calendar, dated 6 June. The rest of the 
introduction, which precedes the map described above, shows Germans standing around a 
newsstand, reading newspapers with (German) headlines such as ‘British and Americans land 
in the west by order of Moscow. Fierce fights going on’ (from ‘Berliner Illustrierte’), 
‘Invasion by order of Moscow’ (from ‘Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung’) and ‘Full reports on 
the first day of the invasion that Moscow ordered. The decisive battle for Europe’s future’ 
(from ‘12 Uhr Blatt BZ’).  
VI These scenes, reconstructing the actual moment when the alarm was given, are of course 
staged. 
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the landing troops, deploying anti-tank guns, machine guns and light artillery. Down a 
sheer cliff, the Germans fire at climbing enemy soldiers. In many places it comes to bitter 
man-to-man fights. German soldiers stand next to some empty landing craft: their crews 
were annihilated or taken prisoner during a rapid counter-attack. I The battle rages on in 
the sectors of Caen and Bailleux. Tanks, followed by infantrymen, advance towards 
woods and open fire. The wooded area where the enemy put down thousands of airborne 
troops is surrounded. Germans walk past the debris of an enemy transport aircraft that fell 
into a tree: the dead pilot is still inside the wreckage. After a short combat, the airborne 
troops are annihilated or captured. Enemy soldiers leave the woods, their hands in the air: 
for these formations, the invasion is already over within a couple of hours. Several enemy 
transport aircraft are at the edge of the wood. These planes were located so rapidly by the 
German troops that they couldn’t even start fighting. An officer and his driver drive an 
undamaged American jeep out of a shot-down transport aircraft. Its radio is intact and is 
part of the spoils. Groups of Scottish and Canadian prisoners are rounded up.II A German 
officer searches the sky through his field glasses: Anglo-American bombers arrive. The 
anti-aircraft defence fires at the enemy aircraft. The enemy bombers attack the city of 
Caen but are counter-attacked by the anti-aircraft artillery and German fighters. Heavy air 
battles take place above the Anglo-American landing point in the bay of the Seine. The 
artillery fires, houses collapse, condensation lines mark the sky… An enemy aircraft 
crashes and lies blazing on the ground. In the middle of a town a crashed plane hit a 
house. The last refugees leave the city of Caen, severely ravaged by the bombardment. 
Women and children run from smoking buildings, some people push or pull carts with 
their belongings. German tanks and storm troops advance to isolate the Anglo-American 
bridgehead. Waffen-SS troops also take part in the battle. Supported by anti-aircraft 
artillery, the German troops stop the enemy tank assaults and counter-attack. The shock 
of the invasion is intercepted in the deeper sections of the Atlantic Wall [Atlantikwall].III 
Soldiers step through the fields; a smiling German accompanies five prisoners of war. 
Time and time again airborne groups are taken prisoner. Sherman tanks, destroyed 
during a breakthrough attempt, stand motionless in the fields: German projectiles left 
large holes in their armour. A sweater of the ‘Canadian armoured corps’ lies next one the 
destroyed tanks. German tanks and troops advance towards a village, passing by more 
enemy tanks, some of them still blazing. Two prisoners carry a wounded companion: 
these are survivors of a Sherman tank. Many German tanks advance to launch a counter-
attack. Soldiers slowly approach a village and open fire. Bitter street fights rage in small 
coastal villages. Soldiers fire and throw grenades; projectiles explode. The decisive battle 
for Europe has begun! [14’. 37”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 37” 
 
 
 
 
 
30 June 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 69259 

 
I Note how the item suddenly jumps from the landing (beach) to the battle near Caen. Both 
sequences are ‘linked’ by the close-up of a Waffen-SS soldier.  
II This sequence contains close-ups of a prisoner with an eye patch and of emblems of the 
‘North Nova Scottia Highlanders’ and the ‘Canadian Parachute Battalion’.  
III This bold statement is not really corroborated by the footage. 
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1. France. The Anglo-American Invasion.I 
 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 37” 
 
 
 
 
 
7 July 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 670260 
Unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
7 July 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 70261 
1. Yugoslavia. 8.000 spectators attend this year’s first horse race at the hippodrome of 

Beograd [Belgrade]. [1’. 10”] 
2. Germany. Berlin cyclists organise this season’s first cycling event and ride a 25.5 

kilometre race over a closed circuit in Berlin. Fritz Hanger wins the contest. [1’. 06”] 
3. Latvia. Sergej, the Metropolitan of Latvia and Lithuania, fell victim to a murder attempt 

perpetrated by Bolshevist agents. Before the liberation of the Baltic States by the German 
army, the Metropolitan Sergej had already suffered Bolshevist cruelties continuously. The 
solemn funeral, attended by a pensive crowd, is held in Riga. Several German officers 
attend the ceremony. Mourning civilians and clergymen pay their last respects to the 
Metropolitan, who lies in state, his head covered. Then the funeral procession goes to a 
graveyard, where his mortal remains are buried. Several people, including men and 
women, are crying. Among the funeral crowns is a wreath with a swastika. [1’. 55”] 

4. Germany. A great number of young Flemish girls joined the German Red Cross 
voluntarily. The girls, wearing a Red Cross uniform with a small Flemish Lion emblem, 
take good care of their patients. After work, they take a walk and afterwards sit and chat in 
a beautiful orchard.II [0’. 56”] 

5. Czechoslovakia. Many people have gathered on a square in Praha [Prague]. In an 
impressive mass demonstration, the population of the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia 
declares its opposition to Bolshevism, the hereditary enemy of Europe. A man, who stands 
against the backdrop of a Czech banner and a swastika flag, addresses the crowd. [0’. 31”] 

6. Germany. Despite the tremendous distance that separates them, Germany maintains close 
relations with its great ally, Japan. General Hiroshi Oshima (the Japanese Ambassador to 
Germany) visits Adolf Hitler (who is accompanied by Joachim von Ribbentrop) in his 
headquarters. The Führer (again accompanied by von Ribbentrop) is also visited by the 
President of the Hungarian Council, Döme Sztójay. This meeting takes place under the 
sign of their joint fight and of the German-Hungarian brotherhood in arms.III [0’. 59”] 

 
I This newsreel issue, containing only one subject, was completely identical to AM-WA NR 
669. 
II The item gives an idyllic view of their activities. See also the sixth item of AM-WA NR 
671. 
III Both parts of the item merely show the politicians shaking hands with Hitler and von 
Ribbentrop. 
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7. Poland and Romania. (German) map from to L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg] over Chernivtsi 
[Chernovtsy] to Iaşi [Jassy]. At Carpathian front. German and Hungarian troopsI establish 
positions in the foothills of the Carpathian Mountains. These mountains, 300 kilometres 
long, spread like an immense rampart around Hungary and Transylvania. The 
Carpathian peaks rise to a height of 2.700 metres. Solidly established positions give the 
Carpathian foothills defence possibilities that are hard to conquer. German and 
Hungarian soldiers and engineers construct military barriers using concrete blocks and 
barbed wire fences. Other soldiers test amphibians on a river to the south of the eastern 
front. Hungarian infantry formations and assault artillery guns are on their way to 
reinforce a German infantry unit. At the front, German Waffen-SS troops fight Soviet 
pressure. The Germans with their anti-tank artillery shells Soviet T-34 tanks. A village is 
captured and cleared of the last enemy soldiers.II [2’. 35”] 

8. Location not mentioned (Germany and Italy?). Admiral Wilhelm Meendsen-Bohlken 
visits a port and talks U-boat complements, including Lieutenant Otto Pollmann’s crew, 
who sank 12 enemy submarines and was decorated with the Oakleaves. In the 
Mediterranean Sea, German U-boats and submarine chasers accompany a German 
convoy. When its listening post discovers the sound of an enemy submarine, a submarine 
chaser charges the ship and fires. Movements in the seawater indicate that the submarine 
bombs have exploded. Surfacing oil slicks show that the enemy was hit. The hunt goes on! 
The submarine chasers fires more bombs. [2’. 30”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 11’. 42” 
 
 
 
 
 
14 July 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 671262 
1. France. While a battle is fought in Normandie [Normandy] sporting life goes on as 

normal in Paris.III A rowing match is organised on the Seine in Paris (Suresnes) where the 
Rowing Club and La Marne compete for the 55th time. The latter team wins. [0’. 51”] 

2. Switzerland. The village of Magliaso, near Lake Lugano, has inaugurated a museum for 
the late German singer Sigrid Onégin. The museum, the singer’s former house, contains 
numerous souvenirs of the great artist.IV [1’. 02”] 

3. Spain. Within the framework of the reconstruction of Spain, new working-class houses 
have been built in territories that were destroyed during the Civil War. A civil servant 
presents the keys to new residents during a ceremony, which is followed by a parade. [0’. 
37”] 

4. Sweden. A Swedish inventor developed a new type of passenger ship for transatlantic 
traffic and shows a model. [1’. 00”] 

5. Belgium. During a concert organised in a large Belgian factory, Dr. Jef Van de Wiele, 
leader of DeVlag, addresses the workers. He makes an appeal for union that only can lead 
to the victory of true socialism. Van de Wiele stands in front of the orchestra, against a 

 
I Note the link to the second part of the previous item. 
II The village, whose name is not mentioned, consists of only a few houses. 
III The commentary is not ironic; the item really intends to show that life goes on as usual in 
the rest of France. Belgian newsreel audiences couldn’t know that the images were actually 
shot in May, before the Allied invasion.  
IV The camera focuses on some of these souvenirs, including a swastika. 
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backdrop of the Flemish Lion, a swastika and Waffen-SS symbols. He says:I ‘if we let 
ourselves be divided, each of us will be defeated separately. If we stand together, we will 
triumph together […] But this power isn’t ours, it lies in the hands of those who forge the 
weapons and in the hands of those who use the weapons.’ The audience applauds.II A 
member of the SS Langemarck brigade describes his impressions collected at the front 
and calls for a battle for the liberation of Europe. The soldier (SS-Freiwillige 
Sturmbrigade Langemarck) says:III ‘the civil population there endures the [greatest] 
torture that a nation can endure. Flemings, do you want this kind of thing to happen here 
in Flanders? Do you know that over there, at the eastern front, our Flemish boys are 
stationed to defend Flanders as well as the whole of Europe? Do you want your children 
to say to you in years to come: “our fathers were too cowardly to defend Flanders”? 
Flemings, all your places are in the ranks of the SS-Sturmbrigade Langemarck’. The 
audience applauds. The orchestra plays some music. Afterwards tens of young men rush 
forward to put their hands on a leaflet. Outside, a smiling young man leafs through one of 
the distributed magazines.IV [2’. 22”] 

6. Belgium. In the senate in Brussels, in the presence of many honorary guests, a farewell 
ceremony takes place for a new group of young Flemish girls into voluntary service with 
the German Red Cross. A military officer (A. Schindlmayer) stands on the podium, 
against a backdrop of swastikas and SS symbols and in front of a Waffen-SS flag.V 
August Borms also addresses the audience. Dr. Borms recalls the battle fought for 
centuries by the Flemish people and the great sacrifices carried out to affirm its existence 
and culture. The honorary guests in the first row and the Flemish nurses in the audience 
listen carefully. Then a German officer addresses the room. Everyone rises and makes the 
Nazi salute. [1’. 17”]  

7. Europe. On 22 June 1941, Germany was compelled to inaugurate the battle against 
Bolshevism. At 5.28 a.m., when the Wilhemplatz in Berlin was still completely empty, 
Joseph Goebbels read the declaration of war on German radio, while Joachim von 
Ribbentrop handed a print of the statement over to the press in Berlin.VI Europe 
recognises to an ever-growing extent the threat against its existence and sends its 
volunteers to fight Bolshevism. Volunteers departed from Belgium, France, Estonia, Italy 
and many more countries.VII [2’. 46”] 

8. France. (German) map from London to Rennes and to Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. At 
the invasion front, German fighter planes take off. One of the night-fighter pilots (Helmut 

 
I Van de Wiele, dressed in plain clothes, talks in Flemish. His speech is not subtitled: 
contemporary French-speaking newsreel audiences are unlikely to have understood it. 
II The audience seems rather small. People in the front rows are dressed in uniform. 
III This speech too is spoken in Flemish and is not subtitled. His first sentences are drowned 
out by the commentary. In the course of his speech, the editors focus twice on a close-up of a 
recruitment poster for the Waffen-SS. 
IV This final sequence is, of course, entirely staged. The magazine contains pictures of the HY 
as well as an article about Franklin Roosevelt, entitled ‘The President Prays’. 
V The item opens with this shot of Schindlmayer, but the commentary doesn’t mention him. 
VI This archive footage, originally featured (in Belgium) as the seventh item of AM-WA NR 
513, is not commented. 
VII There is no further commentary. The above-cited statement is followed by a compilation of 
archive footage, featuring volunteers from all over Europe, including images from Flemish 
and Walloon volunteers. 
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Lent) has just shot down his 100th enemy aircraft.I The German anti-aircraft defence fires 
at Anglo-American planes. After a forced landing, the wreck of an American plane lies on 
the ground. Its crew members are frisked. Within a period of a few weeks, the Anglo-
American air raids caused the death of ten thousands of Frenchmen. Wounded refugees, 
evacuated by the Red Cross, leave the city of Le Havre after a bombardment. German 
fighter planes are prepared for an assault on enemy ships while officers study the military 
situation. The pilots take off. German anti-aircraft guns fire at enemy planes. German 
fighter planes, heavy artillery and rapid naval units fight the enemy’s supplies and stocks. 
An enemy transport ship is hit and explodes after another direct torpedo hit. [3’. 50”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 45” 
 
 
 
 
 
14 July 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 71263 
1. Belgium. About 100 girls compete in the athletics meeting for women, organised by Club 

Atalante, in (Etterbeek (Etterbeeck) near) Brussels. Prizes are won by Aimée Knaepen 
(600-metre run), Jeanine Tomèse (80-metre run), Ms. Van Kesteren (the javelin), Lina 
Claeys (the high jump) and Marie-Louise Verray (throwing the discus). [1’. 15”]  

2. The Netherlands. A horse race takes place in Roden. [0’. 47”] 
3. Germany. A boxing match (in Berlin) opposes Gustav Eder against the Dutch boxer Arie 

de Jong. Corporal Eder, the German welterweight champion, knocks de Jong out in the 
second round. The match is attended by many military men. [0’. 48”] 

4. Spain. The Spanish Minister of Commerce, Demetrio Carceller, opens the second Spanish 
Product Exchange (‘Feria Mueastrario Internacional’) in Valencia. [0’. 42”] 

5. Norway. Norwegian boats, protected by German reconnaissance boats, go out fishing near 
Lofoten. When the ships return to their port, the fish are already gilled and ready for 
transport. [1’. 22”] 

6. Albania. In all parts of the country, Albanian youths put themselves forward for the battle 
against Bolshevist gangs. A unit of Albanian volunteers carries out Muslim religious 
practice somewhere in the fields: they kneel and rub their faces.II [0’. 48”] 

7. Belgium. After completing the theoretical courses, NSKK volunteers take driving lessons. 
NSKK members learn how to drive trucks and motorcycles (in Woluwe Park in Brussels). 
Afterwards a substantial meal awaits them in the training camp. [2’. 06”]  

8. France. At the invasion front. In a base of operations, German soldiers read the military 
report about the V-1 bombardment of south England and the area of London city and 
laugh.III Lieutenant-General Eugen Meindl, Commander of the Parachute Corps, talks to 
Knight’s Cross bearer Friedrich August Freiherr von der Heydte. The leader of a 
reconnaissance troop states the aims to his men. In the sector of Saint-Lô, a bitter battle 
takes place in the woods of the complex terrain. Paratroopers and grenadiers of the SS-
Panzer-Division ‘Götz von Berlichingen’ hide in the woods, ready to attack. They open 
fireIV and march further through the woods. German tanks advance, followed by 

 
I Illustrated with a close-up of Lent, but there is no footage of these air battles. Apart from 
take off, the item contains no images of aircraft in action. 
II The commentary makes no attempt to explain the nature of this ceremony. 
III A close-up of the report reveals that it dates from 16 June 1944. 
IV The item doesn’t reveal what they fire at. 
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paratroopers and Waffen-SS grenadiers, and open fire again. Sherman tanks, blown to 
bits, are blazing. German soldiers march past more destroyed tanks and point at the holes 
left by their projectiles. Infantrymen stand next to a destroyed enemy cannon: the body of 
a dead enemy lies beside them. Driving over the main road to Saint-Lô, the German troops 
pass by more destroyed enemy equipment. Prisoners of war are rounded up in a camp. 
Among the prisoners from the invasion front, a soldier wearing the emblem ‘Patchie P.A. 
Jersey’ on his back.I The guards are members of the SS-Panzer-Division ‘Götz von 
Berlichingen’.II [5’. 42”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 30” 
 
 
 
 
 
21 July 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 672264 
1. Spain. Sailing regattas in Palma de Mallorca. [0’. 57”] 
2. France. In spite of the events in Normandie [Normandy], Marshal Philippe Pétain pursues 

his trip through French cities that were hit by the air terror. Pétain arrives in Lyon and 
visits the victims of the last air attack, treated in the local hospital (‘Hôpital de la Grange-
Blanche’). Then the marshal visits a bombed area (Saint-Étienne) on foot and walks past a 
severely damaged church. [1’. 22”] 

3. Belgium. The ‘Germanic heritance’ (Germaansch erfgoed) exhibition was opened at the 
Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels.III It gives an outline of 
the expansion of the cultural influence of Germanic people in Europe and beyond. The 
exhibition displays utensils from the Palaeolithic and Neolithic Age, ancient jewellery, 
models of a pile dwelling and of the stone settings in Stonehenge, the painting of a Viking 
ship, etc. [1’. 56”]  

4. Belgium. In Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers], DeVlag organised a parade to commemorate 
the Battle of the Spurs (Guldensporenslag).IV Boys and girls from the Flemish HJ and 
members of the Division Langemarck (SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Langemarck) parade 
behind a Waffen-SS flag through the streets. Some of the fewV spectators make the Nazi 
salute. After the parade a ceremony, attended by many honorary guests, takes place in the 
hall of the zoo. Flag-bearers enter the hall, which is filled with people. Jef Van de Wiele 
stands on the podium, right under a Flemish Lion flag. DeVlag leader Dr. Van de Wiele 
speaks. His speech forms an appeal to all Flemings who, remembering the fight for 

 
I The prisoner is (forced into) posing for the camera. 
II This is stressed by the close-up of a ‘Götz von Berlichingen’ emblem (attached to the arm of 
a guard), which concludes the item.  
III The exhibition ran from 8 until 30 July 1944. (See also the third item of BA-BN NR 72.) 
Shots of posters announcing the exhibition and of explanatory cards accompanying displayed 
objects make it clear that the whole exhibition is exclusively aimed at Flemings. The 
commentary doesn’t mention that the exhibition, organised by the Germanic cooperative 
(Germaansche Werkgemeenschap), previously ran at the University of Ghent. 
IV 11 July 1944. Also known as the ‘Bataille des Éperons d’Or’ or the ‘Battle of Kortrijk 
[Courtrai]’. 
V The commentary avoids any reference to the poor turnout of spectators along the route taken 
by the parade. Nevertheless the item fails to conceal the total lack of interest by most passers-
by. 
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freedom that started centuries ago must, alongside the German army, come together once 
again today in the ranks of the SS-Sturmbrigade Langemarck and join the fight for the 
liberation of Europe. Jef Van de Wiele addressesI the audience: ‘Comrades, I don’t know 
whether you have already thought about the things we have written around you. We have 
written: ‘the Reich exists, it is in our blood’.II A moment of great contemplation has now 
come for us. My comrades, we should therefore not think in terms of frontiers, but only in 
terms of space, when we talk about Groeninghe… We must draw our own conclusions. 
Like our fathers who stepped forward, we too must step forward. Then history shall for 
50, 100 and 500 years write two names in our standards. It will write ‘Groeninghe’ and it 
will write ‘Langemarck’.III There were 21.000 men in Groeninghe. Young men of 
Flanders, will I live to see that 21.000 Flemish men are in the Waffen-SS? Comrades, the 
answer lies with you!’ After these words, Van de Wiele makes the Nazi salute. Everyone 
in the hall applauds and he makes the Nazi salute again. [3’. 24”]  

5. Germany. General Eduard Dietl, the hero of Narvik, died in a tragic accident.IV During a 
state funeral, the Führer evoked the exceptional merit of the dead man, who was a perfect 
example of the German officer.V Hitler and many important people (including Wilhelm 
Keitel, Joachim von Ribbentrop, Martin Bormann, Karl Dönitz and Heinrich Himmler) 
attend the funeral. The general’s decorations are placed on a pillow in front of the coffin. 
Hitler offers his condolences to Dietl’s family and makes a speech. When the Führer 
makes the Nazi salute, everyone stands up. Hitler lays a funeral wreath and makes the 
Nazi salute again. The coffin, covered with the Reich war standard, a sword and a helmet, 
is carried out of the room and placed upon a piece of artillery equipment. [2’. 31”]  

6. France.VI During a raid on Paris, American bombers are fired on by the German anti-
aircraft defence. Smoke rises. Houses are destroyed; a church is blazing.VII The anti-
aircraft defences keep firing, an American bomber crashes near the Eiffel Tower. 
Parisians enter the ruins of their houses to provide their remaining goods with shelter. The 
wreckage of an American bomber lies on the ground. Prisoners of war, some of them still 
carrying a parachute in their arms, are marched off to an assembly point from the rear of 
the invasion front. Some prisoners have cartoons of voluptuous women or ‘airborne’ 
emblems on their uniforms.VIII Waffen-SS General Sepp Dietrich is in his operations post. 
Grenadiers move carefully through woods: in the first line, in this dense brushwood, the 
enemy is sometimes about thirty metres away. The soldiers steal forward, see a 

 
I This excerpt from Van de Wiele’s speech, spoken in Flemish, is not subtitled. The first 
words (‘Comrades, I don’t know’) are drowned out by the newsreel commentary.  
II Van de Wiele refers to a banner bearing the message ‘The empire exists, it is in our blood’ 
(‘Het rijk is, het is in ons bloed’). The word ‘empire’ should be interpreted as the (German) 
‘Reich’. 
III Speaking these words, Van de Wiele points to the walls on the right and left, which are 
decorated respectively with flags bearing the names ‘Groeninghe’ and ‘Langemarck’. 
IV The item opens with archive footage of Dietl, talking to soldiers, before cutting to images 
of his funeral service. Dietl died in a plane crash. 
V This is the only commentary. There is no sound recording of Hitler’s speech. 
VI The item is neither introduced by a map nor by an announcement such as ‘At the invasion 
front’, but immediately opens with footage of attacking American bombers. 
VII These images are accompanied by gloomy music, but not commented upon. The item 
clearly strives to impress the contemporary newsreel audience with the tragic effects of the 
Allied bombardment. 
VIII Illustrated with several close-ups. 
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movementI and open fire. An enemy tank was hit. More destroyed tanks lie in the woods. 
The terrain is littered with carcasses of destroyed Anglo-American tanks.II German tanks, 
storm artillerists and motorised artillery units launch a counter-attack in the region of 
Bayeux. Artillery guns and firing salvo batteries shell the enemy. All weapons take part in 
the tank fight! [4’. 24”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 14’. 34” 
 
 
 
 
21 July 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 72265 
1. France. In Paris, some sportsmen, searching for a new formula, play football while sitting 

on motorcycles. This odd football match was filmed one of the last days. [1’. 02”] 
2. Belgium. 115 senior and professional cyclists appear at the start of the ‘Grand-Prix de 

Wallonie’, whose track runs through Silenrieux, Bomerée (Montigny-le-Tilleul) and 
Fraire, returning to its starting point in Charleroi. Joseph Somers wins ahead of Eugène 
Jacobs.III [1’. 42”] 

3. Belgium. The exhibition ‘Germanic heritance’ (Germaansch erfgoed) was opened at the 
Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) in Brussels.IV It gives an outline of 
the expansion of the cultural influence of Germanic people in Europe and beyond. The 
exhibition displays flints, the model of a pile dwelling, ancient jewellery, pictures of 
ancient houses (in Greenstead, Picardie [Picardy], Normandie [Normandy] and Flanders) 
and the painting of a Viking ship. Around the year 1.000, Vikings cross the Atlantic Ocean 
and discover a new continent that will later be called ‘America’. [2’. 13”]  

4. Location not mentioned (Eastern Europe). Religious treasures (icons, reliquaries etc.), 
formerly safeguarded by the German army, are restituted to representatives of the catholic 
and orthodox churches in the presence of General Herbert Gille, the defender of Kovel’ 
[Kowel].V [1’. 00”]  

5. Germany. Léon Degrelle, Knight in the Order of the Iron Cross, addresses Walloon 
soldiers and workers in Berlin. Degrelle, standing against the backdrop of two swastikas 
and a giant Cross of BurgundyVI, reassures his audience that Bolshevism will not lead to a 
socialist revolution. He continues:VII ‘my dear comrades, to imagine that those hairy, 
uneducated types, arriving from Mongolia or from the depths of Siberia, could give us the 
smallest bit of culture, the smallest bit of civilisation, the slightest renaissance, is pure 
madness! If the Soviets march through Europe, the bourgeoisie is damned, but you 
workers are also damned! ‘. The audience is made up of young and older men, including 
members of SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien, a member of the SS-Freiwillige 

 
I This sequence is presumably staged. 
II Close-ups focus on the holes made by German projectiles and on English lettering such as 
‘Pistolpackinnmamma’, ‘Blondie’ and ‘Alice II’. 
III 16 July 1944. Newspaper ‘Le Soir’ organised the race. 
IV This item is very similar, but not identical, to the third item of AM-WA NR 672. 
V See the eighth item of AM-WA NR 662. 
VI Rex, the party symbolised by the Cross of Burgundy, is not mentioned. 
VII In French, without subtitles. 
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Legion ‘Flandern’I and an OT member. One of those listening has tears in his eyes. [1’. 
11”]  

6. France. (German) map from London to Paris and from Brest to Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers]. The heavy losses sustained by the Anglo-Americans in Normandie 
[Normandy] require the shipment of considerable reserves. German heavy coastal 
artillery guns fire on Anglo-American ships, whose naval guns return the fire. While 
enemy shells strike and explode, an enemy cruiser was hit and is blazing. The coast is at 
several landing places littered with debris: scraps, pieces of metal stating ‘property of 
U.S. government’, an empty landing craft…This landing craft, loaded with trucks, was 
pierced by German projectiles. Many destroyed tanks stand on the side of a main road. 
The streets of the town of Villers-Bocage are littered with destroyed tanks. A strong unit 
of American tanks, which took position in these narrow streets, was completely destroyed. 
[2’. 29”] 

7. Location not mentioned (USSR?) (German) map from L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg] to Vitebsk 
and from Narva to Iaşi [Jassy]. At the eastern front. General Ritter von Greim, 
Commander of an air fleet, talks to his pilots. The aircraft take off and attack the enemy. 
Soviet tanks and infantry concentrations are bombed and machine-gunned. Shortly 
afterwards, the German tanks and infantry move off. Soviet planes attack the German 
troops but are fired on by the anti-aircraft defence. A Soviet aircraft is shot down. Soviet 
planes, attacking and dropping bombs, are fired on repeatedly. Several blazing wreckages 
of Soviet aircraft lie on the ground. In a terrain ravaged by projectiles, German tanks and 
infantrymen launch an assault to conquer an important height. The battle rages. The peak 
is taken! [3’. 46”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 23” 
 
 
 
 
 
28 July 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 673266 
1. Belgium. Children, aged six to 15, learn Greek-Roman wrestling (in a sports school for 

children in Brussels).II [1’. 54”] 
2. France. Visitors to a horticulture show held in Paris admire 3.000 beautiful azaleas. [0’. 

45”] 
3. Spain. The traditional ‘Festivities of Moors and Christians’, celebrated in the east of 

Spain, commemorate the victories achieved by the Christian armies over the Moors. [0’. 
47”] 

4. Germany. Pupils of the Adolf Hitler School, all wearing HJ uniforms, take their final 
exams. Complete intellectual and physical sporting performances are required. [1’. 06”] 

5. Belgium. In Brussels, in the presence of leaders of the German services, General 
Alexander von Falkenhausen hands the executive powers over Belgium and Northern 
France over to Josef Grohé, appointed Reich Commissioner by Adolf Hitler. The task of 
military command is taken over by Infantry General Grase. During a ceremony in the 

 
I Close-up of the shield on his uniform. The legion had meanwhile been turned into the SS-
Sturmbrigade Langemarck. 
II See also the second item of BA-BN NR 74. 
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Belgian senateI, Reich Commissioner Grohé declares that Germany is the only European 
force that can save this part of the world from the Bolshevist-capitalist chaos and that the 
Reich will not give up the fight before the final victory is obtained.II [0’. 48”]  

6. Czechoslovakia. The head of the German military mission in Slovakia decorates two 
Slovak pilots who each shot 30 enemy planes down during the fight against Bolshevism. 
[0’. 48”] 

7. Germany. Adolf Hitler personally decorates the Romanian General Petre Dumitrescu with 
the Knight’s Cross with Oakleaves. [0’. 30”] 

8. Location not mentioned (USSR?). (German) map from Zhytomyr [Zhitomir] to Moskva 
[Moscow] and from Nevel’ to Nikopol’. A day in the life of Major Hans Rudel and his 
flight-squadron at the eastern front. Every day starts with sports, followed by breakfast 
and a briefing on the strategic situation. They kill time before take-off by playing a 
football match. After 2.000 enemy flights during which he personally destroyed 200 Soviet 
tanks, Major Rudel is one of Germany’s most important pilots. The planes take off, Rudel 
and his men dive and nosedive to attack the enemy. A division of the German police, 
which fights Soviet gangs, finds remarkable support in the actions of these combat planes. 
Members of these forces march past blazing houses and search the surroundings (in the 
presence of the enemy). [2’. 44”]  

9. France. At the invasion front, heavy tanks have engaged in a counter-attack. The infantry 
attacks after preparatory salvos by the heavy artillery and batteries firing in salvos. 
Wrecked tanks indicate the place where another harsh duel between German and Anglo-
American tanks has taken place.III An assault artillery crew is decorated with the Iron 
Cross: Lieutenant Franz Ludwig and his team put 16 British tanks out of action in a single 
day. In Normandie [Normandy], the battles are being fought in open country as well as in 
the undergrowth. Tanks open fire; grenadiers and machine-gunners advance, marching 
past burning houses. Every piece of land is at stake in the bloody fight! [3’. 35”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 57” 
 
 
 
 
 
28 July 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 73267 
1. Belgium. A major athletics meeting (Grand-Prix d’Athlétisme) for scholars and juniors is 

organised (at the Joseph Marien Stadium) in Brussels.IV Dechief (discus), De Valkeneer 
(long jump), Wessels (high jump), Van Mullem (pole vault) and Van den Auwera 
(hurdles) win medals. The Beerschot team wins the relay race. [1’. 16”]  

2. Poland. Water holds no secrets for the famous German female oceanographer Möller, 
whose research contributes to connecting water to industrial enterprises and residential 
areas. Möller studies a map of Toruń [Thorn] and the Vistuła [Wisla] River. [0’. 38”] 

 
I Hitler ordered this transition from military to civil rule on 13 July 1944. The transfer 
ceremony took place five days later, on 18 July 1944. See also the third item of BA-BN NR 
73. 
II There is no original sound recording of the speech. 
III Only footage of Anglo-American wrecks. 
IV 23 July 1944, organised by the ‘Entente Bruxelleois d’Athlétisme’ as a prelude to the 
Belgian Athletics Grand Prix (Grand-Prix de Belgique d’Athlétisme). See also the second 
item AM-WA NR 674. 
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3. Belgium. In Brussels, in the presence of leaders of the German services, General 
Alexander von Falkenhausen hands over the executive powers over Belgium and Northern 
France to Josef Grohé.I [0.’ 48”]  

4. Bulgaria. The 68th ‘Anniversary of the Reunion’ is celebrated in Panagyurishte.II This 
festive day commemorates how representatives of Bulgarian cities gathered together in 
1876 and swore to free their country from foreign domination. [1’. 26”] 

5. Czechoslovakia. A commemoration ceremony for General Milan Ratislav Stefánik, the 
pioneer of Slovak independence, is held on the 25th anniversary of his death. [0’. 48”] 

6. France. (German) map from London to Rennes and to Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers]. At 
the invasion front. Despite continuous air raids German reserves advance to the front 
line, driving over the roads of Normandie [Normandy], passing by wrecked vehicles.III 
Soldiers riding on bicycles receive a newspaper featuring the headline ‘Eisenhower didn’t 
surprise us’.IV Enemy airplanes are signalled. The reserve troops and trucks hide, their 
anti-aircraft defence attacks. A four-engined enemy plane is shot down. The reserves 
continue their journey and go through a heavily damaged village (near Vire and 
Avranches). During a stop in a severely hit village, a German soldier plays the organ in a 
church damaged by the British artillery. After a strategic discussion, tanks and motorised 
tank guns go to the front while batteries of salvo-firing cannons line up on the edge of a 
forest and open fire. In a quiet moment, soldiers in an advanced post have dinner and play 
with a small wild boar. The rain transformed the battlefield into a bog. Shock troops 
(Waffen-SS) go off on reconnaissance, backed by the German artillery. [6’. 10”] 

7. Italy. At the Italian front, a rearguard unit fights an enemy outpost. The Germans deploy 
light artillery and machine-guns. Prisoners are marched away. The German artillery sets 
up a barrage fire to facilitate the removal of rearguard units. Meanwhile the anti-aircraft 
defence needs to remain prepared to repel fighter-bombers and nosedive-attacking planes. 
An enemy plane is brought down. The pilot desperately tries to find a landing point in the 
hilly region but fails and crashes.V [2’. 28”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 34” 
 
 
 
 
 
4 August 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 674268 
1. Belgium. Visit to the Flemish HJ (Hitlerjeugd Vlaanderen). Trumpet calls summon the 

boys to a terrain. They all make the Nazi salute. The brass band plays while the Flemish 
Lion flag is hoisted. The boys play different games and then go to their barracks. After 
playing sports and games, educational lectures take place. The boys are seated in a circle 
around a soldier and listen carefully.VI [1’. 35”]  

 
I 18 July 1944. This item is completely identical to the fifth item of AM-WA NR 673. 
II Posters in Cyrillic bear the date 20 April 1876 (= new calendar: 2 May 1876). 
III Some of the troops wave at the camera. 
IV In German: ‘Eisenhower hat uns nicht überrascht’. 
V Panning footage of the crashing plane, followed by the sound of an explosion and the image 
of a smiling German soldier triumphantly clapping his hands, is followed by the final shot of a 
burning plane wreck.  
VI Probably filmed at the ‘Weersportkamp’ in Limburg [Limbourg]. Note how the sparse 
commentary doesn’t explain where or when this item was filmed.  
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2. Belgium. The Belgian Athletics Grand Prix (Grand-Prix de Belgique d’Athlétisme) is 
organised (at the Joseph Marien Stadium) in Brussels.I Pol Braekman (110 metres 
hurdles), Richard Brancart (long jump), Mertens (shot-putting) and Gaston Reiff (1500 
metres) win medals. [1’. 28”]  

3. Denmark. Visit to the Tivoli Gardens in København [Copenhagen]. [0’. 43”] 
4. Spain. Franco inaugurates a book fair in Madrid. The Caudillo visits the exhibition in the 

company of the party ministers of trade (Demetrio Carceller) and of national education 
(José Ibáñez Martín). [0’. 38”] 

5. France. The French shipbuilding yards at the Mediterranean Sea work feverishly to make 
up the losses sustained by the merchant fleet. A new 18.000-tonner, baptised ‘Maréchal 
Pétain’ is launched (in La Ciotat shipyard). [0’. 51”] 

6. Germany. Hundreds of thousands of men and women from the eastern territories came 
voluntarily to work in Germany. In Berlin, hundreds of marriages are celebrated every 
week. Two couples of eastern workers are wed in a German public building.II Each couple 
drives in its own horse and carriage to an orthodox church, where an orthodox priest 
solemnise the marriage. Both couples’ wedding party is celebrated (together) in a room, 
decorated with a portrait of Adolf Hitler. There is plenty of drinks and cake.III [1’. 31”] 

7. Location not mentioned (Albania?). Visit to a detachment of Arab volunteers who operate 
against terrorist gangs in the Balkans. Soldiers of the Free Arabia (‘Freies Arabien’) 
brigade do exercises. After dinner they relax. One volunteer reads an Arab journal that 
carries a swastika and the portrait of Hitler. Others play with a blindfold. [1’. 16”] 

8. Location not mentioned (USSR?) (German) map from L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg] to Narva 
and to Iaşi [Jassy]. At the eastern front. Two fighters from the first line take leave to spend 
a few days in a newly organised resting village at the rear of the main front line. The 
soldiers arrive in the village (‘Front Erholungsheim’)IV and report themselves. Walking 
through the streets they pass by a sauna: in this place everything is provided for some real 
relaxation. Bodies regain their strength here. The soldiers take a shower, go to the barber, 
are served food by young ladies, buy things in a small shop and play football. In the 
evening they go to a field theatre.V The soldiers appreciate the variety show very much. 
The show features acrobats, woman dancersVI and clowns. The soldiers laugh. [1’. 43”] 

9. France. At the invasion front, German troops consolidate a local breakthrough. Soldiers 
run past farms and tanks advance. Troops crawl over the ground or fire from behind 
bushes. The troops pass by a destroyed American tank. Enemy fighter-bombers attack. 
The German anti-aircraft defence shells the attacking enemy aircraft. A plane caught fire: 
in a few seconds this blazing aircraft won’t be any more than a pile of smoking debris. 
Wrecks of several fighter-bombers lie on the ground. German tanks counter-attack: their 
projectiles strike in the distance. An American Sherman-tank is burning. Machine-guns, 
artillery pieces and salvo firing cannons are also deployed. The artillery duel goes on 
throughout the night. An enemy fuel depot exploded: the flames light up the night. [4’. 
18”] 

 

 
I 30 July 1944. 
II The item opens with the close-up of a bust of Adolf Hitler, standing in the room where the 
civil marriage service is performed. They sign their wedding lines in a book that has the Reich 
eagle and swastika on the front. 
III The camera glides past the bottles and cake. 
IV Front Holiday Home. 
V A German sign outside the theatre says: ‘for trench-fighters only’ (nur für Grabenkämpfer). 
VI Someone in the audience uses his periscope to get a better view of the ladies. 
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Total newsreel length: 14’. 03” 
 
 
 
 
 
4 August 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 74269 
1. Austria. Turner Ernst Braun wins the fifth German Apparatus Work War Championships 

in Krems an der Donau.I [1’. 22”] 
2. Belgium. Visit to a sports school for children in Brussels, where 6 year olds fight each 

other in a boxing match that ends in a draw. A little girl presents both ‘boxers’ with 
flowers.II [1’. 18”] 

3. France. Admirals Jean Jardel and Jean-Pierre Esteva inaugurate an exhibition dedicated to 
the navy (Le salon de la Marine) in Paris. The admirals walk around and study the 
paintings and sculptures on display. [0’ 54.”]  

4. Yugoslavia. Order and quiet reign again in the Croatian territories purged of bands of 
partisans. Old customs and ancient traditions are re-established: a whole village takes 
part in celebrating a traditional wedding. [1’. 13”] 

5. Spain. Party Minister José Luis de Arrese and Labour Minister José Antonio Girón 
decorate 800 meritorious Falange members with the order of the Old Guard in Jaén. A 
parade of 15.000 members of the Falange militia concludes the ceremony. [0’. 44”] 

6. Belgium. A farewell ceremony takes place in the inner courtyard of an old patrician house 
in Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers] to honour a new contingent of volunteers for the SS-
Sturmbrigade Langemarck. The volunteers stand in the courtyard (of the Plantin-Moretus 
Museum), which is decorated with a big Waffen-SS flag. Two uniformed men (SS-
Obersturmführer A. Schindlmayer and PK-Kriegsberichter Wim Sassen) address the SS-
Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Langemarck contingent. The speakers make a new appeal to the 
Flemish people to remember its respectable traditions and to fight for their freedom, 
alongside Germany, until the final victory.III Young women present the soldiers with 
flowers. Then the contingent marches, behind flags of the Waffen-SS and the Flemish 
Lion, through the streets of the city and leaves in buses that are decorated with flowers. 
[1’. 45”]  

7. Location not mentioned (France?). The German war navy created commandos specialised 
in defusing mines. Members of these commandos deactivate mines, which had been 
abandoned on a beach. [0’. 47”] 

8. Romania (and USSR?) (German) map from L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg] to Narva and to Iaşi 
[Jassy]. As the eyes of the world are turned on Normandie [Normandy], combats of rather 
limited importance take place to the south of the eastern front. Officers study the military 
situation in their headquarters and give orders to the artillery, which starts firing. In the 
region of Iaşi [Jassy] tanks are prepared for further action. Infantrymen receive the order 
to attack and leave their trenches. While shells of the Soviet artillery strike around them, 
the soldiers advance further. A soldier with a wounded leg is transported to the rear. 

 
I The item opens with the close-up of a poster, which reveals that these ‘13. Deutsche 
Meisterschaften im Gerätturnen für Männer – 5. Deutsche Kriegsmeisterschaften’ were held 
on 5 May 1944. Women in the audience are very enthusiastic when the well-muscled Braun 
appears, wearing nothing but white shorts. 
II Filmed in the very same institute where the first item of AM-WA NR 673 was recorded. 
III Images of the talking military men, whose voice is never heard, is edited together with 
several shots of the Waffen-SS flag. The ceremony took place on 30 July 1944. 
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Tanks, supporting the attack by their infantry, also open fire while flamethrowers are 
deployed to mop up the nests of resistance. [3’. 23”] 

9. France. (German) map from London to Rennes and from Brest to Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers] and Paris. At the invasion front. Marshal Erwin Rommel visits 
Lieutenant-General Eugen Meindl, Commander of a parachute corps, and talks to him and 
other officers. The Normandie [Normandy] combats are particularly bitter. A German 
reconnaissance group approaches the enemy, creeping across the ground. A soldier talks 
into a field telephone: information is transmitted to the artillery. The artillery opens fire, 
their sells strike in the distance. Destroyed enemy tanks lie in the field.I Enemy artillery 
fire: the Germans duck and dig themselves in. [2’. 29”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 55” 
 
 
 
 
 
11 August 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 675270 
1. Germany. Views taken in a HJ physical training school. Boys do gymnastics, box, walk 

on their hands, etc. in front of an audience, including many enthusiastic girls. [0’. 53”] 
2. Germany. In this fifth year of the war, important boat races are organised as usual on the 

Berlin-Grünau Lake.II [1’. 47”] 
3. Belgium. Visit to a Belgian collector and constructor of miniature vessels and navigation 

instruments. [2’. 04”] 
4. Czechoslovakia. In the main schools of Bohemia-Moravia, free time is used to stimulate 

the individual creative skills of the children. Children, working on themes that were 
proposed by their teachers, create mural dedicated to Bedřich Smetana, Antonín Dvořák, 
Leoš Janáček and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. [1’. 02”] 

5. France. The universally renowned place of pilgrimage in Lisieux, in Normandie 
[Normandy], was almost totally destroyed by Anglo-American bombers. Many houses are 
ruined, sometimes only a single outer wall is still upright. Houses are burning; firemen 
walk among the ruins of collapsed buildings. 16.000 peaceful inhabitants have lost their 
homes. Almost 3.000 dead civilians lie under the debris. A nun, followed by men with 
pickaxes, enters a severely damaged building. People leave the city, carrying their 
belongings on carts. The survivors took shelter in the caves that surround the city.III [1’. 
12”] 

6. France. (German) map from London to Rennes and from Brest to Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers] and Paris. At the invasion front. The permanent deployment of the 
Anglo-American aviation has made the forwarding of German reinforcements more 
difficult, but has not managed to obstruct it. Exposed to the constant danger of bombers 
and nosedive attacking planes, German transport troops accomplish extraordinary 
achievements. Soldiers (NSKK members?) load and camouflage a truck. The truck departs 
to the front and is attacked by an enemy flight on the way. The artillery starts firing at the 

 
I The camera focuses as usual on holes made by German projectiles. 
II One of the winning teams, the women from ‘Vineta-Potsdam’, receives the portrait of an 
(unidentified) woman as a prize. 
III The item concludes with the interior shot of one of these caves. 
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enemy aircraft.I Enemy bombers attack the city of Caen. Smoke rises above the city. The 
Anglo-American aviation destroys one district after another, which costs the lives of 
thousands of Frenchmen. The German anti-aircraft defence fires at the bombers. At night, 
supply trucks drive past the blazing suburbs.II In the morning, German soldiers march 
through the smoking ruins and occupy new positions at the edges of the city. Then the 
German tanks and infantrymen counter-attack. The German artillery shells the enemy 
positions. [4’. 44”] 

7. Location not mentioned (USSR?). At the eastern front. A flight of German fighter planes 
takes off to attack the supply lines of Soviet troops. One of the most important roads is 
subjected to a carpet of bombs.III Another flight attacks as well. The wing of a Stuka is 
damaged: the effect of a projectile of the Soviet anti-aircraft defence. Stukas take off and 
bomb the enemy supply lines. [1’. 47”]  

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 29” 
 
 
 
 
 
11 August 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 75271 
Unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
18 August 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 676272 
1. Germany. The Golden Horse Trotting March takes place in München [Munich]. [1’. 05”] 
2. Belgium. New agricultural land in Limburg [Limbourg]. Where great surfaces of 

wasteland extended a year and a half ago, the VAVV has through hard work created land 
suitable for cultivation. Crops grow next to the heathland. Boys and girls from the VAVV 
help farmers during the harvest. [1’. 01”]  

3. Germany. An annual religious ceremony is held in the German Alps to commemorate 
guides who met with an accident. [1’. 05”] 

4. Spain. General Franco arrives in the city of Bilbao, where great festivities commemorate 
the anniversary of its liberation. The population acclaims the Caudillo enthusiastically. 
Franco, standing on the balcony of the Palacio de la Deputacion, reviews a parade. [1’. 
06”] 

5. Belgium. On the occasion of the third anniversary of the departure of a first contingent of 
Walloon volunteers, a solemn event takes place in Brussels (at the Palais des Beaux-Arts 
(Paleis voor Schone Kunsten)).IV Victor Matthys, acting leader of the Rex movement, 
talks. Matthys, standing behind a rostrum decorated with the Cross of Burgundy, 

 
I The item then cuts to the bombardment of Caen, without any further reference to the fate of 
the attacked truck. 
II A blazing district is filmed from inside a moving truck. 
III Aerial footage shows a road being bombed. 
IV 13 August 1944. The commentary neither mentions the name of the ‘Walloon Legion’ nor 
that of the ‘SS-Freiwillige Sturmbrigade Wallonien’. 
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addresses the audience:I ‘Three years ago, on 8 August, our first legionaries left from this 
very same place.II There were only about one thousand men, our first Walloon fighters! 
But it wasn’t for long before their example gave our people a taste for combat and glory! 
Thousands of others left after them, drawn by their example and by their sacrifice. They 
have all fought with the same spirit, suffered with the same courage and offered 
themselves up with the same abnegation to ensure that Europe lives, and their fatherland 
with it. Now, it is up to us to attack all that impedes our path. It is up to us to make 
ourselves feared using all possible means. The example of our soldiers, the example of our 
leader will guide us in this task, and our trust in everyone, just like the justice of our 
cause, will give us victory. To the leader!’III Matthys makes the Nazi salute; everyone in 
the hall applauds. Many flag-bearers come on to the podium and stand against a backdrop 
of the Walloon flag, the Rex flag (Cross of Burgundy) and several Waffen-SS symbols.IV 
The flag-bearers and the audience make the Nazi salute. [1’. 40”]  

6. Germany. The Führer promoted Major Otto-Ernst Remer, the Commander of the Berlin 
Guards’ Battalion who distinguished himself during the swift repression of treason by a 
small group of superior officers, and made him a colonel. Colonel Remer inspects his 
guards’ battalion (Berliner Wachregiment) and reviews their parade before the 
Brandenburger Gate [Brandenburger Tor] in Berlin. [0’. 44”] 

7. Germany. The German armaments industry, which has just produced a series of new 
weapons, assembles (in Berlin). Reich Minister Albert Speer awards several men (Philipp 
Kessler, Dr. Ernst Rudolf Fischer, Max Langenohl and Friedrich Lüschen) with the 
Knight’s Cross with Swords in the Order of War Merits. A speech by the Führer, who 
exerts decisive influence in all armaments questions, is the highlight of the day.V Minister 
Albert Speer visits a new arms factory and attends tests of new weapons. The 
performances of German Panther tanks are compared to those of an American General 
Lee Tank: only the German tank manages to drive over a steep concrete obstacle. 
‘Panzerfaust’ and ‘Panzerschreck’ weapons pierce thick steel and armoured plates.VI [2’. 
20”]  

9. France. (German) map from London to Rennes and from Brest to Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers] and Paris. At the invasion front. French farmers bringing their herds to 
safety cross the path of German reserves going to the front. American fighter-bombers 
attack French cities. Bombers fly over a city, smoke rises from bombed areas. Civilians 
walk through a street filled with debris; others stand inside what’s left of their house. The 
horror of destruction and death has been hovering for weeks over picturesque French 
villages. People try to remove the debris; someoneVII is carried away. People transport 
their belongings on a cart. The population attempts to shelter from the constant threat of 
air raids. Women and children walk away, pushing or pulling carts with some belongings. 
[1’. 24”] 

 
I French, no subtitles. 
II On 8 December 1941, the farewell ceremony for the first volunteers indeed also took place 
in the Palais des Beaux-Arts (Paleis voor Schone Kunsten) but was not shown in the newsreel. 
See the eighth item of AM-WA NR 519. 
III In referring to the leader (‘le chef’), Matthys means Léon Degrelle. 
IV This backdrop was covered by a curtain when Matthys spoke. 
V The item contains no images of Adolf Hitler addressing the audience, but one sees Hitler 
with his retinue, including Martin Bormann. 
VI The commentary doesn’t use the German names, but talks about the ‘anti-tank fist’ and 
‘tank terror’. 
VII It is not clear whether that person is wounded or dead. 
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Total newsreel length: 10’. 25” 
 
 
 
 
 
18 August 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 76273 
1. Germany. Mielke, a cyclist from Wrocław [Breslau], wins the German cycling 

championship in Dresden. [1’. 05”] 
2. Belgium. August is the month when honey is harvested: two beekeepers gather honey and 

put it in jars.I [2’. 12”] 
3. Germany. Flemings staying in Berlin organised festivities to commemorate the Battle of 

the Spurs [Guldensporenslag].II Men and women, many of them wearing swastika armlets 
or uniforms, sit in a hall. A man, standing against a backdrop of the Flemish Lion Flag 
and two swastika flags, addresses the audience.III The speaker declares in his statement 
that the Flemish people must, like in the past, fight for the maintenance of their vital rights 
and their culture. Everyone stands up and makes the Nazi salute. [1’. 02”]  

4. Romania. On Heroes’ Memorial Day, Romanian Head of State Ion Antonescu and several 
leading personalities attend a religious ceremony in a cemetery in Bucuresti [Bucharest]. 
[0’. 57”] 

5. Germany. Benito Mussolini reviews soldiers of the Italian Littorio Division on a German 
training ground (Sennelager near Paderborn) and attends their manoeuvres. The Duce also 
assists a solemn ceremony, during which the division’s new colours are consecrated.IV [1’. 
24”] 

6. Location not mentioned (USSR?) (German) map from L’viv [Lvov/Lemberg] to Narva 
and to Iaşi [Jassy]. The current phase of the war demands the partial destruction of things 
that were reconstructed after the Soviet retreat. A city is burning, a telegraph pole lies on 
the ground with its cables cut. Columns of tanks and cars leave the blazing city. New 
infantry reserves march to the main line of combat, smiling and waving.V Civilians, riding 
on carts or going on foot, depart. After the departure of the last train, sleeper crossbars are 
torn apart so as to completely destroy the railways. The railway station and the adjacent 
buildings are left burning. German pioneers blow up bridges, embanked roads and 
railways. All buildings of possible military importance fall prey to the flames. Rear-guard 
infantrymen evacuate a village, setting fire to many houses. [2’. 34”] 

7. France. At the invasion front. German fighters take off for hedgehopping attack on the 
Anglo-American supply lines. The fighters fly over a crossroads, fire at enemy vehicles 
and attack American vehicles on the main road of a small village.VI Waffen-SS 
grenadiers, awaiting an adverse attack, are on the outlook. The German artillery shells 
enemy positions. SS-Hauptsturmführer Michael Wittmann, one of the most formidable 

 
I The jars have French labels saying ‘Miel d’abeilles – garanti pur’. 
II Also known as the ‘Bataille des Éperons d’Or’, see the third item of AM-WA NR 672. 
III Neither the exact location nor the name of the speaker are mentioned. The manifestation is 
filmed from the back of the hall, which makes it impossible to identify the speaker, whose 
voice is not included either. 
IV The item opens with the flag of (the new) Italy but concludes with the German Reich war 
standard. 
V They wave pointedly at the camera. 
VI Filmed with an onboard camera. 
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tank destroyers, drives past in his Tiger tank.I Grenadiers advance, tanks fire, destroyed 
enemy equipment lies on the edges of roads, the anti-tank artillery joins in the battle, 
infantrymen open fire... A village has been totally destroyed. Fierce street fights take 
place without respite in the ruins of French villages. German troops deploy guns, 
flamethrowers and machine-guns. [3’. 32”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 12’. 46” 
 
 
 
 
 
25 August 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 677274 
1. Belgium. During the ‘Week of the Dietse Youth’ a summer festival was organised in 

Antwerpen [Antwerp/Anvers].II Uniformed boys and girls, members of DMS and DBVIII, 
enter a stadium (Beerschot Stadium), parade past a gallery and make the Nazi salute. In 
the front row: VNV-leader Dr. Elias. Girls do gymnastics and perform folk dances. [2’. 
00”]  

2. Greece. Greek railway material repair shops work mainly to meet the needs of the 
German army. Greek workers repair railway carriages for German troops. [1’. 31”] 

3. Czechoslovakia. Dr. Emil Hácha, President of the Czech state, celebrates his 72nd 
birthday. Government Leader Jaroslav Krejčí, accompanied by Principal Private Secretary 
Dr. Popelka, visits the president in the castle of Làny and congratulates him. [0’. 56”] 

4. Germany. The Führer visits collaborators and members of the general staff who were 
wounded during the attempt. Adolf Hitler goes into the ward and talks to several wounded 
men: General Walter Scherff, Lieutenant-Colonel Heinrich Borgmann, Captain Heinz 
Assman, Admiral Karl-Jesko von Puttkamer and Infantry General Walter Buhle. On 
leaving the hospital, Hitler is acclaimed by enthusiastic civilians. Leading people from the 
party, the state and the army congratulate Hitler before starting important talks: Minister 
of the Economy, Walther Funk, Minister Albert Speer, District Leader (Gauleiter) Fritz 
Sauckel, Dr. Karl Otto Saur, Minister Hans-Heinrich Lammers, SS Leader Heinrich 
Himmler, Reich Marshal Hermann Göring, Minister Joseph Goebbels and General 
Ferdinand Schörner. General Alfred Jodl, National Organiser (Reichsleiter) Martin 
Bormann (and Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel)IV are also present. [1’. 55”]  

5. Belgium. In the presence of many honorary guests, DeVlag has organised a 
commemorative ceremony at the historical cemetery of Langemark (Langemarck) in 
honour of the volunteers fallen in the First World War.V SS-Sturmbannführer Konrad 
Schellong, Commander of the SS-Sturmbrigade Langemarck (SS-Freiwillige 
Sturmbrigade Langemarck), lays a funeral wreath (followed by Jef Van de Wiele and a 

 
I Michael Wittmann was indeed a very famous ‘tank ace’, known for his bravery. The 
commentary doesn’t mention that Wittmann was reported ‘lost’ (and presumed dead) since 8 
August 1944. (His remains were only discovered in 1987.) 
II 15 August 1944. This manifestation was preceded by a flag parade through the streets of 
Antwerpen [Antwerp].  
III The names of the organisations are not mentioned, but their flags are visible. 
IV Keitel’s name is not mentioned but his face was familiar to contemporary newsreel 
audiences. 
V 21 August 1944. Note that the commentary talks about ‘volunteers’ without referring to 
their (German) nationality. 
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soldier) and Belgian and German SS-officers. Several people, including Jef Van de Wiele 
and Cyriel Verschaeve, accompany Schellong.I Afterwards a small ceremony takes place 
on the municipal market square. DeVlag leader Jef Van de Wiele addresses the volunteers 
of the SS-Sturmbrigade Langemarck. Van de Wiele presents SS-Sturmbannführer 
Schellong with engravings made by Flemish artists. [1’. 36”]  

6. Germany and Great Britain. At night in a German city, houses are burning. In the course 
of this war, German workers’ districts were the targets of Anglo-American 
bombardments. The Anglo-Americans blindly destroyed everything that is protected by 
international laws: hospitals, clinics, kindergartens and hospices. The stairwell of a house 
is blazing.II Firemen try to extinguish flames, walking past smoking ruins. Statues in the 
portal of a church have been decapitated, a crucifix has fallen to pieces, and a saint’s 
figure is burning… Everything that is part of the heritage of a civilised world is attacked: 
the architecture and secular culture that expresses itself in churches and the artistic 
treasures that are irreplaceable for humanity… The bodies of several dead people lie on 
the ground, partially covered by dust. A cart with six coffins drives past. A large number 
of corpses is brought together in a hall, one body lying next to another, children and 
babies among them.III Germany has started its retaliation. A unit from the German long-
distance artillery studies the southern coast of Great Britain with the help of a 
telecamera.IV Start of the V-1! This new German weapon is part of a first response to 
Anglo-American air terrorism! [2’. 14”] 

7. Location not mentioned (USSR?). (German) map from Narva through Daugavpils to 
Warszawa and to Siedlce. German reserves drive non-stop to the eastern front. Motorised 
infantry, grenadiers, tanks and assault artillery advances: they form the pillars of German 
resistance that increases from day to day. The heavy artillery and tank artillery shells 
Soviet tanks.V Waffen-SS grenadiers fire with machine-gun: a village, bitterly defended by 
the Soviets, must be retaken! The village is captured; its houses are burning. General 
Herbert Gille talks to his men and points at a map. German infantrymen and their artillery, 
supported by tanks, counter-attack. Artillery and tanks open fire on Soviet tanks. The 
Bolshevists have penetrated a city with strong tank contingents. They clash violently with 
the bitter defence of German soldiers. In less than half an hour the accompanying German 
tanks and artillery have destroyed the steel Soviet giants and cleared a breakthrough. 
German infantrymen walking past destroyed Soviet tanks point at the big holes left by 
German projectiles: the impressive strength of German anti-tank weapons! German 
soldiers, standing between blazing Soviet tanks, share a drink: a sip in the middle of the 
oven! German tanks move past burning Soviet tanks: the battle continues with ferocity! 
[3’. 38”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 50” 
 
 

 
I Verschaeve is shown twice (at the cemetery and at the market square) but not named by the 
newsreel commentator. 
II Interior shot. 
III Note that the images of dead German civilians are not commented upon. The camera makes 
sure to film a child (short trousers) and a baby (the head clearly visible) lying next to a dead 
woman. 
IV The view of a white cliff is inserted. The subsequent images do not show the launch of the 
V-1, but the bomb flying through the air. 
V No footage of enemy tanks. 
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25 August 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 77275 
1. Belgium. Seven racehorses compete in the ‘Grand-Prix d’Ostende’, a galloping race at the 

hippodrome of Bosvoorde [Boitsfort]. Torcello (ridden by H. Denaigre) finishes ahead of 
Nabah, Samson and Chatham.I [1’. 15”]  

2. Austria. The annual shooting festival (Schützenfest) is celebrated in the mountains of the 
Tirol. Locals, dressed in traditional costumes, go to the shooting range and perform the 
traditional ribbon dance.II [0’. 52”] 

3. Belgium. The Waffen-SS Ersatzkommando Flandern organised a garden fête for family 
members of volunteers of the SS-Sturmbrigade Langemarck. The families, mainly young 
women with children, are entertained to afternoon tea and served a meal (in 
Antwerpen/Antwerp). Afterwards the mothers and their children go outside to a park. 
Little children receive presents, teenagers and young people play tug-of-war, uniformed 
girls are folk dancing, and children are riding ponies… Uniformed young men from the 
Ersatzkommando direct all activities. The afternoon concludes with a puppet show. [1’. 
25”]  

4. Czechoslovakia. The Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia celebrates ‘Czech Youth Week 
1944’. 1.000 boys and girls perform a mass choral and instrumental concert in the open in 
Praha [Prague]. Then the performers, mostly in folk costume, parade towards the National 
Theatre, where a big event will take place.III [1’. 38”] 

5. Yugoslavia. On the occasion of the 55th birthday of the Poglavnik, the Croatian capital 
Zagreb [Agram] is decorated with flags and portraits of the head of state. Large portraits 
of Ante Pavelić hang on the walls of buildings. On this festive day, religious services are 
held in all churches. A catholic dignitary says mass inside a cathedral. Many dignitaries, 
including members of the Japanese diplomatic corps, sign a book of congratulations. [1’. 
14”] 

6. Germany. General Günther Korten, leader of the general staff of the German air force 
who, after the attempt on the Führer and the army command, succumbed to his injuries, is 
interred in the Tannenberg Memorial. A guard of honour surrounds the coffin, which is 
covered with a Reich war standard, a helmet and two swords. The general’s decorations 
are displayed on a pillow. Hermann Göring extends his condolences to the family and 
gives a speech. The Reich marshal commemorates the great soldier who by fate was 
suddenly snatched from his duties. Several military leaders (including Karl Dönitz and 
Wilhelm Keitel) attend the ceremony. Göring lays the Führer’s funeral wreath, carried by 
four soldiers. Then the coffin is transferred into the memorial. [1’. 13”] 

7. Eastern Europe. The whole German nation is involved in a total mobilisation. In the east, 
a defensive wall must be built to counter the storming Bolshevism. HJ, RAD and countless 
workers from the Baltic territories and women from eastern lands are at work. Young HJ-
RAD members march singing to a field where they start digging. Elsewhere male workers 
and smiling women are digging too, excavating a deep (anti-tank) ditch. The new 

 
I 20 August 1944. The commentary doesn’t mention that Torcello, owned by Colsoulle, won 
200.000 Belgian francs. 
II The item doesn’t cover the actual shooting competition, only the fair that traditionally 
accompanies it. Everywhere in the village and on the shooting range swastika flags are 
streaming. 
III The latter event is not included in the newsreel report. 
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entrenchment, many metres deep and wide, stretches over hundreds of kilometres. A view 
over the defence works from inside a plane offers an aerial view of their extent.I [1’. 48”] 

8. France. (German) map from London to Brest, to Rennes and to Antwerpen 
[Antwerp/Anvers]. The battle in Northern France. The French militia proved itself on 
several occasions in the battle against terrorists from the beginning of the invasion. 
Black-uniformed members of the Milice are taken as gang membersII, their hands in the 
air, out of a building. The prisoners are marched off and interrogated. Elsewhere on a 
country road in France members of the German Field Police (Feldpolizei) stand around an 
ambushed car and check the papers of vehicles and pedestrians. A neighbouring farm, 
whose owner gave shelter to the terrorists, is set on fire. The police also found French 
currency, distributed by the Americans.III Elsewhere German infantry reserves march to 
the front, smiling and waving at the camera. The reserves seek shelter against an 
American air raid, which is fended off by an RAD battery. An American bomber is hit and 
crashes.IV The fight is over; the supplies are taken further along. The reserves arrive near 
the front line and are welcomed by the other troops while their commanders are briefed. 
Elsewhere, Field Marshal Gunther von Kluge inspects a French front sector.V Elsewhere 
an observation post detects the approach of enemy tanks. The German artillery engages in 
fire but some enemy tanks manage to break through and head straight for the German 
line. Infantrymen and paratroopers armed with anti-tank weapons (Panzerschreck) attack 
and destroy the enemy tanks from a short distance. Destroyed enemy tanks lie in a field.VI 
A young grenadier is congratulated on destroying two heavy American tanks within a 
couple of hours, which earned him the Second and First Class Iron Cross on the same day. 
German tanks counter-attack. Despite sustained bombardments and extremely strong 
barrage fire the battle at the invasion front continues day and night.VII [3’. 45”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 10” 
 
 
 
 
 
1 September 1944 (1/2): AM-WA NR 678276 
1. Spain. The Royal Equine Society organises a trotting race on the Spanish islands of 

Mallorca. [0’. 57”] 
2. Switzerland. The exhibition ‘Masks from around the world’ is held at the ethnographic 

museum of Genève [Geneva]. [0’. 50”] 

 
I This long sequence of aerial footage is accompanied by triumphant music. 
II Members of the French Resistance. 
III Close-up of a new French currency five franc note bears the Republican symbol ‘Liberté, 
Egalité, Fraternité’. 
IV This small sequence, showing on the one hand a bomber coming down and, on the other, 
the smoking wreckage of a shot-down bomber, might feature images of two different aircraft. 
V von Kluge, dismissed and summoned to Berlin, killed himself on 19 August 1944, more 
than a week before this newsreel was released.  
VI The actual destruction of these tanks is mentioned but not shown. 
VII This cryptic phrase intends to stress that the German troops keep on fighting (defending 
themselves) despite continuous enemy air raids and artillery attacks. The item concludes with 
artillery and flamethrower flashes in the night. 
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3. Belgium. The  ‘Young Art 1944 (Art Jeune 1944) exhibition is organised in Brussels. 
Among the paintings on display we find José Crunelle’s ‘Pêche miraculeuse’, which won 
the first prize. Other works of art include ‘Le retour de la chasse’ by Guy de Gobert, 
‘Quatre eléments’ by the same artist, ‘L’adoration des bergers’ by Ghislaine Cambron, 
‘L’adoration des bergers’ by Félix Tuyaerts, ‘Le jugement de Paris’ by Jean Mommarts, 
‘L’adoration des bergers’ by André Franquin,I ‘Le jugement de Paris’ by Gilberte 
Dumont, ‘Le jugement de Paris’ by Jacques Dormont and ‘L’adoration des bergers’ by 
Karel Van den Heuvel.II [0’. 58”] 

4. Belgium. The cereal harvest was very rich this year. Farmers thresh the corn. [1’. 03”] 
5. Germany. Visit to a sawmill in southern Germany, run by four sisters. Since their 

brothers, who are workers and woodcutters, have been mobilised, these young girls get 
down to work at their old father’s side. The sisters only stop working to read a letter, 
brought by a postwoman. [1’. 27”] 

6. Germany. The medical care of the German population, hit by the air terror, is not 
interrupted: special hospital trains visit bombed areas.III People visit the dentist inside one 
of these trains. [0’. 42”]  

7. Yugoslavia. The leader of the Croatian state made a long tour of inspection through 
territories that were liberated from gangs of partisans. Ante PavelićIV visits a city and is 
welcomed warmly: a girl presents him with flowers. Pavelić reviews soldiers: several 
thousands of recruits from the black legion proved themselves particularly during these 
mopping-up operations. Pavelić inspects a parade and shakes hands with some 
enthusiastic locals. [1’. 17”] 

8. Location not mentioned (Germany?). Selected dogs are trained for military service. The 
animals learn to pull carts and are specifically trained to transport wounded soldiers. [0’. 
54”] 

9. Location not mentioned (Italy?). A torpedo-plane unit from the Italian fascist republican 
air force returns from a flight that was crowned with success and took them as far as the 
border of Gibraltar. Flight Commander Captain Marini sank a transport of 10.000 tons. 
Marini is enthusiastically welcomed by many comrades (another officer kisses him) and 
by German officers. Marini and the other pilots are decorated on behalf of Marshal 
Wolfram Freiherr von Richthofen. [1’. 27”] 

10. France. (German) map from Brest through Cherbourg and Saint-Nazaire to Le Havre and 
to Le Mans. The war in Northern France. General Sepp Dietrich, the Waffen-SS tank 
corps Commander whom the Führer granted Brilliants, decorates Waffen-SS soldiers 
who distinguished themselves particularly, with the Iron Cross. (One of the decorated 
soldiers has a bandaged head.) Elsewhere a German outpost locates British storm troops, 
opens fire and annihilates them.V Elsewhere, a combat post of heavy German artillery 
shells the enemy: officers leading the operation give orders through a microphone. When 
enemy planes appear, the artillery pieces are swiftly camouflaged and the crew seeks 
shelter. The anti-aircraft artillery opens fire. Several enemy fighter-bombers are shot 

 
I Probably the same André Franquin (1924-1997) that became famous as the creator of 
cartoon character Gaston Lagaffe (Guust Flater) and the Marsupilami. 
II The commentary identifies each work and each artist. 
III There is no footage of bombed cities or houses. 
IV Pavelić’s name is not mentioned in the commentary. 
V The sequence opens with footage of the British soldiers, filmed with a telecamera lens. The 
annihilation’ is not shown. Nor are there any images of dead British soldiers. 
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down. Afterwards, the camouflage is removed and the artillery continues its fire.I The 
projectiles strike in the distance. [3’. 39”] 

  
Total newsreel length: 13’. 14” 
 
 
 
 
 
1 September 1944 (2/2): BA-BN NR 78277 
1. Belgium. Basketball teams compete on a Brussels square for the Paul Debout Challenge 

Cup. Royal IV wins the finals beating the Amicale Sportive (44-26). [1’. 22”] 
2. Germany. Every Sunday events are organised in Germany to entertain foreign workers. In 

Berlin a Serbian and a French team meet for a football match, which is won by the latter 
(3-4). [1’. 23”] 

3. Spain. To commemorate the eighth anniversary of the Spanish National Revolution, 
Franco receives the members of the diplomatic corps at La Graña (in San Ildefonso near 
Segovia). In Madrid workers pay homage to their Caudillo. 300.000 people parade before 
Franco, who hands out certificates to meritorious workers and company leaders. [1’. 15”] 

4. Germany. DeVlag leader Jef Van de Wiele speaks in Berlin, in the presence of many 
Flemish workers, DeVlag members and volunteers of the SS-Sturmbrigade Langemarck. 
Van de Wiele, dressed in SS uniform, stands against a backdrop of swastikas and the 
Flemish Lion and addresses an audience of mixed civilians and military men. His speech 
makes an insistent appeal, calling all Flemings to join forces with other Germanic peoples 
in the struggle for Europe’s liberty and the survival of its thousand-year-old culture. Van 
de Wiele says:II ‘[…] I am standing there, where victory is. You workers who are in 
doubtIII, should consider with me the words of Adolf von Hatzfeld: Ich reichte meinem 
Nebenmann die Hand. Diese Hand war die Hand jedermanns, der nicht mehr getrennt, 
der nicht mehr allein, aus demselben Glauben, mit demselben Mut, mit derselben Liebe, 
aus demselben Blut, marschiert in die leuchtenden Horizonte der Zukunft hinein. Heil 
Hitler!’IV [1’. 10”]  

5. Germany. Even in the hardest phase of the war, German scientific research has 
maintained its high reputation. In a research laboratory (in Berlin), German and foreign 
students are initiated into making synthetic fibres and testing their strength. [0’. 58”] 

6. Baltic Sea. The fishing season has started in the Baltic Sea: the first trawlers made a good 
catch. [1’. 14”] 

7. Yugoslavia. In all regions of Croatia, peasants started the cereal harvest, which is 
exceptionally rich this year. [0’. 55”] 

 
I The artillerymen are blanketed in fog, which is beautifully photographed. 
II The commentary drowned out Van de Wiele’s words that were hardly audible. From this 
point onwards however the item contains, as indicated by the quotation marks, excerpts of the 
speech. Van de Wiele starts in Flemish but then switches to German. The whole sequence, 
rather poorly edited, is not subtitled. 
III This phrase reveals the purpose of Van de Wiele’s speech – persuading Flemish workers to 
join the brigade at the eastern front – much clearer than the commentary does.  
IV Van de Wiele talks in Flemish but cites von Hatzfeld in German. The citation means to 
encourage the audience to join hands and work together for the final victory. As his speech is 
not subtitled, most of the contemporary newsreel audience is likely to have understood 
nothing except the concluding ‘Heil Hitler’. 
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8. Belgium. After several other Belgian cities, the centre of Namur [Namen] has also been 
bombed by the Anglo-American air force. The civil population deplores hundreds of 
deaths. I Large buildings as well as ordinary houses are damaged or ruined; a statue of 
King Leopold II is toppled. Civilians and priests are clearing the rubble. Others are 
transporting the rest of their belongings on carts. [1’. 05”] 

9. Location not mentioned (Germany?). The German navy developed one-man torpedoes 
(Marder midget submarines) to fight enemy ships. Corporal Walther Gerhold 
demonstrates the weapon. Gerhold sank a British Aurora class cruiser and is therefore 
decorated by Rear Admiral Hellmuth Heye. His comrades, who were on the same mission, 
are also decorated and carry Gerhold triumphantly on their shoulders. [1’. 43”] 

10. Location not mentioned (USSR?). (German) map from Narva over Daugavpils to 
Warszawa and to Siedlce. German bombers take off to attack Soviet supply lines and 
tanks. General Seidemann, Commander of an aviation corps, discusses the plan of attack 
with Major Hans Rudel, bearer of diamonds.II Under Rudel’s guidance Junkers Ju 87 fly 
in formation and dive against Russian tanks on the open road. Rudel destroys a Soviet 
tank.III Elsewhere German grenadiers bring in a walking-wounded comrade to a medical 
post. After having his leg bandaged, the wounded man shakes hands with one of saviours, 
who is moved by this gesture. German tanks and infantrymen eliminate a bridgehead 
bitterly defended by the Soviets. The troops then enter a village and purge it of the last 
enemy elements. Flames of burning houses light up the night. [2’. 41”] 

 
Total newsreel length: 13’. 46” 
  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Fout! Bladwijzer niet gedefinieerd.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
 

 
I The city was bombed on 18 August 1944. The two sentences preceding this footnote are 
citing the entire commentary. The rest of the item is synchronised with sad music. No footage 
of wounded or dead people is included. 
II The commentary presumably refers to the ‘Pilot Observers’ badge with Diamonds’.  
III The commentary mentions this, but there is no footage of a tank being destroyed. 
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Glossary of abbreviations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASSV Algemene-SS Vlaanderen Flemish SS 
ATW Auslandstonwoche 

(Auslandswochenschau) 
Foreign Weekly Newsreel 

BArch Bundesarchiv German Federal Archive 
BWB-LVB Belgische Wieler Bond - Ligue 

Vélopédique Belge 
Belgian Cycling League 

BArch-FArch Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv German Federal Archive – Film 
Archive 

BDM Bund deutscher Mädel German Young Women's 
League, female section of the HJ 

CML Cinémathèque Municipale de 
Luxembourg 

Municipal Film Archive of 
Luxembourg 

DAF Deutsche Arbeiterfront German Labour Front 
DBV Dietsche Blauwvoetvendels NSJV Young Men's Division 
DeVlag Duits-Vlaamse Arbeidsgemeenschap -  

Deutsch-Flämische Arbeitsgemeinschaft 
German-Flemish Work 
Community 

DM Dietse Militie Paramilitary Militant Wing of 
VNV 

DM/HB Dietse Militie – Hulpbrigade DM – Auxiliary Brigade 
DM/ZB  Dietse Militie – Zwarte Brigade DM – Black Brigade 
DMS Dietse Meisjesscharen NSJV Young Women's Division 
DW Deutsche Wochenschau German Weekly Newsreel 
GPU Gosudarstvennoe Politicheskoe 

Upralevnie  
State Political AdministrationI 

HJ Hitler Jugend  Hitler Youth 
INAdF Inathèque de France French National Audiovisual 

Archives 
IWM Imperial War Museum  
LOC-BF Library of Congress – documents 

originating from Bundesarchiv-
Filmarchiv 

 

NAA Nederlands Audiovisueel Archief Netherlands Audiovisual Archive 
NAD Nederlandse Arbeidsdienst Dutch Labour Service 
NJS Nederlandse Jeugdstorm Dutch Youth Storm 
NSB Nationaal Socialistische Beweging  (Dutch) National-Socialist 

Movement 
 

I Soviet Security and Intelligence Service, successor to the Vecheka (1922) and replaced by 
the OGPU as early as in 1923. Although before the Second World War broke out the latter 
was transferred to another service (GUGB) that was in its turn incorporated into a larger body 
(NKVD), German propaganda kept using the term ‘GPU’ in its anti-Communist propaganda. 
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NSDAP Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter 
Partei 

German Nazi Party 

NSJV Nationaal Socialistische Jeugd in 
Vlaanderen 

National-Socialist Youth in 
Flanders 

NSKK Nationalsozialistisches Kraftfahrkorps  National-Socialist Motor 
Transport Corps 

NSV  Nationalsozialistischer Volkswohlfart National-Socialist Welfare 
Organisation 

NTG Nederlands Theater Gent Dutch Theatre in Ghent [Gand] 
OT  Organisation Todt  Todt Organisation  
RAD Reichsarbeitsdienst Reich Labour Service 
Rex  (Primarily) Francophone fascist 

movement 
SD Sicherheitsdienst Security Service 
SNCF Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer 

Français 
French National Railway 
Company 

UHGA-UTMI Unie van Hand- en Geestesarbeiders – 
Union des Travailleurs Intellectuels et 
Manuels 

Union of Manual and Intellectual 
Workers 

VAVV Vrijwillige Arbeidsdienst voor 
Vlaanderen 

Flemish Labour Service 

VNV Vlaams Nationaal Verbond Flemish Nationalist League 
WA  Weerafdeling Dutch paramilitary organisation 
WH  Winterhilfswerke Winter Relief: German Welfare 

organisation with international 
branches 
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Unpublished source material 
 
 
 
 
 
Newsreel prints or newsreel descriptions incorporated in local archive databases were viewed 
at the premises of the following film archives:    
 
 

1. Belgian Royal Film Archive, Brussels. 
 
2. Bundesarchiv-Filmarchiv, Berlin. 
 
3. Cinémathèque Municipale de Luxembourg, LuxemburgFout! Bladwijzer niet 

gedefinieerd.. 
 
4. DG IPR-P/AV, BrusselsFout! Bladwijzer niet gedefinieerd. (Peutie). 
 
5. Imperial War Museum, London. 
 
6. Inathèque de France, Paris. 
 
7. Library of Congress, WashingtonFout! Bladwijzer niet gedefinieerd. DC. 
 
8. Netherlands Audiovisual Archives, Den HaagFout! Bladwijzer niet gedefinieerd. 

[The Hague]. 
 
9. RTBF-Imadoc, Brussels. 

 
 
A detailed overview of all prints and descriptions that were studied can be found in the 
respective endnote of each newsreel description. 
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Consulted newspapers and magazines 
 
 
 
 
 
Newspapers 1940-1944 

 
1. Het Algemeen Nieuws (Brussels, May 1940 - September 1944). 
 
2. L’Avenir (Brussels, July 1943 – September 1944). 
 
3. Die Brüsseler Zeitung (Brussels, July 1940 – September 1944). 
 
4. Het Laatste Nieuws (Brussels, June 1940 – September 1944). 

 
5. La Légia (Liège, May 1940 – September 1944). 
 
6. Le Pays Réel (Brussels, August 1940 – September 1944). 
 
7. Le Soir (Brussels, June 1940 – September 1944). 
 
8. Het Vlaamsche Land (Antwerp, January 1941 – September 1944). 
 
9. Volk en Staat (Antwerp, June 1940 – September 1944). 
 
10. Vooruit (Ghent, June 1940 – September 1944). 

 
 
 
 
 
Journals and magazines 1940-1944 

 
1. Balming (Brussels, April 1943 – September 1944). 
 
2. CINEMA (Brussels, December 1940 – September 1944) 
 
3. De Vlag (Brussels, August 1940 – August 1944). 
 
4. De SS-Man (Brussels, December 1940 – September 1944). 
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Bataille, Georges ................... 148; 325; 336 
Baugniet, Pierre .................................... 260 
Bauwens ........................................ 133; 162 
Beaulieu, Roger ...................................... 36 
Beckerle, Adolf Heinz .......................... 274 
Beekman, Camille ................................. 313 
Beethoven ..................... See van Beethoven 
Béguin, (horse)........................................ 53 
Behring.............................. See von Behring 
Bekeman, Gaston .................................. 208 
Belle, J. ................................................... 95 
Bellini, (horse) ........................................ 22 
Bellman, Carl Michael .......................... 162 
Belmondo, Paul ..................................... 101 
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Below, Captain ...................................... 220 
Benliure, Mariano .................................. 311 
Bennewitz ............. 185; 219; 246; 264; 301 
Benoist-Méchin, Jacques ....................... 163 
Berg ......................................................... 75 
Bergens, Erik ......................................... 184 
Berger, Gottlob ...................................... 301 
Bernadotte ............................. See Karl XIV 
Berthelot, Jean .................................90; 119 
Betchette, (greyhound) .......................... 116 
Bichelonne, Jean .................................... 169 
Billiet, Albert .................................102; 265 
Binto ........................................................ 32 
Birgel, Willy ....................................48; 137 
Blanc, J.M. ............................................ 306 
Blanchet ................................................. 311 
Blask, Erwin ............................................ 75 
Blendeman, Richard ................................ 48 
Bock, Fedor von ...................................... 79 
Boda ...................................................... 235 
Boeck .................................... See De Boeck 
Boeckel ............................ See Van Boeckel 
Boer ......................................... See De Boer 
Bogaert .................................................. 144 
Boisecq .................................................. 293 
Bollé, Martin ........................................... 44 
Bonaparte, Napoleon François Charles 

Joseph .................................................. 42 
Bonduel, Frans ............... 86; 152; 222; 292 
Borgmann, Heinrich .............................. 337 
Boris III, (King of Bulgaria) ... 30; 56; 199; 

234; 236; 316 
Bormann, Martin . 190; 252; 276; 281; 326; 

335; 337 
Borms, August 69; 172; 238; 239; 308; 323 
Borobusse, Jacques ................................ 154 
Bosch ............................ See Van den Bosch 
Bose, Subhas Chandra .. 144; 192; 246; 257 
Bouton de rose, (horse) ......................... 162 
Bozhilov, Dobri .................... 250; 274; 276 
Brackeleer, J. ........................................... 53 
Bradl, Jose ............................................... 45 
Braecke, Pieter Jan .................................. 60 
Braekman, Pol ........................ 81; 227; 330 
Brahe, Tycho ......................................... 203 
Brancart, Richard ..........................227; 331 
Brâncoveanu, Constantin ...................... 282 
Braspenninck, John ............................... 191 
Brasseur, Henri ...................................... 251 
Brauchitsch ................. See von Brauchitsch 

Braun, Ernst .......................................... 332 
Brée ....................................... See Van Brée 
Breker, Arno ................................. 101; 144 
Breuskin, Raoul .................................... 191 
Brévié, Jules .......................................... 146 
Brinon ................................... See de Brinon 
Broeck ......................... See Van den Broeck 
Broeckmeyer ........................................... 57 
Broka, Germaine ........................... 149; 270 
Brugmann de Walzin, baron ........... 61; 302 
Bruneel, Achiel ..................................... 191 
Bruyn .................................... See De Bruyn 
Bruyninckx, Jef ............................... 39; 184 
Budak .................................................... 299 
Buffalo Bill, (William Frederick Cody) 152 
Buhle, Walter ........................................ 337 
Bukovac ........................................ 180; 269 
Bunker, A. ............................................. 139 
Bürckel, Josef.......................................... 29 
Burton ................................................... 174 
Busch, Ernst .......................................... 295 
Bussière, Amédée ................................. 177 
Buti.......................................................... 37 
Buysse, Achille ............... 56; 102; 110; 152 
Byrd, Richard .......................................... 95 
C 
Calderón, Pedro .................................... 247 
Camacho, Miguel Avila .................. 42; 109 
Cambron, Ghislaine .............................. 341 
Carceller, Demetrio ....................... 324; 331 
Cárdenas, Lázaro .................................... 42 
Cariston ..................................... See Kriston 
Carles, L. ............................................... 306 
Carmona, António ...... 26; 82; 90; 110; 184; 

192 
Caroen, Fernande .................................. 230 
Carol I, (King of Romania) . 20; 21; 29; 161 
Carol II, (King of Romania) ....... 20; 21; 29 
Carpentier, Georges ........................ 92; 148 
Carrière, Eugène ................................... 283 
Cassatt, Mary ........................................ 283 
Caulaert ........................... See Van Caulaert 
Cavallero, Ugo ...................................... 191 
Cent Seize, (horse) ................................ 209 
Cerdan, Marcel...................................... 169 
Chapelle, Jean ............. 14; 40; 50; 207; 287 
Charrue, Mgr. ........................................ 214 
Chatham, (horse) ................... 302; 313; 339 
Chevalier, Maurice.................................. 92 
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Chiang Kai-shek .. 29; 34; 39; 83; 125; 126; 
190 

Christiaensen, Friedrich ........................ 196 
Christian X, (King of Denmark) 29; 30; 55; 

84; 109; 141 
Churchill, Winston .................................. 65 
Ciano, Count Galeazzo .. 20; 28; 29; 33; 35; 

37; 49; 57; 83; 103; 163 
Ciliax ..................................................... 121 
Claes, Georges .................. 79; 86; 130; 292 
Claessens, Jetje ...................................... 214 
Claeys, Lina ...................................224; 324 
Clautier, Maurice ............ 86; 168; 262; 269 
Cleopatra, (Queen of Egypt) ................. 164 
Clercq ................................... See De Clercq 
Clochard, William ................................. 293 
Clody ..................................................... 244 
Cochet, Henri ........................................ 306 
Codreanu, Corneliu ................................. 39 
Colin Tampon, (horse) ............................ 60 
Colin, Paul ............................................. 207 
Colsoulle ........................................213; 339 
Columbus, Christopher ........... 98; 182; 259 
Confucius ................................................ 34 
Cools, Frans ........................................... 168 
Copernicus, Nicolaus ............................ 217 
Coppez ................................................... 147 
Corsin, Gérard ....................................... 222 
Cosson, Victor ....................................... 218 
Costa, Palacios ...................................... 184 
Couret, Sophie ....................................... 154 
Cousteau, Jacques-Yves ..................16; 290 
Criqui, Eugène ....................................... 181 
Crommelynck, Fernand ........................... 64 
Crunelle, José ........................................ 341 
Csáky, István .............................. 21; 27; 37 
Csatay, Lajos ......................................... 254 
Cvetkovíc ................................................ 47 
Cyril, (Prince Regent of Bulgaria) .......241; 

242; 318 
D 
d’Arc, Jeanne ......................................... 311 
Daels, Frans ...................................172; 242 
Dagover, Lil .......................................... 273 
Dahmann ................................................. 75 
Daladier, Edouard .................................... 18 
Dam ....................................... See Van Dam 
Damman, Camille .................................. 155 
Danneels, Gustave ................................. 265 

Danny, Renée ........................................ 277 
Darlan, François ................ See Darlan, Jean 
Darlan, Jean .............. 42; 99; 101; 106; 134 
Darré, Richard ............... See Darré, Walther 
Darré, Walther .................................. 25; 31 
Darrieux, Danielle ................................. 130 
Daub, Ewald.......................................... 160 
Davidenkoff, Lieutenant ....................... 220 
Daye, Pierre .......................................... 222 
de Arrese, José Luis ..... 186; 189; 190; 228; 

239; 284; 332 
De Backer ................................. 59; 86; 151 
de Baillet-Latour, Henri ................ 114; 162 
de Boeck, Mieke ..................................... 82 
De Boer, Rinus ...................................... 115 
de Brinon, Fernand ......... 92; 106; 165; 166 
De Bruyn, Omer ...................................... 35 
De Clercq, Staf ...... 151; 164; 165; 172; 238 
de Gobert, Guy ...................................... 341 
De Groot, Sietze .................................... 119 
De Hoef, Paul ........................................ 183 
de Jong, Arie ......................................... 324 
De Kuysscher .......................................... 86 
de Ligne, Prince Albert ......................... 131 
De Meulenaere ........................................ 35 
De Muer, Maurice ................................. 218 
De Mulder, Theo ................................... 287 
De Pillecyn, Filip ............................ 98; 122 
De Ridder, Gaspard............................... 126 
De Simpelaere, Maurice ....................... 297 
De Valkeneer ........................................ 329 
De Vlaeminck, Harry ............................ 230 
De Vlamynck, Georges ......................... 101 
De Winter, Emiel .................................. 162 
Debacker, Achille ................................. 219 
Deboodt ................................................. 162 
Debout, Paul.......................................... 342 
Dechief .................................................. 329 
Declerck, André .................................... 235 
Decoux, Jean ................................... 33; 201 
Defoort, André ...................................... 235 
Deglane, Henri ...................... 190; 276; 279 
Degrelle, Léon77; 187; 193; 208; 220; 279; 

280; 281; 282; 285; 295; 296; 327; 335 
Degryse, Raoul...................................... 262 
Dekanozov, Vladimir .............................. 41 
Dekempeneer, Pol ................................... 96 
Delair, Suzy .......................................... 130 
Delcourt, Blanche ................................. 260 
Delvo, Edgard ............................... 119; 141 
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Delwaide, Leo ......................................... 33 
Demelhuber, Karl Maria ....................... 291 
Denaigre, H. ..................................133; 339 
Denijn, Jef ............................................... 47 
Depoorter, Richard ................................ 219 
Deprédomme, Prosper ........................... 219 
Deprez ................................................... 144 
Despeaux, Jean ...................................... 275 
Despiau, Charles ............................101; 293 
Deuren ............................... See Van Deuren 
Deveen, Fernand ...................................... 56 
Deveerde, Gérard .................................. 124 
Dewern .................................. See Deveerde 
Dietl, Eduard .......................... 24; 253; 326 
Dietrich, Otto ......................................... 221 
Dietrich, Sepp ......... 57; 158; 295; 326; 341 
Dijck .....................................See Van Dijck 
Dongen .............................. See van Dongen 
Dönitz, Karl ..... 28; 83; 136; 153; 168; 184; 

199; 203; 227; 256; 281; 284; 291; 294; 
312; 326; 339 

Doriot, Jacques ...................................... 318 
Dormont, Jacques .................................. 341 
Dorpmüller, Julius ........ 225; 259; 265; 266 
Douliez, Paul ......................................... 143 
Douws, Jul. .............................................. 48 
Draganov, Purvan ............................24; 162 
Drews, Bertha ........................................ 247 
Dubuisson, Albert .................................... 79 
Duchène, Edmond ................................... 56 
Duchesne ............................................... 305 
Dudule, (clown) ..................................... 114 
Dumitrescu, Petre .................................. 329 
Dumont, Gilberte ................................... 341 
Durazzo, Marquis .................................. 208 
Dürer, Albrecht ...................................... 200 
Dvořák, Antonín .................................... 333 
E 
Eder, Gustav .......................................... 324 
Ederich .................................. See Hederich 
Edward VIII ............. See Windsor, Duke of 
Eenaeme ......................... See Van Eenaeme 
Eiffel, Gustave . 18; 75; 126; 129; 150; 230; 

326 
Eisinga, Eise .......................................... 296 
El Gréco, (horse) ................................... 133 
Elena, (Queen-Mother of Romania) .....154; 

269 

Elias, Hendrik ...... 151; 172; 200; 208; 214; 
236; 238; 242; 269; 287; 337 

Elisabeth, (Queen of Belgium) ............. 207 
Elola, José Antonio ............................... 167 
Elsner ...................................................... 41 
Elten, Dorus ............................................ 79 
Empain, baron ....................................... 230 
Endrass, Engelbert .................. 83; 113; 114 
Enescu, George ..................................... 173 
Englebin, Oswald .................................. 295 
Esteban-Infantes, Emilio ....... 189; 223; 256 
Esteva, Jean-Pierre ........................ 154; 332 
Ette, Bernard ......................................... 118 
Eyck ...................................... See Van Eyck 
Eynde ........................... See Van den Eynde 
F 
Falk, Paul .............................................. 298 
Farinelli ................................................. 173 
Fauconnier .............................................. 59 
Fayolle, Denise ..................................... 279 
Feiler, Herta ............................................ 53 
Ferdinand I, (King of Romania) ... 161; 237 
Ferrer, José ............................................ 169 
Ferstraet ................................................ 187 
Fichaux............................................ 86; 242 
Fieremans, Robert ................................... 56 
Fieseler, Gerhard ................................... 190 
Filov, Bogdan............................ 22; 49; 242 
Fischer, Ernst Rudolf ............................ 335 
Fischer, Ludwig .................................... 313 
Fischer, Wolfgang ................................. 186 
Flora, V. .................................................. 86 
Flower, Co ............................................ 184 
Forst, Willi ............................................ 124 
Fournier, Jeannine ................................. 169 
Franco, Francisco .... 24; 32; 48; 58; 79; 92; 

115; 124; 129; 136; 151; 156; 159; 171; 
173; 176; 179; 184; 188; 204; 213; 217; 
219; 222; 235; 237; 243; 245; 252; 253; 
275; 278; 279; 284; 305; 311; 331; 334; 
342 

François, Jef .......................................... 161 
Frank, Hans ........................................... 228 
Frank, Karl Hermann .... 202; 225; 249; 260 
Franquin, André .................................... 341 
Frasheri, Midhat .................................... 315 
Frederick the Great .......... See Friedrich der 

Grosse 
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Frederick, (Crown Prince of Denmark) 160; 
214; 220 

Frémonto, (horse) .................................. 133 
Frick, Wilhelm ..................... 249; 250; 260 
Friedrich der Grosse ........................65; 291 
Friedrich, (representative of the Military 

Government) ...................................... 306 
Friedrich, Caspar David ........................ 200 
Frik, Karl ............................................... 258 
Frimaire, (horse) .................................... 129 
Fritsch ..................................... 52; 119; 124 
Fritsch, Willy .......................... 52; 119; 124 
Froelich, Carl ........................................... 48 
Frontenac, (horse) .................................... 86 
Fuglesang, Rolf ..................................... 276 
Funk, Walther ........................... 25; 27; 337 
Furtwängler, Wilhelm .....................37; 132 
G 
Gaillaert ................................................. 144 
Galland, Adolf .................................44; 254 
Gallic, (horse) .......................................... 53 
Galvanek ................................................ 272 
Ganev ...................................................... 24 
Garibaldi, Italo ..................................62; 65 
Gedrigem ...................... See Van Gedrigem 
Geelhand de Merxem, Pierre ................. 142 
Geelkerken .................. See van Geelkerken 
Gentien, A. ............................................ 306 
George, Heinrich ... 48; 130; 137; 144; 196; 

247 
Gérard, Al .............................................. 270 
Gérardin, Louis ..................... 102; 119; 168 
Gerede, H. Hüsrev ................................. 154 
Gerhold, Walther ................................... 343 
Gersch, Manfred .................................... 226 
Geuns, René .......................................... 283 
Ghijssels, August ................................... 269 
Gibbons, Philip G. ................................. 307 
Gigurtu, Ion ............................................. 22 
Gille, Herbert ........ 285; 304; 305; 327; 338 
Gillebertus ............................................. 218 
Gilles, Armand ......................... 75; 79; 131 
Gioanna ..................................... See Ioanna 
Giraudoux, Jean ..................................... 279 
Girón, José Antonio ............................... 332 
Gobert ................................... See de Gobert 
Goebbels, Joseph ..... 22; 27; 31; 39; 40; 48; 

49; 51; 67; 75; 98; 133; 154; 167; 169; 

170; 173; 180; 196; 221; 252; 265; 286; 
291; 323; 337 

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang............. 312; 333 
Goffaux, Paul ................................ 208; 231 
Gold, Heinz ........................................... 224 
Gomber, Lina ........................................ 180 
Göring, Hermann .... 19; 28; 32; 34; 49; 51; 

65; 83; 85; 106; 120; 121; 122; 135; 
143; 203; 252; 262; 312; 337; 339 

Gorki, Maxim........................................ 152 
Gosselin, Emile ............. 119; 137; 211; 272 
Grace, Dinah ........................................... 52 
Grand Mufti ...................... See Al-Hussaini 
Grase ..................................................... 328 
Grasser, Hartmann ................................ 250 
Grauls, Jan .................................... 149; 243 
Gravez, Hilaire ...................................... 226 
Gravez, Magda ........................ See Haegens 
Graziani, Rodolfo. 248; 249; 250; 262; 302; 

310 
Greuze, Jean-Baptiste ........................... 283 
Grohé, Josef .................................. 328; 329 
Grossi, Enzo .......................................... 312 
Groth ..................................................... 164 
Grotow, Professor ................................. 220 
Gründgens, Gustaf .................................. 53 
Grundtvig, Nicolai .................................. 30 
Gryssolle, Sylvain ......................... 313; 314 
Guderian, Heinz .............................. 89; 106 
Guenard ................................................... 83 
Guérard, Jacques ................................... 294 
Guérin, Henri ........................................ 305 
Guillemot, Joseph ................................. 181 
Guitry, Sacha ........................................ 177 
Gumprich, Günther ............................... 243 
Gustav V, (King of Sweden).... 18; 88; 100; 

118; 178; 221; 222; 252; 304 
Gutterer ................................................. 221 
Gysae, Robert................................ 248; 263 
H 
Hácha, Emil .......... 202; 225; 249; 260; 337 
Haegens, Magda.................................... 226 
Haerbos, Frans ...................................... 263 
Hagenbeck, Carl...................................... 22 
Hägg, Gunnar ................................ 152; 171 
Halme ................................. See Van Halme 
Hanesse ................................................. 106 
Hanger, Fritz ......................................... 321 
Hanke, Karl ........................................... 180 
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Hanneken ....................... See von Hanneken 
Harald, (Prince of Denmark) ................. 180 
Harbig, Rudolf ............................ 24; 50; 75 
Harell, Marte ......................................... 210 
Hartmann, Paul ................................48; 250 
Hassan, Moulay ..................................... 268 
Hatot, Tony ............................................ 235 
Hatzfeld ........................... See von Hatzfeld 
Hauptmann, Gerhart .............................. 180 
Hautecoeur, Louis ................................. 177 
Haye, Henri ........................................... 294 
Hederich ................................................ 137 
Heger, Robert ........................................ 171 
Heimsöth, Hans ..................................... 308 
Heinrichs, Erik ........................................ 96 
Helldorf ............................See von Helldorf 
Hellemont .....................See Van Hellemont 
Hellmann, Paul ...................................... 311 
Hendrickx ................................................ 35 
Herber, Maxi .......... 37; 105; 177; 191; 295 
Herkin, Rehic ........................................ 229 
Herzele ............................. See Van Herzele 
Hess, Rudolf ............................................ 34 
Heuser, Adolf ................. 81; 120; 270; 284 
Heuvel ........................ See Van den Heuvel 
Heydrich, (Lieutenant-General in Italy) 299 
Heydrich, Reinhard .......................147; 148 
Heydte ......................... See von der Heydte 
Heye, Hellmuth ..................................... 343 
Heygen ............................. See Van Heygen 
Hidaka, Shorikuro ................................. 281 
Hierl, Konstantin .............................27; 176 
Himmler, Heinrich .... 27; 28; 32; 128; 133; 

135; 136; 147; 170; 203; 242; 252; 312; 
326; 337 

Hinkel, Hans Heinrich ............................. 52 
Hirohito, (Emperor of Japan) .... 22; 35; 37; 

58; 63; 108 
Hitler, Adolf 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 

27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33; 34; 36; 37; 
40; 41; 42; 45; 46; 47; 49; 51; 56; 57; 
65; 66; 67; 73; 79; 83; 84; 85; 89; 91; 
98; 101; 107; 115; 118; 121; 122; 128; 
133; 135; 136; 137; 138; 143; 144; 146; 
147; 151; 154; 156; 161; 162; 165; 169; 
170; 180; 185; 189; 190; 194; 196; 201; 
203; 209; 210; 219; 222; 225; 228; 234; 
236; 237; 239; 242; 245; 248; 249; 250; 
252; 263; 273; 276; 278; 280; 281; 283; 

285; 289; 296; 297; 310; 312; 317; 321; 
326; 328; 329; 331; 335; 337; 342; 344 

Hlinka, Andrej ...................................... 276 
Hoef ........................................ See De Hoef 
Hofer ..................................................... 290 
Hoffmann, Lietenant-Colonel ....... 304; 305 
Holbein, Hans ....................................... 200 
Holst, Maria .......................................... 124 
Holter .................................................... 173 
Horch, August ....................................... 255 
Horemans, Edouard .............................. 298 
Horstenau ...................... See von Horstenau 
Horthy, István ....................... 123; 163; 174 
Horthy, Miklós .. 28; 57; 85; 123; 145; 163; 

174; 185; 204; 262; 267; 296 
Houche ..............................See Van Houche 
Hrubý, Adolf ......................................... 230 
Hube, Hans............................................ 312 
Hubermont, Pierre ................................. 122 
Huguet ................................................... 297 
Huntziger, Charles .............. 19; 20; 40; 105 
Hussaini ............................ See Al-Hussaini 
I 
Idée, Emile .................................... 161; 233 
Iglesia, Angel ........................................ 268 
Île de Beauté, (horse) ............................ 162 
Infantes....................... See Esteban-Infantes 
Ingrid, (Crown Princess of Denmark).. 160; 

214; 220 
Ioanna, (Queen Mother of Bulgaria).... 234; 

316 
Ischief, (horse) ........................................ 60 
J 
Jachtmann, Ernst ............................. 30; 249 
Jacob, Antoon ............................... 141; 306 
Jacobs, Eugène ................ 48; 122; 280; 327 
Janáček, Leoš ........................................ 333 
Jannings, Emil ................................... 48; 99 
Jansen, Hilde ......................................... 160 
Janssens, Charel .................................... 184 
Janssens, Fritz ......................................... 61 
Jardel, Jean ............................................ 332 
Jaureguy, Adolphe ................................ 181 
Jean-Jacques.................................. 216; 275 
Jeanne d' Arc .................... See d'Arc Jeanne 
Jennewein, Josef ..................................... 46 
Joan of Arc ....................... See d'Arc Jeanne 
Jodl, Alfred ..... 83; 121; 139; 154; 277; 337 
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Johansen, G. .......................................... 299 
Johanssen, Svend ................................... 174 
Johnsson, Ivar ........................................ 203 
Johst, Hans ............................................ 173 
Jong .......................................... See de Jong 
Jordana, Gómez ..................................... 192 
Joye, Prudent ........................................... 77 
Jungclaus, Richard ....... 208; 280; 282; 295 
K 
Kaers, Karel .............................. 35; 64; 260 
Kaeser, Rector ....................................... 149 
Kammersgaard, Jenny ........................... 122 
Kappstein, sergeant ............................... 308 
Kapvil .................................................... 293 
Karamont, (horse) ..........................133; 162 
Karl XIV, (King of Sweden) ................. 304 
Karle,x ................................................... 213 
Karleist .................................................. 105 
Karolyi,  Stan ........ 214; 243; 270; 279; 303 
Kas ......................................................... 183 
Kasche, Siegfried .................................. 285 
Kaufmann, Karl ..................................... 291 
Keitel, Wilhelm . 19; 30; 32; 34; 37; 51; 57; 

66; 83; 85; 101; 117; 128; 135; 136; 
139; 143; 146; 154; 163; 168; 170; 189; 
190; 203; 209; 210; 234; 236; 242; 248; 
281; 289; 290; 310; 312; 326; 337; 339 

Kesselring, Albert 138; 170; 191; 200; 234; 
248; 249; 299; 301 

Kessler, Philipp ..................................... 335 
Kesteren .......................... See Van Kesteren 
Keteleer, Désiré ..................................... 157 
Killinger .......................... See von Killinger 
Kimris, (horse) ...................................... 218 
Kint,  Marcel 209; 218; 219; 222; 292; 297; 

314 
Kivi, Aleksis .......................................... 269 
Kivimäki, Toivo ...................................... 22 
Klein, Dr. ............................................... 303 
Kleist ....................................See von Kleist 
Klinger, Paul .......................................... 160 
Kluge ................................... See von Kluge 
Knaepen, Aimée .................................... 324 
Knappertsbusch, Hans ........................... 138 
Kok ........................................................ 198 
Konoe, Fumimaro .................................... 24 
Konoe, Hidemaro .................................. 156 
Konoye ...................................... See Konoe 
Konrad ...........................................315; 337 

Korten, Günther .................................... 339 
Kostic .................................................... 293 
Kouban, (horse) ............................ 209; 213 
Kranz, Rudi ............................................. 48 
Kratz........................................................ 70 
Krejčí, Jaroslav ..................... 202; 297; 337 
Kretschmer, Otto ......................... 34; 37; 50 
Krettner, Colonel .................................. 303 
Kriston .................................................. 276 
Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, Gustav 24 
Kubelík, Rafael ..................................... 312 
Kuhn, Ulrich ......................................... 298 
Kurusu, Saburo ........................... 29; 37; 46 
Kuysscher....................... See De Kuysscher 
Kvaternik, Slavko ................................... 55 
Kyril ............................................. See Cyril 
L 
Labbé, Valentine ................................... 216 
Lambrechts............................................ 143 
Lammers, Hans-Heinrich .............. 249; 337 
Lampoëlle ............................................. 157 
Landri, Pierre ........................................ 277 
Landwehr, Dr. ....................................... 274 
Lang, Emil ............................................ 268 
Langenohl, Max .................................... 335 
Lannoy, Micheline ................................ 260 
Lanzi, Mario............................................ 24 
Larsen, Lauritz ...................................... 183 
Laumain, G. .......................................... 230 
Laux, Paul ............................................... 95 
Laval, Pierre ............ 32; 146; 163; 229; 294 
Lazek, Heinz ......................................... 120 
Le Gallais .............................................. 227 
Lebrun, Albert ......................................... 18 
Leemans, Victor ...................... 62; 128; 306 
Lefèvre, Edouard .................................. 105 
Lehembre, Edgar ..................... 95; 185; 214 
Lemaitre, Eduard .................................. 154 
Lemoine, Henri ............................. 191; 269 
Lemp, Fritz-Julius ................................... 28 
Lenin ......................................... 74; 91; 164 
Lenoir, André ........................................ 247 
Lent, Helmut ......................................... 324 
Léonard, Eugène ................................... 277 
Léonard, Marcel .................................... 277 
Leoni, Adolfo ........................................ 134 
Leopold II, (King of Belgium) ....... 95; 129; 

229; 343 
Leroy, Hippolyte ..................................... 60 
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Lesieux .................................................. 105 
Lesueur, Raoul ...................................... 262 
Levasseur, Georges ............................... 122 
Ley, Robert .... 23; 28; 33; 36; 40; 135; 170; 

181; 252; 272; 285 
Leysen, Jean-Baptiste .............................. 64 
Lie, Jonas ............................................... 276 
Lieb ........................................................ 285 
Lienart ..................................................... 85 
Lifar, Serge .............................................. 36 
Linart, Victor ......................................... 121 
Lincke, Paul ........................................... 100 
Lindemann, Georg .........................130; 256 
Lippert, Lucien ..................... 279; 281; 282 
List, Wilhelm .....................................49; 57 
Ljotić, Dimitrije ..................................... 293 
Llossas, Juan ............................................ 23 
Lobligeois, Félix ...................................... 95 
Lohmann, Walter .............................94; 265 
Löhr, Alexander .................................... 277 
Looveren . See Van Looveren. See Van Den 

Looveren 
Lorkovic, Mladen .................................. 103 
Lou, Guy ................................................ 290 
Louviot, Raymond ................................. 195 
Love, Martha ......................................... 305 
Lowie, Jules .......... 152; 209; 218; 219; 297 
Lu I Wen ................................................ 103 
Ludwig, Carl ............................................ 75 
Ludwig, Franz ....................................... 329 
Lunde, Gulbrand .................................... 136 
Lüschen, Friedrich  Of Lüschern ........... 335 
Lüth, Wolfgang .............................248; 255 
Luukkonen, Fanni .................................. 267 
Lysens, Jozef ......................................... 143 
M 
Mackensen ................... See von Mackensen 
Mäe, Hjalmar ......................................... 287 
Maelbrancke, André .............................. 151 
Maes, Jacques .......................................... 61 
Maes, Sylveer ..................................35; 292 
Maeyer, Maurice ..................................... 36 
Magermans, Remy .................................. 64 
Magne, Antonin ..................................... 181 
Maltzahn ................................................ 125 
Mandic, Ante ......................................... 289 
Mandos, Jenny ....................................... 288 
Mandos, Marguerite .............................. 288 
Manichon ............................................... 293 

Mannerheim, Carl Gustaf 95; 146; 267; 299 
Manoilescu, Mihail ................................. 22 
Mansson ................................................ 221 
Manstein.......................... See von Manstein 
Manteuffel .................... See von Manteuffel 
Marcke .............................. See Van Marcke 
Marcovíc, Cincar .............................. 19; 47 
Maréchal - Van den Berghe .... See Van den 

Berghe 
Maria, (Queen of Romania) .................. 237 
Marie, Yvon .................................... 88; 161 
Marie-José, (Princess of Piedmont) ...... 229 
Marini.................................................... 341 
Marjane, Léo ......................................... 163 
Marjolet, (horse) ................................... 157 
Marosy, Ferenc ..................................... 165 
Marras ................................................... 117 
Marseille, Hans-Joachim ...................... 170 
Martín,  José Ibáñez .............................. 331 
Martin, Constant ................................... 224 
Marx ...................................................... 164 
Massy .............................................. 57; 213 
Maton, Gaston ....................................... 148 
Matsuoka, Yosuke ................ 40; 51; 52; 55 
Mattasa .................................................. 214 
Matthieu, Teddy ...................................... 42 
Matthys, Victor ............. 126; 280; 282; 334 
Mayalde, Conde de ........................... 26; 32 
Maye, Paul ............................................ 235 
Mayr-Falkenberg .......................... 306; 308 
Mazarine, (horse) .................................... 53 
Meendsen-Bohlken, Wilhelm ............... 322 
Meerschaut .......... See Van Den Meerschaut 
Mehl, Walter ........................................... 49 
Meindl, Eugen ............................... 324; 333 
Meissner, Otto ................................. 37; 107 
Meloni ..................................................... 81 
Mengeroot ................... See Van Mengeroot 
Menhere, Ms. ........................................ 142 
Mercier, Jean ......................................... 293 
Merkens, Toni ......................................... 94 
Mertens ................................................. 331 
Mertens, Sonja ...................................... 118 
Meuleman, Gustave ........................ 64; 121 
Meulenaere................... See De Meulenaere 
Meunier, Constantin................................ 60 
Michael I ................................... See Mihai I 
Michaux, Willy ............... 64; 121; 265; 269 
Michel, Elmar ....................... 105; 157; 176 
Michov, Nikolai ............................ 189; 241 
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Middelkamp, Theo ................................ 239 
Mielke .................................................... 336 
Mihai I, (King of Romania) . 29; 37; 40; 77; 

101; 121; 141; 143; 154; 161; 162; 184; 
200; 216; 218; 234; 237; 269; 305 

Milch, Erhard ................................128; 254 
Mile, André ........................................... 270 
Milo, Jean .............................................. 269 
Milton, Georges ....................................... 92 
Mistinguett ............................................ 121 
Miura .............................................299; 302 
Mix, Tom ............................................... 152 
Model, Walther ...................................... 226 
Modoux ................................................. 161 
Moerenhout, Jef ............ 292; 313; 314; 315 
Möhle, Karl Heinz ................................... 50 
Mola, Emilio .......................................... 228 
Möller .................................................... 329 
Molotov, Vyacheslav ......... 34; 44; 55; 115 
Momm ................................................... 253 
Mooyman, Gerardus .............................. 202 
Moravec, Emmanuel .....................147; 202 
Moreno Torres, José .............................. 303 
Moscardó Isuarte, José ... 48; 107; 259; 298 
Mostert, Joseph ........................................ 35 
Motander, Eo ......................................... 116 
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus .........138; 153 
Muer ....................................... See De Muer 
Muhammad V ........................................ 145 
Mulder ................................. See De Mulder 
Mullem ............................. See Van Mullem 
Müller .................................................... 260 
Munier ................................................... 297 
Muñoz-Grandes, Agustin .. 84; 91; 95; 130; 

154 
Muscadin, (horse) .................................. 129 
Musina, Luigi ........................................ 194 
Mussat, Jean-Pierre ............................... 296 
Mussert, Anton ....... 35; 196; 260; 265; 291 
Mussolini, Benito .... 16; 17; 18; 22; 29; 30; 

31; 33; 35; 48; 63; 83; 120; 138; 141; 
147; 151; 175; 182; 209; 236; 239; 248; 
250; 275; 281; 310; 336 

Mussolini, Vittorio ........................183; 236 
Mutschmann, Martin ............................. 313 
N 
Nabah, (horse) ....................................... 339 
Naeye, Robert .......................................... 35 
Natan, Bernard ........................................ 72 

Naud, Robert ........................................... 46 
Nayaert, Charles.................................... 142 
Nedić, Milan ................................. 243; 277 
Nees, Staf .............................................. 161 
Neule ..................................................... 312 
Neurath.............................. See von Neurath 
Neusel, Walter ........................................ 81 
Neuville, François ............................. 79; 86 
Niehoff, Heinrich .................................. 151 
Niel, Herms ............................................. 32 
Nielsen, Mae ......................................... 211 
Nikolaev, Danail ................................... 295 
Nini Pompon, (horse) ............................ 165 
Nipkow, Paul .......................................... 26 
Nissant .................................................. 293 
Niveld, (horse) ...................................... 310 
Noack, Günther ..................................... 177 
Nomura, Kishisaburo ............................ 117 
Norkus, Herbert ...................................... 34 
North West, (horse)................. 61; 139; 218 
Nossler, Erik ......................................... 156 
Nowotny, Walter ........... 239; 250; 260; 265 
Nys, Odilon ........................................... 143 
O 
Oberkircher ........................................... 253 
Oberstein, Ursula .................................. 224 
Olek, Stéphan ........................ 174; 177; 185 
Olga, (Princess of Yugoslavia) ............... 33 
Oliveira Salazar......................... See Salazar 
Omer, Jean ...................... 98; 120; 190; 272 
Onégin, Sigrid ....................................... 322 
Oriarte ................................................... 268 
Oshima, Hiroshi .. 47; 49; 51; 84; 103; 107; 

168; 192; 251; 257; 275; 321 
Oubron, Robert ......................... 34; 45; 116 
Ouwerx, John ........................................ 290 
Overloop ........................ See Van Overloop 
P 
Pacha, Ahmed ................................. 13; 154 
Pahlon, Britta ........................................ 116 
Pallard ................................................... 235 
Pantazi, Constantin ............................... 221 
Paracelsus........................................ 92; 277 
Pardon, (horse) ...................................... 302 
Parker, George J. ................................... 308 
Pascot, Joseph ............................... 222; 235 
Paul, Prince Regent of Yugoslavia ......... 33 
Pausin, Erik ........................................... 113 
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Pausin, Ilse ............................................ 113 
Pavelić, Ante . 65; 165; 210; 251; 270; 296; 

305; 310; 339; 341 
Pavolini, Allessandro ....................167; 275 
Peeters, Roger ......................... 36; 237; 271 
Peiper ..................................................... 233 
Pelegrini ................................................ 102 
Penhros, (horse) ..................................... 302 
Pépin ...................................................... 285 
Peric ....................................................... 289 
Perruchet ................................................ 250 
Pétain, Philippe .. 18; 32; 33; 40; 74; 81; 92; 

94; 95; 98; 99; 101; 105; 106; 107; 110; 
127; 131; 134; 136; 146; 151; 155; 163; 
165; 173; 195; 196; 198; 201; 205; 206; 
229; 235; 259; 274; 294; 317; 325; 331 

Peteghem ....................... See Van Peteghem 
Petri, Franz ............................................ 141 
Philipp, Hans ......................................... 133 
Piaffeur, (horse) ..................................... 133 
Pigier, Guy ............................................ 279 
Piguet, Robert .......................................... 35 
Pillecyn .............................. See De Pillecyn 
Pinacle, (horse) ...................................... 302 
Pinto ............................................ See Binto 
Pius XI, (Pope) ..................... 226; 229; 233 
Pius XII, (Pope) .............................229; 233 
Plaa, Martin ........................................... 181 
Pollmann, Otto ..............................297; 322 
Popelka, Dr. ........................................... 337 
Popov, Ivan ......................................22; 103 
Porsche, Ferdinand ................................ 254 
Pouvrouv ............................................... 276 
Préjean, Albert ...............................130; 221 
Prien, Günther ...................................21; 34 
Primo de Rivera, José Antonio .... 115; 187; 

275 
Primo de Rivera, Pilar ........................... 167 
Primozic, Hugo ...................................... 245 
Promise, (horse) .................................... 165 
Pucheu, Pierre ........................................ 129 
Puig, Fila ............................................... 311 
Purgly, Magda ....................................... 145 
Puttkamer ...................... See von Puttkamer 
Pu-yi ........................................................ 22 
Q 
Quadflieg, Will ...................................... 247 
Quaglia, Léon ........................................ 285 
Quick Star, (horse) ................................ 165 

Quidane, (horse).................................... 165 
Quisling, Vidkun .... 30; 119; 156; 176; 194; 

208; 217; 231; 276; 290 
R 
Rada, Ricardo........................................ 176 
Radio City, (horse) .................................. 53 
Raeder, Erich ...... 19; 20; 30; 38; 128; 135; 

168; 186; 234 
Rahn, Rudolf ................................. 281; 283 
Rallis, Ioannis ....................... 269; 277; 298 
Ranelli, Gita .......................................... 305 
Reeder, Eggert33; 115; 122; 128; 141; 149; 

161; 280; 282; 295 
Reichenau...................... See von Reichenau 
Reiff, Gaston ........... 50; 131; 201; 287; 331 
Remer, Otto-Ernst ................................. 335 
Renard, Johnny ..................................... 251 
Renaudin, Philippe ................................ 283 
Renoir, Pierre-August ........................... 283 
Renson, Emile ....................................... 287 
Ressel, Josef .......................................... 227 
Rey, Lysiane ......................................... 221 
Ribbentrop ................... See von Ribbentrop 
Richthofen .................... See von Richthofen 
Ridder................................... See De Ridder 
Riefenstahl, Leni ............................. 48; 136 
Riga, Céléstin ........................................ 292 
Rigal, André .......................................... 315 
Ritserveldt, Albert ................................... 79 
Robbe, Albert 'Tarzan' ............................ 90 
Robensyn, Maurice ....................... 177; 185 
Robert, Georges .................................... 274 
Roberty.................................................. 242 
Robinson ............................................... 284 
Rodrigez, Delio ..................................... 240 
Rodrigo, (horse) ............................ 302; 313 
Rody, Josée ........................................... 305 
Roellenbleg, Heinrich ............................. 99 
Roels, Marcel ................................ 149; 270 
Roey ......................................See Van Roey 
Roger ......................................... See Peeters 
Rogge, Bernhard ................................... 186 
Rökk, Marika .......................................... 39 
Roland ..................................................... 35 
Romance, Viviane ................................. 130 
Romar.................................................... 240 
Rommel, Erwin ... 50; 54; 62; 65; 116; 119; 

120; 123; 128; 135; 149; 150; 152; 169; 
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170; 175; 191; 200; 229; 236; 249; 265; 
270; 277; 291; 333 

Romolo, Alexander ................................. 22 
Rompay ........................... See Van Rompay 
Romsée, Gerard .................... 122; 229; 308 
Roosbroeck ................ See Van Roosbroeck 
Roose, Jim .........................................15; 43 
Roosevelt, Franklin .... 29; 79; 82; 110; 323 
Rosenberg, Alfred ...........................55; 156 
Rossi, Jules ......................................88; 297 
Rossi, Tino ............................................ 194 
Roth, Gustave ..... 39; 64; 67; 110; 122; 141 
Rothschild, Edward ................................. 20 
Rothschild, Louis .................................... 20 
Routis, André ........................................ 181 
Rouvière ................................................ 293 
Rubens, Jean-Jacques ............................ 275 
Rubens, Jeanne ...................................... 275 
Rubens, Peter Paul .............................33; 53 
Rudel, Hans ...................................329; 343 
Rühmann, Heinz ...................................... 53 
Rummel, Walter .................................... 114 
Rundstedt ....................... See von Rundstedt 
Rust, Bernhard .................................29; 217 
Rutz, Francis ....................................51; 177 
Ryti, Risto .............................................. 146 
S 
Saelens ................................................... 227 
Saffet, Arrikan ...............................162; 251 
Saint Georges ........................................ 142 
Sakuma .................................................. 167 
Salazar, António de Oliveira ................. 192 
Samson, (horse) ..................................... 339 
Sarteel, Léon ............................................ 61 
Sassen, Wim .......................................... 332 
Sauckel, Fritz ......................................... 337 
Saur, Karl Otto ...................................... 337 
Saverijs, Albert ........................................ 61 
Saverys, Jan ............................................. 34 
Sayn-Wittgenstein, Prinz Heinrich zu ..250; 

284 
Scapini, Georges ........... 107; 144; 165; 166 
Scavenius, Erik ..............................103; 204 
Schaeffer, Helmuth ................................ 210 
Schäfer, Karl ..................................119; 183 
Schäfer, Wilhelm ................................... 173 
Schaik ................................. See van Schaik 
Schanz, Karl .......................................... 313 
Scheel, Gustav Adolf .....................153; 257 

Schellong, Konrad ................................ 337 
Schepke, Joachim.................................... 34 
Schepmann, Wilhelm ............................ 248 
Scherens, Jef ‘Poeske’ ... 64; 102; 119; 137; 

168; 211; 272 
Scherff, Walter ...................................... 337 
Scheuring ................................................ 75 
Schindlmayer, A. .................. 303; 323; 332 
Schirach ........................... See von Schirach 
Schleier, Rudolf ............................ 107; 128 
Schlumprecht, Dr. ................................. 143 
Schmeling, Max ........................ 44; 81; 148 
Schneider, Herbert ................................ 184 
Schönbaum............................................ 245 
Schoonbroodt, Aloïs ............................. 237 
Schorn, ‘Schang’ ..................................... 94 
Schörner, Ferdinand .............................. 337 
Schotte, Albéric ‘Briek’ ................ 130; 292 
Schroeven, Edouard .......... 40; 50; 131; 287 
Schulenburg ........ See von der Schulenburg 
Schultze ................................................. 168 
Schuster, Eduard ................................... 132 
Schwartz.......................................... 36; 147 
Schwartz, Solange ................................... 36 
Scuvée, Raymond ................................. 107 
Seidemann ............................................. 343 
Sélect, (horse) ....................................... 310 
Sendel, Heinz .......................................... 81 
Senfftleben, Georges ............................. 272 
Sercu, Albert ......................................... 151 
Sérès, Georges ...................................... 262 
Sergej .................................................... 321 
Serrano Súñer, Ramon . 32; 37; 48; 92; 103; 

145 
Servaes, Albert .................................. 34; 41 
Severen............................. See Van Severen 
Seyffardt, Hendrik Alexander ............... 196 
Seyss-Inquart, Arthur ....... 23; 35; 178; 196; 

260; 286; 291 
Seyss-Inquart, Gertrude ........................ 289 
Shishmanov, Dimiter .................... 250; 276 
Sibylle, (Princess of Sweden) ............... 141 
Sierens, Théophile ............................ 66; 70 
Sijs, Karel........................................ See Sys 
Simaeys ........................... See Van Simaeys 
Simba .................................................... 285 
Simeon II, (King of Bulgaria) ...... 234; 241; 

318 
Simpelaere .................... See De Simpelaere 
Sinnhuber .............................................. 202 
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Skoda ................................... See von Skoda 
Skorzeny, Otto ...............................236; 239 
Slabbinck, Rik ....................................... 251 
Smetana, Bedřich ..........................312; 333 
Smets, Renaat ........................................ 185 
Smulders ................................................ 264 
Somers, Joseph ..... 218; 233; 292; 314; 327 
Sommerville, James ................................ 30 
Sorel, Cécile ............................................ 92 
Sottise, (horse) ......................................... 86 
Specht, Karl Wilhelm ............................ 313 
Speer, Albert 143; 216; 225; 254; 256; 316; 

335; 337 
Spessardy, Roger ...........................271; 277 
St. John .................................................. 150 
St. Nicholas . 103; 104; 105; 179; 250; 254; 

255 
St. Rombout ........................................... 161 
Stalin, Joseph ..... 55; 74; 75; 76; 77; 78; 85; 

87; 100; 115; 188; 264 
Starck, André ......................................... 228 
Steeg, Ludwig ........................................ 144 
Stefánik, Milan Ratislav ........................ 330 
Steiner, Felix Martin ............................. 222 
Steinhoff, Hans ...................................... 155 
Stenders, Jan .......................................... 282 
Sterckx, Frans ................................292; 300 
Stevens, Marie ....................................... 224 
Stohrer ............................... See von Stohrer 
Storch, Carl ......................................75; 190 
Strassburger, Adolf ........................285; 288 
Strassburger, Elli ................................... 285 
Strassburger, Regina .............................. 285 
Strauch, Gerda ....................................... 177 
Strauss, Johann ................................88; 182 
Strauss, Richard ........................ 17; 37; 171 
Streuvels, Stijn ...................................... 159 
Strony, Charles ........................................ 36 
Student, Kurt ............ 64; 98; 153; 229; 257 
Stülpnagel ..................... See von Stülpnagel 
Sturdza, Mihai ......................................... 37 
Suhard, Emmanuel ................................ 107 
Suhren, Reinhard ...........................248; 256 
Sulon, Jean ....................................269; 303 
Sušíc, Lovro .......................................... 283 
Svinhufvud, Pehr ................................... 299 
Sweet Water, (horse) ............................. 139 
Symbole, (horse) ................................... 149 

Sys, Karel .... 51; 64; 67; 79; 110; 115; 141; 
174; 177; 185; 194; 208; 231; 244; 246; 
271 

Sziney-Merse, Jeno ............................... 183 
Sztójay, Döme ....................................... 321 
T 
Tabula Rasa, (horse) ............................. 174 
Takamatsu, (Japanese Prince) ................. 37 
Tamara ............................................ 98; 175 
Tamasi ................................................... 288 
Tancrede, (horse) .................................. 129 
Tandberg, Ole ............................... 244; 246 
Tank, Kurt ............................................. 263 
Tannenzapf.................................. See Natan 
Tassy, (elephant-trainer) ....................... 271 
Tchaikovsky, Peter............................ 38; 62 
Teleki, Mihály ......................................... 25 
Teleki, Pál ................................... 21; 27; 37 
Ten Hoff, Hein ...................................... 288 
Tenet, Edouard .............................. 133; 145 
Terboven, Josef ..................... 108; 119; 194 
Terrage, Villiers .................................... 294 
Terreau, Ernest .............................. 121; 269 
Teruzzi, Attilio ........................................ 28 
Tešak, František .................................... 190 
Thiétard, Louis ...................... 169; 209; 297 
Thillo ................................... See Van Thillo 
Thorak, Josef ......................................... 173 
Thys, Omer ........................................... 151 
Timmermans, Felix ............................... 149 
Timoshenko ...................... See Tyimosenko 
Tiso, Jozef 22; 25; 213; 246; 250; 263; 276; 

293; 303; 317 
Tobrouk, (horse) ................................... 302 
Todt, Fritz ....................................... 36; 285 
Tollenaere, Reimond ............. 151; 242; 269 
Tolstoy, Leo .......................................... 115 
Tomèse, Jeanine .................................... 324 
Töniges, Werner.................................... 248 
Toone VI, (Pierre Welleman) ............... 147 
Topp, Erich ................................... 123; 248 
Torcello, (horse)............................ 213; 339 
Touzé, Maurice ..................................... 151 
Traut, Hans............................................ 259 
Trippel, Hans .......................................... 77 
Troost, Paul Ludwig (widow of)............. 22 
Trotha .................................. See von Trotha 
Tschammer und Osten See von Tschammer 

und Osten 
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Tschechowa, Olga ................................... 48 
Tsukada ................................................. 244 
Tuka, Vojtĕch ........... 22; 25; 103; 277; 317 
Tuyaerts, Félix ....................................... 341 
Tuykom ........................... See Van Tuykom 
Tyimosenko, Szemjon ............................. 97 
U 
Uitvlieger, (horse) ................................. 165 
Ullrich, Luise ........................................... 99 
V 
Vaeyens, Auguste .................................... 60 
Valéry .................................................... 175 
Valkeneer ....................... See De Valkeneer 
van Beethoven, Ludwig ............ 69; 75; 133 
Van Boeckel, Hendrik ............................. 61 
Van Boeckel, Lodewijk ......................... 140 
Van Brée, M. ......................................... 139 
Van Caulaert, Jean Dominique .............. 114 
Van Dam, Luc ....................................... 299 
Van de Vivere .......................................... 86 
Van de Wiele, Jef 105; 119; 200; 201; 208; 

220; 226; 245; 246; 256; 280; 282; 306; 
322; 323; 325; 326; 337; 342 

Van den Auwera .................................... 329 
Van den Berghe, Odile .......................... 214 
Van den Bosch ...................................... 137 
Van den Broeck ..................................... 174 
Van den Eynde, Jack ............................. 142 
Van den Heuvel, Karel ..................251; 341 
Van Den Looveren, Alfons ................... 135 
Van Den Meerschaut, Odiel ............56; 161 
Van der Veken, Jozef ............................ 297 
Van Deuren, Pierre . 90; 177; 185; 231; 271 
Van Dijck, Edward ..........................79; 292 
van Dongen, Kees .........................101; 177 
Van Eenaeme, R. .................... 86; 130; 313 
Van Eyck, Jan ........................................ 297 
Van Gedrigem ....................................... 224 
van Geelkerken, Cornelis ...................... 198 
Van Halme, Lucien ............................... 230 
Van Hellemont, Frans ........................... 280 
Van Herzele, Maurice ........................... 235 
Van Heygen ............................................. 57 
Van Houche, Fernand ............................ 262 
Van Kesteren ......................................... 324 
Van Leemput ......................................... 311 
Van Looveren, Frans ............................. 263 
Van Marcke ........................................... 213 

Van Mengeroot ..................................... 221 
Van Mullem .......................................... 329 
Van Overloop, Gustaaf ....... 56; 79; 86; 314 
Van Peteghem ....................................... 147 
Van Roey, Jozef Ernestus (Cardinal) .... 207 
Van Rompay, Gerard .............................. 61 
Van Roosbroeck, Robert ................. 33; 307 
van Schaik, Bep .................................... 178 
Van Severen, Joris ........................ 103; 135 
Van Simaeys, Adelin .............................. 35 
Van Steenbergen, Rik ... 235; 260; 292; 313 
Van Thillo, Renaat ................................ 229 
Van Tuykom, Emile .............................. 155 
van Vliet, Arie............................... 102; 168 
Vandenberghe, Paul .............................. 216 
Vandenbosch, Adèle ............................. 296 
Vandenheede ......................................... 144 
Vanderheyden, Jan ...... 8; 39; 155; 184; 263 
Vanderlinden ......................................... 310 
Vansteenland, Joris ....................... 198; 208 
Vargas, Gétulio ................................. 25; 92 
Vauban, (horse) ..................................... 139 
Veken ........................... See Van der Veken 
Verbanck, Geo ........................................ 61 
Verbeirens ............................................. 124 
Verbist, G. ......................................... 60; 61 
Verheyen, Alfons .................................... 61 
Vermeire, Jean ...................................... 126 
Verray, Marie-Louise............................ 324 
Verschaeve, Cyriel ....... 33; 61; 81; 82; 111; 

143; 306; 308; 338 
Victor Emmanuel III, (King of Italy)... 120; 

141; 150 
Vidussoni, Aldo .................................... 167 
Vigo, (horse) ......................................... 189 
Villéon .................................................. 293 
Vivere............................ See Van de Vivere 
Vlaeminck ..................... See De Vlaeminck 
Vlamynck ....................... See De Vlamynck 
Vlamynck, Lucien ......... 222; 235; 292; 297 
Vliet ....................................... See van Vliet 
Volpi (di Misurata), Giuseppe ................ 99 
von Bayer-Ehrenberg ............................ 287 
von Behring, Emil (Adolf) .................... 190 
von Brauchitsch, Walther 19; 40; 45; 85; 91 
von der Heydte, Friedrich August Freiherr

 .......................................................... 324 
von der Schulenburg, Count Friedrich 

Werner ................................................ 44 
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von Falkenhausen, Alexander 61; 122; 128; 
207; 328; 329 

von Greim ......................................239; 328 
von Hanneken, Herrmann ..................... 265 
von Hatzfeld, Adolf ............................... 342 
von Helldorf, Wolf Heinrich Graf ........... 48 
von Horstenau, Edmund Glaise ............. 299 
von Kampf ............................................. 314 
von Killinger, Manfred ............................ 25 
von Kleist, Heinrich ........................90; 117 
von Kleist, Paul Ewald ....................90; 299 
von Kluge, Gunther ............................... 340 
von Küchler, Georg ............................... 281 
von Mackensen, August .......................... 37 
von Mackensen, Eberhard .................28; 65 
von Mackensen, Hans Georg .................. 28 
von Manstein, Erich ..... 148; 152; 239; 281 
von Manteuffel, Hasso .......................... 315 
von Maros ................................. See Marosy 
von Meyendorff, Irene Freiin .................. 51 
von Neurath, Constantin ....................28; 37 
von Panitz .............................................. 299 
von Puttkamer, Karl-Jesko .................... 337 
von Reichenau, Walther .......................... 17 
von Ribbentrop, Joachim ..... 19; 20; 21; 22; 

28; 29; 32; 34; 37; 47; 49; 51; 57; 65; 
66; 67; 83; 103; 107; 135; 136; 154; 
162; 163; 168; 190; 192; 209; 237; 242; 
250; 289; 290; 321; 323; 326 

von Richthofen, Wolfram Freiherr ........ 341 
von Rundstedt, Gerd ......................158; 270 
von Schirach, Baldur ........ 27; 39; 167; 180 
von Skoda, Emil ...................................... 60 
von Stohrer, Eberhard .....................92; 187 
von Struve, Viktor ...........................16; 160 
von Stülpnagel, Karl Heinrich ................. 20 
von Trotha, Adolf .................................... 30 
von Tschammer und Osten, Hans . 29; 157; 

167; 183 
von Weichs, Maximilian ...................55; 61 
von Weizsäcker, Ernst Freiherr ............... 47 
Voss, Peter ............................................... 51 
W 
Wagner, Adolf ......................................... 34 
Wagner, Winnifred .................................. 23 
Wang Ching-wei ...................... 16; 72; 190 

Wascher, Philippe ................................. 142 
Wasterlain, Georges .............................. 231 
Wattenfeld (prospector) ........................ 271 
Wegener, Paul ....................................... 160 
Weichs ............................... See von Weichs 
Weiser, Grethe ........................................ 52 
Weiss, Ernst ............................................ 81 
Weizsäcker .................. See von Weizsäcker 
Welleman, Pierre .................. See Toone VI 
Wenneker, Paul ..................................... 244 
Wenzel .................................................... 75 
Werner, Ilse ........................................... 126 
Wessels ................................................. 329 
Wessely, Paula ...................................... 151 
Whist, Adolf.......................................... 276 
White Hare, (horse)......................... 61; 218 
Wieland, Paul ........................................ 156 
Wiele ............................... See Van de Wiele 
Wiethaese, Edgard .................................. 61 
Wildiers, Frans ...................................... 229 
Wilhelm II, (Former Emperor of Germany)

 ............................................................ 64 
Windsor, Duke of (Edward VIII) ............ 20 
Winter .................................. See De Winter 
Wittevrongel ......................................... 227 
Wittgenstein ............ See Sayn-Wittgenstein 
Witting, Rolf ......................................... 103 
Wittmann, Michael ....................... 336; 337 
Wohlfart .................................................. 83 
Wolbach ................................................ 124 
Wollanders .............. 86; 157; 209; 213; 313 
Wouters, Félix ....................... 133; 240; 299 
Y 
Yamashita, Tomoyuki ............................. 45 
Yvanov .................................................. 151 
Z 
Zanetti, Vittorio (Victor)......................... 39 
Zavatta, Achille ..................................... 277 
Zeitzler, Kurt ......................................... 239 
Zellner ................................................... 295 
Zendel ................................................... 312 
Zimmer, Lodewijk ................................ 104 
Zimmermann, Manfred ......................... 291 
Zingg ..................................................... 293 
Zörner, Ernst ........................................... 41 
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Index of places 
 
 
 
 
A 
‘Ayn al Ghazalah ................................... 149 
Aadorf ...................................................... 64 
Aalst ......................................... 15; 88; 266 
Äännislinna ......................See Petrozavodsk 
Abbeville ...........................................90; 92 
Abruzzese, Appennino ..................236; 289 
Abruzzo ................................................. 236 
Abyar al Hakim ...............................16; 149 
Açores ............................... 82; 90; 110; 133 
Aegean Sea ................. 54; 63; 65; 229; 278 
Africa . 25; 46; 48; 53; 55; 58; 60; 104; 106; 

111; 116; 120; 123; 127; 129; 132; 135; 
149; 150; 152; 163; 170; 172; 173; 175; 
178; 190; 192; 202; 222; 263 

Afsluitdijk .............................................. 274 
Agheila ............................. See Al’ Uqaylah 
Agimont ................................................. 273 
Agram ........................................ See Zagreb 
Ahrensburg ........................ See Kuresssaare 
Aiguille du Midi .................................... 247 
Aisne, (river) ........................................... 18 
Ak Monai ............................................... 142 
Al Iskandarīyah .............. 63; 106; 163; 169 
Al Qayrawan ......................................... 199 
Al’ Uqaylah .......................................16; 53 
Albania ..... 35; 57; 253; 277; 315; 324; 331 
Alcázar ...................................... See Toledo 
Alcoy ..................................................... 142 
Alessandria ............................................ 262 
Aleutian Islands ..................................... 180 
Alexandria .................. See Al Iskandarīyah 
Alger ...................................... See Al-jaza’ir 
Algeria .............................. 12; 30; 119; 129 
Algiers ................................... See Al-jaza’ir 
Aliákmon, (river) ..................................... 55 
Alicante ................................................. 226 
Al-jaza’ir ............................................... 129 
Allier, (river) ......................................... 249 
Alost ............................................. See Aalst 
Alps ..... 20; 21; 24; 94; 124; 145; 181; 215; 

286; 303; 308; 334 
Al-Qāhirah ............................ 106; 152; 169 
Alsace ......................................... 21; 30; 32 

Alsace-Lorraine ................................ 21; 30 
Alten...................................................... 269 
Amay ..................................................... 157 
Amiens .................................. 204; 209; 297 
Amsterdam 20; 35; 66; 130; 131; 215; 268; 

298; 317 
Anderlecht ... 32; 50; 52; 82; 107; 128; 204; 

234; 254; 283 
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan ................ See Sudan 
Aniche ................................................... 253 
Annaba .......................................... 202; 205 
Annam .................... See French Indo-China 
Antwerp .............................. See Antwerpen 
Antwerpen ... 15; 33; 39; 40; 43; 44; 47; 48; 

51; 52; 61; 62; 66; 70; 86; 98; 100; 102; 
104; 110; 112; 113; 122; 130; 135; 137; 
138; 141; 148; 149; 164; 165; 177; 180; 
184; 185; 200; 206; 208; 226; 227; 229; 
231; 235; 236; 241; 245; 247; 254; 256; 
260; 263; 272; 280; 283; 294; 297; 298; 
303; 323; 325; 328; 330; 332; 333; 335; 
337; 339; 340 

Anvers ................................. See Antwerpen 
Anzio ............................................. 301; 302 
Aomori .................................................... 33 
Aprilia ........................................... 281; 290 
Arabat.................................................... 142 
Archangel ........................ See Arkhangel’sk 
Arctic Ocean ................................. 153; 189 
Ardennes ......................................... 55; 286 
Åre ........................................................ 211 
Argentina .......................... 77; 81; 102; 200 
Arkhangel’sk ................................... 16; 189 
Armavir ................................................. 160 
Arnhem ......................................... 161; 229 
Arosa ................................. 49; 51; 194; 298 
Arras...................................... 209; 222; 297 
As Sallum ...................................... 104; 152 
Aspelare ................................................ 287 
Asse ......................................... 88; 313; 314 
Astrakhan ...... 158; 160; 168; 170; 176; 186 
Asturias ................................................. 278 
Athens ...................................... See  Athínai 
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Athínai ....... 57; 59; 63; 111; 150; 196; 203; 
252; 269; 277; 298 

Athos, (mount) ..................... 236; 273; 278 
Atlantic Coast ................................168; 184 
Atlantic Ocean ... 43; 45; 46; 48; 50; 52; 56; 

60; 61; 66; 95; 113; 119; 120; 123; 140; 
155; 166; 168; 175; 186; 194; 199; 210; 
214; 218; 223; 242; 245; 270; 310; 327 

Atlantic Wall 209; 212; 251; 270; 271; 291; 
320 

Atlantikwall .................... See Atlantic Wall 
Atlas, (mountain range) ........ 186; 189; 200 
Auderghem .......................... See Oudergem 
Augsburg ............................................... 258 
Australia ............................... 125; 181; 213 
Austria ... 12; 20; 23; 24; 27; 29; 30; 35; 37; 

38; 39; 49; 56; 119; 124; 130; 131; 150; 
151; 153; 157; 162; 167; 173; 175; 180; 
184; 213; 215; 216; 221; 222; 247; 248; 
255; 258; 260; 278; 282; 284; 286; 302; 
304; 310; 332; 339 

Auteuil ...................................... 31; 50; 149 
Auvergne ............................................... 230 
Avesnes ................................................. 248 
Avranches .............................................. 330 
Ay-Petrinskaya Yayla ...................104; 130 
Azerbaijan ............................................. 278 
Azores ........................................ See Açores 
Azov Sea . 94; 97; 101; 103; 104; 116; 121; 

130; 142; 154; 177; 257; 260 
B 
Babelsberg ................................ 24; 74; 136 
Bailleul .................................................. 118 
Bailleux ................................................. 320 
Bălţi ......................................................... 77 
Baltic Sea ........................ 36; 120; 228; 342 
Banat ...................................................... 256 
Bangkok ................................................ 120 
Baranovičč .........................See Baranovichi 
Baranovichi ............................................. 68 
Baranowicze ......................See Baranovichi 
Barcelona ....... 21; 38; 82; 95; 98; 124; 159; 

172; 182; 185; 194; 198; 224; 234; 259; 
273; 298; 304; 306 

Barents Sea ..... 93; 108; 209; 218; 220; 222 
Basel ........................................................ 37 
Bavaria ......................................See Bayern 
Bay of Biscay ..................................61; 270 

Bayern ... 20; 27; 31; 33; 66; 110; 145; 164; 
165; 174; 181; 215; 254; 271; 282 

Bayeux .................................................. 327 
Bayonne .......................................... 32; 302 
Bayreuth .................................................. 23 
Bayrut...................................................... 63 
Beauraing ...................................... 214; 218 
Beauvoir-sur-Mer.................................... 90 
Beijing ..................................................... 24 
Beirut ......................................... See Bayrut 
Békés ..................................................... 174 
Belém ...................................................... 82 
Belgorod................................ 224; 225; 230 
Belgrade .................................. See Beograd 
Beltsy ............................................ See Bălţi 
Benghazi ................................See Benghāzī 
Benghāzī ................. 54; 106; 119; 120; 123 
Beograd 18; 33; 55; 61; 111; 228; 268; 277; 

293; 311; 321 
Berchem ................................................ 229 
Berchtesgaden ........... 22; 24; 37; 47; 49; 65 
Berezina, (river) ...................................... 73 
Bergen ......................................... See Mons 
Berlin 8; 12; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 

26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 34; 36; 37; 38; 
39; 40; 43; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51; 
53; 61; 62; 63; 64; 66; 67; 74; 77; 84; 
85; 88; 93; 95; 99; 100; 102; 103; 105; 
107; 109; 111; 113; 115; 116; 117; 120; 
122; 126; 128; 129; 130; 131; 132; 133; 
136; 138; 139; 141; 143; 144; 147; 148; 
151; 152; 154; 155; 156; 157; 161; 162; 
167; 168; 169; 173; 177; 178; 180; 181; 
183; 184; 186; 187; 189; 191; 192; 193; 
196; 203; 220; 221; 226; 229; 232; 235; 
240; 242; 244; 247; 251; 255; 258; 265; 
266; 272; 278; 280; 287; 288; 291; 294; 
304; 305; 312; 315; 318; 321; 323; 324; 
327; 331; 333; 335; 336; 340; 342 

Bern ................................... 38; 60; 175; 277 
Beskid Mountains ................................. 257 
Beskidy ................... See Beskid Mountains 
Beskydy .................. See Beskid Mountains 
Bessarabia ......................... See Bessarabiya 
Bessarabiya ... 30; 73; 76; 77; 80; 182; 220; 

310 
Bethel ...................................................... 28 
Białystok ..................................... 68; 70; 71 
Bielefeld .................................................. 28 
Bielgorod ............................... See Belgorod 
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Bilbao ................................... 159; 228; 334 
Billancourt ............................................. 127 
Bir Hakeim ................. See Abyar al Hakim 
Birmingham ............................ 39; 117; 218 
Biscay; Bay of ............... See Bay of Biscay 
Bistriţa ................................................... 191 
Bjerke ...................................................... 60 
Black Sea . 89; 97; 104; 138; 158; 160; 171; 

176; 179; 200; 217; 223 
Blakstad ................................................... 51 
Bohemia-Moravia .... 12; 23; 25; 26; 27; 41; 

46; 55; 77; 79; 147; 180; 182; 183; 194; 
198; 211; 218; 228; 230; 244; 246; 247; 
249; 255; 268; 273; 297; 310; 321; 333; 
339 

Boitsfort ............................... See Bosvoorde 
Bomerée ................................................ 327 
Bône ......................................... See Annaba 
Bordeaux ............................................... 185 
Bordighera ............................................... 48 
Borinage .................................................. 38 
Borodino .................................................. 98 
Bosnia .................................................... 276 
Bosvoorde 53; 86; 110; 131; 133; 157; 162; 

165; 201; 209; 213; 223; 230; 287; 302; 
313; 339 

Bouillon ................................................. 141 
Boulogne-sur-Mer .................... 77; 81; 131 
Bouvignies ............................................. 161 
Br’ansk .................................... See Bryansk 
Bratislava ....... 25; 115; 173; 181; 213; 250; 

266; 277; 293; 303 
Brazil ........................................ 62; 92; 109 
Brecht .................................................... 103 
Brenner Pass ............................................ 29 
Breslau ................................... See Wrocław 
Brest .... 21; 68; 71; 80; 117; 121; 218; 328; 

333; 335; 340; 341 
Brest [Brest-Litovsk] .................. 68; 71; 80 
Brest-Litovsk ................................ See Brest 
Bretagne ..........................................30; 205 
Briansk .................................... See Bryansk 
British Somaliland ................... See Somalia 
Brjansk .................................... See Bryansk 
Brno ...................................................14; 35 
Brooklyn .................................................. 84 
Bruges ....................................... See Brugge 
Brugge ........ 34; 47; 62; 131; 215; 273; 292 
Brünn ............................................ See Brno 
Brussel  - Bruxelles .................See Brussels 

Brussels ... 8; 15; 19; 20; 33; 35; 36; 38; 39; 
41; 42; 43; 44; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50; 
51; 52; 53; 54; 56; 57; 58; 59; 60; 61; 
62; 64; 66; 67; 73; 75; 77; 79; 81; 82; 
84; 85; 86; 88; 90; 92; 94; 95; 96; 97; 
98; 100; 102; 104; 105; 107; 110; 111; 
114; 115; 116; 118; 119; 121; 122; 124; 
126; 128; 129; 132; 133; 134; 137; 138; 
139; 141; 142; 143; 144; 145; 147; 148; 
151; 153; 155; 159; 161; 163; 166; 168; 
169; 171; 172; 173; 174; 176; 177; 179; 
180; 182; 186; 187; 190; 191; 194; 196; 
198; 200; 204; 207; 208; 210; 211; 212; 
213; 214; 216; 218; 219; 220; 221; 222; 
224; 226; 227; 229; 230; 233; 234; 237; 
240; 243; 244; 246; 247; 248; 250; 251; 
255; 256; 258; 260; 262; 263; 264; 269; 
270; 271; 272; 275; 277; 278; 279; 280; 
281; 282; 283; 284; 285; 288; 289; 295; 
296; 299; 300; 303; 306; 307; 308; 310; 
311; 313; 323; 324; 325; 327; 328; 329; 
330; 332; 334; 341; 342 

Bryansk ..... 94; 95; 96; 224; 225; 227; 228; 
230; 232 

Bucharest .............................. See Bucuresti 
Bucuresti 21; 29; 30; 37; 39; 40; 52; 76; 97; 

101; 121; 126; 141; 154; 162; 171; 176; 
180; 190; 196; 200; 216; 218; 234; 244; 
259; 269; 270; 272; 282; 284; 336 

Budapest.... 26; 27; 38; 39; 43; 47; 52; 104; 
130; 145; 159; 163; 181; 183; 187; 237; 
246; 251; 262; 270; 272; 296; 313 

Budweis ................... See České Budějovice 
Buenos Aires ......................................... 102 
Bug, (river)........................................ 68; 78 
Bulgaria . 12; 18; 22; 30; 49; 51; 55; 56; 59; 

72; 103; 199; 214; 228; 230; 234; 236; 
241; 242; 248; 255; 256; 263; 266; 267; 
270; 272; 276; 287; 295; 316; 318; 330 

Burgos ................................................... 243 
Burma.................................... See Myanmar 
Burma Road ...................................... 39; 82 
Bystrica ................................................. 171 
C 
Cadiz ....................................... 98; 104; 121 
Caen .............................................. 320; 333 
Cairo................................... See Al-Qāhirah 
California .................................. 33; 44; 142 
Camargue ...................................... 173; 250 
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Cambodia ............... See French Indo-China 
Cambrai ................................................. 279 
Camden .................................................... 26 
Campine ..................................See Kempen 
Canada ...........................................159; 166 
Canea .........................................See Khaniá 
Cannes ................................................... 138 
Canton ................................ See Guangzhou 
Cap Gris-Nez ......................................... 310 
Capuzzo .......................... See Fort Capuzzo 
Carcassonne ........................................... 176 
Caribbean Sea ........................................ 210 
Carinthia .................................. See Kärnten 
Carpathian Mountains .......... 203; 282; 322 
Carpaţii ............. See Carpathian Mountains 
Cartagena ............................................... 285 
Cassino ......... 270; 283; 299; 300; 305; 318 
Castile ....................................... See Castilla 
Castilla ................................................... 243 
Catalonia ............................... See Catalunya 
Catalunya ............................................... 124 
Caucasus ................................... See Kavkaz 
Cauchy-à-la-Tour .................................... 94 
Celebes ................................... See Sulawesi 
Cephalonia ............................ See Kefallinía 
Cerbère .................................................. 178 
České Budějovice .................................. 246 
Chalcidice .......................... See Khalkidhikí 
Chalon-sur-Saône .................................... 69 
Chamonix ..... 124; 237; 247; 271; 279; 285 
Champagne .............................................. 94 
Channel, the . 24; 26; 27; 28; 31; 32; 34; 36; 

40; 44; 45; 47; 51; 53; 60; 62; 66; 84; 
95; 106; 110; 111; 117; 121; 143; 155; 
157; 209; 231; 270; 275 

Chantemerle-Serre-Chevalier ................ 115 
Charkov .................................. See Kharkov 
Charleroi .... 34; 73; 79; 113; 115; 141; 231; 

251; 255; 295; 296; 327 
Charlottenlund ....................................... 182 
Chechaouene ......................................... 281 
Cherbourg .............................................. 341 
Cherkasy ....... 225; 280; 282; 285; 291; 295 
Chernivtsi .............................................. 322 
Chernovtsy .......................... See Chernivtsi 
Cherson ....................................See Kherson 
Chersonese ............................................ 156 
Chevreuse ......................................161; 169 
Chiemsee, (lake) ...................................... 27 
Chile ..................................................22; 63 

Chinhai .....................................See Zhenhai 
Chişinău ................................................ 220 
Cholm........................................ See Kholm 
Chongqing ................................... 29; 34; 83 
Chortitza................................................ 156 
Chudskoye Ozero ....................... See Peipus 
Chungking ........................... See Chongqing 
Ciotat ...................................... See La Ciotat 
Clermont-Ferrand.................................. 136 
Cluj.......................................................... 28 
Cochin-China ......... See French Indo-China 
Colmenar Viejo ..................................... 176 
Cologne ......................................... See Köln 
Colombes ................................................ 77 
Compiègne ................................ 18; 19; 163 
Constanţa ........................................ 30; 184 
Copenhagen ....................... See København 
Corregidor ............................................. 145 
Corse ..................................................... 241 
Corsica ........................................ See Corse 
Cortina d’Ampezzo ........................... 39; 46 
Cos ................................................. See Kos 
Côte d’Azur........................................... 104 
Courbevoie .............................................. 84 
Courtrai .................................... See Kortrijk 
Coventry.................................................. 39 
Cracow ..................................... See Kraków 
Craiova .................................................... 30 
Crete .............................................. See Kríti 
Crimea ... 93; 103; 104; 105; 117; 121; 130; 

134; 138; 142; 156; 167; 220; 248; 316 
Croatia . 15; 55; 65; 72; 103; 171; 174; 198; 

210; 230; 255; 284; 285; 287; 289; 298; 
310; 342 

Curaçao ................................................. 210 
Cuxhaven .............................................. 314 
Cyrenaica ............ 52; 54; 58; 114; 123; 135 
Czechoslovakia . 12; 17; 23; 25; 26; 27; 28; 

33; 35; 37; 38; 41; 43; 45; 46; 50; 60; 
77; 79; 85; 121; 147; 173; 180; 181; 
182; 183; 190; 191; 194; 198; 202; 204; 
211; 213; 214; 218; 225; 227; 228; 230; 
237; 244; 246; 247; 249; 250; 251; 255; 
260; 263; 268; 273; 276; 277; 285; 288; 
293; 294; 303; 310; 312; 314; 316; 321; 
329; 330; 333; 337; 339 

D 
Dakar ....................................................... 98 
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Danube .. 38; 49; 55; 61; 79; 204; 256; 259; 
297 

Danzig ...................................... See Gdańsk 
Darnah ................................................... 135 
Darwin ................................................... 213 
Daugava, (river) ..............................71; 252 
Daugavpils .................. 14; 68; 71; 338; 343 
Davos ...............................................94; 295 
De Pinte ................................................... 79 
Déda ...................................................... 185 
Demarcation Line .................................. 176 
Demyansk .............................................. 232 
Den Haag ....... 14; 178; 196; 233; 257; 279; 

289; 294 
Denmark 18; 29; 30; 43; 50; 52; 55; 75; 84; 

88; 103; 104; 109; 141; 155; 160; 168; 
176; 179; 180; 182; 183; 184; 190; 193; 
194; 200; 204; 214; 215; 218; 220; 221; 
240; 252; 253; 265; 299; 331 

Derna ........................................ See Darnah 
Desna, (river) ...................... 87; 89; 93; 172 
Dessau .............................................70; 118 
Detroit ...................................................... 84 
Deurne .............................................40; 283 
Dhodhekánisos ..................... 246; 259; 260 
Dieppe ...........................................158; 165 
Diesdelle ........................................147; 227 
Dijon ........................................................ 36 
Diksmuide ............................................... 85 
Dilbeek ................................... 44; 189; 200 
Dinant ........................... 161; 171; 218; 221 
Dixmude ..............................See Diksmuide 
Dnepr, (river) . 83; 85; 87; 93; 97; 101; 135; 

202; 231; 250; 251; 274 
Dneprodzerzhinsk .................................... 83 
Dnepropetrovsk ...................... 85; 135; 146 
Dnestr, (river) ....................................76; 77 
Dniester, (river) ......................... See Dnestr 
Dnistro, (river) ........................... See Dnestr 
Dobruja .................................................... 30 
Dodecanese .................. See Dhodhekánisos 
Dombay-Ulgen ...................................... 179 
Domrémy-la-Pucelle ............................. 311 
Don, (river) .. 153; 155; 158; 170; 171; 172; 

177; 179; 202; 216; 244; 276; 299 
Donau, (river) 38; 49; 55; 61; 79; 204; 256; 

259; 297 
Donets Basin ..... 93; 97; 98; 116; 128; 132; 

155; 165 

Donets, (river) ... 93; 97; 98; 116; 128; 132; 
146; 154; 165; 176; 197 

Donetsk ..................................... 97; 99; 116 
Doorn ...................................................... 64 
Doornik .................................... See Tournai 
Dortmund .............................................. 265 
Doullens ................................................ 297 
Douro, river ........................................... 162 
Drau ............................................ See Drava 
Drava ....................................................... 54 
Dresden ................................. 292; 304; 336 
Duero ......................................... See Douro 
Duna ......................................... See Danube 
Düna, (river)........................... See Daugava 
Dünaburg ........................... See Daugavpils 
Dunaj ........................................ See Danube 
Dunǎrea .................................... See Danube 
Dunav ....................................... See Danube 
Dunay ....................................... See Danube 
Dunkerque ............... 17; 117; 134; 159; 218 
Dunkirk ............................... See Dunkerque 
Dutch New Guinea................................ 213 
Dvina River (Western) ........... See Daugava 
Dvinsk ................................ See Daugavpils 
Dzvina, (river) ........................ See Daugava 
E 
East Prussia ..................... See Ost-Preussen 
Edingen ................................... See Enghien 
Eeklo ................................................. 66; 70 
Egypt . 24; 28; 30; 104; 152; 163; 169; 170; 

173; 175 
Einsiedeln................................................ 92 
El Agheila ......................... See Al’ Uqaylah 
El Gazala .................. See ‘Ayn al Ghazalah 
El’brus ................................... 164; 171; 179 
Elbe, (river) ............................................. 23 
Elbruz ........................................ See El’brus 
Emmeloord............................................ 251 
Ems ......................................................... 58 
Enghien ................................................... 79 
Enschede ....................................... 285; 286 
Epirus ................................................ 56; 57 
Erfurt ..................................................... 224 
Escaut ....................................... See Schelde 
Esschen ....................................... See Essen 
Essen ................................................. 24; 26 
Estonia ...... 76; 85; 88; 168; 172; 212; 235; 

239; 245; 287; 293; 323 
Étampes ................................................. 169 
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Etterbeeck .............................. See Etterbeek 
Etterbeek ................................. 56; 224; 324 
Europe ... 25; 34; 43; 44; 47; 49; 73; 75; 76; 

81; 91; 92; 106; 107; 112; 115; 121; 
128; 151; 155; 160; 175; 177; 181; 182; 
196; 203; 208; 209; 212; 215; 217; 219; 
227; 232; 234; 235; 239; 247; 250; 251; 
254; 255; 256; 257; 265; 268; 269; 276; 
277; 280; 282; 291; 295; 296; 301; 303; 
318; 319; 320; 321; 323; 325; 326; 327; 
335; 339; 342 

F 
Fall River ................................................. 99 
Finland ... 22; 27; 50; 67; 68; 73; 76; 86; 91; 

93; 95; 96; 103; 108; 114; 115; 120; 
135; 146; 151; 161; 189; 193; 209; 218; 
222; 233; 253; 259; 262; 267; 269; 273; 
294; 298; 299 

Firenze ..................................................... 33 
Fismes .................................................... 191 
Flanders ....... 15; 34; 35; 61; 63; 66; 69; 70; 

103; 105; 119; 177; 208; 215; 229; 247; 
269; 273; 301; 304; 307; 323; 326; 327; 
345 

Florence .................................... See Firenze 
Florida ...............................................51; 59 
Fontanar de Arriba ................................ 245 
Fonyód ................................................... 176 
Forest ........................................... See Vorst 
Forges .................................................... 157 
Forsby ...................................................... 40 
Fort Capuzzo ........................................... 62 
Fort Nassau ............................................ 211 
Fraire ..................................................... 327 
Franeker ................................................. 296 
Frankfurt ................................................ 226 
Frederica ................................................ 168 
French Indo-China ...........................33; 201 
French Riviera ....................................... 178 
Fuji ........................................................ 244 
Fuji .......................................... See Fuji-san 
Fuji-san .................................................. 244 
Fujiyama .................................. See Fuji-san 
G 
Gabes ........................................... See Qabis 
Gaeta ...................................................... 318 
Galaţi ....................................................... 30 
Galatz ......................................... See Galaţi 

Galicia ....................................... See Galicja 
Galicja ........................................... 176; 228 
Galizien ..................................... See Galicja 
Gand .............................................. See Gent 
Ganspoel ............................................... 150 
Garabit, viaduc de ................................. 230 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen ......... 48; 275; 300 
Gascogne, Golfe de ........ See Bay of Biscay 
Gastern .................................................. 286 
Gazala ...................... See ‘Ayn al Ghazalah 
Gdańsk .................................................. 248 
Geneva ..................................... See Genève 
Genève .................... 42; 187; 219; 250; 340 
Gent . 15; 47; 52; 56; 59; 62; 63; 66; 79; 84; 

102; 130; 138; 142; 164; 180; 242; 247; 
264; 292; 297; 301; 345 

Genval ................................................... 134 
Geraardsbergen ..................................... 116 
Germany 12; 13; 15; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 

23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 
33; 34; 35; 36; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41; 42; 
43; 44; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51; 53; 
54; 55; 58; 59; 60; 61; 62; 63; 64; 65; 
66; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71; 72; 74; 75; 77; 
79; 81; 82; 83; 84; 85; 90; 91; 95; 98; 
99; 100; 101; 102; 103; 105; 106; 107; 
109; 110; 111; 112; 113; 114; 115; 116; 
117; 118; 120; 121; 122; 124; 125; 126; 
128; 129; 130; 131; 132; 133; 135; 136; 
137; 138; 139; 141; 142; 143; 144; 145; 
146; 147; 148; 149; 151; 152; 154; 155; 
156; 157; 159; 161; 162; 165; 166; 167; 
168; 169; 171; 173; 174; 175; 176; 177; 
178; 179; 180; 181; 182; 183; 185; 186; 
187; 189; 190; 191; 192; 193; 194; 196; 
197; 198; 199; 202; 203; 209; 210; 215; 
216; 217; 218; 219; 221; 223; 224; 225; 
226; 227; 228; 229; 230; 232; 233; 234; 
235; 236; 239; 240; 241; 242; 244; 245; 
246; 248; 249; 250; 251; 252; 253; 254; 
255; 256; 257; 258; 259; 262; 263; 264; 
265; 266; 268; 269; 270; 271; 272; 274; 
275; 276; 278; 279; 280; 281; 283; 284; 
285; 286; 287; 288; 289; 291; 292; 293; 
294; 295; 296; 297; 298; 299; 300; 303; 
304; 305; 306; 307; 310; 311; 312; 313; 
314; 315; 316; 317; 318; 319; 321; 322; 
323; 324; 326; 327; 328; 329; 331; 332; 
333; 334; 335; 336; 337; 338; 339; 341; 
342; 343 
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Ghent ............................................ See Gent 
Gijón ...................................................... 171 
Gmunden ................................................. 23 
Golfe de Gascogne ........ See Bay of Biscay 
Gomel ........................................ See Homel 
Gora El’brus .......................................... 164 
Gorinchem ............................................. 280 
Gorkum .................................................. 280 
Göta Älv ................................................ 194 
Göta, (river) ........................... See Göta Älv 
Göteborg ................................................ 243 
Granada ................................ 193; 210; 281 
Graz ......................................................... 30 
Great Britain 13; 17; 20; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 

27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 34; 35; 39; 41; 
42; 45; 49; 51; 62; 63; 66; 77; 82; 106; 
108; 112; 117; 118; 125; 126; 143; 159; 
190; 209; 246; 283; 338 

Grebbeberg ............................................ 291 
Greece .... 35; 54; 55; 57; 59; 60; 62; 63; 65; 

106; 111; 150; 196; 203; 229; 234; 236; 
240; 246; 252; 259; 260; 269; 273; 274; 
277; 278; 283; 298; 316; 337 

Greenstead ............................................. 327 
Gris-Nez ......................... See Cap Gris-Nez 
Grodno ...................................... See Hrodno 
Groenendaal ....................................14; 129 
Grosses Müggelmeer ............................. 144 
Grosswardein ............................. See Oradea 
Grünau .............................. 12; 27; 148; 333 
Guadalupe ........................................46; 286 
Guangzhou .............................................. 50 
Guéret .................................................... 163 
Guernsey ............................................24; 41 
Gulf of Finland ..... 115; 184; 192; 209; 273 
Gulf of Gaeta ............................... See Gaeta 
Gulf of Patras ............................. See Patras 
Gulf of Soúdha ......................... See Soúdha 
Gulf of St. Lawrence ....... See St. Lawrence 
Gumniska .............................................. 254 
H 
Haarlem ................................................... 36 
Hague, The ........................... See Den Haag 
Haifa ........................................................ 31 
Halfaya .................................................. 152 
Halfaya ....................... See Nag’ el-Halfâya 
Halle an der Saale .................................. 286 
Hamburg ......................... 23; 149; 221; 255 
Hangö ........................................ See Hanko 

Hanko .................................................... 209 
Hasselt ................................... 143; 235; 307 
Haute-Savoie ......................................... 232 
Hautvillers ............................................... 94 
Havre ...................................... See Le Havre 
Hawaii ................................................... 141 
Hefa .............................................. See Haifa 
Heilbronn ................................................ 74 
Helsinki ..................... 27; 76; 189; 262; 269 
Hendaye .......................................... 32; 291 
Herstal ................................................... 166 
Hertogenbosch ..........See ‘s Hertogenbosch 
Herzegovina .......................................... 223 
Hilversum.............................................. 282 
Ho Chi Minh City ................................. 201 
Hoei ................................................ See Huy 
Hoeilaart.................................. 74; 129; 237 
Hokkaido ................................................. 47 
Holland.................................... 23; 210; 213 
Homel................................................ 83; 87 
Hong Kong .......................... See Xianggang 
Hornu-Wasmes ............................. 113; 121 
Hortobágy ............................................. 174 
Hrodno .................................................... 68 
Huelva ............................................. 86; 217 
Huldenberg.............................See Ganspoel 
Hungary 26; 27; 28; 34; 37; 38; 39; 42; 43; 

46; 47; 48; 50; 52; 72; 104; 121; 123; 
130; 139; 145; 151; 159; 163; 173; 174; 
176; 178; 181; 183; 185; 187; 198; 204; 
219; 226; 237; 246; 251; 254; 255; 262; 
267; 270; 272; 296; 313; 322 

Huy................................................ 157; 314 
I 
Iaşi ......................... 322; 328; 331; 332; 336 
Ice Sea ............................. See Arctic Ocean 
Ieper ........................................................ 17 
IJsselmeer, (lake) ............................ 82; 274 
Ilmen, (lake) ...... 80; 93; 99; 123; 140; 173; 

188; 189; 195; 207; 209; 215; 291; 293; 
300 

Indian Ocean ......................... 118; 134; 263 
Indo-China ............. See French Indo-China 
Ioánnina ............................................ 57; 59 
Irun ............... 20; 24; 32; 74; 149; 209; 291 
Isarkanal, (canal) ..................................... 19 
Isère, (river) .......................................... 201 
Israel........................................................ 31 
Is-sur-Tille .............................................. 69 
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Italian Riviera ......................... 84; 239; 257 
Italian Somaliland ................... See Somalia 
Italy . 13; 15; 16; 17; 18; 19; 21; 22; 23; 24; 

25; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33; 35; 37; 
38; 39; 42; 45; 46; 48; 49; 50; 51; 52; 
53; 55; 58; 60; 62; 63; 65; 67; 72; 84; 
103; 104; 105; 106; 107; 109; 112; 114; 
116; 117; 119; 120; 123; 125; 127; 132; 
133; 134; 135; 137; 138; 139; 141; 147; 
150; 151; 152; 167; 168; 169; 170; 173; 
174; 175; 176; 178; 182; 189; 192; 215; 
226; 229; 230; 233; 234; 236; 238; 239; 
241; 248; 249; 250; 251; 257; 258; 262; 
267; 270; 271; 274; 275; 277; 278; 279; 
281; 283; 285; 286; 289; 290; 296; 297; 
299; 300; 301; 302; 303; 305; 308; 312; 
317; 318; 322; 323; 330; 336; 341 

Izmail ....................................................... 79 
J 
Jaén ........................................................ 332 
Jalta .............................................. See Yalta 
Jang-tse ......................................See Yangzi 
Janina ...................................... See Ioánnina 
Japan 11; 19; 21; 22; 24; 25; 26; 27; 29; 33; 

35; 37; 40; 44; 45; 47; 49; 55; 58; 63; 
74; 82; 84; 103; 107; 108; 112; 117; 
125; 126; 143; 161; 168; 173; 175; 181; 
189; 190; 192; 237; 243; 254; 257; 321 

Jassy ............................................... See Iaşi 
Java Sea ................................................. 125 
Jersey ........................................ 24; 41; 325 
Jerusalem ...................... 186; 249; 268; 278 
Jonava ...................................................... 71 
Jüterbog ................................................... 30 
Jutland .......................................See Jylland 
Jylland .............................................52; 265 
K 
Kairouan .......................... See Al Qayrawan 
Kalinin ......................................... See Tver’ 
Kaliningrad ........................ See Königsberg 
Kaluga .................................... 97; 100; 102 
Kalvarija .................................................. 71 
Kalvehave .............................................. 220 
Kandalaksha ....................................93; 115 
Karelia .................................... 96; 114; 120 
Karlshorst .............................................. 305 
Kärnten .................................................. 184 
Karpaty ............. See Carpathian Mountains 

Kassala .................................................... 31 
Katyn ....................................... 10; 211; 225 
Kauen ........................................ See Kaunas 
Kaukasus .................................. See Kavkaz 
Kaunas .................................. 14; 67; 68; 71 
Kavkaz 160; 164; 167; 171; 173; 176; 179; 

182; 185; 186 
Kefallinía .............................................. 240 
Kempen ................................................. 266 
Kerch ..... 96; 105; 130; 134; 142; 145; 148; 

160; 164; 167; 171; 186; 220; 240; 244 
Kerch Strait ........................... 145; 220; 240 
Kertsch ........................................ See Kerch 
Kester .................................................... 238 
Khalkidhikí ........................... 236; 273; 278 
Khaniá ............................................. 65; 274 
Kharkiv ................................... See Kharkov 
Kharkov .... 14; 94; 98; 100; 101; 116; 140; 

146; 151; 158; 160; 176; 203; 224; 225; 
227; 228; 230; 232; 286; 309; 316 

Kherson ............................................. 83; 93 
Kholm ................................................... 232 
Kiev ... 78; 81; 87; 88; 89; 91; 93; 116; 137; 

153; 184; 187; 197; 202; 203; 204; 217; 
219; 231; 244; 267 

Kirovo ................................ See Kirovohrad 
Kirovograd ......................... See Kirovohrad 
Kirovohrad ............................................ 288 
Kishinev ................................. See Chişinău 
Kivinimie .............................................. 299 
Kiyev ............................................. See Kiev 
Klagenfurt ....................................... 24; 280 
Klausenburg ................................... See Cluj 
Klin ....................................................... 113 
København .... 29; 30; 55; 75; 84; 104; 109; 

141; 155; 160; 182; 184; 190; 194; 214; 
218; 240; 252; 253; 331 

Koekelberg .................................... 313; 314 
Kolberg ................................................. 315 
Köln ............................ 19; 69; 87; 223; 308 
Koloszvár ....................................... See Cluj  
Königsberg .................... 13; 15; 25; 95; 217 
Köping .................................................... 40 
Kórinthos ................................................ 62 
Kórinthos .............................. See Kórinthos 
Kortrijk.. 34; 144; 159; 160; 254; 292; 293; 

294; 307; 325 
Kos ........................................................ 246 
Kovel’ ................................... 301; 304; 327 
Kovno........................................ See Kaunas 
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Kowel ........................................ See Kovel’ 
Kowloon ................................................ 143 
Kragujevac ............................................ 243 
Krakau ..................................... See Kraków 
Kraków .................................................... 75 
Krampnitz .............................................. 253 
Krasnodar .............................................. 160 
Kremenchug ............................................ 87 
Krems an der Donau .............................. 332 
Krim ......................................... See Crimea 
Kríti .......................... 63; 65; 112; 203; 274 
Krivoy Rog ................... 101; 259; 266; 268 
Kronshtadt .....................................178; 213 
Krung Thee ............................. See Bangkok 
Krym ......................................... See Crimea 
Kuban, (river) ...... 160; 164; 216; 217; 220; 

221; 224; 240; 244; 284 
Kufstein ................................................. 161 
Kuresssaare .............................................. 89 
Kuřim .................................................... 227 
Kurort Oybin .............................. See Oybin 
Kursk ... 158; 168; 170; 188; 189; 192; 195; 

203; 215 
Kwaremont ............................................ 292 
Kyyiv ............................................ See Kiev 
L 
L’viv .. 69; 70; 93; 124; 126; 190; 322; 328; 

331; 332; 336 
La Ciotat ................................................ 331 
La Louvière ............................................. 79 
Ladoga, (lake) .. 76; 78; 80; 85; 95; 96; 128; 

184; 192; 202; 207; 209; 232; 287; 291; 
293; 300 

Lake Michigan ....................... See Michigan 
Lamía ....................................................... 57 
Langemarck ........................ See Langemark 
Langemark .......................... 17; 84; 98; 337 
Làny ....................................................... 337 
Laos ........................ See French Indo-China 
Lapland ................... 43; 209; 218; 253; 294 
Lashio ...................................................... 39 
Latvia . 14; 68; 71; 208; 222; 252; 262; 264; 

268; 299; 321 
Lausanne ........................................256; 269 
Le Havre ......................... 18; 218; 324; 341 
Le Mans ................................................. 341 
Le Perreux ............................................. 299 
Lebanon ................................................. 312 
Leipzig ........................ 25; 49; 84; 133; 196 

Lemberg ....................................... See L’viv 
Leningrad ....................... See St. Petersburg 
Lens ....................................................... 191 
Léros ............................................. 259; 260 
Leskovac ......................................... 12; 199 
Lesse, (river) ......................................... 299 
Lesser Antilles ...................................... 210 
Leuven ............................ 62; 296; 307; 309 
Libau ......................................... See Liepaja 
Libava ....................................... See Liepaja 
Libya 16; 49; 50; 51; 52; 53; 55; 58; 60; 62; 

65; 67; 104; 105; 106; 114; 116; 119; 
120; 123; 127; 132; 135; 150; 152; 170; 
173 

Liedekerke .............................................. 60 
Liège 15; 66; 73; 75; 81; 98; 102; 107; 110; 

157; 166; 218; 240; 251; 256; 276 
Liepaja ........................................ 70; 71; 88 
Lier ........................................ 104; 140; 149 
Lierse .............................. 67; 100; 162; 200 
Liguria ............................................. 84; 138 
Lille . 15; 54; 67; 79; 85; 88; 101; 105; 115; 

124; 149; 151; 160; 173; 174; 179; 180; 
183; 189; 191; 193; 195; 213; 216; 222; 
253; 278 

Lima ........................................................ 25 
Limbourg ................................ See Limburg 
Limburg ........................ 143; 242; 330; 334 
Limoges .................................................. 74 
Limousin ............................................... 131 
Linderhof ................................................ 31 
Linz ......................................................... 38 
Liptovská .............................................. 246 
Lisboa26; 28; 133; 144; 184; 187; 192; 294 
Lisbon ........................................ See Lisboa 
Lisichansk ......................... See Lysychansk 
Lisieux .................................................. 333 
Lithuania ........ 14; 66; 67; 68; 71; 208; 321 
Liverpool ................................................. 30 
Lofoten .......................................... 306; 324 
London .... 28; 29; 112; 283; 323; 324; 328; 

330; 333; 335; 340 
Lonneker ............................................... 286 
Lorient ................................................... 204 
Lorraine ................................................... 29 
Louvain ..................................... See Leuven 
Lübeck .................................................. 132 
Lublin ...................................................... 41 
Łuck ............................................ See Lutsk 
Lugano .................................. 174; 256; 322 
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Luhans’k ...... 155; 164; 170; 172; 174; 175; 
176; 177; 178; 179 

Luik ............................................. See Liège 
Lummen ................................................ 242 
Lutsk ........................................................ 69 
Luxemburg ..........................................8; 30 
Łwòw ........................................... See L’viv 
Lyon 40; 146; 169; 176; 201; 274; 284; 325 
Lysyanka ............................................... 282 
Lysychansk ............................................ 154 
M 
Maas .......................................... See Meuse 
Macedonia ............................................... 57 
Madagascar ....................................263; 264 
Madrid ... 20; 31; 47; 62; 75; 115; 120; 136; 

145; 149; 151; 157; 159; 167; 173; 176; 
179; 184; 186; 201; 204; 213; 240; 253; 
275; 276; 278; 284; 305; 310; 312; 317; 
331; 342 

Magdeburg ............................................ 166 
Maginot Line .............................. 19; 21; 66 
Magliaso ................................................ 322 
Maikop .................................... See Maykop 
Málaga ...........................................285; 301 
Malines ................................. See Mechelen 
Mallorca, (islands) .........................325; 340 
Malmö ................................................... 243 
Malta ....................... 45; 125; 127; 132; 137 
Manchukuo ........... 21; 22; 25; 47; 103; 262 
Manchuria .......................... See Manchukuo 
Mandalay ................................................. 39 
Manila ............................................144; 289 
Mans ....................................... See Le Mans 
Marburg ................................... See Maribor 
Maredsous ............................................. 161 
Maribor .................................................... 54 
Mariupol ................................... 97; 99; 101 
Marsa Matruk ................ See Mersa Matruh 
Marseille ... 36; 41; 139; 170; 177; 178; 287 
Martinique ............................................. 274 
Massachusetts .......................................... 99 
Mátra ..................................................... 121 
Maykop ..........................................164; 167 
Mechelen ..... 46; 47; 56; 66; 137; 161; 196; 

200; 201; 207; 222; 234; 235; 265; 307 
Mediterranean Sea ....... 42; 46; 53; 63; 104; 

106; 125; 127; 132; 170; 202; 234; 239; 
255; 290; 297; 322; 331 

Medve .................................................... 204 

Mélnik ..................................................... 23 
Melun .................................................... 157 
Menton .................................................... 24 
Merano .................................................. 174 
Merelbeke ............................................... 86 
Mers el Kebir .......................... 30; 129; 134 
Mersa Matruh .................. 24; 106; 152; 163 
Metz ........................................................ 19 
Meuse,  (river)................. 51; 109; 189; 234 
Mexico ...................................... 42; 46; 109 
Mexico City ............................................ 42 
Michigan ........................................... 41; 82 
Midi Peak ................... See Aiguille du Midi 
Milano ............................. 55; 134; 169; 236 
Millstatt ................................................. 213 
Minsk ............... 68; 70; 71; 72; 73; 79; 240 
Mogilev ................................................... 78 
Mol ........................................................ 266 
Moldau, (river) ........................... See Vltava 
Moldova, (river) .................................... 315 
Moletta, (river) ...................................... 290 
Møn ....................................................... 220 
Mönichkirchen ........................................ 57 
Mons ......................................... 14; 79; 218 
Mont Blanc ........................................... 237 
Monte Cassino ......................... See Cassino 
Montigny-le-Tilleul .............................. 327 
Montjuich .............................................. 273 
Montmartre ..................................... 23; 195 
Montoire-sur-le-Loir ............................... 32 
Moon ........................................... See Muhu 
Morocco 35; 145; 155; 157; 264; 268; 281; 

285; 288 
Mortsel .......................................... 206; 207 
Mosćice ................................................... 47 
Moscow .................................... See Moskva 
Moskva.. 44; 52; 55; 76; 78; 79; 80; 81; 87; 

93; 96; 98; 100; 101; 102; 106; 108; 
115; 124; 129; 135; 153; 154; 158; 167; 
181; 192; 197; 239; 242; 247; 257; 259; 
260; 262; 266; 268; 274; 278; 288; 289; 
290; 295; 304; 310; 315; 329 

Mostar ................................................... 223 
Mount Fuji .............................. See Fuji-san 
Müggelmeer ........See Grosses Müggelmeer 
Muhu ....................................................... 89 
München 13; 18; 19; 21; 22; 26; 29; 31; 34; 

66; 75; 87; 122; 154; 179; 218; 221; 
229; 232; 251; 252; 286; 318; 334 

Munich ...................................See München 
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Murcia .................................. 138; 219; 221 
Murmansk .. 76; 86; 93; 108; 145; 189; 220; 

222; 298 
Myanmar .................................. 39; 82; 126 
Mykolayiv ................ 83; 93; 124; 129; 209 
N 
Næstved ................................................. 215 
Nag’ el-Halfâya ..................................... 152 
Nalchik ................................. 176; 179; 186 
Namen ....................................... See Namur 
Namur ........... 154; 214; 218; 219; 283; 343 
Nanjing ..................................... 16; 72; 190 
Nanking ................................... See Nanjing 
Narva ... 207; 232; 287; 291; 293; 300; 303; 

314; 328; 331; 332; 336; 338; 343 
Narvik ................... 17; 18; 20; 24; 209; 326 
Narwa ......................................... See Narva 
Navygárad ................................. See Oradea 
Nederbrakel ........................................... 313 
Nete ....................................................... 149 
Netherlands .............................. See Holland 
Netherlands Antilles .............................. 210 
Nettuno ................. 281; 290; 296; 301; 303 
Neustadt in Holstein .............................. 255 
Neva, (river) ..................................114; 189 
New Guinea ...................................125; 213 
New York ....... 25; 26; 43; 46; 49; 112; 120 
Nice ...............................................104; 119 
Niederschlesien ..................... See Schlesien 
Nijvel ....................................... See Nivelles 
Nikolayev ............................See Mykolayiv 
Ninove ...........................................287; 313 
Nistrul, (river) ............................ See Dnestr 
Nivelles .................................................. 314 
Nogent-sur-Marne ................................... 46 
Noirmoutier ............................................. 90 
Noordoostpolder ............................251; 274 
Nord ...... 179; 189; 193; 195; 201; 205; 213 
Normandie ... 189; 205; 247; 319; 322; 325; 

327; 328; 329; 330; 332; 333 
Normandy ........................... See Normandie 
Northeast Polder ........ See Noordoostpolder 
Northern France ....... 17; 19; 60; 61; 62; 99; 

111; 115; 116; 173; 216; 222; 247; 250; 
253; 289; 295; 303; 328; 329; 340; 341 

Noteburg .......................... See Shlissel’burg 
Novgorod .......................................215; 287 
Novorossiysk167; 168; 170; 200; 202; 215; 

217; 244; 267 

Nuremberg ............................ See Nürnberg 
Nürnberg ......................................... 98; 132 
O 
Oberammergau........................................ 31 
Oberschlesien ........................ See Schlesien 
Oberstdorf ............................................. 288 
Odessa 81; 89; 97; 101; 148; 221; 286; 301; 

309; 316 
Oeillette, (lake) ..................................... 201 
Oetingen ................................................ 139 
Oirschot ................................................. 277 
Olympus, (mount) ............................. 56; 57 
Onega, (lake) ....................... 93; 95; 96; 114 
Oostende ................................... 60; 64; 110 
Oostkamp .............................................. 131 
Oostmalle ........................................ 50; 111 
Oradea ..................................................... 27 
Oran ...................................................... 178 
Oregon .................................................... 41 
Orel ............... 113; 115; 224; 225; 227; 230 
Oreshek ........................... See Shlissel’burg 
Orşova ................................................... 259 
Ösel ......................................... See Saarema 
Oslo40; 45; 47; 60; 61; 119; 176; 191; 208; 

217; 220; 248; 253; 290 
Ostend(e) ................................See Oostende 
Ost-Preussen ...... 68; 69; 70; 76; 78; 80; 87 
Otegem .................................................. 159 
Oudergem.............................. 218; 314; 315 
Ourthe, (river) ......................................... 62 
Overijse ........................................... 74; 237 
Oybin .................................................... 196 
P 
Paderborn .............................................. 336 
Padova ......................................... See Padua 
Padua ....................................................... 30 
Palembang ............................................. 125 
Palestine .................................................. 31 
Palma .................................................... 325 
Pamel .................................................... 173 
Pamplona ................................................ 81 
Panagyurishte ........................................ 330 
Paris 17; 18; 23; 31; 34; 35; 36; 39; 42; 43; 

44; 45; 47; 48; 50; 51; 53; 58; 72; 74; 
75; 77; 81; 86; 88; 92; 95; 104; 105; 
110; 113; 114; 116; 120; 121; 126; 127; 
128; 129; 137; 139; 142; 144; 149; 151; 
152; 154; 157; 161; 163; 169; 171; 177; 
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180; 201; 205; 209; 210; 216; 222; 224; 
226; 233; 242; 247; 248; 264; 269; 277; 
279; 293; 294; 297; 302; 305; 311; 312; 
315; 317; 318; 322; 326; 327; 328; 332; 
333; 335; 341 

Pärnu ...................................................... 168 
Parpatsch ............................................... 142 
Pas-de-Calais ........ 121; 193; 195; 201; 213 
Patras ....................................................... 59 
Pechenga ................................................ 189 
Peipsi ......................................... See Peipus 
Peipsi Järv ................................. See Peipus 
Peipus, (lake) ..... 74; 76; 80; 135; 167; 172; 

181; 188; 189; 192; 195; 215; 300 
Peking ....................................... See Beijing 
Peloponnese ..................... See Pelopónnisos 
Peloponnesus ................... See Pelopónnisos 
Pelopónnisos ............................................ 59 
Perekop .................................................... 93 
Périgord ................................................... 99 
Perpignan .............................. 176; 178; 302 
Perreux ............................... See Le Perreux 
Peru ....................................................25; 63 
Petrograd ........................ See St. Petersburg 
Petrokrepost ..................... See Shlissel’burg 
Petroskoi ..........................See Petrozavodsk 
Petrozavodsk .....................................96; 99 
Petsamo ................................. See Pechenga 
Philippeville .............................. See Skikda 
Philippines .....................................144; 289 
Picardie ..........................................161; 327 
Picardy ..................................... See Picardie 
Piedmont ................................................ 229 
Pilsen ........................................... See Plzeň 
Piraeus ..................................... See Piraiévs 
Piraiévs ............................................60; 203 
Pittsburgh ................................................ 44 
Pleskau ..........................................222; 293 
Pleskau ....................................... See Pskov 
Plymouth ............................................... 117 
Plzeň ........................................................ 60 
Po, (river) .. 31; 33; 41; 42; 43; 45; 50; 249; 

279 
Pokrovskoye .......................................... 256 
Pola ................................................ See Pula 
Poland .... 12; 13; 27; 37; 38; 41; 43; 44; 47; 

66; 68; 69; 70; 71; 107; 124; 126; 161; 
173; 176; 185; 190; 201; 228; 240; 248; 
254; 257; 264; 275; 297; 304; 313; 322; 
329 

Poltava .......................................... 137; 146 
Poperinge ................................................ 88 
Portugal 26; 28; 82; 90; 110; 133; 144; 184; 

187; 192 
Posen ......................................... See Poznań 
Poyang Hu............................................... 42 
Poznań ..................................................... 44 
Prague ..........................................See Praha 
Praha 12; 23; 25; 27; 28; 37; 38; 41; 43; 50; 

75; 79; 121; 147; 190; 194; 202; 214; 
225; 237; 249; 250; 260; 273; 312; 314; 
321; 339 

Preschau ..................................... See Prešov 
Prešov.................................................... 250 
Pressburg .............................. See Bratislava 
Pripet Marshes ...................................... 296 
Protectorate ............. See Bohemia-Moravia 
Provence............................................ 13; 30 
Prut, (river)................................ 73; 97; 315 
Pruth, (river)................................... See Prut 
Prutul, (river) ................................. See Prut 
Przemyśl.................................................. 70 
Pskov ............................................. 222; 293 
Pula ................................................. 15; 241 
Puszta .................................................... 181 
Pyatigorsk ............................................. 164 
Pyrenees ................ 156; 178; 209; 212; 291 
Q 
Qabis ..................................... 199; 202; 205 
Quaremont ......................... See Kwaremont 
R 
Rangoon ................................... See Yangôn 
Regensburg ..................................... 48; 180 
Reims ................................................ 18; 94 
Renaix ......................................... See Ronse 
Rennes .... 19; 204; 323; 330; 333; 335; 340 
Reval ......................................... See Tallinn 
Rezzo .................................................... 236 
Rheims ....................................... See Reims 
Rhein, (river) ........................................... 23 
Rhine ........................................... See Rhein 
Rhodes ..................................... See Rhódos 
Rhódos .................................................. 246 
Rietzer See, (lake) ................................. 275 
Riga . 71; 88; 135; 151; 209; 222; 252; 264; 

268; 292; 321 
Rijssel............................................ See Lille 
Rila ................................................ 234; 236 
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Rio de Janeiro ........................... 62; 92; 109 
Río Duero ................................... See Douro 
Riviera ........... See French Riviera or Italian 

Riviera 
Roden .................................................... 324 
Rodenveld ................................... See Roden 
Roeselare ............................................... 292 
Roissy ...................................................... 34 
Roma ..... 17; 18; 21; 29; 31; 35; 38; 42; 63; 

109; 120; 141; 147; 151; 178; 226; 229; 
233; 236; 250; 267; 270; 271; 278; 281 

Romania 19; 20; 21; 22; 25; 27; 28; 29; 30; 
32; 37; 39; 40; 43; 52; 55; 59; 67; 72; 
73; 76; 77; 79; 97; 101; 103; 121; 126; 
138; 141; 143; 154; 161; 162; 171; 173; 
174; 176; 179; 180; 182; 184; 190; 191; 
196; 200; 203; 216; 218; 220; 231; 234; 
237; 240; 243; 244; 255; 259; 260; 267; 
269; 270; 272; 276; 282; 284; 294; 300; 
304; 305; 310; 315; 316; 322; 332; 336 

Rome ...........................................See Roma 
Ronchin ................................................... 99 
Ronse ..................................................... 292 
Roşiori ................................................... 269 
Rostov-na-Donu ............. 97; 155; 167; 220 
Rotterdam . 35; 51; 109; 292; 299; 302; 312 
Roubaix . 83; 115; 117; 169; 201; 209; 210; 

289; 297 
Rouen ............................. 18; 165; 204; 317 
Roulers ................................. See Roeselare 
Roye ...................................................... 275 
Rschew ....................................... See Rzhev 
Rügen ...................................................... 33 
Ruhleben .................................................. 18 
Ruhr ....................................................... 306 
Ruthenia ................................ See Zaragoza 
Rzhev .................................... 154; 158; 172 
S 
’s Hertogenbosch ................................... 150 
Saarema ................................................... 88 
Saigon ........................ See Ho Chi Min City 
Saint-Amand-les-Eaux ............................ 53 
Saint-Dié ................................................ 311 
Saint-Étienne ......................................... 325 
Saint-Florentin-Vergigny ...................... 106 
Saint-Lô ................................................. 324 
Saint-Nazaire .................................131; 341 
Saint-Nicolas .................... See Sint-Niklaas 
Sakikda ...................................... See Skikda 

Salerno .................................................. 238 
Salla ................................................ 73; 189 
Sallum .................................. See As Sallum 
Salonica ............................ See Thessaloníki 
Salzburg 24; 131; 138; 153; 162; 209; 215; 

248; 310 
Salzkammergut ................................. 23; 35 
Sámos .................................... 246; 260; 278 
San Francisco .......................... 93; 180; 181 
San Ildefonso ........................................ 342 
San Marino .............................................. 94 
San Remo .............................................. 134 
San Sebastián .................................. 90; 249 
Sankt Moritz ......................... 116; 162; 233 
Santa Elena ............................................. 40 
Santander ................................................ 48 
Saragossa ............................... See Zaragoza 
Sarajevo ........................................ 147; 248 
Sardegna.................................................. 42 
Sardinia .................................. See Sardegna 
Sartrouville...................................... 88; 148 
Sassnitz ................................................... 45 
Sava, (river) .......................................... 255 
Savoie.............................................. 99; 201 
Schalke ...................................... 67; 94; 152 
Schaulen ................................... See Šiauliai 
Schelde ...................... 51; 52; 110; 160; 162 
Scheldt ..................................... See Schelde 
Scheveningen .................................. 21; 131 
Schilde .................................................. 280 
Schlesien ....................................... 180; 230 
Schlüsselburg .................. See Shlissel’burg 
Schoten.................................................. 301 
Seattle...................................................... 50 
Sebastopol .......................... See Sevastopol’ 
Sedan ....................................................... 66 
Sedlets ....................................... See Siedlce 
Segovia.................................................. 342 
Seine, (river) . 42; 43; 44; 63; 88; 148; 250; 

319; 322 
Seine-et-Marne...................................... 250 
Semois, (river) .............. 168; 203; 222; 232 
Sennelager ............................................. 336 
Serbia ... 229; 243; 247; 255; 256; 277; 310 
Serqueux ............................................... 165 
Serre-Chevalier ..................................... 296 
Sevastopol’.. 114; 117; 130; 148; 149; 150; 

152; 153; 156; 197; 202; 203; 217; 231; 
244; 316 

Sevilla ....................................... See Seville 
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Seville ................. 57; 59; 86; 219; 232; 315 
Shandong ................................................. 34 
Shanghai .................................................. 27 
Shantung .................................................. 34 
Shlissel’burg ......................... 178; 207; 213 
Siam ........................................ See Thailand 
Šiauliai ..................................................... 71 
Sibiu ...................................................... 179 
Sicilia ... 120; 125; 132; 137; 178; 186; 189; 

192; 195; 202 
Sicily ........................................... See Sicilia 
Sidi Barrani ............................................. 30 
Siebenbürgen ................... See Transylvania 
Siedlce ...........................................338; 343 
Siegen ...................................................... 33 
Sieldce ...................................... See Siedlce 
Silenrieux .............................................. 327 
Sillein ..........................................See Žilina 
Sinaia ..................................................... 305 
Singapore .......................................118; 125 
Sint-Job-in-’t-Goor ................................ 280 
Sint-Martens-Latem ................................ 41 
Sint-Niklaas ...................................223; 304 
Sint-Pieters-Woluwe ............................... 60 
Sint-Truiden .......................................... 187 
Siwa ................................ See Wa hat Siwah 
Sjælland ................................................. 220 
Skikda ........................... 186; 189; 192; 195 
Slovakia . 17; 22; 23; 25; 72; 103; 181; 204; 

213; 246; 250; 266; 276; 294; 317; 329 
Slovenia ................................................. 263 
Smolensk ..... 10; 76; 78; 80; 81; 85; 87; 96; 

100; 102; 115; 167; 211 
Sofia ........................................... See Sofiya 
Sofiya ...... 18; 30; 214; 228; 234; 241; 266; 

267; 272 
Sollum ................................. See As Sallum 
Solomon Islands .................................... 125 
Somalia ..............................................25; 26 
Somaliland ............................... See Somalia 
Somme ................................................... 193 
Sosnowiec .............................................. 201 
Sotteville-lès-Rouen .............................. 165 
Soúdha ..................................................... 64 
Southampton ............................................ 42 
Southern Bug, (river) ..................... See Bug 
Spain 20; 21; 31; 32; 35; 37; 38; 40; 47; 48; 

50; 52; 55; 57; 59; 62; 72; 74; 75; 79; 
81; 82; 84; 86; 90; 92; 95; 98; 103; 104; 
110; 115; 120; 121; 124; 133; 134; 136; 

138; 142; 145; 149; 151; 153; 155; 156; 
157; 159; 162; 167; 171; 172; 173; 176; 
179; 182; 184; 185; 186; 187; 188; 193; 
194; 198; 200; 201; 204; 208; 210; 213; 
215; 217; 219; 221; 222; 224; 226; 228; 
229; 232; 233; 234; 237; 239; 240; 243; 
245; 249; 252; 253; 259; 260; 264; 265; 
268; 273; 275; 276; 278; 279; 281; 284; 
285; 286; 288; 291; 298; 301; 302; 303; 
304; 305; 306; 310; 311; 312; 315; 317; 
322; 324; 325; 328; 331; 332; 334; 340; 
342 

Spitsbergen.................................... 153; 237 
Spitzerberg, (mount) ............................. 184 
St. Lawrence ......................................... 166 
St. Petersburg .... 15; 85; 87; 91; 93; 96; 99; 

105; 108; 114; 115; 123; 124; 127; 129; 
131; 135; 178; 184; 188; 189; 191; 192; 
207; 209; 213; 218; 220; 221; 222; 232; 
239; 298 

St.-Mammès ............................................ 36 
St.-Trond .......................... See Sint-Truiden 
Stalin Canal ............................. 85; 115; 188 
Stalingrad ............................ See Volgograd 
Stalinkanal ........................ See Stalin Canal 
Stalino ..................................... See Donetsk 
Staraya Russa ........................................ 123 
Stary Oskol, (river) ............................... 153 
Stavanger .............................................. 253 
Stavropol’.............................................. 160 
Steiermark ....................................... 39; 216 
Stettin ..................................... See Szczecin 
Stockholm 18; 88; 100; 118; 121; 141; 147; 

152; 171; 178; 214; 221; 222; 243; 252; 
255; 278; 313; 315 

Stokkel ............................ 60; 139; 218; 310 
Stonehenge ............................................ 325 
Strasbourg ....................... 19; 21; 30; 39; 86 
Strassburg............................ See Strasbourg 
Stuttgart ............................. 24; 49; 174; 255 
Styria ................................... See Steiermark 
Sudan ...................................................... 31 
Sudetenland ..................................... 45; 132 
Sulawesi ................................................ 125 
Sumatera ............................................... 125 
Sumatra ..................................See Sumatera 
Sund ........................................................ 36 
Suresnes ................................................ 322 
Suursaari ............................................... 135 
Svishtov ................................................ 256 
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Sweden .. 18; 25; 27; 36; 37; 40; 50; 67; 88; 
100; 116; 118; 121; 141; 147; 152; 155; 
162; 167; 171; 174; 178; 194; 203; 211; 
214; 221; 222; 240; 243; 250; 252; 255; 
262; 278; 304; 313; 315; 322 

Switzerland .. 26; 37; 38; 42; 44; 49; 51; 52; 
55; 56; 58; 60; 66; 90; 92; 94; 109; 116; 
138; 162; 175; 187; 194; 198; 200; 219; 
232; 233; 250; 256; 269; 277; 295; 298; 
303; 310; 313; 322; 340 

Sydney ..................................................... 93 
Szczecin ...........................................87; 291 
Szeretfalva ............................................. 185 
T 
Tacoma .................................................... 42 
Taganrog ......................... 97; 124; 129; 209 
Tallinn ........ 14; 85; 88; 135; 212; 245; 287 
Tamise ....................................... See Temse 
Tanger ....................................... See Tangier 
Tangier ..........................................264; 268 
Tarnopol ................................ See Ternopil’ 
Tatras Mountains ............ See Vysoké Tatry 
Tebourba ................................................ 186 
Templeuve ............................................... 54 
Temse ..............................................52; 110 
Tenerife ................................................. 215 
Terek, (river) .................................176; 186 
Terlanen ................................................. 226 
Terni ........................................................ 33 
Ternopil’ ................................................ 301 
Tessenderlo ............................................ 136 
Tétouan .................................................... 35 
Thailand ................................................. 120 
Thames .................................................... 28 
Thermopílai .......................................57; 59 
Thermopylae ..................... See Thermopílai 
Thessaloníki ............. 54; 57; 203; 228; 229 
Theux ..................................................... 157 
Thorn .......................................... See Toruń 
Thuin ....................................................... 79 
Thüringen ................................................ 43 
Tienen ..............................................14; 235 
Tikhoretsk .... 170; 172; 174; 175; 177; 178; 

179 
Tilleur ...................................................... 98 
Tirana ................................... 253; 277; 315 
Tirlemont ................................... See Tienen 
Tirol .................................. 20; 75; 175; 339 
Tobruk ...................................... See Tubruq 

Tokyo .. 19; 21; 22; 35; 37; 40; 47; 63; 108; 
125; 180 

Toledo ...... 48; 79; 107; 130; 222; 259; 298 
Tongeren ............................................... 143 
Tongkin .................. See French Indo-China 
Tongres ................................. See Tongeren 
Toropets ................................................ 188 
Toruń ..................................................... 329 
Toulon ........................................... 134; 176 
Toulouse........................................ 176; 235 
Tourcoing ................ 84; 107; 113; 115; 154 
Tournai .. 17; 47; 49; 52; 66; 111; 130; 175; 

307 
Tours ....................................................... 95 
Toyooka .................................................. 58 
Transylvania.................... 27; 185; 269; 322 
Trieste ............................. 27; 139; 241; 286 
Tripoli ................... 49; 50; 51; 52; 104; 127 
Tripolitania.............................................. 52 
Trondheim ............................................. 253 
Tsemmeskaya Bay ................................ 167 
Tubruq . 58; 63; 65; 67; 105; 149; 150; 152; 

163; 170 
Tunis ............... 13; 154; 178; 189; 199; 202 
Túrkeve ................................................. 174 
Tver’.................................. 15; 96; 100; 102 
Tyrol.............................................. See Tirol 
Tyrrhenian Sea .............................. 175; 274 
U 
Ukraine...... 70; 73; 76; 79; 83; 88; 89; 140; 

156; 171; 184; 193; 204; 225; 231; 232; 
260 

Uppsala ........................................... 37; 304 
Uqaylah ............................. See Al’ Uqaylah 
USA 20; 23; 25; 26; 29; 33; 34; 41; 42; 43; 

44; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51; 52; 58; 
59; 61; 63; 82; 84; 99; 108; 109; 112; 
123; 127; 141; 144; 180; 186; 190; 227; 
230; 289; 294; 302 

USSR .... 13; 14; 15; 16; 19; 21; 25; 30; 44; 
52; 55; 66; 67; 70; 73; 74; 76; 77; 78; 
79; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84; 85; 86; 87; 89; 
91; 93; 95; 96; 97; 98; 99; 100; 101; 
102; 103; 104; 105; 106; 107; 108; 112; 
113; 114; 115; 116; 117; 119; 121; 123; 
124; 127; 128; 129; 130; 131; 132; 133; 
134; 135; 137; 138; 139; 140; 142; 145; 
146; 148; 149; 150; 151; 152; 153; 154; 
155; 156; 158; 160; 164; 165; 166; 167; 
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168; 170; 171; 172; 173; 174; 175; 176; 
177; 178; 179; 180; 181; 182; 184; 185; 
186; 187; 188; 189; 190; 191; 192; 193; 
194; 195; 197; 198; 200; 202; 203; 204; 
205; 207; 209; 211; 212; 213; 215; 216; 
217; 218; 219; 220; 221; 222; 223; 224; 
225; 227; 228; 230; 231; 232; 233; 234; 
235; 238; 239; 240; 241; 242; 244; 245; 
247; 248; 249; 250; 251; 252; 253; 255; 
256; 257; 259; 260; 262; 264; 266; 267; 
268; 269; 274; 278; 279; 281; 285; 286; 
287; 288; 289; 290; 291; 293; 294; 295; 
298; 299; 300; 301; 302; 303; 304; 309; 
310; 314; 315; 316; 328; 329; 331; 332; 
334; 336; 338; 343 

Utrecht .................................... 52; 260; 285 
V 
Val-d’Isère ............................................. 198 
Valencia ... 50; 84; 134; 153; 208; 229; 239; 

240; 302; 324 
Valenciennes ......................................... 124 
Valkenburg .... See Valkenburg aan de Geul 
Valkenburg aan de Geul ........................ 239 
Valkenburg-Houthem .. See Valkenburg aan 

de Geul 
Vallès ....................................................... 47 
Valletta ............................................45; 137 
Velikiye Luki ......................................... 191 
Venetia .... 13; 14; 28; 31; 65; 99; 150; 167; 

168; 283; 285 
Venice ....................................... See Venetia 
Verden ..................................................... 79 
Verdun ..................................................... 19 
Verona ................................................... 275 
Versailles .... 12; 13; 15; 161; 169; 196; 208 
Verviers ................................................. 157 
Vichy33; 98; 105; 146; 196; 198; 205; 274; 

294; 312; 317 
Vienna ......................................... See Wien 
Vietnam .................. See French Indo-China 
Viipuri ...................................... See Vyborg 
Villers-Bocage ....................................... 328 
Vilna ......................................... See Vilnius 
Vilnius .............................. 70; 71; 124; 129 
Vilnjoes .................................... See Vilnius 
Vilvoorde ............................................... 137 
Vinnitsa ...........................................78; 225 
Vire ........................................................ 330 
Vistuła ................................................... 329 

Vitebsk .. 76; 239; 242; 247; 257; 259; 260; 
262; 266; 268; 294; 328 

Vitry-sur-Seine........................................ 63 
Vivier d’Oie ...........................See Diesdelle 
Vltava, (river)........................................ 214 
Volga, (river) 15; 100; 153; 170; 172; 177; 

178; 197; 202; 203; 217; 231; 244; 267 
Volgograd ... 154; 164; 166; 168; 170; 172; 

173; 174; 175; 176; 177; 178; 179; 186 
Volkhov ................................................ 167 
Voronezh ..... 153; 154; 158; 160; 167; 168; 

172; 181; 188; 189; 195; 215; 224; 225; 
227; 228; 230; 232 

Voroshilovgrad ......................See Luhans’k 
Voroshilovsk ........................ See Stavropol’ 
Vorst...................................................... 266 
Vyaz’ma ........................ 15; 94; 95; 96; 100 
Vyborg ............................................ 86; 135 
Vysoké Tatry................................... 33; 288 
W 
Wa hat Siwah ........................................ 163 
Wageningen .......................................... 266 
Wallonia ................................................ 194 
Wannsee .................................... 20; 77; 162 
Warsaw ................................ See Warszawa 
Warschau ............................. See Warszawa 
Warszawa 27; 37; 107; 161; 304; 313; 338; 

343 
Warthe ................................................... 185 
Washington ............................... 34; 58; 294 
Washington (D.C.) ................................ 294 
Watermaal-Bosvoorde ........ See Bosvoorde 
Watermael-Boitsfort ........... See Bosvoorde 
Wattrelos ............................................... 201 
Weichsel, (river) ......................... See Wisla 
Weimar............................................ 98; 173 
Weissenkirchen im Attergau ................... 35 
Welikije Luki ................. See Velikiye Luki 
Werneuchen ............................................ 91 
Weser, (river) .......................................... 58 
Western Dvina River ............. See Daugava 
Westfalen ...................................... 148; 262 
Westphalia ........................... See Westfalen 
Weygand Line ......................................... 18 
White Sea ................................................ 73 
Wien .. 27; 29; 37; 42; 43; 49; 67; 102; 119; 

124; 130; 131; 150; 151; 162; 167; 169; 
173; 175; 180; 184; 216; 221; 222; 247; 
255; 258; 260; 275; 278; 284; 302; 304 
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Wiesbaden ............................................... 20 
Wijnegem .............................................. 280 
Willebroek ............................................. 144 
Willebroek, (canal) ................................ 144 
Willemstad ............................................ 210 
Wilna/o ..................................... See Vilnius 
Wisconsin ................................................ 48 
Wisla ..........................................See Vistuła 
Wjasma .................................. See Vyaz’ma 
Woluwe .................................... 60; 61; 324 
Woluwe-Saint-Pierre ........ See Sint-Pieters-

Woluwe 
Wrocław ........... 15; 84; 180; 194; 270; 336 
X 
Xauen .............................. See Chechaouene 
Xianggang ...................... 13; 108; 112; 143 
Y 
Yalta ..................... 104; 121; 286; 309; 316 
Yangôn ........................... 39; 126; 127; 181 
Yangtze ......................................See Yangzi 
Yangzi, (river) ......................................... 42 
Yayla ................. See Ay-Petrinskaya Yayla 
Yevpatoriya ...................................117; 119 
Yokohama .............................. 47; 243; 244 
Ypres ............................................ See Ieper 

Yugoslavia .. 15; 18; 21; 33; 52; 54; 55; 59; 
61; 111; 147; 165; 171; 198; 199; 200; 
204; 210; 217; 219; 223; 228; 229; 233; 
243; 247; 248; 251; 255; 256; 262; 263; 
268; 270; 274; 276; 277; 283; 284; 285; 
287; 293; 296; 298; 299; 302; 305; 310; 
311; 321; 332; 339; 341; 342 

Z 
Zagreb ..... 55; 64; 165; 200; 210; 217; 219; 

251; 255; 283; 285; 287; 296; 299; 302; 
339 

Zakarpatska ..................................... 85; 239 
Zakopane ................................... 44; 47; 297 
Zandvliet ............................................... 162 
Zapadnaya Dvina, (river) ....... See Daugava 
Zaporozhe ............. 239; 242; 247; 259; 262 
Zaragoza.................................................. 31 
Zeebrugge ............................................. 273 
Zhdanov ................................. See Mariupol 
Zhenhai ................................................... 26 
Zhitomir ................................ See Zhytomyr 
Zhytomyr .... 274; 288; 289; 290; 295; 304; 

310; 315; 329 
Žilina ....................................... 14; 246; 276 
Zuiderzee ............................. See Ijsselmeer 
Zürich 58; 90; 138; 198; 232; 256; 303; 310 
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Notes 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 The five issues released between 24 May 1940 and 21 June 1940 remain unidentified. 
2 All documents relevant for this case have been consulted at the Ministère des Finances – 
Offices des Séquestres. The author also conducted interviews with Andries in 1996 as well as 
in 2000. 
3 Used for several decades by footage researchers and television producers, who did not use 
the approach of an archivist and just cut out the fragments they needed and often forgot to 
insert it (or stuck it back in the wrong place) afterwards, I found the collection mutilated and 
put great effort into restoring it. 
4 The latter is the only archive I never personally visited as this proved unnecessary: hundreds 
of newsreel descriptions were sent to me from Washington  DC (against payment).  
5 Personal communication of Andries to the author, 28 May 2000. 
6 Localising political boundaries between 1919-1945 and the development of the principles 
behind the spellings of names owe much to J. Keegan, The Times Atlas of the Second World 
War (New York, 1989). The introduction to Keegan’s index (p. 221) offers the backbone for 
observations regarding changes of sovereignty, changes of systems of romanisation and name 
changes. 
7 Since English-language atlases also tend to use different spellings, I chose to follow the 
spelling maintained by the most complete atlas I consulted: Microsoft® Encarta © World 
Atlas 99 (Netherlands, 1999 - 2 discs). 
8 Here too the spelling used by the above-mentioned Microsoft® Encarta © World Atlas 99, 
which contained names of small villages I failed to find in other atlases, was followed. 
9 ‘Spectacle’, La Nation Belge, 5 June 1940, p. 4. ‘Les cinémas Crosly rue Neuve ont reçu 
leur actualités’, La Nation Belge, 9 June 1940, p. 4. ‘Kinema’s te Brussel’, Het Algemeen 
Nieuws, 9 June 1940, p. 8. ‘Ufa VI: inname van België’ (and other cinema advertisements), 
Volk en Staat, 21 June 1940, p. 4. ‘Kinema’s te Brussel’, Het Algemeen Nieuws, 22 June 
1940, p. 5. ‘14.06.1940, nr. 458’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 
1990), p. 250. 
10 ‘Wat het Ufa-Journaal ons toonde’, Volk en Staat, 5 July 1940, p. 6. ‘21.06.1940, nr. 459’, 
in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 250. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 511/26/1940, (description). 
11 ‘De Ufa-actualiteiten van de afgeloopen week’, Volk en Staat, 12 July 1940, p. 6. The 
sentence in italics in the description of the eighth item is based on the article in Volk en Staat. 
‘28.06.1940, nr. 460’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 250. 
IWM, Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 460, (description GWY 307). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 511/26/1940 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 512/27/1940, (descriptions). 
IWM, Actualidades Mundiais NR 30, (description GWY 167-06). 
12 ‘De Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 19 July 1940, p. 6. ‘05.07.1940, nr. 461’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 250. IWM, Actualidades Mundiais 
NR 31, (description GWY 321). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 512/27/1940, 
(description). IWM, Ufa NR 461, (description GWY 163-04). 
13 ‘De Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 26 July 1940, p.6. ‘Dans les salles d’actualités – les 
actualités’, Le Soir, 21 July 1941, p. 2. ‘12.07.1940, nr. 462’ in T Leeflang, De bioscoop in de 
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oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 250. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 513/28/1940, 
(description). 
14 ‘De Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 2 August 1940, p. 6. ‘Les actualités’, Le Soir, 28 July 
1940, p. 2. ‘19.07.1940, nr. 463’ in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 
1990), p. 250. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 514/29/1940 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 515/30/1940, (descriptions). 
15 ‘Dans les cinémas d’actualités’, Le Soir, 4 August 1940, p. 2. ‘26.07.1940, nr. 464’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 250-251. ‘7 août 1940 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-02)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 17. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 514/29/1940 and Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 515/30/1940, (descriptions).  
16 ‘Les actualités’, Le Soir, 11 August 1940, p. 2. IWM, Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 465 
[Spanish version], (description GWY 125). ‘7 août 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 40-02)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 17. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 518/33/1940, (description). 
17 ‘09.08.1940, nr. 466’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 251. 
IWM, Ufa Auslandtonwoche NR 466 [Spanish version], (description GWY 126). ‘14 août 
1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-03)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 18-19. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
517/32/1940 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 518/33/1940, (descriptions). Phrases in italics 
quote the above-mentioned IWM description: ‘Copyright Trustees of the Imperial War 
Museum 2002’. 
18 ‘Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 23 August 1940, p. 6. ‘Dans les salles d’actualités’, Le 
Soir, 18 August 1940, p. 2. ‘16.08.1940, nr. 467’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 251. IWM, Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 467 [Spanish version], 
(description GWY 127). ‘28 août 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-05)’, 
in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 20-21. (It is possible that 
the INA numbered the previously mentioned newsreel incorrectly: it is more likely to have 
been released on 21 August as the fourth issue of the French wartime newsreels.) BArch-
FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 518/33/1940, (description). Phrases in italics quote the 
above-mentioned IWM description: ‘Copyright Trustees of the Imperial War Museum 2002’. 
19 ‘Dans les salles des actualités’, Le Soir, 25/26 August 1940, p. 2. ‘Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk 
en Staat, 30 August 1940, p. 6. ‘23.08.1940, nr. 468’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de 
oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 251. IWM, Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 468 [Spanish version], 
(description GWY 124 – incomplete print). ‘21 août 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 40-04)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 19-20. 
(It is possible that INA numbered the previously mentioned newsreel incorrectly: it is more 
likely to have been released on 28 August as the fifth issue of the French wartime newsreels.) 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 519/34/1940 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
521/36/1940, (descriptions). 
20 ‘Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 6 September 1940, p. 6. ‘30.08.1940, nr. 469’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 251. ‘4 septembre 1940 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-06)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 22. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 520/35/1940 and Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 522/37/1940, (descriptions). 
21 ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 13 September 1940, p. 6. ‘Dans les salles d’actualités’, 
Le Soir, 8/9 September 1940, p. 2. ‘06.09.1940, nr. 470’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de 
oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 252. ‘11 septembre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 40-07)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 23. 
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BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 521/36/1940, (description). IWM, Ufa 
Auslandstonwoche NR 470 [Spanish version], (description GWY 128). Phrases in italics 
quote the above-mentioned IWM description: ‘Copyright Trustees of the Imperial War 
Museum 2002’. 
22 This list only features items that featured in both the Dutch and French versions of ATW 
471. ‘13.09.1940, nr. 471’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 
252. ‘18 septembre 1940 (Les actualités mondiales: Journal national 40-08)’, in E. Réta (ed.), 
Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 24-25. 
23 ‘Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 27 September 1940, p. 6. ‘20.09.1940, nr. 472’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 252. ‘25 septembre 1940 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-09)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 25-26. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 523/38/1940, 
(description). 
24 ‘De Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 11 October 1940, p. 6. ‘27.09.1940, nr. 473’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 252. ‘2 octobre 1940 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-10)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 26-27. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 524/39/1940, 
(description). IWM, Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 473 [Spanish version], (description GWY 
131). Phrases in italics are quote the above-mentioned IWM-description: ‘Copyright Trustees 
of the Imperial War Museum 2002’.  
25 This list features only items that featured in both the Dutch and French versions of ATW 
474. ‘04.10.1940, nr. 474’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 
252-253. ‘9 octobre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-11)’, in E. Réta 
(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 27-28. IWM, Ufa 
Auslandstonwoche NR 474, (description GWY 132). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 524/39/1940 and 525/40/1940, (descriptions). 
26 This list features only items that featured in both the Dutch and French versions of ATW 
475. ‘11.10.1940, nr. 475’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 
253. ‘16 octobre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-12)’, in E. Réta (ed.), 
Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 28-29. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 525/40/1940, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 526/41/1940 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 527/42/1940, (descriptions). IWM, Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 475 [Spanish 
version], (description GWY 133). 
27 ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 1 November 1940, p. 6. ‘18.10.1940, nr. 476’, in T 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 253. ‘23 octobre 1940 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-13)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 29-30. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 527/42/1940 and 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 528/43/1940, (descriptions). IWM, Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 
476, (descriptions GWY 134 and 163-03). Phrases in italics quote the above mentioned IWM-
description: ‘Copyright Trustees of the Imperial War Museum 2002’. 
28 ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 1 November 1940, p. 6. ‘Les actualités du 1er au 8 
novembre’, Le Soir, 1 November 1940, p. 10. ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 8 November 
1940, p. 6. ‘30 octobre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-14)’, in E. Réta 
(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 30-31. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 527/42/1940, Deutsche Wochenschau 528/43/1940 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 529/44/1940, (descriptions). 
29 ‘De Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 8 November 1940, p. 10. ‘Les actualités du 8 
au 14 novembre 1940’, Le Soir, 8 November 1940, p. 10. ‘01.11.1940, nr. 478’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 253. ‘6 novembre 1940 (Les 
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Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-15)’ and ‘20 novembre 1940 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 40-17)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), pp. 32-33 and 34-35. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 529/44/1940, 
(description). 
30 ‘De Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 15 November 1940, p. 6. ‘De Ufa-actualiteiten’, Volk 
en Staat, 22 November 1940, p. 5. ‘Les actualités du 15 novembre au 22 novembre’, Le Soir, 
15 November 1940, p. 10. ‘Les actualités du 15 au 22 novembre’, Le Pays Réel, 15 November 
1940, p. 7. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 479, (Ufa 479 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, 
viewing table, 8 August 2000 & 1 October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 479, (description 2440). ‘La grande explication’, Le Soir, 10/11 November 
1940, p. 5. ‘Anderlecht  seul en tête’, Le Soir, 12 November 1940, p. 4. ‘08.11.1940, nr. 479’, 
in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 253. ‘13 novembre 1940 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-16)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 33-34. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 530/45/1940, 
(description). 
31 ‘De Ufa-aktualiteiten van vrijdag 22 november af’, Volk en Staat, 22 November 1940, p. 5. 
‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 29 November 1940, p. 6. ‘Les actualités’, Le Soir, 22 
November 1940, p. 10. ‘Heden herdenkt Antwerpen Pieter-Pauwel Rubens 1577-1640’, Volk 
en Staat, 17 November 1940, p. 4. ‘De Rubensherdenking te Antwerpen beleefde Zondag haar 
hoogtepunt’, Volk en Staat, 19 November 1940, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘La revanche Baker-Anneet’, Le 
Soir, 13 November 1940, p. 5. ‘Al Baker, brillant champion, triomphe de Anneet aux points’, 
Le Soir, 15 November 1940, p. 5. ‘15.11.1940, nr. 480’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de 
oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 253-254. ‘6 novembre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 40-15)’, ‘4 décembre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-
19)’ and ‘18 décembre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-21)’, in E. Réta 
(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 32, pp. 37-38 and p. 40. IWM, Ufa 
Auslandstonwoche NR 480, (description GWY 288). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 530/45/1940, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 531/46/1940, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 532/47/1940 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 533/48/1940, (descriptions). 
32 ‘Les actualités du 29 novembre au 6 décembre’, Le Soir, 28 November 1940, p. 10. ‘Ufa-
aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 29 November 1940, p. 6. ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 6 
December 1940, p. 6. ‘Une authentique richesse nationale: le lin…’, Le Soir, 27 November 
1940, p. 1. ‘L’industrie linière reprend son essor’, Le Pays Réel, 27 November 1940, p. 5. ‘In 
het land van de Leie’, Volk en Staat, 27 November 1940, p. 3. ‘Les championnats régionaux 
de football’, Le Pays Réel, 23 November 1940, p. 6. ‘Les championnats régionaux de 
football’, Le Pays Réel, 26 November 1940, p. 6 ‘22.11.1940, nr. 481’, in T. Leeflang, De 
bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 254. ‘6 novembre 1940 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 40-15)’ and ‘27 novembre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 40-18)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 
32-33 and pp. 36-37. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 532/47/1940 and Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 533/48/1940, (descriptions). 
33 ‘Les actualités du 6 au 7 décembre 1940’, Le Soir, 5 December 1940, p. 10. ‘Ufa-
aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 6 December 1940, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 
482, (Ufa 482 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 2000 & 2 October 2002, r. 1 
of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 482, (description 2136). ‘Wals-Pellenaars in 
Brüssel’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 30 November 1940, p. 9. ‘Succès au Palais des Sports’, Le 
Soir, 2 December 1940, p. 5. ‘29.11.1940, nr. 482’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 254. ‘13 novembre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales 40-16)’ and ‘11 
décembre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 40-19)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
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archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 33 and pp. 38-39. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 533/48/1940, (description). 
34 ‘De Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 13 December 1940, p. 10. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 483, (Ufa 483 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 
2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 483, (description 2131). ‘Les 
actualités du 13 au 20 décembre’, Le Soir, 12 December 1940, p. 10. ‘Quand Serge Lifar parle 
de son art’, Le Soir, 6 December 1940, p. 2. ‘Serge Lifar et Solange Schwartz sont dans nos 
murs’, Le Pays Réel, p. 1 and p. 5. ‘Au théâtre de l’Alhambra’, Le Soir, 9 December 1940, p. 
2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 534/49/1940 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
535/50/1940, (descriptions). 
35 ‘De Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 20 December 1940, p. 10. ‘Les actualités 
internationales de la semaine’, Le Pays Réel, 20 December 1940, p. 7. ‘Union-Daring’, Le 
Pays Réel, 15 December 1940, p. 6. ‘Les leaders gagnet difficilement’, Le Pays Réel, 17 
December 1940, p. 6. ‘Daring lässt sich nicht ausschalten’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 16 
December 1940, p. 3. ‘13.12.1940, nr. 484’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 254-255. ‘18 décembre 1940 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 40-21)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 40-41. 
Jean-Léo, Het Circusleven te Brussel (Brussel, 1998), p. 45. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 534/49/1940, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 535/10/1940 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 536/51/1940, (descriptions). 
36 ‘De nieuwe Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 29/30 December 1940, p. 5. ‘Les actualités du 
27 décembre au 2 janvier’, Le Soir, 24/25/26 December 1940, p. 10. ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk 
en Staat, 3 January 1941, p. 6. ‘Winterhulp is volksplicht’, Volk en Staat, 25 December 1940, 
p. 3. ‘Brief uit Antwerpen’, CINEMA, 1 January 1941, p. 24. ‘Gustave Roth à son tour 
défendra son titre mercredi à l’Alhambra’, Le Pays Réel, 17 December 1940, p. 6. ‘G. Roth 
est toujours champion’, Le Soir, 19 December 1940, p. 5. ‘25 décembre 1940 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 40-22)’ and ‘1er Janvier 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 41-23)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 41 and 
p. 43. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 529/44/1940 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 536/51/1940, (descriptions). 
37 ‘Les actualités du 3 au 10 janvier’, Le Soir, 2 January 1941, p. 10. ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk 
en Staat, 10 January 1941, p. 6. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 537/52/1940 and 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 539/2/1941, (descriptions). ‘8 janvier 1941 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 41-24)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), pp. 44-45. ‘27.12.1940’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 
1990), p. 255. 
38 ‘Het aktualiteitenjournaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 10 January 1941, p. 10. ‘Les actualités du 
10 au 17 janvier’, Le Soir, 9 January 1941, p. 10. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 
487, (Ufa 487 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 2000 and 2 October 2002, r. 
1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 487, (description 2336). ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, 
Volk en Staat, 17 January 1941, p. 6. ‘Les épreuves populaires d’Anvers’, Le Soir, 7 January 
1941, p. 5. ‘Athletiek: de groote nationale volksveldloopen’, Volk en Staat, 5/6 January 1941, 
p. 6. ‘Jan Chapelle wandelt!’, Volk en Staat, 7 January 1941, p. 7. ‘03.01.1941, nr. 487’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 255. 
39 As mentioned in the first part of this work, this newsreel contained items from ATW NR 
488 and 489 to make up for arrears. In order to keep up with the numbering of the ATW, the 
next newsreel (24 January 1941) was given the number NR 490.  
40 ‘Van vrijdag 17 januari af’, Volk en Staat, 17 January 1941, p. 6. ‘Het 
aktualiteitenjournaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 17 January 1941, p. 10. ‘Les actualités du 17 au 24 
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janvier’, Le Soir, 16 January 1941, p. 10. ‘Finale du Teddy Matthieu’, Le Soir, 10 January 
1941, p. 1. ‘Water polo’, Volk en Staat, 12/13 January 1941, p. 8. ‘De finale van Teddy 
Matthieu’, Volk en Staat, 16 January 1941, p. 8. ‘17.01.1941, nr. 489’, in T. Leeflang, De 
bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 255. ‘18 décembre 1940 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 40-21)’, ‘1er janvier 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 41-23’, ‘15 janvier 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-25)’ and ‘25 
janvier 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-26)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 41, p. 43 and pp. 45-47. IWM, Ufa 
Auslandstonwoche NR 488 [German], (description GWY 138). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 540/3/1941 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 541/4/1941, (descriptions). IWM, 
Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 488 [German], (description GWY 1939). 
41 ‘Het aktualiteitsjournaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 24 January 1941, p. 10. ‘Actualités 
internationales de la semaine’, Le Pays Réel, 24 January 1941, p. 5. ‘Un baptême de 
lionceaux’, Le Soir, 20 January 1941, p. 2. ‘Chez les ‘gens de voyage’: quand Jim Roose 
baptise ses lionceaux’, Le Soir, 21 January 1941, p. 2. ‘5000 prisonniers belges sont rentrés’, 
Le Soir, 13 January 1941, p. 2. ‘In totaal reeds 88.000 krijgsgevangenen aangekomen’, Volk 
en Staat, 21 January 1941, p. 1. IWM, Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 499 [German], (description 
GWY 140). ‘24.01.1941, nr. 490’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 
1990), p. 256. ‘1er janvier 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-23)’, ‘15 
janvier 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-25)’, ‘25 janvier 1941 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-26)’ and ‘7 février 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 41-28)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
43 and 46, pp. 48-49. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 541/4/1941, (description). 
42 ‘Ufa-actualiteiten van de week’, Het algemeen nieuws, 31 January 1941, p. 9. ‘Les 
‘actualités’ du 31 janvier au 6 février’, Le Soir, 30 January 1941, p. 10. ‘De vrijwillige 
arbeidsdienst voor Vlaanderen wordt een heerlijke werklijkheid’, Volk en Staat, 26/27 January 
1941, p. 1. ‘Les départs d’ouvriers belges pour l’Allemagne’, Le Soir, 29 January 1941, p. 2. 
IWM, Ufa Auslandstonwoche NR 491 [German version], (description GWY 141). 
‘31.01.1941, 491’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 256. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 542/5/941, (description). ‘31 janvier 1941 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-27)’, ‘7 février 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 41-28)’ and ‘28 février 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-
31)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 48-49 and p. 53. 
43 ‘Het aktualiteitsjournaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 7 February 1941, p. 7. ‘Les actualités du 7 
au 14 février 1941’, Le Soir, 6 February 1941, p. 10. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 543/6/1941, (description). ‘25 janvier 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 41-26)’ and ‘7 février 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-28)’, in E. 
Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 47 and pp. 49-50.  
44 ‘Van vrijdag 14 februari af’, Volk en Staat, 14 February 1941, p. 9. ‘Le journal d’actualité’, 
Le Soir, 13 February 1941, p. 10. ‘Ouverture de l’exposition maçonnique’, Le Pays Réel, 26 
January 1941, p. 1. ‘Anti-vrijmetselaarstentoonstelling te Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 29 January 
1941, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 544/7/1941, (description). ‘14.02.1941, 
nr. 493’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 256. ‘31 janvier 
1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-27)’ and ‘13 février 1941 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 41-29)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), p. 48 and p. 51. 
45 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 21 February 1941, p. 10. ‘Les actualités du 21 au 
28 février’, Le Soir, 20 February 1941, p. 10. ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 28 February 
1941, p. 9. ‘Club Mechelen  – Beerschot beheerscht de U.B. wedstrijden van heden’, Volk en 
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Staat, 16/17 February 1941, p. 16. ‘De schok Club Mechelen – Beerschot een ware 
ontgoocheling (2-9)’, Volk en Staat, 18 February 1941, p. 7. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 543/6/1941, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 545/8/1941 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 546/9/1941, (descriptions). ‘21.02.1941, nr. 494’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop 
in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 256. ‘21 février 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 41-30)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 52-53. 
46 ‘De ufa-aktualiteiten’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 28 February 1941, p. 10. ‘Actualités 
internationales de la semaine’, Le Pays Réel, 28 February 1941, p. 5. ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk 
en Staat, 7 March 1941, p. 9. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 545/8/1941, 
Deutsche Wochenschau 546/9/41 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 547/10/1941, 
(descriptions). ‘13 février 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-29)’ and ‘28 
février 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-31)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
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1941, p. 5. ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Volk en Staat, 7 March 1941, p. 9. ‘07.03.1941, nr. 496’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 496. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 546/9/1941 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 547/10/1941, (descriptions). ‘21 
février 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-30)’ and ‘7 mars 1941 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-32)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 52 and 55. 
48 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 14 March 1941, p. 10. ‘Les ‘actualités’ du 14 au 21 
mars’, Le Soir, 13 March 1941, p. 10. ‘Het cyclo-kross kampioenschap’, Volk en Staat, 7 
March 1941, p. 6. ‘Het kampioenschap cyclo-kross’, Volk en Staat, 9/10 March 1941, p. 16. 
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‘21 février 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-30)’ and ‘14 mars 1941 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-33)’, in E. Réta (ed.), in Les archives de guerre 
1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 52 and p. 57. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
548/11/1941 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 549/12/1941, (descriptions). 
49 ‘Filmactualiteiten’, Algemeen Nieuws, 21 March 1941, p. 8. ‘Actualités du 21 au 23 mars’, 
Le Soir, 20 March 1941, p. 10. ‘21.03.1941, nr. 498’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de 
oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 257. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 549/12/1941 
and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 550/13/1941, (descriptions). ‘21 mars 1941 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 41-34)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), pp. 58-59. 
50 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 28 March 1941, p. 10. ‘Les actualités du 28 mars 
au 4 avril’, Le Soir, 27 March 1941, p. 10. ‘Actualités internationales de la semaine’, Le pays 
reél, 28 March 1941, p. 5. ‘Remarquable exhibition et … triomphe du Beerschot!’, Le Soir, 24 
April 1941, p. 5. ‘28.03.1941, nr. 499’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 
1990), pp. 257-258. ‘28 mars 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-35)’, in E. 
Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 59-61. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 548/11/1941, Deutsche Wochenschau 550/13/1941 and 551/14/1941, 
(descriptions). 
51 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 4 April 1941, p. 10. ‘Les ‘actualités’ du 4 au 11 
avril’, Le Soir, 3 April 1941, p. 12. ‘A qui le titre de champion?’, Le Soir, 29/30 March 1941, 
p. 5. ‘Veldloop’, Volk en Staat, 30/31 March 1941, p. 16. ‘Schroeven s’adjuge le titre’, Le 
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Soir, 31 March 1941, p. 5. ‘04.04.1941, nr. 500’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 258. ‘28 mars 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-
37)’ and ‘4 avril 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-36)’, in E. Réta (ed.), 
Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 60- 62. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 551/14/1941, (description). 
52 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 11 April 1941, p. 10. ‘Les actualités du 11 au 18 
avril’, Le Soir, 10 April 1941, p. 14. ‘Vedettengala in het Brusselsch Sportpaleis’, Volk en 
Staat, 5 April 1941, p. 6. ‘Nouveau triomphe de Karel Sys’, Le Soir, 7 April 1941, p. 5. ‘Des 
artistes allemands à Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 5/6 April 1941, p. 1. ‘Berlijnsche kunstenaars in de 
Scheldestad’, Volk en Staat, 6/7 April 1941, p. 4. ‘Vedetten op reis’, CINEMA, 1 April 1941, 
p. 6. ‘11.04.1941, nr. 501’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 
258. ‘11 avril 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-37)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 62-63. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 552/15/1941, (description). 
53 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 18 May 1941, p. 10. ‘Les actualités du 16 au 23 
avril’, Le Soir, 17 April 1941, p. 12. ‘Actualités internationales de la semaine’, Le Pays Réel, 
18 April 1941, p. 5. ‘Football calendrier de Pâques’, Le Soir, 11 April 1941, p. 4. ‘Surprises 
en tour final: le Beerschot perd un point au Daring’, Le Soir, p. 4. ‘11 avril 1941 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-37)’ and ‘18 avril 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 41-38)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 
64/65. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 553/16/1941, (description). 
54 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 25 April 1941, p. 10. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 503, (Ufa 503 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 2000 and 1 
October 2002, r. 1 of 1 – incomplete print: the ninth item is missing). BArch-FArch, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 503, (description 2357). ‘La grande poule des produits’, Le Soir, 
19/20 April 1941, p. 5. ‘Radio City triomphe avec autorité [sic!] une course superbe’, Le Soir, 
21 April 1941, p. 5. ‘Herta Feiler’, Le Soir, 5/6 April 1941, p. 1. ‘Heinz Rühmann, Herta 
Feiler’, CINEMA, 15 April 1941, p. 5. ‘Lauter Liebe’, CINEMA, 1 May 1941, p. 18. ‘25 avril 
1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-39)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 66. ‘25.04.1941, nr. 503’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in 
de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 258. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
554/17/1941, (description). 
55 ‘Les ‘actualités’ du 2 au 9 mai’, Le Soir, 1 May 1941, p. 5. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 504, (description Ufa 504 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 
2000 and 1 October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 504, (description 
2338). ‘De Ufa-actualiteiten vanaf vrijdag 2 mei’, Volk en Staat, 2 May 1941, p. 7. ‘Gala de 
musique de danse’, Le Pays Réel, 26 April 1941, p. 5. ‘Gala de danses’, Le Soir, 26/27 April 
1941, p. 2. ‘11 avril 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-37)’ and ‘2 mai 
1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-40)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 62 and p. 67. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
555/18/1941, (description). 
56 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 505, (Ufa 505 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 9 August 2000 and 16 October 2002, r. 1 of 1 – the first two items are missing). BArch-
FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 505, (description 2339 – the first two items are missing). 
‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 9 May 1941, p. 10. ‘Achille Buysse fait la passe de 
deux’, Le Soir, 5 May 1941, p. 10. ‘Achille Buysse wint de ronde van Vlaanderen’, Volk en 
Staat, 5 May 1941, p. 6. ‘Notre grand concours du petite aviation’ and ‘Troisième acte… 
troisième succès’, Le Soir, 3/4 May 1941, p. 16. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
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556/19/1941, (description). I. Kershaw, Hitler 1936-1945: Nemesis (Middlesex, 2000), p. 
366. 
57 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 506, (Ufa 506 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 9 August 2000, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 506, (description 
2340). ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 15 May 1941, p. 8. ‘Traversée de Bruxelles en 
kayak’, Le Soir, 10/11 May 1941, p. 12. ‘Après la traversée’, Le Soir, 14 May 1941, p. 10. 
‘Seconde des néo-lourds’, Le Soir, 6 May 1941, p. 8. ‘La deuxième soirée des neo-lourd 
[sic!]’, Le Soir, 8 May 1941, p. 16. ‘L’ouverture du Salon de Technique et Industriel’, Le 
Pays Réel, 15 May 1941, p. 1. ‘De technische en industriële Duitsche salon te Brussel’, Volk 
en Staat, 14 May 1941, p. 3. ‘16.05.1941, nr. 506’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 258-259. 
58 ‘Ufa-aktualiteiten voor deze week’, Volk en Staat, 24 May 1941, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 507, (Ufa 507 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 August 
2000 and 16 October 2002, r. 1 of 1 – the fourth item is missing). BArch-FArch, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten 507, (tape 69528 viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print 2347, video 
player, 8 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Het groot schoolfeest van 19 mei’, Vooruit, 16 May 
1941, p. 5. ‘Een schitterend geslaagd schoolfeest’, Vooruit, 21 May 1941, p. 3. ‘Le cent-
cinquante millième travailleur belge vient de partir pour Allemagne’, Le Soir, 15 May 1941, 
p. 2. ‘23.05.1941, nr. 507’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 
259. I am indebted to Bruno Mestdagh for providing me with details regarding the sixth item. 
59 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 29 May 1941, p. 8. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 508, (Ufa 508 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 August 2000 and 16 
October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 508, (description 2348). ‘De 
rennen te Stokkel  op hemelvaartsdag’, Volk en Staat, 22/23 May 1941, p. 8. ‘Brilliante 
victoire d’Ischief dans le Grand Steeple-Chase’, Le Soir, 23 May 1941, p. 6. ‘L’allaitement 
maternel’, Le Soir, 28 May 1941, p. 1. ‘Une semaine de propagande en faveur de l’allaitement 
maternel’, Le Soir, 30 May 1941, p. 2. ‘Voor een krachtig en gezond volk: propagandaweek 
voor de borstvoeding’, Volk en Staat, 3 June 1941, p. 2. ‘De tentoonstelling ‘Hedendaagsche 
Vlaamsche Kunst’ te Berlijn’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 20 May 1942, p. 2. ‘30.05.1941, nr. 508’, 
in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 259. Flämische Kunst der 
Gegenwart (Berlin, 1941), pp. 7-24. I am indebted to Dr. Tore Helseth for providing me with 
details regarding the Norwegian fishermen. 
60 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 6 June 1941, p. 8. ‘Les actualités du 6 au 13 juin’, 
Le Soir, 5 June 1941, p. 4. ‘06.06.1941, nr. 509’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 259. ‘6 juin 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-45)’, 
in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 73-74. BArch-FArch, 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 559/22/1941 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 560/23/1941, 
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61 ‘Les ‘actualités’ du 13 au 20 juin’, Le Soir, 12 June 1941, p. 5. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten NR 510, (Ufa ‘510/2’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 August 2000 
and 16 October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 510, (description 
2349). ‘Une tournée en Belgique des ballets Berlinois’, Le Pays Réel, 25 May 1941, p. 2. 
‘Triomf der Duitsche danskunst’, Volk en Staat, 5 June 1941, p. 3. ‘Le ballet de l’opéra de 
Berlin ’, Le Soir, 6 June 1941, p. 2. ‘Leden van den Vrouwelijken Socialen Dienst…’, 
Vooruit, 21 June 1941, p. 5. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 560/23/1941, 
(description). 
62 ‘Les ‘actualités’ du 20 au 27 juin’, Le Soir, 19 June 1941, p. 5. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten NR 511, (Ufa 511 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 10 August 2000 and 
16 October 2002, r. 1 of 1). ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 20 June 1941, p. 8. ‘Cinq 
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titres en jeu au vel’ d’hiv’, Le Soir, 14/15 June 1941, p. 12. ‘Jean Arts retrouvé – Le film des 
épreuves’, Le Soir, 16 June 1941, p. 8. ‘Die Heimkehr aus der Schweiz’, Die Brüsseler 
Zeitung, 11 June 1941, p. 5. BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 511, (description 2350). 
‘20 juin 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-47)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 76-77. ‘20.06.1941, nr. 511’, in T. Leeflang, 
De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 260. 
63 ‘De Ufa-aktualiteiten’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 27 June 1941, p. 8. ‘Ufa-weekoverzicht’, Het 
Vlaamsche Land, 27 June 1941, p. 3. ‘Les actualités internationales’, Le Pays Réel, 27 June 
1941, p. 5. ‘Un avis de la Croix-Rouge de Belgique’, Le Soir, 20 June 1941, p. 2. ‘Nos enfants 
en Suisse’, Le Soir, 1 September 1941, p. 2. ‘Joyeux départ de 300 enfants pour la Suisse’, Le 
Pays Réel, 19 June 1941, p. 1. ‘De 50 duizendste Oostvlaamsche arbeider naar Duitschland 
vertrokken’, Vooruit, 22 June 1941, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘50.000 ostflämische Arbeiter im Reich’, 
Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 22 June 1941, p. 5. ‘27 juin 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 41-48)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 77-78. 
‘26.07.1941, nr. 512’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 260. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 562/25/1943 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
563/26/1941, (descriptions). 
64 Cegesoma, GRMA T 77 – roll 982, 44722233. 
65 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 4 July 1941, p. 6. ‘Les ‘actualités’ du 4 au 11 
juillet’, Le Soir, 3 July 1941, p. 5. ‘A propos du défilé de la couture allemande’, Le Soir, 27 
June 1941, p. 2. ‘La mode allemande s’est présentée au Palais des Beaux-Arts’, Le Soir, 30 
June 1941, p. 2. ‘Het défilé van de Duitsche mode te Antwerpen een sukses op de heele lijn’, 
Volk en Staat, 29/30 June 1941, p. 11. ‘4 juillet 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 41-49)’ and ‘11 juillet 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-50)’, in 
E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 79-80. ‘04.07.1941, nr. 
513’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 260. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 564/27/1941, (description). BArch, R 55 / 724, p. 266-271. 
66 ‘Het Ufa-journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 11 July 1941, p. 8. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 514, (Ufa 514 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 10 August 2001 and 16 
October 2002, r. 1 of 1 – the first 3 items lack). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 514, 
(4126 viewing: 16 b/w negative, viewing table, 8 August 2002, r. 1 of 1 – this compilation 
contains the first 3 items). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 514, (description – the 
first 3 items lack). ‘La finale du championnat’, Le Soir, 4 July 1941, p. 6. ‘Le Liersche 
vainqueur logique’, Le Soir, 7 July 1941, p. 8. ‘Karel Sys – Gustave Roth en championnat de 
Belgique toutes catégories’, Le Soir, 1 July 1941, p. 8. ‘Karel Sys a stoppé Roth!’, Le Soir, 3 
July 1941, p. 8. ‘Karel Sys stopt Staf Roth’, Volk en Staat, 3 July 1941, p. 2. 
67 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 18 July 1941, p. 8. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 515, (‘Belga 62’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 10 August 2000 and 
16 October 2002, r. 1 of 1 –the V-intro is missing from this print as well as the fifth item). DG 
IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 515, (4126 viewing: 16 b/w negative, viewing table, 8 
August 2002, r. 1 of 1 – this compilation contains the second, third and fourth items). BArch-
FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 515, (2441 viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, 
video player, 10 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Die Deutsch-Flaemischen Kulturtage’ and 
‘Deutsch-Flaemische Kulturtage Koeln 1941’, De Vlag 3, no. 6 (1941), pp. 549-553. ‘Bij onze 
Vlaamsche arbeiders in Duitsland’, Volk en Staat, 4 July 1941, p. 2. ‘Het 
vrijwilligersregiment Vlaanderen is gesticht!’, De SS-man, 12 July 1943, p. 1. BArch-FArch, 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 566/29/1941, (description). I am indebted to Tine Van 
Valckenborgh for transcribing and translating the German-Russian message. 
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68 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 25 July 1941, p. 8. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 516, (Ufa 516 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 11 August 2002 and 16 
October 2002, r. 1 of 1). ‘De vakantie van onze kinderen in Duitschland’, Volk en Staat, 10 
July 1941, p. 3. ‘De Vlaamsche Wacht’, Volk en Staat, 29/30 June 1941, p. 11. ‘Wat is de 
Vlaamsche Wacht?’, Volk en Staat, 9 July 1941, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales 
516/30/1941, (description 2442). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales 516/30/1941, 
(description). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 567/30/1941, (description). ‘11 
juillet 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-50)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives 
de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 80. ‘25.07.1941, nr. 516’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop 
in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 260. 
69 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht voor vrijdag 1 augustus’, Algemeen Nieuws, 1 August 1941, p. 5. 
RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 517, (Ufa 517 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 11 August 2000 and 16 October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales 
NR 517, (description 2442). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 517, (description 1677 - 
only the two first items are preserved). ‘Het wereldnieuws in de cinema’s’, Het Laatste 
Nieuws, 1 August 1941, p. 2. ‘1er Août 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-
53) in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 85. 
70 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht’, Algemeen Nieuws, 8 August 1941, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 518, (Ufa 518 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 11 October 2000, r. 1 of 
1). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 518, (4126 viewing: 16 b/w negative, viewing 
table, 8 August 2002, r. 1 of 1 – this compilation contains the first three items). BArch-FArch, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 518, (description 2352 –the final two items are missing from this 
print). ‘Les athlètes allemands au Parc Duden’, Le Soir, 4 August 1941, p. 2. ‘25.000 beim 
deutschen Sportwerbfest’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 4 August 1941, p. 3. ‘Het feest der Duitsche 
sport’, Volk en Staat, 5 August 1941, p. 7. ‘Des centaines d’enfants belges se sont embarqués 
à Liège ’, Le Pays Réel, 3 August 1941, p. 8.  
71 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht’, Algemeen Nieuws, 15/16 August 1941, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 519, (Ufa 519a viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 11 August 
2001 and 28 October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 519, (2443 
viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 10 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘La 
50e exposition canine’, Le Soir, 12 August 1941, p. 2. ‘25 juillet 1941 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 41-25)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), p. 82. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 570/33/1941, (description). 
72 ‘Filmjournaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 22 August 1941, p. 8. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 520, (Ufa 520 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 14 August 2000 and 28 
October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 520, (description 2353). DG 
IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 520, (description 4169 – mute print). ‘Trois spectacles 
en un’, Le Soir, 14/15 August 1941, p. 8. ‘Georges Claes, brillant vainqueur du circuit de 
Belgique’, Le Soir, 18 August 1941, p. 8. ‘Karel Sys contre D. Elten’, Le Soir, 13 August 
1941, p. 10. ‘De Vlaams-Duitsche Kultuurdagen in Gent ’, Vooruit, 19 August 1941, p. 1 and 
p. 3. ‘Les journées culturelles germano-flamandes à Gand’, Le Soir, 14 August 1941, p. 2. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 570/33/1941 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
571/34/1941, (descriptions). ‘Die neue Wochenschau’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 23 August 
1941, p. 5. 
73 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 29 August 1941, p. 8. ‘Les actualités 
cinématographiques’, Le Soir, 28 August 1941, p. 2. ‘Max Schmeling arbitra un des combats’, 
Le Soir, 23/24 August 1941, p. 10. ‘De Duitsche boksvirtuozen’, Volk en Staat, 26 August 
1941, p. 7. ‘On fête le 200.000e ouvrier belge qui s’inscrit pour aller travailler en Allemagne’, 
Le Soir, 19 August 1941, p. 2. ‘Le 200.000e travailleur belge est part aujourd’hui pour 
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l’Allemagne’, Le Soir, 21 August 1941, p. 1. ‘15 août 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 41-55)’ and ‘29 août 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-
57)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 88 and p. 90. 
‘29.08.1941, nr. 521’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 261. 
LOC-BF, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 521, (description 11863). 
74 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 5 September 1941, p. 6. ‘Les actualités 
cinématographiques’, Le Soir, 4 September 1941, p. 2. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 5 
September 1941, p. 5. ‘Les Grands Prix de Belgique’, Le Soir, 21 August 1941, p. 8. ‘Succès 
aux grands prix de Belgiue d’athlétisme’, Le Soir, 1 September 1941, p. 8. INAdF, Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-61, (RA T VIS 19410926 viewing: S-VHS tape, 
video player, 24 October 2002, t. 1 of 1). LOC-BF, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 522, 
(description 11864). ‘05.09.1941, nr. 522’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 261. ‘5 septembre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 
41-58)’ and ‘26 septembre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal National 41-61)’, in E. 
Réta (ed.),  Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 90-91 and 94. 
75 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 12 September 1941, p. 8. ‘Les actualités’, Le Soir, 
11 September 1941, p. 1. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 523, (‘Ufa 523/A’ viewing: 
16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 2000 and 28 October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, 
Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 523, (description 2424). ‘Vlaamsche kinderen keeren uit Duitschland 
terug’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 3 September 1941, pp. 1-3. ‘750 Vlaamsche verlofgangertjes uit 
Duitschland teruggekeerd’, Volk en Staat, 3 September 1941, pp. 1-2. ‘12 septembre 1941 
(Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-59)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 
1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 92. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 574/37/1941, 
(description). 
76 ‘Les actualités’, Le Soir, 18 September 1941, p. 4. ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 
19 September 1941, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 19 September 1941, p. 5. LOC-
BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 524 and Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 524, (descriptions). 
‘Botschafter General Oshima in Brüssel’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 11 September 1941, p. 1. 
‘Oshima in Langemarck’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 20 September 1941, p. 7. ‘De 
drinkwatervoorziening in Oost- en West-Vlaanderen’, Volk en Staat, 16 May 1941, p. 3. 
‘19.09.1941, nr. 524’ and ‘31.10.1941, nr. 530’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 261-262. ‘19 septembre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 41-60)’ and ‘30 octobre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-66)’, in 
E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 94 and 101. BArch-FArch, 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 575/38/1941, (description). 
77 ‘Les actualités de la semaine’, Le Soir, p. 1. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 525, 
(‘Ufa 649/B’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 14 August 2000 and 24 October 2002, r. 
1 of 1 – the sixth item is only preserved in fragments). BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 
525, (description 2423 – the sixth item is only preserved in fragments while the final three 
items are missing entirely). ‘Drieduizend Vlaamsche jongens uit het Duitsche oogstland 
teruggekeerd’, Volk en Staat, 23 September 1941, p. 3. ‘De oogsthelpers uit Duitschland 
weergekeerd’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 23 September 1941, p. 1. ‘De jeunes travailleurs 
flamands sont rentrés d’Allemagne’, Le Soir, 22 September 1941, p. 2. ‘De 
herstellingswerken aan den IJzertoren…’, Volk en Staat, 24 September 1941, p. 3. ‘3 octobre 
1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-62)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 96. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
576/39/1941, (description). 
78 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht voor vrijdag 3 oktober’, Algemeen Nieuws, 3 October 1941, p. 6. 
RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 526, (Ufa 526 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
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table, 3 August 2000 and 28 October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 
526, (description 2354). ‘Le WSC Meirelbeke’, Le Soir, 24 September 1941, p. 6. ‘Passe-
Avant affirme sa superiorité’, Le Soir, 22 September 1941, p. 65. ‘Courses à Boitsfort’, Le 
Soir, 27/28 September 1941, p. 6. ‘Frontenac’, Le Soir, 29 September 1941, p. 6. BArch-
FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 577/40/1941, (description). ‘26 septembre 1941 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-61)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 94. 
79 ‘Les actualités de la semaine’, Le Soir, 9 October 1941, p. 1. ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het 
Laatste Nieuws, 10 October 1941, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, p. 5. RTBF-
Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 527, (Ufa ‘B 98’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 28 
October 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 527, (2425 viewing: VHS-
transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 10 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘3 octobre 1941 
(Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-62)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 
1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 96. LOC-BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 527, (description). 
80 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht’, Algemeen Nieuws, 17 October 1941, p. 2. ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het 
Laatste Nieuws, 17 October 1941, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 528, (Ufa 
528 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 2000 and 24 October 2002, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 528, (description 2362). ‘Van Deuren, vainqueur’, Le 
Soir, 9 October 1941, p. 6. ‘Oproep tot de bevolking’, Volk en Staat, 3 October 1941, p. 5. 
‘De rekuperatie van oud papier’, Volk en Staat, 10 October 1941, p. 3. ‘De tentoonstelling 
kunst van het front’, Volk en Staat, 8 October 1941, p. 3. ‘Soldaten der Luftwaffe stellen aus’, 
Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 12 October 1941, p. 5. ‘L’art au front’, Le Pays Réel, 12 October 1941, 
p. 3. ‘10 octobre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-63)’ and ‘17 octobre 
1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-64)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 97-99. 
81 ‘Het Wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 24 October 1941, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 529, (Ufa 529 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 2000 and 4 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). ‘Swing – Images du monde’, Le Soir, 23 October 1941, p. 1. ‘24 
octobre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-65)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 100-101. LOC-BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche 
NR 529, (description). 
82 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 31 October 1941, p. 8. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 530, (Ufa 530 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 2000 and 4 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 530, (description 2355). 
‘Heute spielt Meister Schalke  04 auf’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 22 October 1941, p. 5. 
‘Soldaten-Sportkampfgeist blieb unbelohnt’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 23 October 1941, p. 8. 
‘Soldaten sehen deutsche Berufsrennfahrer’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 25 October 1941, p. 6. 
‘Riesenjubel um Lohmann und Merkens’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 26 October 1941, p. 6. 
LOC-BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 530, (description). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 581/44/1941, (description). ‘30 octobre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 41-66)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 
101-102. 
83 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 7 November 1941, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 531, (Ufa 531 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 2000 and 4 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 531, (2356 viewing: 
VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 10 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Schitterend 
geslaagde winterverzameling der NSJV te Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 3 November 1941, p. 1 and 
p. 4. ‘De winterverzameling der NSJV te Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 4 November 1941, p. 1. ‘Un 
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rassemblement des jeunes nationales-socialiste thioises à Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 3 November 
1941, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 528, (description). 
84 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 14 November 1941, p. 3. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, 
Le Pays Réel, 14 November 1941, p. 5. INAdF, Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 
41-69, (RA T VIS 1941121 viewing: S-VHS tape, video player, 24 October 2002, t. 1 of 1). 
LOC-BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 532, (description). ‘Le VIe Bal de l’ Elégance’, Le Soir, 
10 November 1941, p. 2. ‘Tilleur -Beerschot ou la seconde place en jeu’, Le Pays Réel, 9 
November 1941, p. 4. ‘Beerschot overtuigend’, Volk en Staat, 11 November 1941, p. 5. ‘Das 
ist Langemarck!’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 10 November 1941, p. 1. ‘Langemarck – Symbol 
des Sieges’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 12 November 1941, p. 5. ‘Les actualités de la semaine’, 
Le Soir, 13 November 1941, p. 1. ‘Aktualiteitenfilms’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 14 November 
1941, p. 6. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 583/46/1941, (description). ‘14 
novembre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-68)’ and ‘21 novembre 1941 
(Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-69)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 
1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 104-105. 
85 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 21 November 1941, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 533, (Ufa 533 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 21 November 
1941, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 533, (description 2360). ‘Avant-
première au cirque Busch’, Le Soir, 12 November 1941, p. 2. ‘Le cirque Busch’, Le Soir, 17 
November 1941, p. 2. ‘L’orchestre Jean Omer au Palais des Beaux-Arts’, Le Soir, 1 
December 1941, p. 2.  
86 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht’, Algemeen Nieuws, 28 November 1941, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 534, (‘Ufa 510’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 
September 2000, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 534, (description 3488). 
LOC-BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 534, (description). ‘Antwerp-Liersche en vedette’, Le 
Soir, 21 November 1941, p. 6. ‘Les championnats de football’, Le Soir, 24 November 1941, p. 
6. ‘28 novembre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-70)’, in E. Réta (ed.), 
Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 108. 
87 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht’, Algemeen Nieuws, 5 December 1941, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 535, (Ufa 535 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 17 August 
2000 and 4 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 535, 
(description 2401). ‘Au gala du Palais des Sports’, Le Soir, 1 December 1941, p. 6. 
‘Vlaanderen krijgt de première van een Duits modedéfilé’, Volk en Staat, 15 November 1941, 
p. 3. ‘La mode allemande à Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 1 December 1941, p. 2. ‘Die Deutsche Mode 
1942’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 1 December 1941, p. 4. LOC-BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 
537, (description). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 587/50/1941, (description).  
88 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht voor vrijdag 12 dec 1941’, Algemeen Nieuws, 12 December 1941, p. 
8. ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 12 December 1941, p. 8. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 12 December 1941, p. 5. LOC-BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 536 and Ufa-
Auslandstonwoche NR 538, (descriptions). ‘Allo Saint Nicolas’, Le Soir, 6/7 December 1941, 
p. 1. ‘5 décembre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-71)’ and ‘12 décembre 
1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national. 41-72)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 109-111. ‘12.12.1941, nr. 536’, in T. Leeflang, De 
bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 264. 
89 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 19 December 1941, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 537, (Ufa 537 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 17 August 
2000 and 4 November 2002, r. 1 of 1 – the 12th item is missing). BArch-FArch, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 537, (description 2498). ‘Middagconcert’, De Vlag 4, no. 5 (1941), pp. 242-
243. ‘14 novembre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-68)’, ‘28 novembre 
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1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-70)’, ‘12 décembre 1941 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 41-72)’ and ‘19 décembre 1941 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 41-73)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
105, 107 and pp. 111-112. 
90 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 25 December 1942, p. 4. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 25/26 December 1941, p. 5. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 538, (Ufa 538 
viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 17 August 2000 and 12 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 538, (description 2426). ‘Derby: Anderlecht -Union’, 
Le Soir, 20/21 December 1941, p. 6. ‘Anderlecht a remporté le derby’, Le Soir, 22 December 
1941, p. 6. ‘M. Scuvée reçoit le Grand Prix de Rome de sculpture’, Le Soir, 4 December 
1941, p. 2. LOC-BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 538, (description). ‘19 décembre 1941 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 41-73)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 111. 
91 ‘Dans les cinémas’, Le Soir, 2 January 1942, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Ufa het jaar 1941, 
(‘L’année 41: panorama de l’année Néerlandais’ viewing viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 12 November 2002, r. 1 of 1).  
92 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 9 January 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 531, (Ufa 540 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 25 August 
2000 and 12 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 540, 
(description 341). ‘Patinage. L’exhibition des Pausin’, Le Pays Réel, 3 January 1941, p. 2. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 589/52/1941 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
590/1/1942, (descriptions). ‘31.12.1941, nr. 539’ and ‘09.01.1942, nr. 540’, in T. Leeflang, 
De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 264-265. ‘2 janvier 1942 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 42-75)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), p. 115. 
93 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 16 January 1942, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 16 January 1942, p. 5. ‘Les funérailles du comte de Baillet-Latour’, Le Soir, 10/11 
January 1942, p. 5. ‘Les funérailles du comte de Baillet-Latour’, Le Pays Réel, 11 January 
1941, p. 4. ‘16.01.1942, nr. 540’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 
1990), p. 265. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 592/3/1942, (description). ‘16 
janvier 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: journal national 42-77)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 118. 
94 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht voor vrijdag 23 januari 1942’, Algemeen Nieuws, 24 January 1942, p. 
2. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 23 January 1942, p. 5. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 542, (Ufa 542 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 25 August 2000 and 12 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 542, (description 2359). 
‘Sys bat De Boer aux points’, Le Soir, 14 January 1942, p. 6. ‘Le départ du 250.000e ouvrier 
belge pour l’Allemagne’, Le Soir, 15 January 1942, p. 3. ‘Voor de jongens aan het oostfront’, 
Volk en Staat, 13 January 1942, p. 1. ‘Vlaanderen beantwoordde schitterend den oproep voor 
inzameling van wol- en pelszaken’, Volk en Staat, 30 January 1942, p. 1. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 593/4/1942, (description). ‘9 janvier 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 42-76)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
116.  
95 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 30 January 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Les 
Actualités Mondiales NR 543, (Ufa 543 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 25 August 
2000 and 12 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 543, 
(description 2444). ‘Le grand prix du Soir’, Le Soir, 20 January 1942, p. 6. ‘9 janvier 1942 
(Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-76)’, ‘22 janvier 1942 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 42-78)’ and ‘30 janvier 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
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national 42-79)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 116 and 
pp. 119-120. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 595/6/1942, (description). I am 
indebted to Pierre Levens for identifying the factory. 
96 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 6 February 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 544, (Ufa 554 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 November 2000 and 
18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1 – only the six first items are preserved, stuck in after AM-WA 
NR 554). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 544, (description 2342 – only the 6 first 
items are preserved). ‘06.02.1942, nr. 544’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 265. ‘6 février 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-
80)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 122. BArch-FArch, 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 595/6/1942, (description). 
97 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 13 February 1942, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 13 February 1942, p. 5. LOC-BA, Ufa-Auslandstonwoche NR 545, (description). 
INAdF, Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-82, (RA T VIS 19420220 viewing: S-
VHS tape, video player, 24 October 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Le cyclisme au Palais des Sports de 
Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 10 February 1942, p. 6. ‘De pels- en wolzaken plechtig overhandigd: de 
rijke gave van een arm volk’, Volk en Staat, 4 February 1942, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘Die 
Wollsammlung Flanderns für die Ostfront’, De Vlag 4, no. 7 (1942), pp. 365-366. BArch-
FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 596/7/1942 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 597/8/1942, 
(descriptions). ‘30 janvier 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-79)’ and ‘13 
février 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-81)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 120 and pp. 122-123. ‘13.02.1942, nr. 545’, in 
T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), pp. 265-266. 
98 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 20 February 1942, p. 6. ‘Vous verrez cette 
semaine les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 20 February 1942, p. 5. ‘Au profit de nos 
prisonniers’, Le Soir, 11 February 1942, p. 2. ‘6 février 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 42-80)’, ‘13 février 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-81)’ 
and ‘20 février 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-82)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 121-124. ‘20.02.1942, nr. 546’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 266. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 597/8/1942, (description). 
99 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 27 February 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 547, (Ufa 547 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 October 2000 and 12 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). ‘Cyclisme sur piste’, Le Soir, 23 February 1942, p. 6. BArch-
FArch, Actualités Mondiales 547/9/1942, (description). 
100 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 6 March 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 548, (Ufa 548 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 October 2000 and 12 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales 548, (description 3470). 
‘L’exposition du livre allemand à Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 25 February 1942, p. 3. ‘Le Campinois 
Eugène Jacobs est champion’, Le Soir, 2 March 1942, p. 6. ‘G. Roth a battu aux points un 
Levasseur décevant’, Le Soir, 26 February 1942, p. 6. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 598/9/1942 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 599/10/1942, (descriptions). 
‘06.03.1942, nr. 548’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 266. 
101 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 13 March 1942, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 13 March 1942, p. 5. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 549, (Ufa 549 
viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 October 2000 and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 542, (description 2445). ‘Un mauvais ‘plagiat’ de 
lutte américaine’, Le Soir, 5 March 1943, p. 6. ‘De worstelmeeting in het circus te Brussel’, 
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Het Algemeen Nieuws, 5 March 1942, p. 4. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
600/12/1942, (description). 
102 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 20 March 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 550, (Ufa 550 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 November 2000 and 
18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales 550/12/1942, (description 
2446). ‘A propos du départ des légionnaires’, Le Soir, 11 March 1942, p. 1. ‘Pour la patrie et 
pour l’Europe : le départ de nos légionnaires’, Le Pays Réel, 11 March 1942, p. l and p. 3. 
‘Pour la patrie et pour l’Europe’, Le Pays Réel, 12 March 1942, p. 1 and p. 6. ‘Al Baker 
conserve son titre’, Le Soir, 12 March 1942, p. 6. ‘L’actrice Ilse Werner à Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 
11 March 1942, p. 2. ‘Ilse Werner grüsst die Soldaten’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 11 March 
1942, p. 5. ‘Ilse Werner te Brussel’, CINEMA, 15 March 1942, p. 1. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 601/12/1942, (description). 
103 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 27 March 1942, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 27 March 1942, p. 5. ‘Quelques aspects de l’histoire d’Allemagne’, Le Soir, 14/15 
March 1942, p. 1. ‘L’éxposition Histoire d’Allemagne au Cinquantenaire’, Le Soir, 16 March 
1942, p. 2. ‘De tentoonstelling der Duitsche grootheid in Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 15/16 March 
1942, p. 2. ‘De plechtige opening van de tentoonstelling Duitsche Grootheid in Brussel’, Volk 
en Staat, 17 March 1942, p. 1. ‘La reprise des championnats de football’, Le Soir, 23 March 
1942, p. 6. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 602/13/1942, (description). ‘13 mars 
1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-85)’, ‘27 mars 1942 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 42-87)’ and ‘3 avril 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 42-88)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 127 and 
pp. 129-131. ‘27.03.1942, nr. 551’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 
1990), pp. 266-267.  
104 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 3 April 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten NR 552, (Ufa 522 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 12 October 2000 and 
18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 552, (description 
2344). ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 3 April 1942, p. 5. ‘La semaine du prisonnier’, Le 
Soir, 20 March 1943, p. 2. ‘Une exposition d’oeuvres de prisonniers’, Le Soir, 23 March 
1942, p. 1. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 603/14/1942, (description). ‘3 avril 
1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-88)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 131. ‘03.04.1942, nr. 552’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in 
de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 267.  
105 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 10 April 1942, p. 6. ‘Vous verrez cette semaine 
les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 10 April 1942, p. 5. ‘Brik Schotte gagne le Tour des 
Flandres’, Le Soir, 7 April 1942, p. 6. ‘Sélection Belge-Equipe militaire’, Le Soir, 6 April 
1942, p. 6. ‘Engelsche luchtaanvallen tegen burgerbevolking’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 4 April 
1942, p. 1. ‘Laffe bomaanval der RAF op Boulogne aan zee’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 3 April 
1942, p. 1. ‘Stratégie Britannique’, Le Pays Réel, 3 April 1942, p. 6. ‘Stratégie Anglaise’, Le 
Pays Réel, 4 April 1942, p. 1. ‘Echec inattendu de la sélection belge’, Le Soir, 7 April 1942, 
p. 6. ‘10 avril 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-89)’ and ‘24 avril 1942 
(Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-91)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 
1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 132-133 and 135 . ‘10.04.1942, nr. 553’, in T. Leeflang, De 
bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 267. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
605/16/1942, (description).  
106 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 17 April 1942, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays 
Réel, 17 April 1942, p. 5. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 554, (Ufa 554 viewing: 16 
b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 November 2000, r. 1 of 1). INAdF, Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 42-90, (RA T VIS 19420417 viewing: S-VHS tape, video player, 24 October 
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2002, t. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 554, (description 2449). ‘Schroeven 
conserve brillamment son titre’, Le Soir, 13 April 1942, p. 6. ‘17 avril 1942 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 42-90)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), p. 134. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 605/16/1942 and Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 606/17/1942, (descriptions). 
107 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 24 April 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 555, (Ufa 555 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 November 2000 and 
18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 555, (description 
4109). ‘La Grande Poule des Produits’, Le Soir, 17 April 1942, p. 6. ‘La Grande Poule des 
Produits’, Le Soir, 18/19 April 1942, p. 6. ‘Les grandes épreuves hippique’, Le Soir, 20 April 
1942, p. 6. ‘Wouters reçoit la decision… mais Tenet avait gagné!’, Le Soir, 16 April 1942, p. 
6. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 605/16/1942 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
606/17/1942, (descriptions).  
108 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 1 May 1942, p. 6. ‘Vous verrez cette semaine 
dans les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 1 May 1942, p. 5. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten 
NR 556, (Ufa 556 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 November 2000 and 18 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 556, (description 2427). 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 606/17/1942 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
607/18/1942, (descriptions). 
109 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 8 May 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 557, (Ufa 557 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 April 2001 and 18 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 557, (description 2447). 
‘Lé desastre de Tessenderloo’, Le Soir, 2/3 May 1942, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘ ‘Les championnats de 
vitesse et de poursuite’, Le Soir, 2/3 May 1942, p. 6. ‘Jef Scherens reste champion de vitesse’, 
Le Soir, 4 May 1942, p. 6. ‘De 70.000e arbeider uit de provincie Antwerpen voor Duitschland 
aangeworven’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 2 May 1942, p. 6. ‘10 avril 1942 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 42-89)’ and ‘24 avril 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: journal 
national 42-91’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 132 and 
p. 135. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 608/19/1942, (description). ‘El 
anniversario de la victoria’, ABC-Madrid, 2 April 1942, p. 1 and pp. 3-4. I am indebted to Els 
Maes and Rafael de España for their assistance in my research on the Victory Day Parade. 
110 ‘Het Wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 14 May 1942, p. 4. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 558, (Ufa 558 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 April 2001 and 18 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 558, (description 2500). 
‘Mozart-herdenking in Vlaanderen’, Vooruit, 30 April 1942, p. 2. ‘Mozart-herdenking in 
Vlaanderen’ [program], De Vlag 5, no. 8 (1943), s.p. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 609/20/1942, (description). 
111 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 22 May 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 559, (Ufa 559 [Ufa 635] viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 12 October 
2000 and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 559, 
(description 2501). ‘Le grand steeple-chase de Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 15 May 1942, p. 6. 
‘Meifeest in het payottenland’, Volk en Staat, 20 May 1942, p. 3. ‘1er mai 1942 (Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 42-92)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), p. 137. ‘22.05.1942, nr. 559’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 268. 
112 ‘Films-weekschouw’, Algemeen Nieuws, 29 May 1942, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 560, (Ufa 560 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 12 October 2000 and 18 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 560, (description 2358). 
‘Karel Sys – Gustave Roth et Roger contre Degryse’, Le Soir, 23/24/25 May 1942, p. 6. ‘Roth 
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vainqueur!… Grâce à l’étrange passivité de Karel Sys’, Le Soir, 26 May 1942, p. 6. ‘Un 
singulier championnat’, Le Soir, 27 May 1942, p. 6. ‘Le dossier Sys-Roth est ouvert’, Le Soir, 
3 June 1942, p. 6. ‘En cause du match Roth-Sys’, Le Soir, 4 June 1942, p. 6. ‘Fermiers, 
acceptez d’ouvrir toute grande’, Le Pays Réel, 3 June 1942, p. 3. ‘L’exposition du dessin 
allemand’, Le Soir, 21 May 1942, p. 1. ‘Tentoonstelling ‘Duitsche Grafiek’ te Brussel’, Volk 
en Staat, 23 May 1942, p. 1. ‘L’art graphique allemand au Palais des Beaux-Arts’, Le Pays 
Réel, 23 May 1942, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 613/24/1942, 
(description). 
113 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 5 June 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 561, (Ufa 561 and Ufa 561 Double viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 12 
October 2000 and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 561, 
(description 2402). ‘Chez les coiffeurs’, Le Pays Réel, 22 May 1942, p. 2. ‘Bij de vrije 
meesters-haarkappers’, Volk en Staat, 29 May 1942, p. 4. ‘De 300.000e arbeider uit ons land 
naar Duitschland vertrokken’, Volk en Staat, 29 May 1942, p. 1. ‘Le départ du 300.000me 
ouvrier belge pour l’Allemagne’, Le Soir, 28 May 1942, p. 3. ‘Le 300.000e ouvrier belge est 
parti hier pour l’Allemagne’, Le Pays Réel, 29 May 1942, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘Limburg ’, Volk en 
Staat, 2 June 1942, p. 4. ‘5 juin 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-97)’, in 
E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 144. ‘05.06.1942, nr. 561’, 
in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 268. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 613/24/1942, (description). 
114 ‘Het Wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 12 June 1942, p. 6. BArch-FArch, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten NR 562, (2428 viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 11 
February 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Championnats nationaux de vitesse’, Le Soir, 6/7 June 1942, p. 6. 
‘Le C.C. Malines enlève le ‘quatre’ seniors’, Le Soir, 8 June 1942, p. 6. ‘12.06.1942, nr. 562’, 
in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 268. ‘22 mai 1942 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-95)’ and ‘12 juin 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: 
Journal national 42-98)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
141 and 145. 
115 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 19 June 1942, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays 
Réel, 19 June 1942, p. 5. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 563, (Ufa 563 viewing: 16 
b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 April 2001 and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 563, (description 2345). ‘Al Baker contre Ed. Tenet’, Le Soir, 13/14 
June 1942, p. 6. ‘Ed. Tenet bat Al Baker et Jos Preyns enlevé le titre des plumes à Dolhem’, 
Le Soir, 15 June 1942, p. 6. ‘Het kader van het VNV getuigde te Brussel van zijn macht en 
van zijn trouw aan leider en beweging’, Volk en Staat, 16 June 1942, p. 1 and pp. 3-5. ‘De 
algemeene kaderdag van het VNV te Brussel’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 16 June 1942, p. 1 and p. 
3. ‘5 juin 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: journal national 42-97)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 143. 
116 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 26 June 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 564, (Ufa 564 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 April 2001 and 18 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 564, (description 2502). 
‘Le match Racing-Beerschot’, Le Soir, 19 June 1942, p. 6. ‘Le Racing C.B. bat le Beerschot 
A.C.’, Le Soir, 22 June 1942, p. 6. ‘Een nieuw opleidingscentrum der Organisation Todt te 
Brussel’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 18 June 1942, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 615/26/1942, (description). Additional information on Toone VI was found on 
the website (www.ilotsacre.be) of Koninklijk Theater Toone. 
117 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 3 July 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 565, (Ufa 565 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 April 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 565, (description 2448; the final item – available 
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at RTBF-Imadoc - missing). ‘De Felix Timmermansviering’, Volk en Staat, 26 June 1942, p. 
3. ‘Felix Timmermans ontvangt den Rembrandtprijs 1942’, Volk en Staat, 30 June 1942, pp. 
1-2. ‘De schoone trek is weer begonnen: de eerste verloftrein naar Duitschland vertrokken’, 
Het Vlaamsche Land, 26 June 1942, p. 1. ‘1014 [sic!] enfants flamands sont partis en 
vacances pour l’Allemagne’, Le Soir, 26 June 1942, p. 2. ‘19 juin 1942 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 42-99)’, ‘26 juin 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal 
national 42-99)’, and ‘3 juillet 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-101)’, 
Archives de guerre (Paris, 1996), p. 146 and p. 150. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 616/27/1942, (description). 
118 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 10 July 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 566, (Ufa 562 [sic!] viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 24 April 2001, r. 
1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 566, (description 2346). Barch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 617/28/1942, (description). 
119 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 16 July 1942, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays 
Réel, 17 July 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 567, (Ufa 567 viewing: 16 
b/w sepmag, viewing table, 25 April 2001 and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, 
Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 567, (description 2429). ‘Un outsider: André Maelbrancke’, Le Soir, 
13 July 1942, p. 3. ‘17 juillet 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-103)’, in E. 
Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 152. ‘Vandaag marcheeren 
onze soldaten door Brussel’ and ‘Waarom onze soldaten vandaag marcheren’, Volk en Staat, 
12/13 July 1942, p. 1. ‘De Tollenaeremarsch was de marsch der triomfantelijke doorbraak’, 
Volk en Staat, 13 July 1942, p. 1. 
120 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 23 July 1942, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays 
Réel, 23 July 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 568, (Ufa 568 viewing: 16 
b/w sepmag, viewing table, 25 April 2001 and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 619/30/1942, (description). ‘24 juillet 1942 (Les Actualités 
Mondiales: Journal national 42-104)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), p. 153. 
121 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 30 July 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 569, (Ufa 569 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 25 April 2001 and 18 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 569, (description 2503). 
‘10 juillet 1942 (Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-102)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 150. Barch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 621/32/1942, (description). 
122 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 6 August 1942, p. 6. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 7 August 1942, p. 3. ‘La fête flamande du chant à Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 24 July 
1942, p. 2. ‘Zingende bezetting van Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 3 August 1942, pp. 1-2 and p. 4. 
‘Une session de la chambre internationale du film à Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 20 July 1942, p. 2. 
‘De bijeenkomst van de I.F.K. te Brussel’, CINEMA, 15 August 1942, p. 23 and p. 31. ‘24 
juillet 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-104)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 154. ‘07.08.1942, nr. 570’, in T. Leeflang, De 
bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 270. Barch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
621/32/1943, (description). 
123 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 13 August 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 571, (Ufa 571 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 10 May 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 571, (description 2403). ‘10 juillet 1942 (Les 
Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-102)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 
1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 150. 
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124 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 20 August 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 572, (Ufa 572 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 10 May 2001 and 18 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 572, (description). ‘Le 
circuit provincial liégois’, Le Soir, 13 August 1942, p. 3. ‘Désiré Keteleer remporte le circuit 
provincial Liégeois pour professionnels B’, La Légia, 17 August 1942, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘Les 
Grands-Prix d’Ostende à l’hippodrome de Boitsfort’, Le Soir, 16 August 1942, p. 2. ‘Les 
courses hippiques à Boitsfort’, Le Soir, 17 August 1942, p. 3. 
125 ‘Le débarquement de Dieppe  – Sérénade’, Le Soir, 29/30 August 1942, p. 2. ‘Dieppe in de 
film’, Volk en Staat, 30/31 August 1942, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Edition spéciale [Dieppe], 
(‘Ufa Edition spéciale Dieppe’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 11 May 2001, r. 1 of 
1). ‘De film der Britsche landing te Dieppe in de aktualiteiten dezer week’, Vooruit, 30 
August 1942, p. 2.  
126 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 27 August 1942, p. 6. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 573, (Ufa 573 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 10 May 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 573, (description 2449). ‘De verfilming van De 
Vlaschaard’, CINEMA, 15 August 1942, p. 2. ‘Terra verfilmt de Vlaschaard’, Volk en Staat, 6 
August 1942, p. 1 and p. 3. Barch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 624/35/1942, 
(description). 
127 ‘Ufa’s weekoverzicht’, Het Vlaamsche land, 4 September 1942, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 574, (Ufa 574 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table,, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 574, (description). ‘28 août 1942 (France Actualités: 
Journal national 42-02)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
162. ‘Deux cents volontaires flamands sont partis, samedi, pour le front de l’Est’, Le Soir, 31 
August 1942, p. 2. ‘Weer Vlaamsche jongens naar het Oosten’, Volk en Staat, 30/31 August 
1942, p. 1. ‘Grootsche plechtigheid op de Groote Markt te Brussel: weer vertrokken 
Vlaamsche vrijwilligers naar ‘t Oostfront’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 31 August 1942, p. 1 and 3. 
128 ‘Weekschouw’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 11 September 1942, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 575, (Ufa 575 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 18 November 2002, r. 1 
of 1). ‘Liersche en Beerschot wonnen met K.O.’, Volk en Staat, 8 September 1943, p. 4. ‘Ile 
de Beauté triomphe superbement dans le Prix de Baillet-Latour’, Le Soir, 7 September 1942, 
p. 3. ‘Het zaaien van koolzaad op de pas ingedijkte schorren van Zandvliet ’, Vooruit, 29 
August 1942, p. 1. ‘14 août 1942 (Les Actualités Mondiales: Journal national 42-107)’ and ‘4 
septembre 1942 (France Actualités: Journal national 42-03)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 157 and 164. ‘De vrijwillige arbeidsdienst voor 
Vlaanderen bouwt en dijk te Zandvliet’, De Vlag 4, no. 12 (1942), pp. 625-627. 
129 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 18 September 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 576, (Ufa 576 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 11 May 2001 
and 19 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 576, (description 
2505). ‘Léo Marjane’, Le Pays Réel, 15 September 1942, p. 3. ‘Al Baker toujours champion’, 
Le Soir, 10 September 1942, p. 3.  
130 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 25 September 1942, p. 3. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 25 September 1942, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 577, (2405 
viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 12 February 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘De 
wereld in de nieuwsfilm’, Volk en Staat, 2 October 1942, p. 3. ‘Vijftien duizend kameraden 
omjubelen Staf De Clercq in het Sportpaleis’ and ‘De triomfantelijke vergadering in het 
Sportpaleis’, Volk en Staat, 22 September 1942, pp. 1-3. ‘A Boitsfort Promise bat Quick Star 
dans le Grand Prix du demi-sang’, Le Soir, 16 September 1942, p. 3. ‘De krijgsgevangenen 
van Dieppe  terug thuis’, Volk en Staat, 15 September 1942, p. 2B. ‘Le retour des prisonniers 
de guerre dans leur patrie’, Le Soir, 14 September 1942, p. 1. ‘18 septembre 1942 (France 
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Actualités: Journal national 42-05)’ and ‘23 septembre 1942 (France Actualités: Journal 
national 42-06)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 166-
168. 
131 ‘Weekschouw’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 3 October 1942, p. 3. ‘In de nieuwsfilm’, Volk en 
Staat, 9 October 1942, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 578, (2451 viewing: 
VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 12 February 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘700 
Vlaamsche kinderen naar Duitsland vertrokken’, Het Vlaamsch land, 25 September1942, p. 1. 
‘700 jeunes Belges partent en vacances en Allemagne’, Le Soir, 25 August 1942, p. 1. BArch-
FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 628/39/1942, (description). 
132 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 9 October 1942, p. 3. ‘De nieuwsfilm van de 
week’, Volk en Staat, 9 October 1942, p. 3. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 9 October 
1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 579, (Ufa 579 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, 
viewing table, 11 May 2001 and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten NR 579, (description 2431 –the seventh item is missing from this print, which is 
available at RTBF-Imadoc). ‘Une ‘première’ prometteuse’, Le Soir, 7 October 1942, p. 3. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 630/41/1942 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
631/42/1942, (descriptions). 
133 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 16 October 1942, p. 3. ‘Actualités Ufa’, Le Pays 
Réel, 16 October 1942, p. 3. DG IPR-P/AV, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 580, (film 4104 
viewing: 16 b/w negative, viewing table, 8 August 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 630/41/1942 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 631/42/1942, 
(descriptions). ‘2 octobre 1942 (France Actualités: Journal national 42-07)’ and ‘9 octobre 
1942 (France Actualités: Journal national 42-08)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 
1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 169-170. G. Williamson, Aces of the Reich (London, 1989), pp. 
124-126. 
134 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 23 October 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 581, (Ufa 581 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 11 May 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 581, (description 2452). ‘Het derde koncert van de 
Philharmonie Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 16 October 1942, p. 3. ‘Chronique musicale’, Le Soir, 
21 October 1942, p. 2. 
135 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 30 October 1942, p. 2. ‘In de nieuwsfilm’, Volk 
en Staat, 6 November 1942, p. 3. DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 582, (film 1653 
viewing: 16 b/w negative, viewing table, 1 August 2002, r. 1 of 1 – this reel contains only the 
first item). ‘De algemeene schikkingen voor de plechtige uitvaart’, Volk en Staat, 27 October 
1942, p. 2. ‘Les funérailles de Staf De Clercq’, Le Soir, 27 October 1942, p. 1. ‘Les Ramblers 
et Tohama aux Beaux-Arts’, Le Soir, 24/25 October 1942, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 633/44/1942, (description). ‘23 October 1942 (France Actualités: Journal 
national 42-10)’ and ‘30 octobre 1942 (France Actualités: Journal national 42-11)’, in E. Réta 
(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 174-175. 
136 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 6 November 1942, p. 3. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 6 November 1942, p. 3. ‘06.11.1943, nr. 583’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de 
oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 272. ‘23 octobre 1942 (France Actualités: Journal national 42-
10)’, ‘6 novembre 1942 (France Actualités: Journal national 42-12)’ and ‘13 novembre 1942 
(France Actualités: Journal national 42-13)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 173 and pp. 176-177. 
137 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 13 November 1942, p. 2. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 13 November 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 584, (Ufa 584 
viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 16 July 2001 and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 584, (description 2432). ‘Seize poids lourds en 
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competition’, Le Soir, 7/8 November 1942, p. 3. ‘Bon départ de la compétition des poids 
lourds’, Le Soir, 9 November 1942, p. 3. ‘Vlaamsche OT mannen uit Rusland terug thuis’, 
Volk en Staat, 6 November 1942, p. 9. ‘13.11.1942, nr. 584’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in 
de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 272. 
138 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 20 November 1942, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 585, (description Ufa 585 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 16 July 
2001 and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 585, 
(description 4112). 
139 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 27 November 1942, p. 3. ‘Uit de nieuwsfilm’, 
Volk en Staat, 4 December 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 586, (Ufa 586 
viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 16 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 586, (description 2406).  
140 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Algemeen Nieuws, 4 December 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 587, (Ufa 587 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 16 July 2001 and 18 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 587, (description 2407). 
‘La compétition des lourds’, Le Soir, 26 November 1942, p. 2. ‘Olek, Sys, Van Deuren et 
Robensy se qualifient pour les demi-finales’, Le Soir, 30 November 1942, p. 3. ‘Pourquoi l’on 
siffle Karel Sys…’, Le Soir, 2 December 1942, p. 1. ‘20 novembre 1942 (France Actualités: 
Journal national 42-14)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
179. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 637/48/1942, (description). 
141 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 11 December 1942, p. 3. DG IPR-P/AV, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten NR 588, (film 4101 viewing: 16 b/w negative, viewing table, 1 August 2002 and 
18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1942/49, (description 5970). 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 638/49/1942, (description). 
142 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 18 December 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 589, (Ufa 589 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 16 July 2001 
and 18 November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 589, (description 
2408). ‘Het Regensburger Domkoor in ons land’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 13/14 December 
1942, p. 2. ‘Eenig koncert’, Volk en Staat, 13/14 December 1942, p. 5. 
143 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 25/26 December 1942, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 590, (Ufa 590 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 16 July 2001 and 18 
November 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 590, (description 2453). 
‘Brussel Volksschouwburg Alhambra’, Volk en Staat, 13/14 December 1942, p. 5. ‘ Secours 
d’Hiver’, Le Soir, 17 December 1942, p. 1. ‘Een indrukwekkende balans van Winterhulp. 
Twee jaar sociaal hulpbetoon’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 23 December 1942, p. 1.  
144 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 31 December 1942, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld 
Aktualititeiten NR 591, (‘Feldpoststelle’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 
2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 641/52/1942, (description). ‘De 
zitting van de IFK te Boedapest’, CINEMA, 1 January 1942, p. 11. 
145 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 8 January 1943, p. 2. ‘Een kameraadschappelijke 
bijeenkomst van de Antwerpsche afdeeling van de corporatie’, CINEMA, 15 January 1943, 
pp. 5-6. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 641/52/1942 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 643/2/1943, (description). ‘11 décember 1942 (France Actualités: Journal 
national 42-17)’, ‘31 décembre 1942 (France Actualités: Journal national 42-20)’ and ‘7 
janvier 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-01)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 183, 186 and pp. 188-189. ‘08.01.1973, nr. 592’, in T. 
Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 274. 
146 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 15 January 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten NR 593, (Ufa 593 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 16 July 2001, r. 1 of 
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1). BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 593, (description 2433). ‘Sys-Olek à Anvers’, Le 
Soir, 8 January 1943, p. 2. ‘Karel Sys est vainqueur aux points’, Le Soir, 10 January 1943, p. 
3. ‘Geestdriftig afscheidsfeest van den landdienst te Antwerpen’, Volk en Staat, 12 January 
1943, pp. 1-2. ‘Welgelukt afscheidsfeest der germaansche landdienstvrijwilligers’, Het 
Vlaamsche Land, 12 January 1943, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
644/3/1943, (description). 
147 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 22 January 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 594, (Ufa 594 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 17 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 594, (tape 2506 viewing: VHS transfer from b/w 35 
mm print 2506, video player, 8 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Une manifestation légionnaire à 
Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 11 January 1943, p. 1. ‘Le chef du Rex proclame notre volonté de rendre 
à notre pays sa grandeur et sa gloire’, Le Pays Réel, 18 January 1943, pp. 1-3. I am indebted 
to Prof. Dr. Guido Ros for his assistance. 
148 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 29 January 1943, p. 3. ‘Les actualités’, Le Pays 
Réel, 29 January 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 595, (Ufa 595 viewing: 
16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 17 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). CML, Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten, (Ufa 
Wereld Aktualiteiten viewing: VHS transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 6 January 
2001, t. 1 of 1. This compilation contains the sixth, seventh and eighth item). BArch-FArch, 
Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 595, (description 2434). 
149 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 5 February 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 596, (Ufa 596 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 17 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 596, (description 2413). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 646/5/1943 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 648/8/1943, (descriptions). 
150 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Algemeen Nieuws, 12 February 1943, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 597, (2414 viewing: VHS transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 10 
December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Jean Arts triomphe en demi-fond’, Le Soir, 8 February 1943, p. 3. 
‘De motoren in het Brusselsch Sportpaleis’, Volk en Staat, 6 February 1943, p. 3. H. Kay, 
Salazar and Modern Portugal  (London, 1970), pp. 102-120.  
151 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 19 February 1943, p. 3. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 19 February 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 598, (Ufa 598 
viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 17 July 2001 and 20 December 2002, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 598, (description 2454). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 598, (description 4301 – the first item is missing). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 647/6/1943, (description). ‘M. Degrelle prononce un nouveau discours devant 
des ouvriers wallons travaillants à Berlin ’, Le Soir, 8 February 1943, p. 2. ‘Le chef de Rex 
parle à nos ouvriers’, Le Pays Réel, 9 February 1943, pp. 1-4.  
152 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 26 February 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 599, (Ufa 599b viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 17 July 
2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 599, (description 2455). ‘M. Tino 
Rossi declare forfait’, Le Soir, 15 February 1943, p. 1. ‘Tino Rossi est-il ou n’est-il pas 
swing?’, Le Pays Réel, 6 February 1942, p. 2. ‘Fièvres autour de M. Tino Rossi’, Le Soir, 18 
February 1943, p. 1. 
153 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 5 March 1943, p. 3. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays 
Réel, 5 March 1942, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 600, (Ufa 600 viewing: 16 
b/w sepmag, viewing table, 18 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 
600, (description 2242). ‘Danger pour Malines au White Star’, Le Soir, 26 February 1943, p. 
2. ‘Bogaerts rate un penalty’, Le Soir, 1 March 1943, p. 3. ‘19 février 1942 (France 
Actualités: Journal national 43-07)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), pp. 196-197. ‘Départ d’enfants belges en Allemagne’, Le Soir, 4 February 1943, 
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p. 1. ‘Kinderverlof in Duitsland’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 11 February 1942, p. 1. ‘Duitschland 
nodigt uit’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 14/15 February 1942, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 651/10/1943, (description). The translation of Goebbels’ speech is based on the 
translation printed in D. Welch, The Third Reich: Politics and Propaganda (London  - New 
York, 2002 revised), p. 140. 
154 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 12 March 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 601, (Ufa 601 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 18 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 601, (description 2416). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch 
Nieuws 1943/12, (description 5080). ‘Voici les Soviets’, Le Soir, 3 March 1943, p. 1. 
‘Indrukwekkende opening der anti-bolsjewistische tentoonstelling te Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 
6 March 1943, p. 2. ‘Niederländische NSKK-Männer’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 7 March 1943, 
p. 5. ‘26 février 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-08)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 198. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 650/9/1943, (description). 
155 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 19 March 1943, p. 2. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le 
Pays Réel, 19 March 1943, p. 3. DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 602, (film number 
1667 viewing: 16 b/w negative, 1 August 2002, viewing table, r. 1 of 1 – this mute print 
contains footage, presumably corresponding to the second item). IWM, Ufa 
Auslandstonwoche NR 605 [Arabic version], (description GWY 160). BArch-FArch, 
Auslandstonwoche 602 [vollständige internationale Fassung], (description 1175). ‘Le chef du 
VNV prononce un important discours au Palais des Sports’, Le Soir, 15 March 1943, pp. 1-2. 
‘Vlaanderen zal er bij zijn’ and ‘De rede van den leider te Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 16 March 
1943, pp. 1 and 3. ‘Wervingsactie voor Vlaanderen’s deelname in den strijd tegen het 
bolsjewisme op grootsche wijze ingezet’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 16 March 1943, p. 1. ‘Le F.C. 
Malinois a tombé le Liersche’, Le Soir, 15 March 1943, p. 3. ‘Bert Cleyn voert club Mechelen  
naar de zege en eredivisie’, Volk en Staat, 16 March 1943, p. 4. ‘Une exposition de chefs-
d’oeuvres de la peinture allemande’, Le Soir, 12 March 1943, p. 1. ‘Courses à Dilbeek ’, Le 
Soir, 8 March 1943, p. 3. ‘19.03.1943, nr. 602’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 275. ‘19 mars 1943 (France Actualités – Journal national 43-11)’, in E. 
Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 202-203. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 653/12/1943, (description). 
156 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 26 March 1943, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 603, (2415 viewing: VHS transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 10 
December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 26 March 1943, p. 3. ‘19 février 
1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-07)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 
1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 197. ‘Week 12, 1943’ and ‘26.03.1943, nr. 603’, in T. Leeflang, 
De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 238 and 275. ‘Reiff en Breusen cross-
kampioen’, Volk en Staat, 23 March 1943, p. 4. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
654/13/1943, (description). 
157 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 2 April 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 604, (Ufa 604 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 18 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 604, (description 2508). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 655/14/1943, (description). 
158 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 9 April 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 605, (Ufa 605 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 918 July 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 605, (description 2509). ‘Deux équipages en 
danger’, Le Soir, 3/4 April 1943, p. 3. ‘Les championnats nationaux de football’, Le Soir, 5 
April 1943, p. 3. ‘19 mars 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-11)’ and ‘26 mars 
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1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-12)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 
1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 202 and 204. 
159 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Algemeen Nieuws, 16 April 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 606, (Ufa 606 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 July 2001 and 20 
December 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 606, (description 2510). 
‘9 avril 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-14)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 206-207. ‘De vreeselijke gevolgen van het 
bombardement op Antwerpen’, Volk en Staat, 7 April 1943, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘Le raid aérien 
anglo-saxon a fait plus de 2000 morts’, Le Soir, 7 April 1943, p. 1. 
160 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 23 April 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 607, (Ufa 607 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 18 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 607, (description 2511). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 607, (film 4076 viewing: 16 b/w, viewing table, 8 August 2002, r. 1 of 1). 
‘Paul Colin victime d’un lâche attentat’, Le Pays Réel, 15 April 1943, p. 1. ‘Paul Colin est 
mort’, Le Pays Réel, 16 April 1943, p. 1. ‘Les funérailles’, Le Soir, 17/18 April 1943, p. 1. 
‘Karel Sys, maître du ring’, Le Soir, 2 April 1943, p. 3. ‘Exposition d’oeuvres d’artistes et 
d’artisans italiens de Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 19 April 1943, p. 2. ‘Nieuwe kontingenten van 
vrijwilligers treden aan’, Volk en Staat, 15 April 1943, pp. 1-2. ‘Zuid-Nederlanders 
marchereer onder den Leeuwenstandaard’, Volk en Staat, 20 April 1943, pp. 1-2.  
161 ‘Wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 30 April 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 608, (Ufa 608 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 18 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 608, (2512 viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm 
print, video player, 10 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Les ‘3 ans’ sur 2.200 mètres’, Le Soir, 24 
April 1943, p. 3. ‘A ‘Kouban’ la Grande Poule des Produits’, Le Soir, 27 April 1943, p. 3. ‘Le 
classique Paris -Roubaix ’, Le Soir, 24/26 April 1943, p. 2. ‘Marcel Kint Triomphe’, Le Soir, 
27 April 1943, p. 3. ‘Marte Harel [sic!] à Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 17/18 April 1943, p. 2. ‘Het 
bezoek van Marte Harell’, CINEMA, 1 May 1943, p. 2 and p. 9. ‘Marthe Harell nous apporte 
le sourire de Vienne’, Le pays reél, 16 April 1943, p. 3. ‘30 avril 1943 (France Actualités: 
Journal national 43-17)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
210. 
162 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 7 May 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 609, (Ufa 609 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 609, (description 2513). ‘Joseph Scherens et Raoul 
Breuskin’, Le Soir, 30 April 1943, p. 2. ‘Milou Gosselin a détrôné Poeske Scherens’, Le Soir, 
3 May 1943, p. 4. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 609/18/1943 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 660/19/1943, (descriptions).  
163 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 15 May 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten NR 610, (Ufa 610 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 July 2001 and 20 
December 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 610, (description 2435). 
DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 610, (description 4131 – this reel is mute). CML, 
Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten, (Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm 
print, video player, 6 January 2001, t. 1 of 1. This compilation contains the ninth item). ‘Les 
actualités Ufa’, Le Pays Réel, 14 May 1943, p. 3. ‘Ils partent pour le front’, Le Pays Réel, 6 
May 1943, p. 1 and p. 4. ‘Nos legionnaires ont quitté Bruxelles’ and ‘Un nouveau départ de 
legionnaires a lieu aujourd’hui’, Le Pays Réel, 7 May 1943, p. 1. ‘La traversée de Bruxelles 
en canoë’, Le Soir, 7 May 1943, p. 2. ‘Les Courtraisiens grandes vainueurs’, Le Soir, 10 May 
1943, p. 3. ‘Le Grand-Prix de Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 8/9 May 1943, p. 3. ‘Torcello tout seul!’, 
Le Soir, 10 May 1943, p. 3. 
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164 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 21 May 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 611, (Ufa 611/A viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 July 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 611, (2512 viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 
mm print, video player, 10 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Lentefeest der Dietsche 
Meisjesscharen – programma der feestelijkheden’, Volk en Staat, 14 May 1943, p. 3. ‘Het 
DSM-lentefeest luidt een nieuwe tijd in’ and ‘Het stralende lentefeest van de Dietsche 
Meisjesscharen in het Dudenpark Stadion’, Volk en Staat, 18 May 1943, pp. 1-2. ‘Het 
lentefeest in de nieuwsfilm’, Volk en Staat, 28 May 1943, p. 3. ‘L’intronisation du culte de la 
Vierge à Beauraing ’, Le Soir, 11 May 1943, p. 1. ‘Pèlerinage à Beauraing’, Le Pays Réel, 15 
May 1943, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 662/21/1943, (description). 
165 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 28 May 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 612, (Ufa 612 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 612, (description 2514). CML, Ufa Wereld 
Aktualiteiten, (Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video 
player, 6 January 2001, t. 1 of 1 - this compilation contains the last five items). ‘Les journées 
culturelles west-flamandes [sic!] à Bruges’, Le Soir, 17 May 1943, p. 1. ‘Tentoonstelling: het 
graafschap Vlaanderen’, Volk en Staat, 27 May 1943, p. 1. ‘Het graafschap Vlaanderen’, Volk 
en Staat, 30/31 May 1943, p. 3. 
166 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Algemeen Nieuws, 3 June 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 613, (Ufa 613 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 19 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 613, (description 2418). CML, Ufa Wereld 
Aktualiteiten, (Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video 
player, 6 January 2001, t. 1 of 1 - this compilation contains the final item). ‘Chronique 
théâtrale’, Le Soir, 31 May 1943, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
664/23/1943 and 665/24/1943, (descriptions).  
167 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Algemeen Nieuws, 11 June 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 614, (Ufa 614 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 20 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 614, (description 2515). ‘Le Grand Steeple-Chase’, 
Le Soir, 2/3 June 1943, p. 3. ‘Le circuit de Belgique du Soir’, Le Soir, 2/3 June 1943, p. 3. 
‘Mauric Archambaud et Staf Van Overloop enlèvent les deux premières étapes’, Le Soir, 4 
June 1943, p. 3. ‘Jules Lowie gagné enfin sa course…’, Le Soir, 5/6 June 1943, p. 3. ‘Le 
champion du monde, Marcel Kint, et sa brillante équipe triomphent dans le Circuit de 
Belgique du Soir’, Le Soir, 7 June 1943, p. 6. ‘Kimris gagné à Stockel’, Le Soir, 4 June 1943, 
p. 3. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 665/24/1943, (description). 
168 ‘Het filmjournaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 19 June 1943, p. 2. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays 
Réel, 18 June 1943, p. 3. ‘18 juin 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-24)’, in E. Réta 
(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 220-221. 
169 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 25 June 1943, p. 4. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 616, (Ufa 616 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 20 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 616, (description 2516). ‘Les jeunes ont fêté le 
Solstice de juin’, Le Pays Réel, 22 June 1943, p. 1. ‘DE NSJV aan de eer’, Volk en Staat, 22 
June 1943, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘Le deuxième omnium de la route’, Le Soir, 19/20 June 1943, p. 3. 
‘Richard Depoorter, champion complet, s’adjuge à l’Omnium de la route’, Le Soir, 21 June 
1943, p. 3. 
170 ‘Toutes les Jeunesses de l’Europe  participent à la lutte contre Moscou’, Le Pays Réel, 29 
June 1943, p. 1 and p. 4. ‘Waarom wij vechten’, Balming, 4 July 1943, p. 3.  
171 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 2 July 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 617, (Edition spéciale juin ‘43 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 20 July 
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2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 617, (2517 viewing: VHS-transfer 
from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 5 March 2002, t. 1 of 1). 
172 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 9 July 1943, p. 4. ‘Les actualités Ufa’, Le Pays 
Réel, 9 July 1943, p. 3. ‘Albert Préjean’, CINEMA, 1 July 1943, p. 2. ‘Albert Préjean et 
Lysiane Grey [sic!] en promenade à Bruxelles’, Le Pays Réel, 25 June 1943, p. 3. BArch-
FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 665/24/1943 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
669/28/1943, (descriptions). ‘21 mai 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-20)’, in E. 
Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 214. ‘09.07.1943, nr. 618’, in 
T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 277. 
173 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 16 July 1943, p. 4. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 619, (Ufa 619 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 20 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 619, (description 2518). ‘Marcel Kint gagné 
Bruxelles-Paris ’, Le Soir, p. 1 and 3. ‘De eerste nationale Kultuurdagen te Mechelen ’, Het 
Vlaamsche Land, 15 June 1943, p. 1. ‘Naklank van de eerste nationale Kultuurdagen’, Volk en 
Staat, 4/5 July 1943, p. 5. 
174 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 23 July 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 620, (Ufa 620 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, r. 1 of 1). BArch-
FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 620, (description 2519). CML, Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten, 
(Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 6 
January 2001, t. 1 of 1 - this compilation contains from the fourth up to the eighth item). 
175 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 30 July 1943, p. 4. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 621, (Ufa 621 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 20 July 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 621, (description 2520). ‘Les championnats 
féminins’, Le Soir, 22 July 1943, p. 2. ‘Nationale vrouwelijke athletiekkampioenschappen’, 
Volk en Staat, 27 July 1943, p. 4. ‘16 juillet 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-28)’, 
in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 227. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 671/30/1943 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 672/31/1943, 
(descriptions). 
176 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 6 August 1943, p. 4. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 622, (Ufa 622 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 1 August 2001 and 20 
December 2002, r. 1 of 1). ‘Vlaamsche vrouwen als oogsthelpsters naar Duitschland 
vertrokken’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 29 July 1943, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 
622, (description 2522). CML, Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten, (Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten viewing: 
VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 6 January 2001, t. 1 of 1 - this compilation 
partially contains the 11th item). ‘De schoone trek begon: Winterhulp zond 20.000 kinderen 
met verlof’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 27 July 1943, p. 1. ‘Comment aide-t-on l’enfance en 
Belgique’, Le Soir, 31 July 1943, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
672/31/1943 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 673/32/1943, (descriptions). 
177 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 13 August 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 623, (Ufa 623 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 1 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 623, (description 2522 ). ‘Fransche kampioenen 
op Racing Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 7 August 1943, p. 1. ‘Mais Wittevrongel sauva 
l’honneur!’, Le Soir, 9 August 1943, p. 1. ‘Notre zoo a cent ans’, Le Soir, 4 August 1943, p. 2. 
‘De Antwerpsche dierentuin wordt 100 jaar’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 19 July 1943, p. 1.  
178 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 20 August 1943, p. 4. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 624, (Ufa 624 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 1 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 624, (description 2523). ‘De opmarsch van den 
VAVV te Antwerpen’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 14 August 1943, p. 1. ‘De bruine kolonnen van 
den VAVV veroverden de Scheldestad’, Volk en Staat, 15/16 August 1943, p. 2. ‘Het eerste 
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openbaar optreden van den vrijwilligen arbeidsdienst – een succes over de geheele lijn’, Het 
Vlaamsche Land, 15/16 August 1943, pp. 1-2. ‘30 juillet 1943 (France Actualités: Journal 
national 43-30)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 230. 
179 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 27 August 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 625, (Ufa 625 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 1 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 625, (description 2524). ‘Plusieurs ‘pur-sang’ de 
classe dans le Grand-Prix d’Ostende’, Le Soir, 21/22 August 1943, p. 3. ‘Le trois ans français 
Bambou triomphe dans le Grand-Prix d’Ostende’, Le Soir, 23 August 1943, p. 3. ‘Lucien Van 
Halme bat Isselée en 200 m. de vitesse’, Le Soir, 23 August 1943, p. 3.  
180 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 3 September 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 624, (Ufa 626 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 28 August 
2001 and 20 December 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 626, 
(description 2361). ‘Paul Goffaux vainqueur par k.-o.’, Le Soir, 30 August 1943, p. 3. 
‘Rétrospective Wasterlain’, Le Soir, 25 August 1943, p. 2. ‘18 juin 1943 (France Actualités: 
Journal national 43-24)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
220. 
181 ‘Actualités Mondiales Ufa’, L’Avenir, 10 September 1943, p. 4. ‘De nieuwsfilm voor deze 
week’, Volk en Staat, 10 September 1943, p. 3. ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 10 
September 1943, p. 2. ‘10 septembre 1943: France Actualités: Journal national 43-36’, in E. 
Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 241. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 678/37/1943, (description). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1943/37, 
(description 5541). 
182 ‘De luchtaanval op Brussel in de nieuwsfilm’, Volk en Staat, 10 September 1943, p. 2. ‘Le 
bombardement de Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 7 September 1943 [Edition of 17 p.m.], p. 1. ‘Après le 
raid aérien sur Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 8 September 1943, p. 1. ‘Ook Brussel bloedt’, Volk en 
Staat, 9 September 1943, p. 1 and p. 3. INAdF, France Actualités: Journal national 43-37, 
(RA T VIS 19440917 viewing: S-VHS tape, video player, 24 October 2002, t. 1 of 1). 
183 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 17 September 1943, p. 3. INAdF, France 
Actualités: Journal national 43-37, (RA T VIS 19440917 viewing: S-VHS tape, video player, 
24 October 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Terugkeer van Vlaamsche kinderen uit Duitschland’, Het 
Vlaamsche Land, 10 September 1943, p. 3. ‘Le bombardement de Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 7 
September 1943 [Edition of 17 p.m.], p. 1. ‘Après le raid aérien sur Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 8 
September 1943, p. 1. ‘Ook Brussel bloedt’, Volk en Staat, 9 September 1943, p. 1 and p. 3. 
‘Bruxelles enterre ses morts’, Le Soir, 10 September 1943, p. 1. ‘Brussel brengt een laatste 
hulde aan zijn doden’, Volk en Staat, 11 September 1943, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘19.09.1943, nr. 628’, 
in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990) p. 279. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 679/38/1943, (description). 
184 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 24 September 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 629, (Ufa 629 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 
2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 629, (description 2525). 
‘Sportleven’, Volk en Staat, 21 September 1943, p. 3. ‘Place à missire football, roi de tous les 
sports’, Le Soir, 18/19 September 1943, p. 3. ‘24 septembre 1943 (France Actualités: Journal 
national 43-38)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 243-
244. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1943/35, (description 5357). BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 680/39/1943, (description). ‘29.09.1943, nr. 629’, in T. Leeflang, De 
bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 279. 
185 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 1 October 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 630, (‘Ufa 530/B’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 2001, r. 1 
of 1 – the fourth item is missing). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 630, (description 
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2409). ‘20 août 1943 (France actualités: journal-national 43-33)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 236. ‘Le match franco-belge sur route’, Le 
Soir, 25/26 September 1943, p. 1. ‘Une éclatante victoire de nos représentants dans le grand 
match franco-belge sur route’, Le Soir, 27 September 1943, p. 1 and p. 4. ‘De marsch der 
Dietsche militie’, Volk en Staat, 25 September 1943, p. 1. ‘Dietsche soldatenvaandels zwaaien 
open’, Volk en Staat, 28 September 1943, p. 1, 3 and 6. ‘Het VNV vierde zijn 10jarig bestaan 
te Antwerpen in het teeken der Dietsche Militie’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 28 September 1943, p. 
2. 
186 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 8 October 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 631, (Ufa 631 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 631, (description 2419). CML, Ufa Wereld 
Aktualiteiten, (Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video 
player, 6 January 2001, t. 1 of 1 - this compilation contains the eighth, ninth and 10th item). 
‘Roger contre Schoonbroot’, 2/3 October 1943, p. 3. ‘Roger avait déjà pris l’avantage au 
moment de l’arrêt du combat’, Le Soir, 4 October 1943, p. 3. ‘27 août 1943 (France Actualités 
43-34)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 238. BArch-
FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 682/41/1943, (description). 
187 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 15 October 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 632, (Ufa 632 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 632, (description 2526). ‘Plechtigheden te Kester 
’, Volk en Staat, 7 October 1943, p. 1. ‘Stoffelijk overschot van Staf De Clercq te Kester 
ontgraven’, Volk en Staat, 9 October 1943, p. 1 and 3. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 
36/1943, (description 5364). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 682/41/1943, 
(description). 
188 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 22 October 1943, p. 3. ‘Les films des actualités’, 
Le Pays Réel, 22 October 1943, p. 3. ‘L’exposition d’urbanisme à Liège ’, Le Soir, 11 
October 1943, p. 1. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 684/43/1943, (description). 
‘22 octobre 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-42)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives 
de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 251. 
189 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 29 October 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 634, (Ufa 634 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 3 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 634, (description 2577). ‘Combat de deux grands 
champions: Al Baker contre Félix Wouters’, Le Soir, 23 April 1943, p. 3. ‘Wouters et Baker’, 
Le Soir, 25 October 1943, p. 1 and p. 3. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
689/48/1943, (description). 
190 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 5 November 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 635, (‘Ufa 559’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 4 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-Farch, Actualités Mondiales NR 635, (description 2528). ‘22 octobre 1943 (France 
Actualités: Journal national 43-42)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), p. 251. ‘Des artistes belges vont divertir nos prisonniers et nos travailleurs’, Le 
Pays Réel, 26 October 1943, p. 3. ‘Vakantietehuis voor vrouwen en kinderen van 
oostfrontstrijders door den leider te Lummen  ingehuldigd’, Volk en Staat, 2 November 1943, 
pp. 1-2. ‘Een hulderede van prof. Daels die een rekwisitorium is’, Volk en Staat, 3 November 
1943, p. 1. CML, Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten, (Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten viewing: VHS-transfer 
from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 6 January 2001, t. 1 of 1. This compilation contains the 
seventh item). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 687/46/1943, (description).  
191 ‘Een nieuw journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 12 November 1943, p. 3. ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het 
Vlaamsche Land, 12 November 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 636), 
(‘Ufa 56/B’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 4 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, 
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Actualités Mondiales NR 636, (description 2529). ‘Dans la police Bruxelleoise’, Le Soir, 8 
November 1943, p. 1.  
192 ‘Belga-nieuws’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 12 November 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga 
Actualités NR 36, (‘B 173’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 4 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
‘Een nieuw journaal’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 12 November 1943, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Belga 
Actualités NR 36, (descriptions 2718 – this print only contains the first seven items).  
193 ‘De nieuwsfilm’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 19 November 1943, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 603, (2531 viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 10 
December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Plechtige opname van jongens en meisjes der DeVlag in de 
Hitlerjeugd’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 16 November 1943, p. 2. ‘Sys champion d’Europe ’, Le 
Soir, 15 November 1943, p. 1. ‘Karel Sys overklaste Ole Tandberg en werd kampioen van 
Europa’, Volk en Staat, 16 November 1943, p. 3. 
194 ‘De nieuwsfilm’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 19 November 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga 
Actualités NR 37, (Belga 37 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 4 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 37, (description 2564). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 676/35/1943, Deutsche Wochenschau 682/41/1943 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 687/46/1943, (descriptions). ‘20 août 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 
43-33)’ and ‘3 septembre 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-35)’, in E. Réta (ed.), 
Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 235 and 239. ‘Heinrich George te 
Antwerpen, Gent  en Brussel’, CINEMA, 15 November 1943, p. 16. ‘Heinrich George à 
Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 12 November 1943, p. 1.  
195 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 26 November 1943, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 638, (Ufa 638 viewing: 16b/w sepmag, viewing table, 4 August 
2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 638, (description 2528). ‘L’activité 
de l’UTMI’, Le Soir, 20/21 November 1943, p. 2. ‘Quand l’UTMI et les patrons invitent les 
enfants…’, Le Soir, 22 November 1943, p. 1. ‘Quand l’UTMI et des patrons belges invitent 
les enfants…’, Le Soir, 26 November 1943, p. 1. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
687/46/1943, (description). I am indebted to Dr. Sami Zemni for his assistance. 
196 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 26 November 1943, p. 3. ‘Belga-Aktualiteiten’, 
Het Vlaamsche Land, 26 November 1943, p. 2. ‘5 novembre 1943 (France Actualités: Journal 
national 43-44)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 253. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 684/43/1943, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
685/44/1943 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 688/47/1943, (descriptions). 
197 ‘Wereldactualiteiten - Belga nieuws’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 3 December 1943, p. 2. 
RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 639, (Ufa 639 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 4 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 639, (description 
2420). ‘5 novembre 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-44)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 254.  
198 ‘Wereldactualiteiten - Belga nieuws’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 3 December 1943, p. 2. 
RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 39, (Belga 39 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 4 
August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 39, (2565 viewing: VHS-transfer 
from b/w 35 mm print, video player, 10 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘De jonge schilders van 
heden’, Volk en Staat, 28/29 November 1943, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 689/48/1943, (description). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1943/46, 
(description 5738). 
199 ‘Wereldactualiteiten - Belganieuws’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 10 December 1943, p. 2. 
RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 640, (Ufa 640 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 4 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 640, (description 
2532). Barch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 690/49/1943, (descriptions). 
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200 ‘Wereldactualiteiten - Belganieuws’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 10 December 1943, p. 2. 
RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Nieuws NR 40, (description ‘Ufa 519/2’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, 
viewing table, 5 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Nieuws NR 40, (description 
2436). DG IPR-P/AV, Belga Nieuws NR 40, (description 4168). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 689/48/1943, (description).  
201 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 17 December 1943, p. 2. ‘Sportleven’, Volk en Staat, 
14 December 1943, p. 3. ‘Draw au Kiel et l’Antwerp est seul en tête’, Le Soir, 13 December 
1943, p. 1 and 3. ‘La SS Wallonie organise…’, Le Pays Réel, 16 December 1943, p. 1. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 688/47/1943 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
691/50/1943, (descriptions). ‘17.12.1943, nr. 637’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 280. ‘17 décembre 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-50’, in 
E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 265.  
202 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 17 December 1943, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga 
Nieuws NR 41, (‘Ufa 41’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 5 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
‘La fête de St. Nicolas à Radio-Bruxelles’, Le Soir, 6 December 1943, p. 2. BArch-FArch, 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 686/45/1943, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 688/47/1943 and Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 690/49/1943, (descriptions). 
203 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 642, (Ufa 642/A viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, 
viewing table, 5 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 642, 
(description 2533). ‘3 décembre 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-48)’ and ‘10 
décembre 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-49)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 261 and 263. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
689/48/1943 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 690/48/1943, (descriptions). NAA, Tobis 
Hollandsch Nieuws 1943/50, (description 5766). 
204 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Nieuws NR 42, (‘Ufa 42’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 5 
August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Nieuws NR 42, (description 2474). ‘Joelfeest 
van het Ersatzkommando der Waffen-SS Flandern und Wallonien’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 18 
December 1943, p. 3. ‘Van stad en land’, Volk en Staat, 21 December 1943, p. 3. ‘Grandes 
fêtes d’hiver de la Waffen SS’, Le Pays Réel, 11 December 1943, p. 3. ‘La SS Wallonie a 
organisé…’, Le Pays Réel, 16 December 1943, p. 1. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 689/48/1943, (description). ‘16 juillet 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 
43-28)’ and ‘26 novembre 1943 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-47)’, in E. Réta (ed.), 
Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 227 and 259. 
205 RTBF-MADOC, Actualités Mondiales NR 643, (Ufa 643 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, 
viewing table, 5 August 2001 and 20 December 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 643, (description 3471). ‘Nouveau record en américaine par Kaers-Van 
Steenbergen’, Le Soir, 27 December 1943, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘Verrassende zege van Kaers-Van 
Steenbergen’, Volk en Staat, 27 December 1943, p. 2. ‘De lang verwachte 
kunstschaatskampioenschappen’, Volk en Staat, 18 December 1943, p. 3. ‘Mlle Lannoy et 
Baugniet, champions de Belgique’, Le Soir, 20 December 1943, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 689/48/1943, (description). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1943/51, 
(description). ‘24.12.1943, nr. 642’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 
1990), p. 280. 
206 The lack of both a preserved print and a published newsreel summary renders the content 
of this newsreel untraceable. It is conceivable that the newsreel editorial office chose to make 
only one newsreel in the week between Christmas and New Year, which would mean that 
BA-BN NR 34 never existed. But that is purely hypothetical. 
207 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 7 January 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 644, (Ufa 644 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 5 August 2001, r. 1 of 
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1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 644, (description 2534 – this reel only contains 
the first six items). ‘Nos stayers se sont distingués’, Le Pays Réel, 4 January 1944, p. 3. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 692/51/1943, (description). ‘29 octobre 1943 
(France Actualités: Journal national 43-43)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 252. ‘Boksnieuws in enkele lijnen’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 4 January 
1944, p. 3. 
208 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 7 January 1944, p. 2. DG IPR-P/AV, Belga Actualités 
NR 44, (tape 626 V viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print 4044, video player, 1 
August 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Des galas cyclistes sur nos trois pistes couvertes’, Le Soir, 24/25/26 
December 1943, p. 3. ‘Kaers-Van Steenbergen’, Le Soir, 27 December 1943, p. 3. ‘De tweede 
kameraadschappelijke avond van de Antwerpsche filmwereld’, CINEMA, 1 January 1944, p. 
2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 691/50/1943, (description). ‘10 décembre 1943 
(France Actualités: Journal national 43-49)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 264. 
209 ‘De wereld-aktualiteiten’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 14 January 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 645, (Ufa 645 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 5 August 
2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 645, (description 2535 – this print is 
missing the last two items). ‘Einsatz flämischer Jugend’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 10 January 
1944, p. 4. ‘Vertrek van de germaansche Landdienst-vrijwilligers te Gent ’, Het Vlaamsche 
Land, 11 January 1944, p. 2. ‘Les championnats en Belgique’, Le Soir, 7 January 1944, p. 2. 
‘Les championnats de Belgique’, Le Soir, 10 January 1944, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 693/52/1943, (description). ‘3 décembre 1943 (France Actualités: journal 
national 43-48)’ and ‘31 décembre 1943 (France Actualités: journal national 43-51)’, in E. 
Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 262 and p. 268. BArch-FArch, 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 693/52/1943, (description). 
210 ‘De wereld-aktualiteiten’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 14 January 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Belga Nieuws NR 45, (Belga 45 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 7 August 2001, r. 1 
of 1). Barch-FArch, Belga Nieuws NR 45, (description 2475). ‘Flamensiege in der 
Westfalenhalle’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 3 January 1944, p. 3. ‘Nos stayers se sont distingués’, 
Le Pays Réel, 4 January 1944, p. 3. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1943/48, (description 
5751). 
211 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 21 January 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 646, (Ufa 646/A viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 5 August 2001, r. 1 
of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales 646, (description 2536 – this print is missing the 
final item). ‘Kandidaat afdalers tegenover elkaar’, Volk en Staat, 16/17 January 1944, p. 5. ‘Et 
M. Willens annula cinq buts’, Le Soir, 17 January 1944, p. 3. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 
1944/1, (description 5373).  
212 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 21 January 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga 
Nieuws NR 46, (Belga 46 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 7 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Belga Nieuws 46, (description 2476). ‘29 octobre 1943 (France Actualités: 
Journal national 43-43)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
252. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 696/3/1944, (description). NAA, Tobis 
Hollandsch Nieuws 1943/52, (description 5785). 
213 ‘Wereldaktualiteiten’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 28 January 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 647, (Ufa 647 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 7 August 
2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 647, (description 2537). 
‘Heldenherdenking’, Volk en Staat, 21 January 1944, p. 1. ‘Vlaanderen herdenkt zijn helden 
van oost- en thuisfront’, Volk en Staat, 25 January 1942, p. 3. ‘Clautier fera-t-il subir à 
Terreau le même sort qu’à Lohmann?’, Le Pays Réel, 23 January 1944, p. 5. ‘Les grands prix 
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de la LVB reviennent à Scherens, Prat et Michaux’, Le Pays Réel, 25 January 1944, p. 3. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 694/1/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
696/3/1944, (descriptions). ‘14 janvier 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-03)’, in 
E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 272. 
214 ‘Wereldaktualiteiten’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 28 January 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga 
Nieuws NR 47, (Belga 47 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 7 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Belga Nieuws NR 47, (description 2477).  
215 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 4 February 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 648, (Ufa 648 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 7 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 648, (description 2538). Jean-Léo, Het 
Circusleven te Brussel (Brussel, 1998), p. 46. ‘Van Deuren hield 1min50 stand tegen Karel 
Sys’, Volk en Staat, 28 January 1944, p. 4. ‘Le lion mange un homme!’, L’Avenir, 8 February 
1944, p. 1. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 698/5/1944. 
216 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 4 February 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga 
Actualités NR 48, (Belga 48 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 7 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 48, (description 2566). ‘Clautier fera-t-il subir à Terreau 
le même sort qu’à Lohmann?’, Le Pays Réel, 23 January 1944, p. 5. ‘Les grands prix de la 
LVB reviennent à Scherens, Prat et Michaux’, Le Pays Réel, 25 January 1944, p. 3. ‘Scherens, 
Prat et Michaux s’imposent’, Le Soir, 24 January 1944, p. 3. 
217 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 11 February 1944, p. 2. ‘Wereld aktualiteiten NR 
649’, Volk en Staat, 11 February 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 649, 
(Ufa 649/A viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 7 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). ‘7 janvier 1944 
(France Actualités: Journal national 44-01)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 270. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 698/5/1944, 
(description). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/3, (description 5387). 
218 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 11 February 1944, p. 2. ‘Belga Nieuws’, Volk en 
Staat, 11 February 1942, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Nieuws NR 49, (Belga 49 viewing: 16 
b/w sepmag, viewing table, 7 August 2001 and 20 December 2002, r. 1 of 1). ‘Van Deuren 
hield 1min50 stand tegen Karel Sys’, Volk en Staat, 28 January 1944, p. 4. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 698/5/1944, (description). ‘7 mai 1943 (France Actualités: Journal 
national 43-18)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 211. 
219 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 18 February 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 650, (Ufa 650 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 650, (description 2539). CML, Ufa Wereld 
Aktualiteiten, (Ufa Wereld Aktualiteiten viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, video 
player, 6 January 2001, t. 1 of 1. This compilation contains only the last three items). BArch-
FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 699/6/1944, (description). 
220 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 18 February 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga 
Actualités NR 50, (Belga 50 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 50, (description 2567). ‘Le lion mange un homme!’, 
L’Avenir, 8 February 1944, p. 1. ‘24 décembre 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 43-
51)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 266. NAA, Tobis 
Hollandsch Nieuws 1943/50, (description 5769). 
221 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 25 February 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 651, (Ufa 651 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 651, (description 2540). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch 
Nieuws 1944/7, (description 5417). 
222 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 25 February 1944, p. 2. ‘13 août 1943 (France 
Actualités: Journal national 43-32)’ and ‘11 février 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 
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44-07)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 234 and 279. 
NAA, Polygoon 1944/5, (description 5402). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
699/6/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 700/7/1944, (descriptions). 
223 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 3 March 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 652, (Ufa 652 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 652, (tape B 64193629 viewing: VHS-transfer 
from b/w 35 mm print 2541, video player, 10 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Le chef a rendu 
hommage à l’héroïsme des Wallons’, Le Pays Réel, 28 February 1944, pp. 1-2. ‘Le capitaine 
Degrelle exalte la bravoure des légionnaires belges’, Le Soir, 28 February 1944, p. 1. ‘Wie 
wint het veldritkampioenschap?’, Volk en Staat, 27/28 February 1944, p. 5. ‘Eugène Jacobs 
fait la passe de trois’, Le Soir, p. 1 and 3. ‘Week 51, 1943’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de 
oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 242. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1943/51, (description 
5775). I am indebted to Dr. Sami Zemni for his assistance. 
224 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 3 March 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga 
Nieuws NR 52, (Belga 52 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 8 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
BArch-FArch, Belga Nieuws NR 52, (tape B 64193628 viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 
mm print 2573, video player, 10 December 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Le chef a rendu hommage à 
l’héroïsme des Wallons’, Le Pays Réel, 28 February 1944, pp. 1-2. ‘Le capitaine Degrelle 
exalte la bravoure des légionnaires belges’, Le Soir, 28 February 1944, p. 1. NAA, Tobis 
Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/2, (description 5385). 
225 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 10 March 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 653, (Ufa 653 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 31 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 653, (description 2897). ‘Quelle belle revanche à 
prendre’, Le Soir, 1 March 1944, p. 3. ‘L’Antwerp confirme son indiscutable maîtrise’, Le 
Soir, 6 March 1944, p. 3. ‘Antwerp gemakkelijk winnaar van Anderlecht ’, Volk en Staat, 7 
March 1944, p. 3. ‘18 février 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-08)’, in E. Réta 
(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 281. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 699/6/1944, (description). 
226 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 10 March 1944, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 699/6/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 702/9/1944, (descriptions). ‘11 
février 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-07)’ and ‘3 mars 1944 (France 
Actualités: Journal national 44-10)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), p. 279 and 286. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/2, (descriptions 5380 and 
5381). 
227 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 17 March 1944, p. 3. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 654, (Ufa ‘sans n°’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 August 2011, r. 
1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 654, (description 2421). BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 704/11/1944, (description). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/9, 
(description 5622). ‘4 février 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-06)’, in E. Réta 
(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 277. 
228 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 17 March 1944, p. 3. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 700/7/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 703/10/1944, 
(descriptions). ‘25 février 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-09)’, in E. Réta (ed.), 
Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 283. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 
1944/7, (description 5419). 
229 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 24 March 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 655, (Ufa 655 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 655, (description 2048). ‘Les championnats 
nationaux de cross-country’, Le Soir, 18/19 March 1944, p. 3. ‘Gaston Reiff triomphe de 
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nouveau’, Le Soir, 20 March 1944, p. 2. ‘Duizend NSKK-mannen vertrekken naar het front – 
het afscheid van 1000 NSKK-vrijwilligers’, Volk en Staat, 16 March 1944, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘25 
février 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-09)’, ‘3 mars 1944 (France Actualités: 
Journal national 44-10)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
283 and 285. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 704/11/1944, (description). 
230 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 24 March 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités 
NR 55, (Belga 55 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 24 March 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-
FArch, Belga Actualités NR 55, (description 2480). ‘Dans la coupolle du cirque’, Le Soir, 29 
March 1944, p. 2. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/4, (description 5393). ‘Bunte 
Fänchen flattern: 500 flämische Kinder fahren nach Deutschland’, Die Brüsseler Zeitung, 16 
March 1944, p. 5. 
231 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 31 March 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 656, (Ufa 656 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 656, (description 2544). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch 
Nieuws 1944/10, (description 5629). 
232 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 31 March 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités 
NR 56, (Belga 56 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). DG IPR-
P/AV, Actualités Belga NR 56, (description 4151). ‘18 février 1944 (France Actualités: 
Journal national 44-08)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
282. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/11, (description 5632). BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 699/6/1944, (description). 
233 RFA, Édition spéciale, (BP 1473 viewing: 35 b/w, viewing table, 15 May 2002, r. 1 of 1 – 
this print is mute). ‘Plus de 250 morts à Courtrai’, Le Soir, 28 March 1944 (5 pm edition), p. 
1. ‘Meer dan 200 doden te Kortrijk ’, Volk en Staat, 29 March 1944, p. 1 and 2. ‘La ville de 
Courtrai rend un dernier hommage à ses morts’, Le Soir, 31 March 1944, p. 1. 
234 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 7 April 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld 
Aktualiteiten NR 657, (Ufa 657 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 657, (description 2437). ‘Le 28e Tour des 
Flandres’, Le Soir, 1 April 1944, p. 3. ‘Van Steenbergen enlève le Tour des Flandres’, Le Soir, 
3 April 1944, p. 1 and 3. ‘Plus de 250 morts à Courtrai’, Le Soir, 28 March 1944 (5 pm 
edition), p. 1. ‘Meer dan 200 doden te Kortrijk ’, Volk en Staat, 29 March 1944, p. 1 and 2. 
‘La ville de Courtrai rend un dernier hommage à ses morts’, Le Soir, 31 March 1944, p. 1. ‘18 
février 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-08)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 281. 
235 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 7 April 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités 
NR 57, (Belga 57 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 9 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-
FArch, Belga Actualités NR 67, (description 2568). DG IPR-P/AV, Belga Actualités NR 57, 
(description 4091). ‘Plus de 250 morts à Courtrai’, Le Soir, 28 March 1944 (5 pm edition), p. 
1. ‘Meer dan 200 doden te Kortrijk ’, Volk en Staat, 29 March 1944, p. 1 and 2. ‘La ville de 
Courtrai rend un dernier hommage à ses morts’, Le Soir, 31 March 1944, p. 1. BArch-FArch, 
Die Deutsche Wochenschau 706/13/1944, (description). ‘17 mars 1944 (France Actualités: 
Journal national 44-12)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 
288. 
236 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 14 April 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 658, (Ufa 658 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 13 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 658, (description 2422). DG IPR-P/AV, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 658, (description 4143). ‘La légion rentre au pays’, Le Pays Réel, 2 
April 1944, p. 1 and 6. ‘Les légionnaires belges de l’Est rentrent en congé au pays’, Le Soir, 3 
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April 1944, pp. 1-2. ‘Bruxelles a réservé un triomphal accueil aux héros de Tcherkassy’, Le 
Pays Réel, 4 April 1944, p. 1 and 4. 
237 ‘Nieuwsfilm’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 14 April 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga NR 58, 
(Belga 58 and ‘Belga 58 double’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 13 August 2001, r.1 
of 1). ‘24 mars 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-13)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 291. ‘La légion rentre au pays’, Le Pays Réel, 
2 April 1944, p. 1 and 6. ‘Les légionnaires belges de l’Est rentrent en congé au pays’, Le Soir, 
3 April 1944, pp. 1-2. ‘Bruxelles a réservé un triomphal accueil aux héros de Tcherkassy’, Le 
Pays Réel, 4 April 1944, p. 1 and 4. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/11, (description 
5633). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 700/7/1944, (description). 
238 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 21 April 1944, p. 4. RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 659, (Ufa 659 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 13 August 2001, r. of 
1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 659, (description 2545 – the fifth, sixth and 
seventh items are missing in this print). ‘Les Belges favoris dans Paris -Roubaix ’, Le Soir, 
8/9/10 April 1943, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘De Simpelaere bat Rossi et Thiétard’, Le Soir, 11 April 
1941, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘Twee ijssportgala’s in het sportpaleis’, Volk en Staat, 6 April 1944, p. 3. 
‘Dubbele ijssportgala met internationale bezetting op 8 en 9 april te Antwerpen’, Volk en 
Staat, 30 March 1944, p. 3. ‘Dubbele sterrengala op de ijsbaan’, Volk en Staat, 7 April 1944, 
p. 4. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/14, (description 5709). BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 712/19/1944, (description). 
239 ‘Het wereldnieuws’, Het Laatste Nieuws, 21 April 1944, p. 4. RTBF-Imadoc, Belga 
Actualités NR 59, (Belga 59 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 13 August 2001, r. 1 of 
1). ‘Twee ijssportgala’s in het sportpaleis’, Volk en Staat, 6 April 1944, p. 3. ‘Dubbele 
ijssportgala met internationale bezetting op 8 en 9 april te Antwerpen’, Volk en Staat, 30 
March 1944, p. 3. ‘Dubbele sterrengala op de ijsbaan’, Volk en Staat, 7 April 1944, p. 4. 
‘14.04.1944, nr. 658’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 282. 
240 RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 660, (Ufa ‘611/B’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, 
viewing table, 13 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Wereld Aktualiteiten NR 660, 
(description 2438). ‘14 avril 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-16)’, in E. Réta 
(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 297. ‘Boxe: Félix Wouters – Luc 
Van Dam’, Le Soir, 20 April 1944, p. 2. ‘Luc Van Dam’, Le Soir, 24 April 1944, p. 3. M. 
Mazower, Inside Hitler's Greece : the experience of occupation, 1941-1944 (New Haven - 
London, 1993), p. 323. 
241 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Nieuws NR 60, (Belga 60 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 13 
August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Nieuws NR 60, (description 2569). BArch-
Farch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 705/14/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
709/16/1944, (descriptions). 
242 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 661), (Ufa 661 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 13 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 661, (description). 
‘Vaandels voor de HJ-Vlaanderen’, Balming, 6 May 1944, p. 1 and p. 3. ‘De 
jeugdbewegingen in het nieuwe Europa’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 27 April 1944, p. 2. ‘Chatham 
contre les poulains’, Le Soir, 28 April 1944, p. 3. ‘Pardon extrême outsider gagen devant 
Penhros’, Le Soir, 1 May 1944, p. 3. ‘31 mars 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-
14)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 294. 
243 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 61, (Belga 61 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 
13 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 61, (description 2487). 
‘Antwerpen in het teeken van de Wapen-SS’, Balming, 6 May 1944, p. 6. ‘Nieuwe SS-
vrijwilligers vertrekken naar het front’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 25 April 1944, p. 2. ‘Vertrek uit 
Antwerpen van vrijwilligers der Waffen-SS en van DRK-helpsters’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 30 
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April 1944, p. 2. ‘Adolphe Prat remporte brillamment l’omnium du Palais des Sports’, Le 
Soir, 1 May 1944, p. 2. ‘28.04.1944, nr. 660’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog 
(Amsterdam, 1990), p. 283. 
244 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 662, (Ufa 662 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 14 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales 662, (description 2903). 
DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 662, (description 4117). BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 708/15/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 709/16/1944, 
(descriptions). ‘5 mai 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-19)’ and ‘12 mai 1944 
(France Actualités: Journal national 44-20)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 303 and 305.  
245 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 62, (‘Ufa sans n° mars 44’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, 
viewing table, 14 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 62, (description 
2570). DG IPR-P/AV, Belga Actualités NR 62, (description 4152). ‘24 mars 1944 (France 
Actualités: Journal national 44-13)’ and ‘12 mai 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-
20)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 291 and 305. 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 702/9/1944, (description). 
246 RTBF-Imadoc, Wereld Actualiteiten NR 663, (Ufa 663). BArch-FArch, Wereld 
Actualiteiten 663/21/1944, (description). DG IPR-P/AV, Film NR 1670, (description – this 
compilation of wartime newsreel footage, compiled by the Service Central de documentation 
de l’Auditorat général, contains the fourth item only). ‘Een Verschaevehulde in de studio van 
Zender Brussel en in het Duitsche instituut’ and ‘Programma van Zender Brussel’, Volk en 
Staat, 14/15 May 1944, p. 3. ‘Cyriel Verschaeve hulde te Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 15 May 
1944, p. 1. ‘Cyriel Verschaeve hulde te Brussel’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 16 May 1944, p. 1. 
‘Les raids Anglo-Américains sur nos villes’, Le Soir, 13/14 May 1944, p. 1. ‘Leuven  de 
zwaarst gebombardeerde stad’, Volk en Staat, 14/15 May 1944, p. 1 and 3. ‘Le bilan du 
bombardement des villes belges’ and ‘Louvain dévastée’, Le Soir, 15 May 1944, p. 1. BArch-
FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 714/24/1944, (description).  
247 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 63, (‘Ufa 14/3’ viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 14 August 2001 and 20 December 2002, r. 1 of 1). ‘Een Verschavehulde in de studio 
van Zender Brussel en in het Duitsche instituut’, Volk en Staat, 14/15 May 1944, p. 3. ‘Cyriel 
Verschaeve hulde te Brussel’, Volk en Staat, 15 May 1944, p. 1. ‘Cyriel Verschaeve Doctor 
Honoris Causa der universiteit van Keulen’, Volk en Staat, 17 May 1944, p. 1. ‘Cyriel 
Verschaeve hulde te Brussel’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 16 May 1944, p. 1. ‘Le bilan du 
bombardement des villes belges’ and ‘Louvain dévastée’, Le Soir, 15 May 1944, p. 1. 
248 The lack of both a preserved print and a published newsreel summary make the content of 
this newsreel untraceable. 
249 DG IPR-P/AV, Belga Nieuws NR 64, (tape 632 V viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm 
print 4141, video player, 1 August 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Le Grd Steeple Chase (100,000 fr.) se 
disputera sur 5,000 mètres’, Le Soir, 17/18 May 1944, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 714/21/1944, (description). ‘19 mai 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 
44-21)’ and ‘26 mai 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-22)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), pp. 306-307. I. Kershaw, Hitler 1936-1945: 
Nemesis (Middlesex, 2000), p. 633. 
250 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 665, (Ufa 665 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 14 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). ‘Uit het dagboek van een filmliefhebber’, Volk en Staat, 2 
June 1944, p. 2. ‘L’agglomération bruxelleoise sous les bombes’, Le Soir, 9 May 1944, p. 1. 
‘L’aglommération bruxelleois a subi une nouvelle et violente attaque’, Le Soir, 12 May 1944, 
p. 1. ‘19 mai 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-21)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives 
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de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 305. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
714/21/1944, (description). 
251 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 65, (Belga 65 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 
14 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 65, (description 2488). ‘Uit het 
dagboek van een filmliefhebber’, Volk en Staat, 2 June 1944, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 713/20/1944, (description). ‘Contre les bombes au phosphore’, Le 
Soir, 1 May 1944, p. 1. ‘L’agglomération bruxelleoise sous les bombes’, Le Soir, 9 May 1944, 
p. 1. ‘L’aglommération bruxelleois a subi une nouvelle et violente attaque’, Le Soir, 12 May 
1944, p. 1. 
252 DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 666, (film 4042 viewing: 16 b/w negative, 
viewing table, 1 August 2002, r. 1 of 1). ‘Un Grand-Prix très ouvert’, Le Soir, 3 August 1944, 
p. 2. ‘Sylvain Grysolle se sauve à 5 km du but’, Le Soir, 2 June 1944, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 714/21/1944, (description). 
253 The lack of both a preserved print and a published newsreel summary make the content of 
this newsreel untraceable. 
254 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 667, (Ufa 667 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 14 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 677, (description 
2549). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 667, (description 1698). ‘Jef Moerenhout 
continue’, Le Soir, 12 June 1944, p. 2. ‘Le Flamand Jef Moerenhout gagne au sprint…’, 
L’Avenir, 12 June 1944, pp. 1-2. ‘12 mai 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-20)’, in 
E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 305. BArch-FArch, Die 
Deutsche Wochenschau 715/22/1944, (description). 
255 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Nieuws NR 67, (Belga 67 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 14 
August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Nieuws NR 67, (description 2478). ‘Jef 
Moerenhout continue’, Le Soir, 12 June 1944, p. 2. ‘Un tour de Wallonie’, Le Pays Réel, 14 
June 1944, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 710/17/1944 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 715/22/1944, (descriptions). 
256 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 668, (Ufa 668 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 22 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 668, (description 
4069). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 668, (description 2550). ‘28 avril 1944 
(France Actualités: Journal national 44-18)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-
1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 300. NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/17, (description 5602).  
257 DG IPR-P/AV, Belga Actualités NR 68, (film 4120 viewing: 16 b/w, 8 August 2002, r. 1 of 
1- this print ends with a compilation of three items, all of them featuring Jef Van de Wiele but 
none of them belonging to this newsreel). NAA, Tobis Hollandsch Nieuws 1944/17, 
(description 5598). ‘21 avril 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-17)’, in E. Réta 
(ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 299. 
258 ‘Uit het dagboek van een filmliefhebber’, Volk en Staat, 7 July 1944, p. 2. RTBF-Imadoc, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 669, (16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 22 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). DG 
IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 669, (description 4095). RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Nieuws 
NR 69, (Belga 69 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 22 August, r. 1 of 1 – this print is 
incomplete). BArch-FArch, Belga Nieuws NR 69, (description 2574).  
259 See the previous endnote. 
260 The lack of both a preserved print and a published newsreel summary make the content of 
this newsreel untraceable. 
261 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 70, (Belga 70 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 
23 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 70, (description 2484). ‘30 juin 
1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-27)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 
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1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 312. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 700/7/1944, 
(description). 
262 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 671, (Ufa 671 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 23 August 2001, r. 1 of 1 – the fifth item is missing). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 671, (film 4120 viewing: 16 b/w, viewing table, 8 August 2002, r. 1 of 1 –this 
compilation contains only the fifth item). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 671, 
(description 2551). INAdF, France Actualités: Journal national 44-22, (RA T VIS 19440526 
viewing: S-VHS tape, video player, 24 October 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘26 Mai 1944 (France 
Actualités: Journal national)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 
1996), p. 307. ‘Vlaamsche en volksduitsche meisjes DRK meisjes nemen afscheid te Brussel’, 
Het Vlaamsche Land, 8 July 1944, p. 2. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
721/28/1944, (description). 
263 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Nieuws NR 71, (Belga 71 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 23 
August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Nieuws NR 71, (description 2575). DG IPR-
P/AV, Belga Actualités NR 71, (description 4123). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
717/24/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 721/28/1944, (descriptions). NAA, 
Nederlandsch Nieuws 1944/21, (description 5666). 
264 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 672, (Ufa 672 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 23 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 672, (description 
4298- this mute print contains the first three items of this newsreel). BArch-FArch, Actualités 
Mondiales NR 672, (description 1250 – this print contains only the first four items, edited in a 
different way). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 672, (film 4120 viewing: 16 b/w, 
viewing table, 8 August 2002, r. 1 of 1 – this compilation contains only the fourth item). ‘De 
rijke kultuur van onze vaderen’, Balming, 19 August 1944, p. 2. ‘De tentoonstelling 
‘Germaansch Erfgoed’ naar Brussel’, SS-Man, 8 July 1944, p. 7. ‘Geslaagde 
Guldensporenherdenking te Antwerpen’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 13 July 1944, p. 1. ‘De 
landsleider spreekt over Groeninge en Langemarck’, Balming, 15 July 1944, pp. 1-2. 
‘Generaal Dietl verongelukt’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 2/3 July 1944, p. 1. ‘16 juin 1944 (France 
Actualités: Journal national 44-25)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), p. 310. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 722/29/1944, (description). 
265 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 72, (Belga 72 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 
23 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). DG IPR-P/AV, Belga Actualités NR 72, (tape 630V viewing: 
VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print 4119, video player, 1 August 2002, t. 1 of 1). ‘Le Grand 
Prix de Wallonie’, Le Soir, 15/16 July 1944, p. 2. ‘Tout seul, Somers’, Le Soir, 17 July 1944, 
p. 2. ‘De rijke kultuur van onze vaderen’, Balming, 19 August 1944, p. 2. ‘De tentoonstelling 
‘Germaansch Erfgoed’ naar Brussel’, SS-Man, 8 July 1944, p. 7. ‘Degrelle a raison!’, Le Pays 
Réel, 16 July 1944, p. 3.  
266 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 673, (Ufa 673 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 28 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 673, (description 
4108). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 717/24/1944 and Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 723/30/1944, (descriptions). ‘L’administration militaire allemande remplacée 
par une administration civile’, Le Soir, 19 July 1944, p. 1. ‘Duitsch burgerlijk bestuur in 
België en Noord-Frankrijk’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 20 July 1944, p. 1. ‘Duitsch burgerlijk 
bestuur in België en Noord-Frankrijk’, Volk en Staat, 20 July 1944, pp. 1-2. 
267 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 73, (Belga 73 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 
28 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). IWM, Belga Nieuws NR 73, (GWY 254 viewing: 35 b/w mute, 
viewing table, 24 September 2001, 2 r. of 2). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
717/24/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 723/30/1944, (descriptions). ‘Pour remplacer 
les championnats d’athlétisme: voici les critériums nationaux!’, Le Soir, 19 July 1944, p. 2. 
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‘Critériums nationaux d’athlétisme’, Le Soir, 22/23 July 1944, p. 2. ‘Réussité parfaite aux 
grands-prix d’athlétisme: de nombreux jeunes gens ont confirmé leur réelles possibilities’, Le 
Soir, 24 July 1944, p. 2.  
268 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 674, (Ufa 674 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table,30 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 674, (description 
2553). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 674, (description 4173). ‘Een dag bij de 
Vlaamsche Pimpfe in een HJ-kamp’, SS-Man, 19 August 1944, p. 5. ‘Grand Prix de Belgique 
d’athlétisme’, Le Soir, 29/30 July 1944, p. 2. ‘Un superbe duel en 5000’, Le Soir, 31 July 
1944, p. 2. ‘30 juin 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-27)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les 
archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 313. 
269 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 74, (Belga 74 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 
30 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 74, (description 2571). DG 
IPR-P/AV, Belga Actualités NR 74, (description 4176). ‘SS-vrijwilligers vertrokken uit 
Antwerpen’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 1 August 1944, p. 1. ‘Andermaal Vlamingen naar de 
Waffen-SS’, Balming, 5 August 1944, p. 1. ‘Op zondag 30 juli…’, SS-Man, 5 August 1944, p. 
2. ‘2 juin 1944 (France Actualités: Journal national 44-23)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de 
guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 308. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
724/31/1944, (description).  
270 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 675, (Ufa 675 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, 30 
August 2001, r. 1 of 1 – incomplete print). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 675, 
(film 4127 viewing: 16 b/w negative, viewing table, 1 August 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, 
Actualités Mondiales NR 675, (description 1251).’4 août 1944 (France Actualités: Journal 
national 44-31)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 (Paris, 1996), p. 316. 
‘Week 30, 1944’, in T. Leeflang, De bioscoop in de oorlog (Amsterdam, 1990), p. 247. 
271 The lack of both a preserved print and a published newsreel summary make the content of 
this newsreel untraceable. 
272 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 676, (Ufa 676 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 30 August 2001 and 20 December 2002, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales 
NR 676, (description 2554). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales NR 676, (description 4297). 
BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 725/32/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
726/33/1944, (descriptions). IWM, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 725, (description GWY 227). 
‘La commémoration de la légion Wallonie’, Le Soir, 16 August 1944, p. 1. ‘Au cours de la 
grandiose commémoration du 8 août 1944’, Le Pays Réel, 16 August 1944, p. 1 and pp. 3-4. I 
am indebted to Alain Goossens for his assistance in transcribing Matthys’ speech. 
273 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités Nr 76, (Belga 76 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 
30 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Belga Actualités NR 76, (description 2485). BArch-
FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 726/33/1944, (description). G. Williamson, Aces of the 
Reich (London, 1989), pp. 86-90. 
274 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 677, (Ufa 677 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 30 August 2001, r. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Actualités Mondiales NR 677, (description 
2555). ‘Week der Dietsche jeugd te Antwerpen’, Het Vlaamsche Land, 17 August 1944, p. 1. 
‘Week der Dietsche jeugd – programma’, Volk en Staat, 15 August 1944, p. 2. ‘Plechtigheid 
te Langemark  – Hulde aan de in 1914-1918 gesneuvelde Duitsche studenten’, Het Vlaamsche 
Land, 23 August 1944, p. 1. ‘Langemarck’, SS-Man, 2 September 1944, pp. 4-5. 
‘Langemarck: een zinnebeeld’, Balming, 26 August 1944, p. 1. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 726/33/1944, (description). 
275 IWM, Belga Nieuws NR 77, (GWY 276 viewing: VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print, 
video player, 16 May 2002, t. 1 of 1). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 
726/33/1944, (description). ‘Torcello, favori du Grand-Prix d’Ostende’, Le Soir, 19/20 August 
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1944, p. 2. ‘Nouvelle et prestigieuse victoire de Torcello’, Le Soir, 21 August 1944, p. 2. 
IWM, Nederlandsch Nieuws NR 34, (GWY 218 viewing: 35 b/w, viewing table, 24 
September 2001, r. 1 of 1). 
276 RTBF-Imadoc, Actualités Mondiales NR 678, (Ufa 678 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing 
table, 31 August 2001 and 20 December 2002, r. 1 of 1). DG IPR-P/AV, Actualités Mondiales 
NR 678, (description 4096). ‘Le salon des lauréats’, Le Pays Réel, p. 2. ‘4 août 1944 (France 
Actualités: Journal national 44-31)’, in E. Réta (ed.), Les archives de guerre 1940-1944 
(Paris, 1996), pp. 316-317. BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche Wochenschau 728/30/1944, 
(description). 
277 RTBF-Imadoc, Belga Actualités NR 78, (Belga 78 viewing: 16 b/w sepmag, viewing table, 
31 August 2001, r. 1 of 1. This reel is incomplete, fragments from items 4, 9 and 10 are 
missing). IWM, Belga Actualités NR 78, (GWY 277 viewing: 35 b/w, viewing table, 24 
September 2001, r. 1 of 1). DG IPR-P/AV, Belga Actualités NR 78, (tape 629V viewing: 
VHS-transfer from b/w 35 mm print 4118, video player, 1 August 2002, t. 1 of 1). BArch-
FArch, Belga Actualités NR 78, (description 2486). BArch-FArch, Die Deutsche 
Wochenschau 724/31/1944 and Die Deutsche Wochenschau 728/35/1944, (descriptions). 
‘Namur  ravagée par les bombes anglo-américaines’, Le Soir, 19/20 August 1944, p. 1. ‘Le 
bilan des derniers bombardements de Namur et de Huy ’, Le Soir, 24 August 1944, p. 1. I am 
indebted to Dr. Wolfgang Gogolin for correcting my transcription of the German phrases. 
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